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The increased interest manifested in relation to all matters affecting the East, and the great attention now given to the study of comparative religion, seem to indicate that the time has come when an attempt should be made to place before the English-speaking people of the world a systematic exposition of the doctrines of the Muslim Faith. The present work is intended to supply this want, by giving, in a tabulated form, a concise account of the doctrines, rites, ceremonies, and customs, together with the technical and theological terms, of the Muhammadan religion.

Although compiled by a clergyman who has had the privilege of being engaged in missionary work at Peshawar for a period of twenty years, this "Dictionary of Islam" is not intended to be a controversial attack on the religious system of Muhammad, but rather an exposition of its principles and teachings.

Divided, as the Muslim world is, into numerous sects, it has been found impossible to take into consideration all the minor differences which exist amongst them. The Dictionary is, for the most part, an exposition of the opinions of the Sunni sect, with explanations of the chief points on which the Shiah and Wahhabi schools of thought differ from it. Very special attention has been given to the views of the Wahhabis, as it is the Author's conviction that they represent the earliest teachings of the Muslim Faith as they came from Muhammad and his immediate successors. When it is remembered that, according to Mr. Wilfrid Blunt's estimate, the Shiah sect only numbers some ten millions out of the one hundred and seventy-five millions of Muhammadans in the world, it will be seen that, in compiling a Dictionary of Muhammadanism, the Shiah tenets must of necessity occupy a secondary place in the study of the religion. Still, upon all important questions of theology and jurisprudence, these differences have been noticed.

The present book does not profess to be a Biographical Dictionary. The great work of Ibn Khallikan, translated into English by
Slane, supplies this. But short biographical notices of persons connected with the early history of Islam have been given, inasmuch as many of these persons are connected with religious dogmas and ceremonies; the martyrdom of Husain, for instance, as being the foundation of the Muharram ceremonies; Abu Hanifa, as connected with a school of jurisprudence; and the Khalifah `Umar as the real founder of the religious and political power of Islam. In the biographical notice of Muhammad, the Author has expressed his deep obligations to Sir William Muir's great work, the *Life of Mahomet*.

It is impossible for anyone to write upon the subject of Muhammadanism without being largely indebted, not only to Sir William Muir's books, but also to the works of the late Mr. Lane, the author of *Modern Egyptians*, new editions of which have been edited by Mr. Stanley Lane Poole. Numerous quotations from these volumes will be found in the present work.

But whilst the Author has not hesitated in this compilation to avail himself of the above and similar works, he has, during a long residence amongst Muhammadan peoples, been able to consult very numerous Arabic and Persian works in their originals, and to obtain the assistance of very able Muhammadan native scholars of all schools of thought in Islam.

He is specially indebted to Dr. F. Steingass, of the University of Munich, the author of the *English-Arabic* and *Arabic-English Dictionaries*, for a careful revision of the whole work. The interesting article on writing is from the pen of this distinguished scholar, as well as some valuable criticisms on the composition of the *qur'an*, and a biographical sketch of the Khalifah `Umar.

Orientalists may, perhaps, be surprised to find that *Sikhism* has been treated as a sect of Islam, but the Compiler has been favoured with a very able and scholarly article on the subject by Mr. F. Pincott, M.R.A.S., in which he shows that the "religion of Nanak was really intended as a compromise between Hinduism and Muhammadanism, if it may not even be spoken of as the religion of a Muhammadan sect,"—the publication of which in the present work seemed to be most desirable.

At the commencement of the publication of the work, the Author received very valuable assistance from the Rev. F. A. P. Shirreff, M.A., Principal of the Lahore Divinity College, as well as from other friends, which he must gratefully acknowledge.

Amongst the numerous suggestions which the Author received for
the compilation of this Dictionary, was one from a well-known Arabic scholar, to the effect that the value of the work would be enhanced if the quotations from the Qur'an, and from the Traditions, were given in their original Arabic. This, however, seemed incompatible with the general design of the book. The whole structure of the work is intended to be such as will make it available to English scholars unacquainted with the Arabic language; and, consequently, most of the information given will be found under English words rather than under their Arabic equivalents. For example, for information regarding the attributes of the Divine Being, the reader must refer to the English God, and not to the Arabic ALLAH; for all the ritual and laws regarding the liturgical service, to the English PRAYER, and not to the Arabic SALAT; for the marriage laws and ceremonies, to the English MARRIAGE, and not to the Arabic NIKAH. It is hoped that, in this way, the information given will be available to those who are entirely unacquainted with Oriental languages, or, indeed, with Eastern life.

The quotations from the Qur'an have been given chiefly from Palmer's and Rodwell's translations; and those in the Qur'anic narrative of Biblical characters (Moses for example) have been taken from Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's edition of Lane's Selections. But, when needful, entirely new translations of quotations from the Qur'an have been given.

The "Dictionary of Islam" has been compiled with very considerable study and labour, in the hope that it will be useful to many; —to the Government official called to administer justice to Muslim peoples; to the Christian missionary engaged in controversy with Muslim scholars; to the Oriental traveller seeking hospitality amongst Muslim peoples; to the student of comparative religion anxious to learn the true teachings of Islam,—to all, indeed, who care to know what are those leading principles of thought which move and guide one hundred and seventy-five millions of the great human family, forty millions of whom are under the rule of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Empress of India.

July 23rd, 1885.
The Arabic Letters in this Volume have been Transliterated as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>١</td>
<td>Alif</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>a, i, u, at the beginning of a word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢</td>
<td>Bā</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٣</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A soft dental, like the Italian t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٤</td>
<td>Sexo</td>
<td>Ş</td>
<td>Very nearly the sound of th in thing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٥</td>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٦</td>
<td>Ḥā</td>
<td>Ḥ</td>
<td>A strong aspirate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٧</td>
<td>Khā</td>
<td>Kl</td>
<td>Guttural, like the Scotch ch in lock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٨</td>
<td>Dāl</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Soft dental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٩</td>
<td>Zāl</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>A sound between dh and s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>Rā</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١١</td>
<td>Zā</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٢</td>
<td>Shin</td>
<td>Sh</td>
<td>A strongly articulated s; in Central Asia as sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٣</td>
<td>Šād</td>
<td>Ş</td>
<td>Something like the foreign pronunciation of the th in that; in Central Asia and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٤</td>
<td>Zād</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>India s or sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٥</td>
<td>Ṭā</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A strongly articulated palatal t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٦</td>
<td>Zā</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>A strongly articulated s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٧</td>
<td>‘Ain</td>
<td>‘</td>
<td>A guttural, the pronunciation of which must be learnt by ear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٨</td>
<td>Ghain</td>
<td>Gh</td>
<td>A strong guttural gh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٩</td>
<td>Fa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٠</td>
<td>Qāf</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Like ck in stuck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢١</td>
<td>Kāf</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٢</td>
<td>Lām</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>As in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٣</td>
<td>Mīm</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>As in Italian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٤</td>
<td>Nūn</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Pronounced as a, i, u, preceded by a very slight aspiration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٥</td>
<td>Hā</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٦</td>
<td>Waw</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٧</td>
<td>Ya</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٨</td>
<td>Fathah</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٢٩</td>
<td>Kasrah</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>٣٠</td>
<td>Zammah</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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AARON. Arabic Hârûn (حارون). The account given of Aaron in the Qur'ân will be found in the article on Moses. In Sûrah xix. 29, the Virgin Mary is addressed as "the Sister of Aaron." [MART. MOSES.]

ABAD (أباد). Eternity; without end, as distinguished from Azal (أزال), without beginning.

'ABASA (عساب). "He frowned." The title of the xxxth chapter of the Qur'ân. It is said that a blind man, named 'Abda'llâh ibn Unm Makthûm, once interrupted Muhammad in conversation with certain chiefs of Quraish. The Prophet, however, took no notice of him, but frowned and turned away; and in the first verse of this Sûrah, he is represented as reproved by God for having done so:— "He frowned and turned his back, for that the blind man came unto him."

'ABBAS (عباس). The son of 'Abdu l-Mu'tâsîlîb, and consequently the paternal uncle of Muhammad. The most celebrated of the "Companions," and the founder of the Abbaside dynasty, which held the Khilafate for a period of 509 years, namely, from A.D. 749 to A.D. 1258. He died in A.H. 52. His son Ibrâhîm-Abbas was also a celebrated authority on Islamic traditions and law. [See 'ABBAS, ABBASID]?

ABBASIDES. Arabic al-'Abbâsiyyah (العباسيه). The name of a dynasty of Khalifas descended from al-'Abbâs, the son of 'Abdu l-Mu'tâsîlîb, and a paternal uncle of Muhammed. On account of their descent from so near a relation of the Prophet, the Abbasides had, ever since the introduction of Islam, been very high in esteem amongst the Arabs, and had at an early period begun to excite the jealousy of the Umayyad Khalifas, who after the defeat of 'Ali occupied the throne of the Arabian Empire. The Abbas-
appointed by God. It is one of the signs of the last day that the ‘Abdul will come from Syria. (Mishkat, xii. 23.) No one pretends to be able to identify these eminent persons in the world. God alone knows where they are, and where they are.

‘ABDUL ‘LLAH (عبد الله). The father of Muhammad. He was the youngest son of ‘Abdul t-Mutallab. During the pregnancy of his wife ‘Aminah, he set out on a mercantile expedition to Gaza in the south of Palestine, and on his way back he sickness and died at al-Madinah, before the birth of his son Muhammed. (Kithbu ‘l-Wadad, p. 18; Muir’s Life of Mahomet, vol. i. p. 11.)

‘ABDUL ‘LLAH IBN SÂD (عبد الله بن سعد). One of Muhammad’s secretaries. It is related that, when Muhammad instructed ‘Abdul ‘llah to write down the words (Surah xxiii. 12-14), “We (God) have created man from an extract of clay... then we produced it another creation,” ‘Abdul ‘llah exclaimed, “And blessed be God, the best of creators”; and Muhammad told him to write down that also. Whereupon ‘Abdul ‘llah boasted that he had been inspired with a sentence which the Prophet had acknowledged to be part of the Qur’ân. It is of him that it is written in the Qur’ân, Surah vi. 98, “Who is more unjust than he who devises against God a lie, or says, ‘I am inspired,’ when he is not inspired at all.”

‘ABDUL t-MUTALLIB (عبد الطاب). Muhammad’s grandfather and his guardian for two years. He died, aged 82, A.D. 578. His sons were ‘Abdul ‘llah (Muhammad’s father), al-Harîq, az-Zuhair, Abû ‘l-Tallib, Abû Lahab, al-‘Abbâs, and Hamza.

‘ABDUL ‘L-QÂDIE AL-JILANI (عبد الله الذي الجلائي). The celebrated founder of the Qadiriyah order of darwishes, surnamed Pir-Dastagir. He died and was buried at Baghdad, A.H. 561.

‘ABDUL ‘L-RAHMAN IBN ‘AUF (عبد الرحمن بن أوف). One of the Companions who embraced Islam at a very early period, and was one of those who fled to Ethiopia. He also accompanied Muhammad in all his battles, and received twenty wounds at Uhud. He died A.H. 32, aged 70 or 75, and was buried at Baq’u t-Lgharqad, the graveyard of al-Madinah.

ABEL. Arabic Hābîl (هايل), Heb. Hêbel. In the Qur’ân “the two sons of Adam” are called Hābîl and Qâbil, and the following is the account given of them in that book (Surah v. 30-35), together with the remarks of the commentators in itaetra (as rendered in Mr. Lan’s Selections, 3rd ed., p. 55), “Recite unto them the history of the two sons of Adam, namely, Abel and Cain, with truth. Whom they offered [their] offering to God (Abel’s being a ram, and Cain’s being produce of the earth), and it was accepted from one of them (that is, from Abel; for fire descended from heaven, and devoured his offering), and it was not accepted from the other, Cain was enraged; but he concealed his envy until Adam performed a pilgrimage, when he said unto his brother, I will assuredly slay thee. Abel said, Wherefore? Cain answered, Because of the acceptance of thine offering to the exclusion of mine. Abel replied, God only accepteth from the pious. If thou stretch forth to me thy hand to slay me, I will not stretch forth to thee my hand to slay thee; for I fear God, the Lord of the worlds. I desire that thou shouldest bear the sin [which thou intendest to commit] against me, by slaying me, and thy sin which thou hast committed before, and thou wilt be of the companions of the fire. And that is the recompense of the offenders. But his soul suffered him to slay his brother: so he slew him; and he became of [the number of] those who suffer loss. And he knew not what to do with him; for he was the first dead person upon the face of the earth when sentons of Adam. So God placed upon his back. And God sent a raven, which scratched up the earth with its bill and its talons and raised it over a dead raven that was with it until it hid it, to show him how he should hide the corpse of his brother. He said, O my disgrace! Am I unable to be like this raven, and to hide the corpse of my brother?—And he became of [the number of] the repentant. And he digged [a grave] for him and hid him. On account of this which Cain did We commanded the children of Israel that he who should slay a soul, [not (for the latter’s having slain) a soul or committed wickedness in the earth, such as infidelity, or adultery, or interpreting the way, and the like] [should be regarded] as though he had slain all mankind; and he who saveth it alive, by abstaining from slaying it, as though he had saved alive all mankind.”

The occasion of their making this offering is thus related, according to the common tradition in the East. Each of them being born with a twin-sister, when they were grown up, Adam, by God’s direction, ordered Cain to marry Abel’s twin-sister, and Abel to marry Cain’s; (for it being the common opinion that marriages ought not to be had in the nearest degrees of consanguinity, since they must necessarily marry their sisters, it seemed reasonable to suppose they ought to take those of the remotest degree;) but this Cain refusing to agree to, because his own sister was the handsomest, Adam ordered them to make their offerings to God, thereby referring the dispute to His determination. The commentators say Cain’s offering was a sheaf of the very worst of his corn, but Abel’s a fat lamb of the best of his flock.”—Sale’s Koran, I., p. 122.

‘ABID (عبيد). "A worhipper [of God]." A term generally used for a devout person. The word frequently occurs in the Qur’ân wherein those who offered [their] offering to God (Abel’s being a ram, and Cain’s being produce of the earth) are called "worshipers" (sibghah) of God! And who is better than God at baptizing? We are the worshipers (sib’dan) of God." The word sibghah is trans-
ABIQ

[ABJAD (الفظ).] A runaway slave.

[ABJAD (لفظ).] The name of an arithmetical arrangement of the alphabet, the letters of which have different powers from one to one thousand. It is in the order of the alphabet as used by the Jews as far as 400, the six remaining letters being added by the Arabians. The letters spell the words:

الأبي instanced by Professor Palmer in "dye" and "dying." but Sale, following the Muslim commentators, al-Balṣawī, Jalālīn 'd-dīn, and Hūsanī who say it refers to the Christian rite, translates it "baptism." Others say that it means fitrah or dīn, the religion of God, with an adaptation to which mankind are created. See Lane's Lexicon. [HARPTM].

ABJAD ( alfāz). The name of an arithmetical arrangement of the alphabet, the letters of which have different powers from one to one thousand. It is in the order of the alphabet as used by the Jews as far as 400, the six remaining letters being added by the Arabians. The letters spell the words:

The author of the Arabic Lexicon, al-Qādhī, says that the first six words are the names of celebrated kings of Mydyan (Midian), and that the last two words were added by the Arabians. Some say they are the names of the eight sons of the inventor of the Arabic character, Murān ibn Mūra.

The following is a list of the letters with their English equivalents, and the powers of each in numbers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ح (ح)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ب (ب)</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ج (ج)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 د (د)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ح (ح)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 و (و)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 ز (ز)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ح (ح)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ت (ت)</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ي (ي)</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ك (ك)</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ل (ل)</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 م (م)</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ن (ن)</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[AUXORG.]

ABJATION. Arabic, وسّع (wasa'), وسّع (wasa') (وَسَعَ), Persian, abdaat (اَبِداَت). Abulation is described by Muhammad al Makkawi as "the half of faith and the key of prayer" (Miṣbah, lii. 3c), and is founded on the authority of the Qur'ān, surah v. 8, "O Believer! when ye prepare yourselves for prayer, wash your faces and hands up to the elbows, and wipe your heads and your feet to the ankles."

These ablutions are absolutely necessary as a preparation for the recital of the liturgical form of prayer, and are performed as follows: The worshipper, having tucked up his sleeves a little higher than his elbows, washes his hands three times; then he rinses his mouth three times, throwing the water into it with his right hand. After this, he, with his right hand, throws water up his nostrils, snuffing it up at the same time, and then blows it out, compressing his nostrils with the thumb and finger of the left hand—this being also performed three times. He then washes his face three times, throwing up the water with both hands. He next washes his right hand and arm, as high as the elbow, as many times, causing the water to run along his arm from the palm of the hand to the elbow, and in the same manner he washes the left. Then he draws his wetted right hand over the upper part of his head, raising his turban or cap with his left. If he has a beard, he then combs it with the wetted fingers of his right hand, holding his hand with the palm forwards, and passing the fingers through his beard from the throat upwards. He then puts the tips of his fore-fingers into his ears and twists them round, passing his thumbs at the same time round the back of the ears, from the bottom upwards. Next, he wipes his neck with the back of the fingers of both hands, making the ends of his fingers meet behind his neck, and then drawing them forward. Lastly, he washes his feet, as high as the ankles, and passes his fingers between the toes. During this ceremony, which is generally performed in less than three minutes, the intending worshipper usually recites some pious ejaculations or prayers. For example:

Before commencing the wasa'ah: "I am going to purify myself from all bodily uncleanness, preparatory to commencing prayer, that holy act of duty, which will draw my soul near to the throne of the Most High. In the name of God, the Great and Mighty. Praise be to God who has given us grace to be Muslims. Islam is a truth and indelibility a falsehood."

When washing the nostrils: "O my God, if I am pleasing in Thy sight, perfume me with the odours of Paradise."

When washing the right hand: "O my God, on the day of judgment, place the book of my actions in my right hand, and examine my account with favour."

When washing the left hand: "O my God, place not at the resurrection the book of my actions in my left hand."

The Shi'ahs, acting more in accordance with the text of the Qur'ān quoted above, only wipe, or rub (mosa'ah) the feet, instead of washing them, as do the Sunnis.

The ablution need not be performed before each of the five stated periods of prayer, when the person is conscious of having avoided every kind of impurity since the last performance of the ablutions. The private parts of the body must also be purified when necessary. When water cannot be procured, or would be injurious to health, the ablution may be performed with dust or sand. This ceremony is performed Tayammum (p.e.). The washing of the whole body is necessary after certain periods of impurity. [GHUSL.] The brushing of the teeth is also a religious duty. [MISWAK.] The benefits of ablution are highly extolled in the sayings of Muhammad, e.g., "He who performs the wasa'ah thoroughly will extract all sin from his body, even though it may be lurking under his finger-nails." In
ABORTION

the day of resurrection people shall come with bright faces, hands and feet, and there will be jewels in every place where the waters of the woṣū have reached.” (Miskāt, iii. 1.)

ABRAHAM

The following are Mr. Lane’s selections (giving in italics the remarks of Muslim commentators):

“Remember when Abraham said to his father Azar (this was the surname of Terah), Dost thou take images as deities? Verily I see thee and thy people to be in a manifest error. — And thus, as We showed him the error of his father and his people, did We show Abraham the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and [We did so] that he might be of the number of those who firmly believe.) And when the night overshadowed him, he saw a star (it is said that it was Venus), [and] he said unto his people, who were astrologers, This is my Lord, according to your assertion. — But when it set, he said, I like not that which set, to take them as Lords, since it is not meet for a Lord to experience alteration and change of place, as they are of the nature of accidents. Yet this had no effect upon them. And when he saw the moon rising, he said unto them, This is my Lord. — And when it set, he said, Verily if my Lord direct me not (if He confirm me not in the right way), I shall assuredly be of the erring people. — This was a hint to his people that they were in error; but it had no effect upon them. And when he saw the sun rising, he said, This is my Lord. This is greater than the star and the moon. — But when it set, and the proof had been rendered more strong to them, yet they disbelieved not, he said, O my people, verily I am clear of the [things] which ye associate with God; namely, the images and the heavenly bodies. So they said unto him, What dost thou worship? He answered, Verily I direct my face unto Him who hath created the heavens and the earth, following the right religion, and I am not of the polytheists. — And his people argued with him; [but] he said, Do ye argue with me respecting God, when He hath directed me, and I fear not what ye associate with Him unless my Lord will that aught displeasing should befal me? My Lord comprehendeth everything by His knowledge. Will ye not therefore consider? And wherefore should I fear that which ye associate with God, when ye fear not for your having associated with God that of which He hath not sent down unto you a proof? Then which of the two parties is the more worthy of safety? Are we, or you? If ye know who is the more worthy of it, follow him. — God saith, They who have believed, and not mixed their belief with injustice (that is, polytheism), for these shall be safety from punishment, and they are rightly directed.” (Surah vi. 74–82.)

“Relate unto them, in the book (that is, the Qurʾān), the history of Abraham. Verily, he was a person of great veracity, a prophet. When he said unto his father Azar, who worshipped idols, O my father, wherefore dost thou worship that which heareth not, nor seeth, nor averteth from thee aught, whether of advantage or of injury? O my father, verily [a degree] of knowledge hath come unto me, that hath not come unto thee: therefore follow me: I will direct thee into a right way. O my father, serve not the devil,
by obeying him in serving idols; for the devil is very rebellious unto the Compassionate. O my Lord, never fear that a punishment will betide thee from the Compassionate, if thou repent not; and that thou wilt be unto the devil an aider, and a companion in hell-fire.—He replied, Art thou a rejector of my Gods, O Abraham, and dost thou revile them? If thou abstain not, I will asser on thee with thine ears or with all words; therefore beware of me, and leave me for a long time.—Abraham said, Peace from me be on thee! I will ask pardon for thee of my Lord; for He is gracious unto me: and I will separate myself from you and from what ye invoke instead of God; and I will call upon my Lord: perhaps I shall not be unsuccessful in calling upon my Lord, as ye are in calling upon idols.—And when he had separated himself from them, and from what they worshipped instead of God, by going to the Holy Land, We gave him two sons, that He might cherish himself thereby, namely, Isaac and Jacob; and each [of them] We made a prophet; and We bestowed upon them (namely, the three), of our mercy, wealth and children; and We caused them to receive high commendation. (Sūrah xix. 42-51.)

"We gave unto Abraham his direction formerly, before he had attained to manhood; and We knew him to be worthy of it. When he said unto his father and his people, What are these images, to the worship of which ye are devoted?—they answered, We found our fathers worshipping them, and we have followed their example. He said unto them, Verily ye and your fathers have been in a manifest error. They said, Hast thou come unto us with truth in saying this, or art thou of those whom jest? He answered, Nay, your Lord (the being who deserveth to be worshipped) is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, who created the earth, not after the similitude of anything pre-existent; and I am of those who bear witness thereof. And, by God, I will assuredly devise a plot against your idols after ye shall have retired, turning your backs.—So, after they had gone to their place of assembly, on a day when they held a festival, he broke them in pieces with an axe, except the chief of them, upon whose neck he hung the axe; that they might return unto it (namely, the chief) and see what he had done with the others. They said, after they had returned and seen what he had done, Who hath done this unto our gods? Verily he is of the unjust.—And some of them said, We heard a young man mention them reproachfully: he is called Abraham. They said, Then bring him before the eyes of the people, that they may bear witness against him, if he be having done it. They said unto him, when he had been brought, Hast thou done this unto our gods, O Abraham? He answered, Nay, this their chief did it: and ask ye them, if they [can] speak. And they returned unto themselves, upon reflection, and said unto themselves, ye are the unjust, in worshiping that which speaketh not. Then they reverted to their obstinacy, and said, Verily thou knowest that these speak not; them wherefore dost thou order us to ask them? He said, Do ye then worship, instead of God, that which doth not profit you at all, nor injure you if ye worship it not? Fie on you, and on that which ye worship instead of God! Do ye not then understand?—They said, Burn ye him, and we will make your days longer, if ye will do so. So they collected abundance of firewood for him, and set fire to it; and they bound Abraham, and put him into an engine, and cast him into the fire. But, saith God, We said, O fire, be thou cold, and a security unto Abraham! So nought of him was burned save his bonds: the heat of the fire ceased, but its light remained; and by God's saying, Security,—Abraham was saved from dying by reason of its cold. And they intended against him a plot; but he caused them to be the sufferers. And we delivered him and Lot, the son of his brother Haran, from El-Erāq, [bringing them] unto the land which We blessed for the peoples, by the abundance of its rivers and trees, namely, Syria. Abraham took up his abode in Palestine, and Lot in El-Mufțekhe, between which is a day's journey. And when Abraham had asked a son, We gave unto him Isaac, and Jacob as an additional gift, beyond what he had asked, being a son's son; and all of them We made righteous persons and prophets. And We made them models of religion who directed men by Our command unto Our religion; and We commanded them by inspiration to do good works and to perform prayer and to give the appointed alms; and they served Us. And unto Lot We gave judgment and knowledge; and We delivered him from the city which committed filthy actions; for they were a people of evil, shameful doers; and We admitted him into our mercy; for he was [one of] the righteous. (Sūrah xxxi. 52-75.)

"Hast thou not considered him who disputed with Abraham concerning his Lord, because God had given him the kingdom? And he was Nimrod. When Abraham said unto him, (his saying unto him), What is thy Lord, unto whom thou castest us? My Lord is He who giveth life and causeth to die,—he replied, I give life and cause to die.—And he summoned two men, and slew one of them, and left the other. So when he saw that he understood not, Abraham said, And verily God bringeth the sun from the east: now do thou bring it from the west.—And he who disbelieved was confounded; and God directeth not the offending people." (Sūrah ii. 260.)

"And Our messengers came formerly unto Abraham with good tidings of Isaac and Jacob, who should be after him. They said, Peace. He replied, Peace be on you. And he tarried not, but brought a roasted calf. And when he saw that their hands touched it not, he disliked them and conceived a fear of them. They said, Fear not: for we are sent unto the people of Lot, that we may destroy them. And his wife Sarah was standing serving them, and she laughed, rejoicing at the tidings of their destruction. And we gave her good tidings of Isaac; and after Isaac, Jacob.
She said, Alas! shall I bear a child when I am an old woman of nine and ninety years, and when this my husband is an old man of a hundred or a hundred and twenty years? Verily this [would be] a wonderful thing—They said, Do not doubt, We will bring thee the command of God: The mercy of God and His blessings be on you, O people of the house of Abraham! for He is praiseworthy, glorious.

—And when the terror had departed from Abraham, and the good tidings had come unto him, he disputed with Us (that is, with Our messengers) respecting the people of Lot; for Abraham was gentle, compassionate, repentant. And he said unto them, Will ye destroy a city wherein are three hundred believers? They answered, No. He said, And will ye destroy a city wherein are two hundred believers? They answered, No. He said, And will ye destroy a city wherein are forty believers? They answered, No. He said, And will ye destroy a city wherein are fourteen believers? They answered, No. He said, And tell me, if there be in it one believer? They answered, Yes. And he said, Verily it is the city of the believers. They replied, We know best who is in it. And when their dispute had become tedious, they said, O Abraham, abstain from this dispute; for the command of thy Lord hath come for their destruction, and a punishment not [to be] averted is coming upon them. (Surah xi. 72–78.)

““And when Our decree for the destruction of the people of Lot came [to be executed], We turned them [that is, their cities] upside-down; for Gabriel raised them to heaven, and let them fall upside-down to the earth; and We raised upon them stones of baked clay, sent one after another, marked with thy Lord, each with the name of him upon whom it should be cast: and they [are] not far distant from the offenders; that is, the stones are not, or the cities of the people of Lot were not, far distant from the people of Makkah,” (Surah xi. 84.)

“And [Abraham] said [after his escape from Nimrod], Verily I am going unto my Lord, who will direct me unto the place whither He hath commanded me to go, namely, Syria. And when he had arrived at the Holy Land, he said to the Lord, give me a son [who shall be one] of the righteous. Whereupon We gave him the glad tidings of a mild yOUTH. And when he had attained to the age when he could work with him (as some say, seven years; and some, thirteen), he said, O my child, verily I have seen in a vision, I should sacrifice thee (and the dreams of prophets are true; and their actions, by the command of God); therefore consider what thou seest advisable for me to do. He replied, O my father, do what thou art commanded: thou shalt find me, if God please, [of the number] of the patient. And when they had resigned themselves, and he had laid him down on his temple, in [the valley of] Minâ, and had drawn the knife across his throat (but it produced no effect, by reason of an obstacle interposed by the divine power), We called unto him, O Abraham, thou hast verified the vision. Verily thus do We reward the well-doers. Verily this was the manifest trial. And We ransomed him whom He had been commanded to sacrifice (and he was Ishmael or Isaac; for there are two opinions) with an excellent victim, a ram from Paradise, the same that Abel had offered: Gabriel (on whom be peace!) brought it, and the Lord Abraham sacrificed it, saying, God is most great! And We left this salutation [to be bestowed] on him by the latter generations, Peace [be] on Abraham! Thus do We reward the well-doers: for he was of Our believing servants.” (Surah xxxvii. 97–111.)

“Remember when Abraham said, O my Lord, show me how Thou wilt raise to life the dead. —He said, Hast thou not believed? He answered, Yea: but I have asked Thee that my heart may be at ease. He replied, Then take four birds and draw them towards thee, and cut them in pieces and mingle together their flesh and their feathers; then place upon each mountain of thy land a portion of them, then call them unto thee: they shall come unto thee quickly; and know thou that God is mighty [and wise]. And when he took a peacock and a vulture and a raven and a cock, and did with them as hath been described, and kept their heads with him, and called them; whereupon the portions flew about, one to another, until they became complete: then they came to their heads.” (Surah ii. 263.)

“Remember, when his Lord had tried Abraham by certain words, commands and prohibitions, and he fulfilled them, God said unto him, I constitute thee a model of religion unto men. He replied, And of my offspring constitute models of religion. (God) said, My covenant doth not apply to the offenders, the unbelievers among them. And when We pointed the house (that is, the Kâbah) to be a place for the resort of men, and a place of security (a man would meet the slayer of his father there and he would not provoke him [to revenge]), and (said) Takrûr (That is certain), We made the station of Abraham (the stone upon which he stood at the time of building the House) as a place of prayer, that ye may perform behind it the prayers of the two râkâhs [which are ordained to be performed after the ceremony] of the worshippers [of the Kâbah]. And We commanded Abraham and Ishmael, saying, Purify My House [rid it of the idols] for those who shall compass [it], and those who shall abide there, and those who shall bow down and prostrate themselves. —And when Abraham said, O my Lord, make this place a secure territory (and God hath answered his prayer, and made it a sacred place, wherein the blood of man is not shed, nor is any one oppressed in it, nor is its game hunted [or shot], nor are its plants cut or pulled up), and supply its inhabitants with fruits (which hath been done by the transporting of a-tâf from Syria thither, when it [that is, the territory of Makkah] was desert, without sown land or water, such of them as shall believe in God and the last day. —He mentioned them peculiarly to the prayer agreeably with the saying of God, Mankind doth not apply to the offenders.” (Surah vii. 268.)
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him who disbelieveth: I will make him to enjoy a supply of food in this world, a little without that I will force him in the world to come, to the punishment of the fire; and evil shall be the transit.” (Sūrah ii. 118-120.)

“And remember when Abraham was raising the foundations of the House (that is, building it), together with Ishaam, and they said, O our Lord, accept of us our buildmg; for Thou art the Hearer of what is said, the Knower of what is done. O our Lord, also make us resigned unto Thee, and make from among our offspring a people resigned unto Thee, and show us our rites (the ordinances of our worship, or our pilgrimage), and be propitious towards us; for Thou art the Very Propitious, the Merciful. (They begged Him to be propitious to them, notwithstanding their honesty, from a motive of humility, and by way of instruction to their offspring.) O our Lord, also send unto them (that is, the people of the House) an apostle from among them (and God kath answered their prayer by sending Muhammad), who shall recite unto them Thy signs (the Qur’ān), and shall teach them the book (the Qur’ān), and the knowledge that it containeth, and shall purify them from polytheism; for Thou art the Mighty, the Wise.—And who, will be averse from the religion of Abraham but he who maketh his foolish, this is ignorant that it is God’s creation, and that the worship of Him is incumbent on it; or who lightly esteemeth it and applieth it to vile purposes; when We have chosen him in this world as an apostle and a friend, and he shall be in the world to come one of the righteous for whom are high ranks.—And remember when his Lord said unto him, Resign thyself; he replied, I resign myself unto the Lord of the worlds.—And Abraham commanded his children to follow it (namely, the religion); and Jacob, his children; saying, O my children, worship God, of whom thou and I are chosen, for you the religion of al-Islām; therefore die not without your being Muslims.—It was a prohibition from abandoning Islam and a command to persevere therein unto death.” (Sūrah ii. 121-128.)

“When the Jews said, Abraham was a Jew, and we are of his religion,—and the Christians said the like, [the following] was revealed:—O people of the Scripture, wherewith do ye argue respecting Abraham, asserting that he was of your religion, when the Pentateuch and the Gospel were not sent down but after him a long time? Do ye not then understand the falsity of your saying? So ye, O people, have argued respecting that of which ye have knowledge, concerning Moses and Jesus, and have asserted that ye are of their religion; then wherefore do ye argue respecting that of which ye have no knowledge, concerning Abraham? But God knoweth his case, and ye know it not. Abraham was not a Jew nor a Christian; but he was orthodox, a Muslim [for one resigned], a Unitarian, and he was not of the polytheists.” (Sūrah iii. 58-60.)

ABSconding of SLAVES.

Arabic Ḳabīq (قَبِيق). An absconded male or female slave is called Ḳabīq, but an infant slave who leaves his home is termed ṭāl, a word which is also used for an adult slave who has strayed. The apprehension of a fugitive slave is a laudable act, and the person who seizes him should bring him before the magistrate and receive a reward of forty dirhams. (Hamilton’s Hizāyil, vol. ii. p. 278.)

ABSTINENCE. Arabic Taqwā (تَقْوَى). Is very frequently enjoined in the Qur’ān. The word generally applies to abstinence from idolatry in the first instance, but it is used to express a life of piety. An excessive abstinence and a life of asceticism are condemned in the Qur’ān, and the Christians are charged with the invention of the monastic life. (Sūrah lvi. 27.) “As for the monastic life, they invented it themselves.” [MONASTICISM, FASTING.]

ABŪ ‘ABDI ‘LLĀH (ابو عبدالله). Muhammad ibn Ismail al-Bukhari, the author of the well-known collection of traditions received by the Sunnis. [BUKHARI.]

ABŪ ‘ABDI ‘LLĀH AHMAD IBN ḤANBAL (ابو عبدالله أحمد بن حنبل). [HANBALI.]

ABŪ ‘ABDI ‘LLĀH IBN ANAS (ابو عبدالله سالم بن انس). [MALIKI.]

ABŪ ‘ABDI ‘LLĀH MUHAMMAD IBN AL-HASAN (ابو عبدالله محمد بن الحسن). Known as Imam Muhammad. Born at Wasil, a city in Arabian Iraq, a.h. 189. He studied under the great Imam Abū Hanifah, and had also studied under Imam Malik for three years. He is celebrated as one of the disciples of the Imam Abū Hanifah, from whom he occasionally differs, as is seen in the Hidāya. He died at Rai, in Khorasan, where his tomb is still to be seen, a.h. 189.

ABŪ BAKR (ابو بكر). Of the origin of his name, there are various explanations. Some think that it means “the father of the maiden,” and that he received this title because he was the father of ‘Aishah, whom Muhammad married when she was only nine years old. His original name was ‘Abdu-‘l-Ḳābah (which the Prophet changed into ‘Abdu ‘llāh) Ibn Abū Qubāfah. He was the first Khalifah, or successor of Muhammad. [KHALIFA.] Muhammadan writers praise him for the purity of his life, and call him as-Siddiq, the Veracious. He only reigned two years, and died August 22nd, a.d. 664.

ABŪ DA‘UD (ابو داود). Sulaimān ibn al-Ash’s al-Sijistani; born at al-Basrah a.h. 802, and died a.h. 275. The compiler of one of the six correct books of Sunni traditions, called the Sunnan Abū Da‘ud, which contains 4,008 traditions, said to have been carefully collated from 600,000. [TRADITIONS.]

ABŪ HANIFAH (ابو هنیفه). Abū Hanifah an-Nu’mān is the great Sunni Imām and jurisconsult, and the founder of
the Hanifi sect. His father, Sābit, was a silk dealer in the city of al-Kūfah, and it is said his grandfather, Zūta, was a native of Kābul. He was born at al-Kūfah, A.H. 80 (A.D. 700), and died at Baṣrah, A.H. 150. He is regarded as the great oracle of Sunni jurisprudence, and his doctrines, with those of his disciples, the Imam Abū Yūsuf and the Imam Muhammad, are generally received throughout Turkey, Tartary, and Hindustan. It is related that Imam Mālik said that the Imam Abū Hanifah was such a logician that, if he were to assert a wooden pillar was made of gold, he would prove it by argument.

Abū Hurairah (ابو حريرة). One of the most constant attendants of Muḥammad, who from his peculiar intimacy has related more traditions of the sayings and doings of the Prophet than any other individual. His real name is doubtful, but he was nicknamed Abū Hurairah on account of his fondness for a kitten. He embraced Islām in the year of the expedition to Khaybar, A.H. 7, and died in al-Madinah, A.H. 57 or 63, aged 75.

Abū Jahl (ابو جهل). An implacable adversary of Muḥammad. His real name was Amr ibn Ḥishām, but he was nicknamed, by the Muslims, Abū Jahl, or the “Father of Folly.” He is supposed to be alluded to in the Qur’ān, Surah xxii. 8: “There is a man who disputeth concerning God without either knowledge or direction.” He was a boastful and debauched man, and was killed in the battle of Badr.

Abū Lahab (ابو لهاب). One of the sons of Abū Mūṭṭalib, and an uncle to Muḥammad. He was a most bitter enemy to the Prophet, and opposed the establishment of Islām to the utmost of his power. His name was Abū ‘Uzza, but he was nicknamed by Muḥammad, Abū Lahab, “the Father of the Flame.” When Muḥammad received the command to admonish his relations, he called them all together, and told them he was a warner sent unto them before a grievous chastisement. Abū Lahab rejected his mission, and cried out, “Mayest thou perish! Hast thou called us together for this?” and took up a stone to cast at him; whereupon the sixteenth Surah of the Qur’ān was produced:—

“Let the hands of Abū Lahab perish, and let himself perish! His wealth and his gains shall avail him naught. Burned shall he be at a fiery flame, And his wife laden with fire wood, On her neck a rope of palm fibre.”

Abū Lahab is said to have died of grief and vexation at the defeat which his friends had received at the battle of Badr, surviving that misfortune only seven days. His body was left unburied for several days.

Zaid and Abū Lahab are the only relatives or friends of Muḥammad mentioned by name in the Qur’ān.


Abū L-Qāsim (ابو قاسم). “The father of Qāsim.” One of the names of Muḥammad, assumed on the birth of his son Qāsim, who died in infancy. [Muḥammad.]

Abusive Language is forbidden by the Muslim law, and the offender must be punished according to the discretion of the Qāzi. Abū Hanifah says: “If a person abuse a Muslim by calling him an ass or a hog, punishment is not incurred, because these expressions are in no respect defamatory of the person to whom they are used, it being evident that he is neither an ass nor a hog. But some allege that in our times chastisement is inflicted, since, in the modern acceptation, calling a man an ass or a hog is hold to be abuse. Others, again, allege that it is esteemed only to be abuse when the person of whom it is said occupies a dignified position.” According to Abū Hanifah, the greatest number of stripes that can be inflicted for abusive language is thirty-nine. (Hamilton’s Hīdāyah, vol. ii. 76.) Muḥammad is related to have said, “Abusing a Muslim is disobedience to God, and it is infidelity for anyone to join such an one in religious warfare.” (Mishkār, xxii. 2.)

Abū Tālib (ابو طالب). Muḥammad’s uncle and guardian; the father of Ali. He is believed to have died as he had lived, an unbeliever in the Prophet’s mission; but for forty years he had been his faithful friend and guardian. He died in the third year before the Hijrah.

Abū ‘Ubaidah (ابوبعaida). One of the Companions, who was with the Prophet in all his wars, and was distinguished himself at the battle of Uhud. He was highly esteemed by Muḥammad, who made him one of the ‘Ashūrah al-Mubāshsharāt, or ten patriarchs of the Muslim faith. He died A.H. 18, aged 56.

Abū Yūsuf (ابو يوسف). Known also as Ya’qūb ibn Ibrāhīm. Born at Baḡdād, A.H. 113. Studied under the Imam Abū Hanifah, and is celebrated, together with the Imam Muḥammad and the Imam Zufar, as disciples of the great Imam; from whose opinions, however, the three disciples not unfrequently differ, as will be seen upon reference to the Hīdāyah. He died A.H. 182.

‘Ad (عهد). A tribe located to the south of Arabia, to which the prophet Hūd is said to have been sent. See Qur’ān, vii. 63:—

“And to ‘Ad we sent our brother Hūd, ‘O my people,’ said he, ‘worship God: ye have no other god than Him: Will ye not then fear Him?’

‘O my people,’ said he, ‘worship God: ye have no other god than Him: Will ye not then fear Him?’

‘O my people,’ said he, ‘worship God: ye have no other god than Him: Will ye not then fear Him?’
people; we certainly perceive that thou art unsound of mind; and we surely deem thee an impostor.

"He said, 'O my people! it is not unsoundness of mind in me, but I am an Apostle from the Lord of the Worlds.'

"The messages of my Lord do I announce to you, and I am your faithful counsellor.

"Marvel ye that a warning hath come to you from your Lord through one of yourselves that He may warn you? Remember how he hath made you the successors of the people of Noah, and increased you in tallness of stature. Remember then the favours of God, that it may haply be well with you.'

"They said, 'Art thou come to us in order that we may worship one God alone, and leave what our fathers worshipped? Then bring that upon us with which thou threatenest us, if thou be a man of truth.'

"He said, 'Vengeance and wrath shall suddenly light on you from your Lord. Do ye dispute with me about names that you and your fathers have given your idols, and for which God hath sent you down no warranty? Wait ye then, and I too will wait with you.'

"And we delivered him, and those who were on his side, by our mercy, and we cut off, to the last man, those who had treated our signs as lies, and who were not believers.'

Also, Surah lxxxix. 5: "Hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with 'Ad at Iram, adorned with pillars, whose like have not been reared in these lands." [MUD, I'RAM.]

ADDA (AD). Payment; satisfaction; completing (prayers, &c.).

ADAM. Arabic, Adam (AD): The first man. Reckoned by Muslim writers as the first prophet, to whom ten portions of scripture (sahifah) are said to have been revealed. He is distinguished by the title of Safiyyu'llah, or, the 'chosen one of God.' He is mentioned in the Qur'an in the following Surahs, which are taken from Mr. Lane's S新疆 (Ad) \&c., edited by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole; Trubner, 1879), with the commentary in italics:—

"Remember, O Muhammad, when thy Lord said unto the angels, I am about to place in the earth a vicegerent to act for me in the execution of my ordinances thereof, namely, Adam,—they said, Wilt Thou place in it one who will corrupt in it by disobediences, and will shed blood (as did the sons of El-Jann, who were in it; where or, when they acted corruptly, God sent to them the angels, who drove them away to the islands and the mountains), when we (on the contrary) celebrate the divine perfection, occupying ourselves with Thy praise, and extol Thy holiness? Therefore we are more worthy of the vicegerency.—God replied, Verily I know that which ye know not, as to the affair of appointing Adam vicegerent, and that among his posterity will he be the obedient and the rebellious, and they will manifest among them. And he created Adam from the surface of the earth, taking of every handful of what it comprised, which was kneaded with various waters; and he com-

pletely formed it, and breathed into it the soul; so it became an animated sentient being. And he taught Adam the names of all things, infusing the knowledge of them into his heart. Then He showed them (namely, the things) to the angels, and said, Declare unto me the names of these things, if ye say truth in your assertion that I will not create any more knowing than ye, and that ye are more worthy of the viceroyalty. They replied, 'We extol Thy perfection! We have no knowledge excepting what Thou hast taught us; for Thou art the Knowing, the Wise.—God said, O Adam, tell them their names. And when he had told them their names, God said, Did I not say unto you that I know the secrets of the heavens and the earth, and know what ye reveal of your words, saying, Wilt thou place in it, etc., and what ye did conceal of your words, saying, He will not create any more generous towards Him than we, nor any more knowing'" (Surah ii. 28-31.)

"We created you; that is, your father Adam; then We formed you; we formed him, and you in him: then We said unto the angels, Prostrate yourselves unto Adam, by way of salutation; whereas they prostrated themselves, except Iblees, the father of the jinn, who was amid the angels: he was not of those who prostrated themselves. God said, What hath hindered thee from prostrating thyself, when I commanded thee? He answered, I am better than he; Thou hast created me of fire, and Thou hast created him of earth. [God] said, Then descend thou from it; that is, from Paradise; or, as some say, from the heavens; for it is not fit for thee that thou behave thyself proudly therein: so go thou forth: verily thou shalt be of the contemptible. He replied, Grant me reprieve until the day when they (that is, mankind) shall be raised from the dead. He said, Thou shalt be of those [who are] respite: and, in another verse [in xv. 38, it is said], until the day of the known period; that is, until the expiration of the first blast [of the trumpet]. [And the devil] said, Now, as Thou hast led me into error, I will surely lay wait for them (that is, for the sons of Adam) in Thy right way, the way that leadeth to Thee: then I will surely come upon them, from before them, and from behind them, and from their right hands, and from their left, and hinder them from pursuing the way (but, saith Ibn 'Abbás, he cannot come upon them above, lest he should intervene between the servant and God's mercy), and Thou shalt not find the great number of them grateful, or believing. [God] said, Go forth from it, despised and driven away from mercy. Whosoever of them (that is, of mankind) shall follow thee, I will surely fill hell with you all; with thee, and thy off-spring, and with men." (Surah viii. 10-17.)

"And we said, O Adam, dwell thou and thy wife (Hawiyya or Eve), whom God created from a rib of his left side) in the garden, and eat ye thereof plentifully, wherever ye will; but approach ye not this tree, to eat thereof; (and it was wheat, or the grape-wine, or some other tree;) for if ye do so, ye will be
ADAB

ADAB (أدب). Discipline of the mind and manners; good education and good breeding; politeness; deportment; a mode of conduct or behaviour. A very long section of the Traditions is devoted to the sayings of Muhammad regarding rules of conduct, and is found in the Mishkat al Masabih under the title Bābu 'l-Adab (book xii. Matthew's Mishkat). It includes—(1) Salutations, (2) Asking permission to enter houses, (3) Shaking hands and embracing, (4) Rising up, (5) Sitting, sleeping and walking, (6) Sneezing and yawning, (7) Laughing, (8) Names, (9) Poetry and eloquence, (10) Backbiting and abuse, (11) Promises, (12) Joking, (13) Boasting and party spirit. The traditional sayings on these subjects will be found under their respective titles. 'Imam 'l-Adab is the science of Philology.

ADON (عدن). The garden of Eden. Jamhatu 'Adon. The garden of perpetual abode. The term is used both for the garden of Eden, in which our first parents dwell, and also for a place in celestial bliss.

ADONI. Arabic Tabanni. "An adopted son, or daughter, of known descent, has no right to inherit from his, or her, adoptive parents and their relatives,—the filiation of this description being neither recommended nor recognised by Muhammadan law. Such son or daughter is, however, entitled to what may be given under a valid deed in gift or will. In this particular the Muhammadan agrees with the English, and the Hindu with the Roman law. (Tugore Law Lectures, 1873, p. 124.)

ADORATION. The acts and postures by which the Muslims express adoration at the time of prayer are similar to those used by the ancient Jews (vide Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, in loco), and consist of the number of the offenders. But the devil, Iblis, caused them to slip from it, which is from the garden, by his saying unto them, Shall I show you the way to the tree of eternity? And he swore to them by God that he was one of the faithful advisers to them; so they ate of it, and He ejected them from that state of delight in which they were. And We said, Descend ye to the earth, ye two with the offsprings that ye comprise (yet unborn), one of you (that is, of your offspring): an enemy to another; and there shall be for you, in the earth, a place of abode, and a provision, of its vegetable produce, for a time, until the period of the expiration of your terms of life. And Adam learned, from his Lord, words, which were these:—O Lord, we have acted unjustly to our own souls, and if Thou do not forgive us, and be merciful unto us, we shall surely be of those who suffer loss. And He prayed in these words; and He became propitious towards him, accepting his repentance; for He is the Very Propitious, the Merciful. We said, Descend ye from it (from the garden) altogether; and if one come unto you from Me a direction (a book and an apostle), those who follow my direction, shall there come no fear on them, nor shall they grieve in the world to come; for they shall enter paradise: but who disobey and accuse our signs of falsehood, these shall be the companions of the fire: they shall remain therein for ever." (Sūrah ii. 35-37.)

The Muhammadians say, that when they were cast down from Paradise [which is in the seventh heaven], Adam fell on the isle of Ceylon, or Sarandib, and Eve near Jiddah (the port of Makkah) in Arabia; and that, after a separation of two hundred years, Adam was, on his repentance, conducted by the angel Gabriel to a mountain near Makkah, where he found and knew his wife, the mountain being then named 'Arafāt; and that he afterwards retired with her to Ceylon.—Sale.

ADORATION. [ADONI] The prayers handed down by tradition. Those prayers which were said by Muhammad, in addition to the regular liturgical prayers. They are found in different sections of the traditions or Ḥadīṣ. 'Adl (عدل). Justice. Appointment what is just; equalising; making of the same weight. Ransom. The word occurs twelve times in the Qur'an, e.g., Sūrah iv. 128, "Ye are not able, it may be, to act equitably to your wives, even though ye covet it." Sūrah ii. 44, "Fear the day wherein no soul shall pay any ransom for another soul." Sūrah ii. 123, "And fear the day when no soul shall pay any ransom for a soul, nor shall an equal be received therefrom, nor any intercession avail; and they shall not be helped." Sūrah ii. 292, "Write it down faithfully... then let his agent dictate faithfully." Sūrah v. 105, "Let there be a testimony between you when any one of you is at the point of death— at the time he makes his will—two equitable persons from amongst you." Sūrah vi. 69, "And though it (soul) compensate with the fullest compensation it would not be accepted." Sūrah v. 115, "The words of thy Lord are fulfilled in truth and justice." Sūrah xvi. 78, "Is he to be held equal with him who bids what is just, and who is on the right way?" Sūrah xvi. 22, "Verily God bids you do justice. Sūrah xlix. 8, "Make peace with them with equity and be just." Sūrah lxiii. 8, "Thy generous Lord, who created thee and moulded thee and disposed thee aright."

ADON (عذن). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It signifies "the Just." It does not occur in the Qur'an as an attribute of the Divine Being, but it is in the list of attributes given in the Traditions. (Mishkat, book x.)

ADIYAT (عیدیت). "Swift horses." The title of the 100th Sūrah of the Qur'ān, the second verse of which is, "By the swift chargers and those who strike fire with their hoofs." Professor Palmer translates it "snorting chargers."
ADULTERY

Rūkah, or the inclination of the body, the hands being placed on the knees; and Sūjūd, or prostration upon the earth, the forehead touching the ground. [Fatawa.]. The adoration of the black stone at Makkah forms an important feature in the ceremonies of the pilgrimage. [Law.]

ADULTERY. Arabic zinā (زنا). The term zinā includes both adultery and fornication, but there is a difference in the punishment for these offences. [FORNICATION.]

Adultery is established before a Qāsi, either by proof or confession. To establish it upon proof, four witnesses are required. (Qurān, Sūrah iv. 1.) When witnesses come forward, it is necessary that they should be examined particularly concerning the nature of the offence. When the witnesses shall have borne testimony completely, declaring that "they have seen the parties in the very act of carnal conjunction," the Qāsi passes sentence.

A confession of adultery must be made by the person who has committed it, and it is confirmed, although, according to the Imām ash-Shāfi‘ī, one confession is sufficient. Some of the doctors hold that if a person retract his confession, his retraction must be credited, and he must be forthwith released.

At the commencement of Muhammad's mission, women found guilty of adultery and fornication were punished by being literally immured—Sūrat an-Nur (iv. 19). "Shut them up within their houses till death release them, or God make some way for them." This, however, was cancelled, and lapidation was substituted as the punishment for adultery, and 100 stripes and one year's banishment for fornication.

When an adulterer is to be stoned to death, he should be carried to some barren place, and the lapidation should be executed, first by the witnesses, then by the Qāsi, and afterwards by the by-standers. When a woman is stoned, a hole or excavation should be dug to receive her, as deep as her waist, because Muhammad ordered such a hole to be dug for Ghandia.

It is lawful for a husband to slay his wife and her paramour, if he shall find them in the very act. If a supreme ruler, such as a Khalīfah, commit adultery, he is not subject to such punishment.

The state of marriage which subjects a whoremonger to lapidation, requires that he be free (i.e. not a slave), a Muslim, and one who has consummated a lawful marriage.

It will be seen that Muhammadan law is almost identical with the divine law of the Jews with regard to adultery (Deut. xviii. 22, Lev. xix. 20); but the Mosaic penalty applied as well to the betrothed as to the married woman.

AFFLICTION. Arabic ba‘am (بهم). The benefits of affliction are frequently expressed in both the Qurān and Traditions. For example: Sūrah ii. 160, "We will try you with something of fear, and hunger, and loss of wealth, and souls, and fruit; but give good tidings to the patient who, when there falls on them a calamity, say, `Verily we are God's and verily to Him we return.'" This formula is always used by Muhammadans in any danger or sudden calamity, especially in the presence of death.

In the traditions (see Miṣkāt ‘l-Masbūḥ), Muhammad is related to have said, "A Muslim is like unto standing green corn, which sometimes stands erect, but is sometimes cast down by the wind." "No affliction befalls a servant of God but on account of the sins which he commits."

AFSUN (آفسنه). The Persian term for Daurah or exorcism. [EXORCISM.]

'AFU (آفار). Lit. "erasing, cancelling." The word is generally used in Muhammadan books for pardon and forgiveness. It
AGENT. Arabic wakil (وكيل). One legally appointed to act for another. For the Muhammadan law regarding the appointment of agents to transact business, or to negotiate marriages, see Hamilton’s Hidāyāt, vol. iii. p. 1; Baillie’s Digest. Hanifi Code, p. 75; Munawiyah Code, p. 29. The author of the Hidāyāt says, “It is lawful for a person to appoint another his agent for the settlement, in his behalf, of every contract which he might lawfully have concluded himself, such as sale, marriage, and so forth;” and he then proceeds to lay down rules for guidance in such matters at great length. A woman who remains in privacy and is not accustomed to go into Court, ought, according to the saying of Abū Bakr, to appoint an agent and not appear herself. A slave or a minor may be appointed an agent for a free man.

AL-AHAD (الحاد). “The One.” A title given to God. [NAMES OF GOD.]

AHADIYAH (الحادية). Unity, concord. Al-Ahadiyah is a term used by Sufi mystics to express a condition of the mind, completely absorbed in a meditation on the Divine Unity. (See ‘Abdu ‘r-Razzāq’s Dictionary of the Technical Terms of the Sufis. Sprenger’s edition.)

AHQAF (الخاف). The name of a tract of land in Sihr in Yaman. The title of the xxviii Sūrah of the Qur’ān.

ALU’L-BAIT (الأه البيت). “The people of the house.” A term used in the Qur’ān (Sūrah xxxiii. 33), and in the Hadī‘ (Mishkāt, xxiv. 21), for Muhammad’s household.

ALU’L-HAWĀ’ (الأهل الهوا). A visionary person; a libertine.

ALU’L-KITĀB (الأهل الكتاب). Lit. “The people of the book.” A term used in the Qur’ān for Jews and Christians, as believers in a revealed religion. Some sects of the Shi’ahs include the Ma‘ṣū’i (Ma‘ṣū) under this term.

AHMAD (أحمد). The name under which Muhammad professed that Jesus Christ foretold his coming. Vide Qur’ān, Sūrah lxi. 6. “And remember when Jesus the son of Mary said, ‘O children of Israel! a truth I am God’s Apostle to you to confirm the law which was given before me, and to announce an apostle that shall come after me, whose name shall be Ahmad.’” Muhammad had, no doubt, heard that Our Lord had promised a Paracletos (παρακλητός), John xvi. 7. This title, understood by him, probably from the similarity of sound, as equivalent to Periolytos (περιολυτός), he applied to himself with reference to his own name Muhammad, the praised or glorified one. Muir thinks that in some imperfect Arabic translation of the Gospel of St. John, the word παρακλητός may have been translated Ahmād, or praised. (Life of Mahomet, vol. i. 17.)

AHZAB (الحذاب). “Confederates.” The title of the xxxiv Sūrah of the Qur’ān, which is said to have been written when al-Madinah was besieged by a confederation of the Jewish tribes with the Arabs of Makkah. a.d. 5.

AIYUB (أيوب). [JOB.]

AJAL (أجل). The appointed time of death, said to be ordained by God from the first. Qur’ān, Sūrah xxxiv. 44, “He resipites them until the appointed time. When their appointed time comes, verily God looks upon His servants.” [DEATH.]

AJIR (أمير). A term used in Muhammadan law for a person hired for service. [SERVANT.]

AJNABI (اجنبي). A foreigner; any person not of Arabia.

AKHIR-I-CHAHĀR-I-SHAMBAH (آخره آخره فيه). The last Wednesday of the month of Safar. It is observed as a feast in commemoration of Muhammad’s having experienced some mitigation of his last illness, and having bathed. It was the last time he performed the legal bathing, for he died on the twelfth day of the next month. In some parts of Islām it is customary, in the early morning of this day to write verses of the Qur’ān, known as the Seven Selvān (ق.ر.), and then wash off the ink and drink it as a charm against evil. It is not observed by the Wahhābi, nor is it its observance universal in Islām.

AKHLĀQ (أخلاق). The plural of Khulq. Nature, dispositions, habits, manners. The general term for books on morality, e.g. Akhlaq-i-Jalālī, Akhlaq-i-Muḥsini, the name of a dissertation on Ethics by Husain Wāzīr Kāshifī, a.d. 910, which has been translated into English by the Rev. H. G. Keene (W. H. Allen & Co.).

AKHUND (أخوين). A mantulaw; a teacher. A title of respect given to eminent religious teachers. One of the most celebrated Muhammadan teachers of modern times was the “Akhund of Swāt,” who died a.d. 1875. This great religious leader resided in the village of Saidū, in the district of Swāt, on the north-west frontier of India.

AKHÜNDAZAH (أخونذاشه). The son of an Akhund. A title of respect given to the sons or descendants of celebrated religious teachers. [AKHUND.]

ÄL (أل). Lit. “offspring, or posterity.” Used in Muslim works for the offspring of Muhammad
AL-ALAM (عالم). A standard or ensign. A term used for the flags and standards paraded during the Muharram. [MUHARRAM, STANDARDS.]

ALAM (عالم). The universe; world; condition, state of being.
1. Alam u-l-arwah. The world of spirits.
2. Alam u-l-khalq. The world; this life.
5. Alam u-l-ashâkâdah. The visible world.
8. Alam u-l-qadw. The four mystic stages of the jinn are—
   (a) 1. Alam u-l-nâsrât. The present world.
   (b) 2. Alam u-l-nâsâl. The state of angels.
   (c) 3. Alam u-l-jâbârât. The state of power.
   (d) 4. Alam u-l-lâhût. The state of absorption into the Divinity.

[Sufism.]

ALAMAT (علمات). The greater signs of the resurrection. [ALAMATU 'S-SÀ'AH, RESURRECTION.]

ALAMATU 'N-NUBÜWAH (علمات النبوة). "The signs of Prophecy." A term used for the supposed miracles and other proofs of the mission of Muhammad. The title of a chapter in the Traditions. [Miskhât, xxi. c. vi.]

ALAMATU 'S-SÀ'AH (علمات السعادة). "The signs of the hour," i.e. the signs of the time of the Resurrection and of the Day of Judgment. The title of a section of the Traditions. [Miskhât, xxiii. c. 3.]

'ALAQ (علق). "Congealed blood." The title of the xvith Surah, the first five verses of which are generally allowed to be the earliest portion of the Quràn.

AL-BALDAH (البلدة). "The City." A name sometimes used in the Hadis for Makkah.

ALCHEMY. Arabic Kimiyâ (كيمياء). According to the Kashfu 'z-zunân, in loco, learned Muslims are not agreed as to the existence of this occult science, nor are they of one opinion as to its lawfulness, even if it should exist.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. Mentioned in the Qurân as Zu'l-Qurmain, i.e. "He of the two horns," with which he is represented on his coins. (Sûrah xviii. 82.) He seems to have been regarded by Muhammad as one invested with a divine commission—"Verily we established his power upon earth"; but commentators are not agreed whether to assign him the position of a Prophet. [ZU'L-QURMAIN.]

AL-HAMD (الحمد). "Praise." A title given to the first Surâ of the Qurân, so called because its first word is Al-hamd. This chapter is also called Fatihah, which term is used by modern Muslims for the Surâ when it is said for the benefit of the dead, Al-hamd being its more usual title. [FATIHÂH.]

AL-HAMDU-LILLÂH (الحمد لله). "Praise belongs to God." An ejaculation which is called Tahâwîd, and which occurs at the commencement of the first chapter of the Qurân. It is used as an ejaculation of thanksgiving—"Thank God!" It is very often associated with the addition of Rabbi u-almin, "Lord of the Universe." [TAHÂWÎD.]

'ALI (علي). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means "The Exalted One."

'ALI (علي). The son of Abû-Talib, and a cousin-german to Muhammad, who adopted him as his son. He married Fatimah, the daughter of Muhammad, and had by her three sons, Hasan, Husein, and Muhassain. He was the fourth Khalifah, and reigned from A.H. 35 to A.H. 40. He was struck with a poisoned sword by Ibn Muljam, at al-Kufah, and died after three days, aged fifty-nine years. The Shi'ah hold that, on the death of Muhammad, 'Ali was entitled to the Khalifate, and the respective claims of Abû Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Uûsain on the one hand, and of 'Ali on the other, gave rise to the Shi'ah schism. 'Ali is surmised by the Arabs 'Aliu 'l-Nâhâr, and by the Persians Shîr-i-Khâd, i.e. "The Lion of God." [SHI'AH.]

ALIF. The letter Alif (ا) is a monogram frequently placed at the head of letters, prescriptions, &c. It is the initial letter of the word Allâh (الله), "God."

ALIF LAM MIM. The Arabic letters aliflamim, corresponding to A L M, which occur at the commencement of six Surâhs, namely Sûratu 'l-Baqarah (2), Sûratu 'l-Ankabût (29), Sûratu 'r-Rum (30), Sûratu Luqman (31), and Sûratu 's-Sijdah (32). Muhammad never explained the meaning of these mysterious letters, and consequently they are a fruitful source of perplexity to learned commentators. Jâlûd-dîn gives an exhaustive summary of the different views in his Itqân (p. 470). Some suppose they stand for the words Allâh, "God"; Lafiti, "gracious"; Mu'ajjul, "glorious." Others say they stand for Allâhumma 'l-Wâlih, "I am the God who knoweth." Others maintain that they were not meant to be understood, and that they were inserted by the Divine command without explanation, in order to remind the reader that there were mysteries which his intellect would never fathom.

ALU 'IMRÂN (العمران). "The family of Imrân." The title of the third chapter of the Qurân.

'ALIM (علم). [pl. 'ulama'] A learned
AL-'ALIM (العلم). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur'an, and means "The Wise One."

ALLAH (الله). [GOD.]

ALLAHU AKBAR (الله أكبر). "God is great," or "God is most great." An ejaculation which is called the Takbir. It occurs frequently in the liturgical forms, and is used when slaying an animal for food. [ZAKHRIR.]

AMULETS. The word generally used for amulets is Sadaqah, or that which manifests righteousness; the word zakat, or purification, being specially restricted to the legal alms. [ZAKHAR.] Sadaqat-u-Fitr are the offerings given on the Lesser Festival. The duty of almsgiving is very frequently enjoined in the Qur'an, e.g. Surah ii. 274-5, "What ye expend of good (i.e. of well-gotten wealth), it shall be paid to you again, and ye shall not be wronged. (Give your alms) unto the poor who are strained in God's way and cannot traverse the earth.

. . . Those who expend their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly, they shall have their hire with their Lord."

The following are some of the sayings of Muhammad on the subject of almsgiving, as they occur in the Traditions:—"The upper hand is better than the lower one. The upper hand is the giver of alms, and the lower hand is the poor beggar." "The best of alms are those given by a man of small means, who gives of that which he has earned by labor, and gives as much as he is able." "Begin by giving alms to your own relatives." "Doing justice between two people is alms; assisting a man on his beast is alms; good words are alms." "A camel lent out for milk is alms; a cup of milk every morning and evening is alms." "Your smiling in your brother's face is alms; assisting the blind is alms." "God says, Be thou liberal, thou child of Adam, that I may be liberal to thee." (See Mishkat, Matthew's edition, vol. i. p. 429.)

ALWÁH (الwealth), pl. of Lauh. "The tables" (of the Law). Mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah vii. 142. "We wrote for him (Moses) upon the Tables (al-Alwah) a monition concerning every matter."

Muslim divines are not agreed as to the number either of the tables, or of the Commandments. The commentators Jailalain say they were either seven or ten. [TEN COMMANDMENTS.]

'AMAL-NÁMAH (عمل نامة). The Persian word for Sahifatu l-'A’mal, or record of acts kept by the recording angels. [SAHIFATU l-'A’MAL, KIRAMO l-KATHIBIN.]

AMÁN (امان). Protection given by a Muslim conqueror to those who pay Jizyah, or poll tax. [JIJAD.]

AMBIYÁ (النبي). pl. of Nabi. "Prophets." The title of the xxrst Sürah. [PROPHETS.]

ÁMIN (أمين). Hebrew Ḥāmá, An expression of assent used at the conclusion of prayers, very much as in our Christian worship. It is always used at the conclusion of the Súratu l-Fatihah, or first chapter of the Qur'an.

Amin, "Faithful." Al-Amin is the title which it is said was given to Muhammad when a youth, on account of his fair and honourable bearing, which won the confidence of the people.

Aminu l-Bait, one who wishes to perform the pilgrimage to Makkah.

ÁMINAH (أمينة). Muhammad's mother. She was the wife of 'Abdu l-lah, and the daughter of Wabh ibn 'Abdi Manák. She died and was buried at al-Abwá, a place midway between Makkah and al-Madinah, before her son claimed the position of a Prophet.

AMIR (امير). Anglicise, Emir. "A ruler; a commander; a chief; a nobleman." It includes the various high offices in a Muslim state; the Imam, or Khalifah, being styled Amiru l-'Umará, the ruler of rulers; and Amiru l-Mu'minin, the commander of the believers.

AMIRU 'L-HAJJ (الحج). The chief of the pilgrimage. The officer in charge of the pilgrims to Makkah. [HAJJ.]

AMIRU 'L-MU'MININ (المعنى). "The Commander of the Believers." A title which was first given to 'Abdu l-lah ibn Jathl after his expedition to Najlah, and which was afterwards assumed by the Khalifahs (first by 'Umar) and the Sultans of Turkey. [KHALIFAH.]

'AMIRIBN AL-'ÁSÍ (ابن الأسلم). One of the Companions, celebrated for his conquest of Syria, Palestine and Egypt, in the reigns of Abú Bakr and 'Umar. He died (according to an-Nawawi) A.H. 43.

AMULETS. Arabic Hámá'úl (حمال), "anything suspended"; Thawīg, a refuge; Hījāb, a cover.

Amulets, although of heathen origin, are very common in Muslim countries. The following are used as amulets: (1) a small Qur'an, encased in silk or leather, and suspended from the shoulder; (2) a chapter or verse of the Qur'an, written on paper and folded in leather or velvet; (3) some of the names of God, or the numerical power (see ABJAD) of these names; (4) the names of prophets, celebrated saints, or the numerical power of the same; (5) the Muhammadan creed, engraved on stone or silver. The chapters of the Qur'an generally selected for Amulets are: Surahs i, vi, xviii, xxxvi, xlii, lv,
AMULETS

lxxiii., lxxxviii. Five verses known as the Ayatu l-Hifz, or "verses of protection," are also frequently inscribed upon Amulets. They are Sūrah xli. 25; xii. 64; xii. 12; xv. 17; xxi. 7. (Ayat al-Hifz.)

These charms are fastened on the arm or leg, or suspended round the neck, as a protection against evil. They are also put on houses and animals, and, in fact, upon anything from which evil is to be averted. Strictly, according to the principles of Islam, only the names of God, or verses from the Qurān, should be used for amulets. Information regarding the formation of magic squares and amulets will be found in the article on Exorcism. (Exorcism, Da'wah.)

AN AN'ĀM (الأنام). "The Cattle." The title of the ninth Sūrah, in verse 137 of which some superstitious customs of the Meccans, as to certain cattle, are incidentally mentioned.

ANĀNIYAH (الانانيه). From ana, "I." "Egotism." Al-ananiyah is a term used by the Sūfis to express the existence of man.

ANAS IBN MĀLĪK (أنس ابن مالك). The last of the Companions of Muhammad, and the founder of the sect of the Mālikis. He died at al-Basrah, a.h. 93, aged 108.

AL-ANFĀL (الانفال). "The Spoils." The title of the ninth Sūrah which was occasioned by a dispute regarding the spoils taken at the battle of Badr, between the young men who had fought and the old men who had stayed with the ensigns.

ANGEL. Arabic maš'ak or malak (ملک). Persian Firāūstah (فرعسته). "It is believed," says Ibn Majah, "that the angels are of a simple substance (created of light), endowed with life, and speech, and reason; and that the difference between them, the Jinn, and Shaitān is a difference of species. Know," he adds, "that the angels are sanctified from carnal desire and the disturbance of anger: they disobey not God in what He hath commanded them, but do what they are commanded. Their food is the celebrating of His glory; their drink, the proclaiming of His holiness; their conversation, the commemoration of God, Whose name be exalted; their pleasure, His worship; and they are created in different forms and with different powers." (Arabic Nights, Lane's edition, Notes to the Introduction, p. 27.)

Four of them are archangels, or, as they are called in Arabic, Karābīyūn (Cerubim), namely, Jūbrāl, or Jēbrail, (Gabriel), the angel of revelations; Mīkāl, or Mīkāl, (Michael), the patron of the Israelites; Iśrāīl, the angel who will sound the trumpet at the last day; and Arāfāl, or 'Arāfāl, the angel of death. Angels are said to be inferior in dignity to human prophets, because all the angels were commanded to prostrate themselves before Adam (Sūrah lii. 32). Every believer is attended by two recording angels, called the Kā'imūtābātīn, one of whom records his good actions, and the other his evil actions. There are also two angels, called Munkar and Nakīr, who examine all the dead in their graves. The chief angel who has charge of hell is called Mālik, and his subordinates are named Zabānīyah, or guards. A more extended account of these angels will be found under their particular titles.

The angels intercede for man: "The angels celebrate the praise of their Lord, and ask forgiveness for the dwellers on earth." (Sūrah xliii. 8.) They also act as guardian angels: "Each hath a succession of angels before him and behind him, who watch over him by God's behest." (Sūrah xliii. 12.) "Is it not enough for you that your Lord allow thee with three thousand angels sent down (from on high)?" (Sūrah liii. 120.) "He is the supreme over His servants, and sendeth forth guardians who watch over you, until, when death overtaketh any one of you, our messengers receive him and fail not." (Sūrah vi. 61.)

There are eight angels who support the throne of God, "And the angels shall be on its sides, and over them on that day shall bear up the throne of thy Lord." (Sūrah lxxix. 17.) Nineteen have charge of hell. "Over it are nineteen. None but angels have we made guardians of the fire." (Sūrah lixiv. 30, 31.)

The names of the guardian angels given in the book on Exorcism (duwās), entitled the Jawāhir l-Khamsah, are Iśrāīl, Jēbrāl, Kākāl, Darīl, Dušāl, Raftmāl, Sharqāl, Tankāl, Imsāl, Sarakikāl, Khadrāl, Taṭāl, Rāyāl, Hulāl, Humwākīl, 'Irāl,
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Amwâlil, 'Arâ'îl, 'Amrâ'îl, Mîkâ'îl, Makkâ'îl, Harrâ'îl, 'Atîl, Narâ'îl, Nukhâ'îl. [esoter.

ANIMALS. Arabic Ḥayawání (حیوانی). According to the Qur'an, Surah xxiv. 44, "God hath created every animal of water." An idea," says Redwall, "perhaps derived from Gen. i. 20, 21."

It is believed that at the Resurrection the irrational animals will be restored to life, that they may be brought to judgment, and then be annihilated. See Qur'an, Surah vi. 38, "No kind of beast is there on the earth, nor fowl that flith with its wings, but is a community like you; nothing have We passed over in the book (of the Eternal decrees): then unto their Lord shall they be gathered."

AL-ANKABUT (الأنكبوت). "The Spider." The title of the xxxith Surah, in which there is a passing reference to this insect in the 40th verse: "The likeness for those who take to themselves guardians besides God is the likeness of the spider who buildeth her a house; but truly the frailtest of all houses surely is the house of the spider."

AL-ANSSAR (الأنصار). "The Helpers," a term used for the early converts of Al-Madinah; but when all the citizens of Al-Madinah were ostensibly converted to Islam, they were all named Anssar, while those Muslims who accompanied the Prophet from Makkah to Al-Madinah were called Muhajirûn, or exiles. (Muir's Life of Mahomet. vol iii. p. 26.) [MUHAMMAD.]

ANTICHRIST. [MARIEU D-DAJ-JAL.]

APOSTASY FROM ISLAM. Arabic eridâd. (الارتداد). According to Muslim law, a male apostate, or Murâdd, is liable to be put to death if he continue obstinate in his error; a female apostate is not subject to capital punishment, but she may be kept in confinement until she recant. (Hamilton's Hidâyah, vol. ii. p. 227.) If either the husband or wife apostatize from the faith of Islam, a divorce takes place ispo facto; the wife is entitled to her whole dower, but no sentence of divorce is necessary. If the husband and wife both apostatize together, their marriage is generally allowed to continue, although the Imam Zafar says it is annulled. But if, after their joint apostasy, either husband or wife were singly to return to Islam, then the marriage would be dissolved. (Hamilton's Hidâyah, vol. ii. p. 188.)

According to Abu Hanifah, a male apostate is disabled from selling or otherwise disposing of his property. But Abu Yâusuf and Imam Muhammad differ from their master upon this point, and consider a male apostate to be as competent to exercise every right as if he were still in the faith. (Hidâyah, vol. ii. p. 205.)

If a boy under age apostatize, he is not to be put to death, but to be imprisoned until he come to full age, when, if he continue in the state of unbelieb, he must be put to death. Neither lunatics nor drunkards are held to be responsible for their apostasy from Islam. (Hidâyah, vol. ii. 246.) If a person upon compulsion become an apostate, his wife is not divorced, nor are his lands forfeited. If a person become a Musalman upon compulsion, and afterwards apostatize, he is not to be punished. (Hidâyah, vol. iii. 467.)

The will of a male apostate is not valid, but that of a female apostate is valid. (Hidâyah, vol. iv. 537.)

'Ikrimah relates that some apostates were brought to the Khalifah 'Ali, and he burnt them alive; but Ibn 'Abbas heard of it, and said that the Khalifah had not acted rightly, for the Prophet had said, "Punish not with God's punishment (i.e. fire), but whosoever changes his religion, kill him with the sword." (Sahih i. Bukhâri.)

APOSTLE. Arabic rasûl (رسول). The term rasûl (apostle or messenger) is applied to Muhammad, that of hadjirûl being used in the Qur'an (Surah iii. 4, 5; Surah iv. 11, 112; Surah lixi. 14) for the Apostles of Jesus. The word rasûl is also considered to be derived from the Ethiopic bûrû, "to go"; havûrû, "a apostle"; although, according to al-Baizâwî, the commentator, it is derived from bûwirû, "to be white," in Syriac, hâwar, and was given to the disciples of Jesus, he says, on account of their purity of life and sincerity, or because they were respectable men and wore white garments. In the Traditions (Mishkât, book i. c. vi. part 2) bûwirû is used for the followers of all the prophets. [PROPHETS.]

AL-AQABAH (ابة). A sheltered glen near Minâ, celebrated as the scene of the two pledges, the first and second pledge of al-Aqabah. The first pledge was made by ten men of the tribe of Khazraj and ten of Aus, when they pledged their faith to Muhammad thus: "We will not worship any but one God; we will not steal; nor commit adultery; nor kill our children; nor will we slander our neighbour; and we will obey the Prophet of God." The date assigned to this pledge by Sir W. Muir is April 21, A.D. 621. The second pledge was a few months afterwards, when seventy-three men and two women came forward, one by one, and took an oath of fealty to the Prophet. Muhammad named twelve of the chief of these men, and said: "Moses chose from amongst his people twelve leaders. Ye shall be sureties for the rest, even as were the Apostles of Jesus; and I am surety for my people. And the people answered, Amin, So be it." (Muir's Life of Mahomet, vol. ii. pp. 216; 232.)

'ÂQIB (لعيب). "A successor or deputy." "One who comes last." 'Aqib is a title given to Muhammad as being styled "the last of the prophets."

'ÂQILAH (العقل). The relatives who pay the expiatory mulct for manslaughter, or any other legal fine. They must
AQIQAH

be relatives descended from one common
father. (Hamilton's Hitdâyâh, vol. iv. pages
449, 452; Ballière's Law of Sale, p. 214.)

AQIQAH (عَيْقَة). A custom
observed by the Arabs on the birth of a
child; namely, leaving the hair on the
infant's head until the seventh day, when it is
shaved, and animals are sacrificed, namely,
two sheep for a boy and one for a girl. (Mish-
âkî, xvi. c. 8) It is enjoined by Muhammadan
law, and observed in all parts of Islam.

ARABIA. Bilidu 'l-'Arab (بِلِدِّ الْأَرَاب). Jasiratu 'l-'Arab (جَسِرَة الْأَرَاب), 'Arabistan (أَرَابِيْسَتَان). The peninsula
bearing, amongst the Arabs, these names is
the country situated on the east of the Red
Sea, and extending as far as the Persian Gulf.
The word probably signifies a "barren place," "desert" (Heb. אַרְבָּאָא).

Ptolemy divides Arabia into three parts,
Arabia Petraea, Arabia Felix, and Arabia
Deserta; but Arabian geographers divide it into
Ṭhâqrâh, al-Hijāz, al-Najd, al-'Arâz, and
al-Yaman.
The races which have peopled Arabia are
divided into three sections, al-'Arabu 'l-Beʾi-
dah, al-'Arabu 'l-'Arâbah, and al-'Arabu 'l-
Mustarribah.

I. Al-'Arabu 'l-Beʾiḍah, are the old "lost
Arabs," of whom tradition has preserved the
names of several tribes, as well as some mem-
orable particulars regarding their extinction.
This may well be called the fabulous period of
Arabian history; but, as it has the sanction of
the Qurʾān, it would be sacrilege in a Muslim
to doubt its authenticity. According to
this account, the most famous of the extinct
tribes were those of 'Ād, ʿS̱āmūd, ʿJadis, and
Ṭsām, all descended in the third or fourth
generation from Šem. 'Ād, the father of his
tribe, settled, according to tradition, in the
Great Desert of al-Ḥajāj soon after the con-
fusion of the tribes. Šhaddād his son succeeded
him in the government, and greatly extended
his dominions. He performed many fabulous
exploits; among others, he erected a magnifi-
cent city in the desert of ʿAdan, which had
been begun by his father, and adorned it with
a sumptuous palace and delightful gardens,
imitation of the celestial paradise, in order
to inspire his subjects with a superstitious
veneration for him as a god. This superb
structure was built with bricks of gold and
silver alternately disposed. The roof was of
gold, inlaid with precious stones and pearls.
The trees and shrubs were of the same preci-
sious materials. The fruits and flowers were
rubies, and on the branches were perched
birds of similar metals, the hollow parts of
which were loaded with every species of the
richest perfumes, so that every breeze that
blew came charged with fragrance from the
hills of these golden images. To this para-
dise he gave the name of Iram (see Qurʾān,
Sūrah lxxxix. 6). On the completion of all
this grandeur, Šhaddād set out with a splendid
retinue to admire its beauties. But heaven
would not suffer his pride and impiety to go
unpunished; for, when within a day's journey
of the place, they were all destroyed by a
terrible noise from the clouds. As a reward of
Divine justice, the city, we are assured,
still stands in the desert, though invisible.
Southey, in his Thalaba, has viewed this and
many of the other fables and superstitions of
the Arabs with the eye of a poet, a philo-
sopher, and an antiquary. According to al-
Tabari, this legendary palace was discovered
in the time of Muawiya, the first Khalîfah of
Damascus, by a person in search of a stray
camel. A fanciful tradition adds, that the
Angel of death, on being asked whether, in
the discharge of his duties, an instance had
ever occurred in which he had felt some com-
passion towards his wretched victims, ad-
mitted that only twice had his sympathies
been awakened—once towards a shipwrecked
infant, which had been exposed on a solitary
plank to struggle for existence with the winds
and waves, and which he spared; and the
second time in cutting off the young Šhaddād
at the commencement of his days almost within view
of the glorious fabric which he had erected
at so much expense. No sooner had the
angel spoken, than a voice from heaven
was heard to declare that the helpless
innocent on the plank was no other than
Šhaddād himself; and that his punishment
was a just retribution for his ingratitude
unto a merciful and kind Providence, which
had not only saved his life, but raised him
to unrivalled wealth and splendour. The
whole fable seems to be a confused tradition
of Belus and the ancient Babylon; or, rather,
as the name would import, of Benhadad, men-
tioned in Scripture as one of the most famous
of the Syrian kings, who, we are told, was
worshipped by his subjects.

Of the ʿAdites and their succeeding princes,
nothing certain is known, except that they
were dispersed or destroyed in the course of a
few centuries by the sovereigns of al-Yaman.
The tribe of ʿS̱āmūd first settled in Arabia
Felix, and on their expulsion they repaired
to al-Hijr, on the confines of Syria. Like the
ʿAdites, they are reported to have been of a
most gigantic stature, the tallest being a hun-
dred cubits high, and the least sixty; and such
was their muscular power, that, with a stamp
of the foot in the driest soil, they could plant
themselves knee-deep in the earth. They
dwelt, the Qurʾān informs us, "in the caves of
the rocks, and cut the mountains into houses,
which remain to this day." In this tribe it is
easy to discover the Thamudites of Diodorus,
Pliny, and Ptolemy.

The tribes of Ṭsām and Ḥadis settled be-
tween Makkah and al-Madinah, and occupied
the whole level country of al-Yaman, living
promiscuously under the same government.
Their history is buried in darkness; and when
the Arabs wish to denote anything of dubious
authority, they call it a fable of Ṭsām.

The extinction of these tribes, according
to the Qurʾān, was miraculous, and a
signal example of Divine vengeance. The
posterity of ʿĀd and ʿS̱āmūd had abandoned
the worship of the true God, and lapsed into incorrigible idolatry. They had been chastised with a three years' drought, but their hearts remained hardened. To the former was sent the Prophet Hûd, to reclaim them and preach the unity of the Godhead. "O my people!" exclaimed the prophet, "ask pardon of your Lord; then turn unto Him with penitence, (and) He will send down the heavens upon you with copious rains, and with strength in addition to your strength will He increase you." Few believed, and the overthrow of the idolaters was effected by a hot and suffocating wind, that blew seven nights and eight days without intermission, accompanied with a terrible earthquake, by which their idols were broken to pieces, and their houses thrown to the ground. (See Qurân, Sûrah vii. 68, xl. 58.) Laqmân, who, according to some, was a famous king of the 'Adîtes, and who lived to the age of seven eagles, escaped, with about sixty others, the common calamity. These few survivors gave rise to a tribe called the Latter 'Ad; but on account of their crimes they were transformed, as the Qurân states, into asses or monkeys. Hûd returned to Harramant, and was buried in the neighbourhood, where a small town, Qabr Hûd, still bears his name. Among the Arabs, 'Ad expresses the same remote age that Saturn or Ogyges did among the Greeks; anything of extreme antiquity is said to be "as old as King 'Ad."

The idolatrous tribe of Sâmûd had the prophet Sâlih sent to them, whom D'Hericbolet makes the son of Arphazad, while Bochart and Sale suppose him to be Peleg, the brother of Joktan. His preaching had little effect. The fate of the 'Adîtes, instead of being a warning, only set them to dig caverns in the rocks, where they hoped to escape the vengeance of winds and tempests. Others demanded a sign from the prophet in token of his mission. As a condition of their belief, they challenged him to a trial of power, similar to what took place between Elijah and the priests of Baal, and promised to follow the deity that should gain the triumph. From a certain rock a camel big with young was to come forth in their presence. The idolaters were foiled; for on Sâlih's pointing to the spot, a she-camel was produced, with a young one ready weaned. This miracle wrought conviction in a few; but the rest, far from believing, hastened the mother, killed her miraculous progeny, and divided the flesh among them. This act of impiety sealed their doom. "And a violent tempest overtook the wicked, and they were found prostrate on their breasts in their abodes." (Quarân, Sûrah viii. 71, xl. 64.)

The tribes of Jadis and Ṭasm owe their extinction to a different cause. A certain deepot, a Tsamite, but sovereign of these tribes, had rendered himself detested by a voluptuous law claiming for himself a priority of right over all the brides of the Jadisites. This insult was not to be tolerated. A conspiracy was formed. The king and his chiefs were invited to an entertainment. The avengers had privately hidden their swords in the sand, and in the moment of mirth and festivity they fell upon the tyrant and his retainers, and finally extirpated the greater part of his subjects.

II.—The pure Arabs are those who claim to be descended from Joktan or Qahtân, whom the present Arabs regard as their principal founder. The members of this genuine stock are styled al-'Arabû 'l-Áribab, the genuine Arabs. According to their genealogy of this patriarch, his descendants formed two distinct branches. Ya'rûb, one of his sons, founded the kingdom of al-Yáman, and Jurhum that of al-Hijjâz. These two are the only sons spoken of by the Arabs. Their names do not occur in Scripture; but it has been conjectured that they were the Jerah and Hadoram mentioned by Moses as among the thirteen planters of Arabia (Gen. x. 26).

In the division of their nation into tribes the Arabs resemble the Jews. From an early era they have retained the distinction of separate and independent families. This partition was adverse to the consolidation of power or political influence, but it furnishes our chief guide into the dark abyss of their antiquities. The posterity of Ya'rûb spread and multiplied into innumerable clans. New ascensions rendered new subdivisions necessary. In the genealogical tables of Sale, Gagnier, and Saiyid Ahmad Khâñ, are enumerated nearly three-score tribes of genuine Arabs, many of whom became celebrated long before the time of Muhammad, and some of them retain their names even at the present day.

III.—The 'Arabû 'l-Mustâribih, the mixed Arabs, claim to be descended from Ishmael and the daughter of al-Muzâs, King of al-Hijjâz, whom he took to wife, and was of the ninth generation from Jurhum, the founder of that kingdom. Of the Jurhumites, till the time of Ishmael, little is recorded, except the names of their princes or chiefs, and that they had possession of the territory of al-Hijjâz. But as Muhammad traces his descent to this alliance, these Arabs have been more than usually careful to preserve and adorn his genealogy. The want of a pure ancestry is, in their estimation, more than compensated by the dignity of so sacred a connexion; for they boast as much as the Jews of being reckoned the children of Abraham. This circumstance will account for the preference with which they uniformly regard this branch of their pedigree, and for the many romantic legends they have grafted upon it. It is not improbable that the old giants and idolaters suffered an imaginary extinction to make way for a more favoured race, and their Divine chastisements always overtook those who dared to invade their consecrated territories.

The Scripture account of the expulsion and destiny of this venerated progenitor of the Arabs is brief, but simple. It is thus. Ishmael was the son of Abraham by Hagar, an Egyptian slave. When fourteen years of age, he was supplanted in the hopes and affections of his father by the birth of Isaac,
through whom the promises were to descend. This event made it necessary to remove the unhappy female and her child, who were accordingly sent forth to seek their fortune in some of the surrounding unoccupied districts. A small supply of provisions, and a bottle of water on her shoulder, was all she carried from the tent of her master. Directing her steps towards her native country, she wandered with the lad in the wilderness of Beer-sheba, which was the Institute of springs. Here her stock failed, and it seemed impossible to avoid perishing by hunger or thirst. She resigned herself to her melancholy prospects, but the feelings of the mother were more acute than the agonies of want and despair. Unable to witness her son's death, she laid him under one of the shrubs, took an affecting leave of him, and retired to a distance. "And she went, and sat her down over against him, a good way off, as it were a bow-shot; for she said, Let me not see the death of the child. And she sat over against him, and lifted up her voice, and wept." (Gen. xxv. 16.) At this moment an angel directed her to a well of water close at hand,—a discovery to which they owed the preservation of their lives. A promise formerly given was renewed, that Ishmael was to become a great nation,—that he was to be a wild man,—his hand against every man and every man's hand against him. The travellers continued their journey to the wilderness of Paran, and there took up their residence. In due time the lad grew to manhood, and greatly distinguished himself as an archer, and his mother took him a wife out of her own land. Here the sacred narrative breaks off abruptly; the main object of Moses being to follow the history of Abraham's descendants through the line of Isaac. The Arabs, in their version of Ishmael's history, have mixed a great deal of romance with the narrative of Scripture. They assert that al-Hijaz was the district where he settled, and that Mecca, then an arid wilderness, was the identical spot where his life was providentially saved, and where Hagar died and was buried. The well pointed out by the angel, they believe to be the famous Zamzam, of which all pious Muslims drink to this day. They make no allusion to his alliance with the Egyptian woman, by whom he had twelve sons (Gen. xxxvi. 12-18), the chiefs of as many nations, and the possessors of separate towns; but as polygamy was common in his age and country, it is not improbable he may have had more wives than one.

It was, say they, to commemorate the miraculous preservation of Ishmael that God commanded Abraham to build the Ka'bah, and his son to furnish the necessary materials.

Muhammadan writers give the following account of Ishmael and his descendants:—Ishmael was constituted the prince and first high-priest of Makkah, and, during half a century he preached to the incredulous Arabs. At his death, which happened forty-eight years after that of Abraham, and in the 137th of his age, he was buried in the tomb of his mother Hagar. Between the erection of the Ka'bah and the birth of their Prophet, the Arabs reckon about 2,740 years. Ishmael was succeeded in the regal and sacerdotal office by his eldest son Nebat, although the pedigree of Muhammad is traced from Kedar, a younger brother. But his family did not long enjoy this double authority; for, in progress of time, the Jurhamites seized the government and the guardianship of the temple, which they maintained about 300 years. These last, again, having corrupted the true worship, were assailed, as a punishment of their crimes, first by the scimitars of the Ishmaelites, who drove them from Makkah, and then by divers maladies, by which the whole race finally perished. Before quitting Makkah, however, they committed every kind of sacrilege and indignity. They filled up the Zamzam well, after having thrown into it the treasures and utensils of the temple, the black stone, the swords and cuirasses of Qala'ah, the two golden gazelles presented by one of the kings of Arabia, the sacred image of the ram substituted for Isaac, and all the precious moveables, forming at once the object and theworkmanship of a superstitious devotion. For several centuries the posterity of Ishmael kept possession of the supreme dignity.

The following is the list of chiefs who are said to have ruled the Hijaz, and to have been the lineal ancestors of Muhammad, as far as 'Adnân:—

A.D. 558 'Abdu 'llâh, the father of Muhammad.
505 'Abdu 'l-Mu'talib.
472 'Abad Shubair.
459 'Abd Manâf.
406 Qusayl.
373 Killâb.
340 Murrah.
307 Ka'ab.
274 Luwayti.
240 Ghâlib.
208 Fihr or Quraisl.
175 Malik.
142 an-Naṣr.
109 Kinkah.
76 Khuzaimah.
46 Madrikah.
42 'Adna.
B.C. 28 Musar.
36 Nizār.
89 Ma'add.
122 'Adnân.

The period between Ishmael and 'Adnân is variously estimated, some reckoning forty, others only seven, generations. The authority of Abu Bakr, who makes it ten, is generally followed by the Arabs, being founded on a tradition of one of Muhammad's wives. Making every allowance, however, for patriarchal longevity, even forty generations are insufficient to extend over a space of nearly 2,500 years. From 'Adnân to Muhammad the genealogy is considered certain, comprehending twenty-one generations, and nearly
100 different tribes, all branching off from the same parent stem.
(See Abū 'l-Fidāʾ; Gagnier’s Vie de Mahomed; Pocock, Specim. Arab. Hist.; Sayyid Ahmad Ḥāfiẓ’ Esseyya; Sale’s Koran, Prelim. Die; Criftton’s Hist. Arabia.)

ARABIC. Luṣānī-ʾl-ʿArab; Luṣṭānī-ʾl-ʿArab. The classical language of Arabia is held to be the language of the Qurʾān and of the Traditions of Muḥammad, and by reason of its incomparable excellence is called ʿAll al-ṣūbūḥ, or “the language.” (See Qurʾān, Sūrah xvi. 105, “They say, Surely a person teacheth him [i.e. Muḥammad] and the tongue of him at whom they hint is foreign, while this [i.e. the Qurʾān] is plain Arabic.”)

This classical language is often termed, by the Arabians themselves, the language of Muʿāwīd, and the language of Muṣar, and is a compound of many sister dialects, very often differing among themselves, which were spoken throughout the whole of the Peninsula before the religion of Muḥammad incubated a nation to spread its conquering armies over foreign countries. Before that period, feuds among the tribes, throughout the whole extent of their territory, had prevented the blending of their dialects into one uniform language; but this effect of disunion was counteracted in a great measure by the institution of the sacred months, in which all acts of hostility were most strictly interdicted, and by the annual pilgrimage, and the yearly fair held at ʿUkṣa, at which the poets of the various tribes contended for the need of general admiration.

Qatādah says that the Quraisy tribe used to cull what was most excellent in the dialects of Arabia, so that their dialect became the best of all. This assertion, however, is not altogether correct, for many of the children of the tribe of Quraisy, in the time of Muḥammad, were sent into the desert to be there nursed, in order to acquire the utmost chasteness of speech. Muḥammad himself was sent to bring up among the tribe of Saʿd ibn Bakr ibn Hawazin, descendants of Muṣar, but not in the line of Quraisy; and he is said to have urged the facts of his being a Quraisy, and having also grown up among the tribe of Saʿd, as the grounds of his claim to be the most chaste in speech of the Arabs. Certain it is that the language of Muʿāwīd was characterized by the highest degree of perfection, copiousness, and uniformity, in the time of Muḥammad, although it afterwards declined.

The language of the Qurʾān is universally acknowledged to be the most perfect form of Arabic speech. At the same time we must not forget that the acknowledged claims of the Qurʾān to be the direct utterance of the Divinity have made it impossible for any Muslim to criticize the work, and it has become the standard by which other literary compositions have to be judged. (See Lane’s Introduction to his Arabic Dictionary, and Valenciennes’ Qurʾān.)


The Mughrib, by al-Maṭrārī, died a. H. 610.


The Taṣīb, by Taṣīb, by Muḥammad at-Ṭanukhī, died a. H. 723.

The Miṣbīb, by Abī Ḥamīd Muḥammad al-Fayyām, compiled a. H. 784.


The ʿAṣās, by al-Fairūzābādī, died a. H. 816.

The Sīkāb (says Mr. Lane in his Preface to his Dictionary), is among the books of lexicology like the Sāhib of Al-Bukhārī amongst the books of traditions; for the point on which the title to reality is not the copiousness of the collection, but the condition of genuineness and correctness.

Two well-known dictionaries, compiled in modern times in Hindustān, are the Ghiyāṣ’s Ṭaghat, by Maulāwī Ghīyāṣu’d-dīn of Rāmpūr, and the Muntahā-ʾl-ʿArab, by Abdu ʿr-Rahīm ibn ‘Abdu ʿr-Rahim of Saṭīpūr. These are both Arabic and Persian lexicons.

The Arabic-Latin dictionary of Jacob Gallus, was printed at Leyden, a. D. 1653; that of Freytag at Halle, a. D. 1830-32.


Richardson’s English-Persian-Arabic, a. D. 1810.


Catafago’s Arabic-English and English-Arabic new edition, 1875.

Lane’s Arabic-English, a. D. 1863 to 1892, imperfect.

Dr. Badger’s English-Arabic, a. D. 1881.

Dr. Steingass’s English-Arabic, a. D. 1882.

AL-ʿARAF (ا ل ع ر ف). 1. The partition between heaven and hell, described in the Qurʾān, Sūrah vii. 44, “Betwixt the two (heaven and hell) there is a partition; and on al-ʿArāf are men who know all by their marks; and they shall cry out to the inhabitants of Paradise, ‘Peace be upon you!’ (but) they have not (yet) entered it, although they so desire. And when their sight is turned towards the dwellers in the Fire, they say, ‘O our Lord,
place us not with the unjust people." According to Sale, al-darāf is derived from the verb darā, which signifies "to distinguish between, things, or to part them"; though some commentators give another reason for the imposition of this name, because, say they, those who stand on this partition will know and distinguish the blessed from the damned by their respective marks or characteristics: and others say the word properly intends anything that is cleared, as such a wall of separation must be supposed to be. Some imagine it to be a sort of timbo for the patriarchs and prophets, or for the martyrs and those who have been most eminent for sanctity. Others place here those whose good and evil works are so equal that they exactly counterpoise each other, and therefore deserve neither reward nor punishment; and these, say they, will on the last day be admitted into Paradise, after they shall have performed an act of atonement, which will be imputed to them as a merit, and will make the scale of their good works to preponderate. Others suppose this intermediate space will be a receptacle for those who have gone to war, without their parents' leave, and therein suffered martyrdom; being excluded from Paradise for their disobedience, and escaping hell because they are martyrs. (2) The title of Sūrah vii. (3) A term used by Saff mystics to express a condition of the mind and soul when meditating on the existence of God in all things.

ARAPAH (عَرَفَة). The vigil of the 'Idu l-Azīhā, or Feast of Sacrifice, when the pilgrims proceed to Mount 'Arafāt. (Iddu l-Azīhā.)

ARAPAT (عَرَابَة), or 'Arafah. The "Mount of Recognition," situated twelve miles from Makkah; the place where the pilgrims stay on the ninth day of the pilgrimage, and recite the mid-day and afternoon prayers, and hear the Khutbah or sermon. Hence it is a name given to the ninth day of the month Zu l-Hijjah. Upon the origin of the name given to this mountain, Burton says, "The Holy Hill owes its name to the following legend:—When our first parents forfeited heaven for eating wheat, which deprived them of their primeval purity, they were cast down upon earth. The serpent descended upon Ispahân, the peacock at Câbul; Satan at Bilbaya (others say Semnân or Seistan), Eve upon 'Arafât, and Adam at Caylon (Sarandib). The latter, determining to seek his wife, began a journey, to which the earth owes its present mottled appearance. Wherever our first father placed his foot, which was large, a town arose; and between the strifes will always be country. Wandering for many years, he came to the Mountain of Mercy, where our common mother was continually calling upon his name, and their recognition of each other gave the place the name of 'Arafah."

ARAZI (آراز). Lit. "lands"; the sale of lands. Tombs are not included in the sale of lands. A place or station for casting the harvest is not considered to be amongst the rights and advantages of land, and therefore does not enter into the sale of it. (Bailie's Law of Sale, pages 54, 65.)

ARCHITECTURE. The term Saracen is usually applied by English writers to Muhammedan architecture. But though the style may be traced to the Arabsians, they cannot themselves be considered the inventors of it. They had, in fact, no distinctive style of their own when they made their rapid conquests, but adapted existing styles of architecture to meet the religious and national feelings of the Muslims.

Muhammad built a mosque at al-Madinah, but it was an exceedingly simple structure, and he left no directions in the Qur'ān or in the Traditions on the subject.

The typical varieties of the earlier Muhammedan architecture are those which appeared in Spain and in Egypt; its later form appeared in Constantinople. The oldest specimen of Saracenic architecture in Spain is the mosque of Cordova, which now serves as the cathedral of the city. It was commenced by the Khalīfah 'Abdu'r-Rahmân, 786 A.D.,
we may clearly trace in Muhammadan buildings the older Persian type, and in India almost to apparent insecurity; but owing to the style of the embellishment, this lightness of particular forms tends to heighten the general luxuriance. Some have imagined that this element of slenderness in regard to pillars indicates a tent origin of the style. This tent-like character has been further kept up by concave ceilings and cupolas, emblazoned with painting and gliding. Decorations composed of animal and human figures, being interdicted by Muhammadan law [pictures] are not found in Saracen architecture; but their geometrical patterns exhibit singular beauty and complexity, inexhaustible variety of combinations, and a wonderful degree of harmonious intricacy, arising out of very simple elements. Lattices or open trellis work is another fertile source of embellishment, and is similar to the tracery met with in Gothic buildings. Another characteristic of Saracen style is that of the dome. For the most part domes occur in mosques and tombs, and are of Byzantine origin. Minarets are also a special feature in Muhammadan mosques, and contribute much to the picturesqueness of these buildings. They are
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found in mosques of the later Sasanian style. (See Ferguson's Indian and Eastern Architecture.)

'ARIOH AH (אַרְיָה). A kind of sale permitted in Islam, namely, when a person computes what quantity of fruit there is on a tree and sells it before it is plucked. (Mishkat, xii. c. v.)

'ARIOH (אַרְיָה). (1) A loan for the use of anything of which Qurz cannot be made; e.g., the loan of a horse is 'aryah; the loan of money is Qurz. (2) A gift, of which the following is an example: A person makes a gift to another of the dates of a palm-tree in his garden; but having afterwards some doubt of the propriety of that person coming daily to his garden where his family usually are, and being at the same time unwilling to depart from his promise, or to retract his gift, he gives some of the dates which have already been pulled in lieu of those upon the tree. (Baillie's Law of Sale, p. 300.)

ARK, NOAH'S (אֵם נוֹחַ). It is mentioned in the history of the Deluge, as recorded in the Qur'an, in two places—Sūrah xi. 38, "Build the ark under our eye and after our revelation," and Sūrah xxiii. 27. There is also supposed to be an allusion to the ark in Sūrah xxxvi. 41. "And a sign to them is that we bare their offspring in the laden ship." Al-Baṣrī says that Noah was two years building the ark, which was 500 cubits long, 50 wide, and 30 broad, and which was made of Indian plane-wood; that it consisted of three storerooms, the lowest for beasts, the middle for men and women (who were separated from each other), and the highest for birds. The ark is said to have rested on the mountain al-Jūdī. [XIIA.]

ARK OF THE COVENANT. The Hebrew word for "Ark" is עֵבֶר (i.e. a chest, a coffer), Chald. עֵבֶר.

Arabic. See Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 249, "The sign of his (Solomon's) kingdom is that there shall come unto you the ark (Ṭālūt); in it shall be security (or the Shechinah, sākîna), Heb. שְׁכִינַֽהְוּ from your Lord, and the relics of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left; the angels shall bear it." Jalālū 'd-dīn says this ark contained the images of the prophets, and was sent down from heaven to Adam, and at length came to the Israelites, who put great confidence therein, and continually carried it in front of their army, till it was taken by the Amalekites. But on this occasion the angels brought it back in the sight of all the people, and placed it at the feet of Saul (Ṭālūt), who was thereupon unanimously received as king.

ARMS, The Sale of. The sale of armour or warlike stores to rebels, or in their camp, is forbidden, because selling arms into the hands of rebels is an assistance to defection. But it is not forbidden to sell the materials for making arms to such persons. (Hamilton's Hiđāya, vol. ii. 225.)

ARSH (أّرْش). (1.) A legal term for compensation. (2.) A mulet; a fine; particularly that which is paid for shedding of blood. (3.) A gift for conciliating the favour of a judge; a bribe. (4.) Whatever a purchaser receives from a seller after discovering a fault in the article bought.

'ARSH (أّرْش). The term used in the Qur'an for the throne of God. Sūrah ix. 131, "He is the Lord of the mighty throne." Husaini, the commentator, says the throne has 8,000 pillars, and the distance between each pillar is 3,000,000 miles.

'ĂSAHABAH (اّسَابِح). A legal term for male relations by the father's side, surnames.

ĂS A AF (أّسّاف). The ważir or prime minister of Solomon. Alluded to in the Qur'an, Sūrah xxvii. 40, as "He with whom was knowledge of the scripture." Muhammadan commentators say he was the son of Barkhiya.

ĂŞĂR (أّش). Relating; handing down by tradition. Generally used for a Hadīs related by one of the Companions, as distinguished from one of the Prophet's own.

AL-ĂSAĐU 'SH-SHARIF (الّع شـ رـ ين). The sacred relic. A hair of either the beard or mustachio of Muhammad, or a foot-print of the Prophet. One of these sacred relics (a hair of his beard) is exhibited in the great mosque at Delhi, another in a mosque in Cashmere.

ĂŞ ĤAB (أّصـحـب), pl. of Sūḥib. The Companions or Associates of Muhammad.
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The term used for a single companion is șašabi. Concerning the title of "Companion," there is considerable controversy as to the persons to whom it can be applied. Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab reckoned none a "Companion," but those who had been a year or more with Muhammad, and had gone on a warlike expedition with him. Some say that everyone who had obtained puberty, had embraced Islam, and had seen the Prophet, was a "Companion," even though he had attended Muhammad but an hour. Others, however, affirm that none could be a "Companion" unless Muhammad chose him and he chose Muhammad, and he adhered to the Prophet at all times. The general opinion is that every one who embraced Islam, saw the Prophet, and accompanied him, even for a short time, was a "Companion."

It is related that the Prophet marched to Makkah with 10,000 Muslims, to Mina with 12,000, and that 40,000 accompanied him on the farewell pilgrimages. The number of the "Companions" at his death is said to have been 144,000.

In point of merit, the refugees (Muhajirun) are more worthy than the auxiliaries (Ansār); but by way of precedence, the auxiliaries are more worthy than the latter refugees.

The "Companions" have been arranged in thirteen classes, which are given by Abū l-Fidā’ī as follows:— 1. Those who first embraced Islam, such as Khadijah, ‘Ali, Zaid, and Abū Bakr, and those who did not delay till he had established his mission. II. The Companions who believed in him after his mission had been fully established, among whom was ʿUmar. III. Those who fled to Abyssinia. IV. The first Companions of ʿAqabah, who preceded the Auxiliaries. V. The second Companions of ʿAqabah. VI. The third Companions of ʿAqabah, who were seventy. VII. The refugees who went to the Prophet after his flight, and who was at Quub, before the surrender of the temple. VIII. The soldiers of the great battle of Badr. IX. Those who joined Islam between Badr and Hudaybiyāh. X. Those who took the oath of fealty under the acacia tree at Hudaybiyāh. XI. Those who joined after the treaty of Hudaybiyāh, but before the conquest. XII. Those that embraced Islam on the day of conquest. XIII. Those who were children in the time of the Prophet, and had seen him.

Muhammad frequently commanded the "Companions," and spoke of their excellences and virtues, a chapter in the Traditions being devoted to this subject. (Mishkāt, xxiv. c. xxxiii.) He is related to have said, "My companions are like stars by which roads are found, for which every companion you follow you will find the right road."

AL-ASHABU ‘L-FIL (aisonah al-fil). "The Companions of the Elephant." A term used in the Chapter of the Elephant, or the eighth Sūrah:— "Hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with the companions of the elephant? Did He not cause their stratagem to miscarry? And He sent against them birds in flocks, small stones did they hurl down upon them, and he made them like stubble eaten down"!

This refers to the army of Abrahah, the Christian king of Abyssinias and Arabia Felix, said to have been lost, in the year of Muhammad’s birth, in an expedition against Makkah for the purpose of destroying the Ka‘bah. This army was cut off by small-pox, and there is no doubt, as the Arabic word for small-pox also means “small stones,” in reference to the hard gravelly feeling of the pustules, what is the true interpretation of the fourth verse of this Sūrah, which, like many other poetical passages in the Qur’ān, has formed the starting point for the most puerile and extravagant legends.

ASHABU ‘L-KAHF (aisonah al-kahf). "The Companions of the Cave," i.e. the Seven Sleepers, mentioned in the Sūratu l-kahf, or Chapter xviii. of the Qur’ān. The story, as told by early Christian writers, is given by Gibeon (Rise and Fall, Chapter xxxii.). When the Emperor Decius persecuted the Christians, seven noble youths of Ephesus were said to have concealed themselves in a cave in the side of a mountain, where they were doomed to perish by the tyrant, who gave orders that the entrance should be firmly secured with a pile of huge stones. They immediately fell into a deep slumber, which was miraculously prolonged, without injuring the powers of life, during a period of 187 years. This popular tale, which Muhammad must have heard when he drove his camel to the fairs of Syria, is introduced into the Qur’ān as a divine revelation.

ASHABU ‘S-SUFAH (aisonah al-su’āfah). "The sitters on the bench" of the temple at Makkah. They are thus described by Abū l-Fidā’ī: "They were poor strangers, without friends or place of abode, who claimed the promises of the Apostle of God and looked for his protection. Thus the porch of the temple became their mansion, and thence they obtained their name. When Muhammad went to meals, he used to call some of them to partake with him; and he selected others to eat with his companions."

ASHARAH MUBASHISHARAH (al-fikra al-mubashshira). "The ten who received glad tidings." Ten of the most distinguished of Muhammad’s followers, whose certain entrance into Paradise he is said to have foretold. They are Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, Usāman, ʿAli, Talhah, az-Zubair, Abū ʿAbdullāh, ʿAbdullāh b. Abū-Waqāq, Saʿīd ibn Zaid, Abū ʿUbaidah ibn al-Jarrāḥ. (Mishkāt, book xxiv. c. xxxII). Muhammad declared it presumption for anyone to count upon an entrance into heaven with absolute certainty, but he made an exception in favour of these ten distinguished persons.

They hold that the attributes of God are distinct from His essence, and in such a way as to forbid any comparison being made between God and His creatures. They say they are not "ain nor ghniir": not of His essence, nor distinct from it: i.e., they cannot be compared with any other things. They also hold that God has one eternal will, from which proceed all things, the good and the evil, the useful and the hurtful. The destiny of man was written on the eternal table before the world was created. So far they go with the Saffat, but in order to preserve the moral responsibility of man, they say that he has power to convert will into action. But this power cannot create anything new, for then God's sovereignty would be impaired; so they say that God in His providence so orders matters that whenever a man desires to do a certain thing, good or bad, the action corresponding to the desire is, there and then, created by God, and, as it were, fitted on to the desire. Thus it seems as if man can naturally from the will of the man, whereas it does not. This action is called kāb (acquisition), because it is acquired by a special creative act of God. It is an act directed to the obtaining of profit or the removing of injury; the term is therefore inferior to the Deity. Abū Bakr al-Bakilī, a disciple of Ḥālīt al-ʿAššāri, says: "The essence or substance of the action is the effect of the power of God, but its being an action of obedience, such as prayer, or an action of disobedience, such as fornication, are qualities of the action, which proceed from the power of man." The Imam Al-Haramain (a.h. 419-478) held that the actions of men were effected by the power which God has created in man. Abū Ḥanafī al-Isfahāniyini says: "That which makes impression, or has influence, is composed of the power of God and the power of man." They also believe that the word of God is eternal, though they acknowledge that the vocal sounds used in the Qurʾān, which are the manifestation of that word, are created. They say, in short, that the Qurʾān contains (1) the eternal word which existed in the essence of God before time was; and (2) the word which consists of sounds and combinations of letters. This last they call the created word.

Thus Al-ʿAšṣāri traversed the main positions of the Mutazilites, denying that man can, by the aid of his reason alone, rise to the knowledge of good and evil. He must exercise no judgment, but accept all that is revealed. He has no right to apply the moral laws which affect men to the actions of God. It cannot be asserted by the human reason that the good will be rewarded or the bad punished in a future world. Man must always approach God as a slave, in whom there is no light or knowledge to judge of the actions of the Supreme. Whether God will accept the penitent sinner or not cannot be asserted, for He is an absolute Sovereign, and the Human law, (Sale, from Ibn Khaldūn: Die Muḥadithen oder die Freidenker in Islam, von H. Steiner.)
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ʿĀSHURA (اَشُورَة). Lit. "the tenth." A voluntary fast day, observed on the tenth of the month of Muharram. It is related that Muhammad observed it, and said it was a day respected by Jews and Christians. (Mishkāt, vii. c. vii. n. 1.) It is the only day of Muharram observed by the Sunni Muslims, being the day on which it is said God created Adam and Eve, heaven and hell, the tablet of decrees, the pen, life, and death. It is kept by the Sunnis as a fast.

[MUHARRAM.]

ʿĀSIYAH (عِـيـا). The wife of Pharaoh. One of the four perfect women (the Virgin Mary, Khadija, and Fatimah, being the other three.) See Miskhāt 'l-Musābīh, xxiv. c. 22. She is mentioned in the Qurʾān (Surah Lxxvi. 11): "And God striketh out a parable for those who believe: the wife of Pharaoh, when she said, 'My Lord, build for me a house with Thee in Paradise, and save me from Pharaoh and his works, and save me from the unjust people.'"


ASMAʾUʾ LLĀH (الله اسماء). [God, Names of.]

ʿASR (عَـسَر). The afternoon prayer. [Prayer.] The title of the third Surah of the Qurʾān.

ASS. According to the Imam Abūal-fashāf, the ass is an unclean animal, and its flesh and milk are unlawful; nor is zauqāt to be given on an ass. (Hamilton's Hidayah, vol. i. 16, iv. 74, 86.)

ASSISTANTS. [ANSAH.]

ASTROLOGY. Arabic Ḣumus ṭalqī. Qattāḥ says, referring to the Qurʾān, that God has created stars for three uses: (1) as an ornament to the heavens (Surah Lxxvii. 5); (2) to stone the Devil with (Surah Lxxvii. 5); and (3) to direct travellers through the forests and on the sea (Surah xxv. 10). Muhammad condemns those who study the stars for any other purpose (Mishkāt, xxvi. c. iii. p. 33), and consequently the science of Astrology is not considered unlawful in Islam.

ASWAD (عَـسَو). An impostor who, in the time of Muhammad, claimed the prophetic office. His name was Alīlah ibn Karb, and he belonged to the tribe of ʿAns, of which he was an influential chief. He was surnamed Zuʾl-Himār, or "The Master of the Ass," because he used the veil.

* But another reading is Zaʾl-Qimār, or, "He with the veil."

(See also Al-Qidār, Al-Qidār, etc.)
frequently to say, "The master of the ass is coming unto me," and pretended to receive his revelations from two angels, named Subhaik and Shuralk. Being a good hand at legere-dmain, and having a smooth tongue, he gained mightily on the multitude by the strange feats which he showed them, and the eloquence of his discourses. By these means he greatly increased his power, and having made himself master of Najran and the territory of Tiff, on the death of Badhan, the governor of Yaman for Muhammad, he seized that province also, killing Shahr, the son of Badhan, and taking to wife his widow Azd, whose father he had also slain. The news being brought to Muhammad, he sent to his friends and to the tribe of Handan, a party of whom conspiring with Qais ibn 'Abd Yaghouth, who bore Aswad a grudge, and with Firuz and Aswad's wife, broke by night into his house, where Firuz surprised him and cut off his head. While dying, it is said that he roared like a bull, at which his guards came to the chamber door, but were sent away by his wife, who told them that the prophet was only agitated by the divine inspiration. This was done the very night before Muhammad died. The next morning the conspirators caused the following proclamation to be made, viz. "I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God, and that 'Alihala is a liar;" and letters were immediately sent away to Muhammad, with an account of what had been done; but a messenger from heaven extricated them, and acquainted the prophet with the news, which he imparted to his companions a little before his death, the letters themselves not arriving till Abuh Bakr was chosen Khalif. It is said that Muhammad on his occasion told those who attended him that before the Day of Judgment thirty more impostors, besides Musailmah and Aswad, should appear. The whole time from the beginning of Aswad's rebellion to his death was four months.

ATHEIST. [DAHRI.]

'ATIRAH (آتيرة). The sacrifice offered by the idolatrous Arabs in the month of Rajab. It was allowed by the Prophet at the commencement of his mission, but was afterwards abolished. Mishkat, book iv. c. 50, "Let there be no Farsa nor 'Atirah."

AT-TAHÝYÁT (التهیات). Lit. "the greetings." A part of the stated prayers, recited after the Tashir 'l-Qur'd, after every two rak'as. It is recited whilst the worshipper kneels upon the ground. His left hand holds his knee, and places his hands upon his knees, and says: — "The adorations (i.e. tahtayyat) of the tongue are for God, and also of the body and of alms-giving. Peace be on thee, O Prophet, with the mercy of God and His blessing. Peace be upon God's righteous servants." (Mishkat, iv. c. xvi.) [PRAYER.]

AUGURY. [FA'IR.]

AYATU 'L-FATH

AULIYÁ (والیة), pl. of wali. "Favourites of God." The expression occurs in the Qur'an in the following verse, "Are not the favours of God those on whom no fear shall come, nor shall they be put to grief?" (Sûrah x. 63).

AUTÁD (أعتاد). Lit. "props or pillars." A term used by the Sûfis for the four saints, by whom the four corners of the world are said to be supported.

A'RÚZU BILLÁH (أرزع بالله). Another name for the Tawauw, or the prayer in the daily liturgy: "I seek refuge with God from the cursed Satan." [PRAYER.]

AVENGERS OF BLOOD. In the Muhammedan law, as in the Jewish, the punishment for wilful murder is left to the next of kin; but in the Jewish code the avenger of blood was compelled to take the life of the murderer, whilst in the Muslim code he may accept compensation, vide Qur'an, Sûrah ii. 173, "O believers! retaliation (Qisâ) for blood-shedding is prescribed to you: the free man for the free, and the slave for the slave, and the woman for the woman; but he to whom his brother shall make any retribution is to be dealt with equitably; and a payment should be made to him with liberality. This is a relaxation (i.e. of the stricter lex talionis) from your Lord, and a mercy." (Qur'an.)

AYAH (آية). Lit. "a sign, or miracle." The term used for one of the smaller portions of the chapters of the Qur'an, which we call verses. The number of verses is often set down after the title of the chapter, but the verses are not marked in the text as they are in our English Bibles. The number of verses in the Qur'an is variously estimated, but they are generally said to be about six thousand two hundred. [Qur'an.]

AL-AYÁNU 'S-SÁBITAH (العیان السبیثة), pl. of 'ayn, in the sense of "the essence" of a thing. The established essences. A term used by the Sûfi mystics to express figures emblematic of the names of God. (Abdu 'r-Razzâq's Dictionary of Technical Terms of the Sûfis. Spranger's edition.)

AYATU 'L-FATH (الالف‌ة). Lit. "The verse of victory." The fifty-ninth verse of the Sûratu 'l-An'âm (vi.) of the Qur'an. The powers of this verse are so great that if a person constantly cite it he will obtain his desires. It is generally recited with this object forty times at each season of prayer. It is as follows: — And with Him are the keys of the secret things; none knoweth them but He; and He knoweth whatever is on the land and in the sea; and no leaf falleth on the earth but He knoweth it. Neither is there a grain in the darknesse of the earth, nor a green thing nor a dry thing, but it is noted in a clear book."
AYATU ’L-HIFZ (آيات الله في العقوى). The verses of protection. Certain verses of the Qur'an which are usually inscribed on amulets. They are:—Sūrah ii. 256, "And the preservation of both (heaven and earth) is no burden unto Him." Sūrah xii. 64, "God is the best protector." Sūrah xiii. 12, "They guard him by the command of God." Sūrah xv. 17, "We guard him from every devil driven away by stones." Sūrah xxxvii. 7, "A protection against every rebellious devil."

AYATUL-KURSI (الأقصى). "The verse of the throne." Verse 256 of the Sūratu 'l-Baqṣarah, or chap. ii. of the Qur'an. It is related (Mishkât, book iv., c. xiv., part iii.) that 'Ali heard Muhammad say in the pulpit, "that person who repeats the Ayatul-Kursi after every prayer, nothing presents him entering into Paradise but life; and whoever says it when he goes to his bed-chamber, God will keep him in safety, together with his house and the house of his neighbour. The verse is as follows:—"There is no God but He; the Living, the Abiding. To Him belongeth whatsoever is in heaven and whatsoever is in earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him but by His own permission? He knoweth what hath been before them, and what shall be after them; yet nought of His knowledge do they comprehend. Neither slumber nor sleep seizeth Him; He is the Sublime!"

AYATUL-MAWARIS (الموازات). The twelfth verse of the Sūratu 'n-nisā', or fourth chapter of the Qur'an. It relates to inheritance, and is the foundation of the Muslim law on the subject. It is given in the article on Inheritance. [INHERITANCE.]

AYIMMATUL-ASMA (أسماء النبي ﷺ). The leading names. The seven principal names or titles of God, namely:—

- Al-Hayy . . The Living.
- Al-'Alim . . The Knowing.
- Al-Mu'min . . The Faithful.
- Al-Qabir . . The Greatest.
- Al-Samî' . . The Hearer.
- Al-Barîr . . The Seer.

AYISHAH (عائشة). The daughter of Abu Bakr, and the favourite wife of Muḥammad, to whom she was married when only nine years of age. She survived her husband many years, and died at al-Madinah, A.H. 88 (A.D. 678), aged sixty-seven, and obtained the title of Ummu 'l-Musîminâ, "The Mother of the Believers."

AYMAN (ابن), pl. of Yamin. [INHERITANCE.]

AYYAMU' L-BIZ (اليام البسيح). The days of the bright nights, mentioned in the Mishkât (book vii. c. 7, part 3), as days on which Muḥammad did not eat, whether fasting or marching. They are the 18th, 14th, and 15th nights of the month. (See Lane's Dict., p. 284.)

AYYAMU 'L-QARR (اليام القارب). The day of rest after the day of sacrifice at the Pilgrimage. [HADJ.]

AYYAMU'N-NAHRI (اليام النحري). The season of sacrifice at the Pilgrimage. [HADJ.]

AYYAMUT - TASḤĪQ (التسخيف). The three days after the feast of sacrifice at Mina during the Pilgrimage. So called because the flesh of the victims is then dried, or because they are not slain until after sun-rise. [HADJ, PILGRIMAGE.]

AYYIM (ابن). A legal term for a woman having no husband, whether she be a virgin or a widow.

'AZABUL-QA'B (عذاب المكزور). "The punishment of the grave." That all persons, whether believers or not, undergo some punishment in their graves, is a fundamental article of the Muslim belief. These punishments are described in the following Hadīs on the authority of Abū Ḥarārah:—

"The Prophet of God said, 'When a corpse is placed in its grave, two black angels come to it, with blue eyes. The name of the one is Miskur and of the other Nakir, and they interrogate the dead person concerning the Prophet of God. If he be a Muslim, he will bear witness to the Unity of God and the mission of Muḥammad. The angels will then say, 'We know thou wouldst say so; and the grave will then expand seventy times seventy yards in length, and seventy times seventy in breadth. A light will then be given for the grave, and it will be said, 'Sleep.' Then the dead person will say, 'Shall I return to my brethren and inform them of this?' Then the angels will say, 'Sleep like the bridegroom, till God shall raise thee up from the grave on the Day of Resurrection.' But if the corpse be that of an unbeliever, it will be asked, 'What sayest thou about the Prophet?' and he will reply, 'I know him not.' And then the angels will say, 'We know thou wouldst say so.' Then the ground will be ordered to close in upon him, and it will break his sides, and turn his right side to his left, and he will suffer perpetual punishment till God raise him therefrom.'"

In another tradition, recorded by 'Amās, it is said, "The wicked will be struck with a rod (mawrogah), and they will roar out, and their cries will be heard by all animals that may be near the grave excepting man and the genii." (Mishkât, book i., c. v).

All Muḥammadan doctors of the orthodox schools (whether we apply the term orthodox to Sunnî or Shi'ah) believe in the literal interpretation of these punishments in the grave, which are said to take place so soon as the funeral party has left the grave-yard. A
perusal of the various traditions on the subject must convince any unprejudiced mind that Muhammad intended to teach a literal interpretation of his sayings on this subject. It is related that on one occasion, when the Prophet was riding through a graveyard, his mule, bearing the groans of the dead, tried to throw his master. On that occasion, Muhammad said, "If I were not afraid that you would leave off burying, I would ask God to give you the power of hearing what I hear." Shalih 'Abdu'l-Haqq, in his commentary on the Misbah, says, "The accounts which are here given of the punishment of the grave, are undoubtedly true, and they are not either imaginary or figurative." (Misbah, book i., chap. v.; see Persian edition with 'Abdu'l-Haqq's commentary.)

AZAL (ازال). Eternity with respect to the past, as distinguished from abad (باد), eternity without end.

AZAN (ازان). Lit., "announcement." The call or summons to public prayers proclaimed by the Mu'azzin (or crier)—in small mosques from the side of the building or at the door, and in large mosques from the minaret.

It is in Arabic as follows:


Which is translated as:

"God is most great! God is most great! God is most great! God is most great! God is most great! I testify that there is no god but God! I testify that there is no god but God! I testify that Muhammad is the Apostle of God! I testify that Muhammad is the Apostle of God! Come to prayer! Come to prayer! Come to salvation! Come to salvation! God is most great! God is most great! There is no god but God!"

In the Azan in the early morning, after the words, "Come to salvation!" is added the phrase:

"As-salat 'alai khairun mina 'an-nami! As-salat 'alai khairun mina 'an-nami!" "Prayer is better than sleep! Prayer is better than sleep!"

The Shiah make a slight alteration in the Azan by adding the words "Come to the best of works! Come to the best of works!" and by repeating the last sentence of the Azan, "There is no god but God," twice instead of once, as in the Sunni Azan.

When the Azan is recited, it is usual for men of piety and religious feeling to respond to each call, as, for example, when the Mu'azzin says:

"Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar!

Those who hear it repeat:

"Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar! Allahu akbar!"

The Mu'azzin says:

"I testify that there is no god but God; I testify that there is no god but God."

They reply:

"I testify that there is no god but God; I testify that there is no god but God."

Mu'ezzin. "I testify that Muhammad is the Apostle of God."

Reply. "I testify that Muhammad is the Apostle of God."

Mu'ezzin. "Come to prayer."

Reply. "I have no power nor strength but from God the Most High and Great."

Mu'ezzin. "Come to salvation."

Reply. "What God willing will be; what He wills not will not be not."

The recital of the Azan must be listened to with great reverence. If a person be walking at the time, he should stand still; if reclining, sit up. Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, says, "Most of the Mu'azzins of Cairo have harmonious and sonorous voices, which they strain to the utmost pitch; yet there is a simple and solemn melody in their chants which is very striking, particularly in the stillness of the night." But Wambery remarks that "the Turko-Greek most carefully avoid all tune and melody. The manner in which the Azan is cried in the west is here (in Bokhara) declared sinful, and the beautiful melancholy notes which, in the silent hour of a moonlit evening, are heard from the slender minarets on the Bosphorus, fascinating every hearer, would be listened to by the Bokharist with feelings only of detestation."

The summons to prayer was at first the simple cry, "Come to public prayer." After the Qiblah was changed, Muhammad thought himself of a more formal call. Some suggested the Jewish trumpet, others the Christian bell; but neither was grateful to the Prophet's ear. The Azan, or call to prayer, was then established. Tradition claims for it a supernatural origin, thus:

"While the matter was under discussion, 'Abdu'llah, a Khazarite, dreamed that he met a man clad in green raiment, carrying a bell. 'Abdu'llah sought to buy it, saying that it would do well for bringing together the assembly of the faithful. "I will show thee a better way," replied the stranger; "let a crier cry aloud, 'God is most great,' &c." Waking from sleep, 'Abdu'llah proceeded to Muhammad, and told him his dream. (Muir, from Kitab al-Wadit.) Hishami recites the story as if 'Abdu'llah had actually met the man.

Bingham, in his Antiquities (vol. ii., book
AZAR (ازار). Terah, the father of Abraham. Sūrah vii. 74, “And when Abraham said to his father Azar, Takest thou images as gods?”

“The Eastern authors unanimously agree that he was a statue, or carver of idols; and he is represented as the first who made images of clay, pictures only having been in use before, and taught that they were to be adored as gods. However, we are told that his employment was a very honourable one, and that he was a great lord, and in high favour with Nimrod, whose son-in-law he was, because he made his idols for him, and was excellent in his art. Some of the Rabbins say Terah was a priest and chief of the order.” — (Sale.)

AL-azarīqah (الازريقة). A sect of heretics founded by Nāṣir ibn al-Asqar, who say that ‘Ali was an infidel, and that his assassin was right in killing him. (See Shahrastānī, ed. Cureton, p. M., Haarbruecker’s translation, l. p. 133.)

AL-‘Azīzah (الأززة). One of Muhammad’s favourite camels.

AL-‘Azīmah (اجزاء). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. “The great One.”

AL-‘Azīz (العزيز). An incantation. (Exorcism.)

AL-‘Azīzah (الأعزى). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur’an. It means “the powerful, or the mighty One.”

‘Azīzah (أعزى). The angel of Death. Mentioned in the Qur’an under the title of Malakū ’l-Maut, Sūrah xxxii. 11, “The angel of death who is charged with you shall cause you to die.” [MALAKU ’L-MAUT.]

B.

BABAL. Arabic بابل. Mentioned once in the Qur’an, Sūrah ii. 96: “Sorcery did they teach to men, and what had been revealed to the two angels Harūt and Mārūt at Bābil.” Babel is regarded by the Muslims as the fountain-head of the science of magic. They suppose Harūt and Mārūt to be two angels who, in consequence of their want of compassion for the frailties of mankind, were sent down to earth to be tempted. They both sinned, and, being permitted to choose whether they would be punished now or hereafter, chose the former, and are still suspended by the feet at Babel in a rocky pit, and are the great teachers of magic. (Lane’s Thousand and One Nights, ch. iii. note 14.) Vide Tafsir-i-’Azizi in loco.


BABU ’S-SALĀM (باب السلام). “The Gate of Peace.” The gateway in the sacred mosque at Makkah through which Muhammad entered when he was elected by the Quraish to decide the question as to which section of the tribe should lift the Black Stone into its place. It was originally called the Báb Beni Shaibah, “the Gate of the Beni Shaibah,” the family of Shaibah ibn ‘Umar, to whom Muhammad gave the key of the Ka’bah. Burkhardt says that there are now two gateways called by this name. Burton says, “The Babu’s-Salām resembles in its isolation a triumphal arch, and is built of cut stone.” (Burton’s Pilgrimage, vol. ii. p. 174.) See Muir’s Life of Mahomet, pp. 26, 29.)

BABU ’N-NISĀ’. (باب النساء). “The Women’s Gate.” In later years, as Muḥammad added to the number of his wives, he provided for each a room or house on the same side of the mosque at al-Madinah. From these he had a private entrance into the mosque, used only by himself, and the eastern gate still bears in its name, Babu ‘N-Nisā’, the memory of the arrangement. (Muir’s Life of Mahomet, iii. p. 20.)

BACKBITING. Anything secretly whispered of an absent person which is calculated to injure him, and which is true, is called Chibeh, a false accusation being expressed by Buktan. Abu Hurairah says, “The question was put to the Prophet, ‘Do you know what backbiting is?’ and he replied, ‘It is saying anything bad of a Muslim.’ It was then said, ‘But what is it if it is true?’
And he said, "If it is true it is Ghibah, and if it is a false accusation, it is Buhān (i.e. slander)." (Mishkāt, xxii. c. x.)

The following are sayings of Muḥammad on the subject:—The best of God's servants are those who when you meet them speak of God. The worst of God's servants are those who carry tales about, to do mischief and separate friends, and seek out the defects of good people. "He who wears two faces in this world shall have two tongues of fire in the day of the Resurrection." "It is unworthy of a believer to injure people's reputations, or to curse anyone, or to abuse anyone, or to talk vainly." "The best atonement you can make for backbiting is to say, 'O God pardon me and him (whom I have injured).'' (Mishkāt, xxii. c. x.)

BADAWĪ (بَدَايِي). A name given to the Bedouin Arabs, or the Arabs of the desert. Bedouin is only a corruption of the plural of this word, which is derived from Badwī = Badīyā, "a desert."

AL-BADI' (بَذَائِل) is one of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means "He who originates." It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah ii. 111, "He is the wonderful originator of the heavens and the earth; when He decrees a matter, He doth but say to it, 'Be,' and it is." (Mishkāt, xxii. c. x.)

BADE, The battle of. Arabic, Ghaṣṣatul-BADE. The first battle of Badr was fought in the month of Ramaḍān, A.H. 2 (March, A.D. 624), between Muḥammad and the Quraysh. Many of the principal men of the Quraysh were slain, including Abū Jahl, whose head was brought to the Prophet, and when it was cast at his feet, he exclaimed, "It is more acceptable to me than the choicest camel of Arabia." After the battle was over, some of the prisoners were cruelly murdered. Ḥusayn says the losses of the Quraysh at Badr were seventy killed and seventy prisoners. This victory at Badr consolidated the power of Muḥammad, and it is regarded by Muslim historians as one of the most important events of history. An account of this celebrated battle will be found in the article on Muḥammad.

The second battle of Badr was a bloodless victory, and took place in the month Zu'l-Qa'dah, A.H. 4 (April, A.D. 626).

BAHIRĀ (بَحِرَ). A Nestorian monk whom Muḥammad met when he was journeying back from Syria to Makkah, and who is said to have perceived by various signs that he was a prophet. His Christian name is supposed to have been Sergius (or Georgius).

Sprenger thinks that Bahirā remained with Muḥammad, and it has been suggested that there is an allusion to this monk in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xvi. 108: "We know that the man who teacheth him." Ḥusayn the commentator says in this passage that the Prophet was in the habit of going every evening to a Christian to hear the Taurāt and Injīl. Tafsīr-i-Husainī; Sale, p. 223; Muir's Life of Mahomet, p. 72.)

BAHIRAH (بَحِرَ). (1.) A she-camel, she-goat or ewe, which had given birth to a tenth young one. (2.) A she-camel, the mother of which had brought forth ten females consecutively before her.

In these and similar cases, the pagan Arabs observed certain religious ceremonies, such as slitting the animal's ear, &c., all of which are forbidden in the Qur'ān: "God hath not ordained any Bahirah." (Ṣūrah v. 102.)

BAI (بَي), pl. āyābūyū). A sale; commercial dealing; barter. Bai', or "sale," in the language of the law, signifies an exchange of property for property with the mutual consent of both parties. For the rules of buying, selling, and barter, see Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. ii. 360; Baillie's Muḥammadan Law of Sale; The Fatwā of Alamgiri.

Sale, in its ordinary acceptance, is a transfer of property in consideration of a price in money. The word has a more comprehensive meaning in the Muḥammadan law, and is applied to every exchange of property for property with mutual consent. It, therefore, includes barter as well as sale, and also loan, when the articles lent are intended to be consumed, and replaced to the lender by a similar quantity of the same kind. This transaction, which is truly an exchange of property for property, is termed qarsh in the Muḥammadan law.

Between barter and sale there is no essential distinction in most systems of law, and the joint subject may in general be considerably simplified by being treated of solely as a sale. A course has been adopted in the Muḥammadan law, which obliges the reader to fix his attention on both sides of the contract. This may at first appear to him to be an unnecessary complication of the subject, but when he becomes acquainted with the definition of price, and the rules for the prohibition of excess in the exchange of a large class of commodities, which apply to every form of the contract, he will probably be of opinion that to treat of the subject in any other way would be attended with at least equal difficulties.

The first point which seems to require his attention is the meaning of the word "property" as it occurs in the definition of sale. The original term (māl), which has been thus translated, is defined by Muḥammadan lawyers to be "that which can be taken possession of and secured." This definition seems to imply that it is tangible or corporeal, and things or substances are accordingly the proper subjects of sale. Mere rights are not māl, and cannot therefore be lawfully sold apart from the corporeal things with which they may happen to be connected. Such rights one of the most important is the right
of a creditor to exact payment of a debt, which is not a proper subject of sale. In other words, debts cannot, by the Muhammadan law, any more than by the common laws of England and Scotland, be lawfully sold.

Things are commonly divided into moveable and immovable, the latter comprehending land and things permanently attached to it. But the distinction is not of much importance in the Muhammadan law, as the transfer of land is in no wise distinguished from that of other kinds of property.

A more important division of things is that into 'neisli and 'kasra. The former are things which, when they happen to perish, are to be replaced by an equal quantity of something similar to them; and the latter are things which, in the same circumstances, are to be replaced by their value. These two classes have been aptly styled "similar" and "dissimilar" by Mr. Hamilton, in his translation of the Hidayat. Similar things, which are usually sold or exchanged by weight, or by measurement of capacity, that is, by dry or liquid measure; and dissimilar things, which are not sold or exchanged in either of these ways. Articles which are nearly alike, and are commonly sold or exchanged by number or tale, are classed with the first division of things, and may be termed "similar or tale"; while articles which differ materially from each other, yet are still usually sold or exchanged by number, belong to the second division, and may be called "dissimilar of tale." Dirhams and dinars, the only coined money known to the old Arabs, are included among similars of weight.

Similars of weight and capacity are distinguished in the Muhammadan law from all other descriptions of property in a very remarkable way. When one article of weight is sold or exchanged for another article of weight, or one of measure is sold or exchanged for another of measure, both must be immediately from hand to hand, and any delay of delivery in one of them is unlawful and prohibited. Where, again, the articles exchanged are also of the same kind, as when wheat is sold for wheat, or silver for silver, there must not only be reciprocal and immediate delivery of both before the separation of the parties, but also absolute equality of weight or measure, according as the articles are weighable or measurable, and any excess on either side is also unlawful and prohibited. These two prohibitions constitute in brief the doctrine of reba, or "usuury," which is a marked characteristic of the Muhammadan law of sale. The word reba properly signifies "excess," and there are no terms in the Muhammadan law which corresponds to the words "interest" and "usuury," in the sense attached to them in the English language; but it is expressly prohibited by Muhammadans to his followers to derive any advantage from loans, and that particular kind of advantage which is called by us interest, and consists in the receiving back from the borrower a larger quantity than was actually lent to him, was effectually prevented by the two rules above-mentioned. These, like some other principles of Muhammadan law, are applied with a rigour and minuteness that may to us seem inconsistent with their importance, but are easily accounted for when we know that they are believed to be of divine origin.

Similars of weight and capacity have a common feature of resemblance, which distinguishes them in their own nature from other commodities, and marks with further peculiarity their treatment in the Muhammadan law. They are aggregates of minute parts, which are either exactly alike, or so nearly resemble each other, that the difference between them may be safely disregarded. For this reason they are usually dealt with in bulk, regard being had only to the whole of a stipulated quantity, and not to the individual parts of which it is composed. When sold in this manner they are said to be indeterminate. They may, however, be rendered specific in several ways. Actual delivery, or production of the distinct reference at the time of contract, seems to be sufficient for that purpose in all cases. But something short of this would suffice for all similars but money. Thus, flour, or any kind of grain, may be rendered specific by being enclosed in a sack; or oil, or any liquid, by being put into casks or jars; and though the vessels are not actually produced at the time of contract, their contents may be sufficiently particularised by description of the vessels and their locality. Money is not susceptible of being thus particularised, and dirhams and dinars are frequently referred to in the following pages as things which cannot be rendered specific by description, or specification, as it is more literally termed. Hence, money is said to be always indeterminate. Other similars, including similars of tale, are sometimes specific and sometimes indeterminate. Dissimilars, including those of tale, are always specific.

When similars are sold indeterminately, the purchaser has no right to any specific portion of them until it be separated from a general mass, and marked or identified as the subject of the contract. From the moment of offer till actual delivery, he has nothing to rely upon but the seller's obligation, which may, therefore, be considered the direct subject of the contract. Similar taken indeterminately are accordingly termed "days," or "obligations," in the Muhammadan law.

When taken specifically, they are classed with dissimilars, under the general name of "ka'a. The literal meaning of this term is "substance or thing," but when opposed to days it means something determinate or specific. The subject of traffic may thus be divided into two classes, specific and indeterminate; or, if we substitute for the latter the word "obligation," and omit the word "specific" as unnecessary when not opposed to "indeterminate," these classes may, according to the view of Muhammadan lawyers, be described as things and obligations.

There is some degree of presumption in using
a word in any other than its ordinary acceptation; and it is not without hesitation that (Mr. Baillie says) I have ventured to employ the word, in connection to signify indeterminate things. My reasons for doing so are these: first it expresses the exact meaning of the Arabic word dagn, and yet distinguishes this use of it from another sense, in which it is also employed in the Muhammadan law; second, it preserves consistency in the law. Thus, it will be found hereafter that the effect of sale is said to be to induce a right in the buyer to the thing sold, and in the seller to the price, and that this effect follows the contract immediately before reciprocal possession by the contracting parties. Now, it is obvious that this is impossible with regard to things that are indeterminate, if the things themselves are considered the subject of the contract, and cases are mentioned where it is expressly stated that there is no transfer of property to the purchaser, when the obligation is more or less capacity brought without being distinctly specified, until actual possession take place. The difficulty disappears if we consider not the thing itself but the obligation to render it to be the subject of contract; for a right to the obligation passes immediately to the purchaser, and the seller may be compelled to perform it. If we now revert to the division of things into similars and dissimilars, money—which, it has been remarked, is always indeterminate—is therefore an obligation; dissimilars, which are always specific, are never obligations; and other similars, except money, being sometimes specific and sometimes indeterminate, are at one time obligations, and at another time things or substances.

Before proceeding farther it is necessary to advert more particularly to the other senses in which the word dagn is frequently employed in the Muhammadan law. It means strictly “obligation,” as already observed; but the obligation may be either that of the contracting party himself, or of another. In the former sense dagn is not only a proper subject of the obligation, but forms the sole subject of one important kind of sale, hereafter to be noticed. But when dagn is used to signify the obligation of another than the contracting party, it is not a proper subject of traffic, and, as already observed, cannot be lawfully sold. In the following passages has been always translated by the word “debt,” when it signifies the obligation of a third party, and generally by the word “obligation,” when it signifies the engagement of the contracting party himself, though when the things represented by the obligation are more prominently brought forward, it has sometimes been found necessary to substitute the expression, “indeterminate things.”

Though barter and sale for a price, are confounded under one general name in the Muhammadan law, it is sometimes necessary to consider one of the things exchanged as more strictly the subject of sale, or thing sold, and the other as the price. In this view the former is termed mabir, and the latter saman. Saman, or “price,” is defined to be dagn fi simmah, or, literally, an “obligation in responsibility.” From which, unless the expression is a mere term of art, it would appear that the word dagn is sometimes used abstractly, and in a sense distinct from the idea of liability. That idea, however, is necessary to constitute price; for though cloth, when properly described, may, by reason of its divisibility and the similarity of its parts, be assumed to perform the function of price in a contract of sale, it is only when it is not immediately delivered, but is to remain for some time on the responsibility of the contracting party, that it can be adopted for that purpose.

It is a general principle of the Muhammadan law of sale, founded on a declaration of the Prophet, that credit cannot be opposed to credit, that is, that both the things exchanged cannot be allowed to remain on the responsibility of the parties. Hence, it is only with regard to one of them that any stipulation for delay in the delivery is lawful. Price, from its definition above given, admits of being left on responsibility, and accordingly a stipulation for delay in the payment of the price is quite lawful and valid. It follows that a stipulation for delay in the delivery of the things sold cannot be lawful. And this is the case, with the exception of one particular kind of sale, hereafter to be noticed, in which the thing sold is always indeterminate, and the price is paid in advance. It may, therefore, be said of all specific things when the subject of sale, that a stipulation for delay in their delivery is illegal, and would invalidate a sale. The object of this rule may have been to prevent any change of the thing sold before delivery, and the disputes which might in consequence arise between the parties. But if they were allowed to select whichever they pleased of the articles exchanged to stand for the price, and the other for the thing sold, without any regard to their qualities, the object of the last-mentioned rule, whatever it may have been, might have been frustrated. This, however, is led to another arrangement of things into different classes, according to their capacities for supporting the functions of price or of the thing sold in a contract of sale. The first class comprehends dirhams and dinars, which are always price. The second class comprises the whole division of dissimilars (with the single exception of cloth), which are always the thing sold, or subject of sale, in a contract. The third class comprises, first, all similars of capacity; second, all similars of weight, except a stipulation for delay in the delivery; and, third, all similars of tale. The whole of this class is capable of supporting both functions, and is sometimes the thing sold, and sometimes the price. The fourth class comprises cloth, and the copper coin called fazi.

Sale implies a reciprocal vesting of the price in the seller and of the thing sold in the purchaser. This, as already remarked, is called its legal effect, and sale may be divided into different stages or degrees of completeness, according as this effect is immediate,
suspended, invalid, or obligatory. Thus, sale must first of all be duly constituted or contracted. After that, there may still be some bar to its operation, which occasions a suspension of its effect. This generally arises from a defect of power in the seller, who may not be fully competent to act for himself, or may have insufficient authority, or no authority whatsoever, over the subject of sale. In this class of sales the effect is dependent on the assent or ratification of some other person than the party actually contracting. But whether the effect of a sale be immediate or suspended, there may be some taint of illegality in the mode of constituting it, or in its subject, or there may be other circumstances connected with it, which render it invalid. The causes of illegality are many and various. But even though a sale should be unimpeachable on the previous grounds, that is, though it should be duly constituted, operative or immediate in its effect, and free from any ground of illegality, still it may not be absolutely binding on the parties. This brings us to another remarkable peculiarity of the Mohammedan law, viz., the doctrine of option, or right of cancellation. The Prophet himself recommended one of his followers to reserve a locus penitentiae, or option, for three days in all his purchases. This has led to the option by stipulation, which may be reserved by either of the parties. But besides this, the purchaser has an option, without any stipulation, with regard to things which he has purchased without seeing, and also on account of defects in the thing sold. The greatest of all defects is a want of title or right in the seller. The two last options to the purchase constitute a complete warranty of title and against all defects on the part of the seller, in which respect the Mohammedan more nearly resembles the Scotch than the English law of sale.

There are many different kinds of sale. Twenty or more have been enumerated in the Nihâyât, of which eight are mentioned and explained. Four of these, which have reference to the thing sold, may require some notice in this place. The first, called muqâyara, is described as a sale of things for money, and corresponds nearly with barter; but the word "thing" (ṣâm) is here opposed to obligations, and muqâyara is therefore properly an exchange of specific for specific things. So that if the goods exchanged were on both sides or on either side indeterminate, the transaction would not, I think, be a muqâyara, though still barter. The second sale is called sarf, and is defined to be an exchange of obligations for obligations. The usual objects of this contract are dîhams and dinârs, which being obligations, the definition is generally correct. But an exchange of money for bullion, or bullion for bullion, is also a sarf, and every sale of an obligation for an obligation is also a sarf, so that the definition is redundant as well as defective. It is essential to the legality of this kind of sale, that both the things exchanged should be delivered and taken possession of before the separation of the parties, and that when they are of the same kind, as silver for silver, or gold for gold, they should also be exactly equal by weight. These rules are necessary for the avoidance of reba, or "usury," as already explained; and the whole of sarf, which is treated of at a length quite disproportionate to its importance, may be considered as a continued illustration of the doctrine of sale. The third kind of sale is salâm. It has been already observed that there can be no lawful stipulation for a postponement of the delivery of the thing sold, except under one particular form of sale. The form alluded to is salâm. This word means, literally, "an advance"; and in a salâm sale the price is immediately advanced for the goods to be delivered at a future fixed time. It is only things of the class of similars that can be sold in this way, and as they must necessarily be indeterminate, the proper subject of sale is an obligation; while, on the other hand, as the price must be actually paid or delivered at the time of the contract, before the separation of the parties, and must, therefore, even in the case of its being money, be produced, and in consequence be particularised or specific, a salâm sale is strictly and properly the sale of an obligation for a thing, as defined above. Until actual payment or delivery of the price, however, it retains its character of an obligation, and for this reason the price and the goods are both termed "debts," and are adduced in the same chapter as examples of the principle that the sale of a debt, that is, of the money or goods which a person is under engagement to pay or deliver, before possession, is invalid. The last of the sales referred to is the ordinary exchange of goods for money, which being an obligation, the transaction is defined to be the sale of things for obligations.

There is another transaction which comes within the definition of sale, and has been already noticed, but may be further adverted to in this place. It is that which is called Qarz in the Arabic, and "loan" in the English language. The borrower acquires an absolute right of property in the things loaned, and comes under an engagement to return an equal quantity of things of the same kind. The transaction is therefore necessarily limited to similars, whether of weight, capacity, or tale, and the things lent and repaid being of the same kind, the two rules already mentioned for the prevention of reba, or "usury," must be strictly observed. Hence it follows that any stipulation on the part of the borrower for delay or forbearance by the lender, or any stipulation by the lender for interest to be paid by the borrower are alike unlawful. Notwithstanding the stringency of the rules for preventing usury, or the taking any interest on the loan of money, methods were found for evading them and still keeping within the letter of the law. It had always been considered lawful to take a pledge to secure the repayment of a debt. Pledges were ordi-
narily of movable property; when given as security for a debt, and the pledge happened to perish in the hands of the pawnsee, the debt was held to be released to the extent of the value of the pledge. Land, though scarcely liable to this incident, was sometimes made the subject of pledge and devices were adopted for enabling the lender to derive some advantage from its possession while in in the state of pledge. But the moderate advantage to be derived in this way does not seem to have contented the money-lenders, who in all ages and countries have been of a grasping disposition, and the expedient of a sale with a condition for redemption was adopted, which very closely resembles an English mortgage. In the latter, the condition is usually expressed in one of two ways, viz. either that the sale shall become void, or that the lender shall return the seller, on payment of principal and interest at an assigned term. The first of these forms would be inconsistent with the nature of sale under the Muhammadan law, but a sale with a covenant by the lender to reconvey to the seller, immediate repayment of the loan seems to have been in use probably long before the form was adopted in Europe. It is probable that a term was fixed within which the repayment should be made. If repayment were made at the assigned term, the lender was obliged to reconvey; but if not, the property would remain his own, and the difference between its value and the price or sum lent might have been made an ample compensation for the loss of interest. This form of sale, which was called Bai‘u‘l-wa‘fā, seems to have been strictly legal according to the most approved authorities, though held to be what the law calls abominable, as a device for obtaining what it prohibits.

In constituting—a sale there is no material difference between the Muhammadan and other systems of law. The offer and acceptance, which are expressed or implied in all cases, are so connected as to obviate any doubt of the one being intended to apply to the other. For this purpose the Muhammadan law requires that both shall be interchanged at the same meeting of the parties, and that no other business shall be suffered to intervene between an offer and its acceptance. A very slight interruption is sufficient to break the continuity of a negotiation, and to terminate the meeting in a technical sense, though the parties should still remain in personal communication. An acceptance after the interruption of an offer made before it would be insufficient to constitute a sale. This has led to distinctions of the meeting which may appear unnecessarily minute to a reader unacquainted with the manners of Eastern countries, where the people are often very dilatory in their bargains, interreversing them to cover an aversion to important topics. It is only when a meeting has reference to the act of contracting that its meaning is thus liable to be restricted; for when the word occurs in other parts of the law, as, for instance, when it is said of a sarf contract that the things exchanged must be taken possession of at the meeting, the whole period that the parties may remain together is to be understood. As personal communication may be inconvenient in some cases, and impossible in others, the integrity of the meeting is held to be sufficiently preserved when a party who receives an offer by massage or letter declares his acceptance of it on receiving the communication and apprehending its contents.

When a sale is lawfully contracted, the property in the things exchanged passes immediately from and to the parties respectively. In a legal sale, delivery and possession are not necessary for this purpose. Until possession is taken, however, the purchaser is not liable for accidental loss, and the seller has a lien for the price on the thing sold. Delivery by one party is in general tantamount to possession taken by the other. It is, therefore, sometimes of great importance to ascertain when there is a sufficient delivery; and many cases, real or imaginary, on the subject, are inserted in the Fatwā ‘Alamgiri. It sometimes happens that a person purchases a thing of which he is already in possession, and it then becomes important to determine in what cases his previous possession is convertible into a possession under the purchase. Unless so converted, it would be held that there is no delivery under the sale, and the seller would of course retain his lien and remain liable for accidental loss.

Though possession is not necessary to complete the transfer of property under a legal sale, the case is different where the contract is illegal; for here property does not pass till possession is taken. The sale, however, though so far effectual, is still invalid, and liable to be set aside by a judge, at the instance of either of the parties, without any reference to the fact of the person complaining being able to come before him with what in legal phraseology is termed clean hands. A Muhammadan judge is obliged by his law to interpose on the sake of the law itself, or, as it is more solemnly termed, for the right of God, which it is the duty of the judge to vindicate, though by so doing he may afford assistance to a party who personally may have no just claim to his interference. (The Muhammadan Law of Sale, according to the Hanafite Code, from the Fatwā ‘Alamgiri, by Nell B. E. Baillie. Smith, Elder & Co., London.)

**BAIL.** Arabic ָكافל hafal. Bail is of two descriptions: Kafalat bi-n-nafs, or "security for the person"; Kafalat bi-l-mal, or "security for property." In the English courts in India, bail for the person is termed Ḥāzir-rizāmānī, and bail for property Zambhād, or "security." Bail for the person is lawful except in cases of punishment (Huṣnād) and retaliation (Qisār). (Hadīthah, vol. ii. p. 578.)

**AL-BĀ’TIS** (الأباطس). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means
There are different opinions about the legality of this form of sale, but it is now the common form of mortgage in use in India, where it is usually styled Bati bi-l-wafā. (See Baillie's Muhammadan Law of Sale, p. 303.)

al-BAYYINAH (البيان). Lit. "The Evidence." A title given to the xoxithn Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in which the word occurs.

BA'L (بال). Heb. בַּל, i.e. "Lord."
The chief deity worshipped by the Syro-Phoenician. It is known to the Muhammadans as an idol worshipped in the days of the Prophet Eliasha. (See Ghīyāṣu ‘l-Lughāh.)

BALAAM. There is said to be an allusion to Balaam in the Qur'ān, Sūrah vii. 174, "Recite to them the story of him to whom we gave our signs, and he departed therefrom, and Satan followed him, and he was of those who were beguiled."
The commentary of the Jalālīn says that he was a learned man among the Israelites, who was requested by the Canaanites to curse Moses at the time when he was about to attack the Jabbārūn or "giants," a tribe of the Canaanites. Balaam at first refused to do so but at last yielded, when valuable presents were made to him. (See Taṣfīr ‘l-Jalalīn, p. 142.)

BANISHMENT. Arabic تِغْرِيب Taghrīb. Expatriation for fornication is enjoined by Muhammadan law, according to the Imam al-Shāfi‘i, although it is not allowed by the other doctors of the law, and it is also a punishment inflicted upon highway robbers.

BANKRUPT. There is no provision in the Muhammadan law for declaring a person bankrupt, and so placing him beyond the reach of his creditors; but the Qādī can declare a debtor insolvent, and free him from the obligation of zakāt and almowging.

BANŪ ISRĀ’IL (بني اسرائيل). "The Children of Israel." A title of the xvith Sūrah or chapter of the Qur'ān, called also Sūratu ‘l-Mīrāj.

BANUN (بنون). The plural of bān (Heb. בָּנָן). "Sons; posterity; tribe." The word is more familiar to English readers in its inceptive form Banū. The tribes whose names occur frequently in the early history of Islam, and are mentioned in the Traditions, are the Banū-Quraish, Banū ‘Najīr, Banū - Quraijah, Banū - Kinājah, Banū ‘Nāṣr, Banū-Khüsājah, Banū-Bakr.
BAPTISM

BASU'A-MIR, BASU'-ASAD, BASU'-FASARAH, BASU'-LIYAHAN, BASU'-TAMIN, BASU'-UNATYAH, BASU'-ZAHARAH, and BASU'-ISRAEL.

BAPTISM. The only allusion to baptism in the Qur'an is found in Sura ii. 132: "(We have) the baptism of God, and who is better to be baptised than God?" The word here translated baptism is *sibghah*, lit. "dye," which, the commentators -al-Jalailan and al-Bazawi say, may, by comparison, refer to Christian baptism, "for," says al-Bazawi, "the Nasara (Christians) were in the habit of dipping their offering in a yellow water which they called al-Marwudyah and said it purified them and confirmed them, as Christians." (See Ta'ifur u-Jalailan and Ta'ifur u-Bazawi, in loco.)

AL-BAQI (البقي). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means "He who remains, " "The Everlasting One."

AL-BAQARAH (البقarah). "The Cow." The title of the second Sura of the Qur'an, occasioned by the story of the red heifer mentioned in verse 63, "When Moses said to his people, God commandeth you to sacrifice a cow."

BAQI'U-L-GHARBQAD (بقيع الغرباد), or for shortness al-Baqi' (البكي). The burying-ground at al-Madinah, which Muhammad used to frequent at night to pray for forgiveness for the dead. (Mishkat, iv. c. 28.)

BARAA'AH (باراه). "Immunity, or security." A title given to the sixteenth chapter of the Qur'an, called also Surat u-t-Tawbah, "The Chapter of Repentance." It is remarkable as being the only Sura without the introductory form, "In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate." Various reasons are assigned for this omission. Some commentators say that the prayer of mercy is not placed at the head of a chapter which speaks chiefly of God's wrath.

BARAH-I-WAFAT (بارة وفات). Barah (Urdu) "twelve," and Wafat. The twelfth day of the month Rabiu 'l-Awwal, observed in commemoration of Muhammad's death. It seems to be a day instituted by the Muhammadans of India, and is not observed universally amongst the Muslims of all countries. On this day *Fatihahs* are recited for Muhammad's soul, and both in private houses and mosques portions of the Traditions and other works in praise of the Prophet's excellences are read.

The Wahhabis do not observe this day, as it is believed to be an innovation, not having been kept by the early Muslims.

AL-BARA IBN 'AZIB (ابن أصيب). One of the Companions who accompanied Muhammad at the battle of the Ditch, and in most of his subsequent engagements. He assisted in conquering the district of Rai, a.m. 22, and was with the Khalifah 'Ali at the battle of the Camel, a.m. 36.

AL-BARI (الباري). "The Maker." One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It occurs in the Qur'an, Surah lix. 21: "It is God the Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner. His are the excellent names."

BARIQAH (باريق). Lit. "Refulgence, lightning." A term used by the Sufis for that enlightenment of the soul, which at first comes to the true Muslim as an earnest of greater enlightenment. (Abdu 'r-Razzaz's Dictionary of Sufi Terms.)

BARNABAS, the Gospel of. The Muhammadans assert that a gospel of Barnabas existed in Arabic, and it is believed by some that Muhammad obtained his account of Christianity from this spurious gospel.

"Of this gospel the Moriscos in Africa have a translation in Spanish, and there is in the library of Prince Eugene of Savoy a manuscript of some antiquity, containing an Italian translation of the same gospel, made, it is supposed, for the use of renegades. This book appears to be no original forgery of the Muhammadans, though they have no doubt interpolated and altered it since, the better to serve their purpose; and in particular, instead of the Paraclete or Comforter (St. John xiv. 16, 26; xv. 26; xvi. 7), they have in this apocryphal gospel inserted the word Periclyte, that is, "the famous or illustrious," by which they pretend their prophet was foretold by name, that being the signification of Muhammad in Arabic; and this they say to justify that passage in the Qur'an (Surah 61) where Jesus is formally assailed to have foretold his coming, under his other name of Ahmad, which is derived from the same root as Muhammad, and of the same import. From these or some other forgeries of the same stamp, it is that Muhammadans quote several passages of which there are not the least footstamps in the New Testament." (Sale.)

After Mr. Sale had written the extract which we have quoted, he inspected a Spanish translation of the Italian copy of this apocryphal gospel, of which he gives the following account:

"The book is a moderate quarto, in Spanish, written in a very legible hand, but a little damaged towards the latter end. It contains two hundred and twenty-two chapters of unequal length, and four hundred and twenty pages; and is said, in the front, to be translated from the Italian by an Aragonian Moslem named Mostafa de Aranda. There is a preface prefixed to it, wherein the discoverer of the original MS., who was a Christian monk called Fra Marino, tells us that, having accidentally met with a writing of Irenaeus (among others), wherein he speaks against St. Paul, angling for his authority the gospel of St. Barnabas, he became extremely desirous to find this gospel; and that God, of his mercy, having made him very intimate with Pope Sixtus V., one day, as they were toge-
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ther in that Pope's library, his Holiness fell asleep, and he, to employ himself, reaching down a book to read, the first he laid his hand on proved to be the very gospel he wanted; overjoyed at the discovery, he scrupled not to hide his prize in his sleeve, and on the Pope's awaking, took leave of him, carrying with him that celestial treasure, by reading of which he became a convert to Muhammadanism.

"This Gospel of Barnabas contains a complete history of Jesus Christ, from His birth to His ascension, and most of the circumstances of the four real gospels are to be found therein, but many of them turned, and some artfully enough, to favour the Muhammadan system. From the design of the whole, and the frequent interpolations of stories and passages, wherein Muhammad is spoken of and foretold by name, as the messenger of God, and the great prophet who was to perfect the dispensation of Jesus, it appears to be a most bare-faced forgery. One particular I observe therein wherein I believe to believe it has been dressed up by a renegade Christian, slightly instructed in his new religion, and not educated as a Muhammadan (unless the fault be imputed to the Spanish, or, perhaps, the Italian translator, and to the original compiler). I mean the giving to Muhammad the title of Messiah, and not once or twice only, but in several places; whereas, the title of Messiah, or, as the Arabs write it, al-Masih, i.e. Christ, is appropriated to Jesus in the Qur'an, and is constantly applied by the Muhammadans to him, and never to their own Prophet. The passages produced from the Italian MS. by M. de la Monnoye are to be seen in this Spanish version almost word for word."

The Rev. Joseph White, D.D., in his Bampton Lectures of 1784, gives a translation of those chapters in this spurious Gospel of Bar

nabas, which relate to the supposed crucifixion of Judas in the place of our Lord, and which we insert:

"Judas came near to the people with whom Jesus was; and when He heard the noise He entered into the house where the disciples slept. And God, seeing the fear and danger of His servant, ordered Gabriel and Michael and Raffail and Azzail to carry Him out of the world.

"And they came in all haste, and bare Him out of the window which looks towards the south. And they placed Him in the third heaven, where He will remain blessing God, in the company of angels, till near the end of the world." (Chapter 216.)

"And Judas the traitor entered before the rest into the place from which Jesus had just been taken up. And the disciples were sleeping. And the Wonderful God acted wonderfully, changing Judas into the same figure and shape with Jesus.

"We believing that it was He, said to him, Master, whom seekest thou? And he said to them, smiling, Ye have forgotten yourselves, sines ye do not know Judas Iscariot.

"At this time the soldiery entered; and seeing Judas so like in every respect to Jesus, laid hands upon him." &c. (Chapter 217.)

"In which (Chap. 218) is related the passion of Judas the traitor.

"The soldiers afterwards took Judas and bound him, notwithstanding he said with truth to them that he was not Jesus. And soldiers mocked him saying, Sir, do not be afraid; for we are come to make thee King of Israel; and we have bound thee, because we know thou hast refused the kingdom. And Judas said, Ye have lost your senses.

"I came to show you Jesus, that ye might take Him; and ye have bound me, who am your guide. The soldiers lost their patience, hearing this, and they began to go with him, striking and buffeting him, till they reached Jerusalem," &c. &c. (Chapter 218.)

"They carried him to Mount Calvary, where they executed criminals, and crucified him, strippering him, and asking for the greater ignominy. Then he did nothing but cry out, O my God, why hast thou forsaken me, that I should die unjustly, when the real malefactor hath escaped? I say in truth that he was so like in person, figure, and gesture to Jesus, that as many as knew Him, believed firmly that it was He, except Peter; for which reason many left his doctrine, believing that it had been false; as He had said that He should not die till the end of the world.

"But those who stood firm were oppressed with grief, seeing him die whom they understood to be Jesus: not recollecting what He had told them. And in company with His mother, they were present at his death, weeping continually. And by means of Joseph Abarimathias (sic), they obtained from the president the body of Judas. And they took him down from the cross, burying him with much lamentation in the new sepulchre of Joseph; having wrapped him up in linen and precious ointments." (Chapter 219.)

"They all returned, each man to his house: and he who writeth, with James and John, went with the mother of Jesus to Nazareth. And the disciples, who did not fear God with truth, went by night and stole the body of Judas, and hid it; spreading a report that He (i.e. Jesus) had risen again, from whence sprung great confusion among the people.

"And the High Priest commanded, under pain of anathema, that no one should talk of him; and on this account raised a great persecution, banishing some, tormenting others, and even stoning some to death: because it was not in the power of anyone to be silent on this subject. And then came news to Nazareth, that Jesus had risen again. And he that writeth desired the mother of Jesus to leave off her lamentation. And Mary said, Let us go to Jerusalem, to see if it is truth. If I see Him I shall die content. (Chapter 220.)

"The Virgin returned to Jerusalem with him that writeth, and James and John, the same day that the decree of the High Priest came out.

"And as she feared God, though she knew
the command was unjust, she entreated those who talked with her not to speak of her Son. Who can say, how we were then affected? God, who knows the heart of man, knows that between the grief for the death of Judas, whom we understood to be Jesus, and the pleasure of seeing him risen again, we almost expired. And the angels who were the guardians of Mary went up to heaven the third day, and told Jesus what was passing. And He, moved with compassion for His mother, entreated of God that He might be seen by His disciples. And the Compassionate God ordered His four favourite angels to place Him within His own house, and to guard Him three days; that they and they only might see Him, who believed in His doctrine. Jesus descended, surrounded with light, into the house of His mother, where were the two sisters, Martha and Mary, and Lazarus, and He that writeth, and John and James and Peter. And when they saw Him, they fell with their faces on the earth as if dead. And Jesus lifted them up, saying, Fear not, for I am your Master. Lament not henceforth, for I am alive. They were astonished at seeing Jesus, because they thought Him dead. And Mary weeping said, Tell me, my Son, why, if God gave Thee power to raise up the dead, did He consent that Thou shouldst die, with so much reproach and shame to Thy relations and friends, and so much hurt to Thy doctrine, leaving us all in desolation? Jesus replied, embracing His mother, Believe me, for I tell thee the truth, I have not been dead; for God has reserved Me for the end of the world. In saying this He desired the angels to manifest themselves, and to tell how He had passed through everything. At the instant they appeared like four suns; and all present prostrated themselves on the ground, overcome by the presence of the angels. And Jesus gave to all of them something to cover themselves with, that they might be able to hear the angels speak.

"And Jesus said to His mother, These are the Ministers of God. Gabriel knows His secrets; Michael fights with His enemies; Asrael will cite all to judgment; and Asrael receives the souls. And the holy angels told how they had, by the command of God, taken up Jesus, and transformed Judas, that he might suffer the punishment which he wished to bring on Jesus. And he that writeth said, Is it lawful for me to ask of Thee, in the same manner as when thou wast in the world? And Jesus answered, Speak, Barnabas, what thou wishest.

"And he said, I wish that Thou wouldest tell me how God, being so compassionate, could afflict us so much, in giving us to understand that Thou wast he that suffered, for we have been very near dying? And Thou being a prophet, why did He suffer Thee to fall under disgrace, by (apparently) placing Thee on a cross, and between two thieves? When Jesus answered, Believe Me, Barnabas, let the fault be over so small God chastiseth it with much punishment. And as my mother and faithful disciples loved me with a little earthly love, God chastised that love by this grief; that He might not chastise it in the other world. And though I was innocent, yet as they called Me God, and His Son, that the devils might not mock Me on the Day of Judgment, He has chosen that I should be mocked in this world.

"And this mocking shall last till the holy Messenger of God (i.e. Muhammad) shall come, who shall undeceive all believers. And then He said, Just art Thou, O God! and to Thee only belongeth the honour and glory, with worship, for ever." (Chapter 221.

"And then He said, Barnabas, that thou by all means write my gospel, relating everything which has happened in the world concerning Me; and let it be done exactly; in order that the faithful may be undeceived, knowing the truth. He that writeth said, Master, I will do it as Thou commandest me, God willing: but I did not see all that happened with Judas. Jesus answered, Here stand Peter and John, who saw it, and will relate it to thee.

"And He told James and John to call the seven apostles who were absent, and Nicodemus, and Joseph of Arimathæa (i.e.) and some of the seventy-two disciples. When they were come, they did eat with Him; and on the third day He commanded them all to go to the mount of Olivæs with His mother: because He was to return to heaven. All the apostles and disciples went, except twenty-five of the seventy-two, who had fled to Damascus with fear. And exactly at mid-day, while they were all in prayer, Jesus came with many angels (blessing God), with so much brightness that they all bent their faces to the ground. And Jesus raised them up, saying, Fear not your Master, who comes to take leave of you; and to recommend you to God our Lord, by the mercies received from His bounty: and be He with you!

"And upon this He disappeared with the angels: all of us remaining amazed at the great brightness in which He left us." (Chapter 222.

AL-BARE (Bá). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. In its ordinary sense it means "pious," or "good." As applied to God, it means "The Beneficent One.

BARTER. [BA].

BARZAKH (Bá). (1) A thing that intervenes between any two things; a bar; an obstruction; or a thing that makes a separation between two things. In which sense it is used in the Qur'an in two places. Surah xxv. 55, "He hath put an interstice between them (i.e. the two seas), and a barrier which it is forbidden them to pass." Surah lv. 20, "Yet between them (the two seas) is a barrier.

(2) The interval between the present life and that which is to come. See Qur'an, Surah xxiii. 99, "And say, My Lord, I seek refuge with Thee from the inciting of the devils, and I seek refuge with Thee from their

BASE MONEY. The sale of one pure dirham and two base ones in exchange for two pure dirhams and one base one is lawful. By two base ones (ghašlaša), are to be understood such as pass amongst merchants but are rejected at the public treasury. (Hidjdát, vol. ii. 560.)

al-BASIR (بَص). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur’an, and means “The All-seeing One.”

BASIRAH (بصرا). Lit. “Penetration.” The sight of the heart as distinguished from the sight of the eye (Basáráh or Basár). A term used by theologians to express that enlightenment of the heart “whereby the spiritual man can understand spiritual things with as much certainty as the natural man can see objects with the sight of the eye.” The word occurs twice in the Qur’an, Súrah xii. 108, “This is my way; I cry unto God, resting on clear evidence;” Súrah lix. xiv., “A man shall be evidence against himself.”

AL-BASIT (بَصِي). One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means

"He who spreads, or stretches out," and occurs in the Qur’an, Súrah xiii. 15. As applied to God, it means, “He who dispenses riches,” etc.

BASTARD (بَص). An illegitimate child has, according to Muhammadan law, no legal father, and consequently, the law does not allow the father to interfere with his illegitimate child, even for the purpose of redemption. He cannot inherit the property of his father, but he is acknowledged as the rightful heir of his mother (Baillie’s Digest, p. 492). The evidence of a bastard is valid, because he is innocent with respect to the immorality of his parents: but the Imam Mâlik maintains that his testimony is not to be accepted with respect to a charge of whoredom. (Hidjdát, vol. ii. 692.)

BATHING. The Arabic term for ordinary bathing is (غسل) ghâšl, and that for the religious purification of the whole body ghâšl. In all large mosques, and in most respectable dwellings in Muhammadan countries, there are bathing-rooms erected, both for the ordinary purposes of bathing and for the religious purification. An account of the legal purification will be found in the article Ghusl. Although purifications and bathing form so essential a part of the Muslim religion, cleanliness does not distinguish Muhammadans who are generally in this respect a striking contrast to their Hindú fellow subjects in India. According to the saying of Muhammad, decency should be observed in bathing, and the clothes from the waist downwards should not be taken off at such times. (Mishkât, ii. c. iv.)

BATIL (باطل). That which is false in doctrine.

AL-BATIN (بَاسِي). (1) One of the ninety-nine special names of God. It means “that which is hidden or concealed,” “The Hidden One,” or “He that knows hidden things.” (2) A term used in theology for that which is hidden in its meaning, in contradistinction to that which is evident.

BATUL (بَصِي). Lit. “A shoot or offset of a palm-tree put off from its mother tree;” “a virgin” (as cut off or withheld from men). The term al-Batil is applied to Fátimah, the daughter of Muhammad, because she was separated from the other women of her age by her excellence. (Res. ٍا لِهُ بَصُلَ) Bethâlāsh.

BA’US (بَصِي). A Syriac word, भाव (i.e. “petition, prayer”), which, in the dictionary al-Qámâs, is said to mean Christ’s Easter; and also prayers for rain, or the Isteqâ of the Christians. (Majmu’ l-Bihâr, p. 101.)

BAZAQ or BÁZIQ (بَاسِي). A prohibited liquor. The juice of the grape boiled
BEARD. Arabic ليِبَّان līyāh or نَفَّذ נֶפֶשׁ Ṽada. The beard is regarded by Muslims as the badge of the dignity of manhood. The Prophet is said to have said, “Do the opposite of the polytheists and let your beard grow long.” (Mishkāt, xx. iv.) And the growing of a beard is said to be Fitrāh, or one of those customs which have been observed by every Prophet. [Fitrāh.]

BEAUTY, Female. “The maiden, whose loveliness inspires the most impassioned expression in Arabic poetry and prose, is celebrated for her slender figure; she is like the same among plants, and is elegant as the twig of the oriental willow. Her face is like the full moon, presenting the strongest contrast to the colour of her hair, which (to preserve the nature of the simile just employed) is of the deepest hue of night, and descends to the middle of her back. A rosy blush overspreads the centre of each cheek; and a mole is considered an additional charm. The Arabs, indeed, are particularly extravagant in their admiration of this natural beauty-spot, which, according to its place, is compared to a globule of ambergris upon a dish of alabaster, or upon the surface of a ruby. The eyes of the Arab beauty are intensely black, large, and long, of the form of an almond; they are full of brilliancy; but this is softened by a lid slightly depressed, and by long silver lashes, giving a tender and languid expression, which is full of enchantment, and scarcely to be improved by the adventitious aid of the black border of the kūfi; for this lovely maiden adds rather for the sake of fashion than necessity, having what the Arabic term natural kūfi. The eye-brows are thin and arched, the forehead is wide, and fair as ivory; the nose straight, the mouth small; the lips are of a brilliant red, and the teeth “like pearls set in coral.” The forms of the bosom are compared to two pomegranates; the waist is slender; the hips are wide and large; the feet and hands small; the fingers tapering, and their extremities dyed with the deep orange-red tint imparted by the leaves of hinnū.

The following is the most complete analysis of Arabian beauty, given by an unknown author, quoted by Al-Jahjājī:—

“Four things in a woman should be black: the hair of the head, the eye-brows, the eye-lashes, and the dark part of the eyes; four white: the complexion of the skin, the white of the eyes, the teeth, and the legs; four red: the tongue, the lips, the middle of the cheeks, and the gums; four round: the head, the neck, the fore-arms, and the ankles; four long: the back, the fingers, the arms, and the legs; four wide: the forehead, the eyes, the bosom, and the hips; four flat: the eye-brows, the fore-arms, the hips, and the fingers; four thick: the lower part of the back, the thighs, the calves of the legs, and the knees; four small: the ears, the breasts, the hands, and the feet.” (Lane’s Arabic Nights, vol. i. p. 26.)

BELIEVERS

BEGGING. It is not lawful for any person possessing sufficient food for a day and night to beg (Durū's-Muṣtakhār, p. 108), and it is related that the Prophet said: “Acts of begging are scratches and wounds with which a man wounds his own face.” “It is better for a man to take a rope and bring in a bundle of sticks to sell than to beg.” “A man who continues to beg will appear in the Day of Judgment without any flesh on his face.” (Mishkāt, Book vi. chap. v.)

BEINGS. According to Muḥammadan belief, there are three different species of created intelligent beings: (1) Angels (Mālāʾikāh), who are said to be created of light; (2) Genii (Jinn), who are created of fire; (3) Mankind (Isān), created of earth. These intelligent beings are called Ẓawwālī-, ʿUqāil, or “Rational beings,” whilst unintelligent beings are called Ǧhārīrī, ʿUqāil, ʿAbūqāil. Haywānī-Nātīq is also a term used for rational beings (who can speak), and Haywānī-ʿAjam for all irrational creatures. [Jinn.]

BELIEVERS. The terms used for believers are—Muʿāmin, pl. Muʿāminān; and Muslim, pl. Muslimūn. The difference expressed in these two words is explained in the Traditions, in a Hadīć given in the Sahīh of Muslim (p. 27), where it is recorded by Ḥārūn, as having been taught by Muḥammad, that a Muʿāmin is one who has imān, or “faith;” Faith being a sincere belief in God, His angels, His inspired books, His prophets, the Day of Resurrection, and the predestination of good and evil; and that a Muslim is one who is resigned and obedient to the will of God, and bears witness that there is no god but God, and that Muḥammad is His Apostle, and is steadfast in prayer, and gives zakāt, or “legal alms,” and fasts in the month of Ramazān, and makes a pilgrimage to the Temple (Bait) at Makkah, if he has the means.

The rewards in store for the believer are as follows (see Sūratu 'l-Baqara, Sūrah ii. 76):—

“They who have believed and done the things that be right, they shall be the inmates of Paradise—therein to abide for ever.” Sūratu 'n-Nūr, Sūrah iv. 60:—

“Those who have believed, and done the things that are right, we will bring them into gardens beneath which rivers flow—therein to abide eternally; therein shall they have works of stainless purity; and we will bring them into shadowing shades.” Sūratu 'l-Arḍ, Sūrah vii. 40:—

“Those who have believed and done the things which are right, (we will lay on no one a burden beyond his power)—these shall be inmates of Paradise: for ever shall they abide therein.”

“And will we remove whatever ransom was in their bosoms; rivers shall roll at their feet; and they shall say, ‘Praise be to God who hath guided us hither! We had not been guided had not God guided us!’” Of a survey
the Apostles of our Lord came to us with truth.' And a voice shall cry to them, 'This is Paradise, of which, as the meed of your works, ye are made heirs.' And the inmates of Paradise shall cry to the inmates of the Fire, 'Now have we found what your Lord promised us to be true. Have ye too found what your Lord promised you to be true?' And they shall answer, 'Yes.' And a Herald shall proclaim between them: 'The curse of God be upon the way of God, and seek to make it crooked, and who believe not in the life to come.'

'And between them shall be a partition; and on the wall al-Arāf, shall be men who will know all, by their tokens, and they shall cry to the inmates of Paradise, 'Peace be on you!' but they shall not yet enter it, although they long to do so.'

'And when their eyes are turned towards the inmates of the Fire, they shall say, 'O our Lord! place us not with the offending people.'

'And they who are upon al-Arāf shall cry to those whom they shall know by their tokens, Your aminings and your pride have availed you nothing.

'Are these they whom ye aware God would not bestow mercy? Enter ye into Paradise! where no fear shall be upon you, neither shall ye put to grief.'

'And the inmates of the fire shall cry to the inmates of Paradise: 'Pour upon us some water, or of the refreshments God hath given you?' They shall say, 'Truly God hath forbidden both to unbelievers.'

For a further description of the Muhammadan future state the reader is referred to the article PARADISE, which deals more directly with the sensual character of the heaven supposed to be in store for the believer in the mission of Muhammad.

The following is a description of the heaven which is given in the Qur'ān, Sūratu l-Ma'mūnīn, the xxivth Sūrah, v. 1:

'Happy now the believers,
Who humble themselves in their prayer,
And who keep aloof from vain words,
And who are doers of alms-deeds (zakāt),
And who restrain their appetites,
(Save with their wives, or the slaves whom their right hands possess; for in that case they shall be free from blame:
But they whose desires reach further than this are transgressors:) And who tend well their trusts and their covenants,
And who keep them strictly to their prayers:
These shall be the heriters, who shall inherit Paradise, to abide therein for ever.'

BELLS. [MAQĀS.]

BENEFICE. [WAQF.]

BENEFICENCE (Arabic ārida) is commanded by Muhammad as one of the evidences of faith. (Mishkār, Book 1. c. i. part 2.)

BESTIALITY. [BAYMIM].

BENJAMIN. Hob. [BAYMIM].

BENJAMIN. The youngest of the children of Jacob. He is not mentioned by name in the Qur'ān, but he is referred to in Sūrah xii. 69. 'And when they entered in unto Joseph, he took his brother (i.e. Benjamin) to stay with him. He said Verily I am thy brother, then take not that ill which they have been doing. And when he had equipped them with their equipment, he placed the drinking-cup in his brother's pack,' &c. [Joseph.]

BEQUESTS. Arabic jāz, waṣfiyāh, pl. waṣfiyāt. A bequest or will can be made verbally, although it is held to be better to execute it in writing. Two lawful witnesses are necessary to establish either a verbal bequest or a written will. A bequest in favour of a stranger to the amount of one-third of the whole property, is valid, but a bequest to any amount beyond that is invalid, unless the heirs give their consent. If a person make a bequest in favour of another from whom he has received a morta! wound, it is not valid, and if a legatee slay his testator the bequest in his favour is void. A bequest made to part of the heirs is not valid unless the other heirs give their consent. The bequest of a Muslim in favour of an unbeliever, or of an unbeliever in favour of a Muslim, is valid. If a person be involved in debt, legacies bequeathed by him are not lawful. A bequest in favour of a child yet unborn is valid, provided the fetus happens to be less than six months old at the time of the making of the will.

If a testator deny his bequest, and the legatee produce witnesses to prove it, it is generally held not to be a retraction of it. If a person on his death-bed emancipate a slave, it takes effect after his death. If a person will that the 'pilgrimage incumbent on him be performed on his behalf after his death,' his heirs must depute a person for the purpose, and supply him with the necessary expenses. (Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. iv. 466.)

BESTIALITY is said by Muslim jurists to be the result of the most vitiated appetite and the utmost depravity of sentiment. But if a man commit it, he does not incur the Hadd, or stated punishment, as the act is not considered to have the properties of whoredom; the offender is to be punished by a discretionary correction (Tariq). According to Muslim law, the beast should be killed, and if it be of an edible species it should be burnt (Hidāyah, vol. ii. 27.)

Obs. According to the Mosaic code, a man guilty of this crime was surely to be put to death. (Ex. xviii. 19.)
BETROTHAL. [KHITBAH.]

BĪ'AH (بِعْه). A Christian church. The word occurs in a tradition in the Miṣkāt (iv. c. vii. 2), and is translated by 'Abdū l-Ḥaqīq "Kaišās." [CHURCH.]

BĪDĀH (بِدَاه). A novelty or innovation in religion; heresy; schism.

BIER. Arabic جَمِيع jīmāḥ and jāmāḥ. The same word is used for the corpse, the bier, and the funeral. In most Muhammadan countries the ordinary charpoy, or "bedstead," is used for the bier, which, in the case of a female, is covered with a canopy. [BURIAL.]

BIHISHT (بهیشت). The Persian word for the celestial regions. [PARADISE.]

BILĀDU 'L-ISLĀM (بلد الإسلام). "The countries of Islam." A term used in Muhammadan law for Muslim countries. It is synonymous with the term Dāru 'l-Islām. [DARU L-ISLAM.]

BILĀL (بیلال). The first Mu'aṣṣar or caller to prayer appointed by Muhammad. He was an Abyssinian slave who had been ransomed by Abū Bakr. He was tall, dark, and gaunt, with negro features and bushy hair. Muhammad honoured and distinguished him as the "first fruits of Abyssinia." He survived the Prophet.

BILQĪS (بلقیس). The Queen of Saba', who visited Solomon and became one of his queens. An account of her, as it is given in the Qur'ān, will be found in the story of King Solomon. [SOLOMON.]

BINT LABŪN (بنات لبون). "The daughter of a milk-giver." A female camel two years old; it is called because the mother has then suckled another foal. The proper age for a camel given in zakāt, or "legal alms," for camels from thirty-six in number up to forty-five.

BINT MAKHĀZ (بنت مخاز). "The daughter of a pregnant." A female camel passed one year; so called because the mother is again pregnant. This is the proper age for a camel given in zakāt, or "alms," for camels from twenty-five in number up to thirty-five.

BIOGRAPHERS OF MUHAMMAD. Although the Qur'ān may be said to be the key-stone to the biography of Muhammad, yet it contains but comparatively few references to the personal history of the Prophet. The Traditions, or Ahādīṯ, form the chief material for all biographical histories. [TRADITION.]

The first who attempted to compile an account of Muhammad in the form of a history, was az-Zuhri, who died A.H. 124, and whose work, no longer extant, is mentioned by Ibn Khallikān. The earliest biographical writers whose works are extant are—Ibn Iṣhāq, A.H. 151; Al-Waqidi, A.H. 207; Ibn Hishām, A.H. 218; Al-Bukhārī (history), A.H. 255; Al-Ṭabarî, A.H. 810. Amongst more recent biographies, the most noted are those by Ibn 'Abī l-Asir, A.H. 680, and Ismā'īl Abū l-Idādī, A.H. 732. Abū l-Idādī's work was translated into Latin by John Gagnier, Professor of Arabic at Oxford, A.D. 1723, and into English by the Rev. W. Murray, Episcopai clergyman at Duffus in Scotland, and published (without date) at Elgin. The first life of Muhammad published in English is that by Dean Prideaux, which first appeared in 1723, and afterwards passed through several editions. Dr. Spengler commenced a life of Muhammad in English which has no pretension to original research, is the well-known Life of Mahomet, by Sir William Muir, M.L.L. (First Edition, four vols., London, 1858-61; Second Edition, one vol., London, 1877).

BIOGRAPHY. A Dictionary of Biography is called azmaṣṣa 'r-riyāṣ (lit. "The Names of Men"). The most celebrated of these is, amongst Muslims, that by Ibn Khallikān, which has always been considered a work of the highest importance for the civil and literary history of the Muhammadan people. Ibn Khallikān died A.H. 681 (A.D. 1282), but his dictionary received numerous additions from subsequent writers. It has been translated into English by Mac-Guckin De Slane (Paris, 1849).

BIRDS. It is commonly believed by the Muhammadans that all kinds of birds, and many, if not all, beasts, have a language by which they communicate their thoughts to each other, and to the Qur'ān (Sūrah xxvii. 16) it is stated that King Solomon was taught the language of birds.

BĪR ZAMZAM (بحر زمزم). The well of Zamzam. [ZAM-ZAM.]

BĪR MA'ŪNAH (بحر معونه). The well of Ma'ūnah. A celebrated spot four marches from Makkah, where a party of Muhammad's followers were slain by the Banū 'Amir and Banū Sulaim. He professed to have received a special message from heaven regarding these martyrs, which runs thus:—"Acquaint our people that we have met our Lord. He is well pleased with us, and other, and with us is well pleased with Him. It is a remarkable verse, as having for some reason or other been cancelled, and removed from the Qur'ān. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, vol. lii. p. 207.)

BIRTH. Evidence of. According to the Imām Abu Hanīfah, if a married woman should claim to be the mother of a child, her claim is not to be valid unless the birth of the child is attested by the testimony of one woman. But in the case of a father, inas-
much as the claim of parentage is a matter which relates purely to himself, his testimony alone is to be accepted.

The testimony of the midwife alone is sufficient with respect to birth, but with regard to parentage, it is established by the fact of the mother of the child being the wife of the husband.

If the woman be in her 'iddah [iddāh] from the complete divorce, the testimony of the midwife is not sufficient with respect to birth, but the evidence of two men, or of one man and two women, is requisite. (Hamilton's Hidayā, vol. iii. p. 134.)

It is also ruled that it is not lawful for a person to give evidence to anything which he has not seen, except in the cases of birth, death, and marriage. (Vol. ii. p. 476.)

BISHĀRAH (بَيْضَاة). [BUSHRA.]

BISHAR' (بَيْض). Lit. "Without the law." A term applied to those mystics who totally disregard the teaching of the Qurān. Antinomians. [surr.]

BISMILLĀH (بِسْمِ اللَّهِ). Lit. "In the name of God." An ejaculation frequently used at the commencement of any undertaking. There are two forms of the Bismillah:

1. Bi-'r-ru khāli r-raḥmāni r-raḥim, i.e. "in the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful." This is used at the commencement of meals, putting on new clothes, beginning any new work, and at the commencement of books. It occurs at the head of every chapter or surah in the Qurān, with the exception of the 61st (i.e. the Sūratu 'l-Barā'a).

2. Bi-'r-ru khāli l-akbar, i.e. "in the name of God, God the Most Great." Used at the time of slaughtering of animals, at the commencement of a battle, &c., the attribute of mercy being omitted on such occasions.

The formula Bi-'r-ru khāli r-raḥmāni r-raḥim is in Jawi script as follows:

BIZĀ'AH (بِيْزَاي). A share in a mercantile adventure. Property entrusted to another to be employed in trade.

BLACK STONE. [AL-HAJARU 'L-ḤAẓWĀD.]

BLASPHEMY. Arabic ḥaṣīfr. Lit. "to hide" (the truth). It includes a denial of any of the essential principles of Islam. A Muslim convicted of blasphemy is sentenced to death in Muhammadan countries. [APOSTASY.]

BLEEDING. Arabic ḥayyūm. Two great cures recommended by Muhammad were blood-letting and drinking honey; and he taught that it was unlucky to be bled on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, the most lucky day being Tuesday, and the most lucky date the seventeenth of the month. (Miṣkāt, xxii. c. 1.)

BLIND, The: Arabic ʿAma, pl. ʿUmyān. It is not incumbent upon a blind man to engage in Jihad, or a religious war. And, according to the Imam Abū Hamīd, the evidence of a blind person is not admissible, but the Imam Zufar maintains that such evidence is lawful when it affects a matter in which hearsay prevails. Sales and purchases made by a blind person are lawful. (Hamilton's Hidayā, vol. ii, pp. 141, 402, 682.)

BLOOD. The sale of blood is unlawful. (Hamilton's Hidayā, vol. ii. p. 428.)

BLOOD, The Avenger of. [Qisas.]

BLOOD, Issue of. [Istīhāzah.]

BOASTING. Arabic ṣawāmah. Muhammad is related to have said, "I swear by God, a tribe must desist from boasting of their forefathers; for they are nothing more than oaks from hell-fire (i.e. they were idolaters); and if you do not leave off boasting, verily you will be more hateful in the sight of God than a black-beetle. Mankind are all the sons of Adam, and Adam was of the earth." (Miṣkāt, xxii. c. 18.)

BOOKS OF MOSES. [TAURAT.]

BOOKS, Stealing. The band of a thief is not to be cut off for stealing a book, whatever be the subject of which it treats, because the object of the theft can only be the contents of the book, and not the book itself. But yet, it is to be observed, the hand is to be cut off for stealing "an account book," because in this case it is evident that the object of the theft is not the contents of the book, but the paper and material of which the book is made. (Hamilton's Hidayā, vol. ii. p. 92.)

BOOTS. [SHOES.]

BREACH OF TRUST. Arabic ḥiyyānīnā. The punishment of amputation of the hand is not inflicted for a breach of trust. And if a guest steal the property of his host whilst he is staying in his house, the hand is not cut off. Breach of trust in Muslim law being a less offence than ordinary theft, the punishment for breach of trust is left to the discretion of the judge. (Hamilton's Hidayā, vol. ii. pp. 98–102.)

BRIBERY (Arabic ṭīkhwāh) is not mentioned in the Qurān. In the Futuwha 'Alamgiri it is stated that presents to magistrates are of various kinds; for example, if a present be made in order to establish a friendship, it is lawful; but if it be given to influence the decision of the judge in the donor's favour, it is unlawful. It is also said, if a present be made to a judge from a sense of
BU'TAN (بُتْن). A false accusation; calumny.

The word occurs twice in the Qur'an—Surah iv. 112: "Whose commits a fault or sin, and throws it upon one who is innocent, he hath to bear calumny (bu'tān) and manifests it." Surah xxiv. 15: "And why did ye not say when ye heard it, 'It is not for us to speak of this'? Celebrate be Thy praises, this is a mighty calumny (bu'tān)." [RACKHAM.]

BUKA (بِكَاء). Heb. הבקاء he wept.

Weeping and lamentation for the dead. Immoderate weeping and lamentation over the graves of the dead is clearly forbidden by Muhammad, who is related to have said, "Whatever is from the eye (i.e. tears), and whatever is from the heart (i.e. sorrow), are from God; but what is from the hands and tongue is from the devil. Keep yourselves, O women, from wailing, which is the noise of the devil." (Mushtākī, v. c. vii.) The custom of wailing at the tombs of the dead is, however, common in all Muslim countries. (See Arabian Nights, Lane's Modern Egyptians, Shaw's Travels in Barbary.) [BURIAL.]

AL-BUKHĀRĪ (البغدادي). A short title given to the well-known collection of Sunni traditions by Abū 'Abdullāh Muḥammad ibn Ismā'īl ibn Ubaidullāh ibn al-Mughirah al-Ju'fī al-Bukhārī, who was born at Bukhārā, A.H. 194 (A.D. 810), and died at the village of Khartāng near Samarkand, A.H. 286 (A.D. 800). His compilation comprises upwards of 7,000 traditions of the sayings and sayings of the Prophet, selected from a mass of 600,000. His name is called the Sahih of al-Bukhārī, and is said to have been the result of sixteen years labour. It is said that he was so anxious to record only trustworthy traditions that he performed a prostration in worship before the Almighty before he recorded each tradition.

BUKHTU NAṢṢAR (بعکت ناصر). "Nebuchadnezzar." It is thought by Jālā'ī 'd-din that there is a reference to his army taking Jerusalem in the Qur'an, Surah xviii. 8, "And when the threat for the last (crime) came (to be inflicted, we sent an enemy) to harm your faces, and to enter the temple as they entered it the first time." The author of the Qāmūs says that Bukht is "son," and Naṣṣar, "an idol," i.e. "the son of Naṣṣar."

BULAS (بِلاس). "Despair." The name of one of the chambers of hell, where the proud will drink of the yellow water of the infernal regions. (Mushtākī, xxii. c. 20.)
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BURĀQ (براق). Lit. "The bright one." The animal upon which Muḥammad is said to have performed the nocturnal journey called Mīrāj. He was a white animal; between the size of a mule and an ass, having two wings. (Muṣlim's Tāj al-Bahār, p. 88.) Muḥammad's conception of this mysterious animal is not unlike the Assyrian gyphon, of which Mr. Layard gives a sketch. [Mīrāj.]

BURGLARY is punished as an ordinary theft, namely by the amputation of the hand, but it is one of the niceties of Muḥammadan law, according to the Hanafī code, that if a thief break through the wall of the house, and enter therein, and take the property, and deliver it to an accomplice standing at the entrance of the breach, amputation of the hand is not incurred by either of the parties, because the thief who entered the house did not carry out the property. (Hidīyāh, vol. ii. 108.)

BURLAL OF THE DEAD (جنازة). Jindārah or Janārah). The term Janārah is used both for the bier and for the Muḥammadan funeral service. The burial service is founded upon the practice of Muḥammad, and varies but little in different countries, although the ceremonies connected with the funeral procession are diversified. In Egypt and Būkhārā, for instance, the male relations and friends of the deceased precede the corpse, whilst the female mourners follow behind. In India and Afghānistan, women do not usually attend funerals, and the friends and relatives of the deceased walk behind the bier. There is a tradition amongst some Muḥammadans that no one should precede the corpse, as the angels go before. Funeral processions in Afghānistan are usually very simple in their arrangements, and are said to be more in accordance with the practice of the Prophet, than those of Egypt and Turkey. It is considered a very meritorious act to carry the bier, and four from among the near relations, every now and then relieved by an equal number, carry it on their shoulders. Unlike our Christian custom of walking slowly to the grave, the Muḥammadans carry their dead quickly to the place of interment; for Muḥammad is related to have said, that it is good to carry the dead quickly to the grave, to cause the righteous person to arrive soon at happiness.
and if he be a bad man, it is well to put wickedness away from one's shoulders. Funerals should always be attended on foot; for it is said that Muhammad once occasion rebuked his people for following on horseback. "Have you no shame?" said he, "since God's angels go on foot, and you go upon the backs of quadrupeds?" It is a highly meritorious act to attend a funeral, whether it be that of a Muslim, a Jew, or a Christian. There are, however, two traditions which appear to mark a change of feeling on the part of the Prophet of Arabia towards the Jews and Christians. "A bier passed by the Prophet, and he stood up; and it was said to the Prophet, this is the bier of a Jew. 'It is the bier of a soul,' he replied, 'from which we should take warning and fear.'" This rule is said to have been abrogated, for, "on one occasion the Prophet sitting on the road when a bier passed, and the Prophet disliked that the bier of a Jew should be higher than his head, and he therefore stood up." (Mi'kat, v. 0.) Notwithstanding these contradictory traditions, we believe that in all countries Muhammadans are wont to pay great respect to the funerals of both Jews and Christians.

The Muhammadan funeral service is not recited in the graveyard, it being too polluted a place for so sacred an office; but either in a mosque, or in some open space near the dwelling of the deceased person or the graveyard. The owner of the corpse, i.e. the nearest relative, is the proper person to recite the service; but it is usually said by the family Imam, or the Qâ'iri. The following is the order of the service:

Some one presents the dead. "Here begin the prayers for the dead."

Then those present arrange themselves in three, five, or seven rows opposite the corpse, with their faces Qiblah-wards (i.e. towards Makkah). The Imam stands in front of the ranks opposite the head (the Shi'âhs stand opposite the loins of a man) of the corpse, if it be that of male, or the waist, if it be that of a female. The whole company having taken up the Qiyâm, or standing position, the Imam recites the Niyâh.

"I purpose to perform prayers to God for this dead person, consisting of four Takbirs." Then placing his hands to the lobes of his ears, he says the first Takbir.

"God is great!"

Then folding his hands, the right hand placed upon the left, below the navel, he recites the Subhâh—

"Holiness to Thee, O God, And to Thee be praise. Great is Thy Name. Great is Thy Greatness. Great is Thy Praise. There is no deity but Thee."

Then follows the second Takbir:—

"God is great!"

Then the Durûd:

"O God, have mercy on Muhammad and upon his descendants, as Thou didst bestow mercy, and peace, and blessing, and compassion, and great kindness upon Abraham and upon his descendants. "Thou art praised, and Thou art great! "O God, bless Muhammad and his descendants, as Thou didst bless and didst have compassion and great kindness upon Abraham and upon his descendants."

Then follows the third Takbir:—

"God is great!"

After which the following prayer (Du'â) is recited:

"O God, forgive our living and our dead and those of us who are present, and those who are absent, and our children, and our full grown persons, our men and our women. O God, those whom Thou dost keep alive amongst us, keep alive in Islam, and those whom Thou causest to die, let them die in the Faith."

Then follows the fourth Takbir:—

"God is great!"

Turning the head round to the right, he says:—

"Peace and mercy be to Thee."

Turning the head round to the left, he says:—

"Peace and mercy be to Thee."

The Takbir is recited by the Imam aloud, but the Subhâh, the Salâh, the Durûd, and the Du'â, are recited by the Imam and the people in a low voice. The people then seat themselves on the ground, and raise their hands in silent prayer in behalf of the deceased's soul, and afterwards addressing the relatives they say, "It is the decree of God." To which the chief mourner replies, "I am pleased with the will of God." He then gives permission to the people to retire by saying, "There is permission to depart."

Those who wish to return to their houses do so at this time, and the rest proceed to the grave. The corpse is then placed on its back in the grave, with the head to the north and feet to the south, the face being turned towards Makkah. The persons who place the corpse in the grave repeat the following sentences: "We commit thee to earth in the name of God and in the religion of the Prophet."

The hands of the shroud having been loosed, the recess, which is called the 'ishd, is closed in with unburnt bricks and the grave filled in with earth. [Grave.] In some countries it is usual to recite verse 67 of the 21st Sûrah of the Qur'ân as the clods of earth are thrown into the grave; but this practice is objected to by the Wahhabit, and by many learned divines. The verse is as follows:—

"From it (the earth) have We (God) created you, and unto it will We return you, and out of it will We bring you forth the second time."

After the burial, the people offer a Sîkhah (i.e. the first chapter of the Qur'ân) in the name of the deceased, and again when they have proceeded about forty paces from the grave they offer another Sîkhah; for at this
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juncture, it is said, the two angels Munkir
and Nakir examine the deceased as to his
faith. [PUNISHMENTS OF THE GRAVE.] After
this, food is distributed to beggars and reli-
gious mendicants as a propitiatory offering to
God for their forgiveness of the deceased person.

If the grave be for the body of a woman, it
should be to the height of a man’s chest, if for
a man, to the height of the waist. At the
bottom of the grave the recess is made on the
side to receive the corpse, which is called the
Iḥād or Iḥād. The dead are seldom interred in
coffins, although they are not prohibited.

To build tombs with stones or burnt bricks,
or to write a verse of the Qur’ān upon them,
is forbidden in the Hadīs; but large stone
and brick tombs are common to all Muḥam-
dadan countries, and very frequently they
bear inscriptions.

On the third day after the burial of the dead,
it is usual for the relatives to visit the grave,
and to recite selections from the Qur’ān.
Those who can afford to pay Maujavīs,
emplore these last to recite the whole of
the Qur’ān at the graves of their deceased
relatives; and, the Qur’ān is divided into
sections to admit of its being recited by the
several Maujavīs at once. During the days
of mourning the relatives abstain from wear-
ing any article of dress of a bright colour,
and their soiled garments remain unchanged.

A funeral procession in Egypt is graphic-
ally described by Mr. Lane in his Modern
Egyptians. We give the account as it con-
trasts strikingly with the simple processions
of Sunni Muḥammadians in India.

"The first persons are about six or more
poor men, called ‘Yamaniyah,’ mostly blind,
who proceed two and two, or three and three,
together. Walking at a moderate pace, or
rather slowly, they chant incessantly, in a
melancholy tone, the profession of faith
(‘There is no deity but God; Muhammad is
the Apostle of God; God has preserved him’).
They are followed by some male relations
and friends of the deceased, and, in many
cases, by two or more persons of some sect
of darwashes, bearing the flags of their order.
This is a general custom at the funeral of a
darwash. Next follow three or four or more
schoolboys; one of them carries a muḥafīf
(or copy of the Qur’ān), or a volume consist-
ing of one of the thirty sections of the Qur’ān,
placed upon a kind of desk formed of palm-
sticks, and covered over, generally with an
embroidered kherchīf. These boys chant, in a
higher and livelier voice than the Yamaniyah,
usually some words of a poem called the
Hasrīyah, descriptive of the events of the
last day, the judgment, &c. The school-
boys immediately precede the bier, which is
borne head foremost. Three or four
friends of the deceased usually carry it for
a short distance; then three or four
other friends bear it a little further; and
then these are in like manner relieved. Casual
passengers, also, often take part in this ser-
vice, which is esteemed highly meritorious.

Behind the bier walk the female mourners;
sometimes a group of more than a dozen,
or twenty; with their hair dishevelled, though
generally concealed by the head-veil; crying
and shrieking, as before described; and often,
the hired mourners accompany them, cele-
brating the praises of the deceased person.

Among the women, the relations and domestics
of the deceased are distinguished by a strip of linen
or cotton stuff or muslin, generally blue,
bound round the head, and tied in a single
knot behind: the ends hanging down a few
inches. Each of these also carries a hand-kercīf, usually dyed blue, which she some-
times holds over her shoulders, and at other
times twirls with both hands over her head,
or before her face. The cries of the women,
the lively chanting of the youths, and the
deep tones uttered by the Yamaniyah, com-
pose a strange discords.

"The funeral procession of a man of wealth,
or of a person of the middle classes, is some-
times preceded by three or four or more
caravels, bearing bread and water to give to
the poor at the tomb, and is composed of a
more numerous and more solemn body of persons.
The foremost of these are the Yamaniyah, who chant the profession of
the faith, as described above. They are generally
followed by some male friends of the deceased,
and some learned and devout persons who
have been invited to attend the funeral. Next
follows a group of four or more faghs, chant-
ing the ‘Sūratul-I’-Anām’ (the viiiith chapter
of the Qur’ān); and sometimes, another group,
chanting the ‘Sūratul-Yāsin’ (the xxxvith chapter); another, chanting the ‘Sūratul-
I-Kahf’ (the xvith chapter); and another
chanting the ‘Sūratul-Dukhnā’ (the xxvith
chapter). These are followed by some mun-
shīds, singing the ‘Būrūdha;’ and these by
certain persons called ‘Ašābī-l-‘Abbās,’ who
are members of religious orders founded by
celebrated shahīhs. There are generally four
or more of the order of the Hisbū ‘a-Sadākā, a
similar group of the Hisbū ‘a-Shaṭrāwī; and
another of the Hisbū ‘a-Shaṭrāwī; each one
chants a particular form of prayer. After
them are generally borne two or more half-
fered flags, the banners of one or other of
the principal orders of darwashes. Then
follow the school-boys, the bier, and the
female mourners, as in the procession before
described, and, perhaps, the led horses of the
bearers, if these be men of rank. A buffalo,
to be sacrificed at the tomb, where its flesh
is to be distributed to the poor, sometimes
selects the procession.

"The funeral of a devout shahīh, or of one of
the great ‘Ulamā, is still more numerously
attended, and the bier of such a person is not
covered with a shawl. A ‘walli’ is further
honoured in his funeral by a remarkable
custom. Women follow this bier, but, instead
of wailing, as they would after the corpse
of an ordinary mortal, they rend the air with
the shrill and quavering cries of joy called
‘zaghārī’; and if these cries are discontinued
but for a minute, the bearers of the bier pro-
test that they cannot proceed, that a super-
natural power rivets them to the spot on
which they stand. Very often, it is said, a ‘wall’ impels the bearers of his corpse to a particular spot. The following anecdote, describing an ingenious mode of puzzling a dead saint in a case of this kind, is related to us by one of my friends. Some men were lately bearing the corpse of a ‘wall’ to a tomb prepared for it in the great cemetery on the north of the metropolis, but on arriving at the gate called Bâbû ‘n-Nasr, which leads to the cemetery, they found themselves unable to proceed further, from the cause above-mentioned. ‘It seems,’ said one of the bearers, ‘that the shaikh is determined not to be buried in the cemetery of Bâbû ‘n-Nasr, and what shall we do?’ They were all much perplexed, but being as obstinate as the saint himself, they did not immediately yield to his caprice. Retreating a few paces, and then advancing with a quick step, they thought by such an impetus to force the corpse through the gateway; but their efforts were unsuccessful; and the same experiment they repeated again in vain several times. They then picked up the body, and threw it to rest at some distance; and one of them, beckoning away his comrades to a distance beyond the hearing of the dead saint, said to them, ‘Let us take up the bier again, and turn it round several times till the shaikh becomes giddy; he then will not know what direction we are going, and we may take him easily through the gate.’ This they did; and the saint was puzzled as they expected, and quietly buried in the place which he had so strenuously avoided.

“In the funerals of females and boys, the bier is usually only preceded by the Yami-nyah, chanting the profession of the faith, and by some male relations of the deceased; and followed by a female mourner; unless the deceased were of a family of wealth, or of considerable station in the world; in which case, the funeral procession is distinguished by some additional play. I shall give a short description of one of the most genteel and decorous funerals of this kind that I have witnessed: it was that of a young, unmarried lady. Two men, each bearing a large, furled, green flag, headed the procession, preceding the Yami-nyah, who chanted in an unusually slow and solemn manner. These faqirs, who were in number about eight, were followed by a group of fakirs, chanting a chapter of the Qur’ân. Next after the latter was a man bearing a large branch of ‘Nabq’ (or lotus-tree), an emblem of the deceased. On each side of him walked a person bearing a tall staff or cane, to the top of which were attached several hoops ornamented with strips of various coloured paper. These were followed by two Turkish soldiers, side by side, one bearing, on a small round tray, a gilt silver ‘qumqum’ of rose-water, and the other bearing, on a similar tray, a ‘miḥkh̲āhar’, of gilt silver, in which some odoriferous substance (as benzoin, or frankincense) was burning. These vessels diffused the odour of their contents on the way, and were after wards used to perfume the sepulchral vault. Passengers were occasionally sprinkled with the rose-water. Next followed four men, each of whom bore, upon a small tray, several small lighted tapers of wax, stuck in lumps of paste of ‘hinn.’ The bier was covered with such the sañnah, and was decked with decorations of ornaments of the head, having, besides the sañnah, a ‘quṣṣah almas’ (a long ornament of gold and diamonds worn over the forehead), and, upon its flat top, a rich diamond qurr. These were the jewels of the deceased, or were, perhaps, as is often the case, borrowed for the occasion. The female mourners, in number about seven or eight, clad in the usual manner of the ladies of Egypt (with the black silk covering, &c.), followed the bier, not on foot, as is the common custom in funerals in this country, but mounted on high-saddled asses; and only the last two or three of them were walking; these being, probably, hired mourners. In another funeral-procession of a female, the daughter of a Turk of high rank, the Yami-nyah were followed by six slaves, walking two by two. The first two slaves bore each a silver quumqum of rose-water, which they sprinkled on the passengers; and one of them honoured me so profusely as to wet my dress very uncomfortably; after which, he poured a small quantity into my hands; and I wetted my face with it, according to custom. Each of the next two bore a silver miḥkh̲āhar, with perfume; and the other two carried a silver ‘aṣiq (or hanging censer), with burning charcoal of frankincense. The jewels on the shâhid of the bier were of a costly description. Eleven ladies, mounted on high-saddled asses, together with several saddâbâhs, followed.”

**BURNING THE DEAD.** There is no express injunction, in either the Qur’ân or the Traditions, regarding the burning of dead bodies, although the burning of the living is strictly forbidden. For Muhammad (which is fire), for it is not fit for anyone to punish with fire but God.” (Mishk̲á, c. v. part 1.)

The teaching of the Traditions is that a dead body is as fully conscious of pain as a living body, for Ayyāshah said, that the Prophet said, “The breaking of the bones of a corpse is the same as doing it in life.” (Mishk̲á, v. c. vi. part 2.)

It is, therefore, pretty clearly established that cremation of the dead is strictly forbidden by the Muhammadan religion. There is, however, nothing to confirm the impression that the burning of a corpse in any way prevents its soul entering paradise.

**BURNING TO DEATH** is strictly forbidden by Muslim law. ‘Ikrimah relates that some apostates from Islam were brought to the Khalîfah ‘Ali, and he burnt them; and when Ibn ‘Abbâs heard of it, he said, “Had they been brought to me, I would not have burnt them; for the Prophet said, ‘Punish not with God’s punishment. Verily it is not fit for anyone to punish with fire but God.’” (Mishk̲á, c. v. part 1.)
BURQA (بُرِّة). The veil or covering used for the seclusion of women when walking abroad. [Veiling of women.]

BURÚJ (بُرْع). Lit. "Towers," which some interpreters regard as towers, whereas the angels keep watch. A term used for the twelve signs of the zodiac. [Signs of the Zodiac.] Al-Burúj is the title of the LXXXIVth Surah of the Qurán.

BURYING OF THE DEAD. It is said by commentators that God taught mankind to bury their dead when "God sent a crow to scratch the earth, to show him (Cain) how he might hide his brother's body." (Qurán, Súrah v. 36: Tafísir-i-Buzuri, in loca.) The custom of burying their dead is universal in Islam. The ceremonies connected with funerals will be found in the article on Burial. [Burial.]

BURYING-GROUND. Arabic بَقَارَة. Persian Qáb-ráh, or Qábristán. They are sometimes spoken of by religious Muslims as Marqad, a "cemetery" or "sleeping-place," but the name has not obtained a general application to burial-grounds in the East as it has in the West. They are generally situated outside the city, the graves being covered with pebbles, and distinguished by headstones, those on the graves of men being with a turban-like head. The graves are dug from north to south. The graveyards are usually much neglected. The Wahhábí hold it to be a meritorious act, in accordance with the injunctions of the Prophet, to neglect the graves of the dead, the erection of brick tombs being forbidden. (Hidáyah, Arabic ed., vol. ii. p. 90.) A grave-yard does not become public property until the proprietor formally makes a gift or bequest of it. (Hidáyah, vol ii., p. 387.)


BUYING. [Sai'.]

BUZURG (بُزُرُع). Lit. "great." A Persian word used in the East for a saintly person, an old man, or a person of rank.

C.

Cæsare. The Arabic and Persian form of the Latin Caesar in Qaisar. The word occurs in the traditions of the Sahûba l-'Ummát (vol. ii. p. 39), where it is applied to the Emperor Heraclius, who received a letter from Muhammad inviting him to Islam, when he was at Edessa on his way to Jerusalem, August, A.D. 528. The origin of the title is uncertain. Spartacus, in his life of Aelius Verus (c. ii.), mentions four different opinions respecting its origin: (1) That the word signified an elephant in the language of the Moors, and was given as a surname to one of the Julii because he had killed an elephant; or (2) That it was given to one of the Julii because he had been cut (coæsa) out of his mother's womb after her death; or (3) Because he had been born with a great quantity of hair (cassara) on his head; or (4) Because he had azure-coloured (cæsii) eyes. Of these opinions the second is the one adopted by the Arabic-Persian Dictionary the Ghíyásu 'l-Lugháh.

The first of the Julian family who occurs in history as having obtained the surname of Cæsar is Sex. Julius Cæsar, prætor in a.c. 208. It was first assumed as an imperial title by Augustus as the adopted son of the dictator, and was by Augustus handed down to his adopted son Tiberius. It continued to be used by Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, as members, either by adoption or female descent, of Cæsar's family; but though the family became extinct with Nero, succeeding emperors still retained it as part of their titles, and it was the practice to prefix it to their own name, as, for instance, Emperor Caesar Domitianus Augustus. The title was superseded in the Greek Empire under Alexius Comnenus by that of Sæculacurator. In the west, it was conferred on Charles the Great, and was borne by those who succeeded him on the imperial throne. Although this dignity came to an end with the resignation of Francis II. in 1806, the title Kaiser is still assumed by the Emperors of Austria and Germany, and more recently by the Queen of England as Qaisar-i-Hind, or Empress of India.

Cain. Arabic جَلِب Qābil (Qābil). The account of Cain and Abel as given in the Qurán, Súrah vi. 30, will be found in the article Abel. The Commentators say that the occasion of making the offering was as follows: Each of them being born with a twin sister, Adam by God's direction ordered Cain to marry Abel's twin sister, and Abel to marry Cain's, but that Cain refused. They were then ordered to submit the question by making a sacrifice, and Cain offered a sheaf of the very worst of his corn, whilst Abel offered the best fattened lamb of his flock. (Tafísir-i-Baissawi, in loco.)

Caleb. Arabic Kálâb. The son of Jephunneh (Yúfanah). He is not mentioned in the Qurán, but his name occurs in the Tafísir-i-Baissawi, in Súrah iv. 18.
COTTON

COTTON, The, is mentioned five times in the Qur'an. Sūrah xii. 88, 89; iv. 152; viii. 146; xx. 90. In Sūrah xxi. 90, the person who made it is said to be as-Samīr. [MOSES.]

CALIPH. [KHALIFAH.]

CALUMNY is expressed by the word Qašāb, which means anything whispered to the detriment of an absent person, although it be true. Buḫtān, expressing a false accusation. It is strictly forbidden in both the Qur'an and Hadīs. [ṣAHAB.]

CAMEL. Arabic ʿIbl. In the Qur'an (Sūrah lxxxviii. 17), the institution of camels to ride upon is mentioned as an example of God's wisdom and kindness. "Do they not look then at the camel how she is created?" As a proof of the great usefulness of the camel to the Arab, and of the manner in which its very existence has influenced his language, it is remarkable that in almost every page of the Arabic Dictionary Qamus (as also in Richardson's edition), there is some reference to a camel.

Camels are a lawful sacrifice on the great festivals and on other occasions. And although it is lawful to slay a camel by jamū, or by merely cutting its throat, the most eligible method, according to Muslim law, is to slay a camel by sābr, or by spear-stabbing in the hollow of the throat near the breastbone, because, says Abū Hanīfah, it is according to the custom, or practice of Muhammad, and also because in that part of the throat three blood-vessels of a camel are combined. (Hamilton's Ḥidāyah, vol. i. p. 72.) There is zakāt, or legal alms, on camels. [ZAKĀT.] Muhammadan law rules that the person who leads a string of camels is responsible for anything any one of the camels may injure or tread down. (Ibid., iv. 379.)

CANAAN. Arabic Kanʿan. According to al-Jalālīn and al-Baiqāwī, the commentators, Canaan was the unbelieving son of Noah, but, according to the Qamus dictionary, the grandson, who was drowned in the flood, and whose case is recorded in the Qur'an (Sūrah xli. 44). He is said to be the son of Noah's wife Wālīah, who was an infidel. "And the Ark moved on them amid waves like mountains: and Noah called to his son—for he was apart—Embark with me, O my child! and be not with the unbelievers." He said, "I will betake me to a mountain that shall secure me from the water." He said, "None shall be secure this day from the decree of God, save him on whom He shall have mercy." And a wave passed between them, and he was among the drowned."

CAPTIVES. Asīr, pl. Usārā and Usārā. With respect to captives, the Imām, or leader of the army, has it in his choice to slay them, "because the Prophet put captives to death, and also, because slaying them terminates wickedness"; or, he may if he choose make them slaves. It is not lawful for the Imām to send captives back to their home and country, because that would be to strengthen the cause of infidelity against Islam. If they become Muslims after their capture, they must not be put to death, but they may be sold after their conversion. A converted captive must not be suffered to return to his country, and it is not lawful to receive a captive gratuitously. The only method of dividing plunder which consists of slaves, is by selling them at the end of the expedition and then dividing the money. (Ḥidāyah, li. 169.) [SLAVERY.]

CARAVAN. Persian Kārwān, Arabic Qaṭāfāh. As the roads in the East are often unsafe and lead through dreary wastes, merchants and travellers associate together for mutual defence and comfort. These companies are called both kārwān and qaṭāfāh. The party is always under the direction of a paid director, who is called Karwān-ābār or Qaṭāfāh-ābār. If a caravan is attacked on the road, the Muhammadan law allows the punishment of crucifixion for the offence. (Ḥidāyah, vol. ii. 181.) But it is a curious provision of the Muslim law that if some of the travellers in a caravans commit a robbery upon others of the same caravan, punishment (i.e. of amputation) is not incurred by them. (Vol. ii. 187.)

CAECONON (Arabic Muṭālah) is forbidden in the Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 80. "That which dieth of itself, and blood, and swine's flesh, and that over which any other name than that of God hath been invoked, is forbidden. But he who shall partake of them by constraint, without lust or wilfulness, no sin shall be upon him."

CASTING LOTS. Zaʿlām, or casting lots by shooting arrows, was an ancient Arabic custom, which is forbidden by Muhammad in his Qurʾān, Sūrah v. 4; but qurʿah, or casting lots in its ordinary sense, is not forbidden, for 'Ayishah relates that when the Prophet went on a journey, he used to cast lots as to which wife he should take with him. (Muṣḥḥat Bābu l-Qasam.)

CATS. Arabic Ḥīrrah. According to a Hadīs of Abū Qatādah, who was one of the Companions, Muhammad said, "Cats are not impure, they keep watch around us." He used water from which a cat had drunk for his purifications, and his wife 'Āyishah ate from a vessel from which a cat had eaten. (Muṣḥḥat, book iii., c. 10, pt. 2.)

CATTLE. Arabic Anʿām. They are said in the Qurʾān to be the gift of God, Sūrah xli. 79, "God it is who hath made for you cattle, that ye may ride on some and eat others."

Cattle kept for the purpose of labour, such as carrying burdens, drawing ploughs, &c., are not subject to zakāt, neither is there zakāt on cattle who are left to forage for one half year or more. (Ḥidāyah, i. 18.)

Al-Anʿām is the title of the sixth Sūrah of the Qurʾān.
CAVE, The Companions of the (Arabic ʿArābu ʿl-kahf), or the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, form the subject of one of the chapters of the Qur'an, Sūrah xviii. 6. [ʿArābu ʿl-kahf.]

CELIBACY (Arabic ʿUsūbah), although not absolutely condemned by Muhammad, is held to be a lower form of life to that of marriage. It is related that ʿUmar ibn ʿAbd al-Rahmān wished to lead a celibate life, and the Prophet prohibited him, and said, "Why a Muslim marries he perfects his religion." (Mishkāt, book xii. c. xx.)

CEYLON. Arabic Sarāndīb. The Commentators say that when Adam and Eve were cast out of Paradise, Adam fell on the island of Ceylon, and Eve near Jiddah in Arabia, and that after a separation of 200 years, Adam was, on his repentance, conducted by the angel Gabriel to a mountain near Makka, where he found and knew his wife, the mountain being named ʿArafah; and that afterwards he retired with her to Ceylon, when they continued to propagate their species. (D'Ivernelot, Bibl. Orient., p. 55.)

CHASTITY. "Neither their (the Muslims') tenets nor their practice will in any respect bear to come into competition with Christian, or even with Jewish morality. . . . For instance, we call the Muslims chaste because they abstained from indiscriminate profligacy, and kept carefully within the bounds prescribed as licit by their Prophet. But those bounds, besides the utmost freedom of divorce and change of wives, admitted an illimitable licence of cohabitation with all that the right hand of the believer might possess, or, in other words, with any possible number of damsels he might choose to purchase, or receive in gift, or take captive in war." (Muir's Life of Mahomet, vol. i. 272. [Concurrence, Slaves, Mutation, Divorce, Marriage.]

CHARITY, as it implies tenderness and affection, is expressed by kubb, or mahabbah; as it denotes almsgiving, it is sadaqa. He who is liberal and charitable to the poor is called mubībīt ʿl-fugara.

CHERUBIM. Arabic Karūbī, pl. Karūbīn; Lit. "Those who are near." Heb. קָרוּב. The word karūbīn is used by the commentator al-Baṣīwī, for the angels mentioned in the Qur'an, Sūrah xli. 70: "Those around it (the throne of God) celebrate the praise of their Lord, and believe in Him and ask pardon for those who believe." Al-Baṣīwī says the Karūbīn are the highest rank, and the first created angels. Husain says there are 70,000 ranks of them round the throne of God. (Tafsīr ʿl-Baṣīwī, Tafsīr Husain, in loco.)

CHESS. Arabic Shafranī. According to the Hīdāyah, "It is an abomination to play at chess, dice, or any other game, for if anything be staked it is gambling (mawsīr), which is expressly forbidden in the Qur'an; or if, on the other hand, nothing be hazarded, it is useless and vain. Besides, the Prophet has declared all the entertainments of a Muslim to be vain except three: the breaking in of his horse, the drawing of his bow, and playing and amusing himself with his wives. Several of the learned, however, deem the game at chess lawful as having a tendency to quicken the understanding. This is the opinion of ʿAbbās Ṣāḥīb. If a man play at chess for a stake, it destroys the integrity of his character, but if he do not play for a stake, the integrity of his character is not affected." (Hamilton's Hīdāyah, vol. iv. p. 122.)

CHILDREN. Arabic Aulād. There are no special injunctions in the Qur'an regarding the customs to be observed at the birth of an infant (circumcision not being even once mentioned in that book), with reference to the bringing up and instruction of the young; but the subject is frequently referred to in the Traditions and in Muhammadan books on Ethics. Muhammadans have so largely incorporated the customs of the Hindus in India with their own, especially those observed at the births of children, that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish those which are special characteristics of Islam; many of the customs recorded in Herklots's Musalmans, for example, being merely those common to Hindus as well as Muhammadans. We shall, however, endeavour to describe those which are generally admitted to have some authority in the precepts of the Muslim religion.

(1.) At the birth of a child, after he has been properly washed with water and bound in swaddling clothes, he is carried by the midwife to the assembly of male relatives and friends, who have met on the occasion, when the chief Maulawi, or some person present, recites the Aṣān, or summons to prayer [azān], in the infant's right ear, and the Iqāmah, which is the Azān with the addition of the words, "We are standing up for prayers," [Iqāmah], in the left ear; a custom which is founded on the example of the Prophet, who is related to have done so at the birth of his grandson Hasan (Mishkāt, book xviii. c. iv. 2). The Maulawi then chews a little date fruit and inserts it into the infant's mouth, a custom also founded upon the example of Muhammad. (Mishkāt, book xviii. c. iv. 1.) This ceremony being over, alms are distributed, and fātihahs are recited for the health and prosperity of the child. According to the traditions, the amount of silver given in alms should be of the same weight as the hair on the infant's head—the child's head being shaved for this purpose. (Mishkāt, ibid., part 2.) The friends and neighbours then visit the home, and bring presents, and pay congratulatory compliments on the joyful occasion.

(2.) The naming of the child should, according to the Traditions (Mishkāt, ibid.), be
CHILDREN

given on the seventh day; the child being either named after some member of the family, or after some saint venerated by the family, or some name suggested by the auspicious hour, the planet, or the sign of the zodiac. [EXODUS.

(3.) On this, the seventh day, is observed also the ceremony of ‘Aqiqah, established by Muhammad himself (Bābū ‘L-Aqiqah in Arabic Ed. Saḥīḥ of Abū Dāūd, vol. ii. p. 86). It consists of a sacrifice to God, in the name of the child, of two he-goats for a ‘boy,’ and one he-goat for a girl. The goats must be not above a year old, and without spot orblemish. The animal is dressed and cooked, and whilst the friends eat of it they offer the following prayer:—“O God! I offer thee instead of my own offspring, life for life, blood for blood, head for head, bone for bone, hair for hair, skin for skin. In the name of the great God, I do sacrifice this goat!”

(4.) The mother is purified on the fortieth day, when she is at liberty to go about as usual, and it is on this day that the infant is generally placed in the swinging cradle peculiar to eastern households. It is a day of some rejoicing amongst the members of the Hamam.

(5.) As soon as the child is able to talk, or when he has attained the age of four years, four months, and four days, he is taught the Bismillaḥ; that is, to recite the inscription which occurs at the commencement of the Qur’ān, “Bismillah r-rahmān r-rahim.” In the name of God the Merciful, the Gracious. After this ceremony, the child is sent to school and taught the alphabet, and to recite certain chapters of the Qur’ān by rote.

(6.) According to the opinion of Sunni doctors, the circumcision of the child should take place in his seventh year; the operation being generally performed by the barber. [CIRCUMCISION.] The child is not required to observe all the customs of the Muslim law until he has arrived at puberty [FUMRAT], but it is held incumbent on parents and guardians to teach him the prayers as soon as he has been circumcised.

(7.) The time when the child has finished reciting the whole of the Qur’ān, once through, is also regarded as an important epoch in the life of a child. On this occasion the scholar makes his obeisance to his tutor and presents him with trays of sweetsmeat, a suit of clothes, and money.

As we have already remarked, the instruction of youth is a frequent subject of discussion in books of Muslim Ethics. The following, which is taken from the Yatūr-jālūḥ, is an interesting specimen of Muhammadan ideas on the subject:—

The first requisite is to employ a proper nurse of a well-balanced temperament, for the qualities, both temperamental and spiritual, of the nurse are communicated to the infant. Next, since we are recommended by the Traditions to give the name on the seventh day (after birth), the precept had better be conformed to. In delaying it, however, there is this advantage, that time is given for a deliberate selection of an appropriate name. For, if we give the child an ill-assorted one, his whole life is embittered in consequence. Hence caution in determining the name is one of the parent’s obligations towards his offspring.

If we would prevent the child’s acquiring culpable habits, we must apply ourselves to educate him as soon as weaned. For though men have a capacity for perfection, the tendency to vice is naturally implanted in the soul. The first requisite is to restrain him absolutely from all acquaintance with those excesses which are characterised as vice. For the mind of children is like a clear tablet, equally open to any inscription. Next to that, he should be taught the institutes of religion and rules of propriety, and, according as his power and capacity may admit, confined to their practice, and reproved and restrained from their neglect. Thus, at the age of seven, we are told by the Traditions to enjoin him merely to say his prayers; at the age of ten, if he omits them, to admonish him a little. By praising the good and censuring the bad, we should render him emulous of right and apprehensive of wrong. We should commend him when he performs a creditable action, and intimidate him when he commits a reprehensible one; and yet we should avoid, if possible, subjecting him to positive censure, imputing it rather to oversight, lest he grow audacious. If he keep his fault a secret, we are not to rend away the disguise; but if he do so repeatedly, we must rebuke him severely in private, aggravating the heinousness of such a practice, and intimidating him from its repetition. We must beware, however, of too much frequency of detection and reproof, for fear of his growing used to censure, and contracting a habit of recklessness; and thus, according to the proverb, “Men grow eager for that which is withheld,” feeling a tendency to repeat the offence. For these reasons we should prefer to work by enhancing the attraction of virtue.

On meat, drink, and fine clothing, he must be taught to look with contempt, and deeply impressed with the conviction that it is the practice of women only to prise the colouring and figuring of dress; that men ought to hold themselves above it. The proprieties of meal-taking are those in which he should be earliest instructed, as far as he can acquire them. He should be made to understand that the proper end of eating is health and not gratification; that food and drink are a sort of medicine for the cure of hunger and thirst; and just as medicines are only to be taken in the measure of need, according as sickness may require their influence, food and drink are only to be used in quantity sufficient to satisfy hunger and remove thirst. He should be forbidden to vary his diet, and taught to prefer limiting himself to a single dish. His appetite should also be checked that he may be satisfied with meals at the stated hours. Let him not be a lover of delicacies. He should now and then be kept on dry bread, only, in order that in time of need he may be
able to subsist on that. Habits like these are better than riches. Let his principal meal be made in the evening rather than the morning, or he will be overpowered by drowsiness and lassitude during the day. Flesh let him have sparingly or he will grow heavy and dull. Sweetmeats and other such aperient food should be forbidden him, as likewise all liquid at the time of meals. Incumbent as it is on all men to eschew strong drinks, there are obvious reasons why it is superfluously so on boys, impaising them both in mind and body, and leading to anger, rashness, vindictiveness, and levity, qualities which such a practice is sure to confirm. Parties of this nature he should not be allowed unnecessarily to frequent, nor to listen to reprehensible conversation. His food should not be given to him till he has despatched his tasks, unless suffering from positive exhaustion. He must be forbidden to conceal any of his actions, lest he grow bold in impropriety; for, manifestly, the motive to concealment can be no other than an idea that they are culpable. Sleeping in the day and keeping or awaking much at night should be prohibited. Soft clothing and all the uses of luxury, such as cool retreats in the hot season, and fires and fur in the cold, he should be taught to abstain from; he should be inured to exercise, foot-walking, horse-riding, and all other appropriate accomplishments.

Next, let him learn the proprieties of conversation and behaviour. Let him not be tricked out with trimmings of the hair and womanly attention to dress, nor be presented with rings till the proper time for wearing them. Let him be forbidden to boast to his companions of his ancestry or worldly advantages. Let him be restrained from speaking untruths or from swearing in any case, whether true or false; for an oath is wrongul in any one, and repugnant to the letter of the Traditions, saving when required by the interest of the day. And even though oaths may be requisite to men, to boys they never can be so. Let him be trained to silence, to speaking only when addressed, to listening in the presence of his elders, and expressing himself correctly.

For an instructor he should have a man of principle and intelligence, well acquainted with the discipline of morals, fond of cleanliness, noted for staitliness, dignity, and humanity, well acquainted with the dispositions of kings, with the etiquette of dining in their company, and with the kind of intercourse with all classes of mankind. It is desirable that others of his kind, and especially sons of noblemen, whose manners have always a distinguished elegance, should be at school with him, so that in their society he may escape lassitude, learn demeanour, and see the kind of education in his studies. If the instructor correct him with blows, he must be forbidden to cry, for that is the practice of slaves and imbeciles. On the other hand, the instructor must be careful not to resort to blows, except he is witness of an offence openly committed. When compelled to inflict them, it is desirable in the outset to make them small in number and great in pain; otherwise the warning is not so efficacious, and he may grow audacious enough to repeat the offence.

Let him be encouraged to liberality, and taught to look with contempt on the perishable things of this world; for more ill comes from the love of money than from the simoom of the desert or the serpent of the field. The Imam al-Ghazali, in commenting on the text, "Preserve me and them from idolatry," says that by idols is here meant gold and silver; and Abraham's prayer is that he and his descendants may be kept far removed from the worship of gold and silver, and from fixing their affections on them; because the love of these was the root of all evil. In his leisure hours he may be allowed to play, provided it does not lead to excess of fatigue or the commission of anything wrong.

When the discerning power begins to preponderate, it should be explained to him that the original object of worldly possessions is the maintenance of life; that much at night may be made to last the period requisite to the spirit's qualifying itself for the life eternal. Then, if he is to belong to the scientific classes, let him be instructed in the sciences. Let him be employed, as soon as disengaged from studying the essentials of the religion in acquiring the sciences. The best course is to ascertain, by examination of the youth's character, for what science or art he is best qualified, and to employ him accordingly; for, agreeably to the proverb, "All facilities are not created to the same person"; everyone is not qualified for every profession, but each for a particular one.

This, indeed, is the expression of a principle by which the fortunes of man and of the world are regulated. With the old philosophers it was a practice to inspect the horoscope of nature, and to devote the child to that profession which appeared from the planetary positions to be suitable to his nature. When a person is adapted to a profession, he can acquire it with little pains; and when unadapted, the utmost he can do is but to waste his time and defer his establishment in life. When a profession bears an incongruity with his nature, and means and appliances are unpropitious, we should not urge him to pursue it, but exchange it for some other, provided that there is no hope at all of succeeding with the first; otherwise it may lead to his perplexity. In the prosecution of every profession, let him adopt a system which will call into play the ardour of his nature, assist him in preserving health, and prevent obstinacy and lassitude.

As soon as he is perfect in a profession, let him be required to gain his livelihood thereby; in order that, from an experience of its advantages, he may strive to master it completely, and make full progress in the minutiae of its principles. And for this livelihood he must be trained to look to that honourable emolument which characterizes the well-connected. He must not
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depend on the provision afforded by his father. For it generally happens, when the sons of the wealthy, by the pride of their parents' opulence, are debarred from acquiring a profession, that they sink by the vicissitudes of fortune into utter insignificance. Therefore, when he has so far emargad his position as to earn a livelihood, it is expedient to provide him with a consort, and let him depend on his separate earning. The Kings of Fars, forbearing to bring their sons up surrounded by domestics and retinue, sent them off to a distance, in order to habituate them to a life of hardship. The Dilemite chiefs had the same practice. A person bred upon the opposite principle can hardly be brought to good, especially if at all advanced in years; like hard wood which is with difficulty straightened. And this was the answer Socrates gave, when asked why his intimacies lay chiefly among the young.

In training daughters to that which belittles them, domestic ministration, rigid seclusion, chastity, modesty, and the other qualities already appropriated to women—no care can be too great. They should be made emulous of acquiring the virtues of their sex, but must be altogether forbidden to read and write. When they reach the marriageable age, no time should be lost in marrying them to proper mates. (See Akhdāq-i-Jalālī, Thompson's ed.)

CHILD STEALING. The hand of a thief is not to be cut off for stealing a free-born child, although there be ornaments upon it, because a free person is not property, and the ornaments are only appendages; and also because the thief may plead that he took the child up when it was crying, with a view to appease it, and to deliver it to the nurse. But Abū Yūsuf does not agree with Hanifah; for he says where the value of the ornaments amounts to ten dirhms, amputation is incurred. Amputation is the punishment for stealing an infant slave, because a slave is property, although Abū Yūsuf says it is not. (Hidāyāt, ii. 91.)

CHOSHOES. Arabic Khushawā. The King of Persia to whom Muhammad sent a letter inviting him to Islam. He is said to be Naushervān. (See Ghiyāṣū'l-Lughāt, in loco; refer also to Muir's Life of Mahomet, vol. ii. 54 n.)

CHRIST. [JESUS CHRIST.]

CHRISTIANITY and CHRISTIANS. Arabic, Nasrāmiyyā, "Christianity"; the term used for Christians being Nasrān, pl. Nasrār, or Iṣāwī.

Christianity seems to have been widely diffused in Arabia at the time of Muhammad. According to Cauvin de Perceval, who quotes from Arabic writers, Christology existed amongst the Banū Taghlib of Meopotamia, the Banū 'Abdū l-Qais, the Banū Ḥāriṣ of Najrān, the Banū Ghassān of Syria, and other tribes between al-Madinah and al-Kābah.
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The historian Philostorgus (Hist. Eccles. lib. i. c. 3) tells us that a monk named Theophilus, who was an Indian bishop, was sent by the Emperor Constans, a.d. 542, to the Himyarite King of Yaman, and obtained permission to build three Christian churches for those who professed Christianity; one at Zafār, another at 'Adan, and a third at Hurmuz on the Persian Gulf. According to the same author, the Christian religion was introduced into Najrān in the fifth century. A bishop sent by the Patriarch of Alexandria was established in the city of Zafār, and we are told by Muslim authors, quoted by Cauvin de Perceval, that a Christian church was built at San'ā' which was the wonder of the age, the Roman Emperor and the Viceroy of Abyssinia furnishing the materials and workmen for the building. The Arabs of Yaman were ordered by the ruler of Abyssinia to perform a pilgrimage to this new church instead of to the Ka'bah; an edict which is said to have been resisted and to have given rise to the "War of the Elephant," when Abrahah, the Viceroy of Egypt, took an oath that he would destroy the Meccan temple, and marched at the head of an army of Abyssinians, mounted on an elephant. This "War of the Elephant" marks the period of Muḥammad's birth.

[MUHAMMAD.] The Christianity of this period is described by Mosheim as "expiring under a motley and enormous heap of superstitions inventions, with neither the courage nor the force to raise her head or display her national charms to a darkened and deluded world." Doubtless much of the success of Islam in its earlier stage was due to the state of degradation into which the Christian Church had fallen. The bitter dissensions of the Greeks, Nestorians, Eutychians, and Monophysites are matters of history, and must have held up the religion of Jesus to the ridicule of the heathen world. The controversies regarding the nature and person of the Divine Lord have brought a sect of Trithists, led by a Syrian philosophe named John Philpoinus of Alexandria, and are sufficient to account for Muhammad's conception of the Blessed Trinity. The worship of the Virgin Mary had also given rise to a religious controversy between the Antidu-Marianites and the Collyridians; the former holding that the Virgin was not immaculate, and the latter raising her to a position of a goddess. Under the circumstances it is not surprising to find that the mind of the Arabian reformer turned away from Christianity and endeavoured to construct a religion on the lines of Judaism. [JUDAISM.]

Al-Bāsīwā and other Muslim commentators, admit that Muhammad received Christian instruction from learned Christians, named Jibrāl and Yaṣāra (al-Bāsīwā on Sūrah xvi. 101), and that on this account the Qurān said, "It is only some mortal that teaches him." For the Traditions relate that Muhammad used to stop and listen to these two Christians as they read aloud the Books of Moses (Tsurīr) and the New Testament (Injīl). But it is remarkable that Mu-
hannad should, after all, have obtained such a cursory knowledge of Christianity. For from the text of the Qur'an (extracts of which are subjoined), it is evident that he was under the impression that the Sacrament of Baptism was *Nābāt*, or the dyeing of the Christians' clothes; and if the Chapter of the Table refers to the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper (which is uncertain), it was "a table sent out of heaven that it may be a recurring festival." The doctrine of the Trinity is supposed to be a Tritheism of God, Jesus Christ, and the Virgin Mary; and a proof against the Divinity of Christ is urged from the fact that He and His mother "both ate food." The crucifixion is denied, and Mary the mother of Jesus is confounded with Mary the sister of Aaron. Such mistakes and omissions could only arise from a most imperfect acquaintance with the ordinary institutions and beliefs of the Christian communities, with whom Muhammad must have been brought in contact. The gentler tone and spirit of the Christians seems to have won the sympathy of Muhammad, and his expressions regarding them are less severe than with reference to the Jews; but the abstruse character of their creed, as shown in their endless schisms regarding the nature of the Trinity and the person of Christ, and the idolatrous character of their worship, as still seen in the ancient Syrian and Coptic churches, led him to turn from Christianity to Judaism as a model whereby to effect the reformation of a degraded and idolatrous people like the ancient Arabian. The Jewish and Mosaic character of Muhammad's system will be treated of in another place.

The following selections from the Qur'an will show the actual teaching of that book regarding Christianity. In the whole of the Qur'an there is not a single quotation from the New Testament, and it is noticeable that nearly all the allusions to Christianity are contained in Meccan Sūrah; Sūrah ii. being according to Jālālū'd-din Suyūtī, one of the earliest chapters given at Makkah, and Sūrah v. the last.

Sūrah v. 86:—
"Of all men thou wilt certainly find the Jews, and those who join other gods with God, to be the most intense in hatred of those who believe; and thou wilt certainly find those to be nearest in affection to them who say, 'We are Christians.' This, because there are amongst them priests (qāsīm) and monks, and because they are not proud."

Sūrah ii. 59:—
"Verily, they who believe (Muslims), and they who follow the Jewish religion, and the Christians, and the Sabaeans—whenever of these believeth in God and the last day, and doeth that which is right, shall have their reward with their Lord: fear shall not come upon them, neither shall they be grieved."

(The same verse occurs again in Sūrah v. 76.)

Sūrah ii. 105:—
"And they say, 'None but Jews or Christians shall enter Paradise.' This is their wish. Say: Give your proofs if ye speak the truth. But they who set their face with resignation Godward, and do what is right, their Lord shall be a Helper to them; no fear shall come upon them, neither shall they be grieved. Moreover, the Jews say, 'The Christians lean on naught: 'On naught lean the Jews,' say the Christians. Yet both are readers of the Book. So with like words say they who have no knowledge. But on the resurrection day, God shall judge between them as to that in which they differ. And who committeth a greater wrong than he who hindereth God's name from being remembered in His temples, and who hasteth to ruin them? Such men cannot enter them but with fear. Theirs is shame in this world, and a severe torment in the next. The East and the West is God's: therefore, whiever ye turn, there is the face of God. Truly God is immense and knoweth all. And they say, 'God hath a son.' No! Praise be to Him! But—His whatever is in the Heaven and the Earth! All obeyeth Him, sole maker of the Heavens and of the Earth! And when He decreeth a thing, He only saith to it, 'Be,' and it is. And they who have no knowledge say, 'Unless God speak to us, or thou shew us a sign.' So, with like words, said those who were before them: their hearts are alike. Clear signs have we already shown for those who have firm faith. Verily, with the Truth have we sent thee, a bearer of good tidings and a warner: and of the people of Hell thou shalt not be questioned. But until thou follow their religion, neither Jews nor Christians will be satisfied with thee. Say: Verily, guidance of God,—that is the guidance! And if, after that the guidance, which hath reached thee, thou follow their desires, thou shalt find neither helper nor protector against God."

Sūrah iv. 156:—
"Nay, but God hath sealed them up for their unbelief, so that but a few believe. And for their unbelief,—and for their having spoken against Mary a grievous calumny,—and for their saying, 'Verily we have slain the Messiah (Masi'ī), Jesus (Iṣa) the son of Mary, an Apostle of God.' Yet they say him not, and they crucified him not, but they had only his likeness. And they who differed about him were in doubt concerning him. No sure knowledge had they about him, but followed only an opinion, and they did not really slay him; but God took him up to Himself. And God is Mighty, Wise!"

Sūrah ii. 130:—
"They say, moreover, 'Become Jews or Christians that ye may have the true guidance.' Say: Nay! the religion of Abraham, the sound in faith, and not one of those who join gods with God!"
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Say ye: 'We believe in God, and that
which hath been sent down to us, and
that which hath been sent down to Abra-
ham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob
and the tribes; and that which hath been
given to Moses and to Jesus, and that
which was given to the prophets from their
Lord. No difference do we make between
any of them: and to God are we resigned
(Muslims).’ If, therefore, they believe even
as ye believe, then have they true guid-
ance; but if they turn back, then do they
cut themselves off, from you: and God will
suffice to protect thee against them, for He
is the Hearer, the Knower. The Baptism
of God, and who is better to baptize than
God? And Him do we serve.”

Sūrah v. 75—

“Surely they are Infidels who say, ‘God
is the third of three;’ for there is no God
but one God: and if they refrain not from
what they say, a grievous chastisement
shall light on such of them as are Infidels.
Will they not, therefore, be turned unto
God, and ask pardon of Him? since God is
Forgiving, Merciful! The Messiah, Son
of Mary, is but an Apostle; other Apostles
have flourished before him; and his mother
was a just person: they both ate food.
Behold! how we make clear to them the
signs! then behold how they turn aside!
SAY: Will ye worship, beside God, that
which can neither hurt nor help? But
God! He only Hearer, Knower. SAY:
O people of the Book! outstep not bounds
of truth in your religion; neither follow
desires of those who have already
gone astray, and who have caused many to
go astray, and have themselves gone astray
from the evenness of the way. Those
among the children of Israel who believed
not were cursed by the tongue of David,
and of Jesus, Son of Mary. This, because
they were rebellious, and became transgres-
sors: they forbade not one another the
iniquity which they wrought: detestable
are their actions!”

Sūrah v. 18—

“And of those who say, ‘We are Chris-
tians,’ have we accepted the covenant. But
they too have forgotten a part of what they
were taught; wherefore we have stirred up
evil and hatred among them that shall
last till the day of the Resurrection; and
in the end will God tell them of their doings.
O people of the Scriptures! now is our
Apostle come to you to clear up to you
much that ye concealed of those Scriptures,
and to pass over many things. Now hath
a light and a clear Book come to you from
God, by which God will guide him who
shall follow after His good pleasure to
paths of peace, and will bring them out of
the darkness to the light, by His will: and
to those who flight paths with Him and them.
Infidels now are they who say, ‘Verily
God is al-Masih Ibīn Maryam (the Messiah,
son of Mary)’ SAY: And who could sught
obtain from God, if He chose to destroy
al-Masih Ibīn Maryam, and his mother, and
all who are on the earth together? For
with God is the sovereignty of the Hea-
vens and of the Earth, and of all that is
between them! He createth what He will;
and over all things is God potent. Say
the Jews and Christians: ‘We are the
people of God and His beloved.’ SAY: Why then
doth He chastise you for your sins? Nay!
ye are but a part of the men whom He
hath created!”

Sūrah v. 58—

“O Believers! take not the Jews or
Christians as friends. They are but one
another’s friends. If any one of you taketh
them for his friends, he surely is one of
them! God will not guide the evil-doers.
So shalt thou see the diseased at heart
speed away to them, and say, ‘We fear lest
a change of fortune betfall us.’ But hapy
God will of Himself bring about some vic-
tory or event of His own ordering: then soon
will they repent them of their secret imagin-
ings.”

Sūrah xxii. 18—

“As to those who believe, and the Jews,
and the Saboteis, and the Christians, and
the Magians, and those who join other gods
with God, of a truth, God shall decide between
them on the day of resurrection: for God is
witness of all things.”

Sūrah v. 112—

“Remember when the Apostles said—O
Jesus, Son of Mary! is Thy Lord able to send
down a furnished TABLE to us out of
Heaven?’ He said—Fear God if ye be
believers.' They said—We desire to eat
therefrom, and to have our hearts assured;
and to know that thou hast indeed spoken
truth to us, and to be witnesses thereof.'
Jesus, Son of Mary, said—O God, our
Lord! send down a table to us out of Hea-
von, that it may become a recurring festival
to us, to the first of us and to the last of us,
and a sign from Thee; and do Thou nourish
us, for Thou art the best of nourishers.'
And God said—Verily, I will cause it to
descend unto you; but whoever among you
after that shall disbelieve, I will surely
chastise him with a chastisement wherewith
I will not chastise any other creature.
And when God shall say—O Jesus, Son
of Mary, hast Thou said unto mankind—
“Take me and my mother as two Gods,
beside God?” He shall say—Glory be unto
Thee! it is not for me to say that which I
know to be not the truth; had I said that,
verily Thou wouldest have known it; Thou
knowest what is in me, but I know not what
is in Thee; for Thou well knowest things
unseen!”

Sūrah xix. 36—

“This is Jesus, the son of Mary; this is a
statement of the truth concerning which they
doubt. It is a manifest truth from God to baget a
son. Glory be to Him! when He decreeth a
thing, He only saith to it, Be, and it is.
And verily, God is my Lord and your
Lord; adore Him then. This is the right
way. But The Sects have fallen to variance
among themselves about Jesus: but woe,
because of the assembly of a great day, to those who believe not."

The only New Testament saints mentioned by name in the Qur'an, are John the Baptist, Zacharias, and the Virgin Mary.

In the Mishkât 'l-Masâbîh, there are recorded in the traditional sayings of Muhammad, about six apparent plagiarisms from the New Testament; but whether they are the plagiarisms of Muhammad himself or of those who profess to record his sayings, it is impossible to tell:—

Abû Hurairah says the Prophet said, "Of the seven persons whom God, in the last day, will draw to Himself, will be a man who has given alms and concealed it, so that his left hand knoweth not what the right hand doeth." (Book i. c. vii. pt. 1; comp. Matt. vi. 3.)

Again: "God accepts not the prayers of those who pray in long robes." (Book i. c. ix. pt. 2; comp. Matt. xil. 38.)

Again: "The doors of the celestial regions shall not open to them (the wicked) until a camel pass through the eye of a needle." (Book v. c. ill. pt. 3; comp. Mark x. 25.)

Abû Umâmah relates that the Prophet said, "Blessed be Him who hath seen me, and blessed be him who hath not seen me and yet hath believed." (Book xxiv. c. xxvi. pt. 3; comp. John xx. 29.)

Murâq relates that the Prophet said, "Do unto all men as you would they should do unto you, and reject for others what you would reject for yourself." (Book i. c. i. pt. 3; Matt. vii. 12.)

Abû Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, "Verily God will say in the day of resurrection, O ye sons of men! I was sick and ye did not visit me. And the sons of men will say, O Thou defender, how could we visit Thee, for Thou art the Lord of the universe, and art free from the sickness of the Lord and art free from the sickness of the universe, and art free from the sickness of mankind? And God will say, O ye sons of men, did you not know that such a one of my servants was sick and you did not visit him?" (Book v. c. i. pt. 1; comp. Matt. xxv. 21.)

Although it would be difficult to prove it from the text of the Qur'an, the general belief of Muhammadans is that Christians are not in a state of salvation, and Laza, or the "blazing fire," mentioned in Sûrah lxx. 15, is, according to the Imam al-Baghwâni, reserved for them.

The condition of a Christian in a Muslim state is that of a Zimmâ or, one who pays tax to a Muslim governor, for which he enjoys protection. He is allowed to repair any old church which may have been in existence at the time the country was subdued by Islam, but he is not allowed to erect new ones: "for," says Abû Hanîfah, "the construction of churches or synagogues in a Muslim state is unlawful, being forbidden in the Traditions." "It also behoves the Imam to make distinction between Muslims and Zimmâ (i.e. Christians, Jews, and others paying tribute). It is therefore not allowable for them to ride upon horses or use armour, or to wear the same dresses as Muslims." The reason for this, says Abû Hanîfah, "is that Muhammadans are to be held in honour and Zimmâ are not."

The wives also of Zimmâ are to be kept apart from those of Muslims on the public roads and baths. And it is also ordered that a mark should be placed on their doors, in order that when Muslim beggars come to them they should not pray for them.

The learned have ruled that a Zimmâ should not be allowed to ride at all, except in cases of necessity, and if he be thus of necessity allowed to ride, he should dismount when he meets a Muslim. (Hidayah, vol. ii. 219.)

A judge when he administers an oath to a Christian, must direct him to say: "I swear by God who sent the Gospel to Jesus." It is a singular ruling of the Muhammadan law that a claim of parentage made by a Christian is preferable to a claim of bondage advanced by a Muslim. Abû Hanîfah says if a boy be in the possession of two men, the one a Muslim and the other a Christian, and the Christian assert that the boy is his son, and the Muslim assert that he is his slave, he must be decreed to be the son of the Christian and free, because although Islam is the superior religion, there can be no balance between the claim of offspring and the claim of bondage. (Idem, vol. iv. 183.)

Sir William Muir, referring to Muhammad's reception of the Banû Hanîfah and other Christian tribes, A.H. 9, says, "On the departure of the embassy the Prophet gave them a vessel with some water in it running over from his own ablutions, and said to them, 'When ye reach your country break down your church, sprinkle its site with this water, and build a Masjid in its place.' These commands they carried into effect, and abandoned Christianity without compensation. To another Christian tribe he prohibited the practice of baptism; so that although the adults continued to be nominally Christian, their children grew up with no provision but that of the Qur'an. . . . It is no wonder that Christianity, thus insulted and trampled under foot, languished and soon disappeared from the peninsula." (Life of Mahomet, vol. iv. 219.)

CHURCHES. Arabic Balâh and Kanîshah, which terms include equally churches and synagogues. The construction of churches or synagogues in Muslim territory is unlawful, this being forbidden in the Traditions; but as for places of worship which belonged to the Jews or Christians before the country was conquered by the Muhammadan power, they are at liberty to repair them, because the buildings cannot endure for ever, and, as the Imam of the Muslim army has left these people to the exercise of their own religion, it is a necessary inference
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that he has engaged not to prevent them from building or repairing their churches or synagogues. If, however, they attempt to remove these, and to build them in a place different from their former situation, the Imam must prevent them, since this is an actual construction. Monasteries and hermitages are under the same law. Places of prayer within their dwellings are allowed to be constructed, because they are merely an appertenance to a private habitation. What is here said is held to be the rule with regard to cities, but not with respect to villages, because as the tokens of Islam (i.e. prayer, festivals, etc.) appear in cities, gimiss (i.e. those paying tax for protection) should not be permitted to exhibit the tokens of their infidelity in the face of Islam. But as the tokens of Islam do not appear in villages, the erection of churches and synagogues is not prohibited there. But the Imam Abu Hanifah held that this exemption merely applied to the village of Kusa, where the greater part of the inhabitants were gimiss. He adds that in the country of Arabia, Jews and Christians are prohibited from constructing synagogues and churches, either in cities or villages, according to the saying of the Prophet, “Two religions cannot exist in the country of Arabia.” (Hidayah, book ix. c. viii.)

If a Jew or a Christian, being in sound health, build a church or a synagogue and then die, such building is an inheritance, and descends to the heirs of the founder. According to Abu Hanifah, it is a pious appropriation; but his two disciples hold such erections to be sinful, and only to be considered as ordinary property. If a Jew or a Christian will that his house after his death shall be converted into either a synagogue or church, the bequest is valid. (Hidayah, book iii. c. vi.)

The following tradition related by Talaq ibn ‘Ali (Mishkât, iv. c. viii. 2) exhibits Muhammad’s determination to destroy Christian churches: “We told the Prophet that there was a church on our ground; and we requested the favour of his giving us the water which remained after he had performed wuzu. And the Prophet called for water, performed wuzu and washed out his mouth; after which he poured the water for us into a vessel and ordered us to return, saying, ‘When you arrive, destroy your church (Arabic bihaq), and pour this water on the spot, and build a mosque there.”

CIRCUMCISION. Arabic Khitân, khitanah, or khataanah. Circumcision is not once alluded to in the Qur'an. The omission is remarkable, and Muslim writers do not attempt any explanation of it. It is held to be sunnah, or founded upon the customs of the Prophet (Fatâwa 'Alamgîrî, vol. iv. p. 237), and dating its institution from the time of Abraham. There is no authentic account of the circumstance, but it is asserted by some writers that he was born circumcised. This, however, is denied by the most eminent scholars. (Ruđud 'ul-Mukhtâr, vol. v. p. 835.)

In the Sahih U-Bukhârî, p. 391, a short chapter is devoted to the subject of khitân, or “circumcision,” in which there are three traditions:

Abû Hurairah relates that the Prophet said one of the observances of Fitrâh is circumcision.

Abû Hurairah relates that the Prophet said that Abraham was circumcised when he was eighty years old.

Said ibn Jubair relates that it was asked of Ibn 'Abbas, “How old were you when the Prophet died?” He said, “I was circumcised in the day it occurred.” And Jubair says they did not circumcise in those days until men were full grown.

It is recommended to be performed upon a boy between the ages of seven and twelve, but it is lawful to circumcise a child seven days after his birth. In the case of a convert to Islam from some other creed, to whom the operation may be an occasion of great suffering, it can be dispensed with, although it is considered expedient and proper for new converts to be circumcised. In all cases an adult is expected to circumcise himself, as it is a shame for an adult person to uncover himself to another.

The circumcision of females is also allowed, and is commonly practised in Arabia. (Fatâwa 'Alamgîrî, vol. iv. p. 237.)

The barber is generally the person employed for the circumcision of boys, and the operation as practised by Muhammadans in India is performed in the following manner. A bit of stick is used as a probe, and carried round and round between the glans and prepuce, to ascertain the exact extent of the frenum, and that no unnatural adhesions exist. The foreskin is then drawn forwards and a pair of forceps, consisting of a couple of pieces of split bamboo, five or six inches long and a quarter of an inch thick, tied firmly together at one end with a string to the extent of an inch, are applied from above in an oblique direction, so as to exclude about an inch and a half of the prepuce above and three-quarters of an inch below. The forceps severely grasping it, causes a good deal of pain, but this state of suffering does not continue long, since the next thing to be done is the removal, which is done by one stroke of the razor drawn directly downwards. The haemorrhage which follows is incon siderable and easily stopped by the application of burnt rags and ashes.

According to several Muhammadan doctors, there were seventeen of the prophets born in a circumcision state, namely, Zakariyyâh, Shis, Idris, Yûsuf, Hanzalah, 'Isa, Mûsâ, Adam, Nûh, Shu'ab, Sâmû, Lût, Sulîb, Sulaimân, Yahya, Hüd, and Muhammad. (Durrâ 'ul-Mukhtâr, p. 619.)

CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANIMALS. All quadrupeds that seize their prey with their teeth, and all birds which seize it with their talons, are unlawful (karam), the Prophet having prohibited mankind from eating them.
Clergy. The Christian clergy are mentioned in the Qur'an with expressions of comparative praise. Sūrah v. 85: "Thou wilt surely find that the strongest in enmity against those who believe are the Jews, and the idolaters; and thou wilt find those to be nearest in affection to them who say 'We are Christians'; that is because there are amongst them priests (qissain) and monks, and because they are not proud."

The Muhammadans have no class of people occupying the precise position of priests or clergy, although the Imāms, or leaders of prayers in the public assembly, are persons of learning appointed by the congregation. In Central Asia, it is usual to set apart a learned man (well skilled in theology) by binding the turban round his head, the act being performed by a leading maalawi or scholar.

In Turkey and the western portion of Islam, those who are qualified to give an opinion in religious matters, and to take the lead in guiding the people in spiritual affairs, are called "ulamā" (pl. of ʿulāmā), a term which, in Hindustān and Central Asia, assumed the form of maalawi, a word derived from maalī, "lord."

The recognised offices in Islam corresponding to that of a priest or religious teacher, are, Imām, Mufī, and Qārī. Imāms (in addition to its being used for the Khalīfah, or Caliph, in the Traditions), is the person who leads the public prayers, an office answering to the Latin Antistes. This official is appointed either by the congregation, or by the parish or section of the town or village, who frequently is one who leads the prayers. Mufī is the legal adviser, who decides difficult religious questions, and assists the Qārī, or judge. Qārī is the judge and the administrator of the law. The appointments of Mufī and Qārī are in the hands of the Muslim government of the place. It is usual for the Qārī to take the lead in prayers at funerals, whilst the Imām of the parish generally performs the nikah, or religious service at marriages.

[Marriage.]

Taxes are not necessarily hereditary, but it is usual in Muhammadan countries for them to pass from father to son. In India at the present time there are families who retain the titles of Mufī and Qārī, although the duties connected with these offices are no longer performed by them.

Caution (Arabic Ḥazar) is enjoined by Muhammad, who is related to have said, "A Muslim is not bitten twice at the same tooth."

He is no perfect man who has not fallen into trouble, for there is no skillful physician but experience." "When a man has spoken, and has then looked first to his right and then to his left, what he has said is sacred to those present, and they must not disclose it to others." (Mishkât, xxii. 8vii.)

Coinage. Money.

Collector of Taxes. Arabic Ashir, a collector of the tenths; and Amul mutasaddiq, a collector of alms.

The Khalīfah is to allow the officer employed in the collection of the zakāt as much out of it as is in proportion to his labour, and will remunerate himself and his assistants. (Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 64.)

Commandments, The Ten.

In the Qur'ān it is stated that God gave Moses certain monuments on tables (of stone), and also that he gave him nine clear signs. (See Sūrah vii. 142, and Sūrah xvii. 103.) These two statements have perplexed the commentators very much, and every effort is made by them to reconcile the nine signs with the Ten Commandments, although it is evident from the Qur'ān itself, that the nine clear signs refer to the miracles of Moses.

Plagues of Egypt.

According to the Traditions, the Prophet himself was a little confused in the matter, and may to some extent be responsible for the mistakes of the commentators on his book, for it is related (Mishkâh, book i. c. ii. pt. 2) that a Jew came to the Prophet and asked him about the nine (sic) wonders which appeared by the hands of Moses. The Prophet said, "Do not associate anything with God, do not steal, do not commit adultery, do not kill, do not take an innocent before the king to be killed, do not practise magic, do not take interest, do not accuse an innocent woman of adultery, do not run away in battle, and especially for you, O Jews, not to work on the Sabbath." 'Abdu'l-Ḥaqq remarks on this tradition that the Jew asked about the nine (sic) miracles (or plagues) of Egypt, and the Prophet gave him the Ten Commandments.
A comparison of the Ten Commandments given by the great Jewish law-giver with those recorded in the above tradition and in the 17th Surah of the Qur'an, verse 152, will show how imperfectly the Arabian Prophet was acquainted with the Old Testament scriptures.

The commentator Hujaini, who wrote four hundred years ago, says the following verses in the Surah of the commandment of the curse (Ali, v. 1) are those Ten Commandments which in every dispensation are incumbent on mankind, and cannot be abrogated (meaning undoubtedly the Ten Commandments given to Moses).

"Say: Come, I will rehearse what your Lord hath made binding on you:—(1) that ye assign not ought to Him as partner: (2) and that ye be good to your parents: (3) and that ye slay not your children, because of poverty; for them and for you will we provide: (4) and that ye come not near to pollutions, outward or inward: (5) and that ye slay not anyone whom God hath forbidden you, unless for a just cause. This hath He enjoined on you, to the intent that ye may understand (6) and come not near to the substance of the orphan, but to improve it, until he come of age: (7) and use a full measure, and a just balance: We will not task a soul beyond its ability. (8) And when ye give judgment, observe justice, even though it be the affair of a kinman, (9) and fulfill the covenant of God. This hath God enjoined you for your mention. And, (10) this is my right way. Follow it then: (10) and follow not other paths lest ye be scattered from His path. This hath He enjoined you; that ye may fear Him." (Surah vi. 152.)

COMMANDER OF THE FAITHFUL. Arabic Amīr 'l-Mu'minin (عمر بن الخطاب). A title given by the Muslims in the first instance to the first Kha'ifah, Abu Bakr, and afterwards retained by succeeding Khil'afahs. It is assumed by almost any Muhammadan ruler in the present day.

COMMENTARIES. [QUR'AN.]

COMMERC. Arabic Tiqārah (طقر). Commerce and merchandise are said in the Qur'an to be of God." Surah xvi. 68: "It is your Lord who drives the ships for you in the sea that ye may seek after plenty from Him; verily He is ever merciful to you. And when distress touches you in the sea, those whom ye call upon, except Him, stray away from you; but when He has brought you safe to shore, ye also turn away (from God); for men are ever ungrateful."

Zakat is due on merchandise of every description, in proportion to 5 yer cent.

COMPANIONS. The. [AHĀR.]

COMPO. Arabic Irārah (إرادة). Muhammadan law makes provision for persons subject under compulsion, when the person who compels has it in his power to execute what he orders, be he a king or a thief. (Hadith, vol. iii. p. 452.) E.g. a person forced into a contract may dissolve it. A Muslim may lawfully eat food which is prohibited if he be compelled to do so, being threatened with loss of life or limb.

Nor is a Muslim guilty of sin who declares himself an unbeliever when the loss of a limb or of life is threatened. According to the Imam Abū Hanifah, if a Muslim be compelled to divorce his wife, the divorce is valid; but with him the other three Imams are not agreed in this ruling.

CONCUBINE. Arabic Surriyyah (عريضة). The Muhammadan religion appears to give almost unlimited license to concubinage, provided the woman be a slave, and not a free Muslim woman.

These female slaves must be either (1) taken captive in war, (2) or purchased by money, (3) or the descendants of slaves. Even married women, if taken in war, are, according to an injunction of the Qur'an, Surah iv. 28, entirely at the disposal of the Muslim conqueror. "(Unlawful) to you are married women, except such as your right hand possess i.e. taken in war, or purchased slaves." This institution of concubinage is founded upon the example of Muhammad himself, who took Ribāb and the Jews as his concubines after the battle with the Banū Quraisy (A.H. 5), and also Maria the Copt, who was sent him as a slave by the Governor of Egypt.

Should a concubine bear her master a child, the Muhammadan law rules that she and her offspring are ipso facto free. For a further treatment of this subject, see article on slaves.

Amongst the Shi'ah, the temporary marriage called Mut'ah exhibits the worst form of concubinage. [MUT'A.]

It is interesting to compare the condition of the concubine under Muhammadan law and under the Mosaic. Under the law of Moses, a concubine would generally be either a Hebrew girl bought by her father, or a Gentile captive taken in war. So that whilst the Muhammadan law forbids concubinage with a free woman, the Mosaic law permitted it and legislated for it. See Exodus xxv. 1: "If a man sell his daughter to be a maid-servant, she shall not go out as men-servants do. If she please not her master who hath betrothed her to himself, then shall he let her be redeemed; to sell her unto a strange nation she shall have no power, seeing he hath dealt deceitfully with her."

With regard to female slaves taken in war, the Mosaic law ruled. Deut. xxxi. 10: "When thou goest to war against thine enemies, and the Lord thy God hath delivered them into thine hands, and thou hast taken them captive, and seest a beautiful woman, and hast a desire unto her, that thou wouldst have her to thy wife; then thou shalt bring her to thine home, &c. . . . And it shall be, if thou have no delight in her, then thou shalt let her go whither she will; but thou shalt not sell her;" &c.
CONGREGATION. The Assembly of people in a ‘mosque is called Jam‘ah (جمعة), the term also being used in Afghanistan for the mosque itself.

There are special rewards for those Muhammadans who assemble together for the stated prayers; for Muhammad has said, “The prayers which are said in a congregation increase the rewards of the worshipper twenty-seven degrees.” “Say your prayers in a congregation, for a wolf does not eat the sheep except one has strayed from the flock.” (Mishkât, book iv. ch. xxiv.)

The Sunni style themselves Alh Sunnah wa Jam‘ah, i.e., “the people of the traditions and of the congregation,” in contradistinction to the Shi‘ahs, who do not worship in a congregation unless the Imam, or leader, be a man entirely free from sin.

The word jam‘ah is also used for an assembly of people collected to decide a question of law or theology, the ijma' being their decision, more frequently called ijma‘ u-l-‘ummah.

CONSCIENCE. There is no word in the Qur'an which exactly expresses the Christian conception of conscience. The word nafs (نفس), which, according to Arabic lexicons, expresses very much the same idea as the Hebrew נפש nepesh, “life, animal spirit, breath” (Job xii. 21), seems to be used in the Qur'an to convey the meaning of conscience, although English translators render it “soul.” Muslim theologians say there are four kinds of consciences spoken of in the Qur’an: (1) Nafs tawwâmah, the “self-acquainting soul or conscience” (Sûrah lxxv. 3). (2) Nafs amanârah, the “soul or conscience prone to evil” (Sûrah xii. 58). (3) Nafs mujmâ‘a‘mah, the “peaceful soul or conscience” (Sûrah lxxix. 12). (4) Nafs mul-‘hâmah, the “soul or conscience in which is breathed both bad and good” (Sûrah lxxiv. 27).

It occurs also in the sense of conscience in the Traditions (Mishkât, book i. ch. i. pt. 3): “When anything pricks your soul (nafs) forsake it.” Abd al-‘Haq, in his Persian commentary on the Mishkât, renders it by šat, but the English word conscience would seem to express the precise idea. In Persian Muhammadan works, as well as in common conversation, the word nafs is now used in its evil sense, of desire or passion, but it must be evident that this is not its Qur'anic meaning. The word دم simârah, which in later Arabic, together with طرف samîr, is used to express conscience, has in the only passage where it occurs in the Qur'an a decidedly different meaning, e.g. Sûrah ix. 8, 10, where it means clientship. Sale and Rodwell both translate it “faith,” but Panzer more accurately renders it “ties of clientship.”

CONVERSATION. The following instructions are given in the Qur'an regarding talking and conversation. Sûrah xxxi. 17, “Be moderate in thy walk, and lower thy voice; verily the most disagreeable of voices is the voice of aspers.” Sûrah li. 77, “Speak to men kindly.” In the Traditions, Ibn Mas‘ûd relates that Muhammad said, “May those people go to the fire of hell who speak much.”

On the subject of conversation, Faqîr Jalî Muhammad A‘wâd, the author of the celebrated national work entitled Al-Khâlî-j Jalâlî, p. 286, says:—

“He should not talk much, for it is a sign of levity in feeling and weakness in judgment, and tends to lower him in point of consideration and position. We are told that the Prophet used to observe the strictest medium in his language; so much so, that, in the most protracted interviews, you might have counted the words he uttered. Buzurg Jalîr used to say, ‘When you see a person talking much without occasion, be sure he is out of his senses.’ Let him not give vent to expressions till he has determined in his own mind what he is going to say. When anyone is relating a story, however well known to the listener, the latter is not to intimate his acquaintance with it till the narrative is completed. A question put to others he must not himself reply to; if put to a body of which he is a member, let him not prevent the others; and if another is engaged in answering what himself could answer better, let him keep silence till the other’s statement is completed, and then give his own, but in such sort as not to annoy the former speaker. Let him not commence his reply till the querist’s sentence is concluded. Conversations and discussions which do not concern him, although held in his presence, he is not to interfere in; and if people conceal what they are saying, he must not attempt furtively to overhear. To his elders he should speak with judgment, pitches his voice at a medium between high and low. Should any abstruse topic present itself, he should give it pertinently by comparison. Prolixity he should never allow at, when not absolutely required; on the contrary, let it be his endeavour to compress all he has to say. Neither should he employ unusual terms or far-fetched figures. He should beware of obscurity and bad language; or if he must needs refer to an indecent subject, let him be content with allusion by metaphor. Of all things, let him keep clear of a taste for indelicacy, which tends to lower his breeding, degrade his respectability, and bring him into general disapprobation and dislike. Let his language upon every occasion correspond with the exigency of his position; and if accompanied by gesticulation of the hand or eye or eyebrow, let it be only of that graceful sort which his situation calls for. Let him never, for right or wrong, engage in disputes with others of the company; least of all with the elders or the triflers of it; and if he be embroiled in such dispute, let him be rigidly observant of the rules of candour.

“Let him not deal in profound observation beyond the intellect of those he is addressing,
CONVETS

but adapt his discourse to the judgment of his hearers. Thus even the Prophet has declared—
We of the prophetic order are enjoined to address men in the measure of their understandings; and Jesus (blessed be he) said, ‘Use not with them the unwise to their annoyance’ (St. Matthew vii. 67). In all his conversation let him adhere to the ways of courtesy. Never let him mimic anyone's gestures, actions, or words, nor give utterance to the language of menace.

“When addressing a great person, let him begin with something ominous of good, as the permanence of his fortune, felicity, and so forth.

From all back-biting, carping, slander, and falsehood, whether heard or spoken, let him hold it essential to keep clear; nay, even from any partnership with those addicted to such practices. Let him listen more than he speaks. It was the answer of a wise man to those who asked him why he did so, ‘Because,’ said he, ‘God has given me two ears and only one tongue’; which was as much as to say, ‘Hear twice as much as you speak.’”

CONVERTS TO THE MUHAMMADAN RELIGION. According to the author of the Hidayah (vol. ii. 170), if a hostile infidel embraces Islam in a hostile country, his person is his own, and he is not made a slave, nor can his children be enslaved. His property is also his own. But it is not so in the case of one who has been first conquered and then embraces Islam, for his own person and his children become slaves, and his wives are at the mercy of the victorious Muslim, whilst his lands also become the property of the State.

COVENANT. The word in the Qur'an and the Traditions for God's Covenant with His people is mi'ad. Muhammad taught, both in the Qur'an and in the Traditions, that in the beginning God called all the souls of mankind together and took a promise (wahdah) and a covenant (mi'ad) from them.

The account of this transaction is given as follows in the Qur'an, Sura vii. 171:

“Thy Lord brought forth their descendants from the reins of the sons of Adam and took them to witness against themselves, ‘Am I not your Lord?’ They said, ‘Yes, we witness it.’ This we did, lest ye should say on the Day of Resurrection, ‘Truly, of this we were heedless, because unacquainted.’

‘Or else ye should say, ‘Our fathers, indeed, aforetime joined other gods with our God, and we are their seed after them: wilt thou destroy us for the doings of vain men?’”

But the story as told in the Traditions is more graphic. Ubaib bin Ka'b relates, in explanation of the verse in the Sura of 'l-A'raf (verse 171): When God created (the spirits of) the sons of Adam, he collected them together and made them of different tribes, and of different appearances, and gave them powers of speech. Then they began to speak, and God took from them a promise (wahdah), and a covenant (mi'ad), and said, ‘Am I not thy Lord’? They all answered and said, ‘Thou art.’ Then God said, ‘Swear by the seven heavens and the seven earths, and by Adam your father, that you will not say in the resurrection, We did not understand, and the knowledge ye therefore that there is no Deity but Me, and there is no God but Me. Do not associate anything with Me. I will verily send to you your own apostles who shall remind you of this Promise and of this Covenant, and I will send to you your own books.’ The sons of Adam then replied, ‘We are witnesses that Thou art our Lord (Rabbi), and our God (Allah). There is no Lord but Thee and no God but Thee.’ Then they confessed this and made it known to Adam. Then Adam looked at them and beheld that there were amongst them those that were rich and poor, handsome and ugly, and he said, ‘O Lord why didst Thou not make them all alike?’ And the Lord said, ‘Truly I willed it thus in order that some of my servants may be thankful.’ Then Adam saw amongst his posterity, prophets, like unto lamps, and upon these lamps there were lights, and they were appointed by special covenants of prophecy (nabawah) and of apostleship (rukshah).

And thus it is written in the Qur'an (Sura xxxii. 7), ‘Remember we have entered into covenant with the Prophets, with thee Muhammad, and with Noah, and with Abraham, and with Moses, and with Jesus the Son of Mary, and we made with them a covenant.

And (continue Ubaib) Jesus was amongst the spirits.” (Mishkat, Arabic Ed. Bâbu 'l-Qadr.)

COVERING THE HEAD. There is no injunction in either the Qur'an or Traditions as to a man covering his head during prayers, although it is generally held to be more modest and correct for him to do so.

With reference to women, the law is imperative, for ‘Ayshah relates that Muhammad said, “God accepts not the prayer of an adult woman unless she cover her head.”

CORRUPTION OF THE SCRIPTURES. Muhammadans charge the Jews and Christians with having altered their sacred books. The word used by Muhammadan writers for this supposed corruption of the sacred Scriptures of the Jews and Christians is Tahrif.

The Imam Fakhru 'd-din Râsi, in his commentary, Tafsir-i-Kabir, explains Tahrif to mean “to change, alter, or turn aside anything from the truth.” Muslim divines say there are two kinds of tahrif, namely, tahrif-i-ma'nawi, a corruption of the meaning; and tahrif-i-laj'zi, a corruption of the words.

Muhammadan controversialists, when they become acquainted with the nature of the contents of the sacred books of the Jews and Christians, and of the impossibility of reconciling the contents of the Qur'an with those of
the sacred Scriptures charge the Chaldeans with the tahrîf-i-lafṣā. They say the Christians have expunged the word abhmād from the prophecies, and have inserted the expression "Son of God," and the story of the crucifixion, death, and resurrection of our blessed Lord. This view, however, is not the one held by the most celebrated of the Muslim commentators.

The Imam Muhammad Idris al-Bukhârî (p. 1187, line 7), records that Ibn ‘Abbas said that "the word Tahrîf (corruption) signifies to change a thing from its original nature; and that there is no man who could corrupt a single word of what proceeded from God, so that the Jews and Christians could corrupt only by misrepresenting the meaning of the words of God." Ibn Masar and Ibn Abî Hâtim state, in the commentary known as the Taṣrîr Durr-i-Mustârî, that they have it on the authority of Ibn Muntalab, that the Taṣrîr (i.e. the books of Moses), and the Injîl (i.e. the Gospels), are in the same state of purity in which they were sent down from heaven; and that no alterations had been made in them, but that the Jews were bent to devise the people by un-sound arguments, and by wresting the sense of Scripture.

Shah Waliyyu ‘l-ibâh, in his commentary, the Fisa‘u l-Khadîr, and also Ibn ‘Abbas, support the same view.

This appears to be the correct interpretation of the various verses of the Qur’ān charging the Jews with having corrupted the meaning of the sacred Scriptures.

For example, Sūratu ‘Alî Imrân (ll.), 79: "There are certainly some of them who read the Scriptures perversely, that ye may think what they read to be really in the Scriptures; yet it is not in the Scriptures; and they say this is from God, but it is not from God; and they speak that which is false concerning God against their own knowledge."

The Imam Fakhrî ‘d-dîn, in his commentary on this verse, and many others of the same character which occur in the Qur’ān, says it refers to a tahrîf-i-ma‘nawî, and that it does not mean that the Jews altered the text, but merely that they made alterations in the course of reading.

But whilst all the old commentators, who most probably had never seen a copy of the sacred books of the Jews and Christians, only charge them with a tahrîf-i-ma‘nawî, all modern controversialists amongst the Muhammadans contend for a tahrîf-i-lafṣā, as being the only solution of the difficulty.

In dealing with such opposite opinions, the Christian divine will avail himself of the following arguments:

1. The Qur’ān does not charge the Jews and Christians with corrupting the text of their sacred books; and many learned Muslim commentators admit that such is not the case.

2. The Qur’ān asserts that the Holy Scriptures of the Jews and Christians existed in the days of Muhammad, who invariably speaks of them with reverence and respect.

3. There now exist manuscripts of the Old and New Testaments of an earlier date than that of Muhammad (A.D. 610–632).

4. There are versions of the Old and New Testament now extant, which existed before Muhammad; for example, the Septuagint, the Latin Vulgate, the Syriac, the Coptic, and the Armenian versions.

5. The Hexapla, or Octapla of Origen, which dates four centuries before Muhammad, gives various versions of the Old Testament Scriptures in parallel columns.

6. The Syrian Christians of St. Thomas, of Malabar and Travancore, in the south of India, who were separated from the western world for centuries, possess the same Scriptures.

7. In the works of Justin Martyr, who lived from A.D. 108 to 167, there are numerous quotations from our sacred books, which prove that they were exactly the same as those we have now. The same may be said of other early Christian writers.

Muslim controversialists of the present day urge that the numerous readings which exist in the Christian books are a proof that they have been corrupted. But these do not affect, in the least, the main points at issue between the Christian and the Muslim. The Divine Sonship of Christ, theFatherhood of God, the Crucifixion, Death, and Resurrection of Christ, and the Atonement, are all clearly stated in almost every book of the New Testament, whilst they are rejected by the Qur’ān.

The most plausible of modern objections urged by Muslim divines is, that the Christians have lost the Injîl which was sent down from heaven to Jesus; and that the New Testament contains merely the Hadîṣ, or Sunnah—the traditions handed down by Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Paul, and others. It is, of course, a mere assertion, unsupported by any proof; but it appears to be a line of argument which commends itself to many modern Muslims.

CREATION. Arabic Khâliqā. The following are the allusions to the Creation which occur in the Qur’ān, Sūrah 1, 37: "Of old We (God) created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six days, and no weariness touched Us." Sūrah xii. 8: "Do ye indeed disbelieve in Him who in two days created the earth? Do ye assign Him equals? The Lord of the World is He. And He hath placed on the earth the firm mountains which tower above it, and He hath blessed it, and distributed its nourishments throughout it (for the grazing of all are alike), in four days. Then He applied Himself to the heaven, which was but smoke: and to it and to the earth He said, "Come ye, in obedience or against your will?" and they both said, "We come obedient." And He completed them as seven heavens in two days, and in each heaven made known its order; and We furnished the lower heaven with lights and guardian angels. This is the disposition of the Almighty, the all-knowing one." Sūrah
CREED. The Muhammedan Creed, or Kalimatun-sh-shahadat (shortly Kalimah) is the well-known formula:—

“I testify that there is no deity but God, and Muhammad is the Apostle of God.”

It is the belief of Muhammedans that the first part of this creed, which is called the nafs wa isba’i, namely, “There is no deity but God,” has been the expression of belief of every prophet since the days of Adam, and that the second portion has been changed according to the dispensation; for example, that in the days of Moses it would be: “There is no deity but God, and Moses is the Conserver with God.” In the Christian dispensation it was: “There is no deity but God, and Jesus is the Spirit of God.”

Jâbir relates that Muhammad said “the keys of Paradise are bearing witness that there is no deity but God.”

The recital of the Kalimat, or Creed, is the first of five pillars of practical religion in Islam; and when anyone is converted to Islam he is required to repeat this formula, and the following are the conditions required of every Muslim with reference to it:—

1. That it shall be repeated aloud, at least once in a life-time.
2. That the meaning of it shall be fully understood.
3. That it shall be believed in “by the heart.”
4. That it shall be professed until death.
5. That it shall be recited correctly.
6. That it shall be always professed and declared without hesitation.

(Sairi ‘l-Wiṣâyah.)

CREMATION. [BURNING THE DEAD.]

CRESCENT. The figure of the crescent is the Turkish symbol, and hence it has been regarded by Europeans as the special emblem of the Muhammedan religion, although it is unknown to the Muhammedans of the East. This figure, however, did not originate with the Turks, but it was the symbol of sovereignty in the city of Byzantium previous to the Muslim conquest, as may be seen from the medals struck in honour of Augustus Trajan and others. The crescent has been the symbol of three different orders of knighthood; the first of which was instituted by Charles I, King of Naples, A.D. 1268; the second in 1448 by René of Anjou; the third by Sultan Selim in 1801. It must have been adopted by Muhammedans for the first time upon the overthrow of the Byzantine Empire by Muhammed II., and it is now generally used by the Turks as the insignia of their creed.

CROCODILE. Arabic Timalāt. The flesh of a crocodile is unlawful for food to a Muhammedan. (Hamilton’s Hidayah, iv. 76.)

CROSS, The. Arabic As-Salt. The Qur’ān denies the crucifixion of our blessed Lord [circumcision], and it is related by al-Waqīdī that Muhammed had such a repugnance to the form of the cross that he broke everything brought into his house with that figure upon it. (Muir, iii. 61.) According to Aboo Hurairah, the Prophet said, “I swear by heaven, it is near, when Jesus the Son of Mary will descend from heaven upon your people, a just king, and He will break the cross, and kill the swine.” (Miṣḥat, xix. o. vi.) The Imam Abū Yūsuf says that if a cross or a crucifix is stolen from a church, amputation (the punishment for theft) is not imposed; but if it is stolen from a private dwelling it is theft. (Hamilton’s Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 90.)

CRUCIFIXION. The Crucifixion of the Lord Jesus Christ is denied by the teaching of the Qur’ān. [Jesus CHRIST.] It is a punishment sanctioned by the Muhammedan religion for highway robbers. (Hamilton’s Hidayah, vol. ii. 181.)

CRUELTY. A striking instance of the cruelty of Muhammed’s character occurs in a tradition given in the Sâhâb ‘l-Bukhârî (p. 1019). Anas relates, “Some of the people of the tribe of ‘Uki came to the Prophet and embraced Islam, but the air of al-Madinah did not agree with them, and they wanted to leave the place. And the Prophet ordered them to go where the camels given in alms were assembled, and to drink their milk, which they did, and recovered from their sickness. But after this they became apostates, and denounced Islam, and took the camels. Then the Prophet sent some people after them, and they were seized and brought
back to al-Madinah. Then the Prophet ordered their hands and their feet to be cut off as a punishment for theft, and their eyes to be pulled out. But the Prophet did not stop the bleeding, and they died.” And in
another it reads, “The Prophet ordered hot irons to be drawn across their eyes, and then to be cast on the plain of al-Madinah; and when they asked for water it was not given
them, and they died.”

Sir William Muir (vol. iv. p. 307) says:
“Magnanimity or moderation are nowhere discernible as features in the conduct of Mu
hammad towards such of his enemies as failed to tender a timely allegiance. Over
the bodies of the Quraish who fell at Badr he exulted with savage satisfaction; and several
prisoners, accused of no crime but of scepticism and political opposition, were deliberately
executed at his command. The Prince of Khaihar, after being subjected to inhuman
torture for the purpose of discovering the treasures of his tribe, was, with his cousin,
pot to death on the pretext of having trea
cerously concealed them, and his wife was
led away captive to the tent of the con
queror. Sentence of exile was enforced by
Muhammad with rigorous severity on two
whole Jewish tribes at al-Madinah; and of a
third, likewise his neighbours, the women and
children were sold into distant captivity,
while the men, amounting to several hundreds,
were butchered in cold blood before his
eyes.”

DABBATU ’L-ARZ (دابط. راز.)
Lit. “The Reptile of the Earth.” A monster
who shall arise in the last day, and shall cry
unto the people of the earth that mankind
have not believed in the revelations of God
(vide Qur’ān, Sūrah xxvii. 84): “And when
sentence falls upon them we will bring forth a
beast out of the earth, that shall speak to
them and say, ‘Men of our signs would not
be sure.’” According to the Traditions he
will be the third sign of the coming resurrection,and will come forth from the mountain of
Sūfah. (Mishkāt, xxii. c. iv.) Both Sale and
Rodwell have confounded the Dabbatu ’l- Arz with Al-Jassasah, the spy, mentioned
in a tradition by Ḑa‘yimah (Mishkāt, xxii.
c. iv.), and which is held to be a demon how
in existence. (Al-Jassasah.) For a description
of the Dabbah, see the article on the RESURRECTION.

DABŪR (دبور). “The West wind.” A term used by the Sūfis to ex
press the lust of the flesh, and its overwhelming
power in the heart of man. (Abdu r-
Razzāq’s Dictionary of Sūfī Terms.)

DAHAA (دهاء). Plural of the
Persian dā, ten. The ten days of the
Muharram, during which public mourning for
Ali and his sons is observed by Shi’a Muḥammadans. (Wilson’s Glossary of Indian
Terms.)

AD-DAHĪ (الدهي). “A long space of
time.” A title given to the lixxxvth
chapter of the Qur’ān; called also Sūrāt t-Insān, “The Chapter of Man.” The title is
taken from the first verse of the chapter:
“Did not there pass over man a long space of
time?”

DAHR (دری). One who believes
in the eternity of matter, and asserts that the
duration of this world is from eternity, and
denies the Day of Resurrection and Judg-
ment; an Athēsit. (Qiyāṣu ’l-Laqbāt, in
loc.)

DAIN (دين). A debt contracted
with some definite term fixed for repayment,
as distinguished from qarṣ, which is used for
a loan given without any fixed term for re
payment. [Dāhār.]

DAJJAL (دجال). Lit. “false,
lying.” The name given in the Hadis to certain religious impostors who shall appear
in the world; a term equivalent to our use
of the word Antichrist. Muḥammad is related
to have said there would be about thirty.
The Mashiha d-Dajjāl, or “the lying
Christ,” it is said, will be the last of the
Dajjāl, for an account of whom refer to
article on MASHIH D-DAJJAL.

DALIL (دليل). “An argument; a
proof.” Dalīl burkhāni, “a convincing argu-
ment.” Dalīl qarṣi, “a decisive proof.”

DAMASCUS. Arabic Dimashq
According to Jašān ‘d-din Sayyāḥ, Damas-
cus is the second sacred city in Syria,
Jerusalem being the first; and some have
thought it must be the “Iram of the
columns” mentioned in the Qur’ān, Sūrah
lxxix. 6, although this is not the view of
most Muslim writers. (Iram.) Damascus is
not mentioned in the Qur’ān. With regard to
the date of the erection of the city, Muḥam-
madan historians differ. Some say it was
built by a slave named Dimashq, who be-
longed to Abraham, having been given to
the patriarch by Nimrod; others say Di-
masa was a slave belonging to Alexander the
Great, and that the city was built in his
day. Damascus was taken by Khālid in
the reign of the Khaliṣah ’Umar, A.H. 13, and it
became the capital of the Umayyade Khaliṣahs
under Mu’āwiyāh, A.H. 41; and remained the
chief city of Islām until the fall of that
DAMASCUS

DAMASCUS

Dynasty, A.H. 132, when the Abbassides moved their capital first to al-Kufah and then to Bagdad.

The great mosque at Damascus was erected by 'Abdu 'l-Malik Ibn Marwan, the fifth Khalifah of the Umayyads. It was commenced A.H. 86, and finished in ten years, being erected on the ruins of an ancient Greek temple and of a Christian church.

The account, as given by Yalain 'd-din Sayuti, in his History of the Temple of Jerusalem, is curious and interesting, showing that for a time the Muslims and Christians worshipped in the same building together.

"Here (in Damascus) all the servants of God joined, and built a church to worship God in. Some say, however, that this church was built by the Greeks: for 'Abdu 'l-lah Ibn 'Abbas, having marched against Damascus and besieged it, demolished the walls, after he had entered the city by storm. Then there fell down a stone, having certain letters inscribed thereon in the Greek language. They therefore sent to bring a certain monk who should read Greek, but he said, 'Bring me in pitch the impression of the letters on the stone, which he found to be as follows: 'Woe unto thee, mother of shame!' Piots is he who inflicts upon thee with usury the ill which God designs for thee in retribution. Woe unto thee from five eyes, who shall destroy the wall after forty years.' Now, 'Abdu 'l-lah's entire name was 'Abdu 'l-lah Ibn 'Ali Ibn 'Abdi 'l-lah Ibn 'Abbas Ibn 'Abdul-Muqallib.

Again, the historian Ibn Ishaq says: When God had granted unto the Muslims the possession, as conquerors of the whole of Syria, He granted them among other cities that of Damascus with its dependencies. Thus God sent down His mercy upon them, and the commander-in-chief of the army (besieging Damascus), who was either Abu 'Ubaida or, as some say, Khalid Ibn al-Walid, wrote a treaty of capitulation and articles of surrender. By these he settled and appointed fourteen churches to remain in the hands of the Muslims. The church of which we have spoken above was left open and free for future consideration. This was on the plea that Khalid had entered the city at the sword's point by the eastern gate; but that the Christians at the same time were allowed to surrender to Abu 'Ubaida, who entered at the western gate, opened under articles. This caused dissension; but at length it was agreed that half the place should be regarded as having capitulated and half as stormed.

The Muslims therefore took this church, and Abu 'Ubaida made it into a mosque. He was afterwards appointed Amir of Syria, and was the first who prayed here, all the company of Companions praying after him in the open area, now called the Companions' Tower; but the wall must have been opened through, hard by the leaning tower, if the Companions really prayed in the 'blessed precinct.' At first the Christians and Muslims entered by the same gate, which was "the gate of Adoration and Prayer," over against the Qiblah, where the great tower now stands. Afterwards the Christians changed and went into their church by the gate facing the west; the Muslims the mosque. But the Christians were not suffered to chant aloud, or recite their books or strike their bells (or clappers), in order to honour the Companions with reverence and fear. Also, Muawiya built in his days a house for the Amir, right opposite the mosque. Here he built a green chapel. This palace was noted for its perfection. Here Muawiya dwelt forty years; nor did this state of things change from A.H. 14 to A.H. 96. But Al-Walid Ibn 'Abdu 'l-Malik began to think of destroying the churches, and of adding some to those already in the hands of the Muslims, so as to construct one great mosque; and this because some of the Muslims were sorely troubled by hearing the recitations of the Christians from the Gospel, and their uplifted voices in prayer. He designed, therefore, to remove them from the Muslims and to annex this spot to the other so as to make one great mosque. Therefore he called for the Christians, and asked them whether they would depart from those places which were in their hands, receiving in exchange greater portions in lieu thereof; and also retaining four churches not mentioned in the treaty—the Church of Maria, the Church of the Crucified, just within the eastern gate, the church Tallu 'l-Habn, and the Church of the Glorious Mother, occupied previously by the burnishers. This, however, they vehemently refused to do. Thereupon the Khalifah said, 'Bring me then the treaty which you possess since the time of the Companions.' They brought it, therefore, and it was read in al-Walid's presence; when, lo! the Church of Thomas, outside the gate of Thomas, hard by the river, did not enter into the treaty, and was one of those called the greater of churches left upon' (for further disposal). 'There,' he said, 'this will I destroy and convert it into a mosque.' They said, 'Nay, let it alone, O commander of the Faithful, even although not mentioned among the churches, for we are contents that you take the chapel of the church.' To this agreement, then, he held them, and received from them the Qubbah (or chapel vault, dome) of the church. Then he summoned workmen able to pull down, and assembled all the amirs, chiefs, and great men. But the Christian bishops and priests coming, said, 'O commander of the Faithful, we find in our books that whosoever shall demolish this church will go mad.' Then said the Khalifah, 'And I am very willing to be mad with God's inspiration; therefore no one shall demolish it before me.' Then he ascended the western tower, which had two spikes, and contained a monastic cell. Here he found a monk, whom he ordered to descend. The monk making difficulties, and lingering, al-Walid took him by the back of his neck, and ceased not pushing him until he had thrown him down stairs. Then he ascended to the most lofty spot in the church, above the great altar, called 'The Alter of
the Martyrs.' Here he seized the ends of his saçh, which was of a bright yellow colour, and fixed them into his belt. Taking the puttoke, then, an axe into his hand, he struck against the very topmost stone, and brought it down. Then he called the amirs, and desired them to pull down the building as quickly as possible. Hereupon all the Muslims shouted, 'God is great!' three times; also the Christians loudly cried out with their wailing and woe upon the steps of Jafrūn, where they had assembled. Al-Wâlid therefore desired the commander of his guard to inflict blows upon them until they should depart, which he did. The Muslims then demolished all that the Christians had built in the great square here—altars and buildings and cloisters—until the whole square was one flat surface. He then resolved to build a splendid pile, unrivalled for beauty of architecture, which none could hereafter surpass. Al-Wâlid therefore commissioned the most eminent architects and mathematicians to build the mosque, according to the model they most preferred. His brother clefsly moved and stirred him up to this undertaking, and next to him president Sulaimân 'Abdu l-Malik. It is said that Al-Wâlid sent to the king of Greece to demand stone-masons and other workmen, for the purpose of building this mosque in the way he desired, sending word, that if the king refused, he would overrun his territory with his army, and reduce to utter ruin every church in his dominions, even the Church of the Holy City, and the Church of Edessa, and utterly destroy every vestige of the Greeks still remaining. The king of Greece, sent, therefore, numerous workmen, with a letter, expressing himself thus: If thy father knoweth what thou dost, and permit it, then truly I accuse him of disgraceful conduct, and blame him more than thee. If he understandeth it not, but thou only art conscious, then I blame thee above him. When the letter came to Al-Wâlid, he wished to reply unto it, and assembled several persons for consultation. One of these was a well-known poet, who said, 'I will answer him, O Commander of the Faithful! out of the Book of God.' So said Al-Wâlid, 'Where, then, is that answer?' He replied this verse, 'David and Solomon, lo! they assume a right to the corn-field, a right to the place where the people are shearing their sheep. Also, we are witnesses of their decease, for Solomon hath given us to understand it, and both (David and Solomon) have come to us as judges and learned men.' Al-Wâlid, by this reply, caused great surprise to the king of Greece. Al-Faruk alludes to this in these verses:—

"I neglected for a season thus to apportion their happiness, I being a procrastinating vindictor of their grievances."

"Thy Lord hath made thee to resolve upon removing their churches from those mosques wherein good words are recited."

"Whilst they were together in one place, some were praying and prostrating themselves on their faces, slightly separated from others who behold! were adoring God and Idols." "How shall the people of the Cross unite to ring their bells, when the reading of the Qurân is perpetually intermingled?"

"I resolved then to remove them, just as did those wise men when they deposed themselves a right to the seed-field and the flocks."

"When Al-Wâlid resolved to build the chapel which is in the midst of the cloister, called 'the Vulture's Chapel' (a name given to it by the country-people, because the por-
tiques on each side look like two wings), he dug deep at the four corners of the intended chapel, until they came to sweet and limpid water. Here they first placed the foundation of the wall of the vineyard. Upon this they built with stone, and when the four corners were of sufficient height, they then built thereon the chapel; but it fell down again. Then said Al-Wâlid to some one of the mathematicians who well knew the plan of the Vulture's Chapel, 'I wish you to build this chapel; for the injunction of God hath been given me, and I am confident that no one but myself may build it.' He therefore built the four corners, and covered them with wicker, and disappeared for a whole year; Al-Wâlid not knowing where he was. After a year, Al-Wâlid dug down to the four corner founda-
tions. Then he (i.e. the architect) said, 'Do not be in a hurry, O commander of the Faithful!' Then he found the mathematician, who had a man's head with him. He came to the four corners, and uncovered the wicker work, and lo! all that had been built above the earth had fallen down, until they were on a level with the earth. So he said, 'From this work have I come.' Then he proceeded to build, and firmly fixed and sup-
ported a beautiful fabric."

"Some persons also said Al-Wâlid wished to construct a brilliant chapel of pure gold, whereby the rank of the mosque might be magnified. Hereupon the superintendent said unto him, 'You cannot effect this.' Upon which Al-Wâlid struck him fifty blows with a whip, saying, 'Am I then incapable of effecting this?' The man replied, 'Certainly.' Then he said, 'I will, then, find out a way to know the truth. Bring forth all the gold thou hast;' which he did: and Al-Wâlid melted it, and formed it into one large brick, which contained one thousand pieces of gold. But the man said, 'O Commander of the Faithful! we shall require so many thousand bricks of this sort, if thou dost possess them; nor wilt this suffice for our work. Al-Wâlid seeing that he was true and just, presented him with fifty dinars; and when Al-Wâlid roofed the great precinct, he added a roof, as well as the whole extent of the pavement, with a surface of gold. Some of Al-

Wâlid's family also said unto him, 'They who come after thee will emulate thee in rendering the outer roof of this mosque more commodious every year.' Upon this Al-Wâlid ordered all the
slumbers nor sleeps. There is no god but God. He has no partner. We will never adore any but our Lord, the one God. Our faith is Islam, and our Prophet is Muhammad. This mosque was built, and the churches which stood on the site of the chapel were demolished, by order of the servant of God, the Commander of the Faithful, al-Walid ibn Abd al-Malik. It was built in the month Zul-Qa'dah, A.H. 80. Upon another tablet was inscribed the whole of the first chapter of the Qur'an. Here also were depicted the stars, then the morning twilight, then the spiral course of the sun, then the way of living which obtained after the arrival of the Faithful at Damascus. Also, it is said, that all the floor of this mosque was divided into small slabs, and that the stones (carving) of the walls extended to the utmost pinnacle. Above was a great golden vine, and above this were splendid enamelled knobs of green, red, blue, and white, whereby the sun was figured and expressed all countries and regions, especially the Ka'bah, above the tower; also all the countries to the right and left (of Makkah), and all the most beautiful shrubs and trees of every region, famous either for their fruits or Bowers. The roof had cornices of gold. Here was suspended a chain of gold and silver, which branched off into seven separate lamps. In the tower of the Companions were two stones—beryls (some say they were the jewels called pearls); they were called 'The Little Ones.' When the candles were put out, they inflamed the eyes by their brilliant light. In the time of al-Amin ibn ar-Rashid, Sulaiman, captain of the guard, was sent by that Khalifah to Damascus, to steal those stones and bring them to him; which he did. When al-Ma'mun discovered this, he sent them to Damascus, as a proof of his brother's misconduct. They afterwards again vanished, and in their place is a glass vessel. In this mosque all the gates, from the dome (gallery) unto the entrance, are open, and have no bars or locks. Over each is a loose curtain. In like manner there is a curtain upon all the walls as far as the bases of the golden vine, above which are the enamelled knobs. The capitals of the pillars were thickly covered with dead giltting. Here were also small galleries, to look down from, enclosed on the four sides of the skirting wall. Al-Walid also built the northern minaret, now called 'the Bridegroom's Tower.' As to the western gallery, that existed many ages before, in each corner of this was a cell, raised upon very lofty walls, and used by the Greeks as an observatory. The two northern of these fell, and the two opposite remained. In the year 740, part of the eastern had been burnt. It then fell down, but was built up anew out of the Christians' money, because they had meditated the destruction (of it) by fire. It then was restored after a most beautiful plan. This is the tower (but God knows upon which Jesus son of Maria will alight, for Muhammad is reported to have said, 'I saw Jesus son of Maria come forth from near the
white minaret, east of the mosque, placing his hands upon the wings of two angels, firmly bound to him. Upon him was the Divine glory (the Shechinah). He was marked by a red lichen. This is the mark of original sin.' Jesus (it is also said) shall come forth from the White Tower by the eastern gate, and shall enter the mosque.

Then shall the word come forth for Jesus to fight with Antichrist at the corner of the city, as long as it shall please God. Now, when this mosque (the slaves' mosque) was completed, there was not to be found upon the face of the earth a building more beautiful, more splendid, more graceful, than this. On whatever side, or area, or place, the spectator looked, he still thought that side or spot the most preferable for beauty. In this mosque were certain talismans, placed therein since the time of the Greeks; so that no venomous or stinging creature could by any means obtain entrance into this enclosure, neither serpent, scorpion, beetle, nor spider. They say also, that neither sparrows nor pigeons built their nests there, nor was anything to be found there which could annoy people. Most, or all, of those talismans were burnt by the fire that consumed the mosque, which fire took place in the night of Sha'bân, A.H. 461. Al-Walid frequently prayed in the mosque.

One night (it is related) he was said to his people, 'I wish to pray to-night in the mosque; let no one remain there whilst I pray there.' So when he came unto the gate of the Two Moments, he desired the gate to be opened, and entering in, he saw a man standing between the gate of the Two Moments and the gate of St. George, praying. He was rather nearer to the gate of St. George than to the other. So the Khalifah said unto his people, 'Did I not charge you that no one should remain whilst I was praying in the mosque?' Then one of them said, 'O Commander of the Faithful! this is St. George, who prays every night in the mosque.' 

Again, one prayer in this mosque equals thirty thousand prayers.

'Again. A certain man, going out of the gate of the mosque which is near the Jaliriin, met Ka'b the scribe, who said, 'Whither bound?' He replied, 'To the Baitu-l-Muqaddas, therein to pray.' Then said Ka'b, 'I will show you a spot wherein whoever prayeth shall receive the same blessings as if he prayed in the Baitu-l-Muqaddas.' The man, therefore, went with him. Then Ka'b showed him the space between the little gate from whence you go to Abyssinia, that is, the space covered by the arch of the gate, containing about one hundred yards, to the west, and said, 'Whose prayeth within those two points shall be regarded as praying within the Baitu-l-Muqaddas.' This spot is said to be a spot fit to be sought by pilgrims. Here, it is asserted, is the head of John, son of Zacharias (Peace be with him). For al-Walid Ibn Muslim being desired to show where John's head was to be found, pointed with his hand to the plastered pillar—the fourth from the east corner. Said Ibn Wakad
DANCING

Arabic Raqs.

Dancing is generally held to be unlawful, although it does not appear to be forbidden in either the Qur'an or the Traditions, but according to al-Bukhari (Arabic ed., p. 126), the Prophet expressly permitted it on the day of the great festival. Those who hold it to be unlawful quote the following verse from the Qur'an, Sura xvi. 39, "Walk not proudly on the earth," as a prohibition, although it does not seem to refer to the subject.

The Sufis make dancing a religious exercise, but the Sunni Muslims consider it unlawful. (Hidāyatu's-Sā'īd, p. 107.)

DANIEL. Arabic Doniyāl. A prophet celebrated amongst Muslims as an interpreter of dreams. He is not mentioned in either the Qur'an or the Traditions, but in the Qasasu 'l-Ambiya', p. 231, it is stated that in the reign of Buḥṭu Nāṣār (Nebuchadnezzar) he was imprisoned; and when he was in prison, the king had a dream which he had forgotten, and hearing that Daniel was an interpreter of dreams, he sent for him. When Daniel was in the presence of the King, he refused to prostrate, saying, it was lawful to prostrate alone to the Lord Almighty. For this he nearly lost his life, but was spared to interpret the king's dream, which was as follows: "He saw a great idol, the head of which was of gold, above the navel of silver, below the navel of copper, the legs of iron, and the feet of clay. And suddenly a stone fell from heaven upon the idol, and ground it to powder, and mixed all the substances, so that the wind blew them in all directions, but the stone grew gradually, and to such an extent that it covered the whole earth." The interpretation of it, as given by Daniel is said to be this: The idol represented different nations; the gold was the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar, the silver the kingdom of his son, the copper the Romans, the iron the Persians, and the clay the tribe of Zauzan, from which the kings of Persia and Rome should be descended; the great stone being a religion which should spread itself over the whole earth in the last day.

DAR. "A house, dwelling, habitation, land, country." A word which is used in various combinations, e.g.:

ad-Dār . . . The abode— the city of al-Madinah.
ad-Dārain . . . The two abodes— this world and the next.
Dāru 'l-ṭadab . . . A seat of learning— a university.
Dāru 'l-laqqāl . . . The abode which re- mains— heaven.
Dāru 'l-fanā . . . The abode which passes away— earth.

DARU 'L-HABB

Dāru 'l-ẓahārūr . . . The abode of delusion— the world.
Dāru 'l-bamūn . . . The vale of tears— the earth.
Dāru 'l-īlābiyya . . . The abode of temptation— the world.
Dāru 'l-ḥālīfah . . . The seat of the Imām or Khalīfah— capital.
Dāru 'l-kutub . . . A library.
Dāru 'l-ṣīrāl . . . The home of eternity— Paradise.
ad-Dāru 'n-nā'im . . . The blessed abode— Paradise.
Dāru 'l-qasā' . . . The Qasī's court.
Dāru 'sh-shajfā . . . A hospital.
Dāru 's-sūr . . . The abode of joy— Paradise.
Dāru 'z-zarb . . . A mint.
Dāru 'z-ziyāfah . . . A banqueting-room.

[Daru 'L-bawār, Daru 'L-harb, Daru 'L-islām, Daru 'L-qara, Daru 'B-salm, Daru 'B-Saltān, Daru 'B-Swār.]

DARGAH (δαργά). A royal court (Persian). In India it is a term used for a Muhammadan shrine or tomb of some reputed holy person, and which is the object of pilgrimage and adoration. (Wilson's Glossary of Indian Terms.)

DĀRУ 'L-BAWĀR (δαργά). Lit. "The abode of perdition." A term used for hell in the Qur'an, Sura xiv. 33: "And have made their people to slay at the abodes of perdition."

DĀRУ 'L-HARB (δαργά). "The land of warfare." According to the Dictionary Ghyāṣu 'L-Lugāt, Daru 'l-barb is a country belonging to infidels which has not been subdued by Islam. According to the Qima, it is a country in which peace has not been proclaimed between Muslims and unbelievers.

In the Fatāwa 'Ālamgīrī, vol. ii. p. 804, it is written that a Daru 'l-barb becomes a Daru 'l-Islām on one condition, namely, the promulgation of the edicts of Islam. The Imam Muhammad, in his book called the Ziyādah, says a Daru 'l-Islām again becomes a Daru 'l-barb, according to Abu Ḥanīfah, on three conditions, namely: (1) That the edicts of the unbelievers be promulgated, and the edicts of Islam be suppressed; (2) That the country in question be adjoining a Daru 'l-bar and no other Muslim country lie between them (that is, when the duty of Jihād or religious war becomes incumbent on them, and they have not the power to carry it on). (3) That no protection (amān) remains for either a Muslim or a gāmini; viz. that omānu 'l-āwoul, i.e. that first protection which was given them when the country was first conquered by Islam. The Imām Yūsuf and Muhammad both say that when the edicts of unbelievers are promulgated in a country, it is sufficient to constitute it a Daru 'l-barb.

In the Raddu 'L-Mukhtār, vol. iii. p. 391, it is stated, "If the edicts of Islam remain in force, together with the edicts of the unbelievers, then the country cannot be said to be..."
a Dāru 'l-harb.

The important question as to whether a country in the position of Hindustan may be considered a Dāru 'l-Islām or a Dāru 'l-harb has been fully discussed by Dr. W. W. Hunter, of the Bengal Civil Service, in his work entitled, Indian Musulmans, which is the result of careful inquiry as to the necessary conditions of a Jihād, or a Crescentade, instituted at the time of the excitement which existed in India in 1870-71, in consequence of a Wahhabi conspiracy for the overthrow of Christian rule in that country. The whole matter, according to the Sunni Musulmans, hinges upon the question whether India is Dāru 'l-harb, "a land of warfare," or Dāru 'l-Islām, "a land of Islam."

The Mutia belonging to the Hanifi and Shaf'ī sects at Makkah decided that, "as long as even some of the peculiar observances of Islam prevail in a country, it is Dāru 'l-Islām."

The decision of the Mutia of the Mālikī sect was very similar, being to the following effect: "A country does not become a Dāru 'l-harb as soon as it passes into the hands of the infidels, but when all or most of the injunctions of Islam disappear therefrom."

The law doctors of North India decided that, "the absence of protection and liberty to Muslims is essential in a Jihād, or religious war, and also that there should be a probability of victory to the armies of Islam."

The Shi'ah decision on the subject was as follows: "A Jihād is lawful only when the armies of Islam are led by the rightful Imam, when arms and ammunitions of war and experienced warriors are ready, when it is against the enemies of God, when he who makes war is in possession of his reason, and when he has secured the permission of his parents, and has sufficient money to meet the expenses of his journey."

The Sunnis and Shi'ahs alike believe in the eventual triumph of Islam, when the whole world shall become followers of the Prophet of Arabia; but whilst the Sunnis are, of course, ready to undertake the accomplishment of this great end, "whenever there is a probability of victory to the Muslims," the Shi'ahs, true to the one great principle of their sect, must wait until the appearance of a rightful Imam. [Jihād.]

DAWRU 'L-ISLĀM (دوار الیسالم). "Land of Islam." According to the Radū 'l-Maḥāfīz, vol. iii. p. 381, it is a country in which the edicts of Islam are fully promulgated.

In a state brought under Muslims, all those who do not embrace the faith are placed under certain disabilities. They can worship God according to their own customs, provided they are not idolaters; but it must be done without any ostentation, and, whilst churches and synagogues may be repaired, no new place of worship can be erected. "The construction of churches, or synagogues, in Muslim territory is unlawful, this being forbidden in the Traditions; but if places of worship belonging to Jews, or Christians, be destroyed, or fall into decay, they are at liberty to repair them, because buildings cannot endure for ever."

Idol temples must be destroyed, and idolatry suppressed by force in all countries ruled according to strict Muslim law. (Hidāyah, vol. ii. p. 219.)

For further particulars, see article DĀRU 'L-HARB.

DĀRU 'L-QARĀR (دار القرار). "The abode that abideth." An expression which occurs in the Qur'an, Sūrah xi. 42: "O my people! this present life is only a passing joy, but the life to come is the mansion that abideth."

DĀRU 'S-SALĀM (دار السلام). "The abode of peace." An expression which occurs in the Qur'an, Sūrah vi. 127: "For them is a dwelling of peace with their Lord! and in recompense for their works, shall He be their protector."

DĀRU 'S-SALTANAH (دار السلطنة). "The seat of government." A term given to the capital of a province, or a Muslim state.

DĀRU 'S-SAWĀB (دار السواخ). "The house of recompense." A name given to the Jannatu 'Adn, or Garden of Eden, by the commentator al-Bai'āwī.

DARVESH, DARWISH. A Persian word for a religious mendicant. A dervesh. It is derived from the word dar, "a door"; lit. one who goes from door to door. Amongst religious Muhammadans, the darvesh is called a faqir, which is the word generally used for religious mendicant orders in Arabic books. The subject is, therefore, considered in the article on FAQIR.

DAUGHTERS. Arabic Bint, pl. Banīt; Heb. Bath (בת). In the law of inheritance, the position of a daughter is secured by a verse in the Qur'an, Sūrah iv. 12: "With regard to your children, God has commanded you to give the sons the portion of two daughters, and if there he daughters, more than two, then they shall have two-thirds of that which their father hath left, but if she be an only daughter she shall have the half."

The Sirāḍiyāḥ explains the above as follows:—

"Daughters begotten by the deceased take in three cases: half goes to one only, and two-thirds to two or more; and, if there be a son, the male has the share of two females, and he makes them residuaries. The son's daughters are like the daughters begotten by the deceased; and they may be in six cases: half goes to one only, and two-thirds to two or more; on failure of daughters begotten by the deceased; with a single daughter of the deceased, they have a share, completing (with the daughter's half) two-thirds; but, with two daughters of the deceased, they have no share of the inheritance, unless there be, in an equal degree with, or in a lower
degree than them, a boy, who makes them residuaries. As to the remainder between them, the male has the portion of two females; and all of the son’s daughters are excluded by the son himself.

“If a man leave three son’s daughters, some of them in lower degrees than others, and three daughters of the son of another son, some of them in lower degrees than others, and three daughters of the son’s son of another son, some of them in lower degrees than others, as in the following table, this is called the cause of tasbih."

Son.  Son.  Son.
Son, daughter.  Son.  Son.
Son, daughter.  Son, daughter.  Son.
Son, daughter.  Son, daughter.  Son, daughter.  Son, daughter.
Son, daughter.

“Here the eldest of the first line has none equal in degree with her; the middle one of the first line is equalled in degree by the eldest of the second, and the youngest of the first line is equalled by the middle one of the second, and by the eldest of the third line; the youngest of the second line is equalled by the middle one of the third line, and the youngest of the third set has no equal in degree. When thou hast comprehended this, then we say: the eldest of the first line has a moiety; the middle one of the first line has a sixth, together with her equal in degree, to make up two-thirds; and those in lower degrees never take anything, unless there be a son with them, who makes them residuaries, both her who is equal to him in degree, and her who is above him, but who is not entitled to a share; those below him are excluded.” (Ramsey’s ed. As-Sirajiyah.)

The age of puberty, or majority, of a daughter is established by the usual signs of womanhood; but in the absence of those signs, according to Abū Hanīfah, she is not of age until she is eighteen. But the Imāms, Muḥammad and Yāṣuf, fix the age at fifteen, and with this opinion the Imām ash-Shāfīʿī agrees.

With regard to a daughter’s freedom in a marriage contract, Shaikh ‘Abdū ʿI-Haqq, in his commentary on the Traditions (vol. iii. p. 105), says, “All the learned doctors are agreed that a virgin daughter, until she has arrived at the age of puberty, is entirely at the disposal of her father or lawful guardian, but that in the event of a woman having been left a widow after she has attained the age of puberty, she is entirely at liberty to marry whom she likes.” There is, however, he says, some difference of opinion as to the freedom of a girl who has not been married and has arrived at the age of puberty. Abū Hanīfah rules that she is entirely free from the control of her guardian with regard to her marriage, but ash-Shāfīʿī rules otherwise. Again, as regards a widow who is not of age, Abū Hanīfah says she cannot marry without her guardian’s permission, but ash-Shāfīʿī says she is free.

According to the teaching of the Prophet, “a virgin daughter gives her consent to marriage by silence.” He also taught that “a woman ripe in years shall have her consent asked, and if she remain silent her silence is consent, but if she do not consent, she shall not be forced.” But this tradition is also to be compared with another, in which he said, “There is no marriage without the permission of the guardians.” (Mishkāt, xiii. c. iv. pt. 2.) Hence the difference between the learned doctors on this subject.

The author of the Aḥālq-i-Jalālī says it is not advisable to teach girls to read and write, and this is the general feeling amongst Muḥammadans in all parts of the world, although it is considered right to enable them to recite the Qur’ān and the liturgical prayers.

The father or guardian is to be blamed who does not marry his daughter at an early age, for Muḥammad is related to have said, “It is written in the Book of Moses, that whoever does not marry his daughter when she hath reached the age of twelve years is responsible for any sin she may commit.”

The ancient Arabs used to call the angels the “daughters of God,” and objected strongly, as the Badisds do in the present day, to female offspring, and they used to bury their infant daughters alive. These practices Muḥammad reproves in the Qur’ān, Sūrah xxxvi. 59: “And they ascribe daughters unto God! Glory be to Him! But they desire them not for themselves. For when the birth of a daughter is announced to any one of them, dark shadows settle on his face, and he is sad; he hides him from the people because of the ill tidings. Shall he keep it with disgrace, or bury it in the dust? Are not their judgments wrong?”

Mr. Rodwell remarks on this verse: “Thus Rabbinism teaches that to be a woman is a great degradation. The modern Jew says in his Daily Prayers, vol. 6, 6, “Blessed art thou, O Lord our God! King of the Universe, who hath not made me a woman.”

DUMAH (دوام). A fortified town held by the Christian chief Ukaidar, who was defeated by the Muslim general Khālid, and by him converted to Muḥammadanism, a.d. 9. But the mercenary character of Ukaidar’s conversion led him to revolt after Muḥammad’s death. (Mīr’s Life of Muhommet, vol. iv. p. 191.)

DAVID. Arabic Dāwūd, or Dawūd. A king of Israel and a Prophet, to whom God revealed the Zabūr, or Book of Psalms. [ZABUR.] He has no special title or kalimah, as all Muslims are agreed that he was not a law-giver or the founder of a dispensation. The account of him in the Qur’ān is exceedingly meagre. It is given as follows, with the commentator’s remarks translated in italics by Mr. Lane:—

“And God gave him (David) the kingship over the children of Israel, and wisdom, after the death of Samuel and Saul, and they
DAVID

[namely these two gifts] had not been given together to any one before him; and He taught him what He pleased, as the art of making costs of mail, and the language of birds. And were it not for God’s repelling men, one by another, surely the earth had become corrupt by the predominance of the polytheists and the slaughter of the Muslims and the ruin of the places of worship; but He is beneficent to the people, and hath repelled some by others.”

(Sûrah ii. 227.)

“Hath the story of the two opposing parties come unto thee, when they ascended over the walls of the oratory of David, having been presented going in unto him by the door, because of his being engaged in devotion? When they went in unto David, and he was frightened at them, they said, Fear not: we are two opposing parties. It is said that they were two parties of more than one each; and it is said that they were two individuals, angels, who came as two litigants, to admonish David, who had ninety-nine wives, and had desired the wife of a person who had none but her, and married her and taken her as his wife. [One of them said,] One of us hath wronged the other; therefore judge between us with truth, and be not unjust, but direct us into the right way. Verily this my brother in religion had nine-and-ninety wives, and I had one wife; and he said, Make me her keeper. And he overcame me in the dispute.—And the other confounded him to have spoken truth.—[David] said, Verily he hath wronged thee in demanding thy wife to add her to his wives; and verily many associates wrong one another, except those who believe and do righteous deeds: and few indeed are they. And the two angels said, ascending in their [proper or assumed] forms to heaven, The man hath passed sentence against himself. So David was admonished. And David perceived that We had tried him by his love of that woman; wherefore he asked pardon of His Lord, and fell down bowing himself (or prostrating himself), and repented. So We forgave him that; and verily for him [was ordained] a high rank with Us (that is, as the inheritor of good fortune in this world), and [there shall be for him] an excellent retreat in the world to come.”

(Sûrah xxxviii. 20–24.)

“We compelled the mountains to glorify Us, with David, and the birds also, on his commanding them to do so, when he experienced languor; and We did this. And We taught him the art of making costs of mail (for before his time plates of metal were used) for you among mankind, in general, that they might defend you from your suffering in warring with your enemies. Will ye then, 0 people of Mecca, be thankful for My favours, believing the apostles?”

(Sûrah xxi. 79, 80.)

Sale observes that Yahya the commentator, most rationally understands hereby the divine revelations which David received from God, and not the art of making costs of mail.—The case of his applying himself to this art is thus related in the Mûrî [z–Zâmân]:—He used to go forth in disguise; and when he found any people who knew him not, he ap

DA’WAH

[A claim in a lawsuit. A claim or demand. (See Hamilton’s Hitâyâ, vol. iii. p. 68.)]

DA’WAH (ذَوَّاه). Lit. “A call, invocation (i.e. of God’s help).” A term used to express a system of incantation which is held to be lawful by orthodox Muhammadans; whilst šir “magic,” and zähānah, “fortunetelling,” are said to be unlawful, the Prophet having forbidden both.

From the Muslim books it appears that Muhammad is believed to have sanctioned the use of spells and incantations, so long as the words used were only those of the names of God, or of the good angels, and of the good genie; although the more strict amongst them (the Wahhâbîs, for example,) would say that only an invocation of God Himself was lawful—(which appears to be more in accordance with that of Muhammad, who is related to have said, “There is nothing wrong in using spells so long as you do not associate anything with God.”) (Miṣkîf, xxii. o.c. i.) It is therefore clearly lawful to use charms and amulets on which the name of God only is inscribed, and to invoke the help of God by any ceremony, provided no one is associated with Him.

The science of da’wah has, however, been very much elaborated, and in many respects its teachers seem to have departed from the original teaching of their Prophet on the subject.

In India, the most popular work on da’wah is the Jawâhir [z–Khamshâh], by Shâîkh Abû 1-Muwayyid of Gujarât, &c. 856, in which he says the science is used for the following purposes: (1) To establish friendship or amity between two persons. (2) To cause the cure, or the sickness and death, of a person. (3) To secure the accomplishment of one’s wishes, both temporal and spiritual. (4) To obtain defeat or victory in battle.
This book is largely made up of Hindu customs which, in India, have become part of Muhammadanism; but we shall endeavour to confine ourselves to a consideration of those sections which exhibit the so-called science as it exists in its relation to Isââm.

In order to explain this occult science, we shall classify it under the following divisions:
1. The qualifications necessary for the ‘âmil’, or the person who practices it.
2. The tables required by the teacher, and their uses.
3. An explanation of the terms usâbâh, zakâtî, ‘uṣcr, qutâf, bârî, khalis, and sâru ‘yìjâbâh, and their uses.
4. The methods employed for commanding the presence of the genii.

I. When anyone enters upon the study of the science, he must begin by paying the utmost attention to cleanliness. No dog or cat, or any stranger, is allowed to enter his dwelling-place, and he must purify his house by burning wood-aloes, pastilles, and other sweet-scented perfumes. He must take the utmost care that his body is in no way defiled, and he must bathe and perform the legal ablutions constantly. A most important preparation for the exercise of the art is a forty-days’ fast (chaddo), when he must sleep on a mat spread on the ground, sleep as little as possible, and not enter into general conversation. Exorcists not unfrequently repair to some cave or retired spot in order to undergo complete abstinence.

The diet of the exorcist must depend upon the kind of asmâ’ or names of God he intends to recite. If they are the asmâ’ ‘l-jâlalîyyâh, or “terrible attributes” of the Almighty, then he must refrain from the use of meat, fish, eggs, honey, and musk. If they are the asmâ’ ‘l-jâmâlîyyâh, or “amiable attributes,” he must abstain from butter, curds, vinegar, salt, and ambergris. If he intends to recite both attributes, he must then abstain from such things as garlic, onions, and assafadita.

It is also of the utmost importance that the exorcist should eat things which are lawful, always speak the truth, and not cherish a proud or haughty spirit. He should be careful not to make a display of his powers before the world, but treasure up in his bosom the knowledge of his acquirements. It is considered very dangerous to his own life for a novice to practice the science of exorcism.

II. Previous to reciting any of the names or attributes of God for the establishment of friendship or enmity in behalf of any person, it is necessary to ascertain the initials of his or her name in the Arabic alphabet, which letters are considered by exorcists to be connected with the twelve signs of the zodiac, the seven planets, and the four elements. The following tables, which are taken from the Jâwâhir ‘l-Khamma, occur, in a similar form, in all books of exorcism, give the above combinations, together with the nature of the perfume to be burnt, and the names of the presiding genius and guardian angel. These tables may be considered the key to the whole science of exorcism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the ‘Ajâd [‘Ajâd], with their respective number.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Special Attributes or Names of God.</td>
<td>﷿</td>
<td>﷿</td>
<td>﷿</td>
<td>﷿</td>
<td>﷿</td>
<td>﷿</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Number of the Attribute.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the *Abjad* (Arabic Alphabet), with their respective number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>لـ</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>لـ</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>مـ</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>مـ</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>سـ</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>نـ</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>نـ</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Special Attributes or Names of God.

- **The Special Attributes or Names of God.**
- **The Number of the Attribute.**
- **The Meaning of the Attribute.**
- **The Class of the Attribute.**
- **The Quality, Vice, or Virtue of the Letter.**
- **The Elements.**
- **The Perfume of the Letter.**
- **The Signs of the Zodiac.**
- **The Planets.**
- **The Guardian Angels.**

### Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the *Abjad* (Arabic Alphabet), with their respective number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>لـ</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>لـ</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>مـ</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>مـ</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>سـ</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>نـ</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>نـ</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>ﮟـ</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the Ḥajjād (हजाद), with their respective number.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Special Attributes or Names of God.</td>
<td>علٰی</td>
<td>فتّاغ</td>
<td>صمد</td>
<td>قادر</td>
<td>ر ب</td>
<td>۴۱۱</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Number of the Attribute.</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Meaning of the Attribute.</td>
<td>تَعْلَیم</td>
<td>عَفْو</td>
<td>وَضُر</td>
<td>قَمَد</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Class of the Attribute.</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Quality, Vice, or Virtue of the Letter.</td>
<td>عَجِیم</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Elements. (Arba‘ah ‘A’nsir.)</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Perfume of the Letter.</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Signs of the Zodiac. (Buryjī.)</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Planets. (Kawākib.)</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Genii. (Jīnn.)</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guardian Angels. (Muwakkil.)</td>
<td>۱۱۰</td>
<td>۴۸۹</td>
<td>۱۹۴</td>
<td>۳۰۵</td>
<td>۲۰۲</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the Ḥajjād (हजाद), with their respective number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the Ḥajjād (हजाद), with their respective number.</th>
<th>۳۰۰</th>
<th>۴۰۰</th>
<th>۵۰۰</th>
<th>۶۰۰</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Special Attributes or Names of God.</td>
<td>۳۰۰</td>
<td>۴۰۰</td>
<td>۵۰۰</td>
<td>۶۰۰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Number of the Attribute.</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Meaning of the Attribute.</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Class of the Attribute.</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Quality, Vice, or Virtue of the Letter.</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Elements. (Arba‘ah ‘A’nsir.)</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Perfume of the Letter.</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Signs of the Zodiac. (Buryjī.)</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Planets. (Kawākib.)</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Genii. (Jīnn.)</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guardian Angels. (Muwakkil.)</td>
<td>۴۶۰</td>
<td>۴۰۹</td>
<td>۸۰۸</td>
<td>۷۳۱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters of the Alphabet arranged according to the Ajjad [Arjād], with their respective number.</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Special Attributes or Names of God.</td>
<td>ذکیر.</td>
<td>ذاکر.</td>
<td>ذاکر.</td>
<td>ذاکر.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Number of the Attribute.</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>1106</td>
<td>1285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sex of the signs of the Zodiac (Burûj) has been determined as in the following table. Between males and females exist friendship; between males and hermaphrodites sometimes friendship sometimes enmity; between females and hermaphrodites the most inveterate enmity:—

**MALES.**

| Lion | Burj-i-Aṣād. | Scales | Burj-i-Mizān. | Virgin | Burj-i-Sumbukah. |
| Archer | Burj-i-Qaus. | | | |

**FEMALES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friendship.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Friendship and Enmity or Indifference.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enmity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Astrologists have determined the relative dispositions of the planets (Kawākīb) to be as follows:—
The four elements \( (\text{arb}^3\text{q}^3 \text{a}^5 \text{r}^3 \text{a}^5) \) stand in relation to each other as follows:

| Water and Water. | Earth and Earth. | \{ Friendship. |
| Fire and Fire. | Air and Air. | |
| Fire and Air. | Air and Water. | \{ Mixed Friendship and Enmity |
| \} or Indifference. |
| Fire and Water. | Earth and Water. | \} Enmity. |

As an illustration of the use of these tables, two persons, Akram and Rahimah, contemplate a matrimonial alliance, and wish to know if it will be a happy union or otherwise.

The exorcist must first ascertain if the elements \( (\text{arb}^3\text{q}^3 \text{a}^5 \text{r}^3 \text{a}^5) \), the signs of the Zodiac (b ylim), and the planets (Governor), are amicably or inimically disposed to each other in the case of these two individuals, and also if there is a combination expressed in the name or name of God connected with their initial letters.

In the present instance the initial letter of Akram is alif, and that of Rahimah, ra. and a reference to the foregoing tables will produce the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akram.</th>
<th>Rahimah.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{(א)} )</td>
<td>( \text{(ר)מ} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Initial letter.** Alif \( \text{א} \), Ra \( \text{ר} \).
- **The quality of the letter.** Friendship. Friendship.
- **The element.** Fire. Earth.
- **The attribute.** Allāh. Rabb.
- **The quality of the attribute.** Terrible. Terrible.
- **The planet.** Saturn. Mercury.
- **The sign of the zodiac.** The ram. The virgin.
- **The perfume.** Black aloes. Rose water.
- **The genius.** Qayyūpūsh. Rahūbāh.
- **The angel.** Irāfīl. Amwākīl.

In considering this case, the exorcist will observe that there is a combination in the attributes of God, both belonging to the zanā' \( \text{ز} \) and jahiliya, or terrible attributes. There is also a combination in the quality of the letters, both implying friendship. Their respective planets, Saturn and Mercury, show a combination of either mixed friendship and enmity, or, perhaps, indifference. The sign of the zodiac, the ram being a male, and that of the virgin a hermaphrodite, show a possible alternation of friendship and enmity between the parties. The elements, fire and earth, being opposed, imply enmity. It therefore appears that there will be nothing against these two persons, Akram and Rahimah forming a matrimonial alliance, and that they may reasonably expect as much happiness from their union as usually falls to the lot of the human race. Should the good offices of the exorcist be requested, he will, by incantation, according to the table given, appeal to the Almighty as Allāh and Rabb, call in the aid of the genius Qayyūpūsh and Rahūbāh, and of the guardian angels, Irāfīl and Amwākīl. The perfumes he will burn in his numerous recitatives will be black aloes and rose-water, and so bring about a speedy increase in the happiness of the persons of Akram and Rahimah.

III. As we have already explained, the incantations used by exorcists consist in the recital of either the names or attributes of God, or of certain formulae which are given in books on the subject. In the Jauhiyīr \( \text{ك} \) Khamārah, there were many forms of incantation, but we select the following one to illustrate the subject:

\[ \text{Subhanaka! lā ilāka illā anta! Rabbakāli-skarīn! wa wūriqāku! wa rāsīqāku! wa rahimahu!} \]

Glory be to Thee! There is no deity but Thee! The Lord of All! and the Inhabitant thereof! and the Provider thereof! and the Merciful thereon!

This incantation consists of forty-four letters, exclusive of vowel points, as is shown by the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After the exorcist has recited the formula the above number of times, he should, in order to make a reply more certain, treble the nisab, making it 385,000, and then add 2,618, the value of the combined number of letters, making a total of 137,618 recitals. The number of these recitals should be divided as nearly as possible in equal parts for each day's reading, provided it be completed within forty days. By a rehearsal of these, says our author, the mind of the exorcist becomes completely transported, and, whether asleep or awake, he finds himself accompanied by spirits and genii (jinn) to the highest heavens and the lowest depths of earth. These spirits then reveal to him hidden mysteries, and render souls and spirits obedient to the will of the exorcist.

IV. If the exorcist wish to command the presence of genii in behalf of a certain person, it is generally supposed to be effected in the following manner. He must, first of all, shut himself up in a room and fast for forty days. He should besmear the chamber with red ochre, and, having purified himself, should sit on a small carpet, and proceed to call the genius or demon. He must, however, first find out what special genii are required to effect his purpose. If, for example, he is about to call in the aid of these spirits in behalf of a person named Bahram (†), he will find out, first, the special genii presiding over the name, the letters of which are, omitting the vowel points, B H R A M. Upon reference to the table it will be seen that they are Danush, Hush, Rahush, Qayyupush, and Majbush. He must then find out what are the special names of God indicated by these letters, which we find in the table are al-Baqi, "the Eternal," al-Hadi, "the Guide," ar-Rabb, "the Lord," Allah, "God," al-Malik, "the King." He must then ascertain the power of the letters, indicating the number of times for the recital, which will be thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>equal to</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 24,800

The exorcist should then, in order to call in the help of the genii, recite the following formula, not fewer than 24,800 times:

Yâ Dannushu! for the sake of the Eternal One!
Yâ Hushu! for the sake of the Guide!
Yâ Rahushu! for the sake of the Lord!
Yâ Qayyupushu! for the sake of Allah!
Yâ Majbushu! for the sake of the King!

The exorcist will perform this recital with his face turned towards the house of the object he wishes to affect, and burn the perfumes indicated according to the table for the letters of Bahram's name.

There are very many other methods of performing this exorcism, but the foregoing will suffice as a specimen of the kind of service. [MAGIC]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Râ</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaf</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lâm</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lâm</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamzah</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wau</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wau</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alif</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râ</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâ</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâ</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wau</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râ</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alif</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zâ</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaf</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâ</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wau</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râ</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alif</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâ</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mim</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâ</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 2613

In reciting such an invocation, units are reckoned as hundreds, tens as thousands, hundreds as tens of thousands, and thousands as hundreds of thousands.

In the above formula—

Its nisab, or fixed estate, is the number of letters (i.e. 45) put into thousands = 4,500.

Its zakâr, or alma, is the half of the nisab added to itself, 4,500 and 2,250 = 6,750.

Its 'uwhr, or tithe, is half of the above half added to the zakâr, 6,750 and 1,125 = 7,875.

Its guff, or lock, is half of 1,125 = 563.

Its dawr, or circle, is obtained by adding to its guff the sum of the 'uwhr and then doubling the total:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>563</th>
<th>7,875</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16,876 |

Its basâl, or gift, is the fixed number...

Its khoam, or seal, is the fixed number... 7,000

Its suru 'l-ijâbah, or speedy answer, is the fixed number... 1,200

Total 56,764
DAY

The Muhammedan day commences at sun-set; our Thursday evening, for example, being the beginning of the Muhammadan Friday. The Arabic Yàmmu denotes the day of twenty-four hours, and Nahûr, the day in contradistinction to the night (lail). The days of the week are as follows:—

Yaamu 'l-âhad, first-day, Sunday.
Yaamu 'l-ismân, second day, Monday.
Yaamu 'l-qallâd, third day, Tuesday.
Yaamu 'l-Îrâd, fourth day, Wednesday.
Yaamu 'l-Îdhám, Thursday.
Yaamu 'l-jum'â, Day of Assembly, Friday.
Yaamu 's-sabt, Sabbath-day, Saturday.

Of the days of the week, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, are esteemed good and auspicious; the others evil. (Qamâs-î-Jâlim, p. 403.) Friday is the special day appointed by Muhammad for meeting in the chief mosque for public worship. [FRIDAY.]

DAY OF JUDGMENT. [RESURRECTION.]

DEATH. Arabic Mâût; Wâfût. It is distinctly taught in the Qurân that the hour of death is fixed for every living creature.

Sûrah xvi. 63: "If God were to punish men for their wrong-doing, He would not leave on the earth a single living creature; but He respires them until a stated time; and when their time comes they cannot delay it an hour, nor can they hasten it."

Sûrah iii. 182: "Every soul must taste death, and ye shall only be paid your hire on the day of resurrection."

Sûrah l. 17: "The agony of death shall come in truth, that is what thou didst shun."

In the Traditions, Muhammad has taught that it is sinful to wish for death; "Wish not for death, not even if thou art a doer of good works, for peradventure thou mayest increase them with an increase of life. Nor even if thou art a sinner, for with increase of life thou mayest obtain God's pardon."

One day the Prophet said: "Whosoever loves to meet God, God will love to meet him, and whoever dislikes to meet God, God will dislike to meet him." Then 'Âyshah said, "Truly we all dislike death and consider it a great affliction." The Prophet replied, "Thou dost not understand me. When death comes near a believer, then God gives him a spirit of resignation, and so it is that there is nothing which a believer likes so much as death."

Al-Barâ' ibn 'Âib, one of the Companions, says:—

"I came out with the Prophet at the funeral of one of the assistants, and we arrived just at the grave. Then he stood over the body, and the Prophet sat down, and we sat around with our heads down, and were so silent, that you might say that birds were sitting upon our heads. And there was a stick in the Prophet's hand with which he kept striking the ground. Then he raised his head and said twice or thrice to his companions, 'Seek the protection of God from the punishments of the grave.' After that he said: 'Verily, when a Muslim separath from the world and bringeth his soul to eternity, angels descend to him from the celestial regions, whose faces are white. You might say their faces are the sun, and they have a shroud of the shrubs of paradise, and perfumes thereof. So they sit apart from the deceased, as far as the eyes can see. After which the Angel of Death (Mâlaku 'l-Mâût) comes to the deceased and sits at his head, and says, 'O pure soul, come forth to God's pardon and pleasure.' Then the soul comes out, issuing like water from a bag, and the Angel of Death takes it; and when he takes it, the angels do not allow it to remain in his hands for the twinkling of an eye. But when the Angel of Death has taken the soul of a servant of God, he resigns it to his assistants, in whose hands a shroud, and they put it into the shroud and with the perfume, when a fragrant issue comes from the soul like the smell of the best musk that is to be found on the face of the earth. Then the angels carry it upwards, and they do not pass by any concourse of angels who do not say, 'What is this pure soul, and who is owner of it?" And they say, 'Such a one, the son of such a one,' calling him by the best names by which he was known in the world, till they reach the lowest region of heaven with him. And the angels ask the door to be opened for him, which is done. Then angels follow it through each heaven, the angel of one region to those of the next, and so on till it reaches the seventh heaven, when God says, 'Write the name of My servant in 'Illiýûn, and return him towards the earth, that is, to his body which is buried in the earth, because I have created man from earth and return him to it, and will bring him out from it again as I brought him out at first.' Then the souls are returned into their bodies, when two angels [Munkar and Nâkîn] come to the dead man and cause him to sit up, and say to him, 'Who is thy Lord?' He replies, "My Lord is God." Then they say, 'What is thy religion?' He says, 'Islam.' Then they say, 'What is this man who is sent to you?' (i.e. the Prophet.) He says, 'He is the Prophet of God.' Then they say, 'What is your proof of his mission?' He says, 'I read the book of God, and believed in it, and I proved it to be true.' Then a voice calls out from the celestial regions, 'My servant hath spoken true, therefore threw for him a bed from Paradise, and dress him in clothes from Paradise, and open a door for him towards Paradise.' Then peace and perfumes come for him from Paradise, and his grave is enlarged for him as far as the eye can see. Then a man with a beautiful face comes to him, elegantly dressed, and perfumed, and he says, 'Be joyful in that which hath made thee so, this is the day which was promised thee.' Then the dead person says to him, 'Is this the art thou, for thy face is perfectly beautiful?' And the man replies, 'I am thy good deeds.' Then the dead person cries out, 'O Lord, hasten the resurrection for my sake!"
DEATH

"But," continued the Prophet, "when an infidel dies, and is about to pass from the world and bring his soul to futurity, black-faced angels come down to him and with them sackcloth. Then they sit from the dead as far as the eye can see, after which the Angel of Death comes in order to sit at his head, and says, 'O soul! come forth to the throne of God.' Then the soul is disturbed in the infidel's body. Then the Angel of Death draws it out as a hot spit is drawn out of wet wool.

"Then the Angel of Death takes the soul of the infidel, and having taken it, the angels do not allow it to remain with him the twinkling of an eye, but they take it in the sackcloth, and a disagreeable smell issues from the soul, like that of the most fetid carcasses that can be met with upon the face of the earth. Then the angels carry it upwards and do not pass by any assembly of angels do not ask whose filthy soul is this. They answer such an one, the son of such an one, and they mention him by the worst names that he bore in the world, till they arrive with it at the lowest heaven, and call the door to be opened, but it cannot be done. Then the Prophet repeated this verse: 'The doors of the celestial regions shall not be opened for them, nor shall they enter into paradise till a camel passes through the eye of a needle.' Then God says, 'Write his history in Sijjin, which is the lowest earth; then his soul is thrown down with violence. Afterwards the Prophet repeated this verse: 'Unite no partner with God, for whoever uniteth gods with God is like that which falleth from high, and the birds snatch it away, or the wind wafteth it to a distant place.' Then his soul is replaced in his body, and two angels [Munshin and Makin] come to him and set him up, and say, 'Who is thy Lord?' He says, 'Alas! alas! I do not know.' Then they say, 'What is thy religion?' He says, 'Alas! alas! I do not know.' And they say to him, 'What is the condition of the man who is brought to the judgment seat? they say, 'Alas! alas! I do not know.' Then a voice comes from above, saying, 'He lieth; therefore spread a bed of fire for him and open a door for him towards hell.' Then the heat and hot winds of hell come to him, and his grave is made tight upon him, so as to squeeze his ribs. And a man with a hideous countenance comes to him shockingly dressed, of a vile smell, and he says, 'Bo joyful in that which maketh thee miserable; this is the day that was promised thee.' Then the dead man says, 'Who art thou? Thy face is hideous, and brings woe upon me.' He says, 'I am the purest action.' Then the dead person says, 'O Lord, delay the resurrection on my account!'

The ceremonies attending the death of a Muslim are described as follows by Jafr Sharif in Herklot's Qanun-i-Fadim, as follows:

Four or five days previous to a sick man's approaching his dissolution, he makes his will in favour of his son or any other person, in the presence of two or more witnesses, and either delivers it to others or retains it by him. In it he likewise appoints his executor. When about to expire, any learned reader of the Qur'an is sent for, and requested to repeat with a loud voice the Sūrat Yâ Sīn (or chaps. xxxvi.), in order that the spirit of the man, by the beauty of its sound, may experience an easy concentration. It is said that when the spirit was commanded to enter the body of Adam, the soul having looked into it once, observed that it was a bad and dark place, and unworthy of its presence! Then the Just and Most Holy God illuminated the body of Adam with 'lamps of light,' and commanded the spirit to re-enter. It went in a second time, beheld the light, and saw the whole dwelling, and said, "There is no pleasing sound here for me to listen to." It is generally understood from the best works of the mystics of the East, that it was owing to this circumstance that the Almighty created music. The holy spirit, on hearing the sound of this music became so delighted that it entered Adam's body. Commentators on the Qur'an, expositors of the Traditions and divines have written, that that sound resembled that pronounced by the repeating of the Sūrat Yâ Sīn; it is therefore advisable to read at the hour of death this chapter for tranquillizing the soul.

The Kailmat 'ah-shahādah (CREED) is also read with an audible voice by those present. They do not require the patient to read it himself, as at such a time he is in a distressing situation, and not in a fit state of mind to repeat the Kailmah. Most people lie insensible, and cannot even speak, but the priests retain their mental faculties and converse till the very last. The following is a most serious religious rule amongst us, viz. that if a person desire the patient to repeat the Kailmah, and the sick man expire without being able to do so, his faith is considered dubious; whilst the man who directed him so to do thereby incurs guilt. It is the greatest sin of the sick man to die neglecting it, in anticipation of the hope that the sick man, by hearing the sound of it, may bring it to his recollection, and repeat it either aloud or in his own mind. In general, when a person is on the point of death, they pour sherbat, made of sugar and water, down his throat, to facilitate the exit of the vital spark, and some procure the holy water of the Zamzam well at Makkah. The moment the spirit has fled, the mouth is closed; because, if left open, it would present a disagreeable spectacle. The two great toes are brought in contact and fastened together with a thin slip of cloth, to prevent the legs remaining apart. They burn perfumes near the corpse. Should the individual have died in the evening, the shrouding and burial take place before midnight; if he die at a later hour, or should the dead be required not be procurable at that late hour, he is buried early on the following morning. The sooner the sepulchral rites are performed the better, for it is not proper to keep a corpse long in the house, and for this reason the Prophet said that
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if he was a good man, the sooner he is buried the more quickly he will reach heaven; if a bad man, he should be speedily buried, in order that his unhappy lot may not fall upon others in the house; as also that the relatives of the deceased may not, by holding the corpse, weep too much or go without food. There are male and female washers, whose province it is to wash and shroud the corpse for payment. Sometimes, however, the relatives do it themselves. In undertaking the operation of washing, they dig a hole in the earth to receive the water used in the process, and prevent its spreading over a large surface, as some men and women consider it bad to tread on such water. Then they place the corpse on a bed, country cot, plank, or straw. Some women, who are particular in these matters, are afraid even to venture near the place where the body has been washed. Having stripped the corpse and laid it on its back, with its head to the east and feet to the west, they cover it with a cloth—reaching, if it be a man, from the navel to the nearest of the legs, if a woman, extending from the chest to the feet—and wash it with warm or with cold water. They raise the body gently and rub the abdomen four or five times, then pour plenty of water, and wash off all the dirt and filth with soap, &c., by means of flots of cotton or cloth; after which, laying the body on the sides, they wash them; then the back, and the rest of the body; but gently, because, life having but just departed, the body is still warm and not insensible to pain. After that they wash and clean it well, so that no offensive smell may remain. They never throw water into the nostrils or mouth, but clean them with wicks of cloth or cotton. After that they perform the wuzú' for him, i.e. they wash his mouth, the two upper extremities up to the elbows, make masah [masan] on his head, and throw water on his feet; these latter constituting the four parts of the wuzú' ceremony [amirutun]. They then put some camphor with water into a new large earthen pot, and with a new earthen pot they take out water and pour it three times, first from the head to the feet, then from the right shoulder to the feet, lastly from the left shoulder to the feet. Every time that a pot of water is poured the Kalamu'th-shahadat is repeated, either by the person washing or another. Having bathed the body and wiped it dry with a new piece of cloth, they put on the shroud. The shroud consists of three pieces of cloth, if for a man, and five if for a woman.

Those for men comprise, 1st, a lungi, or isar, reaching from the navel down to the knees or ankle-joints; 2nd, a qamis, or kurta, or alfa; its length is from the neck to the knees or ankles; 3rd, a hyfuf, or sheet, from above the head to below the feet. Women have two additional pieces of cloth: one a sinah-band, or breast-band, extending from the arm-pits above the ankle-joints; the other a damani, which encircles the head once and has its two ends dangling on each side. The manner of shrouding is as follows:

having placed the shrouds on a mat and fumigated them with the smoke of perfumes, the hyfuf is spread first on the mat, over it the lungi or isar, and above that the qamis; and on the latter the sinah-band, if it be a woman; the damani is kept separate and tied on afterwards. The corpse must be carefully brought by itself from the place where it was bathed, and laid in the shrouds. Surush is to be applied to the eyes with a tent made of paper rolled up, with a ring, or with a piece, and camphor to seven places, viz. on the forehead, including the nose, on the palms of the hands, on the knees and great toes, after which the different shrouds are to be properly put on one after another as they lay. The colour of the shroud is to be white; no other is admissible. It is of no consequence, however, if a coloured cloth is spread over the bier; which, after the funeral, or after the fortieth day, is given away to the faqir who resides in the burying-ground, or to any other person, in charity. Previous to shrouding the body, they tear shreds from the clothes for the purpose of tying them on; and after shrouding the body, they tie one band above the head, a second below the feet, and a third about the chest, leaving about six or seven fingers' breadth of cloth above the head and below the feet, to admit of the ends being fastened. Should the reliet of the deceased be present, they undo the cloth of the head and show her his face, and get her, in presence of two witnesses, to remit the dowry which he had settled upon her; but it is preferable that she remit it while he is still alive. Should the wife, owing to journeying, be at a distance from him, she is to remit it on receiving the intelligence of his demise.

Should his mother be present, she likewise says, "The milk with which I sucked thee I freely bestow on thee", but this is not an in custom in India; it is neither enjoined in books of theology nor by the law of Islam. Then they place on the corpse a flower-sheeth or merely wreaths of flowers. [GRAV, BURIAL.]

DEATH, EVIDENCE OF. The Muhammadan law admits of the evidence of death given in a court of justice being merely by report or hearsay. The reason of this is that death is an event of such a nature as to admit the privacy only of a few. But some have advanced that, in cases of death, the information of one man or woman is sufficient, "because death is not seen by many, since, as it occasions horror, the sight of it is avoided."

If a person say he was present at the burial of another, this amounts to the same as an actual sight of his death. (Hriday, vol. iv. p. 678.)

DEBT. In Muhammadan law there are two words used for debt. Dais (gu), or money borrowed with some fixed term of payment, and qars (ur), or money lent without any definite understanding as to
DECORUM, or modesty of demeanour between the sexes, is strictly enjoined in Muslim law, and a special chapter is devoted to it in the Durūs l-Mukhtār and other works on Muhammadan law.

A man is not allowed to look at a woman except at her hands and face, nor is he allowed to touch her. But a physician is permitted to exercise the duties of his profession without restriction.

A judge in the exercise of his office may look in the face of a woman, and witnesses are under the same necessity.

DECREES OF GOD, The. Arabic Qadar or Tāqādīr. [PREDESTINATION.]

DEEDS. Written deeds are, according to Muhammadan law, of three kinds: I. Mustabin-i-marsūm, or regular documents, such as are executed on paper, and have a regular title, superscription, &c., which are equivalent to oral declaration, whether the person be present or absent. II. Mustabin-i-ghair-i-marsūm, or irregular documents, such as are not written on paper, but upon a wall or the leaf of a tree, or upon paper without any title or superscription or signature. III. Ghair-i-mustabin, writings which are not documents in any sense, such as are delineated in the air or in the water by the motions of a dumb person.

DEFENDANT. Arabic mudda'a, 'alāthi (سعدى عليه). Lit. "A claim upon him."

The author of the Hidayah (vol. i. p. 63) says a defendant is a person who, if he should wish to avoid the litigation, is compelled to sustain it. Some have defined a plaintiff, with respect to any article of property, to be a person who, from his being diseased of the said article, has no right to it but by the establishment of proof; and a defendant to be a person who has a plea of right to that article from his seizing or possession of it.

The Imam Muhammad has said that a defendant is a person who denies. This is correct; but it requires a skill and knowledge of jurisprudence to distinguish the denier in a suit, as the reality and not the appearance is sufficient, and it frequently happens that a person is in appearance the plaintiff, whilst in reality he is the defendant. Thus a trustee, when he says to the owner of the deposit, "I have restored to you your deposit," appears to be plaintiff, inasmuch as he pleads the reverse of the deposit; yet in reality he is the defendant, since he denies the obligation of responsibility, and hence his assertion, corroborated by an oath, must be credited.

DELIBERATION (Arabic ta'amn, اتم (تام). The story of the deluge is given by Muhammad in his Quran, to the Arabians as a "secret history", revealed to them (Sūrah xii. 51). The following are the allusions to it in the Quran:

Sūrah liv. 9: —

"Before them the people of Noah treated the truth as a lie, Our servant did they charge with falsehood, and said, 'Demoniac!' and he was rejected."

Then cried he to his Lord, 'Verily, they prevail against me; come thou therefore to my succour.'

"So we opened the gates of Heaven with water which fell in torrents, and we caused the earth to break forth with springs, and their waters met by settled decree.

"And we bare him on a vessel made with planks and nails.

"Under our eyes it floated on: a recompense to him who had been rejected with unbelief."

"And we left it a sign: but, is there any one who receives the warning?"

"And how great was my vengeance and my menace!"

Sūrah xi. 38: —

"And it was revealed unto Noah: 'Verily, none of thy people shall believe, save they who have believed already; therefore be not thou grieved at their doings."

"But build the Ark under our eye and after our revelation: and plead not with me for the evil-doers, for they are to be drowned."

"So he built the Ark: and whenever the chiefs of his people passed by they laughed him to scorn: said he, 'Though ye laugh at us, we truly shall laugh at you, even as ye laugh at us; and in the end ye shall know"

"On whom a punishment shall come that shall shame him; and on whom shall light a lasting punishment.'

"Thus was it until our sentence came to pass, and the earth's surface boiled up. We said, 'Carry into it one pair of every kind, and thy family, except him on whom sentence hath before been passed, and those who have believed.' But there believed not with him except a few."

"And he said, 'Embark ye therein. In the name of God be its course and its riding
DEMONS

DEPORTMENT. Arabic 'ilmu 'l-muwâdharah (علم المعاشرة). Persian nishât u bakhshâ. The Traditionalists take some pains to explain the precise manner in which their Prophet walked, sat, slept, and rose, but their accounts are not always uniform and consistent. For example, whilst 'Abd Allâh relates that he saw the Prophet sleeping on his back with one leg over the other, Jâbir says the Prophet distinctly forbade it.

Modesty of deportment is enjoined in the Qur'ân, Sûrah xvii. 39: "Walk not proudly on the earth," which the commentators say means that the believer is not to toss his head or his arms as he walks. Sûrah xxv. 64: "The servants of the Merciful One are those who walk upon the earth lowly, and when the ignorant address them say, "Peace!"

Faqîr Jâmi' Muhammad Aâr, the author of the most revered ethical work, the Aqhâl-i-Jalâlî, gives the following advice as regards general deportment:—

"He should not hurry as he walks, for that is a sign of levity; neither should he be unreasonably tardy, for that is a token of dul-
DEVIL

According to the Hidâyah, the following are the rules of Islam regarding deposits.

A trustee is not responsible for deposit unless he transgress with respect to it. If therefore it be lost whilst it is in his care, and the loss has not been occasioned by any fault of his, the trustee has not to make good the loss, because the Prophet said, "an honest trustee is not responsible." A trustee may also keep the deposit himself or he may entrust it to another, provided the person is a member of his own family, but if he gives it to a stranger he renders himself responsible.

If the deposit is demanded by the depositor, and the trustee neglects to give it up, it is a transgression, and the trustee becomes responsible.

If the trustee mix the deposit (as of grain, oil, &c.) with his own property, in such a manner that the property cannot be separated, the depositor can claim to share equally in the whole property. But if the mixture be the result of accident, the protector becomes a proportionate sharer in the whole.

If the trustee deny the deposit upon demand, he is responsible in case of the loss of it. But not if the denial be made to a stranger, because (says Abû Yisâf) the denial may be made for the sake of preserving it.

In the case of a deposit by two persons, the trustee cannot deliver to either his share, except it be in the presence of the other. And when two persons receive a divisible article in trust, each must keep one half, although these restrictions are not regarded when they are held to be inconvenient, or contrary to custom.

DEVIL, The. The devil is believed to be descended from Jâmûn, the progenitor of the evil genus. He is said to have been named 'Assâlî, and to have possessed authority over the animal and spirit kingdom. But when God created Adam, the devil refused to prostrate before him, and he was therefore expelled from Eden. The sentence of death was then pronounced upon Satan; but upon seeking a respite, he obtained it until the Day of Judgment, when he will be destroyed. (Vide Qurân, Sûrah vii. 18.) According to the Qurân, the devil was created of fire, whilst Adam was created of clay. There are two words used in the Qurân to denote this great spirit of evil: (1) Shaitân (شیطان), an Arabic word derived from shâtan, "opposition," i.e. "one who opposes; (2) Iblis (إبليس), "devil," from balas, "a wicked or profligate person," i.e. "the wicked one." The former expression occurs in the Qurân fifty-two times, and the latter only nineteen times. In some verses (e.g. Sûrah lii. 23-24) the two words Shaitân and Iblis occur for the same personality. According to the Mâyârûf Í-Bihâr, shaitân denotes one who is far from the truth, and Iblis one who is without hope.

The following is the teaching of Muhammad in the Traditions concerning the machinations of the devil (Miskkât, book i. c. iii.).

DINÆ

"Verily, the devil enters into man as the blood into his body.

"There is not one amongst you but has an angel and a devil appointed over him." The Companions said, 'Do you include yourself in this?' He said, 'Yes, for me also; but God has given me victory over the devil, and he does not direct me except in what is good.'

"There is not one of the children of Adam, except Mary and her son (Jesus), but is touched by the devil at the time of its birth, hence the child makes a loud noise from the touch.

"Devil rests his throne upon the waters, and sends his armies to excite contention and strife amongst mankind; and those in his armies who are nearest to him in power and rank, are those who do the most mischief. One of them returns to the devil and says, 'I have done so and so,' and he says, 'You have done nothing'; after that another comes, and says, 'I did not quit him till I made a division between him and his wife'; then the devil appoints him a place near himself, and says, 'You are a good assistant.'

"The devil sticks close to the sons of Adam, and an angel also; the business of the devil is to do evil, and that of the angel to teach him the truth; and he who meets with truth and goodness in his mind, let him know it proceeds from God, and let him praise God; and he who finds the other, let him seek for an asylum from the devil in God.

"Then the Prophet read this verse of the Qurân: 'The devil threatens you with poverty if ye bestow in charity; and orders you to pursue avarice; but God promises you grace and abundance from charity.'

"'Usâmân said, 'O Prophet of God! indeed the devil intrudes himself between me and my prayers, and my reading perplexes me.' Then the Prophet said, 'This is a demon called Khânazb, who casts doubt into prayer: when you are aware of it, take protection with God, and spit over your left arm three times.' 'Usâmân said, 'Be it so,' and all doubt and perplexity was dispelled.'

DEVIL, The Machinations of the. [wâsârah.]

DIBÂEH (دباه). "Tanning." According to the Traditions, the skins of animals are unclean until they are tanned. Muhammad said, 'Take nothing for any animals that shall have died until you tan their skins.' And again, 'Tanning purifies.' (Miskkât, book iii. c. xi. 8.)

DIMASHQ (دمشق). [dâmasqus.]

DIN (دين). The Arabic word for "religion." It is used especially for the religion of the Prophets and their inspired books, but it is also used for idolatrous religion. [RELIGION.]

DINÂR (دينار). Greek δορυμων. A gold coin of one myâl weight, or ninety-six barley grains, worth about ten shillings.
According to Mr. Hussey (Ancient Weights, p. 142), the average weight of the Roman denarius, at the end of the Commonwealth was sixty grains, whilst the English shilling contains eighty grains. Mr. Lane, in his Arabic dictionary, says, "its weight is seventy-one barley-corns and a half, nearly, reckoning the dānim as eight grains of wheat and two-fifths; but if it be said that the dānim is eight grains of wheat, then the dinār is sixty-eight grains of wheat and four-sevenths. It is the same as the miṣgāl." The dinār is only mentioned once in the Qurān, Sūrah ii. 66: "And some of them if thou entrust them with a dinār, he will not give it back." It frequently occurs in books of law.

DIRHAM (الدرهم). Greek δραχμή. A silver coin, the shape of which resembled that of a date stone. During the caliphate of 'Umar, it was changed into a circular form; and in the time of Zubair, it was impressed with the words Allāh, "God," barakāt, "blessing." Hajjāj stamped upon it the chapter of the Qurān called Ikhlās (ax-il), and others say he impressed it with his own name. Various accounts are given of their weights; some saying that they were of ten, or nine, or six, or five miṣgāls; whilst others give the weights of twenty, twelve, and ten qirās, asserting at the same time that 'Umar had taken a dirham of each kind, and formed a coin of fourteen qirās, being the third part of the aggregate sum. (Blochmann's 'Ain-i-Akbarî, p. 36.)

The dirham, although it is frequently mentioned in books of law, only occurs once in the Qurān, Sūrah xii. 20, "And they sold him (Joseph) for a mean price, dirhamas counted out, and they parted with him cheaply."

DIRRAH (ديرة). Vulg. durrāh. A scourge made either of a flat piece of leather or of twisted thongs, and used by the public censor of morals and religion, called the muṭtasrī. This scourge is inflicted either for the omission of the daily prayer, or for the committal of sins, which are punishable by the law with the infliction of stripes, such as fornication, scandal, and drunkenness. It is related that the Khalifah 'Umar punished his son with the durrāh for drunkenness, and that he died from its effects. (Tarikh-i-Khamis, vol. ii. p. 252.)

The word used in the Qurān and Ḥadīṣ for this scourge is ṣulah, and in theological works, sawd; but durrāh is now the word generally used amongst modern Muslims.

A DIRRĀH USED BY A MUṬTAṢİR IN THE PESHAWAR VALLEY.

DITCHE Battle of the. Arabic Ghawwata 'l-Khandaq (غزوة الخندق). The defence of al-Madinah against the Banū Quraizah, a.H. 5, when a trench was dug by the advice of Salīmān, and the army of al-Madinah was posted within it. After a month's siege, the enemy retired, and the almost bloodless victory is ascribed by Muḥammad in the Qurān to the intercession of Providence. Sūrah xxxii. 9: "Remember God's favour to you when hosts came to you
and we sent against them a wind and hosts (of angels), that ye could not see, but God knew what ye were doing." (Muir’s Life of Mohammed, vol. iii. p. 258.)

DIVINATION. Kahinah, or fort-telling future events, is unlawful in Islam. Muhammed ibn Hakim relates: “I said to the Prophet, ‘O Messenger of God, we used to do some things in the time of ignorance of which we are not sure now. For example, we used to consult diviners about future events?’ The Prophet said, ‘Now that you have embraced Islam you must not consult them.’ Then I said, ‘And we used to take bad omens?’ The Prophet said, ‘If from a bad omen you are thrown into perplexity, let it not hinder you from doing the work you had intended to do.’ Then I said, ‘And we used to draw lines on the ground?’ And the Prophet said, ‘There was one of the Prophets who used to draw lines on the ground, therefore if you can draw a line like him it is good, otherwise it is vain.”

“Ayishah says: “the people asked the Prophet about diviners, whether they spoke true or not. And he said, ‘You must not believe anything they say.’ The people then said, ‘But, O Prophet! they sometimes tell what is true?’ The Prophet replied, ‘Because one of the genii steals away the truth and carries it into the diviner’s ear; and the diviners mix a hundred lies to one truth.”

DIVORCE. Arabic talaq (تلاق). In its primitive sense the word talaq means dissolution, but in law it signifies a release from the marriage tie.

The Muhammadan law of divorce is founded upon express injunctions contained in the Qur’an, as well as in the Traditions, and its rules occupy a very large section in all Muhammadan works on jurisprudence.

I. The teaching of the Qur’an on the subject is as follows:—

Sūrat l. 226:—

“They who intend to abstain from their wives shall wait four months; but if they go back from their purpose, then verily God is Gracious, Merciful:

“And if they resolve on a divorce, then verily God is He who Heareth, Knoweth.

“The divorced shall wait the result, until they have had their courses thrice, nor ought they to conceal what God hath created in their wombs, if they believe in God and the last day; and it will be more just in their husbands to bring them back then in this state if his means—what is right. And it is for the women to act as they (the husbands) act by them, in all fairness; but the men are a step above them. God is Mighty, Wise.

“Ye may give sentence of divorce to your wives twice; Keep them honourably, or put them away with a bill of divorcement. If ye allow them to appropriate to yourselves aught of what ye have given to them, unless both fear that they cannot keep within the bounds set up by God. And if ye fear that they can not observe the ordinances of God, no blame shall attach to either of you for what the wife shall herself give for her redemption. These are the bounds of God: therefore overstep them not; for whoever overstepeth the bounds of God, they are evil doers.

“But if the husband give sentence of divorce to her a third time, it is not lawful for him to take her again, until she shall have married another husband; and if he also divorce her then shall no blame attach to them if they return to each other, thinking that they can keep within the bounds fixed by God. And these are the bounds of God; He maketh them clear to those who have knowledge.

“But when ye divorce women, and the time for sending them away is come, either retain them with generosity, or put them away with generosity: but retain them not by constraint so as to be unjust towards them. He who doth so, doth in fact injure himself. And make not the signs of God a jest: but remember God’s favour towards you, and the Book and the Wisdom which He hath sent down to you for your warning, and fear God, and know that God’s knowledge embraceth everything.

“And when ye divorce your wives, and they have waited the prescribed time, hinder them not from marrying the husbands when they have agreed among themselves in an honourable way. This warning is for him among you who believeth in God and in the last day. This is most pure for you, and most decent. God knoweth, but ye know not.

“Mothers, when divorced, shall give suck to their children two full years, if the father desire that the suckling be completed; and such maintenance and clothing as is fair for them, shall devolve on the father. No person shall be charged beyond his means. A mother shall not be pressed unfairly for her child, nor a father for his child: And the same with the father’s heir. But if they choose to wean the child by consent and by bargain, it shall be no fault in them. And if ye choose to keep her as a nurse for your children, it shall be no fault in you, in case ye pay what ye promised her according to that which is fair. Fear God, and know that God seeth what ye do.

It shall be no crime in you if ye divorce your wives so long as ye have not consummated the marriage, nor settled any dowry on them. And provide what is needful for them—he who is in ample circumstances according to his means, and he who is straitened, according to his means—with fairness: This is binding on those who do what is right.

“But if ye divorce them before consummation, and have already settled a dowry on them, ye shall give them half of what ye have settled, unless they make a release, or he make a release in whose behalf is the marriage tie. But if ye make a release, it will be nearer to piety.”

Sūrat lxv. 1:—

“O Prophet! when ye divorce women,
DIVORCE at their special times. And reckon those times exactly, and fear God your Lord. Put them not forth from their houses, nor allow them to depart, unless they have committed a proven adultery. This is the precept of God; and whose transgresseth the precept of God, assuredly imperil etheth his own soul. Thou knowest not whether, after this, God may not cause something new to occur which may bring you together again.

And when they have reached their set time, then either keep them with kindness, or in kindness part from them. And take up-right witnesses from among you, and bear witness as unto God. This is a caution for him who believeth in God and in the latter day. And whoso fears God, to him will He grant a prosperous issue, and will provide for him whence he reckoned not upon it.

"And for him who puttheth his trust in Him will God be all-sufficient. God truly will attain his purpose. For everything hath God assigned a period."

As a wife of your wives as have no hope of the recurrence of their times, if ye have doubts in regard to them, then reckon three months, and let the same be the term of those who have not yet had them. And as to those who are with child, their period shall be until they are delivered of their burden. God will make His command easy to Him who feareth Him.

Lodge the divorced whereroever ye lodge, according to your means; and distress them not by putting them to straits. And if they are pregnant, then be at charges for them till they are delivered of their burden; and if they suckle your children, then pay them their hire and consult among yourselves, and act generously: And if in rheum yo meet with obstacles, then let another female suckle for him.

II. The teaching of Muhammad on the general subject of Divorce is expressed in the Traditions as follows:—

"The thing which is lawful but disliked by God is divorce."

"The woman who asks her husband to divorce her without a cause, the smell of Paradise is forbidden her."

"There are three things which, whether done in joko or in carnal, shall be considered serious and offensive, namely, marriage, divorce, and taking a wife back."

"Every divorce is lawful except a madman's."

"Cursed be the second husband who makes the wife (divorced) lawful for her first husband, and cursed be the first husband for whom she is made lawful."—(Mishkat, xiii, c. xy.)

III. Sunni Muhammadan Doctors are not agreed as to the Moral Status of Divorce.

The Imam as-Sha'i, referring to the third kind of divorce (which will be afterwards explained), says: They are unexceptionable and legal because divorce is in itself a lawful act, whence it is that certain laws have been instituted respecting it; and this legality prevents any idea of danger being annexed to it. But, on the other hand, the Imam Abü Hanishah and his disciples say that divorce is in itself a dangerous and disapproved procedure, as it dissolves marriage, an institution which involves many circumstances both of a spiritual as well as of a temporal nature. Nor is its propriety at all admitted, but on the ground of urgency of release from an unsuitable wife. And in reply to ash-Sha'i, they say that the legality of divorce does not prevent its being considered dangerous, because it involves matters of both a spiritual and temporal character.

The author of the Shabah Wiqiyah, p. 100, says:—"Divorce is an abominable transaction in the sight of God, therefore such an act should only take place from necessity, and it is best to only make the one sentence of divorce (i.e. talāq 'I'-ahsan)."

IV. The Sunni Law of Divorce:—Divorce may be given either in the present time or may be referred to the future. It may be pronounced by the husband either before or after the consummation of the marriage. It may be given in writing or verbally.

The words by which divorce can be given are of two kinds:—Suwar, or "express," as when the husband says, "Thou art divorced."; and kināyāh, or "metaphorical," as when he says, "Thou art free; thou art cut off; veil yourself! Arise! seek for a mate," &c. &c.

Divorce is divided into talāq 'I'-sumah, or that which is according to the Qur'an and the Traditions, and talāq 'I'-hadīth, or a novel or heterodox divorce, which, although it is considered lawful, is not considered religious.

Talāq 'I'-sumah is either the aḥsan, or the "most laudable," or haram, the "laudable" method. Talāq 'I'-ahsan, or the "most laudable" method of divorce, is when the husband once expressly pronounces to his enjoyed but unmarried wife the sentence, "Thou art divorced!" when she is in ṯur or a state of purity, during which he has had no carnal connection with her, and then leaves her to complete the prescribed 'iddah, or "period of three months." Until the expiration of the 'iddah, the divorce is revocable, but after the period is complete, it is irreversible, and if the husband wishes to take his wife back, they must go through the ceremony of marriage. But it must be observed that after the talāq 'I'-ahsan, the woman is not, as in the other kinds of divorce, compelled to marry another man, and be divorced before she can return to her former husband. All that is required is a re-marriage. The author of the Ḥidāyah says this mode of divorce is called aḥsan, or "most laudable," because it was usually adopted by the Companions of the Prophet, and also because it leaves it in the power of the husband to take his wife back, and she thus remains a lawful subject for re-marriage to him. Some of the Companions who judged the Muhammadans have overlooked this fact in condemning the Muslim system of divorce.

The talāq 'I'-haram, or "laudable divorce,"
is when the husband repudiates an enjoyed wife by three sentences of divorce, either express or metaphorical, giving one sentence in each pair, or "period of purity." Imam Malik condemns this kind of divorce, and says it is irregular. But Abu Hanifah holds it to be hazer, or "good."

The talāqū ʿ-l-badʿ, or "irregular form of divorce," is when the husband repudiates his wife with three sentences, either express or metaphorical, given them one at a time: "Thou art divorced! Thou art divorced! Thou art divorced!" Or, "Thou art free! Thou art free! Thou art free!" Even holding up three fingers, or dropping three stones, is held to be a sufficiently implied divorce to take legal effect. The Muslim who thus divorces his wife is held, in the Hidāyah, to be an offender against the law, but the divorce, however irregular, takes legal effect.

In both these kinds of divorce, badiʿ and hazer, the divorce is revocable (rajī) after the first and second sentences, but it is irrevocable (baʿin) after the third sentence. After both hazer and badiʿ divorces, the divorced wife cannot, under any circumstances, return to her husband until she has been married, and enjoyed, and divorced by another husband.

Muhammadan doctors say the law has instituted this (somewhat disgraceful) arrangement in order to prevent divorces other than talāqū ʿ-l-badʿ.

A husband may divorce his wife without any misbehaviour on her part, or without assigning any cause. The divorce of every husband is effective if he be of a sound understanding and of mature age; but that of a boy, or a lunatic, or one talking in his sleep, is not effective.

If a man pronounces a divorce whilst in a state of inebriety from drinking fermented liquor, such as wine, the divorce takes place. Repudiation by any husband who is sane and adult, is effective, whether he be free or a slave, willing, or acting under compulsion; and even though it were uttered in sport or jest, or by a mere slip of the tongue, instead of some other word. (Fiṭrāwā-i-ʿAlamgīri, vol. i. p. 497.)

A sick man may divorce his wife, even though he be on his death-bed. An agent held tenure may be appointed by a husband to divorce his wife.

In addition to the will and caprice of the husband, there are also certain conditions which require a divorce.

The following are causes for divorce, but generally require to be ratified by a decree from the Qizī or "judge"—

(1) Jubb. That is, when the husband has been by any cause deprived of his organ of generation. This condition is called muṣḥah. In this case the wife can obtain instant divorce if she defects occurred before marriage. Cases of evident madness and prosterity are treated in the same way. Divorce can be obtained at once.

(2) Usnāh, or "impotence." (This includes raʿī, "rubō impereia caussen;" and garu, "rubō anteriores partes emacerr.") In cases of impotence in either husband or wife, a year of probation can be granted by the judge.

(3) Inequality of race or tribe. A woman cannot be compelled to marry a man who belongs to an inferior tribe, and, in case of such a marriage, the elders of the superior tribe can demand a divorce; but if the divorce is not demanded, the marriage contract remains.

(4) Insufficient dowry. If the stipulated dowry is not given when demanded, divorce takes place.

(5) Refusal of Islam. If one of the parties embraces Islam, the judge must offer it to the other three distinct times, and if he or she refuse to embrace the faith, divorce takes place.

(6) Lūl, or "impregnation." That is, when a husband charges his wife with adultery, the charge is investigated, but if there is no proof, and the man swears his wife is guilty, and the wife swears she is innocent, a divorce must be decreed.

(7) ʿalā, or "vow." When a husband makes a vow not to have carnal intercourse with his wife for no less than four months, and keeps the vow inviolate, an irrepressible divorce takes place.

(8) Reason of property. If a husband become the proprietor of his wife (a slave), or the wife the proprietor of her husband (a slave), divorce takes place.

(9) An invalid marriage of any kind, arising from incomplete nikāh, or "marriage ceremony," or from affinity, or from consanguinity.

(10) Difference of country. For example, if a husband fie from a dārū ʿ-l-badʿ, or "land of enmity," i.e., "a non-Muslim country," to a dārū ʿ-l-Islām, or "country of Islam," and his wife refuse to perform hijrah (flight) and to accompany him, she is divorced.

(11) Apostasy from Islam. The author of the Ḥadīth-i-Muhākir (vol. ii. p. 645) says: "When a man or woman apostatises from Islam, then an immediate dissolution (fashāḥ) of the marriage takes place, whether the apostasy be of the man or of the woman, without a decree from the Qizī." And again, (p. 645), "If both husband and wife apostatise at the same time, their marriage bond remains; and if at any future time the parties again return to Islam, no re-marriage is necessary to constitute them man and wife; but if one of the parties should apostatise before the other, a dissolution of the marriage takes place ipso facto."

Mr. J. F. Boyle, of Lahore, says: "As relevant to this subject, I give a quotation from Mr. Currie's excellent work on the Indian Criminal Codes, p. 445. The question is as to the effect of apostasy from Islam upon the marriage relation, and whether sexual intercourse with the apostate renders a person liable to be convicted for adultery under Section 497 of the Indian Penal Code. A. and B., Mahomedans, married under the Mahomedan law, are converted to Christianity. The wife, B., is first converted, but continues to live with her husband; subsequently the
DIVORCE

husband, A., is converted. Subsequent to the
conversion of B., A. and B., still living to-
gether as husband and wife, both professing
Christianity, B. has sexual intercourse
with C. Will this conviction hold against C. under
Section 497? Both Macnaghten and Baillie
say the marriage becomes dissolved by apostasy
of either party, and Grady, in his version of
Hamilton's *Hidaya*, p. 66, says: "If
either husband or wife apostatise from the
faith, a separation takes place, without
divorce; according to Abū Hanīfa and Abū
Yosuf. Imām Mahomedd alleges if the
apostasy is on the part of the husband.

"Apostasy annuls marriage in Hansefa's
opinion, and in apostasy separation takes
place without any decree of the magistrate.
Cases which might decide this point have
been lately tried both at Lucknow and Allah-
abad: at the former place in *re Azizi Husein v.
Hadee Begum*, and at the latter *Zuburust Khan v. Wife*. But from certain remarks to
be found in the judgment of the High Court,
N. W. P., the Courts of Oudh and N. W. P.
appear to diverge on the most essential point.
The point before the Oudh Court was (Hadee
Begum's plea) that her marriage contract was
dissolved by reason of her own apostasy, a
sufficient answer to a suit brought by her
Mahomedan husband for restitution of con-
jugal rights; i.e. Does the apostasy of a Ma-
hemmedan wife dissolve a marriage contract
against the express wish of a Mahomedan
husband in *dar-oel-karb* (land of war)? for
India, it is contended, is not, under its present
The Oudh Court held (admitting that apostas-
y by the husband dissolved the marriage
and freed the wife) that apostasy by the wife
did not free her if her husband sued for re-
stitution of conjugal rights. They argued that
apostasy by the wife, without the wish of the
husband, could not be entertained; in fact,
that as regards her husband's volition, the
apostasy could not exist, and would not be
recognised. That a suit for restitution of
conjugal rights before the competent court of
the time, seemed to them to be equivalent of
the suit before the *Caza* (Judge). The Oudh
judges, in the absence of distinct precedent,
say they fall back on the customs of the
people amongst whom they lived. The Oudh
Court evidently considered there was an
essential difference between apostasy of a
man and apostasy of a woman, of the hus-
bond or the wife; also between apostasy to a
faith in a book and apostasy to the idol wor-
ship Mahomed and his followers renounce.
Does such an essential difference exist? The
point before the High Court N. W. P. was:
Can a Mahomedan professing Christianity
subsequent to his marriage with a Mussul-
man, according to the Mahomedan law,
obtain a decree for dissolution of that mar-
rriage under Act IV. of 1869, his wife having
subsequently to him professed Christianity,
and they under their new faith having lived
with another man and wife? or whether the
wife's contention is sound, that her marriage
was cancelled by her husband's apostasy?

They held the apostasy of the husband dis-
solved the marriage tie. This the Oudh
Court admits, but the point before the
Oudh Court was not before the High
Court, N. W. P.; nevertheless from comments
made by the High Court, N. W. P., on the
Oudh decision, they evidently did not agree
with the finding come to by the latter Court,
on the point before it.

"Now, Mr. Currie, in the above extract, does
such an essential difference exist be-
tween apostasy to a book—that is, to a *kitabee*
faith—and apostasy to idol worship? Answ-
ering this question necessitates a few remarks
upon the judgments above mentioned. Ac-
cording to Mahomedan law, a man may
lawfully marry a *kitabee*, but marriage
with a Pagan or polytheist is unlawful.
But the principle in Mahomedan law is, that
when one of the parties turns to a state of
religion that would render the marriage con-
tract illegal if it were still to be entered into,
that was legal before if was made void for
that Mahomedan woman, becoming a *kitabee*,
does not render the marriage void, for there is
nothing to render the marriage contract
illegal if it were still to be entered into; but
if the Mahomedan woman becomes an idol-
atre, the marriage is void, for the woman
has turned to a state of religion that would
render the marriage contract illegal if it were
still to be entered into; a Mahomedan woman,
becoming a Christian, consequently, would not
be separated from her husband, because she
belongs to the religion of the book, that is,
a *kitabee* faith. If a *kitabee* becomes an
idolatress, the marriage is dissolved, but if
she change from one religion to another, and
still remain a *kitabee*, the marriage is not
vitiated. So far the Oudh Court is correct in
its decision, that the Mahomedan wife's con-
version to Christianity did not render the mar-
rriage null and void, but that a suit for re-
stitution of conjugal rights would tie; and
taking the case of C. having sexual inter-
course with B. the wife of A. converted to
Christianity, a conviction under Section 497,
Indian Penal Code, would hold good. But
with all deference, I do not think that the
Oudh Court is correct when it states that
apostasy by the wife without the wish of the
husband could not be entertained; in fact,
that as regards her husband's volition, the
apostasy could not exist, and would not be
recognised.

"So far as regards a woman's apostatising to
a *kitabee* faith, this holds good; but if
a woman turns to Paganism, *sphe facta* the mar-
rriage is void, and does not depend upon the
volition of the husband (having regard to the
principle we have adverted to above), so that
the husband under such circumstances could
not maintain a suit for conjugal rights, nor
would a conviction hold good against C.,
under Section 497, Indian Penal Code for
sexual intercourse with B., the wife of A. who
has apostatised to Paganism. The decisions of
the two Courts, however, seem correct, on
the principles of Mahomedan law, as to the
effect of a husband apostatising from Islam.
By Mahomedan law, a marriage by a female Moslem with a man not of the Mahomedan faith is unlawful: applying the principle quoted before, the man having toplied to a state of religion that would render the contract illegal if it were still to be entered into, the marriage is void. The apostasy of the husband dissolves the marriage tie; consequently there does exist an essential difference in the law of a man and of a woman, of the apostasy of the husband or the wife; also between apostasy to a faith in a book, that is, a revealed religion having a book of faith, and apostasy to the idol worship Mahommed and his followers renounce. The law allows a person the right to cease to be a Mahomedan in the fullest sense of the word, and to become a Christian, and to claim for himself and his descendants all the rights and obligations of a British subject. (Hugy v. Greenway, &c. 2, Hydes Reports; Manual of Laws relating to Mahomedans and their Relations of Life.)

V. In addition to the forms of divorce already explained, there are three others of a peculiar nature, called Zhul, mubarrad, and gharar.

The form of divorce known as Zhul is, when a husband and wife disagreeing, or for any other cause, the wife, on payment of a compensation or ransom to her husband, is permitted by the law to obtain from him a release from the marriage tie. The Zhul is generally effected by the husband giving back the dower or part thereof. When the aversion is on the part of the husband, it is generally held that he should grant his wife's request without compensation; but this is purely a matter of conscience, and not of law. Mubarrad is a divorce which is effected by a mutual release. Zahr, from Zhur, "back," is a kind of divorce which is effected by a husband likening his wife to any part or member of the body of any of his kinswomen within the prohibited degrees, and if he were to say to his wife, "Thou art to me like the back of my mother." The motive of the husband in saying so must be examined, and if it appear that he meant divorce, his wife is not lawful to him until he has made expiation by freeing a slave, or by fasting two months, or by feeding sixty poor men. (See Qur'an, Surah lviii. 4.)

(For the Sunni Law of Divorce, see the Hidayah and its Commentary, the Kifayah; Durru 'l-Mukhtar and its Commentary, the Roditii 'l-Mukhtar; the Futawa-i-'Alumgiri; Hamilton's English Edition, Hidayah; Tagore Law Lectures, 1879.)

VI. The Shi'ah law of Divorce differs only in a few particulars from that of the Sunnis. According to Shi'ah law, a man must be an adult of understanding, of free choice and will, and of design and intention, when he divorces his wife. A marked contrast to the licence and liberty allowed by the Sunni law. Nor can the Shi'ah divorce be effected in any language of a metaphorical kind. It must be express and be pronounced in Arabic.

(If the husband understand that language), and it must be spoken and not written. A divorce amongst the Shi'ah does not take effect if given implicitly or ambiguously, whether intended or not. It is also absolutely necessary that the sentence should be pronounced by the husband in the presence of two just persons as witnesses, who shall hear and testify to the wording of the divorce. (For further details on Shi'ah divorce, see Shirzati 'l-Islam; Tahtir-i-Akham; Majallah; Mr. Ne'il Baille's Digest of Mahomedan Law; Imamiyyah Code; Tagore Law Lectures, 1874.)

VII. Compared with the Mosaic Law. When compared with the Mosaic law, it will be seen that by the latter, divorce was only sanctioned when there was "some uncleanness" in the wife, and that whilst in Islam a husband can take back his divorced wife, in the law of God it was not permitted. See Deut. xxiv. 1-4.

When a man hath taken a wife, and married her, and it come to pass that she find no favour in his eyes, because he hath found some uncleanness in her; then let him write her a bill of divorcement, and give it in her hand, and send her out of his house.

And when she is departed out of his house, she may go and be another man's wife.

And if the latter husband hate her, and write her a bill of divorcement, and giveth it in her hand, and sendeth her out of his house; or if the latter husband die, which took her to be his wife;

Her former husband, which sent her away, may not take her again to be his wife, after that she is defiled; for that is abomination before the Lord: and thou shalt not cause the land to sin, which the Lord thy God giveth thee for an inheritance.

The ground of divorce in the Mosaic law was "some uncleanness in her." There were two interpretations of this by the Jewish doctors of the period of the New Testament. The School of Shammai seemed to limit it to a moral delinquency in the woman, whilst that of the opposite sect extended it to trivial causes. Our Lord appears to have regarded all the lesser causes than fornication as standing on too weak a ground.

Matt. v. 32: "But I say unto you, that whosoever shall put away his wife, saving for the cause of fornication, causeth her to commit adultery: and whosoever shall marry her that is divorced committeth adultery."

It will be seen that Muhammad adopted the view of the School of Hillel, omitting the bill of divorcement, which was enjoined in Deut. xxiv. 3, thereby placing the woman entirely at the will and caprice of her husband.

Burkhardt tells us of an Arab, forty-five years old, who had had fifty wives, so that he must have divorced two wives and married another, of the same or different ones on the average every year. We have cases of Mahomed's own "Companions" not much better. This is the natural and legitimate effect of the law.

Sir William Muir (Life of Mahomet, vol. iii. p. 305) says: "The idea of conjugal unity is utterly unknown to Mahometan society, excepting when the Christian example is by chance.
followed: and even there, the continuance of the bond is purely dependent on the will of the husband. ... I believe the morale of Hindu society, where polygamy is less encouraged, to be sounder, in a very marked degree, than that of Mahometan society."

**DIWAN (دویان)**. (1) In Muhammadian law, the word signifies an account or record book, and also the bags in which the Qā'id's records are kept. (2) It is also a court of justice, a royal court. (3) Also a minister of state; the chief officer in a Muhammadian state; a finance minister. (4) In British courts a law-suit is called diwanī, when it refers to a civil suit, in contradistinction to faujdari, or 'criminal suit.' (5) A collection of odes is called a diwān, e.g. Dūwān-i- Ḥafṣī, "the Poems of Ḥafṣī."

**DIYAH (دیوّاه).** A pecuniary compensation for any offence upon the person. [Pirzā][1]

**DOGS (Arabic kāb, pl. kīlāb; Heb. דְּבָרָה) are unclean animals; for according to a tradition by Abū Hursairah, Muhammad said that when a dog drinks in a vessel, it must be washed seven times, and that the first cleaning should be with earth.** (Mishkār, book iii. c. ii. pt. 1.)

"Most people believe that when a dog howls near a house it forebodes death, for, it is said, a dog can distinguish the awful form of Azīrīl, the Angel of Death." (Burton's Arabia, vol. i. p. 290.)

Ibn 'Umar says that dogs used to come into the Masjid at Makkah in the time of the Prophet, but the Companions never purified the mosque when the dog was dry.

The Imám Abū Yūnus holds that the sale of a dog that bites is unlawful, whilst the Imám ash-Shāf'i has said that the sale of a dog is absolutely illegal, because the Prophet said the wages of whoredom and the price of a dog are forbidden. Abū Hanifah holds that dogs which are trained to hunt or watch may be lawfully sold. (Hamilton's Ḥidāyāh, vol. ii. p. 548.)

It is lawful to hunt with a trained dog, and the sign of a dog being trained is that he catches game three times without killing it. The dog must be let slip with the ejaculation: *Bismillāhī ilāh Akbar!* "In the name of God, the great God!" when all game seized by him becomes lawful food. This custom is founded upon a verse in the Qur'an, Sūrah v. 6: "Lawful for you are all good things and what ye have taught beasts of prey to catch, training them like dogs; ye teach them as God taught you. And mention the name of God over it." Rules for hunting with dogs will be found in Hamilton's Ḥidāyāh, vol. iv. p. 170.

**DOG STAR.** Sirius, or the dog star, was an object of worship amongst the ancient Arabs, and is mentioned in the Qur'an, and the name of cach-Shirah Shāhli i.ii. 50: "Es (God) is the Lord of the Dog Star."

**DOWER.** Arabic, mākār (مَکْر). Dower is considered by some lawyers to be an effect of the marriage contract, imposed on the husband by law as a mark of respect for the subject of the contract—the wife; but others consider that it is in exchange for the usucht of the wife, and its payment is necessary, as upon the provision of a support to the wife depends the permanency of the matrimonial connection. Thus, it is indispensable a fortoiri, so much so, that if it were not mentioned in the marriage contract, it would be still incumbent on the husband, as the law will presume it by virtue of the contract itself, and award it upon demand being made by the wife. In such case, the amount of dower will be to the extent of the dowers of the rank and of the ladies of her father's family. Special beauty or accomplishments may, however, be pleaded for recovering a larger award than the customary dower, where the amount of dower is not mentioned in the contract. There is no limit to the amount of dower; it may be to a very large amount, considering the position and circumstances of the bridegroom, but its minimum is never less than ten dirhams; so where it is fixed at a lesser amount, the law will augment it up to ten dirhams. The dower need not invariably be in currency, or even in metal; everything, except carrion, blood, wine, and dog. Also the bridegroom's own labour, if he is a free man, being held by the law to be a good dower.

Dower is generally divided into two parts, termed mu'ajjal, "prompt," and mu'ajjal, "deferred." The mu'ajjal portion is exigible on entering into the contract, while the mu'ajjal part of the dower is payable upon dissolution of the contract. Although the first part is payable, and is sometimes paid, at the time the contract is entered into, yet it has been the general practice (at least in India) to leave it unpaid, and so like an on-demand obligation it remains due at all times—the wife's right to the same not being extinguished by lapse of time. The wife's (or her guardian's) object in leaving the exigible part of the dower unrealised, seems to be that there may always exist a valid guarantee for the good treatment of her by her husband. The women of the respectable classes reserve their right and power to demand their exigible dowers till such time as occasion should require the exercise thereof. The custom of fixing hears dowers generally beyond the husband's means, especially in India, seems to be based upon the intention of checking the husband from ill-treating his wife, and, above all, from his marrying another woman, as also from wrongfully or carelessly divorcing the former. For in the case of divorce the woman can demand the full payment of the dower. In the event of the death of the husband, the payment of the dower has the first claim on the estate after funeral expenses; thus the law regarding it is as clear debt. (Tagore: Law Lectures, 1875, p. 341; Ḥidāyāh, vol. i. p. 122.)
DREAMS. Arabic kulum (كلم); manām (مانام); rūya (رية). The term used for a bad dream is kulum, and for an ordinary dream manām, rūya being used to express a heavenly vision. [ROYA-]

According to the traditions, the Prophet is related to have said, "A good dream is of God's favour and a bad dream is of the devil; therefore, when any of you dreams a dream which is such as he is pleased with, then he must not tell it to any but a beloved friend; and when he dreams a bad dream, then let him seek protection from God both from its evil and from the wickedness of Satan; and let him spit three times over his left shoulder, and not mention the dream to anyone; then, verily, no evil shall come nigh him." "The truest dream is the one which you have about day-break." "Good dreams are one of the props of prophecy." (Mishkat, xxii. c. iv.)

DRESS. Arabic libās (لباس). Decent apparel at the time of public worship is enjoined in the Qur'an, Sūrah vii. 29: "O children of Adam! wear your goodly apparel when ye repair to any mosque." Excess in apparel and extravagance in dress are reproved, Sūrah vii. 25: "We (God) have sent down raiment to hide your nakedness, and splendid garments; but the raiment of piety, this is the best."

According to the Hidāyah (vol. iv. p. 92), a dress of silk is not lawful for men, but women are permitted to wear it. Men are prohibited from wearing gold ornaments, and also ornaments of silver, otherwise than as a silver signet ring. The custom of keeping handkerchiefs in the hand, except for necessary use, is also forbidden.

The following are some of the sayings of the Prophet with regard to dress, as recorded in the Traditions. Mishkat, xx. c. i.: "God will not look at him on the Day of Resurrection who shall wear long garments from pride, or who wears a garment in this world shall not wear it in the next." "God will not have compassion upon him who wears long trousers (i.e. below the ankle) from pride." "It is lawful for the women of my people to wear silks and gold ornaments, but it is unlawful for the men." "Wear white clothes, because they are the cleanest, and the most agreeable; and bury your dead in white clothes." According to the Traditions, the dress of Muhammad was exceedingly simple. It is said he used to wear only two garments, the Ḣammar, or "under garment" which hung down three or four inches below his knees, and a mantle thrown over his shoulders. These two robes, with the turban, and white cotton drawers, completed the Prophet's wardrobe. His dress was generally of white, but he also wore green, red, and yellow, and sometimes a black woollen dress. It is said by some traditions that in the taking of Makkah he wore a black turban. The end of his turban used to hang between his shoulders. And he used to wrap it many times round his head.

It is said, "the edge of it appeared below like the soiled clothes of an oil dealer."

He was especially fond of white-striped yamani cloth. He once prayed in a silken dress, but he cast it aside afterwards, saying, "It doth not become the faithful to wear silk." He once prayed in a spotted mantle, but the spots diverted his attention, and the garment was never again worn.

His sleeves, unlike those of the Eastern choga or khaftān, ended at the wrist, and he never wore long robes reaching to his ankles.

At first, he wore a gold ring with the stone inwards on his right hand, but it distracted his attention when preaching, and he changed it for a silver one. His shoes, which were often old and cobbled, were of the Hassam pattern, with two thongs. And he was in the habit of praying with his shoes on. [SHOES.]

The example of Muhammad has doubtless influenced the customs of his followers in the matter of dress, the fashion of which has remained almost the same in eastern Muhammadan countries centuries past; for although there are varieties of dress in Easternas well as in European countries, still there are one or two characteristic features of dress which are common to all oriental nations which have embraced Islam, namely, the turban folded round the head, the white cotton drawers, or full trousers, tied round the waist by a running string; the qamis, or "shirt," the khaftān, or "coat," and the lungi, or "scarf." The qamis is the same as the ketōneth of the Hebrews, and the χοῦρ of the Greeks, a kind of long shirt with short sleeves, the ends of which extend over the trousers or drawers, reaching below the knees. The khaftān answers to the Hebrew חפץ. (1 Sam. xviii. 4), a tunic worn as an outer garment. The Jewish Ḥogen, or לחיים simlah, must have been similar, to the quadrangular piece of cloth still worn as a scarf in Central Asia, and called a lungi, and similar to the 'tubaa' of the Russians. Its method of wearing, either wrapped round the body, or worn over the shoulders, and sometimes folded as a covering for the head.

The dress of Muhammad in Egypt is very minutely described by Mr. Lane in his Modern Egyptians, vol. i. p. 36.

The dress of the men of the middle and higher classes of Egypt consists of the following articles: First a pair of full drawers of linen or cotton tied round the body by a running string or band, the ends of which are embroidered with coloured silks, though concealed by the outer dress. The drawers descend a little below the knees or to the ankles; but many of the Arabs will not wear long trousers, because prohibited by the Prophet. Next is worn a qamis or "shirt," with very full sleeves, reaching to the wrist; it is made of linen of a low spun texture, or of cotton stuff, or of muslin, or silk, or of a mixture of silk and cotton in stripes, but all white. Over this, in winter, or in cool weather, most persons wear a sudegge, which
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is a short vest of cloth, or of striped coloured silk, or cotton, without sleeves. Over the shirt and the sudegree, or the former alone, is worn a long vest of striped silk or cotton (called kafan) descending to the ankles, with long sleeves extending a few inches beyond the fingers' ends, but divided from a point a little above the wrist, or about the middle of the fore-arm, so that the hand is generally exposed, though it may be concealed by the sleeve when necessary, for it is customary to cover the hands in the presence of a person of high rank. Round this vest is wound the girdle, which is a coloured shawl, or a long piece of white-figured muslin.

The ordinary outer robe is a long cloth coat, of any colour, called by the Turks jubah, but by the Egyptians gibbeh, the sleeves of which reach not quite to the wrist. Some persons also wear a beneesh, which is a robe of cloth with long sleeves, like those of the kafan, but more ample; it is properly a robe of ceremony, and should be worn over the other cloth coat, but many persons wear it instead of the gibbeh.

Another robe, called farageyeh, nearly resembles the beneesh; it has very long sleeves, but these are not slit, and it is chiefly worn by men of the learned professions. In cold or cool weather, a kind of black woolen cloak, called abayeh, is commonly worn. Sometimes this is drawn over the head.

In winter, also, many persons wrap a muslin or other shawl (such as they use for a turban) about the head and shoulders. The head-dress consists, first, of a small close-fitting cotton cap, which is often changed; next a tarboosh, which is a red cloth cap, also fitting close to the head with a tassel of dark-blue silk at the crown; lastly, a long piece of white muslin, generally figured, or a kashmire shawl, which is wound round the tarboosh. Thus is formed the turban. The cold weather wear woollen or cotton socks. The shoes are of thick red morocco, pointed, and turning up at the toes. Some persons also wear inner shoes of soft yellow morocco, and with soles of the same; the outer shoes are taken off on stepping upon a carpet or mat, but not the inner; for this reason the former are often worn turned down at the heel.

The costume of the men of the lower orders is very simple. These, if not of the very poorest class, wear a pair of drawers, and a long and full shirt or gown of blue linen or cotton, or of brown woollen stuff, open from the neck nearly to the waist, and having wide sleeves. Over this some wear a white or red woollen girdle; for which servants often substitute a broad red belt of woollen stuff or of leather, generally containing a receptacle for money. Their turban is generally composed of a white, red, or yellow woollen shawl, or of a piece of coarse cotton or muslin wound round a tarboosh, under which is a white or brown felt cap; but many are so poor, as to have no other cap than the latter, no turban, nor even drawers, nor shoes, but only the blue or brown shirt, or merely a few rags, while many, on the other hand, wear a sudegree under the blue shirt, and some, particularly servants in the houses of great men, wear a white shirt, a sudegree, and a kaftan, or gibbeh, or both, and the blue shirt over all. The full sleeves of this shirt are sometimes drawn up by means of a cord, which
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kashmire shawl is seldom worn except in cool weather. Some persons wear two or three tarbooses one over another. A shareef (or descendant of the Prophet) wears a green turban, or is privileged to do so, but no other person; and it is not common for any but a shareef to wear a bright green dress. Stockings are not in use, but some few persons in
passes round each shoulder and crosses behind, where it is tied in a knot. This custom is adopted by servants (particularly grooms), who have cords of crimson or dark blue silk for this purpose.

In cold weather, many persons of the lower classes wear an abaseh, like that before described, but coarser and sometimes (instead of being black) having broad stripes, brown and white, or blue and white, but the latter rarely. Another kind of cloak, more full than the abaseh, of black or deep blue woollen stuff, is also very commonly worn, it is called daffeveh. The shoes are of red or yellow morocco, or of sheep-skin. Those of the groom are of dark red morocco. Those of the door-keeper and the water-carrier of a private house, generally yellow.

The Muslims are distinguished by the colours of their turbans from the Copts and the Jews, who (as well as other subjects of the Turkish Sultan who are not Muslims) wear green, blue, gray, or light-brown turbans, and generally dull-coloured dresses.

The distinction of sects, families, dynasties, &c., among the Muslim Arabs by the colour of the turban and other articles of dress, is of very early origin. There are not many different forms of turbans now worn in Egypt; that worn by most of the servants is peculiarly formal, consisting of several spiral twists one above another like the threads of a screw. The kind common among the middle and higher classes of the tradesmen and other citizens of the metropolis and large towns is also very formal, but less so than that just before alluded to.

The Turkish turban worn in Egypt is of a more elegant fashion. The Syrian is distinguished by its width. The Ulama and men of religion and letters in general used to wear, as some do still, one particularly wide and formal called a mukheh. The turban is much respected. In the houses of the more wealthy classes, there is usually a chair on which it is placed at night. This is often sent with the furniture of a bride; as it is common for a lady to have one upon which to place her head-dress. It is never used for any other purpose.

The dress of the women of the middle and higher orders is handsome and elegant. Their skirt is very full, like that of the men, but shorter, not reaching to the knees; it is also, generally, of the same kind of material as the men's shirt, or of coloured crape, sometimes black. A pair of very wide trousers (called shintiyan) of a coloured striped stuff, of silk and cotton, or of printed or plain white muslin, is tied round the hips under the skirt, with a dikkah; its lower extremities are drawn up and tied just below the knee with running strings, but it is sufficiently long to hang down to the feet, or almost to the ground, when attached in this manner. Over the skirt and shintiyān is worn a long vest (called yelek), of the same material as the latter; it nearly resembles the kattān of the men, but is more tight to the body and arms; the sleeves also are longer, and it is made to button down the front from the bosom to a little below the girdle, instead of lapping over; it is open, likewise on each side, from the height of the hip downwards.

In general, the yelek is cut in such a manner as to leave half of the bosom uncovered, except by the shirt, but many ladies have it made more ample at that part, and according to the most approved fashion it should be of sufficient length to reach to the ground, or should exceed that length by two or three inches or more. A short vest (called kanteyr) reaching only a little below the waist, and exactly resembling a yelek of which the lower part has been cut off, is sometimes worn instead of the latter. A square shawl, or an embroidered kerchief, doubled diagonally, is put loosely round the waist as a girdle, the two corners that are folded together hanging down behind; or sometimes the lady's girdle is folded after the ordinary Turkish fashion, like that of the men, but more loosely.

Over the yelek is worn a gibbon of cloth or velvet or silk, usually embroidered with gold or with coloured silk; it differs in form from the gibbon of the men, Chiefly in being not so wide, particularly in the fore part, and is of the same length as the yelek. Instead of this, a jacket (called sulu charms), generally of cloth or velvet, and embroidered in the same manner as the gibbon, is often worn.

The head-dress consists of a takeeyeh and tarboosh, with a square kerchief (called faroozeh) of printed or painted muslin or one of crape, wound tightly round the head, and what is called a rabta. Two or more such kerchiefs were commonly used a short time since, and still are sometimes to form the ladies' head-dress. A long piece of white muslin, embroidered at each end with coloured silks.
and gold, or of coloured crepe ornamented with gold thread, &c., and spangles, rests upon the head, and hangs down behind, nearly or quite to the ground; this is called tarkhah, it is the head-veil; the face-veil I shall presently describe. The hair, except over the forehead and temples, is divided into numerous braids or plaits, generally from eleven to twenty-five in number, but always of an uneven number; these hang down the back. To each braid of hair are usually added three black silk cords with little ornaments of gold, &c., attached to them. Over the forehead the hair is cut rather short, but two full locks hang down on each side of the face; these are often curled in ringlets and sometimes plaited.

Few of the ladies of Egypt wear stockings or socks, but many of them wear mess (or inner shoes) of yellow or red morocco, sometimes embroidered with gold. Over these, whenever they step off the matted or carpeted part of the floor, they put on babooq (or slippers) of yellow morocco, with high-pointed toes, or use high wooden clogs or pattens, generally from four to nine inches in height, and usually ornamented with mother-of-pearl or silver, &c.

The riding or walking attire is called tez-iyarah. Whenever a lady leaves the house, she wears, in addition to what has been above described, first, a large, loose gown (called tob or sebleh), the sleeves of which are nearly equal in width to the whole length of the gown; it is of silk, generally of a pink or rose or violet colour. Next is put on the burka or face-veil, which is a long strip of white muslin, concealing the whole of the face except the eyes, and reaching nearly to the feet. It is suspended at the top by a narrow band, which passes up the forehead, and which is sewed, as are also the two upper corners of the veil, to a band that is tied round the head. The lady then covers herself with a habarah, which, for a married lady, is composed of two breadth of glossy, black silk, each all-wide, and three yards long; these are sewed together, at or near the selvages (according to the height of the person) the seam running horizontally, with respect to the manner in which it is worn; a piece of narrow black ribbon is sewed inside the upper part, about six inches from the edge, to tie round the head. But some of them imitate the Turkish ladies of Egypt in holding the front part so as to conceal all but that portion of the veil that is above the hands. The unmarried ladies wear a habarah of white silk, or a shawl. Some females of the middle classes, who cannot afford to purchase a habarah, wear instead of it an eccär (i.e., which is a piece of white calico, of the same form and size as the former, and is worn in the same manner. On the feet are worn short boots or socks (called thuff), of yellow morocco, and over these the babooq. The dress of a large proportion of those women of the lower orders who are not of the poorest class, consists of a pair of trousers or drawers.
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(similar in form to the shintiyán of the ladies, but generally of plain white cotton or linen), a blue linen or cotton shirt (not quite so full as that of the men), reaching to the feet, a burka’ of a kind of coarse black crapes, and a dark blue tarahsh of muslin or linen. Some wear, over the long shirt, or instead of the latter, a linen táb, of the same form as that of the ladies; and within the long shirt, some wear a short white shirt; and some, a sundersée also, or an antarsee. The sleeves of the táb are often turned up over the head; either to prevent their being incommodious, or to supply the place of a tarahsh. In addition to these articles of dress, many women who are not of the very poor classes wear, as a covering, a kind of plaid, similar in form to the habarab, composed of two pieces of cotton, woven in small checkers of blue and white, or cross stripes, with a mixture of red at each end. It is called milayet; in general it is yeh are worn, though by very few women of the lower classes.

The best kind of shoes worn by the females of the lower orders are of red morocco, turned up, but generally round, at the toes. The burka’s and shoes are most common in Cairo, and are also worn by many of the women throughout lower Egypt; but in Upper Egypt, the burka’s is very seldom seen, and shoes are scarcely less uncommon. To supply the place of the former, when necessary, a portion of the tarahsh is drawn before the face, so as to conceal nearly all the countenance except one eye.

Many of the women of the lower orders, even in the metropolis, never conceal their faces. Throughout the greater part of Egypt, the most common dress of the women, merely consists of the same shirt or táb and a pair of trousers. In the southern parts of Upper Egypt chiefly above Akhmeen, most of the women envelop themselves in a large piece of dark-brown woollen stuff (called a Khalilayet), wrapping it round the body and attaching the upper parts together over each shoulder, and a piece of the same they use as a tarahsh. This dull dress, though picturesque, is almost as disguising as the blue tinge which women in these parts of Egypt impart to their lips. Most of the women of the lower orders wear a variety of trumpery ornaments, such as ear-rings, necklaces, bracelets, &c., and sometimes a nose- ring.

The women of Egypt deem it more incumbent upon them to cover the upper and back part of the head than the face, and more requisite to conceal the face than most other parts of the person. I have often seen women but half covered with miserable rags, and several times females in the prime of womanhood, and others in more advanced age, with nothing on the body but a narrow strip of rag bound round the hips.

Mr. Bunsen, in his Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabys (p. 47), thus describes the dress of the Badawis of the desert:

In summer the men wear a coarse cotton shirt, over which the wealthy put a kombar, or “long gown,” as it is worn in Turkish towns, of silk or cotton stuff. Most of them, however, do not wear the kombar, but simply wear over their shirt a woollen mantle. There are different sorts of mantles, one very thin, light, and white woollen, manufactured at Baghčedá, and called mesamúy. A coarser and smaller kind, striped with and tawny brown (worn over the mesamúy), is called abba. The Baghčedá abbas are most esteemed, those made at Hamah, with short wide sleeves, are called bowsh. (In the northern parts of Syria, every kind of woollen mantle, whether white, black, or striped white and brown, or white and blue, are called meshlák.) I have not seen any black abbas among the Aneezes, but frequently among the sheiks of Ahl el Shenáj, sometimes interwoven with gold, and with much as much as ten pounds sterling. The Aneezes do not wear drawers; they walk and ride usually barefooted, even the richest of
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worn in the same manner as the habarab, but sometimes like the tarahsh. The upper part of the black burka’s is often ornamented with false pearls, small gold coins, and other little flat ornaments of the same metal (called bark); sometimes with a coral bead, and a gold coin beneath; also with some coins of base silver and more commonly with a pair of chain tassels of brass or silver (called ogoon) attached to the corners. A square black silk kerchief (called ashek), with a border of red and yellow, is bound round the head, doubled diagonally, and tied with a single knot behind; or, instead of this, the tarboosh and faroodee-
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them, although they generally set on yellow boots and red shoes. All the Bedouins wear on the head, instead of the red Turkish cap, a turban or square kerchief, of cotton or cotton and silk mixed; the turban is called keffie; they fold about the head so that one corner falls backward, and two other corners cover the shoulders; with these two corners they cover their faces to protect them from the sun’s rays, or hot wind, or rain, or to conceal their features if they wish to be unknown. The keffie is yellow or yellow mixed with green. Over the keffie the Ameen tie, instead of a turban, a cord round the head; this cord is of camel’s hair, and called okal. Some tie a handkerchief about the head, and it is then called shufa. A few rich sheikhs wear shawls on their heads of Damascus or Baghdad manufacture, striped red and white; they sometimes also use red caps or takia (called in Syria tawboad), and under those they wear a smaller cap of camel’s hair, called maawra (in Syria arkeye, where it is generally made of fine cotton stuff).
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Some few Ameen use girdles of leather, others tie a cord or a piece of rag over the shirt. Men and women wear from infancy a leather girdle around the naked waist; it consists of four or five rings twisted together into a cord as thick as one’s finger. I heard that the women tie their thongs separated from each other, round the waist. Both men and women adorn the girdles with pieces of rubands or amulets. The Ameen call it bahcoo; the Abl Shemali call it berein. In summer the boys, until the age of seven or eight years, go stark naked; but I never saw any young girl in that state, although it was mentioned that in the interior of the desert the girls, at that early age, were not more encumbered by clothing than their little brothers. In winter, the Bedouins wear over the shirt a pelisse, made of several sheepskins stitched together; many wear these skins even in summer, because experience has taught them that the more warmly a person is clothed, the less he suffers from the sun. The Arabs endure the inclemency of the rainy season in a wonderful manner. While everything around them suffers from the cold, they sleep barefooted in an open tent, where the fire is not kept up beyond midnight. Yet in the middle of summer an Arab sleeps wrapt in his mantle upon the burning sand, and exposed to the rays of an intensely hot sun. The ladies’ dress is a wide cotton gown of a dark colour, blue, brown, or black; on their heads they wear a kerchief called shanber or mekroume, the young females having it of a red colour, the old of black. All the Renuo ladies shave black silk kerchiefs, two yards square, called shik kis; these are made at Damascus. Silver rings are much worn by the Ameen ladies, both in the ears and noses; the ear-rings they call terroo (pt. teraay), the small nose-rings shedro, the larger some of which are three inches and a half in diameter), khanas. All the women puncture their lips and dye them blue; this kind of tattooing they call bertoum, and apply it likewise in spotting their temples and foreheads. The Serhhan women puncture their cheeks, breasts, and arms, and the Amour women their ankles. Several men also adorn their arms in the same manner. The Bedouin ladies half cover their faces with a dark-coloured veil, called sekye, which is so tied as to conceal the chin and mouth. The Egyptian women’s veil (serhcoo) is used by the Kebly Arabs. Round their wrists the Ameen ladies wear garlands of bracelets of various colours; the rich also have silver bracelets and some wear silver chains about the neck. Both in summer and winter the men and women go barefooted.

Captain Burton, in his account of Zanibar, (vol. i. p. 383), says —

The Arab’s head-dress is a kummeh or kofiyah (red fez), a Surat calotte (afiyah), or a white skull-cap, worn under a turban (kilenba) of Oman silk and cotton religiously mixed. Usually it is of fine blue and white cotton check, embroidered and lined with a broad red border, with the ends hanging in

A BEDOUIN (BADAWI) OF THE DESERT.

The Ameen are distinguished at first sight from all the Syrian Bedouins by the long tresses of their hair. They never shave their black hair, but cherish it from infancy, till they can twist it in tresses, that hang over the cheeks down to the breast; these
unequal lengths over one shoulder. The coiffure is highly picturesque. The ruling family and grandees, however, have modified its vulgar folds, wearing it peaked in front, and somewhat resembling a tiara. The essential body-clothing, and the succedaneum for trousers in an izor (or gozeh Chahs), or loincloth, tucked in at the waist, six to seven feet long by two to three broad. The colours are brick-red and white, or blue and white, with a silk border striped red, black, and yellow.
The very poor wear a dirty bit of cotton girdled by a hukab or kundúc, a rope of plated thongs; the rich prefer a fine embroidered stuff from Oman, supported at the waist by a silver chain. None but the western Arabs admit the innovation of drawers (saránum). The jama or upper garment is a collarless coat, of the best broad-cloth, fust-green or some tender colour being preferred. It is secured over the left breast by a silken loop, and the straight wide sleeves are gaily lined. The kizbóo is a kind of waistscoat, covering only the bust; some wear it with sleeves, others without. The dishtabes (in Kiswahili Khamuz), a narrow-sleeved shirt buttoned at the throat, and extending to mid-thigh, is made of calico (bagfah), American drill and other stuffs called dorigah, turabuzum, and jamdani. Sailors are known by khezerangi, a coarse cotton, stained dingy red-yellow, with banna or pomegranate rind, and rank with wars (bastard saffron) and shark's oil.
Respectable men guard the stomach with a hizam, generally a Cashmere or Bombay shawl; others wear such as the dust-coloured raw silk manufactured in Oman. The outer garment for chilly weather is the long tight-sleeved Persian jubbeh, jubakah, or caytan, of European broad-cloth. Most men shave their heads, and the Shafeis trim or entirely remove the moustaches.
The palms are reddened with benna, which is either brought from El Hejaz, or gathered in the plantations. The only ring is a plain cornelian seal and the sole other ornament is a tallisman (hirz, in Kiswahili Hirizi). The eyes are blackened with kohl, or antimony of El Shab—here, not Syris, but the region about Mecca, and the mouth crimsoned by betel, looks as if a tooth had just been knocked out.

Dr. Eugene Schuyler, in his work on Turkistan (vol. i. p. 122), says:—
The dress of the Central Asiatic is very simple. He wears loose baggy trousers, usually made of coarse white cotton stuff fastened tightly round the waist, with a cord and tassel; this is a necessary article of dress, and is never or rarely taken off, at all events not in the presence of another. Frequently, when men are at work, this is the only garment, and in that case it is gradually turned up under the cord, or rolled up on the legs, so that the person is almost naked. Over this is worn a long shirt, either white or of some light-coloured print, reaching almost to the feet, and very narrow in the neck, which renders it somewhat difficult to put the head through. The sleeves are long and loose. Beyond this there is nothing more but what is called the chapun, varying in number according to the weather, or the whim of the person. The chapun is a loose gown, cut very sloping in the neck, with strings to tie it together in front; and inordinately large sleeves, made with an immense gore, and about twice as long as is necessary; exceedingly inconvenient, but useful to conceal the hands, as Asiatic politeness dictates.
In summer, these are usually made of Russian prints, or of the native alatcha, a striped cotton material, or of silk, either striped or with most gorgeous eastern patterns, in bright colours, especially red, yellow, and green. I have sometimes seen men with as many as four or five of these gowns, even in summer; they say that it keeps out the heat. In winter, one gown will frequently be made of cloth, and lined with fine lamb-skin or fur. The usual girdle is a large handkerchief, or a small shawl; at times, a long scarf wound several times tightly round the waist. The Jews in places under native rule are allowed no girdle, but a bit of rope or cord, as a mark of ignominy. From the girdle hang the accessory knives and several small bags and pouches, often prettily embroidered, for combs, money, &c. On the head there is a skull-cap; these in Tashkent are always embroidered with silk; in Bukhara they are usually worked with silk, or worsted in cross-stitch in gay patterns. The turban, called chülpetch, or “forty turns,” is very long; and if the wearer has any pretence to elegance, it should be of fine thin material, which is chiefly imported from England. It requires considerable experience to wind one properly round the head, so that the folds will be well made and the appearance fashionable. One extremity is left to fall over the left shoulder, but is usually, except at prayer time, tucked in over the top. Should this end be on the right shoulder, it is said to be in the Afghan style. The majority of turbans are white, particularly so in Tashkent, though white's
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especially the colour of the mulâkh and religious people, whose learning is judged by the size of their turbans. In general, merchants prefer blue, striped, or chequered material.

DRUNKABLES. Arabic ashrībah (غريب). There is a chapter in the Traditions devoted to this subject, and entitled Bābu’l-Ashrībah. The example of Muhammad in his habit of drinking, having influenced the Eastern world in its habits, the following traditions are noticeable. Anas says "the Prophet has forbidden drinking water standing," and that he used to take breath three times in drinking; and would say drinking in this way cools the stomach, quenches the thirst, and gives health and vigour to the body. Ibn ‘Abbās says the Prophet forbade drinking water from the mouth of a leather bag. Umm Salīmah says "the Prophet said, 'He who drinks out of a silver cup drinks of hell fire.'" (Mishkāt, book xix. c. iii.)

DROWNING. Arabic gharaq (غرق). It is a strange anomaly in Muhammadan law, according to the teaching of Abū Hanīfah, that if a person cause the death of another by immersing him under water until he die, the offence does not
Drunkenness

Drunkennes. Shurb (شرب) denotes the state of a person who has taken intoxicating liquor, whilst sukr (سكر) implies a state of drunkenness. Wine of any kind being strictly forbidden by the Muslim law, no distinction is made in the punishment of a wine-drinker and a drunkard. If a Muslim drink wine, and two witnesses testify to his having done so, or his breath smell of wine, or if he shall himself confess to having taken wine; or if he be found in a state of intoxication, he shall be beaten with eighty stripes, or, in the case of a slave, with forty stripes. (Hidâyah, vol. ii. p. 57; Mîshkât, bk. xv. c. iv.) [Khâmr.]

Druzes. A heretical mystic sect of Muhammadans, which arose about the beginning of the eleventh century in the mountains of Syria. They are now chiefly found in the districts of Lebanon, and in the neighbourhood of Damascus. They were founded by al-Hakim, the fanatical Khalîfah of the Fatîmine race, who reigned at Cairo, assisted by two Persians named Hamzah and al-Darâzi, from the latter of whom the sect derives its name.

De Sacy, in his Exposé de la Religion des Druzes, gives the following summary of their belief:

"To acknowledge only one God, without seeking to penetrate the nature of His being and of His attributes; to confess that He can neither be comprehended by the senses nor defined by words; to believe that the Divinity has shown itself to men at different epochs, under a human form, without participating in any of the weaknesses and imperfections of humanity; that it has shown itself at last, at the commencement of the fifth age of the Hejira, under the figure of Hakim Amr Allah; that that was the last of His manifestations, after which there is none other to be expected; that Hakim disappeared in the year 411 of the Hejira, to try the faith of His servants, to give room for the apostasy of hypocrites, and of those who had only embraced the true religion from the hope of worldly rewards; that in a short time he would appear again, full of glory and of majesty, to triumph over all his enemies, to extend His empire over all the earth, and to make His faithful worshippers happy for ever; to believe that Universal Intelligence is the first of God's creatures, the only direct production of His omnipotence; that it has appeared upon the earth at the epoch of each of the manifestations of the Divinity, and has finally appeared since the time of Hakim under the figure of Hamza, son of Ahmad; that it is by His ministry that all the other creatures have been produced; that Hamza only possesses the knowledge of all truth, that he is the prime minister of the true religion, and that he communicates, directly or indirectly, with the other ministers and with the faithful, but in different proportions, the knowledge and the grace which he receives directly from the Divinity, and of which he is the sole channel; that he only has immediate access to God, and acts as a mediator to the other worshippers of the Supreme Being; acknowledging that Hamza is he to whom Hakim will confide his sword, to make his religion triumph, to conquer all his rivals, and to distribute rewards and punishments according to the merits of each one; to know the other ministers of religion, and the rank which belongs to each of them; to give to each the obedience and submission which is their due; to confess that every soul has been created by the Universal Intelligence; that the number of men is always the same; and that souls pass successively into different bodies; that they are raised by their attachment to truth to a superior degree of excellence, or are degraded by neglecting or giving up religious meditation; to practise the seven commandments which the religion of Hamza imposes upon its followers, and which principally exacts from them the observance of truth, charity towards their brethren, the renunciation of their former religion, the most entire resignation and submission to the will of God; to confess that all preceding religions have only been types more or less perfect of true religion, that all their ceremonial observances are only allegories, and that the manifestation of true religion requires the abrogation of every other creed. Such is the abridgment of the religious system taught in the books of the Druzes, of which Hamza is the author, and whose followers are called Unitarians."

There is a very full and correct account of the religious belief of the Druzes in the Researches into the Religions of Syria, by the Rev. J. Wortabet, M.D. In this work Dr. Wortabet gives the following Catechism of the Druzes, which expresses their belief with regard to Christianity:

"Q. What do ye say concerning the gospel which the Christians hold?

A. That it is true; for it is the sayings of the Lord Christ, who was Salman el Pharsi, during the life of Mohammed, and who is Hamzeh the son of Ali—not the false Christ who was born of Mary, for he was the son of Joseph.

Q. Where was the true Christ when the false Christ was with the disciples?

A. He was among the disciples. He uttered the truths of the gospel and taught Christ, the son of Joseph, the Institutes of the Christian religion; but when Jesus disobeyed the true Christ, He put hatred into the hearts of the Jews, so that they crucified him."
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"What became of him after the crucifixion?"
"A. They put him into a grave, and the true Christ came and stole him, and gave out the report among men that Christ had risen out of the dead."
"Q. Why did he act in this manner?"
"A. That he might establish the Christian religion, and confirm its followers in what he had taught them.
"Q. Why did he act in such a manner as to establish error?"
"A. So that the Unitarians should be concealed in the religion of Jesus and none of them might be known.
"Q. Who was it that came from the grave and entered among the disciples when the doors were shut?"
"A. The living Christ, who is immortal, even Hamzeb, the son and slave of our Lord.
"Q. Who brought the gospel to light, and preached it?"
"A. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."
"Q. Why did not the Christians acknowledge the unity of God?"
"A. Because God had not so decreed.
"Q. Why does God permit the introduction of evil and infidelity?"
"A. Because He chooses to mislead some from, and to guide others, to the truth.
"Q. If infidelity and error proceed from Him, why does He punish those who follow them?"
"A. Because when He deceived them, they did not obey Him.
"Q. How can a deluded man obey, when he is ignorant of the true state of the case?"
"A. We are not bound to answer this question, for God is not accountable to His creatures for his dealings with them."

DUA (دعاء). "Prayer." The word dua is generally used for supplication, as distinguished from sala, or the liturgical form of prayer, e.g. Qur'an, Surah xiv. 42: "O my Lord! make me and my posterity to be constant in prayer (salat), O our Lord! and accept my supplication (dua)." [PRAYERS.]

DUA-I-MA'ASUR (دعاء مأثور). Lit. "Recorded prayer." A term used for prayers which were offered up by the Prophet, and have been handed down in the Traditions.

DUAU L-QUNUT (دعاء القنوت) called also the Qunatu l-Witr, "The prayer said standing." A form of prayer recited after the garb at the night prayer. Recited by some sects in the early morning. It is found in the Traditions. It is as follows:—
"O God, we seek help from Thee, and forgiveness of sins.
"We believe in Thee and trust in Thee.
"We praise Thee. We thank Thee. We are not unthankful.
"We exped, and we depart from him who does not obey Thee.
"We serve Thee only, and to Thee do we pray.
"We seek Thee, we prostrate ourselves and we serve Thee.
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"We hope for Thy mercy. We fear Thy punishments."
"Surely Thy judgments are upon the infidels."

DUALISM. Professor Palmer, following the remarks of al-Baizawi, the commentator, says there is a protest against the dualistic doctrine that Light and Darkness were two co-eternal principles, in the Qur'an, Surah vi. 1: "Praised be God who created the heavens and the earth, and brought into being the Darkness and the Light." (Palmer's Qur'an, vol. i. p. 112; al-Baizawi in loco.)

AD-DUKHAN ( الدخان). "The Smoke." The title of the xivth chapter of the Qur'an, in which the words occur (9th verse): "Expect thou the day when the heaven shall bring a palatable smoke." (Hidaiyah, vol. iv. p. 568.) A dumb person can also acknowledge and deny the faith by a sign.

AD-DURRA'I 'L-BAIZA (الدرة في البازا). Lit. "The pearl of light." A term used by the Sâfi mystics to express the 'asla 'l-aswal, the first intelligence which God is said to have created at the beginning of the animate world. (Abdu 'r-Razzaq's Dictionary of Sufi Terms.)

DUBUD (داعود); a Persian word. Arabic as-Salát (الصلاة). A benediction; imploring mercy. A part of the stated prayer, recited immediately after the Tashahhud, whilst in the same posture. It is as follows:—"O God, have mercy on Muhammad and on his descendants, as Thou didst have mercy on Abraham and on his descendants! Thou art to be praised, and Thou art great! O God, bless Muhammad and his descendants as Thou didst bless Abraham and his descendants. Thou art to be praised, and Thou art great. The merit of this form of prayer are said to be very great; for, according to Anas, the Prophet said, "He who recites it will have blessings on his head ten times, ten sins will be forgiven, and he will be exalted ten steps." (Mishkat, book iv. c. xvii.) [PRAYER.]

DZUKH (ذئبع). The Persian word for hell. [HELL.]

DYER. According to the Imam Abü Hanifah, a dyer of cloth is at liberty to
DYEING. The. Very special instructions are given in Muslim books as to the treatment of the dying. In the Durru 'l-Mukhtâr (p. 88), the friends of the dying are recommended, if possible, to turn the head of the dying person towards Makkah; but if this be not convenient, his feet should be placed in that direction and his head slightly raised. The Kalimatu 'sh-Shahâdah should then be recited, and the Sûrah Yâ-Sîn (xxvi.) and Sûratu 'Ra'd (xxiii.) should be read from the Qur'an. When the spirit has departed from the body, the mouth should be tied up and the eyes closed and the arms straightened, and the body should be perfumed, and no unclean person should be allowed to approach the corpse. Immediate steps should then be taken for the washing of the corpse. [DEATH.]

EAR-RINGS; NOSE-RINGS. In the East it is the universal custom of Muhammadan women to wear ear-rings, and they are not unfrequently worn by young men and children. Gold ear-rings are, however, forbidden in the Traditions; for Abû Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, “Whoever wishes to put into the ear or the nose of a friend a ring of hell fire, let him put in the ear or the nose of his friend a gold ring . . . let your ornament be of silver.” And Asmâ’ bint Yazid relates the same tradition. (Mishkât, book xx. c. 11, part 2.)

EARTH. The. Arabic ارض (אָרֶץ). Muhammad taught his followers that just as there are seven heavens [HEAVEN] one above another, so there are seven earths one beneath another, the distance between each of these regions being five hundred years’ journey. (Mishkât, book xxiv. c. i. part 3.)

In the Qur'an the earth is said to be stretched out like a carpet or bed (Sûrah ii. 20; xiii. 3; lxviii. 6), which expression the ancient commentators understood to imply that the earth was a vast plane, but circular; and (Sûrah xxxix. 67) to be but a handful in the sight of God, which in the last day shall be changed into another earth (Sûrah xiv. 49).

The earth is believed by Muhammadan writers to be surrounded by a great sea called al-Bahru ’l-Muhit, or the circumambient ocean, which is bounded by the mountains of Qâf. The extent of the earth is said to be equal to a journey of five hundred years; two hundred years’ journey being allowed to the sea, two hundred to the uninhabited desert, eighty to the country of Gog and Magog (Fayjaj wa Majj) and the rest to the civilised world. Certain terre incorpore in the midst of the mountains of Qâf are said to be inhabited by the jinn or genii. According to some, Makkah (or Jerusalem according to others) is situated in the centre of the earth. On the Muhit is the ‘Arâsh ’l-Iblis, or “Throne of Satan.” The western portion of the Muhit is often called the Bahru ’z-Zulmât, or “Sea of Darkness,” and in the south-west corner of the earth is the Fountain of Life of which al-Khâyr drank, and in virtue of which he still lives, and will live till the Day of Judgment. The mountains of Qâf which bound the great sea Muhit, form a circular barrier round the whole earth, and are said to be of green chrysolite, the colour of which the Prophet said imparts a greenish tint to the sky. The general opinion is that the mountains of Qâf bound our earth, but some say there are countries beyond, each country being a thousand years’ journey.

The seven earths, which are five hundred years’ journey from each other, are situated one beneath the other, and each of these seven regions has its special occupants. The occupants of the first are men, genii, and animals; the second is occupied by the suffocating wind which destroyed the infidel tribe of ’Ad (Sûrah lxix. 6); the third is filled with the stones of hell, mentioned in the Qur'an (Sûrah ii. 22; lxvi. 6) as “the fuel of which is men and stones”; the fourth by the sulphur of hell; the fifth by the serpents of hell; the sixth by the scorpions of hell, which are in size and colour like black mules, and have tails like spears; and the seventh by the devil and his angels. Our earth is said to be supported on the shoulders of an angel, who stands upon a rock of ruby, which rock is supported on a huge bull with four thou-
EARTHQUAKE, The. Arabic as-Zalsalah (آذالال). The title of the xcvith Sūrah of the Qur’ān, in which it is stated that an earthquake will take place at the commencement of the signs of the last day:

"When the Earth with her quaking shall quake,
  "And the Earth shall cast forth her burdens,
  "And man shall say, What aileth her?
  "On that day shall she tell out her tidings,
  "Because thy Lord shall have inspired her.
  "On that day shall men come forward in throngs to behold their works,
  "And whosoever shall have wrought an atom's weight of good shall behold it,
  "And whosoever shall have wrought an atom's weight of evil shall behold it."

EATING. According to the Traditions, Muhammadans have been enjoined by their Prophet to eat in God's name, to return thanks, to eat with their right hand, and with their shoes off, and to lick the plate when the meal is finished. The following are some of Muhammad's precepts on the subject:

"The Devil has power over that food which is eaten without remembering God."

"Repeat the name of God. Eat with the right hand and eat from before you."

"When a man comes into a house at mealtime, and remembers the name of God, the devil says to his followers, 'There is no place here for you and me to-night, nor is there any supper for us.'"

"When anyone eats he must not wash his fingers until he has first licked them."

"Whoever eats a dish and licks it afterwards, the dish intercedes with God for him."

"When victuals are placed before you, eat them with your shoes off, because taking off your shoes will ease your feet." (Abdu 'l-Haqq adds, 'and do it out of respect to the food.')

"Whoever eats from a plate and licks it afterwards, the dish says to him, 'May God free you from hell as you have freed me from the devils licking me.'"

Qatūdah says that Anas said: "The Prophet did not eat off a table, as is the manner of proud men, who do it to avoid bending their backs." (Mishkât, Arabic ed., Bālūq 'l-Atīmāh.)

The following directions are given for eating, by Faqir Muhammad As'ad, the author of the Akhlaq-i-Jalah. (Thompson's English Translation, p. 294):

"First of all, he should wash his hands,
mouth, and nose. Before beginning he should say, 'In the name of God' (Bismillah); and after ending he must say, 'Glory to God' (Al-hamdu illah). He is not to be in a hurry to begin, unless he is the master of the feast; he must not dirty his hands, or clothes, or the table-linen; he must not eat with more than three fingers, nor open his mouth wide; not take large mouthfuls, nor swallow them hastily, nor yet keep them too long unsalved. He must not suck his fingers in the course of eating; but after he has eaten, he may, or rather ought, as there is scripture warrant for it.

"Let him not look from dish to dish, nor smell the food, nor pick and choose it. If there should be one dish better than the rest, let him not be greedy on his own account, but let him offer it to others. He must not spill the grease upon his fingers, or so as to wet his bread and salt. He must not eye his comrades in the midst of his mouthfuls. Let him eat from what is next him, unless of fruit, which it is allowable to eat from every quarter. What he has once put into his mouth (such as bones, &c.), he must not replace upon his bread, nor upon the table-cloth; if a bone has found its way there, let him remove it unclean. Let him beware of revolting gestures, and of letting anything drop from his mouth into the cup. Let him so behave, that, if anyone should wish to eat the relics of his repast, there may be nothing to revolt him.

"Where he is a guest, he must stay his hand sooner than the master of the feast; and whenever the rest discontinue eating, he must act in concert with them, except he be in his own house, or some other where he constitutes part of the family. Where he is himself the host, he must not continue eating when the rest have stayed their hands, so that something may be left for anyone who chances to fancy it.

"If he has occasion to drink in the course of his meal, let him do it softly, that no noise in his throat or mouth may be audible to others. He must not pick his teeth in the view of the company, nor swallow what his tongue may extract from between them; and so of what may be extracted by the toothpick, let him throw it aside so as to disgust no one.

"When the time comes for washing his hands, let him be exceedingly careful in cleansing his nails and fingers. Similar must be his particularity in washing his lips, mouth, and nostrils. He must not void his rheum into the basin; even the water in which his mouth has been rinsed, let him cover with his hand as he throws it away.

"Neither must he take the turn from others in washing his hands, saving when he is master of the entertainment, and then he should be the first to wash."

**EATING WITH JEWS OR CHRISTIANS.** In Mubammadan countries, where the people have not been brought in contact with Hindus, with caste prejudices, Muslims never hesitate to eat with Jews and Christians, provided the drink and viands are such as are lawful in Islam. Since the British occupation of India, the question has often been raised, and few Mubammadans will eat with Englishmen. Syud Ahmad Khan, C.S.I., has written a book, in which he proves that it is lawful for Mubammadans to eat with both Christians and Jews, and his arguments would seem to be in accordance with the teaching of the Qur'an. Surah v. 7: "Lawful for you to-day are the good things, and the food of the people of the Book (i.e. Jews and Christians) is lawful for you, and your food is lawful for them."

Al-Baiasawi, commenting on this verse,
ECLIPSE

The Arabic ḥuwaṣf (عوشف) is used to denote either an eclipse of the sun or the moon (vide Mishkāt, book iv. c. I.); but it is more specially applied to an eclipse of the moon; and kusūf (كسف) for an eclipse of the sun (vide Richardson's Dictionary). Special prayers, consisting of two rakkās, are enjoined in the Traditions (Mishkāt, book iv. c. ii.) at the time of an eclipse of either the sun or moon. Abu l-Abbas ibn 'Abbās says: "There was an eclipse of the sun in the time of the Prophet, and he recited prayers, and the people recited after him; and he stood up for a long time, as long as anyone would be reciting the Chapter of the Cow (i.e. Sūrat al-Baqara). Then he performed a long rukū, after which he raised up his head and stood a long time, which was under the first standing; after which he did the second rukū, which was the same as the first in point of time; then he raised his head up from the second rukū; and performed two prostrations, as is customary. Then he stood up a long time, in the second rak‘ah, and this was shorter than the first standing, in the first rak‘ah; after which he did a long rukū in the second rak‘ah, and this was under the first rukū, in the first rak‘ah. After this, he raised up his head, and stood a long time; and this was shorter than the first, in the second rak‘ah. Then he did a long rukū; and this was not so great as the first, in the second rak‘ah. Then he rose up, and performed two prostrations; and after repeating the creed, and giving the salām, he concluded his prayers. And the sun was bright. And the Prophet said, 'Verily, the sun and moon are two signs, amongst those which prove the existence of God, and are not eclipsed on account of the life or death of any person; and when ye see this, remember God.' The Companions said, 'O Prophet! We saw you, about to take something in the place where you stood in prayer, after which we saw you draw back a little.' And the Prophet said, 'I saw Paradise, and gathered a bunch of grapes from it; and if I had taken it and given it to you, verily you would have eaten of it as long as the world lasts. I also saw hell, and never saw such a horrid sight till this day; and I saw that they were mostly women.' And the Companions said, 'O Prophet, why are most of the people of hell women?' He said, 'On account of their infidelity; not on account of their disobedience to God, but that they are ungrateful to their husbands, and hide the good things done them; and if you do good to one of them perpetually, after that, if they see the least fault in you, they will say, I never saw you perform a good work.'" (Mishkāt, book iv. c. ii.)

EDEN

Arabic ʿAdn (عذن), which al-Baiṣāwī means "a fixed abode." The Hebrew ʿyḥ is generally understood by Hebrew scholars to mean "pleasure" or "delight." The word ʿAdn is not used in the Qurān for the residence of our first parents, the term used being al-jannāt, "the garden"; although the Muslim Commentators are agreed in calling it the Jannāt ʿAdn, or "Garden of Eden." The expressions, Jannāt ʿAdn, the Garden of Eden, and Jannātū ʿAdn, "the Gardens of Eden," occur ten times in the Qurān, but in each case they are used for the fourth heaven, or stage, of celestial bliss.  

According to the Qurān, it seems clear that Jannāt ʿAdn is considered to be a place in heaven, and not a terrestrial paradise, and hence a difficulty arises as to the locality of that Eden from which Adam fell. Is it the same place as the fourth abode of
cestial bliss? or, was it a garden situated in some part of earth? Al-Beisawi says that some people have thought this Eden was situated in the country of the Phalinites, or between Fāris and Kirkūn. But, he adds, the Garden of Eden is the Dar al-Suqūd, or the House of Recompense, which is a stage in the paradise of the heavens; and that when Adam and Eve were cast out of Paradise, Adam fell on the isle of Ceylon, or Sarandib, and Eve near Jiddah in Arabia; and after a separation of 200 years, Adam was, on his repentance, conducted by the Angel Gabriel to a mountain near Makkah, where he knew his wife Eve, the mountain being thence named 'Arafah (i.e., "the place of recognition"); and that he afterwards retired with her to Ceylon, where they continued to propagate their species.

Muḥammad Thāhir (Moja'mu'l-Dīnār, p. 265), in remarking upon the fact that in the Traditions the rivers Jāhūn and Jāhān are said to be rivers in "the garden" (al-Jannah), says the terms are figurative, and mean that the faith extended to those regions and made them rivers of paradise. And in another place (idem, p. 164) the same author says the four rivers Saiḳīn (Jaxartes), Jāhān (Jihon), Parāt (Euphrates), and Nil (Nile), are the rivers of Paradise, and that the rivers Saiḳīn and Jāhān are not the same as Jähūn and Jāhān, but that these four rivers already mentioned originally came from Paradise to this earth of ours.

EDUCATION

Education without religion is to the Muhammadan mind an anomaly. In all books of Traditions there are sections specially devoted to the consideration of knowledge, but only so far as it relates to a knowledge of God, and of "God's Book." (See Saiḳīn-i-Bukhārī, Babu 'I-im.) The people who read the "Book of God", and according to the sayings of the Prophet, described as "assembling together in mosques, with light and comfort descending upon them, the grace of God covering them, and the angels of God encompassing them round about." The chief aim and object of education in Islam is, therefore, to obtain a knowledge of the religion of Muhammad, and anything beyond this is considered superfluous, and even dangerous. Amongst Muhammadan religious leaders there have always been two classes—those who affect the ascetic and mortification, such as the Sufi mystics and the Faqir (Faqīr); and those who, by a careful study of the Qur'an, the Traditions, and the numerous works on divinity, have attained to a high reputation for scholarship, and are known in Turkey as the 'Ulama, or "learned", and in India, as Maulavis.

Amongst Muhammadans generally, a knowledge of science and various branches of secular learning is considered dangerous to the faith, and it is discouraged by the religious, although some assert that Muhammad himself has encouraged learning of all kinds in the Qur'an, by the following verse, Saiḳah ii. 272:—

"He giveth wisdom to whom He will, and He to whom wisdom is given hath had much good given him."

Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, says: "The parents seldom devote much of their time or attention to the intellectual education of their children; generally contenting themselves with instilling into their young minds a few principles of religion, and then submitting them, if they can afford to do so, to the instruction of a school. As early as possible, the child is taught to say, 'I testify that there is no deity but God, and I testify that Muhammad is God's Apostle.' He receives also lessons of religious pride, and learns to hate the Christians, and all other sects but his own, as thoroughly as does the Muslim in advanced age. In connection with all mosques of importance, in all parts of Islam whether in Turkey, Egypt, Persia, or India, there are small schools, either for the education of children, or for the training of students of divinity. The child who attends these seminaries is first taught his alphabet, which he learns from a small board, on which the letters are written by the teacher. He then becomes acquainted with the numerical value of each letter. [Arabic.] After this he learns to write down the ninety-nine names of God, and other simple words taken from the Qur'an. [God.] When he has mastered the spelling of words, he proceeds to learn the first chapter of the Qur'an, then the last chapter, and gradually reads through the whole Qur'an in Arabic, which he usually does without understanding a word of it. Having finished the Qur'an, which is considered an incumbent religious duty, the pupil is instructed in the elements of grammar, and perhaps a few simple rules of arithmetic. To this is added a knowledge of one Hindustani, or Persian book. The ability to read a single Persian book like the Gulistan or Bustān, is considered in Central Asia to be the sign of a liberal education. The ordinary schoolmaster is generally a man of little learning, the learned Maulavi usually devoting himself to the study of divinity, and not to the education of the young.

Amongst students of divinity, who are called (talabatun (sing. tālib) 'ilm, or "seekers after knowledge," the usual course of study is as follows: as-tarf, grammatical inflection; an-nahw, syntax; al-mantīq, logic; al-hisāb, arithmetical algebra; al-ma'nī wa l-bayān, rhetoric and verison; al-fiqh, jurisprudence; al-adā'is, scholastic theology; at-tafsīr, commentaries on the Qur'an; 'ilm 'usul, treatises on exegesis, and the principles and rules of interpretation of the laws of Islam; al-abādil, the traditions and commentaries thereon. These are usually regarded as different branches of learning, and it is not often that a Maulavi, or 'Alīm, attains to the knowledge of each section. For example, a scholar will be celebrated as being well acquainted with the Hadith, but he may be weak in al-fiqh. The teacher, when instructing his pupils, seats himself on the
ground with his hearers all seated round him in a ring. Instruction in mosques is usually given in the early morning, after the morning prayer, and continues some three or four hours. It is again renewed for a short time after the mid-day prayer.

Students in mosques are generally supported by the people of the parish, (each mosque having its section or parish), who can be called upon for food for all the inmates of a mosque every morning and evening. Not unfrequently mosques are endowed with land, or rents of shops and houses, for the payment of professors. Mr. Lane speaks of a mosque in Cairo, which had an endowment for the support of three hundred blind students. The great mosque al-Azhar, in Cairo, is the largest and most influential seat of learning in Islam. In 1875, when the present writer visited it, it had as many as 5,000 students gathered from all parts of the Muhammadan world.

In India almost every mosque of importance has its class of students of divinity, but they are not established for the purposes of general education, but for the training of students of divinity who will in time become the Imams of mosques. Some of the Maulawis are men held in great reputation as Arabic scholars, but they are, as a rule, very deficient in general knowledge and information. Whether we look to India, or Persia, or Egypt, or Turkey, the attitude of Muhammadanism is undoubtedly one in direct antagonism to the spread of secular education.

Much has been made by some writers of the liberal patronage extended to literature and science by 'Abd-ur-Rahman and his suc-

A MUSLIM SCHOOL.

cessors as Khalifs of Cordova in the Middle Ages. But there was nothing original, or Islamic, in the literature thus patronised, for, as Professor Ueberweg remarks in his History of Philosophy, "the whole philosophy of the Arabs was a form of Aristotelianism, tempered more or less with Neo-Platonic conceptions." The philosophical works of the Greeks and their works of medical and physical science, were translated from Greek into Arabic by Syrian Christians, and not by Arabian Muslims. Muhammadans cannot be altogether credited with these literary undertakings.

Al-Maqqari, in his History of the Dynasties of Spain, has an interesting notice of education in that country, in which he writes:—

"Respecting the state of science among the Andalusians (Spaniards), we must own in justice that the people of that country were the most ardent lovers of knowledge, as well as those who best knew how to appreciate and distinguish a learned man and an ignorant one; indeed, science was so much esteemed by them, that whoever had not been endowed by God with the necessary qualifications to acquire it, did everything in his power to distinguish himself, and conceal from the people his want of instruction; for an ignorant man was at all times looked upon as an object of the greatest contempt, while the learned man, on the contrary, was not only respected by all, nobles and plebeians, but was trusted and consulted on every occa-
EGGS

slid; his name was in every mouth, his
power and influence had no limits, and he was
preferred and distinguished in all the occa-
sions of life.

"Owing to this, rich men in Cordova, how-
ever illiterate they might be, encouraged
letters, rewarded with the greatest munifi-
cence writers and poets, and spared neither
trouble nor expense in forming large collec-
tions of books; so that, independently of the
famous library founded by the Khalifah al-
Hakim, and which is said by writers worthy
of credit to have contained no less than four
hundred thousand volumes, there were in the
capital many other libraries in the hands of
wealthy individuals, where the studious
could dive into the fathomless sea of know-
ledge, and bring up its inestimable pearls.
Cordova was indeed, in the opinion of every
author, the city in Andalus where most
books were to be found, and its inhabitants
were renowned for their formation in
libraries. To such an extent did this rage
for collection increase, says Ibn Sa'id, that
any man in power, or holding a situation
under Government, considered himself obliged
to have a library of his own, and would spare
no trouble or expense in collecting books,
merely in order that people might say,—Such
a one has a very fine library, or, he possesses
a unique copy of such a book, or, he has a
copy of such a work in the hand-writing of
such a one."

EGGS. According to the Imam Abu Hanifah, if a person purchases eggs and
after opening them discovers to be of
bad quality and unfit for use, he is entitled
to a complete restitution of the price from
the seller. (Hidaya, vol. ii. p. 415.)

EGYPT. Arabic Miṣr (مصر). The
land of Egypt is mentioned several times in
the Qur'an in connection with the history of
Joseph and Moses. In the year A.H. 7 (A.D.
628), Muhammad sent an embassy to al-Mu-
quaqis, the Roman Governor of Egypt, who
received the embassy kindly and presented
the Prophet with two female Coptic slaves.

ELEMENTS. Arabic al-'Adāṣiruh
'l-arba'ašah (الع الأمر السع) "The four
elements" of fire (mār), air (hawaa), water (mār),
and earth (a'ara), from which all creation
mineral, animal, and vegetable is produced.

The respective properties of these elements
are said to be as follows: Fire, hot and dry;
air, hot and cold; water, cold and wet;
earth, cold and dry. A knowledge of the
properties of the four elements is required in
the so-called sciences of Da'wah. [Da'wah.]

ELEPHANT. The year of. Arabic
'Amu 'L-Fil (عام الفيل). The year in
which Muhammad was born. Being the
year in which Abrahathu 'L-Ashram, an Abys-
sinian Christian and Viceroy of the King of
Santa' in Yemen marched with a large army
and a number of elephants upon Makkah,
with the intention of destroying the Ka'bah.
He was defeated and his army destroyed in
so sudden a manner, as to give rise to the
legend embodied in the cvril Sūrah of the
Qur'an, which is known as the Chapter of the
Elephant.

Professor Palmer says it is conjectured
that small-pox broke out amongst the army.
[AshabL'L-FIL.]

ELIJAH. Arabic Iyāṣ (إياس),
Iyāṣin (إياسين); Heb. יאש (י.אש); New
Testament, 'Hūs. A prophet mentioned
in the following verses in the Qur'an:—
Sūrah xxxvii. 123: "Verily Iyāṣ (Elias)
was of the Apostles; and when he said to his
people, 'Will ye not fear, Do ye call upon
Baal and leave the best of Creator, God
your Lord, and the Lord of your fathers in the
old time? But they called him a liar; verily,
they shall surely be arraigned, save occurs
his sincere servants. And God is merciful
amongst posterity. Peace upon Iyāṣin
(Elias) verily, thus do we reward those who
do well; verily he was of our servants who
believe."

Sūrah vi. 85: "And Zachariah and John,
and Jesus, and Iyāṣ, all righteous ones."
Al-Baṣir says, "It has been said that this
Iyāṣ, is the same as Jrid, the priest of Noah,
whilst others say he was the son of Yāsin
and descended from Aaron, the brother of
Moses." [IDEB.]

ילשא (י.לשא). Elisha is mentioned
twice in the Qur'an, under the name al-
Yassā.

Sūrah, xxxviii. 48: "And remember Ishmael and Elisha, and Zu 'l-kifl, for each
was righteous."

Sūrah vii. 85, 86: "And Zachariah, and John,
and Jesus, and Elias, all righteous ones;
and Ishmael and Elisha and Jonah and Lot,
each have We preserved above the worlds."
The Commentators give no account of him
except that he was the son of Ukhtaš, although
the Bible says he was the son of
Shaphat. Hasain says he was Isha 'l-aqīṣa
(the son of the old woman).

ELOQUENCE. The Arabic word
al-Bayān (البيان), which is defined in
the Qiyas 'L-Lughah as speaking fluently
and eloquently, occurs once in the Qur'an,
Sūrah lv. 8: "He created man: he hath
taught him distinct speech." The word also
occurs in the Traditions, and it is remarkable
that although the Qur'an is written in rhythm,
and in a grandiloquent style, that in the
Traditions the Prophet seems to affect to despise
eloquence, as will be seen from the following
Ahādis.—Ibn 'Umar says the Prophet said,
"May they go to hell who amplify their words." Abū Umāmah relates that the Prophet said,
"Eloquence (al-bayān) is a kind of magic."
Ibn Masūd relates that the Prophet said,
"Vain talking and embellishing (buyan) are
two branches of hypocrisy." 'Amr ibn al-
'Asi relates that the Prophet said, "I have
EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES.

Arabic I'tāq (امتناع). The emancipation of slaves is recommended by the Prophet, but the recommendation applies exclusively to slaves who are of the Muslim faith. He is related to have said: "Whoever frees a Muslim slave God will redeem that person from hell-fire member for member." (Mishkāt, book xii. c. ix.) It is therefore lawful in a man to release his slave or for a woman to free her bond-woman, in order that they may secure freedom in the next world. (Hidayah, vol. i. p. 420.)

ENFRANChISEMENT. In an orthodox Muhammadan state, only those persons who have embraced the Muslim faith are enfranchised; all others are called upon to pay a poll tax (jizya), for which they obtain security (amān). Those persons in a Muslim country who are not Muhammadans are expected to wear a distinctive dress and to reside in a special part of the village or town in which they live. Slaves who may embrace the Muslim faith do not become ipso facto enfranchised, unless their master be an unbeliever, in which case their becoming Muslims secures their emancipation. Zimmis, or persons not Muslims in a Muslim state, cannot give evidence against a Muslim. (See Durra 'l-Muḥkār, in loco.)

ENOCH. [IDRIS.]

ENTERING INTO HOUSES. To enter suddenly or abruptly into any person's house or apartment, is reckoned a great iniquity in all eastern countries. With Muhammadans it is a religious duty to give notice before you enter a house. The custom is founded upon an express injunction in the Qur'an, Surah xxiv. 57-61: "O ye who believe! Let your slaves and those of you who have not come of age, ask leave of you, three times a day, ere they come into your presence—before the morning prayer, and when ye lay aside your garments at mid-day, and after the evening prayer. These are your three times of privacy. No blame shall attach to you or to them, if after these times, when ye go your rounds of attendance on another, they come in without permission. Thus doth God make clear to you His signs: and God is Knowing, Wise!

"And when your children come of age, let them ask leave to come into your presence, even if they were before them asked it. Thus doth God make clear to you His signs: and God is Knowing, Wise.

"As to women who are past childbearing, and have no hope of marriage, no blame shall attach to them if they lay aside their outer garments, but so as not to show their ornaments. Yet if they abstain from this, it will be better for them: and God Hareth, Knoweth.

"No crime shall it be in the blind, or in the lame, or in the sick, to eat at your tables: or in yourselves, if ye eat in your own houses, or in the houses of your fathers, or of your mothers, or of your brothers, or of your sisters, or of your uncles on the father's side, or of your aunts on the father's side, or of your uncles on the mother's side, or of your aunts on the mother's side, or in those of which ye possess the keys, or in the house of your friend. No blame shall attach to you whether ye eat together or apart. "And when ye enter houses, salute one another with a good and blessed greeting as from God. Thus doth God make clear to you His signs, that haply ye may comprehend them."

The following are the traditions given in the Mishkāt on the subject (book xxii. c. ii.):

Muhammad is related to have said, "Do not permit anyone to enter your home unless he gives a salam first." 'Abdu 'llah ibn Mas'ud says the Prophet said, "The signal for your permission to enter is that you lift up the curtain and enter until I prevent you." 'Abdu 'llah ibn 'Umar says, "Whenever the Prophet came to the door of a house, he would not stand in front of it, but on the side of the door, and say, 'The peace of God be with you.' "Aḥaib ibn 'Yasar says the Prophet told him to ask leave to enter even the room of his mother.

ENVY. Arabic Ha'ad (نفر). The word occurs twice in the Qur'an. Surah ii. 108: "Many of those who have the Book would turn you again into unbelievers, even after ye have once believed, and that through envy."

Surah exilii: "I seek refuge . . . . from the evil of the envious when he enters."

EPHESUS, The Seven Sleepers of. [ASHABU 'L-KAHF.]

ESOP. The Luqmān of the Qur'an is generally supposed by European writers to be Esop. Sale is of opinion that Maximus Planudes borrowed the greater part of his life of Esop from the traditions he met with in the East concerning Luqmān. [LUQMĀN.]

ETERNITY OF PUNISHMENT. The Muhammadan religion teaches that all Muslims (i.e. those who have embraced the religion of their Prophet) will be ultimately saved, although they will suffer for their actual sins in a purgatorial hell. But those who have not embraced Islam will suffer a never-ending torment in "the fire" (an-nār).

Surah ii. 37: "Those who disbelieve and call our signs lies, they are the fellows of hell, they shall dwell therein for ever" (khalīdān).

Surah xi. 108, 109: "And as for those who are wretched—why in the fire shall they groan and sob! To dwell therein for ever (khalīdān) as long as the heavens and the earth endure."

Al-Baiżawi says the expression "as long as the heavens and the earth endure," is an Arabic idiom expressing that which is eternal.
EUCHARIST, or LORD'S SUPPER. It is a singular omission in the Qur'an, that there is no direct allusion to this Christian institution.

Both Sale and Rodwell think that there is a reference to it in the following passages in the Qur'an, Sūrah v. 112-114:

"Remember when the Apostles said:—O Jesus, Son of Mary, is thy Lord able to send down a table (mas'īd), a table, especially one covered with victuals) to us out of heaven? He said, Fear God if ye be believers. They said:—We desire to eat therefrom, and to have our hearts assured; and to know that thou hast indeed spoken truth to us, and we be witnesses thereof. Jesus, Son of Mary, said:—O God, our Lord! send down a table to us out of heaven, that it may become a recurring festival to us, to the first of us, and to the last of us, and a sign from Thee; and do Thou nourish us, for Thou art the best of nourishers."

Muslim commentators are not agreed as to the meaning of these verses, but none of them suggest the institution of the Lord's Supper as an explanation. The interpretations are as confused as the revelation.

According to the Imām al-Baghawi, 'Ammār ibn Yasir said that the Prophet said it was flesh and bread which was sent down from heaven; but because the Christians to whom it was sent were unfaithful, it was taken away, and they became pigs and monkeys!

Ibn 'Abbās says that after a thirty days' fast, a table was sent down with seven loaves and seven fishes, and the whole company of disciples ate and were filled (St. Matt. xv. 34). The commentators al-Jalālīn also give these two explanations, and the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper is never once suggested by any Muslim doctor in explanation of the above verses.

EUNUCH. Arabic khasī (خشب). Although in all parts of the East it is usual for wealthy Muhammadans to keep an establishment of eunuchs to guard the female members of the household, it has been strictly forbidden by Muhammad for any of his followers to make themselves such, or to make others. 'Ummān ibn Maṣ'ūn came to him and said, "O Prophet! permit me to become a eunuch." But Muhammad said, "He is not of my people who makes another a eunuch or becomes so himself. The manner in which my people become eunuchs is to exercise fasting." (Mishkāt, book iv. c. viii.)

EVIDENCE. Arabic Shahrādah (شـهرين). The law of evidence is very clearly laid down in all Muhammadan books of law, especially in the Hidāyah, and the Durū 'l-Muḥāṣir, and it is interesting to observe the difference between the law of evidence as provided for in the law of Moses, and that laid down in Muhammadan books. In the Pentateuch two witnesses at least were required to establish any charge (Num. xxxv. 30), and the witness who withheld the truth was cursed (Lev. v. 1), whilst slanderous reports and malicious words were discouraged (Ex. xxiii. 1; Lev. xix. 16), and false witnesses were punished with the punishment due to the offence they sought to establish (Deut. xix. 16). According to Josephus, women and slaves were not admitted to give evidence. (Ant. iv. c. 6, s. 15.)

The Sunni law, as explained by the author of the Hidāyah (vol. iii. p. 664), is in many respects the same as the Jewish and is as follows:—

It is the duty of witnesses to bear testimony, and it is not lawful for them to conceal it, when the party concerned demands it from them. Because it is written in the Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 282, "Let not witnesses withhold their evidence when it is demanded of them." And again, "Conceal not your testimony, for whoever conceals his testimony is an offender."

The requisition of the party is a condition, because the delivery of evidence is the right of the party requiring it, and therefore rests upon his requisition of it, as is the case with respect to all other rights.

In cases inducing corporal punishment, witnesses are at liberty either to give or withhold their testimony as they please; because in such case they are distracted between two laudable actions; namely, the establishment of the punishment, and the preservation of the criminal's character. The concealment of vice is, moreover, preferable; because the prophet said to a person that had borne testimony, "Verily, it would have been better for you, if you had concealed it"; and also because he elsewhere said, 'Whoever conceals the voice of his brother Muslim, shall have a reward even over his own reward in both worlds by God.' Besides, it has been inculcated both by the Prophet and his Companions as commendable to assist in the prevention of corporal punishment; and this is an evident argument for the concealment of such evidence as tends to establish the guilt of the criminal. It is incumbent, however, in the case of theft, to bear evidence to the property, by testifying
that a certain person took such property," in order to preserve the right of the proprietor; but the word taken must be used instead of stolen, to the end that the crime may be kept concealed; besides, if the word stolen were used, the thief would be rendered liable to amputation; and as, where amputation is incurred, there is no responsibility for the property, the proprietor's right would be destroyed.

The evidence required in a case of whoredom is that of four men, as has been ruled in the Qur'ān (Surah xxiv. 3); and the testimony of a woman in such a case is not admitted; because, az-Zuhri says, "in the time of the Prophet and his two immediate successors, it was an invariable rule to exclude the evidence of women in all cases inducing punishment or retaliation," and also because the testimony of women involves a degree of doubt, as it is merely a substitute for evidence, being accepted only where the testimony of men cannot be had; and therefore it is not admitted in any matter liable to doubt from the existence of a doubt.

The evidence required in other criminal cases is that of two men, according to the text of the Qur'ān; and the testimony of women is not admitted, on the strength of the tradition of az-Zuhri above quoted. In all other cases the evidence required is that of two men or of one man and two women, whether the case relate to property or to other rights, such as marriage, divorce, agency, executorship, or the like. Ash-Shāfi'ī has said that the evidence of one man and two women cannot be admitted, excepting in cases that relate to property, or its dependences, such as hire, bail, and so forth; because the evidence of women is originally inadmissible on account of their defect of understanding, their want of memory and incapacity of governing, whence it is that their evidence is not admitted in criminal cases.

The evidence of one woman is admitted in cases of birth (as where one woman, for instance, declares that a certain woman brought forth a certain child). In the same manner also, the evidence, of one woman is sufficient with respect to virginity, or with respect to the defects of that part of a woman which is concealed from man. The principle of the law in these cases is derived from a traditional saying of the Prophet: "The evidence of women is valid with respect to such things as it is not fitting for man to behold." Ash-Shāfi'ī holds the evidence of four women to be a necessary condition in such cases.

The evidence of a woman with respect to istithṭāl (the noise made by a child at its birth), is not admissible, in the opinion of Abū Hanifah, so far as relates to the establishment of the right of heritage in the child; because this noise is of a nature to be known or discovered by men; but is admissible so far as relates to the necessity of reading funeral prayers over the child; because these prayers are merely a matter of religion: in consequence of her evidence, therefore, the funeral prayers are to be repeated over it. The two disciples, Muḥammad and Abū Yūsuf, maintain that the evidence of a woman is sufficient to establish the right of heritage also; because the noise in question being made at the birth, none but women can be supposed to be present when it is made. The evidence of a woman, therefore, to this noise, is the same as her evidence to a living birth; and as the evidence of women in the one case is admissible, so also is it in the other.

In all rights, whether of property or otherwise, the probity of the witness, and the use of the word asḥādū, "I bear witness," is absolutely requisite, even in the case of the evidence of women with respect to birth and the like. If, therefore, a witness should say, "I know," or "I know with certainty," without making use of the word asḥādū, in that case his evidence cannot be admitted. With respect to the probity of the witness, it is indispensable, because it is written in the Qur'ān, Surah ixv. 2, "Take the evidence of two just men"; and also because the probity of the witnesses induces a probability of the truth.

If the defendant throw a reproach on the witnesses, it is in that case incumbent on the Qādis to institute an enquiry into their character; because, in the same manner as it is probable that a Muslim abanots from falsehood as being a thing prohibited in the religion he professes, so also is it probable that one Muslim will not unjustly reproach another.

It is not lawful for a person to give evidence to such things as he has not actually seen, excepting in the cases of birth, death, marriage, and cohabitation.

But if a person, in any of the above cases, gives evidence from credible hearsay, it is requisite that he give it in an absolute manner, by saying, for instance, "I hear testimony that A. is the son of B.," and not, "I hear testimony so and so, because I have heard it," for in that case the Qādi cannot accept it.

The testimony of any person who is property—that is to say, a slave, male or female—is not admissible; because testimony is of an authoritative nature; and as a slave has no authority over his own person, it follows that he can have no authority over others, a fortiori.

The testimony of a person that has been punished for slander is inadmissible, because it is said in the Qur'ān, Surah xxiv. 4, "But as to those who accuse married persons of whoredom, and produce not four witnesses of the fact, scourge them with four-score stripes, and receive not their testimony for ever; for such are infamous prevalicators,—excepting those who shall afterwards repent."

If an infidel who has suffered punishment for slander should afterwards become a Muslim, his evidence is then admissible; for although, on account of the said punishment,
he had lost the degree in which he was before qualified to give evidence (that is, in all matters that related to his own sect), yet by his conversion to the Muslim faith he acquires a new competency in regard to evidence (namely, competency to give evidence relative to Muslims), which he did not possess before, and which is not affected by any matter that happened prior to the circumstance which gave birth to it.

Testimony in favour of a son or grandson, or in favour of a father or grandfather, is not admissible, because the Prophet has so ordained. Besides, as there is a kind of communion of benefits between these degrees of kindred, it follows that their testimony in matters relative to each other is in some degree a testimony in favour of themselves, and is therefore liable to suspicion.

So also the Prophet has said, "We are not to credit the evidence of a wife concerning her husband, or of a husband concerning his wife; or of a slave concerning his master; or of a master concerning his slave; or, lastly, of a hirer concerning his hirerling."

The testimony of one partner in favour of another, in a matter relative to their joint property, is not admissible; because it is in some degree in favour of himself. The testimony, however, of partners, in favour of each other, in matters not relating to their joint property, is admissible, because in it there is no room for suspicion. The testimony of a person who has committed a great crime, such as induces punishment, is not admissible, because in consequence of such crime he is unjust. The testimony of a person who goes naked into the public bath is inadmissible, because of his committing a prohibited action in the exposure of his nakedness.

The testimony of a person who receives usury is inadmissible; and so, also, of one who plays for a stake at dice or chess. The evidence of a person guilty of false and low actions, such as making water or eating his victuals on the high road, is not admissible; because where a man is not restrained, by a sense of shame, from such actions as these, he exposes himself to a suspicion that he will not refrain from falsehood.

The evidence of a person who openly inveighs against the Companions of the Prophet and their disciples is not admissible, because of his apparent want of integrity. It is otherwise, however, where a person conceals his sentiments from them, because in such case the want of integrity is not apparent.

The testimony of gimmers with respect to each other is admissible, notwithstanding they be of different religions.

The Imam Abü Hanifah is of opinion that a false witness must be stigmatised, but not chastised with blows. The two disciples are of opinion that he must be scourged and confined; and this also is the opinion of ash-Shâfi‘i.

The mode of stigmatising a false witness is this:—If the witness be a sojourner in any public street or market-place, let him be sent to that street or market place; or, if otherwise, let him be sent to his own tribe or kindred, after the evening prayers (as they are generally assembled in greater numbers at that time than any other); and let the stigmatiser inform the people that the Qāsi salutes them, and informs them that he has detected this person in giving false evidence; that they must, therefore, beware of himself, and likewise desire others to beware of him.

If witnesses retract their testimony prior to the Qāsi passing any decree, it becomes void; if, on the contrary, the Qāsi passes a decree, and the witnesses afterwards retract their testimony, the decree is not thereby rendered void.

The retraction of evidence is not valid, unless it be made in the presence of the Qāsi.

EVIL EYE. Isibatu 'l-Ain (إيباطة العين). Muhammad was a believer in the baneful influence of an evil eye. 'Ammā bint 'Umais relates that she said, "O Prophet, the family of Ja'far are affected by the baneful influences of an evil eye; may I use spells for them or not?" The Prophet said, "Yes, for if there were anything in the world which would overcome fate, it would be an evil eye." (Mishkār, book xxi. c. i. part 2.)

EXECUTION. The Muhammadan mode of execution is as follows:—The executioner (jallīl) seizes the condemned culprit by the right hand, whilst Qāsi holds a sword or axe he aims a blow at the back of the neck, and the head is detached at the first stroke. This mode of execution is still, or was till lately, practised in Muhammadan states in India.

If a Qāsi say, I have sentenced such a person to be stoned, or to have his hand cut off, or to be killed, do you therefore do it; it is lawful for that person to whom the Qāsi has given the order to carry it out.

And according to Abu Hanifah, if the Qāsi order the executioner to cut off the right hand, and the executioner wilfully cut off the left, he is not liable to punishment. But other doctors do not agree with him.

EXECUTOR. Arabic Wasi (واسی), a term also used for the testator; wakīl 'ali'î wasiyah (وكيل علی وصیة). An executor having accepted his appointment in the presence of the testator, is not afterwards at liberty to withdraw, and any act indicative of his having accepted the position of executor binds him to fulfil his duties.

A Muslim may not appoint a slave, or a reprobate, or an infidel as his executor, and in the event of his doing so, the Qāsi must nominate a proper substitute. But if none of the testator's heirs have attained their majority, a slave may be appointed as executor until they are of age.

If joint executors have been appointed and
EXILES, The. [MUHJIRUN.]

EXISTENCES. The Arabic word wujūd (wūjūd), expresses a substance, or essence, or existence. According to Muḥammadan writers (see Ghiyaṣu 'l-Lughāh), existences are of three kinds: Wajībū 'l-wujūd, a necessary existence, e.g. Almighty God; mutkīnū 'l-wujūd, a possible existence, e.g. the human kind; muntanāri 'l-wujūd, an impossible existence, e.g. a partner with the Divine Being. These terms are used by Muḥammadan scholars when discussing the doctrine of the Eternal Trinity with Christian Evangelists.

EXORCISM. [DA'WAH.]

EXPIATION. The doctrine of expiation or atonement for neglected duties, sins of omission and commission, is distinguished in the Muḥammadan religion from the doctrine of sacrifice; sacrifices being strictly confined to the 'Idū 'l-Azha, or Feast of Sacrifice in the month of pilgrimage. There are two words employed in the Qur'ān to express the doctrine of expiation: kaffārah (καφάρα), from kafir, "to hide"; and fidāyah (fīdā), from fidā, "to exchange, or ransom.

(1) Kaffārah occurs in the following verses:
Sūrah v. 49: "And therein (Ex. xxx. 23) have we enacted for them, 'Life for life, an eye for an eye, and nose for nose, and ear for ear, and tooth for tooth, and for wounds retaliation': -Whoso shall compromise it as alms shall have there-in the expiation of his sin; and whoso will not judge by what God hath sent down-such are the transgressors."
Sūrah v. 91: "God will not punish you for a mistaken word in your oaths: but he will punish you in regard to an oath taken seriously. Its expiation shall be to feed ten poor persons with such middling food as ye feed your own families with, or to clothe them; or to set free a captive. But he who cannot find means, shall fast three days. This is the expiation of your oaths when ye shall have sworn."
Sūrah v. 96: "O believers! kill no game while ye are on pilgrimage. Whosoever among you shall purposely kill it, shall compensate for it in domestic animals of equal value (according to the judgment of two just persons among you), to be brought as an offering to the Ka'bah; or in expiation thereof shall feed the poor: or as the equivalent of this shall fast, that he may taste the ill consequence of his deed. God forgiveth what is past; but whoever doeth it again, God will take vengeance on him; for God is mighty and vengeance is His."

(2) Fidāyah occurs in the following verses:
Sūrah ii. 180: "But he amongst you who is ill, or on a journey, then let him fast another number of days; and those who are fit to fast and do not, the expiation of this is that they feed a poor man. And he who of his own accord performeth a good work, shall derive good from it: and good shall it be for you to fast:—if ye knew it."
Sūrah ii. 192: "Accomplish the Pilgrimage and Visitation of the holy places in honour of God: and if ye be hemen in by force, send whatever offering shall be the easiest: and shave not your heads until the offering reach the place of sacrifice. But whoever among you is sick, or hath an ailment of the head, must expiate by fasting, or alms, or an offering."
Sūrah iv. viii: 13: "On that day the hypocrites, both men and women, shall say to those who believe, 'Tarry for us, that we may kindle our light at yours.' It shall be said, 'Return ye back, and seek light for yourselves.' But between them shall be set a wall with a gateway, within which shall be the Mercy, and in front, without it, the Torment. Those who have asked for a divorce shall cry over, of those we are not with you? They shall say, 'Yes! but ye led yourselves into temptation, and ye delayed, and ye doubted, and the good things ye craved deceived you, till the doom of God arrived:—and the deceiver deceived you in regard to God.'"
"On that day, therefore, no expiation shall be taken from you or from those who believe not:—your abode the fire!—This shall be your master! and wretched the journey thither!"

(3) In theological books the term kaffāratu 'z-zaināb, "the atonement for sins," is used for the duties of prayer, fasting, almsgiving, and pilgrimage. There is also a popular saying that siyāratu 'l-qubūr is kaffāratu 'z-zaināb, i.e. the visiting of shrines of the saints is an atonement for sins. Theologians define the terms kaffārah and fidāyah as expressing that expiation which is due to God, whilst diyāh and qīṣās are that which is due to man. [FINES, SACRIFICE.]
For that expiation which is made by freeing a slave, the word tabīr is used, a word which implies setting a slave free for God's sake, although the word does not in any sense mean a ransom or atonement for sin. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah iv. 94, "Whosoever kills a believer by mistake let him FREE a believing neck" (i.e. a Muslim slave).

EXTRAVAGANCE. Arabic Isrāf (آرام). An extravagant person or
prodigal is muhrif, or mubazzir, and is condemned in the Qur'an:

Sūrah xvi. 28, 29: "Waste not wastefully, for the wasteful were ever the brothers of the devil; and the devil is ever ungrateful to his Lord."

Sūrah vii. 29: "O sons of men, take your ornaments to every mosque; and eat and drink, but be not extravagant, for He loves not the extravagant."

EYES. Arabic 'AYn (أَيْنَ); pl. Uyūn, Aytūn, Aytūn. "If a person strike another in the eye, so as to force the member with its vessels out of the socket, there is no retaliation in this case, it being impossible to preserve a perfect equality in extracting an eye. But if the eye remain in its place, and the sight be destroyed, retaliation is to be inflicted, as in this case equality may be effected by extinguishing the sight of the offender's corresponding eye with a hot iron."

(Hidāyāt, iv. 294.)

There is a tradition by Mālik that the diyāṣ or "stone" for blinding one eye is fifteen camelas. (Mishkāt, book xvi. 167.) [XVIII. EYES]

EZEKIEL. Arabic Hizqīl. Not mentioned by name, but there is generally supposed to be an allusion to Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones (Ezek. xxxvi. 1) in the Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 244:

"Doest thou not look at those who left their homes by thousands, for fear of death; and God said to them, 'Die,' and He then quickened them again?"

Al-Baizāwī says that a number of Israelites fled from their villages either to join in a religious war, or for fear of the plague, and were struck dead, but Ezekiel raised them to life again.

The Rāmān says he is perhaps the same as Zu'l-Kifl. [ZU'L-KIFL]

EZRĀ. Arabic 'Uzāir. The son of Sharālāyā, the scribe. Mentioned only once by name in the Qur'an, Sūrah ix. 30:

"The Jews say 'Uzāir (Ezra) is a son of God."

Al-Baizāwī says that during the Babylonian captivity the taurāt (the law) was lost, and that as there was no one who remembered the law when the Jews returned from captivity, God raised up Ezra from the dead, although he had been buried a hundred years. And that when the Jews saw him thus raised from the dead, they said he must be the son of God.

This story is supposed to have been revealed in the Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 261:

"[Hast thou not considered] him who passed by a city (which was Jerusalem), riding upon an ass, and having with him a basket of figs and a vessel of the juice of grapes and he was 'Uzāir, and it was falling down upon its roots, Nebuchadnezzar having ruined it? He said, wondering at the power of God, How will God quicken this after its death? And God caused him to die for a hundred years. Then He raised him to life: and He said unto him, How long hast thou tarried here?—He answered I have tarried a day, or part of a day. For he slept in the first part of the day, and was deprived of his life, and was reanimated at sunset. He said Nay, thou hast tarried a hundred years: but look at thy food and thy drink: they have not become changed by time: and look at thine ass. And he beheld it dead, and its bones white and shining. We have done this that thou mayest know, and that We may make thee a sign of the resurrection unto men. And look at the bones of thine ass, how We will raise them; then We will clothe them with flesh. So he looked at them, and they had become put together, and were clothed with flesh, and life was breathed into it, and it braayed. Therefore when it had been made manifest to him he said, I know that God is able to accomplish everything."

F.

FAṬ (فاط). Booty obtained from infidels. According to Muhammad ibn Tāhir, faṭ is booty taken from a country which submits to Islam without resistance, as distinguished from ghulūnah, or plunder. The Khaṭīmat 'Umār said it was the special privilege of the Prophet to take booty as well as plunder, a privilege not permitted to any other prophet.

'Auf ibn Malik says the Prophet used to divide booty on the same day he took it, and would give two shares to a man with a wife, and one share to a man without one. (Mishkāt, book xvii. c. xii.)

FAITH. [IMAN.]

FAIZ-I-AQDAS (فیض اقداس, Persian). Communications of divine grace made to angels and prophets and other superior intelligences.

AL-FAĪR (فایر). "The Daybreak." The title of the LXXXIXth Sūrah of the Qur'an, in the first verse of which the word occurs.

FA'L (عال). A good omen, as distinguished from frayārah, "a bad omen."

Muhammad is related to have said, "Do not put faith in a bad omen, but rather take a good one."

The people asked, "What is a good omen?" And he replied, "Any good word which any of you may hear."

Ibn 'Abbas says, "The Prophet used to take good omens by men's names, but he would not take bad omens."

'Abd al-Rahmān Qibīs breaks, "The Prophet forbade taking omens from the running of animals, the flight of birds, and from throwing pebbles, which were done by the idolators of Arabia." (Mishkāt, book xxii. c. iii.)

It is, however, very commonly practised
amongst the Muhammadans of India. For example, if a person start out on an important journey, and he meet a woman first, he will take it as a bad omen, and if he meet a man he will regard it as a good one.

**AL-FALAQ (الفَلايْق)**, “The Daybreak.” The title of the sixteenth Sūrah of the Qurān. The word signifies cleaving, and denotes the breaking forth of the light from the darkness.

**FALL** The (of Adam). Is known amongst Muslim writers as zallatu Adam, “the fall,” or slip of Adam. The term zallah, “a slip” or “error,” being applied to prophets, but not gāmb, “a sin,” which they say Prophets do not commit.

The following is the account of Adam’s “slip,” as given in the Qurān, Sūrah ii. 33:—

“...And we said, ‘O Adam! dwell thou and thy wife in the Garden, eat ye plentifully thereof wherever ye list; but to this tree come not nigh, lest ye become of the transgressors. But Satan made them slip (azallahumā) from it, and caused their banishment from the place in which they were. And we said, ‘Get ye down, the one of you an enemy to the other: and there shall be for you in the earth a dwelling-place, and a provision for a time.’”

Sūrah vii. 18-24:—

“...And, O Adam! dwell thou and thy wife in Paradise, and eat ye whence ye will, but to this tree approach not, lest ye become of the unjust doers.”

“Then Satan whispered them to show them their nakedness, which had been hidden from them both. And he said, ‘This tree hath your Lord forbidden you, only lest ye should become angels, or lest ye should become immortal.’

“And he sware to them both, ‘Verily I am unto you one who counselleth aright.’

“...So he beguiled them by deceits, and when they had tasted of the tree, their nakedness appeared to them, and they began to sew together upon themselves the leaves of the garden. And their Lord called to them, ‘Did I not forbid you this tree, and did I not say to you, ‘Verily, Satan is your declared enemy?’”

“They said, ‘O our Lord! With ourselves have we dealt unjustly: if thou forgivest us not and have pity on us, we shall surely be of those who perish.”

“He said, ‘Get ye down, the one of you an enemy to the other; and on earth shall be your dwelling; and your provision for a season.’

“...He said, ‘On it shall ye live, and on it shall ye die, and from it shall ye be taken forth.”

Sūrah xx. 114-120:—

“...And of old We made a covenant with Adam; but he forgot it; and we found no firmness of purpose in him.

“And when We said to the angels, ‘Fall down and worship Adam,’ they worshipped all, save Eblis, who refused: and We said, ‘O Adam! this truly is a foe to thee and to thy wife. Let him not therefore drive you out of the garden, and ye become wretched;’

“...For to thee is it granted that thou shalt not hunger therein, neither shalt thou be naked;

“And that thou shalt not thirst therein, neither shalt thou parch with heat;’

“But Satan whispered him: said he, ‘O Adam! shall I shew thee the tree of Eternity, and the Kingdom that fail not?’

“And they both ate thereof; and their nakedness appeared to them, and they began to sow of the leaves of the Garden to cover them, and Adam disobeyed his Lord and went astray.

“Afterwards his Lord chose him for himself, and was turned towards him, and guided him.”

The Muslim Commentators are much perplexed as to the scene of the fall of Adam. From the text of the Qurān it would appear that the Paradise spoken of was in heaven and not on earth; and the tradition, that when Adam was cast forth he fell on the island of Ceylon, would support this view. But al-Bāsikawī says some say the Garden of Eden was situated either in the country of the Philistines or in Fāris, and that Adam was cast out of it and sent in the direction of Hindustān. But this view he rejects, and maintains that the Garden of Eden was in the heavens, and that the fall occurred before Adam and Eve inhabited this earth of ours. [Evid.]

The Muhammadan commentators are silent as to the effects of Adam’s fall upon the human race.

**FALSE WITNESS.** The Imām Abū Ḥanifah is of opinion that a false witness must be publicly stigmatised, but not chastised with blows; but the Imāms aḥ-Shāfi’ī, Yāsuf, and Muhammad are of opinion that he should be scourged and imprisoned.

In the Law of Moses, a false witness was punished with the punishment of the offence it sought to establish. Deut. xx. 19: “Thou shalt do unto him as he had thought to do unto his brother.” [Evidence.]

**FANĀ’ (فَنَا).** Extinction. The last stage in the Sufistic journey. [sufism.]

**FAQĪH (فقه).** A Muhammadan lawyer or theologian. The term is still retained in Spanish as alfají. [Fiqh.]

**FAQIR (فقر).** Persian darwesh. The Arabic word faqir signifies “poor”; but it is used in the sense of being in need of mercy, and poor in the sight of God, rather than in need of worldly assistance. Darwesh is a Persian word, derived from dar, “a door,” i.e. those who beg from door to door. The terms are generally used for those who lead a religious life. Religious faqirs are divided into two great classes, the ba shar (with the law), or those who govern their conduct according to the principles of Islam;
and the be shah (without the law), or those who do not rule their lives according to the principles of any religious creed, although they call themselves Musalmans. The former are called sâhk, or travellers on the pathway (tariyqah) to heaven; and the latter are either Azâd (free), or wasâbû (abstracted). They sâhk embrace the various religious orders which perform the zikrs, described in the article zikrs.

The Mâjâsh fâqirs are totally absorbed in religious ravories. The Azâd shave their beards, whiskers, moustachios, eye-brows, and eye-lashes, and lead lives of celibacy.

The Azâd and Mâjâsh fâqirs can scarcely be said to be Muhammadians, as they do not say the regular prayers or observe the ordinances of Islam, so that a description of their various sects does not fall within the limits of this book. The Mâjâsh, in Yamn, have very numerous orders; but their chief difference consists in their silâsh, or chain of succession, from their great teachers, the Khalifahs Abû Bakr and 'Ali, who are said to have been the founders of the religious order of fâqirs.

It is impossible to become acquainted with all the rules and ceremonies of the numerous orders of fâqirs; for, like those of the Freemasons and other secret societies, they are not divulged to the uninitiated.

The doctrines of the darwân orders are those of the Sûfi mystics, and their religious ceremonies consist of exercises called zikrs, or "racaïs." [zikr, sūfism.]

M. D'Obignon, in his celebrated work on the Ottoman Empire, traces the origin of the order of fâqirs to the time of Muhammed himself:

"In the first year of the Hijrah, forty-five citizens of Makkah joined themselves to as many others of al-Madinah. They took an oath of fidelity to the doctrines of their Prophet, and formed a sect or fraternity, the object of which was to establish among themselves a community of property, and to perform every day certain religious practices in a spirit of penitence and mortification. To distinguish themselves from other Muhmmadans, they took the name of Sûfis. [sùfism.] This name, which later was attributed to the most zealous partisans of Islam, is the same still in use to indicate any Musalmân who retires from the world to study, to lead a life of pious contemplation, and to follow the most painful exercises of an exaggerated darwân order. To the name of Sûfis they added also that of fâqirs, because their maxims was to renounce the goods of the earth, and to live in an entire abnegation of all worldly enjoyments, following thereby the words of the Prophet, 'al-fâqîr, or Poverty is my pride.' Following their example, Abû Bakr and 'Ali established, even during the life-time of the Prophet and under his own eyes, religious orders, over which each presided, with zikrs or religious exercises, established by them separately, and a vow taken by each of the voluntary disciples forming them. On his decease, Abû Bakr made over his office of president to one Salmân 'l-Fârisi, and 'Ali to al-Hassanu 'l-Basri, and each of those charges were consecrated under the title Khalifah, or successor. The two first successors followed the example of the Khalifahs of Islam, and transmitted it to their successors, and these in turn to others, the most aged and venerable of their fraternity. Some among them, led by the delirium of the imagination, wandered away from the primitive rules of their society, and converted, from time to time, these fraternities into a multitude of religious orders.

"They were doubtless emboldened in this enterprise by that of a recluse who, in the thirty-seventh year of the Hijrah (A.D. 657) formed the first order of anchorites of the greatest austerity, named Uwais al-Salih, a native of Yamn, in Yemen, who one day announced that the archangel Gabriel had appeared to him in a dream, and in the name of the Eternal God commanded him to withdraw from the world, and to give himself up to a life of contemplation and penitence. This visionary pretended also to have received from that heavenly visitor the plan of his future conduct, and the rules of his institution. These consisted in a continual abstinence, in retirement from society, in an abandonment of the pleasures of innocent nature, and in the recital of an infinity of prayers day and night (zikrs). Uwais even added to these practices. He went so far as to draw out his teeth, in honour, it is said, of the Prophet, who had lost two of his own in the celebrated battle of Uhud. He required his disciples to make the same sacrifice. He pretended that all those who would be especially favoured by heaven, and really called to the exercises of his Order, should lose their teeth in a supernatural manner; that an angel should draw out their teeth whilst in the midst of a deep sleep, and that upon awakening they should find them by their bedside. The experiences of such a vocation were doubtless too severe to attract many proselytes to the order; it only enjoyed a certain degree of attraction for fanatics and credulously ignorant people during the first days of Islam. Since then it has remained in Yemen, where it originated, and where its partisans were always but few in number."

It was about A.H. 49 (A.D. 766), that the Shaikh Alwan, a mystic renowned for his religious fervour, founded the first of the regular orders of Sûfism, with its special rules and religious exercises, although similar associations of men without strict rules had existed from the days of Abû Bakr, the first Khalifah. And although there is the formal declaration of Muhammad, "Let there be no monasticism in Islam," still the inclinations of Eastern races to a solitary and a contemplative life, carried it even against the positive opposition of orthodox Islam, and now there is scarcely a musulân or learned man of reputation in Islam who is not a member of some religious order.
Each century gave birth to new orders, named after their respective founders, but in the present day there is no means of ascertaining the actual number of these associations of mystic Muslims. M. D'Ohsone, in the work already quoted, gives a list of thirty-two orders, but it is by no means comprehensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the Order</th>
<th>Founder</th>
<th>Place of the Founder’s Shrine</th>
<th>Date. A.H.</th>
<th>Date. A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alwaniyah</td>
<td>Shaikh Alwan</td>
<td>Jeddah</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Adhaniyah</td>
<td>Ibrahim ibn Adham</td>
<td>Damascus</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bastamiyah</td>
<td>Bayazid Bastami</td>
<td>Jibal Bastam</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Saqaatiyah</td>
<td>Sirri Saqati</td>
<td>Baghdad</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Qadiriyah</td>
<td>Abu 1-Qadir Jilani</td>
<td>Baghdad</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rufaiyah</td>
<td>Sialyid Ahmad Rufai</td>
<td>Baghdad</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Shahrwardiyah</td>
<td>Shihabu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Baghdad</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kabrawiyah</td>
<td>Najmu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Khawazim</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shaziliyah</td>
<td>Abu 1-Hasan</td>
<td>Makkah</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>1258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Maulawiyah</td>
<td>Jalalu ’d-Din Rumi</td>
<td>Conyah</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>1273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Badawiyah</td>
<td>Abu 1-Fitan Ahmad</td>
<td>Tanta, Egypt</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>1276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Naqshbandiyah</td>
<td>Pir Muhammad</td>
<td>Quari Arikan</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>1319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sadiya</td>
<td>Sadu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Damascus</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>1335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bakhtashiyah</td>
<td>Haji Bakhtasah</td>
<td>Kir Sher</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>1337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Khalwatiyah</td>
<td>Umar Khalwati</td>
<td>Cessarea</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Zainiyah</td>
<td>Zainu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Kufah</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>1438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Babaiyah</td>
<td>Abu 1-Ishani</td>
<td>Adrianople</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bahramiyah</td>
<td>Haji Bahrami</td>
<td>Angora</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>1471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Ashrafiyah</td>
<td>Ashraf Rumi</td>
<td>Chin Iznik</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bakruyah</td>
<td>Abu Bakr Wafsi</td>
<td>Aleppo</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>1496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sunbuliyah</td>
<td>Sunbul Yusef Bulawi</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>1529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Gulshaniyiyah</td>
<td>Ibrahim Gulshani</td>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Icht Bashiya</td>
<td>Shamsu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Magnesia</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>1544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Umm Sunaniyah</td>
<td>Shaikh Umm Sunan</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>1552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Jalwatiyah</td>
<td>Pir Uktadi</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Ashaqiyah</td>
<td>Hasanu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Broosa</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Shamsiyah</td>
<td>Shamsu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Sunan Ummiyah</td>
<td>Alim Sunan Ummi</td>
<td>Madinah</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Niyaziyah</td>
<td>Muhammad Niyaz</td>
<td>Alwai</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>1668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Muradiyah</td>
<td>Murad Shami</td>
<td>Lemnos</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Nuruddiniyah</td>
<td>Nuru ’d-Din</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>1719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Jamaliyah</td>
<td>Jamalu ’d-Din</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td>1146</td>
<td>1733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three of these orders, the Bastamiyah, the Naqshbandiyah, and the Bakhtashiyah, descend from the original order established by the first Khalifah, Abu Bakr. The fourth Khalifah, ‘Ali, gave birth to all the others. Each order has its sitarah, or chain of succession, from one of these two great founders.

The Naqshbandiyah, who are the followers of Khwajah Pir Muhammad Naqshband, are a very numerous order. They usually perform the Zikr-i-Khalif, or silent devotions, described in the account of zikr.

The first duty of the members of this Order is to recite, daily, particular prayers, called the khutba khawjasan; once, at least, the istighfar (Prayer for Forgiveness); seven times the salat; seven times the Fathah (first chapter of the Qur’an); nine times the chapter of the Qur’an called Inshirah (Chapter xxviii); lastly, the Ikhlâs (Chapter xxii). To these are added the ceremonies called Zikr. [zikr.]

For these recitals they meet together once a week. Ordinarily, this is on Thursday, and after the fifth prayer of the day, so that it occurs after night-fall. In each city, suburb, or quarter, the members of this association, divided into different bodies, assemble at the house of their respective pir or shaykh, where, seated, they perform their
pious exercises with the most perfect gravity. The shaikh, or any other brother in his stead, chants the prayers which constitute the association, and the assembly respond in chorus, "Hū (He)," or "Allah!" In some cities, the Naqshbandiyah have especial halls, consecrated wholly to this purpose, and then the shaikh only is distinguished from the other brethren by a special turban.

The Bakhtashiyah was founded by a native of Bukhara, and is celebrated as being the order which eventually gave birth to the fanatical order of Janissaries. The symbol of their order is the mystic girdle, which they put off and on seven times, saying:

1. "I tie up greediness, and unbind generosity."
2. "I tie up anger, and unbind meekness."
3. "I tie up avarice, and unbind piety."
4. "I tie up ignorance, and unbind the fear of God."
5. "I tie up passion, and unbind the love of God."
6. "I tie up hunger, and unbind (spiritual) contentment."
7. "I tie up Satanism and unbind Divinity."

The Maulawiyah are the most popular religious order of faqirs in the Turkish empire.

with high round felt caps and brown mantles. At a given signal they all fall flat on their faces, and rise and walk slowly round and round with their arms folded, bowing and turning slowly several times. They then cast off their mantles and appear in long bell-shaped peticoats and jackets, and then begin to spin, revolving, dancing and turning with extraordinary velocity. [Zikr.]
singing was the food and support of the soul. They perform the Zikr-i-Jalil, described in the article on ZIKR.

The Jalāliyyah were founded by Saiyid Jalāl 'd-dīn, of Bokhāra. They are met with in Central Asia. Religious mendicants are often of this order.

The Suhrawardiyyah are a popular order in Afghanistan, and comprise a number of learned men. They are the followers of Shihāb 'd-dīn of Suhraward of al-'Iraq. These are the most noted orders of ba shar faqirs.

The be shar faqirs are very numerous.

The most popular order in India is that of the Murādīyyah, founded by Zinda Shāh Murdār, of Syria, whose shrine is at Makanpur, in Oudh. From these have sprung the Mufiṣṣī faqirs, who crowd the bazaars of India. They wear their hair matted and tied in a knot. The Rūfā'īyyah order is also a numerous one in some parts of India. They practice the most severe discipline, and mortify themselves by beating their bodies. They are known in Turkey and Egypt as the "Howling Darwishes."

Another well-known order of darwishes is the Qalandarīyyah, or "Wandering Darwishes," founded by Qalandar Yūsiṣ al-Andalūsī, a native of Spain. He was for a time a member of the Bakhshshīa; but having been dismissed from the order, he established one of his own, with the obligation of perpetual travelling. The Qalandar faqir is a prominent character in Eastern romance.

Each order is established on different principles, and has its rules and statutes and peculiar devotions. These characteristics extend even to the garments worn by their followers. Each order has, in fact, a particular dress, and amongst the greater part of them this is chosen so as to mark a difference in that of the shaikh from that of the ordinary members. It is perceived principally in the turbans, the shape of the coat, the colours, and the nature of the stuff of which the dresses are made. The shaikhs wear robes of green or white cloth, and any of those who in winter line them with fur, use that kind called petit gris and zibeline marten. Few darwishes use cloth for their dresses. Black or white felt dresses called 'oja', such as are made in some of the cities of Anatolia, are the most usual. These who wear black felt are the Jalwatis and the Qādirīs. The latter have adopted it for their boots, and muslin for their turbans.
Some, such as the Maulawis and the Bakris, wear tall caps called kulāhs, made also of felt; and others, such as the Rufa’s, use short caps called Tāqiyah, to which is added a coarse cloth. The head-dress of almost all the dawshahs is called tāq, which signifies a “crown.” These turbans are of different forms, either from the manner in which the muslin is folded, or by the cut of the cloth which covers the top of the head. The cloth crooked stick or iron, which the devotee places under his arm-pit or forehead, to lean upon when he meditates, or an iron or brass bar on which there is a little artificial hand whereby to scratch his unwashed body, a bag made of lamb-skin, a kashkul or beggar’s wallet.

Generally, all the dawshahs allow their beards and mustachios to grow. Some of the orders—the Qādirīs, Rufa’s, Khaṭwātis, Gulshanis, Jālwtis, and the Nūrū ‘d-din—is still wear long hair, in memory of the usage of the Prophet and several of his disciples. Some allow their hair to fall over their shoulders; others tie it up and put it under their turban.

While private Muslīms are in the habit of holding rosaries of beads as a pastime, the dawshahs do the same, only in a spirit of religion and piety. These rosaries have thirty-three, sixty-six, or ninety-nine beads, which is the number of the attributes of the Divinity (gūn). Some have them always in their hands, others in their girdles; and all are required to recite, several times during the day, the particular prayers of their order.

[TAHSH.

The individual who desires to enter an order is received in an assembly of the fraternity, presided over by the shahīkh, who touches his hand and breathes in his ear three times the words, “Lā tāha itla’ilāh” (“There is no god but God”), commanding him to repeat them 101, 151, or 301 times each day. This ceremony is called the Tālqin. The recipient, faithful to the orders of his chief, obligates himself to spend his time in perfect retirement, and to report to the shahīkh the visions or dreams which he may have during the course of his novitiate. These dreams, besides characterising the sanctity of his vocation, and his spiritual advancement in the order, serve likewise as so many supernatural means to direct the shahīkh regarding the periods when he may again breathe in the ear of the neophyte the second word of the initiation, “Ya Allāh!” (“O God!”), and successively all the others to the last, “Ya Qabhār!” (“O avengeful God!”). The full complement of this exercise is called Chīlīkh, or “forty days,” a period sometimes even longer, according to the dispositions, more or less favourable, of the candidate. Arrived at the last grade of his novitiate, he is then supposed to have fully ended his career, called Takhālīf, and acquired the degree of perfection for his solemn admission into the corps to which he has devoted himself. During all his novitiate, the recipient bears the name of Murid, or “Disciple,” and the shahīkh who directs him in this pretended celestial career takes the title of Murshid, or “Spiritual Guide.”

The founder of the Alwānīs laid out the first rules of this novitiate; they were subsequently perfected by the institution of the Qādirīs, and more so by the Khaṭwātis. The dawshahs of these two last societies are distinguished in some countries by the decoration of their turban, on the top of which
are embroidered the words "Là ilâha illâ 'llah." (There is no god but God).

The tests of the novice among the Manlawi seem to be more severe, and the reception of these dervishes is attended with ceremonies peculiar to their order. The aspirant is required to labour in the convent or tawbah 1,001 successive days in the lowest grade, on which account he is called the kârûn kolah (jackal). If he fails in this service only one day, or is absent one night, he is obliged to recommence his novitiate. The chief of the kitchen, or ashjibâshi, one of the most notable of the darwishes, presents him to the shâikh, who, seated in an angle of the sofa, receives him amid a general assembly of all the darwishes of the convent. The candidate kisses the hand of the shâikh, and takes a seat before him on a mat, which covers the floor of the hall. The chief of the kitchen places his right hand on the neck, and his left hand on the forehead of the novice, while the shâikh takes off his cap and holds it over his head, reciting the following Persian distich, the composition of the founder of the order:

"It is true greatness and felicity to close the heart to all human passions; the abandonment of the vanities of this world the happy effect of the victorious strength given by the grace of our Holy Prophet."

These verses are followed by the exordium of the Takbir, "Allâhu akbar—God is great," after which the shâikh covers the head of the new darwesh, who now rises and places himself with the Ashjibâshi in the middle of the hall, where they assume the most humble posture, their hands crossed upon the breast, the left foot over the right foot, and the head inclined towards the left shoulder. The shâikh addresses these words to the head of the kitchen:

"May the services of this darwesh, thy brother, be acceptable to the throne of the Eternal, and in the eyes of our Pir (the founder of the order); may his satisfaction, his felicity, and his glory grow in this nest of the humble, in the cell of the poor; let us exclaim 'Hu!' in honour of our Manlawi."

They answer "Hu!" and the accepted novice, arising from his place, kisses the hand of the shâikh, who at this moment addresses to him some paternal exhortations on the subject of the duties of his new condition, and closes by ordering all the darwishes of the meeting to recognise and embrace their new brother.

The following is said to be the usual method of admitting a Muhammadan to the order of a ba sharî faqir in India. Having first performed the legal ablutions, the murid (disciple) seats himself before the murshid (spiritual guide). The murshid then takes the murid's right hand, and requires of him a confession of sin according to the following form:

"I ask forgiveness of the great God then Whom there is no other deity, the Eternal, the Everlasting, the Living One: I turn to Him for repentance, and beg His grace and forgiveness."

This, or a similar form of repentance, is repeated several times. The murid then repeats after the murshid:

"I beg for the favour of God and of the Prophet, and I take for my guide to God such a one (here naming the murshid) not to change or to separate from him. God is our witness. By the great God. There is no deity but God. Amen."

The murshid and the murid then recite the first chapter of the Qur'ân, and the murid concludes the ceremony by kissing the murshid's hand.

After the initiatory rite, the murid undergoes a series of instructions, including the sikhs, which he is required to repeat daily. The murid frequently visits his murshid, and sometimes the murshids proceed on circuit of visitation to their disciples. The place where these "holy men" sit down to instruct the people in the science of Islam, is called the takyah or tâhrah. In such places the murshid is seated on a throne, and it is fenced in. Such places are called "takyah,") and are protected and kept free from pollution by some faqir engaged for the purpose.

Another account of the admission of a murid, or "disciple," into the order of Qadiriya faqirs, is given by Tawakkul Beg in the Journal Asiatique:

"Having been introduced by Akhund Mullâ Muhammad to Shâikh Mullâ Shâh, my heart, through frequent intercourse with him, was filled with such a burning desire to arrive at a true knowledge of the mystical science, that I found no sleep by night, nor rest by day. When the initiation commenced, I passed the whole night without sleep, and repeated innumerable times the Sûrât 'Ikhlas:"

"Say: He is God alone;

God the eternal;
He begetteth not, and He is not begetteth;
And there is none like unto Him."

(Sûrah xxii.)

"Whosoever repeats this Sûrah one hundred times can accomplish all his vows. I desired that the shâikh should bestow on me his love. No sooner had I finished my task, than the heart of the shâikh became full of sympathy for me. On the following night I was conducted to his presence. During the whole of that night he concentrated his thoughts on me, whilst I gave myself up to inward meditation. Three nights passed in this way. On the fourth night the shâikh said:—'Let Mullâ Sanghim and Sâlih Beg, who are very susceptible to ecstatic emotions, apply their spiritual energies to Tawakkul Beg.'"

"They did so, whilst I passed the whole night in meditation, with my face turned toward Makkah. As the morning drew near, a little light came into my mind, but I could not distinguish form or colour. After the morning prayers, I was taken to the shâikh who bade me inform him of my mental state. I replied that I had seen a light with
my inward eye. On hearing this, the shahād became animated and said: "Thy heart is dark, but the time is come when I will show myself clearly to thee." He then ordered me to sit down in front of him, and to impress his features on my mind. Then having blinded me, he ordered me to concentrate all my thoughts upon him. I did so, and in an instant, by the spiritual help of the shahād, my heart opened. He asked me what I saw. I said that I saw another Tawakkul Beg and another Mullā Shāh. The bandage was then removed, and I saw the shahād in front of me. Again they covered my face, and again I saw him with my inward eye. Astonished, I cried: 'O master! Whether I look with my bodily eye, or with my spiritual sight, it is always to thee.' I then saw a dazzling figure approach me. The shahād told me to say to the apparition, 'What is your name?' In my spirit I put the question, and the figure answered to my heart: 'I am 'Abdullāh Qadīr al-Jālānī, I have already sided the sahih hadith.' Much affected, I vowed in honour of the saint, I would repeat the whole Qur'ān every Friday night.

"Mullā Shāh then said: 'The spiritual world has been shown to thee in all its beauty.' I then rendered perfect obedience to the shahād. The following day I saw the Prophet, the chief Companions, and legions of saints and angels. After three months I entered the cheerless region in which the figures appeared no more. During the whole of this time the shahād continued to explain to me the mystery of the doctrine of the Unity and of the knowledge of God; but as yet he did not show me the absolute reality. It was not until a year had passed that I arrived at the true conception of unity. Then in words such as these I told the shahād of my inspiration. 'If I look upon the body as only dust and water, I regard neither my heart nor my soul, alas! that in separation from Thee (God) so much of my life has passed. Thou wert I and I knew it not.' The shahād was delighted, and said that the truth of the union with God was now clearly revealed to me. Then addressing those who were present, he said:

"Tawakkul Beg learnt from me the doctrine of the Unity, his inward eye has been opened, the spheres of colours and of images have been shown to him. I then taught him the colourless region. He has now attained to the Unity; doubt and scepticism henceforth have no power over him. No one sees the Unity with the outward eye; till the inward eye gains strength and power.' Each institution imposes on its darwishes the obligation to recite certain passages at different times of the day in private, as well as in common with others. Several have also practices which are peculiar to themselves, and which consist in dances, or rather religious circular movements. In each convent there is a room consecrated to these exercises. Nothing is simpler than its construction; it contains no ornaments of any nature; the middle of the room, turned towards Makkah, contains a niche or mihrāb, in front of which is a small carpet, mostly made of the skin of a sheep, on which the shahād of the community reclines; over the niche the name of the founder of the order is written. In some halls this inscription is surrounded by two others—one containing the Confession of Faith, and the other the words: 'Bismillāh,' etc. ('In the name of God, the most Clement and Merciful.') In others are seen on the wall to the right and the left of the niche tablets, on which are written in large letters the name of God (Allāh), that of Muhammad, and those of the four first Khalifas. At others are seen the names of al-Husain and al-Husayn, grandsons of the Prophet, and some of the Qur'ān, or others of a moral character.

The exercises which are followed in these halls are of various kinds, a description of which is given in the account of ZIKR.

The more zealous faqirs devote themselves to the most rigorous abstinence, and mortify their bodies in two ways. Some of them wheel about on iron stakes, and their flesh is rent open. Others raise themselves on the knees of their discs, and advance with their feet, and step on the number of the pages of the Qur'ān, or others of a moral character.

The exercises which are followed in these halls are of various kinds, a description of which is given in the account of ZIKR.

The more zealous faqirs devote themselves to the most rigorous abstinence, and mortify their bodies in two ways. Some of them wheel about on iron stakes, and their flesh is rent open. Others raise themselves on the knees of their discs, and advance with their feet, and step on the number of the pages of the Qur'ān, or others of a moral character.

The exercises which are followed in these halls are of various kinds, a description of which is given in the account of ZIKR.

The more zealous faqirs devote themselves to the most rigorous abstinence, and mortify their bodies in two ways. Some of them wheel about on iron stakes, and their flesh is rent open. Others raise themselves on the knees of their discs, and advance with their feet, and step on the number of the pages of the Qur'ān, or others of a moral character.
They give to the others the names of the Furr, or "Branches," signifying thereby secondary ones, to designate their filiation or emanation from the first. The order of the Naqshbandi and Khwājis holds bound, however, still the first rank in the temporal line; the one on account of the conformity of its statutes to the principles of the ten first confraternities, and to the lustre which causes the grandees and principal citizens of the empire to incorporate themselves in it; and the other, because of its being the source of the mother society which gave birth to many others. In the spiritual line, the order of the Qādiri, Maulawis, Bakhtāshis, Rafa'is, and the Sādis, are the most distinguished, especially the three first, on account of the eminent sanctity of their founders, of the multitude of the miracles attributed to them, and of the superabundance of the merit which is deemed especially attached to them.

Although all of them are considered as mendicant orders, no darwesh is allowed to beg, especially in public. The only exception is among the Bakhtāshis, who are permitted to mendicantly stroll and beg; and many of these visit not only private houses, but even the streets, public squares, bazaars, and public houses, for the purpose of recommending themselves to the charity of their brethren.

They only express their requests by the words "Shaykh Ullah," a corruption from "Shayyān li-ilāh," which means, "Something for the love of God." Many of these make it a rule to live only by the labour of their hands, in imitation of Hājī Bakhtāsh, their founder; and, like him, they make spoons, ladles, graters, and other utensils, of wood or marble. It is these, also, who fashion the pieces of marble, white or veined, which are used as collars or buckles for the belts of all the darweshes of their order, and the kashihals, or shell cups, in which they are obliged to ask alms.

Although in no wise bound by any oaths, all being free to change their community, and even to return to the world, and there to adopt any occupation which may please their fancy, it is rarely that anyone makes use of this liberty. Each one regards it as a sacred duty to end his days in the dress of his order. To this spirit of poverty and perseverance, in which they are so exemplary, must be added that of perfect submission to their superior. This latter is elevated by the deep humility which accompanies all their conduct, not only in the interior of the cloisters, but even in private life. One never meets them anywhere but with head bent and the most respectful countenance. They never salute anyone, particularly the Maulawis, and the Bakhtāshis, except by the exclamation, "Yā Ḥū?". The words As bi-li-lāh, "thanks to God," frequently are used in their temporals; and this devout and enthusiastic speak only of dreams, visions, celestial spirits, supernatural objects, &c.

They are seldom exposed to the trouble and vexations of ambition, because the most ancient darweshes are those who may aspire to the grade of shaykh, or superior of the convent. The shaykhs are named by their respective generals, called the Rais-i-Mashā'ikh (chief of the shaykh). Those of the Maulawis have the distinctive title of Cheleby Efendi. All reside in the same cities which contain the ashes of the founders of their orders, called by the name of Astāneh signifying "the court." They are subordinate to the Multīf of the capitai, who exercises absolute jurisdiction over them. In the Turkish Empire the Shaikh-i-Islam has the right of removing all the generals of the various orders, even those of the Qādiri, the Maulawis, and of the Bakhtāshis, although the dignity be hereditary in their family, on account of their all three being sprung from the blood of the same founders of their orders. The Multīf has likewise the right to confirm the shaykh who may be nominated by any of the generals of the orders.

(See The Derivatives or Oriental Spirituality, by John P. Brown; Malcolm's Persia; Lane's Modern Egyptians: D'Ollason's Ottomans Empire; Ubier's Letters from Turkey; Herklotz's Musalmans; Taqdiratu-l-Auliya, by Shāhī Faruq i-dīn al-Atā'īār.)

FAQR (فقر). The life of a Faqir or an ascetic.

FARA' (فرع). The first-born of either camels, sheep, or goats, which the Arab pagans used to offer to idols. It was allowed by the Prophet at the commencement of his mission, but afterwards abolished. (Miṣkâl, book iv. c. 50.)

FARA'IZ (فرعیز), pl. of Fara'iz, "Inheritances." A term used for the law of inheritance, or "Iml'i Fara'is." Fara'iz means literally an ordinance of God, and this branch of Muslim law is so called because it is established fully in the Qur'an, Surah iv. [Inheritance.]

FARAQ (فرع). Lit. "Separation." Faraq-i-Awwal is a term used by Saff mystics to express that state of mind in which the soul is drawn away from a contamination of God by a contemplation of his creation; and faraq-i-ţâ'i (the second separation) is when the soul is constantly contemplating the stability of the creation with the eternity of the Creator. (Abdu r-Rassāl's Dictionary of Safi Terms.)

FARAQLAT (فراقلة). The Arabic rendering of the Greek παράσκληρος, "Paraclēt." Mūhammadan writers assert that it is the original of the word translated Ahmad in the following verse in the Qur'an, Surah Ixi. v. 6:— "And call to mind when Jesus, son of Mary, said:—O children of Israel! Verily I am an Apostle of God unto you, attesting the Taurât revealed before me, and giving good tidings of a Prophet that shall come after whose name is Ahmad." Ahmad is another derivative of the root to which Muhammad belongs, signifying, like it,
FASTING

FASIQ (#ة). A term used in Muhammadan law for a reprehensible person who neglects decorum in his dress and behaviour. The acceptance of such a person's evidence is not admissible. He is not regarded as a Muslim citizen, although he may profess Islam.

FASTING. Arabic Sawm (سوم); Persian Rosah (روش). Fasting was highly commanded by Muhammad as an atonement for sin. The following are the fasts founded upon the example of the Prophet and observed by devout Muslims:

(1) The thirty-days of the month of Ramażân. This month's fast is regarded as a divine institution, being enjoined in the Qur'an (Suara ii. 180) and is therefore compulsory. [RAMAZAN.]

(2) The day 'Ashura. The tenth day of the month Muharram. This is a voluntary fast, but it is generally observed by all Muslims, for Abû Qatâdah relates that the Prophet said he hoped that the fast of 'Ashura would cover the sins of the coming year. (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 1.)

(3) The six days following the 'Idu-l-Fitr. Abû Aiyyûb relates that the Prophet said, "The person who fasts the month of Ramażân, and follows it up with six days of the month of Shawwal, will obtain the rewards of a continued fast." (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 1.)

(4) The Monday and Thursday of every week are recommended as fast days, as distinguished from the Christian fast of Wednesday. Abû Hûsaïra relates that the Prophet said, "The actions of God's servants are represented at the throne of God on Mondays and Thursdays." (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 2.) These days are only observed by strictly religious Muslims.

(5) The month of Sha'ban. Aiyshah relates that "the Prophet used sometimes to fast part of this month and some days of the whole." (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 1.) It is seldom observed in the present day.

(6) The 15th, 14th, and 15th of each month. These days are termed al-aqyûnu l-biz, i.e. the bright days, and were observed by Muhammad himself as fasts. (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 2.) These are generally observed by devout Muslims.

(7) Fasting alternate days, which Muhammad said was the fast observed by David, King of Israel. (Mishkât, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 1.)

In the Traditions, fasting is commanded by Muhammad in the following words:

"Every good act that a man does shall receive from ten to seven hundred rewards, but the rewards of fasting are beyond bounds, for fasting is for God alone, and He will give its rewards."

"He who fasts abandons the cravings of his appetite for God's sake."

"There are two pleasures in fasting, one when the person who fasts breaks it, and the other in the next world when he meets his
FATE

Lord. The very smell of the mouth of a keeper of a fast is more agreeable to God than the smell of musk."

"Fasting is a shield." "Whosoever of you fast utter no bad words, nor raise your voice in strife. If anyone abuse one who is fasting, let him refrain from replying; let him say that he is keeping a fast." (Mishkât, book vil. ch. i. pt. 1.)

PREDESTINATION.

AL-FATH (الفاتح), "The victory."

The title of the xlvth Surah of the Qur'an, in the first verse of which the word occurs. "Verily We (God) have given thee an obvious victory, that God may pardon thee thy former and later sin."

Professor Palmer says: "Some of the commentators take this to mean sins committed by Muhammad before his call and after it. Others refer the word to the rescue of the Captive handmaidens Mary, and to his marriage with Zainab, the wife of his adopted son Zaid." None of the commentators we have consulted, including al-Baizawi, al-Jalilin, al-Kamâlin, and Husain, give the last interpretation. They all say it refers to his sins before and after his call to the Apostleship.

FATHER. In the Sunni law of inheritance, a father is a sharer in the property of his son or son's son, taking one-sixth, but if his son die unmarried and without issue, the father is the residuary and takes the whole.

According to the law of qisâs or retaliation, if a father take the life of his son, he is not to be slain, for the Prophet has said, "Retaliation must not be executed upon the parent for his offspring": and Abû Hanefah adds, "because as the parent is the efficient cause of his child's existence, it is not proper that the child should require or be the occasion of his father's death": whence it is that a son is forbidden to shoot his father, when in the army of the enemy, or to throw a stone at him, if suffering lapidation for adultery.

In the law of evidence, the testimony of a father for or against his child is not admitted in a court of law.

AL-FATIHÂ (الفتح). Lit. "The opening one." The first chapter of the Qur'an, called also the Suratu'l-Hamd, or the "Chapter of Praise." It is held in great veneration by Muhammadans, and is used by them very much as the Pater noster is recited by Roman Catholics. It is repeated over sick persons as a means of healing and also recited in an intercession for the souls of the departed, and occurs in each rak'âh of the daily prayer. Muhammad is related to have said it was the greatest Surah in the Qur'an, and to have called it the Qur'âna 'l-Azim, or the "exalted reading," or the "seven recitals," as it contains seven verses; also Ummu'l-Qur'an, the "Mother of the Qur'an." Accord-

ing to a saying of the Prophet, the fatihah was revealed twice; once at Makkah and once at al-Madinah. The Amîn is always said at the conclusion of this prayer.

The following transliteration of the Arabic of the Fatihah into English characters may give some idea of the rhythm in which the Qur'an is written:

"Al-hamdu 'l-lâhi Rabbi 'l-âlamin.
Ar-rahamîn 'r-rahim.
Mâliku yuuni 'd-dîn.
Iyâku na'budu, wa-iyâku nasta'irin.
Ihdinâ 's-sirrata 'l-mustaqim.
Sîrîta 'llâhuma awwalatun 'alaihim.
Chour 'l-magârzî 'alaihim, wala 's-sâlîn.

Which is translated by Rodwell in his English Qur'an as follows:

"Praise be to God, Lord of all the worlds! The Compassionate, the Merciful!
King on the Day of Judgment!
Thee do we worship, and to Thee do we cry for help!
Guide Thou us on the right path.
The path of those to whom Thou art gracious!
Not of those with whom Thou art angered, nor of those who go astray."

FATIMAH (فاطمة). A daughter of Muhammad, by his first wife Khadijah. She married 'Ali the cousin of Muhammad, by whom she had three sons, al-Hassan, al-Husain, and al-Muhsin; the latter died in infancy. From the two former are descended the posterity of the Prophet, known as Saiyids. Fatimah died six months after her father. She is spoken of by the Prophet as one of the four perfect women, and is called al-Batul, or "the Virgin," by which is meant one who had renounced the world, also Fathmatu 's-zubrî, or "the beautiful Fatimah."

There are three women of the name of Fatimah mentioned in the Traditions: (1) Fatimah, the daughter of Muhammad; (2) The mother of 'Ali; (3) The daughter of Hamzah, the uncle of Muhammad.

AL-FA'TIMIYAH (الفاطمية). "The Fatimid." A dynasty of Khalifahs who reigned over Egypt and North Africa from A.D. 908 to A.D. 1171. They obtained the name from the pretensions of the founder of their dynasty Abû Muhammad 'Ubaidu 'l-llâh, who asserted that he was a Saiyid, and descended from Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet and 'Ali. His opponents declared he was the grandson of a Jew of the Magian religion. There were in all fourteen Khalifahs of this dynasty:

1. 'Ubaidu 'l-llâh, the first Fatimide Khalifah, was born A.D. 884. Having incurred the displeasure of al-Muktafi, the reigning Abasside Khalifah, he was obliged to wander through various parts of Africa, till through fortunate circumstances he was raised in A.D. 910 from a dungeon in Segelsmess to sovereign power. He assumed the title of al-Mahdi, or "the Director of the Faithful."
the founder of a new religion, and to assert
that he was the express image of God. He
was assassinated in A.D. 1051, and was suc-
cceeded by his son.

(7) Al-Zahir (A.D. 1021) was not so cruel
as his father, but was addicted to pleasure,
and resigned all the cares of government
in his Vice. In his reign the power of the
Fatimid Khalifah began to decline. They
possessed nothing but the external show of
royalty; secluded in the harem, they were
the slaves of their vizirs whom they could
not remove, and dared not disobey. In addi-
tion to the evils of misgovernment, Egypt
was afflicted in the reign of az-Zahir with
one of the most dreadful famines that ever
visited the country.

(8) Al-Mustansir (A.D. 1087) was only nine
years old when he succeeded his father. The
Turks invades Syria and Palestine in his
reign, took Damascus and Jerusalem (1096),
where the princes of the house of Ortok, a
Turkish family, established an independent
kingdom. They advanced to the Nile with
the intention of conquering Egypt, but were
repulsed.

(9) Al-Mustasfi (A.D. 1094), the second son
of Al-Mustansir, was seated on the throne by
the all-powerful Vizir Afasal, in whose time
the entire power resided during the whole of
Al-Mustasfi’s reign. The invasion of Asia
Minor by the Crusaders in 1097 appeared to
Afasal a favourable opportunity for the reco-
very of Jerusalem. Refusing to assist the
Turks against the Crusaders, he marched
against Jerusalem, took it (1098), and d
proved the Ortok princes of the sovereignty
which they had exercised for twenty years.
His possession of Jerusalem was, however,
very short duration, for it was taken in the
following year (1099) by the Crusaders.
Anxious to recover his loss, he led an im-
mense army in the same year against Jeru-
usalem, but was entirely defeated by the Cru-
saders near Ascalon.

(10) Al-Amir (A.D. 1101).
(11) Al-Mustansir (A.D. 1123).
(12) Az-Zahir (A.D. 1149).
(13) Al-Fadil (A.D. 1154).

During these reigns the power of the Fat-
imids rapidly decayed.

(14) Al-Aziz (A.D. 1160) was the last
Khalifah of the Fatimite dynasty. At the
commencement of his reign Egypt was
divided into two factions, the respective
chiefs of which, Dagham and Shawir, dis-
puted for the dignity of Vizir. Shawir
implored the assistance of Nurhd-din, who sent
an army into Egypt under the command of
Shirkhuh, by means of which his rival was
crushed. But becoming jealous of Nurh-din’s
power in Egypt, he solicited the aid of
Amauri, King of Jerusalem, who marched
into Egypt and expelled Shirkhuh from the
country. Nurh-din soon sent another
army into Egypt under the same commander,
who was accompanied by his nephew, the
celebrated Saladin, who, accompanied by his nephew, the
came to Egypt. Shirkhuh
was again unsuccessful, and was obliged
to retreat. The ambition of Amauri afforded
shortly afterwards a more favourable opportunity for the reduction of Egypt. Amauri, after driving Shirki occurs out of the country, meditated the design of reducing it to his own authority. Shawir, alarmed at the success of Amauri, entertained the assistance of Nur al-din, who sent Shirki to the third time at the head of a numerous army. He repulsed the Christian and, afterwards put the treacherous Vizir to death. Shirki succeeded to his dignity, but dying shortly after, Saladin obtained the post of Vizir. As Nur al-din was attached to the interests of the Assassins, he gave orders for the proclamation of al-Mustahdi, the Assassin Khalilah, and for depriving the Fatimides of the Khali- fata. "Asid, who was then on a sick-bed, died a few days afterwards. [KHILAFAH.]

FATQ (قد). Lit. "Opening." A term used by Sufis mystics to explain the eternity of matter, together with its development in creation. (Abdu ‘r-Razzaq’s Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

FATRAH (فتح). Lit. "Languor," or "Intermission." (1) The interval between the supposed revelation of the xviiith Sura of the Qur’an and the xxxviiith and xxiourth Sura. It is during this period that the powers of inspiration of the Prophet are said to have been suspended, and it was then that he contemplated suicide by intending to cast himself from Mount Hirah. The accounts of this interval are confused and contradictory, and various are the periods assigned to it, viz. from seven months to seven years. (2) The term is also used for the time which elapses between the disappearance of a prophet and the appearance of another. (Ghiyaz ‘l-Lughah in loc.)

(3) A term used by Sufis mystics for a declension in spiritual life. (Abdu ‘r-Razzaq’s Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

AL-FATTAH (الفتح), "The Opener" of that which is difficult. One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur’an, Sura xxxiv. “For He is the opener who knows.”

FATWA (فتوى). A religious or judicial sentence pronounced by the Khalifah or by a Mufti, or Qadi. It is generally written. The following is a Fatwa delivered by the present Mufti of the Hanafi sect at Makkah in reply to the question as to whether India is a Dru ’l-Islam. Fatwas are generally written in a similar form to this, but in Arabic:

"All praises are due to the Almighty, who is Lord of all creation! 0 Almighty, increase my knowledge! As long as even some of the peculiar observances of Islam prevail in it, it is the Dru ’l-Islam. The Almighty is Omniscient, Pure and High!

This is the Fatwa passed by one who hopes for the secret favour of the Almighty, who praises God, and prays for blessings and peace on his Prophet. (Signed) JAMA’IH BIN ‘ABD-AL-LAH SULAM.-Umar Y-Hayat-1, the present Mufti of Makka (the Honoured).

May God favour him and his father.”

FAUJDIR (فوجدار). An officer of the Moghul Government who was invested with the charge of the police, and jurisdiction in all criminal matters. A criminal judge. Faujdiyar is a term now used in British courts for a criminal suit as opposed to diwani, or civil.

FAUTU ‘L-HAJJ (فاوتو الحج). The end of the Pilgrimage. [PILOMAGE.]

FAZL (فضل). Lit. "That which remains over and above; redundant." A word used in the Qur’an for God’s grace of kindness. Sura li. 244: "God is Lord of grace to men, but most men give no thanks.

The Christian idea of divine grace, as in the New Testament, seems to be better expressed by fayz-i-agdas.

FAZULI (فضل). Lit. "That which is in excess." A term used in Muhammadan law for anything unauthorised, e.g. bai’-i-fasli, is an unauthorised sale. Nikah-i-fasli is an unauthorised marriage, when the contracts are made by an unauthorised agent.

FEAST DAYS. Arabic 'id (عيد); dual 'iddan; plural 'ayyad. The two great festivals of the Muhammadans are, the ‘Idu ’l-Fltr, and the ‘Idu ’l-Ash. The other festivals which are celebrated as days of rejoicing are, the Shab-i-Barat, or the fifteenth day of Sha’ban; the Nau-Roz, or New Year’s day; the Aakhir-i-Chahar Shambas, or the last Wednesday of the month of Safar; the Laylatu ’r-Raghibi, or the first Friday in the month of the month Rajab; the Maulid, or the birthday of Muhammad.

An account of these feasts is given under their respective titles.

FEMALE INFANTICIDE, which existed amongst the ancient Arabsians, was condemned by Muhammad. Vide Qur’an:—

Sura vii. 60: “For when the birth of a daughter is announced to any one of them, dark shadows settle on his face, and he is sad. He hideth himself from the people because of the bad news: shall he keep it with disgrace or bury it in the dust? Are not their judgments wrong.”

Sura xvii. 33: “Kill not your children for fear of want: for them and for you We (God) provide.”

Sura lxxxi. 3: “... And when the damsel that had been buried alive shall be asked (at the Day of Judgment) for what crime she was put to death.”

FIDYAH (فدية). A ransom. From fidda, "to ransom," "to exchange." An expla-
tion for sin, or for duties unperformed. The word occurs three times in the Qur'ān:—

Sūrah ii. 180: “For those who are able to keep it (the fast) and yet break it, there shall be as an expiation the maintenance of a poor man.”

Sūrah ii. 129: “Perform the pilgrimage and the visitation of the holy places. . . . But whoever among you is sick, or hath an ailment of the head, must expiate by fasting, or alms, or a sacrifice.”

Sūrah iv. 14: “On that day (the Day of Judgment) no expiation shall be taken from you (i.e. the hypocrites) or from those who do not believe; your abode is the fire.”

The other word used in the Qur'ān for the same idea is kafrūrāh. [KAFFARAH, EXPIATION.]

FIG. Arabic at-Tin (اَلْحَيْب). The title of the xvth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, so called because Muhammad makes the Almighty swear by that fruit in the first verse. Al-Baṣrayāwi says God swears by signs because of their great use. They are most excellent, because they can be eaten at once, having no stones, they are easy of digestion, and help to carry off the phlegm, and gravel in the kidneys or bladder, and remove obstructions of the liver, and also cure piles and gout. (Taṣiru ‘l-Baṣrayāwi, in loco).

FIJAR (فِيْجَار). Lit. “That which is unlawful.” A term given to a series of sacrificial wares carried on between the Quraysh, and the Banū Hawāzin, when Muhammad was a youth, about a.d. 580-590. (Muir, vol ii. 8). 

AL-FIL (اَلْفَيْل). The title of the xvi Sūrah of the Qur'ān, as it gives an account of the Asbāb u-Fil, or “People of the Elephant.” [ELEPHANT.]

FINES. Arabic Diyāh (ديج). A term which, in its strictest sense, means a sum exacted for any offence upon the person, in consideration for the claim of qisāṣ, or retaliation, not being insisted upon. (This does not apply to wilful murder.) A full and complete fine is that levied upon a person for manslaughter, which consists of either one hundred female camels or ten thousand dirhams (silver), or one thousand dinārs (gold).

The fine for slaying a woman is half that for slaying a man, “because the rank of a woman is lower than that of a man, so also her faculties and uses!” The fine for slaying a ginni (be he a Jew, Christian, or idolater) is the same as for slaying a Muslim.

A complete fine is also levied for the destruction of a nose, or a tongue, or a virile member, and, also, if a person tear out the beard, or the hair of the scalp, or the whiskers, or both eyebrows, so that they never grow again, “because the beauty of the countenance is thereby effaced.”

A complete fine is due for any fellow parts, as for two eyes, two lips, &c., and one half the fine for one single member.

For each finger, a tenth of the complete fine is due, and as every finger has three joints, a third of the fine for the whole is due for each joint.

The fine for a tooth is a twentieth of the complete fine.

A half fine is due for merely destroying the use of a limb, but if a person strike another in any way so as to completely destroy the beauty of his person, a complete fine must be paid. Wounds on the face, viz. from the crown of the head to the chin, are specially treated, and are termed shijēj. Of shijēj, or “face wounds,” there are ten: (1) hārīfah, or such as draw no blood—a mere scratch; (2) dāniyāh, a scratch which draws blood, without causing it to flow; (3) dāmiyāh, a scratch which causes blood to flow; (4) būrāh, a cut through the skin; (5) mukādāmāh, a cut to the flesh; (6) simāq, a wound reaching into the pericranium; (7) muṣṣūb, a wound which lays bare the bone; (8) ḥāṣimāh, a fracture of the skull; (9) muṣākāh, a fracture which causes the removal of part of the skull; and (10) ʿāmmāh, a wound extending to the brain.

For an ʿāmmāh wound, a third of the complete fine is due. Fifteen camels are due for a muṣākāh, ten for a ḥāṣimāh, five for a muṣṣūb, and so on.

All other wounds on other parts of the body may be adjusted according to the above scale, but are left to the decision of the judge.

For further information on the subject see “Babu ʿl-Diyāh ” in the Durr u-Muḥtiẓār, or the Hīṣāf, or the Fatā′aʿ Al-ʿAmmārī, or the Radd u-Muḥtiẓār.

FIQH (فقه). The dogmatic theology of the Muslims. Works on Muhammadan law, whether civil or religious. The books most read by the Sunnis are the Hīṣāf, written by a learned man named ʿAli ibn Abī Bakr, a.h. 599, part of which has been translated by the late Colonel Charles Hamilton; the Durr u-Muḥtiẓār, by ʿAlī ʿl-ʿDīn, a.h. 1088; the Sharārīuʾl-Wujūf, by ʿAbū Ḥāmid Maṣʿūd, a.h. 745; the Radd u-Muḥtiẓār, by Sayyid Muhammad Amin ibn Ṭābīb, and the Fatā′aʿ Al-ʿAmmārī, or the Imāmīyah School, or Shiʿāhīs, the principal works are Kitāb al-ʿSharārī, by ʿAbū ʿl-Ḥasan ʿAlī (a.h. 296); the Mughnī fīʾl-Fiqh, by ʿAbū Jaʿfar (a.h. 360); the Sharārīuʾl-Iṣlām, by Shaikh Nāṣr ʿdīn (a.h. 679); and the Jamʿuʾuʾl-Abbāsī, by Bahāʾuʾdīn (a.h. 1031).

FIRĀSAH (فِرَائِشة), or farāsah. A Śaʿfi term for the enlightenment of the heart. A penetration into the secrets of the unknown. Ilmuʾ l-Firāṣah, “the science of phyciogomy.”

FIRĀSH (فِرَائِش). Lit. “A couch.” In Muhammadan law “a wife.”

FIR'AUN (فِرْعوْن). [PHAROAH.]

FIRDAUS (فِرْدَاعَس). The highest stage of celestial bliss. [PARADISE.]
FIRE. Arabic nār (النار). (1) The term an-nār, "the fire," is generally used in the Qur'an and the Traditions for "hell." (2) In the Qur'an (Sūrah xxxvii. 29) the power of God is declared as being able to "give fire out of a green tree." On which al-Baizawi says "the usual way of getting fire is by rubbing two pieces of wood together, one of which is maraq and the other afar, and they produce fire, although both the sticks are green." (3) The burning to death of human beings is condemned by Muhammad, who said "Let no one punish with the punishment of fire but God." 

FIRST-BORN. Although the Arabian legislator followed the Mosaic law in so many of his legal enactments, he has carefully avoided any legislation as to the rights of primogeniture, although it formed such a marked feature in the Pentateuch, in which the first-born of man and beast were devoted to God, and were redeemed with a price. In the Muslim law of inheritance, all the sons share equally, whilst in the Mosaic law the eldest son received a double portion of the father's inheritance. (Deut. xxi. 17.) 

In cases of chiefship, or monarchy, the eldest son usually inherits, but it rests entirely upon his fitness for the position. Very often the eldest son is passed by and a younger brother selected as ruler. This was also the case amongst the Jews when Solomon succeeded his father in the kingdom. (1 Kings i. 30; ii. 22.) 

The curious fact that Muhammad made no provision for these rights of primogeniture, may have arisen from his having had no son to survive him.

FISH. Arabic rawak (الرِكَاء). (1) Fish which, dying of themselves, float upon the surface of the water, are abominated, according to Abū Hanifah. Ash-Shafi‘ī, and Malik say they are indifferent. Abū Hanifah teaches that fish which are killed by accident are lawful, but such as die of themselves without any accident are unlawful. There are, however, different opinions regarding those which die of extreme heat or cold.

(2) In the law of sale, it is not lawful to sell fish which is not yet caught, nor is it lawful to sell fish which the vendor may have caught and afterwards thrown into a large tank.

(3) Whilst the destruction of all animals, except noxious ones, is forbidden during the pilgrimage, fishing in the sea is permitted by the Qur'an, Sūrah v. 97: "Lawful for you is the game of the sea."

FITAN (فتن), pl. of fitnah. Seditions; strife; commotions. A term specially used for those wars and commotions which shall precede the Resurrection. A chapter is devoted to the subject in the books of traditions. (See Sahih 'l-Bukhārī, p. 1046; Sahih Muslim, p. 388.) Muhammad is related to have said, "There will be Khalifahs after me that will not go the straight road in which I have gone, nor will follow my example, but in those times there will be the hearts of devils in the bodies of men." Huxaiyfah then said to him, "O Prophet, what shall I do if I live to see those days?" And the Prophet said, "Obey him who has the rule over you, even though he fling your back and take your money."

Sadiyyah, in a tradition (recorded in at-Tirmizī and Abū Dā‘ūd), said that Muhammad said that the succession would last for thirty years, and that the "four rightly directed Khalifahs" reigned exactly that time: Abū Bakr, two years; 'Umar, ten; 'Uthman, twelve; and 'Ali, six.

A mover or leader of sedition is called a bāghī or rebel. [REBELLION.]

FITRAH (الفتر), Lit. "Nature." Certain ancient practices of the prophets before the time of Muhammad, which have not been forbidden by him. 'Ayishah relates that the Prophet said: "There are ten qualities of the prophets—clipping the mustachios, so that they do not enter the mouth, not cutting or shaving the beard, cleansing the teeth (i.e. miswāk), cleansing the nostrils with water at the usual ablutions, cutting the nails, cleaning the finger joints, pulling out the hairs under the arm-pits, shaving the hair of the privates, washing with water after passing urine, and cleansing the mouth with water at the time of ablution." (See Sahih Muslim.)

The nose is to be washed out with water because it is supposed that the devil resides in the nose during the night. (See Mishk. aT.)

There is a chapter in the Avesta of the Parsees, containing injunctions as to the paring of the nails of the hands and feet.

FIVE FOUNDATIONS OF ISLĀM. (1) Shahādah, or bearing witness that there is no deity but God; (2) Salāt, or the observance of the five stated periods of prayer; (3) Zakāt, giving the legal alms once a year; (4) Sawm, fasting during the whole of the month of Ramazān; (5) Hajj, the pilgrimage to Makkah once in a life-time. They are also called the five foundations of practice, as distinguished from the six foundations of faith. [ISLAM, IMAN.]

FIVE KEYS OF SECRET KNOWLEDGE, which are with God alone, are said to be found in the last verse of the Sūrah Luqman (xxxi. 34) of the Qur'an: "God! with Him is (1) the Knowledge of the Hour; (2) and He sendeth down rain; (3) and He knoweth what is in the wombs; (4) but no soul knoweth what shall be on the morrow; (5) neither knoweth any soul in what land he shall die. Verily God is knowing and is informed of all."

FIVE SENSES, The. Arabic al-hawīsul 'l-khammah (الحساسة). According to Muhammadian writers, there are five external (zahiri) senses, and five internal
eaten is of a lawful kind. Saiyid Ahmad Khan Bahadur, C.S.I., has written a treatise proving that Muhammadans can eat with the Ahl-i-Kitab, namely, Jews or Christians. The Muhammadans in India, while they will eat food cooked by idolatrous Hindus, refuse to touch that cooked either by Native or European Christians; and they often refuse to allow Christians to draw water from the public wells, although Hindus are permitted to do so. Such objections arise solely from jealousy of race, and an unfriendly feeling towards the ruling power. In Afghanistan and Persia, no such objections exist; and no doubt much evil has been caused by Government allowing Hindustani Muslims to create a religious custom which has no foundation whatever, except that of national hatred to their English conquerors. [KATINO.]"

FORBIDDEN FRUIT, THE. Mentioned in the Qur'an, Sura xlii. 33: "And we (God said), 'O Adam, dwell thou and thy wife in Paradise; and eat thereof in amply as you wish; but do not draw near this tree (sigharun)."

Concerning this tree, the Commentators have various opinions. Husain says some say it was a fig tree, or a vine, but most people think it was a grain of wheat (bintah) from a wheat stalk. [ADAM, FALL.]

FORGIVENESS. [PARDON, AFW.]

FORGIVENESS OF INJURIES. Enjoined in the Qur'an in the following words (Sura xliii. 38): "Let the recompense of evil be only a like evil—but he who forgives and maketh peace, shall find his reward for it from God; verily He loveth not those who act unjustly. And there shall be no way open (i.e. no blame) against those who, after being wronged, avenge themselves. . . . Whoso beareth wrongs and forgiveth—this is a bounden duty."

FORNICATION. Arabic sinnz(aww). The word sinnz includes both fornication with an unmarried person, and adultery with a married person. [ADULTERY.]

The sin of fornication must be established, as in the case of adultery, either by proofs or by confession.

To establish it by proof, four witnesses are required, and if any person brings an accusation against a woman of chaste reputation and fail to establish it, he must be punished with eighty stripes. [QAZF.]

When a person for conscience sake confesses the sin of fornication, the confession must be repeated four times at four different appearances before a qazi, and the person confessing must be very exact and particular as to the circumstances, so that there can be no mistake. A self-accused person may also retract the confession at any period before, or during, the infliction of the punishment, and the retraction must be accepted.

The punishment for fornication is one hundred stripes (or fifty for a slave). The
scourging to be inflicted upon a man standing and upon a woman sitting; and the woman is not to be stripped. It should be done with moderation, with a strap or whip, which has no knots upon it, and the stripes should be given not all upon the same part of the body. [DIRRAH.]

In some countries banishment is added to the punishment of scourging for fornication, especially if the sin is often repeated, so as to constitute common prostitution.

The law is founded upon the following verse in the Qur'an, Sūrah xxiv. 2-5:

"The whore and the whoremonger—scourge each of them with an hundred stripes; and let not compassion keep you from carrying out the sentence of God, if ye believe in God and the last day: And let some of the faithful witness their chastisement."

"The whoremonger shall not marry other than a whore or an idolatress; and the whore shall not marry other than a whoremonger or an idolater. Such alliances are forbidden to the faithful."

"They who defame virtuous women, and bring not four witnesses, scourge them with fowrcore stripes, and receive ye not their testimony for ever, for these are perverse persons—"

"Save those who afterwards repent and live virtuously; for truly God is Lenient, Merciful!"

The Muhammadan law differs from Jewish law with regard to fornication; see Exodus xxii. 16, 17: "If a man entice a maid that is not betrothed, and lie with her, he shall surely send her to be his wife. If her father utterly refuse to give her unto him, he shall pay money according to the do wny of virgins." Deut. xxii. 25-29: "If a damsel that is a virgin be betrothed unto a husband, and a man find her in the city and lie with her, then ye shall bring her unto the gate of the city, and ye shall stone her with stones that they die: the damsel because she cried not, being in the city, and the man because he hath humbled his neighbour's wife; so shalt thou put away evil from among you. But if a man find a betrothed damsel in the field, and the man force her and lie with her, then the man only that lay with her shall die. But unto the damsel shalt thou do nothing: there is in the damsel no sin worthy of death... If a man find a damsel that is a virgin, which is not betrothed, and lay hold on her, and lie with her, and they be found, then the man that lay with her shall give unto the damsel's father fifty shekels of silver, and she shall be his wife; because he hath humbled her, he may not put her away all his days."

---

FORTUNE-TELLING. Arabic kahīnah (كايينه). Muḥammadh ibn Ḥakam relates that he asked the Prophet if it were right to consult fortune-tellers about future events, and he replied, "Since you have embraced Islam, you must not consult them." [MAGIK.]

FORTUNES. Arabic raqīṭāh (راقية). According to Abu Hanifah, the period of forsterage is thirty months; but the two disciples, Tisawi and Muhammad, hold it to be two years, whilst Zufar maintains that it is three years. Forsterage with respect to the prohibitions attached to it is of two kinds; first, where a woman takes a strange child to nurse, by which all future matrimonial connection between that child and the woman, or her relations within the prohibited degrees, is rendered illegal; secondly, where a woman nurses two children, male and female, upon the same milk, which prohibits any future matrimonial connection between them. For further particulars on this subject, see Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. i. page 187.

FOUNDLING. Arabic laqīt (لاقية). Lit. "That which is picked up." The person who finds the child is called the mutlqāt. The taking up of a foundling is said to be a laudable and generous act, and where the finder sees that the child's life is in peril, it is an incumbent religious duty. (Hidāyah, vol. ii. p. 252.)

The maintenance of a foundling is defrayed from the public treasury, but the finder is not to demand anything for his trouble and expense, but after the finding of the child has been reported to the magistrate, the child is legally placed under the care of the mutlqāt, and supported by the state. A foundling is declared to be free, and not a slave, and unless he be found on the land or property of a Jew or Christian, he is declared a Muslim. But if the child be found on the property of a Jew or Christian, he will be declared a Jew or Christian as the case may be. The mutlqāt cannot contract the foundling in marriage without the sanction of the magistrate, but he may send him to school, and in every respect see to his education and training without consulting the magistrate.

FRIDAY. Arabic Jum'ah (جمعة). "The Day of Assembly." The Muhammadan Sabbath, on which they assemble in the Jāma' Maqādī, or chief mosque, and recite two rik'ahs of prayers and listen to the oration, or khutbah at the time of mid-day prayer. Muhammad claims in the Traditions that he has established Friday as a day of worship by divine command. He says, "Friday was ordered as a divine day of worship both for the Jew and Christian, but they have acted contrary to the command." The Jews fixed Saturday and the Christian fixed Sunday.

According to the same traditions, Friday is "the best day on which the sun rises, the day on which Adam was taken into Paradise and turned out of it, the day on which he repented and on which he died. It will also be the Day of Resurrection."

There is also a certain hour on Friday (known only to God) on which a Muslim obtains all the good he asks of the Almighty. Muhammad prayed that God may put a seal on the heart of every Muslim who through
negligence omits prayer for three successive Fridays. Muhammad said:—

"Whoever bathes on Friday and comes to prayers in the beginning and comes on foot and sets near the Imam and listens to the khutbah, and says nothing playful, but sits silent, every step he took will get the rewards of a whole year's worshipping and rewards of one year's fast and one year's prayers at night."

"There are three descriptions of people present on Friday, one of whom comes to the masjid talking triflingly, and this is what he gets instead of rewards; and there is a man who is present for making supplications, and he asks God, and if He wills He gives him, if not, refuses; the third a man who attends to hear the khutbah and is silent, and does not incommode anyone, and this Friday covers his sins till the next, and three days longer; for God says, Whoever doth one good act will receive ten in return." (Mishkat, book iv. c. xiii.) [KHUTBAAH.]

FRIENDSHIP with Jews and Christians is condemned in the Qur'an, Sura vi. 56: "O ye who believe! take not the Jews and Christians for your friends (or patrons): they are the friends of each other; but whose amongst you takes them for friends, verily he is of them, and, verily, God guides not an unjust people."

FRUITS OF THE EARTH are described in the Qur'an as evidences of God's love and care for his creatures.

Sura vi. 142:—

"He it is who produceth gardens of the vine trellised and untrellised, and the palm trees, and the corn of various food, and olives, and pomegranates, like and unlike. Eat of their fruit when they bear fruit, and pay the due thereof on the day of its ingathering: and be not prodigal, for God loveth not the prodigal."

Sura xiii. 3:—

"And He it is who hath outstretched the earth, and placed on it the firm mountains, and rivers; and of every fruit He hath placed on it two kinds: He causeth the night to enshroud the day. Verily in this are signs for those who reflect."

"And on the earth hard by each other are its various portions: gardens of grapes and corn, and palm trees single or clustered. Though watered by the same water, yet some make us more excellent as food than other: Verily in all this are signs for those who understand."

FUGITIVES. (1) A fugitive slave, either male or female, is called ḍībq (ديب). The capture of a fugitive slave is a laudable act, and the captor is entitled to a reward of forty dirhams. (2) A fugitive on account of religion is called mukāhir (مكاهير). Special blessings are promised to those who flee their country on account of their being Muslims.

Sura iv. 101: "Whosoever flees in the way of God shall find in the earth a spacious refuge."

Sura xxii. 57: "Those who flee in God's way and then are slain or die, God will provide them with a godly provision." [SLAVES, MUKHAFIRAH.]

FULS (فوس). An idol (or an idol temple), belonging to the Banu Taiy, a tribe divided between the profession of idolatry and Christianity. Destroyed by 'Ali by order of Muhammad, A.H. 630. (Muir, vol. iv. p. 177.)

FUNERAL. Arabic janānah (جناح). BURIAL.]

FURAT (فرات). The river Euphrates, said to be one of the rivers of Eden. [EDEN.]

AL-FURQĀN (الفرقان). (1) The title of the xxvth Sura of the Qur'an. (2) One of the titles of the Qur'an (Sura ii. 181; iii. 2; xxv. 1). (3) The title given to the Taurat revealed to Moses (Sura ii. 50; xxi. 49). (4) The victory on the day of the battle of Badr (Sura viii. 42). (5) A term used by Sufi mystics for a distinguishing between truth and error. Muhammadan lexicographers are unanimous in interpreting the word furqān to mean that which distinguishes between good and evil, lawful and unlawful. The Jews use the word perek, or pirka, from the same root, to denote a section or portion of scripture.

FUṢṢILAT (فصلت). Lit. "Were made plain." A title of the xlii Sura of the Qur'an, from the word occurring in the second verse. The Sura is also known as the Hāmin as-Saydah, to distinguish it from the Sura xxxix, which is also called as-Saydah, or "Adoration."

FUTURE LIFE. The immortality of the soul and the reality of a future life are very distinctive doctrines of the religion of Muhammad, and very numerous are the references to it in the Qur'an. The whole system of Islam is based upon the belief in the future existence of the soul of man. A description of the special character of this future life will be found in the article on PARADISE.

The terms generally used to express a future life are Dārū 'at-Akhdār, Dārū 'at-Baqī', Dārū 'u-Uqbā. 
G.  

GABR (גביר). [MAJUS.]  

GABRIEL. Arabic Jibrîl (جبريل). In the Qur'ân Jibrîl (جبريل).  
The angelic being who is supposed to have been the medium of the revelation of the Qur'ân to Muhammad. He is mentioned only twice in the Qur'ân by name. Sûratul-'Baqaráh ii. 91: "Whoso is the enemy of Gabriel—for he hath by God's leave caused to descend on thy heart the confirmation of previous revelations," &c. And again in Sûratul-'Tahrim, lxvi. 4: "God is his Protector, and Gabriel." He is, however, supposed to be spoken of in Sûratul ii. 81, 254; v. 103, and elsewhere as "the Holy Spirit," Rûhul 'l-Qudus; in Sûratul xi. 193, as "the Faithful Spirit," ar-Rûhul 'l-Amin; and in lii. 3, as "one terrible in power," Shaitanul 'l-Qurwâ.  
The account of Gabriel's first appearance to Muhammad is related as follows by Abu 'l-Fida. "Muhammad was then of the age of forty, and he went to Mount Hira for a month every year. When the year of his mission came, he went to Mount Hira in the moon of Ramâzân for the purpose of seclusion, there having his family with him; and there he abode until the night arrived in which God was pleased to bless him. Gabriel came to him, and said to him, 'Recite!' And he replied, 'What shall I recite?' And he said, 'Recite, in the name of thy Lord who created. Created man from clots of blood. Recite thou! For the Lord is most Beneficent. Who hath taught the use of the pen. Hath taught man that which he knoweth not.' After this the Prophet went to the middle of the mountain, and heard a voice from heaven which said, 'Thou art the Messenger of God and I am Gabriel.' He continued standing in his place to contemplate Gabriel until he withdrew." [QUR'ÂN.]  
Sir William Muir says: "It is clear that at a later period at least, if not from the first, Mahomet confounded Gabriel with the Holy Ghost. The idea may have arisen from some such misapprehension as the following. Mary conceived Jesus by the power of the Holy Ghost, which overshadowed her. But it was Gabriel who visited Mary to announce the conception of the Saviour. The Holy Ghost was therefore another name for Gabriel. We wonder at what time when Mahomet seems to have believed that Christians held Mary to be the third person in the Trinity!"

With reference to the verse quoted above, from the Sûratul-'Baqarah, Sale says the Commentators say that the Jews asked what angel it was that brought the Qur'ân to Muhammad, and on being told that it was Gabriel, they replied that he was their enemy, and the messenger of wrath and judgment; but if that it had been Michael they would have believed on him, because that angel was their friend, and the messenger of peace and plenty.  

It is also important to observe that the only distinct assertion of Gabriel being the medium of divine revelation, occurs in a Madaniyyah Sûratul.  


GAMBLING (Arabic maisir, ميسر; qimâr (قمار) is forbidden in the Qur'ân.  
Sûratul ii. 216: "They will ask thee concerning wine and games of chance. Say both is a great sin, and advantage also, to men, but their sin is greater than their advantage."

Sûratul v. 93: "Only would Satan sow hatred and strife among you by wine and games of chance, and turn you aside from the remembrance of God, and from prayer: will ye not, therefore, abstain from them?"

The evidence of a gambler is not admissible in a Muhammadan court of law, because gaming is a great crime. [Hidâyah ii. p. 686.]  

GARDEN. Arabic jannah (جنة); Heb. p. pl. הָרִים. In the Qur'ân the residence of our first parents is called Al-jannah, "the garden," and not Jannatu 'Adh, or the "Garden of Eden," Jannatu 'Adh being the fourth stage of celestial bliss. Al-jannâd, "the gardens," is a term frequently used in the Qur'ân for the state of heavenly joy; and the stages of paradise, which are eight, are known as—(1) The garden of eternity, (2) The dwelling of peace, (3) The dwelling which abideth, (4) The garden of Eden, (5) The garden of refuge, (6) The garden of delight, (7) The garden of Hiliyân, (8) The garden of Paradise. [PARADISE.]  

GENÈI. Arabic jinn (جني), and jîn (جن). Muhammad was a sincere believer in the existence of good and evil genie, and has left a record of his belief in the lxxviiind chapter of his Qur'ân, entitled the Sûratul-'Jînîn. It opens thus:—  
"Say: It hath been revealed to me that a company of Jînn listened and said,—Verily, we have heard a marvellous discourse (Qur'ân);  
"It guideth to the truth; wherefore we believed in it, and we will not henceforth join any being with our Lord;  
"And He,—may the majesty of our Lord be exalted!—hath taken no spouse neither hath he any offspring."
“But the foolish among us hath spoken of God that which is unjust:

And we verily thought that no one among men or jinn would have uttered a lie against God.

There are indeed people among men, who have sought for refuge unto people among jinn: but they only increased their folly:

And they thought as ye think, that God would not raise any from the various forms.

And the Hypocrites did we essay, but found them filled with a mighty garrison, and with flaming darts:

And we sat on some of the seats to listen, but whoever listentheth findeth an ambush ready for him of flaming darts.”

The following exhaustive account of the Muhammadan belief on the subject is taken from the writings of the late Mr. Lane (the learned author of the Modern Egyptians and of Notes on the Arabian Nights), but slightly altered to meet the requirements of the present work.

According to a tradition from the Prophet, this species consists of five orders, namely, Jinn (who are the least powerful of all), Jinn, Shaitâns (or devils), Ifrits, and Marîds. The last, it is added, are the most powerful; and the Jinn are transformed Jinn, like as certain apes and swine were transformed men. It must, however, be remarked that the terms Jinn and Jânn are generally used indiscriminately as names of the whole species, whether good or bad, and that the former term is the more common. Also, that Shaitân is commonly used to signify any evil genius. An Ifrit is a powerful evil genius; a Marîd, an evil genius of the most powerful class. The Jinn (but, generally speaking, evil ones) are called by the Persians Deres, the most powerful evil Jinn, Nârûkâ (which signifies “males,” though they are said to be males and females); the good Jinn, Fris, though this term is commonly applied to females. In a tradition from the Prophet, it is said, “The Jinn were created of a smokeless fire.” The word which signifies “a smokeless fire,” has been misunderstood by some as meaning “the flame of fire.” Al-Jâhârî (in the Sîhâb) renders it rightly; and says that of this fire was the Shâhânâ or Iblis created. Al-JâNN is sometimes used as a name for Iblis, as in the following verse of the Qur’ân (Sûrah xiv. 27):—

And the Jinn [the father of the Jinn, i.e. Iblis] we had created before [i.e. before the creation of Adam] of the fire of the Samûm [i.e. of the fire without smoke].”

JâNN also signifies “a serpent,” as in other passages of the Qur’ân, and is used in the same book as synonymous with Jinn. In the last sense it is generally believed to be used in the tradition quoted in the commencement of this paragraph. There are several apparently contradictory traditions from the Prophet, which are reconciled by the above statement; in one it is said that Iblis was the father of all the Jinn and Shaitân; JâNN being here synonymous with Jinn; in another, that JâNN was the father of all the Jinn, here JâNN being used as a name for Iblis.

“It is held,” says al-Qârzwînî, “that the Jinn are animal beings, with transparent bodies, which can assume various forms.

People differ in opinion respecting these beings; some consider the Jinn and Shaitâns as unruly men, but these persons are of the Mu’tazilah [a sect of Muslim freethinkers], and some hold that God, whose name be exalted, created the angels of the light of fire, and the original of its flame [but this is at variance with the general opinion], and the Shaitâns of its smoke [which is also at variance with the common opinion], and that [all] these kinds of beings are [usually] invisible to men, but that they assume what forms they please, and when their form becomes condensed they are visible.” This last remark illustrates several descriptions of genii in the Arabian Nights, where the form of the monster is at first undefined, or like an enormous pillar, and then gradually assumes a human shape and loses gigantic size.

It is said that God created the JâNN [or Jinn] two thousand years before Adam [or, according to some writers, much earlier], and that there are believers and infidels and every sect among them, as among men. Some say that a prophet named Yûsuf was sent to the Jinn; others, that they had only preachers or admonishers; others, again, that seventy apostles were sent, before Muhammad, to the Jinn and men conjointly. It is commonly believed that the preadamite Jinn were governed by forty (or, according to some seventy-two) kings, to each of whom the Arab writers give the name of Sulaiman (or Solomon): and that they derive their appellation from the last of these, who was called JâNN ibn JâNN, and who, some say, built the Pyramids of Egypt.

The following account of the preadamite Jinn is given by al-Qârzwînî:

“It is related in histories that a race of Jinn in ancient times, before the creation of Adam, inhabited the earth, and covered it, the land and the seas, and the mountains; and the favours of God were multiplied upon them, and they had government, and prophecy, and religion and law; but they transgressed and offended, and opposed their prophets, and made wickedness to abound in the earth: whereupon God, whose name be exalted, sent against them an army of angels, who took possession of the earth, and drove away the Jinn to the regions of the islands, and made many of them prisoners; and of those who were made prisoners was ‘Azazîl (afterwards called Iblis, from his despair), and a slaughter was made among them. At that time, ‘Azazîl was young; he grew up among the Jinn [and probably for that reason was called one of them], and became learned in their knowledge, and assumed the government of them and his days were prolonged until he became their chief; and thus it continued for a long time, until the affair between him and Adam happened, as God, whose name be exalted, hath said,” When we said unto the Angels, Worship ye Adam, and
[all] worshipped except Iblis, [who] was [one] of the Jinn.' (Sūrah l. 69.)

Iblis, we are told by another authority, was sent as a governor upon the earth, and judged among the Jinn a thousand years, after which he ascended into heaven, and remained employed in worship until the creation of Adam. The name of Iblis was originally, according to some, 'Azāzil (as before mentioned), and according to others, 'Al-Hāri; his patronymic is 'Abū 'Munah or 'Abū 'L-Ghirbi. It is disputed whether he was of the angels or of the Jinn. There are three opinions on this point: (1) That he was of the angels, from a tradition from Ibn 'Abbās; (2) That he was of the Shaftān, or evil Jinn, as it is said in the Qur'ān, "Except Iblis [who] was [one] of the Jinn"; this was the opinion of al-Hassan ibn 'Abasri, and is that commonly held; (3) That he was neither of the angels nor of the Jinn, but created alone of fire. Ibn 'Abbās founds his opinion on the same text from which al-Hassan ibn 'Abasri depends. He says: "When we said unto the angels, worship ye Adam, and [all] worshipped except Iblis, [who] was [one] of the Jinn." (before quoted); which he explains by saying that the most noble and honourable among the angels are called "the Jinn," because they are veiled from the eyes of the other angels on account of their superiority; and that Iblis was one of these Jinn. He adds, that he had the government of the lowest heaven and of the earth, and was called the Thā'īs (lit. "Peacock") of the angels; and that there was not a spot in the lowest heaven but he had prostrated himself upon it; but when the Jinn rebelled upon the earth, God sent a troop of angels, who drove them to the islands and mountains; and Iblis being elated with pride, and refusing to prostrate himself before Adam, God transformed him into a Shaftān. But this reasoning is opposed by other verses, in which Iblis is represented as saying, "Thou hast created me of fire, and has created him [Adam] of earth." It is therefore argued, "If he were created originally of fire, how was he able to create of light? for the angels were [all] created of light." The former verse may be explained by the tradition that Iblis, having been taken captive, was exalted among the angels; or, perhaps, there is an ellipse after the word "Angels"; for it might be inferred that the command given to the Angels was also (καταφορα) to be obeyed by the Jinn.

According to a tradition, Iblis and all the Shaftāns are distinguished from the other Jinn by a longer existence. "The Shaftāns," it is added, "are the children of Iblis, and die not but with him whereas the [other] Jinn die before him, though they may live many centuries. But this is not altogether accordant with the popular belief: Iblis and many other evil Jinn are to survive mankind, but they are to die before the general resurrection, as also even the angels, the last of whom will be the Angel of Death, 'Izār'il. Yet not all the evil Jinn are to live thus long. Many of them are killed by shooting stars, hurled at them from heaven; wherefore, the Arabs, when they see a shooting star (shibbid), often exclaim, 'May God transfix him, one [of the faithful]! Many also are killed by other Jinn, and some even by men. The fire of which the Jinn is created circulates in his veins, in place of blood; therefore, when he receives a mortal wound, this fire, issuing from his veins, generally consumes him to ashes.

The Jinn, it has been already shown, are peaceable. They also eat and drink, and propagate their species, sometimes in conjunction with human beings; in which latter case, the offspring partakes of the nature of both parents. In all these respects they differ from the angels. Among the evil Jinn are distinguished the five sons of their chief, Iblis; namely, Tir, who brings about calamities, losses, and injuries; al-Awar, who encourages debauchery; Sūt, who suggests lies; Dāim, who causes hatred between man and wife; and Zālamūr, who presides over places of traffic.

The most common forms and habitations or places of resort of the Jinn must now be described. The following traditions from the Prophets are to the purpose:

The Jinn are of various shapes, having the forms of serpents, scorpions, lions, wolves, jackals, &c. The Jinn are of three kinds—one on the land, one on the sea, and one in the air. The Jinn consist of forty troops, each troop consisting of six hundred thousand. The Jinn are of three kinds—one have wings and fly; another are snakes and dogs; and the third move about from place to place like men. Domestic snakes are asserted to be Jinn on the same authority.

The Prophet ordered his followers to kill serpents and scorpions if they intruded at prayers; but on other occasions, he seems to have required first to admonish them to depart, and then, if they remained, to kill them. The Doctors, however, differ in opinion whether all kinds of snakes or serpents should be admonished first; or whether any should, for the Prophet, say they, took a covenant of the Jinn [probably after the above-mentioned command], that they should not enter the houses of the faithful; therefore, it is argued, if they enter, they break their covenant, and it becomes lawful to kill them without previous admonishment. Yet it is related that 'Ayishah, one of the Prophet's wives, having killed a serpent in her chamber, was alarmed by a dream, and fearing that it might have been a Muslim Jinni, as it did not enter her chamber, when she was undressed, gave in alarms, as an expert, twelve thousand dinars (about £300), the price of the blood of a Muslim.

The Jinn are said to appear to mankind most commonly in the shapes of serpents, dogs, cats, or human beings. In the last case they are sometimes of the stature of men, and sometimes of a size enormously gigantic. If good, they are generally resplendently handsome; if evil, horribly hideous. They become invisible at pleasure (by a rapid
extension or rarefaction of the particles which compose them), or suddenly disappear in the earth or air, or through a solid wall. Many Muslims in the present day profess to have seen and held intercourse with them.

The Zau'bah, which is a whirlwind that raises the sand or dust in the form of a pillar of prodigious height, often seen sweeping across the deserts and fields, is believed to be caused by the flight of an evil genii. To defend themselves from a Jinn thus "riding in the whirlwind," the Arabs often exclaim, "Iron! Iron!" (Hadid! Hadid!) or, "Iron! thou unlucky!" (Hadid! ya Mushām!), as the Jinn are supposed to have a great dread of that metal; or they exclaim, "God is most great!" (Allāhu akbar!). A similar superstition prevails with respect to the waterspout at sea.

It is believed that the chief abode of the Jinn is in the mountains of Kfīr, which are supposed to encompass the whole of our earth. But they are also believed to pervade the solid body of our earth, and the firmament; and to choose, as their principal places of resort, or of occasional abode, baths, wells, the latrinas, ovens, ruined houses, market-places, the junctures of roads, the sea, and rivers.

The Arabs, therefore, when they pour water, &c., on the ground, or enter a bath, or let down a bucket into a well, or visit the latrinas, and on various other occasions, say, "Permission!" or "Permission, ye blessed!" (Igr! or Igr ya Mushārakān!). The evil spirits (or evil genii), it is said, had liberty to enter any of the seven heavens till the birth of Jesus, when they were excluded from three of them. On the birth of Muḥammad, they were forbidden the other four. They continue, however, to ascend to the confines of the lowest heaven, and there listening to the conversation of the angels respecting things decreed by God, obtain knowledge of futurity, which they sometimes impart to men, who by means of talisman or certain invocations make them to serve the purposes of magical performances.

What the Prophet said of Iblis in the following tradition, applies also to the evil Jinn over whom he presides: His chief abode [among men] is the bath; his chief places of resort are the markets and junctures of roads; his food is whatever is killed without the name of God being pronounced over it; his drink, whatever is intoxicating; his Mu'aggīn, the mismār (a musical pipe), i.e. any musical instrument; his Qur'ān, poetry; his written character, the marks made in geometry; his speech, falsehood; his mates are women.

That particular genii presided over particular places, was the opinion of the early Arabs. It is said in the Qur'ān (Surah lxxii. 6), "And there were certain men who sought refuge with certain of the Jinn." In the commentary of the Jalālān, I find the following remark on these words:—"When they abode, on their journey, in a place of fear, each man said, 'I seek refuge with the lord of this place, from the mischief of his foolish ones.'" In illustration of this, I may insert the following tradition of al-Qarwain:—"It is related by a certain narrator of traditions, that he descended into a valley with his sheep, and a wolf carried off a ewe from among them; and he arose, and raised his voice, and cried, 'O inhabitant of the valley!' whereupon he heard a voice saying, 'O wolf, restore to him his sheep!' and the wolf came with the ewe, and left her, and departed." The same opinion is held by the modern Arabs, though probably they do not use such an invocation.

A similar superstition, a relic of ancient Egyptian credulity, still prevails among the people of Cairo. It is believed that each quarter of this city has its peculiar guardian-genius, or Agathodaimon, which has the form of a serpent.

It has already been mentioned that some of the Jinn are Muslims, and others infidels. The good acquit themselves of the imperative duties of religion, namely, prayers, almsgiving, fasting during the month of Ramāzān, and pilgrimage to Makkah and Mount 'Arafāt, but in the performance of these duties they are generally invisible to human beings.

No man, it is said, ever obtained such absolute power over the Jinn as Sulaimān ibn Dā'ud (Solomon, the son of David). This he did by virtue of a most wonderful talisman, which is said to have come down to him from heaven. It was a sealing ring, upon which was engraved "the most great name" of God [AL-I'AZAM], and was partly composed of brass and partly of iron. With the brass he stamped his written commands to the good Jinn; with the iron (for a reason before mentioned) those to the evil Jinn or devils. Over both orders he had unlimited power, as well as over the birds and the winds, and, as is generally said, the wild beasts. His wa'iz, Asuf the son of Barkhiyah, is also said to have been acquainted with "the most great name," by uttering which the greatest miracles may be performed, even that of raising the dead. By virtue of this name, engraved on his ring, Sulaimān compelled the Jinn to assist in building the temple of Jerusalem, and in various other works. Many of the evil genii he converted to the true faith, and many others of this class, who remained obstinate in infidelity, he confined in prisons. He is said to have been monarch of the whole earth. Hence, perhaps, the name of Sulaimān is given to the universal monarchs of the preadamite Jinn; unless the story of his own universal dominion originated from confounding him with those kings of the Jinn.

The injuries related to have been inflicted upon human beings by evil genii are of various kinds. Genii are said to have often carried off beautiful women, whom they have forcibly kept as their wives or concubines. Malicious or disturbed genii are asserted often to station themselves on the roofs, or at the windows,
of houses, and to throw down bricks and stones on persons passing by. When they take possession of an uninhabited house, they seldom fail to persecute terrorily any person who goes to reside in it. They are also very apt to pilfer provisions &c. Many houses and devoted persons, to secure their property from such depredations, repeat the words, “In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!” on locking the doors of their houses, rooms, or closets, and on covering the bread-basket, or anything containing food. During the month of Ramadan, the evil genii are believed to be confined in prison; and, therefore, on the last night of that month, with the same view, women sometimes repeat the words above mentioned, and sprinkle salt upon the floors of the apartments of their houses.

To complete this sketch of Arabian mythology, an account must be added of several creatures generally believed to be of inferior orders of the Jinn. One of these is the Ghül, which is commonly regarded as a kind of Shaitān, or evil genii, that eats men, and is also described by some as a kind of an enchanter, who assumes various forms. The Ghūlān are said to appear in the forms of various animals, and of human beings, and in many monstrous shapes; to haunt burial-grounds and other sequestered spots; to feed upon dead human bodies; and to kill and devour any human creature who has the misfortune to fall in their way; whence the term “Ghūl” is applied to any cannibal.

An opinion quoted by a celebrated author respecting the Ghūl is, that it is a demoniacal animal, which passes a solitary existence in the deserts, resembling both man and brute; that it appears to a person travelling alone in the night and in solitary places, and, being supposed to be by itself a traveller, lures him out of his way. Another opinion stated by him is this: that, when the Shaitān attempt to hear words by stealth (from the corners of the lowest heaven), they are struck by shooting stars, and some are burnt; some falling into the sea, or rather a large river (habr), become converted into crocodiles; and some, falling upon the land, become Ghūls. The same author adds the following tradition: “The Ghūl is any Jinn that is opposed to travels, assuming various forms and appearances; and affirms that several of the Companions of the Prophet saw Ghūls in their travels; and that Umar among them saw a Ghūl while on a journey to Syria, before Islam, and struck with his sword.”

It appears that “Ghūl” is, properly speaking, a name only given to a female demon of the kind above described; the male is called ‘Qatrūb. It is said that these beings, and the Ghūldār, or Gharrār, and other similar creatures, which will presently be mentioned, are the offspring of Iblīs and of a wife whom God created for him of the fire of the Samūm (which here signifies, as in an instance before mentioned, “a smokeless fire”); and that they sprang from an egg. The female Ghūl, it is added, appears to men in the deserts, in various forms, converses with them, and sometimes prostituies herself to them. The Sīliṣāt, or Sīliṣāt, is another demoniacal creature, described by some (or rather, by most authors) as of the Jinn. It is said that it is mostly found in forests; and that when it captures a man, it makes him dance, and plays with him as the cat plays with the mouse. A man of Jaffān asserted that many beings of this kind abounded in his country; that sometime the wolf would hunt one of them by night, and devour it, and that, when it had seized it, the Sīliṣāt would cry out, “Come to my help, for the wolf devoureth me!” or it would cry, “Who will liberate me? I have a hundred dinars, and he shall receive them!” But the people knowing that it was the cry of the Sīliṣāt, no one would liberate it; and so the wolf would eat it.

An island in the sea of China (Sin) is called “the island of the Sīliṣāt,” by Arab geographers, from its being said to be inhabited by the demons so named; they are described as creatures of hideous forms, supposed to be Shaitāns, the offspring of human beings and Jinn, who eat men.

The Ghaddār is another creature of a similar nature, described as being found in the borders of al-Yaman, and sometimes in the parts of Egypt. It is said that it entices a man to it, and either tortures him in a manner not to be described, or merely terrifies him, and leaves him. The Dalhān is also a demoniacal being, inhabiting the islands of the seas, having the form of a man, and riding on an ostrich. It eats the flesh of men whom the sea casts on the shore from wrecks. Some say that a Dalhān once attached a ship on the sea, and desired to take the crew; but they contended with it; whereupon it uttered a cry which caused them to fall on their faces, and it took them.

The Shiqq is another demoniacal creature, having the form of half a human being (like a man divided longitudinally); and it is believed that the Nashās is the offspring of a Shiqq and of a human being. The Shiqq appears to travellers; and it was a demon of this kind who killed, and was killed by Al-qamah, the son of Safwān, the son of Ummay, of whom it is well known that he was killed by a Jinn. So says al-Qazwini.

The Nashās (above mentioned) is described as resembling half a human being; having half a head, half a body, one arm, and one leg, with which it hops with much agility; as being found in the woods of al-Yaman, and being endowed with speech; “but God,” it is added, “is all knowing.” It is said that it is found in Hazramaut as well as al-Yaman; and that one was brought alive to al-Mutaawakkil. It resembled a man in form, excepting that it had but half a face, which was in its breast, and a tail like that of a sheep. The people of Hazramaut, it is added, eat it; and its flesh is sweet. It is only generated in their country.
A man who went there asserted that he saw a captured Nāma, which cried out for mercy, conjuring him by God and by himself.

A race of people whose head is in the breast, is described as inhabiting an island called Jabah (supposed to be Java), in the sea of Hind, or India. A kind of Nāma is also described as inhabiting the island of Raif, in the sea of China, and having wings like those of the bat.

The Hāfit is a being that is heard, but not seen; and is often mentioned by Arab writers. It is generally the communicator of some intelligence in the way of advice, or direction, or warning. (See Lane's Modern Egyptians; Lane's Notes on the Arabian Nights.)

GENTILES. Arabic Umni (اًمٌنٌ), from ٌمنٌ, "a mother"); pl. ِعمنِونِون, lit. "ignorant as new-born babes." Hebrew דְּפַל. According to al-Baṣarī, all the people of the earth who do not possess a divine Book. In the Qur'ān, the term is specially applied to the idolaters of Arabia. Sūrah lix. 2: "He (God) it is who sent unto the Gentiles a Prophet, amongst them to recite to them His signs and to purify them, and to teach them the Book, the wisdom, although they were before in obvious error."

GEORGE, St. [JEBES, AL-KHEER.]

AL-GHĀBAH (الغابة). "The desert." A name given to the open plain near al-Madinah.

GHABB (غب). Fraud or deceit in sales.

GHADDAR (غدار). A species of demon said to be found on the borders of al-Yaman. [GEMIL.]

GHADIR (غدير). A festival of the Shi'ahs on the 10th of the month of Zāl 'l-Hijjah, when three images of dough filled with honey are made to represent Abū Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Uthmān, which are stuck with knives, and the honey is slipped as typical of the blood of the usurping Khalifs. The festival is named from Ghadīr, "a pool," and the festival commemorates, it is said, Muhammad having declared 'Ali his successor at Ghadīr Khumm, a watering place midway between Makkah and al-Madinah.


GHAIRAH (ةغيره). "Jealousy." Muhammad is related to have said, "There is a kind of jealousy (ghairah) which God likes, and there is a kind of jealousy which he abominates. The jealousy which God likes is when a man has suspicion that his wife or slave girl comes and sits by a stranger; the jealousy which God abominates is when, without cause, a man harbours in his heart a bad opinion of his wife." (Mishkât, book xiii. c. xv. pt. 2.)

GHASR-I-MAHDI (masınıدي). Lit. "Without Mahdi." A small sect who believe that the Imam Mahdi will not reappear. They say that one Saqyīd Mūhammad of Jeyrūp was the real Mahdi, the twelfth Imam, and that he has now gone never more to return. They venerate him as highly as they do the Prophet, and consider all other Muslims to be unbelievers. On the night called LAILAT 'l-Qadr, in the month of Ramāzan, they meet and repeat two rak'ah prayers. After that act of devotion is over, they say: "God is Almighty, Muhammad is our Prophet, the Qur'an and Mahdi are just and true. Imam Mahdi is come and gone. Whosoever disbelieves this is an infidel." They are a very fanatical sect. (See Qūmān-i-Islām.)

GHAMARĀT (غمارة), plural of ghamrā, "shy." A word used to express the agony of death. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah vi. 93: "But couldst thou see when the ungodly are in the floods of death (ghamarat 'l-maut), and the angels reach forth their hands, saying, 'Yield up your souls:—this day shall ye be recompensed with a humiliating punishment.'"

AL-GHANTI (القاني). "The Independent One." One of the ninety-nine special names or attributes of God, expressing the superiority of the Almighty over the necessities and requirements of mankind. The word occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lx. 6, and is translated by Palmer, "He is rich."

GHASB (غصب). "Using by force; usurpation." Ghasb, in its literal sense, means the forcibly taking a thing from another. In the language of the law it signifies the taking of the property of another which is valuable and sacred, without the consent of the proprietor, in such a manner as to deprive the proprietor's possession of it, whereas it is that usurpation is established by exacting service from the slave of another, or by putting a burden upon the quadrapled of another, but not by sitting upon the carpet of another; because by the use of the slave of another, and by loading the quadrapled of another, the possession of the proprietor is destroyed, whereas by sitting upon the carpet of another the possession of the proprietor is not destroyed. It is to be observed that if any person knowingly and willfully usurp the property of another, he is held in law to be an offender, and becomes responsible for a compensation. If, on the contrary, he should not have made the usurpation knowingly and willfully (as where a person destroys property on the supposition of its belonging to himself, and it afterwards proves the right of another), he is in that case also liable for a compensation, because a compensation is the right of men; but he is not an offender, as his erroneous offence is cancelled. (Hidayah, vol. iii. p. 322.)
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AL-GHASHTIYAH (المهامة). "The Covering, Overwhelming." A name given to the lxxvth Sûrah of the Qur’ân, the word occurring in the first verse for the Day of Judgment. "Has there come to thee the story of the overwhelming?"

GÂSIL (غمبل). "A washer of the dead." An official is generally appointed for this purpose by the Imam of the parish.

GÂSSÂN ( 같습니다). A tribe of Arabs inhabiting the western side of the Syrian desert in the time of Muhammad. (See Mair’s Life of Mahomet, vol. i. p. clxxiii.)

GHÂTÂFÂN (غطتين). An Arabian tribe descended from Qais.

GHAUS (غيث). Lit. “One to whom we can cry for help.” A mediator. A title given to a Muhammadan saint. Some hold it to be the highest order of sanctuary, whilst others regard it as second in rank to that of Qâth. According to the Ghiyât 1-‘L-Lughah, it is an inferior rank of sanctuary to that of Qâth.

GHÂZÂB (غصب). "Anger," "wrath." A word used frequently in the Qur’ân for the wrath of God, e.g. Sûrah iv. 96: “God shall be angry with him.”

GHÂZI (غزى). One who fights in the cause of Islam. A hero; a warrior. One who slays an infidel. It is also a title of distinction conferred by Muslim rulers upon generals and warriors of renown. In the Turkish Empire the title of Ghâzi implies something similar to our “Field Marshal.” The Prophet is related to have said, “God is sponsor for him who goes forth to fight in the road of God, for His satisfaction and for that of His Prophet. He shall, if he be not killed, return to his home with plunder and rewards. And if he die, his reward is paradise.” (Mishkât, book xvii. c. 1.)

GHÂZWAH (غزوة). A military force when it is led by either an Apostle (Rasûl) or an Imam. A small force commanded by one of the Imam’s lieutenants is a sâriyâh, or brigade. (See Ghiyât 1-‘L-Lughah, in loc.)

AL-GHAZÂZÂLÏ (الغزازلي). Abû Hamîd Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Ghazâlî, is a well known Sunni doctor or jurist known Hajjâju 1-‘L-Jâliîm ("the proof of Islam"). He was a native of Tûs, and for sometime a professor in the college at Nâsîbîr. Born A.H. 450 (A.D. 1058), died A.H. 506 (A.D. 1111), at Tûs. His exposition on the nature of God will be found in the article alın. His great theological work is the Ilyâ‘u 1-‘Ulimi ‘L-Dîn.

GHIBÂH (غيبة). “Slander; calumny.” Anything whispered of an absent person to his detriment, although it be true. (Bâlûtî expressing a false accusation.) Ghibâh is condemned in the Qur’ân (Sûrah xlix. 12): “O believers, avoid frequent suspicions, for some suspicions are a crime; neither let one of you traduce (ghibâh) another in his absence.” A chapter is devoted to the condemnation of backbiting and calumny in the Traditions (vide Miskât, book xxii. ch. x.)

GHIFÂR (غفار). An Arabian tribe in the time of Muhammad who inhabited a tract of country in the vicinity of al-Madina. They were descendants of Abû Zarrî 1-Ghâfîrî.

GHIHAWEH (غيهاة). Lit. “A covering.” A dimness in the eye. A word used in the Qur’ân for spiritual blindness. Sûrah ii. 6: “Their hearts and their ears hath God sealed up, and over their eyes is a covering.”

GHÎSÂN (غسان). The water, blood, and matter, supposed by Muhammadans to run down the skin and flesh of the damned in hell. See Qur’ân, Sûrah lxix. 36: “No friend shall he have here that day, nor food but ghusîn.”

GHUL (غول). A man-devouring demon of the woods. A species of Jimn [see].

GHULAM (غلام), pl. ghîmah. A boy under age. A term used in modern Muslim for a slave, the legal word being ‘abd. It occurs in the Qur’ân for a son. Sûrah iii. 42: “She (Mary) said, ‘How can I have a son when a man has not touched me?’

GHULAT (غلط). Lit. “The Zemlotes.” A title given to a leading sect of the Shi’ahs who, through their excessive zeal for the Imâms, have raised them above the degree of human beings.

GHULÛL (غلول). Defrauding or purloining any part of the lawful plunder in a jâhâd or religious war. Forbidden in the Qur’ân, Sûrah iii. 155: “But he who shall defraud, shall come forth with his defrauds on the day of the resurrection: then shall every soul be paid what it hath merited, and they shall not be treated with injustice.”

GHURÂB (غريب). Lit. “A crow.” Ghurâb 1-Baín: “The crow of separation.” A term used by the Sûfî mystics for a certain state of separation from God. (Abdu ‘r-Razzâq’s Dict. of Sûfî Terms.)

GHURRÂH (غيرة). A fine of five hundred dirhams. A slave of that value. It is the fine for a person striking a woman so as to occasion a miscarriage. (Hidâyah, vol. iv. p. 552.)

GHUSL (غسل). As distinguished from ghâst (washing) is the religious act of bathing the whole body after a legal impurity. It is founded upon the express injunction of the Qur’ân, Sûrah v. 9: “If ye are polluted then purify yourselves.” And the
Traditions most minutely relate the occasions on which the Prophet performed the ceremony of ghusl, or bathing. The Muslim teachers of all sects are unanimous in prescribing the washing of the whole body after the following acts, which render the body impure: (1) *Hays*, menaces; (2) *miṣāf*, puercerium; (3) *jimār*, colitis; (4) *sīkhām*, pollutions nocturna. It is absolutely necessary that every part of the body should be washed, for 'All relates that the Prophet said, 'He who drinkseth of it shall not be of my band; but he who shall not taste it, drinking a drink out of the hand excepted, shall be of my band.' And, except a few of them, they drank of it. And when they had passed it, he and those who believed with him, the former said, 'We have no strength this day against Goliath (Jâlil) and his forces:' But they who held it as certain that they must meet God, said, 'How oft, by God's will, hath a small host vanquished a numerous host! and God is with the steadfastly enduring.'" (Sûrah ii. 250.)

Which compare with Judges vii. 5—

"So they brought down the people unto the water; and the Lord said unto Gideon, Every one that lappest of the water with his tongue, as a dog lappe'th, him shalt thou set by himself; but every one that saith, I will go with thee, him will I appoint unto thine host. And the number of men upon whom the Lord had revealed it was thirty

GIFTS. Arabic *huṣba* (حُصّب), pl. *huṣbā*. A deed of gift. The term *huṣb* in the language of Muslim law means a transfer of property made immediately and without exchange. He who makes the gift is called the *wakib*, or donor; the thing given, *muṣāb*; and the person to whom it is given is *muṣākeb*.

Muhammad sanctioned the retraction of a gift when he said, "A donor preserves his right to his gift, so long as he does not obtain a return for it." Although there is another tradition which says: "Let not a donor retract his gift; but let a father if he pleases retract his gift to his son." Abû-Shâfi‘i maintains that it is not lawful to retract a gift, except it be from a father to a son. All the doctors are agreed that to retract a gift is an abomination, for Muhammad said: "The retraction of a gift is like eating one's spittle." The general opinion is that a gift to a stranger may be retracted, but not a gift to a kinsman. A retracted gift, by the mutual consent of the parties, should be effected by a decree of the Qâsi, or judge. (Hidayah, vol. iii. p. 296.)

GIRDLE. Arabic *ṣīfāq* (ṣīfāq). Amongst the Bâghiţahis and several other orders of faqirs, investigating with a girdle is the sign of incorporation into the order. The Bâghiţahis assert that Adam never did wear the girdle worn by them; and after him fifteen other prophets wore it in succession, viz. Seth, Noah, Shu‘abul, Job, Joseph, Abraham, Husha‘, Yûsha‘, Jirjis, Jonas, Salih, Zakariya, al-Khidr, Iyda‘, and Jesus. (Brown’s *Dervishess*, p. 148.)

Gnostics. "The singular correspondence between the allusions to the crucifixion in the Corân, and the wild speculations of the early heretics, have led to the conjecture that Mahomet acquired his notions of Christianity from a Gnostic source. But Gnosticism had disappeared from Egypt.
before the sixth century, and there is no reason for supposing that it had at any time gained footing in Arabia. Besides, there is no affinity between the supernaturalism of the Gnostics and Docetists, and the rationalism of the Corân. According to the former, the Deity must be removed far from the gross contact of evil matter; and the Єسου Christ, which allighted upon Jesus at His baptism, must ascend to its native regions before the escholisation. With Mahomet, on the contrary, Jesus Christ was a mere man—wonderfully born, indeed—but still an ordinary man, a servant of the Almighty, as others had been before him. But although there is no ground for believing that Gnostic doctrines were taught to Mahomet, yet some of the strange fancies of those heretics, preserved in Syrian tradition, may have come to the ears of his informants (the chief of whom, even on Christian topics, seem to have been Jews, unable probably to distinguish hisetical fable from Christian doctrine), and have been by them adopted as a likely and convenient mode of explaining away that which formed the great barrier between Jews and Christians.” (Muir’s Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 161.)

GOD. The name of the Creator of the Universe in the Qur’ân is Аллах, which is the title given to the Supreme Being by Muhammadans of every race and language.

Аллак is supposed to be derived from тах, a deity or god, with the addition of the definite article al—Al-тах, “the God”—or, according to some authorities, it is from тах, i.e. Al-тах, “the secret one.” But Abu Hanifah says that just as the essence of God is unchangeable, so is His name, and that Аллак has ever been the name of the Eternal Being.

(See Gibb’s Π.-Loghiah.)

Аллак may be an Arabic rendering of the Hebrew א, and the unsted root א וי, “to be strong,” or from א וי ל, the singular form of א וי ל. It is expressed in Persian and Hindustani by the word Aалаа, derived from the Persian Alм, self; the self-existing one.

Another word very frequently used for the Almighty in the Qur’ân is Рабб, which is generally translated in English versions of the Qur’ân, “Lord.” It seems to stand in the relative position of the Jehovah of the Old Testament and the Кифос of the New Testament. The word is understood by Muslims to mean “the sustainer,” but it is probably derived from the Hebrew א וי לו, rabbah, “a stronghold,” or from its root р, which, according to Gesenius, means “a multitude,” or anything of size or importance.

The title Аллак is called the Єсου Є-Пат, or, the essential name of God, all other titles, including Рабб, being considered Єсου П- Єй, or “attributes” of the Divine Being. These attributes are called Єсου Є-й, or the “excellent names.” The expression occurs in the Qur’ân (Sūrah v. 179), “But God’s are excellent names, call on Him thereby.” This verse is commented upon in the Traditions, and Abū Hurairah says that Muhammad said, “Verily, there are ninety-nine names of God, and whoever recites them shall enter into Paradise.”

In the same tradition these names (or attributes) are given as follows:—

1. Ar-Rahmān
   The Merciful.
2. Ar-Rahīm
   The Compassionate.
3. Al-Mīlāk
   The King.
4. Ar-濂īkh
   The Holy.
5. Ar-Salām
   The Peace.
6. Ar-Mu’in
   The Faithful.
7. Al-Muḥāsin
   The Protector.
8. Al-‘Azīz
   The Mighty.
9. Al-Jabbār
   The Requirer.
10. Al-Mutakabbīr
    The Great.
11. Al-Khāṣīṣ
    The Creator.
12. Al-Bārī
    The Maker.
13. Al-Muṣawwarī
    The Fashioner.
14. Al-Qhāfīr
    The Forgiver.
15. Al-Qaḥīr
    The Dominate.
16. Al-Wālītāb
    The Bestower.
17. Al-Raqqīq
    The Provider.
18. Al-Fattāh
    The Opener.
19. Al-‘Alim
    The Knower.
20. Al-Qābir
    The Restraint.
21. Al-Baṣīr
    The Spreader.
22. Al-Khaṣīṣ
    The Abaser.
23. Al-Qaṣīs
    The Exalter.
24. Al-Murīs
    The Honourer.
25. Al-Musīr
    The Destroyer.
26. Al-‘Sāmī
    The Hearer.
27. Al-Baṣīr
    The Seer.
28. Al-Hākim
    The Ruler.
29. Al-‘Adī
    The Just.
30. Al-Latīf
    The Subtle.
31. Al-Khābīr
    The Aware.
32. Al-Haṣīm
    The Clement.
33. Al-‘Aqīm
    The Grand.
34. Al-Qaṣīf
    The Forgiving.
35. Al-‘Ash-Shākir
    The Grateful.
36. Al-‘Alī
    The Exalted.
37. Al-Kabīr
    The Great.
38. Al-Haṣīm
    The Guardian.
39. Al-Muqīt
    The Strengthener.
40. Al-Haṣīb
    The Reckoner.
41. Al-Jalīl
    The Majestic.
42. Al-Karīm
    The Generous.
43. Al-Qādīb
    The Watcher.
44. Al-Maṣīḥ
    The Approver.
45. Al-Wāsī
    The Comprehensive.
46. Al-Qaṣīf
    The Wise.
47. Al-Waḥīd
    The Loving.
48. Al-Maṣīh
    The Glorious.
49. Al-Bāṣīr
    The Raiser.
50. Al-Sha‘ābī
    The Witness.
51. Al-Ḥaqiq
    The Truth.
52. Al-Wākīl
    The Advocate.
53. Al-Qaṣīf
    The Strong.
54. Al-Maṣīh
    The Firm.
55. Al-Wālī
    The Patron.
56. Al-Hamīd
    The Laudable.
57. Al-Muḥīṣ
    The Counter.
58. Al-Muṣībī
    The Beginner.
59. Al-Muṣībī
    The Restorer.
60. Al-Muṣībī
    The Quicksaver.
61. Al-Ma'mūr. The Killer.
64. Al-Wadad. The Giver.
66. Al-Wāḥid. The One.
68. Al-Qādir. The Powerful.
70. Al-Muqaddas. The Bringing forward.
71. Al-Mu'ākkab. The Deferrer.
72. Al-Anwar. The First.
73. Al-‘Āli. The Last.
74. As-Zāhir. The Evident.
75. Al-‘A’in. The Hidden.
76. Al-Wālī. The Governor.
77. Al-Mustawā‘. The Exalted.
78. Al-Barr. The Righteous.
79. Al-Tawwāb. The Accepter of Repentance.
82. Ar-Ra‘uf. The Kind.
83. Mālik. The Ruler of the Kingdom.
84. Zī ‘l-Jali‘l. The Lord of Majesty and Liberty.
85. Al-Muqarrab. The Equitable.
86. Al-Jāmi. The Collector.
87. Al-Qāni. The Independent.
88. Al-Mujtabi. The Enricher.
89. Al-Mawt. The Giver.
91. Az-Zār. The Distresser.
93. An-Nār. The Light.
95. Al-Badī. The Incomparable.
96. Al-Mu‘īn. The Enduring.
97. Al-Wārī. The Inheritor.
98. Ar-Rahim. The Director.
99. As-Sabīr. The Patient.

The list either begins or closes with Allāh, thus completing the number of one hundred names, which are usually recited on a rosary in the ceremony of Zikr (zikr), as well as at all leisure moments, by devout Muslims. The Wahhāshīs do not use a rosary, but count the names on their fingers, which they say was the custom of the Prophet, for from the Traditions it appears that Muḥammad did not use a rosary.

According to the Traditions (Miskāt, book x. c. 1.), the Almighty has an “exalted name” known as the ‘Ism ‘l-‘A‘qam, which Muḥammad is related to have said was either in the Sūratu ‘l-Baqara, the second chapter of the Qurān, 18th verse, or in the Sūratu Alī ‘Imrān, the third chapter, first verse. The names of God which occur in these two verses are ar-Rahmān, “the Merciful,” ar-Rahim, “the Compassionate,” al-‘Ety, “the Living,” and al-Qa’im, “the Subsisting.” There is, however, another tradition, from which it would appear that the name may be either al-Abad, “the One,” or as-Samad, “the Eternal.”

According to a tradition by ‘Ayyash, that this great name is known only to the prophet and other saintly persons. The compiler of the Kitāb ‘l-Tartīfīn says it is none other than the name of Allāh.

The Prophet having said that whoever calls upon God by this name shall obtain all his desires (Miskāt, book x. c. 1. pt. 3), the various sects of faqirs and mystics spend much time pining and preying to ascertain what the name really is (Dāwār), and the person who is able to assert that he has obtained this secret knowledge possesses great influence over the minds of the superstitious.

There can be little doubt that the discussion regarding this exalted name has arisen from the circumstances that Muḥammad became aware of the fact that the Jews never recited the great name of Jehovah, and spoke of it as "the great and terrible name," "the peculiar name" of God.

The attributes of God as expressed in the ninety-nine names are divided into the amma ‘l-shāli‘iyah, or the glorious attributes, and the amma ‘l-jamāli‘iyah, or the terrible attributes. Such names as ar-Rahim, “the Merciful,” al-Karīm, “the Kind,” and al-‘A‘fī, “the Pardoner,” belong to the former; and al-Qāfi, “the Strong,” al-Mustaqim, “the Avenger,” and al-Qādir, “the Powerful,” to the latter.

In praying to God it is usual for the worshipper to address the Almighty by that name or attribute which he wishes to appeal to. For example, if praying for pardon, he will address God as either al-‘A‘fī, “the Pardoner,” or al-Tawwāb, “the Receiver of repentance.”

A belief in the existence of God, His Unity, His Absolute Power, and in the other essential attributes of an Eternal and Almighty Being, is the most important part of the Muslim religion, and is supposed to be expressed in the two clauses of the well-known formula: —

Allūm Allāh

Lā ṭāhāh Il-lā-hu.

There is no deity But Allāh.

The first clause, “There is no deity,” is known as the Naṣī‘, or that which is rejected, and the second clause, “But Allāh,” as the Takes, or that which is established, and the term Naṣī‘ wa-ṣībāt being applied to the first two clauses of the Muslim’s Kalimah, or creed.

The teaching of Muhammad in his Qurān as to the nature of God, forms such an important and fundamental part in the Islam, that no apology is needed for full and lengthy quotations from that book on the subject.

The following verses are arranged in chronological order according to Jādi’s ‘Udān as-Su‘ûdī’s list: —

Sūratu ‘l-Ikhās. Chapter exii.

(One of the earliest chapters of the Qurān)

"Say, He is God, One [God]

"God, the Eternal."
"He begettest not nor is begotten,
"And there is none equal unto Him."
Sūratu 'I-ʿArḍ. Chapter vii. 33.
(Given at al-Madīnah.)
"Verily your Lord is God, who created the heavens and the earth in six days: then He ascended the throne. He causeth the night to cover the day; it followeth swiftly: and He created the sun and the moon and the stars, made subject utterly to His command. Do not the whole creation and command belong to Him? Blessed be God, the Lord of the Worlds."
Sūratu Mūṣām. Chapter xix. 91-96.
(Given at Makkah.)
"They say, 'The Compassionate hath gotten offering': Ye have done an impious thing.
"It wasteth little but that the heavens be rent thereat, and that the earth cleave asunder, and that the mountains fall down in pieces.
"For that they have attributed offering to the Compassionate, when it beseemeth not the Compassionate to get offering.
"There is none of all that are in the heavens and the earth but he shall come unto the Compassionate as a servant. He hath known them and numbered them with an exact numbering.
"And each of them shall come unto Him on the day of resurrection, alone.
"Verily those who have believed and have done the things that are right, on them the Compassionate will bestow [His] love."
Sūratu ʿIʿHyr. Chapter xv. 10-25.
(Given at Makkah.)
"We (God) have placed in heaven the twelve signs of the Zodiac, and adorned them for the beholders with the constellations;
"And We have guarded them (by means of shooting stars) from every accursed devil.
"Excepting him who listened by stealth, whom a manifest shooting star pursueth.
"We have also spread forth the earth, and thrown therein firm mountains, and We have caused to spring forth in it every kind of [green things], weighed.
"And We have provided for you therein necessities of life, and for him whom ye do not sustain;
"And there is not a thing but the storehouses thereof are with Us, and We send it not down save in determined quantities.
"We also send the fertilising winds, and We send down water from heaven, and give you to drink thereof; and ye are not the storers of it.
"And verily We give life and death, and We are the heirs of all the creation.
"We also know those who have gone before you, and We know those who follow after [you].
"And verily thy Lord will assemble them together: for He is Wise, Knowing."
Sūratu ʿI-ʿĀʾīm. Chapter vi. 59-64.
(Given at Makkah.)
"And the keys of the hidden things: none knoweth them but He: and He knoweth whatsoever is on the land and in the sea, and there falleth not a leaf but He knoweth it, nor a grain in the dark parts of the earth, nor a moist thing nor a dry thing, but [it is noted] in a distinct writing.
"And He is the Suprême over His servants, and He sendeth watchers over you, until when death cometh unto any one of you, Our messengers take his soul, and they fail not.
"Then are they returned unto God their Lord, the True. Dost not judgment belong to Him? And He is the most quick of reckoners.
"Say, Who delivereth you from the darknesses of the land and of the sea, when ye supplicate Him humbly and in secret, saying, 'If Thou deliver us from these dangers, we will assuredly be of [the number of] the thankful?'
"Say, God delivereth you from them and from every affliction."
Is., 95-103—
"Verily God causeth the grain to come forth, and the date-stone: He bringeth forth the living from the dead, and He bringeth forth the dead from the living: This is God: then wherefore are ye turned away?
"He causeth the dawn to appear, and hath ordained the night for rest, and the sun and the moon for reckoning times: this is the appointment of the Mighty, the Wise.
"And it is He who hath ordained for you the stars, that ye may be guided by them in the darkness of the land and of the sea: We have clearly shown the signs of Our power unto the people who know.
"And it is He who hath produced you from one soul, and there is a place of rest and of storing: We have clearly shown the signs to the people who understand.
"And it is He who hath sent down water from heaven, and We have produced thereby the germs of everything, and We have caused the green thing to come forth therefrom, from which We draw forth grains massed; and from the palm-tree, from its fruit-branch, clusters of dates heaped together: and gardens of grapes, and the olive and the pomegranate, like one another and not like. Look ye at their fruits when they bear fruit, and their ripening. Verily therein are signs unto the people who believe.
"Yet they have set up the Jinn as partners of God, though He hath created them, and without knowledge have they falsely attributed to Him sons and daughters. Exolted be His purity, and high be He exalted above that which they attribute [to Him]!
"He is the Author of the heavens and the earth. How then should He have offspring, when He hath no consort, and hath created everything and knoweth everything?
"This is God your Lord: There is no God but He, the Creator of everything: therefore
worship ye Him; and He is guardian over everything.

"The eyes see Him not, but He seeth the eyes; and He is the Gracious, the Knowing."


(Given at Makka.

"Blessed be He in whose hand is the dominion and who is all powerful; Who hath created death and life, that He may prove you, which of you will be best in works: and He is the Mighty, the Very-Forgiving; Who hath created seven heavens, one above another. Thou seest not any fault in the creation of the Compassionate. But lift up the eyes again to heaven. Dost thou see any fissure? Then lift up the eyes again twice: the sight shall return unto thee dull and dim."


(Given at Makka.

"The likeness of those who take to themselves Tutors instead of God is as the likeness of the spider, which maketh for herself a dwelling; and the fraillest of dwellings surely is the dwelling of the spider! If they knew — ! Verily God knoweth whatever thing they invoke in His stead; and He is the Mighty, the Wise. And these parables we propound unto men; but none understand them except the wise."

"God hath created the heavens and the earth in truth: verily therein is a sign unto the believers."


(Given at Makka.

"And your God is One God; there is no god but He, the Compassionate, the Merciful. Verily in the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the varying of night and day, and the ships that course upon the sea laden with what is profitable to mankind, and the water that God hath sent down from heaven, quenching the earth thereby after its death, and scattering about it all kinds of beasts; and the changing of the winds, and the clouds that are compelled to do service between heaven and earth, are signs unto a people who understand."

Yet among men are those who take to themselves, beside God, idols, which they love as with the love of God: but those who have believed are more loving towards God than these towards their idols."  

Is., 26:1 —

"God! There is no God but He, the Ever-Living, the Ever-Subsisting. Slumber seizeth Him not, nor sleep. To Him belongeth whatsoever is in the Heavens and whatsoever is in the Earth. Who is he that shall intercede with Him, unless by His permission? He knoweth what hath been before them and what [shall be] after them; and they shall not compass aught of His knowledge save what He will. His Throne comprehendeth the Heavens and the Earth, and the care of them burdeneth Him not. And He is the High, the Great.


(Given at al-Madinah.

"Say, O God, to whom belongeth dominion, Thou giveth dominion to whom Thou wilt and from whom Thou wilt take it away; Thou exaltest whom Thou wilt, and whom Thou wilt humblest. In Thy hand is good. Verily Thou art all-powerful.

"Thou causeth the night to pass into the day, and Thou causeth the day to pass into the night; and Thou bringest forth the living from the dead, and Thou bringest forth the dead from the living; and Thou givest sustenance to whom Thou wilt without measure."

Sêrâtû 42:5. Chapter xiii. 18.

(Given at al-Madinah.

"It is He who maketh the lightning to appear unto you, [causing] fear and hope of rain, and formeth the pregnant clouds.

"And the thunder proclaimeth His perfection with His praise; and [likewise] the angels, in fear of Him. And He sendeth the thunderbolts, and striketh with them whom He pleaseth, whilst they dispute concerning God; for He is mighty in power."


(Given at al-Madinah.

"Verily God will not forgive the associating with Him [any other being as a god], but will forgive other sins unto whom He pleaseth; and whose associateth [another] with God hath wrought a great wickedness.

The following is an interpretation of the Muslim belief in the existence and nature of God, by the famous scholastic divine, the Imam al-Ghazâlî, in his book entitled al-Maquûdû 'l-amûd, an extract from which Ockley has translated from Pocock's Specimens Historiae Arabum: —

"Praise be to God the Creator and Restorer of all things; who doeth whatsoever He pleaseth, who is master of the glorious throne and mighty force, and directs His sinners servants into the right way and the straight path; who favoureth them, who have once borne testimon y to the unity, by preserving their confessions from the darkness of doubt and hesitation; who directs them to follow His chosen apostle, upon whom be the blessing and peace of God; and to go after His most honourable companions, to whom he hath vouchsafed His assistance and direction which is revealed to them in His essence and operations by the excellencies of His attributes, to the knowledge whereof no man attains but he that hath been taught by hearing. To these, as touching His essence, He maketh known that He is one, and hath no partner; singular, without anything like Him; uniform, having no contrary; separate, having no equal. He is ancient, having no first; eternal, having no beginning; remaining for ever, having no end; continuing to eternity, without any termination. He persists, without ceasing to be; remains without falling, and never did cease, nor ever shall cease to be described by glorious attributes, nor is subject to any decree so as to be determined by any precise limits or set times,
but is the First and the Last, and is within and without.

"(What God is not.) He, glorified be His name, is not a body endued with form, nor a substance circumscribed with limits or determined measure; neither does He resemble bodies, as they are capable of being measured or divided. Neither is He a substance, neither do substances exist in Him; neither is He an accident, nor do accidents exist in Him. Neither is He like to anything that exists, neither is anything like to Him; nor is He determinate in quantity nor comprehended by bounds, nor circumscribed by the differences of situation, nor contained in the heavens. He sits upon the throne, after that manner which He Himself hath described, and in that same sense which He Himself means, which is a sitting or removed from any motion of contact, or resting upon, or local situation; but both the throne itself, and whatsoever is upon it, are sustained by the goodness of His power, and are subject to the grasp of His hand. But He is above the throne, and above all things, even to the utmost ends of the earth; and above as at the same time not to be a whit nearer the throne and the heavens; since He is exalted by (infinite) degrees above the throne no less than He is exalted above the earth, and at the same time is near to everything that hath a being; nay, 'nearer to man than their inward veins, and is witness to everything': though His nearness is not like the nearness of bodies, as neither is His essence like the essence of bodies. Neither doth He exist in anything, neither doth anything exist in Him; but He is too high to be contained in any place, and too holy to be determined by time; for He was before time and place were created, and is now after the same manner as He always was. He is also distinct from the creatures by His attributes, neither is there anything besides Himself in His essence, nor is His essence in any other besides Him. He is too holy to be subject to change, or any local motion; neither do any accidents dwell in Him, nor any contingencies befal Him; but He abides through all generations with His glorious attributes, free from all danger of dissolution. As to the attribute of perfection, He wants no addition of His perfection, as to being, He is known to exist by the apprehension of the understanding; and He is seen as He is by an ocular intuition, which will be vouchsafed out of His mercy and grace to the holy in the eternal mansion, completing their joy by the vision of His glorious presence.

"(His power.) He, praised be His name, is living, powerful, mighty, omnipotent, not liable to any defect or impotence; neither slumbering nor sleeping, nor being oblivious to decay or death. To Him belong the kingdom and the power, and the might. His is the dominion, and the excellency, and the creation, and the command thereof. The heavens are folded up in His right hand, and all creatures are crouched within His grasp. His excellency consists in His creating and producing, and His unity in communicating existence and a beginning of being. He created men and their works, and measured out their maintenance and their determined times. Nothing that is possible can escape His grasp, nor can the vicissitudes of things elude his power. The effects of his might are innumerable, and the objects of his knowledge infinite.

"(His knowledge.) He, praised be His name, knows all things that can be understood, and comprehends whatsoever comes to pass, from the extremities of the earth to the highest heavens. Even the weight of a pismire could not escape Him either in earth or heaven; but He would perceive the creeping of the black pismire in the dark night upon the hard stone, and discern the motion of an atom in the open air. He knows what is secret and conceals it, and views the conceptions of the minds, and the motions of the thoughts, and the inmost recesses of secrets, by a knowledge ancient and eternal, that never ceased to be His attribute from eternal eternity, and not by any new knowledge, superadded to His essence, either inhering or adventitious.

"(His will.) He, praised be His name, doth will those things to be that are, and disposes of all accidents. Nothing passes in the empire, nor the kingdom, neither object nor much, nor small nor great, nor good nor evil, nor profitable nor hurtful, nor faith nor infidelity, nor knowledge nor ignorance, nor prosperity nor adversity, nor increase nor decrease, nor obedience nor rebellion, but by His determinate counsel and decree, and His definite sentence and will. Nor doth the wink of him that seeth, nor the subtlety of him that thinketh, exceed the bounds of His will; but it is He who gave all things their beginning; He is the creator and restorer, the soleoperator of what He pleases; there is no reversing His decree nor delaying what He hath determined, nor is there any refuge to man from his rebellion against Him, but only His help and mercy; nor hath any man any power to perform any duty towards Him, but through His love and will. Though men, genii, angels and devils, should conspire together either to put one single atom in motion, or cause it to cease its motion, without His will and approbation, they would not be able to do it. His will subsists in His essence amongst the rest of His attributes, and was from eternity one of His eternal attributes, by which He willed from eternity the existence of those things that He had decreed, which were produced in their proper seasons according to His eternal will, without any before or after, and in agreement both with His knowledge and will, and not merely meditations and thoughts, nor waiting for a proper time, for which reason no one thing is in Him a binnadrance from another.

"(His hearing and sight.) And He, praised be His name, is hearing and seeing, and heareth and seeth. No audible or inaudible sound is still so near to escape His hearing; nor is any thing visible so small as to escape His sight:
for distance is no hindrance to His hearing, nor darkness to His sight. He sees without pupil or eye-lid, and hears without any passage or ear, even as He knoweth without a heart, and performeth His actions without the assistance of any corporeal limb, and creates without any instrument, for His attributes (or properties) are not like those of men, any more than His essence is like theirs.

"(His word.)" Furthermore, He doth speak, command, forbid, promise, and threaten by an eternal, ancient word, subsisting in His essence. Neither is it like to the word of the creatures, nor doth it consist in a voice arising from the commotion of the air and the collision of bodies, nor letters which are separated by the joining together of the lips or the motion of the tongue. The Qur’an, the Law, the Gospel, and the Psalter, are books sent down by Him to His apostles, and the Qur’an, indeed, is read with tongues, written in books, and kept in hearts: yet as subsisting in the essence of God, it doth not become lifeless, unargumented, or divided whilst it is transferred into the hearts and the papers. Thus Moses also heard the Word of God without voice or letter, even as the saints behold the essence of God without substance or accident. And since these are His attributes, He liveth and knoweth, is powerful and willeth and operateth, and seeth and speaketh, by life and knowledge, and will and hearing, and sight and word, not by His simple essence.

"(His works.)" He, praised be His name, exists after such a manner that nothing besides Him hath any being but what is produced by His operation, and floweth from His justice after the best, most excellent, most perfect, and most just model. He is, moreover, wise in His works, and just in His decrees. But His justice is not to be compared with the justice of men. For a man may be supposed to act unjustly by invading the possession of another; but no injustice can be conceived by God, inasmuch as there is nothing that belongs to any other besides Himself, so that wrong is not imputable to Him as meddling with things not appertaining to Him. All things, Himself only excepted, genii, men, the devil, angels, heaven, earth, animals, plants, substance, accident, intelligible, sensible, were all created originally by Him. He created them by His power out of mere privation, and brought them into light when as yet they were nothing at all, but He alone existing from eternity, neither was there any other with Him. Now He created all things in the beginning for the manifestation of His power, and His will, and the confirmation of His word, which was true from all eternity. Not that He stood in need of them, nor wanted them; but He manifestly declared His glory in creating and producing, and commanding, without being under any obligation, nor out of necessity. Loving kindness, the showing favour and grace, and beneficence, belong to Him; whereas it is in His power to pour forth upon men a variety of torments, and afflict them with various kinds of sorrows and diseases, which, if He were to do, His justice could not be arraigned, nor would He be chargeable with injustice. Yet He rewards those that worship Him for their observance on account of His promises and beneficence, not of their merit nor of necessity, since there is nothing which He can be tied to perform; nor can any injustice be supposed in Him, nor can He be under any obligation to any person whatsoever. That His creatures, however, should be bound to serve Him, arise from His having declared by the tongues of the prophets that it was due to Him from them. The worship of Him is not simply the dictate of the understanding, but He sent messengers to carry to men His commands, and promises, and threats, whose veracity He proved by manifest miracles, whereby men are obliged to give credit to them in those things that they relate." Included in the attributes of God as giver in His ninety-nine titles or names, there are the Hasj fi‘al, or Seven Attributes; Muhammad Barqawi has expressed them as follows:

(1) Hasj fi‘al, or Life. God Most High is alone to be adored. He has neither associate nor equal. He is free from the imperfections of humanity. He is neither begotten nor does He beget. He is invisible. He is without figure, form, colour or parts. His existence has neither beginning nor end. He is immutable. If He so wills, He can annihilate the world in a moment of time and, if it seem good to Him, recreate it in an instant. Nothing is difficult to Him, whether it be the creation of a fly or that of the seven heavens. He receives neither profit nor loss from whatever may happen. If all the Infidels became believers and all the irreligious pious, He would gain no advantage. On the other hand, if all Believers became infidels, He would suffer no loss.

(2) Ulm, or Knowledge. He has knowledge of all things hidden or manifest, whether in heaven or on earth. He knows the number of the leaves of the trees, of the grains of wheat and of sand. Events past and future are known to Him. He knows what enters into the heart of man and what He utters with His mouth. He alone, except those to whom He has revealed them, knows the invisible things. He is free from forgetfulness, negligence and error. His knowledge is eternal; it is not posterior to His essence.

(3) Qudrah, or Power. He is Almighty. If He wills, He can raise the dead, make stones talk, trees walk, annihilate the heavens and the earth, and recreate gold or of silver thousands similar to those destroyed. He can transport a man in a moment of time from the east to the west, or from the west to the east, or to the seventh heaven. His power is eternal a priori and a posteriori. It is not posterior to His essence.

(4) Iradah, or Will. He can do what He wills, and whatever He wills comes to pass. He is not obliged to act. Everything good or evil, in this world exists by His will. He wills the faith of the believer and the piety of the
religions. If He were to change His will there would be neither a true believer nor a pious man. He willeth also the unbelief of the unbeliever and the irreligion of the wicked and, without that will, there would neither be unbelief nor irreligion. All we do we do by His will: what He willeth not does not come to pass. If one should ask why God does not will that all men should believe, we answer: "We have no right to enquire about what God wills and does. He is perfectly free to will and to do what He pleases." In creating unbelievers, in willing that they should remain in that state; in making serpents, scorpions and pigs: in willing, in short, all that is evil, God has wise ends in view which it is not necessary that we should know. We must acknowledge that the will of God is eternal and that it is not posterior to His essence.

(5) Sow, or Hearing. He hears all sounds whether low or loud. He hears without an ear, for His attributes are not like those of men.

(6) Basar, or Seeing. He sees all things, even the steps of a black ant on a black stone in a dark night; yet He has no eye as men have.

(7) Kalâm, or Speech. He speaks, but not with a tongue as men do. He speaks to some of His servants without the intervention of another, even as He spoke to Moses, and to Muhammad on the night of the ascension to heaven. He speaks to others by the instrumentality of Gabriel, and this is the usual way in which He communicates His will to the prophets. It follows from this that the Qur'an is the word of God, and is eternal and uncreated. (Sale's Faith of Islam.)

With regard to the Muhammadan belief in the Supreme Being, Mr. Palgrave, the well-known Oriental traveller, thus expresses himself:

"There is no god but God," are words simply tantamount in English to the negation of any deity save one alone; and thus must they certainly mean in Arabic but the imply much more also. Their full sense is, not only to deny absolutely and unrestrainedly all plurality, whether of nature or of person, in the Supreme Being, not only to establish the unity of the Unbegotten and Unbegotten, in all its simple and uncommunicable Oneness; but besides this, the words in Arabic and among Arabs imply that this one Supreme Being is also the only Agent, the only Force, the only act existing throughout the universe, and leave to all beings else, matter or spirit, instinct or intelligence, physical or mental, being but pure unconditional passiveness, alike in movement or in quiescence, in action or in capacity. The sole power, the sole motor, movement, energy, and deed, is God; the rest is downright inertia and mere instrumentality, from the highest archangel down to the simplest atom of creation. Hence, in this one sentence, is summed up a system which, for want of a better name, I may be permitted to call the Pantheism of Force, or of Act, thus exclusively assigned to God, Who absorbs it all, exercises it all, and to Whom alone it can be ascribed, whether for preserving or for destroying, for relative evil or for equally relative good. I say 'relative,' because it is clear that in such a theology no place is left for absolute good or evil, reason or extravagance, all is predicated on the unconditional will of the One great Agent: 'sic volo, sic jubeo, stet pro ratiome voluntas'; or, more significantly still, in Arabic Kenaz yashaw (ka-mâ yashâ'u), 'as He wills it,' to quote the constantly recurring expression of the Koran.

"Thus immeasurably and eternally exalted above, and dissimilar from, all creatures, which lie levelled before Him on one common plane of instrumentality and inertness, God is One in the totality of omnipotent and omnipresent action, which acknowledges no rule, standard, or limit, save His own sole absolute will. He communicates nothing to His creatures, for their seeming power and act ever remain His alone, and in return He receives nothing from them; for whatever they may be, that they are in Him, by Him, and from Him only. And, secondly, no superiority, no distinction, no pre-eminence, can be lawfully claimed by one creature over its fellow, in the utter equalisation of their unexceptional servitude and abasement; all are alike tools of the one solitary Force which employs them to crush or to benefit, to truth or to error, to honour or shame, to happiness or misery, quite independently of their individual fitness, deserts, or advantage, and simply because 'He wills it,' and 'as He wills it.'

"One might at first sight think that this tremendous Autocrat, this uncontrolled and unsympathising Power, would be far above anything like passions, desires, or inclinations. Yet such is not the case, for He has with respect to His creatures one main feeling and source of action, namely, jealousy of them, lest they should perchance attribute to themselves something of what is His alone, and thus encroach on His all-engrossing kingdom. Hence He is ever more prone to punish than to reward, to inflict pain than to bestow pleasure, to ruin than to build. It is His singular satisfaction to let created beings continually feel that they are nothing else than His slaves, His tools, and contemptible tools also, that thus they may the better acknowledge His superiority, and know His power to be above their power, His cunning above their cunning, His will above their will, His pride above their pride; or rather, that there is no power, cunning, will, or pride, save His own.

"But He Himself, sterile in His inaccessible height, neither loving nor enjoying aught save His own and self-measured decree, without son, counsel, or companionship, barren of Himself than for His creatures, and His own barrenness and lone egoism in Himself is the cause and rule of His indifferent and unregarding despotism around. The first note is the key of the whole tune, and the primal idea of God runs through and
GOD AND MAGOG

Arabic: يأّجج وَأَبْضِيعُ مَعْبَيْجٍ، also spelt مَذَبْخُ عَيْجٗ, يأّججَ وَأَبْضِيعُ مَذَبْخُ عَيْجٗ. A barbarous people of Central Asia, perhaps the Turkomans, who are in the Qur'ān represented as doing evil in the land in the days of Zū 'l-Qarnain (or Alexander). See Sūrah xviii. 93-97:

"They said, 'O Zū 'l-Qarnain! verily Gog and Magog waste this land; shall we then pay thee tribute, so thou build a rampart between us and them?'

"He said, 'Better than your tribute is the might wherewith my Lord hath strengthened me; but help me strenuously, and I will set a barrier between you and them.'

"Bring me blocks of iron,'—until when it filled the space between the mountain-sides—"Fly,' said he, 'your bellow's,—until when he had made it red with heat (fire), he said,—"Bring me molten brass that I may pour upon it.'

"And Gog and Magog were not able to scale it, neither were they able to dig through it.

"This,' said he, 'is a mercy from my Lord.'

They are also spoken of in Sūrah xxi. 95, 96, as a people who shall appear in the last days:

"There is a ban on every city which we shall have destroyed, that they shall not arise again.

"Until a way is opened for Gog and Magog, and they shall hasten from every high land.'

Al-Baizawi says Ya'jūj and Mājūj are two tribes descended from Japheth the son of Noah, and some say Ya'jūj belong to the Turks and Mājūj to the Jīla.

Comp.
GOLD

Esakiel xxxviii. 2; xxxix. 1; Rev. xvi. 14; xx. 8.)

GOLD. Arabic zaḥaab (زهاب); Heb. זהב. The zaḥāb imposed upon gold is upon two-thirds miṣrādī one-half miṣrādī and upon every four misqālāh in excess, one qirāt, because the alms upon gold is one fortieth of the whole. This is due upon all gold, whether it be in coin or in ornaments. But ash-Shāfi‘i says it is not due upon the ornaments of women or the rings of men. (Hidqiyah, vol. i. p. 27.)

The sale of gold is only lawful when it is exactly equal in point of weight, for Muhammad said, "Sell gold for gold, from hand to hand, at an equal rate according to weight, for any inequality in point of weight is usury." (Idem, vol. ii. 562.)

"It is not lawful for a man or woman to eat or drink out of gold or silver vessels." (Idem, vol. vi. 86.)

GOLIATH. Arabic Jalāl. The giant whom King David slew. Mentioned in the Qur‘ān, Sūrah ii. 251: "And when they went forth to battle against Jalāl and his army, they said, ‘O Lord, give us patience, and strengthen our feet, and help us against the infidels! ’ Therefore they discomfited them by the will of God, and David slew Jalāl."

The commentators have not ventured to give any account of Jalāl.

GOMORRAH. Arabic Ghāmirah (غمر). Not mentioned by name in the Qur‘ān; but Suddām wa Ghāmirah are understood to be the "overturned cities" referred to in Sūrah ix. 71, lxix. 9.

GOOD WORKS. Arabic as-Sāliḥāt (الصالحات). According to the teaching of the Qur‘ān, good works without faith will not save from the torments of hell.

Sūrah xviii. 103-5: "Shall we tell you who are they that have lost their labour most? whose efforts in the present life have been mistaken, and who deemed that what they did was right? They are those who believed not in the signs of the Lord, or that they should ever meet Him. Vain, therefore, are their works; and no weight will we allow them on the day of Resurrection."

Faith in the above is belief in the mission of Muhammad: all Muslims being considered in a state of grace, no matter what their actions may be. With reference to the good deeds of Muslims, the following is the teaching of Muhammad, as recorded in the Traditions (Mishkāt, book x. chap. iii.):—

"When a man is brought to Islām and he performs it well, God covers all his former sins, and he gets ten rewards for every good act, up to seven hundred, and even more than that, whereas the reward of misdeeds is as one to one, unless God passes that over likewise."

"There are three persons whose actions are not written; one a person asleep until he awakes; the second, a boy not arrived at puberty; the third, a madman until he recovers his reason."

"Verily, God recordeth both the good deeds and the evil deeds. He who has proposed to do evil and did not do it, for him God recordeth one perfectly good deed. And he who intended to do good and put his intentions into practice, for him God recordeth from seven hundred good deeds (according to their merits). And he who intended to do evil but did it not, God recordeth one good act; but he who intended to do evil and doeth it, for him God recordeth one evil deed."

"Verily, the condition of that person who does evil and after that good deeds, is like the condition of a man with tight armour on, which has troubled him. He does one good deed and the rings of the armour become open. He does another good deed, and the armour falls from his body."

"Verily there was a man amongst those who were before you to whom the angel of death came to take his soul, and he was asked, ‘Have you done any good act?’ He said in answer, ‘I do not remember that I have done any good.’ It was said to him, ‘Look well into yourself, and consider if you have done any good work.’ He said, ‘I do not find any good in myself, except that I used to buy and sell in the world and used to claim my right from the rich, but allowed them their leisure to pay me when they liked, and I forgave the poor.’ Then God brought that man into paradise."

"An adulteress was forgiven, who passed by a dog at a well, and the dog was holding out his tongue from thirst, which was near killing him. The woman drew off her boot and tied it to the end of her veil, and drew water for the dog, and gave him to drink, and she was forgiven on account of that act. It was asked the Prophet, ‘Verily, are there rewards for our doing good to quadrupeds, and giving them water to drink?’ He said, ‘There are rewards for benefiting every animal having a moist liver.’"

"Your smiling in your brother’s face is alms; and your exhorting mankind to virtuous deeds is alms; and your prohibiting the forbidden is alms; and your showing men the road when they lose it is alms; and your assisting the blind is alms; and your removing stones, thorns, and bones, which are inconvenient to man is alms; and your pouring water from your bucket into that of your brother is alms for you."


GOSPEL. Arabic Inīṭl (ئينجل). A term applied to the whole of the New Testament scriptures. [NEW TESTAMENT.]

GRAMMAR. [ILMU 'L-ADAB.]

GRANDFATHER. Arabic jādīd (جد). If a father die without appointing an executor; the grandfather represents
GEKKENS. Arabic ar-Rūm (αββα), by which is meant the Byzantine or Eastern Empire. In the xxxth chapter of the Qur’ān, entitled the Sūrat r-Rūm, or the “Chapter of the Greeks,” there is a reference to the defeat of the Byzantine power by the Persians with a supposed prophecy of future successes. The chapter begins thus:—

"Alif. Lām. Mim. THE GREEKS have been defeated

"In a land hard by: But after their defeat they shall defeat their foes,

"In a few years. First and last is the affair with God. And on that day shall the faithful rejoice.

"The heart of their God: He isideth whom He will; and He is the Mighty, the Merciful.

"It is the promise of God: To his promise God will not be untrue: but most men know it not."

Following al-Baizāwi, the Jā’ilān and other commentators, Sale remarks that—

The accomplishment of the prophecy contained in this passage, which is very famous among the Muḥammadans, being insisted on by their doctors as a convincing proof that the Qur’ān really came down from heaven, it may be excusable to be a little particular.

The passage is said to have been revealed on occasion of a great victory obtained by the Persians over the Greeks, the news whereof coming to Makkah, the infidels became strangely elated, and began to abuse Muhammad and his followers, imagining that this success of the Persians, who, like themselves, were idolators, and supposed to have no scriptures, against the Christians, who pretended as well as Muhammad to worship one God, and to have divine scriptures, was an earnest of their own future successes against the Prophet, and those of his religion, to check which vain hope it was foretold in the words of the text, that how improbable soever it might seem, yet the scale should be turned in a few years, and the vanquished Greeks prevail as remarkably against the Persians. That this prophecy was exactly fulfilled, the commentators fail not to observe, though they do not exactly agree in the accounts they give of its accomplishment, the number of years between the two actions being not precisely determined. Some place the victory gained by the Persians in the fifth year before the Hijrah, and their defeat by the Greeks in the second year after it, when the battle of Badr was fought; others place the former in the third or fourth year before the Hijrah, and the latter in the end of the sixth or beginning of the seventh year after it, when the expedition of al-Hudaybiyyah was undertaken. The date of the victory gained by the Greeks in the first of these accounts, interferes with a story which the commentators tell, of a wager laid by Abū Bahr al-Ubyai ibn Khall, who turned this prophecy into ridicule. Abū Bahr al-Ubyai at first laid ten young camels that the Persians should receive an overthow within three years, but on his acquainting Muḥammad with what he had done, that Prophet told him that the word bi’t, made use of in this passage, signified no determinate number of years, but any number from three to nine (though some suppose the tenth year is included), and therefore advised him to prolong the time and to raise the wager, which he accordingly proposed to Ubyai, and they agreed that the time assigned should be nine years and the wager a hundred camels. Before the time was elapsed, Abū Bahr al-Ubyai died of a wound received at Uṣur, in
the third year of the Hijrah; but the event afterwards showing that Abu Bakr had won, he received the camels of 'Ubay's heirs, and brought them in triumph to Muhammad. History informs us that the successes of Khoṣru Parviz, King of Persia, who carried on a terrible war against the Greek empire, to revenge the death of Maurice, his father-in-law, slain by Phocas, were very great, and continued in an uninterrupted course for two and twenty years. Particularly in the year of Christ 615, about the beginning of the sixth year before the Hijrah, the Persians, having the preceding year conquered Syria, made themselves masters of Palestine and took Jerusalem, which seems to be that signal advantage gained over the Greeks mentioned in this passage, as agreeing best with the terms here used, and most likely to alarm the Arabs by reason of their vicinity to the scene of action; and there was so little probability at that time of the Greeks being able to retrieve their losses, much less to distress the Persians, that in the following years the arms of the latter made still farther and more considerable progressions, and at length they laid siege to Constantinople itself. But in the year 625, in which the fourth year of the Hijrah began, about ten years after the taking of Jerusalem, the Greeks, when it was least expected, gained a remarkable victory over the Persians, and not only obliged them to quit the territories of the empire, by carrying the war into their own country, but drove them to the last extremity, and spoiled the capital city al-Madāyin; Heraclius enjoying thenceforward a continued series of good fortune, to the deposition and death of Khoṣrū. (Sale's Koran, in loco.)

GROVE, The. Arabic Aikah (إكة). The Asbābu 'l-Aikah, or "the people of the Grove," are mentioned four times in the Qur'an, Surah xv. 78, xxvi. 176, xxvii. 21, I. 13, as being a tribe or class of people who treated the prophets as liars. The following particulars regarding them are given in Surah xxvi. 170:—

"The people of the grove of Madyan treated the Apostles as liars."

When Shu'āib their brother said to them, "Will ye not fear God?"

"I truly am your trustworthy Apostle."

"Fear God, then, and obey me:"

"No reward ask I of you for this: my reward is of the Lord of the Worlds alone."

GUARDIANSHIP. Guardianship over a minor is of two kinds: wālīyah (والیه), or guardianship of the property and education and marriage of the ward, and hirāmuh (هراوم), or guardianship over the rearing and bringing up of the child.

Guardians are either so by natural right or by testament, or by appointment by a judge.

The guardianship of a minor for the management and preservation of his property devolves first on his or her father, then on the father's executor, next on the paternal grandfather, then on his executor, then on the executors of such executors, next on the ruling power or his representative, the Qāṣi, or judge. In default of a father, father's father, and their executors, as above, all of whom are termed near guardians, it rests in the Qāṣi to appoint a guardian of an infant's property. The other paternal kinsmen who are termed remote kindred, and the mother succeed, according to proximity, to the guardianship of an infant for the purpose of education and marriage; they have no right to be guardians of his property, unless appointed to be so by the ruling authority, or in the original proprietor's will, proved by competent witnesses. The mother's right of guardianship is, however, forfeited upon her being remarried to a stranger, but regained when she is divorced by him, and has again become a widow.

In default of the mother as well as of the paternal kindred of a minor, his maternal relations are, according to proximity, entitled to guardianship for the purposes of education and marriage, and not for the management of his property, unless so appointed in the late owner's will or by the Qāṣi.

The general rule is that a guardian, executor, or anyone who has the care of the person and property of a minor, can enter into a contract which is likely to be advantageous and not injurious to his ward.

A guardian may sell or purchase moveables on account of his ward, either for an equivalent or at such a rate as to occasion an inconsiderable loss, but not at such a rate as to make the loss great and apparent. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 553.)

A guardian is allowed to borrow money for the support and education of his ward, even by pawning his minor's property; the debt so contracted must be paid out of his (the minor's) estate, or by him when he comes of age.

It is not lawful for a guardian to pledge into his own hands goods belonging to his ward on account of a debt due to him, or into the hands of his child being an adult, or into the hands of his slave being a merchant and free from debt. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 214.)

A father can pawn the goods of his infant child into his own hands for a debt due from the child, or into the hands of another of his children being an infant.

A father may also pawn on account of his own debt the goods belonging to his minor son, who on coming of age will redeem the goods discharging the debt, and have a claim on the father for the sum.

The contract of pawn entered into by a father with respect to his minor child's goods cannot be annulled by the minor, even if it were not for his own debt or for his own benefit.

The mother is, of all the persons, the best entitled to the custody (hirāmuh) of her infant child during marriage and after separation from her husband, unless she be an apostate, or wicked, or unworthy to be trusted. (Faiwādī-‘l-‘Alamgīrī, vol. i. p. 728.)
GUARDIANSHIP

Next the mother’s mother how high soever is entitled to the custody (hiszágh) of a child; failing her by death, or marriage to a stranger, the full sister is entitled; failing her by death or marriage to a stranger, the half-sister by the mother. On failure of her in the same way the daughter of the full sister, then the daughter of the half-sister by the mother. Next the maternal aunt in the same way, and then the paternal aunts also in like manner. (Fátiwé-i-’Alamgírî, vol. i. p. 728.)

An umm-i-salád (or a female slave who has borne a child to her master), when emancipated, obtains the right of taking her child. (Hidáiyáh, vol. 1. p. 389.)

When it is necessary to remove a boy from the custody of women, or there is no woman of his own people to take charge of him, he is to be given up to his agnate male relations (’asábáh). Of these the father is the first, then the paternal grandfather, how high soever, then the full brother, then the half-brother by the father, then the son of the full brother, then the son of the half-brother by the father, then the full paternal uncle, then the half paternal uncle by the father, then the sons of paternal uncles in the same order. But though a boy may be given up to the son of his paternal uncle, a girl should not be entrusted to him.

No male has any right to the custody of a female child, but one who is, within the prohibited degrees of relationship to her; and an ‘asábáh who is profligate has no right to her custody. (Fátiwé-i-’Alamgírî, vol. i. p. 729.)

A female’s custody of a boy terminates when he is seven years old, and of a girl at her puberty.

Male custody of a boy continues till puberty, of a female not only till puberty, but till she can be safely left to herself and trusted to take care of herself.

When a female has neither father nor grandfather nor any of her ‘asábáh to take charge of her, or the ‘asábáh is profligate, it is the duty of the judge to take cognizance of her condition; and if she can be trusted to take care of herself, she should allow her to live alone, whether she be a virgin or a samiý-ádak, and if not, she should place her with some female amí, or trustee, in whom he has confidence; for he is the superintendent of all Muslima. (Fátiwé-i-’Alamgírî, vol. i. p. 730.)

HABIB AN-NAJJAR

When a mother refuses to take charge of a child without hire, it may be committed to another.

A boy or girl having passed the period of hiszágh has no option to be with one parent in preference to the other, but must necessarily thenceforth remain in charge of the father. (Hidáiyáh, vol. i. p. 389.)

Before the completion of hisláh, or dissolution of marriage, the proper place of hiszágh is that where the husband and wife live, and the former cannot take away the child out of the custody of the latter. After completion of her hisláh, and separation from her husband, a woman can take her child to the place of her nativity, provided the marriage had been contracted there, or it is so near from the place of separation or husband’s residence, that if the husband should leave the latter in the morning to visit the child, he can return to his residence before night. There is also no objection to her removing with the child from a village to the city or chief town of the district, the same being advantageous to the child, and in no respect injurious to the father. If the child’s mother be dead, and its hiszágh or custody has passed to the maternal grandfather, she cannot remove the child to her own city; though the marriage had taken place there. Other women than the grandmother are like her in respect to the place of hiszágh.

When an umm-i-salád has been emancipated, she has no right to take her child from the city in which the father is residing. (Hidáiyáh, vol. i.; Fátiwé-i-’Alamgírî, vol. 1.; Durr ‘l-Mukhtar, p. 846; Jáná ’r-Rumdûz; Tagore Lectures, 1879; Baille’s Digest, p. 430.)

GUEST. Arabic zaif (زايف). [HOSPITALITY.]

GURZ (جرز). (1) The Persian word for the murqágh, or iron mace, where-with the infidel dead are smitten in their graves by the angels Munkar and Nakir. (’Azhá’i L-Qáhm.)

(2) An iron mace pointed at one end and having a knob at the other covered with spikes, and used by the Qurízar, or Rusáfí, faqla, for striking against their breasts in their devotional exercises. (Qánjín-i-Islám, p. 291.)

H.

HABA (هابه). "Dust," especially the finer particles which fly about and are only conspicuous in the sun’s rays.

A term used by the Şáfi mystics for those portions of matter (hayád) which God has distributed in creation. (’Abdu ’r-Razáq’s Dict. of Şáfi Terms.)

HABIB AN-NAJJAR (المحبة النجار). "Habib the Carpenter," whose story is told in the Qurín (Súrah xxi. 12), as follows:

"Set forth to them the instance of the people of the city (i.e. of Antioch) when the Sent Ones came to it.

"When we sent two (i.e. John and Jude)
unto them, and they charged them both with impostures—therefore with a third (i.e. Simon Peter) we strengthen them: and they said, 'Verily we are the Sons unto you of God.'

"They said, 'Ye are only men like us: Nought hath the God of Mercy sent down. Ye do nothing but lie.'

"They said, 'Our Lord knoweth that we are truly sent unto you; 

"'To proclaim a clear message is our only duty.'

"They said, 'Of a truth we augur ill from you: if ye disist we will surely stone you, and a grievous punishment will surely befall you from us.'

"They said, 'Your augury of ill is with yourselves. Will ye be warned? Nay, ye are an erring people.'

"Then from the end of the city a man (i.e. Habib, the carpenter) came running: and he said, 'O my people! follow them Some One; 

"Follow those who ask not of you a recompense, and who are rightly guided. 

"And why should I not worship Him who made me, and to whom ye shall be brought back? 

"Shall I take gods beside Him? If the God of mercy be pleased to afflict me, their intercession will not avert from me aught, nor will they deliver: 

"'Truly then should I be in a manifest error. 

"'Verily, in your Lord have I believed; therefore hear me.'

"—It was said to him, 'Enter them into Paradise' (i.e. after they had stoned him to death). And he said, 'Oh that my people knew 

"'How gracious God hath been to me, and that He hath made me one of His honoured ones.'

"But no army sent we down out of heaven after his death, nor were we then sending down our angels—

"Thence was but one shout from Gabriel, and lo! they were extinct. 

"Oh! the misery that rests upon my servants! No apostle cometh to them but they laugh him to scorn.'

Al-Balsawi, the commentator, says the people of the City of Antioch were idolaters, and that Jesus sent two of his disciples, Yahya and Yunus (John and Jude) to preach to them. And when they arrived, they met Habib, the carpenter, to whom they made known their mission. Habib said, 'What signs can ye show that ye are sent of God?' And the disciples replied, 'We can heal the sick and give sight to those who are born blind, and cure the leprosy.' Then Habib brought his sick son to them, and they laid their hands upon him and he was healed. And Habib believed on Jesus, and he made known the gospel to the people of the city. Many of the people then came to the disciples and were also healed. The news then reached the ear of the governor of the city, and he sent for the two disciples and they preached to him. He replied, 'Is your God different from our God?' They said, 'Yes. He it is who made thee and thy gods.' The governor then sent them away and put them in prison. When they were in prison, Jesus sent Shams'un (Simon Peter), and he came secretly and made friends with the servants of the governor, and in time gained access to the governor's presence, and performed a miracle in the presence of the governor by raising a child who had been dead seven days. The child when raised from the dead. said he had seen Jesus Christ in heaven, and that he had interceded for the three disciples in prison. The governor believed and many others with him. Those who did not believe raised a disturbance in the city, and Habib the carpenter exhorted them to believe. For this he was stoned, and, having died, entered into Paradise. Habib's tomb is still seen at Antioch, and is visited by Muhammadans as a shrine.

HABIL (هبل). [ABEL.]  

HABWAH (هَبْوَح). The posture of sitting with the legs and thighs contracted towards the belly, the back bent forwards, and supported in that position by the arms crossed over the knees. Muslims are forbidden to sit in this posture during the recital of the Khatibah on Fridays (Mishkat, book iv, p. 45, pt. 2) as it inclines to drowsiness.

HADAS (خَمَائِس). State of an unclean person, of one who has not performed the usual ablutions before prayer.

HADD ( حد), pl. ḥulūd. In its primitive sense ḥadd signifies "obstruction," whence a porter or gate-keeper is called ḥukkūd, or "obstructer," from his office of prohibiting people from entering. In law it expresses the punishments, the limits of which have been defined by Muhammad either in the Qur'an or in the Hadis. Those punishments are (1) For adultery, stoning; (2) For fornication, a hundred stripes; (3) For the false accusation of a married person with adultery (or Qa'id), eighty stripes; (4) For apostasy, death; (5) For drunken wine, eighty stripes; (6) For theft, the cutting off of the right hand; (7) For highway robbery: for simple robbery on the highway, the loss of hands and feet; for robbery with murder, death, either by the sword or by crucifixion. (Hidajat, vol. ii. p. 1. [punishment].

AL-HADID (الحديد). "Iron." The title of the twelfth Sūrah of the Qur'an, in which the word occurs (verse 25): "We sent down irons in which are both keen violence and advantages to men."

HADIS (حدث). What happens for the first time; now, fresh. That which is born in time as opposed to qadim, or that which is without a beginning, as God.

HADIS QUDSI (حدث قدسي). A divine saying. A term used for a ḥadīth which relates a revelation from God in the language of the Prophet. An example is found in the Mishkat (bk. iv. c. i. pt. 1): "Abū Hurairah said, 'The Prophet of God related these words
of God, "The sons of Adam vex me, and abuse the age, whereas I am the age itself; in my hands are all events: I have made the day and night.""

HADY (هادي). A present or offering made to persons of consequence, kings or rulers.

HADY (هادي). Cattle sacrificed at Makkah during the Pilgrimage, as distinguished from animals sacrificed on the Great Festival, which are called uzayyih. These animals are branded and sent off with strings round their necks, as offerings to the sacred temple. They may be bullocks, or camels, or sheep, or goats. (Mishkat, book xi. c. viii.)

HAFIZ (هفیز). Lit. "A guardian" or protector. (1) One of the names of God, al-Hafiz. (2) A governor, e.g. Hafiz ul-Bait; the guardian of the Makkah temple. (3) One who has committed the whole of the Qur'an to memory.

Utsman relates that the Prophet said: "The best person amongst you is he who has learnt the Qur'an and teaches it." (Mishkat, book vii. c. i.) In the east it is usual for blind men to commit the Qur'an to memory, and to thus obtain the honourable distinction of Hafiz.

HAFSAH (هفصه). One of Muhammad's wives. She was the daughter of 'Umar, and a widow of Khudayr, an early companion of Islam. She married Muhammad about six months after her former husband's death. During the lifetime of the Prophet she was a person of considerable influence in his counsels, being the daughter of 'Umar. She survived Muhammad some years, and has recorded several traditions of his sayings.

HAGAB. Arabic Hajar (هجر). The slave wife of Abraham and the mother of Ishmael. Al-Baiqawi says that Hajar was the slave girl of Sarah, the wife of Abraham, and she admitted her to Abraham, and from her was born Ishmael. Sarah became jealous of Hajar (because she had a son), and she demanded of Abraham that he should put both the mother and child away, and he sent them away in the direction of Makkah, and at Makkah God produced for them the spring Zamzam. When the tribe of Jurhum saw that there was water in that place, they said to Hajar, "If you will share with us the water of this spring, we will share with you the milk of our herds," and from that time Makkah became a place of importance. (Tafsir ul-Boziwi, p. 434.)

HAIIR. Arabic sha'ar, sha'ar ( Lair). Heb. לַיעָר. The sale of human hair is unlawful in the same manner as it is lawful. Being a part of the human body, it is necessary to preserve it from disgrace, to which an exposure of it to sale necessarily subjects it. It is related in the traditions that God has cursed women who use false hair. (Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 469.)

HATTIYAH (هتیه). A sect of Muslims founded by Ahmad ibn Hātīt, who said there were two Gods, one whose existence is from eternity (gaddum), i.e. Allah, and the other who is created in time (mahaddas), i.e. al-Masih (Christ), and that it is he who will judge the world in the last day. And he maintained that this is the meaning of the words which occur in the traditions: "God created man in his image." (Kitabul-Tarijân, in loco.)

HAIWAN (حیوان). The animal creation; which is divided into haiwân nātîq, or rational beings; and haiwân sâbit, or irrational beings. [ANIMALS, BEINGS.]

AL-HAIY (الحياة); Heb. חי, "The Living One." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. The term frequently occurs in the Qur'an.

HA'IZAH (حیزة). A menstruous woman. [MENSTRUATION.]

HAJAR (هجر). [HAGAB.]

AL-HAJARU 'L-ASWAD (الأحمر الصёр). Lit. "The Black Stone." The famous black stone which forms part of the sharp angle of the Ka'bah in the temple at Makkah. Mr. Burkhardt says, "It is an irregular oval, about seven inches in diameter, with an undulating surface, composed of about a dozen smaller stones of different sizes and shapes, well joined together with a small quantity of cement, and perfectly well smoothed; it looks as if the whole had been broken into as many pieces by a violent blow, and then united again. It is very difficult to determine accurately the quality of this stone, which has been worn to its present surface by the millions of touches and kisses it has received. It appeared to me like a lava, containing several small extraneous particles of a whitish and of a yellow substance. Its color is now a deep reddish-brown approaching to black. It is surrounded on all sides by a border composed of a substance which I took to be a close cement of pitch and gravel of a similar, but not quite the same, brownish colour. This border serves to support its detached pieces; it is two or three inches in breadth, and rises a little above the surface of the stone. Both the border and the stone itself are encircled by a silver band, broader below than above, and on the two sides, with a considerable swelling below, as if a part of the stone were hidden under it. The lower part of the border is studded with silver nails."

Captain Burton remarks, "The colour appeared to me black and metallic, and the centre of the stone was sunk about two inches below the metallic circle. Round the sides was a reddish brown cement, almost level with the metal, and sloping down to the middle of the stone. The band is now a massive arch of gold or silver gilt. I found the aperture in which the stone is, one span and three fingers broad."

According to Ibn 'Abbas, Muhammad said
the black stone came down from Paradise, and at the time of its descent it was whiter than milk, but that the sins of the children of Adam have caused it to be black, by their touching it. That on the Day of Resurrection, when it will have two eyes, by which it will see and know all those who touched it and kissed it, and when it will have a tongue to speak, it will give evidence in favour of those who touched and kissed it.

Maximus Tyrius, who wrote in the second century, says: "The Arabsians pay homage to the black stone, which they represent by a quadrangular stone," alluding to the Ka'bah or temple which contains the black stone. The Guebres or Ancient Persians, assert that the Black Stone was amongst the images and relics left by Mahabad and his successors in the Ka'bah, and that it was an emblem of Saturn. It is probably an aërolite, and owes its reputation, like many others, to its fall from the sky. Its existence as an object of adoration in an iconoclastic religious system, can only be accounted for by Muhammad's attempt to conciliate the idolaters of Arabia.

A complete list of the falls of aërolites and meteoric stones through the atmosphere, is published in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, from a work by Chladni in German, in which the subject is ably and fully treated.

**THE HAJARU 'L-ARWAD. (Burton.)**

**HAJB (~~).** A legal term in the Muhammadan law of inheritance, signifying the cutting off of an heir from his portion.

**HAJI (~).** Also hajj. A person who has performed the hajj, or pilgrimage to Makkah. It is retained as a title of honour by those who have performed the pilgrimage, e.g. Haji Qasim, i.e. "Qasim the Pilgrim." [Haji.]

**HAJJ (~).** Lit. "setting out," "tending towards." The pilgrimage to Makkah performed in the month of Zul Hijjah, or the twelfth month of the Muhammadan year. It is the fifth pillar of Muhammadan practical religion, and an incumbent religious duty, founded upon express injunctions in the Qur'an. According to Muhammad it is a duty incumbent, and has the authority in the Qur'an for its due observance:

(It is noticeable that all the verses in the Qur'an with regard to the pilgrimage are in the later Suras, when they are arranged in their chronological order.)

**Surah xxii. 28:**

"And proclaim to the peoples a PILGRIMAGE (hajj). Let them come to thee on foot and on every fleet camel, arriving by every deep deep:

"That they may bear witness of its benefits to them, and may make mention of God's name on the appointed days (i.e. the ten first days of Zul Hijjah), over the brute beasts with which He hath supplied them for sustenance: Therefore eat thereof yourselves, and feed the needy, the poor:

"Then let them bring the neglect of their persons to a close, and let them pay their vows, and circuit the ancient House.

"This do. And he that respecteth the sacred ordinances of God, this will be best for him with his Lord."

Surah ii. 139:

"Verily, as-Saf and al-Marwah are among the signs of God: whoever then maketh a pilgrimage (hajj) to the temple, or visits it, shall not be to blame if he go round about them both. And as for him who of his own accord doth what is good—God is Grateful, Knowing."

Idem, 192:

"Accomplish the pilgrimage (hajj), and the visitation (umrah) for God: and if ye be hemmed in by foes, send whatever sacrifice shall be the easiest, and shave your heads until the offering reach the place of sacrifice. But whoever among you is sick or has an ailment of the head, must expiate by fasting, alms, or an offering.

"And when ye are safe from foes, he who contents himself with the visitation (umrah) until the pilgrimage (hajj), shall bring whatever offering shall be the easiest. But he who findeth nothing to offer, shall fast three days in the pilgrimage itself, and seven days when ye return: they shall be ten days in all. This is binding on him whose family shall not be present at the sacred Mosque (al-Masjid 'l-haram). And fear God, and know that God is terrible in punishing.

"Let the pilgrimage be made in the months already known (i.e. Shawwal, Zul Qadah, and Zul Hijjah): whoever therefore undertaketh the pilgrimage therein, let him not know a woman, nor transgress, nor wrangle in the pilgrimage. The good which ye do, God knoweth it. And provide for your journey: but the best provision is the fear of God: fear me, then, O men of understanding!"

"It shall be no crime in you if ye seek an increase from your Lord (i.e. to trade); and when ye pass swiftly or from 'Arafat, then remember God near the holy temple (al-Masjid 'l-haram); and remember Him, because He hath guided you who before this were of those who went astray:

"Then pass on quickly where the people quickly pass (i.e. from 'Arafat), and ask pardon of God, for God is Forgiving, Merciful.

"And when ye have finished your holy rites, remember God as ye remember your own fathers, or with a yet more intense remembrance! Some men there are who say, 'O our Lord! give us our portion in this
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world: 'but each shall have no portion in the next life:

"And some say, 'O our Lord! give us good in this world and good in the next, and keep us from the torment of the fire.'

"They shall have that lot which they have merited: and God is swift to reckon.

"Bear God in mind during the stated days: but if any haste away in two days (i.e. after the hajj), it shall be no fault in him: And if any tarry longer, it shall be no fault in him, if he fear God. Fear God, then, and know that to Him shall ye be gathered."

Sūrah iii. 90:—

"The first temple that was founded for mankind, was that in Bakkah (i.e. Makkah)—Blessed, and a guidance to human beings.

"In it are evident signs, even the standing-place of Abraham (Magāmūn Ibrāhīm): and he who entereth it is safe. And the pilgrimage to the temple, is a service due to God from those who are able to journey thereto."

Sūrah v. 2:—

"O Believers! violate neither the rites of God, nor the sacred month, nor the offering, nor its ornaments, (i.e. on the necks of animals), nor those who press on to the sacred house (al-Bațūt 'l-Harām), seeking favour from their Lord and his good pleasure in them.

"The performance of the pilgrimage is incumbent upon every Muslim, once in his lifetime, if he be an adult, free, sane, well in health, and has sufficient money for the expenses of the journey and for the support of his family during his absence.

If a woman perform the pilgrimage she must do it in company with her husband, or a near relative (mahrām). If she can obtain the protection of a near relative and has the necessary expenses for the journey, it is not lawful for her husband to prevent her performing the pilgrimage. This mahram is a near relative whom it is not lawful for her to marry.

The Imām as-Shāfi‘ī denies the necessity of such attendance, stating that the Qur‘ān makes no such restriction. His objection is, however, met by a Tradition. "A certain man came to the Prophet and said: 'My wife is about to make the hajj; but I am called to go on a warlike expedition.' The Prophet said: 'Turn away from the war and accompany thy wife in the hajj.' "

For a lawful hajj there are three actions which are fi‘rūz, and five which are wajib; all the rest are sunnah or mutashabah. The fi‘rūz are: to wear no other garment except the ‘tāf‘īf; to stand in ‘Arafā; to make the tawaf, or circuit round the Ka‘bah.

The wajib duties are: to stay in al-Muzdalifah; to run between Mount as-Safa and Mount al-Marwah; to perform the Ramy of ‘Rajm; on the casting of the pebbles; if the pilgrims are non-Meccans, to make an extra tawaf; to shave the head after the pilgrimage is over.

The hajj must be made at the appointed season. Sūrah ii. 193: ‘Let the pilgrimage be made in the months already known.

These months are Shawwal, Zul ‘Qa‘dah, and the first ten days of Zul ‘Hijjah. The actual hajj must be in the month Zul ‘Hijjah, but the preparations for, and the niyāq, or intention of the hajj can be made in the two preceding months. The ‘umrah, or ordinary visitation ['umrah], can be done at any time of the year except on the ninth and four succeeding days of Zul ‘Hijjah. On each of the various roads leading to Makkah, there are at a distance of about five or six miles from the city stages called Miṣāq. The following are the names, On the Madinah road, the stage is called Zul ‘Hilafah; on the ‘Iraq road, Zatū t‘Arq; on the Syrian road, Hujaf; on the Najd road, Qarn; on the Yaman road, Yaslam.

THE PILGRIM.

The following is the orthodox way of performing the pilgrimage, founded upon the example of the Prophet himself. (See Sahih i‘l-Bukhārī, Kitāb i‘l-Manāsik, p. 205.)

Upon the pilgrim’s arrival at the last stage near Makkah, he bathes himself, and performs two rak‘ah prayers, and then divest himself of his clothes; he assumes the pilgrim’s sacred robe, which is called ṭāf‘īf. This garment consists of two seamless wrappers, one being wrapped round the waist, and the other thrown loosely over the shoulder, the head being left uncovered. Sandals may also be worn, but not shoes or boots. After he has assumed the pilgrim’s garb, he must not anoint his head, shave any part of his body, pare his nails, nor wear any other garment than the ṭāf‘īf. The pilgrim having now entered upon the hajj, faces Makkah, and makes the niyāq (intention), and says: "O God, I purpose to make the hajj; make this service easy to me and accept it from me." He then proceeds on his journey to the sacred city and on his way, as well as at different periods in the pilgrimage, he recites, or sings with a loud voice, the pilgrim’s song, called the ‘Talḥiyāt (a word signifying waiting or
standing for orders). In Arabic it runs thus (as given in the Sahih ‘l-Bukhārī, p. 210):—

"Labbaka! Allāhuumma! Labbaka! Labbaka! Lā Shārīku laka! Labbaka! Inna l-‘amālu wa n-nirwānu laka, wa l-mulâlu laka!"

"Lā shārīku laka!"

Which, following the Persian commentator, ‘Abdu l-Haqq, may be translated as follows:—

"I stand up for Thy service, O God! I stand up! I stand up! There is no partner with Thee! I stand up!

Verily Thine is the Praise, the Blessing and the Kingdom!

There is no partner with Thee!"

Immediately on his arrival at Makkah he performs legal ablutions in the Masjidu ‘l-Haram, and then kisses the Mecca-stone (al-Hajjar al-Ghurba). He then encompasses the Ka‘bah seven times; three times at a quick step or run, and four times at a slow pace. These acts are called the sawâf and are performed by commencing on the right and leaving the Ka‘bah on the left. Each time as the pilgrim passes round the Ka‘bah, he touches the Rukn ‘l-Yamâni, or the Yamâni corner, and kisses the sacred black stone. He then proceeds to the Maqâmus Ibrahim (the place of Abraham), where he recites the 110th verse of the rûd Sûrah of the Qur‘ân, “Take ye the station of Abraham for a place of prayer,” and performs two rak‘ah prayers, after which he returns to the black stone and kisses it. He then goes to the gate of the temple leading to Mount as-Safa, and from it ascends the hill, reciting the 153rd verse of the rûd Sûrah of the Qur‘ân, “Verily as-Safa and al-Marwah are the signs of God.” Having arrived at the summit of the mount, turning towards the Ka‘bah, he recites the following:—

"There is no deity but only God! God is great! There is no deity but only God alone! He hath performed His promise, and hath aided His servant and hath put to flight the hosts of infidels by Himself alone!"

These words are recited thrice. He then runs from the top of Mount as-Safa to the summit of Mount al-Marwah seven times, repeating the aforesaid prayers on the top of each hill. This is the sixth day, the evening of which is spent at Makkah, where he again encompasses the Ka‘bah.

Upon the seventh day he listens to the khutbah, or oration, in the great mosque, in which are set forth the experiences of the pilgrims and the necessary duties required of all true Muslims on the following days.

On the eighth day, which is called Tarwi-yah, he proceeds with his fellow pilgrims to Mina, where he stays and performs the usual services of the Muslim ritual, and remains the night.

The next day (the ninth), after morning prayer, he proceeds to Mount ‘Arafat, where he recites the usual prayers and listens to another khutbah. He then leaves for al-Muzd达尔, his place midway between Mina and ‘Arafat, where he should arrive for the sunset prayer.

The next day, the tenth, is the Yammu ‘a-Nakhr, or the “Day of Sacrifice,” known all through the Muslim world and celebrated as the ‘I’du ‘l-Ashâ. Early in the morning, the pilgrims having said their prayers at their Mi’âd, then proceed in a body to three pillars in Mina, the first of which is called the Shari‘ān ‘I-Kabîr, or “Great Devil.” The pilgrim casts seven stones at each of these pillars, the ceremony being called the ‘Imâmu ‘I-‘Rijām, or casting of stones. Holding the raim, or pibble between the thumb and fore-finger of the right hand, the pilgrim throws it at a distance of not less than fifteen feet, and says:—“In the name of God, the Almighty, I do this, and in hatred of the devil and his shame.” The remaining six stones are thrown in the same way. It is said that this ceremony has been performed ever since the days of Abraham. The pilgrim then returns to Mina and performs the sacrifice of the ‘I’du ‘l-Ashâ. The victim may be a sheep, or a goat, or a cow, or a camel, according to the monies of the pilgrims.

Placing its head towards the Ka‘bah, its fore-legs being bandaged together, the pilgrim stands on the right side of his victim and plunges the knife into its throat with great force, and cries with a loud voice, “Allâhu Akbar!” “God is great!” O God, accept this sacrifice from me!”

This ceremony concludes the pilgrimago, and the hajj or pilgrim then gets himself shaved and his nails pared, and the ihram or pilgrim garment is removed. Although the pilgrimago is over, he should still rest at Makkah the three following days, which are known as the Ayyān ‘I-Tashriq, or the days of drying up of the blood of the sacrificial.

Three well-earned days of rest after the peripatetic performance of the last four days.

Before he leaves Makkah he should once more perform the circuits round the Ka‘bah and throw stones at the Satanic pillars at Mina, seven times. He should also drink of the water of the zamzam well.

Most Muslims then go to al-Madhimah, and make their salutations at the shrine of Muham-mad. This is regarded as an incumbent duty by all except the Wahhâbîs, who hold that to make the visitation of the Prophet’s tomb a religious ceremony is shirk, or associating the creature with God.

From the time the pilgrim has assumed the ihram until he takes it off, he must abstain from worldly affairs and devote himself entirely to the duties of the hajj. He is not allowed to hunt, though he may catch fish if he can.

“O Believers, kill no game while ye are on pilgrimago.” (Sûrah v. 96.) The Prophet also said: “He who shows the place where game is to be found is equally bad as the man who kills it.” The hajj must not scratch himself, lest vermin be destroyed, or a hair be uprooted. Should he feel uncomfortable, he must rub himself with the open palm of his hand. The soles of the feet must be left uncover, the hair on the head and beard un-washed and uncut. “Shave not your heads until the offering reach the place of sacrifice.”
Arriving at an elevated place, on descending a valley, on meeting any one, on entering the city of Mecca or the sacred temple, the pilgrim should continually repeat the word “Labbaka, Labbaka”; and whenever he sees the Ka’bah he should recite the Takbir, “God is great!” and the Tasbih “There is no deity but God!”

The pilgrimage known as the hajj, as has already been stated, can only be made on the appointed days of the month of Zul-Hijjah. A visit at any other time is called the ‘Umrah. If the pilgrim arrives as date as the ninth day, and is in time to spend that day, he can still perform the pilgrimage legally.

The pilgrimage cannot be performed by proxy by Sunni Muslims, but is allowed by the Shi’ah, and it is by both considered a meritorious act to pay the expenses of one who cannot afford to perform it. But if a Muhammadan on his death-bed bequeath a sum of money to be paid to a certain person to perform the pilgrimage, it is considered to satisfy the claims of the Muslim law. If a Muhammadan have the means of performing the pilgrimage, and omit to do so, his omission is equal to a kabileh, or mortal sin.

According to the saying of the Prophet (Mishkât, book xi. ch. 1), the merit of a pilgrimage to Mecca are very great:—

“Who makes a pilgrimage for God’s sake, and does not talk loosely, nor act wickedly, shall return as pure from sin as the day on which he was born.” “Verily, they (the hajj and the ‘umrah) put away poverty and sin like the fires of a forge removes dross. The reward of a pilgrimage is paradise.” “When you see a pilgrim, salute and embrace him, and request him to ask pardon of God for you, for his own sins have been forgiven and his supplications will be accepted.”

For a philological and technical explanation of the following terms which occur in the description of the hajj, refer to the words as they occur in this dictionary: Arafah, Ayyamul-Tashriq, Hajj, L-aswad, Hajj, Ibrah, A’shnah, Mawdah, Masjidul-Haram, Masjumul-Haram, Miqat, Musallah, Tabawi, ‘Umrah, Ramazul-L-jimah, Zaman, Talbyah, Sufi, U’l-Tamami, Tarwih, Khutbah, ‘Umdaul-Masjid, Safa.

The Muslim who has performed the pilgrimage is called a hajj, which title he retains, e.g., Hajji Qasim, the Pilgrim Qasim.

Only five Englishmen are known to have visited Mecca, and to have witnessed the ceremonies of the pilgrimage:—Joseph Pitts, of Exeter, A.D. 1678; John Lewis Burckhard, A.D. 1814; Lieutenant Richard Burton, of the Bombay Army, A.D. 1853; Mr. H. Bicknell, A.D. 1862; Mr. T. F. Keane, 1880. The narratives of each of these “pilgrims” have been published. The first account in English of the visit of a European to Mecca, is that of Lodovico Bartena, a gentleman of Rome, who visited Mecca in 1603. His narrative was published in Willes and Eden’s Decades, A.D. 1655.

Professor Falker (“Introduction” to the Qur'an, p. liii.) says:—“The ceremonies of the pilgrimage could not be entirely done away with. The universal reverence of the Arab for the Ka'bah was too favourable and obvious a means for uniting all the tribes into one confederation with one common purpose. The traditions of Abraham, the father of their race, and the founder of Muhammad's own religion, as he always declared it to be, no doubt gave the ancient temple a peculiar sanctity in the Prophet's eyes, and although he first settled upon Jerusalem as his qiblah, he afterwards reverted to the Ka'bah itself. Here, then, Muhammad found a shrine, to which, as well as at which, devotion had been paid from time immemorial; it was one thing which the scattered Arabian nation had in common—the one thing which gave them even the shadow of a national feeling; and to have dreamed of abolishing it, or even of diminishing the honours paid to it, would have been madness and ruin to his enterprise. He therefore did the next best thing, he cleared it of idols and dedicated it to the service of God.”

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole (Introduction to Lane’s Selections, p. lxiv.) remarks:—

“This same pilgrimage is often urged as a sign of Mohammad’s tendency to superstition and even idolatry. It is asked how the destroyer of idols could have reconciled his conscience to the circums of the Ka'bah and the veneration of the black stone covered with adoring kisses. The rites of the pilgrimage cannot certainly be defended against the charge of superstition; but it is easy to see why Mohammad enjoined them. They were hallowed to him by the memories of his ancestors, who had been the guardians of the sacred temple, and by the traditional reversion of all his people; and besides this tie of association, which in itself was enough to make it impossible for him to do away with the rites, Mohammad perceived that the worship in the Ka'bah would prove of real value to the religion. He swept away the more idolatrous and immoral part of the ceremonies, but he retained the pilgrimage to Mekka and the old veneration of the temple for reasons of which it is impossible to dispute the wisdom. He well knew the consolidating effect of forming a centre to which his followers should gather; and hence he reasserted the sanctity of the black stone that came down from heaven; he ordained that everywhere throughout the world the Muslim should pray looking towards the Ka'bah, and he enjoined him to make the pilgrimage toward Mekka is to the Muslim what Jerusalem is to the Jew. It bears with it all the influence of centuries of associations. It carries the Muslim back to the cradle of his faith, the childhood of his prophet; it reminds him of the struggle between the old faith and the new, of the overthrow of the idols, and the establishment of the worship of the One God. And, most of all, it bids him remember that all his brother Muslims are worshipping towards the same sacred spot; that he is one of a great company of be-
lievers, united by one faith, filled with the same hopes, reverencing the same thing, worshipping the same God. Muhammad showed his knowledge of the religious emotions in man when he preserved the sanctity of the temple of Islam."

The Makkah pilgrimage admits of no other explanation than this, that the Prophet of Arabia found it expedient to compromise with Arabian idolatry. And hence we find the superstition and silly customs of the Hajj grafted on to a religion which professes to be both monotheistic in its principle, and iconoclastic in its practices.

A careful and critical study of Islam will, we think, convince any candid mind that at first Muhammad intended to construct his religion on the lines of the Old Testament. Abraham, the true Muslim, was his prototype, Moses his law-giver, and Jerusalem his Qiblah. But circumstances were ever wont to change not only the Prophet's revelations, but also his moral standards. Makkah became the Qiblah; and the spectacle of the Muslim world bowing in the direction of a black stone, whilst they worship the one God, marks Islam, with its Makkah pilgrimage, as a religion of compromise.

Apologetics of Islam have endeavoured to shield Muhammad from the solemn charge of having "forged the name of God," but we know of nothing which can justify the act of giving the stupid and unmeaning ceremonies of the pilgrimage all the forces and solemnity of a divine enactment.

The Wahhabis, the Puritans of Islam, regard the circumambulation of the Prophet's tomb as superstitious (as shirk, or associating something with God, in fact), but how can they justify the foolish ceremonies of the hajj? If reverence for the Prophet's tomb is shirk, what are the running at as-Safa and al-Marwah, the stonings of the pillars, and the kissings of the black stone? No Muslim has ever yet attempted to give a spiritual explanation of the ceremonies of the Makkah pilgrimage, for in attempting to do so he would be charged with the heresy of shirk!

Mr. W. S. Blunt in his Future of Islam, has given some interesting statistics regarding the pilgrimage to Makkah in the year 1890, which he obtained during a residence at Cairo, Damascus, and Jiddah. The figures, he says, are taken principally from an official record kept for some years past at Jiddah, and checked as far as European subjects are concerned, by reference to the consular agents residing there.

### Table of the Mecca Pilgrimage of 1890

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality of Pilgrims</th>
<th>Arriving by Sea</th>
<th>Arriving by Land</th>
<th>Total of Musulman population represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ottoman subjects including pilgrims from Syria and Iraq, but not from Egypt or Arabia proper</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>22,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptians</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>9,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moghrabins (&quot;people of the West&quot;), that is to say, Arabic-speaking Mussalmans from the Barbary States, Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, and Morocco. These are always classed together and are not easily distinguishable from each other.</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptians</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Nejd, Asir, and Hasa, most of them Wahhabites</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Hojaz, or these perhaps 10,000 Moccans</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negros from Soudan</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Zanzibar</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malabari from the Cape of Good Hope</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persians</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians (British subjects)</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayas, chiefly from Java and Dutch subjects</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongols from the Khanates, included in the Ottoman Haj</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazis, Circassians, Tartars, &amp;c. (Russian subjects), included in the Ottoman Haj</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Afghans and Beichias, included in the Indian and Persian Haj</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total of pilgrims present at Arafa | 93,250. | 175,000,000 |
HAJJATU 'L-WADA’

The last or farewell pilgrimage performed by Muhammad, and which is taken as the model of an orthodox hajj. It is called the Hajju 'l-Abbor, or Greater Pilgrimage, in the Qur’an, Sūrah ii. 26: “God is forgiving and Clement.”

HAMĀL (حمايل). Lit. “Things suspended.” An amulet or charm. [AMULET.]

HAMĀLEH (حمايل). Compensation for manslaughter or murder, called also diyal. [DIYAL.]

HAMĀTATU 'L-ARESH (حماطات العرش). Lit. “Those who bear the throne.” Certain angels mentioned in the Qur’an, Sūrah xl. 7: “Those who bear the throne (i.e. the Hamālatu 'l-Aresh) and those round it (i.e. the Karūbin) celebrate the praise of their Lord, and believe in Him, and ask pardon for those who believe.”

HĀMĀN (هامان). The prime minister of Pharaoh. Mentioned in the Qur’an in three different chapters.

HĀLAL (حلال). A state, or condition. A term used by the Sūfi mystics for those thoughts and conditions which come upon the heart of man without his intention or desire, such as sorrow, or fear, or pleasure, or desire, or lust. If these conditions are stable and intransient, they are called mukābah or maqām; but if they are transient and fleeting, they are called hāl. (Abdu ‘r-Razzāq’s Dictionary of Sūfī Terms.)

A state of ecstasy induced by continued contemplation of God. It is considered a divine gift—and a sure prognostication ofspiritually arriving at “The Truth.”

Professor Palmer says (Oriental Mysticism, p. 66), “This assiduous contemplation of startling metaphysical theories is exceedingly attractive to an Oriental mind, and not unfrequently produces a state of mental excitement akin to the phenomena observed during the recent religious revivals. Such ecstatic state is considered a sure prognostication of direct illumination of the heart by God, and constitutes the fifth stage (in the mystic journey) called hāl or ecstasy.”

HALAL (حلال). Lit. “That which is untied or loosened.” That which is lawful, as distinguished from ḫarām, or that which is unlawful.

AL-HALIM (الحميم). “The Clement.” One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur’an, e.g. Sūrah ii. 226: “God is forgiving and Clement.”

HĀMAL (حمايل). Lit. “Things suspended.” An amulet or charm. [AMULET.]

HĀMĀTATU 'L-ARSH (حماطات العرش). Lit. “Those who bear the throne.” Certain angels mentioned in the Qur’an, Sūrah xl. 7: “Those who bear the throne (i.e. the Hamālatu 'l-Aresh) and those round it (i.e. the Karūbin) celebrate the praise of their Lord, and believe in Him, and ask pardon for those who believe.”

AL-HAMD (الحمد). The “Praise.” A title of the first chapter of the Qur’an. According to Kītabu ‘l-Tarīfah, “praise (hamd) of God is of three kinds:

(1) Al-hamdu l-Qaṭūfī, the praise of God with the tongue, with those attributes with which He has made known Himself. (2) Al-hamdu l-Fawā'īl, the praise of God with the body according to the will of God. (3) Al-hamdu l-Hāli, the praise of God with the heart and spirit.

AL-HAMD (الحمد). The “Praise.” A title of the first chapter of the Qur’an. According to Kītabu ‘l-Tarīfah, “praise (hamd) of God is of three kinds:

(1) Al-hamdu l-Qaṭūfī, the praise of God with the tongue, with those attributes with which He has made known Himself. (2) Al-hamdu l-Fawā'īl, the praise of God with the body according to the will of God. (3) Al-hamdu l-Hāli, the praise of God with the heart and spirit.
AL-HAMID

The Laudable. The one worthy of praise. One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur’an, e.g., Sūrah xl. 76, “Verily He is to be praised.”

HĀ MĪM (حاء ميم). Seven Sūrahs of the Qur’an begin with the letters c, h, m, and are called al-Vawāsim. They are the xli, xlii, xlili, xliii, xlv, xlv, and xlvii. Various opinions are held by Muhammadan commentators as to the meaning of these mysterious letters. Jālān ‘Id-din as-Suyūtî in his Iṣqān, says these letters are simply initial letters, the meaning of which is known only to God, but Ibn ‘Abbas says the letters d, h, m, stand for ar-Rahmān, “the Merciful,” one of the attributes of God.

Mr. Rodwell, in his Introduction to the Korán, says, “Possibly the letters Ḥa, Mīm, which are prefixed to numerous successive Sūras were private marks, or initial letters, attached by their proprietor to the copies furnished to Said when effecting his recension of the text under Othman. In the same way, the letters prefixed to other Sūras may be monograms, or abbreviations, or initial letters of the names of the persons to whom the copies of the respective Sūras belonged.”

HAMRA‘U L-ĀSĀD (حمام الأسعد). A village or small town, the scene of one of Muhammad’s expeditions against the Quraisyah. Having reached this spot he kindled five hundred fires to make the Quraisyah believe that the pursuing force was very large, and, contenting himself with this demonstration, he returned to al-Madinah, from which it was about 80 miles. According to Burton, it is the modern Wasitaab.

“At Hamra‘ al-Asaad, Mahomet made prisoner one of the enemy, the post Abu Oza, who had loitered behind the rest. He had been taken prisoner at Bedred, and, having five daughters dependent on him, had been freely released, on the promise that he would not again bear arms in the war against the Prophet. He now sought for mercy: ’O Mahomet!’ he prayed, ’forgive me of thy grace.’ ’Nay, verily,’ said the Prophet, ’a believer may not be twice bitten from the same hole. Thou shalt never return to Mecca, stroke thy beard and say, I have again deceived Mahomet. Load him forth to execution!’ So saying, he motioned to a bystander, who with his sword struck off the captive’s head.” (Muir’s Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 270.)

HAMZAH (حمزة). Muhammad’s uncle, who embraced Islam and became one of its bravest champions. He was at the battle of Uhud and slew ‘Usman, one of the leaders of the Quraisyah, but was soon afterwards himself killed by a wild negro named Wahshi, and his dead body shamefully mutilated. At his death Muhammad is recorded to have said that Hamzah was “the lion of God and of His Apostle.” The warlike deeds of Hamzah are recorded in Persian poetry, in which he is celebrated as Amir Hamzah.

HAMZIYAH (حمايّ). A sect of Muslims founded by Hamzah ibn Adîrak, who say that the children (infants) of infidels will be consigned to the Fire of Hell, the general belief of Muhammadans being that they will have a special place in al-Arâl. (Kitâb ‘ut-Tawrîfîn, in loco.)

HANAFI (حنفي). HANAFI (حنفي). A member of the sect of Sunnis founded by the Imâm Abû Hanîfah. [ABU HANIFAH.]

HANBALI. [IBN HANBALI.]

HANBALI (حنبي). A member of the Hanbali sect of Sunni Muslims. [IBN HANBALI.]


(1) It is a rule with Muslims to honour the right hand above the left; to use the right hand for all honourable purposes, and the left for actions which, though necessary, are unclean. The hands must be washed before prayers (Ablutions) and before meals.

(2) The expression yadu ’l-dâh, the “hand of God,” occurs in the Qur’an:

Sūrah v. 69: “The Jews say, ‘God’s hand is fettered;’ their hands are fettered, for they are cursed.”

Sūrah xxvi. 10: “God’s hand is above their hands.”

There is a controversy between the orthodox Sunnis and the Wahhabis regarding the expression, “God’s hand.” The former maintaining that it is a figurative expression for the power of God, the latter holding that it is literal; but that it is impossible to say in what sense or manner God has a hand; for as the essence of God is not known, how can the manner of His existence be understood?

HANDEKHERCHIEFS. The custom of keeping a handkerchief in the hand, as is frequently practised, is said to be abominable (makrâh). Many, however, hold that it is allowable, if done from motives of necessity. This, says Abu Hanîfah, is approved; for the practice is abominable only when it is done ostentatiously. (Hidayah, vol. iv. p. 95.)

HANIF (حنیف), pl. Hunaîfâ. Lit.

“One who is inclined.” (1) Anyone sincere in his inclination to Islam. (2) One orthodox in the faith. (3) One who is of the religion of Abraham. (See Hajj 19 ‘Ibâhâr, in loco.)

The word occurs ten times in the Qur’an.

L—Six times for the religion of Abraham—:

Sūrah ii. 129: “They say, ‘Be ye Jews or Christians so shall ye be guided!’ Say: ‘Not so!’ but the faith of Abraham, the Hanîfî, he was not of the idolaters.”

Sūrah i. 90: “Abraham was not a Jew nor a Christian, but he was a Hanîfî re-signe...”

Idem, 89: “Follow the faith of Abraham, a Hanîfî, who was not of the idolaters.”
HAAQQI 'L-‘ABD

from the light of God. This light of mine roamed about wherever God willed, and when the Almighty resolved to make the world, He divided this light of Muhammad into four portions: from the first He created the Pen (golam); from the second, the Tablet (fusūl); from the third, the highest heavens and the throne of God (‘arād); the fourth portion was divided into four sections: from the first were created the Hamalatu l-'Arab, or the eight angels who support the throne of God; from the second, the kūrî, or lower throne of God; from the third, the angels; and the fourth, being divided into four subdivisions, from it were created (1) the firmaments or seven heavens, (2) the earth, (3) the seven paradises and seven hells, (4) and again from a fourth section were created (1) the light of the eyes, (2) the light of the mind, (3) the light of the love of the Unity of God, (4) the remaining portion of creation.

The author of the Ḥayātul-‘Uqbiyy, a Shi‘ah book of traditions (See Merrick’s translation, p. 4), says the traditions respecting the creations from this Light of Muhammad are numerous and discordant, but that the discrepancies may possibly be reconciled by referring the diverse dates to different eras in the process of creation. “The holy light of Muhammad,” he says, “dwelt under the empyrean seventy-three thousand years, and then resided seventy thousand years in Paradise. Afterwards it rested another period of seventy thousand years under the celestial tree called Subrātul-Muntahā, and, emigrating from heaven to heaven, arrived at length in the lowest of those celestial mansions, where it remained until the Most High willed the creation of Adam.”
(A very curious account of the absurd beliefs of the Shi‘ahs on this subject will be found in Mr. Merrick’s edition of the Ḥiyātul-‘Uqbiyy; Boston, 1860.)

HAQQI (اَحْقَی‎). “Literary,” as opposed to that which is najārī, or figurative.

HAQQ (حَقّ‎). “Truth, justice.”

A term used in theology for that which is true, e.g. The word of God; religion. In law it implies that which is due. A thing decreed; a claim. By the Sufi mystics it is always used for the Divine Essence; God.

AL-HAQQU ‘L-‘ABD (الاحقی العبد‎). “The right of the slave (of God).” In law the right of an injured individual to demand redress and justice.

AL-HAQQAH (الاحقیه‎). Lit. “The surely Impending.” The title of the LXIITH Sūrah of the Qur’ān, in which the word occurs in the opening verse: “The inevitable! (al-Haqqatu’l-) What is the inevitable?” The word is understood by all commentators to mean the Day of Resurrection and Judgment. It does not occur in any other portion of the Qur’ān.

162 HAQQAH

Sūrah vi. 162: “The faith of Abraham, the Ḥanīf, he was not of the idolaters.”
Sūrah xxvi. 121: “Verily Abraham was an ʿImām, a Ḥanīf, and was not of the idolaters.”
Sūrah vii. 79: (Abraham said) “I have turned my face to Him who originated the heaven and the earth as a Ḥanīf, and I am not of the idolaters.”
II.—Four times for one sound in the fourth. Sūrah x. 105: “Make steadfast thy face to the religion as a Ḥanīf, and be not an idolater.”
Sūrah xxii. 32: “Avoid speaking falsely being Ḥanīf to God, not associating aught with Him.”
Sūrah xciii. 4: “Being sincere in religion unto Him, as Ḥanīf, and to be steadfast in prayer.”
Sūrah xxx. 29: “Set thy face steadfast towards the religion as a Ḥanīf.”

III.—The term was also applied in the early stages of Ḩisām, and before Muhammad obtained the position of an inspired prophet, to those who had shown their hand to search for the truth among the mass of conflicting dogmas and superstitions of the religions that existed in Arabia. Amongst these Ḥanīfs were Wāraqaḥ, the Prophet’s cousin, and Zaid ibn ʿAmr, summoned the Enquirers. They were known as Ḥanīfs, a word which originally meant “inclining one’s steps toward anything,” and therefore signified either a convert or a pervert. Muhammad appears from the above verses (when chronologically arranged), to have first used it for the religion of Abraham, but afterwards for any sincere professor of Islam.

HAQQAH (احقیه). “Truth; sincerity.”

(1) The essence of a thing as meaning that by being which a thing is what it is. As when we say that a rational animal is the haqqah of a human being. (See Kitābu’l-Tarīqāt.)
(2) A word or phrase used in its proper or original sense, as opposed to that which is figurative. A speech without trope or figure.
(3) The sixth stage in the mystic journey of the Sūfī, when he is supposed to receive a revelation of the true nature of the Godhead, and to have arrived at “the Truth.”

AL-HAQQATU ‘L-MUHAMMADIYAH (الاحقیة المهديّة). The original essence of Muhammad, the Nūr-i Muhammadiyah, or the Light of Muhammad, which is believed to have been created before all things. (Kitābu’l-Tarīqāt, in loco.)

The Ḥanīfūs do not believe in the pre-existence of their Prophet, and the doctrine is most probably an invention of the Šīfī mystics in the early stages of Islam.

According to the Imam Ṣaḥīḫ al-Muḥāsin (Muḥāsin-i-ulduņa, vol. i. p. 12), it is related by Jāḥiẓ ibn ʿAbdul Thālab al-ʿAnsārī that the Prophet said: “The first thing created was the light of your Prophet, which was created

162 HAQQAH
HAQQU 'LLAH (حَقَّ اللَّهِ). "The right of God." In law, the retributive chastisement which it is the duty of a magistrate to inflict for crime and offences against morality and religion. In theology it means prayer, alms, fasting, pilgrimage, and other religious duties.

HAQQU 'L-YAQIN (حَقُّ الْيَقِينِ). "A conviction of the truth." A term used by the Sufi mystics for a state in which the seeker after truth has in thought and reflection a positive evidence of his extinction and of his being incorporated in the Essence of God. [Yaqin.]

HAQQU 'N-NAS (حَقُّ النَّاسِ). "The right of men." A term in law implying the same as Haqqu 'l-'Abd.

HARAM (حَرَام). pl. Huram. "That which is sacred. (1) Al-Haram, the sacred precincts of Makkah or al-Madinah. (2) Huram, the apartments of women in a Muhammadan household. [Harim.] (3) Huram, wives.

HARĀM (حَرَام). Lit. "prohibited." That which is unlawful. The word is used in both a good and a bad sense, e.g., Baitu 'l-harām, the sacred house; and Malu 'l-harām, unlawful possessions. 'Ibnu 'l-harām, an illegitimate son; Shahrū 'l-harām, a sacred month.

A thing is said to be harām when it is forbidden, as opposed to that which is halāl, or lawful. A pilgrim is said to be harām as soon as he has put on the pilgrim's garb.

Harāmū 'llah lā disfū is a form of oath that a man will not do a thing.

HARAMU 'L-MADINAH (حَرَامِ الْمَدِينَةِ). The sacred boundary of al-Madinah within which certain acts are unlawful which are lawful elsewhere. The Imam Abū Hanifah says that the Koran has authorized it and that it is respectful to the person of the sacred city, as the seventh verse of the Prophet, not to bear arms, or kill, or cut grass, &c., still it is not, as in the case of Makkah, an incumbent religious duty. According to a tradition by 'Ali ibn Abī Ṭālib (Mishkār, book xi. ch. xvi.), the Hudūd 'l-Harām, or sacred limits of al-Madinah are from Jābl 'Aqīr to Saur. According to Burton, the diameter of the Haram is from ten to twelve miles. (El Medinah and Meccah, vol. i. p. 362.)

HARAMU MAKKAH (حَرَامِ مَكَّة). The sacred boundary of Makkah within which certain acts are unlawful which are lawful elsewhere. It is not lawful to carry arms, or to fight within its limits. Its thorns must not be broken, nor its game molested, nor must anything be taken up which has fallen on the ground, unless it is done to restore it to its owner. Its fresh grass or even its dry grass must not be cut; except the bog rush (izkhir), because it is used for blacksmith's fires and for thatching houses. (A tradition by Ibn 'Abbās, Mishkār, book xi. ch. xv. pt. 1). 'Abdu 'l-Haqq says that when Abraham, "the friend of God," placed the black stone at the time of the building of the Ka'bah, its east, west, north, and south quarters became bright with light, and that wherever the brightness extended itself became the Hudūd 'l-Harām, or the limits of the sacred city. These limits are marked by medars or pillars on all sides, except on the Jiddah and Jafrinah roads, regarding which there is some dispute as to the exact distance.

HAREEM. [Harim.]

HARES. Arabic arāmāb, pl. arāmāb. Heb. אָרָם. The flesh of the hare is lawful, for the Prophet ate it, and commanded his companions to do so (Hīdāyah, vol. iv. p. 75). A difference of opinion has in all ages existed as to the value of the hare as an article of food. The Greeks and Romans ate it in spite of an opinion that prevailed that it was not wholesome. In the law of Moses, it is specified amongst the unclean animals (Lev. xi. 6; Deut. xiv. 7). The Parsees do not eat hare's flesh, nor do the Armenians.

HARF (حَرْف). (1) An extremity, verge, or border. (2) A letter of the alphabet. (3) A particle in grammar. (4) A dialect of Arabia, or a mode of expression peculiar to certain Arabs. The Qurān is said to have been revealed in seven dialects (sab'at a'brūf). [Qur'ān.] (5) A term used by the Sufi mystics for the particle of any true essence.

HARIM, or HAREEM (حَرَيم). A word used especially in Turkey, Egypt, and Syria, for the female apartments of a Muhammadan household. In Persia, Afghanistan, and India, the terms harangah, mukallasarai and zarānāh are used for the same place.

The seclusion of women being enjoined in the Qurān (Sirah xxviii. 55), in all Muhammadan countries it is the rule for respectable women to remain secluded at home, and not to travel abroad unveiled, nor to associate with men other than their husbands or such male relatives as are forbidden in marriage by reason of consanguinity. In consequence of these injunctions, which have all the force of a divine enactment, the female portion of a Muhammadan family always resides in apartments which are in an inclosed courtyard and excluded from public view. This inclosure is called the harima, and sometimes harram, or in Persian zarānāh, from zar, a "woman"). Mr. Lane in his Modern Egyptians, has given a full account of the Egyptian harim. We are indebted to Mrs. Meer Ali for the following very graphic and interesting description of a Muhammadan zarānāh or harim in Lucknow.

Mrs. Meer Ali was an English lady who married a Muhammadan gentleman, and resided amongst the people of Lucknow for twelve years. Upon the death of her husband, she returned to England, and published
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Observations on the Muzalimeen of India, which was dedicated, with permission, to Queen Adelaide.

"The habitable buildings of a native Muhammadan house are raised a few steps from the court; a line of pillars forms the front of the building, which has no upper rooms; the roof is flat, and the sides and back without windows, except any aperture through which air can be received. The sides and back are merely high walls, forming an enclosure, and the only air is admitted from the fronts of the dwelling-place facing the court-yard. The apartments are divided into long halls, the extreme corners having small rooms or dark closets purposely built for the repository of valuables or stores; doors are fixed to these closets, which are the only places I have seen with them in a zanânah or mahall (house or palace occupied by females); the floor is either of beaten earth, bricks, or stones; boarded floors are not yet introduced. As they have neither doors nor windows to the halls, warmth or privacy is secured by means of thick wadded curtains, made to fit each opening between the pillars. Some zanânahs have two rows of pillars in the halls with wadded curtains to each, thus forming two distinct halls, as occasion may serve, or greater warmth be required; this is a convenient arrangement where the establishment of servants, slaves, &c. is extensive.

The wadded curtains are called pardahs; these are sometimes made of woolen cloth, but more generally of coarse calico, of two colours, in patchwork style, striped, van- dyked, or in some other ingeniously contrived and ornamented way, according to their individual taste.

Besides the pardahs, the openings between the pillars have blinds neatly made of fine bamboo strips, woven together with coloured cords; these are called chinks. Many of them are painted green, others are more gaudy, both in colour and variety of patterns. These blinds constitute a real comfort to everyone in India, as they admit air when let down, and at the same time shut out flies and other annoying insects; besides which, the extreme glare is shaded by them—a desirable object to foreigners in particular.

The floors of the halls are first matted with the coarse date-leaf matting of the country, over which are spread shatraajis (thick cotton carpets, particularly the manufacture of the Upper Provinces of India, woven in stripes of blue and white, or shades of blue): a white calico carpet covers the shatrajji, which the females take their seat.

The beds of the family are placed, during the day, in lines at the back of the hall, to be moved at pleasure to any chosen spot for the night's repose; often into the open court-yard, for the benefit of the pure air. They are all formed on one principle, differing in size and quality; they stand about half a yard from the floor, the legs round and broad at bottom, narrowing as they rise towards the frame, which is laced over with a thick cotton tape, made for the purpose, and plaited in chequer, and thus rendered soft, or rather elastic, and very pleasant to recline upon. The legs of these beds are covered in some instances gold and silver gilt, or pure silver; others have ornamental paintings on fine wood; the inferior grades have them merely of wood painted plain and varnished. The servants' beds are of the common mango-wood without ornament, the lacing of these for the sacking being of elastic string manufactured from the fibre of the coco-nut.

"Such are the bedsteads of every class of people. They seldom have mattresses: a white quilt is spread on the lacing, over which a calico sheet, tied at each corner of the bedstead with cords and tassels; several thin flat pillows of beaten cotton for the head; a muslin sheet for warm weather, and a well wadded razâi (coverlid) for winter is all these children of Nature deem essential to their comfort in the way of sleeping. They have no idea of night-dresses; the same suit that they wear daily, is retained both night and day, until a change be needed. The simple article exchanged at night is the dupatta (a small shawl for the head), and that only when it happens to be of silver tissue or embroidery, for which a muslin or calico sheet is substituted.

"The very highest circles have the same habits in common with the meanest, but those who can afford shawls of Cashmere, prefer them for sleeping in, when the cold weather renders them wearable. Blankets are never used except by the poorest peasantry, who wear them in lieu of better garments night and day in the winter season; they are always black, the natural colour of the wool. The quilts of the higher orders are generally made of silk of the brightest hues, well wadded, and lined with dyed muslin of assimilating colour; they are usually bound with broad silver ribands, and sometimes bordered with gold brocaded trimmings. The middling classes have fine chintz quits, and the servants and slaves coarse ones of the same material; but all are on the same plan, whether for a queen or the meanest of her slaves, differing only in the quality of the material. The mistress of the house is easily distinguished by her seat of honour in the hall of a zanânah, a masnad not being allowed to any other person but the lady of the mansion. The masnad carpet is spread on the floor, if possible near to a pillar about the centre of the hall, and is made of many varieties of fabric—gold cloth, quilted silk, brocaded silk, velvet, fine chintz, or whatever may suit the lady's taste, circumstances, or convenience. It is about two yards square, and generally bordered or fringed, on which is placed the alabaster beds are upon the masnad. This article may be understood by those who have seen a lace-maker's pillow in England, excepting only that the masnad is about twenty times the size of that useful little article in the hands of our industrious villagers. The masnad is covered with gold cloth, silk, velvet, or calico, with square pil-
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lows to correspond, for the elbows, the knees, &c. This is the seat of honour, to be
elevated to which, with the lady-owner, is a mark of favour to an equal or inferior: when
a superior pays a visit of honour, the prided seat is usually surrendered to her, and the
lady of the house takes her place most humbly on the very edge of her own carpet.
Looking-glasses or ornamental furniture are very rarely to be seen in the zanahah, even of
the very richest females. Clairs and sofas are produced when English visitors are ex-
pected; but the ladies of Hindustan prefer the usual mode of sitting and lounging on the
carpet; and as for tables, I suppose not one
genteel woman of the whole country has ever
been seated at one; and very few, perhaps,
have any idea of their useful purposes, all
their meals being served on the floor, where
dasturkhams (table-cloths we should call
them) are spread, but neither knives, forks,
spoons, glasses, nor napkins, so essential to the
comfortable enjoyment of the chaste and
European epicure. But those who never knew such
comforts have no desire for the indulgence,
and taste to appreciate them.

"On the several occasions, amongst native
society, of assembling in large parties, as at
births and marriages, the halls, although ex-
tensive, would be inadequate to accommodate
the whole party. They then have awnings of
white calico, neatly flounced with muslin,
supported on poles fixed in the court-yard,
and connecting the open space with the great
hall, by wooden platforms which are brought
to a line with the building, and covered with
skaranjali, and white carpets to correspond
with the floor-furniture of the hall; and here
the ladies sit by day and sleep by night very
comfortably, without feeling any great incon-
venience from the absence of their bedsteads,
which could never be arranged for the accom-
modation of so large an assembly—nor is it
ever expected.

"The usually barren look of these almost
unfurnished halls, is on such occasions quite
changed, when the ladies are assembled in
their various dresses; for the brilliant display
of jewels, the glittering drapery of their
dress, the various expressions of countenance,
and different figures, the multitude of female
attendants and slaves, the children of all
ages and sizes in their variously ornamental
dresses, are subjects to arrest both the eye
and any kind of observing visitor; and the
hall, when empty appeared desolate and
coldcomfortless, thus filled, leaves nothing
wanting to render the scene attractive.

"The buzz of human voices, the happy
playfulness of the children, the closest sing-
ing of the domino fill up the animated pic-
ture. I have sometimes passed an hour or
two in witnessing their innocent amusements,
without any feeling of regret for the brief
sacrifice of time I had made. I am free to
confess, however, that I have returned to my
traveller's home with increased delight after
having witnessed the bustle of a zanahah
assembly. At first I pitied the apparent
monotony of their lives; but this feeling has
worn away by intimacy with the people, who
are thus prevailed from mixing generally
with the world. They are happy in their
confinement; and when they have lost the
sweets of liberty, would not know how to
use the boon if it were to be granted them.
As the bird from the nest immersed in a cage
is both cheerful and contented, so are these
females. They have not, it is true, many
intellectual resources, but they have nutu-
rally good understandings, and having learned
their duty they strive to fulfill it. So far
as I have had any opportunity of making
personal observations on their general char-
acter, they appear to me obedient wives, dutiful daughters, affectionate mothers, kind
mistresses, sincere friends, and liberal bene-
factoresses to the distressed poor. These are
their moral qualifications, and in their reli-
gious duties, they are zealous in performing
the several ordinances which they have been
instructed by their parents or husbands to
observe. If there is any pernicious prejudice
in the injunctions of their law-giver, those whom I
have known must intimately, deserves praise
since 'they are faithful in that they profess."

"To ladies accustomed from infancy to con-
finement, this kind of life is by no means ir-
ksome; they have their employments and their
amusements, and though these are not exactly
to our taste, nor suited to our mode of educa-
tion, they are not the less relished by those
for whom they were invented. They perhaps
wonder equally at some of our modes of dis-
sipating time, and fancy we might spend it
more profitably. Do that as it may, the
Muslim ladies, with whom I have been long
intimate, appear to me always happy, con-
tented, and satisfied with the seclusion to
which they were born; they desire no other,
and I have ceased to regret they cannot be
made partakers of that freedom of inter-
course with the world we deem so essential
to our happiness, since their health suffers
nothing from that confinement, by which they
are preserved from a variety of snares and
temptations; besides which, they wind it
graciously in the highest degree to mix
discriminately with men who are not rela-
tions. They are educated from infancy for
retirement, and they can have no wish that
the custom should be changed, which keeps
them apart from the society of men, to who are
not very nearly related to them. Female
society is unlimited, and that they enjoy
without restraint.

"Those females who rank above peasants
or inferior servants, are disposed from prin-
ciple to keep themselves strictly from obser-
vation; all who have any regard for the
character or the honour of their house, se-
clude themselves from the eye of strangers,
carefully instructing their young daughters
to a rigid observance of their own prudent
example. Little girls, when they are old,
are kept strictly behind the purdah (lit.
"curtain"), and when they move abroad it is
always in covered conveyances, and under
the guardianship of a faithful female domestic,
who is equally serious as the mother to
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preserve the young lady's reputation unblemished by conceal- ing her from the gaze of men.

"The ladies of zanānah life are not re- stricted from the society of their own sex; they are, as I have before remarked, extra- vagantly fond of company, and equally as keen to please when entertained. To be alone is a trial to which they are seldom exposed, every lady having companions amongst her dependants; and according to her means the number in her establishment is regulated. Some ladies of rank have from two to ten companions, independent of slaves and domestics; and there are some of the royal family at Lucknow who entertain in their service two or three hundred female dependants, of all classes. A well-filled zanānah is a mark of gentility; and even the poorest lady in the country will retain a number of slaves and domestics, if she cannot afford companions; but she knows that they are miserable without society, the habit of associating—with numbers having grown up with infancy to maturity: 'to be alone,' is considered, with women thus situated, a real calamity.

On occasions of assembling in large par- ties, each lady takes with her a companion besides two or three slaves to attend upon her, no one expecting to be served by the servants of the house at which they are visiting. This swells the numbers to be pro- vided for; and as the visit is always for three days and three nights (except on 'fās, when the visit is confined to one day), some fore- thought must be exercised by the lady of the house, that all may be accommodated in such a manner as may secure to her the re- putation of hospitality.

"The kitchen and offices to the zanānah, I have remarked, occupy one side of the quad- range; they face the great or centre hall appropriated to the assembly. These kit- chens, however, are sufficiently distant to prevent any great annoyance from the smoke — I say smoke, because chimneys have not yet been introduced into the kitchens of the natives.

"The fire-places are all on the ground, something resembling stoves, each admitting one saucopen, the Asiatic style of cooking requiring no other contrivance. Roast or boiled joints are never seen at the dinner of a native; a lag of mutton or sirloin of beef would place the hostess under all sorts of difficulties, where knives and forks are not understood to be amongst the useful appendages of a meal. The varieties of their dishes are countless, but stews and curries are the chief; all the others are mere varieties. The only thing in the shape of roast meats are small lean cutlets bruised, seasoned and cemented with pounded poppy seed. Several being fastened together on skewers, they are grilled or roasted over a charcoal fire spread out, and then called kobā, which word implies roast meat.

"The kitchen of a zanānah would be in- adequate to the business of cooking for a large assembly; the most choice dishes only

(for the highly-favoured guests), are cooked by the servants of the establishment. The needed numbers required in entertaining a large party is provided by a regular bazar cook, several of whom establish themselves in native cities, or wherever there is a Mus- lim population. Orders being previously given, the morning and evening dinners are punctually served at the appointed hour in covered trays, each tray having portions of the several good things ordered, so that there is no confusion in serving out the feast on its arrival at the mansion. The food thus prepared by the bazar cook (nabāt, he is called), is plain boiled rice, sweet rice, āfīr (rice-milk), mutāṣāj (rice sweetened with the addition of preserved fruits, raisins, &c., coloured with saffron), salāna (curries) of many varieties, some cooked with vege- tables, others with unripe fruits with or without meat; pūzās of many sorts, kabābā, preserves, pickles, chutnis, and many other things too tedious to admit of detail.

"The bread in general use amongst natives is chiefly unleavened: nothing in the likeness of English bread is to be seen at their meals; and many object to its being fermented with the intoxicating toddy (extracted from a tree). Most of the native bread is baked on iron plates over a charcoal fire. They have many varieties, both plain and rich, and some of the latter resembles our pastry, both in quality and flavour.

"The dinners, I have said, are brought into the zanānah, ready dished in the native earthenware, on trays; and as they neither use spoons nor forks, there is no great delay in setting out the meal where nothing is re- quired for display or effect, beyond the ex- cellent quality of the food and its being well cooked. In a large assembly all cannot dine at the dastārkhūn of the lady hostess, even if privileged by their rank; they are, there- fore, accommodated in groups of ten, fifteen, or more, as may be convenient; each lady having her companion at the meal, and her slaves to brush off the intruding flies with a chaurī; to hand water, or to fetch and carry any article of delicacy from or to a neighbour- ing group. The slaves and servants dine in parties after their ladies have finished, in any retired corner of the court-yard—always avoiding as much as possible the presence of their superiors.

"Before anyone touches the meal, water is carried round for each lady to wash the hand and rinse the mouth. It is deemed unclean to eat without this form of ablution, and the person neglecting it would be held unholy. This done, the lady turns to her meal, saying, "Bismillāh!" (In the name or to the praise of God!), and with the right hand conveys the food to her mouth (the left hand is never used at meals); and although they partake of every variety of food placed before them with no other aid than their fingers, yet the mechanical habit is so perfect that they neither drop a grain of rice, soil the dress, nor retain any of the food on their fingers. The custom must always be offensive to a foreign
eye, and the habit none would wish to copy; yet everyone who witnesses must admire the neat way in which the washing is accomplished by these really 'Children of Nature.'

"The repast concluded, the 
lotā (vessel 
with water), and the 
laggan (to receive the 
water in after rinsing the hands and mouth), 
are passed round. To every person who, 
having announced by the 
lashīkh (shouts to God) that she has finished, 
the attendants present first the powdered 
peas, called bāzīn,—which answers the pur-
purpose of soap in removing grease, &c., from the 
fingers—and then the water in due course. 
Soap has not yet even been brought into 
fashion by the natives, except by the washers-
men; I have often been surprised that they 
have not found the use of soap a necessary 
article in the nursery, where the only 
substitute I have seen is the powdered 
peas.

"Lotas and laggans are articles largely used 
in the poorer classes of people; they must be poor 
indeed who do not boast of one, at least, 
in their family. They are always of 
metal, either brass, or copper lacquered over, or 
silver; in some cases, as with the nobility, 
silver and even gold are converted into these 
useful articles of native cookery.

"China or glass is comparatively but little 
used; water is their only beverage, and this 
is preferred, in the absence of metal basins, 
out of the common red earthen katora (cup 
shaped like a vase).

"China dishes, bowls, and basins, are used 
for serving many of the savoury articles of 
food in; but it is as common in the privacy 
of the palace, as well as in the huts of the 
peasantry, to see many choice things intro-
duced at meals served up in the rude red 
earthen platter; many of the delicacies of 
Asiatic cookery being esteemed more palat-
able from the earthen flavour of the new 
vessel in which it is served.

"China tea-sets are very rarely found in 
the zanānah, tea being used by the natives 
more as a medicine than a refreshment; ex-
except when such gentlemen as have frequent 
intercourse with the "Sāhib Log" (English 
gentry), among whom they acquire a taste 
for this delightful beverage. The ladies, 
however, must have a severe cold to induce 
them to partake of the beverage even as a 
remedy, but by no means as luxury. I 
imagined that the inhabitants of a zanānah 
were sadly deficient in actual comforts, when 
I found, upon my first arrival in India, that 
there were no preparations for breakfast 
going forward; everyone set down in 
pan-class of smoking and smoking the 
huqqah, but no breakfast after the morning 
namāz. I was, however, soon satisfied that they felt no sort 
of privation, as the early meal so common in 
Europe has never been introduced in Eastern 
circles. Their first meal is a good substantial 
dinner, ten, eleven, or twelve o'clock, after 
which follows pan and the huqqah; to this 
succeeds a sleep of two or three hours, pro-
viding it does not impede the duty of prayer 
— the pious, I ought to remark, would give up 
every indulgence which would prevent the
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The Qurʾan. They are said to be two angels who, in consequence of their compassion for the fallen state of mankind, were sent down to earth to be tempted. They both promised, and being permitted to choose whether they would be punished now or hereafter, chose the former, and are still suspended by the feet at Babel in a rocky pit, where they are great teachers of magic.

The account of these two angels in the Qurʾan, is given in Sūrah ii. 98:—

"They (the Jews) followed what the devils taught in the reign of Solomon: not that Solomon was unbelieving, but the devils were unbelieving." Sorcery did they teach to men, and what had been revealed to the two angels, Hûrût and Mûrût, at Babel. Yet no man did these two teach until they had said, "We are only a temptation. Be not then an unbeliever." From these two did men learn how to cause division between man and wife: but unless he leave of God, no man did they harm thereby. They learned, indeed, what would harm and not profit them; and yet they knew that he who bought that art should have no part in the life to come. And vile the price for which they have sold themselves,—if they had but known it!"

HĀSHIM (ḥāṣim). “Envy, malevolence, malice.” It occurs twice in the Qurʾan.

Sūrah ii. 108: “Many of the people of the Book (i.e. Jews and Christians) desire to bring you back to unbelief after ye have believed, cut of selfish envy, even after the truth hath been clearly shewn them.”

Sūrah xxvi. 5: “I seek refuge . . . . from the envy of the envious when he envies.”

AL-HĀSĀN (al-ḥāsān). The fifth Khalīfah. The eldest son of Fātimah, the daughter of Muhammad, by her husband the Khalīfah ‘Alī. Born a.h. 3. Died a.h. 49. He succeeded his father ‘Alī as Khalīfah a.h. 41, and reigned about six months. He resigned the Caliphate in favour of Muʿāwiyyah, and was eventually poisoned by his wife Jaʾdah, who was suborned to commit the deed by Yazid, the son of Muʿāwiyyah, by a promise of marrying her, which promise he did not keep. Al-Hāsān had twenty children, fifteen sons and five daughters, from whom are descended one section of the great family of Sāyiṣah, or Lūriz, the descendants of the Prophet. The history of Al-Hāsān, together with the tragic death of his brother Al-Husain, form the plot of the miracle play of the Muḥarram.

[ḤUSAIN, MUḤARRAM, SAIYID.]

HĀSHIM (ḥāṣim). The great-grandfather of Muhammad. Born, according to M. C. de Porceval, A.D. 464. Spranger places his birth in A.D. 442. He married Salma, by whom he had a son, ‘Abdu l-‘Muḥṣa- bih, the father of ‘Abdu l-‘Ilāh, who was the father of Muhammad. The author of the Q̲anām̲sa says Hāshim's original name was 'Amr, but he was surnamed Hāshim on account of his hospitality in distributing bread (ḥaṣm, to break bread) to the pilgrims at Makkah.
HAWA

HAWA (هوا). "Desire, love; hankering after." A term used by the Sufi mystics for lust, or unholy desire. Haawâ-i-Nafšânî, "the lust of the flesh"; Al-i-Hawa, "a sceptic, an unbeliever."

HAWA JIM (هوا جم). Lit. "Assaults, shocks." A term used by the Sufi mystics for those thoughts of the heart which enter it without desire or intention. (Abdu'l-Razzâq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

HAWÂJÎS (هواجس). "Thoughts." A term used by the Sufi mystics for the worldly thoughts of the heart. (Abdu'l-Razzâq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

HAWÂLAH (هولاه). A legal term signifying the removal or transfer of a debt by way of secession or corroborum from that of the original debtor to that person to whom it is transferred. (Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 606.)

HAWÂMIM (هوامم). A title given to a number of chapters of the Qur'ân which begin with the letters ح ما م, namely, XL, Suraat 'l-Mum'in; XLI, Suraat Fusailat; XLII, Suraat 'Ah-Shûrâ; XLIII, Suraat 'Zukhruf; XLIV, Suraat d-Dukhân; XLV, Suraat d-Jâisiyyah; XLVI, Suraat 'l-Ahqaf. For an explanation of the letters H M at the commencement of these Surahs, see HA MIM. It is related in the Traditions that a man said to the Prophet, "I am old, and my memory is imperfect, and my tongue is stiff;" and the Prophet replied, "Then repeat three of the Surahs beginning with Ha Mim." (Mishkât, book vii. ch. ii. pt. 3.)

HAWÂRî (هواری). The word used in the Qur'ân (Surahs iii. 45; lxi. 14) for the Apostles of Jesus. Al-Baizaâwi, the Muhammadan commentator, says it is derived from hawwâr, "to be white," and was given to the disciples of Jesus, either on account of their purity of life and sincerity; or because they were respectable men and wore white garments. In the Traditions (Mishkât, book i. ch. v. pt. 1) it is used for the followers of all the Prophets. The word may be derived from the Æthiopic haowrepr, "to go, to be sent."

AL-HAWÂSSU L-KHÂMSAH (الحاسوس الخمس). [FIVE SENSES.]

HAWAZIN (هازين). A great and warlike tribe of Arabia in the days of Muhammad, who dwelt between Makkah and the'Yathî. Muhammad defeated them at the battle of Hunain, A.H. 8, a victory which in the Qur'ân, Surah ix. 26, is ascribed to angelic aid. (See Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 432.)

HAWIYAH (هوية). A division of hell. The bottomless pit for the hypocrites. Qur'ân, Surah cl. G, "But as for him whose balance is light, his dwelling shall be Hawiyah."
HAZRÉ ZAMINÍ (Hazrát Hashimah). Ball for the person, which, according to the Imam Abu-Rashtah, is lawful. Ball for property is called nádi zamini.

HAZRÁH (Hazrat). Lit. “Presence.”
This title of respect has no equivalent in English, as it is employed in a variety of acceptations. Applied to an officer of rank, it would mean “your honour”; to a clergyman, “your reverence”; to a king, “your majesty.” When applied to the names of prophets, apostles, or saints, it expresses the sacredness of his office and character, i.e. our Saviour is called Hazrat Iesa, and the Virgin Mary, Hazrat Maryam. The word is much used in Persian theological works. It is seldom used in such a sense in Arabic books. Hazrat Uzïd, “the presence of God,” is an Arabic term in prayer.

HEAD. Arabic, râdã (râdat). Heb. הַנִּשְׁאָר. The author of the Raddi ‘il Mu‘kãrîn, vol. i, p. 670, says: “It is my custom (mabdu-á) to say the prayers with the head uncovered, if it be done from laziness, but it is of no consequence if a Muslim say his prayers with his head uncovered from a sense of humility and unworthiness. But still it is better not to uncover the head, for humility is a matter connected with the heart.”

Amongst Muhammadans it is considered a sign of disrespect to receive a visitor with the head uncovered; consequently on the approach of a visitor the turban or cap is immediately placed on the head.

There is no general custom as to shaving the head or otherwise. In Afghanistan, Muhammadans generally shave the head, but the Baluchis and many other Muslim tribes wear long hair.

The Egyptians shave all the rest of the hair, or leave only a small tuft (called akáshk) upon the crown of the head. Mr. Lane says: This last custom (which is almost universal among them) is said to have originated in the fear that if the Muslim should fall into the hands of an infidel, and be slain, the latter might cut off the head of his victim, and finding no hair by which to hold it, put his impure hand into the mouth, in order to carry it, for the beard might not be sufficiently long; but was probably adopted from the Turks, for it is generally neglected by the Bedouins, and the custom of shaving the head is of late origin among the Arabs in general, and practised for the sake of cleanliness.

HEAVEN. Arabic Samsâ (سَمْسَة); Persian Asmâ (آسماء); Heb. סֵם יָם, which expresses the firmament as distinguished from Firmus, or Paradise, the abode of bliss. [PARADISE.] In the Qur’an it is stated that there are seven paths, or stages, in heaven. Sûrah xxii. 17: “And we have created above you seven paths, nor are we the author of their creation.” By which the commentators understand that they are paths of the angels and of the celestial bodies. The creation of the heaven is declared to be for God’s glory and not for His pastime. Sûrah xxxi. 16: “We created not the heaven and the earth, and that which is between them, by way of sport.” It is the general belief that at the last day the heavens will fall, but that they are now upheld by God’s power. Sûrah xxii. 64: “He holds up the heaven from falling on the earth save at His bidding.”

According to the traditions (Miṣkâ’i, book xxiv. ch. viii.), Muhammad during the mi’râj, or night journey, passed through these seven heavens, and they are stated to be as follows: (1) That which is of pure virgin silver and which is Adam’s residence; (2) of pure gold, which is John the Baptist’s and Jesus’; (3) of pearls, which is Joseph’s; (4) of white gold, which is Enoch’s; (5) of silver which is Aaron’s; (6) of ruby and garnet, which is Moses’; (7) which is Abraham’s. These accounts are, however, most confused; for in some books and according to popular tradition, the fourth and not the second heaven is assigned to Jesus.

This view is in harmony with the seven spheres of Ptolemy, the first of which is that of the moon, the second Mercury, the third Venus, the fourth the Sun, the fifth Mars, the sixth Jupiter, the seventh Saturn; each of which orbs was supposed by the ancients to revolve round the earth in its proper sphere. Muhammad said the distance between each heavenly region is five hundred years’ journey. (Miṣkâ’i, book xxiv. ch. i. pt. 9).

The Rabbis spoke of two heavens (cf. Deut. x. 14), “The heaven and the heaven of heavens,” or seven (יוֹם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָם צַדְקָה יָמ הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם הָא שָׁם HEBER. [HUD].
HEGRA. [HiRAH].
HEIRS. Arabic wa’di’ (وَدِي’), pl. wa’dârak. [INHERITANCE.]
HELL. The place of torment is most frequently spoken of in the Qur’an and Traditions as ‘Am-Nâr, “the fire,” but the word Jâhannam occurs about thirty times. It is said to have seven portals or divisions. Sûrah xiv. 44: “Verily, hell (jâhannam) is promised to all together (who follow Satan). It has seven portals, and at every door there is a separate party of them.”

The Persian word used for hell in books of theology is dâshâd
The seven divisions of hell are given by Muslim commentators as follows:

1. Jāhanān (جحون), yədva, the purgatorial hell for all Muhammadans. For according to the Qur'an, all Muslims will pass through the regions of hell. Sūrah xix. 72: "There is not one of you who will not go down to it (hell), that is settled and decided by thy Lord."

2. Laza (لاز). Sūrah xxvii. 5: "For Laza, dragging by the scalp, shall claim him who turned his back and went away, and amased and hoarded."

3. Al-Hutamah (الحم). Sūrah cix. 4: "Nay! for verily he shall be flung into al-Hutamah; And who shall teach thee what al-Hutamah is? It is God's kindled fire, Which shall mount above the hearts of the damned; It shall verily rise over them like a vault, On outstretched columns."

4. Sūrūr (سرور). Sūrah iv. 11: "Those who devote the property of orphans unjustly, only devote into their bellies fire, and they broil in sūrūr." (The word occurs in fourteen other places.)

5. Sāqar (سقر). Sūrah liv. 47: "The sinners are in error and excitation. On the day when they shall be dragged into the fire on their faces! Taste ye the touch of sāqar!"

6. Al-Jākim (الحكم). Sūrah ii. 113: "Thou shalt not be questioned as to the fellows of al-Jākim (Ashāb `al-Jākim)."

7. Hāwiyah (هوية). Sūrah ci. 6: "As for him whose balance is light, his dwelling shall be Hāwiyah.

The Muhammadan commentators, with that utter recklessness which so characterizes their writings, distribute these seven stations as follows (see al-Baghdawi, al-Barzūnī, and others): (1) Jāhanān, the purgatorial hell for Muslims. (2) Laza, a blazing fire for Christians. (3) Al-Hutamah, an intense fire for the Jews. (4) Sūrūr, a flaming fire for the Sabians. (5) Sāqar, a scorching fire for the Magi. (6) Al-Jākim, a huge hot fire for idolaters. (7) Hāwiyah, bottomless pit for the hypocrites. A reference to the Qur'an will prove that there is not the least reason for assigning these regions to their respective tenants beyond the sentence already quoted: "At each portal a separate party."

The teaching of the Qur'an (which is chiefly confined to those Sūrah which, chronologically arranged, are the earliest), is as follows:

Sūrah lxxxiv, 26-34 (generally held to be the second Sūrah composed by Muhammad, and relating to al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah, a person of note amongst the unbelieving Makkans):—

"We will surely cast him into Sāqar. And who shall teach thee what Sāqar is?"

"It leaveth nought, it spareth nought, Blackening the skin. Over it are nineteen angels. None but angels have we made guardians of the fire (āsāh 'ān-nār); nor have we made this to be their number but to perplex the unbelievers, and that they who possess the Scriptures may be certain of the Truth, and that they who believe may increase their faith; And that they to whom the Scriptures have been given, and the believers, may not doubt; And that the infirm of heart and the unbelievers may say, What meaneth God by this parable? Thus God misleadeth whom He will, and whom He will He doth guide aright: and none knoweth the armies of thy Lord but Himself: and this is no other than a warning to mankind."

Sūrah lxxxviii. 1–7:—
"Hath the rider of the day that shall overtake thee reached thee? Downcast on that day shall be the countenances of some, Travelling and worn, Burnt at the scorching fire, Made to drink from a fountain fiercely boiling, No food shall they have but the fruit of sarī (a bitter thorn), Which shall not sate nor appease their hunger."

Sūrah lxxxviii. 21–30:—
"Hell (Jāhanān) truly shall be a place of snares, The home of transgressors, To abide therein ages; No coolness shall they taste therein nor drink, Save boiling water and running scoriae; Most recompense! For they looked not forward to their account; And they gave the lie to our signs, charging them with falsehood; But we noted and wrote down all; Taste this then: and we will give you increase of nought but torment."

The above are all Madinah Sūrahs composed in the earlier stage of Muhammad's mission. The allusions to hell in the Makkān Sūrahs are brief and are in every case directed against unbelievers in the Prophet's mission, and not against sin; e.g. Sūrah ix. 69, "God hath promised to the hypocrites (i.e. dissemblers as far as Islām was concerned), men and women, and unto the unbelievers, hell-fire to dwell therein for ever."

The teaching of Muhammad in the Traditions is much more specific, and it is impossible to assign a date for these traditions, even assuming them to be authentic. They are given on the authority of al-Bukhārī and Muslim (Mishkāt, book xxii. ch. xvi.):—
"The fire of the world is one part of seventy parts of hell fire." It was said, 'O Prophet of God! verify the fire of the world would be sufficient for punishing.' The Pro-
phlet replied, ‘Hell-fire has been made more than the fire of the world by sixty-nine parts, every part of which is like the fire of the world.’

“Verily, the easiest of the infernals in punishment, is he who shall have both his shoes and thongs of them of fire, by which he might be burnt from the head to the lowest part of his body. And he will not suppose that anyone is more severely punished than himself; whilst verily, he is the least so.

“On the Day of Resurrection, the most luxurians of the world will be brought, and dipped once into the fire; after that it will be said, ‘O child of Adam, did you ever see any good, or did comfort ever pass by you in the world?’ He will say, ‘I swear by God I never saw any good, nor did comfort ever come near me.’ And a man of the severest distresses and troubles in the world will be brought into paradise; and it will be said to him, ‘O son of Adam, did you ever see any trouble, and did distress ever come to you in the world?’ And he will say, ‘I swear by God, O my Lord, I never suffered troubles in the world, nor did I ever see hardship.’

“There are some of the infernals that will be thrown by the fire up to their ankles, and some up to their knees, and some up to their waist, and some up to their necks.”

“Hell-fire burnt a thousand years so that it became red, and burnt another thousand years till it became white; after that it burnt a thousand years till it became black; then hell fire is black and dark, and never has any light.”

“Verily, hot water will be poured upon the heads of the infernals, and will penetrate into their bellies, and will cut to pieces everything within them; so that they will come out at their feet; and this is the meaning of the word of God, ‘Boiling water shall be poured on their heads, and everything in their bellies shall be dissolved thereby,’ after that, they will be made as they were.”

“The infernals shall be drenched with yellow water, draught after draught, and it will be brought to their mouths and they will be disgusted at it; and when very near, it will scourch their faces, and when they drink it it will tear their entrails to pieces. God says, ‘They who must dwell for ever in hell-fire, will have the boiling water given them to drink which shall burst their bowels’; and God will say, ‘If the infidels complain of thirst, they shall be assisted with water like molten copper, which will try their faces; it will be a shocking beverage.’

“Formed by these circumstances relating to hell and the state of the damned, Muhammad was in all probability indebted to the Jews and, in part, to the Magians, both of whom agree in making seven distinct apartments in hell. (Nishma kain. f. 33; Gemar. Arubin. f. 19; Zohar. ad. Exod. xevi. 2, &c. and Hyde de Rel. Vet. Pers., p. 245), though they vary in other particulars.

“The former place an angel as a guard over each of these infernal apartments, and suppose he will intercede for the miserable wretches there imprisoned, who will openly acknowledge the justice of God in their condemnation. (Midrash, Yalkut Shemuni, pt. 11, f. 116.) They also teach that the wicked will suffer a diversity of punishments, and that by an intolerable cold (Zohar. ad. Exod. xix.) as well as heat, and that their faces shall become black (Yalkut Shemuni, sc. in sec. 45; 2. wbt. sup. f. 86); and believe those of their own religion shall also be punished in hell hereafter according to their crimes (for they hold that few or none will be found exactly righteous as to deserve no punishment at all,) but will soon be delivered thence, when they shall be sufficiently purged from their sins by their father Abraham, or at the intercession of him or some other of the prophets. (Nichodem. Aspem. f. 85; Gemar. Arubin, f. 19.)

“The Magians allow but one angel to preside over all the seven hells, who is named by them Vanând Yezâd, and, as they teach, assigns punishments proportionate to each person’s crimes, restraining also the tyranny and excessive cruelty of the devil, who would, if left to himself, torment the damned beyond their sentence. (Hydes, de Rel. Vet. Pers. p. 182.) Those of this religion do also mention and describe various kinds of torments wherewith the wicked will be punished in the next life; among which, though they reckon extreme cold to be one, yet they do not admit fire, out of respect, as it seems, to that element, which they take to be the representation of the divine nature, and therefore they rather choose to describe the damned souls as suffering by other kinds of punishment, such as an intolerable stink, the stinging and biting of serpents and wild beasts, the cutting and tearing of the flesh by the devils, excessive hunger and thirst, and the like. (See Ewrem. ibid., p. 398; Sale’s Pre. Dis.)

The author of the Shurha ‘l-Muwâṣṣif, p. 528, also says: “It is agreed amongst all orthodox Muslims that all unbelievers, without exception, will be consigned to this torment for ever, and that they will never be free from torment.” ‘But,’ he adds, “there are certain heretics, who call themselves Muslims, who deny the eternity of the torments of the fire. For, they say, it is an essential property of all things fleshly that they come to an end. And, moreover, it is not possible for a thing which goes on burning for ever. But to this we reply that God is all powerful and can do as He likes.”

The sect called as-Samâniyâh, founded by Samâmah ibn Asras an-Numâri, says: “The Jews, and Christians, and Majûsi, and Zânâdiq, will, after the Day of Judgment, return to dust, just as the animals and the little children of unbelievers do.” (Shurha ‘l-Muwâṣṣif, p. 923.)

The same writer says (p. 687): “Besides those who are unbelievers, all those (Muslims) who are sinners and have committed great sins (kabâ’ir), will go to hell; but they will not remain there always, for it has been said in the Qur’ân (Sûrâ lxix. 7), ‘He who does an atom of good shall see its reward.”
With reference to the verse in the Qur'an, which distinctly states that all Muslims shall enter paradise (Surah xiii. 23, "There is not one of you that shall not go down to it"), al-Kasimānī, the commentators, say, that according to extant traditions, all Muslims will enter paradise, but it will be cool and pleasant to those who have not committed great sins; or, according to some writings, there will simply be along the bridge Īrān, which is over the infernal regions.

**HELPEES, The.** [ANSAR.]

**HERACLIUS.** Arabic Hiraql (هيرقل). The Roman Emperor to whom Muhammad sent an embassy with a letter inviting him to Islam. A.H. 7, A.D. 628.

"In the autumn of this year (A.D. 628), Heraclius fulfilled his vow of thanksgiving for the wonderful success which had crowned his arms (in Persia); he performed on foot the pilgrimage from Edessa to Jerusalem, where the 'true cross,' recovered from the Persians, was, with solemnity and pomp restored to the Holy Sepulchre. While preparing for this journey, or during the journey itself, an un- expected despatch in the Arabic character was laid before Heraclius. It was forwarded by the Governor of Bostra, into whose hands it had been delivered by an Arab chief. The epistle was addressed to the Emperor himself, from Mahomet the Apostle of God, the rude impression of whose seal could be deciphered at the foot. In strange and simple accents like those of the Prophets of old, it summoned Heraclius to acknowledge the mission of Mahomet, to cast aside the idolatrous worship of Jesus and his Mother, and to return to the Catholic faith of the one only God. The letter was probably cast aside, or preserved, it may be, as a strange curiosity, the effusion of some harmless fanatic."

(Muir's *Life of Mahomet*, new ed. p. 383.)

Tradition, of course, has another story.

"Now the Emperor was at this time at Hims, performing his pilgrimage, in fulfillment of the vow which he had made, that, if the Romans overcame the Persians, he would travel on foot from Constantinople to Aelia (Jerusalem). So having read the letter, he commanded his chief men to meet him in the royal camp at Hims. And thus he addressed them:—'Ye chiefs of Rome! Do you desire safety and guidance, so that your kingdom shall be firmly established, and that ye may follow the commands of Jesus, Son of Mary? 'And what, O King! shall secure us this? 'Ever since I follow the Arabian Prophet,' said Heraclius. Whereupon they all started aside like wild asses of the desert, each raising his cross and waving it aloft in the air. Whereupon Heraclius, despairing of their conversion, and unwilling to lose his kingdom, desisted, saying that he had only wished to test their constancy and faith, and that he was now satisfied by this display of firmness and devotion. The couriers bowed their heads, and so the Prophet's despatch was rejected." (Ka'idah l-Waqidi, p. 50, quoted by Muir, in a note to the above passage.)

The letter written by Muhammad to Heraclius is, according to a tradition by Ibn 'Abbas, as follows:

"In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate. This letter is from Muhammad the Messenger of God, to Heraclius, chief of ar-Rūm. Peace be upon whosoever has gone on the straight road! After this, I say, verily I call thee to Islam. Embrace Islam that ye may obtain peace. Embrace Islam and God will give thee a double reward. If ye reject Islam, then on thee shall rest the sins of thy subjects and followers. O ye people of the Book (i.e. Christians) come to a creed which is laid down plainly between us and you, that we will not serve other than God, nor associate aught with Him, nor take each other for lords rather than God. But if they turn back, then say, 'Bear witness that we are Muslims.'" (Qur'an, iii. 57.)

(See *Saḥīḥ Muslim*, p. 98.)

The Shi'ah traditions give the above letter almost verbatim. (See Merrick's *Ḥiāyāt l-Qulūb*, p. 88.)

"Not long after, another despatch, bearing the same seal, and couched in similar terms, reached the court of Heraclius. It was addressed to Harith VII., Prince of the Banū Ghassān, who forwarded it to the Emperor, with an address from himself, soliciting permission to chastise the auldacious impostor. But Heraclius regarding the ominous voice from Arabia beneath his notice, forbade the expedition, and desired that Harith should be in attendance at Jerusalem, to swell the imperial train at the approaching visitation of the temple. Little did the Emperor imagine that the kingdom which, unexpected by the world, this obscure Pretender was founding in Arabia, would in a few short years wrest from his grasp that Holy City and the fair provinces which, with so much toil and so much glory, he had just recovered from the Persians!" (Muir's *Life of Mahomet*, p. 384.)

(For the Shi'ah account of the embassy to Heraclius, see Merrick's *Ḥiāyāt l-Qulūb*, p. 88.)

**HERMAPHRODITE** (Arabic مصیم, Khunūs) is a person who is possessed of the organs of generation of both man and woman, and for whose spiritual existence the Muhammadan law legislates (*vide Hidżāb*, vol. iv. p. 559). For example, it is a rule, with respect to equivocal hermaphrodites, that they are required to observe all the more comprehensive points of the spiritual law, but not those concerning the propriety of which, in regard to them, any doubt exists. In public they must not take their station between the men and the women, but in other respects observe the customs of women (Iadem, p. 561.)

**HIBAH** (حیث). A legal term in Muhammadan law, which signifies a deed of gift, a transfer of property, made immediately and without any exchange. (Owra.)
HIDĀD (حيداد). "Mourning." The state of a widow who abstains from scents, ornaments, &c., on account of the death of her husband. Hidad must be observed for a period of four months and ten days. (Hidayah, vol. i. p. 270.)

HIDAYAH (هداية). Lit. "Guidance." The title of a well-known book on Sunni law, and frequently quoted in the present work. There are many Muhammadan works entitled Al-Hidayah, but this is called Hidayah fil-futūr, or "a guidance in particular points." It was composed by the Shaikh Burhan al-dīn Tāli, who was born at Marghinān in Transoxania about A.H. 530 (A.D. 1135), and died A.H. 593. There is an English translation of the Hidayah (omitting the chapters on Prayer and Purification), by Charles Hamilton, four vols. London, A.D. 1791.

HIFZU 'L-AHD (حفظ العهد). Lit. "The guarding of the covenant." A term used by the Sāfiyye mystics for remaining firm in that state in which God has brought them. ('Abdu 'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sāfiyye Term).}

HIGHWAY ROBBERY. Arabic qaṭṭu 'l-tāriq (لاقيط الطريق). Persian rahzani. Highway robbery is a very heinous offence according to Muhammadan law, the punishment of which has been fixed by the Qur'ān (Surah v. 37): "The recompense of those who war against God and His apostle, and go about to enact violence on the earth, is that they be slain or crucified, or have their alternate hands and feet cut off, or be banished the land." According to the Hīdāyah, highway robbers are of four kinds, viz. (1) Those who are seized before they have robbed or murdered any person, or put any person in fear. These are to be imprisoned by the magistrate until their repentance is evident. (2) Those who have robbed but have not murdered. These are to have their right hand and left foot struck off. (3) Those who have committed murder but have not robbed. These are punished with death. (4) Those who have committed both robbery and murder. These are punished according to the option of the magistrate. If he please, he can first cut off a hand and foot, and then put them to death by the sword, or by crucifixion; or he may kill them at once without inflicting amputation. If any one among a band of robbers be guilty of murder, the punishment of death must be inflicted upon the whole band.

HĪJĀB (حباء). A partition or curtain. Veiling or concealing.

HĪJĀB (حجاب). A term used for the exclusion of women enjoined in the Qur'ān, Surah xxxiii. 53: "And when ye ask them (the Prophet's wives) for an article, ask them from behind a curtain; that is purer for your hearts and for theirs."

HĪJĀB (حجاب). A term used by the Sāfīyye mystics for that which obscures the light of God in the soul of man. (Abdu 'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sāfīyye Term.)

HĪJĀZ (حجاز). Lit. "A barrier or anything similar by which two things are separated." The name al-Hījāz is given to that tract of country which separates Najd from Tāhirah, and is an irregular parallelogram about 250 miles long and 150 miles wide. It may be considered the holy land of the Muḥammadans, for within its limits are the sacred cities of al-Madinah and Makkah, and most of its places are someway connected with the history of Muḥammad. It is a barren district consisting of sandy plains towards the shore and rocky hills in the interior; and so destitute of provisions as to depend, even for the necessaries of life, on the supplies of other countries. Among its fertile spots is Wadi Fāṭimah, which is well watered, and produces grain and vegetables. Sajrah abounds in date trees. At-Tāif, seventy-two miles from Makkah, is celebrated for its gardens, and the neighbourhood of al-Madinah has cultivated fields. The towns on the coast are Jiddah and Yambo', the former being considered the port of Makkah, from which it is distant about five miles, and the latter that of al-Madinah. Al-Hījāz is bounded eastward by a lofty range of mountains, which, near al-'Tāif, take the name of Jabal al-'Qura. The scenery there is occasionally beautiful and picturesque; the small rivulets that descend from the rocks afford nourishment to the plains below, which are clothed with verdure and shady trees. The vicinity of Makkah is bleak and bare; for several miles it is surrounded with thousands of hills all nearly of one height; their dark and naked peaks rise one behind another, appearing at a distance like cocks of hay. The most celebrated of these are as-Safa, 'Ar’ahah and al-Marwah, which have always been connected with the religious rites of the Muḥammadan pilgrimage.

HĪJR (هجر). In its primitive sense means interdiction or prevention.

(1) In the language of the law it signifies an interdiction of action with respect to a particular person, who is either an infant, an idiot, or a slave. (Hidayah, vol. iii. p. 466.)

(2) Al-Hijr is a territory in the province of al-Hijaz between al-Madinah and Syria, where the tribe of Šāmüd dwelt. It is the title of the 24th Surah of the Qur'ān, in the 50th verse of which the word occurs: "The inhabitants of al-Hijr likewise accused the messenger of God of imposture."


The flight of Muḥammad's flight from Makkah was the fourth day of the eighth month of Rabī', which by the calculation of M. Can- sin de Perceval was June 20th, A.D. 622. The Hijrah, or the era of the "Hegira," was instituted seventeen years later by the Khalīfah 'Umar, which dates from the first day of the first lunar month of the year, viz. Moharram, which day in the year when the revelation was estab- lished fell on Thursday the 15th of July.
HILAL (الهلال). The new moon. A term used for the first three days of the month.


HILFU 'L-FUZUL (الهلف الفوزل). A confederacy formed by the descendants of Hashim, Zuhrah, and Taim, in the house of 'Abdū 'ilah ibn Judīn at Makkah, for the suppression of violence and injustice at the restoration of peace after the sacrilegious war. Muhammad was then a youth, and Sir William Muir says this confederacy "aroused an enthusiasm in the mind of Mahomet, which the exploits of the sacrilegious war failed to kindle."

HILM (الحلم). Being mild, gentle, clement. Restraining oneself at a time when the spirit is roused to anger. Delaying in punishing a tyrant. (Kitāb ‘l-Tarîjât). Hence al-Halim, the Clement, is one of the attributes of God.

HIMA (-money). Lit. "guarded, forbidden." A portion of land reserved by the ruler of a country as a grazing ground. (See Miskâz, book xii. ch. i. pt. l.) "Know ye that every prince has a grazing ground which is forbidden to the people, and know ye the grazing place (himâ) is the thing forbidden by Him to men."

HIMMAH (همة). "Resolution, strength, ability." A term used by the Sufi mystics for a determination of the heart to incline itself entirely to God. (Abdu ‘r-Rassâq’s Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

HINNA' (حنة). The Latinosium inermis, or Eastern privet, used for dyeing the hands and feet on festive occasions. [MARRIAGE.] Muhammad enjoined the use of hinnā', and approved of women staining their hands and feet with it. He also dyed his own beard with it, and recommended its use for this purpose (Miskâz, book xx. c. 4.) It has therefore become a religious custom, and is zumah.

HIQQAH (حِيْقَة). A female camel turned three years. The proper age for a camel to be given in zakāt, or legal alms, for camels from forty-six to sixty in number.

HIRA' (هيرة). The name of a mountain near Makkah, said to have been the scene of the first revelation given to Muhammad. [MUHAMMAD.]

HIRAQIL (الهِراقِل). Heraclius the Roman Emperor, to whom Muhammad sent an embassy, A.H. 7, A.D. 628. [HERACLIUS.]

HIRE. The Arabic term ijāra (إيجار), which means the use and enjoyment of property for a time, includes hire,
rental, and lease. The hirer is termed qir, or mu'ajir. The person who receives the rent is the mutasvir.

The following are some of the chief points in the Sunni law with regard to qirah, and for further particulars the reader must refer in English to Hamilton's 'Hisayat', vol. iii. p 312, or in Arabic to such works as the Durr 'l-Muhitār, Fatūwī 'l-Alamgīrī, and the Raddu 'l-Muhitār, in which works it is treated in the Bāb 'l-Qirah.

A contract of hire, or rental, or lease, is not valid unless both the lessee and the hirer be particularly known and specified, because there is a traditional saying of the Prophet, "If a person hire another let him first inform him of the wages he is to receive."

A workman is not entitled to anything until his work is finished, but the article wrought upon may be detained until the workman be paid his full wages, and the workman is not responsible for any loss or damage to the article during detention.

If a person hire another to carry a letter to al-Baṣrah and bring back an answer, and he accordingly goes to al-Baṣrah and there find the person dead to whom the letter was addressed, and come back, and return the letter, he is not entitled to any wages whatever! This strange ruling is according to Abū Hanīfah and two of his disciples, but the Imām Muhammad says the messenger ought to be paid.

It is lawful to hire a house or shop for the purposes of residence, although no mention be made of the business to be followed in it, and the lessee is at liberty to carry on any business he pleases, unless it be injurious to the building. For example, a blacksmith or a fuller must not reside in the house, unless it is previously so agreed, since the exercise of those trades would shake the building.

It is lawful to hire or lease land for the purposes of cultivation, and in this case the hirer is entitled to the use of the road leading to the land, and likewise the water (i.e. the turn of water) although no mention of these be made in the contract.

A lease of land is not valid unless mention is made of the article to be raised on it, not only with a view to cultivation, but also for other purposes, such as building, and so forth. Or the lessor of the land may make declaration to the effect:—"I let the land on this occasion, that the lessee shall raise on it whatever he pleases."

If a person hire an unoccupied land for the purposes of building or planting, it is lawful, but on the term of the lease expiring it is incumbent on the lessee to remove his buildings and trees, and to restore the land to the lessor in such a state as may leave him no claim upon it, because houses or trees have no specific limit of existence, and if they were left on the land it might be injurious to the property. But in the case when the land is hired or leased for the purpose of tillage, and the term of the lease expires at a time when the grain is not unripe. In this case, the grain must be suffered to remain upon the ground at a proportionate rent, until it is fit for reaping.

The hire of an animal is lawful, either for carriage, or for riding, or for any use to which animals are applied. And if a person hire an animal to carry a burden, and the person who lets it to hire specify the nature and quantity of the article with which the hirer is to load the animal, the hirer is at liberty to load the animal with an equal quantity of any article not more troublesome or prejudicial in the carriage than wheat, such as barley, &c. The hirer is not at liberty to load the animal with a more prejudicial article than wheat (unless stipulated beforehand), such as sand or iron. For a hired animal perishing from illness, the hirer is responsible.

(For the sayings of Muhammad on the subject of hire and leases, refer to the Mīshākát, Bāb 'l-Qirah.)

HIRS (عَجِرْ). "Avarice, greed, eagerness." Derivatives of the word occur three times in the Qur'ān. Sūrah ii. 90: "Thou wilt find them (the Jews) the greediest of men for life." Sūrah iv. 128: "And ye may not have it at all in your power to treat your wives with equal justice, even though you be anxious to do so." Sūrah xi. 104: "And yet most men, though outwardly desire it, will not believe."

HISS (عَسَى). "Understanding, sense." Hīsūtān, internal sense; hīsātār, external sense; hīsātashīrāk, common sense.

HIZĀNAH (حِيْزَانَة). Al-hizānah is the right of a mother to the custody of her children. "The mother is of all persons the best entitled to the custody of her infant children during the conunbrial relationship as well as after its dissolution." (Fatūwī 'l-Alamgīrī, vol. i. p. 728.)

When the children are no longer dependent on the mother's care, the father has a right to educate and take charge of them, and is entitled to the guardianship of their person in preference to the mother. Among the Hanafis, the mother is entitled to the custody of her daughter until she arrives at puberty; but according to the other three Sunni sects, the custody continues until she is married.

There is difference of opinion as to the extent of the period of the mother's custody over her male children. The Hanafis limit it to the child's seventh year, but the Shāfi'is and Malakīs allow the boy the option of remaining under his mother's guardianship until he has arrived at puberty. Among the Shī'ahs, the mother is entitled to the custody of her children until they are weaned, a period limited to two years. After the child is weaned, its custody, if a male, devolves on the father, if a female, on the mother. The mother's custody of the girl continues to the seventh year.

The right of hizānah is lost by the mother if she is married to a stranger, or if she mis-
HOLY SPIRIT

conduces herself, or if she changes her domicile so as to prevent the father or tutor from exercising the necessary supervision over the child.

Apostasy is also a bar to the exercise of the right of hisāmah. A woman, consequently, who apostatizes from Islam, whether before or after the right of hisāmah has been entailed from exercising or claiming the right of hisāmah in respect to a Muslim child.

The custody of illegitimate children appertains exclusively to the mother and her relations. (Personal Law of Muhammadan, by Syed Amir Ali, p. 214.) [GORDIAN-SHARP.]

HOLY SPIRIT. Arabic ʿUthm ʿI-Quḍa (عثمان الرضوان). The Holy Spirit is mentioned three times in the Qurʾan. In the Sūratu ʿn-Nahl (xviii, 104), as the inspiring agent of the Qurʾan: "Say, The Holy Spirit brought it down from thy Lord in truth." And twice in the Sūratu ʿI-ʿBaqara (ii. 81 and 254), as the divine power which aided the Lord Jesus: "And We strengthened him by the Holy Spirit." (In both verses). The ʿAlāʾīn, al-Baisawī, and the Muslim commentators in general, say this Holy Spirit was the angel Gabriel who sanctified Jesus, and constantly aided Him, and who also brought the Qurʾan down from heaven and revealed it to Muhammad.

For a further consideration of the subject, see SPIRIT.

HOMICIDE. [MURDER.]

HONEY. Arabic ʿaṣād (الأصفهان). In the Qurʾan it is specially mentioned as the gift of God. Sūrah xvi. 70: "Thy Lord inspired the bee. 'Take to houses in the mountains, and in the trees, and in the hives they build. Then eat from every fruit and walk in the beaten paths of thy Lord.'" The hive consists of a closed frame built in a box, in which is a cure for man.

HORSES. Arabic faras (فرض), khall (خال), pl. khayyāl. Muhammad's affection for horses was very great, as was natural for an Arabian. Anas says there was nothing the Prophet was so fond of as women and horses. Abu Qatadah relates that Muhammad said: "The best horses are black with white forehead and having a white upper lip." But Abu Wāḥab says the Prophet considered a bay horse with white forehead, white fore and hind legs the best. An instance of the way in which the traditionists sometimes contradict each other! (Mishkāt, book xvii. c. ii.)

In the Ḥidayah (Arabic edition, vol. ii. p. 482) it is said that horses are of four kinds: (1) Birgoun, Borsān, a heavy draught horse brought from foreign countries. (2) Ṭiyy, a first blood horse of Arabia. (3) Ḥajjā ḫaḫa, a half-bred horse whose mother is an Arab and father a foreigner. (4) A half-bred horse whose father is an Arab and whose mother is a foreigner.

In taking a share of plunder, a horseman is entitled to a double share, but he is not entitled to any more if he keep more horses than one.

HOSPITALITY. Arabic ʿiyākah (السعادة). It is related that Muhammad said: "Whoever believes in God and in the Day of Resurrection must respect his guest." "If a Muslim be the guest of a people and he spends the whole night without being entertained, it shall be lawful for every Muslim present to take money and grain necessary for the entertainment of the man."

"It is according to my practice that the host shall come out with his guest to the door of his house." (Mishkāt, book xix. ch. ii.)

Hospitality is enjoined in the Qurʾan. Sūrah iv. 40: "Shew kindness to your parents, and to your kindred, and to orphans, and to the poor, and to your neighbour who is akin and to your neighbour who is a stranger, and the companion who is strange, and to the son of the road."

HOUR. The. Arabic ʿas-Sāʾah (الساعة). A term frequently used in the Qurʾan for the Day of Judgment. Sūrah vi. 31: "When the hour comes suddenly upon them." Sūrah vii. 186: "They will ask you about the hour for what time it is fixed." Sūrah xv. 85: "Verily the hour is surely coming." Sūrah xvi. 79: "Nor is the matter of the hour sought but as the twinkling of an eye, or nigher still." Sūrah xxii. 1: "Verily the earthquake of the hour is a mighty thing." Sūrah liv. 46: "Nay the hour is their promised time! And the hour is most severe and bitter."

HOURS OF PRAYER. The terms "Hours of Prayer" and "Canonical Hours," being used in the Christian Church (see Johnson's Engl. Canons and Canons of Cuthbert, ch. 15), we shall consider under this title the stated periods of Muhammadan prayer. [PRAYER.] They are five: (1) Fajr (فجیر), daybreak; (2) Zuhur (ظهر), when the sun begins to decline at midday; (3) 'Asr (عصر), midway between zuhr and maghrib; (4) Maghrib (مغرب), evening; (5) 'Isha (عشاء), when the night has closed in. According to the Traditions (Mishkāt, book xxiv. ch. vii. pt. 1), Muhammad professed to have received his instructions to say prayer five times a day during the Mīrāj, or the celebrated night journey to heaven. He said, God first ordered him to pray fifty times a day, but that Moses advised him to get the Almighty to reduce the number of canonical hours to five, he himself having tried fifty
times for his own people with very ill success!

It is remarkable that there is but one prayer in the Qur'an, in which the stated hours of prayer are enjoined, and that it mentions only four and not five periods. Qur'ān, xxx, 16, 17: "Glorify God when it is evening (māsha'), and at morning (sūbā'), - and to Him be praise in the heavens and in the earth,--and at afternoon (usānī), and at noon-tide (ṣuhr)." But al-Jalālīn, the commentators, say all are agreed that the term, "when it is māsha'" (evening or night), includes both sunset and after sunset, and therefore both the maghbīr and 'isha' prayers are included.

Three hours of prayer were observed by the Jews. David says, "Evening, morning, and at noon will I pray." (Ps. lv. 17.) Daniel "kneaded upon his knees three times a day." These three hours of the Jews seem to have been continued by the Arabs (see arb. al-tālib), and were transmitted to the early church in succeeding ages, for Tertullian speaks of "those common hours which mark the divisions of the day, the third, sixth, and ninth, which we observe in scripture to be more solemn than the rest." (De Orat., c. 25.) And Clement of Alexandria says, "If some fix stated hours of prayer, as the third, sixth, and ninth, the man of knowledge prays to God throughout his whole life." (Strom. i. vii. c. 7, sect. 40.) Jerome says, "There are three times in which the knees are bent to God. Tradition assigns the third, the sixth, and the ninth hour." (Comment. in Deut., c. vi. 10.)

In the third century there seems to have been five stated periods of prayer, for Basil of Cappadocia speaks of five hours as suitable for monks, namely, the morning, the third hour, the sixth, the ninth, and the evening. (Regulae fuscici. Tract. Resp. ad Qs., 87, sections 3-5.)

It is therefore probable that Muhammad obtained his idea of five stated periods of prayer during his two journeys to Syria. But he changed the time, as will be seen from the table annexed, which was drawn up by Mr. Lane at Cairo, and shows the times of Muhammad's prayer with the apparent European time of sunset, in or near the latitude of Cairo at the commencement of each zodiacal month:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maghrib or Sunset</th>
<th>'Ishā' or Night</th>
<th>Fajr or Daybreak</th>
<th>Zuhr or Noon</th>
<th>'Ayr or Afternoon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muslim Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>European Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muslim Time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 21</td>
<td>6 30 P.M.</td>
<td>8 30</td>
<td>4 56</td>
<td>8 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 22</td>
<td>6 33</td>
<td>8 30</td>
<td>4 57</td>
<td>8 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 23</td>
<td>6 31</td>
<td>8 30</td>
<td>4 59</td>
<td>8 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 23</td>
<td>6 37</td>
<td>8 30</td>
<td>4 59</td>
<td>9 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 23</td>
<td>6 35</td>
<td>8 30</td>
<td>4 56</td>
<td>9 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 22</td>
<td>5 15</td>
<td>7 30</td>
<td>4 35</td>
<td>9 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 21</td>
<td>5 14</td>
<td>7 30</td>
<td>4 35</td>
<td>9 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—The time of noon, according to Muhammadan reckoning, on any particular day, subtracted from twelve, gives the apparent time of sunset on that day according to European reckoning.

HOUSESES. Arabic bait (بئیت), pl. buyāt; dār (دار), pl. diyār, dār; Heb. בֶּית. In the time of Muhammad the houses of the Arabs were made of a framework of jarid, or palm-sticks, covered over with a cloth of camel's hair, or a curtain of a similar stuff, forming the door. Those of the better class were made of walls of unbaked bricks, and date-leaf roofs plastered over with mud and clay. Of this description were the abodes of Muhammad's family at Mekkah. See Notitia, vol. i. p. 438, 8.

Sir William Muir, translating from the account given by the secretary of al-Waqidi (Life of Makomet, new ed., p. 546), says:—

"Abdallah ibn Yazid relates, that he saw the house in which the wives of the Prophet dwelt at the time when Omar ibn (‘Abd) al-Azīz, then governor of Medina (about A.H. 100) demolished them. They were built of unbaked bricks, and had separate apartments made of palm branches, daubed (or built up) with mud; he counted nine houses, each having separate apartments in the space from the house of Ayesha, and the gate of Mahomet to the house of Asma, daughter of Hosein. Observing the dwelling-place of Omm Salma, he questioned her grandson concerning it; and he told him that when the Prophet was absent on the expedition to Dūmā, Omm Salma built up an addition to her house with a wall of unbaked bricks. When Mahomet returned, he went in to her, and asked what new building this was. She replied, 'I purposed, O Prophet, to shut out the excess of men thereby!' Mahomet answered, 'O Omm Salma! verify the most unprofitable thing that esteth up the wealth of a believer is building.' A citizen of Medina present at
The houses of the rural poor in all parts of Islam, in Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Arabia, Persia, Afghanistan, and India, are usually built either of mud or of unburnt bricks. In mountainous parts of Afghanistan they are built of stones (collected from the beds of rivers) and mud. They are generally one storey high, and of one apartment in which the cattle are also housed. The roofs are flat and are formed of mud and straw laid upon branches of trees and rafters. The windows are small apertures, high up in the walls, and sometimes grated with wood.

There are no chimneys, but in the centre of the roof there is an opening to emit the smoke, the fire being lighted on the ground in the centre of the room. In front of the house there is an enclosure, either of thorns or a mud wall, which secures privacy to the dwelling. A separate building, called in Asia a hujrah, or guest chamber, is provided for male visitors or guests; this chamber being common property of the section of the village, except in the case of chiefs or wealthy landlords, who keep hujrabs of their own. In towns the houses of the inferior kind do not differ much from those in the villages, except that there is sometimes an upper storey. In some parts of Afghanistan and Persia, it becomes necessary for each householder to protect his dwelling, in which case a watch tower, of mud, is erected close to the house.
The injunctions of Muhammad regarding the seclusion of women have very greatly influenced the plan and arrangement of Muhammadan dwelling-houses of the better class throughout the world, all respectable houses being so constructed as to exclude the female apartments from public view. In cities such as Cairo, Damascus, Delhi, Peshawar, and Kabul, the prevailing plan of dwelling-houses is an entrance through a blank wall, whose mean appearance is usually relieved by a handsome door-way and a few latticed windows. A respectable house usually consists of two courts, the first being that used by the male visitors and guests, and the inner court is the harim or zamānah reserved for the female members of the family. Facing the outer court will be an upper chamber, or bālā khānāh as it is called in Persian, the νεοφυτόν or upper room of the New Testament, in which there will be a diwan, or raised seat or sofa, upon which the inmates can sit, eat, or sleep. This is the usual reception room. In Asia, this bālā khānāh seems to take the place of the more elaborate yerah described by Mr. Lane in his Modern Egyptians, vol. i. p. 39, which is either on the ground or upper floor. Within the first enclosure will be the stables for horses and cattle, and in its centre a raised dais as seats for servants and attendants. It should be noticed that there are no special bed-rooms in Eastern houses. Male visitors and friends will sleep in the verandahs of the outer court, or on the diwan in the upper court.

The harim or women's apartments in the inner court is entered by a small door. It is a quadrangle with verandahs on each of the four sides, formed by a row of pillars, the apertures of which are usually closed by sliding shutters. The back of the rooms being without windows, the only air being admitted from the front of the dwelling-place. The apartments are divided into long rooms, usually four, the extreme corners having small closets purposely built as store-rooms. On festive occasions these verandah rooms will be spread with handsome carpets, carpets and pillows being almost the only fur-
Houses, Permission to enter. Arabic isti'zin (يتزين). To enter suddenly or abruptly into any person's house or apartments, is reckoned a great inequality in the East, and the law on this subject is very distinctly laid down in both the Qur'an and the Traditions.

Surah xxiv. 27-29 —  
"O ye who believe! enter not into other houses than your own, until ye have been asked leave, and have saluted its inmates. This will be best for you: haply ye will bear this in mind.

"And if ye find no one therein, then enter it not till leave be given you; and if it be said to you, 'Go ye back,' then go ye back. This will be more blameless in you, and God knoweth what ye do.

"There shall be no harm in your entering houses in which no one dwelleth, for the supply of your needs: and God knoweth what ye do openly and what ye hide."

The traditionists record numerous injunctions of Muhammad on the subject. A man asked the Prophet, "Must I ask leave to go in to see my mother?" He said, "Yes." Then the man said, "But I stay in the same house with her!" The Prophet said: "But you must ask permission even if you stay in the same house." Then the man said, "But I wait upon her!" The Prophet said: "What! would you like to see her naked? You must ask permission."

The Khaifah Umar said it was according to the teaching of the Prophet that if you salam three times and get no reply, you must then go away from the house.

Abi Hurairah says that the Prophet said:
"When anyone sends to call you then you can return with the messenger and enter the house without permission." (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. ii. pt. 2.)

HU, HUWA (هو). The personal pronoun of the third person, singular, masculine, HE, i.e. God, or He is. It occurs in the Qur'an in this sense, e.g. Surah ii. 83, 33, 103, 181, 182, 237. Allah là isti'zan ilâ Huwa, "God, there is no god but He," which sentence is called the wafya ya rasul (or that which is rejected, "there is no god," and that which is affirmed, "but He.") The word is often used by Sufi mystics in this form: يأ يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هو يا هي
Baṣāwī says he was, according to some, the son of ‘Abdūn Ilah, the son of Sabāh, the son of Khaṭūd, the son of ‘Ād; the son of ‘Ās the son of ‘Irān, the son of Sām, son of ‘Erb, or, according to others, Hūd was the son of Shīlāh, son of Arfākhabad, son of Sām, son of Noah. D’Herbelot thinks he must be the Heber of the Bible (Judges iv. 1.)

The following are the accounts given of him in the Qurʾān, Sūrah vii 63-70:

“And to ‘Ād we sent their brother Hūd. O my people, said he, worship God: ye have no other God than Him; will ye not then fear Him? ‘Said the unbelieving chiefs among his people, ‘We certainly perceive that thou art unsound of mind, and verily we deem thee an impostor.’ He replied, ‘O my people! there is no unsoundness of mind in me, but I am an apostle from the Lord of the worlds. The messages of my Lord do I announce to you, and I am your faithful counsellor. Marvel ye that a warning hath come to you from your Lord through one of yourselves that He may warn you? But remember when He made you the successors of the people of Noah, and increased you in fullness of stature. Remember then the favours of God; happily it shall be well with you.’ They said, ‘Art thou come to us in order that we may worship one God only, and desert what our fathers worshipped?’ Then lying that upon us with which thou threatenest us, if thou be a man of truth.’ He replied, ‘Vengeance and wrath shall suddenly light on you from your Lord. Do ye dispute with me about names that you and your fathers have given those idols, and for which God hath sent you down no warranty? Wait ye then, and I too will wait with you.’ And We delivered him and those who were on his side by our mercy, and we cut off to the last man those who had treated our signs as lies and who were not believers.”

Sūrah xi. 62-68:

“And unto ‘Ād We sent their brother Hūd. He said, ‘O my people, worship God. Ye have no God beside Him. Lo, ye are only devisers of a lie, O my people! I ask of you no recompense for this; verily my recompense is with Him only who hath made me. Will ye not then understand? And O my people! ask pardon of your Lord; then turn unto Him with penitence! He will send down the heavens upon you with copious rains. And with strength in addition to your strength will He increase you; but turn not back with deeds of evil.’ They replied, ‘O Hūd, thou hast not brought us proofs of thy utterance, and we are not the persons to abandon our gods at thy word, and we believe thee not. We can only say that some of our gods have smitten thee with evil.’ He said, ‘Now take I God to witness, and do ye also witness, that I am innocent of the mischief ye attribute (in worship with God) beside himself. Conspire then against me altogether and delay me not; Lo, I trust in God, my Lord and yours. No moving creature is there which He holdeth not by its forelock. Right, truly, is the way in which my Lord goeth. So if ye turn back, then I have already declared to you that wherewith I was sent to you, and my Lord will put another people in your place, nor shall ye at all injure Him; verily, my Lord keepeth watch over all things.’ And when our doom came to be inflicted, We rescued Hūd and those who had like faith with him, by our special mercy; and We rescued them from the rigorous chastisement. And these men of ‘Ād gained the signs of their Lord, and rebelled against His messengers and followed the bidding of every proud contumacious person; followed therefore were they in this world by a curse; and in the day of the Resurrection it shall be said to them, ‘Did not, verily, the people of ‘Ād disbelieve their Lord?’ Was it not said, ‘Away with ‘Ād, the people of Hūd?’”

Sūrah xxvi. 123-129:

“The people of ‘Ād treated the Sent Ones as liars. When their brother Hūd said to them, ‘Will ye not fear God? I truly am your brother, worthy of all credit; let you fear God then and obey me. I ask of you no reward for this, for my reward is of the Lord of the worlds alone. Build ye a landmark on every height, in pastime? And raise ye structures to bo your lasting abodes? And when ye put forth your power, do ye put it forth with harshness? Fear ye God, then, and obey me; and fear ye Him who hath plenteously bestowed on you, ye well know what? Plenteously bestowed on you flocks and children, and gardens and fountains. Indeed, I fear for you the punishment of a great day.’ They said, ‘It is the same to us whether thou warn or warn us not; verily this is but a creation [tale] of the ancients, and we are not they who shall be punished.” So they charged him with imposture and We destroyed them. Vainly in this was a sign: yet most of them believed not.”

Al-Hudābiyāh (Arabic) Al-Hudābiyāh, a well on an open space on the verge of the Haram or sacred territory, which encircles Makkah. Celebrated as the scene of a truce between Muhammad and the Quraish known as the truce of al-Hudābiyāh, when the Prophet agreed not to enter Makkah that year, but to defer his visit until the next, when they should not enter it with any weapons save those of the traveller namely, to each a sheathed sword. (Mair, from Kātibū l-Waqfū.)

The treaty is referred to in the Qurʾān as "a victory," in the xxviiith Sūrah, 1st verse: “We have given thee an obvious victory.” A chapter: which is said to have been revealed on this occasion and to have foretold the final taking of Makkah, which happened two years afterwards. (See al-Baṣāwī, in loco.)

Hūjāh (Arabic). “An argument; a proof.” The word occurs in the Qurʾān.

Sūrah ii. 145: “Turn your faces towards it (the Karbah) that men may have no argument
against you, save only those of them who are unjust."

Surah vi. 84: "These are our arguments which we gave to Abraham against his people."

Surah v. 150: "God's is the perfect argument (Hujiatu 'l-badi'ighah)."

HUJJATU 'L-HAQQI 'ALA 'L-KHALIQ (حجة الحق على الخلق). Lit. "The demonstration of truth upon the creature." A term used by the Sufi mystics for the Insha'au 'l-kamal, or the "perfect man," as Adam was when he proceeded from the hand of his Maker, and when he became a demonstration of God's wisdom and power before the angels of heaven. As is stated in the Qur'an, Surah ii. 99: "Thy Lord said I am about to place a vicegerent (khalifah) in the earth." (Abdu 'r-Razaq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

HUJRAH (حجرية). The "chamber" in which Muhammad died and was buried, which was originally the apartment allotted to 'Ayishah, the Prophet's favourite wife. It is situated behind the Masjidu 'n-Nabi, or Prophet's mosque, at al-Madinah, and is an irregular square of fifty-five feet, separated from the mosque by a passage of about 26 feet. Inside the Hujrah are supposed to be the three tombs of Muhammad, Abū Bakr, and 'Umar, facing the south, surrounded by stone walls, without any aperture, or, as others say, by strong planking. Whatever material this may be, it is hung outside with a curtain, somewhat like a four-post bed. The outer railing is separated by a darker passage from the inner, and is of iron filigree, painted green and gold. This fence, which connects the columns, forbids passage to all men. It has four gates, the Bāb u-Muwajjihah (the Front Gate), the Bāb Fāsimah (the Gate of Fāsimah), the Bāb 'l-Shā'm (the Syrian Gate), and the Bāb 'l-Tanbah (the Gate of Repentance). The Syrian Gate is the only one which is not kept closed, and is the passage which admits the officers in charge of the place. On the southern side of the fence there are three small windows about a foot square, which are said to be about three cubits from the head of the Prophet's tomb. Above the Hujrah is the green dome, surmounted by a large gilt crescent, springing from a series of globes. Within the building are the tombs of Muhammad, Abū Bakr, and 'Umar, with a space reserved for the grave of our Lord Jesus Christ, whom Muslims say will again visit the earth, and die and be buried at al-Madinah. The grave of Fāsimah, the Prophet's daughter, is supposed to be in a separate part of the building, although some say she was buried in Baqi'. The Prophet's body is said to be stretched full length on the right side, with the right palm supporting the right cheek, the face frothing Makkah. Close behind him is placed Abū Bakr, whose face fronts Muhammad's shoulder, and then 'Umar, who occupies the same position with respect to his predecessor. Amongst Christian historians there was a popular story to the effect that Muhammadans believed the coffin of their Prophet to be suspended in the air, which has no foundation whatever in Muslim literature, and Niebuhr thinks the story must have arisen from the rude pictures sold to strangers. Captain Burton gives the annexed plan of the building.

1. Muhammad.
2. Abū Bakr.
3. 'Umar.
4. The space for the tomb of Jesus.
5. Fāsimah.

It is related that Muhammad prayed that God would not allow his followers to make his tomb an object of idolatrous adoration, and consequently the adoration paid to the tomb at al-Madinah has been condemned by the Wahhabis and other Muslim reformers. In A.D. 1804, when al-Madinah was taken by the Wahhabis, their chief, Sa'ud, stripped the tomb of all its valuables, and proclaimed that all prayers and excommunications addressed to it were idolatrous. (See Burton's Pilgrimage, vol. ii.; Burckhardt's Arabic and Wahhabis.)

The garden annexed to the tomb is called ar-Rauṣah, which is a title also given by some writers to the tomb itself.

Abū Dā'ud relates that al-Qasim the grandson of Abū Bakr came to 'Ayishah and said, "O Mother, lift up the curtain of the Prophet's tomb and of his two friends, Abū Bakr and 'Umar, and she uncovered the graves, which were neither high nor low, but about one span in height, and were covered with red gravel." (Mishkat, book v. ch. vi. pt. 2.)

AL-ḤUJURĀT (الحجرات). "Chambers." The title of the xliiiith Sūrah of the Qur'an, in which the word occurs.

HUJK (حجر). pl. askūm. "Order; command; rule; sentence; judgment, of God, or of the prophet, or of a ruler or judge." It occurs in different senses in the Qur'an, e.g.:

Surah iii. 73: "It becometh not a man, that God should give him the Scriptures and the Judgment and the Prophecy, and that
then he should say to his followers, 'Be ye worshippers of me, as well as of God'; but rather be ye perfect in things pertaining to God, since ye know the Scriptures and have studied deep.'

(Both Sale and Bodwell translate the word al-bukm, "the wisdom," but Palmer renders it more correctly, "the judgment.")

Sūrah xii. 40: "Judgment is God's alone: He hides you worship only Him."

Sūrah xxi. 79: "To each [David and Solomon] we gave judgment and knowledge."

Al-bukmū 'sh-Sharīf, "the injunction of the law," is a term used for a command of God, which relates to the life and conduct of an adult Muslim. (Kitāb 'l-Turīfāt, in loco.)

HULUL (حول). Lit. "descending; alighting; transmigration." A Sūfī term for the indwelling light in the soul of man.

HUMAN SACRIFICES. There is no trace in the Qur'ān or Traditions of the immolation of human beings to the Deity as a religious rite. But M. C. de Périvel (vol. ii. p. 101) mentions a Qassakide prince who was sacrificed to Venus by Mungir, King of Hira'. Infanticide was common in ancient Arabia, but it seems to have been done either, as amongst the Rajpute of India, from a feeling of disappointment at the birth of female children, or to avoid the expense and trouble of rearing them. The latter seems to have been the ordinary reason; for we read in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xvii. 38: "Kill not your children for fear of poverty." [INFANTICIDE.]

AL-HUMAZAH (الأهمزة). "The slanderers." The title of the 4th Sūrah of the Qur'ān, so called because it commences with the words: 'Woe unto every slanderer.' The passage is said to have been revealed against Al-Akhnas ibn Sharīq, who had been guilty of slandering the Prophet.

HUNAIN (حنین). The name of a valley about three miles to the north-east of Makkah, where in the eighth year of the Hijrah a battle took place between Muhammad and the Banū Hawazin, when the latter were defeated. In the Qur'ān, the victory of Hunain is ascribed to angelic assistance.

Sūrah ix. 25: "Verily God hath assisted you in many battle-fields and on the day of Hunain." 

HUNTING. Arabic said (صيد); Heb. 'aghg. There are special rules laid down in Muslim law with regard to hunting. (See Hamilton's Hiđījāt, vol. iv. p. 170.) It is lawful to hunt with a trained dog, or a parsoner (Arabic fahd, Persian yāz, which is an animal of the lynx species, hooded or covered like a hawk), or a hawk, or a falcon.

The sign of a dog being trained is his catching game three times without eating it.

A hawk is trained when she attends to the call of her master. If the dog or parsoner eat any part of the game it is unlawful, but if a hawk eat of it, it is lawful; but if the dog merely eat the blood and not the flesh, it is lawful. If a hunter take game alive which his dog has wounded, he must slay it according to the law of Zabih, namely, by cutting its throat, with the head turned Makkah-wards, and reciting, "In the name of the Great God!" The law is the same with respect to game shot by an arrow.

If a sportsman let fly an arrow (or fire a gun) at game, he must repeat the invocation, "In the name of the Great God!"

And then the flesh becomes lawful if the game is killed by the shot. But if only wounded, the animal must be slain with the invocation. Game hit by an arrow which has not a sharp point is unlawful, and so is that killed by throwing Pebbles.

Game killed by a Magian, or an apostate, or a worshipper of images is not lawful, because they are not allowed to perform zabih. But that slain by a Christian or a Jew is lawful.

Hunting is not allowed on the pilgrimage nor within the limits of the sacred cities of Makkah and al-Madinah.

'Adi ibn Hātim (Mishkāt, book xviii. ch. i.) gives the following tradition on the subject of hunting:

"The Prophet said to me, 'When you send your dog in pursuit of game, repeat the name of God, as at slaying an animal; then if your dog holds the game for you, and you find it alive, then slay it; but if you find your dog has killed it, and not eaten of it, then eat it; but if the dog has eaten any of it, do not you eat it, for then the dog has kept it for himself. Then if you find another dog along with yours, and the game is killed, do not eat of it; for verily you cannot know which of the dogs killed it; and if the other dog killed it, it might so be that when he was let loose after the game, the name of God might not have been repeated. And when you shoot an arrow at game, repeat the name of God, the same as in slaying an animal; then if you lose sight of the game, and on finding it perceive nothing but the impression of your own arrow, then eat it if you wish; but if you find the game drowned, do not eat of it, although the mark of your arrow should be in it.'"

HUR (حور), the plural of ḫaura. The women of Paradise described in the Qur'ān, e.g. Sūrah lv. 56-78:

"Therein shall be the damasels with retiring glances, whom nor man nor djinn hath touched;"...

"Which then of the bounties of your Lord will ye twain deny?"

"Like jacinths and pearls:"

"Which, &c.

"Shall the reward of good be sought but good?"

"Which, &c."
AL-HUSAIN

"And besides these shall be two other gardens:
Which, &c.
Of a dark green:
Which, &c.
With gushing fountains in each:
Which, &c.
In each fruits and the palm and the
pomegranate:
Which, &c.
In each, the fair, the beauteous ones:
Which, &c.
With large dark eyeballs, kept close in
their pavilions:
Which, &c.
Whom man hath never touched, nor any
djinn:
Which, &c.
Their spouses on soft green cushions and
on beautiful carpets shall recline:
Which, &c.
Blessed be the name of thy Lord, full of
majesty and glory."

AL-HUSAIN (عـ). The second
son of ‏فاطمeh, the daughter of ‏عُمَّر, by her husband ‏عَلِي, the fourth ‏خليفة. A brother to ‏الحسين, the fifth ‏خليفة. According to the Shi'ahs, he was the third
Khilafah. He was born A.H. 4, and died at
Karbalā A.H. 61, being cruelly slain in his
conflict with ‏عَزِيد, the seventh Khilafah,
according to the Sunnis.

The martyrdom of ‏الحسين is celebrated
by the Shi'ahs every year during the first ten
days of the ‏مُحَرَّرَم [MUHARRAM]; an
account of his tragic death is therefore
necessary for understanding the intensity of
feeling with which the scenes and incidents
of the last days of the "Imam Husain" are
enacted in the "Miracle Play," a translation
of which has been given in English by Sir
Lewis Polle. The following account is
taken from the Preface to this work, p. xi
seqq.:—

"Shortly after the accession of ‏عَزِيد
(Yazid), Husain received at Mecca secret
messages from the people of ‏كُوفَّة (al-Kūfah),
entreating him to place himself at the head
of the army of the faithful in Babylonia.
Yazid, however, had full intimation of the
intended revolt, and long before Husain could
reach Cufa, the too easy governor of that
city had been replaced by Obaidallah ("Ubai-
dūn Ṭlah ibn Ziyyād), the resolute ruler of Bus-
sorah (al-Basrah), who by his rapid measures
disconcerted the plans of the conspirators, and
drove them to a premature outbreak, and the
surrender of their leader Muslim. The latter
foresew the ruin which he had brought on
Husain, and shed bitter tears on that account
when captured. His head was struck off and
sent to Yazid. On Husain arriving at the
conflines of Babylonia, he was met by Harro
(al-Hurr), who had been sent out by Obaidal-
lah with a body of horsemen to intercept
his approach. Husain, addressing them, as-
serted his title to the Caliphate, and invited
them to submit to him. Harro replied, 'We
are commanded as soon as we meet you to
bring you directly to Cufa into the presence
of Obaidallah, the son of Ziyyād.' Husain
answered, 'I would sooner die than submit
to that,' and gave the word to his men to
ride on; but Harro wheeled about and inter-
cepted them. At the same time, Harro said,
'I have no commission to fight with you, but
I am commanded not to part with you until
I have conducted you into Cufa'; but he
hade Husain to choose any road into that
city 'that did not go directly back to Mecca,'
and 'do you,' said he, 'write to Yazid or
Obaidallah, and I will write to Obaidallah,
and perhaps it may please God I may meet
with something that may bring me off without
my being forced to an extremity on your
account. Then he retreated his force a little
to allow Husain to lead the way towards
Cufa, and Husain took the road that leads by
Adib and Cadisa. This was on Thursday
the 1st of Muharrum (Muharram), A.H. 61
(A.D. 680). When night came on, he still con-
tinued his march all through the night. As
he rode on he nodded a little, and crying
again, said, 'Men travel by night, and the
destines travel toward them; this I know
to be a message of death.'

"In the morning, after prayers were over,
he mended his pace, and as he rode on there
came up a horseman, who took no notice of
him, but saluted Harro, and delivered to
him a letter, giving orders from Obaidal-
lah to lead Husain and his men into a place
where was neither town nor fortifications,
and there leave them till the Syrian forces
should surround them.

"This was on Friday the 2nd of Muharrum.
The day after, Amer (Umar ibn Sa'd) came
upon them with four thousand men, who
were on their march to Dailam. They had
been encamped without the walls of Cufa,
and when Obaidallah heard of Husain's
coming, he commanded Amer to defer his
march to Dailam and go against Husain.
But one and all disapproved of him. 'Beware
that you go not against Husain, and rebel
against your Lord, and cut off mercy from
you, for you had better be deprived of the
dominion of the whole world than meet your
Lord with the blood of Husain upon you.'
Amer was tain to sequience, but upon Obai-
dallah renewing his command-with threats,
he marched against Husain, and came up
with him, as aforesaid, on Saturday the 3rd
of Muharrum.

"On Amer sending to inquire of Husain
what brought him thither, the latter replied,
'The Cufans wrote to me; but since they
reject me, I am willing to return to Mecca.'
Amer was glad when he heard it, and said, 'I
hope to God I may be excused from fighting
against him.' Then he wrote to this purpose
to Obaidallah; but Obaidallah sternly re-
plied, 'Get between him and the river,' and
Amer did so; and the name of the place
where he cut Husain off from the Euphrates
was called Kerbelā (Karbalā): ‘Kerbel (an-
guish) and bēlē (vexation). Trouble and
affliction,' said Husain when he heard it.

"Then Husain sought a conference with
Amer, in which he proposed either to go to
Yezid, to return to Mecca, or, as some add,
but others deny, to fight against the Turks.
Obaidallah was at first inclined to accede
to this condition, until Shamer stood up and
awoke that no terms should be made with
Husain, adding significantly that he had been
informed of a long conference between Husain
and Amer.

"Then Obaidallah sent Shamer with orders
to Amer, that if Husain would surrender un-
conditionally, he would be received; but if Amer
was to fall upon him and his men, and
trample them under his feet. Should he
refuse to do so, Shamer was to strike off
Amer's head, and himself command the
attack against Husain.

"Thus passed Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, the 4th,
5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th of Moharrum.
On the evening of the 9th, Amer drew up his
forces close to Husain's camp, and himself
rode up to Husain as he was sitting in the
desk, or tent, after the evening prayer, and
told him of the conditions of Augisby
Obaidallah. Husain desired Amer to give
him time until the next morning, when he
would make his answer.

"In the night his sister came weeping to
his bedside, and, awaking him, exclaimed,
'Alas for the desolation of my family! my
mother Fatima is dead and my father Al
and my brother Hasan. Alas for the destruc-
tion that is past and alas for the destruction
that is to come!' 'Sister,' Husain replied,
'put your trust in God, and know that man
is born to die, and that the heavens shall not
remain; everything shall pass away but the
presence of God, who created all things by
Himself, and shall make them by His
power to pass away, and they shall return to
Him alone. My father was better than me,
and my mother was better than me; and my
brother was better than me; and they and we
and all Muslims have an example in the
Apostle of God.' Then he told his men
that Obaidallah wanted nobody but him, and
that they should go away to their homes.
But they said, 'God forbid that we should
ever see the day wherein we survive you!' Then
he commanded them to cord their tents
close together, and make a line of them, so
as to keep out the enemy's horse. And he
dug a trench behind his camp, which he
filled with wood to be set on fire, so that he
could only be attacked in front. The rest
of the night he spent in prayer and supplica-
tion, while the enemy's guard patrolled all
night long round and round his camp.

"The next morning both sides prepared
for the slaughter. Husain first washed and
anointed himself with musch, and several of
his chief men did the like; and one asking
them what it meant, Husain replied plea-
santly, 'Alas! there is nothing between us
and the black-eyed girls of Paradise but that
the opers come down upon us and slay us!' Then he mounted his horse, and set
the Coran before him, crying, 'O God, Thou
art my confidence in every trouble and my
hope in every adversity!' and submitted him-
self to the judgment of his companions before
the opened pages of the sacred volume. At
this his sisters and daughters began to weep,
when he cried out in bitter anguish self-reproachfully, God reward the son of
Abbas,' in allusion to advice which his
cousin, Abdullah ibn Abbas, had given him,
to leave the women behind in Mecca. At
this moment a party of the enemy's horse
wheeling about and came up to Husain, who
expected to be attacked by them. But it was
Harro, who had quitted the ranks of the
Syrian army, and had now come to die with
Husain, and testify his repentance before
men and God. As Harro rode into the
doomed camp, he shouted back to Amer,
'Alas for you!' Whenceupon Amer com-
manded his men to 'bring up the coldur.'
As soon as they were set in front of the
troops, Shamer shot an arrow into the camp,
saying, 'Bear witness that I shot the first
arrow,' and so the fight began on both sides.
It raged fiercely in silent prayer, and
for many hours, until noon-day, when both sides retired to
prayer, Husain adding to the usual office the
'Prayer of Fear,' never used but in cases of
extremity. When shortly afterwards the
fight was renewed, Husain was struck on
the head by a sword. Faint with the loss of
blood, he sat down by his tent and took upon
his lap his little son Abdullah, who was at
once killed by a flying arrow. He placed the
little corpse upon the ground, crying out,
'We come from God and we return to Him.
O God, give me strength to bear these mis-
fortunes.' Growing thirsty, he ran toward the
Euphrates, where, as he stooped to drink
an arrow struck him in the mouth. Raising
his hands, all beameared and dripping with
blood, to heaven, he stood for awhile and
prayed earnestly. His little nephew, a beau-
tiful child, who was away, asked him, had his
hand cut off with a sword, on which Husain
again wept, saying, 'Thy reward, dear child,
is with thy forefathers in the realms of bliss.'
Hounded on by Shamer, the Syrian troops
now surrounded him; but Husain, nothing
daunted, charged them right and left. In
the midst of the fighting, his sister came between
him and his slayers, crying out to Amer,
how he could stand by and see Husain slain.
Whereupon, with tears trickling down his
beard, Amer turned his face away; but
Shamer, with threats and curses, set on his
soldiers again, and at last one wounded
Husain upon the hand, and a second gashed
him on the neck, and a third thrust him
through the body with a spear. No sooner
had he fallen to the ground than Shamer rode
a troop of horsemen over his corpse, back-
wards and forwards, over and over again,
until it was trampled into the very ground,
a scarcely recognisable mass of mangled flesh
and mud.

"Thus, twelve years after the death of his
brother Hasan, Husain, the second son of
Ali, met his own death on the bloody plain
of Kerbela on Saturday the 10th day of
Moharrum, A.H. 61 (A.D. 680)."
husband

From al-Husain and his brother al-Hasan are derived the descendants of the Prophet known throughout Islam as Saiyida. [SAIYDA, HASAN, MUBARAKRAH.]

HUSBAND. Arabic zawj (زواج). A husband is not guardian over his wife any further than respects the rights of marriage, nor does the provision for her rest upon him any further than with respect to food, clothing, and lodging (Hidayah, vol. i. p. 63), but he may be imprisoned for the maintenance of his wife (Ibidem, vol. ii. p. 628). The evidence of a husband concerning his wife is not accepted by the Sunnis, but it is allowed in Shi'ah law (Jb, vol. ii. p. 685). The Muhammadan law demands that a Muslim husband shall reside equally with each of his wives, unless one wife bestow her right upon another wife. (Jb, vol. i. p. 184.)

HUSNU 'L-KHULQ (حسين الخلوق). "A good disposition." Abū Hurairah relates that one of the Companions once asked Muhammad, "What is the best thing that has been given to man?" and Muhammad replied, "A good disposition." Muhammad is also related to have said that the "heaviest thing which will be put in the scales of a Muslim in the Day of Judgment is a good disposition." (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. xix. pt. 2.)

AL-HUTAMAH (الحلمة). A division of Hell, mentioned in the Qur'an, Sūrah civ. —
"Woe to every backbiter,
Who amasseth wealth and storeth it against the future!"
"He thinketh surely that his wealth shall be with him for ever.
"Nay! for verily he shall be flung into al-hutamah,
And who shall teach thee what al-hutama
h is?"
"It is God's kindled fire,
Which shall mount above the hearts of the damned;"
"It shall verily rise over them like a vault,
On outstretched columns."
The Imam al-Baghdawi says it is the division of Hell specially reserved for the Jews.

HUWAIRIS (حوریس). One of the citizens of Makkah, who was excluded from the general amnesty on the taking of Makkah, in consequence of his having pursued Zainab, Muhammad's daughter, while she was courting to effect her escape from Makkah. He was afterwards seized and slain by 'Ali.

HUZAIPAFA (حازيبة). The son of al-Yaman. He was a "sworn companion" of the Prophet, one of the most eminent of the Ashāb, and it is recorded by Muslim the Traditionist, that he was specially instructed by the Prophet. His father, al-Yaman, also called Husl or Huzail, was likewise a companion, who fell at Uhud. Huzailah died in the time of 'Ali's Khilafate, a.h. 36. (See Taqribu 't-Tahâb, p. 51.) Sir William Muir says he was the Companion who first suggested to 'Usman the necessity of the recension of the Qur'an, a.h. 33. (Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 566.)

"Hodzeifa, who had warred both in Armenia and Azerbaijan, and had observed the different readings of the Syrians, and of the men of Iraq, was alarmed at the number and extent of the variations, and warned Othman to interpose and stop the people before they should differ according to the scriptures, as did the Jews and Christians."

HUZAIL (هدیل). The ancestor of the Banu Huzail, a tribe distinguished in the annals of war and poetry, and, as we learn from Burredhardt, still occupying under the same name the environs of Makkah. (Travels in Arabia, vol. i. pp. 22, 66.)

HYPOCRISY. Arabic riya (ریا), nifāq (نافع), makr (مكر), mudāhanat (مداهنة). When there is an allusion to hypocrisy in the Qur'an, it refers to that class of people known as al-Munāfiqūn, or the hypocrites of al-Madinah, who in the days of the Prophet professed to follow him, whilst secretly they opposed him [MUNAAFOQ], nīsā Sūrah ii. 7; xxiii. 47; lvii. 18. But in the Traditions we have the following with reference to this sin, Mishkat, book f. ch. iii. pt. 3:—
"The signs of hypocrisy are three: speaking falsely, promising and not performing, and being perfidious when trusted."
"There are four qualities, which being possessed by anyone, constitute a complete hypocrite; and whoever has one of the four has one hypocritical quality till he discards it: perfidy when trusted, the breaking of agreements, speaking falsely, and prosecuting hostility by treachery."

HYPOCRITES. Arabic munāfaqūn (منافقون). A term applied by Muhammad to those residents of al-Madinah who during his first stay in that city ostensibly joined Islam, but in secret were disaffected.
IBĀHIYAH (ابهية). A sect of libertines who consider all things lawful.

IBĀQ (اباء). The absconding of slaves. The fugitive slave being termed abū, or, if he be an infant, sa'īl, or the strayed one. The restorer of a fugitive slave is entitled to a reward of forty dirhams, but no reward is given for the restoration of a strayed infant slave. (Slavest.)

IBĀZĪYAH (ابع). A sect of Muslims founded by 'Abdu 'llāh ibn Ibad, who said that if a man commit a kabirah or great sin, he is an infidel, and not a believer. (Kitābu 'l-Tawāfīd, in loco.)

IBĪS (ابيس). [Devil.]

IBN 'ABBĀS (ابن عباس). 'Abdu 'llāh, the eldest son of 'Abbās, and a cousin of Muhammad. One of the most celebrated of the Companions, and the relator of numerous traditions. It is said that the angel Gabriel appeared to him, when he was only ten years old, and revealed to him the meaning of the Qur'ān, which accounted for his intimate acquaintance with the letter and meaning of the book. He was called Tādhumul 'l-Qur'ān, or "the interpreter of the Qur'ān." He was appointed Governor of al-Basrah by the Khalīfah 'Ali, which office he held for some time. He returned to the Hijāz and died at al-Tāfīd (A.H. 68 (A.D. 687)), aged 72 years.

IBN HANBAL (ابن حنبل). The Imām Abū 'Abdullāh Ahmad ibn Hanbal, the founder of the fourth orthodox sect of the Sunnis, was born at Baghdad in the A.H. 194, A.D. 770, where he received his education under Yazīd ibn Surad and Yahya ibn Sa'id. On ash-Sha'bī coming to Baghdad (A.H. 195). Ibn Hanbal attended the lectures delivered there by that doctor, and was instructed by him in the traditions. In process of time he acquired a high reputation from his profound knowledge of both the civil and spiritual law, and particularly for the extent of his erudition with respect to the precepts of the Prophet, of which it is said that he could repeat above a million. His fame began to spread just at the time when the disputes ran highest concerning the nature of the Qur'ān, which some held to have existed from eternity, whilst others maintained it to be created. Unfortunately for Ibn Hanbal, the Khalīfah al-Mut'tasim was of the latter opinion, to which this doctor refusing to subscribe, he was imprisoned and severely scourged by the Khalīfah's order.

For this hard usage, indeed, he afterwards received some satisfaction from al-Mutawakil, the son of al-Mut'tasim, who, upon succeeding to the throne, issued a decree of general toleration, leaving every person at liberty to judge for himself upon this point. This tolerant Khalīfah set the persecuted doctor at liberty, receiving him at his Court with the most honourable marks of distinction, and offering him a compensatory present of 1,000 pieces of gold, which, however, he refused to accept. After having attained the rank of Imām, he retired from the world, and led a recluse life for several years. He died A.H. 241 (A.D. 855), aged 75. He obtained so high a reputation for sanctity, that his funeral was attended by a train of 80,000 men and 60,000 women; and it is asserted as a kind of miracle, that on the day of his decease no fewer than 20,000 Jews and Christians embraced the faith. For about a century after his death, the sect of Ibn Hanbal were numerous and even powerful; and uniting to their zeal a large proportion of fanaticism, became at length so turbulent and troublesome as to require the strong arm of Government to keep them in order. Like most other fanatical sects, they dwindled away in process of time, and are now to be met with only in a few parts of Arabia. Although orthodox in their other tenets, there was one point on which they differed from the rest of the Muslims; for they asserted that God had actually set Muhammad upon his throne, and constituted him his substitute in the government of the universe; an assertion which was regarded with horror, as an impious blasphemy, and which brought them into great disrepute. This, however, did not happen until many years after Ibn Hanbal's decease, and is in no degree attributed to him. He published only two works of note: one entitled the Musnad, which is said to contain above 80,000 traditions selected from 750,000; and another, a collection of apothegms, or proverbs, containing many admirable precepts upon the government of the passions. He had several eminent pupils, particularly Jāmā'il al-Buḥārī and Muslim ibn Dā'dūd. His authority is but seldom quoted by any of the modern commentators on jurisprudence.

The modern Wahhabis are supposed to follow (to some extent) the teachings of Ahmad ibn Hanbal.

IBN KHALLIKĀN (ابن خليكان). The well-known Muhammadan biographer. He drew his descent from a family of Balkh. He was born at Arbelah, but resided at Damascus, where he filled the office of chief Qazi, and died A.H. 391 (A.D. 1292). His biographical dictionary has been translated into English by Baron de Slane. (Paris 1843.) The biographical notes in the present work are chiefly from Ibn Khallikān's work.

IBN MAJĀH (ابن ماجه). Abū 'Abdullāh Muhammad ibn Yazīd Ibn Majah al-Qazwīnī was muwashsh of the tribe of Rabih, and a celebrated Ḥā'iz of the Qur'ān, and is known as the compiler of the Kitābu's-Sunan, or "Book of Traditions." This work
IBN MAS'UD

is counted one of the six Sahîh, or authentic collections of Hadîd. Born A.H. 208 (A.D. 824). Died A.H. 278 (A.D. 883).

IBN MAS'UD (ابو سعدة). 'Abdu 'llah ibn Mas'ud, "a companion" of considerable note. One of the illustrious "ten (Aṣharah Mubashsharâh) to whom Muhammad gave an assurance of Paradise. He was present at the battle of Badr and subsequent engagements. Died at al-Madinah A.H. 32, aged 60.

IBN MULJAM (ابن ملجم). The Muslim who slew the Khalifah 'Ali. The author of the Haqîqat l-Qulub (Merrick's Translation, p. 204) says when 'Ali was martyred by Ibn Muljam his celestial likeness (i.e. in the 'Ilamul 'Milad) appeared wounded also; wherefore angels visit the simulacrum morning and evening and curse the name of Ibn Muljam.

IBN SIYÂD (ابن سيد). A mysterious personage who lived in the time of Muhammad, and who was mistaken by some people for ad-Dajjal T-Masih, or the Anti-christ. 'Abdu 'l-Haqq says some say he was a Jew of al-Madinah named 'Abdu 'llah.

Ibn 'Umar relates that the Prophet went to Ibn Siyâd, accompanied by a party of his companions, and found him playing with boys; and at this time he had nearly reached puberty; and Ibn Siyâd had no notion of the coming of the Prophet and the companions, till the Prophet struck him upon the back, and said, "Do you bear witness that I am the Prophet of God?" Then Ibn Siyâd looked at the Prophet and said, "I bear witness that you are the Prophet of the illiterate. After that he said to the Prophet, "Do you bear witness that I am the Prophet of God?" Then the Prophet pressed him with both his hands and said, "I believe in God and His Prophets"; and then said to Ibn Siyâd, "What do you look at?" He said, "Sometimes a person comes to me telling the truth; and sometimes another person telling lies; like as magicians, to whom devils bring truth and falsehood." The Prophet said, "The Devil comes to you, and brings you news, false and true." After that, the Prophet said, "Verily, I have concealed a revelation from you" (which was the one in which there is mention of the smoke); and Ibn Siyâd said, "Is it the one with the smoke?" Then the Prophet said, "Begone! you cannot surpass your own degree!" Ibn 'Umar said, "O Prophet of God! do you permit me to strike off Ibn Siyâd's head?" He said, "If Ibn Siyâd be Dajjal, you will not be able to kill him, because Jesus will be his slayer, and if he is not Dajjal there can be no good in your killing him." After this the Prophet and Ubasì ibn Ka'b al-Ansârî went towards some date trees belonging to Ibn Siyâd, and the Prophet bid himself behind the branches, to listen to what he would say, before Ibn Siyâd discovered him. And at this time Ibn Siyâd was lying upon his bed, with a sheet over his face, talking to himself; and his mother saw the Prophet standing behind the branches of the trees; and said to her son, "Muhammad is standing." At this he became silent; and the Prophet said, "Had not his mother informed him he would have said something to have discovered what he was doing." Then the Prophet repeated, "Praised be God, by that which is worthy of him"; and then mentioned Dajjal and said, "Verily, I fear for you from Dajjal; there is no Prophet but he alarmed his people about him. Verily, Noah frightened his people about Dajjal; but I will tell you a thing in the matter of Dajjal, which no one Prophet ever told his people: know that he is blind, and that verily God is not blind."

Abû Said al-Khudri says: "Ibn Siyâd asked the Prophet about the earth of Paradise; and he said, 'The earth of Paradise is in whiteness like flour twice sifted; and in smell like pure musk.' And I accompanied Ibn Siyâd from al-Madinah to Makkah; and he said to me, 'What trouble I have experienced from people's supposing me Dajjal!' Have you not heard, O Ibn Siyâd, the Prophet of God says, 'Verily, Dajjal will have no children' and I have; and verily, the Prophet has said, 'Dajjal is an infidel,' and I am a Muslim; and the Prophet said, 'Dajjal will neither enter al-Madinah nor Makkah'; and verily, I am going from al-Madinah and intend going to Makkah." After that, Ibn Siyâd said to me, 'Would you like to be Dajjal?' He said, 'If I possessed what Dajjal is described to have, such as the power of leading astray, I should not dislike it.' Ibn 'Umar says: "I met Ibn Siyâd when he had swollen eyes, and I said, 'How long have the eyes been like this?' He said, 'I do not know.' I said, 'Do not know, now that your eyes are in your head?' He said, 'If God pleased He could create eyes in your limbs, and they would not know anything about it; in this manner also, man is so employed as to be insensible to pain.' Then Ibn Siyâd made a noise from his nose, louder than the braying of an ass." (Makkât, book xxiii. ch. v.)

IBN 'UMAR (ابن عمر). Abû 'Abîd-r-Rahmân 'Abdu 'llah, son of 'Umar the celebrated Khalifah, was one of the most eminent of the "companions" of Muhammad. He embraced Islam with his father when he was only eight years old. For a period of sixty years he occupied the leading position as a traditionist, and al-Bukhârî, the collector of traditions, says the most authentic are those on the authority of Ibn 'Umar. He died at Makkah A.H. 73 (A.D. 692), aged 84 years.

IBRĀHĪM (أبراهيم). The patriarch Abraham. [ABRAHAM.]
"Have they such a knowledge of the secret things that they can write them down?"

"Desire they to lay snares for thee? But the snared ones shall be they who do not believe."

"Have they any God beside God? Glory be to God above what they join with Him."

But they are, in a later Sūrah (nearly the last), ix. 26, declared unclean, and forbidden to enter the sacred temple at Makkah. That was after Muhammad had destroyed the idols in his last pilgrimage to the Sacred House.

"O Believers! only they who join gods with God are unclean! Let them not, therefore, after this their year, come near the sacred temple. And if ye fear want, God, if He please, will enrich you of His abundance: for God is Knowing, Wise."

In a Sūrah given about the same time (iv. 51, 116), idolatry is declared to be the unpardonable sin:—

"Verily, God will not forgive the union of other gods with Himself! But other than this will He forgive to whom He pleaseth. And He who unites gods with God hath devised a great wickedness."

"God truly will not forgive the joining other gods with Himself. Other sins He will forgive to whom He will: but he who joineth gods with God, hath erred with far-gone error."

Nor is it lawful for Muslims to pray for the souls of idolaters, as is evident from Sūrah ix. 114:—

"It is not for the prophet or the faithful to pray for the forgiveness of those, even though they be of kin, who associate other beings with God, after it hath been made clear to them that they are to be the inmates of Hell."

"For neither did Abraham ask forgiveness for his father, but in pursuance of a promise which he had promised to him: but when it was shewn him that he was an enemy to God, he declared himself clear of him. Yet Abraham was pitiful, kind."

Sir William Muir says (Int. p. cxix.) that "Mahomet is related to have said that Amr son of Lozah (the first Khozaite king, A.D. 200) was the earliest who dared to change the 'pure religion of Ishmael,' and set up idols brought from Syria. This, however, is a mere Muslim conceit. The practice of idolatry thickly overspread the whole peninsula from a much more remote period."

From the chapters from the Qur'ān, already quoted, it will be seen that from the very first Muhammad denounced idolatry. But the weakness of his position compelled him to move cautiously. The expressions contained in the al-Madīnah Sūras, given when Muhammad could not enter Makkah, are much more restrained than those in the Sūrah given after the capture of Makkah and the destruction of the idols of the Ka'bah.

At an early period (about the fifth year) of his mission, Muhammad seems to have contemplated a compromise and reconciliation with Makkah idolatry. Sir William Muir
IDOLATRY

(quotating from at-Tabari, pp. 140–142, and Kātibī l-Waqīdī, p. 40), says:—

"On a certain day, the chief men of Mecca, assembled in a group beside the Ka‘bah, dissembled, as was their wont, the affairs of the city. Mahomet appeared, and, seating himself by them in a friendly manner, began to recite in their hearing Surā lii. The chapter opens with a description of the first visit of Gabriel to Mahomet, and then unfolds a second vision of that angel, in which certain heavenly mysteries were revealed. It then proceeds:—

And see ye not Lāt and Qozzaz, and Manāth the third besides?

"When he had reached this verse, the devil suggested to Mahomet an expression of thoughts which had long possessed his soul, and put to his mouth words of reconciliation and compromise, the revelation of such as he had been yearning that God might send unto his people, namely:—

These are the exalted females, and verily their intercession is to be hoped for.

"The Coreish were astonished and delighted with this acknowledgment of their deities; and as Mahomet wound up the Sura with the closing words,—

Wherefore bow down before God, and serve Him, the whole assembly prostrated themselves with one accord on the ground and worshipped. Walīd alone, unable from the infirmities of age to bow down, took a handful of earth and worshipped, pressing it to his forehead.

"And all the people were pleased at that which Mahomet had spoken, and they began to say, ‘Now we know that it is the Lord alone that giveth life and taketh it away, that createth and supporteth. And as for these our goddesses, make intercession with Him for us; wherefore, as thou hast conduced unto them a portion, we are content to follow thee.’

"But their words disquieted Mahomet, and he retired to his house. In the evening Gabriel visited him, and the Prophet (as was his wont) recited the Sura unto him. And Gabriel said, ‘What is this that thou hast done? thou hast repeated before the people words that I never gave unto thee.’ So Mahomet grieved sore, and feared the Lord greatly; and he said, ‘I have spoken of God that which he hath not said.’ But the Lord comforted His Prophet, and restored his confidence, and cancelled the verse, and revealed the true reading thereof (as it now stands), namely:—

And see ye not Lāt and Qozzaz, and Manāth the third besides?

What shall there be male progeny unto you, and female unto him?

That were indeed an unjust partition!

They are taught but names, which ye and your fathers have invented, &c.

"Now, when the Coreish heard this, they spoke among themselves, saying, ‘Mahomet hath repented his favourable mention of the rank of our goddesses with the Lord. He hath changed the same, and brought other words instead.’ So the two Satanic verses were in the mouth of every one of the unbelievers, and they increased their malice, and stirred them up to persecute the faithful with still greater severity.” (Sir W. Muir’s Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 86, seqq.)

The Commentators do not refer to this circumstance, and pious Muhammadans would reject the whole story, but, as Sir W. Muir says, “the authorities are too strong to be impugned.”

These narratives of at-Tabari and the secretary of al-Waqīdī are fully borne out in the facts of Muhammad’s subsequent compromise with the idolatrous feelings of the people; for whilst he removed the images from the Ka‘bah, he at the same time retained the black stone as an object of superstitious reverence, and although he destroyed Iṣāf and Na‘īlāt, the deities of as-Safā and al-Marwah, he still retained the “runnings to and fro,” and the “stonings against the pillars,” as part of the sacred rites of what was intended to be a purely theistic and iconoclastic system. The most singular feature in the fetishism of Arabia was the adoration paid to unshaped stones, and Muhammad found it impossible to construct his religion without some compromise with the popular form of idolatry. It is a curious circumstance that so much of the zeal and bigotry of the Wahhabi partisans is directed against the shirk, or idolatry, of the popular veneration for tombs and other objects of adoration, and yet they see no objection to the adoration of the black stone, and those other strange and peculiar customs which form part of the rites of the Makkah pilgrimage.

IDOLS. Arabic wuzān (wuzn), pl. wuzān, also ṣanām (ṣām), pl. ṣanām, both words being used in the Qur’ān. Ten of the idols of ancient Arabia are mentioned by name in the Qur’ān, viz.:—

Sūrah iv. 52: “Hast thou not observed those to whom a part of the Scriptures hath been given? They believe in al-Jibāl and at-Taghūt, and say of the infidels, ‘These are guided in a better path than those who hold the faith.’”

Sūrah lii. 19: “Have ye considered al-Lāt, al-‘Uzra, and Manāth the third?”

Sūrah lxxi. 21: “They have plotted a great plot and said, ‘Ye shall surely not leave your gods: ye shall surely neither leave Wadd, nor Suwa’, nor Yaqūbi, nor Ya‘yiq, nor Naar, and they led astray many.”

Al-Jibāl and al-Taghūt (the latter also mentioned in Sūrah ii. 257, 269) were, according to Jālālū ‘d-din, two idols of the Quraysh whom certain renegade Jews honoured in order to please the Quraysh.

Al-Lāt was the chief idol of the Banū Saqif at al-Tūff. The name appears to be the feminine of Allāh, God.

Al-‘Uzra has been identified with Venus, but it was worshipped under the form of an acacia tree, and was the deity of the Banū Ghatafan.
"IDU 'L-АЗХА"

Mandib was a large sacrificial stone worshiped by the Banu Khuz'ah and Banu Huzail.

The five idols, Wadd, Suwad, Yaghshib, Yafuq, and Nasir, the commentators say, were originally five persons of eminence in the time of Adam, who after their deaths were worshiped in the form of idols.

Wadd was worshiped by the Banu Ka'b in the form of a man, and is said to have represented heaven.

Suwad was a female deity of the Banu Hamdan.

Yaghshib was a deity of the Banu Muzayj and in the form of a lion.

Yafuq was an idol of the Banu Murad in the shape of a horse.

Nasir was, as its name implies, an image of an eagle, and worshiped by Himyar.

It is said (according to Burkhardt, p. 164) that at the time of Muhammad's suppression of idol worship in the Meccan temple, there were not fewer than 360 idols in existence.

The chief of the minor deities was Hubal, an image of a man, and said to have been originally brought from Syria. Other well-known idols were Isfaq, an idol on Mount al-Safa, and Nafe'a, an image on Mount al-Marwah, as part of the rites of the pilgrimage, the Prophet not being able to divert entirely the regard of the people for them.

Hubal was a large sacred stone on which camels were sacrificed, and the Hojar 'l-Aswad, or Black Stone, was an object, as it still is, of idolatrous worship. In the Ka'bah there were also images representing Abraham and Ishmael, each with diving arrows in his hand.

The statement, made by some writers, that the image or picture of Jesus and Mary had a place in the Ka'bah, seems to be without any authority.

Although Herodotus does not refer to the Ka'bah, yet he mentions as one of the chief divinities of Arabia Ailat, which is strong evidence of the existence of an idol called Al-Lat at that time as an object of worship.

(HEROD. II. 8) [DIOLET.]}

IDRIS (אדריס). A prophet mentioned twice in the Qur'an, whose identity there is some discussion.

Sura xix. 57: "Commemorate Idris in the Book; verily he was a man of truth and a Prophet, and we raised him to a lofty place."

Sura xxii. 85: "And Ishmael, and Idris, and Zu'l-kifl—all steadfast in patience."

Al-Bai'izawi says Idris was of the posterity of Shish (Seth), and a foresser of Noah, and his name was Um-nukh (Enoch, Heb. ענוק)."

Consecrated. He was called Idris from darar, "to instruct," from his knowledge of divine mysteries, and thirty portions of God's sacred scriptures were revealed to him. He was the first person who learned to write, and he was the inventor of the science of astronomy and arithmetic.

Rasul says, "In the Jsama 'l-Ustul, it is written that Idris was born one hundred years after the death of Adam."

The Jallān says the meaning of the words in the Qur'an, "we raised him to a lofty place," is that he lived either in the fourth heaven, or in the sixth or seventh heaven, or that he was raised up from the dead and taken to Paradise.

The Kāmilān says, "In the book called Rasa'tū 'l-Abbād, Ibn Jarir relates that Idris was the special friend of one of the angels of heaven, and that this angel took him up into the heavens, and when they arrived in the fa'ha'ah he is said to have met the Angel of Death. The angel asked the Angel of Death how many years there were remaining of the life of Idris; and the Angel of Death said, 'Where is Idris, for I have received orders to bring death to him?' Idris then remained in the fourth heaven, and he died in the wings of his angel friend who had taken him from earth."

Some of the Commentators think Idris and Elijah (Ilyas) are the same persons. But the accounts given seem to identify him with Enoch.

"IDU 'L-AZHA" (المذكورة). Vulg. "Idi-judah, 'The feast of sacrifice.' Called also Youm i-Nahar; Qur'ān 12: Buq'arah 14 (i.e. the cow festival); and in Turkey and Egypt 'Idu Bairānā. It is also called the 'Idu 'l-kabir, the great festival, as distinguished from the 'Idu 'l-ṣamīr, which is called the minor festival, or al-'Idu 'l-zaghrīn."

It is celebrated on the tenth day of Zūḥ-Il-Hijjah, is part of the rites of the Mecca pilgrimage, although it is observed as well in all parts of Islam both as a day of sacrifice and as a great festival. It is founded on an injunction in the Qur'an, Sūrah xxii. 33-35.

This do. And they who respect the symbols of God, perform an action which proceeds from piety of heart.

"Ye may obtain advantages from the cattle up to the set time for slaying them; then, the place for sacrificing them is at the ancient House."

"And to every people have we appointed symbols, that they may commemorate the name of God over the brute beasts which He hath provided for them. And your God is the one God. To Him, therefore, surrender yourselves; and bear thou good tidings to those who humble themselves."

"Whose hearts, when mention is made of God, thrill with awe; and to those who remain steadfast under all that befalleth them, and observe prayer, and give alms of that with which we have supplied them."

"And the camels have we appointed you for the sacrifice to God: much good have ye in them. Make mention, therefore, of the name of God over them when ye slay them, as they stand in a row; and when they are fallen over their sides, write of them, and feed him who is content and asketh not, and him who asketh. Thus have We subjected them to you, to the intent ye should be thankful."
"By no means can their flesh reach unto God, neither their blood; but pify on your part reacheth Him. Thus hath He subjected them to you, that ye might magnify God for His guidance; moreover, announce glad tidings to those who do good deeds."

The conclusion of the sacrifice was as follows:—A few months after the Hijrah, or flight from Makkah, Muhammad, dwelling in al-Madinah, observed that the Jews kept, on the tenth day of the seventh month, the great fast of the Attonement. A tradition records that the Prophet asked them why they kept this fast. He was informed that it was a memorial of the deliverance of Moses and the children of Israel from the hands of Pharaoh. "We have a greater right in Moses than they," said Muhammad, so he fasted with the Jews and commanded his followers to fast also. This was at the period of his mission when Muhammad was friendly with the Jews of al-Madinah, who occasionally came to hear him preach. The Prophet also occasionally attended the synagogue. The object of the change of the Qiblah from Jerusalem to Makkah, for the Jews were not so ready to change their creed as Muhammad had at first hoped. In the second year of the Hijrah, Muhammad and his followers did not participate in the Jewish fast, for the Prophet now instituted the 'Idu 'l-Azhâ. The idolatrous Arabs had been in the habit of making an annual pilgrimage to Makkah at this season of the year. The offering of animals in sacrifice formed a part of the concluding ceremony of that pilgrimage. That portion — the sacrifice of animals — Muhammad adopted in the fast which now, at al-Madinah, he substituted for the Jewish fast. This was well calculated to attract the attention of the Makkans and to gain the goodwill of the Arabs. Muhammad could not then make the pilgrimage to Makkah, for as yet there was a hostile feeling between the inhabitants of the two cities; but on the tenth day of the month Zîl-Hijjâth, at the very time when the Arabs at Makkah were engaged in sacrificing victims, Muhammad went forth from his house at al-Madinah, and assembling his followers instituted the 'Idu 'l-Azhâ. Two young kids were brought before him. One he sacrificed and said: "O Lord! I sacrifice this for my whole people, all those who bear witness to Thy unity and to my mission. O Lord! this is for Muhammad and for the family of Muhammad."

There is nothing in the Qur'an to connect this sacrifice with the history of Ishmael, but it is generally held by Muhammadans to have been instituted in commemoration of Abraham's willingness to offer up his son as a sacrifice. And Muhammadans generally maintain that the son was Ishmael and not Isaac, and that the scene took place on Mount Moriah near Makkah, and not in the land of Moriah, as is stated in Genesis.

The following account given by Muhammadan writers:—When Ibrahim (the peace of God be upon him) found Makkah, the Lord desired him to prepare a feast for Him. Upon Ibrahim's (the friend of God) requesting to know what He would have on the occasion the Lord replied, 'Offer up thy son Ishaâ'll. Agreeably to God's command he took Ishaâ'll to the Ka'bah to sacrifice him, and having laid him down, he made several ineffectual strokes on his thorax with a knife, on which Ishaâ'll observed, 'Your eyes being uncovered, it is through pity and compassion for me you allow the knife to miss me; it would be better if you blindfolded yourself with the end of your turban and then sacrificed me.' Ibrahim acted upon his son's suggestion and having repeated the words 'Ishaâ'll, ala'âhu akbar' (i.e. 'In the name of God! God is great!'), he drew the knife across his son's neck. In the meantime, however, Gabriel had substituted a broad-tailed sheep for the youth Ishaâ'll, and Ibrahim unfolding his eyes observed, to his surprise, the sheep slain, and his son standing behind him. (See Qur'an 'I-Abîyâr')

It is a notable fact that whilst Muhammad professed to abrogate the Jewish ritual, and also ignored entirely the doctrine of the Attonement as taught in the New Testament, denying even the very fact of our Saviour's crucifixion, he made the "day of sacrifice" the great central festival of his religion.

There is a very remarkable Hadis, related by 'Aiyâshah, who states that Muhammad said, 'Man hath not done anything on the 'Idu 'l-Azhâ more pleasing to God than spilling blood; for verily the animal sacrificed will come, on the day of resurrection, with its horns, its hair, and its hoofs, and will make the scale of his (good) actions heavy. Verily its blood reacheth the acceptance of God, before it falleth upon the ground, therefore be joyful in it." (Mishkâ', book iv. ch. xxi. sec. 2)

Muhammad has thus become a witness to the doctrine of the Christian faith that "without shedding of blood, there is no remission." The animal sacrificed must be without blemish, and of full age; but it may be either a goat, a sheep, a cow, or an camel. The religious part of the festival is observed as follows:—The people assemble in the morning for prayer, in the 'Ijârâh, or place erected outside the city for these special festival prayers. The whole congregation then stand in the usual order, the Imam takes his place in front of them and leads them in two rak'ahs of prayer. After prayers the Imam ascends the mimbar or pulpit and delivers a Khutbâh, or oration, on the subject of the festival.

We are indebted to Mr. Scull for the following specimen of the Khutbâh:—

"In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

"God is Great. There is no God but God. God is Great! God is Great and worthy of all praise. He is Holy. Day and night we should praise Him. He is without partner, without equal. All praise be to Him. Holy is He, Who makes the rich generous, Who provides the sacrifice for the wise. He is Great, without an equal. All praise be to
Him. Listen! I testify that there is no God but God. He is alone, without partner. This testimony is as bright as the early dawn, as brilliant as the glorious feast day. Muhammad is His servant who delivered His message. On Muhammad, and on his family, and on his Companions may the peace of God rest. On you who are present, 0 congregation of Muslims, may the mercy of God for ever rest. O servants of God: our first duty is to fear God and to be kind. God has said, 'I will be with those who fear Me and are kind.'

"Know, O servants of God, that to rejoice on the feast day is the sign and mark of the pure and good. Exalted will be the rank of such in Paradise, especially on the day of resurrection will they obtain dignity and honour. Do not on this day foolish acts. It is not time for banqueting and negligence. This is the day on which others praise God. Read the Kamilmah, the Takbir and the Tahmid. This is a high festival season and the feast of sacrifices. Read now the Takbiru-t-Tashriq. God is great! God is great! There is no God but God! God is great! God is great! All praise be to Him! From the morning of the 'Arafa, after every 'farz rak'ah, it is good for a person to repeat the Takbiru-t-Tashriq. The woman before whom is a man as Imam, and the traveller whose Imam is a permanent resident, should also repeat this Takbir. It should be said at each Namaz until the Sehaj '1-Ash of the Feast day (10th). Some, however, say that it should be recited every day till the afternoon of the thirteenth day, as these are the days of the Tashriq. If the Imam forgets to recite, let not the worshipper forget. Know, O believers, that every free man who is a Sāhib-i-Niṣab should offer sacrifice on this day, provided that this sum is exclusive of his horses, his clothes, his tools, and his household goods and slaves. It is wajib for everyone to offer sacrifice for himself, but it is not a wajib order that he should do it for his children. A goat, a ram, or a cow, should be offered in sacrifice for every seven persons. The victim must not be one-eyed, blind, lame, or very thin.

"If you sacrifice a fat animal it will serve you well, and carry you across the Sāriq. O believers, thus said the Prophet, on whom be the mercy and peace of God, 'Sacrifice the victim with your own hands, this is the Sunnah of Ibrahim, on whom be peace.'

On the first Taqwah of the Kitiqah-i-Zādīt-Taqwa it is said that, on the 'Idu-l-Fitr and the 'Idu-l-Ahsh, four 'farz rak'ahs should be said after the farz Namaz of the 'Id. In the first rak'ah after the Sūratu-l-Fatihah recite the Sūratu-l-A'la (Sūrah lxxvii); in the second, the Sūratu-ab-Shams (Sūrah xc.); in the third, the Sūratu-z-Zubā (Sūrah xciii.); in the fourth, the Sūratu-l-Ikhlās (xxviii.).

"O believers, if ye do so, God will pardon the sins of fifty years which are past and of fifty years to come. The reading of these Sūratas is equal, as an act of merit, to the reading of all the books God has sent by His prophets.

"May God include us amongst those who are accepted by Him, who act according to the Law, whose desires will be granted at the Last Day. To all such there will be no fear in the Day of Resurrection; no sorrow in the examination at the Day of Judgment. The best of all books is the Qur'ān. O believers! May God give to us and to you a blessing for ever, by the grace of the Noble Qur'ān. May its verses be our guide, and may its wise mention of God direct us aright. I desire that God may pardon all believers, male and female, the Muslim and the Muslimāt. O believers, also seek for pardon. Truly God is the Forgiver, the Merciful, the Eternal King, the Compassionate, the Clement. O believers, the Khutbat is over. Let all desire that on Muhammad Mustafā the mercy and peace of God may rest."

The Khutbat being ended, the people all return to the city of their homes. The head of the family then takes a sheep, or a cow, or a goat, or camel, and turning its head towards Makkah says:

"In the name of the great God. Verily, my prayers, my sacrifice, my life, my death, belong to God, the Lord of the worlds. He has no partner: that is what I am bidden: for I am first of those who are Mīshīm (i.e., resigned)."

And then he slays the animal. The flesh of the animal is then divided into three portions, one third being given to relations, one third to the poor, and the remaining third reserved for the family. Quite apart from its religious ceremonies, the festival is observed as a great time of rejoicing, and the holiday is kept for two or three days in a similar way to that of the minor festival or the 'Idu-l-Fitr. [Hajj, Isma'il, Sacrifice.]

'IDU 'L-FA'I'ER (عِيد الفطر). Lit. "The Festival of the Breaking of the Fast." It is called also 'Idu Ramazān, the 'Idu-l-Sadqāt (Feast of Alms), and the 'Idu 'l-ṣaghr (Minor Festival). It commences as soon as the month's fast in Ramazān is over, and consequently on the first day of the month of Shawwāl. It is specially a feast of alms-giving. "Bring out your alms," said Ibn 'Abbas, "for the Prophet has ordained this as a divine institution, one Šār of barley or dates, or a half Šār of wheat: this is for every person, free or bond, man or woman, old or young, to purify thy fast (i.e. the month's fast just concluded) of any obscene language, and to give victuals to the poor." (Mishkât, bk vi. ch. iii.)

On this festival the people, having previously distributed the alms which are called the Sādqaat 'l-Fitr, assemble in the vast assembly outside the city in the Igdah, and, being led by the Imam, recite two rak'ahs of prayer. After prayers the Imam ascends the minbar, or pulpit, and delivers the khutbat, or oration. We are indebted to Mr. Sell for the following specimen of one of these sermons:

"In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful."
Holy is God who has opened the door of mercy for those who fast, and in mercy and kindness has granted them the right of entrance into heaven. God is greatest! God is all. There is no god save Him. God is greatest! God is all. God is greatest! God is all. God is greatest! God is all. God is greatest! God is all. God is greatest! God is all. God is greatest! God is all.

He who has opened the door of mercy for those who fast, and in mercy and kindness has granted them the right of entrance into heaven. God is greatest! God is all. There is no god save Him. God is greatest! God is all.

And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead.

He who has opened the door of mercy for those who fast, and in mercy and kindness has granted them the right of entrance into heaven. God is greatest! God is all. There is no god save Him. God is greatest! God is all.

And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead.

And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead.

And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead. And if God so wills, He will destroy you and raise another generation in your stead.

O company of Believers, O congregation of Muslims, the mercy of the True One is on you. He says that the Feast day is a blessing to you, and a curse to the unbelievers. Your fasting will not be rewarded, and your prayers will be stayed in their flight to heaven until you have given the sadaqat. O congregation of Believers, give alms is to you a wajib duty. Give to the poor some measures of grain or its money equivalent. Your duty in Ramażan was to say the Tarawih prayers, to make supplication to God, to sit and meditate (istikfaj) and to read the Qur’an. The religious duties of the first ten days of Ramażan gain the mercy of God, those of the second ten merit His pardon; while those of the last ten save those who are from the punishment of hell. God has declared that Ramażan is a noble month, for is not one of its nights, the Lailatu l-Qadr, better than a thousand months? On that night Gabriel and the angels descended from heaven: till the morning breaks it is full of blessing. Its eloquent interpreter, and its clearest proof is the Qur’an, the Word of God, most Gracious. Holy is God who says in the Qur’an: 'This is a guide for men, a distinguisher between right and wrong.' O Believers, in such a month be present, obey the order of your God, and fast; but let the sick and the travellers substitute some other days on which to fast, so that no days be lost, and say: 'God is greatest!' and praise Him. God has made the fast easy for you. O Believers, God will bless you and us by the grace of the Holy Qur’an. Every verse of it is a benefit to us and fills us with wisdom. God is the Bower, the Holy King, the Monificent, the Kind, the Nourisher, the Merciful, the Clement.'
On one or more days of this festival, some or all of the members of most families, but chiefly the women, visit the tombs of their relatives. This they also do on the occasion of the other grand festival, *Idu L-fitr.* The visitors, or their servants, carry palm branches, and sometimes sweet balls, to lay upon the tomb which they go to visit. The palm-branch is broken into several pieces, and these, or the leaves only, are placed on the tomb.

Numerous groups of women are seen on these occasions, bearing palm-branches, on their way to the cemeteries in the neighbourhood of the metropolis. They are also provided, according to their circumstances, with cakes, bread, dates, or some other kind of food, to distribute to the poor who resort to the burial-ground on these days. Sometimes tents are pitched for them; the tents surround the tomb which is the object of the visit. The visitors recite the Fa'ihah, or, if they can afford it, employ a person to recite first the Socrat Ya-Seen, or a larger portion of the Qur'an. Often a *khutmeel* (or recital) of the whole of the Qur'an is performed at the tomb, or in the house, by several Sheekas. Then men generally return immediately after these rites have been performed, and the fragments or leaves of the palm-branch laid on the tomb: the women usually go to the tomb early in the morning, and do not return until the afternoon; some of them (but these are not generally esteemed women of correct conduct), if they have a tent, pass the night in it, and remain until the end of the festival, or until the afternoon of the following Friday; so, too, do the women of a family possessed of a private, enclosed burial-ground, with a house within it, for there are many such enclosures, and not a few with houses for the accommodation of the females in the midst of the public cemeteries of Cairo. Intrigues are said to be not uncommon with the females who spend the night in tents. The largest of the public cemeteries of Bab al-Nasr, in the desert tract immediately on the north of the metropolis, presents a remarkable scene on the two 'seeds.' In a part next the city-gate from which the burial-ground takes its name, many swings and whirligigs are erected, and several large tents, in some of which dancers, reciters of Aboo-Zeyd, and other performers, amuse a dense crowd of spectators; and throughout the burial-ground are seen numerous tents for the reception of the visitors of the tombs. About two or three days after the 'seed above described, the 'Kiswah,' or covering of the Kasebeh, which is sent annually with the great caravan of pilgrims, is conveyed in procession from the citadel of the metropolis, where it is manufactured at the Sooltan's expense, to the mosque of the Hossandeh, to be sewn together and lined, preparatively to the approaching pilgrimage. [Kiswaah]

The visiting of tombs on the occasion of the two festivals is not a custom in India. It is generally done in the Mulharram, both by the Sunnis and the Shi'ahs.

**If'ah (إِفَاء)** "Chastity, continence, purity." *Abu-i-jifah,* "those who are chaste."

**Ifrit (إِفْرِيط).** A demon, or class of demons mentioned in the Qur'an (Sura xxvii. 39). They are said to be giants, and very malicious. The ghosts of the wicked dead are sometimes called by this name. [GENIL.]

**If'tar (إِفْتَار).** Lit. "Breaking." Breaking the month's fast on the evening of the 'Idu L-fitr; that is, at the first sight of the new moon, after sunset. It is also used for breaking the fast every evening after sunset during the month of Ramazan. It is, according to the example of the Prophet, to break the fast by eating either dates or salt.

**Ihadd (إِحَادٍ).** The period of mourning observed by a widow for her husband; namely, four months and ten days. [MOURNING.]

**Ihlaal (إِحاَل).** Lit. "Raising the voice." A term used for the Tahlibah. [TAHLIBAH.]

**Ihraam (إِحْرَام).** Lit. "Prohibiting." The pilgrim's dress, and also the state in which the pilgrim is held to be from the time he assumes this distinctive garb until he lays it aside. It consists of two new white cotton clothes, each six feet long by three and a half broad. One of these sheets, termed *ridā,* is thrown over the back, and, exposing the arm and shoulder, is knotted at the right side in the style called *wushah.* The other, called *sâr,* is wrapped round the loins from the waist to the knee, and knotted or tucked in at the middle.

In the state of ihram, the pilgrim is forbidden the following actions: connection with or kissing women, covering the face, perfumes, hunting or slaying animals, anointing the head with oil, cutting the beard or shaving the head, colouring the clothes, washing the head or beard with marshmallows, cutting the nails, plucking a blade of grass, cutting a green tree. But although the pilgrim is not allowed to hunt or slay animals, he may kill the following noxious creatures: a lion, a biting dog, a snake or scorpion, a crow, a kite, and a rat. For each offence against the rules of ihram, special sacrifices are ordained, according to the offence. [HAI.] Ihsan (إِحْسَان. Lit. "To confer favours, or to perform an action in a perfect manner." A term used in the Traditions for the sincere worship of God. Muhammad said *Ihsan* was "both to worship God as if thou sawest Him, and to remember that God seest thee." (Mishkat, book i. ch. i. pt. 1.) The word is used in this sense by the Shi'ah mystics. (Abdu r-Razzaq's Dict. of Shi'i Terms.) Ihsan (إِحْسَان. Lit. "Keeping a wife secluded." A legal term for a married man. (Bidayah, vol. i. p. 48.)
IHSÁRÚ 'L-HAJJ (اہسار العج). The hindering of the Pilgrimage. For example: If a pilgrim be stopped on his way by any unforeseen circumstance, such as sickness or accident, he is required to send an animal to be sacrificed at the Sacred City. (Hitádágh, Arabic ed., vol. i, p. 184.) This injunction is founded upon the teaching of the Qur'án, Surah ii. 192. "And if he be prevented, then send whatever offering shall be easiest: and shave not your heads until the offering reach the place of sacrifice. But whoever among you is sick, or hath an ailment of the head, must expiate by fasting, or alms, or a victim for sacrifice. And when ye are secure from (hindrances) then he who delights in the Pilgrimage (Umra) of the holy place until the Pilgrimage, shall bring whatever offering shall be the easiest. But he who hath nothing to offer shall fast three days in the Pilgrimage and seven days when ye return: they shall be ten days in all."

IHTIKÁR (اہتکار). Hoarding up grain with the object of raising the price. Used for monopoly of all kinds. Abu Hanifah restricts its use to a monopoly of the necessities of life. It is strictly forbidden by Muhammad, who is related to have said: "Whoever monopolizes is a sinner," "Those who bring grain to a city to sell at a cheap rate are blessed, and they who keep it back in order to sell at a high rate are cursed."

IHTILÁM (اہتلام). Pollutio nocturna; after which ghnas, or legal bathing, is absolutely necessary. [PURIFICATION.]

IHTIMÁM (اہتمام). "Superintendence; care." The trust or jurisdiction of a landowner over certain parts of land.


IHZÁR (اہزار). A summons citing to appear before a Qásh or Judge.

IJÁB (إجاب). The first proposal made by one of the parties in negotiating or concluding a bargain. [MARRIAGE.]

IJÁRA (إيجارة). Price, hire, wages, rent, profit, emolument, according to the subject to which it applies. [HIRE.]

IJMA' (اجمة). The third foundation of Islam. It literally means "collecting," or "assembling," and in Muslim divinity it expresses the unanimous consent of the Mujtahidun (learned doctors); or, as we should call it, "the unanimous consent of the Fathers." A Mujtahid is a Muslim divine of the highest degree of learning, a title usually conferred by Muslim rulers. [ISLAM.] There are three foundations of Ijma': (1) Ijtíádí-i-Qaíd, unanimous consent expressed in declaration of opinion; (2) Ijtíád-i-Fiți expressed in unanimity of practice; (3) Ijtíád-i-Sakúl, when the majority of the Mujtahidun signified their tacit assent to the opinions of the minority by "silence" or non-interference. The Mujtahidun depend on the making of Ijmá' as "men of learning and piety, not heretics, nor fools, but men of judgment."

There is great diversity of opinion as to what period in the history of Islam Ijmá' can be accepted. Some doctors assert that only the Ijmá' of the Mujtahidun who were Ashab (companions); others, that of those who were not only "companions" but "descendants" of the "Prophet," can be accepted; whilst others accept the Ijmá' of the Ansáris (helpers), and of the Muḥadjirin (fugitives), who were dwellers in al-Madinah with Muhammad. The majority of learned Muslims, however, appear to think that Ijmá' may be collected in every age, although they admit that, owing to the numerous divisions which have arisen amongst Muhammadans, it has not been possible since the days of the Taba'ás 't-Tábí'in (i.e. the followers of the Companions),

The following is considered to be the relative value of Ijmá':

That of the Asháb (companions) is equal to Hadiá Mutawádtár. That which was decided afterwards, but in accordance with the unanimous opinion of the Asháb, is equal to Hadiá-i-Kholá-i-Mushákar, and that upon which there was diversity of opinion amongst the Asháb, but has since been decided by the later Mujtahidun is equal to Hadiá-i-Khabar-i-Wádhí. (See Syed Ahmad Khan's Essay.)

Some European writers confuse the term Ijmá' with Ijtihád. But Ijtihád is the decision made by a single Mujtahid, whilst Ijmá' is the collective opinion of a council of Mujtahidun, or enlightened doctors.

Amongst the Shi'áhs there are still Mujtahidun whose Ijmá' is accepted, but the Sunnis have four orthodox schools of interpretation, named after their respective founders—Hanafí, Sháfávi, Malaki, and Hanbali. The Wahhábí for the most part reject Ijmá' collected after the death of the Companions. It will be easily understood what a fruitful source of religious disension and sectarian strife this third foundation of the rule of faith is. Divided as the Christian Church is by its numerous sects, it will compare favourably with Muhammadanism even in this respect. Muhammad, it is related, prophesied that, as the Jewish Church had been divided into seventy-one sects and the Christians into seventy-two! so its followers would be divided into seventy-three! sects! But every Muslim historian is obliged to admit that they have far exceeded the limits of Muhammad's prophecy; for, according to 'Abdu 'l-Qádir al-Jíjáni, there are at least 100.

IJTIHÁD (اجتهاد). Lit. "Exertion." The logical deduction on a legal or theological question by a Mujtahid or learned and enlightened doctor, as distinguished from Ijmá', which is the collective opinion of a council of divines.
This method of attaining to a certain degree of authority in searching into the principles of jurisprudence is sanctioned by the Traditions:

"The Prophet wished to send a man named Mu’āṣir to al-Yaman to receive some money collected for alms, which he was then to distribute to the poor. On appointing him he said: 'O Mu’āṣir, by what rule will you act?' He replied, 'By the Law of the Qur’an.' 'But if you find no direction therein?' 'Then I will act according to the Sunnah of the Prophet.' 'But what if that fails?' 'Then I will make an Ijtihād, and act on that.' The Prophet raised his hands and said, 'Praise be to God who guides the messenger of His Prophet in what He pleases.'"

The growth of this system of divinity is traced by a Sunni writer, Mirza Qāsim Beg, Professor in the University of St. Fakhr acts (examples which are given in Sall’s Faith of Islam), as follows:

1. God, the only legislator, has shown the way of felicity to the people whom He has chosen, and in order to enable them to walk in that way He has shown to them the precepts which are found partly in the eternal Qur’an, and partly in the sayings of the Prophet transmitted to posterity by the Companions and preserved in the Sunnah. That way is called the Sharī‘ah (law). The rules thereof are called Ahkām (commandments).

2. The Qur’an and the Sunnah, which since their manifestation are the primitive sources of the orders of the Law, form two branches of study, viz. ‘Ilm-i-Tafsir, or the interpretation of the Qur’an, and ‘Ilm-i-Hadīl, or the study of Tradition.

3. All the orders of the Law have regard either to the actions (Dīn), or to the belief (Imām) of the faithful (Muwahhid).”

4. As the Qur’an and the Sunnah are the principal sources from whence the precepts of the Sharī‘ah have been drawn, so the rulings recognized as the principal elements of actual jurisprudence are the subject of ‘Ilm-i-Fiqh, or the science of Law.

Fīqh in its root signifies “conception, comprehension.” Thus Muhammad prayed for Ibn Mas‘ūd: “May God make him comprehend (Faqqahu-ua), and make him know the interpretation of the Qur’an.” Muhammad in his quality of Judge and chief of the Believers decided, without appeal or contradiction, all the affairs of the people. His sayings served as a guide to the Companions. After the death of the Prophet the Khalifas acted on this authority of the Traditions. Meanwhile the Qur’an and the Sunnah, the principal elements of religion and legislation, became little by little the subject of controversy. It was then that men applied themselves vigorously to the task of learning by heart the Qur’an and the Traditions, and then that jurisprudence became a separate science. No science had as yet been systematically taught, and the early Musalmān did not possess books which would serve for such teaching. A change soon, however, took place. In the year in which the great jurist of Syria died (A.H. 80), ‘Umar ibn ‘Abdul-Malik, surnamed Abū Hanifah, was born. He is the most celebrated of the founders of the schools of jurisprudence, a science which ranks first in all Muslim seats of learning. Until that time and for thirty years later the learned doctors had all their knowledge by heart, and those who possessed good memories were highly esteemed. Many of them knew by heart the whole Qur’an with the comments made on it by the Prophet and by the Companions; they also knew the Traditions and their explanations, and all the commands which proceeded from the Qur’an and the Sunnah. Such men enjoyed the right of Mujtahidūn. They transmitted their knowledge to their scholars orally. It was not till towards the middle of the second century of the Hijrah that treatises on the different branches of the Law were written, after which six schools (Ma‘ālif) of jurisprudence were formed. The founders (all Imāms of the first class) were Abū Hanīfah, the Imam ‘Abd-ul-Malik or greatest Imam (A.H. 150), Suyfān as-Sa‘ūdī (A.H. 151), Mālik (A.H. 177), Ash-Shāfi‘ī (A.H. 204), Ibn Hanbal (A.H. 241), and the Imam Dāwūd as-Zāhīri (A.H. 270). The two sects founded by as-Sa‘ūdī and as-Zāhīri became extinct in the eighth century of the Hijrah. The other four still remain. These men venerated one another. The younger ones speak with great respect of the elder. Thus ash-Shāfi‘ī says: “No one in the world is so well versed in jurisprudence as Abū Hanīfah was, and he who has read neither his works nor those of his disciples knows nothing of jurisprudence.” Ibn Hanbal, when sick, wore a shirt which had belonged to ash-Shāfi‘ī, in order that he might be cured of his malady; but all this did not prevent them starting schools of their own, for the right of Ijtihād is granted to those who are real Mujtahidūn.

There are three degrees of Ijtihād:

1. Ijtihād fi‘l-Sharī‘ah, absolute independence in legislation.

2. Ijtihād fi‘l-Ma‘ālif, authority in the judicial systems founded by the Mujtahidūn of the first class.

3. Ijtihād fi‘l-Masā’il, authority in cases which have not been decided by the authors of the four systems of jurisprudence.

The first is called a complete and absolute authority, the second, relative, the third special.

(1) Ijtihād fi‘l-Sharī‘ah.

Absolute independence in legislation is the gift of God. He to whom it is given when seeking to discover the meaning of the Divine Law is not bound to follow any other teacher. He can use his own judgment. This gift was bestowed on the jurists of the first, and to some of the second and third centuries. The Companions, however, who were closely connected with the Prophet, having transmitted immediately to their posterity the treasures of legislation, are looked upon as Mujtahidūn of much higher authority than those of the second and third centuries. Thus Abū Hanīfah says: “That which comes to us
from the Companions is on our head and eyes (i.e., to be received with respect): as to that which comes from the Tabi'în, they are men and we are men.

Since the time of the Tabi'în this degree of Mujahîd has only been conferred on the six great Imams before mentioned. Theoretically any Muslim can attain to this degree, but it is one of the principles of jurisprudence that the confirmation of this rank is dependent on many conditions, and so no one now gains the honour. These conditions are:

1. The knowledge of the Qur'an and all that is related to it; that is to say, a complete knowledge of Arabic literature, a profound acquaintance with the orders of the Qur'an and all its sub-divisions, their relationship to each other and their connection with the orders of the Sunna. The candidate should know when and why each verse of the Qur'an was written, he should have a perfect acquaintance with the literal meaning of the words, the speciality or generality of each clause, the abrogating and abrogated sentences. He should be able to make clear the meaning of the "obscure" passages (Mutashâbih), to discriminate between the literal and the allegorical, the universal and the particular.

2. He must know the Qur'an by heart with all the Traditions and explanations.

3. He must have a perfect knowledge of the Traditions, or at least of three thousand of them. He must know their source, history, object, and their connection with the laws of the Qur'an. He should know by heart the most important Traditions.

4. A pious and austere life.

5. A profound knowledge of all the sciences of the Law.

Should anyone now aspire to such a degree another condition would be added, viz.:

6. A complete knowledge of the four schools of jurisprudence.

The obstacles, then, are almost insurmountable. On the one hand, there is the severity of the 'Ulama', which requires from the candidate things almost impossible; on the other, there is the attachment of the 'Ulama' to their own Imams, for should such a man arise no one is bound now to listen to him. The Imam Ibn Hanbal said: "Draw your knowledge from whence the Imam drew theirs, and do not content yourself with following others, for that is certainly blindness of sight." Thus the schools of the four Imams remain intact after a thousand years have passed, and so the 'Ulama' recognise since the time of those Imams no Mujahîd of the first degree. Ibn Hanbal was the last.

The rights of the man who attained to this degree were very important. He was not bound to be a disciple of another, he was a mediator between the Law and his followers, for whom he established a system of Legislation, without anyone having the right to take any objection. He had the right to explain the Qur'an, the Sunna, and the

Ijmâ', according as he understood them. He used the Prophet's words, whilst his disciples only used his. Should a disciple find some discrepancy between a decision which comes from the Imam and the Qur'ân or Traditions, he must abide by the decision of the Imam. The Law does not permit him to interpret after his own fashion. When once the disciple has entered the sect of one Imam he cannot leave it and join another. He loses the right of private judgment, for only a Mujahîd of the first class can dispute the decision of one of the Imams. Theoretically, such Mujahîdûn may still arise; but, as we have already shown, practically they do not.

(2.) Ijîthâd fi 'l-Masâ'îl.

This degree has been granted to the immediate disciples of the great Imams who have elaborated the systems of their masters. They enjoyed the special consideration of the contemporary 'Ulama', and of their respective Imams who in some cases have allowed them to retain their own opinion. The most famous of these men are the two disciples of Abu Hanifah, Abû Yusaûf, and Muhammân ibn al-Hasan. In a secondary matter their opinion carries great weight. It is laid down as a rule that a Mufti may follow the unanimous opinion of these two even when it goes against that of Abu Hanifah.

(3.) Ijîthâd fi 'l-Masâ'îl.

This is the degree of special independence. The candidates for it should have a perfect knowledge of all the branches of jurisprudence according to the four schools of the Arabic language and literature. They can solve cases which come before them, giving reasons for their judgment, or decide on cases which have not been settled by previous Mujâhidûn; but in either case their decisions must always be in absolute accordance with the opinions of the Mujâhidûn of the first and second classes, and with the principles which guided them. Many of these men attained great celebrity during their lifetime, but to most of them this rank is not accorded till after their death. We know that Imam Qâsi Khân died (A.H. 592), but one has been recognised by the Sunni as a Mujâhid even of the third class.

There are three other inferior classes of jurists, called Muqallidûn, followers of the Mujâhidûn; but all that the highest in rank amongst them can do is to explain obscure passages in the writings of the older jurists. The most of the 'Ulama' they are considered to be equal to the Mujâhidûn of the third class. If there are several conflicting legal opinions on any point, they can select one opinion on which to base their decision. This is more Qâsi cannot do. In such a case he would have to refer to these men or to their writings for guidance. They seem to have written commentaries on the legal systems without originating anything new. The author of the Hûdûfiyyâ, who lived at the end of the sixth century, was a Muqallid.


(1) A theological term, implying that a Mu-
ILĀH (اَلْحَیَّ). From Ilāh, "God."
(1) That which is divine, e.g. ad-dīnu l-Ilāhī, the divine religion. (2) Ilāhī is also used for the era instituted by the Emperor Akbar, commencing with the first year of his reign. A.H. 963, A.D. 1556. Although found on the coins of Akbar and his immediate successors, it never obtained currency, and is now obsolete.

ILĀN (عَلَّم). Publishing the notice of marriage by sending messengers to the houses of friends. A custom which is founded upon the express injunction of the Prophet, as reported by ʿAyishah: "Give notice of marriages, perform them in mosques, and beat drums for them." (Mishkāt, book xiii. ch. xiv. pt. 2.)

ILĀH (اَلْحَیَّ). [INSPIRATION.]
AL-ILĀHĀ Ṣ-RABBĀNĪ (الإِلَّهُ الْبَالِغ). [INSPIRATION.]

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN. An illegitimate child, Arabic waḥdūd ʿz-zindī (ولادًا وحيدًا), has legally no father, and a putative father, therefore, excluded from the custody of such a child. The child only inherits from its mother and the mother's relations, who in return inherit from him. (Tugore Law Lectures, 1875, pp. 123, 488.)

ILLIYÜN (إِلْلِیْیُن). The seventh stage of celestial bliss. Also the register in which the good deeds of Muslims are said to be written. See Sūratu ʿṬatlīf, lxxxiii. 18: "The register of the righteous is in ʿIlīyūn." See also Mishkāt, book v. ch. iii. pt. 3: "The angels follow it (the soul) through each heaven, and the angels of one region pass it on to the next until it reaches the seventh heaven, when God says, 'Write the name of my servant in ʿIlīyūn, and return him to the earth, that is, to his body which is buried in the earth.'"

ILM (عِلْم). Lit. "To know; knowledge." In Muslim theology, the word ʿIlm is always used for religious knowledge. "Abdu l-Ḥaqq says it is the knowledge of religion as expressed in "the Book" (ʿQurān) and the "Sunnah" (Traditions), and is of two kinds, ʿIlmu l-Mubādī, elementary knowledge, or that relating to the words and sentences of the Qurān and Hadīs; and ʿIlmu l-Maqāsid, perfected knowledge, or that relating to faith and works, as taught in the Qurān and Hadīs. There is also ʿIlmu l-Mukhāṣṣah, revealed knowledge, or that secret knowledge, or light, which shines into the heart of the pious Muslim, whereby he becomes enlightened as to the truths of religion. This spiritual knowledge is also described ʿIlmu l-Ḥaqiqah, or the knowledge of the truth. It is related (Mishkāt, book ii. ch. i. Arabic ed.) that the Prophet said ʿIlm is of three kinds, viz. Ayātu l-Mukhāṣah, Sunnatu l-Qaḥīm, and Farasatu l-ʿAdī, and that whatever is beyond these three is not necessary. The learned doctors explain these terms as fol-
ILMU 'L-ADAB (علم الأدب). The science of Philology. In Hasıf Khalīfah, Lexicon, vol. I, p. 215, quoted by Lane, is the science by which one guards against error in the language of the Arabs, with respect to words and with respect to writing.

ILMU 'L-ALHĀLQA (علم الأحوال). Ethics; morals. The best known works on the subject are the Persian works—the Akhlaq-i-Judāl, by Fāqir Jānī Muḥammad, a.h. 908, which has been translated into English, with references and notes, by W. F. Thompson, Eqq. (London, 1839); the Akhlaq-i-Nasiri, by Nasiru'll-dīn ʿAbī Tālib, a. h. 672; and the Akhlaq-i-Muhārnā by the Maulawī Hussain al-Kāshī (Hussain al-Rabbāni the commentator), a.h. 910.

ILMU 'L-AKTAF (علم الأكتاف). The science of divining by the shoulder-blades of sheep. It was the custom of the ancient Arabs to place the shoulder-bone of a sheep in the sun, and to examine it, and so divine by its marks future events, in the same way as by the science of palmistry. (Kashfu'l-ʿZanān, in loco.)

ILMU 'L-ĀQĀʾID (علم الأقوال). [ILMU 'L-KALAM.]

ILMU 'L-ASMAʾ (علم الأسماء). The knowledge of the names, titles, or attributes of God. [GOD, ZIKR, SUFFISM.]

ILMU 'L-BĀTIN (علم الباطن). The mystic science; the same as Ṭasawwuf. [SUFFISM.]

ILMU 'L-FALAK (علم الفلك). The science of Astronomy. According to the Muḥammadans the earth is the centre of the astronomical system. The seven planets, which are called the najmūn l-sayyārāt or wandering stars, as distinguished from fixed stars, are 1. Qasir, Moon; 2. Ṭūrān, Mercury; 3. Zuhrah, Venus; 4. Shams, Sun; 5. Mirīgh, Mars; 6. Muṣṭāṭar, Jupiter; 7. Zulki, Saturn.

The Arabian arrangement of the planets is that of Plato, who placed the earth in the centre of the universe and nearest to it the moon, whose synodic revolution is the shortest of all, being performed in 29 days. Next to the moon he placed Mercury, who returns to his conjunctions in 116 days. After Mercury followed Venus, whose periodic time is 204 days. Beyond Venus he placed the sun, then Mars, next Jupiter, finally Saturn, beyond which are the fixed stars.


ILMU 'L-FARĀʾIZ (علم الفراض). The law of inheritance. [INHERITANCE.]

ILMU 'L-FIQH (علم الفقه). Jurisprudence; and the knowledge of all subjects connected with practical religion. In the first place, Fiqh deals with the five pillars of practical religion: 1. the recital of the creed; 2. prayer; 3. fasting; 4. zakāt or almsgiving; 5. hajj or pilgrimage; and in the second place with all questions of jurisprudence such as marriage, divorce, inheritance, sale, evidence, slavery, partnership, warfare, &c. &c.

The chief Sunni works on the subject are: Of the Hanafī sect, the Ḥadīṣyyah, the Jumāl-i-ʿAṣāfiyyah, the Durūl-ʿMukhtār, and Ṭadhīl-ʿAl-muhārī; of the Shāfī and Malaki sects, the Kitābū-ʾAnwār, the Muhārīr, and the Ikhtilāfūl-ʿAmmāh. The best known Shi'ah works on jurisprudence are the Sharīʿāt-ī-ʿIṣlām, the Mafāṣif, and the Jāmīʿ ʿAṣb-ī-Ṣalātāt.

ILMU 'L-HADIS (علم الحديث). The science of the Traditions; i.e. the various canons which have been established for ascertaining the authenticity and genuineness of the Hadis or Traditions. The Nukhbatu'll-ʿFikr, with its commentary the Nushatūn-n-Nāṣar by Shahābū l-dīn Ahmad al-ʿArshālān (Lee's ed. Calcutta, 1802), is a well known work on the subject.
'ILMU 'L-HANDASAH (علم الهندسة). The science of Geometry.

'ILMU 'L-HIKMAH (علم الحكمة). Also 'ilmu 'L-Falsafah (علم الفلسفة). [PHILOSOPHY.]

'ILMU 'L-HISĀB (علم الحساب). Arithmetic.

'ILMU 'L-ILHĀRIYĀT (علم الإلهاءات). A knowledge of divinity. [THEOLOGY.]

'ILMU 'L-INSHĀ' (علم النشأة). The art of literary composition. [INSHE'AH.]

'ILMU 'L-JABR (علم الجبر). Algebra.

'ILMU 'L-KAFF (علم الكف). The science of palmistry said to have been practised by Daniel.

'ILMU 'L-KALĀM (علم الكلام). Scholastic theology. It is also known as 'ilmu 'L-Aqā'id, the science of the articles of belief. The author of the Kashīf 'z-Zunnān defines it as "the science whereby we are able to bring forward proofs of our religious belief," and it includes the discussion of the nature of the existence and the attributes of God.

'ilmu 'L-Kalām is the discussion of all subjects connected with the six articles of the Muslim Creed: 1, the Unity of God; 2, the Angels; 3, the Books; 4, the Prophets; 5, the Day of Judgment; 6, the Decrees of God. It is, as an exposition of the five foundations of practical religion 1. recital of the Creed; 2. prayer; 3. fasting; 4. zakāt; 5. hajj.

The most celebrated works on the subject of 'Aqā'id or 'ilmu 'L-Kalām are: Shāhīd 'L-Aqā'id, by the Moulawi Mas'ūd Sa'dū 'd-din at-Tαffāzānī, a. h. 792; the Shαhīd 'L-MwādQif, by Salyd Sharif Jurjānī.

'ILMU 'L-LUGHĀAH (علم اللغة). Lexicography. [ARABIC LEXICOGRAPHY.]

'ILMU 'L-MANTIQ (علم المنطق). Logical science. [LOGIC.]

'ILMU 'L-MASĀHĀH (علم المساحة). The nautical art. The science of making and navigating ships.

'ILMU 'L-MILĀḤAH (المساحة). The science of Music. [MUSIC.]

'ILMU 'L-USUL (علم الأصول). The science of the "roots," or fundamentals of the religion of Muhammad, namely, of the Qur'ān, Hadīth, Ijmā', and Qiyyās. The science of exegesis, or the rules of interpretation of these four roots of Islam. An explanation of the methods of this science will be found in the article on qumān, Sect. viii., the same principles applying to the other three fundamentals.

The best known works on 'ilmu 'L-Usūl are the Mawār, by 'Abdul 'llah ibn Ahmad an-Nasāfī, a. h. 710, and its commentary, the Nārū l-Anwar; also al-Tassāk, by 'Ubaydullāh ibn Mas'ūd, a. h. 747, with its commentary, al-Tassāk, by the same author, and a super-commentary, the Tuhshih 'L-Tassāk, by Sa'dū 'd-din Mas'ūd ibn 'Umar at-Tafṣāzānī, a. h. 792.

'AL-ILMU 'L-YAQQIN (علم اليقين). Certain knowledge; demonstration; a religious life; a knowledge of the truth.

'ILMU 'N-NABĀT (علم النبات). Botany. The knowledge of the use of herbs.

'ILMU 'N-NIJÁM (علم النجوم). Astrology. "The science by which are discovered the events both of the present and of the future by means of the position of the stars." (Kashīf 'z-Zunnān, in loco.) [ASTROLOGY.]

'ILMU 'R-RA'IL (علم الرمل). Geomancy. A pretended divination by means of lines on the sand (raml). It is said to have been practiced as a miracle by six prophets, viz. Adam, Ibrāhīm, Luqām, Arīmāh (Jēreminah), Shāyāh (Isaiah), Daniel. (See Kashīf 'z-Zunnān, in loco.)

'ILMU 'R-RĪYĀZĀH (علم الرياضيات). Mathematics. The author of the Kashīf 'z-Zunnān says the science of Rīyāzh is divided into four sections: 1. handasaah, geometry; 2. bī'ah, astronomy; 3. bī'ah, arithmetic; 4. maqāṣid, music.

'ILMU 'S-SHIHR (علم المشرفة). The science of magic. [MAGIC.]

'ILMU 'S-SIMYĀ (علم هيات). Natural magic, chiromancy, palmistry. [ASTROLOGY.]

'ILMU 'T-TAB'I (علم الطبيعة). Natural philosophy.

'ILMU 'T-TAJWĪD (علم التجويد). Called also 'ilmu 'L-Qur'ān. The science of reading the Qur'ān correctly. The most popular work on the subject is al-Mwāddamatu 'L-Jazariyyah, by the Shāhīd Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Jazari (a. h. 883).

'ILMU 'T-TASA'WUF (علم التصوف). The mystic or contemplative science. [SUFISM.]

'ILMU 'T-TASHTRĪ (علم التشريع). The science of anatomy.

'ILMU 'T-TAWĀRĪKH (علم التاريخ), or 'ilmu 'L-Ta'rikh. Chronology, history. For a complete list of Muhammadan histories of an early date, see Kashīf 'z-Zunnān in loco.

'ILMU 'T-TIBB (علم الطب). The science of Medicine. For a list of medical books of an early date, see Kashīf 'z-Zunnān in loco.

ILQA (اللقاء). Lit. "Injecting; infusing." A theological term used for the
teaching of the heart by the power of God. 
Inspiration of soul in that which is good.

IMAGES. It is unlawful for a 
Muhammadan to have an image of any kind 
in his house. (Mishkâ‘i, book xx. ch. v.)

[PICTURES, IDOLS.]

IMÂM (إمام). One whose leadership 
or example is to be followed. A pattern 
or a model; an example of evil. The term 
is used in the Qur’ân in these senses.

Sûrah ii. 118: “Verily I have set thee 
(Abraham) as an Imâm (or a leader) for 
mankind.”

Sûrah xvii. 73: “The day when we will 
call all men by their Imâm (or leader).”

Sûrah xxxvi. 11: “Everything we have 
set down in a clear model.”

Sûrah xxv. 73: “They (Sodom and Midian) 
are an obvious example.”

Sûrah xxv. 74: “Make us a model to the 
pious”

Muhammedans use the term in the following 
senses:

(1) The Imâm, or Khalifah, of the Muslim 
people. The author of the Hitâdây, says, by 
the rightful Imâm is understood a person in 
whom all the qualities essential to magis-
tracy are united, such as Islâmic, freedom, 
sanity of intellect, and maturity of age, and 
who has been elected into his office by any 
tribe of Muslims, with their general consent;
whose view and intention is the advance-
ment of the true religion, and the strengthen-
ing of the Muslims; and under whom the 
Muslims enjoy security in person and pro-
property; one who levies title and tribute ac-
cording to law; who, out of the public trea-
sury, pays what is due to learned men 
preachers, gásis, mutts, philosophers, public 
teachers, and so forth; and who is just in 
all his dealings with Muslims; for whoever 
does not answer this description is not the 
right Imâm, whence it is not incumbent to 
support such a one, but rather it is incum-

THE IMAM LEADING PRAYERS AND RECITING THE FATHAH OR FIRST SURAH OF THE QUR’ÂN.

(E. Campbell.)

bent to oppose him, and make war upon 
him until such time as he either adopt a 
proper mode of conduct, or be slain; as is 
written in the Mâdînû ‘l-Haqâ‘iq, copied from 
the Fâsîdât. (Hitâdây, vol. ii. p. 248.)

For a discussion of this meaning of the title, 
refer to the article on KHALIFAH, which is the 
term used for the Imâm of the Sunni Muslims.

(2) The Shi‘ahs apply the term Imâm to 
the twelve leaders of their sect whom they 
call the true Imâms [shî‘ah], and not using 
the term Khalifah for this office as the Sunnis 
do. The Shi‘ah traditions are very wild on the 
subject of the Imâmate, and contrast unfavourably with those of the Sunnis.

In the Hitâdây ‘l-Qur’ân (Merrick’s edition, 
p. 200), Muhammad is said to have related: 
“On the night of the ascension, the Most 
High commanded me to inquire of the past 
prophets for what reason they were exalted 
to that rank, and they all testified, We were 
raised up on account of your prophetic office, and the Imâmate of ‘Ali ibn Abi Tâlib, 
and of the Imâmate of your posterity. A divine 
voice then commanded, ‘Look on the right 
side of the empyrean.’ I looked and saw the 
similitude of ‘Ali and al-Hassan, and al-
Husain, and ‘Ali ibn al-Husain (alâs Zainû ’l-
Abidin), and Muhammad al-Baqir, and Ja‘far 
as-Sâdiq, and Musa al-Kâzîm, and ‘Ali ibn 
Musa al-Râsî, and Muhammad al-Ja‘fî, and 
‘Ali an-Nâqi, and al-Hassan al-Ashkarî, and al-
Mahdî, all performing prayers in a sea of 
light. These, said the Most High, are my 
proofs, vicegerents, and friends, and the last 
of them will take vengeance on my enemies.”

(3) The Imâm, or leader, of any system of 
thoelogy or law. Abû Hānîfah and the other 
three doctors of the Sunnis are called Imâms 
and are other leading doctors of divinity.
The term is still used for a religious leader. For example, the head of the Wahhabis on the North-West frontier of India is called the Imam, and so is the chief of Najd.

(4) The Imam or leader of prayers in any Masjid. Mr. Sale says it answers to the Latin Anistis. Each mosque, however small, has its Imam, or priest, who is supported by endowments. The office is not in any sense a sacerdotal one, the Imam not being set apart with any ceremony, as in the case of a Christian presbyter, nor the office being hereditary, as in the case of the Hindu Brahmins. The position of Imam in this sense is not unlike the sheikh, or Lugat, of the Jewish synagogue, who acted as the delegates of the congregation, and was the chief reader of prayers in their name. But quite independent of the duly appointed minister of a mosque, who is responsible for its services, and receives its revenues, no congregation of Muslim worshippers can assemble without one of the party taking the lead in the prayer, by standing in front, and who is said "to act as Imam" for the assembly.

The rules laid down on this subject, as given in the Traditions, are as follows (Mishkat, book iv. ch. xxvii., xxviii.):

Abū Sa'id al-Khudrī says the Prophet said: "When there are three persons, one of them must act as Imam and the other two follow him, and the most worthy of them to act as such is he who repeats the Qur'ān best."

Abū Ma'ūd al-Aswārī says the Prophet said: "Let him act as Imam to a congregation who knows the Qur'ān thoroughly; and if all present should be equal in that respect, then let him perform who is best informed in the rules of prayer; and if they are equal in this respect also, let him act as Imam who has fled for the sake of Islam; and if equal in this likewise, let that person act who is oldest; but the governer must not act as Imam to the governor."

Abū Hurairah relates that the Prophet said: "When any of you acts as Imam to others, he must be concise in his prayers, because there are decrepit, aged, and sick persons amongst them, and when any one of you says his prayers alone, he may be as prolix as he pleases. [MARJID.]

IMÁM-BÁRAH (إمامبراه). A building in which the festival of the Muharram is celebrated, and service held in commemoration of the deaths of 'Ali and his sons, al-Hasan and al-Hussein. At other times, the tsātis, or shrines, are preserved in it; sometimes it is used as the mausoleum of the founder of the family. [MUHAMMAD.]  

IMÁMYAH (إمامية). Lit. "The followers of the Imam." The chief sect of the Shi'as, namely, those who acknowledge the twelve Imams. [SHI'AH.]  

IMÁM MUBIN (إمام مبين). "The clear prototype or model." The expression occurs twice in the Qur'ān, Surah xxxvi. 11, "Everything we do set down in a clear proto-
him who hates God, to keep the tongue employed in repeating the name of God \[zik\], and to do unto men as you would them to do unto you, and to reject for others what you would reject for yourself." Salvation by faith without works is clearly taught (Mishkat, book i. ch. b.) by Muhammad, e.g. "When anyone of you shall have believed truly and sincerely, then whatever good action that person may do will be rewarded from ten to seventy hundred fold, and every sin he may commit will be expiated one by one before he dies." Good works, however, are the test of faith. A man asked the Prophet what was the sign whereby he might know the reality of his faith. He said, "If thou dost derive pleasure from the good that thou hast done, and art grieved for the evil which thou hast committed, then thou art a true believer" (Mishkat, book i. ch. i.). Some of the Prophet's friends came to him and said, "Verily, we find in our minds such wicked propensities, that we think it even a sin to speak of them." The Prophet said, "Do you find them really bad?" They said, "Yes." He said, "This is an evidence of faith." By which he meant, if the man had not faith he would not have felt the wickedness of his heart.

'IMLIQ (عليم). The grandson of Shem, the son of Noah. The progenitor of the 'Amliqah, the Amalekites of Scripture. They are said to be some of the earliest inhabitants of Makkah and al-Madinah.

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION of the Virgin Mary. This doctrine was asserted by Muhammad (Mishkat, book i. ch. ii. pt. 1). The Prophet said, "There is not of the sons of Adam, except Mary and her Son, one born but is touched by the Devil at the time of his birth, and the child makes a loud noise from the womb." When or where the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was first taught is quite unknown. Perrone says that some writers have ascribed its origin to France, and he himself is of opinion that it came from the East, and was recognized in Naples in the ninth century. (Blunt's Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical Theology, in loco.)

The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was finally imposed as an Article of Faith in the Roman Church, by Pius IX., Dec. 8th, 1854.

IMMODESTY. [MODESTY.]

IMPOSTURE. The Quraish charged Muhammad, at the early period of his preaching, with imposture. The following Surahs were given in answer to these charges:—

Surah xxi. 5-7: "Those who misbelieve say, 'This is nothing but a lie which he has forged, and another people hath helped him at it'; but they have wrought an injustice and a falsehood. And they say, 'They are old folk's tales which he has got written down while they are dictated to him morning and evening."

Say He sent it down who knows the secrets of heaven and earth."

Surah lxxv. 40-43: "Verily it is the speech of a noble Apostle, and it is not the speech of a poet:—little is it ye believe!" "And it is not the speech of a soothsayer,—little is it that ye mind! It is a revelation from the Lord, the Lord of all the worlds."

IMPOTENCY. Arabic 'Anânah (عائشة), 'Imnânah (عنيدة). Both according to Sunni and Shi'ah law it cancels the marriage contract, but the decree of the Qâsi is necessary before it can take effect. [DIVORCE.]

IMPRISONMENT. Arabic Sijîn (سجین), Habs (حساب). According to the Hanafî school of jurisprudence, the person upon whom punishment or retaliation is claimed, must not be imprisoned until evidence be given, either by two people of unknown character (that is, of whom it is not known whether they be just or unjust), or by one just man who is known to the Qâsi; because the imprisonment, in this case, is founded on suspicion, and suspicion cannot be confirmed but by the evidence of two men of unknown character, or of one just man. It is otherwise in imprisonment on account of property; because the defendant, in that instance, cannot be imprisoned but upon the evidence of two just men; for imprisonment on such an account is a grievous oppression, and, therefore, requires to be grounded on complete proof. In the Moslem law, under the head of duties of the Qâsi, it is mentioned that, according to the two disciples, the defendant, in a case of punishment for slander, or of retaliation, is not to be imprisoned on the evidence of one just man, because, as the exaction of bail is in such a case (in their opinion) lawful, bail is therefore to be taken from him. When a claimant establishes his right before the Qâsi, and demands of him the imprisonment of his debtor, the Qâsi must not precipitately comply, but must first order the debtor to render the right; after which, if he should attempt to delay, the Qâsi may imprison him. If a defendant, after the decree of the Qâsi against him, delay the payment in a case where the debt due was contracted for some equivalent (as in the case of goods purchased for a price, or of money, or of goods borrowed on promise of a return), the Qâsi must immediately imprison him, because the property he received is a proof of his being possessed of wealth. In the same manner, the Qâsi must imprison a refractory defendant who has undertaken an obligation in virtue of some contract, such as marriage or bail, because his voluntary engagement in an obligation is an argument of his possession of wealth, since no one is supposed to undertake what he is not competent to fulfill.

A husband may be imprisoned for the maintenance of his wife, because in withholding it is a guilty of oppression; but a father cannot be imprisoned for a debt due to
IMRĀN (إِمْرَان). According to Muhammadan writers the name of two different persons. The one the father of Moses and Aaron, and the other the father of the Virgin Mary. Christian writers imagine that the Qur'ān confounds Mary, the mother of Jesus, with 'Mary or Maryam, the sister of Moses and Aaron. The verses are as follows:—

Sūrah iii. 30: “Verily, above all human beings did God choose Adam and Noah, and the family of ‘Imrān, the one the posterity of the other; and God heareth and knoveth. Remember when the wife of ‘Imrān said, ‘O my Lord, I vow to Thee what is in my womb, for Thy special service. ... And I have named her Mary; and I command her and her offspring to be special protection.”

Sūrah lvii. 12: “And Mary the daughter of ‘Imrān, ever virgin, and into whose womb We breathed Our spirit.”

Sūrah xix. 20: “O sister of Aaron! thy father was not a wicked man, nor unchaste thy mother.” And she made a sign unto them pointing towards the babe.”

Al-Balāsī’s the commentator, says the ‘Imrān first mentioned in Sūrah iii. is the father of Moses, and the second the father of Mary the Virgin. He attempts to explain the anachronism in Sūrah xix. by stating that (1) Mary is called the sister of Aaron by way of comparison; (2) or because she was of the Levitical race; (3) or, as some have said, there was a man of the name of Aaron, renowned either for piety or wickedness, who lived at the same time, and she is said, by way of derision, to be like him!

IMSĀK (إِمْسَاَك). Lit. “Keeping back.” Ty, and word occurs once in the Qur’ān, Sūrah ii. 228: “Divorce (may happen) twice; then, keep them in reason or let them go in kindness.”

The word is used in theological works for being miserly in charity, and in giving in God’s service, in opposition to Ṣafāq.

IN’ĀM (إِنْعَام). A gift; a benefaction in general. A gift by a superior to an inferior. In India, the term is especially applied to grants of land held rent-free, and in hereditary and perpetual occupation; the tenure came in time to be qualified by the reservation of a portion of the assessable revenue, or by the exacting of all proceeds exceeding the intended value of the original assignment; the term is also vaguely applied to grants of rent-free land without reference to perpetuity or any specified conditions. The grants are also distinguishable by their origin from the ruling authorities, or from the village communities, and are again distinguishable by peculiar reservations, or by their being applicable to different objects.

Sanad-i-In’ām is a grant emanating from the ruling power of the time of the grant, free from all Government exactions, in perpetuity, and validated by a Sanad, or official deed of grant; it usually comprises land included in the village area, but which is uncultivated, or has been abandoned, and it is subject to the village functionaries.

Nisbat-i-In’ām (from nisbat, “a portion”), are lands granted rent-free by the village out of its own lands; the loss or deduction thence accruing to the Government, assessment being made good by the village community. (Wilson’s Glossary of Indian Terms.)

INCANTATION. [DA’WAH, MAGIC.]

INCENSE. Arabic Bqūdthr (بُقْدُثُر), Labān (لَبَانَ). Heb. בִּרְבַּרְבֵּר, in Isaiah xliii. 28, 40. The use of incense forms no part of the religious customs of the Muslim, although its use as a perfume for a corpse is permitted by the Traditions. It is, however, much used as an offering at the shrines of the Muhammadan saints, and forms an important item in the so-called science of Da’wah. [DA’WAH.]

INFANTS, The Religion of. The general rule is that the religion of an infant is the same as that of its parents. But where one of the parents is a Muhammadan, and the other of a different persuasion (as a Jew or a Christian), the infant must be accounted a Muhammadan, on the principle that where the reasons are equally balanced, the preference is to be given to that religion. (Hidayah, vol. i. p. 177, Skari/Sijah, Appendix No 71, Baillie’s Inheritance, p. 28.)

INFANT SALVATION. The author of Durr ‘l-Mukhtar, vol. i. p. 881, says: Abū Hanifah gave no answer to the question whether the infants of muṣḥiḥān (those who associate another with God) will have to answer for themselves in the Day of Judgment or not; or whether they will inherit the Fire (i.e. Hell), or go to Paradise (Jannah) or not. But Ibn al-Humām has said, the learned are not agreed upon these questions, and it is evident that Abū Hanifah and others are at a loss to answer them; and moreover, there are contradictory traditions recorded regarding them. So it is evident that in the matter of salvation, they (the infants) will be committed to God, and we are not able to say anything regarding this matter. Muhammad ibn al-Hasan (the disciple of Abū Hanifah), has said, “I am certain God will not commit anyone to the punishment of hell until he has committed sin.” And Ibn Abi Sharif (a disciple of Ibn al-Hasan), says the Companions were silent regarding the question of the future of infants. But it is related by the Imām Nawawī (commentator on the Sahih Muslim), that there are three views regarding the salvation of infants. Some say they will go to hell, some do not venture an opinion on the
subject, and some say they will enter Paradise; and the last view he considers the correct one, in accordance with the tradition which says, "Every child is born according to the law of God."

INFAQ. Lit. "Giving forth; expending." The word occurs once in the Qur'an, Surah xvii. 102: "Did ye control the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, then ye would hold them through fear of expending (infaq), for man is ever niggardly." The word is used for giving in charity and in God's service, in opposition to muṣādāt.

INFIDEL. There are several words used for those in a state of infidelity: 1. kafr (كدرب), one who hides or denies the truth; 2. mushrik (مشرك), one who gives companions to God; 3. muhlid (محلد), one who has deviated from the truth; 4. sandqī (صدقي), an infidel or a zend-worshipper; 5. munafiq (منافق), one who secretly disbelieves in the mission of Muhammad; 6. murtadd (مترتد), an apostate from Islam; 7. dakhiri (دكاري), an atheist; 8. waqāni (واقني), a pagan or idolater.

INFITĀR (الإسقاط). "The clearing asunder." The title of the xxi.xix Surah of the Qur'an, in which the word occurs. Zamakhshari, according to Savary, says that "the Muslims who shall recite this chapter shall receive a divine favour for every drop of water that drops from the clouds, and another for each grain on the face of the earth."

INHERITANCE. Arabic Fāw'ī'īs (فولي), Mīrās (ميراث), Mitār (ميتر). The law of inheritance is called 'ilm al-faw'ī'īs, or 'ilm al-mīrās. The verses in the Qur'an upon which the law of inheritance is founded are called Ajadi 'l-Mawārīs, the Verses of Inheritance; they begin at the 12th verse of Surata 'a-Nisā', or the 18th chapter of the Qur'an, and are as follows:

"With regard to your children, God commands you to give the male the portion of two females; and if they be females more than two, then shall they have two-thirds of that which their father hath left: but if she be an only daughter, she shall have the half; and the father and mother of the deceased shall each of them have a sixth part of what he hath left, if he have not a child; but if he have no child, and his parents be his heirs, then his mother shall have the third; and if he have brethren, his mother shall have the sixth, after paying the bequests he shall have bequeathed, and his debts. As to your fathers, or your children, ye know not which of them is the most advantageous to you. This is the law of God. Verily, God is Knowing, Wise!"

"Half of what your wives leave shall be yours, if they have no issue; but if they have issue, then a fourth of what they leave shall be yours, after paying the bequests they shall bequeath, and debts."

"And your wives shall have a fourth part of what ye leave, if ye have no issue; but if ye have issue, then they shall have an eighth part of what ye leave, after paying the bequests ye shall bequeath, and debts."

"If a man or woman make a distant relation heir, and be or she have a brother or a sister, each of these two shall have a sixth; but if there are more than this, then shall they be sharers in a third, after payment of the bequests he shall have bequeathed, and debts,"

"Without loss to any one. This is the ordinance of God, and God is Knowing, Gracious!"

The earliest authority in the Traditions on the subject of inheritance is Zaid ibn Sābit, and the present law is chiefly collected from his sayings, as recorded in the Hadīt. There are no very important differences between the Sunni and Shiah law with reference to this question. The highest authority amongst the former is the book as-Sirājīyāh, by Sirafu 'd-din Muhammad, a.h. 600, which has been published with a commentary entitled Manṭāz, by Sir W. Jones. C. 1770.

The Shiah law of inheritance will be found in the Mufassir and the Žami' ush Shafi'ī."
to them during the lifetime of the owner. If a gift be made, the subject matter of the gift must be made over to the donee during the lifetime of the donor; he must, in fact, divest himself of all proprietary rights in it, and place the donee in possession. To make the operation of the gift dependent upon the donee's death, would invalidate the donation. So also in the case of endowments for charitable or religious purposes. A disposition in favour of a charity, in order to be valid, should be accompanied by the complete divestment of all proprietary rights. As regards testamentary dispositions, the power is limited to one-third of the property, provided it is not in favour of one who is entitled to share in the inheritance. For example, the proprietor may devise by will one-third of his property to a stranger; should the devise, however, relate to more than one-third, or should it be in favour of an heir, it would be invalid.

"This restriction on the testamentary powers of a Mussulman, which is not without analogy in some of the Western systems, leads to the consequence that, as far as the major portion of the estate and effects of a deceased proprietor is concerned, the distribution takes place as if he had died intestate.

"Intestate is accordingly the general rule among the Mussulmans; and as almost in every case there are more heirs than one entitled to share in the inheritance of the deceased, it is important to bear in mind the points of contact as well as of divergence between the Shiah and the Sunni schools.

"As regards the points of contact, it may be stated generally that both the Sunnis and the Shias are agreed on the principle by which the individuals who are entitled to an inheritance in the estate of the deceased can be distinguished from those who have no right. For example, a Mussulman upon his death, may leave behind him a numerous body of relations. In the absence of certain determinate rules, it would be extremely difficult to distinguish between the inheriting and the non-inheriting relations. In order to obviate this difficulty and to render it easy to distinguish between the two classes of heirs, it is recognized by both the schools as a general rule, and one capable of universal application, that when a deceased Mussulman leaves behind him two relations, one of whom is connected with him through the other, the former shall not succeed whilst the intermediate person is alive. For example, if a person on his death leaves behind him a son and that son's son, this latter will not succeed to his grandfather's estate while his father is alive. The other rule, which is also framed with the object of discovering the heirs of a deceased individual, is adopted with some modification by the two schools. For example, an ex nepos or male agnates, the Sunnis prefer the nearer in degree to the more remote, whilst the Shias apply the rule of nearness or propinquity to all cases, without distinction of class or sex. If a person die leaving behind him a brother's son, and a brother's grandson, and his own daughter's son, among the Sunnis, the brother's son being a male agnate and nearer to the deceased than the brother's grandson, takes the inheritance in preference to the others; whilst among the Shias, the daughter's son, being nearer in blood, would exclude the others." (Personal Law, by Ameer Ali. P. 41.)

The law of inheritance, even according to Muslim doctors of law, is acknowledged to be an exceedingly difficult object of study; it will, therefore, be impossible to follow it out in all its intricacies, but we give a carefully-drawn table by Mr. A. Ramsey, on the Sunni law, and a more simple one on Shiah inheritance by Mr. Ameer Ali.

I.—SHARERS.

* Are always entitled to some shares.
† Are liable to exclusion by others who are nearer.
R Denotes those who benefit by the return.

† ¹ FATHER (a).—As mere sharer, when a son or a son's son, how low soever, R takes 1/2. (b).—As more residuary, when no successor but himself, he takes the whole; or with a sharer, not a child or son's child, how low soever, he takes what is left by such sharer. (γ).—As sharer and residuary, as when there are daughters and son's daughter, but no son or son's son, he, as sharer, takes 1/4; daughter takes 1/4, or two or more daughters, §; son's daughter §; and father the remainder as residuary.

† ² TRUE GRANDFATHER, i.e. father's father, his father and so forth, into whose line of relationship to deceased no mother enters, is excluded by father, and excludes brothers and sisters; comes into father's place when no father, but does not, like father, reduce mother's share to 1/4 of residue, nor entirely exclude paternal grandmother.

† ³ 1/2 HALF BROTHERS BY SAME MOTHER, take, in the absence of children, or son's descendants, and father and true grandfather, one 1/2; two or more, 1/2 between them; with sons become residuaries and take each 1/2 of son's share.

† ⁴ 1/2 DAUGHTERS; when no sons, take, one 1/2; two or more, 1/2 between them; with sons become residuaries and take each half a son's share.

† ⁵ 1/4 SON'S DAUGHTERS; take as daughters, when there is no child; take nothing when there is a son or more daughters than one: take 1/4 when only one daughter; are made residuaries by brother or male cousin how low soever.

* ⁶ MOTHER; takes 1/4, when there is a child or son's child, how low soever, or two or more brothers or sisters of whole or half blood; takes 1/4, when none of these: when husband or wife and both parents, takes 1/4 of remainder after deducting their shares, the residue going to father: if no father, but grandfather, takes 1/4 of the whole.

* ⁷ 1/4 MOTHER, i.e. father's or mother's mother, how high soever: when no mother, takes 1/4 if more than one, 1/4 between them. Paternal grandmother is excluded by both father and mother; maternal grandmother by mother only.

R
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17. Father's full paternal uncle by father's side.
18. Father's half paternal uncle by father's side.
19. Son of No. 17.
20. Son of No. 18.
19A. Son of No. 19.
20A. Son of No. 20.

And so on, how low soever.
21. Grandfather's full paternal uncle by father's side.
22. Grandfather's half paternal uncle by father's side.
23. Son of No. 21.
24. Son of No. 22.
23A. Son of No. 23.
24A. Son of No. 24.

And so on, how low soever.

N.B.—a. A nearer Residuary in the above Table is preferred to and excludes a more remote.

b. Where several Residuaries are in the same degree, they take per capita, not per stirpes, i.e. they share equally.

c. The whole blood is preferred to and excludes the half blood at each stage.

D.—Residuaries in another's right, being certain females, who are made residuaries by males parallel to them; but who, in the absence of such males, are only entitled to legal shares. These female Residuaries take each half as much as the parallel male who makes them Residuaries.
1. Daughter made Residuary by son.
2. Son's daughter made Residuary by son's son.
3. Full sister made Residuary by full brother.
4. Half sister by father made Residuary by her brother.
5. Residuaries with another, being certain females who become residuaries with other females.
1. Full sisters with daughters or daughters' sons.
2. Half sisters by father.

N.B.—When there are several Residuaries of different kinds or classes, e.g. residuaries in their own right and residuaries with another, propriety to deceased gives a preference: so that the residuary with another, when nearer to the deceased than the residuary in himself, is the first.

If there be Residuaries and no Sharers, the Residuaries take all the property.

If there be Sharers, and no Residuaries, the Sharers take all the property by the doctrine of the "Return." Seven persons are entitled to the Return. 1st, mother; 2nd, grandfather; 3rd, daughter; 4th, son's daughter; 5th, full sister; 6th, half sister by father; 7th, half brother or sister by mother.

A posthumous child inherits. There is no presumption as to coommortalists, who are supposed to die at the same time unless there be proof otherwise.

If there be neither Sharers nor Residuaries, the property will go to the following class (Distant Kindred).

IL.—Residuaries.

A.—Residuaries in their own right, being males into whose line of relationship to the deceased no female enters.

(a) Descendants.
1. Son.
2. Son's son.
3. Son's son's son.
4. Son of No. 3.
4A. Son of No. 4.
4B. And so on, how low soever.

(b) Descendants.
5. Father.
6. Father's father.
7. Father of No. 6.
8. Father of No. 7.
8A. Father of No. 8.
8B. And so on, how high soever.

(c) Collaterals.
11. Son of No. 9.
12. Son of No. 10.
11A. Son of No. 11.
12A. Son of No. 12.
11B. Son of No. 11A.
12B. Son of No. 12A.
And so on, how low soever.
13. Full paternal uncle by father.
15. Son of No. 13.
15A. Son of No. 15.
16A. Son of No. 16.
And so on, how low soever.
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III.—DISTANT KINDRED.
Comprising all relatives, who are neither
Shares nor Residuarys.

Class 1.
Descendants: Children of daughters and
son’s daughters.
1. Daughter’s son.
2. Daughter’s daughter.
3. Son of No. 1.
4. Son of No. 2.
5. Daughter of No. 3.
6. Daughter of No. 2, and so on, how low
sower, and whether male or female.
7. Son’s daughter’s son.
8. Son’s daughter’s daughter.
9. Son of No. 7.
11. Son of No. 8.
12. Daughter of No. 9, and so on, how low
sower, and whether male or female.

N.B.—(a)—Distant kindred of the first
case take according to proximity of degree:
but, when equal in this respect, those who
claim through an heir, i.e. sharer or residuary,
have a preference over those who claim
through one not an heir.

(b)—When the sexes of their ancestors
differ, distribution is made having regard to
such difference of sex, e.g. daughter of daugh-
ter’s son gets a portion double that of son
of daughter’s daughter, and when the claim-
ants are equal in degree, but different in sex,
males take twice as much as females.

Class 2.
Ascendants: False grandfathers and false
grandmothers.
14. Father of No. 13, father of No. 14, and
so on, how high soever (i.e. all false grand-

15. Maternal grandfather’s mother.
16. Mother of No. 15, and so on, how high
soever (i.e. all false grandmothers).

N.B.—Rules (a) and (b), applicable to
class 1, apply also to class 2. Further (γ)
when the sides of relation differ, the claimant
by the paternal side gets twice as much as the
claimant by the maternal side.

Class 3.
Parents’ Descendants.
17. Full brother’s daughter and her de-
sendants.
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18. Full sister’s son.
19. Full sister’s daughters and their de-
sendants, how low soever.
20. Daughter of half brother by father, and
her descendants.
21. Son of half sister by father.
22. Daughter of half sister by father, and
their descendants, how low soever.
23. Son of half brother by mother.
24. Daughter of half brother by mother
and their descendants, how low soever.
25. Son of half sister by mother.
26. Daughter of half sister by mother, and
their descendants, how low soever.

N.B.—Rules (α) and (β), applicable to
class 1, apply also to class 3. Further (γ)
when two claimants are equal in respect of
proximity, one who claims through a resid-
uary is preferred to one who cannot so
claim.

Class 4.
Descendants of the two grandfathers and the
two grandmothers.
27. Full paternal aunt and her descen-
dants.*
28. Half paternal aunt and her descend-
ants.*
29. Father’s half brother by mother and
his descendants.*
30. Father’s half sister by mother and her
descendants.*
31. Maternal uncle and his descendants.*
32. Maternal aunt and her descendants.*

* Male or Female, and how low soever.

N.B. (ε)—The sides of relation being equal,
uncles and aunts of the whole blood are pre-
ferred to those of the half, and those con-
ected by same father only, whether males or
females, are preferred to those connected by
the same mother only. (γ) Where sides of
relation differ, the claimant by paternal rela-
tion gets twice as much as the claimant by
maternal relation. (δ) Where sides and
strength of relation are equal, the male gets
twice as much as the female.

GENERAL RULE.—Each of these classes ex-
cludes the next following class.

IV.—SUCCESSOR BY CONTRACT OR MUTUAL
FRIENDSHIP.
V.—SUCCESSOR OF ACKNOWLEDGED KIND-
RED.
VI.—UNIVERSAL LEGATE.
VII.—PUBLIC TREASURY.

A SYMPTOMATIC TABLE OF SUITE INHERITANCE.

I.—Consanguinity, or Namob

First Class. Second Class. Third Class

(1) Immediate ascendents, viz.
father and mother.
(2) Lineal descendents,
sons and daughters
and grandchildren.

(1) Ascendents of second and third degrees
via grand-parents and their parents.
(2) Brothers and sisters and their
children.

(1) Paternal uncles
and aunts and
their children.
(2) Maternal uncles
and aunts and
their children.
INJIL

II.—Special Cause, or Saba'ah.

Matrimony.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Husband or Wife.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Emancipation. (2) Suretyship. (3) Spiritual Headship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[For the Muhanadu law of inheritance in English, refer to Sir William Jones' translation of the Scharifiyah (Calcutta, A.D. 1792), reprinted by Mr. Almaric Ramsey, A.D. 1868. The Muhammadan Law of Inheritance, by Mr. N. B. E. Baillie, A.D. 1832; by Mr. S. G. Grady, A.D. 1869; also Personal Law of the Muhammadans, by Mr. Ameer Ali, 1880. The Arabic works on the subject are: For Sunni law, as-Scharifiyah, ash-Shari fiyah, Hidayah, Durus 'l-Mujahid; for Sihah law, Jami 'u Shatat, Mafath, Sharara' u 'l-Islam, Irshad 'Allana.]

INJIL. Arabic hijr (حجر), which, in its primitive sense, means "interdiction or prevention." In the language of the law it signifies an interdiction of action with respect to a particular person; the causes of inhibition being three: infancy, insanity, and servitude.

The acts of an infant, i.e. one under puberty, are unlawful, unless sanctioned by his guardian. The acts of a lunatic who has no lucid intervals are not at all lawful; and so are those of a male or female slave. (Hidayah, iii. p. 466.)

INITIAL LETTERS of the Qur'an. [QUR'AN.]

INJIL (إنجيل). Gr. Евангелиев. Evangel. Injil is used in the Qur'an, and in the Traditions, and in all Muhammadan theological works of an early date, for the revelations made by God to Jesus. But in recent years it is applied by Muhammadans to the New Testament. The word occurs twelve times in the Qur'an, as in the following Surahs, which we have arranged chronologically, and not as they occur in the Qur'an. (It will be seen that the expression Injil is not mentioned in the earlier Surahs. See chronological table of Surahs in article QUR'AN.)

Sūrah viii. 166: "Who follow the Apostle—the illiterate Prophet, whom they find written down with them in the Law (Taurit) and the Gospel (Injil)."

Sūrah iii. 2: "He has sent thee a book (i.e. the Qur'an) confirming what was before it, and has revealed the Law, and the Gospel before, for the guidance of men."

Sūrah iii. 48: "He will teach him the Book and Wisdom, and the Law and the Gospel."

Sūrah iii. 58: "Why do ye dispute about Abraham, when the Law and the Gospel were not revealed until after him."

Sūrah lxvii. 27: "We gave him (Jesus) the Gospel, and we placed in the hearts of those who followed him kindness and compassion."

Sūrah xlviii. 29: "Their marks are in their faces from the effects of adoration that is their similitude in the Law, and their similitude in the Gospel."

Sūrah ix. 112: "Promised in truth in the Law, in the Gospel, and in the Qur'an."

Sūrah v. 10: "We brought him (Jesus) the Gospel."

Sūrah v. 51: "Then let the people of the Gospel judge by what is revealed therein."

Sūrah v. 70: "And were they steadfast in the Law and in the Gospel?"

Sūrah v. 72: "Ye rest on nothing until ye stand fast by the Law and the Gospel and what is revealed to you from your Lord."


There are also allusions to the Christian Scriptures in the following verses:

Sūrah xix. 31. (The infant Jesus said,) "Verily, I am the servant of God: He hath given me the book, and He hath made me a prophet."

Muhammad was much more indebted to Judaism than Christianity for the teaching he received, which enabled him to overthrow Arabian idolatry and to establish the worship of the One True God [CHRISTIANITY, JUDAISM], and consequently we find more frequent allusions to the Law of Moses than to the Gospel of Christ; and, as it has been already stated, the references to the Gospel as a revelation are in the later Sūrah. But in all references to the Injil as an inspired record, there is not one single statement to the effect that the Christians of Muhammad's day did not possess the genuine Scriptures. In Surah iv. 168, (which is an al-Madinah Sūrah), the Christians are charged with extravagance, or error in doctrine, but not with not possessing the true Gospels:—

"Ye people of the Book! commit not extravagance in your religion, and say not of God other than the truth. For verily the Messiah, Jesus, the son of Mary, is an apostle of God, and His word which He placed in Mary, and a spirit from Him. Wherefore, believe in God, and in His apostle; and say not,—the Trinity;'—refrain; it will be better for you. For verily God is one God; far exalted is He above the possibility that there should be unto Him progeny! to Him belongeth whatever is in the heavens and in the earth, and He sufficeth as a guardian."

In Surah iv. 6, there is an appeal to the Gospel in support of Muhammad's mission, and the appeal is made without any doubt that he was referring to a genuine saying of Christ, well known to the Christians of that day. The verse is as follows:—

"When Jesus, the son of Mary, said:—

O children of Israel! verily, I am the apostle of God to you, verifying the law that was
before me, and giving you glad tidings of an apostle who shall come after me, whose name shall be Ahmad! 1 But when he did come to them with manifest signs, they said, 'This is manifest sorcery!' The allusion is to the promise of the Paraclete in John xvi. 7, the Muslims declaring that the word παρακλητός has been substituted for the Greek παράκλητος, the word Ahmad, which is equivalent to Muhammad, meaning 'Praised.' The charge which modern Muslims bring against the Christians of having either lost, or changed the original Scriptures, is treated of under the head of Corruption of the Scriptures; but some curious statements on the subject will be found in an article in the Kishfu 'i-Zanân. It is a Biblical Dictionary, written by Hâjî Khalîlah about 290 years ago. The statements in its article on Ahmîn are such a strange mixture of fact and fiction that we translate the article from the Arabic in extenso:

The Injil is a book which God revealed to Isa ibn Maryam. In the work entitled al-Musâra'ât (by Shihabu 'd-Dîn Ahmad al-Qasqalâinî, died A.H. 923), it is recorded that the Injil was first revealed in the Syriac tongue, and has since been translated into seventeen languages. But in the Sahâbu 'l-Bûghârî (A.H. 256), in the story of Waraqah ibn Naufal, it is related that the Injil was revealed in Hebrew. According to Waḥib ibn Munabbîh, as quoted by Zamakhsharî (A.H. 888) in the Kishfu 'i-Zanân, the Injil was revealed to Jesus on the 18th day of the month Ramâsân, although some say it was on the 18th day of that month, 1200 years after the revelation of the Zabûr (Psalms) to Moses. Some say that Jesus was not a Sâhibu 'sah-Sharîf (a law-giver); for it is said in the Injil:

'Qâl ʿussî al-'u ṣī nufūdsî hâr dawârî
'Allah al-'râbi sallallahu 'alayh wa sallam.'

'I am not come to abrogate (tabdîl) the Law of Moses, but to fulfil it (takwîl).

'But al-Baizawi (A.H. 688), in his commentary the Anârâr 'u-Tawâzik, seems to prove that the Law of Jesus does abrogate the Law of Moses (Sharî'at-Madîn), for there are certain things revealed to Jesus which were not revealed to Moses.

'At the commencement of the Injil it is inscribed, بِاِن نِ سَ رُوُالِسُنِ الحَم (In the name of the Father and of the Son &c. And the Injil, which is now in the hands of the Christians, is merely a history of the Children of Israel (Mishkât), collected by his four companions Matta, Luqâs, Marquâs and Yûhannân.

'In the book entitled the Tufayât 'l-Adîb fi Radâd 'alâ Ahli 'l-Ṣâlib, or A refutation of the servants of the Cross' (written by Ḥabîb ibn Shuqî from Christianity to Islam, A.H. 828), it is said that these four Companions are they who corrupted the religion of Jesus, and have added to it. And that they were not of the Haudârîn, or Apostles, mentioned in the Qur'ân. Matta did not see Jesus until the year he was taken up to heaven; and after the Ascension of Jesus he wrote in the city of Alexandria, with his own hand, Injil, in which he gives an account of the birth and life of Jesus, mentioning several circumstances which are not mentioned by others. Luqâ also did not see Jesus, but he was converted to Christianity by one Bûsî (Paul), who was an Israelite, who himself had not seen Jesus, but was converted by Anânîgî (Amanas). Marquâs also did not see Jesus at all, but was converted to Christianity, after the Ascension of Jesus, by the Apostle Bûrûq, and received the Injil (Gospel) from that Apostle in the city of Rome. And his Gospel in many respects contradicts the statements of the other three. Yûhannân was the son of the sister of Maryam, the mother of Jesus, and the Christians assert that Jesus was present at the marriage of Yûhannân, when Jesus changed water into wine. It was the first miracle performed by Jesus.

'When Yûhannân saw the miracle, he was converted to Christianity, and left his wife and followed Jesus. He was the writer of the fourth Injil (Gospel). It was written in Greek, in the city of Ephesos. These are the four persons who altered and changed the true Injil, for there was only one Injil revealed to Jesus, in which there was no contradiction or discrepancy. These people have invented lies concerning God and His Prophet Jesus, upon whom be peace, as it is a well known fact, although the Christians (Nasârû) deny it. For example, Marquâs has written in the first chapter of his Gospel that in the book of the Prophet Isaiah it is said by God, 'I have sent an angel before thy face, namely, before the face of Jesus,' whereas the words are not in the book of Isaiah but in that of Malachi. [See Mark i. 2. In the Received Version the words are "in the Prophets"; but in the Revised Version we have "in Isaiah the prophet."]

'Again, it is related by Matta, in the first or rather thirteenth chapter of his Gospel [see, however, Matt. xii. 40], that Jesus said, 'My body will remain in the belly of the earth three days and three nights after my death, just as Jonas was in the whale's belly; and it is evident it was not true, for Matta agrees with the three other writers of the Gospels that Jesus died in the sixth hour on Friday, and was buried in the first hour of the night on Saturday, and rose from the dead early on Sunday morning, so that he remained in the belly of the earth one day and two nights. So there remains no doubt that the author of the Gospel of Matta told the untruth. For neither Jesus said of himself that God did in his Injil say of him, that Jesus will be killed or buried in the earth, for God has said (i.e. in the Qur'ân, Surâh iv. 186), 'They slew him not, for certain! Nay, God raised him up unto Himself.' For this cause there were various divisions amongst the
INSPIRATION. Arabic wahy. According to the Nurū l-
Anwār, by Shaikh Jiwan Ahmad (A.H. 1180), inspi-
ation is of two kinds: Wahy zāhir, external inspi-ation, or Wahy bātīn, internal inspiration.

I.—External Inspiration is of three kinds:
(1) Wahy Qurān, or that which was re-
ceived from the mouth of the angel Gabriel, and
reached the ear of the Prophet, after he knew
beyond doubt that it was the angel who spoke to
him. This is the only kind of inspiration admi-
mitted to be in the Qurān. It is sometimes called
the Wahy matbūt.
(2) Ishāratu l-Malak, or that which was
received from the angel but not by word of
mouth, as when the Prophet said, “The Holy
Ghost has breathed into my heart.”
(3) Ithām or Wahy qabl, or that which
was made known to the Prophet by the
“light of prophecy.” This kind of inspi-
rative is said to be possessed by Staff or
saints, in which case it may be either true or
false.

II.—Internal Inspiration is that which the
Prophet obtained by thought and analogical
reasoning, just as the Muqaddimah, or en-
litened doctors of the law obtain it. It is
the belief of all orthodox Muslims that their
Prophet always spoke on matters of religion
by the lower forms of inspiration (i.e. Ishārāt
l-Malak, Ithām, or Wahy qabl); and, con-
sequently a Hadīṣ is held to be inspired in as
great a degree, although not in the same
manner as the Qurān itself. The inspira-
tion of the Hadīṣ is called the Wahy ghar-
matīḥ. (See Nurū l-Anwār, p. 181; Mish-
kat, book i ch. vi. pt. 2.)

Sūratu 'n-Najm, lili. 2: “Your lord (Rahāb)
ereth not, nor is he led astray, neither
spaketh he from impulse.”

According to the strict Muhammadan doc-
trine, every syllable of the Qurān is of a
directly divine origin, although wild rhapsod-
ocial Sūrahs first composed by Muhammad
(as xii, c., cii, ciii). do not at all bear marks
of such an assumption, and were not prob-
ably intended to be clothed in the dress of
a message from the Most High, which cha-

INSHĀ'ALLAHUTA'ALLAH
(الله تعاالي). “If it should please God
Almighty,” A very frequent ejaculation
amongst Muslims. [*STEN.A*]
racterises the rest of the Qur'an. But when Muhammad's death was cast (the turning point in his career) of assuming that Great Name as the speaker of His revelations, then these earlier Sūras also came to be regarded as emanating directly from the Deity. Hence it appears that Muhammad's messages include every word of the Qur'an, at whatever stage delivered, in the category of Qāla 'dāhu, or "Thus saith the Lord," and it is one of their arguments against our Christian scriptures that they are not entirely cast in the same mould—not exclusively oracles from the mouth, and spoken in the person of God. (Muir's Life of Mahomet.)

The following is a description of inspiration as given by Ibn Khaldūn, "The sign that a man is inspired," he says, "is, that he is at times completely absent, though in the society of others. His respiration is stertorous and he seems to be in a cataleptic fit, or in a swoon. This, however, is merely apparent; for in reality such an ecstasis is an absorption into the invisible world; and he has within his grasp what he alone is able to conceive, which is above the conception of others. Subsequently these spiritual visions descend and become perceptible to the faculties of man. They are either whispered to him in a low tone, or an angel appears to him in human shape and tells him what he brings from God. Then the ecstasis ceases, and the prophet remembers what he has heard."

INTELLECT. Arabic 'aqi (Jā), fahk (ṣaḥ), idrik (wilā). The Faqir Jān Muhammad ibn Asad, in his work the 'Abhâq-i-Jâlid, says: "The reasonable mind has two powers, (1) the power of perceiving, and (2) the power of impelling; and each of these powers has two divisions: in the percipient power, 1st, an observative intellect, which is the source of impression from the celestial sources, by the reception of those ideas which are the materials of knowledge; 2nd, an active intellect, which, through thought and reflection, is the remote source of motion to the body in its separate actions. Combined with the appentent and vindictive powers, this division originates the occurrence of many states productive of action or impact, as shama, laughing, crying; in its operation on imagination and supposition, it leads to the accession of ideas and arts in the partial state; and in its relation with the observative sense and the connection maintained between them, it is the means of originating general ideas relating to actions, as the beauty of truth, the odiousness of falsehood, and the like. The impelling power has likewise two divisions: 1st, the vindictive power, which is the source of forcibly repelling what is disagreeable; 2nd, the appentent power, which is the source of acquitting what is agreeable." (Thompson's ed. p. 52.)

INTERCALATION of the Year. Arabic, safīr. The privilege of commuting the last of the three continuous sacred months for the one succeeding it, the month Safar, in which case Muharram became secular, and Safar sacred. M. Causin de Perceval supposes that this innovation was introduced by Qasayl, an ancestor sixth in ascent from Muhammad, who lived in the middle of the fifth century. Dr. Spranger thinks that intercalation in the ordinary sense of the word was not practised at Makkah, and that the Arab year was a purely lunar one, performing its cycle regularly, and losing one year every thirty-three.

The custom of ṣafīr was abolished by Muhammad, at the farewell pilgrimage, A.H. 10, as is stated in the Qur'an, Sūrah ix. 36, 37:

"Twelve months is the number of months with God, according to God's book, since the day when He created the heavens and the earth: these four are sacred; this is the right usage. But wrong not yourselves therein; attack those who join gods with God in all, as they attack you in all: and know that God is with those who fear Him."

"To carry over a sacred month to another, is only a growth of infidelity. The Ínfãls are led into error by it. They allow it one year, and forbid it another, that they may make good the number of months which God hath hallowed, and they allow that which God hath prohibited."

INTERCESSION. Arabic Shafî-'â (Shâ). There is a general belief amongst Muhammadans that their Prophet is a living intercessor for them at the throne of God; but the Wahhâbists state that the intercession of their Prophet will only be by the permission (fân) of God at the last day, and that there is no intercession for sins until the Day of Judgment. The teaching of the Qur'an and the Traditions seems to be in favour of this view.

Sūrah ii. 256: "Who is he that can intercede with God but by His own permission?"

Sūrah xix. 00: "None shall meet (in the Day of Judgment) with intercession save he who hath entered into covenant with the God of mercy."

Sūrah xix. 108: "No intercession shall avail on that day, save his whom the Merciful shall allow, and whose words He shall approve."

Sūrah xxxiv. 22: "No intercession shall avail with him but that which He Himself alloweth."

Sūrah xxxiv. 45: "Intercession is wholly with God."

Sūrah lxxviii. 38: "On the day whereon the spirit (Rûh) and the angels shall stand ranged in order they shall not utter a word, save he whom the God of mercy permits, and who shall say what is right."

The statements of Muhammad, as contained in the Traditions, are as follows:—

"He is most fortunate in my intercession in the Day of Judgment, who shall have said from his heart, without any mixture of hypocrisy, 'There is no deity but God.'"

"I will intercede for those who shall have committed great sins."
“Three classes will intercede on the Day of Judgment, the Prophets, the Learned, the Martyrs.” (Bukhari, book xxxiii. ch. xii.)

The author of the Shurkh-i-Muawafq says (p. 888): According to the Sunnis, the intercession of Muhammad is specially for those who have committed great sins (akha 'l-kabârîr), for the purpose of removing punishment; for Muhammad has said, “My intercession is for those who have committed great sins.” But the Mutazilahs say the intercession of Muhammad is for the increase of merit, and not for the prevention of punishment; for it is said in the Qur’ân, Sûrah ii. 45: “Fear the day wherein no soul shall pay recompense for another soul. Nor shall intercession be accepted for it, nor shall compensation be taken from it, nor shall they be helped.”

INTERMEDIATE STATE. The state of the soul between the time of death and the resurrection is generally expressed by the term ‘Ālam-i-Barzakh, for an explanation of which refer to the article Bârzakh. Sûfi writers use the term ‘Ālam-i-Arwaâd, “The world of spirits.” From the Traditions it would appear that Muhammad taught that the intermediate state is not one of unconsciousness. To the wicked it is certainly not; but inasmuch as the Muslim is encouraged to “sleep like the bridgework,” it may be inferred that the intermediate state of the Muslim is held to be one of absolute repose. [PUNISHMENTS OF THE GRAVE.]

IQâR (حَرَّ). Listening or lending an ear to the bankrupt’s statement or petition.

INZILAJ (منزل). Lit. “Being disturbed and moved from its place.” A term used by the Sûfi mystics for the movement and excitement of the heart in the direction of God, through the effort either of a sermon, or of music and singing. (Abdu ‘r-Razzâq’s Dict. of Sûfi Terms.)

IQALAH (قَلا). “Cancelling.” In law, the cancelling or dissolution of sale, or any other contract.

IQÂMAH (نمذ). Lit. “Causing to stand.” A recitation at the commencement of the stated prayers when said in a congregation, after the worshippers have taken up their position. It is the same as the Taqân, with the addition of the sentence, “Verily prayers are now ready” (Qad qânatí ’r-salât). The sentences are, however, recited singly by all the sects except the Hanafîs who group them as they do the Taqân. It is not recited by the Imâm, but by the person who stands behind him, who is called the Muqadâdi, or “follower.” In large mosques it is usual for the Mu‘azzin, or caller to prayer, to take this office. But in his absence the person who happens to be behind the Imâm recites the Iqâmah. [IMAM.]

IQBAR (اجْعَاب). Acknowledgment; confession.

1. A legal term used for the avowal of the right of another upon one’s self in sales, contracts, and divorce. (2) A theological term used for a confession of the Muslim faith, or a confession of sin. (3) Iqâr-nâmah, a legal deed of acknowledgment. (4) Iqâr-nâmah sulâd, a deed of arbitration by a third party. (5) Iqâr-nâmah ‘l-qâdâm, a confession of guilt by a prisoner. (6) Iqâr-nâmah, a public acknowledgment.

IQTIJÀ (تَجَيْل). Lit. “Demanding.” A term used in the exegesis of the Qur’ân for sentences which demand certain conditions, e.g. Sûrah iv. 94: “Whose killeth a Mu‘min (a believer) by mischance shall be bound to free a slave.” Here the condition demanded is that the slave shall be the property of the person who frees him, and if he have not a slave to free, then some other expiation is required.

IBADAH (عبادة). Purpose, will, intention. (1) A word used for the intention, or will of man. (2) ‘Irâdat ‘llâh, the will of God. (3) According to the Sûfi mystics, it is “a flame of love in the heart which desires God and longs to be united with Him.” (Abdu ‘r-Razzâq’s Dict. of Sûfi Terms.)

IRAM (یرام). A place mentioned in the Qur’ân, Sûrah xxxix. 6: “Iram of the columns, the like of which has not been created in these lands.”

It is related that ash-Shaddâd, the son of ‘Abd, ordered the construction of a terrestrial paradise in the desert of ‘A‘dat, ostensibly to rival the celestial one, and to be called Iram after his great grandfather. On going to take possession of it, he and all his people were struck dead by a noise from heaven, and the paradise disappeared.

AL-IRÂQ (الأَرْق). Lit. “A side, or shore.” A country frequently mentioned in the Traditions, which extends from ‘Abbadân to al-Mani‘î in length, and from al-Qadisiyâh to Ha‘lîn in breadth, said to be so named because it was on the “shore” of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates. Its principal cities were al-Baṣrah and al-Kûhah, and were called al-Irâqân, or the Two ‘Irâqîs.

‘IRBÁN (عَرْبَان). Earnest-money paid in any legal transaction.

IBHAS (ًإِبْهَاس). Lit. “Laying the Foundation.” A term used for any wonder wrought in behalf of a Prophet before he assumes the prophetic office; for example, the existence of a light on the forehead of Muhammad’s ancestors is an Irhâs. (Kitâb ‘I-Tarîjî.)

IRON. Arabic al-Hadîd (الحديد). The title of Sûrah lvii. in the Qur’ân, in the 25th verse of which it is said: “If We (God) sent down iron, in which both keep violence and advantageous to men.” Zamakhshari says that Adam brought down with him from Paradise
IERTIDAD ( 만들당 ) [ ]

"ISMAEL (イスラエル) . The name given to Jesus in the Qur'an and all Muhammadan writings. [JESUS CHRIST.]

ISAAC. Arabic Ishāq (イスラエル) . The son of Abraham. He is mentioned in the Qur'an as specially the child of promise, and a gift from God to Abraham; and also as an inspired prophet.

Qura'n xxi. 72: "And We (God) gave him (Abraham) Isaac and Jacob as a farther gift; and we made them all righteous."

Qura'n xix. 50: "And when he had separated himself from them and that which they worshipped beside God, we bestowed on him Isaac and Jacob; and in their posterity we made a prophet.

"And we bestowed gifts on them in our mercy, and gave them the lofty tongue of truth."

The birth of Isaac as a child of promise to Abraham is related in Qura'n xii. 72-77: "And our messengers came formerly to Abraham with glad tidings. 'Peace,' said they. He said, 'Peace,' and he married not, but brought a roasted calf.

"And when he saw that their hands touched it not, he disliked them, and grew fearful of them. They said, 'Fear not, for we are sent to the people of Lot.'

"His wife was standing by and laughed; and we announced Isaac to her; and after Isaac, Jacob.

"She said, 'Ah, woe is me! shall I bear a son when I am old? And when this my husband is an old man? This truly would be a marvellous thing.'

"They said, 'Marvellous thou at the command of God! God's mercy and blessing be upon you, O people of this house; praise and glory are His due.'

"And when Abraham's fear had passed away, and these glad tidings had reached him, he pleaded with us for the people of Lot. Verily, Abraham was right kind, pitiful, relenting.'

"Abraham's willingness to offer up his son is told in the Qur'an, and from the text there would seem little doubt but Isaac was intended, although al-Beizawi and many commentators declare it was Ishmael. The account runs thus (Qura'n xxxvii. 97-113): "

"And he said, 'Verily, I repair to my Lord who will guide me."

"O Lord give me a son, of the righteous."

"We announced to him a youth of meekness."

"And when he became a full-grown youth, "His father said to him, 'My son, I have seen in a dream that I should sacrifice thee; therefore, consider what thou seest right.'

"He said, 'My father, do what thou art bidden; of the patient, if God please, shalt thou find me.'

"And when they had surrendered them to the will of God, he laid him down upon his forehead."

"We cried unto him, 'O Abraham!"

"Now hast thou satisfied the vision. See how we recompense the righteous."

"This was indeed a decisive test.

"And we ransomed his son with a costly victim."

"And we left this for him among posterity."

"Peace be on Abraham!"

"Thus do we reward the well-doers,"

"For he was of our believing servants."

"And we announced Isaac to him—a righteous prophet—"

"And on him and on Isaac we bestowed our blessing. And among their offspring were well-doers, and others, to their own hurt undoubted sinners."

The feast of sacrifice, the 'Idu-l-Azha, is said to have been instituted in commemoration of this event. ['Idu'l-Azha.]

Syud Ahmad Khan Bahadur, in his Essays on Arrebica, remarks that learned Muhammadan theologians distinctly say it was Isaac and not Ishmael who was to have been offered; but our researches scarcely confirm the learned Syud's statement. Isanill al-Bukharri, no mean authority, says it was Ishmael, and so does al-Beizawi.

The weight of traditional authority seems to be in favour of Isaac, and so does the text of the Qur'an, which we have explained in the account of Ishmael; and yet amongst both the Sunnis and the Shi'is the opinion is now almost universal that it was Ishmael. [ISHMAEL.]

ISAIAH. Arabic Sha'ya (イスラエル). The name is not mentioned in the Qur'an, but al-Beizawi, the commentator, in remarking on Surata l-Miraj, xvii. 4: "We decreed to the children of Isra'il in the Book, 'Ye shall verily do evil in the earth twice,'" says the two wars committed by the Israelis were first the murder of Sha'ya ibn Amziya (i.e. Isaiah, son of Amoz) or Armiya (i.e. Jeremiah); and the second, the murder of Zakariya and John the Baptist, and the intention of killing Jesus.


'ISHA' (イスラエル). The Night Prayer. The liturgical prayer recited after the night has well set in. [PRAYER.]

ISHAQ (イスラエル). [ISAAC.]

ISHAQIYAH (イスラエル). A Shi'ah sect founded by a person named Ishaq, who held that the Spirit of God existed in the Khatif 'Ali.

ISHARATU 'L-MALAK (イスラエル). [INSPIRATION.]

ISHMAEL Arabic Isma'il (イスラエル). The eldest son of Abraham, by his "wife" Hagar. [MAJAR].
Ishmael (1) The progenitor of the Arabian race, and, according to the Qur'an, an inspired prophet. Sūrah xix. 55—

"And commemorate Ishmael in the Book;" for he was true to his promise, and was an Apostle, a prophet; 

"And he enjoined prayer and almsgiving on his people, and was well-pleasing to his Lord."

(2) Said to have assisted his father in the construction of the Ka'bah. Sūrah ii. 119, 121:—

"And remember when we appointed the Holy House as man's resort and safe retreat, and said, 'Take ye the station of Abraham for a place of prayer.' And we commanded Abraham and Ishmael, 'Purify my house for those who shall go in procession round it, and those who shall abide there for devotion, and those who shall bow down and prostrate themselves.'

(3) Also mentioned in six other places.

Sūrah ii. 134: "Do ye say that Abraham and Ishmael, and Isaac and Jacob, and the Tribes were Jews, or Christians?"

Sūrah iii. 78: "And what was revealed to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the Tribes."

Sūrah iv. 161: "And we inspired Abraham and Ishmael, and Jacob and the Tribes."

Sūrah vi. 86: "And Ishmael and Eliashe, and Jonah, and Lot."

Sūrah xxi. 85: "And Ishmael, and Idries, and Zu'l-Kifā, all these were of the patient."

Sūrah xxxviii. 48: "And remember Ishmael, and Eliashe, and Zu'l-Kifā, for each was righteous."

(4) According to the Old Testament, Ishmael had twelve sons, and Muhammadan tradition also agrees with this:

Genesis xxv. 12: "Now these are the generations of Ishmael, Abraham's son, whom Hagar the Egyptian, Sarah's handmaid, bare unto Abraham. And these are the names of the sons of Ishmael, according to their generations: the first-born of Ishmael, Nebjoth; and Kedar, and Adbeel, and Mibsam, and Mishma, and Dumah, and Massa, and Hadar, and Tema, and Juttar, and Naphish, and Kedemah. These are the sons of Ishmael, and these are their names by their castles, twelve princes according to their nations."

The names of these sons of Ishmael can still be distinguished amongst the tribes, the names of which occur in Muhammadan history: Nebjoth (Nabayyud), the founder of the Nabatean nation, who succeeded the procedency of Idumeans in Arabia, and wore an important people in Northern Arabia. Kedar (Qaidar) was also a famous tribe, so famous that the Badawis of the desert applied the name to all Jews. Dumah is still preserved in the name Dumatul-Jandal. Tema corresponds with Talmah, and Juttar with the Jadur of modern Arabia. Muhammad is said to have been descended from Ishmael's second son Kedar (Qaidar), through one named 'Adnān. The period between 'Adnān and Ishmael is doubtful. Some reckon forty generations, others only four. Umm Salmah, one of the Prophet's wives, said 'Adnān was the son of 'Adad, the son of Humaisa, son of Nabat, son of Ishmael. (See Abū'l-Fida', p. 62.) Muslim historians, however, admit that the pedigree of Muhammad beyond 'Adnān is uncertain; but they are unanimous in tracing his descent to 'Adnān in the following line: (1) Muhammad, (2) Abūd al-Ilah, (3) Abū Muṭuṣa'il, (4) Ḥasim, (5) Abū Manāf, (6) Qasayj, (7) Kiliab, (8) Murrah, (9) Karb, (10) Luwayt, (11) Gālib, (12) Fibr, (13) Malik, (14) An-Nazr, (15) Kinālah, (16) Khuzaimah, (17) Madrikah, (18) Al-Ya'qūb, (19) Musar, (20) Nizar, (21) Ma'add, (22) 'Adnān.

Syed Ahmad Khan Bahadur, traces the descent of Muhammad to Kedar, the son of Ishmael, and the view is one in accordance with that of most Muslim writers. In the time of Isaiah the two chief Arabian tribes seem to have been the descendants of Nebajoth and Kedar. (See Isaiah ix. 7.) "All the stocks of Kedar shall be gathered unto thee, the rams of Nebajoth shall minister unto thee."

(5) The account of Hagar leaving Abraham's home is given in numerous traditions. But there are two traditions given by Ibn 'Abbās, and recorded in the Sahih of al-Bukhari, which are the foundation of Muhammadan history on the subject. We give them as they have been translated by Syed Ahmad Khan, and afterwards append the Scripture narrative, which can be compared with the traditions of Islam:

**Tradition I.**

For reasons known only to Abraham and his wife, Sarah, the former took Ishmael, his son, and the boy's mother (Hagar), and left his country. And they had with them a skin full of water. Ishmael's mother drank from out the skin, suckling her child.

Upon her arriving at the place where Mecca now stands, she placed the child under a bush.

Then Abraham returned to come back to his wife, and the mother of Ishmael followed him,

Until she reached Keda.

And she called out, "O Abraham, with whom leavest thou me?"

He answered, "With God."

She replied, "I am satisfied with my God."

Then she returned, and commenced drinking out of the skin, and suckled her infant until the water was consumed.

And she thought that if she went and looked around, she might, perhaps, see someone; and she went.

She ascended Mount Safā, and looked around to see whether or not there was anyone in sight; then hastily returning through the wilderness, she ascended the mountain of Marvā.
Then she said, "I must now go and see how my child is." And she went, and saw that he was at the point of death; but not being able to compose her mind, she said, "If I go and look around, peradventure I may see someone." And accordingly she ascended the mountain of Safa, but could descry no one.

And this she repeated seven times.

She then said, "It will be better for me to go and see my child." But she suddenly heard a voice.

And she replied, "Kindly assist me, if you have any compassion."

The angel was Gabriel.

The narrator of the tradition, stamping the earth with his foot, said, this was exactly what the angel did, and that water issued from the spot; and she began to widen the hole.

It is related by Ibn 'Abbas, that the Prophet said that had she (Hagar) allowed the water to remain in its former state, the water would then have continued issuing forth for ever.

She used to drink that water and suckle her child.

**Tradition II.**

Abraham brought with him his wife (Hagar) and his son (Ishmael).

Whom she (Hagar) suckled.

And they both placed the child close by the spot where the Ka'ba now stands under a bush.

Near the well of Zamzam, near the lofty side of the temple—and in those days Mecca was uninhabited and without water—and they deposited the child in the above place.

And Abraham placed beside them a bag full of dates,

And a skin full of water.

Then returned Abraham, and Ishmael's mother ran after him.

And said, "Abraham, whither goest thou, and wherfore leavest thou me here?"

"In this wilderness, where there is no one to pity me, neither is there anything to eat." "This she repeated several times, but Abraham hearkened not unto her. Then she asked him, "Has God commanded thee to do this?"

He answered, "Yes."

"Then," said she, "God will cause no harm to come unto me."

Thereupon she returned back.

And Abraham went away, and when he reached Mecca, he could not see those he had left behind him.

Then he turned towards Mecca, and prayed thus: "O Lord, I have caused some of my offspring to settle in an unfruitful valley, near thy holy house, O Lord, that they may be constant in prayer. Grant, therefore, that the hearts of some men may be affected with kindness towards them; and do thou bestow on them all sorts of fruits, that they may be glad."

And the mother of Ishmael began to suckle her child, and to drink water out of the skin until it was emptied.

And she and her son felt thirsty. And when she saw that her child was suffering from thirst, she could not bear to see it in such a plight, and retired, and reached the mountain of Safa, that was near, and ascending it, looked at the plain, in the hope of seeing someone; but, not perceiving anyone, she came down from the mountain.

When she reached the desert, she girded up her loins and ran as one mad, until she crossed the desert, and ascended Mount Marwa; but she could not see anyone.

She repeated the same seven times.

It is related by Ibn 'Abbas, that the Prophet said that this was the origin of the custom of true believers running between those mountains during the Hajj.

And when she ascended the Marwa mountain, she heard a voice.

She was startled thereat; and upon hearing it again, she said, "Wherefore callest thou on me? Assist me if thou canst."

She then saw an angel near the Zamzam.

He (the angel) made a hollow place, either by his foot or with his wing, and the water issued forth; and the mother of Ishmael commenced widening it.

She filled the skin with water, which came out of it as from a fountain.

It is related by Ibn 'Abbas that the Prophet said, "May God bless the mother of Ishmael. Had she left the Zamzam as it was, or had she not filled her skin with water, then the Zamzam would always have remained an overflowing fountain."

Then she drank the water, and suckled her child.

The account as given in the Bible, Genesis xxii. 9, is as follows:—

"And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian, which she had borne unto Abraham, mocking. Wherefore she said unto Abraham, Cast out this bondwoman and her son; for the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir with my son, even with Isaac. And this thing was very grievous in Abraham's sight, because of his son. And God said unto Abraham, Let it not be grievous in thy sight because of the lad, and because of thy bondwoman; in all that Sarah hath said unto thee, hearken unto her voice; for in Isaac shall thy seed be called. And also of the son of the bondwoman will I make a nation, because he is thy seed." And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and took bread, and a bottle of water, and gave it unto Hagar, putting it on her shoulder, and the child, and sent her away; and she departed, and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba. And the water was spent in the bottle, and she cast the child under one of the shrubs. And she went, and set her down over against him a good way off, as it were a bow shot; for she said, 'Let me not see the death of the child. And she sat over against him, and lifted up her voice, and wept. And God heard the voice of the lad, and the angel of God called to Hagar out of heaven, and said unto her,
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What ailest thee, Hagar? Fear not; for God hath heard the voice of the lad where he is. Arise, lift up the lad, and hold him in thine hand, for I will make him a great nation. And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water; and she went, and filled the bottle with water, and gave the lad drink. And God was with the lad; and he grew, and dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer. And he dwelt in the wilderness of Paran; and his mother took him a wife out of the land of Egypt.

With reference to the above account, as given in Holy Scripture, Syud Ahmad Khan remarks:

"Notwithstanding the perfect coincidence of the facts taken from the Scriptures with those from the Koran, as above shown, there are, nevertheless, three very important questions which suggest themselves respecting Ishmael's settlement."

"First. Where did Abraham leave Ishmael and his mother after expelling them from his home?"

"Secondly. Where did Ishmael and Hagar settle after their wanderings in the desert?"

"Thirdly. Was it in the very spot where they had rested for the first time, or in some other place?"

"The Koran mentions nothing on the subject; but there are some local traditions, and also a few Hadis, which treat of it, the latter, however, by reason of their not possessing sufficient authority, and from their not being traced up to the Prophet, are as little to be relied on as the former. The local traditions being deemed unworthy of credit, from their mixing up together occurrences that had happened on various and different occasions, we do not think it necessary to dwell on the first question more than has been done by the Scriptures themselves, which say that 'He (Abraham) sent her (Hagar) away; and she departed, and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba.'"

"As for the two remaining questions, although the language of Scripture is not very clear—since, in one place it says, 'And he (Ishmael) grew, and dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer' (Gen. xxi. 20), and in another, 'He (Ishmael) dwelt in the wilderness of Paran' (Gen. xxi. 21), passages which would certainly lead us to infer that Ishmael had changed the place of his abode; yet, as no Christian commentator represents him as having removed from one place to another, and as, moreover, neither the religious nor the local traditions of the Mohammedans in any way confirm the above, it may be safely asserted that Ishmael and his mother did not change the place where they dwelt, and that by the word 'wilderness' alone the sacred writer meant the wilderness of Paran. The solving of the whole question depends, therefore, upon ascertaining and fixing the position of the said wilderness of Paran, where Ishmael is said to have settled."

"Oriental geographers mention three places as known by the appellation of Paran. First, that wilderness wherein the city of Mecca now stands, and the mountains in its vicinity; secondly, those mountains and a village which are situated in Eastern Egypt, or Arabia Petraea; and thirdly, a district in the province of Samarcand."

(6) Al-Bašawî says it was Ishmael, and not Isaac, whom Abraham was willing to offer up as a sacrifice; but this view is neither supported by the text of the Qur'an nor by the preponderance of traditional testimony. If we compare Sûrah xi. 74: "And We announced Isaac (as the child of promise) to her," with Sûrah xxxvii. 99: "We announced (as a child of promise) to him a youth of meekness; and when he became a full-grown youth, his father said to him, 'My son, I have seen in a dream that I should sacrifice thee'-there can be no doubt in any candid mind that, as far as the Qur'an is concerned, Isaac and not Ishmael is intended. [ISAAC.]"

The two commentators al-Kâmilîn quote a number of traditions on the subject. They say Ibn 'Umar, Ibn 'Abbás, Hasan, and 'Abdu 'llâh ibn Ahmad, relate that it was Isaac; whilst Ibn Mas'ûd, Mujãhid, 'Irámîrah, Qatâdah, and Ibn 'Abî Salâm say it was Ishmael. But whatever may be the real facts of the case, it is certain that popular tradition amongst both Sunnis and Shi'a's assigns the honour to Ishmael, and believe the great Festival of Sacrifice, the 'Idâ l-'A'zha, to have been established to commemorate the event. [I'DU' L-'A'ZHA.]

The author of the Shi'a work, the Hâjîât u-'Qâlatin (Merrick's ed. p. 28) says: "On a certain occasion when this illustrious father (Abraham) was performing the rites of the pilgrimage to Mecca, Abraham said to his beloved child, 'I dreamed that I must sacrifice you; now consider what is to be done with reference to such an admonition.' Ishmael replied, 'Do as you shall be commanded of God. Verify your dream. You will find me endure patiently.' But when Abraham was about to sacrifice Ishmael, the Most High chose a black ram instead of the substitute for Ishmael."

The idea is universal amongst Mohammedans that the incident took place on Mount Mînâ near Makkah, and not in the 'land of Mâriah,' as stated in Genesis xxii. 3. (For a discussion on the site of Mount Mâriah, see Mr. George Grove's article in Smith's Dict. of the Bible.)

Sir William Muir says (Life of Makomet, new ed. p. xvi.): "By a summary adjustment, the story of Palestine became the story of the Hejâz. The precints of the Khâbah were hallowed as the scene of Hâgâr's distress, and the sacred well Zamzam as the source of her relief. The pilgrims hasted to and fro between Safa and Marwa in memory of her hurried steps in search of water. It was Abraham and Ishmael who built the (Meccan) temple, placed in it the black stone, and
established for all mankind the pilgrimage to Mecca. In imitation of him it was that stones were flung by pilgrims at Satan; and sacrifices were offered at Minâ in remembrance of the vicarious sacrifice by Abraham instead of his son. And thus, although the indigenous rites may have been little if at all altered, by the adoption of the Abrahamic legend, they came to be viewed in a totally different light, and to be connected in the Arab imagination with something of the sanctity of Abraham, the Friend of God. The gulf between the gross idolatry of Arabia and the pure theism of the Jews was bridged over. Upon this common ground Mahomet took his stand, and proclaimed to his people a new and a spiritual system, in accents to which all Arabia could respond. The rites of the Kaâbâ were retained, but stripped by him of every idolatrous tenacity; and now, still hung, a strange unsounding shroud, around the living theism of Islam."

"ISHQ (عشق). "Love." A word used by mystic writers to express a divine love. The word, however, preferred by orthodox Muslim writers for the love of God, or love to God, is hubb (حب).

ISLÂM (إسلام). Resignation to the will of God. The word generally used by Muhammadans themselves for their religion. 'Abdu l-Ḥaqq says it implies submission to the divine will; and Muhammad explained it to mean the observance of the five duties: (1) Bearing witness that there is but one God; (2) Reciting the daily prayers; (3) Giving the legal alms; (4) Observing the Ramazan or month's fast; (5) Making the pilgrimage to Makkah once in a lifetime. In the Qur'ān the word is used for doing homage to God. Islam is said to be the religion of all the prophets from the time of Abraham, as will appear from the following verses (Surâh iii, 78, 79): "... So We believe in God and in what hath been sent down to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the Tribes, and in what was given to Moses, and Jesus and the Prophets from their Lord. We make no difference between them, and to Him are we resigned (i.e. Muslims). Whoso deseth with any other religion than Islam, that religion shall never be accepted of Him, and in the next world he shall be lost." There are three words used by Muhammadan writers for religion, namely Din, Milâd, and Maqâbâh; and in the Kitâb u-'Târîfât, the difference implied in these words is said to be as follows:—Din, as it stands in its relation to God, e.g. Dinu 'lladh, the religion of God; Milâd, as it stands in relation to a prophet or lawgiver, e.g. Milâd al-Îbrahîm, the religion of Abraham; and Maqâbâh, as it stands in relation to the divines of Islam, e.g. Maqâbâh Hanârî, the religion or religious teaching of Abu Hanîfah. The expression Din, however, is of general application. [RELIGION.]

Those who profess the religion of Islam are called Musulmâns, Muslims, or imâmîs. Aâh u-Kîthâb, "the people of the Book," is used for Muhammadans, Jews, and Christians.

ISM (اسم). A sin; anything forbidden by the law.

ISMAH (اسم). Lit. "Keeping back from sin." The continence and freedom from sin which Muhammadans say was the state of the Arab Prophet, and which is that of infant children.

ISMA'IL (اسماء). [ISHMAEL.]

ISMA'IL (اسمیل). [ISMAIYL.]

The name of the angel who is said to have accompanied the angel Gabriel in his last visit to the Prophet on his death-bed. He is said to command one hundred thousand angels. (Miskât, book xxiv. ch. x. pt. 3.)

ISMA'ILIYAH (اسماعلية). A Shi'a sect who said that Ismâ'îl ibn Ja'far as-Sâdiq was the true Îmâm and not Mûsâ al-Kâsim, and who held that God was neither existent nor non-existent; nor intelligent nor unintelligent, nor powerful nor powerless, &c.; for, they said, it is not possible for any thing or attribute to be associated with God, for He is the maker of all things, even of names and attributes (Kitâb u-'Târîfât, in loc.).

ISM-JAILÂLI (اسم جلالي). Any of the attributes of God which express His power and greatness, e.g. al-Îrâhîm, the Judge; al-Îdî', the Just; al-Kâbir, the Great. [GOD.]

ISM-JAMÂLÎ (اسم جميل). Any of the attributes of God which express His mercy or condescension, e.g. ar-Rahîm, the Compassionate; as-Sâmi', the Hearer; al-Hâfiz, the Guardian.

ISM-J-SIFAH (اسم سفه). Name of a divine attribute.

AL-ISMU 'L-'AZâm (اسم الأعظم). The exalted name of God, which is generally believed to be known only to the Prophets. Mūḥâmamd is related to have said that it occurs in either the Surâtul-Baqaraâ, ii. 256: "God (Allah) there is no God but He (Hâ), the Living (al-Hâyî), the Self-subsistent (al-Qayîm""); or in the Suràt 'Ali 'Imrân, iii. 1; which contains the same words; or in the Surâtul-Tâ Hâ, xx. 110: "Faces shall be humbled before the Living (al-Haîy) and the Self-subsistent (al-Qayîm)."

It is therefore generally held to be either Allah, or Hâ, or al-Haîy, or al-Qayîm.

It is very probable that the mysterious title of the Divine Being refers to the great name of Jehovah, the superstitious reverence for which on the part of the Jews must have been well known to Muhammad.

ISMU' Z-Zâ'î (اسم الزمان). Name of the Divine Essence; the essential name of God, i.e. Allah, or Hâ, as distinguished from His attributes. [ALLAH.]

ISNA'-ISHARIYAH (النسام). Lit. "The twelve cens." Those Shi'ahs who acknowledge the twelve Imams. [SUMER.]
ISTIKHARAH (استغفار). Seeking forgiveness of God. It is related of Muhammad that he said:

"I swear by God that I ask pardon of God, and repent before Him more than seventy times daily.

"O men, repent and turn to God, for verily 1 repent before Him one hundred times a day." (Mishkat, book x. ch. iii.)

ISTIHĀZAH (استحصاء). The issue of blood of women; during which time they are ceremonially unclean. (Vide Mishkat, book iii. ch. xvi.)


For example, it is a law of Islam that everything that is washed must be squeezed like a cloth; but, as it is impossible to squeeze a vessel, it is evident that it must be cleaned without squeezing. (Nuru 'l-Anwar, p. 208.)


Jâbir says: "The Prophet taught the Istikhârah, as he also did a chapter of the Qur'an; and he said, 'When anyone of you intends doing a thing, he must perform two rak'ah prayers expressly for Istikhârah, and afterwards recite the following supplication: O God, I supplicate Thy help, in Thy great wisdom; and I pray for ability through Thy power. I ask a thing of Thy bounty. Thou knowest all, but I do not. Thou art powerful, and I am not. Thou knowest the secrets of men. O God! if the matter I am about to undertake is good for my faith, my life, and my futurity, then make it easy for me, and give me success in it. But if it is bad for my faith, my life, and my futurity, then put it away from me, and show me what is good, and satisfy me. And the person praying shall mention in his prayer the business which he has in hand.'"

This very simple and commendable injunction has, however, been converted to superstitious uses.

Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, says:—

"Some persons have recourse to the Qur'an for an answer to their doubts. This they call making an "istiikhârah," or application for the favour of Heaven, or for direction in the right course. Repeating three times the opening chapter, the 112th chapter, and the fifty-eighth verse of the sixth chapter, they let the book fall open, or open it at random, and, from the seventeenth line of the right-hand page, draw their answer.

"The words often will not convey a direct answer, but are taken as affirmative or negative according as their general tenour is good or bad, promising a blessing, or denouncing a threat, &c. Instead of reading
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the seventh line of this page, some count the number of letters kha and sheen which occur in the whole page; and if the kha's predominate, the inference is favourable. Kha represents kheer, or good; sheen, shur, or evil. There is another mode of istikhāra; which is, to take hold of any two points of a sebbak (or rosemary), after recting the Fatihah three times, and then to count the beads between those two points, saying, in passing the first bead through the fingers, 'I assert the absolute glory of God; 'in passing the second, 'Praise be to God;' in passing the third, 'There is no deity but God;' and repeating these expressions in the same order, to the last bead. If the first expression fail to the last bead, the answer is affirmative and favourable; if the second, indifferent; if the last, negative. This is practised by many persons.

Some, again, in similar cases, on lying down to sleep at night, beg of God to direct them by a dream; by causing them to see something white or green, or water, if the action which they contemplate be approved, or if they are to expect approaching good fortune; and if not, by causing them to see something black or red, or fire; then they recite the Fatihah ten times, and continue to repeat these words: ‘O God, favour our lord Mohammed!' — until they fall asleep. (Modern Egyptians, vol. i. 338.)

Amongst pious Muslims in Asia it is usual to recite the two rak'ah prayers before retiring to rest, in the hope that God will reveal His will in a dream during the night.

ISTILAD (استئناف). Claim of off-spring. A legal term signifying the act of a Muslim, having a child born to him of a female slave, which he acknowledges as his own, whereby the slave becomes free. (Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 478.)

ISTILAH (إسلام), pl. Istilâhât. A phrase; a term; idiom. A theological term. The author of the Kitâb al-Turjîyat says it is the agreement of a tribe, or sect, or party, to give a special meaning to a word, over and above that which it has in its literal sense, but which is in accordance with it.

ISTINJAZ (استجاج). Abetion; concerning which there are most minute instructions in the Traditions and in other books of Muslim divinity. Such acts of cleansing must be performed with the left hand, with not less than three handfuls of water, or with three of dry earth. (Michkât, book ii. 1.)

ISTINISHAQ (إسنادية). The act of throwing water up into the nostrils, which is part of the religious ablution or wasâå. [ABLUTION.]

ISTIQAMAH (استقامة). Lit. "Standing erect." A term (1) used by the Sufi mystics for rectitude of life, purity of life; (2) being constant in religion according to the rules of the Qur'ân.

ISTIQBAL (إفتتاح). Lit. "Going forth to meet." (1) A custom amongst Orientals of going out to meet a friend or guest on his arrival; (2) turning the face towards Makkah for prayer; (3) a coming era or period; the future.

ISTIRJÂ (الطرأ). Lit. "Returning." A term used for the act of appealing to God for help in the time of affliction by repeating the following ejaculation from the Qur'ân, Sūrah li. 150: sanâ ilâhâki saa insan haârak repîqa, "Verify, we belong to God, and verify we shall return to God." This formula is used by Muslims in any danger or sudden calamity, especially in the presence of death.

ISTISHÅB (إجتناب). A law or injunction contained in a previous revelation (e.g. the Law of Moses) and not abrogated by the succeeding law-giver.

ISTISNÅ (إمتثال). Lit. "Excepring or excluding." A term used for the custom of exclaiming, "If God will!" It is in accordance with the injunctions of the Qur'ân, Sūrah xvii. 23: "And never say of anything, 'Verily, I am going to do that tomorrow,' without, 'If God will.'" (Compare James iv. 15: "For ye ought to say, If the Lord will."")

ISTISQA (إمتثال). Prayers for rain, consisting of two rak'ah prayers. (Michkât, book iv. ch. iii.)

ITAQ (إمتثال). Lit. "Setting free." The manumission of slaves. [SLAVERY.]

ITFÎR (إفطار). [POTIFER.]

ITIKÅF (إطعام). Seeking retirement in a mosque during the last ten days of the Fast of Ramazân; during which time the worshipper does not leave the place, except for necessary purposes. The time is spent in reciting the Qur'ân and in performing the ceremony of Zikr, or the recital of the names and praises of the Deity.

ITQ (إنتظار). "Being free." In the language of the law it signifies the power given to a person by the extinction of bondage. Hence the emancipation of slaves. (Hidâyah, vol. i. p. 413.)

ITTIHAD (إئتلاف). Union; concord; intimate friendship. A term used by the Sufi mystics for "seeing the existence of all things visible as only existing in God." (Abdu'r-Razzaq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

IZN (إذن). Permission. [INTERCESSION.]

'IZRÅ'IIL (إزرائل). The Angel of Death, or the Malakû'l-Maut, who comes to a man at the hour of death to carry his soul away from the body. See Qur'ân, Sūrah xxxiii. 11: "The Angel of Death shall take you away, he who is given charge of you. Then unto your Lord shall ye return."
Jabal Mūṣa

Muḥammad is related to have said that when the Angel of Death approaches a believer he sits at his head and says, "O pure soul, come forth to God's pardon and pleasure!" And then the soul comes out as gently as water from a bag. But, in the case of an infidel, the Angel of Death sits at his head and says, "O impure soul, come forth to the wrath of God!" And then the Angel of Death draws it out as a hot spit is drawn out of wet wool. (Mishkār, book v. ch. iii.)

Jabar (אֶל-בָּר).

The Mount of Moses; Mount Sinai. It is called in the Qurʾān, Sūrah ii. 60, al-Ṭur, "The Mountain."


They take their denomination from Ḥabr, which signifies "necessity or compulsion;" because they hold man to be necessarily and inevitably constrained to act as he does by force of God's eternal and immutable decree.

This sect is distinguished into two species, some being more rigid and extreme in their opinion, who are thence called pure Jabariyāh; and others, more moderate, who are therefore called middle Jabariyāh. The former will not allow men to be said either to act, or to have any power at all, either operative or acquiring, asserting that man can do nothing, but produces all his actions by necessity, having neither power, nor will, nor choice, any more than an inanimate agent. They also declare that rewarding and punishing are also the effects of necessity; and the same they say of the imposing of commands. This was the doctrine of the Jabmiyyah, the followers of Jahm ibn Sulaym, who likewise held that Paradise and Hell will vanish, or be annihilated, after those who are destined there to respectively shall have entered them, so that at last there will remain no existing being besides God, supposing those words of the Qurʾān which declare that the inhabitants of Paradise and of Hell shall remain therein for ever, to be hyperbolical only, and intended for corroboration, and not to denote an eternal duration in reality. The moderate Jabariyāh are they who ascribe some power to man, but such a power as hath no influence on the action; for as to those who grant the power of man to have a certain influence on the action, which influence is called Acquisition, some will not admit them to be called Jabariyāh, though others reckon those also to be called middle Jabariyāh, and to contend for the middle opinion between absolute necessity and absolute liberty, who attribute to man acquisition, or concurrence, in producing the action, whereby he gaineth commendation or blame (yet without admitting it to have any influence on the action), and therefore, make the Ashāriyyah a branch of this sect. (Sale's Koran, Introd.)

I.


Sūrah lix. 23: "The King, the Holy, the Peaceful, the Faithful, the Protector, the Mighty, the Absolute, the Great.

Jabil (אֶל-בַּל). The Angel of the Mountains; mentioned in the Shiʿah work, Ḥuṣnāʾ el-Qutb. (Marrick's ed. p. 128.)

Jābir (אִבְּר). The son of a poor citizen of al-Madīnah, slain at Uḥd. He embraced Islam and accompanied Muḥammad in numerous battles. He lived to a great age, for he died at al-Madīnah a.m. 78, aged 94 years.

Jabr (אֶל-בָּר). A Christian servant of a family from Harran—-a convert to Islam—-accused by the Qurʾān with having instructed the Prophet.

Sūrah xvi. 105. "We knew that they said, 'It is only some mortal that teaches him.' The tongue of him they incline towards is barbarous, this is plain Arabic."

Husain says Jabr was one of the Ahlu 'l-Kitāb, and was well read in the Taurāt and Ḥuṣnāʾ, and Muḥammad used to hear him read these books as he passed by his house.

Jacob. Arabic Ya'qūb (יָעַב). The son of Isaac; an inspired prophet. There are frequent but brief allusions to the Patriarch Jacob in the Qurʾān in connection with Abraḥam and Isaac. The story of his journey to Egypt will be found in the account of Joseph as given in the xith Sūrah of the Qurʾān. [Joseph.] A brief reference to his death is made in Sūrah ii. ch. 127:—

"Wore ye present when Jacob was at the point of death? when he said to his sons, 'Whom will ye worship when I am gone?' They said, 'We will worship thy God and the God of thy fathers, Abraḥam and Ismael and Isaac, one God, and to Him are we surrendered (Muḥsin).’ That people have now passed away; they have the reward of their deeds and ye shall have the meed of yours: but of their doings ye shall not be questioned. They say, moreover, 'Become Jews or Christians that ye may have the true guidance.’ Say: Nay! the religion of Abraḥam, the sound in faith, and not one of those who join gods with God!"

Jadd (אֶל-כָּד). A term used in Muḥammadan law for either a paternal or
JA'FAR. A maternal grandfather. The word has also the meaning greatness, majesty, as in Sūrah lxii. 3: "May the Majesty of our Lord be exalted." [GRANDFATHER.]

JA'FAR (ja'far). A son of Abū Tālīb and a cousin to Muhammad. He was a great friend to the poor, and was called by Muhammad Abū ‘l-Masākin, "the father of the poor." He fell bravely at the battle of Mu’tah, a.h. 8.

JA'FARU ‘S-SĀDIQ (ja'faru ‘s-sādiq). Abū ‘Abdullāh Ja'far ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Ali ibn al-Husayn ibn ‘Ali ibn Abī Tālīb, was one of the twelve persons who, according to the Shi‘ah, are considered the rightful Imāms [ṣaḥābah]. He was nicknamed as-Sādiq, "The Veracious," on account of his uprightness of character. He was a learned man, and his pupil, Abū Masā‘, is said to have composed a work of two thousand pages containing the problems of his master Ja'faru ‘s-Sādiq. Ja'far was born a.h. 60, and died a.h. 146, and was buried in the cemetery al-Bakī’ at al-Madīnah.

JĀGĪR (jāgīr). Persian Ja. "A place;" Gir, "Occupying." A tenure common under the Muhammadan Government, in which the public revenues of a given tract of land were made over to a servant of the State, together with the powers requisite to enable him to collect and appropriate such revenue, and administer the general government of the district. The assignment was either conditional or unconditional; in the former case, some public service, as the levy and maintenance of troops, or other specified duty, was engaged for; the latter was left to the entire disposal of the grantee. The assignment was either for a stated term, or, more usually, for the lifetime of the holder, lapsing, on his death, to the State, although not unusually renewed to his heir, on payment of a nazarānī or fine, and sometimes specified to be a hereditary assignment, without which specification it was held to be a life-tenure only. (Den. Reg. xxxvii. 1725, cl. 15.) A Jāgīr was also liable to forfeiture on failure of performance of the conditions on which it was granted, or on the holder's incurring the displeasure of the Emperor. On the other hand, in the inability of the State to vindicate its rights, a Jāgīr was sometimes converted into a perpetual and transferable estate; and the same consequence has resulted from the recognition of sundry Jāgīr as hereditary by the British Government after the extinction of the Native Governments by which they were originally granted; so that they now come to be considered as family properties, of which the holders could not be rightfully dispensed, and to which their legal heirs succeed, as a matter of course, without fine or nazarānī, such having been silently dispensed with. (Wilson's Dictionary of Indian Terms.)

JAHANNAM (jahannam). [HELL.]
JAIYID (ةم). Pure money; current coin. A term used in Muslim law. (Ellichy, vol. iii. p. 152.)

JALAL (ال). Being glorious or mighty. سلسلة "The Glorious One," is an attribute of God. See Qur'an, Sura 1v. 78: "Blessed be the name of thy Lord who is possessed of glory and honour."

Al-Jalāl is a term used by Sufi mystics to express that state of the Almighty which places Him beyond the understanding of His creatures. (Abdu'l-Rasul'a's Dictionary of Sufi Terms.)

Al-JALALAN (ال). "The two Jalālān." A term given to two commentators of the name of Jalāl 'd-dīn, whose joint work is called the Tafsīr al-Jalālān; the first half of which was compiled by the Shaikh Jalāl 'd-dīn al-Mahallī, died a.m. 864, and the rest by Jalāl 'd-dīn as-Suyūtī, died a.m. 911.

Jalāl 'd-dīn as-Suyūtī was a prolific author, Grammar, rhetoric, dogmatical and practical theology, history, criticism, medicine, and anatomy, comprise some of the subjects on which he wrote. His Tafsīr, which is an explanatory work on the Qur'an, has been published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and edited by Dr. Sprague (A.D. 1857), and his History of the Temple of Jerusalem has been translated by the Rev. James Reynolds for the Oriental Translation Society (A.D. 1856). (Jerusalem.)

JALU LUJ'AFH (الواد). Another name for Dūmata 'Jandal, a place near Tabūk. (Duhm.)

JALUT (ال). (GOLIATE.)

JAMBAH (بص). Lit. "Gravel, or small pebbles." (1) The three pillars at Minā, at which the Makkan pilgrims throw seven pebbles. They are known as al-Dhāl, the first; al-Wustā, the middle; and al-'Aqīb, the last. According to Muslim writers these pillars mark the successive spots where the Devil, in the shape of an old Shaikh, appeared to Adam, Abraham, and Ishmael, and was driven away by the simple process which Gabriel taught them of throwing seven small pebbles. The Jamrātul-'Aqīb, is known as the Shaftsūnul-'Kabir, or the "Great Devil."

Captain Burton, in his El Medinah and Mecca, vol. ii. 227, says:—

"The Shaftsūnul-'Kabir is a dwarf buttress of rude masonry, about eight feet high by two, and a half broad, placed against a rough wall of stones, at the Meccan entrance to Mina. As the ceremony of 'Ramay,' or Lapidation, must be performed on the first day by all pilgrims between sunrise and sunset, and the 'Ramay' was malicious enough to appear in a rugged pass, the crowd makes the place dangerous. On one side of the road, which is not forty feet broad, stood a row of shops, belonging principally to barbers. On the other side is the rugged wall of the pillar, with a cheveur de frite of Bedouins and naked boys. The narrow space was crowded with pilgrims, all struggling like drowning men to approach as near as possible to the Devil."

JANNAH (ال). The Shahatul-'Amr. (Burton.)

(2) Jannah also means a "live coal," and is an astronomical or meteorological term used to signify the infusion of vital heat into the elements in spring, or rather, at the end of winter. According to this theory there are three Jamārat: one, the infusion of heat into the air, occurs thirty days before the vernal equinox; the second, affecting the waters, seven days later; and the third, vivifying the earth, sixteen days before the equinox. (Catsafago Dictionary, in loco.)

JAM'U 'L-JAM' (جمع الجمع). Lit. "The plural of a plural." A term used by the Sufi mystics for the high position of the Perfect Man or al-Ināsinul-'Kamāl.

JANAB (جاب). "Majesty." A term of respect used in India in addressing a person of rank or office, whether Native or European. Janab 'alā, "Your high eminence."

JANABAH (جابه). A state of uncleanness. The Niddah, or separation, of Leviticus xii. 5. The menopause, coitus, childbirth, pollution of nocturna, contact with the dead, or having performed the offices of nature, place the person in a state of Janabah or separation. (PURIFICATION.)

JANAZAH, JINAZAH (نزا). A term used both for the bier, and for the funeral service of a Muslim, also for the corpse itself. (BURIAL.)

JANN (ن). The father of the Jinn. (JNN.)

JANNAH (ن), pl. Jannāt. Lit. "A garden." (1) A term used for the regions of celestial bliss. (PARADISE.) (2) A term used by Sufi mystics to express different stages of the paradise of works, or that enjoyment which is derived from sensuous pleasures, such as eating, drinking, &c.; Jannātul-'Ajrāl, the paradise of inheritances, which is a disposition like that of the saints and prophets; Jannatul-Ziyāt, the paradise of attributions, becoming like God; Jannatu'z-Zāhār, the paradise of essence, being united with God (i.e. absorption into the divine essence). (Abdu'l-Rasul'a's Dictionary of Sufi Terms.)
JANNATU 'ADN (جنة عدن). The Gardens of Eden. (Sūrah 17, et alia.) [PARADISE.]

JANNATU 'L-FIRDĀUS (الفرداوس). The Gardens of Paradise. (Sūrah xviii. 107.) [PARADISE.]

JANNATU 'L-KHULD (الخلود). The Garden of Eternity. (Sūrah xxv. 16.) [PARADISE.]

JANNATU 'L-MA'WA (الموا). The Gardens of Refuge. (Sūrah xxii. 19.) [PARADISE.]

JANNATU'N-NA'IM (ينعم). The Gardens of Delight. (Sūrah v. 70.) [PARADISE.]

JĀR MULĀSIQ (جار ملقي). "A next-door neighbour." A term used in Muhammadan law for a joint proprietor in a house, or room or wall of the house. (Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 566.)

JABE (جاب). "Dragging." A degree of chastisement practised according to Muhammadan law, namely, by dragging the offender to the door and exposing him to scorn. (Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. ii. p. 78.)

AL-JĀSIYAH (الجاسية). Lit. "The Kneeling." A title given to the sixteenth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in which the expression occurs (verse 26):—

"And God's is the kingdom of the Heavens and of the Earth; and on the day when the Hour shall arrive, on that day shall the despisers perish; And thou shalt see every nation kneeling; And its own book shall every nation be summoned;—This day shall ye be repaid as ye have wrought."

JĀSU'LĪQ (جالي). An Arabicised word from the Greek Καθολικός. The Catholicos, or Primate of the Christians. In the Chihānī 'l-Lughah he is said to be the chief of the Christians, and under him is the Mītrān (Metropolitan), and then the Usqaf (Bishop), and then Qanīs (Presbyter), and then Shamās (Deacon).

Mr. Lane, in his Dictionary, gives the Order of Bitrāq (Patriarch) as under the Jāṣulīq, which term we understand to mean, in Muhammadan works, none other than the Patriarch, e.g. of Jerusalem, or Antioch, &c.

JAWĀM'I 'L-KALĪM (الكلام). Lit. "Comprehending many significations." A title given to the Qur'ān and to certain traditions, because it is related that the Prophet said that has been revealed to me which comprehends many significations. (Kasfa 'l-Istinbāḥ, in loco.)

JAZ'AH (جزاء). A female camel in her fifth year. The proper age for a camel given in zakāt or legal aims for camels from sixty-one to seventy-five in number. [ZAKAT.]

JAZBAH (جزابة). "Attraction." A term used by the Sūfī mystics to express a yearning after the Divine Being. The nearer approach of man to his Maker through God's grace. (Abdu 'r-Rasāq's Dictionary of Sūfī Terms.)

JEDDAH. Arabic Jiddah (جدة). The principal seaport of Arabia, and one of the Mīqāt or stages where the Makkan pilgrims put on the Ṭārām or pilgrim's robe. It is also celebrated as the place of Eve's sepulchre. She is said to measure 120 paces from head to waist, and 80 paces from waist to heel. (Burton.)

JEHOVAH. Heb. יהוה. In the Old Testament it is usually with the vowel points of יהוה; but when the two occur together, the former is pointed יהו (Yhwh), that is, with the vowels of יהוה, as in Obad. i. 1; Heb. iii. 19. The LXX. generally render it by Κύπος, the vulgate by Dominus; and in this respect they have been followed by the A.V. where it is translated "The Lord." The true pronunciation of this name, by which God was known to the Hebrews, has been entirely lost, the Jews themselves scrupulously avoiding every mention of it, and substituting in its stead one or other of the words with whose proper vowel-points it may happen to be written. This custom, which had its origin in reverence, and has almost degenerated into a superstition, was founded upon an erroneous rendering of Lev. xxiv. 16, "He that blasphemeth the name of God shall surely he put to death;" from which it was inferred that the mere utterance of the name constituted a capital offence. In the Rabbinical writings it is distinguished by various euphemistic expressions; as simply "the name," or "the name of four letters" (the Greek tetragrammaton); "the great and terrible name," or "the peculiar name," i.e. appropriated to God alone; "the separate name," i.e. either the name which is separated or removed from human knowledge, or, as some render, "the name which has been interpreted or revealed." (Professor W. A. Wright, M.A., Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, in loco.)

This superstitious reverence for the word Jehovah must have been the origin of the lsmu 'l-A'im, or "exalted name," which Muhammad is related to have said was known only to God and His prophet; but which, he said, occurs in one of three verses in the Qur'ān, namely: Sūrah t-Baqarah ii. 256: "God! (Allāh) there is no God but He (Hū) the Living One (al-Mawjūd), the Self-Subsisting One (al-Qayyīm)"); or, in the Sūrah Al-Ismā'īl iii. 1, which contains the same words, in the Sūrah 'Tā Hā xx. 110: "Faces shall be humbled before the Living One (al-Mawjūd), the Self-Subsisting One (al-Qayyīm)."
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Some European scholars (see Cataphago’s Arabic Dictionary) have fancied the Yuhah (YHWH), or Yahovah of the Hebrews, is identical with the ejaculation of the Muslim devotees, Ya Hu, “O He!” (i.e. God). Al-Baiqawi says the word Hū (better Hūwa), i.e. He (God), may be the Isma’i l ‘-A‘zam, or Exalted Name of the Almighty, especially as it occurs in two of the verses of the Qur’an indicated by Muhammad, namely, Sūrat Al-i. 258, iii. 1. [Yuhu, God.]

JEREMIAH. Arabic Armāniya (آرماني). The prophet is not mentioned in the Qur’an, but Muslim historians say he was contemporary with Mas’ud, the son of ‘Adnān, the renowned ancestor of Muhammad. The Kātib ‘I. Wāqidi says: “God watched over ‘Adnān’s son Mas’ud, who was by the command of the Lord taken by Armāniya and Abrakh (Jeremiah and Baruch) into the land of Harrām and nurtured holy.” According to the Jānabi l ‘-Lughāh, he is the same as Khāb. [Al-Kheer.]

JERUSALEM. Arabic as-Baitu l-Muqaddass (المسجد الالهي), “the Holy House,” or Baitu l-Maqdis (المسجد الالهي), “the House of the Sanctuary”: Aorxaham (الأضرهام); Hiya (الحيى), i.e. Aulia Capitoline.

In the Qur’an Jerusalem is never mentioned by name, and in the Traditions and other Muslim works, it is always called as-Baitu l-Muqaddass, “the Holy House,” as referring to the Temple of Jerusalem, or Hiya. The allusions to it in the Qur’an are as follows:—

Sūrah ii. 55 (where God, after giving the masses and waqf, is represented as saying to the children of Israel): “Enter the city and eat therefrom as plentifully as ye wish.” Al-Baiqawi the commentator says this city was the as-Baitu l-Muqaddis (Jerusalem), or Arxh (الضرهام).

Sūrah ii. 261: “Like him who passed by a city when it was desolate, and as he walked over its roots said, ‘How will God revive this after its destruction?’ Commentators say Elias or as-Khīr visited the city of Jerusalem after its destruction by Nebuchadneszar.

Sūrah xxx. opens with a reference to the Persians conquering Syria and taking Jerusalem.

In Sūrah xvii. i, Muhammad is represented as having taken his flight from Makkah to Jerusalem. “Celebrated be the praises of Him who by night took his servant from the Masjīdu l-‘-Harām (the Sacred Mosque) to the Masjīdu l-Aqṣā (the Remote Mosque), the precinct of which we have blessed.”

And in Sūrah 1. 40, one of the signs of the approach of the last day will be: “The crier (to prayer) shall cry from a near place” (i.e. a place from which all men shall hear). Husain says this “near place” is the Temple at Jerusalem.

A curious account of Jerusalem and its temple, the Masjīdu l-Aqṣā, or Distant Mosque (so called because it is a distant object of pilgrimage), has been written by Jālān ‘i. d-din as-Suyūtī, one of the commentators on the Qur’an, known as the Jālānī. It was written in the year 848, A.D. 1444, and the special object of the book appears to be to exalt the merits of Jerusalem as a place of prayer and pilgrimage. [For an account of the Temple, see Masjīdu l-Aqṣā.] He says Jerusalem is especially honoured as being the scene of the repentance of David and Solomon. The place where God sent His angel to Solomon, announced glad tidings to Zacharias and John, showed David a plait of the Temple, and put all the beasts of the earth and fowls of the air in subject to him. It was at Jerusalem that the prophets sacrificed; that Jesus was born and spoke in his cradle; and it was at Jerusalem that Jesus ascended to heaven; and it will be there that He will again descend. Gog and Magog shall subdue every place on the earth but Jerusalem, and it will be there that God Almighty will destroy them. It is in the holy land of Jerusalem that Adam and Abraham, and Isaac and Mary, are buried. And in the last days there will be a general flight to Jerusalem, and the Ark and the Shechinah will be again restored to the Temple. There will be all mankind be gathered at the Resurrection for judgment, and God will enter, surrounded by His angels, into the Holy Temple, when He comes to judge the earth. (See Reynolds’ Translation, p. 16.)

The peculiar reference paid to the Sacred Rock (ar-Sakhrah) seems to be one of the many instances of afterthought and addition to Islam since the time of Muhammad. Mu‘awiyah seems to have encouraged it in order to direct the affections and fanaticism of his subjects into a new channel, and to withdraw their exclusive attention from Makka and al-Madinah, where the rival family of ‘Ali esided.

In the same book there is a devotional account of the taking of Jerusalem by the Khalifah ‘Umar.

After the conclusion of the battle of Yarmuk (Hieromax), the whole army of the Muslims marched into the territory of Palestine and Jordan. Then they closely besieged the city. The conquest was attended with difficulty until the arrival of the Khalifah ‘Umar with four thousand horse. He came upon the holy place on the eastern side, and then encircled the city. They fought for a long time, until at last the inhabitants sent a party to the walls with a flag of truce, asking for a parley. The Patriarch (Sophroni), then demanded the safe conduct of a messenger to ‘Umar. The envoy came without hindrance and requested ‘Umar to make peace and to accept tribute.

Jālān ‘i. d-din gives a copy of the treaty which the Muslims compelled the people of Jerusalem to sign. It reads as follows:—

“In the name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate! This is the writing of the Christians of the Holy City to ‘Umar ibn al-
Khāṭṭāb, the Commander of the Faithful. When you came down upon us, we asked of you a stipulation for ourselves and our possessions, and our children, and the people of our religion; and we have stipulated with you, that we shall not be polluted by interruption in our places of worship, or whatever chapels, or churches, or cells, or monasteries of monks, may be therein; and that no one shall be therein who may have the impress of Muslims (by long residence), and that we will not prohibit the Muslims from entering them, by night or by day; and that we will open the gates wide to passengers and to travelers; and if any Muslim passing by shall take upon his lodging with us three nights, we shall give him food, and not entertain in our churches a spy, nor conceal him unknown to the Muslims; and not teach our children the Qurān; and not publicly exhibit the Associating or Christian religion, and not beg any one to embrace it; and not hinder anyone of our relations from entering the Muslim religion, if he will, and that we should honour the Muslims and make much of them, and place them in our assemblies, if anyone of them will, and give them the chief seats, and not imitate them in their dress, neither in girdles, nor in the turban, nor the slipper, nor the parting of the hair, and never write in their language, nor call ourselves by their surnames; and that we should never ride upon great saddles, nor suspend our swords by belts, and never accept arms (the bow, sword, and club), nor carry them with us; and that we should never engrave upon our signet-rings in the Arabic language; and that we should not sell wine, and that we should shave the front of our heads, and tie up our dress, wherever we may be, and not wear wide girdles at our waist; and that we should never publicly exhibit the cross upon our church-nor expose our crosses, nor ever inscribe them in the path of the Muslims, nor in their market places, and never strike our bells the (quick) stroke, nor raise our voices over the dead, nor publicly expose the lights, or anything else, in the roads and markets of the Muslims, and never come near them with our dead, and never receive any slave who has drawn upon himself familiarity with Muslims, and never look upon them in their houses.”

We learn moreover, from the same authority, as follows:—

“When ‘Umar ratified the treaty, he added thereto,—And that we will not strike any one of the Muslims. We stipulate this with you for ourselves and the people of our religion; and we accept these terms of capitulation; and if we subsequently violate a point of that which we have stipulated, upon our lives be it, and let there be no favor with us and may it be allowed you to do to us whatever is lawful against rebellious and revolting subjects.” (Hist. of Jerusalem, by Jalāl ‘d-dīn, Reynold’s Translation.)

There were within the city 12,000 Greeks and 50,000 natives, and the Khilafah ‘Umar insisted that all the Greeks depart within three days, and that the natives should pay tribute. Five dinars were imposed upon the rich, four upon the middle classes, and three upon the lower classes; very old and very young persons paid nothing.

When ‘Umar entered the Holy City, his first object was to find the Sacred Rock (as-Sukhrah), the site of the Masjidu ‘l-Aqṣā, to which Muhammad said he was carried on Burūq on the night of the Mi’raj [miraj], and he therefore requested the Patriarch to direct him to the spot. They first went to the Church of the Resurrection, and the Patriarch said, “This is the Mosque of David.” But ‘Umar said, “Thou hast spoken falsely, for the Apostle of God (Muhammad) described the place to me, and it was not like this.” They then went to the church on Zion, and the Patriarch said, “This is the Mosque of David.” But ‘Umar said, “Thou hast spoken falsely.” And in this manner the Patriarch took ‘Umar to every church in the city. At last they came to a gate, which is now called Bāb ‘l-Muhammad, or the Gate of Muhammad; and clearing away the filth on the steps, they came to a narrow passage, and the Khilafah, creeping on his knees, came to the central sewer. Here, standing up, ‘Umar looked at the rock (as-Sukhrah), and then exclaimed, “By Him in whose hand is my life, this is the place which the Apostle of God (upon whom be peace and blessing) described to us.” ‘Umar then ordered a mosque to be built thereon. And ‘Abdul ‘l-Malik ibn Marwān built the mosque of the Baith ‘l-Muquddas (now known as the Mosque of ‘Umar). He spent upon it the produce of seven years’ tax upon Egypt. He began it in a.H. 69 and finished it in A.H. 72.

Some authority quoted by Jalāl ‘d-dīn says the Holy City did not cease to be in the hands of the Muslims from its surrender to ‘Umar until the year A.H. 491, when it was taken by the Franks, who killed therein a vast number of Muslims in the space of seven days. In the Masjidu ‘l-Aqṣā alone, they killed 70,000, and they took from as-Sukhrah the vessels of gold and silver and the wealth which was preserved in strong boxes. “But,” he adds, “Salāḥ ‘d-dīn (Saladin) was raised up for the complete deliverance of the Holy City; for he was the most renowned of Lions, and the very brightness of Fire.”

(For a further account of the taking of the city by Saladin, see Reynolds’ translation of Jalāl ‘d-dīn’s History of the Temple of Jeru- salem, p. 198.)

A brief outline of the History of Jerusalem from the Time of Christ.

A.D.
30. The crucifixion, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ at Jerusalem.
43. St. Paul’s first visit to Jerusalem after his conversion to Christianity.
69. Taken by Titus.
186. The Emperor Hadrian bestows on the city the name of Aelia Capitoline.
JEJUSEII

A.D. (This name is used by Jalā'ī d-din in his book, A.D. 1444.)

386. Jerusalem under Christian rule, the Martyrion and the Church of the Resurrection built.

614. The city invested and taken by the Persians under Chosroes II. (See Qur'ān, Sūrah xxx.)

621. The era of the flight of Muhammad.

628. The Emperor Heraclius enters Jerusalem in triumph.

637. The patriarch Sophronius surrenders the Holy City to the Khalifah 'Umar. Liberty of worship secured to the Christians in churches which already existed, but they are prohibited the erection of new churches. A mosque built on the reputed site of Jacob's wrestling, now known as the mosque of 'Umar. Said to be on the site of the temple called by Muslims Masjidu'l-Aqṣā, the Remote Mosque, or as-Sakhrah, the Rock.

800. Ambassadors sent by the Emperor Charlemagne to distribute alms in the Holy City. The Khalifah Harūn ar-Rashid sends back as a present to the Emperor the keys of Calvary and the Holy Sepulchre.

820. Held for a time by the rebel chief Tammū Abū Harab.

969. Falls into the hands of the Fatimite Khalifah Mu'izz. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre burnt.

1035. The pilgrimage of Robert of Normandy.

1054. The pilgrimage of Lietbert of Cambrai.

1065. The pilgrimage of the German bishops.

1077. Jerusalem pillaged by the army of Malik Shah.


1098. The city retaken by the Fatimite Khalifah.

1099. 40,000 Crusaders appear before its walls. The city taken by the Crusaders. 10,000 Muslims slain. Godfrey of Bouillon made King. (For eighty years the city remained in the hands of the Christians.)

1187. Retaken by Saladin (Salāh d-dīn), the Muslim general.

1219. Ceded to the Christians by virtue of a treaty with the Emperor Frederick II.

1239. Taken by the Muslims.

1243. Again ceded to the Christians.

1244. The Christians defeated at Gazy, and Jerusalem occupied by the Muslims.

1277. Nominally annexed to the kingdom of Sicily.

1517. Becomes part of the Empire of the Ottoman Sultan Selim I.

1542. Sultan Sulaiman I. builds the present walls.

A.D. 1882. Muhammad 'Ali Pasha of Egypt takes the city.

1840. Restored to the Sultan of Turkey.

[AR-SAKHRAH, MAJSJI'D L-AQSA.]

JESUS CHRIST. Arabic Īsā 'l-Masīḥ (المسیح). In the Qur'ān, the Lord Jesus Christ is spoken of under the following names and titles:

(1) Īsā (عيسى), "Jesus." Al-Baizāwī says it is the same as the Hebrew 'Išāh, (ⴰışı), and derived from al-'ayn, "white mingled with red," without, however, explaining this derivation.

(2) Īsā ibn Maryam (عيسى بن مريم), "Jesus the son of Mary," from whom He was born by the power of God.

(3) Al-Masīḥ (المسیح), "the Messiah." Sūrah iii. 40: "His name shall be Messiah Jesus." Al-Kamālī, the commentators, say he is called al-Masīh either because he was both blessed and anointed by the angel Gabriel, or because whosoever Jesus touched was healed.

(4) Kalmitātul 'l-lāh (كلمة الله), "the Word of God." Sūrah iv. 169: "His word." Husain says by this expression is meant he who was born at the express fiat of God. (Sūrah xix. 36: "He says only to it BE and it is.")

(5) Qudūs 'l-Haqq (قُلْوُس الحَقَّ), "The Word of Truth." Sūrah xix. 35. Some commentators take the expression qudūs 'l-haqq as referring to the statement made being "the word of truth," whilst others take it as referring to Christ Himself, "The Word of Truth.

(6) Ruḥun min Allāh (روح من الله), "A Spirit from God." Sūrah iv. 169: "A Spirit from Him." Al-Baizāwī says it is a spirit which proceedeth from God. The title Ruḥūl Allāh is the special Kalimah for Jesus Christ. [prophets.]

(7) Rassulul 'l-lāh (رسولالله), "The Messenger of God." Sūrah iv. 169. It is the same title as Muhammad assumed for himself, i.e., the Prophet, or Apostle, or Messenger of God.

(8) Abdu 'l-lāh (عبد الله), "The Servant of God." Sūrah xix. 31: "Verily, I am the servant of God.

(9) Nabi 'l-lāh (نبي الله), "The Prophet of God." Sūrah xix. 31: "He hath made me a Prophet.

(10) Wajudun jī 'd-dunyā wa 'l-ābhirah (وجيه في الدنيا والآخرة), "Illustrous in this world and in the next," namely, as al-Baizāwī explains it, "in this world as a Prophet, in the next as an intercessor." Sūrah iii. 40.

In order to present the somewhat incoherent narrative of the Qur'ān in a systematic form, we shall arrange its history of the Lord Jesus into (1) The Annunciation of the Virgin, (2) The Birth of Jesus, (8) His Miracles, (4) His Mission, (5) His Crucifixion, (6) His Divinity and Sonlessness, (7) The Trinity, (8) His Second Coming (as taught in the Traditions), (9) His Exaltation in Heaven. From a perusal of
these selections it will be seen that Muhammad taught that Jesus was miraculously born of the Virgin Mary, who was sister of Aaron and the daughter of Imran, near the tomb of a palm tree. That the Jews charged the Virgin with being unchaste; but the babe, speaking in his cradle, vindicated his mother's honour. That Jesus performed miracles, giving life to a clay figure of a bird, healing the blind, curing the leper, quickening the dead, and bringing down a table from heaven "as a festival and a sign." That he (Jesus) was specially commissioned as the Apostle or Prophet of God to confirm the Law and to reveal the Gospel. That he proclaimed his mission with many manifest signs, being strengthened by the Holy Spirit. That he foretold the advent of another Prophet, whose name should be Ahmad. That the Jews intended to crucify him, but God deceived them, for they did not crucify Jesus, but only his likeness. That he is mentioned one of the stages of celestial bliss. That after he left this earth his disciples disputed amongst themselves, some calling him a God, and making him one of a Trinity of the "Father, the Mother, and the Son." That he will come again at the last day, and will slay Antichrist, kill all the swine, break the Cross, remove the poll-tax from the infidels. That he will reign as a just king for forty-five years, marry, and have children, and die and be buried near Muhammad at Madinah, between the graves of Abú Bakr and Umar.

I.—The Annunciation of the Virgin.

Surah iii. 37-48: "And remember when the angels said, 'O Mary! verily hath God chosen thee, and purified thee, and chosen thee above the women of the worlds: 'O Mary! be devout towards thy Lord, and prostrate thyself, and bow down with those who bow.' This is one of the announcements of things unseen by thee: To thee, O Muhammad! do we reveal it; for thou wast not with them when We revealed which of them should hear Mary; nor wast thou with them when they disputed about it. Remember when the angel said, 'O Mary! Verily God announceth to thee the Word from Him: His name shall be, Messiah Jesus the son of Mary, Illustrious in this world, and in the next, and one of those who have near access to God; and he shall speak to men alike when in the cradle and when grown up; and he shall be one of the just.' She said, 'How, O my Lord! shall I have a son, when man hath not touched me?' He said, 'Thus: God will create what He will; when He decreeth a thing, He only saith, "Be," and it is.' And He will teach him the Book, and the Wisdom, and the Law, and the Evangel; and he shall be a Youth by the cradle, and a Youth, and an Adult, and he shall be one of the just.' Surah xix. 16-21: "And make mention in the Book, of Mary, when she went apart from her family, eastward, and took a veil to shroud herself from them: and We sent Our spirit to her, and he took before her the form of a perfect man. She said: 'I fly for refuge from thee to the God of Mercy! If thou fearest Him, begone from me.' He said: 'I am only a messenger of thy Lord, that I may bestow on thee a holy son.' She said: 'How shall I have a son, when man hath never touched me? and I am not unchaste.' He said: 'So shall it be. Thy Lord hath said: "Easy is this with me; and we will make him a sign to mankind, and a mercy from us. For it is an honour decreed."'"

In the earlier part of Surah iii, the Virgin Mary is spoken of as the daughter of Imran. Commentators say that Imran died before Mary was born. In the traditions it is stated "that the only two persons born into the world who have not been touched by the Devil are Mary and her son Jesus." Thus teaching not only the Immaculate Conception of Mary, but also of her mother. "When she went eastward"; Husain says, she went out of her house in an eastward direction, in order to perform her ablutions, when Gabriel appeared to her.

II.—The Birth of Jesus.

Surah xix. 22-34: "And she conceived him, and retired with him to a far-off place. And the three came upon her by the trunk of a palm. She said: 'O, would that I had died ere this, and been a thing forgotten, forgotten quite!' And one cried to her from below her: 'Grieve not thou, thy Lord hath provided a streamlet at thy feet.'—And shake the trunk of the palm-tree toward thee: it will drop fresh ripe dates upon thee. Eat then and drink, and be of cheerful eye: and shouldst thou see a man, say, 'Verily, I have vowed abstinence to the God of mercy.—To none will I speak this day. Then came she with the babe to her people, bearing him. They said, 'O Mary! now hast thou done a strange thing! O sister of Aaron! Thy father was not a man of wickedness, nor unchaste thy mother.' And she made a sign to them, pointing towards the babe. They said, 'How thou of a tender age canst thou, in thy cradle, an infant?' It said, 'Verily, I am the servant of God; He hath given me the Book, and He hath made me a prophet; and He hath made me blessed wherever I may be, and hath enjoined me prayer and almsgiving so long as I shall live: and to be dutiful to her that bare me: and He hath not made me proud, deceived. And the peace of God was on me the day I was born, and will be the day I shall die, and the day I shall be raised to life.'" Surah xxiii. 52: "And we appointed the Son and his Mother for a sign: and we prepared an abode in a lofty spot, quiet and watered with springs."

[Professor Wahl understands this last verse to refer to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, but the Muhammadan commentators all refer it to the place of abode; and al-Baśiāwī and Husain say it was either in Jerusalem, or Damascus, or Ramleh! Husain says Jesus was born in Bethlehem. The expression, "O sister of Aaron," as applied to the Virgin Mary, suggests an anachronism.
of some consequence, but the commentators get over the difficulty. The Kamilan say it is a figurative expression implying that she was pure and righteous like a sister of Aaron. But al-Baisawi says it means that she was of the tribe of Aaron. European authors suggest that there was a confusion between Miriam and Miriam the sister of Moses. Al-Baisawi says: "The palm to which she fled, that she might lean on it in her travail, was a withered trunk, without any head or verdure; and this happened in the winter season, notwithstanding which, it miraculously supplied her with fruits for her refreshment, as is mentioned immediately." Mr. Sale says: "It has been observed, that the Mohammedan account of the delivery of the Virgin Mary very much resembles that of Latona, as described by the poets, not only in this circumstance of their laying hold on a palm-tree (though some say Latona embraced an olive-tree, or an olive and a palm, or else two laurels), but also in that of their infants speaking; which Apollo is fabled to have done in the womb." (See Homer, Hymn in Apollo; Gallimach, Hymn in Delum.)

III.—The Miracles of Jesus.

Surah iii. 43-46: "And He will teach them the Book, and the Wisdom, and the Law, and the Evangel; and he shall be an apostle to the children of Israel. "Now have I come," he will say, "to you with a sign from your Lord: Out of clay will I make for you, as it were, the figure of a bird; and I will breathe into it, and it shall become, by God's leave, a bird. And I will heal the blind, and the leper; and by God's leave will I quicken the dead; and I will tell you what ye eat, and what ye store up in your houses." Truly in this sign is a sign for you, if ye are believers. And when Jesus perceived unbelief on their part, He said, "Who my helpers with God?" The apostles said, "We will be God's helpers! We believe in God, and bear thou witness that we are Muslims. O our Lord! we believe in what thou hast sent down, and we follow the apostle; write us up, then, with those who bear witness to him." [The commentators al-Jalqian say Jesus made for his disciples a bat, for it is the most perfect of birds in make, and it flew while they looked at it; but when it had gone out of their sight, it fell down dead. That be cured in one day fifty thousand persons, and that he raised Lazarus (Azar) from the dead; also Shem, the son of Noah, who had been dead 4,000 years, but he died immediately; also the son of an old woman, and the daughter of a tax-collector.]

Surah v. 112-115: "Remember when the Apostles said: 'O Jesus, Son of Mary! is thy Lord able to send down a furnished table to us out of Heaven?' He said: "Fear God if ye be believers." They said: "We desire to eat thereof, and to have our hearts assured; and to know that thou hast indeed spoken truth to us, and to be witnesses thereof." Jesus, Son of Mary, said: 'O God, our Lord! send down a table to us out of Heaven, that it may become a recurring festival to us, to the first of us and to the last of us, and a sign from thee; and do thou nourish us, for thou art the best of nourishers.' And God said: 'Verily, I will cause it to descend unto you; but whoever among you after that shall disbelieve, I will surely chastise him with a chastisement wherewith I will not chastise any other creature.'"

[Mr. Sale, in his commentary on this miracle, says (quoting from al-Baisawi):—"This miracle is thus related by the commentators. Jesus having, at the request of his followers, asked it of God, a red table immediately descended in their sight, between two clouds, and was set before them. Whereupon he rose up, and having made the abomination, prayed, and then took off the cloth which covered the table, saying: 'In the name of God, the best provider of food!' What the provisions were, with which this table was furnished, is a matter wherein the expositors are not agreed. One will have them to be nine cakes of bread and nine fishes; another, bread and flesh; another, all sorts of food, except flesh; another, all sorts of food, except bread and flesh; another, all except bread and fish; another, one fish, which had the taste of all manner of food; and another, fruits of paradise; but the most received tradition is, that when the table was uncovered, there appeared a fish ready dressed, without scales or prickly fins, dropping with fat, having salt placed at its head, and vinegar at its tail, and round it all sorts of herbs, except leeks, and five loaves of bread, on one of which there were olives; on the second, honey; on the third, butter; on the fourth, cheese; and on the fifth, dried flesh. They said, that Jesus, at the request of the apostles, showed them another miracle, by restoring the fish to life, and causing its scales and fins to return to it; at which the standers-by, being sighted, he caused it to become as it was before: then he caused three hundred men and women, all afflicted with bodily infirmities or poverty, of these provisions, and were satisfied, the fish remaining whole as it was at first; that then the table flew up to heaven in the sight of all; and everyone who had partaken of this food were delivered from their infirmities and misfortunes; and that it continued to descend for forty days together, at dinner-time, and stood on the ground till the sun declined, and was then taken up into the clouds. Some of the Mohammedan writers are of opinion that this table did not really descend; but that it was only a parable; but most think the words of the Koran are plain to the contrary. A further tradition is, that several men were changed into swine for disbelieving this miracle, and attributing it to magic art; or, as others pretend, for stealing some of the victuals from off it."

IV.—The Mission of Jesus.

Surah xvii. 26, 27: "And of old sent we Noah and Abraham, and on their seed conferred the
gift of prophecy, and the Book; and some of them we guided aright; but many were evil doers. Then we caused our apostles to follow in their footsteps; and we caused Jesus the son of Mary to follow them; and we gave him the Evan gel and we put into the hearts of those who followed him kindliness of compassion; but as to the monastic life, they invented it themselves. The desire only of pleasing God we prescribed to them, and this they observed not as it ought to have been observed: but to such of them as believed gave we their reward, though many of them were perverse.  

Sūrah v. 50, 61: "And in the footsteps of the prophets caused we Jesus, the son of Mary, to follow, confirming the law which was before him: and we gave him the Evangel with its guidance and light, confirmatory of the pre-existing Law, a guidance and warning to those who fear God—and that the people of the Evangel may judge according to what God hath sent down therein. And whoso will not judge by what God hath sent down—such are the perverse."

Sūrah ii. 61: "Moreover, to Moses gave we the Book, and we raised up apostles after him; and to Jesus, son of Mary, gave we clear proofs of his mission, and strengthened him by the Holy Spirit. So oft then as an apostle cometh to you with that which your souls desire not, call ye with pride, and trust some as impostors, and slay others?"

Sūrah ii. 254: "Some of the apostles we have endowed more highly than others: Those to whom God hath spoken, He hath raised to the loftiest grade, and to Jesus the Son of Mary we gave manifest signs, and we strengthened him with the Holy Spirit. And if God had pleased, they who came after them would not have wrangled, after the clear signs had reached them. But into disputes they fell: some of them believed, and some were infidels; yet if God had pleased, they would not have wrangled: but God doth what He will."  

Sūrah lxi. 6: "And remember when Jesus the son of Mary said, 'O children of Israel! of a truth I am God's apostle to you to confirm the law which was given before me, and to announce an apostle that shall come after me whose name shall be Ahmad.' But when he (Ahmad) presented himself with clear proofs of his mission, they said, 'This is manifest sorcery!'"

Sūrah vi. 85: "And Zachariah, John, Jesus, and Ahmad were just persons."

Sūrah iv. 157: "And there shall not be one of the people of the Book but shall believe in him (Jesus) before his death, and in the day of judgment he shall be a witness against them."

Sūrah ii. 44: "And I have come to attest the law which was before me; and to allow you part of that which had been forbidden you; and I come to you with a sign from your Lord: Fear God, then, and obey me; of a truth God is my Lord, and your Lord: Therefore worship Him. This is a right way."
anomaly of a religion which rejects the doctrine of a sacrifice for sin, whilst its great central feast is a Feast of Sacrifice. It is related by the Muslim historian al-Waqidi, that Muhammad had such repugnance to the sign of the cross that he destroyed everything brought to his house with that figure upon it.)

VI.—Divinity and Sonship of Christ, and His Sinlessness.

Sūrah xix. 35, 36: "That is Jesus the son of Mary, the word of truth (Qa'nu 'l-Ḥaq), whereon ye do dispute! God could not take to Himself a son! Celebrated be His praise! When He decrees a matter He only says to it, 'Be,' and it is; and verily God is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him: this is the right way. But the sects have differed among themselves."

Sūrah lii. 51, 52: "These signs, and this wise warning do destroy to the false ones. Verily, Jesus is the son of Adam in the sight of God. He created Him of dust: He then said to Him, 'Be!'—and He was."

Sūrah xiii. 67-65: "And when the Son of Mary was set forth as an instance of divine power, lo! thy people cried out for joy thereof: And they said, 'Are our gods or is He the better?' They put forth this to thee only in the spirit of dispute. Yes, they are a contentious people. Jesus is no more than a servant whom we favoured, and proposed as an instance of divine power to the children of Israel; and if we pleased, we could from yourselves bring forth Angels to succeed you on earth: and he shall be a sign of the last hour; doubt not then of it, and follow ye me: this is the right way; and let not Satan turn you aside from it, for he is your manifest foe. And when Jesus came with manifest proofs, he said, 'Now am I come to you with wisdom: and a part of those things about which ye are at variance I will clear up to you; fear ye God, therefore, and obey me. Verily, God is my Lord and your Lord; wherefore, worship ye him: this is a right way.' But the different parties fall into disputes among themselves; but woe to those who thus transgressed, because of the punishment of an afflictive day!"

Sūrah ix. 30: "The Jews say Ezra is the Son of God; and the Christians say that the Messiah is the Son of God; that is what they say with their mouths imitating the sayings of those who misbelieved before—God fight them!—How they lie!"

Sūrah iii. 72, 73: "And some truly are there among them who torture the Scriptures with their tongues, in order that ye may suppose it to be from the Scripture, yet it is not from the Scripture. And they say, 'This is from God'; yet it is not from God: and they utter a lie against God, and they know they do so. It beseeemeth not a man, that God should give him the Scriptures and the Wisdom, and the gift of prophecy, and that then he should say to his followers, 'Be ye worshipers of me, as well as of God'; but rather, 'Be ye perfect in things pertaining to God, since ye know the Scriptures, and have studied deep.'"

Sūrah v. 19: "Infidels now are they who say, 'Verily God is the Messiah Ibn Maryam (son of Mary)! Say: And who could aught obtain from God, if he chose to destroy the Messiah Ibn Maryam, and his mother, and all who are on the earth?"

There is a remarkable Hadīd related by Anas, which inadvertently proves that, whilst Muhammad admitted his own sinfulness, as well as that of other prophets, he could not charge our Lord with sin. It is as follows: "The Prophet of God said, 'In the Day of Resurrection Muslims will not be able to move, and they will be greatly distressed, and will say, 'Would to God that we had asked Him to create some one to intercede for us, that we might be taken from this place, and be delivered from tribulation and sorrow!' Then these men will say to Adam, and will say, 'Thou art the father of all men, God created thee with His hand, and made thee a dweller in Paradise, and ordered His angels to prostrate themselves before thee, and taught thee the names of all things. Ask grace for us we pray thee!' And Adam will say, 'I am not of that degree of eminence you suppose, for I committed a sin in eating of the grain which was forbidden. Go to Noah, the Prophet, he was the first who was sent by God to the unbelievers on the face of the earth.' Then they will go to Noah and ask for intercession, and he will say, 'I am not of that degree of which you suppose.' And he will remember the sin which he committed in asking the Lord for the deliverance of his son (Hūd), not knowing whether it was a right request or not: and he will say, 'Go to Abraham, who is the Friend of God.' Then they will go to Abraham, and he will say, 'I am not of that degree which you suppose.' And he will remember the three occasions upon which he told lies in the world; and he will say, 'Go to Moses, who is the servant to whom God gave His law, and whom He allowed to converse with God.' And they will go to Moses, and Moses will say, 'I am not of that degree which you suppose.' And he will remember the sin which he committed in slaying a man, and he will say, 'Go to Jesus, He is the servant of God, the Apostle of God, the Spirit of God, and the Word of God.' Then they will go to Jesus, and He will say, 'Go to Muhammad who is a servant, whose sins God has forgiven both first and last.' Then the Muslims will come to me, and I will ask permission to go into God's presence and intercede for them.' (Mālikī, Book xiii. 3.)

[In dealing with Muhammadans the Christian missionary must not treat their system as though the teachings of Islam were precisely those of the modern Socinians (we speak of the modern Socinians, for both the Socinian, uncles and nephews, admitted that there were miraculous conceptions of Christ, and said he ought to be worshipped.) Islam admits of the miraculous conception of Christ, and that He is the "Word" which God "conveyed.
into Mary”; and whilst the other five great prophets are but “the chosen,” “the preacher,” “the friend,” “the converser with,” and “the messenger of” God, Jesus is admitted to be the “Spirit of God.” He is the greatest miracle worker of all the prophets; and whilst Muhammad is dead and buried, and saw corruption, all Muslim divines admit that Jesus "saw no corruption," and still lives with a human body in Paradise.

Moreover, it is said in the Hadis that the Hujjatu'l-Mahmadiyyah or the Nūr-i-Muhammad, “the essence, or light of Muhammad,” was created before all things which were made by God. The pre-existence of the divine “Word which was made flesh" and dwelt amongst us" is not, therefore, an idea foreign to the Muslim mind.

VII.—The Trinity.

Surah v. 76-79: They misbelieve who say, ‘Verily, God is the Messiah, the son of Mary’; but the Messiah said, ‘O children of Israel, I am only a worship God, none as associating with God, God hath forbidden him Paradise, and his resort is the Fire, and the unjust shall have none to help them. They misbelieve who say, ‘Verily, God is the third of three, for there is no God but one; and if they do not desist from what they say, there shall touch those who misbelieve amongst them grievous wo. Will they not turn again towards God and ask pardon of Him? for God is forgiving and merciful.’ The Messiah, the son of Mary, is only a prophet! Prophets before him have passed away; and his mother was a confessress; they used both to eat food. See how we explain to them the signs, yet see how they turn aside! ”

Surah iv. 169: "O ye people of the Book! Overstep not bounds in your religion; and of God speak only truth. The Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary, is only an apostle of God, and His Word which he conveyed into Mary, and a Spirit from Him. Believe, therefore, in God, and His Fatherhood, and say not, ‘Three’; (i.e. there is a Trinity)—Forbidding it will be better for you. God is only one God! Far be it from His glory that He should have a son! His, whatever is in the Heavens, and whatever is in the Earth! And God is a sufficient Guardian.”

Surah v. 116, 11: "And when God shall say—O Jesus, Son of Mary: hast thou said unto mankind—Take me and my mother as two Gods, beside God? ” He shall say—Glory be unto Thee! it is not for me to say that which I know to be not the truth; had I said that, verily thou wouldst have known it: Thou knowest what is in me, but I know not what is in Thee; for Thou well knowest things unseen! I spake not to them aught but that which Thou didst bid me—Worship God, my Lord and your Lord; and I was a witness against them as long as I was amongst them: but when Thou didst take me away to Thyself, Thou wert the watcher over them, for Thou art witness over all.”

[From the text of the Qur'an it appears that Muhammad thought the Holy Trinity of the Christians consisted of the Father, the Son, and the Virgin; and historians tell us that there existed in Arabia a sect called Collyridians, who considered the Virgin Mary a divine person, and offered in worship to her a cake called Collyria; it is, therefore, not improbable that Muhammad obtained his perverted notion of the Holy Trinity from the existence of this sect. From the expression "they both ate food," we must conclude that Muhammad had but a sensual idea of the Trinity in Unity, and had never been instructed in the orthodox faith with reference to this dogma.}

Al-Bai'shi (a.h. 585), in his commentary on Surah iv. 189, says: “Say not there are Three,” that is, “Do not say there are three Gods,” namely, Allah and al-Masih and Maryam; or “Do not say God is Three,” meaning that there are Three Agmin (أَقْمِنَ) or Essence—Ab (Father), Iba (Son), and Al-Rahul-Qudd (Holy Spirit), and interpreting it that Ab, the Zat, is Essence, Iba, the ‘Iba, Knowledge, and Al-Ruhul-Qudd, the Hayyat or Life of God.

Hasan (a.h. 900) quotes al-Bai'shi, and offers no opinion of his own. The Jahlīk (a.h. 911) say “Three” means Allah, Jesus, and Mary.

The word generally used by Muhammadan writers for the Trinity is at-Taslih (اتِ-تَسْلِيْح). [TRINITY.]

VIII.—The Second Coming of Jesus.

The Qur'an has no definite teaching on the subject, but the Traditions have. See Miškīn-i-Muṣudī, book xxiii. ch. vi.]

Abū Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, “I swear by God, it is near, when Jesus, son of Mary, will descend from the heavens upon your people, a just king, and he will break the cross, and will kill the swine, and will remove the poll-tax from the unemancipated; and there will be great wealth in his time, so much that nobody will accept of it; and that time, one prostration in prayer will be better than the world and everything in it.”

And Abū Hurairah said, “If ye doubt about this coming to pass, then read this verse (Surah iv. 157), and there shall not be one of the people, who have received the Scriptures, who shall not believe in Him (Jesus) before His death.”

Abū Hurairah again relates that the Prophet said, “I swear by God, Jesus son of Mary will come down, a just king; he will kill the swine, and break the cross, and remove the poll-tax from the unemancipated; and camels will not be rode in his time on account of the immensity of wealth, and man's being in want of nothing; and verily eminity, hatred and enmity will go from man; and verily, Jesus will see people to wealth, and nobody will take it.”

Jābir relates that the Prophet said: “A section of my people will always fight for the true religion, and will be victorious, unto the resurrection, Then Jesus son of Mary will
JETHRO

come down; and the prince of my people will say to him, 'Come in front, and say prayers for us.' And he will say to him, 'I shall not act as Imam, because some of you are princes over others.' And Jesus will say this from respect to my people.'

Abdullah ibn 'Amr relates that the Prophet said: "Jesus will come down to the earth, and will marry children, and will stand on the earth forty-five years, and then die, and be buried in my place of burial; and I and Jesus shall rise up from one place, between Abū Bakr and 'Umar."  [HUGHES]

IX.—His Exaltation in Heaven.

There is some difference of opinion as to where Jesus Christ now is. All Muslim divines agree that "he saw no corruption," but they differ as to the exact stage of celestial bliss in which he resides in the body. According to a tradition by Qatādah (Mishkāt, book xxvi. ch. vii.), Muhammad said, on the night of the Mi‘rāj or celestial journey, he saw John and Jesus in the second heaven. The Jālālān agree with this tradition. But in the commentary known as the Jām‘u‘l-‘Ilām, vol. i. 656 it is said he is in the third region of bliss; whilst some say he is in the fourth.

X.—The Disciples of Jesus.

The disciples of Jesus are called in the Qur‘ān al-‘Nāsirīyūn, a word which seems to be derived from an Aramaic root, signifying "to send," but which al-Baṣrī says means "white ones," and that it was given to the disciples of Jesus either because they were holy and sincere men or because they wore white clothes. It is noticeable that not one of the twelve apostles is mentioned by name in the Qur‘ān. In the story told of disciples visiting the city of Antioch, three disciples are mentioned, and commentators say they were John, Jude and Simon. [See Sūrah xxvii. 13, 19—MA‘AMIR THE GREAT.] John the Baptist and his sister Zacharias are mentioned. (Sūrah xix. 7, xxi. 90.)

JEWELS. Arabic Jauhar (جوهر), pl. Jawāhir. According to the Hidāyah a thief is liable to suffer amputation of the hand for stealing jewels, such as a ring set with emerald, ruby, or chrysolite, as such are rare articles, and are not held to be of an indifferent nature, neither are they undesirable. (Vol. ii. p. 93.)

A sīllim sale (سليم), or a sale in trust, of jewels and marine shells, is not lawful, because the unities of these vary in their value. (Vol. ii. p. 539.) In the partition of property, jewels must not be divided by the Qāi, but by mutual arrangement in the family, because of the great difference in the actual value of jewels. (Vol. iv. 13.)

JEWELS, JUDAISM. The Jews are mentioned in the Qur‘ān and Traditions under the names of Yāḥūd (يذود), pl. Yāḥud, and Banū Isrā‘īl (بنو إسرائيل), "Children of Israel." No distinction is made between Jews and Israelites. They are acknowledged to be a people in possession of a divine book, and are called Ahl al-Kitāb, or "people of the book." Moses is their special law-giver (Abraham having not being a Jew, but a "Hāmil Mushlim"); they are a people highly-favoured of God, but are said to have perverted the meaning of Scripture, and to have called Ezra "the Son of God." They have an intense hatred of all true Muslims; and, as a punishment for their sins, some of them in times past had been changed into apes and swine, and others will have their hands tied to their necks and be cast into the Fire at the Day of Judgment.

The following are the selections from the Qur‘ān relating to the Jews:—

Sūrah ii. 116: "O children of Israel! remember my favour whereby I have favoured you, and that high above all mankind have I raised you.

Sūrah vi. 69: "Verily, we have sent down the law (Taurāt) wherein are guidance and light. By it did the prophets who professed Islam judge the Jews; and the doctors and the teachers judged by that portion of the Book of God, of which they were the keepers and the witnesses. Therefore, O Jews! fear not men but fear Me; and barter not away my signs for a mean price! And whose will not judge by what God hath sent down—such are the Infidels. And therein have we enacted for them, 'Life for life, an eye for an eye, and nose for nose, and ear for ear, and tooth for tooth, and for wounds retaliation':—Whose shall compromise it as alms shall have therein the expiation of Aṣ’s sin; and whose will not judge by what God hath sent down—such are the transgressors.'

Sūrah iii. 69: "Abraham was not a Jew, nor yet a Christian. He was a Hāmil Muslim, and not an idolater.

Sūrah xi. 30: "The Jews say, 'Ezra (‘Usair) is a son of God'; and the Christians say, 'The Messiah is a son of God.' Such are the saying in their mouths. They resemble the saying of the Infidels of old! God do battle with them! How are they misguided!'

Sūrah vi. 147: "To the Jews did we forbid every beast having an entire hoof, and of both bullocks and sheep we forbade them the fat, save what might be on their backs, or their entrails, and the fat attached to their bones. With this have we recompensed them, because of their transgression: and verily, we are indeed equitable."

Sūrah iv. 48, 49: "Among the Jews are those who displace the words of their Scriptures, and say, 'We have heard, and we have not obeyed. Hear thou, but we have not obeyed. Hear thou, but we have not obeyed.' In the look at us; perplexing with their tongues, and wounding the Faith by their revilings. But if they would say, 'We have heard, and we obey; hear thou, and make us,' it would be for them, and more right. But God hath cursed them for their unbelief. Few only of them are believers!"

Sūrah ii. 70–78: "Desire ye then that for your sakes the Jews should believe? Yet a
part of them heard the word of God, and then, after they had understood it, perverted it, and knew that they did so. And when they fell in with the faithful, they say, 'We believe,' but when they are apart one with another, they say, 'Will ye acquaint them with what God hath revealed to you, that they may dispute with you about it in the presence of your Lord?' Understand ye their aim? Know they not that God knoweth what they hide, as well as what they bring to light? But there are illiterates among them who are not acquainted with the Book; but with lies only, and have but vague fancies. Woe to those who with their own hands transcribe the Book corruptly, and then say, 'This is from God,' that they may sell it for some mean price! Woe then to them for that which their hands have written! and, Woe to them for the gains which they have made!'

Surah v. 64-69: "Say: O people of the Book! do ye not disavow us only because we believe in God, and what is written in what He hath sent down to us, and in what He HATH sent down at a former time, and because most of you are doers of ill? Say: Can I announce to you any retribution worse than that which overtook them with God? They whom God hath cursed and with whom He hath been angry—some of them have changed into apes and swine; and who they worship Tagût are in evil plight, and have gone far astray from the right path! When they presented themselves to you they said, 'We believe'; but infidels they came in unto you, and infidels went forth! God well knew what they concealed. Many of them shalt thou see hastening together to wickedness and malice, and to unlawful things. Shame on them for what they have done! Had not their doctors and teachers forbidden their uttering wickedness, and their eating unlawful food, had indeed would have been their doing! 'The hand of God,' say the Jews, 'is chained up.' Their own hands shall be chained up—and for that which they have said shall they be cursed. Nay! out-stretched are both His hands! At His own pleasant pleasure He bestows gifts, that which hath been sent down to thee from thy Lord will surely increase the rebellion and unbelief of many of them; and we have put enmity and hatred between them that shall last till the day of the Resurrection. Oft as they kindle a treason for war shall God quench it! and their aim will be to abet disorder on the earth: but God loveth not the abettors of disorder.'

Nearly all the leading scripture characters connected with Old Testament history are either mentioned by name in the Qur'ân or are referred to in the Traditions and commentaries.

(a) In the Qur'ân we have Adam (Adam), Abel (Habîl), Cain (Qânîl), Enoch (Idris), Noah (Nûh), Abraham (Ibrahim), Lot (Lot), Isma'il (Isma'il), Ibrahîm (Ibrahim), Jacob (Ya'qûb), Joseph (Yûsûf), Job (Jâyûb), Moses (Mûsâ), Aaron (Harûn), Korah (Qarûb), Pharaoh (Fir'awn), Haman (Hâmûn), David (Da'ûd), Goliath (Jalîl), Solomon (Sulûmîn).

(b) In the Traditions and in the earliest commentaries on the Qur'ân, are mentioned: Eve (Hawâ), Hagar (Âhâr), Nebuchadnezzar (Bukhînâa), Jozâh (Jâzîr), Jeru-
Qurān even charged him with having obtained assistance, "They said it is only some mortal who teaches him." And Muhammad admits there was someone who might be suspected of helping him, for he replies, "The tongue of him whom they lean towards is barbarous and this Qur'ān is plain Arabic." (Sūrah xvi. 105.) Husain, the commentator, in remarking upon this verse, says, "It is related that there was a slave belonging to 'Amr ibn 'Abdī Thāl al-Hāzrami, named Jabr (and according to some a second slave named Yasār), who used to read the Law and the Gospel, and Muhammad used, when he passed, to stand and listen.

And the whole construction of the Qur'ān bears out the supposition that its subject matter was received orally and worked into poetical Arabic by a man of genius. Whatever he may have heard from the readings of Jabr and Yāsār of the text of the Old and New Testament scriptures, it is very evident that he obtained his explanations from one well versed in Talmudic lore. A Jewish Rabbi, Abraham Geiger, in an essay, A.D. 1833, wrote a piece of a reply to the question put by the university: "Inquiratur in fonte Alocrani seu legis Muhammadico eae, qui ex Judeisimo derivandi sunt." His essay in reply is entitled, "Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judentum aufgenommen?" In this treatise he clearly demonstrated how much the whole system of Islam is indebted to Talmudic Judaism for its teachings. Its narratives, its doctrines, and its theological terms, are chiefly derived from those of the Talmud.

The works of Geiger, J. M. Arnold, Herkomer, McCaul, Bishop Barclay, Deutsch, Lightfoot, Schottgen, Ugolini, Meuschen (which pending a complete translation of the Talmud, can be consulted), will, upon comparison with the teachings of the Qurān, reveal how entirely Muhammad constructed his religious system on the lines of Talmudic Judaism. We are indebted to the late Dr. J. M. Arnold's Islam and Christianity, for the following review of the subject, he having largely avoided himself of the facts given in Geiger's celebrated essay, already referred to.

The seven heavens and the seven earths which are held in the Talmud, have found their way into the Qurān.1 According to the Talmud,2 the world is the sixtieth part of the garden, the garden is the sixtieth part of Eden,3 and Muhammad states that the breadth of the garden is that of heaven and earth.2 Both in the Qurān and Talmud we find seven hells as the appointed abode for the damned, and each hell has seven gates in both documents.4 The entrance of Jahannam is marked, according to the Sukkah, by two date-trees, between which smoke issues; and the Qurān speaks of a tree in hell [Ezk. xix. 23], of which the damned are to eat, and of which many terrible things are related.5 In the Talmud the prince of hell demands supply for his domain, and a similar request is made in the Qurān.6 Between the seven heavens and the seven hells is an intermediate place [A'IM], for those who are too good to be cast into hell and too imperfect to be admitted into heaven.7 This intermediate abode is, however, so narrow, that the conversations of the blessed and the damned on either side may be overheard. Again, the happiness of Paradise [PA'RĀDI] is similarly described in both Talmud and Qurān,8 also the difficulty of attaining it. The Talmud declares that it is as easy for an elephant to enter through the eye of a needle; the Qurān substituting a camel for an elephant.9 That the dead live in the sight of God is stated in both documents in the same terms, and that there is no admission to the actual presence of the Almighty before the Day of Judgment and the resurrection of the dead.10 The signs of the last day as given in the Qurān are borrowed equally from the Scriptures and the Talmud.11

The lengthened descriptions in the Qurān of the future resurrection and judgment are also tinged with a Talmudic colouring. That several members of the human body shall bear witness against the damned, and that idols shall share in the punishment of their worshippers, is stated in both the Talmud and Qurān.8 The time of the last judgment Muhammad declined to fix, resting upon the Jewish or Scriptural sentence, that "one day with God is like a thousand."12 The Jews, in speaking of the resurrection of the dead, allude to the sending down of rain; the Qurān also affirms that this means of quickening the dead will be employed.13 Further still, the Talmudical idea that the dead will rise in the garments in which they wore their bodies, likewise has been adopted by Islam.14 The Jewish opinion was that "all the prophets saw in a dark, but Moses in a clear mirror."15 In the Qurān, God sends down His angelic messenger, Gabriel, as "the Holy Ghost," with revelations; and this very

1 Sukkah xxxvii.; and Surah xxxvii. 60; aliy. 43.
2 Othioho by Rabbi Akiba, viii. 1; and Surah i. 29.
3 Midrash on Eccles. vii. 14; and Surah viii. 44-47.
4 Mishnah Aboth, iv. 17; and Surahs ix. 35; xiii. 26.
5 Surah vii. 38.
6 Surahs xxv. 23; xxxix. 27.
7 Surahs xviii. 104; xxxix. 67; aliy. 9; xvii. 60; xvi. 98; xxxix. 99. Compared with Is. xxxiv. 4; Ezek. xxxix. 18.
8 Chiagia, xvi. 3; Thaumaturg.; and Surahs xxiv. 24, xxv. 11; aliy. 19; Sukkah, xxxix.; and Surah xvi. 95.
9 Ps. xxv. 4; Sanhedrin, xiv. 2; and Surahs xvi. 46, xxvii. 23; Ezek. xxxix. 13; and Surah c. 9.
10 Thaumaturg., at the beginning; and Surah vii. 95; xxx. 40; xxvii. 32; xlix. 10.
11 Sanhedrin, x. 2; Kethuboth, c. 2.
12 Jechanoth, xiv.; and Surah xiii. 50.
Jews

The way-marks which determine the great epochs recorded in the Old Testament, but confines himself to certain occurrences in the lives of single individuals. At the head of the antediluvian patriarchs stands the progenitor of the human race. In Surah ii. 26-33 we read, "When thy Lord said to the angels, Verily I am going to place a substitute on earth, they said, Will thou place there one who will do evil therein and shed blood? but we celebrate Thy praise and sanctify Thee. God answered, Verily I know that which ye know not; and He taught Adam the names of all things, and then proposed them to the angels, and said, Declare unto me the names of these things if ye say truth. They answered, Praise be unto Thee, we have no knowledge but what Thou teachest us, for Thou art knowing and wise. God said, O, Adam, tell them their names. And when he had told them their names, God said, Did I not tell you that I know the secrets of heaven and earth, and that which ye discover, and that which ye conceal? Let us examine when the Qur'an obtained this information: "When God intended to create man, He advised with the angels and said unto them, We will make man in our own image (Gen. i. 26). Then said they, What is man, that Thou rememberest him (Psalm viii. 5), what shall be his peculiarity? He answered, His wisdom is superior to yours. Then brought He before them cattle, animals, and birds, and for their names, but they knew it not. After man was created, He caused them to pass before Him, and asked for their names and he answered, This is an ox, that an ass, this a horse, and that a camel. But what is thy name? To me it becomes to be called 'earthly', for from 'earth' I am created." To this may be added the fable that God commanded the angels to worship Adam, which is likewise appropriated from Talmudic writings. Some Jewish fables record that the angels contemplated worshipping man, but were prevented by God; others precisely agree with the Qur'an, that God commanded the angels to worship man, and that they obeyed with the exception of Satan.

The Sunnah informs us that Adam was sixty years high, and Rabbinical fables make him extend from one end of the world to the other; but upon the angels esteeming him a second deity, God put His hand upon him and reduced him to a thousand yards! [Adam.]

The account given in the Qur'an of Cain's murder is borrowed from the Bible, and his conversation with Abel, before he slew him, is the same as that in the Targum of Jerusalem, generally called pseudo-Jonathan. After the murder, Cain sees a raven burying

[1 Kings xxii. 31. 2 Char. xvi. 1; and Surah xv. 17, 34; xxxvii. 76. 3 Surah lix. 34; lviii. 5; xxxvii. 7; Ixxxvii. 35. 4 Isai. xli. 19. 5 Jehohanan, vi. and Surah xxxv. 7. 6 Benhadad, x.; and Surah li. 230; iii. 186.; x. 13. 7 Mikhish Barnachoth, iv. 4; and Surah iv. 105. 8 Barnachoth, xxxii. 4; and Surah iv. 46. 9 Mikhish Barnachoth, iii. 4; and Surah iv. 46; v. 9. 10 Benhadad, xii.; and Surah vi. 9. 11 Surah xlii. 27; and Surah xlii. 110. 12 Mikhish Barnachoth, i. 2, and Surah lii. 185. 13 Mikhish Jehohanan, iv. 10; and Surah lii. 230. 14 Surah vii. 1; and Surah ii. 235; xxxvi. 13; xxxvi. 31; Joseph, Antiq. ii. 9. 15 Izmirah Rabbanah on Leviticus, Parashah six.; and Genesis, Parashah viii.; and Sanhedrin, xxxviii. 16 Surah vii. 10-36; xv. 28-44; xvi. 63-66; xxvii. 48; xxviii. 113; xxxiv. 17; and Surah vii. 255; xxxviii. 13; xxvii. 31; Joseph, Antiq. ii. 9. 17 Ezek. 28, examined by Zuda, p. 295. 18 Elenbaas, Judæischem, vol. i. p. 365. 19 Surah v. 30.
another, and from this sight gains the idea of
interring Abel. The Jewish fable differs
only in ascribing the interment to the parents:
"Adam and his wife sat weeping and lamenting
him, not knowing what to do with the
body, as they were unacquainted with burying.
Then came a raven, whose fellow was dead:
he took and buried it in the earth, hiding it
before their eyes. Then said Adam, I shall
do like this raven, and, taking Abel's corpse,
he dug in the earth and hid it." The sen-
tence following in the Qur'ân—"Therefore
we commanded the children of Israel, that he
who slayeth a soul, not by way of retaliation,
or because he doeth corruptly in the earth,
shall be as if he had slain all mankind; but
he who saveth a soul alive shall be as if he
saved all souls alive," would have no connec-
tion with what precedes or follows, were it
not for the Targum of Onkelos, in the para-
phrase of Gen. iv. 10, where it is said that
the blood of Cain's brother cried to God from
the earth, thus implying that Abel's posterity
were also cut off. And in the Mishnah San-
hedrin, we find the very words with which
the Qur'ân attaches to the murder, apparently
with sense or connection.² [ABEL, CAIN.]

Noah stands forth as the preacher of righ-
teousness, builds the ark, and is saved, with
his family;³ his character is, however, drawn
more from Rabbinical than Biblical sources.
The conversations of Noah with the people,
the words with which they mocked him
whilst building the ark,⁴ are the same in Tal-
mudical writings as in the Qur'ân; and both
declare that the generation of the flood was
punished with boiling water.⁵ [NOAH.]

The next patriarch after the flood is Hûd,
who is none other than Eber; another sample
of the ignorance of Muhammad. In the days
of Hûd the tower is constructed; the "ob-
scure hero," probably Nimrod, takes the
lead: the sin of idolatry is abounding; an
idol is contemplated as the crowning of the
tower; but the building is overthrown, the
tower is dispersed, and punished in this
world and in the world to come.⁶ These
particulars are evidently borrowed from scrip-
ture and Rabbinical writings. In the Qur'ân,
however, the dispersion is caused by a poi-
sonous wind, and not by the confusion of
tongues. The significance which the Qur'ân
gives to Hûd is again in perfect accordance
with Rabbinical Judaism: "Eber was a great
prophet, for he prophetically called his son
Peleg (dispersion), by the help of the Holy
Ghost, because the earth was to be dispersed."⁷
Among all the patriarchs, Abraham was most
esteemed by Muhammad, as being neither
Jew nor Christian, but a Muslim. That he
wrote books also is almost the belief of the Jewish
doctors.¹ His attaining the knowledge of the
two faith, his zeal to convert his generation;
his destruction of the idols; the fury of their
people, and their insisting on his being burned,
and his marvellous deliverance: all these
particulars in the life of Abraham, as given
by the Qur'ân, are minutely copied from
Jewish fictions.² [HÚD, ABRAHAM.]

The Qur'ân states that the angels whom
Abraham received appeared as ordinary
Arabs, and he was astonished when they de-
clined to eat. According to the Talmud, they
also "appeared to him no more than Arabs;"³
but another passage adds: "The angels de-
scented and did eat. Are they, then, said to
have really eaten? No! but they appeared
as if they did eat, and drink." As a proof of
Muhammad's uncertainty respecting the his-
tory of Abraham, we add, that the doubt
regarding their having a son in their old age
is expressed in the Qur'ân by Abraham instead
of Sarah, and she is made to laugh at the
promise of a son, before it was given. Again,
the command to offer his son is given to
Abraham before Isaac is born or promised,
since that the son who was to be offered up
could be none other than Ishmael, who was
spoken of immediately before as the "meek
youth." Muhammadan divines are, however,
not agreed whether Ishmael was to be offered
up, although it is reported by some that the
horns of the ram, which was sacrificed in his
stead, were preserved at Makkah, his dwelling-place.⁸ [ISHMAEL.] We may ac-
count for Muhammad's reckoning Ishmael
among the prophets and patriarchs, from his
being considered the patriarch of the Arabs
and the founder of the Kâbah.

Among the sons of Jacob, Joseph occupies
the pre-eminence. His history is mainly the
same as in the Bible, embellished with the
fabulous tradition of the Jews. Among these
is the assumption that Joseph "would have
sinned had he not seen the evident demon-
stration of his Lord." That this is borrowed
is clear from the following fable: Rabbi
Jochanan saith, "Both intended to commit
sin: seizing him by the garment, he said, Lie
with me.... Then appeared to him the form
of his father at the window, who called to
him, Joseph! Joseph! the names of thy
brothers shall be engraven upon the stones
of the Epedó, also thine own: wilt thou that it
shall be erased?" This is almost literally
repeated by a Muslim commentator to the
Surâ xii. 24. The fable of Potiphar's wife
inviting the Egyptian ladies to a feast, to see
Joseph, because they had laughed at her, and
of their being so overcome with admiration
of Joseph,⁹ that they actually cut their
hands in eating fruit, is exactly so related in
a very ancient Hebraic book, from which Mu-
hammad doubtless derived it. The story
about the garment being rent, and the setting

¹ Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, xxi.; and Surâ v. 34.
² MISHNAH SANHEDRIN, iv. 5.
³ Geiger's Rassay, p. 109; and Surâah vii. 37; x.
⁴ See, xvi. 43; xxxii. 23; xxiv. 39; xvi. 106; vii.
⁵ MISHNAH SANHEDRIN, xvi. 7, 3; x. 1.
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⁷ Rosh Hashanah, xvi. 2; Sanhedrin, civili.; and
Shabbath, xvi. 27.
⁸ MISHNAH SANHEDRIN, x. 3; and Surâ al. 33.
⁹ Seder Olam, quoted Midrash Jalwati, lxxi.
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⁶ Surâ xii. 24; and the Commentary of al-Farrâr
up of an evidence of guilt or innocence respecting it, is also borrowed, to the very letter from the same source. In this Sura it is also stated, that "the devil made him (Joseph) forget the remembrance of his Lord," in perfect harmony with the Jewish tradition, "Vain speech tendeth to destruction; though Joseph twice urged the chief butler to remember him, yet he had to remain two years longer in prison." The seeking protection from man is here represented as the instigation of Satan.

[JOSEPH.]

The Qur'an causes Jacob to tell his sons to enter at different gates, and the same injunction is given by the Patriarch in the Jewish writings: "Jacob said to them, Enter not through one and the same gate." The explanation of the sons of Israel, when they found the cup in Benjamin's sack—"Has he stolen? so has his brother also"—are clearly a perversion of the words in which the Jewish traditions put into their mouths: "Behold a thief, son of a female thief!" referring to the stealing of the Seraphim by Rachel. Muhammad, again, acquaints us that Jacob knew by divine revelation that his son Joseph was still alive, and Jewish tradition enables us to point out whence he obtained the information. We read in the Midrash Jalkut, "An unbeliever asked our master, Do the dead continue to live? your parents do not believe it, and will ye receive it?" Of Jacob, it is said, he was refused to be comforted; had he believed that the dead still lived, would he not have been comforted? But he answered, Fool, he knew by the Holy Ghost that he still really lived, and about a living person people need no comfort." Muhammad made but scanty allusions to the early patriarchs, Joseph only excepted; but concerning Moses, it was his interest to be more profuse in his communications, possibly from the desire to be considered like him, as he is generally thought to have taken that prophet as his model. Among the opponents of Pharaooh, besides those towards the Jews, are named his ordering their children to be cast into the water. Moses, the son of 'Imran was put into an ark by his mother; Pharaooh's wife, observing the child, rescues him from death, and gives him back to his mother to nurse. When Moses was grown up, he sought to assist his oppressed brethren, and kills an Egyptian; being the next day reminded of this deed by an Hebrew, he flees to Midian, and marries the daughter of an inhabitant of that country. When about to leave Midian, he sees a burning bush, and, approaching it, receives a call to go to Egypt to exhort Pharaooh, and perform miracles; he accepts the mission, but resists the aid of his brother Aaron. Pharaooh, however remains an infidel, and gathers his sorcerers together, who perform only inferior miracles; and, in spite of Pharaooh's threats, they become believers. Judgment falls upon the Egyptians; they are drowned, whilst the Israelites are saved. A rock yields water. Moses receives the law, and desires to see the glory of God. During Moses' absence the Israelites make a golden calf, which he destroys, and reducing it to powder, makes them drink it. After this, Moses chooses seventy men as assistants. The spies sent to Canaan are all wicked with the exception of two: the people being deceived by them, must wander forty years in the desert. Korah, on quarrelling with Moses, is swallowed up by the earth.

[KORAH.] The marvellous journey of Moses with his servant is not to be omitted in this summary of events. Among the details to be mentioned, that Hämân and Korah were counsellors of Pharaooh. It is not surprising that Muhammad should associate Hämân with Pharaooh as an enemy of the Jews, since he cared little when individuals lived, provided they could be introduced with advantage. Korah, according to Jewish tradition, was chief agent or treasurer to Pharaooh. The anti-exodus persecution of the Jews is ascribed to a dream of Pharaooh. This is in exact accordance with Jewish tradition, which, as Canon Churton remarks, has in part the sanction of Acts vii. and Hebrews xi., though not found in Exodus: "The sorcerers said to Pharaooh, A boy shall be born who will lead the Israelites out of Egypt. Then thought he, Cast all male children into the river, and he will be cast in among them." The words (Exod. xi. 7), "I will call one of the Hebrew women," produced the Rabbinical fiction, "Why just a Hebrew woman?" This shows that he was handed to all the Egyptian women; but he would not drink, for God said, The mouth which shall once speak with me, should it drink what is unclean? This was too scandalous for Muhammad to omit from the Qur'an. Although it is nowhere said in the Bible that the sign of the leporis band was wrought in the presence of Pharaooh, yet the Qur'an relates it as having there taken place. And in this also it was preceded by Jewish tradition—"He put his hand into his bosom, and withdrew it leporis, white as snow; they also put their hands into their
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bosoms and withdrew them iprous, white as snow. 11 Again, among Moses' own people, none but his own tribe believed him. This Muhammad doubtless inferred from the statement of the Rabbi: "The tribe of Levi was exempted from hard labour." Among the sorcerers of Egypt, who first asked for their wages, and then became believers, when their serpents were swallowed by that of Moses, Pharaoh himself was chief. 8 Here, again, Muhammad is indebted to Judaism: Pharaoh, who lived in the days of Moses, was a great sorcerer. 9 In other places of the Qur'an, Pharaoh claims divinity, 7 and Jewish tradition makes him declare, "Already from the beginning ye speak falsehood, for I am Lord of the world. I have made myself as well as the Nile"; as it is said of him (Exodi. xxix. 3), "Mine is the river, and I have made it." The Arab prophet was much confused with regard to the plagues; in some places he enumerates nine, 8 in others only five, the first of which is said to be the Flood! 10 As the drowning in the Red Sea happened after the plagues, he can only allude to the Deluge.

The following somewhat dark and uncertain passage 11 concerning Pharaoh has caused commentators great perplexity. It is stated that Pharaoh pursued the Israelites until actually drowning, when, confessing himself a Muslim, he was saved alive from the bottom of the sea, to be a "witness for ages to come." 11 But we find that it is merely a version of a Jewish fable: "Perceive the great power of repentance! Pharaoh, King of Egypt, uttered very wicked words—Who is the God whose voice I shall obey? (Exod. v. 2.) Yet as he repented, saying, 'Who is like unto thee among the gods?' (xxv. 2) God saved him from death; for it saith, Almost had I stretched out my hands and destroyed; but God let him live, that he might declare his power and strength. 12"

As Jewish commentators add to Exod. xv. 27, where we read of twelve fountains being found near Enam, that each of the tribes had a well, 13 so Muhammad transposes the statement, and declares that twelve fountains sprang from the rock which had been smitten by Moses at Rephidim. 14 The Rabbinical fable, that God covered the Israelites with Mount Sinai, on the occasion of the giving, 15 is thus amplified in the Qur'an: "We shook the mountain over them, as though it had been a covering, and they imagined that it was falling upon them; and we said, 'Receive the law which we have brought unto you under a cloud.'" 16 The Qur'an adds that the Israelites, now demanding to see God, die, and are raised again. 17 It will not be difficult to trace the origin of this segment. When the Israelites demanded two things from God—that they might hear his glory and hear his voice—both were granted to them. Then it is added, "These things, however, they had no power to resist; as they came to Mount Sinai, and He appeared unto them, their souls escaped by His speaking, as it is said, 'My soul escaped as He spake.'" The Torah, however, interpreted for them, saying, "Doer a king give his daughter to marriage and kill his household? The whole world rejoices (at my appearance), and thy children (the Israelites) shall they die? At once their souls returned; therefore it is said, The doctrine of God is perfect and brings back the soul." 18 In the matter of the golden calf, the Qur'an follows as usual the fabulous account of the Rabbinical traditions. Both represent Aaron as having been nearly killed when at first resisting the entreaty of the people. The Sanhedrin relates: "Aaron saw Chur slaughtered before his eyes (who opposed them), and he thought, If I do not yield to them they will deal with me as they dealt with Chur." 19 According to another passage in the Qur'an, an Israelite named aa-Samir'i enticed them, and made the calf. 20 Like the wandering Jew in Christian fable, aa-Samiri is punished by Moses with endless wandering, and he is compelled to repeat the words, "Touch me not." 21 Jewish traditions make Mikah assist in manufacturing the idol calf; but Muhammad either derived aa-Samiri from Samasli, or, as the Samaritans are stated by the Arab writers to have said, "Touch me not," he may have been considered aa-Samiri as the author of the sect of the Samaritans. That the calf thus produced by aa-Samiri from the ornaments of the people, lowed on being finished, 22 is evidently a repetition of the following Jewish tradition: "The calf came forth (Exodi. xxv. 24) roaring, and the Israelites saw it. Rabbi Jahuda says, Samael entered the calf and roared to deceive the Israelites." The addition, that the tribe of Levi remained faithful to God, is both Scriptural and Rabbinical. 23 The matter of Korah is honoured with singular embellishment; for instance, Korah had such riches, that from ten to forty strong men were required to carry the keys of his treasures. 24 Abû l-Fidâ', says forty mules were required to convey the keys. Jewish tradition is still more extra-
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vagrant: "Joseph buried three treasures in Egypt, one of which became known to Korah. Riches are turned to destruction to him that possesseth them" (Eccles. v. 13), and this may well be applied to Korah. The keys to the treasures of Korah made a burden for 800 white mules."

The accusation from which God cleared his servant Moses, of which the Qur'an makes mention, was occasioned by Korah. "Abu Allah says it refers to Korah hiring a harlot to reproach Moses before all the people, upon which God struck her dumb, and destroyed Korah, which cleared Moses from the charge." This is unquestionably an amplification of the following passage: "Moses heard, and fell on his face. What was it he heard? That they accused him of having to do with another man's wife." Others conceive the unjust charge from which Moses was cleared, to have been that of murdering Aaron on Mount Hor, because he and Eleazar once were present when Aaron died! That they had recourse to Jewish tradition, will appear from the subjoined extract: "The whole congregation saw that Aaron was dead; and when Moses and Eleazar came down from the mountain, the whole congregation gathered together, asking, Where is Aaron? But they said, He is dead. How can the Angel of Death touch a man, by whom he was resisted and restrained, as it is said, He stood between the dead and the living, and the plague was stayed? If ye bring him, it is well; if not, we will stone you. Moses prayed, Lord of the World, remove from me this suspicion! Then God opened and showed them Aaron's body."

And to this the passage applies: "The whole congregation saw," etc. (Num. xx. 29, 75). [mossas.]

The time of the Judges is passed over unnoticed, and from the manner in which the election of a king is introduced, it would appear that Muhammad was ignorant of the long interval between Moses and Saul. [Saul.] Of David's history, only his victory over Goliath, is mentioned, through Hosea and Isaiah, from the Prophets. [David.] The Traditions make mention of the bravery of his slumbers, and the commentators of the Qur'an affirm the same: "The Apostle of God said David slept half the night; he then rose for a third part, and slept again a sixth part." This is derived from the Rabins, who assert that the king slept only for the term of "sixty breathings." Of the wisdom of Solomon, the Qur'an makes particular mention; and to support the statement, adds, that he understood the language of birds; this was also the opinion of the Jewish doctors. The wind, or, more probably, spirits, obeyed him; and demons, birds, and beasts, formed part of his standing army. Jewish commentators record that "demons of various kinds, and evil spirits were subject to him." The story of the Queen of Sheba, and the adventures of the lapwing, are only abridgments from Jewish traditions. With regard to the fable, that demons assisted Solomon in the building of the Temple, and, being deceived, continued it after his death, we may here add that Muhammad observed them directly from the Jews. When Solomon became haughty, one of his many demons ruled in his stead, till he repented. The Sanhedrin also refers to this degradation: "In the beginning Solomon resigned also over the upper worlds"; as it is said, "Solomon sat on the throne of God"; after that only over his staff, as it is said, "What profit hath a man of all his labour?" and still later, "This is my portion of all my labour." On repenting, he mastered his horses, considering them a useless luxury. In the Talmud and the Scriptures, we find allusion to his obtaining them as well as to their being prohibited. [Solomon.]

Elijah is among the few characters which Muhammad notices after Solomon; nothing, indeed, is mentioned of his rapture to heaven, yet he is considered a great prophet. Among the Jews, Elijah appears in human form to the pious on earth, he visits them in their places of worship, and communicates revelations from God to eminent Rabbis. In this character Elijah also appears in Muslim divinity. [Elijah.] Jonah is the "man of the fish." Muhammad relates his history in his usual style, not omitting his journey to Nineveh, or the gourd which afforded him shade. [Jonah.] Job, too, with his suffering and cure is noticed [Job]; also the three men who were cast into a burning fiery furnace [Dan. iii. 8]; the turning back of the shadow of degrees on the occasion of Hosea-kiah's recovery. [See Arnold's Islam and Christianity, Longmans, London, 1874; p. 116, seqq. Dr. J. M. Arnold gives in many instances the original Hebrew and his Hebrew from the Talmud.] In the Qur'an there are several Hebrew and Talmudic terms which seem to indicate that its author had become familiar with Talmudic teaching. The following are the most noticeable:

(1) The Qur'an, قارع, from qara', "to read," Heb. נקרא, and equivalent to נקרא, "reading." See Neh. viii. 8: "And caused them to understand the reading."
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(3) The Taurát, توراة, used for the Books of Moses, the Heb. תֹּוֹוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּוּo, of the Old Testament.

(4) The Shechiná, or Šáchina. מְנִכָּה, Súrath lii. 249: "The sign of his kingdom is that there shall come to you the ARK (Tábúr), and SHECHINA (Šáchina) in it from the Lord." Heb. שְּכִינָה. A term not used in the Bible, but used by the Rabbinical writers to express the visible presence of God between the Cherubim on the Mercy seat of the Tabernacle.

(5) The Ark, Tábúr, תבורה. In Súrath lii. 249, for the Ark of the Covenant, and in Súrath xx. 99, for Noah's Ark. The Heb. שְׁכִינָה (which is used in the Bible for Noah's Ark and the ark of bulrushes), and not the Heb. שְׁכִיןָה; the former being Rabbinical.

(6) Angel, Malak, מלאך, Heb. מַלֵּאכָו, an angel or messenger of God.

(7) Spirit, Ruá, רוח, Heb. רוחוּ. A term used both for the angel Gabriel and for Jesus Christ.


(9) Jahannâm, جهنم, hell, جهنم. The Rabbinical נַחֲמָה, and not the נַחֲמָה of the Old Testament. The final letter 롖 proves that it was adopted from the Talmudic Hebrew and not from the Greek.

JIBRA’IL (גְּבַרְיָע). The angel Gabriel. סַעֹרְעֵי.

JIBT (גִּבְט). An idol of the Qarashí mentioned in the Qurán, Súrath iv. 54: "They (certain renegado Jews) believe in Jibt and Tágst, and say of the infidels, Those are guided in a better path than those who hold the faith." The Jahláí say certain Jews used to do homage to these idols in order to please the Qarashí.

JIHÁD (جهاد). Lit. "An effort, or a striving." A religious war with those who are unbelievers in the mission of Muhammed. It is an incumbent religious duty, established in the Qurán and in the Traditions as a divine institution, and enjoined specially for the purpose of advancing Islam and of repelling evil from Muslims.

When an infidel's country is conquered by a Muslim ruler, its inhabitants are offered three alternatives:

(1) The reception of Islam, in which case the conquered become enfranchised citizens of the Muslim state.

(2) The payment of a poll-tax (Jizyakh), by which unbelievers in Islam obtain protection, and become Zimmis, provided they are not the idolaters of Arabia.

(3) Death by the sword, to those who will not pay the poll tax.

Soft writers say that there are two Jiháds: al-Jihád u-’l-Ákbár, or "the greater warfare," which is against one's own lusts; and al-Jihád u-’l-Áqghar, or "the lesser warfare," against infidels.

The duty of religious war (which all commentators agree is a duty extending to all time) is laid down in the Qurán in the following verses, and it is remarkable that all the verses occur in the al-Madinah Súraths, being those given after Muhammed had established himself as a paramount ruler, and was in a position to dictate terms to his enemies.

Súrath ix. 5, 6: "And when the sacred months are passed, kill those who join other gods with God wherever ye shall find them; and seize them, besiege them, and lay wait for them with every kind of ambush: but if they shall convert, and observe prayer, and pay the obligatory alms, then let them go their way, for God is Gracious, Merciful. If any one of those who join gods with God ask an asylum of thee, grant him an asylum, that he may hear the Word of God, and then let him reach his place of safety. This, for that they are people devoid of knowledge."

Súrath ix. 29: "Make war upon such of those to whom the Scriptures have been given as believe not in God, or in the last day, and who forbid not that which God and His Apostle have forbidden, and who profess not the profession of the truth, until they pay tribute (Jizyakh) out of hand, and they be humbled."

Súrath iv. 78-79: "Let those then fight on the path of God, who exchange this present life for that which is to come; for whoever fighteth on God's path, whether he be slain or conquers, we will in the end give him a great reward. But what hath come to you that ye fight not on the path of God, and for the weak among men, women, and children, who say, 'O our Lord! bring us forth from this city whose inhabitants are oppressors; give us a champion from Thy presence; and give us from Thy presence a defender.' They who believe, fight on the path of God; and they who believe not, fight on the path of Tágst: Fight therefore against the friends of Satan. Verily the craft of Satan shall be powerless! Hast thou not marked those to whom it was said, 'Withhold your hands awhile from war; and observe prayer, and pay the stated alms.' But when war is commanded them, lo! a portion of them fear men as with the fear of God, or with a yet greater fear, and say: 'O our Lord! why hast Thou commanded war? Couldst thou not have given us respite till our not distant end?' Say: Small the fruition of this world; but the next life is the true good for him who feareth God! and ye shall not be wronged so much as the skin of a date-stone."

Súrath lii. 214, 215: "They will ask thee con-
cerning war in the Sacred Month. Say: To war wherein is bad, but to turn aside from the cause of God, and to have no faith in Him, and in the Sacred Temple, and to drive out its people, is worse in the sight of God: and civil strife is worse than bloodshed. They will not cease to war against you until they turn you from your religion, if they be able: but if you shall turn from his religion and die an infidel, their works shall be fruitless in this world, and in the next: they shall be consigned to the fire; therein to abide for aye. But they who believe, and who fly by their country, and fight in the cause of God may hope for God's mercy: and God is Gracious, Merciful.

Sūrah viii. 38-42: "Say to the infidels: If they desist from their unbelief, what is now past shall be forgiven them; but if they return to it, they have already before them the example of the ancients! Fight them against them till strife be at an end, and the religion be all of it God's. If they desist, verily God beheth what they do: but if they turn their back, know ye that God is your protector: Excellent protector! excellent helper! And know ye, that when ye have taken any booty, a fifth part belongeth to God and to the Apostle, and to the near of kin, and to orphans, and to the poor, and to the wayfarer.

Long chapters in the Traditions are devoted to the subject of Jihād (see Sahih i'-Bukāhā and Sahih Muslim, Arabic editions, Bābū'-Jihād), from which the following are quotations of the sayings of the Prophet:—

"God is sponsor for him who goeth forth to fight on the road of God (Sahih i'-Bukāhā). If he be not killed, he shall return to his house with rewards and booty, but if he be slain, he shall be taken to Paradise."

"I swear by God I should like to be killed on the road of God, then be killed and brought to life again, then killed again and then brought to life again, so that I may obtain new rewards every time."

"God is the frontiers of Islam for ever one day is worth more than the whole world and all that is in it."

"The fire of hell shall not touch the legs of him who shall be covered with the dust of battle in the road of God."

"He who assists another with arms to fight in the way of God, is as the champion, and is a sharer of the rewards. And he who stayeth behind to take charge of the family of a warrior is even as a champion in war."

"This religion will ever be established, even to the Day of Resurrection, as long as Muslims fight for it."

"In the last day the wounds of those who have been wounded in the way of God will be evident, and will drop with blood, but their smell will be as the perfume of musk."

"In the road of God covers all sins, but the sin of debt."

"He who dies and has not fought for the religion of Islam, nor has even said in his heart, 'Would to God I were a champion that could die in the road of God,' is even as a hypocrite."

"Fighting in the road of God, or resolving to do so, is a divine duty. When your Imam orders you to go forth to fight, then obey him."

The following is the teaching of the Hanafi school of Shari'a on the subject of Jihād, as given in the Hidāyah, vol. ii. p. 140:—

"The sacred injunction concerning war is sufficiently observed when it is carried on by any one party or tribe of Muslims, and it is then no longer of any force with respect to the rest. It is established as a divine ordinance, by the word of God, who said in the Qur'ān, 'Slay the infidels,' and also by a saying of the Prophet, 'War is permanently established until the Day of Judgment' (meaning the ordinance respecting war). The observance, however, in the degree above mentioned, suffices, because war is not a positive injunction, as it is in its nature murderous and destructive, and is enjoined only for the purpose of advancing the truth or repelling evil from the service of God; and when this end is answered by any single tribe or party of Muslims making war, the obligation is no longer binding upon the rest, in the same manner as in the prayers for the dead—if, however, no one Muslim were to make war, the whole of the Muslim, would incur the criminality of neglecting it—and also because if the injunction were positive, the whole of the Muslims must consequently engage in war, in which case the materials for war (such as horses, armour, and so forth) could not be procured. Thus it appears that the observance of war as aforesaid suffices, except where there is a general summons (that is, where the infidels invade a Muslim territory, and the Imam for the time being issues a general proclamation requiring all persons to go forth to fight), for in this case war becomes a positive injunction with respect to the whole of the inhabitants, whether men or women, and whether the Imam be a just or an unjust person; and if the people of that territory be unable to repulse the infidels, then war becomes a positive injunction with respect to all in that neighbourhood: and if these also do not succour it, then comes a positive injunction with respect to the next neighbours; and in same manner with respect to all the Muslims from east to west.

"The destruction of the sword is incurred by infidei although they be not the first aggressors, as appears from various passages in the traditions which are generally received to this effect.

"It is not incumbent upon infants to make war, as they are objects of compassion; neither is it incumbent upon slaves or women, as the rights of the master, or of the husband, have precedence; nor is it so upon the blind, the maimed, or the decrepit, as such are incapable. If, however, the infidels make an attack upon a city or territory, in this case the repulsion of them is incumbent upon all Muslims, insomuch that a wife may go forth without the consent of her husband, and a slave without the leave of his master, because war then becomes a positive injunction; and
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possession, either by bondage or by marriage, cannot come in competition with a positive injunction, as in prayer (for instance) or fasting. This is supposing a general summons; for without that it is not lawful for a woman or slave to go forth to make war without the consent of the husband or master, as there is in this case no necessity for their assistance, since others suffice, and hence the reason exists for destroying the right of the husband or master on that account. If there be any fund in the public treasury, so long as the fund lasts any extraordinary exaction for the support of the warriors is abominable, because such exaction resembles a hire for that which is a service of God as much as prayer or fasting, and, hire being forbidden in these instances, so it is in that which resembles them. In this case, moreover, there is no occasion for any extraordinary exactions, since the funds of the public treasury are prepared to answer all emergencies of the Muslims, such as war, and so forth. If, however, such be no funds in the public treasury, in this case the Imam need not hesitate to levy contributions for the better support of the warriors, because in levying a contribution the greater evil (namely, the destruction of the person) is repelled, and the contribution is the smaller evil, and the imposition of a smaller evil to remedy a greater is of no consequence. A confirmation of this is found in what is related of the Prophet, that he took various articles of armour, and so forth, from Saifwan and Umar; in the same manner also he took property from married men, and bestowed it upon the unmarried, in order to encourage them and enable them to go forth to fight with cheerfulness; and he also used to take the horses from those who remained at home, and bestowed them upon those who went forth to fight on foot. When the Muslims enter the enemy's country and besiege the cities or strongholds of the infidels, it is necessary to invite them to embrace the faith, because Ibn Abbas relates of the Prophet that he never destroyed anyone without previously inviting them to embrace the faith. If, therefore, they embrace the faith, it is unnecessary to war with them, because that which was the design of the war is then obtained without war. The Prophet, moreover, has said we are directed to make war upon men only until such time as they shall confess, 'There is no God but one God.' But when they repeat this creed, their persons and properties are in protection (anām). If they do not accept the call to the faith, they must then be called upon to pay jizyeh, or capitulation tax, because the Prophet directed the commanders of his armies so to do, and also because by submitting to this tax war is forbidden and terminated upon the authority of the Qur'ān. (This call to pay capitulation tax, however, respects only those from whom the capitulation tax is payable, for, as to apostates and the idolaters of Arabia, to call upon them to pay the tax is useless, since nothing is accepted from them but embracing the faith, as it is thus commanded in the Qur'ān). If those who are called upon to pay capitulation tax consent to do so, they then become entitled to the same protection and subject to the same rules as Muslims, because 'Ali has declared infidels agree to a capitulation tax only in order to render their blood the same as Muslims' blood, and their property the same as Muslims' property.

"It is not lawful to make war upon anyone who never before been called to the faith, without previously requiring them to embrace it, because the Prophet so instructed his commanders, directing them to call the infidels to the faith, and also because the people will hence perceive that they are attacked for the sake of religion, and not for the sake of taking their property, or making slaves of their children, and on this consideration it is possible that they may be induced to agree to the call, in order to save themselves from the troubles of war."

"If a Muslim attack infidels without previously calling them to the faith, he is an offender, because this is forbidden; but yet if others do attack them before thus inviting them, and take their property, neither fine, expiation, nor atonement are due, because that which protects (namely, Islam) does not exist in them, nor are they under protection by place (namely, the Daru'l-Islam, or Muslim territory), and the mere prohibition of the act is not sufficient to sanction the exaction either of fine or of atonement for property; in the same manner as the slaying of the women or infant children of infidels is forbidden, but if, notwithstanding, a person were to slay such, he is not liable to a fine. It is laudable to call to the faith a people to whom a call has already come, in order that they may have the more full and ample warning; but yet this is not incumbent, as it appears in the Traditions that the Prophet plundered and despoiled the tribe of al-Musāliq by surprise, and he also agreed with Asimah to make a predatory attack upon Qubna at an early hour, and to set it on fire, and such attacks are not preceded by a call. (Qubna is a place in Syria: some assert it is the name of a tribe)."

"If the infidels, upon receiving the call, neither consent to it nor agree to pay capitulation tax, it is then incumbent on the Muslims to call upon God for assistance, and to make war upon them, because God is the assistant of those who serve Him, and the destroyer of His enemies, the infidels, and it is necessary to implore His aid upon every occasion; the Prophet, moreover, commands us so to do. And having so done, the Muslims must then with God's assistance attack the infidels with all manner of warlike engines (as the Prophet did by the people of Yathrib), and must also set fire to their habitations, and also because the Prophet ordered Bawera, and must inundate them with water and tear up their plantations and tread down their grain because by these means they will become weakened, and their resolution will fail and their force be broken; these means are, therefore, all sanctified by the law."
It is no objection to shooting arrows or other missiles against the infidels that there may chance to be among them a Muslim in the way either of bondage or of traffic, because the shooting of arrows and so forth among the infidels remedies a general evil in the repulse thereof the vileness of Muslims, whereas the slaying of a Muslim slave or trader is only a particular evil, and to repel a general evil a particular evil must be adopted, and also because it seldom happens that the strongholds of the infidels are destitute of Muslims, since it is most probable that there are Muslims residing in them, either in the way of bondage or of traffic, and hence, if the use of missile weapons were prohibited on account of these Muslims, war would be obstructed. If the infidels in time of battle should make shields of Muslim children, or of Muslims, who are prisoners in their hands, yet there is no need on that account to refrain from the use of missile weapons, for the reason already mentioned. It is requisite, however, that the Muslims in using such weapons aim at the infidels, and not at the children or the Muslim captives, because, as it is impossible in shooting to distinguish precisely between them and the infidels, the person who discharges the weapon must make this distinction in his intention and design by aiming at the infidels, and not at the others, since thus much is practicable, and the distinction must be made as far as is practicable.

There is also neither fine nor expiation upon the warriors on account of such of their arrows or other missiles as happen to hit the children or the Muslims, because the war is in observance of a divine ordinance, and atonement is not due for anything which may happen in the fulfilment of a divine ordinance, for otherwise men would neglect the fulfilment of the ordinances from an apprehension of becoming liable to atonement. It is otherwise with the case of a person eating the bread of another when perishing for hunger, as in that instance atonement is due; although eating the bread of other people, in such a situation, be a divine ordinance, because a person perishing for hunger will not refrain from eating the provision of another, from the apprehension of atonement, since his life depends upon it; whereas war is attended with trouble and dangerous to life, whence men would be deterred, by apprehension of atonement, from engaging in it. There is no objection to the children or the Muslims, who are warriors among them, where the Muslim force is considerable, to such a degree as to afford a protection from the enemy, and not to admit of any apprehension from them, because in that case safety is most probable, and a thing which is most probable stands and is accounted as a thing certain. If the force of the warriors be small (such as is termed a Saqay), so as not to afford security from the enemy, in this case their carrying their women or Qur'ans along with them is reprobated, because in such a situation taking those with them is exposing them to dis-honour; and taking the Qur'an with them, in particular, is exposing it to contempt, since infidels scoff at the Qur'an, with a view of insulting the Muslims; and this is the true meaning of the saying of the Prophet, 'Carry not the Qur'an along with you into the territory of the infidels.' If a Muslim go into an infidel camp under a protection, there is no objection to his taking his Qur'an along with him, provided these infidels be such as observe their engagements, because from these no violence is to be apprehended.

It is lawful for aged women to accompany an army, for the performance of such business as suits them, such as dressing victuals, administering water, and preparing medicines for the sick and wounded; but with respect to young women it is not lawful for them to go abroad, as this may prevent perplexity or disturbance. The women, however, must not engage in fight, as this argues weakness in the Muslims. Women, therefore, must not take any personal concern in battle unless in a case of absolute necessity; and it is not lawful to carry young women along with the army, either for the purpose of carnal gratification, or for service; if, however, the necessity be very urgent, female slaves may be taken, but not wives. A wife must not engage in a fight but with the consent of her husband, nor a slave but with the consent of his owner (according to what was already stated, that the right of the husband and the master has precedency), unless from necessity where an attack is made by the enemy.

It does not become Muslims to break treaties or to act unfairly with respect to plunder or to disfigure people (by cutting off their ears and noses, and so forth); for as to what is related of the Prophet, that he disfigured the Ormones, it is abrogated by subsequent prohibitions. In the same manner it does not become Muslims to slay women or children, or men aged, bedridden, or blind, because opposition and fighting are the only occasions which make slaughter allowable (according to our doctors), and such persons are incapable of these. For the same reason also the paralytic are not to be slain, nor those who are dismembered of the right hand, or of the right hand and left foot. Ash-Shāfi'i maintains that aged men, or persons bedridden or blind, may be slain, because (according to him) infidelity is an occasion of slaughter among all Muslims, and it appears in these persons. What was before observed, however, that the paralytic or dismembered are not to be slain, is in proof against him, as infidelity appears in these also, yet still they are not slain, whence it is evident that more infidelity is not a justifiable occasion of slaughter. The Prophet, moreover, forbade the slaying of infants or single persons, and once, when the Prophet saw a woman who was slain, he said, 'Also! this woman did not fight, why, therefore, was she slain?' But yet, if any of these persons be killed in war, or if a woman be a queen or chief, in these cases it is allowable to slay them, they being qualified
to molest the servants of God. So, also, if such persons as the above should attempt to fight, they may be slain, for the purpose of removing evil, and because fighting renders slaying allowable. A lunatic must not be slain unless he fight, as such a person is not responsible for his faith, but only where he is found fighting it is necessary to slay him, for the removal of evil. It is also to be observed that infants or lunatics may be slain so long as they are actually engaged in fight, but it is not allowed to kill them after they are taken prisoners, contrary to the case of others, who may be slain even after they are taken, as they are liable to punishment because they are responsible for their faith.

"A person who is insane occasionally stands, during his lucid intervals, in the same predicament as a sane person.

"It is abominable in a Muslim to begin fighting with his father, who happens to be among the infidels, nor must he slay him, because God has said in the Qur'an: 'Honour thy father and thy mother,' and also because the preservation of the father's life is incumbent upon the son, according to all the doctors, and the permission to fight with him would be repugnant to that sentiment. If, also, the son should find the father, he must not slay him himself, but must hold him in view until some other come and slay him: for thus the end is answered without the son slaying his father, which is an offence.

"If, however, the father attempt to slay the son, inasmuch that the son is unable to repel him but by killing him, in this case the son need not hesitate to slay him, because the design of the son is merely to repel him, which is lawful: for if a Muslim were to draw his sword with a design of killing his son, in such a way that the son is unable to repel him but by killing him, it is then lawful for the son to slay his father, because his design is merely repulsion. In a case, therefore, where the father is an infidel, and attempts to slay his son, it is lawful for the son to slay the father in self-defence à fortiori.

"If the Imam make peace with aliens, or with any particular tribe or body of them, and perceive it to be eligible for the Muslims, there need be no hesitation, because it is said in the Qur'an: 'If the infidels be inclined to peace do ye likewise consent thereto,' and also because the Prophet in the year of the punishment of Kubra, made peace between the Muslims and the people of Mecca for the space of ten years; peace, moreover, is war in effect where the interest of the Muslims requires it, since the design of war is the removal of evil, and this is obtained by means of peace: contrary to where peace is not to the interest of the Muslims, for it is not in that case lawful, as this would be abandoning war both apparently and in effect. It is, however, proper to observe that it is not absolutely necessary to restrict a peace to the term above recorded (namely, ten years), because the end for which peace is made may be sometimes more effectually obtained by extending it to a longer term. If the Imam make peace with the aliens for a single term (namely, ten years), and afterwards perceive that it is most advantageous for the Muslim's interest to break it, he may in that case lawfully renew the war after giving them due notice, because, upon a change of the circumstances which rendered peace advisable, the breach of peace is war, and the observance of it a desertion of war, both in appearance and also in effect, and war is an ordinance of God, and the forsaking of it is not becoming (to Muslims). It is to be observed that giving due notice to the enemy is in this case indispensably requisite in such a manner that treachery may not be induced, since this is forbidden. It is also requisite that such a delay be made in renewing the war with them, as may allow intelligence of the peace being broken to be universally perceived among them, and for this such a time suffices as may admit of the king or chief of the enemy communicating the same to the different parts of their dominion, since by such a delay the charge of treachery is avoided.

"If the infidels act with perfidy in a peace, it is in such case lawful for the Imam to attack them without any previous notice, since the breach of treaty in this instance originates with them, whereas there is no occasion to commence the war on the part of the Muslims by giving them notice. It would be otherwise, however, if only a small party of them were to violate the treaty by entering the Muslim territory and there committing robberies upon the Muslims, since this does not amount to a breach of treaty. If, moreover, this party be in force so as to be capable of opposition, and openly fight with the Muslims, this is a breach of treaty with respect to that party only, but not with respect to the rest of their nation or tribe, because, as this party have violated the treaty without any permission from their prince, the ruler are not answerable for their act; whereas if they made their attack by permission of their prince, the breach of treaty would be regarded as by the whole, all being virtually implicated in it.

"If the Imam make peace with the aliens in return for property, there is no scruple; because since peace may be lawfully made without any such gratification, it is also lawful in return for a gratification. This, however, is only where the Muslims stand in need of the property thus to be acquired: for if they be not in necessity, making peace for property is not lawful, since peace is a desertion of war both in appearance and in effect. It is to be observed that if the Imam receive this property by sending a messenger and making peace without the Muslim troops entering the enemy's territory, the object of disbursement of it is the same as that of jizya or capitation-tax; that is, it is to be expended upon the warriors and not upon the poor. If, however, the property be taken after the Muslims have invaded the enemy, in this case it is as plunder, one-fifth going to
the Imam and the remainder to be divided among his troops, as the property has in fact been taken by force in this instance. It is incumbent on the Imam to keep peace with apostates, and not to make war upon them, in order that they may have time to consider their situation, since it is to be hoped that they may again return to the faith. It is, therefore, lawful to delay fighting with them in a hope that they may again embrace Islam; but it is not lawful to take property from them. If, however, the Imam should take property from them, it is not incumbent upon him to return it, as such property is not in protection. If infidels harass the Muslims, and offer them peace in return for property, the Imam must not accede thereto, as this would be a degradation of the Muslim honour, and disgrace would be attached to all the past. Peace is wrong in itself, and, therefore, is not lawful except where destruction is to be apprehended, in which case the purchasing a peace with property is lawful, because it is a duty to repel destruction in every possible mode.

For Khalifah 'Umar's treatment of the garrison of Jerusalem when captured, see the treaty given in the article JERUSALEM.

**JIHÁZ (جهز).** (1) The wedding trocuses of a Muhammadan wife. These vestments and furniture which a bride brings to her husband's house, and which ever remain the property of the wife. (Hidáyát, vol iii. p. 100.) (2) The word is also used for the shroud of a dead Muslim.

**JINAYÁH (جنایة), pl. Jiná yat.** The legal term for all offenses committed against the person, such as murder, wounding, drowning, &c.

**JINN (جنيث).** [GENIT.

**JIRÁN (جيران).** "Neighbours.

"If a person make a bequest to his neighbours (jirán) it includes, according to some doctors, all those houses which are within forty cubits of his house in every direction. Some say it is forty houses on either side of his." (See Baillie's Digest of Insániyat Law, pp. 216, 246.) [NEIGHBOURS.

**JIRÍS (جبریل).** George. St. George of England. The author of the Ghíyás 'l-Lughah says that, "Jirí Jábíyá is the name of a prophet who was on several occasions killed by his people, and was again raised to life by God, and over and over again instructed and preached the way of God. He is called Jabíyá on account of his being raised up from the dead." This seems to be a wild and exaggerated account of the story of George of Cappadocia, who suffered death in the first year of the reign of Julian. It is a mystery how this George ever was admitted into the Christian Calendar at all, and still more marvellous how he became a Muhammadan prophet as well as the patron saint of England. Jalálu 'l-dín as-Suyútí, in his History of the Temple of Jerusalem, says

**JIRJÁN was at Damascus in the time of Mu'áwiya the Khálifah. [AL-ZAHIR.]**

**JIZYÁH (زيادة).** The capitation tax, which is levied by Muhammadan rulers upon subjects who are of a different faith, but claim protection (amán). It is founded upon a direct injunction of the Qur'án: "Make war upon such of those, to whom the Scriptures have been given, as believe not in God or in the last day, and forbid not that which God and his Apostles have forbidden, and who profess not the profession of truth, until they pay tribute (jizyeh) out of their hand, and they be humbled."

According to the Hidáyát (vol. ii. p. 211), jizyeh is of two kinds: that which is established voluntarily, and that which is enforced. The usual rate is one dinár for every male person, females and children being exempt according to Abú Hanífah, but included by Ash-Sháfí'í. It should be imposed upon Jews, and Christians, as Sáhíh has laid on me disease and
denounced, but it should not be accepted from the Arabian idolators, or from apostates, who should be killed. But from idolators of other countries than Arabia it may be accepted. It should not be levied upon monks, or hermits, or paupers, or slaves. He who pays the capitation tax and obtains protection from the Muhammadan state is called a simmi.

**JOB, Arabic Ayúyúb (ءَلْوَق).** Mentioned in the Qur'án as a prophet and an example of patience.

Súrah xxxi. 83, 84: "And remember Job: when he cried to his Lord, 'Truly evil hath touched me: but Thou art the most merciful of those who show mercy.' So we heard him, and lightened the burden of his woes: and we gave him back his family, and as many more with them,—a mercy from us, and a memorial for those who serve us."

Súrah xxxviii. 40-44: "And remember our servant Job when he cried to his Lord, 'Verily, Satan hath laid on me disease and pain.' Stamp,' said we, 'with thy foot. This is to wash with; cool, and to drink.' And we gave him back his family, and as many more with them in our mercy; and for a monition to men of judgment. And we said, 'Take in thine hand a rod, and strike with it, nor break thin e oath.' Verily, we found him patient! How excellent a servant, one who turned to us, was he!"

Súrah iv. 161: "And we have inspired thee as we inspired . . . Jesus and Job and Jonah, and Aaron, and Solomon."

Súrah vi. 84: "And we have guided . . . David and Solomon, and Job, and Joseph."

Mr. Sale, following the commentators al-Jalálan and al-Ba'zawí, says: "The Muhammadan writers tell us that Job was of the race of Esaú, and was blessed with a numerous family and abundant riches; but that God proved him by taking away all that he had, even his children, who were killed by the fall of a house: notwithstanding which, he continued to serve God and to return Him
JOHN BAPTIST

thanks as usual; that he was then struck with a filthy disease, his body being full of worms and so offensive that as he lay in the dunghill none could bear to come near him: that his wife, however (whom some call Rahmah the daughter of Epraim the son of Joseph, and others Makhir the daughter of Manasses), attended him with great patience, supporting him with what she earned by her labour; but that the devil appearing to her one day, after having reminded her of her past prosperity, promised her that if she would worship him he would restore all they had lost: whereupon she asked her husband's consent, who was so angry at the proposal, that he swore, if he recovered, to give his wife a hundred stripes: and that after his affliction his wealth increased, his wife also becoming young and handsome again, and bearing him twenty-six sons. Some, to express the great riches which were bestowed on Job after his sufferings, say he had two thousand floors, one for wheat and the other for barley, and that God sent two clouds, which rained gold on the one and silver on the other till they ran over. The traditions differ as to the continuance of Job's calamities: one will have it to be eighteen years: another, thirteen; another, seven; and another, exactly seven years seven months and seven hours.

JOHN BAPTIST. Arabic Ya'aqûb (יִּשְׁעָע). Mentioned three times in the Qur'an. The xivth Surâ opens with an account of the Birth of John the Baptist:—

"A recital of thy Lord's mercy to his servant Zacharias: when he called upon his Lord with secret calling, and said: 'O Lord, verily my bones are weakened, and the hoar hairs glister on my head, and never, Lord, have I prayed to Thee with ill success. But now I have fears for my kindred after me; and my wife is barren: give me, then, a successor as Thy special gift, who shall be my heir and an heir of the family of Jacob: and make him, Lord, well pleasing to Thee. 'O Zacharias! verily we announce to thee a son,—his name John; that name We have given to none before him.' He said: 'O my Lord! how when my wife is barren shall I have a son, and when I have now reached old age, failing in my powers?' He said: 'So shall it be. Thy Lord hath said, Easy is this to me, for I created thee afresh time when thou wast nothing.' He said: 'Vouchsafe me, O my Lord! a sign.' He said: 'Thy sign shall be that for three nights, though sound in health, thou speakest not to man.' And he came forth from the sanctuary to his people, and made signs to them to sing praise, mor and even. We said: 'O John! receive the Book with purpose of heart':—and We bestowed on him wisdom while yet a child; and mercifulness from Ourselves, and purity; and piety was he, and duteous to his parents: and not proud, rebellious. And peace was on him on the day he was born, and the day of his death, and shall be on the day when he shall be raised to life!'"
JORDAN. Arabic Ardan, Ordun ( Oversight. Referring to Sûrah iii. 39, the legend is that the priests threw lots, by casting arrows into the river Jordan, as to which should take charge of the Virgin Mary after the Annunciation. "Thou wert not by them when they threw their lots of which they should take care of Mary, nor wert thou by them when they did dispute."

JOSEPH. Arabic Yusuf ( Memory). The son of Jacob, and, according to the Qur'an, an inspired prophet. (Sûrah vi. 84; xli. 36.)

The account of Joseph occupies a whole chapter in the Qur'an, entitled the Chapter of Yusuf (Sûrah xlii.). Al-Bâişawi says that certain Jews instigated the Qurash to inquire of Muhammad the story of Joseph and his family going into Egypt, and that in order to prove the truth of his mission, God sent Muhammed this chapter, the Sûratu Yusuf, from heaven. The same writer says it is a most marvellous chapter, for whoever shall read it and teach it to others shall have an easy death. (See al-Bâişawi’s loco.)

The story of Yusuf wa Zulaikah is one of the most popular love songs in the East. It was produced in Persian verse by Nûrû’d-dìn Abû ’r-Rahmân ibn Ahmad Jâmi’, a.H. 896. And the Shaikh Handahâ ibn Shamsi’d-din Muhammed (a.H. 909), rendered it into Turki verse. The author of the Aḥzâq-i-Jâlîši says: —

We have it amongst the sayings of Muhammed that women should be forbidden to read or listen to the history of Joseph (as told in the Qur’an), lest it lead to their swerving from the rule of chastity.” (Thompson’s edition.)

We give the account as told in the Qur’an, with the commentator’s remarks in italics, as rendered by Mr. Lane in his Selections from the Koran (new ed. by Mr. S. Lane Poole), the account of Joseph’s temptation, which Mr. Lane omits, being added from Rodwell’s translation of the Qur’an:—

"Remember, when Joseph said unto his father, O my father, verily I saw in sleep eleven stars and the sun and the moon: I saw them making obedience unto me. He replied, O my child, relate not thy vision to thy brethren, lest they contrive a plot against thee, knowing its interpretation to be that they are the stars and that the sun is thy mother and the moon thy father; for the devil is unto men a manifest enemy. And thus, thou seest, thy Lord will choose thee, and teach thee the interpretation of events, or dreams, and will accomplish his favour upon thee by the gift of prophecies, and upon the family of Jacob, as he accomplished it upon thy fathers before, Abraham and Isaac: for thy Lord is knowing and wise. —Verily in the history of Joseph and his brethren are signs to the inquirers. —When they (the brethren of Joseph) said, one to another, Verily Joseph and his brother Benjamin are dearer unto our father than we, and we are a number of men; verily our father is in a manifest error; slay ye Joseph, or drive him away into a distant land; so the face of your father shall be directed alone unto you, regarding no other, and ye shall be after it a just people: —a speaker among them, namely, Judah, said, Slay not Joseph, but throw him to the bottom of the well; then some of the travellers may light upon him, if ye do this. And they were satisfied therewith. They said, O our father! do before dost thou not intrust us with Joseph, when verily we are a faithful unto him? Send him with us to-morrow into the plain, that he may divert himself and sport; and we will surely take care of him. —He replied, Verily your taking him away will grieve me, and I fear lest the wolf devour him while ye are heedless of him. They said, Surely if the wolf devour him, when we are a number of men, we shall in that case be indeed weak. So he sent him with them. And when they went away with him, and agreed to put him at the bottom of the well, they did so. They pulled off his shirt, after which they had beaten him, and had treated him with contempt and had desired to slay him; and they let him down; and when he had arrived half-way down the well they let him fall, that he might die; and he fell into the water. He said, O my soul, to myself to a mass of rock; and they called to him; so he answered them, imagining that they would have mercy upon him. They however desired to crush him with a piece of rock; but Judah prevented them. And we said unto him by revelation, while he was in the well (and he was seventeen years of age, or less), to quiet
his heart, Thou shalt assuredly declare unto them this their act, and they shall not know thee at the time. And they came to their father at nightfall weeping. They said, O our father, we went to run races, and left Joseph with our clothes, and the wolf devoured him; and thou wilt not believe us, though we speak truth. And they brought false blood upon his shirt. Jacob said unto them, Nay, your minds have made a thing seem pleasant unto you, and ye have done it; but patience is seemly, and God's assistance is implored with respect to that which ye relate.

"And travellers came on their way from Midian to Egypt, and alighted near the well; and they sent their drawer of water, and he let down his bucket into the well: so Joseph caught hold upon it, and the man drew him forth; and when he saw him, he said, O good news! This is a young man!—And his brethren thereof knew his case: wherever they came unto him, and they concealed his case, making him as a piece of merchandise; for they said, He is our slave whom hath abceded. And Joseph was silent, fearing lest they should slay him. And God knew that which they did. And they sold him for a mean price, [for] some dirhems counted down, twenty, or two-and-twenty; and they were indifferent to him. The travellers then brought him to Egypt, and he who had bought him sold him for twenty denars and a pair of shoes and two garments. And the Egyptian who bought him, namely, Kiffer (Qif'ir or If'ir), said unto his wife Zelekha (Zalikkhè), Treat him hospitably; peradventure he may be advantageous to us or we may adopt him as a son. For he was childless. And thus We prepared an establishment for Joseph in the land of Egypt, to teach him the interpretation of events, or dreams; for God is well able to effect His purpose; but the greater number of men, namely, the unbelievers, know not this. And when he had attained his age of strength (thirty years, or three-and-thirty), We bestowed on him wisdom and knowledge in matters of religion, before he was sent as a prophet; for thus do We recompense the well-doers." (Sūrah xii. 4-22.)

"And she in whose house he was, conceived a passion for him, and she shut the doors and said, 'Come hither.' He said, 'God keep me! Verily, my lord hath given me a good home: and the injurious shall not prosper.'

"But she longed for him; and he had longed for her had he not seen a token from his Lord. Thus we averted evil and deprivation from him, for he was one of our sincere servants.

"And they both made for the door, and she rent his shirt behind; and at the door they met her lord. 'What,' said she, 'shall be the recompense of him who would do evil to thy family, but a prison or a sore punishment?'

"He said, 'She solicited me to evil.' And a witness out of her own family witnessed: 'If his shirt he rent in front she speaketh truth, and he is a liar: But if his shirt he rent behind, she lieth and he is true'.

"And when his lord saw his shirt torn behind, he said, 'This is one of your devices! Verily your devices are great!'

"Joseph! leave this affair. And thou, O wife, ask pardon for thy crime, for thou hast sinned.'

"And in the city, the women said, 'The wife of the Prince hath solicited her servant: he hath fired her with his love: but we clearly see her manifest error.'

"And when she heard of their calab, she sent to them and got ready a banquet for them, and gave each one of them a knife, and said, 'Joseph shew thyself to them.' And when they saw him they were amazed at him, and cut their hands, and said, 'God keep us! This is no man! This is no other than a noble angel!'

"She said, 'This is he about whom ye blamed me. I wished him to yield to my desires, but he stood firm. But if he obey not my command, he shall surely he cast into prison, and become one of the despised.'

"He said, 'O my Lord! I prefer the prison to compliance with their bidding: but unless thou turn away their snares from me, I shall play the youth with them, and become one of the unwise.'

"And his Lord heard him and turned aside their snares from him: for He is the Hearer, the Knower." (Rodwell, Sūrah xii. 23-24.)

"Then it seemed good unto them, after they had seen the signs of his innocence, to imprison him. They will assuredly imprison him for a time, until the talk of the people regarding him cease. So they imprisoned him. And there entered with him into the prison two young men, servants of the king, one of whom was his cup-bearer and the other was his victualer. And they found that he interpreted dreams: wherefore one of them, namely, the cup-bearer, said, I dreamed that I was pressing grapes; and the other said, I dreamed that I was carrying upon my head some bread, whereof the birds did eat: acquaint us with the interpretation thereof; for we see thee to be one of the beneficent.—He replied, There shall not come unto you any food wherewith ye shall be fed in a dream, but I will acquaint you with the interpretation thereof when ye are awake, before the interpretation of it come unto you. This is a part of that which my Lord hath taught me. Verily I have abandoned the religion of a people who believe not in God and who disbelieve in the world to come; and I follow the religion of my fathers, Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. It is not fit for us to associate anything with God. This knowledge of the unity hath been given us of the bounty of God towards us and towards mankind, but the greater number of men are not thankful. O ye two companions (or inmates) of the prison, are sordid lords better, or is God, the One, the Almighty? Ye worship not, beside Him, ought save names which ye and your fathers have given to idols, concerning which God hath not sent down any convincing
proof. Judgment belongeth not unto any man unto God alone. He hath commanded that ye worship not any but Him. This is the right religion; but the greater number of men know not. O ye two companions of the prison, as to one of you, namely, the cup-bearer, he will serve wine unto his lord as formerly; and as to the other, he will be crucified, and the birds will eat from off his head.—Upon this they said, We dreamed not amuck. He replied, The thing is decreed concerning which ye did ask a determination, whether ye have spoken truth or have lied. And he said unto him whom he judged to be the person who should escape of them two, namely the cup-bearer. Mention me unto thy lord, and say unto him, In the prison is a young man imprisoned unjustly. And he went forth. But the devil caused him to forget to mention Joseph unto his lord; so he remained in the prison some years: it is said, seven; and it is said, twelve. And the king of Egypt, Er Râayân, the son of El-Walid (Râayân ibn al-Walid al-Inîqi) said, Verily I saw in a dream seven fat kine which seven lean kine devoured, and seven green ears of corn and seven other ears dried up. O ye nobles, explain unto me my dream; if ye interpret a dream. They replied, These are confused dreams, and we know not the interpretation of dreams. And he who had escaped, of the two young men, namely the cup-bearer, said (for he remembered after a time the condition of Joseph), I will acquaint you with the interpretation thereof; wherefore send me. So they sent him; and he came unto Joseph, and said, O Joseph, O thou of great veracity, give us an explanation respecting seven fat kine which seven lean kine devoured, and seven green ears of corn and other seven dried up, that I may return unto the men (the king and his companions), that they may know the interpretation thereof. He replied, Ye shall sow seven years as usual: (this is the interpretation of the seven fat kine;) and what ye reap do ye leave in its ear, lest it spoil; except a little, whereof ye shall save. Then there shall come, after that, seven grievous years: (this is the interpretation of the seven lean kine;) they shall consume what ye have provided for them, of the grain sown in the seven years of plenty, except a little which ye shall have kept. Then there shall come after that, a year wherein men shall be led with rain, wherein they shall press grapes and other fruits.—And the king said, when the messenger came unto him and acquainted him with the interpretation of the dream, Bring unto me him who hath interpreted it.” (Surah xii. 35-50.)

And when the messenger came to Joseph, he said, ‘Go back to thy lord, and ask him what meant the women who cut their hands, verily my lord knoweth the snare they laid.’ The king said to the Prince to the women, ‘What was your purpose when ye solicited Joseph?’ They said, ‘God keep us! we know not any ill of him.’ The wife of the Prince said, ‘Now deth the truth appear. It was I who would have led him into unlawful love, and he is assuredly one of the truthful.’ ‘This,’ said Joseph, ‘that my lord may learn that I did not in his absence play him false, and that God guideth not the machinations of deceivers. And do I not absolve myself? verily the heart is prone to evil, save those on which my Lord has mercy. Lo! my Lord is Gracious, Forgiving, Merciful.’ And the King said, ‘Bring him to me: I will take him for my special service.’” (Rodwell, Surah xii. 50–54.)

And when he had spoken unto him, he said unto him, Thou art this day firmly established with us, and intrusted with our affairs. What then seest thou fit for us to do?—He answered, Collect provision, and sow abundant seed in these plentiful years, and store up the grain in its ear; then the people will come unto thee that they may obtain provision from thee. The king said, And who will act for me in this affair? Joseph said, Set me over the granaries of the land; for I am careful and knowing, thus said. And we prepare an establishment for Joseph in the land, that he might take for himself a dwelling therein wherever he pleased. And it is related that the king crowned him, and put a ring on his finger, and invested him in the place of Kifíser, whom he dismissed from his office; after which, Kifíser died, and thereupon the king married him to his wife Zeleleka, and she bore him two sons. We bestow Our mercy on whom We please, and We cause not the reward of the well-doers to perish: and certainly the reward of the world to come is better for those who have believed and have feared.

And the years of scarcity began, and afflicted the land of Canaan and Syria, and the brethren of Joseph came, except Benjamin, to procure provision, having heard that the governor of Egypt gave food for its price. And they went in unto him, and he knew them; but they knew him not; and they spake unto him in the Hebrew language; whereupon he said, as one who distrusted them, What hath brought you to my country? So they answered, For corn. But he said, Perhaps ye are spies. They replied, God preserve us from being spies! He said, Then whence are ye? They answered, From the land of Canaan, and our father is Jacob the prophet of God. He said, And hath he son beside you? They answered, Yes: we were twelve; but the youngest of us went away, and perished in the desert; and he was the dearest of us unto him; and his uttermost brother remained, and he retained him that he might console himself thereby for the loss of the other. And Joseph gave orders to lodge them, and to treat them generously. And when he had furnished them with their provision, and given them their full measure, he said, Bring me your brother from your father, namely, Benjamin, that I may know your veracity in that ye have said. Do ye not see that I give full measure, and that I am the most hospitable of the receivers of gifts? But if ye bring him not, there shall be no measuring of corn for you from me, nor shall ye approach me. They replied, We will solicit his father for him, and
we will surely perform that. And he said unto his young men, Put their money, which they brought for the price of the corn, in their sacks, that they may know it when they have returned to their family; peradventure they will return to us; for they will not deem it lawful to keep it. And when they returned to their father, they said, O our father, even the money, the full measure of corn is returned into our sacks; therefore send with us our brother, that we may obtain measure; and we will surely take care of him. He said, I will not intrust you with him any other way, as I intrusted you with his brother Joseph before; But God is the best guardian, and He is the most merciful of all those who show mercy. And when they opened their goods, they found their money had been returned unto them. They said, O our father, what desire we of the generosity of the king greater than this? This our money hath been returned unto us, and we will provide corn for our family, and will take care of our brother, and shall receive a camels-load more for our brother. This is a quantity easy unto the king, by reason of his munificence. He said, I will by no means send him with you until ye give me a solemn promise by God that ye will assuredly bring him back unto me unless an inextricable and insuperable impediment compass you. And they complied with this his desire. And when they had given him their solemn promise, he said, God is witness of what we say. And he sent him with them; and he said, O my sons, enter not the city of the king by one gate; but enter by different gates; lest the evil eye fall upon you. But I shall not avert from you, by my saying this, anything decreed to befall you from God: I only say this from a feeling of compassion. Judgment becometh not unto any save unto God alone. On Him do I rely, and on Him let those rely who rely. And when they entered as their father had commanded them, separately, it did not avert from them anything decreed to befall them from God, but only satisfied a desire in the soul of Jacob, which he had so long cherished; that is, the desire of averting the evil eye, arising from a feeling of compassion: and he was endowed with knowledge, because we had taught him: but the greater number of men, namely the unbelievers, know not God's inspiration of his saints. And when they went in unto Joseph, he received unto him (or pressed unto him) his brother. He said, Varly, I am thy brother: therefore be not sorrowful for that which they did from envy to us. And he commanded him that he should not inform them, and agree with them, but he should employ a stratagem to retain him with him. And when he had furnished them with their provision, he put the cup, which was a measure made of gold set with jewels, in the sack of his brother Benjamin. Then a cried, after they had gone forth from the chamber of Joseph, O company of travellers, ye are surely thieves. They said (and turned unto them), What is it that ye say? They answered, We miss the king's measure; and to him who shall bring it shall he given a

camel-load of corn, and I am surety for it, namely the load. They replied, By God! ye well know that we have not come to act corruptly in the land, and we have not been thieves. The cried and his companions said, Then what shall be the recompense for him who hath stolen it; if ye be liars in your saying, We have not been thieves,—and it be found among you? They answered, His recompense shall be that he in whose sack it shall be found shall be made a slave: he, the thief, shall be compensation for it; namely, for the thing stolen. Such was the usage of the family of Jacob. Thus do We recompense the offenders who are guilty of theft. So they turned towards Joseph, that he might search their sacks. And he began with their sacks, and searched them before the sack of his brother Benjamin, lest he should be suspected. Then he took it forth (namely the measure) from the sack of his brother. Thus, saith God, did We contrive a stratagem for Joseph. It was not lawful for him to take his brother as a slave for theft by the law of the king of Egypt (for his recompense during his sojourn was being, and a fine of twice the value of the thing stolen; not the being made a slave), unless God had pleased, by inspiring him to inquire of his brethren and inquiries them to reply according to their usage. We exalt unto degrees of knowledge and honour whom We please, as Joseph; and there is who is knowing about everyone else endowed with knowledge. They said, If he steal, a brother of his hath stolen before; namely, Joseph; for he stole an idol of gold belonging to the father of his mother, and broke it, that he might not worship it. And Joseph concealed it in his mind, and did not discover it to them. He said within himself, Ye are in a worse condition than Joseph and his brother, by reason of your having stolen your brother from your father and your having treated him unjustly; and God well knoweth what ye state concerning him. They said, Our prince is a very old man, who loveth him more than us, and console him himself by him for the loss of his son who hath perished, and the separation of him grieved him; therefore take one of us as a slave in his stead; for we see thee [to be one] of the beneficent. He replied, God preserve us from taking [any] save him in whose possession we found our property; for then (if we took another), we [should be] unjust. And when they despaired of obtaining him, they retired to confer privately together. The chief of them in age (namely, Reuben, or in judgment, namely, Judah), said, Do ye not know that your father hath obtained of you a solemn promise in the name of God, with respect of your brother, and how ye formerly failed of your duty with respect to Joseph? Therefore will I by no means leave the land of Egypt until my father give me permission to return to him, or God decide for me by the delivery of my brother; and He is the best, the most just, of those who decide. Return ye to your father, and say, O our father verily thy son hath committed theft, and we
bore not testimony against him save according to that which we knew of a certainty, by our seeing the cup in his sack; and we were not acquainted with what was unseen by us when we gave the solemn promise: had we known that he would commit theft, we had not taken him. And send thou, and ask the people of the city in which we have been (namely, Mizraim) and the company of travellers with whom we have arrived (who were a people of Canaan); and we are sure speakers of truth.—So they returned to him, and said unto him those words. He replied, Nay, your minds have made a thing seem pleasant unto you, and ye have done it (he suspected them, on account of their former conduct in the case of Joseph); but patience is seemly: peradventure God will bring them back (namely, Joseph and his brother) unto me, together; and if he is the knowing with respect to my case, the Wise in His acts. And he turned from them, and said, O my sorrow for Joseph! And his eyes became white in consequence of mourning, and he was oppressed with silent grief. They said, By God, thou wilt not cease to think upon Joseph until thou be at the point of death, or be of the number of the dead. He replied, I only complain of my great and unconceivable grief and my sorrow unto God; not unto any beside Him; for He it is unto whom complaint is made with advantage; and I know by revelation from God what ye know not; namely, that the dream of Joseph was true, and that he is living. Then he said, O my sons, go and seek news of Joseph and his brother; and despair not of the mercy of God; for none despaireth of the mercy of God except the unbelieving people.

"So they departed towards Egypt, unto Joseph; and when they went in unto him, they said, O Prince, distress (that is, hunger) hath affected us and our family, and we have come with paltry money (it was base money, or some other sort); yet give us full measure, and be charitable to him by excusing the badness of our money; for God recompenseth those who act charitably. And he had pity upon them, and compassion affected him, and he lifted up the curtain that was between him and them: then he said unto them in reproach, Do ye know what ye did unto Joseph, in buying and selling and other actions, and his brother, by your injurious conduct to him after the separation of his brother, when ye were ignorant of what would be the result of the case of Joseph? They replied, after they had recognised him (also), I am Joseph, and this is my brother. God hath been gracious unto us, by bringing us together; for whosoever feareth God and is patient [will be rewarded]; God will not suffer the reward of the well-doers to perish. They replied, By God, verily God hath preferred thee above us, and we have been indeed sinners. He said, There shall be no reproach cast on you this day: God forgive you; for He is the most merciful of those that show mercy. And they bowed themselves unto him: so they answered, His eyes are gone. And he said, Go ye with this my shirt (it was the shirt of

Abraham, which he wore when he was cast into the fire: it was on his, that is, Joseph's neck, appended as an amulet, in the well; and it was from paradise: Gabriel commanded him to send it, and said, In it is its odour, that is, the odour of paradise, and it shall not be cast upon any one afflicted with a disease which shall be restored to health), and cast it, said Joseph, upon the face of my father: he shall recover his sight; and bring unto me all your family.

—And when the company of travellers had gone forth from El'Àrèsh of Egypt, their father said, unto those who were present of his offspring, Verily I perceive the smell of Joseph (for the zephyr had conveyed it to him, by permission of Him whose name be exalted, from the distance of three days' journey, or eight, or more); were it not that ye think I docte, ye would believe. And he replied, By God, thou art surely in thine old error. And a messenger of good tidings (namely, Judah) came with the shirt (and he had borne the bloody shirt; wherefore he desired to rejoice him, as he had grieved him), it cast upon his face, and he recovered his sight. Thereupon Jacob said, Did I not say unto you, I know, from God, what ye know not? They said, O our father, ask pardon of our crimes for us; for we have been sinners. He replied, I will ask pardon for you of my Lord; for He is the Very forgiving, the Merciful.—He delayed the same so until the first appearance of the dawn, that the prayer might be more likely to be answered; or, as some say, until the night of [that is, proceeding] Friday.

"They then repaired to Egypt, and Joseph and the great men came forth to meet them; and when they went in unto Joseph, in his pavilion or tent, he received unto him (or pressed unto him) his parents (his father and his mother and his maternal aunt), and said unto them, Enter ye Mizraim, if God please, in safety. So they entered; and Joseph seated himself upon his couch, and he caused his parents to ascend upon the seat of state, and they (that is, his parents and his brethren) fell down, bowing themselves unto him (bending, but not putting the forehead) upon the ground: such being their mode of obeisance in that time. And he said, O my father, this is the interpretation of my dream of former times: my Lord hath made it true; and He hath shown favour unto me, since He took me forth from the prison (he said not, from the well)—from a motive of generosity, that his brethren might not be abused—but He brought you from the desert, after that the devil had raised discord between me and my brethren; for my Lord is gracious unto whom He pleaseth; for He is the Knowing, the Wise.—And his father rested with him four and twenty years, or seventeen; and the period of his separation was eighteen, or forty, or eighty years. And death came unto him; and therein he charged Joseph that he should carry him and bury him by his fathers. So he went himself and buried him. Then he returned to Egypt and remained after him three and twenty years; and when his case was ended, and he knew that he should not last upon earth, and his soul desired the lasting
JOSUA. Arabic Yaaqūb (Joseph). Son of Nūn. Not mentioned by name in the Qur'ān, but is most probably the "servant" mentioned in Sūrah xviii. 59. "When Moses said to his servant, 'I will not stop until I reach the confluence of the two seas, or for years I will journey on.'" (Vide al-Baizāwī in loco.) Some say he is the Zū 'l-Kill of Sūrah xxi. 83. (Zū 'l-Kīfī.)

JUBAIR (Jubair). Jubair ibn Muṭīm an-Naṣīfī. One of the Companions, and acknowledged as a traditionist by al-Bukhārī and Muslim. He was one of the most learned of the Qur’ānic chiefs. Died at Makkah A.H. 54. Ibn Jubair, his son, was an Imām of great renown, he died A.H. 99.

JUBBU L’HUZN (L’Hūzīn). "The pit of sorrow," which Muhammad said was a desert in hell, from which hell itself calls for protection, and which is reserved for readers of the Qur’ān who are haughty in their behaviour. (Mishkāt, book ii. ch. iii.)

JUDGE. Arabic Qāżī (قاضي). A magistrate or judge appointed by the ruler of a Muhammadan country. He should be an adult, a free man, a Muslim, sane, and uncontaminated by slander (qazf). It becomes a Muslim not to covet the appointment of Qāżī, for the Prophet has said: "Whoever seeks the appointment of Qāżī shall be left alone, but to him who accepts the office on compulsion, an angel shall descend and guide him." (Mishkāt, book xi. ch. iii.)

The Qāżī must exercise his office in some public place, the chief mosque being recommended, or, if in his own house, he should see that the public have free access. He must not accept any presents except from relatives and old friends, nor should he attend feasts and entertainments given by others than his relatives and friends. In addition to his duties as magistrate, it is his duty to attend funerals and weddings, and when present it is his right and office to perform the ceremony. A woman may also exercise the office of a Qāżī, except in the administration of punishment (hadī or retaliation (qisas). (Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 613.)
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JUDGMENT-DAY. Arabic Qiyāmah (قيامة). [RESURRECTION.]

AL-JUDI (الجد). Mount Ararat, upon which the ark of Noah rested. Mentioned in the Qur'ān, Sūrah ii. 56: "And it (the ark) settled on al-Judī." Jūdū is a corruption apparently for Mount Giordi, the Gordyaei of the Greeks, situated between Armenia and Mesopotamia. Ainsworth, in his Travels in the Track of the Ten Thousand, says tradition still points to Jabal Jūdū as the place of the event, and maintains the belief that fragments of the ark exist on its summit.

Whiston, in his History of Armenia, p. 861, says Araratia is the name of a province and not of a mountain in Armenia.

JUL (جمعة). The hire or reward of labour. An extraordinary pay or donation. In the language of the law, a reward for bringing back a fugitive slave.

JUMĀDA 'L-UKHRA (جمادى الآخرة). The sixth month of the Muhammadan year. [MORThA.]

JUMĀDA 'L-UṬĪṬ (جمادى الأولى). The fifth month of the Muhammadan year. [MORThA.]

JUM'AH (جمعة). [FRIDAY.]

JUNUB (جنوب). Lit. "One who is separated." The unclean. A person who is in a state of uncleanness (tasāva'ū) whereby he or she cannot perform any religious act or join in religious assemblies. [PURIFICATION.]


JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE. The Muhammadan law on the subject is as follows:-

"If any person draw a sword upon a Muslim he (the Muslim) is at liberty to kill him in self-defence, because the Prophet has said, 'He who draws a sword upon a Muslim renders his blood liable to be shed with impunity'; and also, because a person who thus draws a sword is a rebel, and guilty of sedition; and it is lawful to slay such, God having said, in the Qur'ān, 'Slay those who are guilty of sedition, to the end that they may be prevented.' Besides, it is indispensably requisite that a man repel murder from himself and as, in the present instance, there is no method of effecting this but by slaying the person, it is consequently lawful so to do. If however, it be possible to effect the self-defence without slaying the person, it is not lawful to slay him. It is written in the Jami' Saghir (al-Jāmi'us-Saghir), that if a person strike at another with a sword, during either night or day, or lift a club against another in the night in a city, or in the day-time in the highway out of the city; and the person so threatened kill.
him who thus strikes with the sword, or lifts the club, nothing is incurred; because, as striking with a sword affords no room for delay or deliberation, it is in this case necessary to kill the person in order to repel him; and although, in the case of a club, there be more room for deliberation, yet in the night-time assistance cannot be obtained, and hence the person threatened is in a manner forced, in repelling the other's attack, to kill him. (And so likewise where the attack is made during the day-time in the highway, as there assistance cannot readily be obtained). Where, therefore, a person thus slays another, the blood of the slain is of no account. If a lunatic draw a sword upon a person, and the person slay him, the line of blood is due from his property, and does not fall upon his Akitas (Aqilah). As-Sha'abī maintains that nothing whatever is incurred in this instance. In the same manner, also, if an infant draw a sword and make an attack upon a person, or if an animal attack anyone, and the person who has been attacked slay the infant, or the animal, a fine is due on account of the infant, or the value on account of the animal, according to Abū Hanīfah, but not according to ash-Sha'abī.

"If a person draw a sword upon another, and strike him, and then go away, and the person struck, or any other. afterwards kill this person, he is liable to retaliation. This is where the striker retires in such a way as indicates that he will not strike again, for as, upon his so retiring, he no longer continues an assailant, and the protection of his blood (which had been forfeited by the assault) reverts, retaliation is consequently incurred by killing him."

"If a person come in the night to a stranger, and carry off his goods by theft, and the owner of the goods follow and slay him, nothing whatever is incurred, the Prophet having said, 'Ye may keep in preservation of your property.' It is to be observed, however, that this is only where the owner cannot recover his property but by killing the thief; for if he know that upon his calling out the thief would relinquish the goods, and he notwithstanding neglect calling out, and slay him, retaliation is incurred upon him, since he in this case slays the person unrighteously." (Ḥidāyah, vol. iv. p. 291.)

JUWĀRĪYAH (ديثرة). One of Muhammad's wives. She was the daughter of the chief of the Bani 'Mustaliq. She survived the Prophet some years.

Sir William Muir writes (Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 300): "The captives of the Bani Mustaliq having been carried to Medina with the rest of the booty, men from their tribe soon arrived to make terms for their release. One of them was Juweira, a damsel about twenty years of age, full of grace and beauty, the daughter of a chief, and married to one of her own tribe. She fell to the lot of a citizen, who, taking advantage of her rank and comeliness, fixed her ransom at nine ounces of gold. Despairing to raise so large a sum, she ventured into the presence of the Prophet, while seated in the apartment of Ayasha, and pleaded for some remission of the heavy price demanded for her freedom. Ayasha no sooner saw that she was fair to look upon, and of a sprightly winning carriage, than her jealousy prognosticated what was about to come to pass. Mahomet listened to her supplications. 'Wilt thou hearken,' he said, 'to something better than that thou assest of me?' Surprised by his gentle accents, she inquired what that might be: 'Even that I should pay thy ransom, and marry thee myself!'" The damsel forthwith expressed her consent, the ransom was paid, and Mahomet, taking her at once to wife, built a seventh house for her reception. As soon as the marriage was notified abroad, the people said that the Bani Mustaliq having now become their relatives, they would let the rest of the prisoners go free as Juweira's dower; and thus no woman," said Ayasha, telling the story in after days, "was ever a greater blessing to her people than this Juweira."

JUZ' (عَظَم). One of the thirty portions into which the Qur'ān is divided.

K.

KA'BAH (ڪاٽھ). Lit. "A cube." The cube-like building in the centre of the mosque at Makkah, which contains the Ḥajār al-Awād, or black stone.

1. A Description of the Ka'bah.—It is, according to Burckhardt and Burton, an oblong massive structure, 18 paces in length, 14 in breadth, and about 35 feet in height. It is constructed of grey Makkah stone, in large blocks of different sizes, joined together in a very rough manner, with cement. (Burton says it is excellent mortar, like Roman cement.) The Ka'bah stands upon a base two feet in height, which presents a sharp inclined plane; its roof being flat, it has, at a distance, the appearance of a perfect cube. The only door which affords entrance, and which is opened but two or three times in the year (Burton says it can be entered by pilgrims, by paying the guardian a liberal fee), is on the east side, and about seven feet above the ground. At the south-east corner of the Ka'bah, near the door, is the famous black stone (Ḥajar al-'Awād), which forms a part of the sharp angle of the building, at four or five feet above the ground. The black stone is an irregular oval, about seven inches in diameter, with an undulating surface,
KA'BAH

composed of about a dozen smaller stones of different shapes and sizes. It is surrounded on all sides by a border of reddish-brown cement, both the stone and the border being encircled by a band of a massive arch of gold or silver gilt, the aperture of the stone being one span and three fingers broad. In the corner facing the south, there is another stone about five feet from the ground. It is one foot and a half in length, and two inches in breadth, placed upright, and of common Makkah stone. According to the rites of the pilgrimage, this stone, which is called ar-Rukn 'l-Yamani, or Yaman pillar, should only be touched with the right hand as the pilgrim passes it, but Captain Burton says he frequently saw it kissed by the pilgrims. Just by the door of the Ka'bah, and close to the wall, is a slight hollow in the ground, lined with marble and sufficiently large to admit of three persons sitting, which is called al-Mijjan, and supposed to be the place where Abraham and his son Ishmael knelted.

and the enclosed area al-Hijj, "the enclosure." The Ka'bah is covered with a coarse tissuine of mixed silk and cotton, being of a brilliant black colour, and with a gold band round it, upon which is inscribed the nineteenth verse of the third chapter of the Qur'an: "Verily the first home founded for mankind was surely that at Bakkah, for a blessing and a guidance to mankind." The inscription being in large Kufic characters. For a further account of this cover, see KISWAH.

THE KA'BAH. (Burton.)

II. The History of the Ka'bah, is embraced in the history of the Baita 'Ibah or MARJU'I Y-RAMAH.

According to the Traditions and the inventive genius of Muslim writers, the Ka'bah was first constructed in heaven (where a model of it still remains, called the Baita 'Ib-Br'war) two thousand years before the creation of the world. Adam erected the Ka'bah on earth exactly below the spot its perfect model occupies in heaven, and selected the stones from the five sacred mountains, Sinai, al-Judi, Hirah, Olivet, and Lebanon. Ten thousand angels were appointed to guard the structure, but, as Burckhardt remarks, they have been often most remiss in their duty! At the Deluge the Sacred House was destroyed. But the Almighty is said to have instructed Abraham to rebuild it. In its reconstruction Abraham was assisted by his son Ishmael, who with his mother Hagar were at the time residents of Makkah, Abraham having journeyed from Syria in order to obey the commands of God.

Upon digging they found the original foundations of the building. But wanting a stone to mark the corner of the building, Ishmael started in search of one, and as he was going in the direction of Jabal Qubeis, the angel Gabriel met him, and gave him the famous black stone. Ibn 'Abbas relates that the Prophet said, the black stone when it came down from Paradise was whiter than milk, but that it has become black from the sins of those who have touched it. (Musikhat, book xi. ch. iv. pt. 2.)

Upon the death of Ishmael, the Ka'bah fell into the possession of the Banu Jurhum,
and remained in their hands for thousand years. It then became the property of the Banū Khuṣaiṣah, who held it for three hundred years. But being constantly exposed to torrents, it was destroyed, and was rebuilt by Quasay ibn Kallāh, who put a top to it. Up to this time it said to have been open at the east. It is said, by Muhammadan historians, that 'Amr ibn Luhaīyṣay was the first who introduced idolatry into Arabia, and that he brought the great idol Hubal from Hain in Mesopotamia and placed it in the sacred house. It then became a Pantheon common to all the tribes. [IDOLS.] The tribe of Quasay were the first who built dwelling-houses round the Ka'bah. The successors of the Banu Qasiay were the Quraysh. Soon after they came into possession, the Ka'bah was destroyed by fire, and then rebuilt by it of stone and of a smaller size, than it had been in the time of the Banu Qasiay. The roof was supported within by six pillars, and the statue of Hubal was placed over a wall then existing within the Ka'bah. This took place during the youth of Muhammad at Mecca, quoted by Burckhardt, says that the figure of the Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus was sculptured as a deity upon one of the six pillars nearest the gate.

The grandfather of Muhammad, 'Abdu 'I-Muttallī, the son of Hisham, became the custodian of the Sacred House; and during his time, the Ka'bah being considered too low in its structure, the Quraysh wished to raise it; so they demolished it and then they rebuilt it until the work reached the place of the black stone. Each tribe wishing to have the honour of raising the black stone into its place, they quarrelled amongst themselves. But they at last agreed that the first man who should enter the gate of the enclosure should be umpire. Muhammad was the first to enter, and he was appointed umpire. He thereupon ordered them to place the stone upon a cloth and each tribe by its representative to take a hold of the cloth and lift it into its place. The dispute was thus ended, and when the stone had reached its proper place, Muhammad fixed it in its situation with his own hand.

At the commencement of Muhammad's mission, it is remarkable that there is scarcely an allusion to the Ka'bah, and this fact, taken with the circumstance that the earliest Qiblah or direction for prayer, was Jerusalem, and not the Ka'bah, seems to imply that Muhammad's strong inclination in tenetless, and not incline his sympathies to this ancient idol temple with its superstitious ceremonies. Had the Jews favourably received the new prophet as one who taught the religion of Abraham, to the abrogation that of Moses and Jesus, Jerusalem and not Makkah would have been the sacred city, and the ancient Rock [BAHRKHAY] and not the Ka'bah would have been the object of superstitious reverence.

Taking the Sūrah chronologically, the earliest reference in the Qur'an to the Ka'bah occurs in Sūrah li. 4, where the Prophet

swears by the frequented house (al-Bait 'al-Mas'ūr) but commentators are not agreed whether it refers to the Ka'bah in Makkah, or its heavenly model above, which is said to be frequented by the angels. We then come to Sūrah xvii. 1, where Muhammad refers to his celebrated night dream of his journey from the Sacred Mosque (al-Masjīd 'al-Harām) at Makkah to the Remote Mosque (al-Masjīd 'al- Ağār) at Jerusalem. "And in this verse we find the Rock at Jerusalem spoken of as "the precinct of which We (God) have blessed," showing him (Muhammad) of our signs," proving that even when the Prophet of Arabia had his heart fixed on Mount Zion, and not on the Ka'bah.

When Muhammad found himself established in al-Madinah, with a very good prospect of his obtaining possession of Makkah, and its historic associations, he seems to have withdrawn his thoughts from Jerusalem, and its Sacred Rock and to fix them on the house at Bakkah as the home founded for mankind,—Blessed, and a guidance to all creatures. (Sūrah li. 90). The Jews proving obdurate, and there being little chance of his succeeding in establishing his claim as their prophet spoken of by Moses, he changes the Qiblah, or direction for prayer, from Jerusalem to Makkah. The house at Makkah is made "a place of resort unto men and a sanctuary." (Sūrah ii. 119).

The Qiblah is changed by an express command of the Almighty, and the whole passage is remarkable as exhibiting a decided concession on the part of Muhammad to the claims of the Ka'bah as a central object of adoration. (Sūrah iii. 128-144)."
KA'B IBN MALIK (کب بن مالك). A companion of the Prophet and one of the Ansār of the tribe of Khairaj. He was celebrated as a poet, and embraced Islam after the second pledge of ‘Akbah. He was one of the three companions who refused to accompany Muhammad on the expedition to Tabuk (Hilal and Mararah being the other two), and who are referred to in the Qur’an, Sūrah ix. 118, 119: “Verily He is kind to them, unto the three who were left behind.” For a time Muhammad was displeased with them, but he afterwards became reconciled. Ka’b became a companion of some note, and died during the reign of ‘Ali.

AL-KABIR (الكبر). “The Great One.” One of the nine-nine attributes of God, Sūrah xxiv. 29: “He is the High (al-Dādi and the Great (al-Kabir).”

KABIRAH (كبرى). The fem. of kabir, “great.” A term used in theological books for Gunāḥ-I-Kabirah, “a great sin”, namely, that sin which is clearly forbidden in the law, and for which punishment has been ordained of God. [zah.']

KA'B ALIYAH (کب الیه). A sect of Muslims founded by Abū Qasim Muhammad ibn al-Ka’bi, who was a Mu’tazili of Bagdad, who said the acts of God were without purpose, will, or desire.

KACHKUL (كچکل). Persian (yulg. kashkool). The begging bowl of a religious mendicant. [qaqar.]

KAFĀLAH (کفالة). [bail.]

KAFAN (كافان). The shroud for the dead. It usually consists of three pieces of cloth for a man and five for a woman. Those for a man: 1. An iṣār, or piece of cloth, reaching from the navel to the knees or ankle joints; 2. A qamis, or shirt, from the neck to the knees; 3. A sheet to cover the whole corpse. For a woman there are also a breast band and head band. The whole being of white. [bernal.]

KAFFĀRAH (كفر). From kafr, “to hide.” Heb. كفر. Lit. “Coverings; atonements; expiation.” The word occurs four times in the Qur’an:—
Sūrah 49: “Whoso remitteth it as alms shall have expiation for his sins.”
Sūrah 91: “Its expiation shall be to feed ten persons.” “This is the expiation for your oaths.”
Sūrah 96: “In expiation thereof shall you feed the poor.”
The other word used is fidya (فدية). The expression kaffarat ِزَغَانِب، “atonement for sins,” is used for expiation by prayer, alms, fasting, and pilgrimage. [expiation.]


AL-KAFI (الكافی). The title of a collection of traditions by Abū Ja‘far Muhammadd ibn Ya‘qūb al-Kullini (AH. 320) received by the Shī‘ah.

KAFIR (كافر), pl. kufūrīn. Lit. “The coverer.” One who hides or covers up the truth. The word is generally used by Muhammads to define one who is an unbeliever in the ministry of Muhammad and his Qur’an, and in this sense it seems to have been used by Muhammad himself. Sūrah ii. 287: “Those who misbelieve (سَىَلُفُنِّا کافیر),
and call our signs lies, they are fellows of the Fire, they shall dwell within for ever.

It is also used for those who believe in the Divinity of the Lord Jesus, and the Holy Trinity. Surah 4 v. 79: "They indeed are infidels (la-gad kafara i'lamina), who say God is al-Masiyin on Maryam. . . . Verily him who associates with God, hath God forbidden Paradise, and his reward in the Fire."

Surah 7 v. 77: "They are infidels who say Verily God is the third of three."

[On this passage the Kamālān say it refers to the Nestorians and to the Malakîyâh, who believe that God is one of three, the other two being the mother and son.]

According to the Kaddu 'l-Mahbûr (vol. iii. p. 452), there are five classes of kāfira or infidels: (1) Those who do not believe in the Great First Cause; (2) Those who do not believe in the Unity of God, as the Śaswiyâh who believe in the two eternal principles of light and darkness; (3) Those who believe in the Unity of God, but do not believe in a revelation; (4) Those who are idolaters; (5) Those who believe in God and in a revelation, but do not believe in the general mission of Muhammad to the whole of mankind, as the Christians, a sect of the Jews (sic).

Saiyid Sharif Jurjâni says: "Mankind are divided into two parties, namely, those who acknowledge the mission of Muhammad, or those who do not believe in it. Those who do not believe in his mission are either those who reject it and yet believe in the inspiration and divine mission of other prophets, as the Jews or Christians, and also the Majjî (Fire Worshippers); or those who do not believe in any revelation of God's will. Those who do not believe in any revelation from God, are either those who acknowledge the existence of God, as the Bhrâmâ (Buddhists?), or those who deny the existence of a Supreme Ruler, as the Dhrâ or Atheists."

"Those who do not acknowledge Muhammad as an inspired prophet are either those who do it willfully and from mere enmity, or those who do not acknowledge it from reflexion and due study of the subject. For the former is eternal punishment, and for the latter that punishment which is not eternal. There are also those who, whilst they are Muslims, are not orthodox in their belief; these are heretics, but they are not kāfira. Those who are orthodox are an-Nâjî or the salvationists." (Shahhâb-1-Mu'ayyaf, p. 597.)

KAFUR (කාපුර). The unthankful, or ungrateful. Condemned in the Qur'ân, Surah xxii. 39: "God loveth not the false, the unthankful."

KAFUR (කාපර). Lit. "Camphor." A fountain in Paradise mentioned in the Qur'ân (Surah lxxvi. 5) as the fountain whereof the servants of the Lord shall drink. But al-Baizâwî, the commentator, takes it for an apothecary, and believes that the essence of Paradise will be mixed with camphor because of its agreeable coolness and smell.

KAHIN (කාහින)., pl. kahanah and kuhân. A soothsayer, or augur. The word occurs only twice in the Qur'ân; and in both instances it is used for "a soothsayer." Surah liii. 29: "For thou (Muhammad), by the favour of thy Lord, art neither a soothsayer (kahîn), nor one possessed (majün)." Surah lix. 42: "Neither is it (the Qur'ân) the word of a soothsayer (kahîn)."

The word is used in the Traditions in the same sense only." Misrâkh, book iv. chap. i.: "The Prophet said, believe in Isâlâm, and put not your trust in soothsayers (kahanah).

Misrâkh book xxi. ch. ii.: "Aqîshah relates that the Prophet was asked about kahanah, fortune-tellers, and he said, 'You must not believe anything they say.' It was then said, 'O Prophet, why do they then sometimes tell lies?' And the Prophet said: 'Because one of the jinn steals away the truth and carries it to the magician’s ear, and the magician (kukhën) mixes a hundred lies with it.'"

The Hebrew קהאי, kûhān, is applied in the Old Testament not only to the Jewish priests, but also to Melchisedek (Gen. xiv. 18), Polipher (Gen. xlii. 45; see marginal reading in our English version), and to Jethro (Ex. ii. 18).

KAHRUBAH (කාර්බු. Lit. "Attracting Straws." Electricity, or the power of attraction. A Šafti term.

KAIFIYAH (කාෆිය). "Detailed circumstances." A term used in Muhammadan books for a statement or account of anything; e.g. kafiyyat-1-īfâh, "the manner of attack;" kafiyyat-i-râkîbah, "a fixed or permanent quality;" kafiyyat-i-dârîzâh, "a movable or accidental quality."

KALAH (කලාහ). A kind of sale which is prohibited. Mishrâkh, book xii. ch. v. pt. 2: The Prophet has forbidden selling on credit for credit."

'Abdu 'l-Haqq explains it thus: "If 'Amr owe Zaid a piece of cloth, and Bakr ten dirhams, and Zaid say to Bakr, I have sold you the piece of cloth, which is with 'Amr for ten dirhams”—this sale is forbidden."

KALAM (කළම). "A word; speech."

'Ìmû-1-kalâm, "scholastic theology;" saihy-1-kalâm, "eloquent;" wukhâṣâ-yu-1-kalâm, "the substance of a discourse."

KALAMU LLÁH (කළමුෂ්ලාහ). "The Word of God." A title given to the Qur'ân. Surah lii. ii.: "Already a sect of them have heard the Word of God."

لا آله إلا إله واحد رضؤ الله
La Ilāha illā 'llahū: Muḥammadun Rasūlu 'llahū
"There is no deity but God: Muhammad is the Apostle of God."

The whole sentence as it stands does not occur in the Qurʾān; but the first part of the creed, "There is no deity but God," is in the Sūratu Muḥammad, or 58th chapter of the Qurʾān, verse 21; and the second part, "Muḥammad is the Apostle of God," is in the Sūratu L-Fath, or 58th chapter, verse 29.
The first sentence is known as the Naqṣa and the Isbāb, or the rejection (there is no deity) and the affirmation (but God), and is recited often as a religious office by the Sufī faqīrs.

The whole creed frequently occurs in the Traditions, and is an oft-recurring clause in the daily prayer.

This Kalimah occupies a similar place in the Muslim religion to the "Shema 'Israel" of the Hebrew Bible in the Jewish religion. The Shema ("Hear") is the fourth verse of Deut. vii: "Hear, O Israel, Jehovah our Elohim is one Jehovah"; which is frequently used in daily and evening service of the Jews. From the Traditions (Mishkāt, book xi. ch. 9, pt. 1) it appears that a similar phrase to this well-known symbol of the Muslim creed, was in use amongst the ancient Arabs, and is still recited by Muslims, amongst whom it is known as the Tsabīḥah: "I stand up for Thy service, O God! There is no partner with Thee." [Talbihah.]

The recital of the kalimah is the first of the five foundations or pillars of practice, and, according to the Fawā'idu 'sh-Sharī'ah, every Muslim should recite it aloud at least once in his lifetime, and he should understand its meaning. [Recital of the Creed.]

KALIMATU 'L-HAZRAH (كلمة الهجرة). The fiat of God when he said "Be," and it was created. The word کَنْ, kun, is therefore called the Kalimatu 'L-Hazrah. It occurs in the Qurʾān, Sūrah xxxvi. 82: "His bidding is only when He desires anything to say to it, 'Be,' and it is," and in about eleven other places.

KALIMATU 'SH - SHAHADAT (كلمة الشهادة). "The word of testimony." The following expression of belief; "I bear witness that there is no deity but God, and that Muḥammad is His Apostle." [Fathah.]

KALIMU 'LLĀH (كلم الله). "The Converser with God." A title given to the Prophets by God (see Mishkāt, book xii. ch. xii.). It is also referred to in the Qurʾān, Sūrah iv. 162: "Moses did God speak to—conversing." [Krūbīm.]

KALISAH, KILLISAH (كلیسیه). A Christian Church. "Ekkhēlōpia." The word is used in books of Muḥammadan law for both Christian and Jewish places of worship. The word kumisah is also used. [Kantisah.]

KĀMIL (کامل). "Perfect; complete." Al-Insanu 'l-Kāmil, "the perfect man." A mystic term. [Insānu 'l-Kāmil.]

KAMILYAH (کاملیه). A sect of Shi'ah Muslims founded by Abu 'l-Kāmil, who said the Aṣāḥīb, or Companions of the Prophet, were infidels, because they rejected the house of 'Ali in forming the Khalfāte, and without even calling the Khilafah 'Ali an infidel because he did not claim his rights when Muḥammad died. (Khitāb 'l-Tauṣi'ī, in loco.)

KAN'ĀN (کنان). "Canaan." Not mentioned by name in the Qurʾān. The Commentators al-Baṣāwī and Jalāl al-'dīn, say he was the son of Noah; but the author of the Qāmūs dictionary says he was the son of Shem. (According to the Old Testament, he was the son of Ham, Gen. x. 6; 1 Chron. i. 8.)

He is said to be that son of Noah who was drowned, through unbelief, in the deluge. See Qurʾān, Sūrah xi. 44. [Noah.]

KANİSAH (كنیسه). A Christian church, a Jewish synagogue, or a pagan temple. It is used in the Hadīyah (vol. ii. p. 210) for a synagogue. [Churches.]


KĀRAWAN (کاروان). Persian. "A caravan." The Arabic term is Qāfīlah. A party of merchants proceeding on a journey under the direction of a leader who is called a Qāfīlah Bāšíh.

KABALĀ (کبالة), or MASH-HADU 'L-HUSAIN. A city in al-'Irāq, celebrated as the scene of the martyrdom of al-Husain [a. h. 61] and the place of his sepulture. It is fifty miles south-west of Baghdad, and about six miles west of the Euphrates.


KARŪBIN (کروبین). [Cherubīm.]

KASHIF (كشف). The uncovering of anything covered; manifestation. A mystic term used for a revelation of any secret truth to the mind of man, by the grace and power of God.

KĀTĪB (كاتب). An Amansias; a clerk; a secretary. In the latter sense it is used for Muḥammad ibn Sa'd ibn Manṣūr az-Zuhri, the secretary to al-Wāqīdi. [Kātību 'l-Wāqīdi.]

KATIBU 'L-WAQĪDI (كاتب الوقيدي). The secretary of al-Wāqīdi. A Muslim historian, largely quoted by Sir William Muir in his Life of Mahomet, and
also by Sprenger, and often given as an authority in the present work.

Mr. Amer Al in his *Life of Muhammad* (London, 1873), quotes the name of *Khdil l- Wadjid* with that of al-Wajidi himself, as regarded by "the Muhammadan as the least trustworthy and most careless biographers of Muhammad," and quotes Ibn Khallikan in support of his opinion. It is quite true that Ibn Khallikan does not speak of the traditions received by al-Wajidi as "of feeble authority," but he bears testimony to the trustworthiness of al-Wajidi's *secretary* in the strongest terms, as will be seen in the following quotation, and it is manifestly unfair of Mr. Amer Al to couple the two names together in his preface:

"Abd Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn Mani as-Zehri, was a man of the highest talents, merit, and eminence. He lived for some time with al-Wajidi [wajidi] in the character of a secretary, and for this reason he became known by the appellation of Khdil l-Wajiki. Amongst the masters under whom he studied was Sofya carn Oyaina. Traditional information was delivered on his own authority by Abd Bakr Ibn Abid-Dunya and Abd Muhammad al-Harith Ibn Abd Oskma al-Tamimi. He composed an excellent work, in fifteen volumes, on the different classes (tabakat) of Muhammad's companions and of the Tabi. It contains also a history of the khalif brought down to his own time. He left also a smaller Tabakat. His character as a veracious and trustworthy historian is universally admitted. It is said that the complete collection of al-Wajidi's works remained in the possession of four persons, the first of whom was his secretary, Muhammad Ibn Saad. This distinguished writer displayed great acquirements in the sciences, the traditions, and traditional literature; most of his books treat of the traditions and law. The Khdil Abd Bakr, author of the history of Baghdad, speaks of him in these terms: 'We consider Muhammad Ibn Saad as a man of unimpeachable integrity, and the Traditions which he delivered are a proof of his veracity, for in the greater part of the information handed down by him, we find him discussing it, passage by passage.' He was a man (slave) to al-Husain Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Mutallab. He died at Baghdad on Sunday, the 4th of the latter Junakda, a. h. 208 (December, 6th, 818), at the age of sixty-two years, and was interred in the cemetery outside the Damascus gate (Badd as-Sham)."—(Ibn Khallikan, "Biog. Dict., in loco.)

**al-Kausar** (الكُؤْس). Lit. "Abundance." A pond in Muhammad's paradise known as the *Hawr l-Kausar*, or "The Pond of Abundance." The word occurs once in the Qur'an, Surah viii. 1-3:

"Truly we have given thee an abundance (i.e. al-Kausar); Fray therefore to the Lord, and slay the victims."
the subjects of such frequent petitions in the khutba and the hajj, and were in the forefront of Muslim soldiers in the wars of the Ahl al-Bayt.

Muhammad also retained his affection for Khadijah. 'Aiyahah said: "I was never so jealous of any one of the Prophet's wives as I was of Khadijah, although I never saw her. The Prophet was always talking of her, and he would very often stay late and cut them up, and send pieces of them as presents to Khadijah's female friends. I often said to him, 'One might suppose there had not been such another woman as Khadijah in the world!' And the Prophet would then praise her and say she was so and so, and I had children by her." (Mishkat, book xxix. ch. xxi.)

According to a traditional saying of Muhammad, Khadijah, Fátimah, the Virgin Mary, and Aniyah, the wife of Pharaoh, were the four perfect women. (Mishkat, book xxiv. ch. xxii. pt. 2) [MUHAMMAD]

KHAFI (خافي). •"Hidden." A term used in works on exegesis for that which is hidden in its meaning; as compared with that which is obvious. [QURAN.]

KHAI (خاء). A rich and populous valley, eight stages from Madinah, inhabited by Jews. It is celebrated in the history of Islam as the scene of one of Muhammad's expeditions, A.H. 7, when the chief Kinânah was slain and the whole valley conquered. (See MAIR'S Life of Mahomet, new ed., p. 388, seq.)

Here the Prophet instituted mutâbâ, or temporary marriage. [WUWAR.] Here were the special orders regarding clean and unclean animals promulgated. Here Muhammad married Safiyyah, the widow of the chief of Khair. Here Zainab, the sister of the warrior Marhab, who had lost her husband, her father, and her brother in battle, tried to poison the Prophet with a poisoned kid. The campaign of Khair, therefore, marks an epoch in the history of Muhammad's. [MUHAMMAD.]

KHAIÎRî (خأير). The plural of Khaîr. "Charity; good deeds." The word occurs in the Qur'an in its singular form (Khaîr), but in modern theological works it is more frequently used in its plural form.

KHAIRU'L-QURÜN (خایروالقرآن). The best generations. A term used for the first three generations of Muslims from the time of the Prophet. Muhammad is related to have said there would be three virtuous generations, the one in which he lived and the two following it.

KHALIPIYAH (خليبيه). A sect of Muslims founded by Khâlit ibn-Khârijî, who maintained, contrary to the general belief, that the children of idolaters will be eternally damned.

KHALÍD (خاليد). Son of al-Walid. The famous Muhammedan general. He fought against Muhammad at Uhud and defeated the Muslim army. The Prophet married Mâmah, who was an aunt to Khâlid, a lady fifty-one years of age, and soon afterwards Khâlid himself embraced Islam and became one of its most powerful champions. He led the Bedouin converts in the advance on Makkah, and was present as one of the chief leaders of the Muslim army at the battle of Hunain, and subsequent expeditions. In the reign of Abû Bakr, he murdered Malik Ibn Nuwârîah, an eminent Arab chief, and married his widow. The murder greatly displeased the Khalîfâ Abû Bakr, and he would have ordered Khâlid to be put to death, but Umar intervened for him. He afterwards took the lead in various expeditions. He invaded al-'Iraq and Syria, took Busrâh, defeated the Christians at Ajnadîn, commanded the Muslim army at Yarmûk, and subdued the country as far as the Euphrates. After the taking of Damascus, he was assassinated by 'Umar, and sent to Hisn and Baš'abak. He died at Hisn A.H. 18, A.D. 639.

KHALÍDÎN (خالدين), pl. of Khâlid, "Everlasting." A term used to express the everlasting character of the joys of heaven and the torrents of hell. It is used fifty times in the Qur'ân in this sense. [ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.]

KHALIFA (خليفة), pl. Khuluçûfîn, from khafîf, "to leave behind." Angiee, "Caliph." A successor; a lieutenant; a vicegerent, or deputy. The word is used in the Qur'ân for Adam, the vicegerent of the Almighty on earth.

SURAH ii. 28: "And when thy Lord said to the angels, 'I am about to place a vicegerent (Khalîfah) on the earth,' they said, 'Wilt Thou place therein one who will do evil therein and shed blood?"'

And also for David:—

SURAH xxxvi. 25: "O David! verily We have made thee a vicegerent (Khalîfah); judge then between men with truth." In Muhammedan history, it is the title given to the successor of Muhammad, who is vested with absolute authority in all matters of state, both civil and religious, as long as he rules in conformity with the law of the Qur'ân and Hadîth. The word more frequently used for the office in Muhammedan works of jurisprudence, is Imâm (leader), or al-Imâm 'l-'A'wâz (the great leader). It is held to be an essential principle in the establishment of the office, that there shall be only one Khalîfah at the same time; for the Prophet said: "When two Khalîfahs have been set up, put the last to death and preserve the other, for the last is a rebel." (Mishkat, book xvi. ch. i.)

According to all Sunni Muhammedan books, it is absolutely necessary that the Khalîfah be a "man, an adult, a sane person, a free man, a learned divine, a powerful ruler, a just person, and one of the Qurâish (i.e. of the tribe to which the Prophet himself belonged)."

The Shi'ahs hold that he should be one of the descendants of the Prophet's own family;
but this is rejected by the Sunnis and Wahhābīs.

The condition that the Khalīfah should be of the Qurailah is very important, for thereby the present Ottoman Sultāns fail to establish their claims to the Khalīfate (Arabic Khalīfah). The four immediate successors of Muḥammad are entitled the Khalīfah u-r-Rasīdūn, or “the well-directed Khalīfahs.” According to the Baghdadi r-Ra'īd, only the first five Khalīfahs, Abū Bakr, Umar, Uṯman, All, and al-Haasan, are entitled to the distinction of Khalīfah, the others being merely Amirs, or Governors. After the deaths of the first five Khalīfahs, the Khalīfate, which is allowed by all parties to be elective and not hereditary, passed successively to the Umayyades (Banū Umayyah). The first Khalīfah of this dynasty was Muʿawiyyah, the grandson of Umayyah of the Qurailah tribe, who received the Khalīfate from al-Haasan. Of the Umayyades, there were fourteen Khalīfahs who reigned at Damascus, extending over a period from a.H. 41 to a.H. 125 (A.D. 661 to A.D. 750). The title then passed to Abū ʿAbd-Allāh, the fourth in descent from Abū-Allāh, the uncle of Muḥammad, and the Abbasīde Khalīfahs, thirty-seven in number, who reigned at Baghdad from a.H. 132 to a.H. 656 (A.D. 750 to A.D. 1256).

The temporal power of the Abbasīde Khalīfahs was overthrown by Haiṯam Khān, grandson of the celebrated Chenjī Khan, a.D. 1268; but for three centuries, certain descendants of the Abbasīde, or Baghdād Khalīfahs, resided in Egypt, and asserted their claim to the spiritual power. The founder of the present dynasty of Turkish Sultāns was Uṯman (Othman), a chief descendant from the Orhūz Turks (born at Sakut, a.H. 1259), who was at first the ruler of a small territory in Bihārya, but who in 1599 invaded the whole country of Makkah, and subsequently extended his conquests to the Black Sea, and whose successor, Salīm (ninth in descent), obtained the title of Khalīfah from one of the Abbasīde Khalīfahs in Egypt. About the year a.H. 1516 (A.D. 1517), Sālim I, ruler of the Ottoman Turks and Emperor of Constantinople, finding himself the most powerful prince of his day in Islām, and wishing still further to consolidate his rule, conceived the idea of reviving in his own person the extinct glories of the Khalīfate. He had more than one claim to be considered their champion by orthodox Muḥammadans, for he was the grandson of that Muḥammad II, who had finally extinguished the Roman Empire of the East, and he had himself just ended a successful campaign against the heretical Shah of Persia. His only rivals among Sunni princes were the Muslim Emperors in India, the Emperor of Morocco, and the Mameluke ruler of Egypt, then known to the world as pur estuard. But the two former, as rulers of what were remote lands of Islam, Salīm seems to have troubled him- self little, but he made war on Egypt. In a.D. 1516 he invaded Syria, its outlying province, and in a.D. 1517 he entered Cairo.

There he made prisoner the reigning Mameluke, Qansuṭ Qaḥri, and had him publicly beheaded.

He then, in virtue of a very doubtful session made to him of his right, by one Mautakki Ilbn Aṯmir ʿAmrī Ṭ-Hakīm, a descendant of the house of al-ʿAbbās, whom he found living as titular Khalīfah in Cairo, took to himself the following style and title: Sultan Aš-Ṣulṭān wa Ṭ-Hakīm wa ʿAmrī Ṭ-Bakrīn, Khalīfah Aš-Ṣulṭān wa Ṭ-Hakīm, Ṭ-Bakrīn wa ʿAmrī Ṭ-Bakrīn, Khalīfah Aš-Ṣulṭān, Ṭ-Hakīm, Ṭ-Bakrīn, Ṭ-Amir, Ṭ-Maḥrūm. He then established the titles of King of kings and Ruler of rulers, Monarch of the two seas (the Mediterranean and the Red Sea) and Protector of the two lands (al-Ḥijas and Syria, the holy lands of Islam), Successor (Khalīfah) of the Apostle of God, Ruler of the Faithful, King and Chief.” It is said that he first had the satisfaction of hearing his name mentioned in the public prayers as Khalīfah when he visited the Great Mosque of Zacharias at Aleppo, on his return northwards in 1519.

Such are the titles still claimed by the Ottoman Sultāns, who arrogate to themselves the position of Khalīfahs and Successors to the Prophet. It is, however, a mere assertion; for the title and office being elective and not hereditary, it was not in the power of any Khalīfah to transfer it to another. Force of circumstances alone has compelled the ruler of the Ottoman Empire to assume the position, and has induced his subjects to acquiesce in the usurpation. We have not seen a single work of authority, nor met with a single man of learning, attempting to prove that the Sultāns of Turkey are rightful Khalīfahs; for the assumption of the title by anyone who is not of the Qurailah tribe is undoubtedly illegal and heretical, as will be seen from the following authorities:

Michkātū l-Masābīḥ, book xxiv. ch. xii.: “Ibn ʿAmr relates that the Prophet of God said: ‘The Khalīfah shall be in the Qurailah tribe as long as there are two persons in it, one to rule and another to serve.’”

Sahrō b-Matā'īqīf, p. 606, Arabic edition, Egypt: “It is a condition that the Khalīfah (Imām) be of the Qurailah tribe. All admit this except the Khwārajīs and certain Muṣ塔'izīlas. We all say with the Prophet: ‘Let the Khalīfah be of the Qurailah;’ and it is certain that the Companions acted upon this injunction, for Abū Bakr urged it as an authority upon the Anṣārais, on the day of Sakhīfah, when the Companions were present and agreed. It is, therefore, for a certainty established that the Khalīfah must be of the Qurailah.”

The Hujjatā Ṭalāḥī Ṭ-Balāghah, p. 335, Arabic edition, Delhi: “It is a necessary condition that the Khalīfah (Imām) be of the Qurailah tribe.”

The Arabic Ṭalāḥī Ṭ-Istilāḥāt; A Dictionary of Technical Terms. Edited by Colonel N. Lees, in loco: “The Khalīfah (Imām) must be a Qurailah.”

It is a matter of history that the Wahhābīs regarded the Turkish Sultān as a usurper,
when Sa'ūd took Makkah and al-Madinah in 1034; and to the present day, in countries not under Turkish rule, the khbuḫah is cited in behalf of the Amir, or ruler of the Muslim state, instead of the Ottoman Sulṭān, which would not be the case if he were acknowledged as a lawful Khalifah. In a collection of Khubbas entitled the Majma’u Khubab, the name of the Sulṭān of Turkey does not once occur, although this collection is much used in Muhammadan states. We have seen it stated that the Sulṭān is prayed for in Hyderabad and Bengal; but we believe it will be found, upon careful inquiry, that he was not mentioned by name, until very recently, in any of the mosques of India. Khubbas, in which there are prayers for the Ottoman Sulṭān by name, have been imported from Constantinople.

According to Mr. W. S. Blunt, the chief arguments of the Hanifī ‘Ulāma’ in support of the claims of the present Ottoman dynasty are:

1. The right of the Sword. The Khalifate being a necessity (and this all Muslims admit), it was also a necessity that the de facto holder of the title should be recognized until a claimant with a better title should appear. Now, the first qualification of a claimant was, that he should make the claim, and the second, that he should be supported by a party; and Salīm had both claimed the Khalifate and supported his pretensions at the head of an army. He challenged the world to produce a rival, and no rival had been found.

2. Election, that is, the sanction of a legal body of elders. It was argued that, as the abū-qād (or council), had been removed from al-Madinah to Damascus, and from Damascus to Baghdad, and from Baghdad to Cairo, so it had been once more legally removed from Cairo to Constantinople. Salīm had brought with him to St. Sophia’s some of the ‘Ulāma’ (learned men) of the Asḥar mosque in Cairo, and therefore, in conjunction with the Turkish ‘Ulama’ had elected him or ratified his election. A form of election is to the present day observed at Constantinople in token of this right, and each new Sulṭān of the house of ‘Usman, as he succeeds to the temporal sovereignty of Turkey, must wait before being recognized as Khalifah till he has received the sword of office at the hands of the ‘Ulama’. This ceremony is customary to perform in the mosque of Aīyūb.

3. Nominātion. Sulṭān Salīm, as has been already said, obtained from Muṭawakkil, a descendant of the Abbasides, and himself titularly Khalifah, a full cession of all the Khalifah rights of that family. The fact, as far as it goes, is historical, and the only flaw in the argument would seem to be that Muṭawakkil had no right thus to dispose of a title to an alien, which was his own only in virtue of his birth. As a precedent for nomination, they cite the act of Abū Bakr, who on his death-bed recommended ‘Umar as his successor in the Khalifate.

(4) The Guardianship of the Two Shrines (Haraman), that is to say, of Makkah and Jerusalem, but especially of Makkah. It has been asserted by some of the ‘Ulāma’, and it is certainly a common opinion at the present day, that the sovereignty of al-Ḥijāz is in itself sufficient title to the Khalifate. It seems certain to have been so considered in the first age of Islām, and many a bloody war was then fought for the right of protecting the Baitu ‘Iḥā, but the connection of al-Ḥijāz with the empire of the Khalifahs has been too often broken to make this a very tenable argument. In the tenth century, Makkah was held by the Karmaṭi̇n heretics, in the thirteenth by the Imāms of Sārāf, and for seven years in the present century by the Waḥhābīs. Still the de facto sovereignty of the Haramain, or two shrines, was not Salīm’s plea; and it is one which has reappeared in modern arguments respecting the Khalifah’s rights of his descendants.

(5) Possession of the Amaūdāt, or sacred relics. This is a plea addressed to the vulgar rather than to the learned, but it is one which cannot be passed by unnoticed here, for it exercises a powerful influence at the present day over the ignorant mass of Muslims. It was asserted, and is still a pious belief, that from the sack of Baghdaḍ in A.D. 1258, certain relics of the Prophet and his Companions were saved and brought to Cairo, and thence transferred by Salīm to Constantinople. These were represented as constituting the imperial insignia of office, and their possession as giving a title to the succession. They consisted of the cloak of the Prophet, borne by his soldiers as a standard, of some hairs of the Prophet’s beard, and of the sword of ‘Umar. The vulgar still believe them to be preserved in the mosque of Aīyūb at Constantinople. (See The Future of Islām, by Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, London, 1889, p. 66.)

On the general question as to whether or not an Imam, or Khalifah, is necessary for Islām, the author of the Shawkh ‘l-Muwaqif says: ‘The appointment of an Imam (i.e. Khalifah) is incumbent upon the united body of Muslims, according to the orthodox law of the Sunnis, although the Mu’taṣwilaḥs and Zaydiyahs say it is merely expedient, but not ordered by the law, whilst the Iṣma‘iliyahs and the Imāmīyahs say God will Himself appoint an Imam for the establishment of sound doctrine. Some say the appointment is necessary when Muslims are at peace amongst themselves and united, and not when they are in a state of rebellion.

The arguments in favour of the absolute necessity of an Imam, or Khalifah, being appointed, are that in the time of Abū Bakr, the first Khalifah, it was established by general consent; and Abū Bakr, in his first khbuḫah after the death of Muhammad, said: “Beware! Muhammad is certainly dead, and it is necessary for this religion that some one should be appointed for its protection.” And all the Muslims at that time, consented to this saying of Abū Bakr, and consequently
in all ages Muslims have had an Imam. And it is of no account that without such an officer Islam cannot be protected from evil, for without him it is impossible to maintain the orders of the Muslim law, such as marriage, Jihad, punishment, and the various ordinances of Islam. (Sharh Al-Muwadid, p. 608.)

The following are some of the injunctions of Muhammad regarding the Imam or Khalifah:

"When two Khalifahs have been set up, put the last of them to death and preserve the other, for the second is a rebel."

"He who acknowledges an Imam must obey him as far as he can, and if a pretender comes, kill him."

"Whomever God appoints as Imam, and he does not protect his people, shall never smell the smells of paradise."

"It is indispensable for every Muslim to listen to, and approve the words of the Imam, whether he likes or dislikes, so long as he is not ordered to sin and act contrary to law; then when he is ordered to sin, he must neither attend to it nor obey it."

"Whoever quite obedience to the Imam and divides a body of Muslims, dies like the people in ignorance; and whoever takes a part in an affray, without knowing the true from the false, does not fight to show his religion, but to aid oppression; and if he is slain, then he dies as the people of ignorance; and that person who shall draw his sword upon my people, and kill the virtuous and the vicious, and not fear the killing of Muslims or those protected by them, is not of me nor am I of him."

"The Companions said, ‘O Prophet! when they are our enemies and we theirs, may we not fight with them?’ He said, ‘No, so long as they keep on foot the prayers amongst you;’ this he repeated, ‘Beware! he who shall be constituted your prince, see if he does anything in disobedience to God; and if he does, hold it in displeasure, but do not forsake him; otherwise he who forsakes obedience to the Imam, will come before God on the Day of Resurrection without a proof of his faith; and he who dies without having professed to the Imam, dies as the people of ignorance."

"Prophets were the governors of the children of Israel; when one died, another supplied his place; and verily there is no prophet after me, and the time is near when there will be after me a great many Khalifahs. The Companions said, ‘Then what do you order me?’ The Prophet said, ‘Obey the Khalifah, and give him his due; for verily God will ask about the duty of the subject.’”

"Beware! you are all guardians, and you will all be asked about your subjects; then the Imam is the guardian of the subject, and he will be asked respecting the subject; and a man is as a shepherd to his own family, and will be asked how they behaved, and his conduct to them; and a wite is a guardian to her husband’s house and children, and will be interrogated about them; and a slave is a shepherd to his master’s property, and will be asked about it whether he took good care of it or not.”

"God never sent any prophet, nor ever made any Khalifah, but had two counsellors with him; one of them directing lawful deeds, and that is an angel, and the other, in sin, and that is the devil; and he is guarded from sin whom God has guarded.” (Mishkat, book xxvii, ch. 1.)

I—The Khalifahs of the Sunnah, from the death of Muhammad to the present time.

(1) The four rightly directed Khalifahs, and al-Hasan (at Makkah):


(Conquered Egypt, Syria, and Moslem.)


(Invades Cyprus; revolt at al-Kufah.)


(Revolt of Mu’awiya; ‘Ali assassinated.)


(Resigns; poisoned.)

(2) Umayyad dynasty. The Banu Umayyad (al-Damascus):


(Seige of Constantinople; makes Damascus the capital.)


(Destruction of al-Husain’s party and his death.)


(Deposed.)


(Deposed.)


(‘Arabian money first coined.)


(Conquest of Africa, Spain, Bukhara.)


(Deposed before Constantinople; dies of grief.)

8. ‘Umar (Omer), A.H. 99 (A.D. 717).

(Deposed.)


(‘His generals successful in war.)


(Charles Martel checks the conquest of the Arabs in the West; rise of the Abbasides.)


(‘Slain by conspirators.)


(Died of the plague.)


(Deposed.)


(Deposed before the Abbasides, pursued to Egypt, and slain on the banks of the Nile.)

The end of the Umayyad dynasty, A.H. 132 (A.D. 749).

(3) The Abbaside dynasty. Ad-Danlau l-‘Abbasiyah (at Baghdad and Damascus).


(Resides at al-Kufah.)


(‘Abdu l-Rahman, the Umayyad Khalifah seizes Spain; Baghdad founded.)
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35. Aż-Zahir, a.h. 622 (a.d. 1225).
36. Al-Mustanṣir, a.h. 628 (a.d. 1230).
(Persia subject to the Moghula.)
(Hulagu, the Turk, a grandson of Jengiz Khân, takes Baghdad and puts the Khalifah to death, a.h. 656 (a.d. 1258). The uncle of the last Khalifah goes to Egypt, while the Khalifah continues only as a spiritual power.

(4) The Ummân, or Turk Dynasty (at Constantinople).
1. Ummân I (Othmân), a.d. 1099.
2. Urkjan, a.d. 1326.
11. Sulaimân II (Selim), a.d. 1512.
(Assumes the title of Khalifah.)
(Deposed in favour of his nephew.)
(Restored and again deposed.)
27. Muḥammad III, a.d. 1730.
32. MuṣṭaFa IV, a.d. 1807.
33. Muḥammad II, 1808.
34. Abdu’ll-Majîd, a.d. 1839.
35. Abdu’ll-Anîzî, a.d. 1861.
36. Muḥammad V, a.d. 1876.
37. Abdu’ll-Hamîd, a.d. 1876.

II.—The Sînîns only regard those as rightful Khânûns (they do not use the word “Khalifah”) who are descended from ‘Ali (the son-in-law of the Prophet) and his wife Fātimah, the Prophet’s daughter. According to their traditions, Muḥammad distinctly nominated ‘Ali as his successor when he was returning from his farewell pilgrimage. They say, that on his way to al-Madinah, the Prophet, with ‘Ali and certain other of the Companions stayed at a place called Qadîrîn Khâm. And that it was here revealed by Gabriel that he should nominate ‘Ali as his successor. He is related to have said, “O ye people of your Prophet and ‘Ali is my successor. From us (i.e. ‘Ali and my daughter) shall descend al-Mahdî, the seal
of the Imāms.” (See Ḥayāt al-Ṣawā'ib, p. 334.)

3. Al-Ḥusayn, the second son of ‘Ali and Fāṭimah.
5. Muḥammad b. al-‘Abīdīn, son of Zainūb bint al-‘Abīdīn.
6. Ja’far b. Ṣādiq, son of Muḥammad al-Baqir.
7. Musa b. Ḥajīm, son of Ja’far.
8. ‘Ali b. Ḥajīm, son of Musa.
12. Muḥammad, son of al-‘Abīdīn, on the Imām Mahdī, who is supposed to be still alive, although he has withdrawn himself from the world, and that he will appear again as al-Mahdī, the Director, in the last days. [AL-MAHDI.]

The Kings of Persia have never claimed to be by any sense the successors of the Prophet.

Ṣulṭān Māhmd, ‘Abdū l-Talā (A.H. 706, A.D. 1306), was the first monarch of Persia who proclaimed himself a Shi‘ah.

III.—The Fāṭimidic Khalīfahs were a dynasty who claimed the Khalifate in the reign of the Abbasid Khalīfah Muqtaṣrid, their founder, ‘Ubaydū l-Talā, pretending to be al-Mahdī, “the Director,” and a descendant of Fāṭimah, the daughter of the Prophet. They reigned over Egypt and North Africa from A.D. 910 to A.D. 1171, and were in all fourteen Khalīfahs.

1. ‘Ubaydū l-Talā, A.D. 910. (Ravaged the coasts of Italy and invaded Egypt several times.)
3. Al-Manṣūr, A.D. 946.
4. Al-Mu‘izz, A.D. 955. (Established the Khalifate of the Fāṭimids in Egypt; defeated in Spain; took Sicily; conquered Syria and Palestine.)
5. Al-Aziz, A.D. 978. (Married a Christian woman, whose brothers he made Patriarchs of Alexandria and Jerusalem.)
6. Al-Hākim, A.D. 996. (Persecuted Jews and Christians.)
7. Az-Zahir, A.D. 1021. (The power of the Fāṭimid’s declines.)
8. Al-Mustanṣir, A.D. 1057. (The rise of the Turks.)
9. Al-Mustawfī, A.D. 1094. (Defeated by the Crusaders.)
10. Al-Amīr, A.D. 1101.
14. Al-Aṣirī, A.D. 1160. (The last of the Fāṭimid Khalīfahs. His Wāli, Nūrū l-dīn, on the death of his master, submits to the Abbasid Khalīfah Mustaḥdī, A.D. 1171.) [FĀṬIMITAH]
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38. An-Nadir, A.D. 1209.
40. Muhammad IV., A.D. 1325.
41. Yusef I., A.D. 1333.
42. Muhammad V., A.D. 1354.
43. I mam III., A.D. 1359.
44. Abu Said, A.D. 1360.
45. Yusef II., A.D. 1391.
46. Muhammad VI., A.D. 1396.
47. Yusef III., A.D. 1408.
48. Muhammad VII., A.D. 1423.
49. Muhammad VIII., A.D. 1427.
50. Muhammad VII. (restored), A.D. 1429.
51. Yusef IV., A.D. 1432.
52. Muhammad VII. (again restored), A.D. 1432.
53. Muhammad IX., A.D. 1445.
56. Abu 'Abdi 'llah, A.D. 1488.
57. Abdu 'llah az-Zagghil, A.D. 1484.
(The fall of Granada, and the consolidation of the Spanish Monarchy, A.D. 1492.)

Thus, amidst the acclamations of Christendom, Ferdinand and Isabella planted the symbol of Christian faith on the walls of Granada, and proclaimed the destruction of Muslim rule in Spain.

KHALILU 'LLAH (عَلَيْهِ الْقَدْرُ)

"The friend of God." A title given to Abraham in the Qur'an, Sura h iv. 124: "For God took Abraham as his friend."

With regard to this verse, al-Bazawi says: "Abraham in a time of dearth sent to a friend of his in Egypt for a supply of corn; but the friend denied him, saying, in his excuse, that though there was a famine in their country also, yet, had it been for Abraham's own family, he would have sent what he desired, but he knew he wanted it only to entertain his guests, and give away to the poor, according to his usual hospitality. The servants with whom Abraham had sent on this message, being ashamed to return empty, to conceal the matter from their neighbours, filled their sacks with fine white sand, which in the East pretty much resembles meal. Abraham being informed by his servants on their return of their ill success, the concern he was under threw him into a sleep; and in the meantime Sarah, knowing nothing of what had happened, opening one of the sacks, found good flour in it, and immediately set to making bread. Abraham awaking, and smelling the new bread, asked her whence she had the flour. 'Why,' says she, 'from your friend in Egypt.' 'Nay,' replied the patriarch, 'it must have come from no other than my friend, God Almighty.'" [Abraham.]

KHAMR (خمْر). The word used in the Qur'an for wine or anything that intoxicates.
Sura h. 216: "They will ask thee about wine (khamr), and games of chance: say in both is sin and profit to men, but the sin of both is greater than the profit of the same."

By the orthodox, the term khamr is generally held to include not only alcoholic drinks, but opium and other narcotics. Some understand it to include tobacco; hence the destruction of tobacco pipes in the streets of Mecca by the Wahhabis. [Wahhabis.]

KHAN (خَان). Persian. "A ruler; a chief." A term used for the supreme ruler of small countries or provinces. The Khan of the Tartars. It is also one of the titles of the Sultan of Turkey. It is also used for a caravansary or inn, being a corruption of the Persian词khan, a "home."

AL-KHANNAAS (الخنّاس). A demon mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah al. (the last chapter).

"Say: I betake me for refuge to the Lord of men, "The King of men, "The God of men, "Against the mischief of the stealthily withdrawing whisperer (al-khannaas), "Who whispereth in man's breast— "Against genii and men."

KHANZAR (خانزَر). A demon who casts doubt at the time of prayer. 'Usman ibn Abi l-'Asi relates that he came to the Prophet and complained that he was disturbed by the devil during prayers. The Prophet said, "This is a demon called Khanzar who disturbs prayer. When you are aware of any such disturbance, seek protection of God and spit over your left shoulder three times." 'Usman did so, and all doubt and perplexity was dispelled.

KHARABAT (خَرَابَة). "A wine-shop or tavern." A mystic term for the society of the Murshid, or inspired teacher. See Divan-i-Hafiz (Bicknell's edition, p. 212)— "Within the Magian's house of wine our Maker's light I see."

"Behold this marvel, what a light and where that sight I see."

KHARAJ (خَرَاجٌ). A tax, or tribute on land. This was originally applied to a land tribute from non-Muslim tribes (Hizayah, vol. ii. p. 304), but it is now used for a tax, or land-rent due to the State. Lā-kharaj is a term used for lands exempt from any such payment.

KHARQU 'L-'ADAH (خَرْقِ الْعَلَا). Lit. "The splitting of Nature." That which is contrary to the usual course of nature. A term used for miracles. Either (1) Murjih, miracles worked by Prophets; or (2) Karimah, wondrous performed by walis or saints; or (3) Istidraj, wonders worked by the power of Satan. [Miracles.]

Sura h. 69: "There are some that fall down for fear of God."
Sura iv. 79: "A portion of them fear men as with the fear of God, or with a yet greater fear."
KHARṣ (خضر). Lit. "The middle or waist." An act forbidden in prayer, as related by Abū Hārabah, who said: "The Prophet forbade Kharṣ in prayer." (Mishkār, book iv. ch. xx.) It is generally held to be the act of holding the waist with the hands to relieve the sensation of fatigue experienced in the position of standing. Some divines believe it to be a prohibition to lean on a ǧārṣāraḥ, or staff, in prayer, whilst others give to it the sense of cutting short the verbal forms of prayer, or remaining too short a time in the prescribed attitude. (Ṣaḥīḥ 'Abdu l-Haqq)".

KHASS (خاص). "Special" as distinguished from 'Aman, "general." A term frequently used by Muḥammadan writers and in treatises on exegesis.

KHĀTIMU 'N-NABIYĪN (علامة النبيين). "The seal of the Prophets." A title assumed by Muḥammad in the Qurān. Sūrah xxxiii. 40: "He is the Seal of God and the seal of the Prophets." By which is meant, that he is the last of the Prophets.

KHĀTIMU 'N-NABŪWÁH (علامة النبوة). "The seal of prophecy." A term used for the large mole or disfiguring protuberance on Muḥammad's back, which is said to have been a divine sign of his prophetic office.

'Abdu l-lāh ibn Sarjīs describes it as being as large as his closed fist, with moles round about it. Abū Rāmah wanted to remove it, but Muḥammad refused saying, "The Physician thereof is He who placed it there." (The Visionaries). A sect of Muḥammadan who affirm that any man may be promoted to the dignity of Khalīfah, even though he be not of the Qurāni tribe, provided he be elected by the Muḥammadan nation. The first who were so-called were the 12,000 men who ascended from Qasr after they had fought under him at the battle of Ṣaffa, and took offence at his submitting the decision of his right to the Khalīfate to the arbitration of men when, in their opinion, it ought to have been submitted to the judgment of God. They affirmed that a man might be appointed Khalīfah, no matter of what tribe or nation, provided he were just and pious, and that if the Khalīfah turned away from the truth, he might be put to death or deposed. They also held that there was no absolute necessity for a Khalīfah at all. In the 9th century, large numbers of this sect were killed, but a few escaped, and propagated their schism in different parts of the world. (KHALIFAH.)

KHĀZRAJ (خازرج). An Arabic tribe who, at an early period of Muḥammad's mission, submitted to his authority. They are supposed to have settled in al-Madinah early in the fourth century.


KHILĀFAH (خلاف). The office of Khalīfah. (KHALIFAH.)

KHILA or KHILĀ' (خلاف). A dress of honour presented by a ruler to an inferior, as a mark of distinction. A complete khila may include arms, or a horse, or an elephant.
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KHALWAN (خَلْوَان). “Privacy; retirement.” A term used by the Sufis for retirement from the world for the purposes of worship and meditation.

KHADQA (خَدْحَق). The robe of the flagir or ascetic. A religious habit made of shreds and patches, worn by darwashes.

KHITBAH (كِتْبَة). “Betrothal.” Called in Hindustani "mangni." No religious ceremony is enjoined by Muhammadan law, but it is usual for the Munawwir or Qasii to be invited to be present to offer up a prayer for a blessing on the proceeding.

The ceremony is usually accompanied with great rejoicings. The following is Mrs. Meer Hassan Ali’s account of a betrothal in the neighbourhood of Lucknow:

"A very intimate friend of mine was seeking for a suitable match for her son, and, being much in her confidence, I was initiated in all the mysteries and arrangements (according to Musalman rule) of the affair, pending the marriage of her son.

"Youth and love being the solved (woody we have it), had been described as amiable and pretty—advantages as much esteemed as her rank; fortune she had none worth mentioning, but it was what is esteemed in Indian society a good and equal match. The overture was, therefore, to be made from the youth’s family in the following manner:

"On a silver tray covered with gold brocade, and fringed with silver, was laid the youth’s pedigree, traced by a neat writer in the Persian character, on richly embossed paper, ornamented and embellished with gold figures. The youth being a Saiyid, his pedigree was traced up to Muhammad, in both paternal and maternal lines, and many a hero and begun of their noble blood filled up the space from the Prophet down to the youthful Mir Muhammad, my friend’s son.

"On the tray, with the pedigree, was laid a warra, or offering of five gold Mohurs, and twenty-one (the lucky number) rupees; a brocaded cover, fringed with silver, was spread over the whole, and this was conveyed by the male agent to the young begum’s father. The tray and its contents are retained for ever, if the proposal is accepted; if rejected, the parties return the whole without delay, which is received as a tacit proof that the suitor is rejected: no further explanation is ever given or required.

"In the present instance the tray was detained, and in a few days after a female from their family was sent to my friend’s house, to make a general scrutiny of the zamánah and its inmates. This female was pressed to stay a day or two, and in that time many important subjects underwent discussion. The youth was introduced, and, everything according with the views entertained by both parties, the fathers met, and the marriage, it was decided, should take place within a twelvemonth, when the young lady would have accomplished her thirteenth year.

"Do you decide on having mangni per-formed? ’ is the question proposed by the father of the youth to the father of the young maiden. In the present case it was chosen, and great were the preparations of my friend to do all possible honour to the future bride of her son.

"Mangni is the first contract, by which the parties are bound to fulfil their engagement at an appointed time.

"The dress for a bride differs in one material point from the general style of Hindustani costume: a sort of gown is worn, made of silver tissues, or some equally expensive article, about the walking length of an English dress; the skirt is open in front, and contains about twenty breadthths of the material, a tight body, and long sleeves. The whole dress is trimmed very richly with embroidered trimming and silver riband; the depa-tah (drapery) is made to correspond. This style of dress is the original Hindoo fashion, and was worn at the Court of Delhi for many centuries; but of late years it has been used only on marriage festivals amongst the better sort of people in Hindustan, except kings or Hinduas sending the prince’s daughter to females, when this dress, called a jammah, is invariably one of the articles.

"The costly dresses for the present mangni my friend prepared at great expense, and with much good taste; to which were added a ruby ring of great value, large gold ear-rings, offerings of money, the flower-garlands for the head, neck, wrists, and ankles, formed of the sweet-scented jessamine; choice confectionery set out in trays with the paws and fruits; the whole conveyed under an escort of soldiers and servants, with a band of music, from the residence of Mir Muhammad to that of his bride elect, accompanied by many friends of the family. These offerings from the youth bind the contract with the young lady, who wares his ring from that day to the end of her life.

"The poorer sort of people perform mangni by the youth simply sending a rupee in a silk band, to be tied on the girl’s arm.

"Being curious to know the whole business of a wedding ceremony amongst the Musalman people, I was allowed to perform the part of officiating friend on this occasion of celebrating the mangni. The parents of the young lady having been consulted, my visit was a source of solicitude to the whole family, who made every possible preparation to receive me with becoming respect. I went just in time to reach the gate at the moment the parade arrived. I was handed to the door of the zamañáh by the girl’s father, and was soon surrounded by the young members of the family, together with many lady-visitors, slaves, and women-servants of the establishment. They had never before seen an English woman, and the novelty, I fancy, surprised the whole group; they examined my dress, my complexion, hair, hands, &c., and looked the wonder they could not express in words. The young begum was not amongst the gazing throng; some preliminary customs detained her behind the purdah, where it
may be supposed she endured all the agony of suspense and curiosity by her compliance with the prescribed forms.

The lady of the mansion waited my approach in the hall with all due stilt, and the etiquette, standing to receive and embrace me on my advancing towards her. This ceremony performed, I was invited to take a seat on the carpet with her on the ground; a chair had been provided for me, but I chose to respect the lady's preference, and the seat on the floor suited me for the time without much inconvenience.

"After some time had been passed in conversation on such subjects as suited the tastes of the lady of the house, I was surprised at the servants entering with trays, which they placed immediately before me, containing a full-dress suit in the costume of Hindustan. The hostess told me she had prepared this dress for me, and I must condescend to wear it. I would have declined the gaudy array, but one of her friends whispered, "The costume is of long standing; when the face of a stranger is first seen, a dress is always presented; I should displease Sundun Begum by my refusal; besides, it would be deemed an ill omen at the mangni of the young Bohar Begum if I did not put on the native dress before I saw the face of the bride elect." These I found to be weighty arguments, and felt constrained to quench their apprehensions of ill-luck by compliance; I therefore forced the gold dress and the glittering drapery over my other clothes, at the expense of some suffering from the heat, for it was at the very hottest season of the year, and the hall was crowded with visitors.

"This important point conceded to them, I was led to a side hall, where the little girl was seated on her carpet of rich embroidery, her face resting on her knees in apparent bashfulness. I could not directly ascertain whether she was plain or pretty, as the female agent had represented. I was allowed the privilege of decorating the young lady with the sweet jessamine guineas, and placing the ring on the fore-finger of the right hand; after which, the ear-rings, the gold-tissue dress, the deputah, were all in their turn put on, the offering of money presented, and then I had the first embrace before her mother. She looked very pretty, just turned twelve. If I could have prevailed on her to be cheerful, I should have been much gratified to have extended my visit in her apartment, but the poor child seemed ready to sink with timidity; and out of compassion to the dear girl, I hurried away from the hall, to relieve her from the burden my presence seemed to inflict. The moment I had accomplished my last duty, which was to feed her with my own hands, giving her seven pieces of sugar-candy; seven, on this occasion, is the lucky number, I presume, as I was particularly cautioned to feed her with exactly that number of pieces.

Returning to the assembly in the dahána; I would have gladly taken leave, but there was yet one other custom to be observed to secure a happy omen to the young people's union. Once again seated on the mantuad with Sundun Begum, the female slaves entered with sherbert in silver basins. Each person taking sherbert is expected to deposit gold and silver coins in the trust; the sherbert-money at this house is collected for the bride; and when, during the three days' performance of the marriage ceremony at the bridegroom's house, sherbert is presented to the guests, the money collected there is reserved for him. The produce of the two houses is afterwards compared, and conclusions drawn as to the greatest portion of respect paid by the friends on either side. The poor people find the sherbert-money a useful fund to help them to keep house; but with the rich it is a mere matter to boast of, that so much money was collected in consequence of the number of visitors who attended the nuptials." (Mrs. Meer Hasan Ali's Indian Musulmans, vol. i. p. 362.)

**KHYÁNAH (خزيانه).** Breach of trust. Amputation is not incurred by a breach of trust, as in the case of ordinary theft, according to a saying of the Prophet recorded in the Hidihay (vol. ii. p. 93).

**KHYÁR (خيار).** "Option." A term used to express a certain period after the conclusion of a bargain, during which either of the parties may cancel it. According to 'Abdu'l-Haqq, it is of five kinds: (1) Khýaráh al-Shar', optional condition; where one of the parties stipulates for a period of three days or less. (2) Khýaráh l-Arib, option from defect; the option of dissolving the contract on discovery of defect. (3) Khýaráh r-Ra'iyah, option of inspection; the option of rejecting the thing purchased after sight. (4) Khýaráh l-Turým, option of determination; where a person, having purchased two or three things of the same kind, stipulates a period to make his selection. (5) Khýaráh l-Majís, the option of withdrawing from the contract as long as the meeting of the parties continues. The Hanafiyah doctors do not accept the last, but it is allowed by the other sects.

**KHYÁLÁN (خاليان).** "Abandonment." The abandonment of a Muslim by God. The word occurs once in the Qur'an, Surah iii. 154: "If then God help you, none shall overcome you, but if He abandon you, who is he that shall help you?" Used by a Christian, it would imply the state of a person fallen from grace.

**AL-KHIZIZ (الخيز).** Lit. "The green one." The Musulwí Muhammad Tahir says the learned are not agreed as to whether he is a prophet or not. His real name is, according to al-Ba'iswáy, Bálíy ibn Malik. Some say he lived in the time of Abraham, and that he is still alive in the flesh, and most of the religious and Súfí mystics are agreed upon this point; some have declared that they have seen him; and they say he is still to be seen in sacred places, such as Makka.
or Jerusalem. Some few traditionists deny his existence. Others say he is of the family of Noah, and the son of a king. (Majmu‘ul-Bihār, p. 290.)

His name does not occur in the Qur‘ān, but Husain, Jallāl ‘d-dīn, al-Ba‘isāwī, and nearly all the commentators, believe that al-Khīr is the mysterious individual referred to in the following narrative in the Qur‘ān:

Surah xxviii. 58-59: “Remember when Moses said to his servant, ‘I will not stop till I reach the confines of the two seas (i.e. the sea of Greece and the sea of Persia), or for years will I journey on.’ But when they reached their confines, they forgot their fish, and it took its way in the sea at will. And when they had passed on, said Moses to his servant, ‘Bring us our morning meal; for now have we incurred weariness from this journey.’ He said, ‘What thinkest thou? When we repaired to the rock for rest I forgot the fish; and none but Satan made me forget it, so as not to mention it; and it hath taken its way in the sea in a wondrous sort.’ He said, ‘It is this we were in quest of.’ And they both went back retracing their footsteps. Then found they one of our servants to whom we had vouchsafed our mercy, and whom we had instructed with our knowledge. And Moses said to him, ‘Shall I follow thee that thou teach me, for guidance, of that which thou too hast been taught?’ He said, ‘Verily, thou canst not have patience with me; how canst thou be patient in matters whose meaning thou comprehendest not?’ He said, ‘Thou shalt find me patient if God please, nor will I disobey thy bidding.’ He said, ‘Then, if thou follow me, ask me not of aught until I have given thee an account thereof.’ So they both went on till they embarked in a ship, and he (the unknown) staved it in. ‘What!’ said Moses, ‘hast thou staved it in that thou mayest drown its crew? a strange thing now hast thou done!’ He said, ‘Did I not tell thee that thou couldst not have patience with me?’ He said, ‘Chide me not that I forgot; but say on me a hard command.’ Then went they on till they met a youth, and he slew him. Said Moses, ‘Hast thou slain him who is free from guilt of blood? Now hast thou wrought a grievous thing!’ He said, ‘Did I not tell thee that thou couldst not have patience with me?’ Moses said, ‘If after this I ask thee, then let me be thy comrade no longer; but now hast thou my excuse.’ They went on till they came to the people of a city. Of this people they asked food, but they refused them for guests. And they found in it a wall that was about to fall, and he set it upright. Said Moses, ‘If thou hadst wished, for this thou mightest have obtained pay.’ He said, ‘This is the parting point between me and thee. But I will first tell thee the meaning of that which thou couldest not await with patience. As to the vessel, it belonged to poor men who toiled upon the sea, and I was minded to damage it, for in their rear was a king who seized every ship by force. As to the youth, his parents were believers, and we feared lest he should trouble them by error and inidelity. And we desired that their Lord might give them in his place a child, better than he in virtue, and nearer to Bilal piety. And as to the wall, it belonged to two orphan youths in the city, and beneath it was their treasure; and thy Lord desired that they should reach the age of strength, and take forth their treasure through the mercy of thy Lord. And not of mine own will have I done this. This is the interpretation of that which thou couldest not bear with patience.’

In some Muslim books he seems to be confounded with Elias, and in others with St. George, the patron saint of England. In the above quotation he is represented as the companion of Moses, and the commentator Husain says he was a general in the army of Abdul-Qurais (Alexiad the Great). But as al-Khīr is supposed to have discovered and drunk of the fountain of life, he may be contemporary with any age.

KHUDĀ or KHBĀB (خباب). The son of al-‘Arafa, the blacksmith. A slave converted in the early history of Islam, and one who suffered much persecution from the Quraish on account of his religious opinions.

When ‘Umar was Khalifah, Khubāb ibn al-‘Arafa showed him the scars of the stripes he had received from the unbelieving Makkans twenty or thirty years before. ‘Umar seated him upon his masnad, saying that there was but one man who was more worthy of this favour than Khubāb, namely, Bilākī, who had also been sorely persecuted by the unbelievers. But Khubāb replied: ‘Why is he more worthy than I am? He had his friends among the idolators, whom the Lord raised up to help him. But I had none to help me. And I well remember one day they came and kindled a fire for me, and threw me therein upon my back, and a man stamped with his foot upon my chest, my back being towards the ground. And when they uncovered my back, lo! it was blistered and white.” (Kabish ‘I-Wajiti, quoted by Sir W. Muir.)

KHUDĀ (خعد). Son of ‘Ada. One of the early martyrs of Islam. Being perfidiously sold to the Quraish, he was by them put to death in a most cruel manner, being mutilated and impaled. When at the stake and in the midst of his torments, he was asked whether he did not wish Muhammad was in his place, and he answered, “I would not wish to be with my family, my substance, and my children, on condition that Muhammad was only pricked with a thorn.” When bound to the stake, his enemies said, “Now abuse Islam, and we will let you go.” He replied, “Not for the whole world.” Sir William Muir says: “I see no reason to doubt the main facts of the story.” (Life of Makomet, new ed. p. 286.)

KHUDĀ (خعد) also KHUDĀ (خعد) From the Persian خد.

KHUĐAWAND (خُوْدَوْن). A Persian word, signifying, “lord,” “prince,” “master.” A possessor: a man of authority. It is used as a title of the Deity, and by Christian missionaries in India it is generally employed as a translation of the Greek Ἵριος, “Lord.” In the Gīyās’ l-Layḥā, it is derived from Khudā, “God”; and waned, “like”; i.e. one like unto God.

KHUL (خُل). An agreement entered into for the purpose of dissolving marriage. The release from the marriage tie obtained by a wife upon payment of a compensation or consideration. In the Hidā-yah it is said: “Whenever enmity takes place between husband and wife, and they both see reason to apprehend the ends of marriage are not likely to be answered by a continuance of their union, the woman need not scruple to release herself from the power of her husband, by offering such a compensation as may induce him to liberate her.” In the event of a woman desiring this form of divorce, she is not entitled to the repayment of her dower. This law is laid down in the Qur’an: “If ye fear that they cannot observe the ordinances of God, then no blame shall attach to either of you for what the wife shall herself give for her redemption.” (Sūrah li. 229.)

Al-KHULAFĀ’U R-RĀSHIDUN (الخُلَافُ الراشِدُون). “The well-directed Khalifas.” A title given to the first four successors of Muhammad—Abū Bakr, ‘Umar (Omar), ‘Uṯmān, and ‘Aṭā. It is generally held by the Sunnis that after these four reigns, Islam became corrupted, and the succession in the office of Khalifah uncertain. [KHALIFAH.]

KHULQ (خُلُق). “Disposition; temper; nature.” Qur’an, Sūrah lxviii. 4: “Verily thou art of a noble nature.”

KHULṬIN (خُلْطين). An infusion of dates and raisins, boiled together until they ferment and become spirituous, but of which a Muslim can drink without impropriety or sin. This is grounded on a circumstance relative to Ibn Ziyād, which is thus related by himself: “Abū ʿIbāh, the son of ‘Umar, having given me some sherbet to drink, I became intoxicated to such a degree that I knew not my own house. I went to him next morning, and, having informed him of the circumstance, he acquainted me that he had given me nothing but a drink composed of dates and raisins. Now this was certainly khultin, which had undergone the operation of boiling; because it is elsewhere related by ‘Umar that it is unlawful in its crude state.” (Hidāyah, vol.iv. p.161.)

KHULŪD (خُلْود). “Eternity.” [ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.]

KHUMS (خُمْس). “A fifth.” The fifth of property which is given to the Baita ’l-Māl, or public treasury.

KHUNSA (خُنْس). [HERMAPHRODITISM.]

KHUDUF (خُدُف). [ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.]

KHUTBAH (خُوْتَب). The sermon or oration delivered on Fridays at the time of suhr, or meridian prayer. It is also recited on the two great festivals in the morning after sunrise. [IDQ ‘l-SUTRA, ‘IDQ ‘l-AZHA.]

The Friday prayer and sermon are established by an injunction in the Qur’an, Sūrah lxii. 9: “O ye who believe! when the call to prayer is made upon the congregation day (yusama ‘l-jumāh), then hasten to the remembrance of God, and leave off traffic.” By the words “remembrance of God,” most commentators understand the khutbah or sermon.

From the Traditions, it appears that Muḥammad used frequently to deliver a khutbah, and that it was not the studied and formal oration which it has become in more recent times.

Jabir says: “When the Prophet delivered the khutbah, his eyes used to be red, and his voice high, and his anger raged so that you would say he was warning a tribe of the approach of a hostile army, and frightening them with apprehensions of its arrival; thus: It is at hand! In the evening or morning it will come down upon you and plunder you! And the Prophet would say, I have been sent and the Resurrection is like those two fingers, and he used to join his fore-finger with the next to it, as an explanation of the semblance that the Resurrection was not farther off than the difference of length in the two fingers.” (Mishkāt, book iv. ch. xlvii.)

On Fridays, after the usual ablutions, the four Sunnah prayers are recited, and the preacher, or khatib, then seats himself on the pulpit, or minbar, whilst the Mu‘azzin proclaims adhān; after which he stands up on the second step and delivers the khutbah. It must be in Arabic, and must include prayers for Muhammad, the Companions, and the kings, but its composition and general structure is left to the discretion of the preacher.

In some countries, Egypt for example (Lane’s Egyptian, vol. i. p. 107), the khatib holds a wooden sword in his hand, whilst he delivers the exhortation. The khutbah is divided into two sections, the khutbatu ‘l-waṣṣ, and the khutbatu ‘l-nawīs, supplications being made between the two sections. The following is a translation of a khutbah, as delivered in India in the present day, from which the name and titles of the reigning monarch are omitted. It is the third of a series of sermons published at Lucknow in a volume entitled Majmu‘ Khutob:
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Praised be God. Praised be that God who hath shown us the way in this religion. If He had not guided us into the path we should not have found it.

I bear witness that there is no deity but God. He is one. He has no associate. I bear witness that Muhammad is the servant of God, His servant and His Apostle. May God have mercy upon him, and upon his descendants, and upon his companions, and give them peace.

Fear God, 0 ye people, and fear that day, the Day of Judgment, when a father will not be able to answer for his son, nor the son for the father. Of a truth God's promises are true. Let not this present life make you proud. Let not the deceiver (Satan) lead you astray.

0 ye people who have believed, turn ye to God, as Nâsh* did turn to God. Verily God doth forgive all sins, verily He is the merciful, the forgiving of sins. Verily He is the most magnificent, and bountiful, the King, the Holy One, the Clement, the Most Merciful.

(1) The preacher then descends from the pulpit, and sitting on the floor of the mosque, offers up a silent prayer. He then again ascends the minbar, as before, and proceeds.

In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Praised be God. We praise Him. We seek help from Him. We ask forgiveness of sins. We trust in Him. We seek refuge in Him from evil desires and from former sinful actions. He who has God for His guide is never lost; and whomsoever He leadeth aside none can guide into the right path.

We bear witness that there is no deity but God. He is one. He hath no partner. Verily we bear witness that Muhammad is the servant and apostle of God, and may God have mercy upon him, who is more exalted than any being. May God have mercy upon his descendants, and upon his companions! May God give them peace! Especially upon Amiru `I-muuminin Abu Bakr as-Siddiq (may God be pleased with him). And upon him who was the most temperate of the friends, Amiru `I-muuminin `Umar ibn al-Khattab (may God be pleased with him). And upon him whose modesty and faith were perfect, Amiru `I-muuminin `Usman (may God be pleased with him). And upon the Lion of the powerful God, Amiru `I-`muuminin `Ali ibn Abi-Talib (may God be pleased with him). And upon the two Imams, the holy ones, the two martyrs, Amiru `I-muuminin Abu Muhammad al-Hasan and Abu `Abdi `llah al-Husain (may God be pleased with both of them). And upon the mother of these two persons, the chief of women, Fäzi-matwa `Zulaydr (may God be pleased with her). And upon his (Muhammad's) two uncles, Hamzah and `Al-`Abbas (may God be pleased with them). And upon the rest of the 'companions,' and upon the 'followers' (may God be pleased with all of them). Of Thy mercy, 0 most merciful of all merciful ones, 0 God, forgive all Muslim men and Muslim women, all malo believers and all female believers. Of a truth Thou art He who will receive our prayers.

0 God, help those who help the religion of Muhammad. May we also exert ourselves to help those who help Islam. Make those weak, who weaken the religion of Muhammad.

0 God, bless the ruler of the age, and make him kind and favourable to the people.

0 servants of God, may God have mercy upon you. Verily, God enjoineth justice and the doing of good, and giveth to kindred; and He forbiddeth wickedness, and wrong, and oppression. He warmeth you that haply ye may be mindful. (Sûrah cxv. 92.)

0 ye people, remember the great and exalted God. He will also remember you. He will answer your prayers. The remembrance of God is great, and good, and honourable, and noble, and meritorious, and worthy, and sublime."

A more eloquent and strikingly characteristic khutbah has been translated by Mr. Lane in his Modern Egyptians (vol. I, p. 107). It is a New Year's Day sermon, delivered in the great mosque at Cairo, on the first Friday in the year, on the occasion of Mr. Lane's first visit, and as follows:—

"In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful."

Praise be to God, the Renewer of Years, and the Multiplier of favours, and the Creator of months and days, according to the most perfect wisdom and most admirable regulation; who hath dignified the months of the Arabs above all other months, and hath pronounced that whatever the more excellent of them is al-Muharram the Sacred, and hath commenced with it the year, as He hath closed it with Zil Hijjah. How propitious is the beginning, and how good is the end! I exult His perfection, exalting Him from the association of any other deity with Him. He hath well considered what He hath formed and established what He hath contrived, and He alone hath the power to create and to annihilate. I praise Him, exulting His perfection, and exalting His name, for the knowledge and inspiration which He hath graciously vouchsafed; and I testify that there is no deity but God alone; He hath no companion; He is the Most Holy King; the God of Peace; and I testify that our Lord and our Prophet and our friend Muhammad is His servant and His Apostle, and His elect, and His friend, the Guide of the Way, and the lamp of the dark. O God, bless and save and bestow this noble Prophet, and chief and excellent apostle, the merciful-hearted, our Lord Muhammad, and his family and his companions, and his wives, and his posterity, and the people of his house, the

---

*Nâsh,* a word which occurs in the eighth verse of the Sûratu `T-Tahrim (Ixxvii), in the Qur'ân; it is translated "true repentance" by Sale and Rodwell, but it is supposed to be a person's name by several commentators.
of noble persons, and grant them ample salvation.

"O servants of God, your lives have been gradually curtailed, and year after year hath passed away, and ye are sleeping on the bed of inattention, and on the pillow of iniquity. Ye are the tombs of your predecessors, and fear not: the assault of destiny and destruction, as if others departed from the world and ye must of necessity remain in it. Ye rejoice at the arrival of new years, as if they brought an increase to the term of life, and swim in the seas of desires, and enlarge your hopes, and in every way exceed other people in presumption; and ye are sluggish in doing good. O how great a calamity is this! God teacheth by an allegory. Know ye not that in the curtailment of time by inattention and sleep there is very great trouble? Know ye not that in the cutting short of lives by the termination of years is a very great warning? Know ye not that the night and day divide the lives of numerous souls? Know ye not that health and capacity are two blessings coveted by many men? But the truth hath become manifest to him who hath eyes. Ye are now between two years: one year hath passed away, and come to an end, with its evils; and ye have entered upon another year, in which, if it please God, mankind shall be relieved. Is any of you determining upon diligence in doing good in the year to come? or repenting of his failings in the times that are passed? The happy one is he who maketh amends for the time past in the time to come; and the miserable one is he whose days pass away and he is careless of his time. This new year hath arrived, and the sacred month of God hath come with blessings to you, the first of the months of the year, and of the four sacred months, as hath been said, and the most worthy of preference and honour and reverence. Its fast is the most excellent of fasts and that which is obligatory, and the doing of good in it is among the most excellent of the objects of desire. Whosoever doeth it with desirest to reap advantage from it, let him fast the ninth and tenth days, looking for aid. Abstain not from the fast through inattention, and esteeming it a hardship; but comply with it, in the best manner, and honour it with the best of honours, and improve your time by the worship of God morning and evening. Turn unto God with repentance, before the assault of death: He is the God who accepteth repentance of His servants, and pardoneth sins. The Apostle of God (God bless and save him) hath said, 'The most excellent prayer, after the prescribed, is the prayer that is said in the last third of the night, and the most excellent fast, after Ramadán, is that of the month of God, al-Muharram.'

(The khutbah having concluded his exhortation, says to the congregation, Supplicate God." He then sits down and prays privately; and each member of the congregation at the same time offers up some private petition, as after the ordinary prayers, holding his hands before him (looking at the palms), and then drawing them down his face. The khutbah then rises again, and recites the following):"

"Praise be to God, abundant praise, as He hath commanded. I testify that there is no deity but God: He hath no companion: affirming His supremacy, and condemning him who denieth and disbelieveth: I testify that our Lord and our Prophet Muhammad is His servant and His apostle, the lord of mankind, the intercessor, the accepted intercessor, on the Day of Assembling: God bless him and his family as long as the eye seeth and the ear heareth. O people, reverence God by doing what He hath commanded, and abstain from that which He hath forbidden and prohibited. The happy one is he who obeyeth, and the miserable one is he who opposeth and simmeth. Know that the present world is a transitory abode, and that the world to come is a lasting abode. Make provision, therefore, in your transitory state for your lasting state, and prepare for your reckoning and standing before God: for know that ye shall tomorrow be placed before God, and reckoned with according to your deeds; and before the Lord of Might ye shall be present, and those who acted unjustly shall know with what an overthrow they shall be overthrown." Know that God, whose perfection I extol, and whose name be exalted, hath said and ceaseeth not to say wisely, and to command judiciously, warning you, and teaching, and honouring the dignity of your Prophet, extolling and magnifying him. Verily, God and His angels bless the Prophet: 'O ye who believe, bless him, and greet him with a salutation.' O God bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, as Thou blessedst Ibrahim and the family of Ibrahim among all creatures, for Thou art praiseworthy and glorious. O God, do Thou also be well pleased with the four Khulafah, the orthodox lords, of high dignity and illustrious honour, Abū Bakr, al-Siddiq, al-Umar, and 'Uthmān, and 'Ali; and be Thou well pleased, O God, with the six who remained of the ten noble and just persons who swore allegiance to Thy Prophet Muhammad (God bless him and save him) under the tree (for Thou art the Lord of piety and the Lord of pardon); those persons of excellence and clemency, and rectitude and prosperity, Talhah and Zubair, and Sa'd, and Sa'id, and Abū Rahlīm ibn 'Aaf, and Abū Ubaidah Amīr ibn al-Jarrāh; and with all the Companions of the Apostle of God (God bless and save him); and be Thou well pleased, O God, with the two martyred descendants, the two bright moons, the two lords of the youth of the people of Paradise in Paradise, the two sweet-smelling flowers of the Pho-
and with the generation which succeeded the Companions, and with the generation which succeeded that, with beneficence to the Day of Judgment. O God, pardon the believing men and the believing women, and the Muslim men and the Muslim women, those who are living, and the dead; for Thou art a hearer near, an answerer of prayers, O Lord, of the beings of the whole world. O God, aid Islam, and strengthen its pillars, and make infidelity to tremble, and destroy its might, by the preservation of Thy servants, and the son of Thy servants, the submissive to the Might of Thy Majesty and Glory, whom God hath aided, by the care of the Adored King, our master the Sultan, son of the Sultan, the Sultan Mahmud Kayhan; may God assist him, and prolong his reigns. O God, assist him, and assist his armies, O Thou Lord of the religion, and the world present, and the world to come, O Lord of the beings of the whole world.

"O God, assist the forces of the Muslims, and the armies of the Unitarians. O God, frustrate the infidels and polytheists, thine enemies, the enemies of the religion. O God, invert their banners, and ruin their habitations, and give them and their wealth as booty to the Muslims. O God, unloose the captives of the captives, and annul the debts of the debtors; and make this town to be safe and secure, and blessed with wealth and plenty, and all the towns of the Muslims. O Lord of the beings of the whole world. And decrees safety and health to us and to all travelers, and pilgrims, and warriors, and wanderers, upon Thy earth, and upon Thy sea, such as are Muslims, O Lord of the beings of the whole world.

"O Lord, we have acted unjustly towards our own souls, and if Thou do not forgive us and be merciful unto us, we shall surely be of those who perish. I beg of God, the Great, that He may forgive me and you, and all the people of Muhammad, the servants of God. Verily God commandeth justice, and the doing of good, and giving what is due to kindred; and forbiddest wickedness, and iniquity, and oppression; He admonisheth you that ye may reflect. Remember God; He will remember you: and thank Him; He will increase to you your blessings. Praise be to God, the Lord of the beings of the whole world!"

The khatib being ended, the khatib then descends from the pulpit, and, if he officiates as Imam, takes his position and leads the people in a two-rak'ah prayer. The khatib, however, does not always officiate as Imam. The Prophet is related to have said that the length of a man's prayers and the shortness of his sermon, are signs of a man's common sense.

According to the best authorities, the name of the reigning Khalifah ought to be recited in the khatibah, and the fact that it is not so recited in independent Muhannad kingdom, by the name of the Sultan or Amir is substituted for the Khalifah, has its significance, for it is a question whether the Sultan of Turkey, has any real claim to the spiritual headship of Islam. [KHALIFAH.] In India, the name of the king is omitted and the expression "Ruler of the Age" is used.

In India, the recital of the khatibah serves to remind every Muhannad priest, at least once a week, that he is in a Daru l-'Had, "a land of annuity." Still the fact that he can recite his khatibah at all in a country not under Muslim rule, must also assure him that he is in a Daru l-'Amam, or  "land of protection."

**KUTBATU L-WAQFAH** (الكتاب الوقيف). The "sermon of standing." The sermon or oration recited on Mount 'Arafah at the mid-day prayer on the ninth day of the pilgrimage. (Burton's Pilgrimage, vol. ii. p. 218.) [KUTBATU L-WAQFAH.]

**KUZAIMAH (الكازمية).** Lit. "A remnant." A part of the Banu 'Aazad who were left behind when the tribe migrated, and who settled down permanently near Makkah. They were from the first friendly to Muhammad, and made a treaty with him soon after that of al-Hudaiyyah. They were an important portion of the army which marched to Makkah with the Prophet.

**KUZAIMAH IBN 'SABIT** (الكازمية بن سابط). An Arabian tribe were expelled by the Yamani tribes and afterwards settled in the Hijaz, where they bore a prominent part in opposing the army of Muhammad.

**KUZAIMAH IBN 'SABIT** (الكازمية بن سابط). A Companion of some renown. He was present at the battle of Badr. He was killed at the same time as the Khalifah 'Ali, a.m. 37.

**KHWAIJAH** (خواجه). Persian. A rich or respectable man; a gentleman. An opulent merchant.

**KIBR** (كبر). "Pride; haughtiness." With regard to mortal man, it is considered a vice, but with regard to the Infinite God, it is held to be one of His attributes. Al-Kabir, "the Great One."

**AL-KIMIYAH** (الكيمياء). "Alchemy." The word is supposed to be derived from the Greek χαμηλος, which signifies "juice," and to be properly confined to the study of extracts and essences of plants. It is now, however, applied more especially to a pretended science, which had for its object the transmutation of the baser materials into gold or silver, or the discovery of a panacea or universal remedy for diseases. Although this so-called science has now fallen into deserved contempt, it was held in high repute, and much cultivated from the 18th to the 17th century, especially amongst the Saracens. The first Muslim of reputation who is said to have given his attention to the subject, was Khalid, a son of the Khalifah Yazid (A.H. 688), and the first who wrote on the subject was Jabir ibn Abbad as-Sufi, who was a disciple of Khalid.
Hājī Khalilah, the celebrated author of the Kitābū 'l-Zurūn, says "the word Kiniyāy comes from the Hebrew, kim and yāh and means 'from God.' There is some discussion regarding this science. Many people do not believe in its existence, amongst others the celebrated philosopher Shāhī Ṭāhir ibn Sinā, who wrote against it in his book, the Kitābū 'l-Shafi‘a; also Yaqsīb al-Kindī, and many others. But, on the other hand, many learned men have believed in its existence; for example, Imām Fakhrū 'l-dīn ar-Rāzī, and Shāhī Ṭāhir al-Nūmān 'l-dīn al-Baghdādī. (Kashī, l-Tāmir, in loco)."

Aḥlu Kiniyāy, is a term used not only for an alchemist, but for a discoverer, and also a lover.

Al- Kiniyāy 'l-Akber, the philosopher's stone, or some celebrated tinture.

Kiniyāy, the chemistry of meanings, that is, the study of truth.

II.—Amongst the Sāfī mystics, the term al-Kiniyāy is used for being satisfied with the things in possession, and not yearning after things which we do not possess. Kiniyāy 'l-Awda, the alchemy of the ordinary people, is the exchange of spiritual things for the things which perish. Kiniyāy 'l-Kawāda, the alchemy of special people, is the emptying of the heart of everything except God. Kiniyāy 'l-Sirāt, the alchemy of asceticism, is the purification of one's heart from all things that are evil by the attainment of special graces. (Abū 'l-Raṣāḥiṣ's Dict. of Sāfī Terms.)

KINĀNAH (كينانة). (1) The name of the ancestor and founder of the Arabian tribe, the Banū Kīnānah. They are said to be of the Ansār, the grandfather of Fāhib, who was surnamed Quraisy.

(2) The name of the Jewish chief of Khais-bar who defended the fortress of Qāsim against Muhammad. He was slain by order of the Prophet, who afterwards took Kīnānah's bride, Safiyyah, to his home and married her. (Safyū.)

KINAYAH (كيناه). "A metaphor." A word used in the science of exagiosis, e.g. "Thou art separated," by which may be meant, "Thou art divorced," which is called Talāwī, l-Kināyah, or a divorce in metaphor.

KINDĀH (كيندا). A tribe of al-Yaman, and the descendants of Himyar. They are said to be one of the noblest of the Arab tribes. One of the remarkable descendants of this tribe was al-Kindī, the philosopher. (Kindā.)

AL-KINDI (الكيندي), the philosopher. Abu Yūsf Yaqsīb ibn Isḥāq ibn al-Sabbāh al-Kindī, who flourished at the court of the Khalīfah Ma'mūn, a.d. 833, and who translated numerous classical and philosophical works for the Abbaside Government. De Stael says his father Isḥāq was Amīr of al-Kūfah, and his great-grandfather was one of the Prophet's Companions. It was at one time supposed he was a Jew or a convert to the Jewish religion, while others tried to identify him with the author of an Apology for Christianity, entitled Risālūt Abdu'l-Muṣtafū 'l-Qāsid al-Kindī, in which the writer explains to a Muslim friend his reasons for holding the Christian faith, in preference to Islam, whose acceptance the latter had pressed upon him. But it has been proved that al-Kindī, the philosopher, and al-Kindī, the author of the said treatise, are two distinct persons, although both living at the court of al-Ma'mūn and belonging to the same tribe.

Dr. J. M. Arnold, in his Islām and Christianihty, p. 372, says the Risālūt, or treatise of al-Kindī, is quoted as a genuine production by the celebrated historian, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Būrī, died a.d. 420, in one of his works in confirmation of his statement that there were human sacrifices offered up in Arabia prior to the time of Muhammad.

The Apology of al-Kindī has been rendered into English by Sir William Muir, from an edition in Arabic published by the Turkish Mission's Aid Society.

KINDRED. [INHERITANCE, MARRIAGE.]

KING. The term used in the Qur'aan for a king is generally malik (ملك), Heb. ʕâlîm, e.g. when the Israelites "said to a prophet of theirs, 'Raise up for us a king:'" (Surah ii. 44.)

(1) The word malik is now merely used in Arabia and in Central Asia for a petty chief.

(2) Sultan occurs in the Qur'aan for "authority," or "power," and not for a king. Sūrah lixiv. 29, "My authority has perished from me." But it is now the title assumed by the Emperor of Turkey.

(3) Pādshah and Shāh are Persian words, the ruler of Persia having assumed the title of Shāh or King. The word Pādshah is derived from pād, "a throne," and shāh, "a lord or possessor," i.e. "the lord of the throne." In Hindustani it is Bādshah.

(4) Wālī, is a title assumed by Muhammadan rulers, the title being held by the Balkāsī rulers of Afghanistan in all legal documents. The word simply means a possessor, or one in authority.

(5) Amīr has a similar meaning to Wālī, and is a title which is assumed by Muslim rulers, as the Amirs of Bukhara and of Kabīl. It is derived from 'amr, "to rule."

(6) Sāmīr, a "lord," is a title given to the descendants of Muhammad, and is a regal title assumed by the ruler of Zanzibar.

(7) Imām, a "leader," is the legal title of the head of the Muslims, and it is that given to the successors of Muhammad, who are so called in the Traditions and in Muhammadan works of law. (Imām.)

(8) Khilāfah, a "vicegerent." Khalīfah, or Caliph, is used for the same regal personage as Imam. (Khilāfah, Rukmah.)

KIRAMAH ( بالإكرام). The miracles of any saint other than a Prophet, as dis-
tonguished from *mājiyāk*, which is always used for the miracles of an apostle or prophet. [MIRACLES.

**KIRAMIYAH**

**KIRAMIYAH** (كِرَامِيَة). A sect of Muslims founded by Muhammad ibn Karim, and called also the Majassiyyah, or Cospo-realists, because they admitted not only a resemblance between God and created beings, but declared him to be corporeal in substance.

"The more sober among them, indeed, when they applied the word body to God, would be understood to mean that He is a self-sustaining being, which with them is the definition of body; but yet some of them affirmed him to be finite, and circumscribed allowed that He might be felt by the hand, and seen by the eye. Nay, one David al-Jawari went so far as to say that His deity was a body composed of flesh and blood, and that He had members as hands, feet, a head, a tongue, eyes, and ears: but that he was a body, however, not like other bodies, neither was he like to any created being. He is also said, further, to have affirmed that from the crown of the head to the breast he was hollow, and from the breast downward solid, and that He had black curled hair. These most blasphematic and monstrous notions were the consequence of the literal acceptance of those passages in the Koran (Sūhās x. 10; xx. 4; ii. 109), which figuratively attribute corporeal actions to God, and of the words of Muhammad, when he said that God created man in His own image, and that he himself had felt the fingers of God, which He laid on his back, to be cold; besides which, this sect are charged with flattering on their Prophet a great number of apuruous and forged traditions to support their opinion, the greater part whereof they borrowed from the Jews, who are accused as naturally prone to assimilate God to men, so that they describe Him as weeping for Noah's flood till His eyes were sore." (Sale.)

**KIRAMUN KĀTIBŪN** (كِرَامُ الْقَاطِبُون). Lit. "Illustrious writers." The two recording angels who are said to be with every man, one on the right hand to record his good deeds, and one on his left to record the evil deeds. They are mentioned in the Qur'ān, Sūrātāt 'I-nisiār (lxxii.): "Yet truly there are guardians over you, illustrious recorders (kiramān kātibān) cognizant of your actions."

It is related that the Prophet enjoined his people not to spit in front, or on the right, but on the left, as on that side stands the recording angel of evil. (Mishkāt, book iv. ch. viii. pt. 1.)

As these angels are supposed to be changed every day, they are called the *mu'qiqbādā*, or those who succeed each other.

**KISRA** (كِسْر), pl. Akāsirah. The Chosroes, or Cyrus, a name given to almost every king of Persia of the Sassanian dynasty (like Caesar among the Romans and Pharaoh among the Egyptians). The kings of Persia, prior to Islam, according to *Aish ibn Durays*, composed four dynasties, namely, the *Paisadīs*, the chronology of which is unknown; the *Kaykaysians*, which ended b.c. 531, when Persia was conquered by Alexander the Great; the *Ashkāshans*, which terminated a.d. 202; and the *Sassānians*, the last of whom was overcome by the Arabs, a.d. 636.

From the Qur'an, Sūrāh xxx. 1, it appears that after the taking of Jerusalem by Chosroes, the sympathies of Muhammad were all enlisted on the side of the Cesar, and he foretells his ultimate victory over the King of Persia:

"The Greeks have been conquered in the neighbouring coast, but in a few years after their defeat they shall again be victorious."

In the sixth year after the Hijrah, Muhammad sent a despatch to Chosroes, inviting him to Islam. Sir William Muir says (Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 384): "The despatch for the King of Persia reached the Court probably some months after the accession of Siroes. It was delivered to the Monarch, who, on hearing the contents, tore it in pieces. When this was reported to Mahomet, he prayed and said: 'Even thus, O Lord! render Thou his kingdom from him. Connected with the court of Persia, but of date somewhat earlier than the despatch sent to it, is a remarkable incident, which was followed by results of considerable importance."

"A few months before his overthrow, the Chosroes, receiving strange reports of the prophethical claims of Mahomet, and of the deprivations committed on the Syrian border by his marauding bands, sent order to Bādsān, the Persian Governor of Yemen, to despatch two trusty men to Medina, and procure for him certain information regarding the Pretender. Bādsān obeyed, and with the messengers sent a curious despatch to Mahomet. By the time they arrived at Medina, tidings had reached the Prophet of the deposition and death of Chosroes. When the despatch, therefore, was read before him, he smiled at its contents, and summoned the ambassadors to embrace Islam. He then apprised them of the murder of the Chosroes and the accession of his son. 'Go,' said he, 'inform your master of this, and require him to tender his submission to the Prophet of the Lord.' The glory of Persia had now departed. She had long ago relaxed her grasp upon Arabia; and the Governor of Yemen was free to choose a protectorate more congenial to his people. Bādsān, therefore, gladly recognised the rising fortunes of Islam, and signified his adhesion to the Prophet. From the distance of this province, its allegiance was at the first little more than nominal; but the accession served as a point for further action, and meanwhile added new prestige to the Prophet's name."

**KISWAH** (كِسْرَة). Lit. "A robe." The covering of the *Kabah*, or cube-like building, at Makkah. [KABAH.]
When Captain Burton visited Makkah in 1858, he found it to be a coarse tunic of mixed silk and cotton, and of eight pieces, two for each face of the building, the seams being concealed by the broad girt band called the bizam. It is lined with white calico, and has cotton ropes to secure the covering to the wall and the basement. But on the occasion of Captain Burton's visit, the kiswah was tucked up by ropes from the roof. The whole is of a brilliant black, with the gold band running round it.

The burqa, or veil, is a curtain hung before the door of the Kasbah, also of black brocade, embroidered with inscriptions, in letters of gold, of verses from the Qur'an, and lined with green silk.

According to Burton, the inscription on the gold band of the kiswah is the nineteenth verse of the last chapter of the Qur'an: "Verily, the first House founded for mankind was surely that at Bakkah, for a blessing and a guidance to the worlds." The whole of the kiswah is covered with seven Surahs of the Qur'an, namely, xvirth, xixth, xixth, xixth, xxixth, xxixth, and xxvith (i.e. al-Kahf, al-Maryam, al-A'raf, al-Tauhûd, Ta Hâ, Yâ Sin, and al-Mulk). The character is the ancient Kufic, and legible from a considerable distance.

Mr. Lane says that the kiswah is made of a mixture of silk and cotton, because the Prophet expressly forbade silk as an article of dress.

The kiswah and burqa are now manufactured at Cairo, at a manufactory called the Khurunish, and is made by a family who possesses the hereditary right, and whose name is called the Baito's or Seid. When they are completed, they are taken to the mosque known as the Sultan Hassan, and there kept until they are sent off with a caravan of pilgrims to Makkah. This usually takes place a few days after the 'Idu'l-Fitr, generally about the second day of the month of Shawwâl, and two or three weeks before the departure of the regal canopy or Mahmal. (Mahrâm.) The procession of the kiswah is similar to that of the Mahmal, and therefore requires no separate description.

According to Muslim historians, the Ka'bah was first dressed with a kiswah or robe by a Hûmâyirite chief, named Tubba'a al-Arqâm. From the time of Qâsî it was veiled by subscriptions collected from the Prophet's era, until Abu Rabiyyah ibn al-Mughirah ibn 'Abd al-'A'râb provided the Kiswa, whereby he obtained the title of al-'Adî, "the Just." When Muhammad obtained possession, he ordered it to be covered with fine Yamâni cloth, and ordered the expense to be defrayed from the public treasury. The Khalîfah 'Umar chose Egyptian linen, and ordered the robes to be renewed every year. Khalîfah 'Umar, being a man of eminent piety ordered it to be clothed twice a year. For the winter it had a robe of brocade silk, and in the summer a suit of fine linen. Mu'awiyah, the Omâyiyyah Khalîfah, was the first to establish the present kiswah of silk and linen tissue, but being reminded of the Prophet's well-known dislike to silk en robes he changed it again to the more orthodox covering of Yamâni cloth. The Khalîfah Ma'mûn (a.d. 813) ordered the dress to be changed three times a year, the fine Yamâni cloth on the 1st of Rajab, white brocade on the 1st of Shawwâl, for the pilgrimage two months later, and rich red brocade on the 10th of Muharram. The Khalîfah al-Mutawakkil (a.d. 847) sent a new robe every two months. During the Abbaside dynasty, the investing of the Ka'bah with the kiswah was regarded as a sign of sovereignty over the holy places. The later Khalîfahs of Baghda'd are said to have sent a kiswah of green and gold. The Fâsi-mi'de Khalîfahs made the kiswah at Cairo of black brocade of mixed silk and cotton; and when Sultan Salâm assumed the power of the Khalîfate (a.d. 1512), the kiswah still continued to be supplied from Cairo, as is now the case under the Ottoman rule.

(Burckhardt's Arabia, Lane's Egyptians, Ali Bey's Pilgrimage, Burton's Mecca and Medina.) [Kizâmah, lámâkâd.] al-kitâb (الكتاب). "The Book." A term used for the Qur'an, and extended to all inspired books of the Jews and Christians, who are called Akhlu 'l-kitâb, or believers in the book.

kitâb (الكتاب). A term used for one of the Akhlu 'l-kitâb, "the people of the Book," or those in possession of the inspired word of God, as Jews or Christians.


kitâbu 'l-a'mâl (الكتاب الأعمال). [sâhibatu 'l-a'mâl.] al-kitâbu 'l-hukmî (الكتاب الحكمي). A letter transmissible from one Qâsi to another when the defendant in a suit resides at a distance. Such letter must be a transcript of real evidence.

al-kitâbu 'l-mubîn (الكتاب المبين). Lit. "The Manifest or clear book." The term is used in the Qur'an both for the Tablet of Decrees (lambu 'l-Mahfûz, and for the Qur'an itself. Sûrah vi. 59: "No leaf falleth but He knoweth it; neither is there a grain in the darkness of the earth, nor a green thing or bare, but it is noted in the clear book." Sûrah iv. 18: "Now hath a light and a clear book come to you from God."

kitâmân (الكمان). "Concealing; keeping secret." The injunction of the Qur'an is: "Hide not the truth while ye know it"; and yet the art of concealing profane religious beliefs has been a special characteristic of the Eastern mystics.
KNEELING. The attitude of kneeling amongst Muhammadans consists of placing the two knees on the ground and sitting on the feet behind. Kneeling as practised by Christians in the present day, does not exist amongst Muslims as an attitude of worship.

The word jātā, which occurs in the Qur'an, Sūrah xlv. 27: "And thou shalt see each nation kneeling (jātā'atum), each nation summoned to the book," expresses an attitude of fear and not of worship.

KNOWLEDGE. [ilm.]

KORAH. Arabic Qīrān (قیران). Heb. נ🤑. The son of Yaḥzar (Ischar), son of Gābis (Kohath), son of Lāwī (Levi). The leader of the rebellion against Moses. Num. xvi. 1; Jude 11 (where he is coupled with Cain and Balaam). He is mentioned three times in the Qur'an.

Sūrah xl. 24, 25: "Moreover we had sent Moses of old, with our signs and with clear tokens to Pharaoh, and Haman, and Korah; and they said, 'Sorcerer, impostor.'"

Sūrah xxix. 38: "And Korah and Pharaoh and Haman. With proofs of his mission did Moses come to them, and they beheld proudly on the earth; but they could not outstrip; for every one of them did we seize in him. Against some of them did we send a stone-charged wind; some of them did we make the terrible cry of Gabriel surprise; for some of them we cleaved the earth; and some of them we drowned."

Sūrah viii. 76-82: "Now Korah was of the people of Moses: but he behaved haughtily toward them; for we had given him such treasure that its keys would have burdened a company of men of strength. When his people said to him, 'Exult not, for God loveth not those who exult; but seek by means of what God hath given thee, to attain the future Mansion; and neglect not thy part in this world, but be bounteous to others as God hath been bounteous to thee, and seek not to commit excesses on the earth; for God loveth not those who commit excesses': he said, 'It hath been given me only on account of the knowledge that is in me.' Did he not know that God had destroyed before him generations that were mightier than he in strength and had amassed more abundant wealth? But the wicked shall not be asked of their crimes. And Korah went forth to his people in his pomp. Those who were greedy for this present life said, 'Oh that we had the like of that which hath been bestowed on Korah! Truly he is possessed of great good fortune.' But they to whom knowledge had been given said, 'We to you! the reward of God is better for him who believeth and worketh righteousness, and none shall win it but those who have patiently endured.' And we clave the earth for him and for his palace, and he had no forces, in the place of God, to help him, nor was he among those who are succoured. And in the morning those who the day before had coveted his lot said, 'Aha! God enlargeth to whom He pleaseth of His servants, or is sparing. Had not God been gracious to us, He had caused it to cease for us. Aha! the ungrateful can never prosper.'"

Al-Bašrāwī says Korah brought a false accusation of immorality against Moses, and Moses complained to God, and God directed him to command the earth what he pleased, and it should obey him; whereupon he said, "O earth, swallow them up!" and immediately the earth opened under Korah and his confederates, and swallowed them up, with his palace and all his riches.—There is a tradition that as Korah sank gradually into the ground, first to his knees, then to his waist, then to his neck, he cried out four several times, "O Moses, have mercy on me!" but that Moses continued to say, "O earth, swallow them up!" till at last he wholly disappeared: upon which God said to Moses, "Thou hadst no mercy on Korah, though he asked pardon of thee four times; but I would have had compassion on him if he had asked pardon of Me but once."

He is represented by Jālūlū 'd-din as the most beautiful of the Israelites of his time. His opulence and avarice have become a proverb for those who amass wealth without giving away in alms a part of it.

In the Ta'īnud it is said that "Joseph concealed three treasures in Egypt, one of which became known to Korah . . . . the keys of Korah's treasure chambers were a burden for 300 white mules." Mīr. Jāfūt on Ecc. v. 12: "Riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt."—which may have furnished Muḥammad with the nucleus of this story. Compare also Tract. Psuchin, fol. 119b.

AL-KUFAH (کوفه). A city on the west bank of the river Euphrates, about four days march from Baghdaθ, but which has now entirely disappeared.

The city of al-Kufah was founded soon after the Arabs conquered Persia, A.D. 622, and in the reign of the Khalīfah 'Umar. It was built opposite the ancient town of Mādain, on the other side of the river. The first Abbaside Khalīfah, Abū ʾl-Abbas, A.D. 750, made it his capital, and it was then a flourishing city, but when the Khalīfah al-Mansūr built Baghdaθ, al-Kufah decreased in importance, and gradually fell into decay. It was much famed for its learned men, especially for its grammarians. Two sects of rival grammarians were named respectively from al-Basrah and al-Kufah, and the more ancient characters of Arabic writing are called Kūfī or Kuφe, after this sect of learning.

The Kufic-Arabic letters resemble the Syriac, being square and heavy. The ancient copies of the Qur'an are written in Kufic.

KUFIR. (کفر). Lit. "That which covers the truth." Infidelity; blasphemy. Disbelieving in the Qur'an or in any of the tenets of the Muslim religion. [KAFR.]
KULÂH (كول). The Persian for a cap, or cowl, especially worn by Muhammadan faqirs or darweishes. The faqirs generally call it their ṭoj or crown, and it is one of the distinguishing marks of their order.

KULÂHS. (E. Campbell.)

KULŠUM (كلمين). Kulsum ibn Hadam, the name of a hospitable but blind chief, with whom Muhammad stayed at Qubā' upon his arrival in that place after his flight from Makka. It was whilst he was staying with Kulsum that Muhammad built his first mosque at Qubā'. Kulsum died soon afterwards.

KURZ İBN JABIR (كرز بن جابر). Quraish chieflain who committed a raid near al-Madinah, and carried off some of the flocks and herds of the Muslims. He was afterwards converted to Islam, and fell under Khulid at the taking of Makka.

KUSÛF (كوسف). [Eclipse of the Sun.]

L. LAILATU 'L - BARÂ'AH (ليلة البراءة). [SHAB-I-BARA'AH.]


LAILATU 'L-QADR (ليلة الفدر). "The night of power." A mysterious night, in the month of Ramazan, the precise date of which is said to have been known only to the Prophet and a few of the Companions. The following is the allusion to it in the Qur'an. Sûraatu 'l-Qadr (xvii).:

"Verily we have caused it (the Qur'an) to descend on the Lailatu 'l-Qadr. "Who shall teach thee what the Lailatu 'l-Qadr is?"

"The Lailatu 'l-Qadr excelleth a thousand months:

"Therein descend the angels, and the spirit by permission

"Of their Lord in every manner;

"And all is peace until the breaking of the dawn."

This night must not be confounded, as it often is, with the Shab-i-Bara', which is generally called Shab-i-Qadr, or the night of power, but which occurs on the 15th of Shaban. [SHAB-I-BARA'.]

The excellences of the Lailatu 'l-Qadr are said to be innumerable, and it is believed that during its solemn hours the whole animal
and vegetable creation bow down in humble adoration to the Almighty.

LAILATU ‘B-RAGHA‘IB (ليالي الرفع). The “night of supereroga-
tory devotions.” A festival observed on the first Friday in the month Rajab, by cer-
tain mystic leaders who affirm that it was established by the Prophet; but it is gen-
erally rejected by orthodox Sunnis. (See Raddu ‘l-Mukhtar, vol. i. p. 717.)

LAIS (ليس). An Arabic tribe de-
sceded from Kinānah. Al-Baizawi says they thought it unlawful for a man to eat
alone, and were the cause of the verse in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxiv. 60: “There is no
crime in you, whether ye eat together or sep-
ately.”

LAMENTATION. [BUKA’].

LA‘ANAH (لىнная). “Imprecation;
curse; anathema.” A word used thirteen
times in the Qur'ān, e.g. Sūrah ii. 63: “The
curse of God is on the infidels.”

LAND. Arabic arz (أرض), balad (بلد).
The following are some of the principal
rules of Muslim law relating to land:
1. ‘Iṣba‘ or Zakāt on lands.—Upon every
thing produced from the ground there is due
a tenth, or ‘ṣāḥir, ‘usir (Heb. שילו),
whether the soil be watered by the annual
overflow of great rivers, or by periodical
rains; excepting upon articles of wood, bam-
buck, and grass, which are not subject to
tithe. Land watered by means of buckets or
machinery, such as Persian wheels, or by
watering camels, are subject to only half
tithes. (Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 44.)
2. Conquered lands become the property of
those idleaters remain.
Who belonging to Jews, Christians, or Fire
worshippers, are secured to the owners on
payment of tribute. Those who afterwards
embrace Islam recover their property, ac-
cording to ash-Shāfi‘i, but not according to
the Hanafiah school. Upon the Muslim army
evacuating an enemy's country, it becomes
unlawful for the troopers to feed their cattle
on the land without due payment. (Hidāyah,
vol. ii. p. 170.)
3. Appropriation for religious uses.—Land
may be so appropriated; but if a person
appropriates land for such a purpose and it
should afterwards be discovered that an in-
definite portion of it was the property of
another person, the appropriation is void with
respect to the remainder also. The appro-
piation must also be of a perpetual and not
of a temporary nature. (Hidāyah, vol. li.
p. 340.)
4. The sale of land is lawful. In such
sales the trees upon the land are included in
the sale, whether specified or not; but neither
the grain growing on the ground, nor the
fruit growing on the trees, are included,
unless specified. In the case of the fruit
or corn being purchased with the land, it
must be gathered or cleared away at once.
In the sale of the ground, the seed sown in
the ground is not included. Land may be resold
previous to seizin or possession, by the first
purchaser, according to Abū Hanifah, but
the Imam Muhammad says it is unlawful.
Wells and watercourses are not included in
the sale of lands unless specified. (Hidāyah,
vii. pp. 573, 481, 503.)
5. Claims against land must be made by
the plaintiff, defining the four boundaries and
specifying the names of each possessor, and
the demand for the land must be made in ex-
plcit terms. And if the land has been resold,
a decree must be given either for or against
the last possessor, according to some doctors.
(Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 65.)
(6) Land can be lent, and the borrower can
build upon it, but when the lender receives
back his land, he can compel the borrower to
remove his houses and trees. Land lent for
tillage cannot be resumed by the landowner till
the crops sown have been reaped. Abū Hanifah maintains that when land is lent to
another, the contract should be in these words,
“You have given me to eat of this land.”
(Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 284, 288.)
7. A gift of land which is uncultivated
cannot be retracted after houses have been
built on it or trees planted. If the donee
sell half of the granted land, the donor in
that case may, if he wishes, resume the other
half. If a person make a gift of land to his relative within the prohibited degrees it is not
lawful for him to resume it. (Hidāyah, vol.
ii. p. 302.)
8. The Ijārah, or rental of land, is lawful,
but the period must be specified, otherwise
the rent may be demanded from day to day.
But a lease of land is not lawful unless men-
tion is made of the article to be raising upon
it, and at the expiration of the lease the land
must be restored in its original state. A
hirer of land is not responsible for accidents;
for example, if in burning off the stubble he
happen to burn other property, he is not
responsible for loss incurred. (Hidāyah, vol.
ii. p. 314, &c.)
9. The cultivation of waste and unclaimed
lands is lawful, when it is done with the
permission of the ruler of the country, and
the act of cultivation invests the cultivator
with a right of property in them. But if the
lander not cultivated for three years after it
has been allotted, it may again be claimed by
the state. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 128.)
10. If a person be slain on lands belonging
to anyone, and situated near a village, and
the proprietor of the land be not an inhabi-
tant of the village, he is responsible for the
murder, as the regulation and protection of
those lands rest upon him. (Hidāyah, vol.
iv. p. 447.)

LAPIDATION. [STONING].

LAPWING. Arabic hudhud (هدود).
The name in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxvii. 20, for
the bird which carried the letter from King
LAQAB (لاقب). A surname. Either a title of honour or a nickname; e.g. Al-Husain ibn Mas'ud al-Farrâ, "the tanner"; Abû Sa'id Tûju 'l-Mulâk, "the crown of kings"; Ibî Muhammad at-Taghlabî, "of the tribe of Teghlâb." [NAMES.]

LAQIT (لاقيت), in its primitive sense, signifies anything lifted from the ground, but in the language of the law it signifies a child abandoned by those to whom it properly belongs. The person who finds the child is termed the saufiqi, or the taker up. [FINDING.]

LABCENY. Arabic sariqah (ساريق). In the language of the law, sariqah signifies the taking away the property of another in a secret manner, at a time when such property is in custody. Custody is of two kinds: 1st, by place, for example, a horse in a shop; and 2nd, by personal guard, which is by means of a personal watch over the property. If an adult of sound understanding steals out of a horse, if ten dirhams, or property to the value of ten dirhams, the Muhammadan law awards the amputation of a hand, for it is said in the Qur'ân, Sûrah v. 42: "If a man or woman steal, cut off their hands." With regard to the amount of the value which constitutes a theft, there is some difference of opinion. According to Abû Hanîfah, it is ten dirhams; according to ash-Shâfi‘î, it is the fourth of a dinar, or twelve dirhams; whilst Malik holds that the sum is three dirhams.

The freeman and the slave are on equal footing with respect to punishment for theft, and the hand of the slave is to be struck off in the same manner as the hand of a free Muslim.

The theft must be established upon the testimony of two witnesses, but the magistrate must examine the witnesses as to the manner, time, and place of the theft. The thief must also be held in confinement, or suspicion, until the witnesses be fully examined.

If a party commits a theft, and each of the party receives ten dirhams, the hand of each is to be cut off; but if they receive less than ten dirhams each, they are not liable to amputation.

Amputation is not incurred by the theft of anything of a trifling nature, such as wood, bamboo, grass, fish, fowls, and garden stuff. Amputation is not incurred by the theft of such things as quickly decay and spoil, such as milk or fruit, nor for stealing fruit whilst upon the tree, or grain which has not been reaped, these not being considered as in custody.

The hand of a thief is not struck off for stealing any fermented liquor, because he may explain his intention in taking it by saying, "I took it with a view to spill it"; and also because some fermented liquors are not lawful property.

The hand is not to be cut off for stealing a guitar or tabor, these being of use merely as idle amusements. Amputation is not incurred by stealing a Qur'ân, although ash-Shâfi‘î maintains that it is.

There is no amputation for stealing the door of a mosque. Nor is the hand struck off for stealing a crucifix or a chess board, as it is in the thief's power to excuse himself by saying, "I took them with a view to break and destroy them, as things prohibited." It is otherwise with a coin bearing the impression of an idol, by the theft of which amputation is incurred; because the money is not an object of worship.

The hand is not to be struck off for stealing a free-born infant, although there be ornaments upon it, because a free person is not property; but amputation is incurred by stealing an infant slave, although the stealing of an adult slave does not incur amputation, as such an
the soul, derived from God, which has such a mysterious effect on the heart that mortal man cannot express it in language, just as a delicious taste in the mouth cannot be exactly expressed by the tongue. (Alidū 'i-Tārifāt, in loc.)

LAUGHING. Arabic ṣallāk, ṣālāk (=Geb.). Heb. 𐤆𐤊𐤀. (Gen. xviii. 13.) Immoderate laughing is generally condemned by Muhammadan teachers, for “Ayishah relates that Muhammad ‘never laughed a full laugh so that the inside of his mouth could be seen; only smiled.” (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. vii.)


In the Hadīs and in theological works it is used to denote the tablet on which the decrees of God were recorded with reference to mankind. In the Qurān it only occurs once, when it refers to the Qurān itself. Sūrah lxvii. 21, 22: “It is a glorious Qurān written on the preserved tablet.” The plural al-ads occurs in Sūrah vii. 142, for the tables of the law given to Moses.

LAW. The. The words used by Muslims to express “the law,” are ash-Shar’āh (الشريعة) and ash-Shar (الشأني), the meaning of which is “the way.” The compiler of the Chiyyeq-fi-Lughah defines it as “the way or road in the religion of Muhammad, which God has established for the guidance of His people, both for the worship of God and for the duties of life.” The term ash-Shar’āh occurs once in the Qurān, Sūrah xlv. 17: “We (God) put thee (Muhammad) in the right way concerning the affair.” The term ash-Shar is almost obsolete in books on Muslim theology, but it occurs once in the Qurān, Sūrah v. 52: “To every one we have given a right way.” In the Traditions and theological works, the word ash-Shar is generally used to express the law of Muhammad. The Hebrew תורנ occurs in the Qurān as Taurut, and is always used for the law of Moses. (TAUBAT.)

According to Muslim doctors, ash-Shar, or “the Law,” may be divided into five sections: Pittaqādāt, “beliefs”; Ḡaddā, “morality”; Ḥibbāt, “devotions”; Muqaddāmat, “transactions”; and ‘Uqabāt, “punishments.”

(1) Pittaqādāt embraces all that is contained in the six articles of the Muslim faith, namely, Belief in (a) God; (b) His angels; (c) His Books; (d) His Prophets; (e) The Day of Judgment; (f) The Decree of God. This section of Muslim law is termed “Imām-i-‘Aqāid, or, “The Science of the Articles of Belief,” and includes all branches of scholastic theology. The books chiefly consulted on this subject in the present work are the Sharh ‘i-‘Aqāid, by Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjānī, and the Sharh ‘i-‘Aqāid, by Maṣ‘ūd Sa‘d ‘al-Dīn al-Ttāṭānī. (2) Ḡaddā embraces the consideration of all...

(3) Ἰμπαράν, includes all acts of devotion to God, such as are included in the five pillars of practice: (a) Recital of the Creed; (b) Prayer; (c) ζήλωτα, or “legal alms”; (2) Σαμα, or “fasting”; (e) The pilgrimage to Mecca. It will also embrace such religious acts as Ἰησοῦ, or warfare for the propagation of the religion of Islam.

(4) Μεταμοντές, includes such duties as are required between man and man, and is divided into Μεταμοντές, “altercations”; Μεταμοντές, “nuptials”; Αμενότης, “secrecy.” Under these three heads are embraced all the various sections of civil jurisprudence such as barter, sale, agency, larceny, marriage, divorce, dowry, partnership, claims, &c.

(5) Ὄμπιτα, denotes the punishments instituted in the Qur’an and Traditions, namely, (a) Ῥαντί, “retaliation”; (b) Ηδον Ξαντίς, punishment for theft by the loss of a horse; (c) Ηδον Νίτα, punishment for fornication and adultery, stoning for a married person and one hundred lashes for an unmarried person; (d) Ηδον Νίτα, or punishment of eighty lashes for slander; Ηδον Νίτα, or punishment by death for apostasy; Ηδον Νίτα, or punishment with eighty lashes for wine-drinking.

The two common divisions of Muhammadan law are Ιμνα Καλαμ, or Ἰμνα, “embracing all matters of faith”; and Ἰμνα Μακαρί, which includes all matters of practice as distinguished from articles of faith.

Muhammadan law is also divided into two great sections of Maslīth, “lawful,” and Ἰμνα Μακαρί, “unlawful,” or, as it is expressed in Persian, Ρακα and Ναρακα. That which is lawful is graded into five classes: (1) Φαρ, that which is proved beyond all doubt to have been enjoined either in the Qur’an or in a tradition of undoubted authority, and the denial or disobedience of which is positive infidelity. (2) Ἡνία, that which is obligatory, but of which there is some doubt whether or not it was enjoined in the Qur’an or in a tradition of undoubted authority. (3) Ἰμνα, that which was practised by Muhammad; (4) Ἡνιότακα, that which Muhammad and his Companions sometimes did and sometimes omitted; (5) Ἡνιότακα, that which is desirable, but which may be omitted without fear of sin.

Things which are unlawful are graded into three classes: (1) Μυσίδ, that which is most vicious and corrupting, a mortal sin; (2) Χάριτον, that which is distinctly forbidden; (3) Μακαρί, that which is generally held to be uncleaen.

These distinctions of lawful and unlawful, with their various subdivisions, apply to all branches of Muslim law, whether it relate to ordinary duties of life, or to devotion to God. It will be seen how important a place the example, practices, and sayings of Muhammad occupy in the moral law of Islam. This branch of Muslim law is called as-Sunnah, the custom of Muhammad, and is distinguished as—

(2) ᾿Ενμνα ῾Ιτά, that which Muhammad himself did.

(2) Ιμνα Ἡνία, that which Muhammad said should be practised.

(3) Ιμνα Ἡνιότακα, that which was done in the presence of Muhammad, and which he appears to have sanctioned.

It is therefore a serious mistake to suppose that the Qur’an contains all that is esteemed necessary for faith and practice in Islam; the example of Muhammad is as binding upon the Muslim as any injunction contained in the Qur’an itself, for neither that which is Ἰμνα nor that which is Ἰμνα can be omitted without sin.

The true origin and fountain of all law is the Qur’an and the Traditions, and no Muslim school of theology has ever rejected the Traditions. They are binding upon Sunni and Shi’ah, and Wahhabī; the only difference between the Sunni and Shi’ah being that they receive different collections of Traditions. The Wahhabis receive those of the Sunnis, and call themselves τιτοδετον, or traditionists.

In addition to the Qur’an and Hadis (or Traditions), both Sunni and Shi’ah Muslims acknowledge the concurrence of the learned, called ᾿Ημνα, the Shi’ah believing that they still possess Mujtahids capable of giving an infallible interpretation of the law; the Sunnis, on the other hand, confessing that, since the days of the four great doctors (A diseñador, Mālik, ash-Shāfi‘ī, and Ibn Ḥanbal), ᾿Ημνα has not been possible; whilst the Wahhabis accept only the ᾿Ημνα of those who conversed with the Prophet himself. The fourth foundation of orthodoxy in both Sunni and Shi’ah schools is the system of interpretation called ᾿Ωμεγίτος, or ratiocination.

I. The Sunnis all receive the same collections of traditions, especially those which are known as the six correct books,” the Saḥib u-Bukhārī, the Saḥib u-Madinah, the Suhrā u-Tirmiz, the Suhrā u-Mad, the Suhrā u-Nakīj, and the Suhrā u-Māja. The compilation by the Imām Mālik, which is first in order of date, is also a collection of traditions of very great authority. [TRADITIONS.]

These different sects of Sunnis do not differ in usūl, or fundamentals of religious belief, but in minor rules of practice, and in certain legal interpretations; but being of different opinions and broaching in some respects separate doctrines, four schools of jurisprudence have been established, known as ᾿Ενα, ᾿Σάφι, ᾿Ιαβο, and Mālik.

The differences amongst these four Sunni schools are based either upon different tradi-
tions or upon different interpretations of the same traditions, also upon the various ways in which the liberty of qiyāṣ, or rationalization, has been exercised. Consequently the number of works which have appeared on the subjects of scholastic science and jurisprudence, has been very great indeed.

We are indebted to Mr. Shams Churun Sircar, the learned and able Tagore Professor of Law in Calcutta, for the following résumé of the principal Sunni writings on qiyāṣ.

"The chief works that treat generally of the doctrines of the four principal sects of the Sunnis, are mentioned by Hājī Khalīfah to be the Jāmi‘ul-Matāhī (Jāmi‘u ‘l-Matāhī), the Majma‘ul-Khilāfīyāt, the Yandbiyya-‘l-Ahad, the Qiyāṣ, and the Zadab-‘l-Akhār. The Kanzul-Dabātik (Kanzu ‘l-Dabātik), by An-Nasāfī, is a book of great reputation, principally derived from the Wāfī; and containing questions and decisions according to the doctrines of Abū Hanīfah, Abū-Yusuf, Imām Muhammad, Zain-ul-Akhīr, Malik, and others. Commentaries have been written on the last mentioned work; the most famous of them is the Bahr-ur-Rāṣīk (al-Badr ‘r-Rāṣīq), which may, indeed, almost be said to have superseded its original, at least in India. The Bahr-ur-Rāṣīk is by Zain-ul-Akhīrīn Bin Nujaim-ul-Mīri (Bin ‘Najīm), A.H. 910. The Multukah-al-Abhd’r (Multukah ‘l-Abhd’r), by Shaikh Ibrāhīm Bin Muhammad al-Halāfī, who died A.H. 966, is a universal code of Muhammadan law. It gives the different opinions or doctrines of Abū Hanīfah, Malik, Shāfi‘ī, and Ḥanbalī, the heads of the four great sects of Sunnis, and illustrates them by those of the principal jurisconsults of the school of Abū Hanīfah. It is more frequently referred to as an authority throughout Turkey, than any other treatise on jurisprudence.

"The digests inculcating exclusively the doctrines of each of the said four great sects are, indeed, numerous, though a very few of them which maintain the doctrines of the Malikis, or Shāfi‘īs, or Ḥanbalīs are used in India. Digests written by Malik or any of his followers are scarce found in India.

"Of the digests maintaining the Malikī doctrines, two have lately appeared in France (by M. Vincent, 1843; M. Perron, 1843). The first work of Shāfi‘ī, entitled the Uṣūl (Uṣūl), or fundamentals, which contains the principles of the Muhammadan civil and canon law, may be classed as a digest. The Muḥtasa‘r, the Manāsir, the Rosā‘l-ul-Mu‘tabā‘rāh (ar-Rosā‘l ‘l-Mu‘tabā‘rāh), and the Kitāb-‘l-Wahidik, are amongst the other works written by Abū Ibrāhīm Bin Iyāṣ-ul-Muzani, distinguished disciple of Shāfi‘ī, and a native of Egypt (A.H. 264), and are according to the doctrines of Shāfi‘ī. The works by Ibn Hanbal and his followers are few in number, and rare.

"The followers of the Hanafī sect, which obtains most common use amongst the Muhammadans of India, have, like others, divided their law into two general branches or parts, respectively called the Fikáh (law, religious and secular), and Farsā (the succession to, and division of, inheritance).

"The works which are on Fikāh (Fikāh), and which are considered as the chief authorities of the Hanafī sect, are the following:—Abū Hanīfah’s own digest of law, entitled the Fikāh-al-Akbar (al-Fikāh ‘l-Akbar). This is the first in rank, and has been commented upon by various writers, many of whom are mentioned by Hājī Khalīfah. The doctrines of that great lawyer, however, are sometimes qualified or dissented from by his two famous pupils, Abū Yusuf and Imām Muhammad. The work entitled Adab-ul-Kāzī, which treats of the duties of a magistrate, is known to have been written by Abū Yusuf. Save and except this, no other work appears to have been composed by him. He, however, is said to have supplied his notes to his pupil Imām Muhammad, who made use of them in the composition of his own works. The works of Imām Muhammad are six in number, five of which are, in common, entitled the Zāhīr-ul-Rawā‘idī (Zāhīr ‘r-Rawā‘idī), conspicuous traditions or reports. They are:—1. The Jāmi‘ul-Kabir (al-Jāmi‘u ‘l-Kabīr); 2. Jāmi‘ul-Saghir (al-Jāmi‘u ‘l-Sagīr); 3. Masbīb fi Far‘ul-ul-Hanāfiyāt; 4. Ziyādāt fi Far‘ul-ul-Hanafyāt; and 5. Siyār al-Kabīr wa Saghir. The Nawdār, the sixth and last of the known compositions of Imām Muhammad, though not so highly esteemed as the others, is still greatly respected as an authority.

"The next authorities among the Hanafīs, after the founder of their sect and his two disciples, are the Imām Zafar Bin al-Hanfī who was chief judge at Basrah, where he died (A.H. 159), and Hassan Bin Ziyād. These lawyers are said to have been contemporaries, friends, and scholars of Abū Hanīfah, and their works are quoted here as authorities for Abū Hanīfah’s doctrines, more especially when the two disciples are silent. The most celebrated of the several treatises known by the name of Adab-ul-Kāzī was written by Abū Bakr Ahmad Bin Umar-ul-Khawās (A.H. 261). An abbreviation of the Hanafī dogmas, called the Muktasa‘r al-Takabī, was written by Abū Ja‘far Ahmad Bin Muhammad at-Tahābī (A.H. 381), who wrote also a commentary on the Jāmi‘ul-Saghir of Imām Muhammad.

"The Muktasa‘r al-Kudāri, by Abū ul-Husain Ahmad Bin Muhammad al-Kudāri (A.H. 228) is among the most esteemed of the works which follow the doctrines of Abū Hanīfah. There is a well-known commentary on the Muktasa‘r al-Kudāri, entitled Al-Jauharat al-Muwābrāh, which is sometimes called Al-Jauharat al-Muwābrāh. The digest, entitled the Masbīb (al-Masbīb), was composed by Shams-ul-A‘immah Abū Bakr Muhammad ar-Sarakhshī whilst in prison at Uṣjīd. This is a work of great extent and authority. He was also the author of the most celebrated work entitled Al-Muḥīth (al-Muḥīth), which is derived in a great measure from the Masbīb, the Ziyādāt, and
the Nawwādīr of Imam Muhammad. The work entitled the Makbūt, by Burhān-ud-dīn Mahmūd Bin Ahmad, already spoken of, is not so greatly esteemed as the Makbūt as-Sarakhsī (Makbūt ‘as-Sarakhsī). A compendium of Al-Kundūrī’s Mukhtār, which he entitled the Tadhkīr-al-Fuṣūl (Tadhkīr ‘al-Fuṣūl), was composed by Shāhīt Alī-ud-dīn Muhammad as-Samarkāndī. The work of Alī-ud-dīn was commented upon by his pupil Abū Bakr Bin Musānūd.

There are several Arabic works on philosophical and theological subjects which bear the name of Al-Hīdāyah (the guide). The work entitled Al-Hīdāyah as-Fīl-Karār, or the guide in particular points, is a digest of law according to the doctrines of Abū Hanīfah and his disciples Abū Yusuf and Imam Muḥammad, son of Abū Bakr Bin Musānūd. This Hīdāyah is a commentary on the Burdāya-ud-Mubābadah, an introduction to the study of law, written by the same author, in the style of the style of the Hīdāyah, concise and close. In praise of the Hīdāyah, Hāfiz Khalfah says, ‘It has been declared, like the Kurān, to have superseded all previous books on law; that all persons should remember the rules prescribed in it, and that it should be followed as a guide through life. ’ The Hīdāyah has, besides the Hīdāyah, many other commentaries, as a work of so great celebrity and authority is expected to have. The principal ones are the Indiyyah (‘Indiyyah), the Nikahyāh, and the Fatwā-ud-Kubrā.

The name Indiyyah, however, is given to two commentaries on the Hīdāyah. Of these, the one composed by Shāhīt Kamāl-ud-dīn Muhammad Bin Mahmūd, who died in the 8th century, is highly esteemed and useful. Supplying by way of immemorial what was omitted or lost to implication, also expressing what was unpronounced in the Hīdāyah, and explaining the words and expounding the passages of the original by the insertion of explanatory phrases, the author of the Indiyyah has rendered the work such as to be considered of itself one of his own principal works, with citations of passages from the Hīdāyah.

The Nikahyāh is composed by Husain-ud-dīn Husain Bin Alī, who is said to have been a pupil of Burhān-ud-dīn Alī. This is said to be the first commentary composed on the Hīdāyah; and it is important for having added the Naskh. The author of this work is Shāhīt al-Fikhr, which treats only of the Nikah. The commentary entitled the Kīfīyāh, is by Imām-ud-dīn Abū Bakr Bin Abū-‘inmār, who had previously written another explanatory gloss of the same work, and entitled it the Hīdāyah-al-Baydā. The Kīfīyāh was finished in the 7th century, and, besides the author’s own observations, it gives concisely the substance of other commentaries.

The Path-ud-Kubrā li-Adīfī al-Pathātir, by Kamāl-ud-dīn Muhammad as-Sirwālī, composed by Abū Hayyān Al-Hasanānī, who died in the 8th century, is the most comprehensive of all the comments on the Hīdāyah, and includes a collection of decisions which render it extremely useful. The short commentary entitled the Fawā'id, written by Abūd-ud-dīn Alī, Al-Bukhārī, who died in the 8th century, is said to be the first of all the commentaries on the Hīdāyah. The Wijāt, by Abū-ud-dīn Barakāt Abū u-Bakr Bin Ahmad, commonly called Hāfiz-ud-dīn an-Nasāfī, and its commentary the Kifā, by the same author, are works of authority. Abū Nasāfī died in the 8th century.

The Vikdāyah (al-Vikdāyah), which was written in the seventh century of the Hijrāh by Burhān as-Sirwālī, is an elementary work to enable the student to study and understand the Hīdāyah. The Vikdāyah is printed, and invariably studied, with its celebrated commentary, the Sharh al-Vikdāyah, written by Alī-ud-dīn Abū Yusuf Bin Junīd, who died in the 8th century. The Sharh al-Vikdāyah contains the text of the Vikdāyah, with a gloss most perspicuously explanatory and illuminative; so much so, that those chapters of it which treat of marriage, divorce, and divorce, are studied in the Madrasahs of India in preference to the Hīdāyah itself. There are also other commentaries on the Vikdāyah, but not so useful as the above. On the whole, the Vikdāyah, again, there is an excellent commentary, entitled the Chalīfah, written by Alī-ud-dīn Abū Yusuf Bin Junīd, who was one of the then eight professors at Constantinople. This work was commenced to be written about the 8th century, and completed in the 9th century; and the whole of it was published in the 8th century. It consists of 36 books, the smallest of which is called the Jāmī-ud-Runūz (Jāmī ‘al-Runūz), which is the fullest and the clearest of the lot, as well as one of the most useful law books.

The Astakhā wa-an-Nadīf (al-Astakhā wa-an-Nadīf) is also an elementary work of great reputation. It was composed by Zain-ud-dīn Al-Ashāfī, the author of the Bakr-ur-Rātīc, already mentioned. Hājī Khalfah speaks of this work in high terms, and enumerates seven books that he has been composed at different times. The first exegesis entitled the Nār-ul-Awārāt fi Sharḥ-ul-Manār (Nār ‘al-Awārāt fi Sharḥ ‘al-Manār), by Shāhīt Jun Ban Abū Sayyid Al-Makki (Shāhīt Jīwān Ibn Abū Sa’d), was printed in Calcutta (4th of 1819), and is frequently referred to as a book of authority. The second tract on the sources of the Sharḥ, entitled the Usul-ud-Shahīti, together with an explanatory commentary, was published in lithography, at Delhi, in the year 1847.

The Ta‘āfu‘ul-al-Abū (Tanwir ‘al-Abū), composed by Shāhīt Shams-ud-dīn Muham-
mad Bin Abd-ullah-al-Ghazafi (a.h. 995), is one of the most celebrated and useful books according to the Hanfi
d doctrines. This work has many commentaries. One of them, entitled the 
Mas'ul-ul-Ghafir (Mas'ul ul-Ghafir), which is written by the author himself, is 
a work of considerable extent.

"The Durr-ul-Mukhtār, which is another commentary on the Tanwir-ul-Abād, is a work of 
great celebrity. This work was written (a.h. 1071) by Muhammad Alq-n-Din Bin 
Shalih A'li al-Hashafrī. Though a commentary, it is virtually a digest, which of itself 
has several commentaries, the most celebrated of them is the Tahdīs, a work 
used in India. Another commentary on the Durr-
ul-Mukhtār is the Raad-ul-Mukhtār. This is a 
very copious work, comprising an immense 
number of cases and decisions illustrative of the 
principles contained in the principal work.
The Durr-ul-Mukhtār treats not only of the 
Fikha but also of the Farsā. It is used by 
the followers of the Hanfi doctrines wherever 
you are, but it is mostly highly esteemed in 
Arabia, where it is studied and referred to in 
place of other books of law.

"Many works have been written according to 
the doctrines of Abū Hanifa in the 
Turkish Empire, and are received there as 
authoritative. The most celebrated of those 
is the Multaka-ul-Abād, by Shalih Ibn 
Muhammad al-Halabi, the Durr-ul-Huk-
dam, by Mullah Khawrd, Khiin-nāma-Jayd, 
a tract on penal laws, etc.

"The treatises on the laws of inheritance, 
according to the doctrines of Šāfi', are the 
Fardis-ul-Muntasib, by Abū Sayf 
Abd-ur-Rahmān Bin Mamun-ul-Muntasib 
(who died a.h. 478), the Fardis-ul-Mukh- 
dam, by Abū-ul-Fazl Abū-ul-Malik Ibn 
Thabrān al-Hamādānī al-Mukuddas, and 
Abu Mansūr Abū-ul-Kahf al-Baghdādī (who 
died respectively a.h. 489 and 429); Al-
Fardis-ul-Farābī, by Bāhrān-ul-Din Ibn 
Abā-ja'f Al-Farābī, commonly called Ibn Fīrākī (who 
died in a.h. 729); and Al-Fardis-ul-Farābī, 
by Shams-ul-Din Muhammad Bin Kālīyī 
(who died a.h. 777).

"Of the books on the law of inheritance 
according to the Hanafi doctrines, the most 
celebrated, and the one invariably consulted in 
India, is the Sirrājuyah (as-Sirrājuyah), which 
is also called the Fardis-ul-Sa'jwāndī, being, 
as it is, composed of Sirrāj-ul-Din Muhammad 
Bin Abd-ul-Rašīf as-Sahāwāndī. This 
work has been commented upon by a vast 
number of writers, upwards of forty being 
enumerated in the Kashf-ul-Zunan by Haij 
Khālīfah. The most celebrated of these 
commentaries, and the most generally used to 
explain the text of the Sirrājuyah, is the Shari-
fiyyah (ash-Shari'fiyyah), by Sayyid Sharīf 
Ali Bin Muhammad Al-Turjī (who died a.h. 814).

"There is another kind of digest which 
treats of the Iltam-ul-Pahtād (the science of 
decisions). The works of this nature are also 
very numerous, and are, for the most part, 
called Fatwā (decisions), with the names of 
their authors; and, though called Fatwā, 
most of them contain also the rules of law 
as well as legal decisions. Of those again, 
some treat of the Fikha alone, others of the 
Farsā (inheritance) also; some of them, 
moreover, treat of the decisions of particular 
lawyers, or those found in particular books; 
others treat of those which tend to illustrate 
the doctrines of the several sects; whilst the 
rest of them are devoted to recording the 
opinions of learned jurists.

"There are several collections of decisions, 
according to the doctrines of Šafī'. The one 
most esteemed seems to be the Fatwā-ul-
Sa'fābī, by Abū Ama'rz-Umran Bin Abū-
Rahmān as-Shāhrūnī, commonly called Ibn 
ul-Sa'ābī, who died in a.h. 642. Ibn 
Fīrākī, the author of the Fardis-ul-Farābī 
(a treatise on inheritance), also made a 
collection of decisions according to the same 
doctrine, which is called, after his name, the 
Fatwā-ul-Iltam-
ul-Fīrākī.

 "Of the Fatwās of the Hanfi doctrines the 
following are generally known in India. The 
Khunātul-Fatwā (Khunātul-Fatwā), by 
Abū Thabrān-ul-Din Tahbhul Ahmad Al-
Bukhrāsh, who died a.h. 543, is a select 
collection of decisions of great authority. 
The Zakhirat-ul-Fatwā (Zakhirat-ul-
Fatwā), sometimes called the Zakhirat-ul-
Burkhiyā, by Bāhrān-ul-Din Ibn Ma'āsh 
Al-Bukhrāsh, the author of the Mu'ār-ul-
Burkhiyā, is also a celebrated, though not a 
large, collection of decisions, principally taken 
from the Muhī. The Fatwā-ul-Iltam-
ul-Khān, by Imām Fāhr-ul-Din Hassan Bin 
Munār-ul-Ujā'mand Al-Farshān, commonly called Khān 
Khan, who died a.h. 695, is a work held in 
very high authority. It is replete with cases 
of common occurrence, and is, therefore, of 
great practical utility, more especially as 
many of the decisions are illustrated by 
proofs and reasoning on which they are 
-founded. The two works entitled the 
Fardis-ul-Jurtasheh and Fardis-ul-Muddahih, were 
incorporated in a collection entitled the 
Jami-ul-
Fusilān, which is a work of some celebrity. 
It was compiled by Bahr-ul-Din Muhammad, 
known by the name of Ibn-ul-Khāzim Sāfāwān 
(a.h. 823). The Fatwā-ul-Zahātāri, 
which contains decisions collected partly 
from the Khunātul-ul-Wadiyāt, was written by 
Jabr-ul-Din Abū Bakr Muhammad Bin 
Abūal-Bukhrāsh (a.h. 619). The Kunigat-
ul-Munīyat is a collection of decisions of 
considerable authority by Muktihār Bin Monument 
Muhammad az-Zahīd Abū-ur-Rașāl 
Ghazmash, surnamed Najm-ul-Din, who died 
a.h. 658. An-Nawāfī, the author of the bio-
ographical dictionary entitled the 
Takhtih-ul-Ammad (Takhtih ul-Ammad), who died a.h. 677, 
made a collection of decisions of some note, 
which is called the Fatwā-ul-an-Nawāfī. He 
also composed a smaller work of the same 
nature, entitled al-Masā'il-ul-Muṣāfi( 
Uyin al-Masā'il ul-Muṣ̱afi), arranged in 
the manner of question and answer. The 
Khunāt-ul-Muṣāfi, in Imām Hana' Bin 
Muhammad as-Samānī, who compiled his 
work in a.h. 470, contains a large collection of 
decisions, and is a book of some authority 
in India. The Khunātul-ul-Fatwā, by Ahmad
Bina Muhammad Abū Bakr Al-Hanafi, is a collection of decisions made towards the end of the eighth century of the Hijra, and comprises questions of rare occurrence. The Fatwa Tūd-r-Ḳihanīyā, which was originally a large collection of Fatwas, in several volumes, by Imām Adīm Al-Baṣrī Al-Hanafi, taken from the Māḥt-ul-Burkhānī, the Zakhkhirāt, the Ḫuṣnīyāt, and the Zahirīyāt. Afterwards, however, a selection was made from these decisions by Imām Ibrahim Bin Muḥammad Al-Balāb, who died at the age of 96, and an epitome was thus formed, which is in one volume, and still retains the title of Tūd-r-Ḳihanīyā. The Fatwa Al-Shārīyāt-us-Samarkandī is a collection of the decisions of those learned men of the city of Samarkand who are omitted, or lightly passed over, in the Fatwa Tūd-r-Ḳihanīyā and the Jāmis-ul-Ḳauṣālīn, to both of which works it may be considered a supplement. The Fatwa As-Zainīyāt contains decisions by Zain ul-Abidīn Ibrahim Bin Nujām Al-Misrī, the author of the Bahr-ul-Ḳāmil and the Arbaʾ in the same. They were collected by his son Ahmad (about A.H. 370). The Fatwa Al-Ankīraṭ, a collection of decisions of Al-Ankīraṭ by Shāhī-ul-Islām Muḥammad Bin Al-Husain, who died at the age of 1098, is a work of authority. The Fatwa Ham-madīyāt, though it seems to be a modern compilation, is a work of considerable authority.

Thus, the Fatwa Tūd-r-Ḳihanīyā, viz. the Fatwa Baṣītīn, the Fatwa Nūkshānti, the Muḥkūr-ul-Fatwa, and the Fatwa Karākhāni, the last of these he desires to be a Persian compilation, the cases included in which were collected by Mulla Ṣadār-ud-Din Bin Yaktub, and arranged some years after his death by Karā Khan, in the reign of Sultan Abū-ud-Din.

The following works of the present class, published at Constantinople, and containing decisions according to the doctrines of Abu Hanifah, may be noticed. A collection of Fatwas in the Turkish and Arabic languages, entitled the Kuttub ul-Fikāk Al-Ḳāmil, composed by Ḥafiz Muḥammad Bin Ahmad al-Kaṣfī Al-Maṣūrī, is a collection of judgments pronounced at various times in Turkey, and collected by the Multī Abū-ud-ṭ-Rahim. It was printed in the year 1257. Dabagžadeh Nūman Effendi is the author of a collection of six hundred and seventy decisions, which is entitled the Tūd-r-ul-Noor, and was published in the year 1289.

The Jāmis-ul-Iṣrāfīn (Jāmis-ul-Ḳīṣātī) is a collection of decisions relating to the law of farming and the tenure of land, by Muḥammad Aakhir. It was printed in the year 1286.

A collection of Fatwas relating to leases was published at Constantinople, by M. D’Adelbourg, in the year 1288. Prefixes to this collection are the principles of the law of lease, according to the Muttakī; and it is followed by an analytical table, facilitating reference to the various decisions.

“Of the Fatwas which treat both of the Fikāk, the Aḥād, and the Al-Qawṣārat, twelve are most generally used in India. These are the Fatwa Ṣirajīyāt and Fatwa Al-Qawṣārat. The Fatwa Ṣirajīyāt, with some principles, contains a collection of decisions on cases which do not generally occur in other books. The Fatwa Al-Qawṣārat, with opinions and precepts of law, contains an immense number of law cases. This work, from its comprehensive nature, is applicable to almost every case that arises, involving points of the Hanfī doctrines. Although opinions of modern compilers are not esteemed as of equal authority with those of the older writers on jurisprudence, yet being composed by a great number of the most learned lawyers of the age, and by order of the then greatest person of the realm, the Emperor Aurungzeb Al-Qawṣārat (by whose name the book is designated), the Fatwa Al-Qawṣārat is esteemed as a very high authority in India; and containing, as it does, decisions on cases of any shape based upon unquestionable authorities, this book is here referred to more frequently than any other work of a similar nature, and has not up to this day been surpassed by any work, except perhaps, by the Radd-ul-Mukhtar, already spoken of. During the long rule of the Muḥammadans in India, the Fatwa Al-Qawṣārat alone appears to have been translated into Persian, by order of Zeb-un-Niss, daughter of the Emperor Aurungzeb Al-Qawṣārat. Since the establishment of the British Government in India, the book of Jināyah and Huddī from the Fatwa Al-Qawṣārat were translated into Persian, under the direction of the Council of the College of Fort William in Calcutta, by the then Kāzī-ul-Kusūt, Muḥammad Najm ud-Din Khan, and was published in the year 1813, together with a Persian translation on Tāzirat, by the same author. In the same year the book on Tāzirat from the Durr-ul-Mukhtar was translated, printed, and published, by Moula Muhammad Khalīl-ul-Dīn, under the orders of Mr. Harrington, the then Chief Judge of the late Sudder Dewany Adawlut.

“The Wird-ul-Ḳīṣātī was translated into Persian by four of the most learned Moulaīs of that time and of this country (India). Unfortunately, however, the learned translators have, in the body of the book, inserted many things by way of explanatory remarks and illustrative positions, instead of subjoining them in the form of notes. Furthermore, they have, in a considerable degree, deviated from the original. For all these reasons, we are warranted to say, that the Persian version of the Wird-ul-Ḳīṣātī does not represent a true picture of the original.

Macquarrie’s Principles of Muḥammadan Law were translated into Urdu and lithographed, many years ago, in Delhi. Another translation of the same work was made and published in Calcutta a few years ago.
"The work entitled the Bighyat-i-Bahis, by Al-Mutakannah, which is a tract treating of Zaid's system of Farizi, was translated into English by Sir William Jones. A translation of the Sirhijiyah also was made by Sir William Jones, who at the same time made an abstract translation of its celebrated commentary (the Shrijiyah), with the addition of illustrations and expositions from his own brain and pen. A translation of the selected portions from the two books of the Fatwah-i-Alamgiri, which comprise the subject of sale, was published by Mr. Neil Ballie. The Persian version of this Hidayah, already noticed, was, by order of Warren Hastings, commenced to be translated into English by Mr. James Anderson, but shortly after, he being engaged in an important foreign employment, the translation was finished, and revised by his colleague, Mr. Charles Hamilton. It is a matter of regret that the translation in question was not executed from the original Hidayah itself, instead of from its Persian translation, which contains frequent explanatory remarks and illustrative expositions interpolated in the book itself, instead of being subjected by way of notes. Added to this, the Persian translators have, in a considerable degree, deviated from the original.

"Of the digestes of Muhammadan law in English, the first appears to be the chapter on criminal law of the Muhammadans as modified by regulations. This is incorporated in Harrington's Analysis of Bengal Regulations. An abstract of Muhammadan law, which is from the pen of Lieutenant-Colonel Vans Kennedy, will be found in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 'This work,' says Mr. Morley, 'is well worthy the attention of the student.' The work entitled the Principles and Precedents of Muhammadan Law, written by Mr. (afterwards Sir) William Hay Macnaghten, is the clearest or easiest, if not the most simple or sufficient, work on that law hitherto written in English. Mr. Neil Ballie's Muhammadan Law of Inheritance, according to Abu Hanifah and his followers, with appendix containing authorities from the original Arabic, is an excellent work of the kind. The treatise on inheritance, gift, will, sale, and mortgage, compiled by Mr. F. E. Elberling, a Danish judge at Serampore, in the year 1844, contains principles of Muhammadan law, with those of the other laws, as used in India.

"In the year 1865, Mr. Neil Ballie, the author of the work already mentioned, completed and published a digest of Muhammadan law on all the subjects to which the Muhammadan law is usually applied by the British Courts of Justice in India. It gives translations of almost all the principles and some of the cases contained in the Fatwah Alamgiri, the great digest of Muhammadan law in India, and quotes or relies on other subordinate authorities. Being generally close to the original, and fully dealing with the subjects it treats of, this work must be said to be authentic, as well as the ampest of the digests of Muhammadan law hitherto written in English according to the doctrines of the Hanifi sect." (See the Tagore Law Lectures, 1873, by Shama Churan Sircar; Thracker, Spink & Co., Calcutta.)

II.—The Shi'ahs, although they are divided amongst themselves into numerous sects which differ from each other in various points of religious belief, are unanimous in rejecting the collections of Traditions of the Sunnis. The Sunnis arrogate to themselves the title of Traditionists, but this does not imply that the Shi'ahs do not receive the Hadis, but merely that they reject the "six correct books" of their opponents.

The works on Hadis compiled by the Shi'ahs are very numerous, and they maintain that they have earlier and more authentic collections than those of the Sunnis. They say that in the time of al-Hassan and al-Husain, a certain person who was grandson to 'Abdu llah ibn 'Ali ibn Abi Shub'ah al-Halabi, collected traditions and gave them to his grandson for careful record. This record was verified and corrected by Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq. The Sunni doctor, Abu Hanifah, was a pupil of this distinguished personage in his earlier days, but afterwards separated from him and established a school of his own.

There are four books of traditions, known as the Kutub-i-Irshad, which seem to be held in the same estimation by the Shi'ahs, as the six Sahih of the Sunnis. They are entitled the Ta'dib, the Intisar, the Kafi, and Man la Yastakhnah al-Faqih. [TRADITIONS.]

Mr. Shama Churan Sircar, Tagore Professor of Law, has also reviewed the Shi'ah, or Imamiyah, law books, and we are indebted to him for the following summary:

"One of the earliest works on civil and criminal law was written by Abdullah Bin Ali al-Halabi. But it does not appear that any of his legal compositions are extant.

"A number of law-treatises of the present class was composed by Yunaz Bin Abi ur-Rahman (albey spoken of as a Mi'raj on traditions. The most famous of these treatises is entitled the Jami-ul-Kabir.

"Several works on law were written by Abu al-Hassan Ali Bin al-Hassan al-Kumi, commonly called Ibn Bábawih, one of which works is entitled the Kiti'ab ash-Šarī'ah. The Mabnà fi'l-Fikih (Munṣūr fi'l-Fiqh) is the best known of the law books of the present class composed by Abu Ja'far.

"Abū Abdullah Muhammad an-Naṣmâni, surnamed the Shalih Muṣīfī, and Ibnu Muṣīfī, a renowned Shi'ah lawyer, it is stated to have written two hundred works, amongst which one called the Irshād is well known. When Shalih Muṣīfī is quoted in conjunction with Abu Ja'far at-Tūsī, they also are spoken of as 'the two Shai'hs' (Shalihshin).

"The chief works on law, written by Abu Ja'far Muhammad at-Tūsī (Abū Ja'far Muḥammad at-Tūsī), are the Mabnà, the Kitāb, the Nihāyāt, and the Muḥtā. These works are held in great estimation, and he is considered one of the highest authorities in law. The Rīdīlat-i-Ja'farīah is likewise a legal treatise by at-Tūsī, which is frequently quoted.
The Shari'ya ul-Islam, written by Shaikh Najm ud-din Abu ‘l-Kasim Jaafar Bin Muayyid al-Hilli, commonly called Shaikh Muayyid, is a work of the highest authority, at least in India, and is more universally referred to than any other Shafah law book, and is the chief authority for the law of the Shafah in India. A copious and valuable commentary upon the Shari'ya ul-Islam, entitled the Mafad-ud-Alam, was written by Zayn-ud-din Ali as-Sulfi, commonly called the ‘Shafi’i-d-din-Sani, second martyr. There are two other commentaries on the Shari’ya ul-Islam, respectively entitled the Madar ul-Akdam and Jawahir ul-Khalid, the latter of which was written by Shaikh Muhammad Hasan an-Najafi.

Of the works on jurisprudence written by Yahyaa Bin Ahmad al-Hilli, who was celebrated for his knowledge of traditions, and is well known amongst the Imamiyya sects for his works, the Jamii ash-Shari’ya and the Mushkal dar Usul-’Fikah are held in the greatest repute.

Of the numerous law books written by Shaikh Ahmad Jamal-ud-din Hasan Bin Yusuf Bin al-Mutahhir al-Hilli, who is called the chief of the lawyers of Hillil, and whose works are frequently referred to as authorities of undisputed merit, the most famous are the Taibhi-udd-Mardan, the Ghyti-ud-Akhdam, and the Tahir ul-Akham, which last is a just and elaborated work. The Munich-ud-Shiia is also a well-known composition of this great lawyer, and his Irsad-ul-Asal is constantly quoted as an authority under the name of the Irsad-ud-Alam.

The Jamii-ul-Abdai is a concise and comprehensive treatise on Shafah law, in thirty books or chapters. It is generally considered as the work of Bahir-ud-din Muhammad Admil, who died A.H. 1031.

The Majalith, by Muhammad Bin Murtaza, surmised his son, and the commentary on his book by his nephew, who was of the same name, but surmised Hadi, are modern works deserving of notice.

The Roust-ul-Akhdam, written in Persian by the third Mutahhir of Oudh, consists of four chapters. The first of these is on inheritance, which is treated of therein most fully and perspicuously. This work was lithographed at Lucknow, first in A.H. 1257, and again in A.H. 1264.

A general digest of the Imamite law in temporal matters was compiled under the superintendence of Mr. William Jones. This book is composed of extracts from the work called the Kajt, which is a commentary on the Majalith, as well as from the Shari’ya ul-Islam. The manuscript of this digest still remains in the possession of the High Court of Judicature at Calcutta.

The earliest treatises on the Farsaiz, or inheritance, of the Shafah appear to have been written by Abdul Aziz Bin Ahmad al-Azad, and Abu Muhammad al-Kindi, the latter of whom is said to have lived in the reign of Hasan ur-Rasul.

A work on the law of inheritance, entitled the Al-Jaza fi al-Fardis has been left by Abu Jaafar Muhammad al-Tusi in addition to his general works on the Kur'an, the Hadfs, and jurisprudence.

The best known and most esteemed works on the law of inheritance are the Istiha’i ush-Shiha, by Saad Bin Abdul-ullah al-Ashari, the Ikhtil ul-Maurifi, by Abu al-Hasan Ali Bihavali, the Farsaiz ul-Fardis and the Farsaiz ush-Shariya, by Shaikh Mufid. The Shari’ya ul-Islam, which, as already stated, is one of the highest authorities on the Shafah law, contains also a chapter on Inheritance.

Of all the above-mentioned books on civil and criminal laws, those that are commonly referred to in India are the following: The Shari’ya ul-Islam, Roust-ul-Akhdam, Sharah-ul-Lumad, Majfith, Tahir, and Irsad-ul-Akham.

Of the books on this branch of Muhammadan law, only one that is a part of the Farsaiz ul-Isalam which treats of the former law has been translated, though not fully, by Mr. Neil Baillie. A considerable part of the digest compiled under the superintendence of Sir William Jones (as already noticed) was translated by Colonel Baillie, out of which the chapter on Inheritance has been printed by Mr. Neil Baillie at the end of the second part of his digest of Muhammadan law. Although the chapter above alluded to is copious, yet it must be remarked that it is not so clear and useful as the Shari’ya-ul-Islam and Roust-ul-Akhdam." (See Tavors Law Lectures, 1874, the Imamity Code, by Shama Churnm Sirca; Thacker, Spink and Co., Calcutta.)

LAZÁ (لأذ). "Fire, flame." A division, or stage in hell, mentioned in the Qur’an, Surah lxxxv. 18. Al-Bagawi, the commentator, says it is that portion of hell which is reserved for the Christians who have not believed in Muhammad. [HBL.]

LAZÁRUS. Arabic al-’Asar (الأموار). Not mentioned by name in the Qur’an, but Jaisi’s ud-din, in remarking on Surah iv. 38: "I will bring the dead to life by God’s permission," says, amongst those whom Jesus raised from the dead al-’Asar, who was his special friend and companion. The account given by the commentators al-Kamāl al of the raising of Lazarus, is very similar to that given in the New Testament.

LEASE. Arabic ijārah (إيجار). [HERB.]

LEBANON. Arabic Lubnān (لبنان). Not mentioned in the Qur’an, but tradition has it that Ishmael collected the stones for the Ka’bah from five sacred mountains, one of which was Mount Libanus. The followers of Isma’ilid-Daraiti, known as the Druses, a fanatical sect of Muslims, reside on the southern range of the Lebanon chain. [Druzes.]

LEGACY. [WILLS.]
LEGITIMACY

LEGITIMACY. Waladu 'l-ḥalal (ولد الحلال), "a legitimate child"; waladu 's-sīna (ولد الينى), "an illegitimate child."

The Muhammadan law, unlike the law of England, makes legitimacy depend, not merely upon the fact of the child being born "a lawful wedlock," but also conceived after lawful marriage.

According to the Sunnis and Shi'ahs, and according to the teaching of the Qur'an itself, the shortest period of gestation recognised by law is six months, and consequently a child born any time after six months from the date of marriage has a claim to legitimacy. Amongst the Sunnis, a simple denial of the paternity of the child so born would not take away its status of legitimacy. But the Shi'ahs hold that if a man gets a woman with child and then marries her, and she gives birth to the child within six months after marriage, legitimacy is not established.

As to the longest period of pregnancy, there are some strange rulings in Muslim law. The Shi'ahs, upon the basis of a decision pronounced by Ali, recognise ten lunar months as the longest period of gestation, and this is now regarded as the longest legal period by both Shi'ah and Sunnis. But Abū Hanīfah and his two disciples, upon the authority of a tradition reported by 'Ayyūsh, regard two years as the longest period of gestation, and the Imām as-Sha'īfī extended it to four, and the Imām Mālik to five and even seven years! It is said that the Sunni doctors based their opinions on the legendary birth of Zuhāk Tāni and others, who were born, so it is related, in the fourth year of conception! But Muslim divines say that the old jurists and the Sunnis themselves were actuated by a sentiment of humanity, and not by any indifference as to the laws of nature, their chief desire being to prevent an abuse of the provisions of the law regarding divorce and the disavowal of children. The general concensus of Muslim doctors points to ten months as the longest period of pregnancy which can be recognised by any court of justice.

(Under the old Roman law, it was ten months. In the Code Napoléon, article 812, it is three hundred days. Under the Jewish law, the husband had the absolute right of disavowal. See Code Rabbimique, vol. ii. p. 63.)

The Muhammadan law, like the English law, does not recognise the legitimacy of ante-nuptial children. Wherever, according to French and Scotch law, such children are legitimised by the subsequent marriage of the parents.

In Sunni law, an invalid marriage does not affect the legitimacy of children born from it. Nor does it in Shi'ah law; but the Shi'ah law demands proof that such a marriage was a bona fide one, whilst the Hanafi code is not strict on this point.

In the case of a divorce by li'ān [Li'ān], the waladu 'l-mulādunah, or "child of impre-
cation," is cut off from his right of inheritance from his father.

(See Syed Ameer Ali's Personal Law of Muhammadans, p. 160; Farāwā'i-Adāmūhī, p. 210; Sharī'ī-ʿĪlām, p. 301.) [PARENT-
TAGE.]

LETTERS. The letters of Muslims are distinguished by several peculiarities, dictated by the rule of politeness. The paper is thick, white, and highly polished; sometimes it is ornamented with flowers of gold; and the edges are always cut straight with scissors. The upper half is generally left blank; and the writing never occupies any portion of the second side. The name of the person to whom the letter is addressed, when the writer is an inferior or an equal, and even in some other cases, commonly occurs in the first sentence, preceded by several titles of honour; and is often written a little above the line to which it appertains, the space beneath it in that line being left blank; sometimes it is written in letters of gold, or red ink. A king, writing to a subject, or a great man to a dependant, usually places his name and seal at the head of his letter. The seal is the impression of a signet (generally a ring, worn on the little finger of the right hand), upon which is engraved the name of the person, commonly accompanied by the word His (i.e. God's) servant, or some other words expressive of trust in God, &c. Its impression is considered more valid than the sign-manual, and is indispensable to give authority to the letter. It is made by dabbing some ink on the surface of the signet, and pressing this upon the paper: the place which is to be stamped being first moistened, by touching the tongue with a finger of the right hand, and then gently rubbing the part with that finger. A person writing to a superior, or to an equal, or even an inferior to whom he wishes to show respect, signs his name at the bottom of his letter, next to the left side or corner, and places the seal immediately to the right of this; but if he particularly desires to testify his humility, he places it beneath his name, or even partly over the lower edge of the paper, which consequently does not receive the whole of the impression."

(Lane's Arabian Nights, vol. i. p. 28.)

LI'ĀN (لاعنة). Lit. "Mutual cursing." A form of divorce which takes place under the following circumstances. "If a man accusations his wife of adultery, and does not prove it by four witnesses, he must swear before God that he is the teller of truth four times, and then add: 'If I am a liar, may God curse me.' The wife then says four times, 'I swear before God that my husband lies'; and then adds: 'May God's anger be upon me if this man be a teller of truth.' After this a divorce takes place, ex pro facto." (See Suratu 'Nūr, xxv. 6; Miskhāi, book xii, ch. xvi.)

In the case of Li'ān, as in the other forms of divorce, the woman can claim her dowry.
Liṭān is not allowed in four cases, viz. a Christian woman married to a Muslim, a Jewess married to a Muslim, a free woman married to a slave, and a slave girl married to a free man.

The children of a woman divorced by Liṭān are illegitimate.

LĪBĀS (لباس). [APPAREL.]

LIBERALITY. Arabic sakḥawāḥ (سخاطة), "hospitality"; inṣīfah (اتشحة), "general liberality in everything."

Liberality is specially commended by Muḥammad in the Traditions:

"The liberal man is near to God, near to Paradise, near to men, and distant from hell. The miser is far from God, far from Paradise, far from man, and near the fire. Truly an ignorant but liberal man is more beloved by God, than a miser who is a worshipper of God."

"Three people will not enter Paradise: a deceiver, a miser, and one who reproaches others with obligation after giving."

"Every morning God sends two angels, and one of them says, 'O God, give to the liberal man something in lieu of which he has given away!' and the other says, 'O God, ruin the property of the miser!'"

"The miser and the liberal man are like two men dressed in coats of mail, their arms glued to their breasts and collar bones, on account of the tightness of the coats of mail. The liberal man stands up when giving alms, and the coat of mail expands for him. The miser stands up when intending alms; the coat of mail becomes tight, and every ring of it sticks fast to its place."

LĪHĪYAH (لبفهم). [BEARD.]

LĪSĀNU L-'HAAQQ (بنو الحق). Lit. "The language of truth." The Ḫādīnā l-Kāmil, or "perfect man," in which the secret influences of al-Mutakallim, "the Speaker" (i.e. God), are evident.

LITERATURE, MUSLIM. Arabic _INSERT_ 'Adaḥ (علم الدخ). The oldest specimens of Arabic literature now extant were composed in the century which preceded the birth of Muḥammad. They consist of short extemporaneous elegies, afterwards committed to writing, or narratives of combats of hostile tribes written in rhythmical prose, similar to that which we find in the Qurān.

Baron De Slane says the Ḥamāskh, the Kiṭāb bi-Qaḥkām, and the Aṣāfī of Abū Ayyūb bi-Qaḥkām, furnish a copious supply of examples, which prove that the art of composing in rhythmical prose not only existed before Muḥammad's time, but was even then generally practised, and had been brought to a high degree of perfection. The variety of its inflections, the regularity of its syntax, and the harmony of its prosody, furnish themselves a proof of the high degree of culture which the language of the pre-Islamic Arabians had attained. The annual meetings of the poets at the fair of 'Ukās encouraged literature, and tended to give regularity of formation and elegance of style to these early poetical effusions of sound doctrine and literary style and language. This strange assertion, of course, deverted nearly every attempt at imitation, although it is related that Ibn al-Muqaffa', al-Mutamabbi, and a few others, of a sceptical turn of mind, essayed in some of their writings to surpass the style of the Qurān. But as the Muslims in all ages have drawn their principles of grammar and rhetoric from the Qurān itself, we need not be surprised that these and every other attempt to surpass its excellence have been considered a success.

One circumstance in the earliest history of Islām was of itself instrumental in giving rise to a most extensive literature of a special class. The Qurān (unlike the Pentateuch and New Testament) was not a narrative of the life of its author. And yet, at the same time, Muḥammad had left very special injunctions as to the transmission of his precepts and actions. [TRADITION.] The study of these traditional sayings, together with that of the Qurān, gave rise to all the branches of Arabic learning.

The Ahādīq, or "the sayings of Muḥammad," were considered by his followers as the result of divine inspiration, and they were therefore treasured up in the memories of his followers with the same care which they had taken in learning by heart the chapters of the Qurān. They recorded not only what the Prophet said and did, but also what he refrained from saying and doing, his very silence (ṣunnatu 'l-sukūt) on questions of doctrine or rule of life being also regarded as the result of divine guidance. It therefore became of paramount importance, to those who were sincere followers of Muḥammad, that they should be in possession of his precepts and practices, and even of the most trifling circumstances of his daily life. The mass of traditions increased rapidly, and became so great that it was quite impossible for any one single person to recollect them.

According to Jalālū 'd-din as-Suyūṭī, the first who wrote down the traditional sayings of the Prophet was Ibn Shūmah az-Zuhri, during the reign of the Khalifah 'Umar II. Ibn 'Abī 'l-Ḥāṣı (A.H. 29–101), but the Imam Mālik (A.H. 98–179), the compiler of the book known as al-Muwattā is generally held to be the author of the earliest collection of Traditions. (See Kashf u-z-Zamān, in loco.)

So rapidly did this branch of Muslim learning increase, that when al-Bukhārī (A.H. 194–250) determined to make a compilation of trustworthy traditions, he found not fewer than 800,000 extant, from which he selected 7,275.

The necessity of distinguishing the genuine
traditions from the false gave rise to new branches of literature. A just appreciation of the credit to which each traditionist was entitled, could only be formed from a knowledge of the details of his history, and of the moral character of his life. Hence numerous biographical works, arranged in a chronological order, containing short accounts of the principal persons connected with the early history of Islam, were compiled. The necessity for tracing the places of their birth and the race from which they sprang, led Muslim critics to the study of genealogy and geography.

The sense of the Qur'an, with its casual references to contemporaneous as well as to past history, was felt to be difficult and obscure, in many places; and this led the learned Muslims to study not only the traditional sayings of Muhammad already alluded to, but any historical or geographical works which would help them in understanding the text of "the Book."

In the early days of Islam, general history was regarded with little favour as a subject for study, and many orthodox doctors of Muslim law were led by religious scruples to condemn the study of secular history; and the works of Grocian and Latin poets, philosophers, grammarians, and historians, only received their approval so far as they served to explain the text of the Qur'an and the traditional records of Muhammad's followers.

The real attitude of the leaders of Islam was decidedly hostile towards all literature which was not in strict harmony with the teachings of their religion. If in succeeding ages the Saracens became, as they undoubtedly did, the liberal patrons of literature and science, there cannot be a doubt that in the earliest ages of Islam, in the days of the four "well-directed" Khalifs, not merely the greatest indifferencce, but the most bigoted opposition was shown to all literary effort which had not emanated from the fountain of Islam itself. And consequently the wild unenlightened conquerors of Jerusalem, Cæsarea, Damascus, and Alexandria, viewed the destruction of the literary lore of ages which was stored up in those ancient cities with indifference, if not with unmitigated satisfaction. Everything, science, history, and religion, must be brought down to the level and standard of the teaching of the Qur'an and the life of the Prophet of Arabia, and whatever differed theretro from was from the Devil himself, and deserved the pions condemnation of every true child of the faith.

But the possession of power and riches gave rise to new feelings, and the pious aversion to intellectual pursuits gradually relaxed in proportion as their empire extended itself. The possession of those countries, which had for so long been the seats of ancient literature and science, naturally introduced among the Muslims a spirit of refinement, and the love of learning. But it was not the outcome of their religious belief, it was the result of the peculiar circumstances which surrounded a conquest of a civilized world. Their stern fanaticism yielded to the mild influence of letters, and, "by a singular anomaly," says Andrew Crichton, "in the history of nations, Europe became indebted to the implacable enemies of her religion and her liberties for her most valuable lessons in science and art." In this they present a marked contrast to the Goths and Huns; and what is most remarkable is, not that successful conquerors should encourage literature, but that, within a single century, a race of theologians should pass from a period of the deepest barbarism to that of the universal diffusion of science. In A.D. 641, the Khalifah 'Umar is said to have destroyed the Alexandrian library. In A.D. 750, the Khalifs of Baghdad, the munificent patrons of literature, mounted the throne. Eight centuries elapsed from the foundation of Rome to the age of Augustus, whilst one century alone marks the transition from the wild barbarism of the Khalifs of Makkah to the intellectual refinement of the Khalifs of al-Kifah and Baghdad. The Saracens, when they conquered the cities of the West, came into possession of the richest legacies of intellectual wealth, and they used those legacies in such a manner as to earn for themselves the most prominent place in the page of history as patrons of learning. But the truth is, the literature of the great Byzantine empires exercised a kind of patronage over Saracenic kings. If the Saracens produced not many original works on science, philosophy, or art, they had the energy and good sense to translate those of Greece and Rome. (See the list of Arabic works in the "Kashfaʿ al-Zamān").

Under the Umayyah Khalifs, the genius of Greece began to obtain an influence over the minds of the Muslims. 'Abdu 'l-Malik, the fifth Khalif of the Umayyah dynasty (A.H. 665), was himself a poet, and assembled around him at his court the most distinguished poets of his time. Even the Christian poet, al-Akhtal took his place in the front rank of the literary favorites of the Court.

But it was especially under al-Manṣūr, the Abbaside Khalif (A.H. 186), that the golden age of Arabic literature in the East commenced. Accidents brought him acquainted with a Greek physician named George, who was invited to court, and to whom the Saracens are indebted for the study of medicine. The celebrated Harūn 'r-Rashid, the hero of the Arabian Nights, was specially the patron of learning. He was always surrounded by learned men, and whenever he erected a mosque he always established and endowed a school of learning in connection with it. It is related that amongst the presents he sent to the Emperor Charlemagne was an hydraulic clock. The head of his schools and the chief director of the education of his empire, was John ibn Maṣaṣu, a Nestorian Christian of Damascus.

The reign of Ma'mūn (A.H. 198) has been called the Augustan period of Arabic literature. The Khalifah Ma'mūn himself was a scholar, and he selected for his companions
the most eminent scholars from the East and West. Bagdad became the resort of poets, philosophers, historians, and mathematicians from every country and every creed. Amongst the scholars of his court was al-Kindi, the Christian author of a remarkable treatise in defence of Christianity against Islam, side by side with al-Kindi, the philosopher, who translated numerous classical and philosophical works for his beneficent and generous patron, and wrote a letter to refute the doctrine of the Trinity. [KINDI] It is said that in the time of Ma'mun, "literary relics of conquered provinces, which his generals amassed with infinite care, were brought to the foot of the throne as the most precious tribute he could demand. Hundreds of camels might be seen entering the gates of Bagdad, laden with no other freight than volumes of Greek, Hebrew, and Persian literature." Masters, instructors, translators, and commentators, formed the court of Bagdad, which appeared rather to be a learned academy than the capital of a great nation of conquerors. When a treaty of peace was concluded with the Persian Emperor Michael III., it was stipulated that a large and valuable collection of books should be sent to Bagdad from the libraries of Constantinople, which were translated by the scholars of his court into the Arabic tongue; and it is stated that the original manuscripts were destroyed, in order that the learning of the world might be retained in the "divine language of the Prophet!"

The Khalifah al-Wa'iziq (a.h. 297), whose residence had been removed by his predecessor, al-Mutasim, from Bagdad to Samarra, was also a patron of letters. He especially patronised poetry and music.

Under al-Mutasim (a.h. 255), Bagdad again became the seat of learning. Al-Mutansir (a.h. 623), the last but one of the Abbaside Khalifas, adorned Bagdad by erecting a mosque and college, which bore his name, and which historians tell us had no equal in the Muslim world. Whilst the city of Bagdad, in the time of the Abbaside dynasty, which was distinguished by a great learning, al- Baṣrah and al-Kufah almost equally squatted the capital itself in reputation, and in the number of celebrated authors and treatises which they produced. Damascus, Aleppo, Balkh, Isphahan, and Samarcand, also became renowned as seats of learning. It is said that a certain doctor of science was once obliged to decline an invitation to settle in the city of Samarcand, because the transport of his books would have required 400 camels!

Under the Fatimid Khalifas (a.d. 910 to 1160), Egypt became for the second time the asylum of literature. Alexandria had more than twenty schools of learning, and Cairo, which was founded by al-Mu'tizz (a.d. 935), possessed a royal library of 100,000 manuscripts. A Dārū'ṭ-Hikmah, or school of science, was founded by the Khalifah al-Hākim (a.d. 996), in the city of Cairo, with an annual revenue of 2,570 dinars. The institution combined all the advantages of a free school and a free library.

But it was in Spain (Arabic Andalus) that Arabio literature continued to flourish to a later period than in the schools of Cairo and Bagdad. The cities of Cordova, Seville, and Granada, which were under Muslim rule for several centuries (Cordova, from a.d. 755 to 1236; Granada, to a.d. 1484), rivalled each other in the magnificence of their academies, colleges, and libraries. Muslim historians say that Cordova alone has produced not fewer than 170 eminent men, and its library, founded by al-Hakam II. (a.d. 961), contained 400,000 volumes; and the Khalifah himself was so eminent a scholar, that he had carefully examined each of these books himself, and with his own hand had written in each book the genealogies, births and deaths of their respective authors.

Muhammad, the first Khalifah of Granada, was a patron of literature, and the celebrated city of that city was long under the direction of Shamsu 'd-din of Murcia, so famous among the Arabs for his skill in polite literature. Kasiri has recorded the names of 120 authors whose talents conferred dignity and fame on the Muslim University of Granada.

So universal was the patronage of literature in Spain, that in the cities of the Andalusian kingdom, there were as many as seventy free libraries open to the public, as well as seventeen distinguished colleges of learning.

For an interesting account of the state of literature in Spain under the Moors, the English reader can refer to Pascual d'Gayango's translation of al-Makki's History of the Muhammadan Dynasties in Spain, London, 1840.

History, which was so neglected amongst the ancient Arabs, was cultivated with assiduity by the Muslim. There is extant an immense number of works in this department of literature. The compiler of the Bibliographical Dictionary, the Kashfu 'ṣ-Ẓunnī, gives a list of the names and titles of 1,300 works of history, comprising annals, chronicles, and memoirs. As might be expected, the earliest Muslim histories were compiled with the special object of giving to the world the history of the Prophet of Arabia and his immediate successors. The earliest historian of whom we have any extensive record is Ibn Ishāq, who died a.h. 151, or fifteen years after the overthrow of the Umayyah dynasty. He was succeeded by Ibn Hishām, who died a.h. 218, and who made the labours of Ibn Ishāq the basis of his history. Another celebrated Muslim historian is Ibn Sa'd, who is generally known as Kāthibu'l-Waqidi, or al-Waqidi's secretary, and is supposed to have even surpassed his master in historical accuracy. Abū Ja'far Ibn Jarir, at-Tahari flourished in the latter part of the third century of the Muslim era, and has been styled by Gibbon, "the Livy of the Arabians." He flourished
in the city of Baghdād, where he died a. h. 810. Al-‘Tābarī compiled not only annals of Muhammad’s life, but he wrote a history of the progress of Islam under the earlier Kha- lifahs. Abū l-Faraj, a Christian physician of Malatia in Armenia, Abū ‘l-Fāḍī, Prince of Hamah, and Ibn Kāṭīb of Granada, are amongst the celebrated historians of later times. The writings of Ibn Husain of Cor- dova are said to contain 100,000 pages.

Biographical works, and memoirs of men specially distinguished for their achievements, were innumerable. The most notable work of the kind is Ibn Khallikān’s Bibliographical Dictionary, which has been translated into English by De Slane (Paris, 1843). The Dictionary of the Sciences by Muhammad Abū ‘Abdī l-Muḥammad of Granada is an elaborate work. The Bibliographical Dictionary, entitled the Kashīf ‘al-Zunūn (often quoted in the present work), is a laborious compilation, giving the names of several thousands of well-known books and authors in every department of literature. ‘Abdu l-Munṣūr of Valencia wrote a genealogical history of celebrated horses, and another celebrity wrote one of camels. The encyclopedians, gazetteers, and other similar compilations, are very numerous.

Arabic lexicons have been compiled in regular succession from the first appearance of the work supra to have been compiled by Khālid ibn Ahmad, entitled Kitāb ‘l-‘Ayn, which must have been written about a. h. 170, to the most recent publications which have issued from the presses of Lucknow, Bombay, and Cairo.

Poetry was, of old, a favourite occupation of the Arab people, and was, after the introduction of learning by the Khālidahs of Baghdād, cultivated with enthusiasm. Abū Muḥammad al-Kūfī, Khālid ibn Ahmad, and others, are poets of note in the time of the Abbasid Khālidahs. So great was the number of Arabic poets, that an abridgment, or dic- tionary, of the lives of the most celebrated of them, compiled by Abī l-‘Abbās, son of the Khālidah Ṭamās, contains notices of 130.

With Numismatics the Saracens of Spain were well acquainted, and Maqrīzī and Namārī wrote histories of Arabian money. The study of geography was not neglected. The library of Cairo had two massive globes, and the Sharīf Ṭarīqī of Cordova had a silver globe for Roger II., King of Sicily. Ibn Rushd, a distinguished geographer, journeyed through Africa, Egypt, and Syria, in the interest of geographical science. But to recon- cile some of the statements of Muhammadan tradition with geographical discoveries must have required a strong effort of the imagination.

To the study of medicine the Arabs paid particular attention. Many of our modern pharmaceutical terms, such as camphor, jalap, and syrups, are of Arabian origin. The Chris- tian physician, George, introduced the study of medicine at the court of Khālidah al-Mansūr. [MEDICINE.]

The superstitions feeling of the Muslim as to the polluted touch of the dead, debarred the orthodox from attempting the study of anatomy. The doctrine that even at death the soul does not depart from the body, and the popular belief that both soul and body must appear entire to undergo the examination by Munkar and Nakir in the grave, were sufficient reasons why the dissection of the dead body should not be attempted.

Operation for cataract in the eye was an Arabian practice, and the celebrated philo- sopher, Avicenna (Abū ‘Ali ibn Sīnā) wrote in defence of depression instead of extraction, which he considered a dangerous experiment.

Botany, as subsidiary to medicine, was studied by the Saracens; and it is said the Arabian botanists discovered several herbal remedies, which were not known to the Greeks. Ibn al-Baitār, a native of Malaga, who died at Damascus a. d. 1248, was the most distinguished Arabian botanist. Abū Birūnī, who died a. d. 941, resided in India for nearly forty years in order to study botany and chemistry.

The first great Arabic chemist was Jābir, a native of Harrān in Mesopotamia. He lived in the eighteenth century, and only some 130 years after the Sught of Muhammad. He is credited with the discovery of sulphuric acid, nitric acid, and aqua regia. D’Herbelot states that he wrote 500 works on chemistry. The nomenclature of science demonstrates how much it owes to the Arabs—alcohol, alembic, alkali, and other similar terms, being derived from the Saracens.

The science of astronomy, insomuch as it was necessary for the study of the occult science of astrology, was cultivated with great zeal. The Khālidah Ma’mun was himself devoted to this study. Under his patronage, the astronomers of Baghdād and al-Kūfāf accurately measured a degree of the great circle of the earth, and determined at 24,000 miles the entire circumference of the globe. (See Abū ‘l-Fāḍī and Ibn Khallikān.) The obliquity of the ecliptic was calculated at about twenty-three degrees and a half, “but,” as Andrew Ochicon remarks, “not a single step was made towards the discovery of the solar system beyond the hypothesis of Ptolemy.” Modern astronomy is indebted to the Saracens for the introduction of observatories. The celebrated astronomer and mathematician Jābir (a. d. 1196), erected one at Seville, which may still be seen. Bailly, in his Histoire de l’Astronomie, affirms that Kepler drew the ideas that led to his discovery of the elliptical orbits of planets from the Saracens, Mūru ‘l-dīn, whose treatise on the sphere is preserved in the Escorial library.

Algebra, though not the invention of the Arabs, received valuable accessions from their talents, and Ibn Mūsā and Jābir composed original works on spherical trigonometry. Al-Kīndī translated Autolycus’ De Spherae, and wrote a treatise of his own De Sex Quantitatibus.

Architecture was an art in which the Saracens excelled, but their buildings were erected on the wrecks of cities, castles, and
fortresses, which they had destroyed, and the Sasanian style is merely a copy of the Byzantine. [ARCHITECTURE.]

To the early Muslims, pictures and sculpture were considered impious and contrary to divine law, and it is to these strong religious feelings that we owe the introduction of the peculiar style of embellishment which is called the Arabesque, which rejects all representations of human and animal figures.

In calligraphy or ornamental writing, the Muslims excel even to the present day, although it is to the Chinese that they are indebted for the purity and elegance of their paper.

Music is generally understood to have been forbidden in the Muhammadan religion, but both at Bagdad and Cordova were established schools for the cultivation of this art.

Much more might be written on the subject of Muslim or Sasanian literature, but it would exceed the limits of our present work. Enough has been said to show that, notwithstanding their barbarous origin, they have in due time been the patrons of literature and science. They, however, claim a high rank as inventors and discoverers, for many of their best and most useful works were but translations from the Greek. Too much has been made of the debt which the Western world owes, or is supposed to owe, to its Sasanian conquerors for their patronage of literature. It would have been strange if a race of conquerors, who came suddenly and rapidly into possession of some of the most cultivated and refined regions of the earth, had not kindled new lights at those ancient beacons of literature and science which smouldered beneath their feet.

In the Kaššīfu 'r-Zamīn, it is related that when Sa'd ibn Abū Waqqās conquered Persia, he wrote to the Khalīfah 'Umar and asked him what he should do with the philosophical works. Abū 'Umar ibn Khālibah ibn Ummānī, who had found in the libraries of the cities of Persia, whether he should keep them or send them to Makka; then 'Umar replied, "Cast them into the rivers, for if in these books there is a guidance (of life), then we have a still better guidance in the book of God (the Qur'ān), and if, on the contrary, there is in them what will lead us astray, then God protect us from them"; so, according to these instructions, Sa'd cast some into the rivers and some into the fire. So was lost to us the Philosophy of Persia! (Kaššīfu 'r-Zamīn, p. 241.)

Such was the spirit in which the early Muslims regarded the literature of the countries they conquered, and which gave rise to the frequently repeated story that 'Umar ordered the destruction of the libraries of Alexandria, Cæsarea, and Ispahan, while even the enlightened Ma'mān is said to have committed to the flames the Greek and Latin originals of the books he caused to be translated. It therefore seems probable that the world of literature lost quite as much as it gained by the Sasanian conquest of the West.

What the attitude of the Muslim world now is towards science and literature, the condition of the Muslim in North Africa, in Turkey, in Afghanistan, and in India, will declare. A condition of things arising from peculiarities of religious belief. If we study carefully the peculiar structure of Islam as a religious system, and become acquainted with the actual state of things amongst Muhammadan nations now existing, we shall feel compelled to admit that the patronage of literature by the Muslim Khalifahs of Cordova, Cairo, and Bagdad, must have been the outcome of impulses derived from other sources than the example and precept of the Arabian legislator or the teachings of the Qur'ān.

(See Ibn Khallikān's Biographical Dict.; Crichton's Arabia; D'Herbelot's Bibl. Orient.; Al-Makbari's Muhammadan Dynasties in Sport; Poock; Muir's Mahomet; Abū l-Fida; Toderini's Lit. des Turcs; Kaššīfu 'r-Zamīn; Sir William Jones's Asiatic Res.; Schnurrer's Bibl. Arab.; Ibn al-Jazwīl's Taqīqh; M. de Saxe; Taḥṣīl al-Ṣāfīn.)

LITURGY. [PRAYER.]

ILWI (إِلْوِي, أبو) A banner; a standard. [STANDARDS.]

LOCUSTS (Arabic jārūd, جُرُدٌ) are lawful food for Muslims without being killed by zabū. [FOOD.]

LOGIC. Arabic 'ilmu 'l-maṣfīq (عْلَمُ المَسْقٍ), "the science of rational speech," from nasay, "to speak"; 'ilmu 'l-miṣnān (عْلَمُ الْمِسْنَانِ), "the science of weighing" (evidence), from miṣnān, "scales.

The author of the Akhḫāq-i-Jalālī says "the ancient sages, whose wisdom had borrowed its lustre from the loop-hole of prophecy, always directed the seeker after excellence to cultivate first 'ilmu 'l-ḫiṣrā, the science of moral science, then 'ilmu 'l-ḫiṣrām, the science of logic, then 'ilmu 'l-rāyāqānā, mathematics, then 'ilmu 'l-ḵhmākh, physics, and, lastly, 'ilmu 'l-Hāši, theology.

But Ḥakīm Abū 'Ali al-Masqawī (A.D. 10), would place mathematics before logic, which seems the preferable course. This will explain the inscription placed by Plato over the door of his house, 'He who knows not geometry, let him not enter here.' (See Thompson's ed. p. 31.)

The Arabs, being suddenly called from the desert of Arabia to all the duties and dignities of civilized life, were at first much pressed to reconcile the simplicity of the precepts of their Prophet with the surroundings of their new state of existence; and consequently the multitude of distinctions, both in morals and jurisprudence, they were obliged to adopt, gave the study of dialectics an importance in the religion of Islam which it never lost. The Imām Mālik said of the great teacher Abū Hanīfah, that he was such a master of logic, that if he were to assert that a pillar of wood was made of gold, he would prove it to you by the rules of logic.
The first Muslim of note who gave his attention to the study of logic was Khalil ibn Yasid (A.H. 60), who is reported to have been a man of great learning, and who ordered certain Greek works on logic to be translated into Arabic. The Khalifah Ma'mun (A.H. 198) gave great attention to this and to every other branch of learning, and ordered the translation of several Greek books of logic, brought from the library of Constantineople, into the Arabic tongue. Mulla Kātib Chalpi gives a long list of those who have translated works on logic. Stephen, named Isfāfānī 'l-Qadim, translated a book for Khalil ibn Yasid. Bātrīq did one for the Khalifah al-Mansūr. Ibn Yahya rendered a Persian book on logic into Arabic for the Khalifah al-Ma'mūn, also ibn Na'imah 'Abd 'l-Masih (a Christian), Husain bin Bahriq, Hilal ibn 'Abi Hilal of Hims, and many others translated books on logic from the Persian. Musa and Yūsuf, two sons of Khalil, and Husain ibn Sahil are mentioned as having translated from the language of Hind (India) into Arabic. Amongst the philologists who rendered Greek books on logic into Arabic are mentioned Hunsin, 'Abd 'l-Faraj, 'Abd 'l-Sulaiman as-Sanjarī, Yahya an-Nahwī, Yaqūb ibn Ishāq al-Kidmi, 'Abd Zaid Ahmad ibn Sahil al-Bakhtī, Ibn Sinā' (Avicenna), and very many others.

An Arabic treatise of logic has been translated into English by the Bengal Asiatic Society.

LORD'S SUPPER. [BUKHARIST.]

LOT. Arabic لوت (būl). Heb. בּוּל. Held by Muhammadans as "a righteous man," specially sent as a prophet to the city of Sodom.

The commentator, al-Balāsawī, says that Lot was the son of Hārān, the son of Azár, or Tārah, and consequently Abraham's nephew, who brought him with him from Chaldea into Palestine, where, they say, he was sent by God, to reclaim the inhabitants of Sodom and the neighbouring cities, which were overthrown with it, from the unnatural vice to which they were addicted. And this Muhammadan tradition seems to be countenanced by the words of the apostle, that this righteous man dwelling among them, in seeing and hearing, "veiled his righteous soul from day to day with their unlawful deeds," whence it is probable that he omitted no opportunity of endeavouring their reformation. His name frequently occurs in the Qur'ān, as will be seen from the following selections:—

Sūrah vii. 72–82: "We also sent Lot, when he said to his people, 'Commit ye this filthy deed in which no creature hasteth before you? Come ye to men, instead of women, in the form of women. Ye are indeed a people given up to excess. But the only answer of his people was to say, 'Turn them out of your city, for they are men who vaunt them pure.' And we delivered him and his family, except his wife; she was of those who lingered: and we rained a rain upon them: and see what was the end of the wicked!'"

Sūrah xxii. 74, 75: "And unto Lot we gave wisdom and knowledge; and we rescued him from the city which wrought filthiness; for they were a people, evil, perverse: and we caused him to enter into our mercy, for he was of the righteous."

Sūrah xxix. 27–34: "We sent also Lot: when he said to his people, 'Proceed ye to a filthiness in which no people in the world hath ever gone before you? Proceed ye even to men; attack ye them on the highway? and proceed ye to the crime in your assemblies?' But the only answer of his people was to say, 'Bring God's chastisement upon us, if thou art a man of truth.' He cried: My Lord! help me against this polluted people. And when our messengers came to Abraham with the tidings of a son, they said, 'Of truth we will destroy the in-dwellers of this city, for its in-dwellers are evil doers,' he said, 'Lot is therein,' They said, 'We know full well who therein is. Him and his family will we save, except his wife; she shall be of those who linger.' And when our messengers came to Lot, he was troubled for them, and his arm was too weak to protect them; and they said, 'Fear not, and distress not thyself, for thee and thy family will we save, except thy wife; she shall be of those who linger. We will surely bring down upon the dwellers in this city vengeance from heaven for the excesses they have committed. And in what we have left of it is a clear sign to men of understanding.'"

Sūrah xxxvi. 100–175: "The people of Lot treated their apostles as liars, when their brother Lot said to them, 'Will ye not fear God? I am your Apostle worthy of all credit: fear God, then, and obey me. For this I ask you no reward: my reward is of the Lord of the worlds alone. What! with men, of all creatures, will ye have commerce? And leave ye your wives whom your Lord hath created for you? Ah! ye are an erring people!' They said, 'O Lot, if thou dost not, one of us shall slay thou surely be,' He said, 'I utterly abhor your doings: My Lord! deliver me and my family from what they do.' So we delivered him and his whole family—save an aged one among those who tarried—then we destroyed the rest—and we rained a rain upon them, and fatal was the rain to those whom we had warned. In this truly was a sign; but most of them did not believe. But thy Lord! He is the Powerful, the Merciful!"

Sūrah xxvii. 55–59: "And Lot, when he said to his people, 'What! proceed ye to such filthiness with your eyes open? What! come ye with lust unto men rather than to women? Surely ye are an ignorant people.' And the answer of his people was but to say, 'Cast out the family of Lot from your city: they, forsooth, are men of purity!' So we rescued him and his family: but as for his wife, we decreed her to be of them that lingered: and we rained a rain upon them, and fatal was the rain to those who had had their warning.'"

LOTS. Drawing of. There are two words used to express drawing of lots—
"Let love be thy master, all masters above, For the good and the great are all prentice to love."

The cause of love, he says, is excessive eagerness either for pleasure or for good; the first is animal love, and is culpable; the second is spiritual love, and is a praiseworthy virtue. (See Thompson's ed., pp. 227-234.)

The term more generally used in Oriental writings for the passion of love is Ḥaq (حَقَّ), a word which az-Zamakhshari, in his work the Aṣāṣ (quoted by Lane), says is derived from the word al-ʿaṣṣāḥq, a species of ivy which twines upon trees and creepers to them. But it seems not improbable that it is connected with the Hebrew תּוּנָּה a woman," or is derived from פִּיוּנָּה to desire. (See Deut. vii. 7: “The Lord hath set his love upon thee”; and Ps. xxi. 14: “Because he hath set his love upon me.”) The philosopher Ibn Sinâ (Avicenna), in a treatise on al-ʿIṣāq (regarding it as the passion of the natural propensities), says it is a passion not merely peculiar to the human species, but that it pervades all existing things, both in heaven and earth; in the animal, the vegetable, and even in the mineral kingdom; and that its meaning is not perceived or known, and is rendered all the more obscure by the explanation thereof. (See Taṭā'-Ahrīs, by Saiyid Murtada.)

Mir Abbâ Kasqa, in his work entitled the Kulliyât, thus defines the various degrees of love, which are supposed to represent not only intensity of natural love between man and woman, but also the Sufiistic or divine love, which is the subject of so many mystic works.—Firât, kawâli, the inclining of the soul or mind to the object of love; then, ʿIṣāq, love cleaving to the heart; then, kālef, violent and intense love, accompanied by perplexity; then ʿIṣāq, amorous desire, accompanied by melancholy; then, ṣâhâji, ardour of love, accompanied by pleasure; then, ʿawâd, inward love, accompanied by amorous desire, or grief and sorrow; then, taṭâyâh, a state of enslavement; then, ṭabî, love sickness; then, ṭaḍâl, distraction, accompanied with loss of reason; and, lastly, ḫâqa, overpowering love, with a wandering about at random.

In Professor Palmer’s little work on Oriental mysticism, founded on a Persian MS. by Aziz ibn Muhammad an-Nasâî, and entitled the Maksâd-i Aṣâṣ (Maqṣād-i Aṣâṣ), or the “Remotest Aim,” we read, “Man sets his face towards this world, and is entangled in the love of wealth and dignity, until the grace of God steps in and turns his heart towards God. The tendency which proceeds from God is called Attraction; that which proceeds from man is called Inclination, Desire, and Love. As the inclination increases its name changes, and it causes the Traveller to renounce everything else but God (who becomes his Qibâ), and thus setting his face Godwards, and forgetting everything but God, it is developed into Love.”
This is by no means the last and ultimate stage of the journey, but most men are said to be content to pass their lives therein and to leave the world without making any further progress therein [swallow]. Such a person the Sufis call Maqdub, or, Attracted. And it is in this state that 'Ishq, or spiritual love, becomes the subject of religious contemplation just as it is in the Song of Solomon. "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, for thy love is better than wine." But whilst the lover in the Song of Solomon is supposed to represent the Almighty God, and the loved one the Church, in Eastern Sufi poetry, the 'dahiq, or lover, is man, and the maqdub, or the Beloved One, is God.

The Sufi poet Jami, in his Salamana and Asad, thus writes of the joy of Divine love; and his prologues to the Deity, as rendered into English, will illustrate the mystic conception of love.

"Time it is
To unfold Thy perfect beauty. I would
Thy lover, and Thine only—I, mine eyes
Sealed in the light of Thee, to all but Thee.
Yet, in the revelation of Thyself
Self-lost, and conscience-quite of good and evil,
Thou movest under all the forms of truth,
Under the forms of all created things;
Look whencesoever, I will, still nothing I discern
But Thee in all the universe, in which
Thyself Thou dost invest, and through the eyes
Of man, the subtle sensor scrutinize.
To thy Harm Divinituity,
No entrance finds—no word of this and that;
Do Thou my separate and derived self
Make one with Thy essential! Leave me room
On that divan (sofa) which leaves no room for two;
Least, like the simple Kurd of whom they tell,
I grow perplexed, O God, 'twixt 'I' and 'Thon.'
If 'I'—this dignity and wisdom whence?
If 'Thon'—then what is this object imposture?"

[The fable of the Kurd, which is also told in verse, is this. A Kurd left the solitude of the desert for the battled of a busy city. Being tired of the commotion around him, he lay down to sleep. But fearing he might not know himself when he arose, in the midst of so much commotion, he tied a pumpkin round his foot. A knife, who heard him deliberating about the difficulty of knowing himself again, took the pumpkin off the Kurd's foot, and tied it round his own. When the Kurd awoke, he was bewildered, and exclaimed—

"Whether I be or no,
If I—the pumpkin why on you?
If you—then where am I, and who?"

For further information on the subject of mystic love, see Sufism.

LUBB (الرب). The heart or soul of man. That faculty of the mind which is enlightened and purified by the Holy Light, i.e. Nūr 'l-Qudat (the Light of God). (Kitāb 'l-Tarīqfīt, in loco.)

LUDD (اللود). A small town in Palestine, where it is said Jesus will find ad-Dajjāl 'l-Masih, and will kill him. (Mishkāt, book xxiii. ch. iv.) The ancient Lydus, nine miles from Joppa. (See Acts ix. 32, 36.) It is the modern Dipsopoli, which in Jerome's time was an episcopal see. The remains of the ancient church are still seen. It is said to be the native town of St. George.

LUNATIC. The Arabic majānūn (المجانون) includes all mad persons, whether born idiots, or persons who have become insane. According to Muhammadan law, a lunatic is not liable to punishment for robbery, or to retaliation for murder. Zakāt (legal alms) is not to be taken from him, nor is he to be slain in war. The apostle says a lunatic does not amount to a change of faith, as in all matters, both civil and religious, he is not to be held responsible to either God or man. An idiot or fool is generally regarded in the East by the common people, as an inspired being. Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, says, "Most of the reputed saints of Egypt are either lunatics, or idiots, or impostors." A remark which will equally apply to India and Central Asia.

LUQMAN (اللوقمان). A person of eminence, known as Luqmanu 'l-Hakim, or Luqman the Philosopher, mentioned in the Qur'ān as one upon whom God had bestowed wisdom.

Sūrah xxxi. 11-19: "Of old we bestowed wisdom upon Luqman, and taught him thus—'Be thankful to God; for whoever is thankful, is thankful to his own behalf; and if any shall be thankless. . . . God truly is self-sufficient, worthy of all praise!' And bear in mind when Luqman said to his son by way of warning, 'O my son! join not other gods with God, for the jointing gods with God is the great impiety. O my son! observe prayer, and enjoin the right and forbid the wrong, and be patient under whatever shall betide thee: for this is a bounden duty. And distort not thy face at men; nor walk thou loftily on the earth; for God loveth no arrogant vain-glorious one. But let thy pace be middling; and lower thy voice: for the least pleasing of voices is surely the voice of ass'." See ye not how that God hath put under you all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth, and hath been bounteous to you of his favours, both for soul and body. But some are there who dispute of God without knowledge, and have no guidance and no illuminating Book."

Commentators are not agreed as to whether Luqman is an inspired prophet or not. Husain says most of the learned think he was a philosopher, and not a prophet. Some say he was the son of Bā'ūr, and a nephew of
LUQTÁH

Job, being his sister's son; others that he was a nephew of Abraham; others that he was born in the time of King David, and lived until the time of Jonah, being one thousand years of age. Others, that he was an African slave and a shepherd among the Israelites. Some say he was a tailor, others a carpenter. He is admitted by all Arabian historians to have been a fabulist and a writer of proverbs, and consequently European authors have concluded that he must be the same person whom the Greeks, not knowing his real name, have called Ḫēqoś, i.e. Ethiopos.

Mr. Sale says: "The commentators mention several quick reportes of Luqmán, which (together with the circumstances above mentioned) agrees so well with what Maximus Planudes has written of Ḫēqoś, that from thence, and from the fabule distributed to Luqmán by the Orientals, the latter has been generally thought to be no other than the Ḫēqoś of the Greeks. However that be (for I think the matter will bear a dispute), I am of opinion that Planudes borrowed a great part of his life of Ḫēqoś from the traditions he met with in the East concerning Luqmán, concluding them to have been the same person, because they were both slaves, and supposed to be the writers of those fables which go under their respective names, and bear a great resemblance to one another; for it has long since been observed by learned men, that the greater part of that monk's performance is an absurd romance, and supported by no evidence of the ancient writers."

Dr. Spenser thinks Luqmán is identical with the Elxi of the Ebonitis (Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammed, vol. i. p. 84).

MABNA 'T-TAṢAWWUF

Luqmán is the title of the xxixth Sūrah of the Qur'ān.

LUQTÁH (Loth). "Trover." Property which a person finds and takes away to preserve it in trust. In English law, trover (from the French trouwier) is an action which a man has against another who has found or obtained possession of his goods, and refuses to deliver them on demand. (See Blackstone.) According to Muhammadan law, the finder of lost property is obliged to advertise it for the space of a year before he can claim it as his own. If the finder be a wealthy person, he should give it to the poor. (Hidáyah, vol. ii. p. 277.) [TROVER.]

LÛT (أَلْوْطِ). [LOT.]

LUXURY. Arabic išnā'um (يشناع). In the training of children, the author of the Aḥkām-i-Jalālī condemns luxury. He says, "Sleeping in the day and sleeping overmuch at night should be prohibited. Soft clothing and all uses of luxury, such as cool retreats in the hot weather, and fires and furs in the cold, they should be taught to abstain from. They should be insured to exercise, foot-walking, horse-riding, and all other appropriate accomplishments." (Aḥkām-i-Jalālī, p. 280.)

LYING. Arabic kigāb (كِيْغَاب). A pretty general infirmity of nature in the East, which still remains uncorrected by the modern influences of Islam. But Muhammad is related to have said: "When a servant of God tells a lie, his guardian angels move away from him to the distance of a mile, because of the badness of its smell." (Aṣḥābat, book xxii. ch. ii.)


AL-MU'ARJ (المُعَارِج). Lit. "The Ascent." The title of the xxxth chapter of the Qur'ān, in the second verse of which occurs the sentence, "God, the possessor of the Ascents (or Steps) by which the angels ascend, Subhanah Him, and the Spirit (or Gabriel), in a day whose space is fifty thousand years."

Sale, translating from al-Buizāwī and Zamakhshari, says: "This is supposed to be the space which would be required for their ascent from the lowest part of the creation to the throne of God, if it were to be measured, or the time which it would take a man to perform a journey; and this is not contradictory to what is said elsewhere (if it be to be interpreted of the ascent of the angels), that the length of the day whereby they ascend is 1,000 years, because that is meant only of their ascent from earth to the lower heaven, including also the time of their descent.

"But the commentators, generally taking the day spoken of in both these passages to be the Day of Judgment, have recourse to several expedients to reconcile them, and as both passages seem to contradict what Muhammadan doctors teach, that God will judge all creatures in the space of half-a-day, they suppose those large numbers of years are designed to express the time of the previous attendance of those who are to be judged, or else to the space wherein God will judge the unbelieving nations, of which, they say, there will be fifty, the trial of each nation taking up 1,000 years, though that of the true believers will be over in the short space above mentioned."

MABNA 'T-TAṢAWWUF (مَبْنَاءُ تَتَسْاَوْوِعُ). Lit. "The Foundation of Sufism." A term used by the Sufis to embrace the three principles of their system.

(1) The choice of the ascetic life; (2) The
intention to bestow freely upon others; (8) The giving up of one's own will and desires, and desiring only the will of God. (See 'Abdu 'r-Razzāq's *Dict. of Sāfi Terman*)

**AL-MADINAH** (المدينة). Lit. "The city." The city celebrated as the birthplace of Muhammad. It was called Yarib (see Qur'an, Sūrah xxi. 18), but was distinguished as al-Madīnah, "the city," and Madīnatu 'n-Nabi, "the city of the Prophet," after it had become famous by giving shelter to Muhammad. It is esteemed only second to Makkah in point of sanctity. Muhammad is related to have said, "There are angels guarding the roads to al-Madīnah, on account of which neither plague, or the Djalal (Anti-christ) can enter it." "I was ordered," he said, "to flee to a city which shall eat up (conquer) all other cities, and its name is now al-Madīnah (the city); verify the puts away evil from mat, like as the forge purifies iron." "God has made the name of al-Madīnah both tābāh and ta'ībāh," i.e. both good and odorous.

Al-Madīnah is built on the elevated plain of Arabia, not far from the eastern base of the ridge of mountains which divide the table-land from the lower country between it and the Red Sea. The town stands on the lowest part, on the plain where the watercourses unite, which produce in the rainy season numerous pools of stagnant water, and render the climate unhealthy. Gardens and date-plantations, interspersed with fields, inclose the town on three sides; on the side towards Makkah the rocky nature of the soil renders cultivation impossible. The city forms an oval about 2,600 paces in circuit, ending in a point. The castle is built at the point on a small rocky elevation. The whole is inclosed by a thick wall of stone, between 25 and 40 feet high, flanked by about 30 towers and surrounded by a ditch. Three well-built gates lead into the town. The houses are well built of stone, and generally two stories high. As this stone is of a dark colour, the streets have a gloomy aspect, and are for the most part very narrow, often only two or three paces across; a few of the principal streets are paved with stone. There are only two large stores which contain shops. The principal buildings within the city are the great mosque containing the tomb of Muhammad, two fine colleges, and the castle, standing at the western extremity of the city, which is surrounded by strong walls and several high and solid towers, and contains a deep well of good water.

The town is well supplied with sweet water by a subterraneous canal which runs from the village of Qubā', about three-quarters of a mile distant in a southern direction. In several parts of the town steps are made down to the canal, where the inhabitants supply themselves with water which, however, contains nitre, and produces indigestion in persons not accustomed to it. There are also many wells scattered over the town; every garden has one by which it is irrigated; and when the ground is bored to the depth of twenty-five or thirty feet, water is found in plenty. During the rainy season, many torrents descend from the higher grounds to the lower depression in which al-Madīnah is built, and part of the city is inundated. This plentiful supply of water made this site a considerable settlement of Arabs long before it became sacred among the Muhammadans, by the flight, residence, and death of the Prophet, to which it owes its name of Madīnatu 'n-Nabi, or the City of the Prophet. (See Burekhár's *Travels in Arabia*.)

An account of the Prophet's mosque is given under MAJJIDU 'N-NABI, and of the burial chamber of Muhammad under HUMAY.

**MADRASAH** (مدرسَة). A school.

**EDUCATION.**

**MADYAN** (مدين). Midian. The descendants of Midian, the son of Abraham and Keturah, and a city and district bearing his name, situated on the Red Sea, southeast of Mount Sinai.

Mentioned in the Qur'an, Sūrah vii. 88: "We sent to Midian their brother Shu'āb.

**MÁFQÚD** (مفقود). A legal term for a person who is lost, and of whom no information can be obtained. He is not considered legally dead until the period expires when he would be ninety years old.

**MAGIANS. [MAJUS].**

**MAGIC.** Arabic šīr (شیر). A belief in the magical art is entertained by almost all Muhammadans, and there is a large number of persons who study it. Although magic (as-sīhir) is condemned in the Qur'an (Sūrah ii. 96) and in the Traditions (Mishkār, book xxi. ch. iii. pt. 1), there are still many superstitious practices resembling this occult science, which are clearly permitted according to the sayings of Muhammad.

Anās says, "The Prophet permitted a spell (rughā) being used to counteract the ill effects of the evil eye; and on those bitten by snakes or scorpions." (Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, p. 288.)

Umm Salmah relates that "the Prophet allowed a spell to be used for the removal of yellowness in the eye, which, he said, proceeded from the malignant eye." (Ṣaḥīḥ 'l-Bukhārī, p. 864.)

A'shī ibn Mālik says "the Prophet said there is nothing wrong in using spells, provided the use of them does not associate anything with God." (Mishkār, book xxi. ch. l.)

The terms used to express the magical arts are, darūshah, liyā "an invitation of the spirit," azurūmah, an incantation; khabārah, divination, or fortune-telling; rughā, a spell; and šīr, magic.

The term darūshah is held to imply a lawful incantation, in which only the assistance of God is invited by the use of either the lahum fa-đaimun, or great and unknown name of God,
or the recital of the ninety-nine names or attributes of the Almighty. As-Sárír, or the magical use of evil spirits: and kihánah, fortune-telling, are held to be strictly unlawful. Protection against sorcery, practised by Muḥammadand is treated of in the article on DA‘WÁH.

Mr. Lane, in his annotated edition of the Arabic Nights, says:—

There are two descriptions of magic, one is spiritual, regarded by all but freethinkers as true; the other, natural, and denounced by the more religious and enlightened as deceptive.

I. Spiritual magic, which is termed "er Rochanah" (ar-rubān), chiefly depends upon the virtues of certain names of God, and passages from the Kurân, and the agency of angels, and jinn, or genii. It is of two kinds, Divine and Satanic ("Rahmanee," i.e. relating to "the Compassionate" [who is God], and "Sheyṭانee," relating to the Devil).

Divine magic is regarded as a sublime science, and is studied only by good men, and practised only for good purposes. Perfection in this branch of magic consists in the knowledge of the most great name of God (isâs ‘u-‘l-‘Azâm); but this knowledge is imparted to none but the peculiar favourites of heaven.

By virtue of this name, which was engraved on his seal ring, Solomon subjected to his dominion the jinn and the birds and the winds. By pronouncing it, his minister Assaf (Assaf) also, transported in an instant, to the presence of his sovereign, in Jerusalem, the throne of the Queen of Sheba. But this was a small miracle to effect by such means, for, by uttering this name, a man may even raise the dead. Other names of the Deity, commonly known, are believed to have particular efficacies when uttered or written; as also are the names of the Prophet, and angels and good jinn are said to be rendered subservient to the purposes of divine magic by means of certain invocations. Of such names and invocations, together with words unintelligible to the uninstructed in this science, passages from the Kurân, mysterious combinations of numbers, and peculiar diagrams and figures, are chiefly composed written charms employed for good purposes. Enchantment, when used for benvolent purposes, is regarded by the vulgar as a branch of lawful or divine magic; but not so by the learned, and the same remark applies to the science of divination.

2. Satanic magic, as its name implies, is a science depending on the agency of the Devil and the inferior evil jinn, whose services are obtained by means similar to those which propitiate, or render subservient, the good jinn. It is condemned by the Prophet and all the Muslims, and is only practised for bad purposes. Es soh (as-Sárír), or enchantment, is almost universally acknowledged to be a branch of Satanic magic, but some few persons assert (agreedly with several tales in the Arabic Nights), that it may be, and by some has been, practised with good intentions, and practised by the aid of good jinn; consequently, that there is such a science as good enchantment, which is to be regarded as a branch of divine or lawful magic. The metamorphoses are said to be generally effected by means of spells, or invocations to jinn, in the form of enchanting the drinking of water or dust, etc., on the object to be transformed.

Persons are said to be enchanted in various ways; some paralyzed, or even deprived of life, others, affected with irresistible passion for certain objects, others, again, rendered demoniacal, and some, transformed into brutes, birds, etc. The evil eye is believed to en- chant in a very powerful and distressing manner. This was acknowledged even by the Prophet. Diseases and death are often attributed to its influence. Amulets are worn by many Muslims with the view of counteracting or preserving from enchantment; and for the same purpose many ridiculous ceremonies are practised. Divination, which is termed El-Kihanah (al-Kihánah), is pronounced on the highest authority to be a branch of Satanic magic; though not believed in by all Muslims. According to an assertion of the Prophet, what a fortune-teller says may sometimes be true; because one of the jinn steals away the truth, and carries it to the magician's ear; for the angels come down to the region next the earth (the lowest heaven), and mention the works that have been pre-ordained in heaven; and the devils (or evil jinn) listen to what the angels say, and hear the orders pre- destined in heaven, and carry them to the fortune-tellers. It is on such occasions that shooting stars are hurled at the devils. It is said that, "The diviner obtains the services of the Sheytan (Sheytân) by magic arts, and by names invoked, and by the burning of perfumes, and he informs him of secret things; for the devils, before the mission of the Apostle of God, is added, used to ascend to heaven, and bear words by stealth. That the evil jinn are believed still to ascend sufficiently near to the lowest heaven to hear the conversation of the angels, and so to assist magicians, appears from the former quotation, and is asserted by all Muslims. The discovery of hidden treasures is one of the objects for which divination is most studied. The mode of divination called "Darb-el-Mandal" (Garbu ‘l-Mandaľ), is by some supposed to be effected by the aid of evil jinn; but the more enlightened of the Muslims regard it as a branch of natural magic. Some curious performances of this kind, by means of a fluid mirror of ink, have been described in the Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, and in No. 117 of the Quarterly Review.

There are certain modes of divination which cannot properly be classed under the head of spiritual magic, but require a place assigned them in the account of this science and that of natural magic. The most important of these branches of Kihanah is Astrology, which is called Ims-Nujoom (Ims-‘Nujum). This is studied by many Muslims in the present day, and its professors are often employed by the Arabs to determine a fortunate period for laying the
foundation of a building, commencing a journey, &c.; but more frequently by the Persians and Turks. The Prophet pronounced Astrology to be a branch of magic. Another branch of Kihanah is Geomancy, called "Darb er Ramal" (Darb u Raml); a mode of divination from certain marks made on sand (whence its appellation), or on paper; and said to be chiefly founded on astrology. The science called "ez Ziyr," or "el Eyafa," (al-Iyafah), is a third branch of Kihanah, being divination or auguration, chiefly from the motions and positions, or postures, of birds, or of gazelles and other beasts of the chase. Thus what was termed a "Sanah" (Sana), that is, such an animal standing or passing with its right side towards the spectator, was esteemed among the Arabs as of good omen; and a "Barah" (Barat), or an animal of this kind, with its left side towards the spectator, was held as inauspicious. "El Kyafa" (al-Qiyafah), under which term are included Chiromancy and its kindred sciences, is a fourth branch of Kihanah, "El Tefauf" (at-Tafauf), or the taking an omen, particularly a good one, from a name or words accidentally heard or seen, or chosen from a book belonging to the same science. The taking a "fal," or omen, from the Kur'an, is generally held to be lawful. Various trifling events are considered as ominous. For instance, a Sultan quitting his palace with his troops, a standard happened to strike a "Khuriaya" (nuraya, a cluster of lamps so called from resembling the Pleiades), and broke them: he drew from this an evil omen, and would have relinquished the expedition; but one of his chief officers said to him, "O our Lord, thy standard has reached the Pleiades," and being relieved by this remark, he proceeded, and returned victorious. (See The Thousand and One Nights, a new translation, with copious notes, by Edward W. Lane; new ed. by E. S. Poole, vol. i. p. 60.)

MAJISTRES. [GAZI.]

MAGPIE. Arabic 'aggag. According to Abû Hanîfah, the death of the magpie is mubah, or indifferent; but the Imam Yûsuf held it to be makrûh, or reprehensible, because it frequently feeds on dead bodies. (Hidâyah, iv. p. 74.)

AL-MAHDI (الmahdi). Lit. "The Directed One," hence, "who is fit to direct others, Guide, Leader." A ruler who shall in the last days appear upon the earth. According to the Shi'ahs, he has already appeared in the person of Muhammad Abu 'l-Qu'a'im, the twelfth Imam, who is believed to have concealed in some secret place until the day of his manifestation before the end of the world. But the Sunni say he has not yet appeared. In the history of the Muhammadan religion, there are numerous instances of impostors having assumed the character of this mysterious personage, amongst others, Saiyid Ahmad, who fought against the Sikhs on the North-West frontier of the Panjab, A.D. 1836, and still more recently, the Muhammadan who has claimed to be al-Mahdi in the Sudan in Egypt.

The sayings of the Prophet on the subject, according to al-Bukhâri, and other traditionists, are as follows:

"The world will not come to an end until a man of my tribe and of my name shall be master of Arabia." "When you see black eagles coming from the direction of Khorosân, then join them, for the Imam of God will be with the standards, whose name is al-Mahdi." "The Mahdi will be descended from me, he will be a man with an open countenance and with a high nose. He will fill the earth with equity and justice, even as it has been filled with tyranny and oppression; and he will reign over the earth seven years." "Quarrelling and dispute shall exist amongst men, and then shall a man of the people of al-Madinah come forth, and shall go from al-Madinah to Makkah, and the people of Makkah shall make him their king. Then shall the ruler of Syria send an army against the Mahdi, but the Syrian army shall perish by an earthquake near Badâ', between al-Madinah and Makkah. And when the people shall see this, the Abdâl (ahl al-'adhân) will come from Syria, and also a multitude from al-'Iraq. After this an enemy to the Mahdi shall arise from the Qurash tribe, whose uncle shall be of the tribe of Kalb, and this man shall send an army against the Mahdi. The Mahdi shall rule according to the example of your Prophet, and shall give strength and stability to Islam. He shall reign for seven years, and then die."

"There shall be much rain in the days of the Mahdi and the inhabitants both of heaven and earth shall be pleased with him. Men's lives shall pass so pleasantly, that they will wish even the dead, were alive again." (Mishkât 'l-Masâbîh, book xxiii. ch. 8.)

According to Shi'ah traditions, Muhammad is related to have said: "O ye people! I am the Prophet and 'Ali is my heir, and from us will descend al-Mahdi, the seal (i.e. the last) of the Imams, who will conquer all religions and take vengeance on the wicked. He will take fortresses and will destroy them, and slay every tribe of idolaters, and he will avenge the deaths of the martyrs of God. He will be the champion of the Faith, and a drawer of water at the fountain of divine knowledge. He will reward merit and requite every fault according to his folly. He will be the approved and chosen of God, and the heir of all knowledge. He will be the valiant in doing right, and one to whom the Most High has entrusted Islam. O ye people, I have explained to you, and 'Ali also will make you understand it." (Hidâyat 'l-Qulûb, Merrick's ed., p. 342.)

It is probable that it is from these traditions that the opinion became current amongst the Christians that the Muhammadans expected their Prophet would rise again.

MAJIB. A slave inhibited by the ruler from exercising any office or agency. (Hidâyah, vol. iii. 5.)
MAHMAL, MAHMIL (محميل).
A covered litter borne on a camel, both from Cairo and from Damascus, to Makkah, as an emblem of royalty at the time of the pilgrimage.

It is said that Sultan Aṣ-Ṣāhir Baybars, King of Egypt, was the first who sent a mahmal with the caravan of pilgrims to Makkah in A.D. 1272, but that it had its origin a few years before his accession to the throne, under the following circumstances:

Shaghira ʿd-Durr, a beautiful Turkish female slave, who became the favourite wife of Sultan aṣṢāliḥ Najmuʿd-dīn, and who on the death of his son (with whom terminated the dynasty of Aiyūb) caused herself to be acknowledged Queen of Egypt, performed the hajj in a magnificent litter borne by a camel. And for successive years her empty litter was sent yearly to Makkah, as an emblem of state. After her death, a similar litter was sent each year with the caravan of pilgrims.
from Cairo and Damascus, and is called mahmal or mähmal, a word signifying that by which anything is supported.

Mr. Lane, in his *Modern Egyptians*, vol. ii. p. 182, thus describes the mahmal:

“It is a square skeleton frame of wood with a pyramidal top, and has a covering of black brocade richly worked with inscriptions and ornamental embroidery in gold, in some parts upon a ground of green or red silk, and bordered with a fringe of silk, with tassels, surmounted by silver balls. Its covering is not always made after the same pattern with regard to the decorations; but in every cover that I have seen, I have remarked on the upper part of the front a view of the Temple of Makkah, worked in gold, and over it the Sultan’s cipher. It contains nothing; but has two copies of the Koran, one on a small scroll, and the other in the usual form of a book, also small, each inclosed in a case of gilt silver, attached externally at the top. The five balls with crescents, which ornament the mahmal, are of gilt silver. The mahmal is borne by a fine tall camel, which is generally indulged with exemption from every kind of labour during the remainder of its life.”

Eastern travellers often confuse the mahmal with the kiswah, or covering for the Ka‘bah, which is a totally distinct thing, although it is made in Cairo and sent at the same time as the mahmal. [KISWAH.]

The Wahhabi prohibited the mahmal as an object of vain pomp, and on one occasion intercepted the caravan which escorted it.

Captain Burton saw both the Egyptian and the Damascus mahmals on the plain below ‘Arafah at the time of the pilgrimage.

**MAHMUDIYAH (محمديه).** A Shii sect founded by Mir Sharif, who in the reign of Akbar held a military appointment in Bengal. He was a disciple of Mahmod of Busakhwan, the founder of the Nujatwiyah sect. Mahmod lived in the reign of Timur, and professed to be al-Mahdi. He also called himself the Shahk-i-Wahid—the individual one. He used to quote the verse, “It may be that thy Lord will raise thee up to a glorious (mahmid) station” (Sūrah xvii. 81). From this he argued that the body of man had been advancing in purity since the creation, and that on its reaching to a certain degree, one Mahmod (glorious) would arise, and that then the dispensation of Mohammad would come to an end. He claimed to be the Mahmod. He also taught the doctrine of transmigration, and that the beginning of everything was the earth atom (nugtah). It is on this account that they are called in Persian the Nujatwiyah sect. They are also known by the names Mahmudiyah and Wabidiyah. Shah Abbās, King of Persia, expelled them from his dominions, but Akbar received the fugitives kindly, and promoted some amongst them to high offices of State.

**MAHR (محر).** Heb. יִהְרוּנ. The dower or settlement of money or property on the wife, without which a marriage is not legal, for an explanation of which see the article on DOWER.

The Hebrew word occurs three times in the old Testament, viz. Gen. xxxiv. 12; Ex. xxii. 17; 1 Sam. xviii. 26. [DOower and Marriage.]

**MAHRAM (محرم).** Ltt. “Unlawful.” A near relative with whom it is unlawful to marry. Muhammad enjoined that every woman going on pilgrimage should have a mahram with her night and day, to prevent scandal. (Mishkat, book xi. ch. 1.)

**AL-MA‘IDAH (المائدة).** Ltt. “The table.” The title of the 6th Sūrah of the Qurān, in the 114th verse of which the word occurs: “O Jesus, son of Mary! is thy Lord able to send down to us a table?”

“This miracle is thus related by the commentators. Jesus having at the request of his followers asked it of God, a red table immediately descended, in their sight, between two olives, and was set before them; whereupon he rose up, and, having made the ablation, prayed, and then took off the cloth which covered the table, saying, ‘In the name of God, the best provider of food!’ What the provisions were with which this table was furnished, is a matter wherein the expositors are not agreed. One will have them to be nine cakes of bread and nine fishes; another, bread and flesh; another, all sorts of food except flesh; another, all sorts of food except
broad and flesh; another, all except bread and fish; another, one fish which had the taste of all manner of food; and another, fruits of paradise; but the most received tradition is that when the table was uncovered, there appeared a fish ready dressed, without scales or prickly fins, dropping with fat, having salt placed at its head and vinegar at its tail, and round it all sorts of herbs except laurel, and three fine loaves of bread, on one of which there were olives, on the second honey, on the third butter, on the fourth cheese, and on the fifth dried flesh. They add that Jesus, at the request of the Apostles, showed them another miracle, by restoring the fish to life, and causing its scales and fins to return to it, at which the standers-by being affrighted, he caused it to become as it was before; that one thousand three hundred men and women, all afflicted with bodily infirmities or poverty, ate of these provisions, and were satisfied, the fish remaining whole as it was at first; that then the table flew up to heaven in the sight of all; and every one who had partaken of this food were delivered from their infirmities and misfortunes; and that it continued to descend for forty days together, at dinner-time, and stood on the ground till the sun declined, and was then taken up into the clouds. Some of the Muhammadan writers are of opinion that this table did not really descend, but that it was only a parable; but most think the words of the Qur'an are plain to the contrary. A further tradition is that several men were changed into swine for disbelieving this miracle, and attributing it to magic art; or, as others pretend, for stealing some of the victuals from off it. Several other fabulous circumstances are also told, which are scarce worth transcribing. Some say the table descended on a Sunday, which was the reason of the Christians observing that day as sacred. Others pretend that this day is still kept among them as a very great festival, and it seems as if the story had its rise from an imperfect notion of Christ's last supper, and the institution of the Eucharist. (Sala's Qur'an.)

MAIMUNAH (ムメーム). The last of Muhammad's wives. A sister to Ummu 'I-Fazi, the wife of al-'Abbās, and consequently related to the Prophet. She was a widow, 11 years of age, when Muhammad married her. She survived him, and died at the age of 81, being buried on the very spot on which she had celebrated her marriage. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 408.)

MAINTENANCE. Arabic nafaqah (ナファーコ), which, in the language of the law, signifies all that is necessary to support of life, such as food, clothes, and lodging, although many confine it solely to food. (Durrut 'l-Mughtār, p. 288.)

There are three causes of maintenance established by law. (1) Marriage; (2) Relationship; (3) Property (i.e. in case of a love)

A husband is bound to give proper maintenance to his wife or wives, provided she or they have not become refractory or rebellious, but have surrendered herself or themselves to the custody of their husband.

Maintenance may be decreed out of the property of an absent husband, whether it be held in trust, or deposit, or murārah for him.

If the husband become poor to such a degree as to be unable to provide his wife her maintenance, still they are not to be separated on this account, but the Qais shall direct the woman to procure necessaries for herself upon her husband's credit, the amount remaining a debt upon him.

A divorced wife is entitled to food, clothing, and lodging during the period of her 'iddah, and until her delivery, if she be pregnant.

No maintenance is, however, due to a woman, whether pregnant or not, for the 'iddah observed upon the death of her husband. No maintenance is due to a woman upon separation caused by her own fault.

A father is bound to support his infant children, and no one shares the obligation with him.

A mother, who is a married wife, cannot be compelled to suckle her infant, except where a nurse cannot be procured, or the child refuses to take the milk of any other than of the mother, who in that case is bound to suckle it, unless incapacitated for want of health, or other sufficient cause.

If neither the father nor the child has any property, the mother may be compelled to suckle it.

The maintenance of an infant child is incumbent upon the father, although he be of a different religion: and, in the same manner, the maintenance of a wife is incumbent upon her husband, notwithstanding this circumstance.

Maintenance of children becomes, however, incumbent upon the father only where they possess no independent property.

When the father is poor and the child's paternal grandfather is rich, and the child's own property is unavailable, the grandfather may be directed to maintain him, and the amount will be a debt due to him from the father, for which the grandfather may have recourse against him; after which the father may reimburse himself by having recourse against the child's property, if there is any.

When the father is infirm and the child has no property of his own, the paternal grandfather may be ordered to maintain him, without right of recourse against anyone; and, in like manner, if the child's mother be rich, or the grandmother rich, while its father is poor, she may be ordered to maintain the child, and the maintenance will be a debt against the child if he be not infirm, but if he be so, he is not liable.

If the father is poor and the mother is rich, and the young child has also a rich grandfather, the mother should be ordered to maintain the child out of her own property,
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with a right of recourse against the father and the grandfather is not to be called upon to do so. When the father is poor, and has a rich brother, he may be ordered to maintain the child, with right of recourse against the father.

When male children have strength enough to work for their livelihood, though not actually adult, the father may set them to work for their own maintenance, or hire them out, and maintain them out of their wages; but he has no power to hire females out for work or service.

A father must maintain his female children absolutely until they are married, when they have no property of their own. But he is not obliged to maintain his adult male children unless they are disabled by infirmity or disease.

It is also incumbent on a father to maintain his son's wife, when the son is young, poor, or infirm.

The maintenance to an adult daughter, or to an adult son who is disabled, rests upon the parents in three equal parts, two-thirds being furnished by the father, and one-third by the mother.

A child in easy circumstances may be compelled to maintain his poor parents, whether they be Muslim or not, or whether by their own industry they be able to earn anything for subsistence or not.

Where there are male and female children, or children only of the male sex, or only of the female sex, the maintenance of both parents is alike incumbent upon them.

Where there is a mixture of male and female children, the maintenance of both parents is incumbent on them alike.

When a mother is poor, her son is bound to maintain her, though he be in straitened circumstances himself, and she not infirm. When a son is able to maintain only one of his parents, the mother has the better right; and if he have both parents and a minor son, and is able to maintain only one of them, the son has the preferable right. When he has both parents, and cannot afford maintenance to either of them, he should take them to live with him, that they may participate in what food he has for himself. When the son, though poor, is earning something, and his father is infirm, the son should allow the father to share his food with him.

As of a father and mother, so the maintenance of grandparents and grandmothers, if they be indigent, is incumbent upon their grandchildren, though the former be of different religion.

It is a man's duty to provide maintenance for all his infant male relations within prohibited degrees who are in poverty; and also to all female relations within the same degrees, whether infants or adults, where they are in necessity; and also to all adult male relations within the same degrees who are poor, disabled, or blind; but the obligation does not extend beyond those relations.

No adult male, if in health, is entitled to maintenance, though he is poor; but a person is obliged to maintain his adult female relatives, though in health of body, if they require it. The maintenance of a mere relative is not incumbent on any poor person; contrary to the maintenance of a wife and child, for whom poor and rich are equally liable.

When a poor person has a father and a son's son, both in easy circumstances, the father is liable for his maintenance; and when there is a daughter and a son's son, the daughter only is liable, though they both divide the inheritance between them. So also, when there is a daughter's daughter, or daughter's son, and a full brother, the child of the daughter, whether male or female, is liable, though the brother is entitled to the inheritance. When a person has a parent and a child, both in easy circumstances, the latter is liable, though both are equally near to him. But if he have a grandfather and a son's son, they are liable for his maintenance in proportion to their shares in the inheritance, that is, the grandfather for a sixth, and the son's son for the remainder. If a poor person has a Christian son and a Muslim brother, both in easy circumstances, the brother is liable for the maintenance, though the brother would take the inheritance. If he has a mother and grandfather, they are both liable in proportion to their shares as heirs, that is, the mother in one-third, and the grandfather in two-thirds. So also, when with the mother there is a full brother, or the son of a full brother, or a full paternal uncle, or any other of the 'asabah or residuaries the maintenance is on them, by thirds according to the rules of inheritance. When there is a maternal uncle, and the son of a full paternal uncle, the liability for maintenance is on the former, though the latter would have the inheritance; because the condition of liability is wanting on the latter, who is not within the forbidden degrees.

If a man have a paternal uncle and aunt, and a maternal aunt, his maintenance is on the uncle; and if the uncle be in straitened circumstances, it is on both the others. The principle in this case is, that when a person who takes the whole of the inheritance is in straitened circumstances, his inability is the same as death, and being as it were dead, the maintenance is cast on the remaining relatives in the same proportions as they would be entitled to in the inheritance of the person to be maintained, if the other were not in existence; and that when one who takes only a part of the inheritance is in straitened circumstances, he is to be treated as if he were dead, and the maintenance is cast on the others, according to the shares of the inheritance to which they would be entitled if they should succeed together with him. (See Durr 'l-Mukhtār, Bābu 'n-Nafaqah.)

AL-MAISIR (المسير). A game of chance forbidden in the Qur'ān. Sūrah ii. 219; v. 92, 93. It signifies a game performed with arrows, and much in use with pagan Arabs. But the term al-maisir is
MAJUB (میاوب). A complete eunuch, as distinguished from khasi, or one who is simply castrated. (Hidayah, vol. i. p. 356.)

AL-MAJID (المحب). “The Glorious One.” One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'an. Sūrah xi. 76: “Verily He is to be praised and glorified.”

MAJORITY. [PUBERTY.]

MAJUJ (مایوج). [YAJUJ.]

AL-MAJUS (المجوس), pl. of Majusi. The Magians. Mentioned in the Qur'an only once, Sūrah xxii. 17: “As to those who believe, and the Jews, and the Sabaeans, and the Christians, and the Magians, and those who join other gods with God, of a truth, God shall decide between them on the Day of Resurrection: for God is witness of all things.”

Most Muhammadan writers (especially amongst the Shi'ahu's) believe them to have formerly possessed a revelation from God which they have since lost.

The Magians were a sect of ancient philosophers which arose in the East at a very early period, devoting much of their time to the study of the heavenly bodies. They were the learned men of their time, and we find Daniel the Prophet promoted to the head of this sect in Chaldea. (Dan. v. 11.) They are supposed to have worshipped the Deity under the emblem of fire; whilst the Sabians, to whom they were opposed, worshipped the heavenly bodies. They held in the greatest abhorrence the worship of images, and considered fire the purest symbol of the Divine Being. This religious sect was reformed by Zoroaster in the sixth century before Christ, and it was the national religion of Persia until it was supplanted by Muhammadanism. The Magians are now known in Persia as Gabrs, and in India as Parsis. Their sacred book is the Zend Avesta, an English translation of which has been published by Mr. A. H. Bleek (Hertford, 1864), from Professor Spiegel's German translation. There is an able refutation of the Parsi religion by the late Rev. John Wilson, D.D. (Bombay, 1849).

MAJZUB (میژووب). Lit. “Attracted.” A term used by the Sufis for a person whom God has chosen for Himself, for a manifestation of His love, and who is thus enabled to attain to all the stages of Sufism without any effort or trouble. (See (Abdu'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

MAKKAH (مکک). The capital of Arabia, and the most sacred city of the Muslims. It is celebrated as the birth-place of Muhammad, and as the site of the Ka'bah, or Sacred Cube, building. Muhammad is related to have said of Makka, “What a splendid city thou art! If I had not been driven out of thee by my tribe, I would dwell in no other place but in thee.” “It is not man but God who has made Makka sacred.” “My people will be always safe in this world and the next as long as they respect Makka.” (Mishk. Hak. xl. ch. xv.)

Makka (the ancient name of which was Bakkah) is situated in about 21° 30' N. lat., 49° 20' E. long., and 70 miles from the Red Sea, in a sandy valley running north and south, and from 100 to 700 paces broad. The chief part of the city is placed where the valley is widest. In the narrower part there are single rows of houses only, or detached shops. The town itself covers a space of about 1,500 paces in length, but the whole extent of ground comprehended under the denomination of Makka, amounts to 2,500 paces in length. The surrounding rocky hills are from 200 to 500 feet in height, barren, and destitute of trees. Most of the town is situated in the valley itself, but there are some parts built on the sides of the hills. The streets are in general broader than those of Eastern cities, for the purpose of accommodating the vast number of pilgrims who resort to it. The houses are lofty and of stone, and the numerous windows that face the streets give to these quite a European aspect. Many of the houses are three stories high.

The only public place in the body of the town is the large square of the great mosque, which is enlivened during the Hajj (Pilgrimage) by a great number of well-stored shops. The streets are all unpaved, and in summer the sand and dust are as great a nuisance as the mud is in the rainy season, during which they are scarcely passable after a storm.

Makka is badly provided with water. There are a few cisterns for receiving rain, and the well-water is brackish. The famous well of Zamzam, in the great mosque, is indeed copious enough for all purposes, but the water is not well tasted. The best water is brought by an aqueduct from the vicinity of Arafah, six or seven miles distant. There are two places in the interior of the city, where the aqueduct runs above ground, and in those parts it is let off into small channels or fountains, at which some slaves of the Sharif (the ruler of the city) are stationed to exact a toll from persons who fill their water-skins.

All the houses in Makka except those of the principal and richest inhabitants, are constructed for the accommodation of lodgers, and divided into numerous separate apartments, each consisting of a sitting-room and a small kitchen. Except four or five houses belonging to the Sharif, two colleges, and the sacred mosque, Makka has no public edifices of any importance.

The inhabitants of Makka, with few exceptions, are Arabsians. They have two kinds of employment, trade and the service of the temple. During the Hajj, Makka becomes one of the largest fairs in the East, and certainly the most interesting, from the
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A variety of nations which frequent it. The merchants of the place make large profits during this time by their merchandise. They have also considerable trade with the Beduins and with other parts of Arabia. The greatest profit, however, is derived from supplying food for 60,000 pilgrims and 20,000 camels. The only articles of manufacture are some pottery and beads; there are a few dyeing-houses in the city.

Makkah is governed by a Sharif, who is chosen from the Sajaida (or descendants of the Prophet) settled in the Hijaz, who were once numerous, but are now reduced to a few families in Makkah. Although he obtains his office by the choice of his people, or by force, he holds his authority from the Turkish Sultan.

Makkah was the seat of government during the reigns of the first five Khalifas.

(For an account of the sacred temple, see the article on MAJIDU 'L-HARAAM.)

MAKKAH. (From Stanley Lane-Pool's edition of Lane's "Selections.")

MAKRUGH (مكره). Lit. "That which is hateful and unbecoming." A term used in the religious, civil, and ceremonial law of Islam, for an act the unlawfulness of which is not absolutely certain, but which is considered improper and unbecoming.

The author of the Hidayah remarks that the doctors of the Hanafi sect have disagreed as to the extent to which the term can be received.

The Imam Muhammad is of opinion that mukrugh is unlawful, but as he could not draw any convincing argument in favour of his opinion from either the Qur'an or Traditions, he reconcile the universal application of "unlawfulness" with respect to such things or acts, and classed them under those which are merely improper.

The Imams Abu Hanifa and Abu Yusuf hold that the term applies to that which in its qualities nearly approaches to unlawful, without it being actually so. (Hidayah, vol. iv. p. 86.)

In the Kitab 'l-Ta'rif, that which is mukrugh is divided into mukrugh tabriim, "that which is nearly unlawful"; and mukrugh tanziha, "that which approaches the lawful."

In all works on Muhammadan law, a section is devoted to the consideration of things which are held to be mukrugh.

AL-MALAKAH (الملاكة). Lit. "The Angel." The title of the xxxvth Chapter of the Qur'an in the first verse of which the word occurs: "Who employeth the angels as envoys?" It is also called Surate 'l-Fatiha, the "Chapter of the Originators."

MALAK (ملاء). [ANGEL.]

MALAKU 'L-MAUT (ملائي الموت). "The Angel of Death." See Qur'an, Sura 'l-xxxi, 11: "The angel of death who is charged
with you shall cause you to die: then ye shall be returned to your Lord." He is also called *Iṣrā’īl*.

**MALANG** (محمدبنِ محمد). An order of Muhammadan faqirs or dervishes, who are the descendants and followers of Jaman Jutí, a follower of Zindu Shah Madár. They usually wear the hair of the head very full and matted and formed into a knot behind. The order is a very common one in India. (Herklots’ *Moslems*, p. 290.)

**AL-MĀLĪK** (الملك). “The Possessor, lord, ruler.” One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur’ān, e.g., in the first Sûrah, “Ruler of the Day of Judgment.”

**MĀLĪK** (ملك). Lit. “One in authority, a possessor.” The angel who is said to preside over heaven and superintend the torture of the damned. He is mentioned in the Qur’ān, Sûrah xlii. 77: “And they shall cry out, O Mālik! let thy Lord make an end of us; he shall say, Verily, tarry here.” Perhaps the same as *Motech*, the fire-god and tutelary deity of the children of Ammon.

**MĀLĪK** (ملك). The founder of a sect of Sunni Muslims. This Imâm Abū ‘Abd Allāh Mālīk ibn Anas, the founder of one of the four orthodox sects of Sunnis, was born at al-Madina, A.H. 94 (A.D. 716). He lived in the same place and received his earliest impressions of Islam from Saḥīb ibn Sa’d, the almost sole survivor of the Companions of the Prophet. He was considered to be the most learned-man of his time, and his self-denial and abstention were such that he usually fasted four days in the week. He enjoyed the advantages of a personal acquaintance and familiar intercourse with the Imām Abū Hanīfah, although differing from him on many important questions regarding the authority of the Traditions. His pride, however, was at least equal to his literary endowments. In proof of this, it is related that when the great Khalīfah Harūn-r-Rašīd came to al-Madina to visit the tomb of the Prophet, Mālīk having gone forth to meet him, the Khalīfah addressed him, “O Mālīk! I entreat as a favour that you will come every day to me and my two sons, Amin and Ma’āmīn, and instruct us in traditional knowledge.” To which the sage haughtily replied, “O Khalīfah, science is of a dignified nature, and instead of going to any person, requires that all should come to it.” The story further says that the sovereign, with much humility, asked his pardon acknowledged the truth of his remark, and sent both his sons to Mālīk, who educated them among his other scholars without any distinction.

With regard to the Traditions, his authority is generally quoted as decisive; in fact, he considered them as altogether superseding the judgment of a man, and on his death-bed severely condemned himself for the many decisions he had presumed to give on the mere suggestion of his own reason. The Qur’ān and the Sunnah excepted, the only study to which he applied himself in his latter days, was the contemplation of the Deity; and his mind was at length so much absorbed in the immensity of the Divine attributes and perfections, as to lose sight of all more insignificant objects! Hence he gradually withdrew himself from the world, became indifferent to its concerns, and after some years of complete retirement, died at al-Madīnah, A.H. 179 (A.D. 795). His authority is at present chiefly received in Barbary and the other northern states of Africa. Of his works, the only one upon record is one of tradition, known as the *Mawātīn*. His principal pupil was ash-Shāhī, who afterwards gave himself the name to a sect.

**MALIKU’ L-MULK** (ملك العلماء). “The Lord of the Kingdom.” One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs once in the Qur’ān, Sūrah iii. 25: “Say, O God, Lord of the Kingdom, Thou givest the kingdom to whosoever Thou pleasest, and strippeth the kingdom from whosoever Thou pleasest.”


**MĀMĀT** (مات). “Death”; e.g. Sūrah vi. 163: “My prayers, my sacrifice, my life, and my death, belong to God.” [Hidayah.]

**MĀMLĪK** (ملك), pl. māmālik. “A slave.” A term used in Muslim law for a bond-slave, the word ‘abd signifying both a “slave” and a “servant of God.” It occurs only once in the Qur’ān, Sūrah xvi. 77: “God propounds a comparison between a slave (māmālik) and the property of his master.”

This word has become his name in the Mamlukes, or that military body of slaves who for a long time ruled Egypt. These military slaves were first organized by Mālīk as-Sāliḥ, who purchased many thousands of slaves in the markets of Asia, and brought them to Egypt in the 18th century. They were by him embodied into a corps of 12,000 men, but in A.D. 1224, they revolted, and killed Turaŋ Shah, the last prince of the Ayub dynasty. They then raised to the throne of Egypt al-Muṭẓa-, who was himself a Turkoman slave. The Mamlukes continued the ruling power in Egypt till A.D. 1517, when Salīm I. defeated them and put to death Tamaun Bey, the last of the Mamluke dynasty. They were, however, again ained in Egypt as a military aristocracy, and were a powerful body at the time of the French invasion. Muḥammad ‘Alī Pasha of Egypt destroyed their power and influence by murdering many of them in A.D. 1811.

**MA’MUDIYAH** (معبديه). A word used by the commentator al-Baṣîwī for Christian Baptism In remarking on Sūrah
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"The baptism of God" (Siyahat Uzâh), he says, "The Nazarenes used to dip their children in yellow water, and they called it Mâyâdîyâh; and they said, whoever was dipped in Mâyâdîyâh was purified, and who was not. He is a sign of his becoming a Nazarene." (See Tafsîr 'l-Bayzîzî, in loco.)

MANÁRAH (مانارة). Anglicized minaret. From munâr, "a place where a fire is lit, lighthouse, pillar." The lofty turrets of a mosque, from which the Mu'minin or "caller to prayer," invites the people to prayer. In the early days of Islam there were no minarets to the mosques, those at Qibla and Madinah being erected by 'Umar ibn 'Abdîh-'Azîz, A.H. 86. [MOSQUE.]

MANASÍK (ماناسك). From mansík, "a place of sacrifice." The sacred rites and ceremonies attending the pilgrimage. [HAJJ.]

MANÉT (مانع). An idol mentioned in the Qur'an, Sûrah iii. 19, 20: "What think ye, then, of al-Lat and al-'Uzza, and Manât, the third idol beside?" According to Husaini, it was an idol of the tribe of Huja and Kha'sâ. For a discussion of the subject, see the article on LAT.

AL-MÁNI' (الماني). "The Withholder." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It does not occur in the Qur'an, but is given in the Hadîds.

MANÎH (منيه). A legal term for a camel lent, with permission to use its milk, its hair, and its young, but on condition of returning the camel itself. Such an animal cannot be sold. (Miskât, book iv. ch. 50.)


MANNA. Arabic mânâ (منه); Heb. mîn; Greck μῦν. The giving of manna to the children of Israel is mentioned three times in the Qur'an.

Sûrah ii. 54: "And we overshadowed them with the cloud, and sent down manna and the quails." Sûrah xx. 89: "We caused the manna and the quails to descend upon you." Sûrah vii. 150: "We caused clouds to overshadow them, and sent down upon them the manna and the quails."

'Abdu 'l-'Azîz, in his commentary, says it was like white sugar.

MANSLAUGHTER. [MURDER.]

MANUMISSION. Arabic 'Itq (إفري). [SLAVERY.]

MAQAM MAHMUD (مقام محمود). "A glorious station," or place in heaven, said to be reserved for Muhammad. It is mentioned in the seventh chapter of the Qur'an, verse 81, "It may be that thy Lord will raise thee to a glorious station."

Religious Muslims always pray that God will grant the Maqâm Mahmûd to their Prophet, when they hear the Azân recited. [AZAN.]

MAQAMU IBRAHIM (مقام إبراهيم). "The place or station of Abraham." Mentioned twice in the Qur'an.

Sûrah iii. 91: "In it (Makkah) are evident signs, even the place of Abraham." Sûrah ii. 119: "Take ye the station of Abraham for a place of prayer."

It is a place at Makkah within the Masjid boundary, supposed to have the impression of the foot-marks of Abraham. Berckhardt says this is a small building, supported by six pillars about eight feet high, four of which are surrounded from the top to bottom by a fine iron railing, while they leave the space behind the two hind pillars open. Within the railing is a frame about five feet square, terminating in a pyramidal top, and said to contain the sacred stone upon which Abraham stood when he built the Ka'bah.

MAQSÚRAH (مصورة). A closet or place of retirement. A place set apart in mosques, enclosed with curtains, where devout men recite their supererogatory prayers, and perform sîr. [ZIKRA.]

MARIYATU 'L-QIBTÎYAH (ماريحة). [MARY THE CPT.]

MARRIAGE. The celebration of the marriage contract is called nîthâ (نكاح). The festive rejoicings (wûs; PERS. shâd). Marriage is enjoined upon every Muslim, and celibacy is frequently condemned by Muhammad. It is related in the Traditions that Muhammad said: "When the servant of God marries, he perfects half of his religion;" and that "on one occasion Muhammad asked a man if he was married, and being answered in the negative, he said, 'Art thou sound and healthy?' Upon the man replying that he was, Muhammad said, 'Then thou art one of the brothers of the devil.' (Miskât, book xii. ch. i.) Consequently in Islam, even the ascetic orders are rather married than single.

It is related that one of the Companions, named 'Umar ibn Mas'îm, wished to lead a life of celibacy, but M.îhammad fâdâde him.

The following are some of the sayings of Muhammad on the subject of marriage (see Miskât 'l-Masâbîh, book xiii.):—

"The best wedding is that upon which the least trouble and expense is bestowed."

"The worst of feasts are marriage feasts, to which the rich are invited and the poor left out, and he who abandons the accepta-
tion of an invitation, then verily disobeys God and His Prophet." "Marriage alliances (between two families or tribes) increase friendship more than anything else."

"Marry women who will love their husbands and be very prolific, for I wish you to be more numerous than any other people."

"Whoever demands your daughter in marriage, and you are pleased with his disposition and his faith, then give her to him; for if you do not so, then there will be strife and contention in the world."

"A woman may be married either for her money, her reputation, her beauty, or her religion; then look out for a religious woman, for if you do marry other than a religious woman, may your hands be rubbed with dirt."

"All young men who have arrived at the age of puberty should marry, for marriage prevents sins. He who cannot marry should fast."

"When a Muslim marries he perfects half his religion, and he should practise abstinence for the remaining half."

"Beware! make not large settlements upon women; because, if great settlements were a cause of greatness in the world and of righteousness before God, surely it would be most proper for the Prophet of God to make them."

"When any of you wishes to demand a woman in marriage, if he can arrange it, let him see her first."

"A woman ripe in years shall have her consent asked in marriage, and if she remain silent her silence is her consent, and if she refuse she shall not be married by force."

"A widow shall not be married until she be consulted, nor shall a virgin be married until her consent be asked."

"The Compansions said, 'In what manner is the permission of a virgin?' He replied, 'Her consent is by her silence.'"

"If a woman marries without the consent of her guardian, her marriage is null and void, is null and void, is null and void; then, if her marriage hath been consummated, the woman shall take her dower; if her guardians dispute about her marriage, then the king is her guardian."

The subject of Muslim marriages will now be treated in the present article under the headings—I. The Validity of Marriage; II. The Legal Disabilities to Marriage; III. The Religious Ceremony; IV. The Marriage Festivities.

I.—The Validity of Marriage.

Muslims are permitted to marry four free women as many as may have acquired. See Qur'an, Surah iv. 3: "Of women who seem good in your eyes, marry two, or three, or four; and if ye still fear that ye shall not act equitably, then one only; or the slaves whom ye have acquired." (Wm.)

Usurpatory or temporary marriages were sanctioned by the Prophet, but this law is said by the Sunnis to have been abrogated, although it is allowed by the Shi'ahs, and is practised in Persia in the present day. [Muzaffar.] These temporary marriages are undoubtedly the greatest blot in Muhammad's moral legislation, and admit of no satisfactory apology.

Marriage, according to Muhammedan law, is simply a civil contract, and its validity does not depend upon any religious ceremony. Though the civil contract is not positively prescribed to be reduced to writing, its validity depends upon the consent of the parties, which is called jur'ah and qabidah, (declaration and "acceptance"; the presence of two male witnesses (or one male and two female witnesses); and a dower of not less than ten dirhams, to be settled upon the woman. The omission of the settlement does not, however, invalidate the contract, for under any circumstances, the woman becomes entitled to her dower of ten dirhams or more. (A dower suitable to the position of the woman is called Muhrur 'um-misil.)

Liberty is allowed a woman who has reached the age of puberty, to marry or refuse to marry a particular man, independent of her guardian, who has no power to dispose of her in marriage without her consent or against her will; while the objection is reserved for the girl, married by her guardian during her infancy, to ratify or dissolve the contract immediately on reaching her majority. When a woman, adult and sane, elects to be married through an agent (waqaf), she empowers him, in the presence of competent witnesses, to convey her consent to the bridegroom. The agent, if a stranger, needs not see her, and it is sufficient that the witnesses, who see her, satisfy him that she, expressly or impliedly, consents to the proposition of which he is the bearer. The law respects the modesty of the sex, and allows the expression of consent on the part of the lady by indirect ways, even without words. With a man, silence is taken as consent, and so is a smile or laugh.

Mr. Syed Amee Ali s says:—

"The validity of a marriage under the Muhammedan law depends on two conditions: first, on the capacity of the parties to marry each other; secondly, on the celebration of the marriage according to the forms prescribed in the place where the marriage is celebrated, or which are recognised as legal by the customary law of the Mussalmans. It is a recognised principle that the capacity of each of the parties to a marriage is to be judged by their respective lex domicilii. 'If they are each, whether belonging to the same country or to different countries, capable according to their lex domicilii of marriage with each other, the marriage is valid; in short, as in other contracts, so in that of marriage, personal capacity must depend on the law of domicil.'

"The capacity of a Mussalman domiciled in England, is regulated by the English law, but the capacity of one who is domiciled in the
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Belad-ul-Islam (i.e. a Muhammadan country), by the provisions of the Mussalman law. It is, therefore, important to consider what the requisite conditions are to vest in an individual the capacity to enter into a valid contract of marriage. As a general rule, it may be remarked, that under the Islamic law, the capacity to contract a valid marriage rests on the same basis as the capacity to enter into any other contract. Among the conditions which are requisite for the validity of a contract of marriage (say, the Fatwâ-i-Alaughiri, p. 377), are understanding, puberty, and freedom, in the contracting parties, with this difference, that whilst the first requisite is essentially necessary for the validity of the marriage, as a marriage cannot be contracted by a man 

without understanding, the other two conditions are required only to give operation to the contract, as the marriage contracted by a boy (possessed of understanding) is dependent for its operation on the consent of his guardian. Puberty and discretion constitute, accordingly, the essential conditions of the capacity to enter into a valid contract of marriage. A person who is an infant in the eye of the law is disqualified from entering into any legal transactions (tassarufât-i-shariyya–tassarufât-i-sharih), and is consequently incompetent to contract a marriage. Like the English common law, however, the Muhammadan law makes a distinction between a contract made by a minor possessed of discretion or understanding and one made by a child who does not possess understanding. A marriage contracted by a minor who has not arrived at the age of discretion, or who does not possess understanding, or who cannot comprehend the consequences of the act, is a mere nullity.

"The Muhammadan law fixes no particular age when discretion should be presumed. Under the English law, however, the age of seven marks the difference between want of understanding in children and capacity to comprehend the legal effects of particular acts. The Indian Penal Code also has fixed the age of seven as the period when the liability for offences should commence. It may be assumed, perhaps not without some reason, that the same principle ought to govern cases under the Muhammadan law, that is, when a contract of marriage is entered into by a child under the age of seven, it will be regarded as a nullity. It is otherwise, however, in the case of a marriage contracted by a person of understanding. 'It is valid,' says the Fatwâ, 'though dependent for its operation on the consent of the guardian.'"

"A contract entered into by a person who is insane is null and void, unless it is made during a lucid interval. A slave cannot enter into a contract of marriage without the consent of his master. The Mussalman lawyers, therefore, add freedom (hurriyat) as one of the conditions to the capacity for marriage. "Majority is presumed, among the Hanâfs and the Shâhîs, on the completion of the fifteenth year, in the case of both males and females, unless there is any evidence to show that puberty has been attained earlier. "Besides puberty and discretion, the capacity to marry requires that there should be no legal disability or bar to the union of the parties; that in fact they should not be within the prohibited degrees, or so related to each other as to make their union unlawful." (See Syed Ameer Ali's Personal Law of the Muhammadans, p. 216.)

With regard to the consent of the woman, Mr. Syed Ameer Ali remarks:

"No contract can be said to be complete unless the contracting parties understand its nature and mutually consent to it. A contract of marriage also implies mutual consent, and when the parties see one another, and of their own accord agree to bind themselves, both having the capacity to do so, there is no doubt as to the validity of the marriage. Owing, however, to the privacy in which Eastern women generally live, and the difficulties under which they labour in the exercise of their own choice in matrimonial matters, the Muhammadan law, with a somewhat wary particularity, lays down the principle by which they may not only protect themselves from the cupidities of their natural guardians, but may also have a certain scope in the selection of their husbands. "For example, when a marriage is contracted on behalf of an adult person of either sex, it is an essential condition to its validity that such person should consent thereto, or, in other words, marriage contracted without his or her authority or consent is null, by whomsoever it may have been entered into. "Among the Hanafis and the Shâhîs, the capacity of a woman, who is adult and sane, to contract herself in marriage is absolute. The Shâhî law is most explicit on this point. It expressly declares that, in the marriage of a discreet female (rusûdâh) who is adult and no guardian is required. The Hidâyah holds the same view. A woman (it says) who is adult and of sound mind, may be married by virtue of her own consent, although the contract may not have been made or acceded to by her guardians, and this whether she be a virgin or sùbbâh. Among the Shafís and the Malikis, although the consent of the adult virgin is an essential to the validity of a contract of marriage entered into on her behalf, as among the Hanafís and the Shâhîs, she cannot contract herself in marriage, without the intervention of a wali. (Hamilton's Hidâyah, vol. i. p. 85.)" "Among the Shafís, a woman cannot personally consent to the marriage. The presence of the wali, or guardian, is essentially necessary to give validity to the contract. The wali's intervention is required by the Shafís and the Malikis to supplement the presumed incapacity of the woman to understand the nature of the contract, to settle the terms and other matters of a similar import, and to guard the girl from being victimised by an unscrupulous adventurer.
from marrying a person morally or socially unfit for her. It is owing to the importance and multifariousness of the duties with which the *waali* is charged, that the Sunni law is particular in ascertaining the order in which the right of guardianship is possessed by the different individuals who may be entitled to it. The schools are not in accord with reference to the order. The Hanafis enthrone the office first to the agnates in the order of succession; then to the mother, the sister, the relation on the mother's side, and lastly to the Kazi. The Shafais adopt the following order: The father, the father's father, the son (by a previous marriage), the full brother, the consanguineous brother, the nephew, the uncle, the cousin, the tutor, and lastly the Kazi; thus entirely excluding the female relations from the right. The Malikis agree with the Shafais in confiding the office of guardian only to men, but they adopt an order slightly different. They assign the first rank to the sons of the woman (by a former marriage), the second to the father; and then successively to the full brother, nephew, paternal grandfather, paternal uncle, cousin, manumitter, and lastly to the Kazi. Among the Malikis and the Shafais, where the presence of the guardian at a marriage is always necessary, the question has given birth to two different systems. The first is the guardian to derive his powers entirely from the law. It consequently insists not only on his presence at the marriage, but on his actual participation in giving the consent. According to this view, not only is a marriage contracted through a more distant guardian invalid, whilst one more nearly connected is present, but the latter cannot validate a marriage contracted at the time without his consent, by according his consent subsequently. This harsh doctrine, however, does not appear to be forced in any community following the Malik or Shafai tenets. The second system is diametrically opposed to the first, and seems to have been enunciated by Shakhz Zikad as the doctrine taught by Malik. According to this system, the right of the guardian, though no doubt a creation of the law, is exercised only in virtue of the power or special power or special jurisdiction granted by the woman; for the woman once emancipated from the *patria potestas* is mistress of her own actions. She is not only entitled to consult her own interests in marriage, but can appoint whomever she chooses to represent her and protect her legitimate interests. If she think the guardian inimically inclined towards her, she may appoint one more remote to act for her during her marriage. Under this view of the law, the guardian acts as an attorney on behalf of the woman, deriving all his powers from her and acting solely for her benefit. This doctrine has been adopted by Al-Karkhi, Ibn al-Kasim, and Ibn-i-Salamun, and has been formally enunciated by the Algerian Kazis in several consecutive judgments. When the *waali* preferentially entitled to act is absent, and his whereabouts unknown, when he is a prisoner or has been reduced to slavery, or is absent more than ten days' journey from the place where the woman is residing, or is insane or an infant, then the *waali* passes to the person next in order to him. The Hanafis hold that the woman is always entitled to give her consent without the intervention of a guardian. When a guardian is employed and found acting on her behalf, she's presumed to derive his power solely from her, so that he cannot act in any circumstances in contravention of his authority or instructions. When the woman has authorised her guardian to marry her to a particular individual, or has consented to a marriage proposed to her by a specific person, the guardian has no power to marry her to another. Under the Shiah law, a woman who is 'adult and discreet,' is herself competent to enter into a contract of marriage. She requires no representative or intermediary, through whom to give her consent. 'If her guardians,' says the Shiah, 'refuse to marry her to an equal when desired by her to do so, there is no doubt that she is entitled to contract herself, even against their will.' The Shias agree with the Hanafis in giving to females the power of representing others in matrimonial contracts. In a contract of marriage, full regard is to be paid to the words of a female who is adult and sane, that is, possessed of sound understanding; she is, accordingly, not only qualified to contract herself, but also to act as the agent of another in giving expression either to the declaration or to the consent. The Mafsi and the Jama-ur-Shafai, also declare that it is not requisite that the parties through whom a contract is entered into should both be males, since with us (the Shias) a contract made through the agency or intermediation of a female is valid. To recapitulate. Under the Malik and Shafii law, the marriage of an adult girl is not valid unless her consent is obtained to it, but a consent must be given through a legally authorised *waali*, who would be her representative. Under the Hanafi and Shiah law, the woman can consent to her own marriage, either with or without a guardian or agent.” (Personal Law of the Muhammadans, p. 293.)

11.—The Legal Disabilities to Marriage.

There are nine prohibitions to marriage, namely:

1. *Consanguinity*, which includes mother, grandmother, sister, niece, aunt, &c.
3. *Forsterge*. A man cannot marry his foster mother, nor foster sister, unless the foster brother and sister were nursed by the same mother at intervals wide enough. But a man may marry the mother of his foster sister, or the foster mother of his sister.
4. A man may not marry his wife's sister during his wife's lifetime, unless she be divorced.
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5. A man married to a free woman cannot marry a slave.

6. It is not lawful for a man to marry the wife or muraddak of another, whether the 'iddah be on account of cohabitation or death. That is, he cannot marry until the expiration of the woman's 'iddah, or period of probation.

7. A Muslim cannot marry a polytheist, or a Christian, or a Sabean.

8. A woman is prohibited by reason of property. For example, it is not lawful for a man to marry his own slave, or a woman her bondsman.

9. A woman is prohibited by repudiation or divorce. If a man pronounces three divorces upon a wife who is free, or two upon a slave, she is not lawful to him until she shall have been regularly espoused by another man, who having duly consummated the marriage, afterwards divorces her, or dies, and her 'iddah from him be accomplished.

Mr. Syed Ameer Ali says: "The prohibitions may be divided into four heads, viz. relative or absolute, prohibitive or directory. They arise in the first place from legitimate and illegitimate relationship of blood (consanguinity); secondly, from alliance or affinity (it-mubahah); thirdly, from forswearing (ar-rads); and, fourthly, from complexion of number (i.e. four). The ancient Arabs permitted the union of step-mothers and mothers-in-law on one side, and step-sons and sons-in-law on the other. The Kurban expressly forbids this custom: 'Marry not women whom your fathers have had to wife (except what is already past), for this is an uncleanness and abomination, and an evil way.' (Surah iv. 26.) Then come the more definite prohibitions in the next verse: 'Ye are forbidden to marry your mothers, your daughters, your sisters, and your aunts, both on the father's and on the mother's side; your brothers' daughters and your sister's daughters; your mothers who have given you a suck and your foster-sisters; your wives' mothers, your daughters-in-law, born of your wives with whom ye have cohabitated. Ye are also prohibited to take to wife two sisters (except what is already past), nor to marry women who are already married.' (Surah iv. 27.)"

"The prohibitions founded on consanguinity (tabirun 'n-nasab) are the same among the Sunnis as among the Shiites. No marriage can be contracted with the ascendants, with the descendants, with relations of the second rank, such as brothers and sisters or their descendants, with paternal and maternal uncles and aunts. Nor can a marriage be contracted with a natural offspring or this or her descendants. Among the Shiites, marriage is forbidden for forswearing in the same order as in the case of nasab. The Sunnis, however, permit marriage in spite of forswearing in the following cases: The marriage of the father of the child with the mother of his child's foster-mother, or with her daughter; the marriage of the foster-mother with the brother of the child whom she has fostered; the marriage with the foster-mother of an uncle or aunt. The relationship by forswearing arises among the Shiites when the child has been really nourished at the breast of the foster-mother. Among the Sunnis, it is required that the child should have been suckled at least fifteen times, or at least a day and night. Among the Hanafis, it is enough if it have been suckled only once. Among the Shafis it is necessary that it should have been suckled four times. There is no difference among the Sunnis and the Shiites regarding the prohibitions arising from alliance. Under the Shafi law, a woman against whom a proceeding by la'ad (it-tan) has taken place on the ground of her adultery, and who is thereby divorced from her husband, cannot under any circumstance re-marry him. The Shafis and Malikis agree in this opinion with the Shias. The Hanafis, however, allow a remarriage with a woman divorced by la'ad. The Shafis as well as the Shafs, Malikis, and Hanbalis, hold that a marriage with a woman who is already pregnant (by another) is absolutely illegal. According to the Hadith, however, it would appear that Abu Hanifah and his disciple Muhammad were of opinion that such a marriage was allowable. The practice among the Indian Hindus is variable. But generally speaking, such marriages are regarded with extreme disapprobation. Among the Shiites, Malikis and Hanbalis, marriages are prohibited during the state of ṭhārim (pilgrimage to Makkah), so that when a marriage is contracted by two persons, either of whom is a follower of the doctrines of the above-mentioned schools whilst on the pilgrimage, it is illegal. The Hanafs regard such marriages to be legal. With the Shias, though a marriage in a state of ṭhārim is, in any case, illegal, the woman is not prohibited to the man always, unless he was aware of the illegality of the union. All the schools prohibit contemporary marriages with two women so related to each other that, supposing either of them to be a male a marriage between them would be illegal. Illicit intercourse between a man and a woman, according to the Hanafis and Shias, prohibits the man from marrying the woman's mother, as well as her daughter. The observant student of the law of the two principal sects which divide the world of Islam, cannot fail to notice the distinctive peculiarity existing between them in respect to their attitude to outside affairs. The nations who adopted the Shi'ah doctrines never seem to have come into contact with the Christian races of the West to any marked extent; whilst their relations with the Magi-Zoroastrians of the East were both intimate and lasting. The Sunnis, on the other hand, seem always to have been more or less influenced by the Western nations. In consequence of the different positions which the followers of the sects occupied towards non-Muslims, a wide divergence exists between the Shi'ah and Sunni scholars regarding intermarriages between Muslims and non-Muslims. It has already been pointed out
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that the Kur'an, for political reasons, forbade all unions between Mussalmans and idolaters. It said in explicit terms, 'Marry not a woman of the Polytheists (Mushrikin) until she embraces Islam.' But it also declared that "such women as are mukhnas (of chaste reputation) belonging to the scriptural sects,' or believing in a revealed or moral religion, are lawful to Muslims.'

"From these and similar directions, two somewhat divergent conclusions have been drawn by the lawyers of the two schools. The Sunni recognise as legal and valid a marriage contracted between a Muslim on one side, and a Hebrew or a Christian woman on the other. They hold, however, that a marriage between a Mussalman and a Magian or a Hindu woman is invalid. The A'khbari Shiah and the Munzazal agree with the Sunni doctors. The Usuli Shiah do not recognise as legal a permanent contract of marriage between Muslims and the followers of any other creed. They allow, however, temporary contracts extending over a term of years, or a certain specified period, with a Christian woman, or a Magian female. Abu Hanifah permits a Mussalman to marry a Sabean woman, but Abu Yusuf and Muhammad and the other Sunni Imams, hold such unions illegal.

"A free Muslim cannot under any circumstances marry a non-Muslim. Both schools prohibit a Muslim from marrying an idolatrous female, or one who worships the stars or any kind of fetish whatsoever.

"These prohibitions are relative in their nature and in their effect. They do not imply the absolute nullity of the marriage. For example, when a Muhammadan marries a Hindu woman in a place where the laws of Islam are in force, the marriage only is invalid, and does not affect the status of legitimacy of the offspring." (See Personal Law of the Muhammadans, p. 229.)

III.—The Religious Ceremony.

The Muhammadan law appoints no specific religious ceremony, nor are any religious rites necessary for the contraction of a valid marriage. Legally, a marriage contracted between two persons possessing the capacity to enter into the contract, is valid and binding, if entered into by mutual consent in the presence of witnesses. And the Shi'a law even dispenses with witnesses.

In India there is little difference between the rites that are practised at the marriage ceremonies of the Shi'a and Sunni.

In all cases the religious ceremony is left entirely to the discretion of the Qazi or person who performs the ceremony, and consequently there is no uniformity of ritual. Some Qazis merely recite the Fatiha (the first chapter of the Qur'an), and the dura, or blessing. The following is the more common order of performing the service. The Qazi, the bridegroom, and the bride's attorney, with the witnesses, having assembled in some convenient place (but not in a mosque), arrangements are made as to the amount of dower or mah. The bridegroom then repeats after the Qazi the following:

1. The Istighfar. "I desire forgiveness from God."

2. The four Quls. The four chapters of the Qur'an commencing with the word "Qul" (cix., cxii., cxiii., cxiv.). These chapters have nothing in them connected with the subject of marriage, and appear to be selected on account of their brevity.

3. The Kalimah, or Creed. "There is no Deity but God, and Muhammad is the Prophet of God."

4. The Si'dhara 'l-Imam. A profession of belief in God, the Angels, the Scriptures, the Prophets, the Resurrection, and the Absolute Decree of good and evil.

The Qazi then requests the bride's attorney to take the hand of the bridegroom, and to say: 'Such an one's daughter, by the agency of her attorney and by the testimony of two witnesses, has, in your marriage with her, had such a dower settled upon her; do you consent to it?' To which the bridegroom replies, 'With my whole heart and soul, to my marriage with this woman, as well as to the dowry already settled upon her, I consent, I consent, I consent.'

After this the Qazi raises his hands and offers the following prayer: "O great God! grant that mutual love may reign between this couple, as it existed between Adam and Eve, Abraham and Sarah, Joseph and Zulka, Moses and Zipporah, his highness Muhammad and 'Ayishah, and his highness 'Ali al-Murtaza and Fatiha 'l-Zahrā.'

The ceremony being over, the bridegroom embraces his friends and receives their congratulations.

According to the Duru 'l-Muhibb, p. 196, and all schools of Muslim law, the bridegroom is entitled to see his wife before the marriage, but Eastern customs very rarely allow the exercise of this right, and the husband, generally speaking, sees his wife for the first time when leading her to the nuptial chamber.

IV.—The Marriage Festivities.

Nikah is preceded and followed by festive rejoicings which have been variously described by Oriental travellers, but they are not parts of either the civil or religious ceremonies.

The following account of a shadi or wedding in Hindustan is abridged (with some corrections), "sm. Mrs. Meer Ha'zaan All's Musalmān of India."

The marriage ceremony usually occupies three days and three nights. The day being fixed, the mother of the bride actively employs the intervening time in finishing her preparations for the young lady's departure from the paternal roof with suitable articles, which might prove the bride was not sent forth to her new family without proper provision: A silver-gilt bedstead with the necessary furniture; a silver pawn-dan, shaped very like an English spice-box; a chilumchali or wash-hand basin; a lota or water-jug, re-
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seeming an old-fashioned coffee-pot; a silver laggun, or spittoon; a surl, or water-bottle; silver basins for water; several dozen of copper pots, plates, and spoons for cooking; dishes, plates and platters in endless variety; and numerous other articles needful for housekeeping, including a looking-glass for the bride’s toilette, massmas, cushions, and carpets.

On the first day the ladies’ apartments of both houses are completely filled with visitors of all grades, from the wives and mothers of noblemen, down to the humblest acquaintance of the family, and to do honour to the hostess, the guests appear in their best attire and most valuable ornaments. The poor bride is kept in strict confinement in a dark closet or room during the whole three days’ merriment, whilst the happy bridegroom is the most prominent person in the assembly of the males, where amusements are contrived to please and divert him, the whole party vying in personal attentions to him.

The ladies are occupied in conversations and merriment, and amused with native songs and music of the domni, smoking the huqqa, eating lawn, dinner, &c. Company is their delight and time passes pleasantly with them in such an assembly.

The second day is one of bustle and preparation in the bride’s home; it is spent in arranging the various articles that are to accompany the bride’s mayendi or bani (the Lawsonia inermis), which is forwarded in the evening to the bridegroom’s house with great parade. The herb mayendi or bani is in general request amongst the natives of India, for the purpose of dyeing the hands and feet; and is considered by them an indispensable article to their comfort, keeping those members cool, and a great ornament to the person.

Long established custom obliges the bride to send mayendi on the second night of the nuptials to the bridegroom; and to make the event more conspicuously, presents proportioned to the means of the party accompany the trays of prepared mayendi.

The female friends of the bride’s family attend the procession in covered conveyances, and the male guests on horses, elephants, and in palikas; trains of servants and bands of music swell the procession (amongst persons of distinction) to a magnitude inconceivable to those who have not visited the large native cities of India.

Amongst the bride’s presents with mayendi may be noticed everything requisite for a full-dress suit for the bridegroom, and the toilettes of his toilette; confectionary, dried fruits, preserves, the prepared pawns, and a multitude of trifles too tedious to enumerate, but which are nevertheless esteemed luxuries with the native young people, and are considered essential to the occasion. One thing I must not omit, the sugar-candy, which forms the source of amusement when the bridegroom is under the dominion of the females in his mother’s sannata. The fireworks sent with the presents are concealed in flowers formed of the transparent uberick;

those flowers are set out in frames, and represent beds of flowers in their varied forms and colours; these in their number and gay appearance have a pretty effect in the procession, interspersed with the trays containing the dresses, &c. All the trays are first covered with basket-work raised in domes, and over these are thrown draperies of brocade, gold cloth, and brocade, neatly fringed in bright colours.

The mayendi procession having reached the bridegroom’s house, bustle and excitement pervade through every department of the mansion. The gentlemen are introduced to the father’s hall; the ladies to the youth’s mother, who in all possible state is prepared to receive the bride’s friends.

The ladies crowd into the centre hall to witness, through the blinds of bamboo, the important process of dressing the bridegroom in his bride’s presents. The centre purdah is let down, in which are openings to admit the hands and foot; and close to this purdah a low stool is placed. When all these preliminary preparations are made, and the ladies securely under cover, notice is given to the male assembly that “the bridegroom is wanted”; and he then enters the sannata courtyard, amidst the deafening sounds of trumpets and drums from without, and a serenade from the female singers within. He seats himself on the stool placed for him close to the purdah, and obeys the several commands he receives from the hidden females, with childlike docility. The moist mayendi is then tied on with bandages by hands he cannot see, and, if time admits, one hour is requisite to fix the dye bright and permanent on the hands and feet. During this delay, the hour is passed in lively dialogues with the several purdahed dames, who have all the advantages of seeing though themselves unseen; the singer occasionally lagging his praise in extemporaneous stanzas, after describing the loveliness of his bride (whom they know nothing about), and foretelling the happiness which awaits him in his marriage, but which, in the lottery, may perhaps prove a blank. The sugar-candy, broken into small lumps, is presented by the ladies whilst his hands and feet are fast bound in the bandages of mayendi; but as he cannot help himself, and it is an omen of good to eat the bride’s sweets at this ceremony, they are sure he will try to catch the morsel which they present to his mouth and then draw back, teasing the youth with their banterings, until at last he may successfully snap at the candy, and seize the fingers also with the daintiness to the general amusement of the whole party and the youth’s entire satisfaction.

The mayendi supposed to have done its duty the bandages are removed, the old nurse of his infancy (always retained for life), assists him with water to wash off the leaves, dries his feet and hands, rubs him with oil, and robs him in his bride’s presents. Thus attired, he takes leave of his tormentors, sends respectful messages to his bride’s family, and bows his way from their guar-
dianship to the male apartment, where he is greeted by a flourish of trumpets and the congratulations of the guests, many of whom make him presents and embrace him cordially.

The dinner is introduced at twelve, amongst the bridegroom’s guests, and the night passed in good-humoured conviviality, although the strongest beverage at the feast consists of sugar and water sherbet. The dancing-women’s performances, the displays of fireworks, the dinner, Pawn, and Huqqah, form the chief amusements of the night, and they break up only when the dawn of morning approaches.

The bride’s female friends take sherbet and Pawn after the bridegroom’s departure from the Zamannah, after which they hasten away to the bride’s assembly, to detail the whole business of their mission.

The third day, the eventful Barat, arrives to awaken in the heart of a tender mother all the good feelings of fond affection; she is, perhaps, about to part with the great solace of her life under many domestic trials; at any rate, she transfers her beloved child to another protection. All marriages are not equally happy in their termination; it is a lottery, a fate, in the good mother’s calculation. Her darling child may be the favoured of Heaven, for which she prays; she may be, however, the miserable first wife of a licentious pluralist; nothing is certain, but she will strive to trust in God’s mercy, that the event prove a happy one to her dearly-loved girl.

The young bride is in close confinement during the days of celebrating her nuptials; on the third, she is tormented with the preparations for her departure. The Mayedi must
be applied to her hands and feet, the formid-
able operations of bathing, drying her hair,
cilling and dressing her head, dyeing her lips,
gums, and teeth with antimony, fixing on her
the wedding ornaments, the nose-ring pre-
‘sent ed by her husband’s family; the many
rings to be placed on her fingers and toes,
the rings fixed in her ears, are all so many
new trials to her, which though a complica-
tion of inconvenience, she cannot venture to
murmur at, and therefore submits to with
the passive weakness of a lamb.

Towards the close of the evening, all these
preparations being fulfilled, the marriage por-
tion is set in order to accompany the bride.
The guests make their own amusements for
the day; the mother is too much occupied
with her daughter’s affairs to give much of
her time or attention to them; nor do they
expect it, for they all know by experience
the nature of a mother’s duties at such an
interesting period.

The bridegroom’s house is nearly in the
same state of bustle as the bride’s, though of
a very different description, as the preparing
for the reception of a bride is an event of vast
importance in the opinion of a Musulman.
The gentlemen assemble in the evening, and
are regaled with sherbet and the buqubah, and
entertained with the nestak-singing and fire-
works, until the appointed hour for setting
out in the procession to fetch the bride to
her new home.

The procession is on a grand scale; every
friend or acquaintance, together with their
elephants, are pressed into the service of the
bridegroom on this night of Bara’. The
young man himself is mounted on a handsome
charger, the legs, tail, and mane of which
are dyed with saffron, whilst the ornamental
furniture of the horse is splendid with spon-
gles and embroidery. The dress of the bride-
groom is of gold cloth, richly trimmed, with
a turban to correspond, to the top of which
is fastened an immense bunch of silver trim-
ing, that falls over his face to his waist,
and answers the purpose of a veil (this is in
strict keeping with the Hindu custom at
their marriage processions). A select few of
the females from the bridegroom’s house
attend in his train to bring home the bride,
accompanied by innumerable torches, with
bands of music, soldiers, and servants, to give
effect to the procession. On their arrival at
the gate of the bride’s residence, the gentle-
men are introduced to the father’s apartments,
where the fire-works, music, and singing, occupy
their time and attention until the hour for
departure arrives.

The marriage ceremony is performed in the
presence of witnesses, although the bride is
not seen by any of the males at the time, not
even by her husband, until they have been
lawfully united according to the common form.

The Maulawi commences by calling on the
young maiden by name, to answer to his de-
mand, “Is it by your own consent this mar-
rriage takes place with —?” naming the
person who is the bridegroom; the bride
answers, “It is by my consent.” The Maulawi
then explains the law of Muhammad, and
reads a certain chapter from that portion of
the Qur’an which binds the partners in holy
wedlock. He then turns to the young man,
and asks him to name the sum he proposes
as his wife’s dowry. The bridegroom thus
called upon, names ten, twenty, or, perhaps,
a hundred lacs of rupees; the Mau- 
lawi re-
peats to all present the amount proposed, and
then prays that the young couple thus united
may be blessed in this world and in eternity.
All the gentlemen then retire except the bride-
groom, who is delayed entering the hall until
the bride’s guests have retired into the side
rooms; as soon as this is accomplished he is
introduced into the presence of his mother-in-
law and her daughter by the women serv-
ants. He studiously avoids looking up as
he enters the hall, because, according to the
custom of this people, he must first see his
wife’s face in a looking-glass, which is held
before the women, when he is seated on the
manad by his bride. Happy for him if he
then beholds a face that bespeaks the
gentle being he hopes Fath has destined to
make him happy. If otherwise, he must sub-
mitt ; there is no uniting the sawmeh.
Many absurd customs follow this first in-
truction of the bride and bridegroom. When
the procession is all formed, the goods and
chattels of the bride are loaded on the
heads of the carriers; the bridegroom con-
veys his young wife in his arms to the covered
palace on, which is in readiness within the
court, and the procession moves off in grand style, with a perpetual din of
noisy music, until they arrive at the bride-
groom’s mansion.

The poor mother has, perhaps, had many
struggles with her own heart to save her
daughter’s feelings during the preparation for
departure; but when the separation takes
place, the scene is affecting beyond descrip-
tion. I never witnessed anything equal to it
in other societies; indeed, so powerfully are
the feelings of the mother excited, that she
rarely acquires her usual composure until her
daughter is allowed to revisit her, which is
generally within a week after her marriage.
(See Mrs. Meer Hassan Ali’s Indian Musul-
mans, vol. i. p. 46.)

The above description of a wedding in India
has been selected as representative of such
ceremonies; but there is no uniform custom of
celebrating Muslim nuptials, the nuptial
ceremonies in Afghanistan being much more
simple in their character, as will be seen by
the illustration given on the preceding page.
Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, gives
the following interesting account of a wedding in
Egypt:—

“Marriages in Cairo are generally con-
ducted, in the case of a virgin, in the follow-
ing manner; but in that of a widow, or a
divorced woman, with little ceremony. Most
commonly, the mother, or some other near
female relation, of the youth or man who is
desirous of obtaining a wife, describes to him
the personal and other qualifications of the
young women with whom she is acquainted,
and directs his choice; or he employs a 'khatib', or 'khatibeh' ('khátíbah), a woman whose regular business it is to assist men in such cases. Sometimes two or more women of this profession are employed. A khatibeh gives her report confidentially, describing one girl as being like a gazelle, pretty and elegant and young; and another as not pretty, but rich, and so forth. If the man have a mother and other near female relations, two or three of these usually go with a khatibeh to pay visits to several harems, to which she has access in her professional character of a match-maker; for she is employed as much by the women as the men. She sometimes, also, exercises the trade of a 'dollah' (or broker), for the sale of ornaments, clothing, &c., which procures her admission into almost every harem. The women who accompany her in search of a wife for their relation, are introduced to the different harems merely as ordinary visitors; and as such, if disappointed, they soon take their leave, though the object of their visit is, of course, well understood by the other party; but if they find among the females of a family (and they are sure to see all who are marriageable) a girl or young woman having the necessary personal qualifications, they state the motives of their visit, and ask, if the proposed match be not at once disapproved of, what property, ornaments, &c., the objects of their wishes may possess. If the father of the intended bride be dead, she may perhaps possess one or more houses, shops, &c.; and in almost every case, a marriageable girl of the middle or higher ranks has a set of ornaments of gold and jewels. The women visitors, having asked these and other questions, bring their report to the expectant youth or man. If satisfied with their report, he gives a present to the khatibeh, and sends her again to the family of his intended wife, to make known to them his wishes. She generally gives an exaggerated description of his personal attractions, wealth, &c. For instance, she will say of a very ordinary young man, of scarcely any property, and of whose disposition she knows nothing: 'My daughter, the youth who wishes to marry you is young, graceful, elegant, beardless, has plenty of money, dresses handsomely, is fond of delicacies, but cannot enjoy his luxuries alone; he wants you as his companion; he will give you everything that money can procure; he is a stayer at home, and will spend his whole time with you, caressing and fondling you.'

The parents may broach their daughter to whom they please, and marry her to him without her consent, if she be not arrived at the age of puberty; but after she has attained that age, she may choose a husband for herself, and appoint any man to arrange and affect her marriage. In the former case, however, the khatibeh and the relations of a girl sought in marriage usually endeavour to obtain her consent to the proposed union. Very often a father objects to giving a daughter in marriage to a man who is not of the same profession or trade as himself; and to marrying a younger daughter before an elder! The bridegroom can scarcely ever obtain even a surreptitious glance at the features of his bride, until he finds her in his absolute possession, unless she belongs to the lower classes of society; in which case it is easy enough for him to see her face.

"When a female is about to marry, she should have a 'wekeel' ('waqil, or deputy), to settle the compact and conclude the contract, for her, with her proposed husband. If she be under the age of puberty, this is absolutely necessary; and in this case, her father, if living, or (if he be dead) her nearest adult male relation, or a guardian appointed by will, or by the Kadee, performs the office of wekeel; but if she be of age, she appoints her own wekeel, or may even make the contract herself; though this is seldom done."

"After a youth or man has made choice of a female to demand in marriage, on the report of his female relations, or that of the khatibeh, and, by proxy, made the preliminary arrangements before described with her and her relations in the harem, he repairs with two or three of his friends to her wekeel. Having obtained the wekeel's consent to the union, if the intended bride be under age, he asks what is the amount of the required 'mahr' (or dowry)."

"The giving of a dowry is indispensable. The usual amount of the dowry, if the parties be in possession of a moderately good income, is about a thousand 'riyals' (or twenty-two pounds ten shillings); or, sometimes, not more than half that sum. The wealthy calculate the dowry in purses, of five hundred piastras (about five pounds sterling) each; and fix its amount at ten purses or more."

"It must be borne in mind that we are considering the case of a virgin bride; the dowry of a widow or divorced woman is much less. In settling the amount of the dowry, as in other pecuniary transactions, a little haggling frequently takes place; if a thousand 'riyals' be demanded through the wekeel, the party of the intended bridegroom will probably make an offer of six hundred; the former party then gradually lowering the demand, and the latter increasing the offer, they at length agree to fix it at eight hundred. It is generally stipulated that two-thirds of the dowry shall be paid immediately before the marriage-contract is made; and the remaining third held in reserve, to be paid to the wife in case of divorcing her against her own consent, or in case of the husband's death.

"This affair being settled, and confirmed by all persons present reciting the opening chapter of the Kuran (the Fat'hab), an early day (perhaps the day next following) is appointed for paying the money, and performing the ceremony of the marriage-contract, which is properly called 'ask en-nikah' ('tugnu-n-nikah'). The making this contract is commonly called 'kesh ab-'I-kitaab' ('kutbu-l-kitaab, or the writing of the writ'); but it is very seldom the case that any document is written to confirm the marriage, unless the bridegroom is about to
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travel to another place, and fears that he may have occasion to prove his marriage where witnesses of the contract cannot be procured. Sometimes the marriage-contract is concluded immediately after the arrangement respecting the dowry, but more generally a day or two after.

On the day appointed for this ceremony, the bridegroom, again accompanied by two or three of his friends, goes to the house of his bride, usually about noon, taking with him that portion of the dowry which he has promised to pay on this occasion. He and his companions are received by the bride's wekeel, and two or more friends of the latter are usually present. It is necessary that there be two witnesses (and those must be Muslims) to the marriage-contract, unless in a situation where witnesses cannot be procured. All persons present recite the Fat'hab; and the bridegroom pays the money. After this, the marriage-contract is performed. It is very simple. The bridegroom and the bride's wekeel sit upon the ground, face to face, with one knee upon the ground, and grasp each other's right hand, raising the thumbs, and pressing them against each other. A 'fekeesh' (faghih) is generally employed to instruct them what they are to say. Having placed a handkerchief over their joined hands, he usually prefixes the words of the contract with a khutbah (khutbah), consisting of a few words of exhortation and prayer, with quotations from the Kuran and Traditions, on the excellence and advantages of marriage. He then desires the bride's wekeel to say, 'I betroth (or marry) thee my daughter (or the female who has appointed me as her wekeel), such a one (naming the bride), the virgin (or the adult), for a dowry of such an amount.' (The words 'for a dowry,' &c., are sometimes omitted.) The bride's wekeel having said this, the bridegroom says, 'I accept from thee her betrothal (or marriage) to myself, and take her under my care, and myself to afford her any protection; and ye who are present bear witness of this.' The wekeel addresses the bridegroom in the same manner a second and a third time; and each time, the latter replies as before. Both then generally add, 'And blessing be on the Apostles; and praise be to God, the Lord of the beings of the whole world. Amen.' After which all present again repeat the Fat'hab. It is not always the same form of khutbah that is recited on these occasions; any form may be used, and it may be repeated to many persons; it is not even necessary, and is often altogether omitted.

"The contract concluded, the bridegroom sometimes (but seldom, unless he be a person of the lower orders) kisses the hands of his friends and others there present, and they are presented with shurhab, and generally remain to dinner. Each of them receives an embroidered handkerchief, provided by the family of the bride; except the fekeesh, who receives a similar handkerchief, with a small gold coin tied up in it, from the bridegroom. Before the persons assembled on this occasion disperse, they settle when the 'laylat ed-dakhleb' is to be. This is the night when the bride is brought to the house of the bridegroom, and the latter, for the first time, visits her.

"The bridegroom should receive his bride on the eve of Friday, or that of Monday; but the former is generally esteemed the more fortunate period. Let us say, for instance, that the bride is to be conducted to him on the eve of Friday.

"During two or three or more preceding nights, the street or quarter in which the bridegroom lives is illuminated with chandeliers and lanterns, or with lanterns and small lamps, some suspended from cords drawn across from the bridegroom's and several other houses on each side to the houses opposite; and several small silk flags, each of two colours, generally red and green, are attached to these or other cords.

"An entertainment is also given on each of these nights, particularly on the last night before that on which the wedding is concluded, at the bridegroom's house. On these occasions, it is customary for the persons invited, and for all intimate friends, to send presents to his house, a day or two before the feast which they purpose or expect to attend. They generally send sugar, coffee, rice, wax candles, or a lamb. The former articles are usually placed upon a tray of copper or wood, and covered with a silk or embroidered kerchief. The guests are entertained on these occasions by musicians and male or female singers, by dancing girls, or by the performance of a 'khatamah' (khatamah), or a 'zikr,' (zikr).

"The customs which I am now about to describe are observed by those classes that compose the main bulk of the population of Cairo.

"On the preceding Wednesday (or on the Saturday if the wedding be to conclude on the eve of Monday), at about the hour of noon, or a little later, the bride goes in state to the bath. The procession to the bath is called 'Zeffi al-Hammam.' It is headed by a party of musicians, with a hautboy or two, and drums of different kinds. Sometimes at the head of the bride's party, are two men, who carry the utensils and linen used in the bath, upon two round trays, each of which is covered with an embroidered or a plain silk kerchief (sagqad) which gives water to any of the passengers, if asked; and two other persons, one of whom bears a 'kamkam,' or bottle, of plain or gilt silver, or of china, containing rose-water, or orange-flower water, which he occasionally sprinkles on the passengers; and the other, a 'mikhabhar' (or perfuming vessel) of silver, with aloes-wood, or some other odoriferous substance, burning in it; but it is seldom that the procession is thus attended. In general, the first persons among the bride's party are several of her married female relations and friends, walking in pairs; and next, a number of young virgins. The former are dressed in the usual manner, covered
with the black silk habarah; the latter have white silk habarabs, or shawls. Then follows the bride, walking under a canopy of silk, of some gay colour, as pink, rose-colour, or yellow; or of two colours, composing wide stripes, often rose-colour and yellow. It is carried by four men, by means of a pole at each corner, and is open only in front; and at the top of each of the four poles is attached an embroidered handkerchief.

A BRIDAL PROCESSION IN CAIRO. (From Lane's "Egyptians.")

"The dress of the bride, during this procession, entirely conceals her person. She is generally covered from head to foot with a red cashmere shawl: or with a white or yellow shawl, though rarely. Upon her head is placed a small pasteboard cap, or crown. The shawl is placed over this, and conceals from the view of the public the richer articles of her dress, her shoes, and her jewels, &c., except one or two 'kussahs' (and sometimes
other ornaments), generally of diamonds and emeralds, attached to that part of the shawl which covers her forehead.

"She is accompanied by two or three of her female relations within the canopy; and often, when in hot weather, a woman, walking backwards before her, is constantly employed in fanning her, with a large fan of black ostrich-feathers, the lower part of the front of which is usually ornamented with a piece of looking-glass. Sometimes one zeffeh, with a single canopy, serves for two brides, who walk side by side. The procession moves very slowly, and generally pursues a circuitous route, for the sake of greater display. On leaving the house, it turns to the right. It is closed by a second party of musicians, similar to the first, or by two or three drummers.

"In the bridal processions of the lower orders, which are often conducted in the same manner as that above described, the women of the party frequently utter, with intervals, those shrill cries of joy called 'zahhavet'; and females of the poorer classes, when merely spectators of a zeffeh, often do the same. The whole bath is sometimes hired for the bride and her party exclusively.

"They pass several hours, or seldom less than two, occupied in washing, sporting, and feasting; and frequently 'almehs,' or female singers, are hired to amuse them in the bath; they then return in the same order in which they came.

"The expense of the zeffeh falls on the relations of the bride, but the feast that follows it is supplied by the bridegroom.

"Having returned from the bath to the house of her family, the bride and her companions sup together. If 'almehs have contributed to the festivity in the bath, they, also, return with the bride, to renew their concert. Their songs are always on the subject of love, and of the joyous event which occasions their presence. After the company have been thus entertained, a large quantity of henna having been prepared, mixed into a paste, the bride takes a lump of it in her hand, and receives contributions (called 'nu-koot') from her guests; each of them sticks a coin (usually of gold) in the henna which she holds upon her hand; and when the lump is closely stuck with these coins, she scrapes it off her hand upon the edge of a basin of water. Having collected in this manner from all her guests, some more henna is applied to her hands and feet, which are then bound with pieces of linen; and in this state they remain until the next morning, when they are found to be sufficiently dried with its deep orange colour. Her guests make use of the remainder of the dye for their own hands. This night is called 'Leyyel el-Hennâ,' or, 'the Night of the Hennâ.'

"It is on this night, and sometime also during the latter half of the post-cerinian, day, that the bridegroom gives his chief entertainments. "Mohabbazeen" (or low farce-players) often perform on this occasion before the house, or, if it be large enough, in the court. The other and more common performances by which the guests are amused, have been before mentioned.

"On the following day, the bride goes in procession to the house of the bridegroom. The procession before described is called 'the zeffeh of the bath,' to distinguish it from this, which is the more important, and which is therefore particularly called 'Zeufet el-'Aroseh,' or 'the Zeffeh of the Bride.' In some cases, to diminish the expenses of the marriage ceremonies, the bride is conducted privately to the bath, and only honoured with a zeffeh to the bridegroom's house. This procession is exactly similar to the former. The bride and her party, after breakfasting together, generally set out a little after midday.

"They proceed in the same order, and at the same slow pace, as in the zeffeh of the bath; and, if the house of the bridegroom is near, they follow a circuitous route, through several principal streets, for the sake of display. The ceremony usually occupies three or more hours.

"Sometimes, before bridal processions of this kind, two swordsmen, clad in nothing but their drawers, engage each other in a mock combat; or two peasants cudgel each other with neboots or long staves. In the procession of a bride of a wealthy family, any person who has the art of performing some extraordinary feat to amuse the spectators is almost sure of being a welcome assistant, and of receiving a handsome present. When the Seyyid Omar, the Nakaal el-Ashraf (or chief of the descendants of the Prophet), who was the main instrument of advancing Mohammad 'Alas to the dignity of Baasha of Egypt, married a daughter, about forty-five years since, there walked before the procession a young man who had made an incision in his abdomen, and drawn out a large portion of his intestines, which he carried before him on a silver tray. After the procession had preceded them to their proper place, and remained in bed many days before he recovered from the effects of this foolish and disgusting act. Another man, on the same occasion, ran a sword through his arm, before the crowding spectators, and then bound over the wound, without withdrawing the sword, several handkerchiefs, which were soaked with the blood. These facts were described to me by an eye-witness. A spectacle of a more singular and more disgusting nature used to be not uncommon on similar occasions, but is now very seldom witnessed. Sometimes, also, 'hawees' (or conjurors and sleight-of-hand performers) exhibit a variety of tricks on these occasions. But the most common of all the performances here mentioned are the mock fights. Similar exhibitions are sometimes witnessed on the occasion of a circumcision. Grand zeffehs are sometimes accompanied by a numbers of cars, each bearing a group of persons of some manufacture or trade, performing the usual work of their craft; even such as builders, whiskawers, &c., including members of all, or almost all, the arts and
manufactures practised in the metropolis. In one ear there are generally some men making coffee, which occasionally present to spectators; in another, instrumental musicians, and in another, 'al-mehe (or female singers).

The bride, in zeftehs of this kind, is sometimes conveyed in a close European carriage, but more frequently, and her female relations and friends are mounted on high-saddled asses, and, with musicians and female singers, before and behind them, close the procession.

The bride and her party, having arrived at the bridegroom's house, sit down to a repast. Her friends shortly after take their departure, leaving with her only her mother and sister, or other near female relations, and one or two other women; usually the bellânshah. The ensuing night is called 'leylet ed-Dakhleb,' or 'the Night of the Entrance.'

The bridegroom sits below. Before sunset he goes to the bath, and there changes his clothes, or he merely does the latter at home; and, after having supped with a party of his friends, waits till a little before the night prayer, or until the third or fourth hour of the night, when, according to general custom, he should repair to some celebrated mosque, and there say his prayers. If young, he is generally honoured with a zefteh on this occasion. In this case he goes to the mosque preceded by musicians with drums and a hautboy or two, and accompanied by a number of friends, and by several men bearing 'mashtals' (mashtals). The mashtals are a kind of cresset, that is, a staff with a cylindrical frame of iron at the top, filled with flaming wood, or having two, three, four, or five of these receptacles for fire. The party usually proceeds to the mosque with a quick pace, and without much order. A second group of musicians, with the same instruments, or with drums only, closes the procession.

The bridegroom is generally dressed in a kufíân with red stripes, and a red gibbeh, with a cashmere shawl of the same colour for his turban, and walks between two friends similarly dressed. The prayers are commonly performed merely as a matter of ceremony, and it is frequently the case that the bridegroom does not pray at all, or prays without having previously performed the wudoo, like memlooks, who say their prayers only because they fear their master. The procession returns from the mosque, with more order and display, and very slowly; perhaps because it would be considered unbecoming in the bridegroom to hasten home to take possession of his bride. It is headed, as before, by musicians, and two or more bearers of mashtals. These are generally followed by two men, bearing, by means of a pole resting horizontally upon their shoulders, a hanging frame, to which are attached about sixty or more small lamps, in four circles, one above another, the uppermost of which circles is made to revolve, being turned round occasionally by one of the two bearers. These numerous lamps, and several mashtals besides those before mentioned, brilliantly illumine the streets through which the procession passes, and produce a remarkably picturesque effect. The bridegroom and his friends and other attendants follow, advancing in the form of an oblong ring, all facing the interior of the ring, and each bearing in his hand one or more wax candles, and sometimes a sprig of henna or some other flower, except the bridegroom and the friend on either side of him. These three form the latter part of the ring, which generally consists of twenty or more persons.

At frequent intervals, the party stops for a few minutes, and during each of the pauses, a boy or a man, one of the persons who compose the ring, sings a few words of an epitaph. The sounds of the drums, and the shrill notes of the hautboy (which the bride hears half an hour or more before the procession arrives at the house), cease during these songs. The train is closed, as in the former case (when on the way to the mosque) by a second group of musicians.

In the manner above described, the bridegroom's zefteh is most commonly conducted; but there is another mode that is more respectable, called 'zefteh sadatée,' which signifies the gentlemen's zefteh. In this, the bridegroom is accompanied by his friends in the manner described above, and attended and preceded by men bearing mashtals, but not by musicians; in the place of those are about six or eight men, who, from their being employed as singers on occasions of this kind, are called 'wilay el-layales,' or 'sons of the nights.' Thus attended, he goes to the mosque; and while he returns slowly thence to his house, the singers above mentioned chant, or rather sing, 'muweshabab' (lyric odes) in praise of the Prophet. Having returned to the house, these same persons chant portions of the Koran, one after another, for the amusement of the guests; then, all together, recite the opening chapter (the Fat'ah); after which, one of them sings a kaseedeh (or short poem) in praise of the Prophet; lastly, all of them again sing muweshabab. After having thus performed, they receive 'nukoot' (or contributions of money) from the bridegroom and his friends.

Soon after his return from the mosque, the bridegroom leaves his friends in a lower apartment, enjoying their pipes and coffee and shahbat. The bride's mother and sister, or whatever other female relations were left with her, are above, and the bride herself and the bellânshah, in a separate apartment. If the bridegroom is a youth or young man, it is considered proper that he as well as the bride should exhibit some degree of bashfulness towards his friends, therefore, carries him a part of the way up to the harem. Sometimes, when the parties are persons of wealth, the bride is displayed before the bridegroom in different dresses, to the number of seven; but generally he finds her with the bellânshah alone, and on entering the apartment he gives a present to this attendant, and she at once retires.
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"The bride has a shawl thrown over her head, and the bridgroom must give her a present of money, which is called ‘the price of the uncoercing’ of the face, before he attempts to remove this, which she does not allow him to do without some apparent reluctance, if not violent resistance, in order to show her maiden modesty. On removing the covering, she says, ‘In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,’ and then greets him with this compliment: ‘The night be blessed,’ or ‘—— is blessed,’ to which she replies, if timidity do not choke her utterance, ‘God bless thee.’ The bridgroom now, in most cases, sees the face of his bride for the first time, and generally finds her nearly what he has been led to expect. Often, but not always, a curious ceremony is then performed.

"The bridgroom takes off every article of the bride’s clothing except her shirt, seats her upon a mattress or bed, the head of which is turned towards the direction of Makkah, placing her so that her back is also turned in that direction, and draws forward and spreads upon the bed, the lower part of the front of her shirt; having done this, he stands at the distance of rather less than three feet before her, and performs the prayers of the four rites; laying his head and hands in prostration upon the part of her shirt that is extended before her lap. He remains with her but a few minutes longer. Having satisfied his curiosity respecting her personal charms, he calls to the women (who generally collect at the door, where they wait in anxious suspense) to raise their cries of joy, or sahareth, and the shrill sounds made known to the persons below and in the neighbourhood, and often, responded to by other women, spread still further the news that he has acknowledged himself satisfied with his bride. He soon after descends to rejoin his friends, and remains with them an hour, before he returns to his wife. It very seldom happens that the husband, if disappointed in his bride, immediately disgraces and deserts her; in general, he retains her in this case a week or more.

"Marriages, among the Egyptians, are sometimes conducted without any pomp or ceremony, even in the case of virgins, by mutual consent of the bridgroom and the bride’s family, or the bride herself; and widows and divorced women are never honoured with a zeffeh on marrying again. The mere sentence, ‘I give myself up to thee,’ uttered by a female to a man who proposes to become her husband (even without the presence of witnesses, if none can easily be procured), renders her his legal wife, if arrived at puberty; and marriages with widows and divorced women, among the Muslims of Egypt, and other Arabs, are sometimes conducted in the simplest manner before he despises her. The dowry of widows and divorced women is generally one quarter or third or half the amount of that of a virgin.

"In Cairo, among persons not of the lowest order, though in very humble life, the marriage ceremonies are conducted in the same manner as among the middle orders. But when the expenses of such safeeha as I have described cannot by any means be paid, the bride is paraded in a very simple manner, covered with a small piece of cloth (generally red), and surrounded by a group of her female relations and friends, dressed in their best, or in borrowed clothes, and enlivened by no other sound of joy than their sahareth, which they repeat at frequent intervals.” (Lane’s Modern Egyptians.)

(MARRIAGE, the Arabic word for “martyr” in the Qur’an, and in Muslim theology, is shahid (شاهد), pl. shuhad, or shahid (شهيد), pl. shuhadah, the literal meaning of which is ‘present as a witness.’ It implies all that is understood by the Greek μαθητής, and the English martyr; but it is also a much more comprehensive term, for, according to Muhammadan law, not only those who die in witness of, or in defence of the faith, are martyrs, but all those who die such deaths as are calculated to excite the compassion and pity of their fellow men.

The word occurs in the Qur’an, Surah iv. 71: “Whose obeys God and the Apostle, these are with those with whom God has been well pleased—with prophets (nabiyin), and confessors (siddiqin), and martyrs (shuhadah), and the righteous (sahibn): a fair company are they.”

A perfect martyr, or ash-shahidu t-kamit, is one who has either been slain in a religious war, or who has been killed unjustly. But the schools of divinity are not agreed as to whether it is necessary, or not, that such persons should be in a state of ceremonial purity at the time of their death, to entitle them to such a high rank.

A special blessing is promised to those who die in a jihad, or religious war, see Qur’an, Surah iii. 168: “Count not those who are killed in the way of God as dead, but living with their Lord.” And according to Muslim law, all persons who have died in defence of the faith, or have been slain unjustly, are entitled to Muslim burial without the usual ablution or any change of clothes, such as are necessary in the case of ordinary persons, the rank of martyrdom being such as to render the corpse legally pure.

But in addition to these two classes of persons, namely those who are slain in religious war, and those who have been killed unjustly, the rank of shahid is given, in a figurative sense,
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MARTYR. The Arabic word for “martyr” in the Qur’an, and in Muslim theology, is shahid (شاهد), pl. shuhad, or shahid (شهيد), pl. shuhadah, the literal meaning of which is “present as a witness.” It implies all that is understood by the Greek μαθητής, and the English martyr; but it is also a much more comprehensive term, for, according to Muhammadan law, not only those who die in witness of, or in defence of the faith, are martyrs, but all those who die such deaths as are calculated to excite the compassion and pity of their fellow men.

The word occurs in the Qur’an, Surah iv. 71: “Whose obeys God and the Apostle, these are with those with whom God has been well pleased—with prophets (nabiyin), and confessors (siddiqin), and martyrs (shuhadah), and the righteous (sahibn): a fair company are they.”

A perfect martyr, or ash-shahidu t-kamit, is one who has either been slain in a religious war, or who has been killed unjustly. But the schools of divinity are not agreed as to whether it is necessary, or not, that such persons should be in a state of ceremonial purity at the time of their death, to entitle them to such a high rank.

A special blessing is promised to those who die in a jihad, or religious war, see Qur’an, Surah iii. 168: “Count not those who are killed in the way of God as dead, but living with their Lord.” And according to Muslim law, all persons who have died in defence of the faith, or have been slain unjustly, are entitled to Muslim burial without the usual ablution or any change of clothes, such as are necessary in the case of ordinary persons, the rank of martyrdom being such as to render the corpse legally pure.

But in addition to these two classes of persons, namely those who are slain in religious war, and those who have been killed unjustly, the rank of shahid is given, in a figurative sense,
sense, to any who die in such a manner as to excite the sympathy and pity of mankind, such as by sudden death, or from some malignant disease, or in childbirth, or in the acquirement of knowledge, or a stranger in a foreign country, or dying on Thursday night. These persons are entitled to the rank of martyr, but not to the honour of being buried without legal washing and purification.


MARUT (ماروت). [HABUT.]

MARWAH (ماروان). A hill near Makkah, connected with the rites of the pilgrimage. According to Burton, it means "hard, white sand, full of fire." [HA.)

MARYAM (ماریام). [MARY.]

MARY THE VIRGIN. Arabic Maryam (مَرْيَم). Heb. מְרִיָּם. The mother of Jesus. According to Muhammadan tradition, and the Qur'an, she was the daughter of Imran and his wife Hannah, and the sister of Aaron.

The account of her birth is given in the Qur'an in Surah iii. 31:—

' Remember when the wife of Imran said, ' O my Lord! I vow to Thee what is in my womb, for thy special service. Accept it from me, for Thou Hearkest, Knowest! And when she had given birth to it, she said, ' O my Lord! Verily I have brought forth a female,—God know what she had brought forth: a male is not as a female—and I have named her Mary, and I take refuge with Thee for her and for her offspring, from Satan the stoned.' So with godly acceptance did her Lord accept her, and with godly growth did he make her grow. Zacharias roared her. So oft as Zacharias went in to Mary at the sanctuary, he found her supplied with food. ' O Mary! I said he, ' whence hast thou this?' She said, ' It is from God; for God supplieth whom He will, without reckoning.'

In Surah xix. 29, is the story of her giving birth to Jesus. [JESUS CHRIST.] And when she brought the child to the people, they exclaimed, ' O sister of Aaron! Thy father was not a bad man, nor was thy mother a harlot.'

Christian critics have assumed, and not without much reason, that Muhammad has confused the Mary of the New Testament with the Miriam of the Old, by representing her as the daughter of Imran and the sister of Aaron. It is certainly a cause of some perplexity to the commentators. Al-Baizawi says she was called "sister of Aaron" because she was of the Levitical race; but Husain says that the Aaron mentioned in the verse is not the same person as the brother of Moses. Muhammad is related to have said that "no child is born but at the day death touched it, except Mary and her son Jesus."

MARY THE COPT. Arabic مَرْيَّة ابْنَةِ القَبِيْثِيْاَه (ماریة ابنة القبیثیاه). A connubial of Muhammad's, and the mother of his son Ibrahim, who died in infancy. She was a Christian slave girl presented to Muhammad by the Roman governor of Egypt. [MUHAMMAD.]

MASAH (مَصَاح). The act of touching the boots of the turban for purification, by drawing the three central fingers over the boot or turban at once, whereby they become ceremonially clean. (Mishkat, book ii. ch. vii.; book iii. ch. x.)

AL-MAŞANTI (العاصي). From Musa, "two-and-two." A title given to the Qur'an on account of its numerous repetitions.

AL-MASH (المش). An evident corruption of the Heb. מַשֵּׁה, which answers to the XAROV of the New Testament, and our English Christ. It occurs seven times in the Qur'an as the surname of Jesus. Al-Baizawi the commentator says, "It is originally a Hebrew word, signifying 'the blessed one,' although some have (erroneously, as he thinks) come from Masah, 'to anoint,' either because Jesus healed people with his touch, or because he had been anointed by Gabriel as a prophet." [JESUS.]

AL-MASIHU 'D-DAJJAL (المسیح ذو الدجال). "The lying Christ." The Anti-christ which Muhammad said would appear before the Day of Resurrection. He is generally called ad-Dajjal, but in the Traditions he is called al-Masihu'd-Dajjal, and very many have been the speculations as to why he is called al-Mustih. The compiler of the Qiṣṣa says there have been at least fifty reasons assigned for his being called al-Mustih. Some say it is because he will have his eyes touched (musah) and be rendered blind; others, that the word was originally mastih, a "monster." (See Huṣayn ibn-Kulaimah, p. 401.) Sale, in the preface to his translation of the Qur'an, says Muslim writers state that the Jews will give him the name of al-Mustih, because they will mistake him for the true Messiah, who has come to restore the kingdom of Israel to them.

Regarding this personage, Abi Hurairah relates that Muhammad said:—

"The Resurrection will not be until the Greeks shall attack 'Amāq and Dābiq. Then an army will come out from al-Madinah against them, the best of men on that day; and when the lines of battle shall be drawn up, the Greeks will say, 'Vacate a place between us and those who made captives a tribe of ours' (and their design will be to separate the Musalmān). And the Muṣulmān will say, 'By God! we will not clear a place between you and our brother Muṣulmān.' And the Muṣulmān will fight the Greeks and a third of the Muṣulmān will be destroyed; and God will not accept their repentance, and a third of the Muṣulmān will be slain, and they will be the best of martyrs before God. And a third of them will conquer the countries of Greece; after which they will be thrown into commotions, and Constantinople will be taken. And whilst the Muṣulmān shall be dividing the plunder,
having hung upon their swords upon the olive tree.

The mosques in Turkey, Syria, and Egypt are often covered buildings, not unlike Christian churches.

The first mosque erected by Muhammad was at Quba', near al-Madinah. It was without cupola, niche, or minaret, these being added by al-Walid about eighty years afterwards, nor were there arches supported by pillars, nor cloisters. An ordinary mosque in an Afghan village is still of this description.

The Muslim as he enters the mosque stops at the barrier and takes off his shoes, carries them in his left hand, sole to sole, and puts his right foot first as he passes into the square devoted to prayer. If he have not previously performed the ablution, he repairs

*Masjid* (مَسْجِد). Lit. "The place of prostration." The mosque, or place of public prayer. Mosques are generally built of stone or brick, in the form of a square, in the centre of which is an open court-yard, surrounded with cloisters for students. In the centre of the wall facing Makkah is the mihrab, or niche, which marks the direction of the Ka'bah at Makkah, and to the right of this niche is the mihrab or pulpit, from which the khatib, or Friday oration, is recited. In the centre of the open court-yard there is usually a large tank, in which the worshippers perform their ablutions (wuzu), and adjoining the mosque are latrines, in which the legal washings (ghuss) can be performed. Along the front within the doorway is a low barrier, a few inches high, which denotes the sacred part of the mosque.

The mosques in India and Central Asia are generally constructed on the following plan:

[Diagram]

at once to the tank or well to perform the necessary duty, and before he commences his prayers he places his shoes and his sword and pistol, if he be thus armed, a little before the spot where his head will touch the ground as he prostrates; his shoes must be put one upon the other, sole to sole.

The chief officer of a mosque is the Imam, or leader of prayers, but there are generally Maulawis, or learned men, attached to mosques for the instruction of the students. Sometimes the Imam and Maulawi are combined in one, and sometimes a learned Maulawi will possess the mosque, but pay an Imam as his murat to say the stated prayers.

There is also a Mu'azzin, or "caller to
prayer," whose duty it is to give the Azān. The trustees or superintendent of a mosque is called muezzin.

Although mosques are esteemed sacred buildings, they are also places of general resort, and persons may be seen in them lounging and chattering together on secular topics, and eating and sleeping, although such things were forbidden by Muhammad. They are, in all parts of Islam, used as rest-houses for strangers and travellers.

The Imam, or priest, of the mosque, is supported by endowments, or offerings, the Mamlāwis, or professors of divinity by fees, or offerings, and the students of a mosque are supported either by endowments, or the benefactions of the people. In towns and villages there is a parish allotted to each mosque, and the people within the section of the parish claim the services of the Imam at their marriages and funerals, and they pay to him the usual offerings made on the two festivals.

In a large mosque, known as the Masjid-i-Jāmī, where the khatbah, or Friday oration is delivered, a person known as the khatib (also khatib), or preacher, is appointed, whose duty it is to lead the Friday prayer and to preach the sermon.

Muhammad did not forbid women to attend public prayers in a mosque, but it is pronounced better for them to pray in private. The following injunctions are given in the Qur'ān regarding mosques:

Surah vii. 29: "O children of Adam! wear your goodly apparel when ye repair to any mosque."

Surah ix. 18: "He only should visit the Masjids of God who believeth in God and the last day, and observeth prayer, and payeth the legal alms, and broadeth none but God."

Muhammad’s injunctions regarding mosques, as handed down in the Traditions, are as follows:

"When you enter a Masjid, you must say, ‘O Creator! open on us the doors of Thy compassion’; and when you leave the Masjid, say, ‘O Lord! we supplicate thy munificence.’"

"It is a sin to spit in a Masjid, and the removal of the sin is to cover it over."

"Whoever shall enter a Masjid, let him enter it for a good object, namely, to learn something himself or to teach others. For he ranks as an equal with him who fights in the cause of God, who thus enters a Masjid; but he who enters a Masjid on any other account, is like unto a man who covets the property of another. Verily, a time will come when men will attend to worldly matters in a Masjid. But sit ye not with such."

"Do not prevent your women from coming to the Masjids, but their homes are better for them."

"Do not read poetry in a Masjid, and do not buy and sell there, nor sit in a circle talking before prayers on a Friday."

"The prayers of a man in his own house are equal to the reward of one prayer, but prayers in a Masjid near his home are equal to twenty-five prayers, and in a Jāmī’ (or central mosque), they are equal to five hundred prayers, and in Jerusalem to fifty thousand, and in my Masjid (at al-Madinah) fifty thousand, and at the Ka‘bah, one hundred thousand."

The Muslim law regarding the erection and endowment (waqf) of Masjids, as contained in
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Sunnī and Šīʿah works, is as follows. According to the Sunnis:

When a person has erected a Masjid, his right therein does not cease until he has separated both the area occupied by the Masjid and also the road and entrance thereof unto from his own private property.

If a person builds a Masjid, his right of property in it does not cease so long as he does not separate it from his private property, and give general permission to the people to come and worship in it. But as soon as he separates it from his property and allows even a single person to say his prayers in it, his right to the property devoted to God as a mosque ceases.

When a trustee or superintendent (mustawwall) has been appointed for a Masjid, and delivery of the property has been made to him, the Masjid ceases to be private property. So, also, when delivery of it is made to the Qādi, or his deputy.

If a person appropriate ground for the purpose of erecting a Masjid, he cannot afterwards resume or sell it, neither can it be claimed by his heirs and inherited, because this ground is altogether alienated from the right of the individual, and appertains solely to God.

When a man has an unoccupied space of ground fit for building upon, and has directed a body of persons to assemble on it for prayers, the space becomes a Masjid, if the permission were given expressly to pray on it for ever; or, in absolute terms, intending that it should be for ever; and the property does not go to his heirs at his death. But if the permission were given for a day, or a month, or a year, the space would not become a Masjid, and on his death it would be the property of his heirs.

If a man during his sickness has made his own house a Masjid, and died, and it neither falls within a third of his property nor is allowed by his heirs, the whole of it is heritage, and the act of making it a Masjid is void, because, the heirs having a right in it, there has been no separation from the rights of mankind, and an undefined portion has been made a Masjid, which is void. In the same way as if he should make his land a Masjid, and another person should establish an undefined right, in which case the remainder would revert to the property of the appropriator; contrary to the case of a person making a bequest that a third of his residence shall be made a Masjid, which would be valid; for in such a case there is a separation, as the house may be divided and a third of it converted into a Masjid. (A third of a man's property being the extent to which he can bequeath to other than his heirs.)

When a man has made his land a Masjid, and stipulated for something out of it for himself, it is not valid, according to all the jurists.

It is also generally agreed that if a man make a Masjid on condition that he shall have an option, the waqf is lawful and the condition is void.

When a man has built a Masjid and called persons to witness that he shall have the power to cancel and sell it, the condition is void, and the Masjid is as if he had erected a Masjid for the people of the street, saying, 'It is for this street especially,' when it would, notwithstanding, be for others as well as for them to worship in.

A MOSQUE IN AFGHANISTAN. (A. F. Hole.)
When a Masjid has fallen into decay and is no longer used for prayers, nor required by the people, it does not revert to the appropriator or his heirs, and cannot be sold according to the most correct opinions.

When one Masjid is old and gone to decay, the people cannot use its materials to repair the more recent one, according to either the Imam Muhammad or Imam Abū Yusuf. Because though the former thought that the materials may be so applied, he held that it is the original appropriator or his heirs, to whom the property reverts, that can so apply them, and because Abū Yusuf was of opinion that the property in a Masjid never reverts to the original appropriator, though it should fall to ruin and be no longer used by the people.

If a man appropriate his land for the benefit of a Masjid, and to provide for its repairs and necessaries, such as oil, etc., and when nothing more is required for the Masjid, to apply what remains to poor Muslims the appropriation is lawful.
AL-MASJIDU 'L-AQSA

If a man has appropriated his land for the benefit of a Masjid, without any ultimate destination for the poor, the appropriation is lawful, according to all opinions. If a man gives money for the repairs of a Masjid, also for its maintenance and for its benefit, it is valid. For if it cannot operate as a waqf, it operates as a transfer by way of gift to the Masjid, and the establishing of property in this manner to a Masjid is valid, being completed by taking possession. If a person should say, “I have bequeathed a third of my property to the Masjid,” it would not be lawful, unless he say “to expend on the Masjid.” So if he were to say, “I have bequeathed a third of my property to the lamps of the Masjid,” it would not be lawful unless he say, “to give light with it in the Masjid.” If he say, “I have given my house for a Masjid,” it is valid as a transfer, requiring delivery. (Futuwa'i-Alamigiri, vol. ii. p. 546; Hijiyah, vol. ii. p. 356; Baillie’s Digest, pp. 504-605.)

The Shari‘ah law regarding the endowment of Masjids, or land for the benefit of Masjids, does not differ in any important particular from that of the Sunnis. But there is a provision in the Shari‘ah law regarding the sale of an endowment which is important. If dissensions arise among the persons in whose favour the waqf is made, and there is apprehension of the property being destroyed, while on the other hand the sale thereof is productive of benefit, then, in that case, the sale is lawful. If a house belonging to a waqf should fall into ruins, the space would not cease to be waqf, nor would its sale be lawful. If, however, dissensions should arise among the persons for whom it was appropriated, so much as to give room for apprehension that it will be destroyed, its sale would be lawful. And even if there should be no such difference, nor any room for such apprehensions, but the sale would be more for the advantage of the parties interested, some are of opinion that the sale would be lawful; but the approved doctrine is, to forbid it. (Mujâhid; Shâhîrî ‘l-Ilâm, p. 259.)

AL-MASJIDU ’L-ÁQŠÁ

Lit. “The Most Distant Mosque.” The temple at Jerusalem erected by Solomon, called also al-Baitu ‘l-Muqaddas, or “the Holy House.” Known also in Muhammadan literature as as-Sakhrás, “the Rock,” from which it is believed Muhammad ascended to heaven on the occasion of his celestial journey. (See Qur‘án, Súrah xvii.) Jalâl ‘d-dín as-Suyútî has devoted a whole volume to the consideration of the superabundant merits existing in the Masjid ‘l-Aqsa, which work has been translated into English by the Rev. James Reynolds (Oriental Translation Fund, 1886). He says it is called al-Áqsa, because it is the most distant mosque to which pilgrimage is directed. (Jerusalem, As-Sakhrás.)

MASJIDU ’L-HARÁM

MASJIDU ’L-HARÁM (masjíd al-harâm). “The Sacred Mosque.” The temple at Makkah which contains the Kab‘ah, or Cube-house, in which is placed the Hi‘jara ‘l-Awsâw, or “Black Stone,” or “House of God,” is applied to the whole enclosure, although it more specially denotes the Kab‘ah itself.

The following graphic account of this celebrated building is given by the traveller Burekhardt, who visited it in A.D. 1814. Captain R. Burton, who visited the temple thirty-eight years later, testifies to the great accuracy of Burekhardt’s description, and quotes his description in extenso. The account by Burekhardt is given in the present article, with some slight corrections.

The Kab‘ah stands in an oblong square, two hundred and fifty paces long, and two hundred broad, none of the sides of which runs quite in a straight line, though at first sight the whole appears to be of a regular shape. This open square is enclosed on the eastern side by a colonnade; the pillars stand in a quadruple row; they are three deep on the other sides, and united by pointed arches, every four of which support a small dome, plastered and whitened on the outside. These domes, according to Quţb ‘d-dín, are one hundred and fifty-two in number. Along the whole colonnade, on the four sides, lamps are suspended from the arches. Some are lighted every night, and all during the nights of Ramâsân. The pillars are above twenty feet in height, and generally from one foot and a half to one foot and three quarters in diameter; but little regularity has been observed in regard to them. Some are of white marble, granite, or porphyry, but the greater number are of common stone of the Makkah mountains. Fosy states the whole at five hundred and eighty-nine, and says they are all of marble excepting one hundred and twenty-six, which are of common stone, and three of porphyry. Quţb ‘d-dín states that five hundred and fifty-five, of which, according to him, three hundred and eleven are of marble, and the rest of stone taken from the neighbouring mountains; but neither of these authors lived to see the latest repairs of the mosque, after the destruction occasioned by a torrent, in A.D. 1826. Between every three or four columns stands an octagonal one, about four feet in thickness. On the east side are two shafts of reddish gray granite, in one piece, and one fine gray porphyry column with shaft of white feldspath. On the north side is one red granite column, and one fine-grained red porphyry; these are probably the columns which Quţb ‘d-dín states to have been brought from Egypt, and principally from Akhinim (Panopolis), when the chief Mahdi enlarged the mosque. In A.D. 161. Among the four hundred and fifty or five hundred columns, which form the enclosure, I found not any two capitals or bases exactly alike. The capitals are of coarse Saracenic workmanship; some of them, which had served for former buildings, by the ignorance...
REFERENCES TO THE PLAN AND VIEW.

1. The Ka'bah.
   k. The Kiswa, or silk covering with the golden band.
2. Pilars suspending lamps.
3. & 4. Outer and Inner stairs.
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of the workmen have been placed upside down upon the shafts. I observed about half-a-dozen marble bases of good Grecian workmanship. A few of the marble columns bear Arabic or Cufic inscriptions, in which I read the dates A.H. 863 and A.H. 762. A column on the east side exhibits a very ancient Cufic inscription, somewhat defaced, which I could neither read nor copy. These shafts, formed of the Makkah stone, cut principally from the side of the mountain near the Shubahkah quarter, are mostly in three pieces; but the marble shafts are in one piece.

Some of the columns are strengthened with brook iron rings or bands, as in many other Saracen buildings of the East; they were first employed here by Ibn Dhuber Berkouk, King of Egypt, in rebuilding the mosque, which had been destroyed by fire in A.H. 802.

This temple has been so often ruined and repaired, that no traces of remote antiquity are to be found about it. On the inside of the great wall which encloses the colonnades, a single Arabic inscription is seen, in large characters, but containing merely the names of Muhammad and his immediate successors, Abü Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthman, and ‘Ali. The name of Allah, in large characters, occurs also in several places. On the outside, over the gates, are long inscriptions, in the Sulusi character, commemorating the names of those by whom the gates were built, long and minute details of which are given by the historians of Makkah.

The inscription on the south side, over Bâbû Ibrahim, is most conspicuous; all that side was rebuilt by the Egyptian Sultan al-Qauari, A.H. 906. Over the Bâbû ‘Ali and Bâbû l-Abbas is a long inscription, also in the Sulusi character, placed there by Sultan Murâd ibn Sulaimân, A.H. 914, after he had repaired the whole building. Qubbu ‘ud-din has given this inscription at length; it occupies several pages in his history, and is a monument to the Sultan’s magnificence. This side of the mosque having escaped destruction in A.D. 1626, the inscription remains uninjured.

Some parts of the walls and arches are gaudily painted, in stripes of yellow, red, and blue, as are also the minarets. Paintings of flowers, in the usual Muslim style, are nowhere seen; the floors of the colonnades are paved with large stones badly cemented together.

Seven paved causeways lead from the colonnades towards the Ka’bah, or holy house, in the centre. They are of sufficient breadth to admit four or five persons to walk abreast, and they are elevated above nine inches above the ground. Between these causeways, which are covered with fine gravel or sand, grass appears growing in several places, produced by the sprinkler water oozing out of the jars, which are placed in the ground in long rows during the day. The whole area of the mosque is upon a lower level than any of the streets, and the steps leading down there is a descent of eight or ten steps from the gates on the north side into the platform of the colonnade, and of three or four steps from the gates, on the south side.

Towards the middle of this area stands the Ka’bah; it is one hundred and fifteen paces from the north colonnade, and eighty-eight from the south.

For want of symmetry we may readily account, the Ka’bah having existed prior to the mosque, which was built around it, and enlarged at different periods.

The Ka’bah is an oblong massive structure, eighteen paces in length, fourteen in breadth, and from thirty-five to forty feet in height. I took the bearing of one of its longest sides, and found it to be N.N.W. 47 W. It is constructed of the grey Makkah stone, in large blocks of different sizes, joined together in a very rough manner, and with bad cement. It was entirely rebuilt as it is now, in A.D. 1627; the torrent, in the preceding year, had thrown down three of its sides, and preparatory to its re-erection, the fourth side was, according to Assamî, pulled down, after the ‘Ulama’, or learned divines, had been consulted on the question, whether mortals might be permitted to destroy any part of the holy edifice without incurring the charge of sacrilege and infidelity.

The Ka’bah stands upon a base two feet in height, which presents a sharp inclined plane; its roof being flat, it has at a distance the appearance of a perfect cube. The only door which affords entrance, and which is opened but two or three times in the year, is on the north side, and about seven feet above the ground. In entering it, therefore, wooden steps are used; of them I shall speak hereafter. In the first period of Islam, however, when it was rebuilt in A.H. 64, by Ibn Zubair, Chief of Makkah, the nephew of ‘Ayishah, it had two doors even with the ground-floor of the mosque. The present door (which, according to Azzaqi, was brought hither from Constantinople in A.D. 1628), is wholly coated with silver, and has several gilt ornaments. Upon its threshold are placed every night various small lighted wax candles, and perfuming pans, filled with musk, aloes-wood, &c.

At the north-east corner of the Ka’bah, near the door, is the famous ‘Black Stone’; it forms a part of the sharp angle of the building, at four or five feet above the ground. It is an irregular oval, about seven inches in diameter, with an undulated surface, composed of about a dozen smaller stones of different sizes and shapes, well joined together with a small quantity of cement, and perfectly smoothed; it looks as if the whole had been broken into many pieces by a violent blow, and then united again. It is very difficult to determine accurately the quality of this stone, which has been worn to its present surface by the millions of touches and kisses it has received. It appeared to me like a lava, containing several small transparent particles, of a whitish and of a yellowish tinge. Its surface is now a deep chestnut-brown, approaching to black; it is surrounded on all sides by a border, composed
of a substance which I took to be a close cement of pitch and gravel, of a similar, but not quite the same brownish colour. This border serves to support its detached pieces; it is two or three inches in breadth, and rises a little above the surface of the stone. Both the border and the stone itself are encircled by a silver band, broader below than above and on the two sides, with a considerable swelling below, as if a part of the stone were hidden under it. The lower part of the border is studded with silver nails.

In the southeast corner of the Ka'bah, or, as the Arabs call it, Rukn 'l-Yamani, there is another stone, about five feet from the ground; it is one foot and a half in length, and two inches in breadth, placed on the right and of the common Makkaah stone. This the people walking round the Ka'bah touch only with the right hand; they do not kiss it.

On the north side of the Ka'bah just by its door, and close to the wall, is a slight hollow in the ground, lined with marble, and sufficiently large to admit of four persons sitting. Here it is thought meritorious to pray. The spot is called Mijjan, and supposed to be that where Abraham and his son Ishmael kneaded the chalk and mud which they used in building the Ka'bah; and near this Mijjan the former is said to have placed the large stone upon which he stood while working at the masonry. On the basis of the Ka'bah, just over the Mijjan, is an ancient Cufr inscription, but this I was unable to decipher, and had no opportunity of copying it. I do not find it mentioned by any of the historians.

On the west side of the Ka'bah, about two feet below its summit, is the famous Mi'zab, or water-spout, through which the rain-water collected on the roof of the building is discharged so as to fall upon the ground. It is about four feet in length, and six inches in breadth, as well as I could judge from below, with borders equal in height to its breadth. At the mouth hangs what is called the board of the Mi'zab, a gilt board, over which the water falls. This spout was sent hither from Constantinople in A.H. 981, and is reported to be of pure gold. The pavement round the Ka'bah, below the Mi'zab, was laid down in A.H. 826, and consists of various coloured stones, forming a very handsome specimen of mosaic. There are two large slabs of fine verd-ancient in the theatre, which, according to the famous Makri, were sent thither as presents from Cairo in A.H. 241. This is the spot where, according to Muhammadan tradition, Ishmael, the son of Abraham, and his mother Hagar, are buried; and here it is meritorious for the pilgrim to recite a prayer of two rak'as.

On this west side is a semi-circular wall, the two extremities of which are in a line with the sides of the Ka'bah, and distant from it three or four feet, leaving an opening which leads to the burying-place of Ishmael. The wall bears the name of Hajar, and the area which it encloses is called Hijr, or Hijr Ismaryl, on account of its being "separated" from the Ka'bah; the wall itself, also, is sometimes so called; and the name Hajar is given by the historians to the space of ground between the Ka'bah and the wall on one side, and the Bi'ra 'l-Zamam and Musqa'am Ibrāhim on the other. The present Makkans, however, apply the name Hajar to the wall only.

Tradition says that the Ka'bah once extended as far as the Hajar, and that this side having fallen down just at the time of the Hajj, the expenses of repairing it were demanded from the pilgrims, under a pretence that the revenues of government were not acquired in a manner sufficiently pure to admit of their application towards a purpose so sacred, whilst the money of the pilgrims would possess the requisite sanctity. The sum, however, obtained from them, proved very inadequate; all that could be done, therefore, was to raise a wall which marked the space formerly occupied by the Ka'bah. This tradition, although current among the Makkans, is at variance with history, which declares that the Hijr was built by the Banū Quraish, who contrived the dimensions of the Ka'bah, that it was united to the building by Hajjāj, and again separated from it by Ibn Zubair.

It is asserted by Fasy, that a part of the Hijr, as it now stands, was never comprehended within the Ka'bah. The law regards it as a portion of the Ka'bah, inasmuch as it is esteemed equally meritorious to pray in the Hijr as in the Ka'bah itself; and the pilgrims who have not an opportunity of entering the latter, are permitted to affirm upon oath that they have prayed in the Ka'bah, although they may have only prostrated themselves within the enclosure of the Hajar. The wall is built of solid stone, about five feet in height, and four in thickness, cased all over with white marble, and inscribed with prayers and invocations, neatly sculptured upon the stone in modern characters. These and the casing are the work of al-Hashari, the Egyptian Sultan, in A.H. 917, as we learn from Qithun 'd-din.

The walk round the Ka'bah is performed on the outside of the wall—the nearer to it the better. The four sides of the Ka'bah are covered with a black silk stuff, hanging down, and leaving the roof bare. This curtain, or veil, is called kiwāw, and renewed annually at the time of the Hajj, being brought from Cairo, where it is manufactured at the Sultan's expense. On it are various prayers, interwoven in the same colours as the stuff, and it is, therefore, extremely difficult to read them. A little above the middle, and running round the whole building, is a line of similar inscriptions, worked in gold thread. That part of the kiwāw which covers the door is richly embroidered with silver, and the hangings are left for the Black stone, and the other in the south-east corner, which thus remain uncovered.

The kiwāw is always of the same form and pattern; that which I saw on my first visit to the mosque was in a decayed state,
and full of holes. On the 23rd of the month Zu'l-Qadah, the old one is taken away, and the Karbâbah continues without a cover for fifteen days. It is then said that: "The Karbâbah has assumed the jâchâs," which lasts until the tenth of Zu'l-Hijjah, the day of the return of the pilgrims from 'Arafah to Wâdî Minâ, when the new Kiswah is put on. During the first days, the new covering is tucked up by lots fastened on the roof, so as to leave the lower part of the building exposed; having remained thus for many days, it is let down, and covers the whole structure, being then tied to strong brass wings in the basis of the Karbâbah. The removal of the old Kiswah was performed in a very indecorous manner; and a contract was concluded among the pilgrims and the people of Makkah, both young and old, about a few rags of it. The pilgrims even collect the dust which sticks to the walls of the Karbâbah, under the Kiswah, and sell it, on their return, as a sacred relic. [quisva.]

At the moment the building is uncovered and completely bare (wurâd), a crowd of women assemble round it, rejoicing with cries called walccalah.

The black colour of the Kiswah, covering a large cube in the midst of a vast square, gives to the Karbâbah, at first sight, a very singular and imposing appearance; as it is not fastened down tightly, the slightest breeze causes it to move in slow undulations, which are hailed by prayers by the congregation assembled round the building, as a sign of the presence of its guardian angels, whose wings, by their motion, are supposed to be the cause of the waving of the covering. Seventy thousand angels have the Karbâbah in their holy care, and are ordered to transport it to Paradise, when the trumpet of the Last Judgment shall be sounded.

The clothing of the Karbâbah was an ancient custom of the Pagan Arabs. The first Kiswah, says Azraq, was put on by Asad Tubba', one of the Himyari kings of Yaman; before Islam, it had two coverings, one for winter and the other for summer. In the early ages of Islam, it was sometimes white and sometimes red, and consisted of the richest brocade. In subsequent times it was furnished by the different Sultans of Bagdad, Egypt, or Yaman, according to their respective influence. This precede prevailed; for the clothing of the Karbâbah appears to have always been considered as a proof of sovereignty over the Hijâs. Kalaun, Sultan of Egypt, assumed to himself and successors the exclusive right, and from them the Sultans of Constantinople have inherited it. Kalaun appropriated the revenue of the two large villages, Bissay and Sandabair, in Lower Egypt, to the expense of the Kiswah, and Sultan Sulaiman ibn Salim subsequently added several others; but the Karbâbah has long been deprived of this resource.

Round the Karbâbah is a good pavement of marble, about eight inches below the level of the great square; it was laid in A.H. 981, by order of the Sultan, and describes an irre-
colours; and adjoining to it, but having a separate door, is a small room with a stone reservoir, which is always full of Zamzam water; this the pilgrims get to drink by passing their hand with a cup through an iron grated opening, which serves as a window, into the reservoir, without entering the room.

The mouth of the well is surrounded by a wall five feet in height, and about ten feet in diameter. Upon this the people stand who draw up the water, in leathern buckets, an iron railing being so placed as to prevent their falling in. In Fayy's time, there were eight marble basins in this room for the purpose of ablation.

From before dawn to near midnight, the well-room is constantly crowded with visitors. Everyone is at liberty to draw up the water for himself, but the labour is generally performed by persons placed there on purpose, and paid by the mosque; they expect also a tithe from those who come to drink, though they dare not demand it. I have been more than once in the room a quarter of an hour before I could get a draught of water, so great was the crowd. Devout pilgrims sometimes mount the wall and draw the bucket for several hours, in the hope of thus expiating their evil deeds.

Before the Wahhabî invasion, the well Zamzam belonged to the Shaif, and the water becoming thus a monopoly, was only to be purchased at a high price; but one of Sa'ûd's first orders, on his arrival at Makkah, was to abolish this traffic, and the holy water is now dispensed gratis. The Turks consider it a miracle that the water of this well never diminishes, notwithstanding the continual draught from it. There is certainly no diminution in its depth, for, by an accurate inspection of the rope by which the buckets are drawn up, I found that the same length was required both at morning and evening, to reach the surface of the water. Upon inquiry, I learned from one of the persons who had descended in the time of the Wahhabís to repair the monastery, that the water was flowing at the bottom, and that the well is therefore supplied by a subterraneous rivulet. The water is heavy to the taste, and sometimes in its colour resembles milk; but it is perfectly sweet, and differs very much from that of the brackish wells dispersed over the town. When first drawn up, it is slightly tepid, resembling, in this respect, many other fountains of the Hijáz.

Zamzam supplies the whole town, and there is scarcely any family that does not daily fill a jar with the water. This only serves, however, for drinking or for ablution, as it is thought impious to employ water so sacred for culinary purposes or on common occasions. Almost every pilgrim when he repairs to the mosque for evening prayer, has a jar of the water placed before him by those who earn their livelihood by performing this service.

The water is distributed in the mosque to all who are thirsty for a trifling fee, by water-carriers, with large jars upon their backs; these men are also paid by charitable pilgrims for supplying the poorer ones with this holy beverage immediately before or after prayers.

The water is regarded as an infallible cure for all diseases; and the devotees believe that the more they may drink of it, the better their health will be, and their prayers the more acceptable to the Deity. I have seen some of them at the well swallowing such a quantity of it, as I should hardly have thought possible. A man who lived in the same house with me, and who was ill of an intermittent fever, repaired every evening to Zamzam, and drank of the water till he was almost fainting; after which he lay for several hours extended upon his back, on the pavement near the Ka'bah, and then returned to renew his draught. When by this practice he was brought to the verge of death, he declared himself fully convinced that the increase of his illness proceeded wholly from his being unable to swallow a sufficient quantity of the water. Many pilgrims, not content with drinking it, strip themselves in the room, and have buckets of it thrown over them, by which they believe that the heart is purified as well as the outer body.

Few pilgrims quit Makkah without carrying away with them of this water in copper or tin bottles, either for the purpose of making presents, or for their own use in case of illness, when they drink it, or for ablution after death. I carried away four small bottles, with the intention of offering them as presents to the Al-Qassimian kings in the black countries. I have seen it sold at Suéz by pilgrims returning from Makkah, at the rate of one piastre for the quantity that filled a coffee-cup.

The chief of Zamzam is one of the principal 'Ulama of Makkah. I need not remind the reader that Zamzam is supposed to be the spring found in the wilderness by Hagar, at the moment when her infant son Isaac was dying of thirst. It seems probable that the town of Makkah owes its origin to this well. For many miles around no sweet water is found, nor is there found in any part of the adjacent country so copious a supply.

On the north-east side of Zamzam stand two small buildings, one behind the other, called al-Qubbatin; they are covered by domes painted in the same manner as the mosque, and in them are kept water-jars, lamps, carpets, mats, brooms, and other articles used in the very mosque. These two ugly buildings are injurious to the interior appearance of the building, their heavy forms and structure being very disadvantageously contrasted with the light and airy shape of the Maqâmis. I heard some pilgrims from Greece, men of better taste than the Arabs, express their regret that the Qubbatin should be allowed to disfigure the mosque. Their contents might be deposited in some of the buildings adjoining the mosque, of which they form no essential part, no religious importance being attached to them. They were built by Khushairi, Governor of Jiddah, A.H. 947;
one is called Qubbatu 'l-'Abbâs, from having been placed on the site of a small tank, said to have been formed by al-'Abbâs, the uncle of Muhammad.

A few paces west of Zamsam, and directly opposite to the door of the Ka'bah, stands a ladder or staircase, which is moved up to the wall of the Ka'bah, on the days when that building is opened, and by which the visitors ascend to the door; it is of wood, with some carved ornaments, moves on low wheels, and is sufficiently broad to admit of four persons ascending abreast. The first ladder was sent hither from Cairo in A.H. 818, by Mu'ayyad Abû 'n-Nâsir, King of Egypt; for in the Hijâz, it seems, there has always been so great a want of artisans, that whenever the mosque required any work, it was necessary to have mechanics brought from Cairo, and even sometimes from Constantinople.

In the same line with the ladder, and close by it stands a lightly-built, insalated, and circular arch, about fifteen feet wide and eighteen feet high, called Bâbu 's-Salam, which must not be confounded with the great gate of the mosque bearing the same name. Those who enter the Balta Tâh for the first time, are enjoined to do so by the outer and inner Bâbu 's-Salam; in passing under the latter, they are to exclaim, "O God, may it be a happy entrance!" I do not know by whom this arch was built, but it appears to be modern.

Nearly in front of the Bâbu 's-Salam, and nearer to the Ka'bah than any of the other surrounding buildings, stands the Maqsûm Ibrâhîm. This is a small building, supported by six pillars about eight feet high, four of which are surrounded from top to bottom by a fine iron railing, which thus leaves the space beyond the two hind pillars open; within the railing is a frame about five feet square, terminating in a pyramidal top, and said to contain the sacred stone upon which Abraham stood when he built the Ka'bah, and which, with the hand of his son Ishaâl, he had removed from hence to the place called Mi'jlân, already mentioned. The stone is said to have yielded under the weight of the Patriarch, and to preserve the impression of his foot still visible upon it; but no pilgrim has ever seen it, as the frame is always entirely covered with a brocade of red silk richly embroidered. Persons are constantly seen before the railing, invoking the good offices of Abraham, and a short prayer must be uttered by the side of the Maqsûm, after the walk round the Ka'bah is completed. It is said that many of the Companions, or first adherents of Muhammad, were interred in the open space between this Maqsûm and Zamsam, from which circumstance it is one of the most favorite places of prayer in the mosque. In this part of the area, the Khâlîfah Sulaimân ibn 'Abdi 'l-Malik, brother of al-Walid, built a fine reservoir, in A.H. 97, which was filled from a spring east of 'Arafât; but the Makkans destroyed it after his death, on the pretense that the water of Zamsam was preferable.

On the side of Maqsûm Ibrâhîm, facing the middle part of the front of the Ka'bah, stands the Minbar, or pulpit, of the mosque; it is elegantly formed of fine white marble, with many sculptured ornaments, and was sent as a present to the mosque in A.H. 989, by Sul-tân Sulaimân ibn Salîm. A straight narrow staircase leads up to the post of the khaflâh, or preacher, which is surmounted by a gilt polygonal pointed steeple, resembling an obelisk. Here a sermon is preached on Fridays, and on certain festivals; these, like the Friday sermons of all mosques in the Muhâmmâdân countries, are usually of the same tenour, with some slight alterations upon extraordinary occasions. Before the Wahabiyyûs invaded Makkah, prayers were added for the Sul-tân and the Sharîf; but these were forbidden by Sa'ûd. Since the Turkish conquest, however, the ancient custom has been restored. The right of preaching in the Minbar is vested in several of the first Ulama of Makkah; they are always elderly persons, and officiate in rotation. In ancient times Muhâmmâd himself, his successors, and the Khâlîfahs, whenever they came to Makkah, mounted the pulpit, and preached to the people.

The khaflâh, or preacher, appears in the Minbar wrapped in a white cloak, which covers his head and body, and with a stick in hand; a practice observed also in Egypt and Syria, in memory of the first age of Islâm, when the preachers found it necessary to be armed, from fear of being surprised. As in other mosques, two green flags are placed on each side of him.

About the Minbar, the visitors of the Ka'bah deposit their shoes; as it is neither permitted to walk round the Ka'bah with covered feet, nor thought decent to carry the shoes in the hand, as is done in other mosques. Several persons keep watch over the shoes, for which they expect a small present; but the vicissitude of the holy temple does not intimidate the dishonest, for I found successively from that place three or four pairs of shoes; and the same thing happens to many pilgrims.

I have now described all the buildings within the enclosure of the temple.

The gravel-ground, and part of the adjoining outer pavement of the Ka'bah is covered, at the time of evening prayers, with carpets of from sixty to eighty feet in length, and four feet in breadth, of Egyptian manufacture, which are rolled up after prayers. The greater part of the pilgrims bring their own carpets with them. The more distant parts of the area, and the floor under the colonnade, are spread with mats brought from Souakin; the latter situation being the usual place for the performance of the mid-day and afternoon prayers. Many of these mats are presented to the mosque by the pilgrims, for which they have in return the satisfaction of seeing their names inscribed on them in large characters.

At sunset, great numbers assemble for the first evening prayer; they form themselves into several wide circles, sometimes as many
as twenty, around the Kâbah, as a common centre before which every person makes his prostration; and thus, as the Muhammadan doctors observe, Makkah is the only spot throughout the world in which the true believer can, with propriety, turn during his prayers towards any point of the compass. The Imam takes his post near the gate of the Kâbah, and his genuflexions are imitated by the whole assembled multitude. The effect of the joint prostrations of six, or eight thousand persons, added to the recollection of the distance and various quarters from whence they come, or for what purpose, cannot fail to impress the most cool-minded spectator with some degree of awe. At night, when the lamps are lighted, and numbers of devotees are performing the Tawâf round the Kâbah, the sight of the busy crowds, the voices of the Müwaifiws, intent upon making themselves heard by those to whom they recite their prayers, the loud conversation of the idle ones, the singing, playing, and laughing of boys, give to the whole a very different appearance, and one more resembling that of a place of public amusement. The crowd, however, leaves the mosque about nine o'clock, when it again becomes the place of silent meditation and prayer to the few visitors who are led to the spot by sincere piety, and not worldly motives or fashion.

There is an opinion prevalent at Makkah, founded on holy traditions, that the mosque will contain any number of the faithful; and that if even the whole Muhammadan community were to enter at once, they would all find room in it to pray. The guardian angels, it is said, would instantly extend the dimensions of the building, and diminish the size of each individual. The fact is, that during the most numerous pilgrimages, the mosque, which can contain, I believe, about thirty-five thousand persons in the act of prayer, is never half-filled. Even on Fridays, the greater part of the Musulmans, contrary to the injunctions of the law, pray at home, if at all, and many pilgrims follow their example. I could never count more than ten thousand individuals in the mosque at one time, even after the return from 'Arafat, when the whole body of pilgrims was collected for a few days in and about the city.

At every hour of the day persons may be seen under the colonnade, occupied in reading the Qur'ân and other religious books; and here many poor Indians, or negroes, spread their mats, and pass the whole period of their residence at Makkah. Here they both eat and sleep; but cooking is not allowed. During the hours of noon, many persons come to repose beneath the cool shade of the vast canopied sheds, or colonnades; a custom which not only accounts for the mode of construction observed in the old Muhammadan temples of Egypt and Arabia, but for that also of the ancient Egyptian temples, the immense porticoes of which were probably left open to the idolatrous priests, whose mud-built houses could afford them but an imperfect refuge against the mid-day heats.

It is only during the hours of prayer that the great mosques of these countries partake of the sanctity of prayer, or in which the true believer seems to be regarded as consecrated places. In al-Ashâr, the first mosque at Cairo, I have seen boys crying pancakes for sale, barbers shaving their customers, and many of the lower orders eating their dinners, where, during prayer, not the slightest motion, nor even whisper, diverts the attention of the congregation. Not a sound but the voice of the Imam, is heard during prayers in the great mosque at Makkah, which at other times is the place of meeting for men of business to converse on their affairs, and is sometimes so full of poor pilgrims, or of diseased persons lying about under the colonnade, in midst of their miserable baggage, as to have the appearance of a hospital rather than a temple. But in play in the great square, and servants carry luggage across it, to pass by the nearest route from one part of the town to the other. In these respects, the temple of Makkah resembles the other great mosques of the East. But the holy Kâbah is rendered the scene of such indecencies and criminal acts, as cannot with propriety be more particularly noticed. They are not only practised here with impunity, but, it may be said, almost publicly; and my indignation has often been excited, on witnessing abominations which could not have escaped the notice of spectators nothing more than a laugh or a slight reprimand.

In several parts of the colonnade, public schools are held, where young children are taught to spell and read; they are most noisy groups, and the schoolmaster's stick is in constant action. Some learned men of Makkah deliver lectures on religious subjects every afternoon under the colonnade, but the auditors are seldom numerous. On Fridays, after prayer, some Turkish Ulama' explain to their countrymen assembled around to the interpretations of the Qur'ân, after which each of the audience kisses the hand of the expositor, and drops money into his cap. I particularly admired the fluency of speech of one of these Ulama', although I did not understand him, the lecture being delivered in the Turkish language. His gesticulations, and the inflexions of his voice, were most expressive; but, like an actor on the stage, he would laugh and cry in the same minute, and adapt his features to his purpose in the most skilful manner. He was a native of Bruss, and amassed a considerable sum of money.

Near the gate of the mosque called Bâbu 's-Sâlih, a few Arab shalâhs daily take their seat, with their inkstand and paper, ready to write, for any applicant, letters, accounts, contracts, or any similar document.

They also deal in written charms, like those current in the Black countries, such as amulets, love-receipits, &c. They are principally employed by Bedouins, and demand an exorbitant remuneration.
MASJIDU 'L-HARAM

Winding sheets (kasfun) and other linen washed in the waters of Zammam, are constantly seen hanging to dry between the columns. Many pilgrims purchase at Makkah the shroud in which they wish to be buried, and wash it themselves at the well of Zammam, supposing that, if the corpse be washed before burial, it has been wetted with this holy water, the peace of the soul after death will be more effectually secured. Some pilgrims make this linen an article of traffic.

Makkah generally, but the mosque in particular, abounds in flocks of wild pigeons, which are considered to be the inviolable property of the temple, and are called the pigeons of the Bait 'llah. Nobody dares to kill any of them, even when they enter the private houses. In the square of the mosque, several small stone basins are regularly filled with water for their use; here, also, Arab women expose for sale, as much as a small straw mat, corn and durrah, which the pilgrims purchase, and throw to the pigeons. I have seen some of the women take this mode of exhibiting themselves, and of bargaining with the pigeons, under pretence of selling them corn for the sacred pigeons.

The gates of the mosque are nineteen in number, and are distributed about it, without any order or symmetry. The principal of these gates are: on the north side, Bāb 'a-Salām, by which every pilgrim enters the mosque; Bāb 'Abab; Bāb 'a-Nāb, by which Muhammad is said to have always entered the mosque; Bāb 'Ali. On the east side: Bāb Zai, or Bāb 'A-Shahrā; through which ten front adherents of Muhammad used to enter; Bāb 'a-Safi; two gates called Bāhān 'a-Shārīf, opposite the palaces of the Sharif. On the south side: Bāb Ibrāhim, where the columns project beyond the straight line of the columns, and forms a small square; Bāb 'a-Umrāh, through which it is necessary to pass, on visiting the Ummah. On the west side are Bāb 'a-Ziyādah, forming a projecting square similar to that at Bāb Ibrāhim, but larger.

Most of these gates have high-pointed arches, but a few round arches are seen among them, which, like all the arches of this kind in the Hijas, are nearly semicircular. They are without any ornament, except the inscription on the exterior, which commemorates the name of the builder; and they are all posterior in date to the fourteenth century. As each gate consists of two or three arches, or divisions, separated by narrow walls, these divisions are counted in the enumeration of the gates leading into the Ka'bah, and thus make up the number thirty-nine.

There being no doors to the gates, the mosque is consequently open at all times. I have crossed at every hour of the night, and always found people there, either at prayers or walking about.

The outside walls of the mosque are those of the houses which surround it on all sides. These houses belong originally to the mosque; the greater part are now the property of individuals, who have purchased them. They are let out to the richest pilgrims, at very high prices, as much as four hundred piastres being given, during the pilgrimage, for a good apartment, with windows opening into the mosque. Windows have, in consequence, been opened in many parts of the wall, firmly built with the street, and above that of the floor of the colonnades. Pilgrims living in these apartments are allowed to perform the Friday’s prayers at home, because, having the Ka’bah in view from the windows, they are supposed to be in the mosque itself, and to join in prayer those assembled within the temple. Upon a level with the ground-floor of the colonnades, and opening into them, are small apartments formed in the walls, having the appearance of dungeons; these have remained the property of the mosque, while the houses above them have been sold for as much as forty dinars. They are let out to watermen, who deposit in them the Zamam jars, or to less opulent pilgrims who wish to live in the mosque. Some of the surrounding houses still belong to the mosque, and were originally intended for public schools, as their name of Madrasah implies; they are now all let out to pilgrims. In one of the largest of them, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha lived; in another Hasan Pasha.

Close to Bāb Ibrāhim is a large Madrasah, now the property of Sayyid Aqeel, one of the principal merchants of the town, whose warehouse opens into the mosque. This person, who is aged, has the reputation of great sanctity; and it is said that the hand of the Sharif Ghālib, when once in the act of collaring him for refusing to advance some money, was momentarily struck with palsy. He has evening assemblies in his house, where theological books are read, and religious topics discussed.

Among other buildings forming the enclo- sure of the mosque, is the Mihrām, or house of justice, close by the Bāb ‘a-Ziyādah; it is a finely-built structure, with arches in the interior, and has a row of high windows looking into the mosque. It is inhabited by the Qāṣī. Adjoining to it stands a large Madrasah, enclosing a square, known by the name of Madrasah Sulaimān, built by Sulṭān Sulaimān and his son Sulṭān Ilī, in 630H. 978. It is always well filled with Turkish pilgrims, the friends of the Qāṣī, who dispose of the lodgings.

The exterior of the mosque is adorned with seven minarets, irregularly distributed: 1. Minaret of Bāb ‘a-Umrāh; 2. of Bāb ‘a-Salām; 3. of Bāb ‘Ali; 4. of Bāb ‘a-Wadah; 5. of Madrasah Kail Būg; 6. of Bāb ‘a-Ziyādah; 7. of Madrasah Sulimān. They are quadrangular or round steeples, in no way differing from other minarets. The entrance to them is from the different buildings round the mosque, which they adjoin. A beautiful view of the busy crowd below is obtained by ascending the most northern one. (Taken, with slight alterations, chiefly in the spelling of Arabic words and names, from Burckhardt’s Travels in Arabia, vol. i. p. 248.)
Mr. Sale says: "The temple of Mecca was a place of worship, and in singular rene-
ration with the Arabs from great antiquity,
and many centuries before Muhammad.
Through it was most probably dedicated at
first to an idolatrous use, yet the Muhammad-
dans are generally persuaded that the Ka'bah
is almost coeval with the world; for they say
that Adam, after his expulsion from Paradise,
begged of God that he might erect a build-
ing like that he had seen there, called Bait-I-
Ma'mur, or the frequented house, and al Darah,
towards which he might direct his prayers,
and which he might compass, as the angels
do the celestial one. Whereupon God let
down a representation of that house in curtains
of light, and set it in Mecca, perpendicu-
larly under its original, ordering the patriarch
to turn towards it when he prayed, and to
compass it by way of devotion. After
Adam's death, his son Seth built a house in
the same form, of stone and clay, which being
destroyed by the Deluge, was rebuilt by Abra-
ham and Ishmael at God's command, in the
place where the former had stood, and after
the same model, they being directed therein
by revelation.
"After this edifice had undergone several
reparations, it was, a few years after the
birth of Muhammad, rebuilt by the Quraih
on the old foundation, and afterwards re-
paired by Abdullah Ibn Zubair, the Khalif of
Mecca; and at length again rebuilt by
Yusef, surnamed al Hijaj Ibn Yusef, in the
seventy-fourth year of the Hijrah, with some
alterations, in the form wherein it now re-
ains. Some years after, however, the
Khalif Harun al Rashid (or, as others write,
his father al Mahdi, or his grandfather al
Mansur) intended again to change what had
been altered by al Hijaj, and to reduce the
Ka'bah to the old form in which it was left
by Abdullah, but was dissuaded from med-
dling with it, lest so holy a place should
become the sport of princes, and being new-
modelled after everyone's fancy, it ought
in case that reverence which was justly paid it.
But notwithstanding the antiquity and holiness
of this building, they have a prophecy by tradi-
tion from Muhammad, that in the last times
the Ethiopians shall come and utterly domo-
lish it, after which it will not be rebuilt again
for ever." (Pref. Dis., p. 83).
The following are the references to the
Sacred Mosque in the Qur'an:
Sûrah ii. 144, 145: "From whatever place
thou comest forth, then turn your face to-
wards the Sacred Mosque; for this is a duty
dejated by thy Lord; and God is not inat-
tensive to your doings. And from whatever
place thou comest forth, then turn thy face
towards the Sacred Mosque: and wherever ye
be, turn your faces towards that house. Then
men have no cause of dispute against you."
Sûrah v. 2: "O Believers! I violate neither
the rites of God, nor the sacred month, nor the
offering, nor its ornaments, nor those who
press on to the Sacred Mosque, seeking foun-
d from their Lord and His good pleasure in them."
Sûrah viii. 33-35: "But God chose not to
chastise them while thou wast with them; nor
would God chastise them when they sued for
pardon. But because they debaunted to: faithful
from the Sacred Mosque, albeit they are not
its guardians, nothing is there on their part
why God should not chastise them. The
God-fearing only are its guardians; but most
of them know it not. And their prayer at
the house is no other than whispering through
the fingers and clapping of the hands.—
'Taste then the torment, for ye have been
unbelievers.'" Sûrah ix. 7: "How shall they who add
gods to God be in league with God and with
His Apostle, save those with whom ye made
a league at the Sacred Mosque? So long as
they are true to you, be ye true to them; for
God loveth those who fear Him."
Sûrah ix. 28: "O Believers! only they who
join gods with God are unclean! Let them
not, therefore, after this their year, come near
the Sacred Mosque. And if ye fear God, God,
if He please, will enrich you of His
abundance: for God is Knowing, Wise.
Sûrah xvii. 1: "Glory be to Him who car-
rried his servant by night from the Sacred
Mosque to the temple that is more remote
(i.e. Jerusalem), whose precinct we have
blessed, that we might show him of our signs!
for He is the Hearer, the Seer."
Sûrah xxii. 25: "From the Sacred Mosque
which we have appointed to all men, alike
for those who abide therein, and for the
stranger." Sûrah xlvi. 23: "These are they who
believed not, and kept you away from the
Sacred Mosque, as well as the offering which
was prevented from reaching the place of
sacrifice."
Sûrah xlvi. 27: "Now hath God in truth
made good to His Apostle the dream in which
he said, 'Ye shall surely enter the Sacred
Mosque, if God will, in full security, having
your heads shaved and your hair cut; ye
shall not fear; for He knoweth what ye know
not; and He hath ordained you, beside this,
a speedy victory."

AL-MASJIDU 'L-JAMI' ( المسجد الجامع).
Lit. "The collecting mosque." A title given to the chief mosque of any city
in which people assemble for the Friday
prayer and khitbah. [KHUTHBA].

MASJIDU 'L-KHAIF ( المسجد الخيف).
A mosque at Mina, three miles from Makkah. Here, according to the
Arabs, Adam is buried, "his head being at
the end of a long wall, and his feet at another,
whilst the dome covers his omphalos region."
(Burton's Pilgrimage, vol. ii. p. 208.)

MASJIDU 'N-NABI (مسجد النبي).
"The Prophet's Mosque" at al-Madinah. It is
held to be the second mosque in Islam in
point of seniority, and the same, or, accord-
ing to others the first, in dignity, ranking
with the Sacred Mosque at Makkah.
The following is Captain R. F. Burton's
account of its history—

2
"Muhammad ordered to erect a place of worship there, sent for the youths to whom it belonged and certain Ansār, or auxiliaries, their guardians; the ground was offered to him in free gift, but he insisted upon purchasing it, paying more than its value. Having caused the soil to be levelled and the trees to be felled, he laid the foundation of the first mosque.

"In those times of primitive simplicity its walls were made of rough stone and unbaked bricks, and trunks of date-trees supported a palm-stick roof, concerning which the Archangel Gabriel delivered an order that it should not be higher than seven cubits, the elevation of Solomon's temple. All ornament was strictly forbidden. The Ansār, or men of Medinah, and the Muhājirīn, or fugitives from Mecca, carried the building materials in their arms from the cemetery Bakr, near the well of Alīyāh, north of the spot where Ibrāhīm's mosque now stands, and the Prophet was to be seen aiding them in their labours, and reciting for their encouragement:

'O Allah! there is no good but the good of futurity;
Then have mercy upon my Ansār and Muhājirīn.'"

"The length of this mosque was fifty-four cubits from north to south, and sixty-three in breadth, and it was hemmed in by houses on all sides save the western. Till the seventeenth month of the new era, the congregation faced towards the northern wall. After that time a fresh 'revelation' turned them in the direction of Makkah—southerns; on which occasion the Archangel Gabriel descended and miraculously opened through the walls, and the sword of the Ka'bah, that there might be no difficulty in ascertaining its true position.

"After the capture of Khaibar in A.H. 7, the Prophet and his first three successors restored the mosque, but Muslim historians do not consider this a second foundation. Muhammad laid the first brick, and Abu Hurayrah declares that he saw him carry heaps of building material piled up to his breast. The Khaibars, each in the turn of his succession, placed a brick close to that laid by the Prophet, and sided him in raising the walls. Tabra'īn relates that one of the Ansār had a house adjacent, which Muhammad wished to make part of the place of prayer; the proprietor was offered in exchange for it a hulk to be hoisted in Paradise, which he gently rejected, pleading poverty. His excuse was admitted, and Ummān, after purchasing the place for 10,000 dirhams, gave it to the Prophet on the long credit originally offered. The mosque was a square of 100 cubits. Like the former building, it had three doors: one on the south side, where the Mawṣela 'n-Nabawi, or the 'Prophet's niche,' now is, another in the place of the present Babu 'r-Rahmah, and the third at the Babu 'Ummān, now called the "Gate of Gabriel." Instead of a mihrāb or prayer niche, a large block of stone, directed the congregation. At first it was placed against the northerm wall of the mosque, and it was removed to the southern when Makkah became the Qiblah. In the beginning the Prophet, whilst preaching the khutbah or Friday sermon, leaned, when fatigued, against a post. The mimbar, or pulpit, was the invention of a Madinah man of the Banū Najjar. It was a wooden frame, two cubits long by one broad, with three steps, each one span high; on the top-
most of these the Prophet sat when he required rest. The pulpit assumed its present form about A.H. 90, during the artistic reign of Wālid.

"In this mosque Muhammad spent the greater part of the day with his companions, conversing, instructing, and comforting the poor. Hard by were the abodes of his wives, his family, and his principal friends. Here he prayed, breakfasted to the Azan, or devotion call, from the roof. Here he received worldly envoys and embassies, and the heavenly messages conveyed by the Archangel Gabriel. And within a few yards of the hollowed spot, he died, and found, it is supposed, a grave.

"The theatre of events so important to Islam, could not be allowed—especially as no divine decree forbade the change—to remain in its pristine lowness. The first Khalifah contented himself with merely restoring some of the pale pillars, which had fallen to the ground. 'Umar, the second successor, surrounded the Hujrah, or 'Ayishah's chamber, in which the Prophet was buried, with a mud wall, and in A.H. 17, he enlarged the mosque to 140 cubits by 120, taking in ground on all sides except the eastern, where stood the abodes of the 'Mothers of the Moslems' (Umnu l-Mu'minin). Outside the northern wall he erected a suffah, called Batha—a raised bench of wood, earth, or stone, upon which people might recreate themselves with conversation and quoting poetry, for the mosque was now becoming a place of peculiar reverence to men.

"The second Masjid was erected in A.H. 29 by the third Khalifah, 'Umar, who, regardless of the clamours of the people, overthrew the old one, and extended the building greatly towards the north, and a little towards the west; but he did not remove the eastern limit on account of the private houses. He made the roof of Indian teak, and erected walls of hewn and carved stone. These innovations caused him to be called the 'diwan' by the people, a word indicating his action, quoting a tradition of the Prophet, with one of which he appears perpetually to have been prepared. The saying in question, was, according to some, 'Were this my mosque extended to Safā, it verily would still be my mosque'; according to others, 'Were the Prophet's mosque extended to Ziq 'I-Hulafa', it would still be his.' But 'Umar's skill in the quotation of tradition did not prevent the new building being in part a cause of his death. It was finished on the 1st Muḥarram, A.H. 30.

"At length, Islam, grown splendid and powerful, determined to surpass other nations in the magnificence of its public buildings. In A.H. 85, al-Walid the First, twelfth Khalifah of the Bani Umayyah race, after building the noble Jamā'ī-Masjid of the Ommiades at Damascus, determined to display his liberality at al-Madinah. The governor of the place, 'Umar ibn 'Abdu l-Aziz, was directed to buy for 7,000 dinars all the hovels of raw brick that hedged in the eastern side of the old mosque. They were inhabited by descendants of the Prophet and of the early Khalifahs, and in more than one case, the exaction of the holy tenantry was affected with considerable difficulty. Some of the women (ever the most obstinate on such occasions) refused to take money, and 'Umar was forced to the objectionable measure of turning them out of doors with exposed faces in full day. The Greek Emperor, applied to by the magnificent Khalifah, sent immense presents, silver lamp-chains, valuable curiosities, forty loads of small cut stones for pieta-dura, and a sum of 80,000 dinars, or, as others say, 40,000 mistakas of gold. He also despatched forty Coptic and forty Greek artists to carve the marble pillars and the casings of the walls, and to superintend the gilding and the mosaic work.

"One of these Christians was beseamed for sculpturing a hog on the Qiblah wall, and another, in an attempt to defile the roof, fell to the ground, and his brains were dashed out. The remainder apostatized, but this did not prevent the older Arabs murmuring that their mosque had been turned into a kanisa (or Church). The Hujrah, or chamber, where, by Muhammad's permission, 'Isrā'il, the Angel of Death, separated his soul from his body, whilst his head was lying in the lap of 'Ayishah, his favourite wife, was now for the first time taken into the mosque. The raw brick entoiments which surrounded the three graves was exchanged for one of carved stone, enclosed by an outer precinct with a narrow passage between. These double walls were either without a door, or had only a small blocke-up wicket on the northern side, and from that day (A.H. 90), no one has been able to approach the sepulchres. A minaret was erected at each corner of the mosque. The building was enlarged to 200 cubits by 167, and was finished in A.H. 91. When Walid, the Khalifah, visited it in state, he inquired of his lieutenant why greater magnificence had not been displayed in the erection; upon which 'Umar informed him, that to his astonishment, that the walls alone had cost 45,000 dinars.

"The fourth mosque was erected in A.H. 121, by al-Mahdi, third prince of the Banū 'Abbas or Baghdad Khalifahs—celebrated in history only for spending enormous sums upon a pilgrimage. He enlarged the building by adding ten handsome pillars of carved marble, with gilt capitals, on the northern side. In A.H. 202, al-Mu'min made further additions to this mosque.

"It was from al-Mahdi's Masjid that Hakim ibn Amr l-Ithār, the third Fatimites Khalifah of Egypt, and the deity of the Druze sect, determined to steal the bodies of the Prophet and his two companions. About A.H. 412, he sent emissaries to al-Madinah; the attempt, however, failed, and the would be violators of the tomb lost their lives. It is ascertained they supposed that Hakim's object was to transfer the visitation to his own capital; but in one so manifestly insane it is difficult to discover the spring of action. Two Christians, habited like Maghrabi pilgrims, in A.H. 550, dug a mine from a neighbouring house into the
temple. They were discovered, beheaded, and burned to ashes. In relating these events, the Muslim historians mix up many foolish preternaturalism with credible matter. At least, it appears to be a sort of religious attempt, Maliku 'Abdul Nuru’d-din, of the Baharite Mamluk Sultans, or, according to others, Sultan Nuru’d-din Shahbd Muhmmad bin Zengi, who, warned by a vision of the Prophet, had started for al-Madinah only in time to discover the two Christians, surrounded the holy place with a deep trench, filled with molten lead. By this means Abú Bakr and ‘Umar, who had run considerable risks of their own, have ever since been enabled to occupy their last home undisturbed.

In A.H. 564, the fifth mosque was erected in consequence of a fire, which some authors attribute to a volcano that broke out close to the town in terrible eruption; others, with more fanaticism and less probability, to the schismatic Banū Husain, then the guardians of the tomb. On this occasion the Hujrah was taken together with the old and venerable copies of the Qur’ān there deposited, especially the Caifa MSS., written by Usūn, the third Khalifah. The piety of three sovereigns, Mus'ā bin Marwah (last Khalifah of Baghdad) Muzaffir Shems–ud-din–Yusuf, chief of Yaman, and Zuhbi Beybars, Baharite Sultan of Egypt, completed the work in A.H. 686. This building was enlarged and beautified by the princes of Egypt, and lasted upwards of 200 years.

The sixth mosque was built, almost as it now stands, by Kaid Bey, nineteenth Sultan of the Circassian Mamluk kings of Egypt, in A.H. 888. Musṭas'im’s mosque had been struck by lightning during a storm; thirteen men were killed at prayers, and the destroying element spared nothing but the interior of the Hujrah. The railing and dome were restored; niches and a pulpit were set from Cairo, and the gates and minarets were distributed as they are now. Not content with this, Kaid Bey established ‘waqf’ (bequests) and pensions, and introduced order among the attendants on the tomb. In the tenth century, Sultan Sulaiman the Magnificent paved with fine white marble the Rauzah or garden, which Kaid Bey, not daring to alter, left of earth, and erected the fine minaret that bears his name. During the domination of the later Sultans and of Mohammad Ali, a few trifling presents of lamps, carpets, wax candles, and chandeliers, and a few immaterial alterations have been made. (See Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Meccah, by Richard F. Burton, 2nd edition, vol. i. p. 345.)

**MASJIDU ‘T-FAQWA** (مَسْجِدُ ‘ُتْ-فَقْوَةِ). Lit. “The Mosque of Piety.” The mosque at Qubā’, a place about three miles south-east of al-Madinah. It was here that it is said that the Prophet’s camel, al-Qaswā, rested on its way from Makkah to al-Madinah, on the occasion of the Flight. And when Muhammad desired the Companions to mount the camel, Abū Bakr and ‘Umar did so, but she still remained on the ground; but when ‘Ali obeyed the order, she arose. Here the Prophet decided to erect a place for prayer. It was the first mosque erected in Islam. Muhammad laid the first brick, and with an iron trellis marked out the place for prayer. The Prophet, during his residence at al-Madinah, used to visit it once a week on foot, and he always made a point of praying there the morning prayer on the 17th of Ramāzān. A prayer in the mosque of Qubā’ is said to be equal in merit to a Lesser Pilgrimage to Makkah, and the place itself bears rank after the mosques of Makkah and al-Madinah and before that of Jerusalem. It was originally a square building of very small size, but the Khalifah Usman enlarged it. Sultan ‘Abdū l-Hamīd rebuilt the place, but it has no pretensions to grandeur. (See Burton’s Pilgrimage, vol. i. p. 390.)

**MASNŪN (مسنون).** That which is founded upon the precept or practice of Muhammad. [SUNNAH.]

**AL-MATIN (المتین).** “The Strong” (as a fortification is strong). One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur’an, Sūrah li. 58: “God is the provider, endowed with power, the Strong.”

**MATN (متن).** The text of a book. The notes, or commentary upon the text are called the sharh. A word frequently used by Muhammadans in theological books.

**MA‘UDAH (مُؤْدَه).** From maa‘ad, “to bury alive.” A damsel buried alive. A custom which existed before the time of Muhammad in ancient Arabia, but which was forbidden by him. Sūrah xvii. 33: “Kill not your children from fear of want.” See also Sūrah xvi. 01; lxxii. 8.

**MAULĀ (مؤله).** pl. mauwādī. A term used in Muslim law for a slave, but in the Qur’an for “a protector or helper,” i.e. God Almighty. Sūrah viii. 41: “Know ye that God is your protector.” Sūrah ii. 86: “Thou (God) art our protector.” Sūrah xlvii. 12: “God is the protector of those who believe.”

The plural form occurs in the Qur’an, Sūrah iv. 37, where it is translated by Palmer thus: “To everyone have we appointed kinsfolk” (mauwādī).

**MAULĀWI (مؤلهی).** From mauwād, “a lord or master.” A term generally used for a learned man.

**MAULĪD (مولد).** The birthday, especially of a prophet or saint. The birthday of Muhammad, which is known as Maulīd ‘n-Nabī, is celebrated on the 12th of Rabī‘ul-Awpal. It is a day observed in Turkey and Egypt and in some parts of Hindustan, but not in Central Asia, by the receipt of numerous gifts, and by distribution of alms.
MA'I 'L-QUDS

Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 171, gives the following specimen of a guarantors in the Maslidi 'Nabi: "God bless our lord Muhammad among the latter generation; and bless our lord Muhammad in every time and period, and bless all the prophets and apostles among the inhabitants of the heavens, and of the earth, and may God (whose name be blessed and exalted) be well pleased with our lords and our masters, those persons of illustrious estimation, Abú Bakr, and 'Umar, and 'Uṣāmân, and 'Ali, and with all the other favourites of God. God is our sufficiency, excellent is the Guardian. And there is no strength nor power but in God, the High, the Great. O God, O our Lord, O Thou liberal of pardon, O Thou most bountiful of all. O God. Amin."

MA'I 'L-QUDS (ماء الفتح) Lit. "Water of Holiness." A term used by the Sufis for such holy influences on the soul of man as enable him to overcome the flush, and to become holy. (See 'Abdu'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sūfi Terms.)

AL-MĀ'ŪN (المعون). Lit. "Necessaries." The title of the eighteenth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the last verse of which the word occurs.

MAUT (موت). "Death." Heb. מָלָל. The word is always used in the Qur'ān in its literal sense, meaning the departure of the spirit from the body, e.g. Sūrah ii. 182: "Every soul must taste of death."

The Sūra is employed in a figurative sense, e.g. al-mautu 'l-abŷyz, or "the white death," is held to mean asepisation from food, or that feeling of hunger which purifies the soul. A person who frequently abstains from food is said to have entered this state of death. Al-mautu 'l-aṣnūd, "the black death," the wearing of old clothes in a state of voluntary poverty. When a person has given up wearing purple and white, and has chosen the garments of poverty, he is said to have entered this state of death. Al-mautu 'l-asṣawād, "the black death," the voluntary taking up of trouble, and submitting to being evil spoken of for the truth's sake. When a Muslim has learnt to submit to such troubles and persecutions, he is said to have entered into this state of death. (See 'Abdu'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sūfi Terms.)

MA'ZŪN (مَذْعَن). A licensed or privileged slave. A slave who has received a remission of all the injunctions attached to his state of bondage.

MEAT. [FOOD.]

MECCA. [MAKKAH.]

MEDICINE. Arabic daud' (دوذ). The only medicine recommended in the Qur'ān is honey. See Sūrah xvi. 71: "From its (the bee's) bolly cometh forth a fluid of varying hues, which yieldeth medicine to man."

MEDINA. [AL-MADINAH.]

MEDITATION. [MUQABALAH.]

MENSTRUATION. Arabic maḥīs (مَحْيَات). The catamenia, or menses, is termed hayz. The woman in this condition is called hā'īz or ḥā'īsah. All books of Muhammadan theology contain a chapter devoted to the treatment of women in this condition. During the period of menstruation, women are not permitted to say their prayers, or to touch or read the Qur'ān, or enter a mosque, and are forbidden to their husbands. But it is related in the traditions that Muhammad abrogated the law of Moses which set a menstruous woman entirely apart for seven days. (Leviticus xv. 19). And Anas says that when the Jews heard this they said, "This man opposes our customs in everything."

(See Qur'ān, Sūrah ii. 222; Miṣkāṭu l-Masābiḥ, Hamilton's ed. vol. i. p. 121; Arabic ed. Bûbâ 'l-Masâbiḥ.)

When the period of menses ceases, bathing must be performed and prayer said.

MERCY. Arabic Raḥmah (رَحْمَة). Heb. רֵחַם. The attribute of mercy is specially mentioned in the Qur'ān as one which characterises the Divine Being; each chapter of that book (with the exception of the tenth), beginning with the superscription, Bismillâh 'r-Raḥmān 'r-Raḥim, "In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate." In the Tafsir-i-Rau’i is it said that ar-Raḥmān is only applicable to God, whilst ar-Raḥim may be applied to the creature as well as to God; but the Janâlîk say the two terms are synonymous, and on this account they are used together. Al-Bâṣâwâ remarks that the attribute of mercy expresses "softness of heart" (ríqqatu l-qabh), and "a turning with kindness and favour towards a person," and in this way it expresses God's sympathy with mankind, although the terms are not strictly applicable to an unchangeable Being. In the Qur'ān, Job is described as speaking of God as "the most merciful of merciful ones." (Sūrah xli. 83). And the angels who bear the throne, and those around it who celebrate God's praises, cry out: "Our Lord! thou dost embrace all things in mercy and knowledge!" (Sūrah xi. 7). The "Treasures of the mercies of the Lord," are often referred to in the Qur'ān (e.g. Sūrah xvi. 102; xvii. 81). The word Raḥmah, "a mercy," is a term used for a divine book; it is frequently applied to the Qur'ān, which is called "a mercy and a guidance" (Sūrah x. 58; xvi. 84), and also to the books of Moses (Sūrah x. 20; xii. 111). In one place it is used for Paradise, "They are in God's mercy" (Sūrah iii. 103). The bounty of God's mercy is the constant theme of the Qur'ān and the Hadith; e.g. Sūrah vii. 155: "My mercy embraceth everything. To despair of God's mercy is a cardinal sin." Sūrah xxxix. 54: "Be not in despair of the mercy of God; verily, God forgives sins, all of them." Sūrah xv. 56: "Only those who err despair of the mercy of their Lord."
In the Traditions, Muhammad is related to have said: "When God created the world He wrote a book, which is with Him on the exalted throne, and therein is written, 'Verily my mercy overcomes my anger.' " And, again, "Verily, God has one hundred mercies; one mercy hath He sent down to men and genii, but He hath reserved ninety-nine mercies, which by He will be gracious to His people." (Mishkat, book x. ch. 4.)

The 11th Sūrah of the Qurān is entitled the Sūratu 'r-Rahmān, or the “Chapter of the Merciful”, in which are set forth the “bounties of the Lord.” It is a chapter which is sadly marred by its concluding description of the sensual enjoyment of Muhammad’s paradise.

The Christians are spoken of in the Qurān, Sūrah vii. 27, as those in whose hearts God “placed mercy (rahmān) and compassion (raḥfāl).”

MICHAEEL. In Muhammadan works generally, the Archangel Michael is called Mikā‘īl (مكئيل), Heb. מיכיאס; but in the Qurān, in which his name once occurs, he is called Miklā‘ (مکلإ). Al-Baṣrī says that a Jew named ‘Abū l-Fakhr ibn Sūriyā, objected to Muhammad’s assertion that the Archangel Gabriel revealed the Qurān to him, because he was an avenging angel, and said that if it had been sent by Michael, their own guardian angel (Daniel xii. 1), they might have believed. This assertion called forth the following verse from Muhammad in Sūrah ii. 92—

“Who is the enemy of Gabriel—For he it is who by God’s leave hath caused the Qurān to descend on thy heart, the confirmation of previous revelations, and guidance, and good tidings to the faithful—Who is an enemy to God or his angels, or to Gabriel, or to Michael, shall have God as his enemy: for verily God is an enemy to the infidels. Moreover, clear signs have we sent down to thee, and none will disbelieve them but the perverse.”

MIDIAN. MIFTĀHU L-JANNAH (مفتاح الجنة). “The Key of Paradise.” A term used by Muhammad for prayer. (Mishkāt, book iii. ch. i.)

MIḤJAN (مهجان). A hook-headed stick about four feet long, which, it is said, the Prophet always carried; now carried by men of religious pretensions.

MIḤRĀB (محراب). A niche in the centre of a wall of a mosque, which marks the direction of Makkah, and before which the Imam takes his position when he leads the congregation in prayer. In the Masjīda ‘n-Nābi, or Prophet’s mosque, at al-Madīnah, a large black stone, placed against the northern wall, facing Jerusalem, directed the congregation, but it was removed to the southern side when the Qiblah was changed to Makkah.

The Mīhrāb, as it now exists, dates from the days of al-Walīd (a.m. 96), and it seems probable that the Khalīfah borrowed the idea from the Hindus, such a niche being a peculiarly Hindu feature in sacred buildings.

The word occurs four times in the Qurān, where it is used for a chamber (Sūrah iii. 32, 83; xix. 12; xxxvii. 20), and its plural, mahārīb, once (Sūrah xxxi. 12).

MIKAITIL (میکایتیل). [MICHAEEL.]

MILLAH (مللة). A word which occurs in the Qurān fifteen times. Eight times for the religion of Abraham (Sūrah ii. 124, 129; iii. 89; iv. 124; vi. 162; xii. 38; xvi. 124; xxiv. 77); twice for the religion of former prophets (Sūrah xiv. 16; xxxvii. 6); once for the religion of the seven children of the cave (Sūrah xviii. 19); three times for idolatrous religions (Sūrah xii. 37; vii. 86, 87); and once for the religion of Jews and Christians (Sūrah ii. 114). The word is used in the Traditions for the religion of Abraham (Mishkāt, book x. ch. v.)

According to the Kitāb ‘r-Torrefet, it is expressive of religion as it stands in relation to the prophets, as distinguished from Dīn (ذین), which signifies religion as it stands in relation to God, or from Maghab (مغاب), which signifies religion with reference to the
MILK. Arabic laban (لبن). The sale of milk in the udder is unlawful (Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 433). In the Qur'an it is mentioned as one of God's special gifts. "Verily, ye have in cattle a lesson: we give you to drink from that which is in their bellies between chyme and blood—pure milk—easy to swallow for those who drink." (Surah xvi. 68.)

MINÁ (منة). Lit. "A wish." A sacred valley near Makkah, in which part of the Pilgrimage ceremonies take place. According to 'Abdu 'l-Haqq, it was so called because Adam wished for paradise in this valley.

MINARET. [MANARAH.]

MINBAR (منبر). Generally pronounced mimbar (معبر). The pulpit in a mosque from which the khutbah (or sermon) is recited. It consists of three steps, and is sometimes a moveable wooden structure, and sometimes a fixture of brick or stone built against the wall. Muhammad, in addressing the congregation, stood on the uppermost step, Abū Bakr on the second, and 'Umar on the third or lowest. 'Uthman fixed upon the middle step, and since then it has been the custom to preach from that step. The Shi'ahs have four steps to their mimbars. The mimbars in the mosques of Cairo are elevated structures, but in Asia they are of a more primitive character.

Burton says: "In the beginning the Prophet leaped, when fatigued, against a post, whilst preaching the khutbah or Friday ser-
MINES. Arabic ma'din (مذنب), pl. ma'didin. In Zakāt, mines are subject to a payment of one fifth. (Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 89.)

MINAH (مينات). A legal term for a portion of camel's or sheep's milk which another is allowed to draw, but afterwards to restore the animal to its original owner.

MINORITY. [PUBERTY.]

MIQAT (ميقات). Lit. "A stated time, or place." The stations at which Makkah pilgrims assume the ihram or "pilgrim's garment." Five of these stations were established by Muhammad (Mishkāt, book xi. ch. i. pt. 1), and the sixth has been added since to suit the convenience of travellers from the East. They are as follows: (1) Za'a l-Hulaifah, for the pilgrims from al-Madīnah; (2) Juhuf, for Syria; (3) Qurum l-Manāzil, for Najd; (4) Jerusalem, for Yaman; (5) Zát-i-Ilq, for Irāq; (6) Ibrahīm Mūsā, for those who arrive by sea from India and the east.

The putting on of the ihram at Jerusalem is highly meritorious, according to a tradition, which says, "The Prophet said, Whoever wears the ihram for hajj or umrah, from the Masjidu'l-Aqsa (i.e. the Temple at Jerusalem) to the Masjidu'l-Haram, shall be forgiven for all his past and future sins." (Mishkāt, book xi. ch. i. pt. 2.)

MIR (مير). A title of respect used for the descendants of celebrated Muhammadan saints. More generally used for Saiyids, or descendants of Fātimah, the Prophet's daughter.

MIRACLES. Supernatural powers given to men are spoken of by Muslim lexicographers as khariqū l-tādāt (خراج الغداة), or "things contrary to custom." In Muslim theology, they are expressed by eight terms: (1) Ayah (آية), pl. ayāt, "a sign"; the only word used in the Qur'ān for a miracle (see Sūrah xxii. 27; xxix. 49; liv. 2). (2) Mawjūdah (معجذة), pl. mawjūdah, "making weak or feeble," or that which renders the adversaries to the truth weak and feeble; a term used only for miracles performed by prophets. (3) Irhās (إراش), pl. irhās, lit. "laying a foundation"; used for any miracle performed by a prophet before his assumption of the prophetic office. (4) A'īdah (إيده), pl. 'īdāt, "a sign," the same as ayah, and used for the signs of the coming Resurrection. (5) Karāmah (كرامه), pl. karāmāt, lit. "benevolence"; wonders wrought by saints for the good of the people as well as in proof of their own saintliness. (6) Maw'ānah (معانة), pl. maw'ānāt, lit. "help or assistance;" used also for the wonders wrought by saints. (7) Isdārā (إضرار), lit. "promoting by degrees"; a term employed to express the miracles wrought by the assistance of the Devil with the permission of God. (8) Khāmah (خاءمة), pl. khāmāt, lit. "contempt;" miracles wrought by the assistance of the Devil, but when they turn out to the disdain and contempt of the worker.

It does not appear from the Qur'ān that Muhammad ever claimed the power of working miracles; but on the contrary, he asserted that it was not his mission to work signs and wonders in proof of his apostleship. This seems to be evident from the following verses in the Qur'ān:

Sūrah xxix. 49: "They say, Why are not signs sent down to him from his Lord? Say: Signs are in the power of God alone, and I am only an open warner."

Sūrah xlii. 27-30: "And they who believe not say, Why is not a sign (ayah) sent down to him from his Lord? Say: God truly misleadeth whom He will, and guideth to Himself him who turneth to Him . . . . If there were a Qur'ān by which the mountains would be set in motion, or the earth clef by it, or the dead be addressed by it, they would not believe."

Sūrah xxi. 92-97: "And they say, By no means will we believe on thee till thou cause a fountain to gush forth for us from the earth, or till thou have a garden of palm trees and grapes, and thou cause rushing rivers to gush forth in its midst, or till thou make heaven to fall upon us, as thou hast given out in pieces; or thou bring God and the angels to vouch for thee; or thou have a house of God, or thou mount up into heaven; nor will we believe in thy mounting up until thou send us down a book which we may read. Say: Praise be to my Lord! Am I more than a man, and an apostle? And what bindeth men from believing, when the guidance hath come to them, but that they say, Hath God sent a mere man as an apostle? Say: Did angels walk the earth as its familiars, we had surely sent them an angel-apostle out of heaven."

But notwithstanding these positive assertions on the part of their Prophet against his ability to work miracles, there are at least four places in the Qur'ān where the Muhammadans believe that miracles are referred to.

1. The egressing of the moon (Sūrah liv. 1, 2):
The hour hath approached, and the moon hath been clest. But if the unbelievers see a sign (ṣayk), they turn aside and say, Magic! that shall pass away!

Al-Baizawi says, in his commentary on this verse, "Some say that the unbelievers demanded this sign of the Prophet, and the moon was clest in two; but others say it refers to a sign of the coming Resurrection, the words 'will be clest' being expressed in the prophetic prerit".

Rodwell renders it "hath been clest," as he thinks Muhammad may possibly allude to some meteor or comet which he fancied to be part of the moon.

2. The assistance given to the Muslims at the battle of Badr. Suraah iii. 120, 121: "When thou didst say to the faithful: 'Is it not enough for you that your Lord aideth you with three thousand angels sent down on high?' Nay; but if ye be steadfast, and fear God, and the foe come upon you in hot haste, your Lord will help you with five thousand angels with their distinguishing marks."

These "distinguishing marks," say the commentators, were when the angels rode on black and white horses, and had on their heads white and yellow turbans, the ends of which hung down between their shoulders.

3. The celebrated night journey. Suraah xix. 1: "We declare the glory of Him who transporteth His servant by night from the Masjidū l-Haram to the Masjidū l-Aqṣā (i.e. from Makkah to Jerusalem)."

4. The Qur'an itself, which the Muhammadans say is the great miracle of Islam, the like of which has not been created, nor ever will be, by the power of man. In proof of this they quote Suraah xxix. 48: "It is a clear sign (ṣayk) in the hearts of whom the knowledge hath reached."

Although these very doubtful assertions in the Qur'an fail to establish the miraculous powers of the Prophet, the Traditions record numerous occasions when he worked miracles in the presence of his people.

The following is recorded in the traditions of al-Bukhārī and Muslim:

1. On the flight from Makkah, Surāqah being cursed by the Prophet, his horse sank up to its belly in the hard ground.
2. The Prophet marked out at Badr the exact spot on which each of the idolaters should be slain, and Anas says not one of them passed alive beyond the spot marked by the Prophet.
3. He cured the broken leg of 'Abdu 'llāh ibn Atīq by a touch.
4. He converted hard ground into a heap of sand by one stroke of an ax.
5. He fed a thousand people upon one kid and a side of barley.
6. He gave a miraculous supply of water at the battle of al-Hudaybiyah.
7. Two trees miraculously moved to form a shade for the Prophet.
8. He made 'Abū Jābir a good horsemanship by his prayer.
9. A wooden pillar wept to such an extent that it nearly rent in two parts, because the Prophet desisted from leaning against it.
10. A sluggish horse became swift from being ridden by the Prophet.
11. Seven or eight people miraculously fed on a few barley loaves and a little butter.
12. Three hundred men fed from a single cake.

The following are recorded by various writers:
1. The Prophet was saluted by the hills and trees near Makkah, with the salutation, "Peace be to thee, O Messenger of God!"
2. A tree moved from its place to the shade when the Prophet slept under it.
3. The Prophet cursed a maniacal boy by saying, "Come out of him."
4. A wolf was made to speak by the Prophet.

MI'RAJ (عمران). Lit. "An ascent." Muhammad's supposed journey to heaven; called also Isrā (إسراء), "the nocturnal journey." It is said to have taken place in the twelfth year of the Prophet's mission, in the month of Rabī' al-Awwal. According to 'Abdu 'l-Haqq, there are some divines who have regarded this miraculous event as a mere vision, but he adds, the majority hold it to be a literal journey.

The only mention of the vision in the Qur'an is contained in Suraah xxi. 1: "Praise be to Him who carried His servant by night from the Masjidū l-Harān (i.e. the Makkah temple) to the Masjidū l-Aqṣā (i.e. the Temple of Jerusalem)."

The following is the description of the supposed journey given in the Miskhātū l-Masādīth. Muhammad is related to have said: "Whilst I was sleeping upon my side, he (Gabriel) came to me, and cut me open from my breast to below my navel, and took out my heart, and washed the cavity with Zamzam water, and then filled my heart with Faith and Science. After this, a white animal was brought for me to ride upon. Its size was between that of a mule and an ass, and it stretched as far as the eye could see. The name of the animal was Burus. Then I mounted the animal, and ascended until we arrived at the lowest heaven, and Gabriel demanded that the door should be opened. And it was asked, 'Who is it?' and he said, 'I am Gabriel.' And they then said, 'Who is with you?' and he answered, 'It is Muhammad.' They said, 'Has Muhammad been called to the office of a prophet?' He said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then the door was opened; and when I arrived in the first heaven, behold, I saw Adam. And Gabriel said to me, 'This is your father Adam, salute him. Then I saluted Adam, and he answered me, and said, 'You are welcome, O good son, and good Prophet!' After that Gabriel took me above, and we reached the second heaven; and he asked the door to be opened, and it
was said, 'Who is it?' He said, 'I am Gabriel.' It was said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' It was said, 'Was he called?' He said, 'Yes.' It was said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then the door was opened; and when I arrived in the second region, behold, I saw John and Jesus (sisters' sons). And Gabriel said, 'This is John, and this is Jesus; salute both of them.' Then I saluted them, and they returned it. After that they said, 'Welcome good brother and Prophet.' After that we went up to the third heaven, and asked the door to be opened; and it was said, 'Who is it?' Gabriel said, 'I am Gabriel.' They said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' They said, 'Was he called?' Gabriel said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then the door was opened; and when I entered the third heaven, behold, I saw Joseph. And Gabriel said, 'This is Joseph, salute him.' Then I did so, and he answered it, and said, 'Welcome, good brother and good Prophet.' After that Gabriel took me to the fourth heaven, and asked the door to be opened; it was said, 'Who is there?' He said, 'I am Gabriel.' It was said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' It was said, 'Was he called?' He said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' And the door was opened; and when I entered the fourth heaven, behold, I saw Enoch. And Gabriel said, 'This is Enoch, salute him.' And I did so, and he answered it, and said, 'Welcome, good brother and Prophet.' After that Gabriel took me to the fifth heaven, and asked the door to be opened; and it was said, 'Who is there?' He said, 'I am Gabriel.' It was said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' They said, 'Was he called?' He said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then the door was opened; and when I entered the fifth heaven, behold, I saw Aaron. And Gabriel said, 'This is Aaron, salute him.' And I did so; and he returned it, and said, 'Welcome, good brother and Prophet.' After that Gabriel took me to the sixth heaven, and asked the door to be opened; and they said, 'Who is there?' He said, 'I am Gabriel.' They said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' They said, 'Was he called?' He said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then the door was opened; and when I entered the sixth heaven, behold, I saw Moses. And Gabriel said, 'This is Moses, salute him.' And I did so; and he answered it, and said, 'Welcome, good brother and Prophet.' And when I passed him, he wept. And I said to him, 'What makes you weep?' He said, 'Because one is sent after me, of whose people more will enter Paradise than of mine.' After that Gabriel took me up to the seventh heaven, and asked the door to be opened; and it was said, 'Who is it?' He said, 'I am Gabriel.' It was said, 'Who is with you?' He said, 'Muhammad.' They said, 'Was he called?' He said, 'Yes.' They said, 'Welcome Muhammad; his coming is well.' Then I entered the seventh heaven, and behold, I saw Abraham. And Gabriel said, 'This is Abraham, your father, salute him,' which he did, and he returned it, and said, 'Welcome good son and good Prophet.' After that I was taken up to the tree called Sidratu 'l-Muntahā; and behold its fruits were like water-pots, and its leaves like elephant's ears. And Gabriel said, 'This is Sidratu 'l-Muntahā.' And I saw four rivers there; two of them hidden, and two manifest. I said to Gabriel, 'What are these?' He said, 'These two concealed rivers are in Paradise; and the two manifest are the Nile and the Euphrates.' After that, I was shown the Baitu 'l-M'amūr. After that, a vessel full of wine, another full of milk, and another of honey, were brought to me; and I took the milk and drank it. And Gabriel said, 'Milk is religion; you and your people will be of it.' After that the divine orders for prayers were fifty every day. Then I returned, and passed by Moses, and he said, 'What have you been ordered?' He said, 'Fifty prayers every day.' Then Moses said, 'Verily, your people will not be able to perform fifty prayers every day; and verily, I swear by God, I tried men before you; I applied a remedy to the sons of Israel; but it had not the desired effect. Then return to your Lord, and ask your people to be released from that. And I returned; and ten prayers were taken off. Then I went to Moses, and he said as before; and I returned to God's court, and ten prayers more were curtailed. Then I returned to Moses, and he said as before: then I returned to God's court, and ten more were taken off. And I went to Moses, and he said as before; then I returned to God's court, and was ordered five prayers every day. Then I went to Moses, and he said, 'How many have you been ordered?' I said, 'Five prayers every day.' He said, 'Verily, your people will not be able to perform five prayers a day; for, verily, I tried men before you, and applied the severest remedy to the sons of Israel. Then return to your Lord, and ask them to be lightened.' I said, 'I have asked Him till I am quite ashamed; I cannot return to Him again. But I am satisfied, and resign the work of my people to God.' Then, when I passed from that place, a crier called out, 'I have established My divine commandments, and have made them easy to My servants.'

Suratū 'l-Mīraḥ is a title of the thirty-eighth chapter of the Qur'ān, in the first verse of which there is a reference to the night journey of Muhammad. It is called also the Suratū Bani Isrāʾil, or the Chapter of the Children of Israel.

MĪRĀḤ (مَنْرَح). [INHERITANCE.]

MĪRZĀ (مَشْرَا). A title of respect given to persons of good family.

MĪRZAHĀN, MĪRZABBĀH (مَشْرَا). "A cloid-crusher." The iron hammer with
which the dead are beaten who cannot reply satisfactorily to the questions put to them by Munkar and Nakir. Called also Mītraqāh (مِتْرَقَة). [Punishments of the Grave.] Mīsāq (مِسَاق). “A covenant.” A word used in the Qur’an for God’s covenant with His people. [Covenant.]

Mīshkätu l-Māsabīh (مَسْكِيثُ ذِلَّة). A well-known book of Sunni tradition, much used by Sunni Muslims in India, and frequently quoted in the present work. It was originally compiled by the Imam Husain al-Baghawi, the celebrated commentator, who died A.H. 510 or 516, and called the Masabīh al-Sunnah, or the “Lamps of the Traditions.” In the year A.H. 787, Shāhī Shāliy ‘U’d-din revised the work of al-Baghawi, adding an additional chapter to each section, and called it the Mīshkätu l-Masabīh, or the “Lamps of the Traditions.” In the time of the Emperors Akbar, Shāhī ‘Abdu l-‘Haq translated the work into Persian, and added a commentary. (See Kāfū ‘a-Zunūn; in loco.) Mīskīn (مَسْكِين). “A poor person.” Heb. Eccles. ix. 15, يَتَلِقُ مَسْكِينًا. According to Muslim law, a person who has no property whatever, as distinguished from a faqir (فَقِير), or a person who possesses a little property, but is poor. (Hidajat, vol. i. p. 54.) Mīsqāl (مِسْقَال). An Arabic weight, which frequently occurs in Muhammadan law books. Richardson gives it at a dram and three-sevenths. It is also used for a gold coin of that weight. [Money.]

Mīṣr (مَصْر). [Egypt.]

Mīswāk (مَسْوَاك). (1) A tooth-cleanser made of wood, about a span long. It is preferred when made of a wood which has a bitter flavour. A kind of *Salvadora Indica* is celebrated, which is used in India. (2) The act of cleaning the teeth, which is a religious ceremony founded upon the example of Muhammad, and forms the first part of the wūfāt, or “ablution before prayer.” The Prophet was particularly careful in the observance of mīswāk (see Mīshkāt, book lii. ch. 4.). It is amongst those things which are called fiṣrāh (عَيْسَار). Mītraqāh (مِتْرَقَة). The iron hammer or mace with which the infidels will be smitten in their graves by the angels Munkar and Nakir. Persian gurz. [Punishments of the Grave.]

Mītān (مِتْبَن). A Persian word, used as a title of respect for the descendants of celebrated Muhammadan saints.

Mīzān (مِزَان), pl. mawṣūlān. Litt. “A balance.” (1) The law contained in the Qur’an, Sūrah xiii. 16: “God is He who hath sent down the Book with truth and the balance.” (2) The scales in which the actions of all men shall be weighed. Sūrah xxi. 47: “Just balances will be set up for the Day of the Resurrection, neither shall any soul be wronged in sight; though, were a work but the weight of a grain of mustard seed, we would bring it forth to be weighed: and our reckoning will suffice.”

Muhammad is related by ‘Abdu Thālī ibn ‘Amr to have said: “Verily, God will bring a Muslim into the presence of all men on the Day of Judgment, and will show him ninety-nine large books, and each book as long as the eye can reach. Then God will say to him, ‘Do you deny anything in these books? Have my writers injured you?’ And the Muslim will say, ‘O my Lord, I deny that is in them.’ Then God will say, ‘Have you any excuse?’ And he will say, ‘No.’ Then God will say, ‘I have good news for you, for there is no oppression in this day.’ Then God will bring forth a piece of paper, on which is written: ‘I bear witness that there is no deity but God, and I bear witness that Muhammad is His servant and apostle.’ And God will say, ‘Go and weigh your actions.’ And the Muslim will say, ‘What is this bit of paper compared with those large books? And God will say, ‘This bit of paper is heavy, weigh it.’ Then the books will be put in the scale, and the bit of paper in the other, and the books containing the actions will be light, and the bit of paper, wherein is written the creed of the Muslim, will be heavier.” (See Collection of Hādīs by at-Tirmīzī.)

The commentators say that the scales will be held by the angel Gabriel, and that they are of so vast a size, one hangs over Paradise, and the other over Hell, and they are capacious enough to contain both heaven and earth. Though some are willing to understand what is said in the Traditions concerning this balance allegorically, and only as a figurative representation of God’s equity, yet the more ancient and orthodox opinion is that it is to be taken literally; and since words and actions, being mere accidents, are not capable of being themselves weighed, they say that the books wherein they are written will be thrown into the scales, and according as those wherein the good or the evil actions are recorded shall be preponderate, sentence will be given; those whose balances laden with their good works shall be heavy, will be saved; but those whose balances are light, will be condemned. Nor will anyone have cause to complain that God suffers any good actions to pass unrewarded, because the wicked obtain rewards for the good they do in the present life, and therefore can expect no favour in the next.

The old Jewish writers make mention of the books to be produced at the Last Day, wherein men’s actions are registered, as of the balance wherein they shall be weighed, and the Bible itself seems to have given the first notion of both. But what the Persian Magi believe of the balance comes nearest to the Muhammadan opinion. They hold that on the Day of Judgment, two angels, named Mīth and
Moderation. Arabic ṣādā (اضطآس). According to Muhammad's teaching, moderation in all religious matters is better than excessive pietism, and a chapter in the Traditions is devoted to the subject. He is related to have said: "The best act in God's sight is that which is constantly attended to, although in a small degree."

"Do what you are able conveniently; because God will not be tired of rewarding as long as you are not tired of doing." "You must continue at your prayers as long as it is agreeable to you, and when you are tired sit down."

"Verily, religion is easy, therefore hold it firm." (See Misskūt, Būbū 'l-Qiṣṣād.)

Modesty (Arabic hāya) is frequently commended in the traditional sayings of Muhammad, who is related to have said:

"Modesty is a branch of faith."
"Verily, modesty and faith are joined together." (Misskūt, book xxii. ch. xix.)

Monasticism (Arabic rakkāhānāt, هاركاهنات) was forbidden by Muhammad. It is related in the Traditions that Ummān ibn Ma'āṣ came to the Prophet with the request that he might retire from society and become a monk (rābi'a). The Prophet replied, "The retirement which becomes my people is to sit in the corner of a mosque and wait for the time of prayer." (Misskūt, book iv. ch. 8.)

In the Qur'an, the Christians are charged with inventing the monastic life. Sūrah liii. 27: "We gave them the Gospel, and we put into the hearts of those who follow him, kindness and compassion; but as to the monastic life, they invented it themselves."

According to the Hidāyah (vol. ii. p. 215), capital tax is not to be imposed upon Rabbis, whether Christian or Pagan, but this is a matter of dispute.

Money. There are three coins mentioned in the Qur'an, (1) Qintār (نحر), (2) Dinār (نيار), (3) Dirham (درهم), pl. Dārijmin.

(1) Qintār. Sūrah lxxvi. 68: "Among the people of the Book are those to one of whom, if you entrust a qintār, he will restore it."

In the Qur'an, it is said that a qintār was a gold coin of the value of 200 dinārs, but

Month. Arabic shahr (شهار), pl. shuhūr. The months of the Muhammadan year
are lunar, and the first of the month is reckoned from the sunset immediately succeeding the appearance of the new moon (hilāl). The names of the months are: (1) Muharram; (2) Safar; (3) Rabī‘l-‘Awwal; (4) Rabī‘al-‘Thādr; (5) Jumādah al-‘Uṣlā; (6) Jumādah al-Thāli‘; (7) Rajab; (8) Sha‘bān; (9) Ramadān; (10) Shawwāl; (11) Dhu ‘l-Qa‘dah; (12) Dhu ‘l-Hijjah.

Four of these months are held to be sacred, namely, Muharram, Rajab, Žū ‘l-Qa‘dah, Žū ‘l-Hijjah, and according to the teaching of the Qur’an (Sureh ii. 252), it is unlawful for Muslims to fight during these months, except when they attack those who join other gods with God, as they attack you one and all.”

The names of the months seem to have been given at a time when the intercalary year was in force, although Muslim writers assume that the names were merely assigned to the months as they appeared at the time when they were so named. For a discussion of the formation of the Muḥammaran year, the reader is referred to that article. [YEAR.] (1) Muharram is the first month in the Muhammadan calendar, and is so called because, both in the pagan age and in the time of Muhammad, it was held unlawful (karām) to go to war in this month. It is considered a most auspicious month, and Muḥammar is related to have said, “Whosoever shall fast on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday in this month, shall be removed from hell fire a distance of seven hundred years journey; and that he who shall keep awake the first night of this month, shall be forgiven all the sins of the past year; and he who shall fast the whole of the first day, shall be kept from sin for the next two years.” (Harīrī, l-Wa‘īsī, p. 154.) The first ten days of this month are observed in commemoration of the martyrdom of al-Ḥusayn, and the tenth day is the ʿAshūrā fast. (2) Safar, the second month, is supposed to derive its name from safar, “empty,” either because in it the Arabians went forth to war and left their homes empty, or, according to Rubeq, because they left when they attacked empty. According to some writers, it was so named from safar, “yellowness,” when it was first so called, it was autumn, when the leaves bore a yellowish tint. (Vide Lane’s Arabic Dict.; Ḥiyyān ṭ-Lu‘aydah.) It is held to be the most unlucky and inauspicious month in the whole year, for in it, it is said, Adam was turned out of Eden. (See Hanīrī l-Wa‘īsī.) It was during this month that the Prophet was taken ill, but his partial recovery took place on the last Wednesday. (3) Rabī‘ al-‘Awwal, and (4) Rabī‘ al-‘Thādr, are the first and second spring months, according to which there is some discussion as to the origin of the name. Mr. Lane, in his Dictionary, says the two months to which the name Jamādah (freezing) is applied are said to be so called because, when they were so named, they fell in the season of freezing water; but this derivation seems to have been invented when the two months thus named had fallen back into, or beyond, the winter, for when they received this appellation, the former of them evidently commenced in March, and the latter ended in May. Therefore, I hold the opinion of M. Causin de Perceval, that they were thus called because falling in a period when the earth had become dry and hard, by reason of paucity of rain; and Jamād being an epithet applied to land upon which rain has not fallen, which opinion is confirmed by the obvious derivation of the names of other months. (See Lane’s Arabic Dict. in loco.) (7) Rajab, the “honoured” month, so called because of the honour in which the month was held in the Times of Ignorance, inasmuch as the war was not permitted during this month. The Prophet is related to have said that the month Rajab was like a snowy white fountain flowing from heaven itself, and that he who fasts on this month will drink of the waters of life. It is called Ṣafār-i Ṭūs, because the Muzar tribe held it in high esteem. It is usual for religious Muslims to spend the first Friday night (i.e. our Thursday night) of this month in prayer. (8) Sha‘bān, the month of separation (called also the Ṣakhr ‘r-Nābi, “the Prophet’s month”), is so called because the ancient Arabians used to separate, or disperse themselves, in this month in search of water (for when the months were regulated by the solar year, this month corresponded partly to June and partly to July), or, as some say, for predatory expeditions. On the fifteenth day of this month is the Ṣahb-i Bārd, or “Night of Record,” upon which it is said that God registra is annually all the actions of man, which they are to perform during the month, and upon which Muhammad enjoined his followers to keep awake the whole night and to repeat one hundred rak‘ah prayers. (ṣaḥb-i Ṣarāt.) (9) Ramāzān, the ninth month of the Muhammadan year, is that which is observed as a strict fast. The word is said to be root rām, “to burn,” and is so called because, when the moon was first named, it occurred in the hot season; or because the month’s fast is supposed to burn away the sins of men. (See Ḥiyyān ṭ-Lu‘aydah.) The excellence of this month is much extolled by Muhammad, who said that during this month the gates of Paradise are opened, and the gates of Hell shut. (Mishkār, book vii. chap. i. sec. 1.) [Ramāzān.] (10) Shawwāl, lit. “a tail,” is the tenth month of the lunar year, and, according to Arabic lexicons (see Ḥiyyān ṭ-Lu‘aydah, Qāmūs, etc.), it is so called because, when first named, it coincided with the season when the she-camels, being seven or eight
MORTGAGE

MONTHS GONE WITH YOUNG, RAISED THEIR TAILS; OR, BECAUSE IT WAS THE MONTH FOR HUNTING. THE ARABS USED TO SAY THAT IT WAS AN UNLUCKY MONTH IN WHICH TO MAKE MARRIAGE CONTRACTS, BUT THE PROPHET IGNORED THEIR THUS SAYING AND MARRIED AYISHAH IN THIS MONTH. THE 'IDU 'L-'FIR'IR, OR "THE FEAST OF BREAKING THE FAST," OCCURS ON THE FIRST OF THIS MONTH.

11) ZU 'L-QADAH, OR THE MONTH OF TRUCE, IS THE ELEVENTH MONTH, AND SO CALLED BY THE ARABIC, BECAUSE IT WAS A MONTH IN WHICH WARFARE WAS NOT CONDUCTED, AND IN WHICH THE PEOPLE WERE ENGAGED IN PEACEFUL OCCUPATIONS.

12) ZU 'L-HIJJA, THE MONTH OF THE PILGRIMAGE, IS THE LAST MONTH OF THE MUHAMMADAN CALENDAR. IT IS THE MONTH IN WHICH THE PILGRIMAGE TO Makkah Must Be Made, A VISIT TO THE SACRED CITY AT ANOTHER TIME HAVING IN NO WAY THE MERITS OF A PILGRIMAGE. THE 'IDU, OR "PILGRIMAGE," IS PERFORMED IN THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, NINTH, AND TENTH OF THIS MONTH.

THE 'IDU 'L-AZHA, OR "FEAST OF SACRIFICE," IS HELD ON THE TENTH. [MAJ.]

MORTGAGE. [IJARAH.]

MOON. ARABIC QAMAR (قمر).- The moon is frequently mentioned in the Qur'an. Muhammad on three occasions swears by it (Sūrah ixxxiv. 35; lxxvi. 18; xli. 2), and it is said to have been set in the heavens for a light (Sūrah v. 5; xlii. 18), to run to its appointed goal (Sūrah xxxiv. 14; xxxii. 7), and that it will be eclipsed at the Day of Judgment (Sūrah lixiv. 8). The 16TH Sūrah of the Qur'an, which is entitled the Sūratu 'l-Qamar, begins with a reference to the splitting of the moon, which is a matter of controversy. It reads: "The hour draws nigh and the moon is split asunder. But if they see it, they turn aside and say magic comments." Al-Baṣrī refers it to a miracle, and says the unbelievers having asked Muhammad for a sign, the moon appeared to be divided in twain. But the most natural explanation of the passage is, that the expression refers to one of the signs of the Resurrection.

At an eclipse of the moon, a devout Muslim is expected to recite a two rak'ah prayer.

MOORS. The name given to the Muhammadan conquerors of Spain, on account of their having come from the ancient Mauri, or Maures, now known as the Empire of Morocco.

The word Mauri is supposed to have been derived from the Arabic word muṣāρi, "blacks." (See Smith's Dict. of Greek and Roman Geography, MAURETANIA.)

MOSES. ARABIC MISHū (ميشوع).- Heb. MOSES. According to Muhammadanism, he is one of the six great prophets who founded dispensations, and to whom the Taurāti was revealed. His special title, or kalimat, is KALIMU'Ullāh, "One who conversed with God." A lengthy account is given of his intercourse with Pharaoh and his dealings with the Children of Israel in the Qur'an, which we take from Mr. Lane's Selections, together with the remarks of the Jallān, al-Baṣrī, and other commentators, in注解. (Stanley Lane-Poole's Matsir ed. of Lane's Selections, p. 97.)

"We will rehearse unto thee the history of Moses and Pharaoh with truth, the tale of a people who believe. Verily Pharaoh exalted himself in the land of Egypt, and divided its inhabitants into parties to enrage him. He regarded weak one class of them, namely the children of Israel, slaughtering their male children, and preserving alive their females, because one of the diviners said unto him, A child will be born among the children of Israel, who will be the means of the loss of thy kingdom; for he was one of the corrupt doers. And We said, be gracious unto those who had been deemed weak in the land, and make them models of religion, and to make them the heirs of the possession of Pharaoh, and to establish them in the land of Egypt, and in Syria, and to show Pharaoh and Hamân and their forces what they feared from them. And We said, by revelation, unto the mother of Moses, the child above-mentioned, of whose birth none knew save his sister, Suckle him; and when thou fearest for him cast him in the river Nile, and fear not his being drowned, nor mourn for his separation; for We will restore him unto thee, and will make him one of the apostles. So she suckled him three months, during which he wept not; and then she feared for him, wherefore she put him into an ark pitched within and furnished with a bed for him, and she closed it and cast it in the river Nile by night. And the family of Pharaoh lighted upon him in the ark on the morrow of that night; so they put it before him, and it was opened, and Moses was taken forth from it, sucking milk from his thumb: that he might be unto them eventually an enemy and an affliction; for Pharaoh and Hamân (his Wezer) and their forces were sinners; wherefore they were punished by his hand. And the wife of Pharaoh said, when he and his servants had proposed to kill him, He is delight of the eye unto me and unto my see: do not ye kill him: perhaps adventure he may be serviceable unto us, or we may adopt him as a son. And they conspired with her desire; and they knew not the consequence.

And the heart of the mother of Moses, when she knew of his having been lighted upon, became disquieted; and she had almost made him known to her son, but We fortified her heart with patience, that she might be one of the believers in Our promise. And she said unto his sister Maryam (Mary), Trace him that thou nayest know his case. And she watched him from a distance, while they knew not that she was his sister, and that she was watching him. And We forbade him the breasts, preventing him from taking the breast of any nurse except his mother, at her restoration from his hand; so his sister said, Shall I direct you unto the people of a house who will nurse him for you, and who will be faithful unto him? And her offer was accepted; therefore she brought his mother, and he took her breast: so she returned with him to
Moses; wherefore he departed unto Pharaoh and acquainted him therewith, and Pharaoh commanded the executioners to slay Moses, and they betook themselves to seek him. But one who was a believer, of the family of Pharaoh, came from the farthest part of the city, running by a way that was nearer than the way by which they had come: he said, O Moses, verily the chiefs of the people of Pharaoh are consulting respecting thee, to slay thee; therefore go forth from the city: verily I am unto thee one of the adherents. So he went forth from it in fear, watching in fear of pursuer, or for the aid of God. He said, O my Lord, deliver me from the unjust people of Pharaoh!

And when he was journeying towards Medyn, which is the city of Sho'eyb (Shurayh), eight days journey from Misr (named after Medyn [Madyan] the son of Abraham), and he knew not the way unto it, he said, Peradventure my Lord will direct me unto the right way, or the middle way. And God sent unto him an angel, having in his hand a short spear; and he went with him thither. And when he came unto the water (or well) of Medyn, he found at it a company of men watering their animals; and he found besides them two women keeping away their sheep from the water. He said unto them (namely the two women), What is the matter with you that ye water not? They answered, We shall not water until the pastors shall have driven away their animals; and our father is a very old man, who cannot water the sheep. And he watered for them from another well near unto them, from which he lifted a stone that none could lift but ten persons. Then he retired to the shade of an Egyptian thorn-tree on account of the violence of the heat of the sun: and he was hungry, and he said, O my Lord, verily I am in need of the good provision which Thou shalt send down unto me. And the two women returned unto their father in less time than they were accustomed to do: so he asked them the reason thereof; and they informed him of the person who had watered for them; whereupon he said unto one of them, Call him unto me.

And one of them came unto him, walking bashfully, with the sleeve of her shift over her face, by reason of her abashment at him: she said, My father calleth thee, that he may recompense thee with the reward of thy having watered for us. And he assented to her call, disliking in a mind the receiving of the reward: but it seemedeth that she intended the compensation if he were of such as desired it. And she walked before him; and the wind blew her garment, and her legs were discovered: so he said unto her, Walk behind me and direct me in the way. And she did so, until she came unto her father, who was Sho'eyb, on whom be peace; and with him was prepared a supper. He said unto him, Sit and sup. But he replied, I fear lest it be a compensation for my having watered for them, and we are a family who seek not a compensation for doing good. He said, Nay, it is my custom and hath been the custom of my fathers to entertain the guest and to give food. So he ate; and acquainted

her house, as God hath said. And We restored him to his mother, that her eye might be cheerful and that she might not grieve, and that she might know that the promise of God to restore him unto her was true: but the greater number of them (that is, of mankind) know not this. And it appeared not that this was his sister and this his mother; and he remembered with her until she had weaned him; and her hire was paid her, for every day a deenar, which she took because it was the wealth of a hostile person. She then brought him unto Pharaoh, and he was brought up in his abode, as God hath related of him in the Chapter of the Poets (Sūrah xxvi. 17), where Pharaoh said unto Moses, Have we not brought thee up among us a child, and hast thou not dwelt among us thirty years of thy life? And when he had attained his age of strength (thirty years or their and three), and had become of full age (forty years), We bestowed on him wisdom and knowledge in religion, before he was sent as a prophet; and thus do We reward the well-doers. And he entered the city of Pharaoh, which was Mēna [Memphis], after he had been absent from him a while, at a time when its inhabitants were in adversity, at the hour of the noon-sleep, and he found therein two men fighting; this being of his party (namely an Israelite), and this of his enemies, an Egyptian, who was compelling the Israelite to carry firewood to the kitchen of Pharaoh without pay: and he who was of his party begged him to aid him against him who was of his enemies. So Moses said unto the latter, Let him go. And it is said that he replied to Moses, I have a mind to put the burden on thee. And Moses struck him with his fist, and killed him. But he intended not to kill him; and he buried him in the sand. He said, This is of the work of the devil, who hath excited my anger; for he is an enemy unto the son of Adam, a manifest misleader of him. He said, in repentance, O my Lord, verily I have acted injuriously unto my own soul by slaying him; therefore forgive me. So he forgave him: for he is the Very Forbearing, the Merciful. He said, O my Lord, by the favours with which Thou hast favoured me, defend me, and I will by no means be an assistant to the sinners. And the next morning he was afraid in the city, watching for what might happen unto him on account of the slain man; and lo, he who had begged his assistance the day before was crying out to him for aid against another Egyptian. Moses said unto him, Verily thou art a person manifestly in error, because of that which thou hast done yesterday and to-day. But when he was about to lay violent hands upon him who was an enemy unto them both (namely unto Moses and him who begged his aid), the latter said, Tapping upon his ear would he lift violent hands upon him; because of that which he had said unto him, O Moses, dost thou desire to kill me, as thou killedst a soul yesterday? Thou desiredst not aught but to be an oppressor in the land, and thou desiredst not to be [one] of the reconcilers. And the Egyptian heard that: so he knew that the killer was...
him with his case. And when he had come unto him, and had related to him the story of his having killed the Egyptian and their intention to kill him and his fear of Pharaoh, he replied, Fear not: thou hast escaped from the unjust people. (For Pharaoh had no dominion over Medyon.) One of them (namely of the women) said (and she was the one who had been sent), O my father, hire him to tend our sheep in our stead; for the best whom thou canst hire is the strong, the trusty worshiper. So he asked her respecting him, and she acquainted him with what had been above related, his lifting up the stone of the well, and his saying unto her, Walk behind me; and moreover, that when she had come unto him, and he knew of her presence, he hung down his head and raised it not. He therefore said, Verily I desire to marry thee unto one of these two daughters, on the condition that thou shalt be a hired servant to me, to tend my sheep, eight years; and if thou fulfill ten years, it shall be of thine own will; and I desire not the certainty upon this. as a condition the ten years: thou shalt find me, if God, please, one of the just, who are faithful to their covenants. He replied, This be the covenant between me and thee; which ever of the two terms I fulfill, there shall be no injustice against me by demanding an addition thereto; and God is witness of what we say. And the marriage-contract was concluded according to this; and Sho’eyb ordered his daughter to give unto Moses a rod wherewith to drive away the wild beasts from his sheep; and the rods of the prophets were in his possession; and the rod of Adam, of the myrtle of paradise, fell into her hand; and Moses took it, with the knowledge of Sho’eyb. (Surah xxviii. 21-28.)

Nay! Hath the history of Moses been related to thee? when he saw fire, during his journey from Medyon on his way to Egypt, and said unto his family, or his wife, Tarry ye here; for I have seen fire: perhaps I may bring you a brand from it, or find at the fire a guide to direct me in the way. For he had missed the way in consequence of the darkness of the night. And when he came unto it (and it was a bramble bush), he was called to by a voice saying, O Moses, verily I am thy Lord; therefore pull off thy shoes; for thou art in the holy valley of Tuwa. And I have chosen thee from among thy people; wherefore hearken attentively unto that which is revealed unto thee by Me. Verily I am God: there is no Deity except Me; therefore worship Me, and perform prayer in remembrance of Me. Verily the hour is coming: I will manifest it unto mankind, and its nearness shall appear unto them by its signs, that every soul may be re-compensed therein for its good and evil work: therefore let not him who believeth not in it, and followeth his lust, hinder thee from believing in it, lest thou perish. And what is the right of Pharaoh’s daughter? she hath answered, It is my rod, whereon I lean and wherewith I beat down leaves for my sheep that they may eat them; and I have other uses for it, as the carrying of provision and the water-skim, and the driving away of reptiles. He said, Cast it down, O Moses. So he cast it down; and lo, it was a serpent running along. God said, Take it, and fear it not: we will restore it to its former state. And he put his hand into its mouth: whereas it became again a rod. And God said, And put thy right hand to thy left arm-prot, and take it forth: it shall come forth white, without evil.(that is without leprosy; shining like the rays of the sun, dazzling the sight,) as another sign, that We may show thee the greatest of our signs of thine apostleship. (And when he desired to restore his hand to its first state, he put it as before described, and drew it forth.) Go as an apostle unto Pharaoh and those who are with him; for he hath acted with exceeding impiety by opposing the selfsame divinity.—Moses said, O my Lord, dilute my bosom, that it may bear the message, and make my affair easy unto me, and loose the knot of my tongue (this had arisen from his having been burned in his mouth by a live coal when he was a child) that may understand my speech when I deliver the message. And appoint unto me a Wezeer of my family, namely Aaron [Haroon] my brother. Strengthen my back by him, and make him a colleague in my affair, that we may glorify Thee much, and remember Thee much; for Thou knowest us.

"God replied, Thou hast obtained thy petition, O Moses, and We have been gracious unto thee another time: forasmuch as We revealed unto thy mother what was revealed, when she gave birth to thee and feared that Pharaoh would kill thee among the others that were born, saying, Cast him into the ark, and then cast him, in the ark, into the river Nife, and the river shall throw him on the shore; then an enemy unto Me and an enemy unto him (namely Pharaoh) shall take him. And I bestowed on thee, after he had taken thee, love from Me, that thou mightest be loved by men, so that Pharaoh and all that saw thee loved thee; and that thou mightest be bred up in Mine eye. Also forasmuch as thy sister Maryam went that she might learn what became of thee, after they had brought nurses and thou hadst refused to take the breast of any one of them, and she said, Shall I direct you unto one who will nurse him? (whereupon her proposal was accepted, and she brought his mother); so We restored thee to thy mother, that her eyes might becheerful and that she might not grieve. And thou soonest a soul, namely the Capt in Egypt, and wast sorry for his slath ter on account of Pharaoh, and We delivered thee from sorrow; and We tried thee with other trial, and delivered thee from it. And thou stayest ten years among the people of Medyon, after thou hadst co. e. ther from Egypt, at the abode of Sho’eyb his prophet, and he married thee to his daughter. Then thou camest according to My decree, as to the time of thy abode there with the women of the age of forty years, O Moses; and I have chosen thee for Myself. Go thou and thy brother unto the people, with My nine signs, and cease ye not to remember Me. Go ye
unto Pharaoh: for he hath acted with exceed-
ing impiety, by arrogating to himself divinity, and speak unto him with gentle speech, ex-
horting him to relinquish that conduct: that per-
adventure he will consider, or will fear God, and repent. (The [mere] hope with respect to the two [result is expressed] because of God's knowledge that he would not repent.)(2) They re-
plied, O our Lord, verily we fear that he may be precipitately violent against us, hastening
to punish us, or that he may act with exceed-
ing injustice towards us. He said, Fear ye not;
for I am with you: I will hear and will see.
Therefore go ye unto him, and say, Verily we are the apostles of thy Lord: therefore send
with us the children of Israel unto Syr(a), and do not afflict them, but cease to employ them
in thy difficult works, such as digging and building, and carrying the heavy loads. We have come unto thee with a sign from thy Lord, an evident sign, corroborating our
apostles: and peace be on him who followeth the right direction:—that is, he shall be secure from punishment. Verily it hath been revealed unto us that punishment
[shall be inflicted] upon him who chargeth with falsehood that wherewith we have come,
and turneth away from it. (Sûrah xx. 8-60.)

"Then We sent after them, namely the
apostles before mentioned [who were Sho'eyb
and his predecessors], Moses, with Our signs
unto Pharaoh and his nobles, and they acted
unjustly with respect to them, disbelieving in
the signs: but see what was the end of the
corrupt doers. And Moses said, O Pharaoh,
verily I am an apostle from the Lord of the
world unto thee. But he charged him with false-
hood: so he said, I am right not to say of God
anch square but the truth. I have come unto you
with a proof from your Lord: therefore send
with me to Syr(a) the children of Israel.—
Pharaoh said unto him, If thou hast come with
a sign confirmatory of thy pretension, produce
it, if thou be of those who speak
truth. So he brought forth skins [of the serpents]; it
was a manifest serpent. And he drew forth
his hand from his bosom; and lo, it was white
and radiant unto the beholders. The nobles
of the people of Pharaoh said, Verily this is
a knowing enchanter: he desireth to expel
you from your land. What then do ye com-
mand?—They answered, Put off for a time
him and his brother, and send unto the cities
collectors [of the inhabitants], that they may
bring unto thee every knowing enchanter.
And the enchanter came unto Pharaoh.
They said, Shall we surely have a reward if we
be the party who overcome? He an-
swered, Yea; and verily ye shall be of those
who are admitted near unto my person.
They said, O Moses, either do thou cast
down thy rod, or we will cast down what we have
with us. He replied, Cast ye. And when they
cast down their cords and their rods, they
enchanted the eyes of the men, diverting them
from the true perception of them; and they terri-
fied them: for they imagined them to be ser-
pents running; and they fell upon their knees.
And We spake by revelation unto Moses, [saying:] Cast down thy rod.

And lo, it swallowed up what they had
caused to appear changed. So the truth
was confirmed, and that which they had
ruftght became vain; and they were over-
come there, and were rendered contemptible.
And the enchanter cast themselves down
prostrate: they said, We believe in the Lord
of the worlds, the Lord of Moses and Aaron.
Pharaoh said, Have ye believed in Him before I have given you permi-
sion? Verily this is a plot that ye have
contrived in the city, that ye may cause its
inhabitants to go forth from it. But ye shall
know what shall happen unto you at my hand.
I will assuredly cut off your hands and your
feet on the opposite sides—the right hand of
each and his left foot: then I will crucify you
all.—They replied, Verily unto our Lord
shall we return, after our death, of whatever
kind it be: and thou dost not take vengeance
on us but because of wrong-doing in the affairs
of our Lord when they came unto us. O our
Lord, pour upon us patience, and cause us to
die Muslims! (Sûrah vii. 101-123.)

"And Pharaoh said, Let me alone that I
can kill Moses, (for he had diverted him
from killing him,) and let him call upon his
Lord to defend him from me. Verily I fear
lest he change your religion, and prevent your
worshiping me, or that he may cause cor-
ruption to appear in the earth (that is,
slaughter, and other offences).—And Moses said
unto his people, having heard this, Verily, I
have recourse for defence unto my Lord
and your Lord from every proud person who
never in the day of account. And a man who was a believer, of the family
of Pharaoh (it is said that he was the son of his
paternal uncle,) who concealed his faith, said,
Will ye kill a man because he saith, My Lord
is God,—when he hath come unto you with
evident proofs from your Lord? And if he
be a liar, on him [will be] the evil consequence
of his lies; but if he be a speaker of truth,
then him shall I rejoice in the punishment with which
he threateneth you will befall you speedily. Verily
God directeth not him who is a transgressor,
or polytheist, [and] a liar. O my people, ye
have the dominion to-day, being overcomers
in the land of Egypt; but who will defend us
from the punishment of God if ye kill his
favourite servants, if it come unto us?—Pha-
raho said, I will not advise you to do [sought]
save what I see to be advisable, which is, to
kill Moses; and I will not direct you save into
the right way. And he who had believed
said, O my people, verify I fear for you the
like of the day of the confederates, the like of
the condition of the people of Noah and 'A'd
and Thamoud and those who have lived
after them: and God will inflict not injustice
unto His servants. And, O my people, verify
I fear for you the day of reckoning (the
day of resurrection, when the people of Par-
dise and those of Hell shall often call one to
another). On the day when ye shall turn
back from the place of reckoning unto hell, ye
shall have no protector against God. And
he whom God shall cause to perish, there is
no director. Moreover, Joseph (who was
Joseph the son of Jacob, according to one opinion, and who lived unto the time of Moses; and Joseph the son of Abraham, the son of Joseph the son of Jacob, according to another opinion) came unto you before Moses, with evident miraculous proofs; but ye ceased not to be on their side after that shepherds with her came unto you, until, when he died, ye said without proof God will by no means send an apostle after him. Thus God causeth to err him who is a transgressor, or polytheist, [and] a sceptic. They who dispute respecting the signs of God, without any convincing proof having come unto them, their disputing is very hateful with God and with those who have believed. Thus God sealeth every heart (or the whole heart) of a proud contumacious person.

And Pharaoh said, O Hamsen, build for me a tower, that I may reach the avenues, the avenues of the heavens, and ascend unto the God of Moses; but verily I think him, namely Moses, a liar in his assertion that he hath any god but myself. And thus the wickedness of his deed was made to seem cometh unto Pharaoh, and he was turned away from the path of rectitude; and the artifice of Pharaoh [ended] not save in loss. And he who had believed said, O my people, follow me: I will direct you into the right way. O my people, this present life is only a temporary enjoyment; but the world to come is the mansion of firm continuance. Whosoever doeth evil, he shall not be recompensed save with the like of it; and whosoever doeth good, whether male or female, and is a believer, those shall enter Paradise; they shall be provided for therein without reckoning. And, O my people, how is it that I invite you unto salvation, and ye invite me unto the Fire? Ye invite me to deny God, and to associate with Him that of which I have no knowledge; but I invite you unto the Mighty, the Very Forgiving. [There is] no doubt but that the false gods to the worship of which ye invite me are not to be invoked in this world, nor in the world to come, and that our return [shall be] unto God, and that the transgressors shall be the companions of the Fire. And ye shall remember, when ye see the punishment, what I say unto you; and I commit my case unto God; for God seeth His servants.—This he said when they threatened him for opposing their religion. Therefore God preserved him from the evils which they had artfully devised (namely slaughter); and a most evil punishment encompassed the people of Pharaoh, with Pharaoh himself (namely the drowning); then they shall be exposed to the Fire morning and evening; and on the day when the hour [of judgment] shall be said unto the angels. Introduce the people of Pharaoh into the most severe punishment. (Sûrah xl. 27-49.)

"And the nobles of the people of Pharaoh said unto him, Will thou let Moses and his people go that they may serve God in the land which thou knowest? Let them alone, lest they minister to thee and thy gods. (For he had made for them little idols for them to worship, and he said, I am your Lord and their Lord; and therefore he said, I am your Lord the Most High.)" He answered, We will slaughter their male children and will suffer their females to live: and verily we shall prevail over them. And thus they did unto them: therefore the children of Israel complained, and Moses said unto his people, Seek aid of God, and be patient; for the earth belongeth unto God: He causeth whomsoever He will of His servants to inherit it; and the prosperous end is for those who fear God. They replied, We have been afflicted before thou camest unto us and since thou hast come unto us. He said, Perhaps your Lord will destroy your enemy and cause you to succeed [him] in the earth, and He will see how ye will act therein. And we had punished the family of Pharaoh with deserts and with sorety of fruits, that they might be admonished and might believe. But when good betided them, they said, This is ours:—that is, we deserve it;—and they were not grateful for it; and if evil betided them, they ascribed it to the ill luck of Moses and those believers who were with him. Nay, their ill-luck was only with God, He brought it upon them: but the greater number of them know not this. And they said unto Moses, Whatever sign thou bring unto us, to enchant us therewith, we will not believe in thee. So he uttered an imprecation upon them: and we sent upon them the flood, which entered their houses and reached to the throats of the persons sitting, seven days, and the locusts, which ate their corn and their fruits, and the kummel, or grubs, or a kind of tick, which rought after what the locusts had left, and the frogs, which filled their houses and their food, and the blood in their waters: distinct signs: but they were proud, refusing to believe in them, and were a wicked people. And when the punishment fell upon them, they said, O Moses, supplicate for us thy Lord, according to that which He hath contracted with thee, namely, that He will withdraw from us the punishment if we believe: verily, if thou remove from us the punishment, we will assuredly believe thee, and we will assuredly send with thee the children of Israel. But when We removed from them the punishment until a period at which they should arrive, lo, they brake their promise. Wherefore we took vengeance on them, and drowned them in the sea, because they charged our signs with falsehood and were hearers of the lie. And We caused the people who had been rendered weak, by being enslaved, to inherit the eastern parts of the earth and its western parts, which we blessed with water and trees, (namely Syria); and the great word of thy Lord was fulfilled for the children of Israel, because they had been patient; and We destroyed the structures which Pharaoh and his people had built and what they had erected." (Sûrah vii. 134—139.)

"We brought the children of Israel across the sea, and Pharaoh and his troops pursued them with violence and hostility, until, when drowning overtook him, he said, I believe
that there is no deity but He in whom the children of Israel believe, and I am one of the Muslims. But Gabriel thrust into his mouth some of the nectar of the sea, lest mercy should be granted him, and said, Now thou believest, and thou hast been rebellious hitherto, and wast [one] of the corrupters. But to-day we will raise thee with thy lifeless body from the sea, that thou mayest be a sign unto those who shall come after thee. (It is related, on the authority of Ibn-Abbas, that some of the children of Israel doubted his death; wherefore he was brought forth to them that they might see him.) But verily many men are heedless of Our signs. (Surah x. 90–92.)

And We brought the children of Israel across the sea: and they came unto a people who gave themselves up to the worship of idols belonging to them: [whereupon they said, O Moses, make for us a god (an idol for us to worship), like as they have gods. He replied, Verily ye are a people who are ignorant, since ye have rejected God's favour towards you with that which ye have said: for that [religion] in which these are [occupied shall be] destroyed, and vain is that which they do. He said, Shall I seek for you any other deity than God, when He hath preferred you above the peoples of your time. (Surah vii. 134–136.)

And We caused the thin clouds to shade you from the heat of the sun in the desert, and caused the manna, and the quails to descend upon you, and said, Eat of the good things which We have given you for food, and store not up:—But they were ungrateful for the benefit, and stored up:—wherefore it was cut off from them. And they injured not Us thereby: but they did injure their own soul.” (Surah ii. 54.)

“Remember, O children of Israel, when ye said, O Moses, we will not bear patiently the having one kind of food, the manna and the quails; therefore supplicate for us thy Lord, that He may produce for us somewhat of that which the earth bringeth forth, of its herbs and its fruits, and butterflies and its seeds:—he said unto them, Will ye take in exchange that which is worse for that which is better?—But they refused to recede; therefore He supplicated God, and He said, Get ye down into a great city: for ye shall have therein what ye have asked. And the marks of objection and poverty were stamped upon them: so these characteristics necessarily belong to them, even if they are rich, as necessarily as the stamp is begotten of its dies; and they returned with indignation from God. This was because they did disbelieve in the signs of God, and slay the prophets (as Zecchariah and John) unjustly: this was because they rebelled and did transgress.” (Surah ii. 66.)

“And, remember when Moses asked drink for his people, who had become thirsty in the desert, and We said, Strike with thy rod the stone. It was the stone that fled away with his garment: it was light, square, like the head of a man, marble or keelstone.) Accordingly he struck it; and there gushed out from it twelve fountains, according to the number of the tribes, all men (each tribe of them) knowing their drinking-place. And We said unto them, Eat ye and drink of the supply of God, and commit not evil in the earth, acting corruptly. (Surah ii. 57.)

“Remember also when We obtained your bond that ye would do according to that which is contained in the Law, and had lifted up over you the mountain, namely Mount Sinai, pulled it up by the roots and raised it over you when ye had refused to accept the Law. And We said, Receive that which We have given you, with resolution, and remember that which is contained in it, to do according thereto: peradventure ye will fear the Fire, or acts of disobedience. Then ye turned back after that; and had it not been for the grace of God towards you and His mercy, ye had certainly been of those who perish. And ye know those of you who transgressed on the Sabbath, by catching fish, when We had forbidden them to do so, and they were the people of Noah, and We said unto them, Be ye apes, driven away from the society of men. Thence they became such, and they perished after three days. And We made it (namely that punishment) an example unto those who were contemporary with them and those who came after them, and a warning to the pious. (Surah ii. 60–62.)

“And We appointed unto Moses thirty nights, at the expiration of which We would speak to him, on the condition of his fasting during them; and they were [the nights of the month of] Dhul-Kadah; and he fasted during them: but when they were ended, he disliked the smell of his breath; so he used a tooth-stick; whereupon God commanded him to fast ten other nights; that He might speak to him with the odour of his breath, as He whose name be exalted hath said, and We completed them by adding ten nights of Dhul-Hijjah: so the stated time of his Lord was completed, forty nights. And Moses said unto his brother Aaron, at his departure to the mountain for the private instruction: Be thou to the people among my people, and act rightly, and follow not the way of the corrupt doers by agreeing with them in acts of disobedience. And when Moses came at Our appointed time, and his Lord spoke unto him without an intermedlary, he said, O my Lord, show me Thyself, that I may see Thee. He replied, Thou shalt not see Me: but look at the mountain, which is stranger than thou; and if it remain firm in its place, then shalt thou see Me. And when his Lord displayed Himself to the mountain (that is, when there appeared, of His light, half of the tip of His little finger, as related in a tradition which El-Hadrath hath verified), He reduced it to powder, levelling it even with the ground around it; and Moses fell down thereon a swoon. And when he recovered, he said, Exceedle be Thy perfection! I turn unto Thee repeating, and I am the first of the believers in my time.—God said unto him, O Moses, I have chosen thee above the people of thy time by honouring thee, by My commissions and by My speaking un-
thou; therefore receive what I have given thee, and be of those who are grateful. And We wrote for them the tables of the Law (which were of the olive-tree of Paradise, or of chrysolyte, or of emerald; in number seven, or ten), an admonition concerning every requisite matter of religion, and a distinct explanation of everything; and said, Therefore receive it with thanksgiving, and be of the witnesses of mankind, to act according to the most excellent precepts thereof. (Sūrah vii. 138–142.)

"And the people of Moses, after it (that is, after his departure for the private collection), made of their ornaments (which they had borrowed of the people of Pharaoh), a corporeal calf which Es-Sāmīrē cast for them, and which loved; for he had the faculty of doing so in consequence of their having put into its mouth some dust taken from beneath the hoof of the horse of Gabriel; and they took it on a god. Did they not see that it spake not to them, nor directed them in the way? They took it as a god, and were offenders. But when they repented, and saw that they had erred, which was after the return of Moses, they said, Verily if our Lord do not have mercy upon us and forgive us, we shall assuredly be of those who perish. (Sūrah vii. 146–148.)

"And Moses returned unto his people enraged against them, exceedingly sorrowful. He said, O my people, did not your Lord promise you a good true promise, that He would give you the land? But did the time of my absence seem tedious to you, or did ye desire that indignation from your Lord should befall you, and therefore did ye break your promise to me, and obstinate from coming after me?—They answered, We did not break our promise to thee of our own authority; but we were made to carry loads of the ornaments of the people of Pharaoh (which the children of Israel had borrowed of them under pretence of [requiring them for] a wedding, and which remained in their possession), and we cast them into the fire, by order of Es-Sāmīrē, and in the manner also Es-Sāmīrē cast their ornaments which he had, and some of the dust which he had taken from the traces of the hoof of the horse of Gabriel; and he produced unto them a corporeal calf, of flesh and blood, which looked, by reason of the dust, the property of which is to give life to that into which it is put; and he had put it, after he had moulded the calf, into its mouth. And they (namely Es-Sāmīrē and his followers) said, This is your god, and the god of Moses; but he hath forgotten his lord here, and gone to seek him. God saith, But did they not see that it returned them not an answer, nor was able to cause them hurt or profit? And Aaron had said unto them, before the return of Moses, O my people, ye are only tricked by it:—Verily your Lord is the Compassionate; therefore follow me, by worshipping Him, and obey my command. They replied, We will by no means cease to be devoted to the worship of it until Moses return unto us. Moses said after his return, O Aaron, hinder them, when thou sawest that they had gone astray, from following me? Hast thou then been disobedient to my command by remaining among them who worshipped another calf?—He answered, O my mother, seize me not by my beard (for he had taken hold of his beard with his left hand), nor by [the hair of] my head (for he had taken hold of his hair with his right hand, in anger). Verily I feared lest if I followed them (for you should have confirmed the foolishness of the calf would inevitably have followed me) thou shouldst say, Thou hast made a division among the children of Israel, and hast not waited for my sentence. Moses said, And what was thy motive for doing as thou hast, O Sāmīrē? He answered, I saw that which they saw not; therefore I took a handful of dust from the foot-marks of the horse of the apostle Gabriel, and cast it into the molten calf; and thus my soul allured me to take a handful of that dust above-mentioned, and to cast it upon that which had no life, that it might have life; and I saw that thy people had demanded of thee that thou wouldst make them a god; so my soul suggested to me that this calf should be their god. Moses said unto him, Then get thee gone from among us, and [the punishment] for thee during the period of thy life [shall be], that thou shalt say unto whosoever thou shalt see, Touch me not:—so he used to wander about the desert, and when he touched anyone, or anyone touched him, they both became affected with a burning fever; and verily for thee is a threat which thou shalt by no means find to be false. And look at thy god, to the worship of which thou hast continued devoted. We will assuredly burn it: then we will assuredly reduce it to powder and scatter it in the sea. (And Moses, after he had slaughtered it, did this.) Your deity is God only, except whom there is no deity. He comprehendeth all things by His knowledge. Thus, O Mohammad, do We relate unto thee these accounts of what hath happened heretofore; and We have given thee, from Us, an admonition; namely the Kor-an. (Sūrah xx. 88–90.)

"And they were made to drink down the calf into their hearts (that is, the love of mingling with their hearts as drink mingled,) because of their unbelief. (Sūrah ii. 5.)

"Remember, O children of Israel, when Moses said unto his people who worshipped the calf, O my people, ye have injured your own souls by your taking to yourselves the calf as a god; therefore turn with repentance unto your Creator from the worship of it, and slay one another: (that is, let the innocent among you stay the criminal;) this will be best for you in the estimation of your Creator. And he aided you to do that, sending upon you a black cloud, lest one of you should see another, and that their comptas on him, and there were slain of you about seventy thousand. And thereupon He became propitious towards you, accepting your repentance; for He is the Very Propitious, the Merciful. (Sūrah li. 51.)

"Remember, also, O children of Israel, when Moses went forth with Moses to beg pardon of God for your worship of the calf, and having heard his words, O Moses, we
will not believe thee until we see God manifestly:—whereupon the vehement sound assailed them, and ye died, while ye beheld what happened to you. Then We raised you to life after ye had been dead, that peradventure ye might give thanks. (Sūrah ii. 52, 53.)

"And Moses chose from his people seventy men, of those who had not worshipped the calf; by the HAND of God, at the time appointed by Us, for their coming to ask pardon for their companions' worship of the calf; and he went forth with them; and when the convulsion (the violent earthquake) took them away (because, saith Idr-Abbas, they did not separate themselves from their people when the latter worshipped the calf), Moses said, O my Lord, if Thou hast pleased, Thou hast destroyed them before my going forth with them, that the children of Israel might have beheld it and might not suspect me; and me [also]. Wilt Thou destroy us for that which the foolish among us have done? It is naught but Thy trial: Thou wilt cause to err thereby whom Thou pleasest, and Thou wilt rightly guide whom Thou pleasest. Thou art our guardian; and do Thou forgive us and have mercy upon us; for Thou art the best of those who forgive and appoint for us in this world what is good, and in the world to come; for unto Thee have we turned with repentance.—God replied, I will afflict with My punishment whom I please, and My mercy extendeth over everything in the world; and I will appoint it, in the world to come, for those who fear and give the legal alms, and those who believe on Our signs, who shall follow the apostle, the illiterate prophet, Mohammad, whom they shall find written down with them, in the Pentateuch and the Gospel, by his name and his description. He will command them that which is right, and forbid them that which is evil; and will allow them as lawful the good things among those forbidden in their law, and prohibit them the impure, as carrion and other things, and will take off from them the burden and the yokes that were upon them, as the slaying of a soul [for an atonement] in repentance, and the cutting off of the mark left by impurity. And those who shall believe in him and honour him and assist him and follow the light which shall be sent down with him, namely the Kur-ān, these shall be the prosperous. (Sūrah vii. 154-156.)

"And remember when Moses said unto his people, O my people, remember the favour of God towards you, since He hath appointed prophets from among you, and made you princes (masters of servants and other attendants), and given you what He hath not given any [other] of the peoples (as the munna and the quails and other things). O my people, enter the Holy Land which God hath decreed for you (namely Syria), and turn not back, lest ye turn losers.—They replied, O Moses, verily there is in it a gigantic people, of the remains of the tribe of 'Id, and we will not enter it until they go forth from it, but if they go forth from it, then we will enter. The Koran reproved two men, of those who feared to disobey God, namely Joshua and Caleb, of the chiefs whom Moses sent to discover the circumstances of the giants, and upon whom God had conferred favour, and who had concealed what they had seen of the state of the giants, excepting from Moses, wherefore the other chiefs became cowardly, saith unto them, Enter ye upon them through the gate of the city, and fear them not; for they are bodies without hearts; and when ye enter it, ye overcome; and upon God place your dependence, if ye be believers. —But they said, O Moses, we will never enter it while they remain therein. Therefore go thou and thy Lord, and fight: for we remain here. —Then Moses said, O my Lord, verily I am not master of any but myself and my brother: therefore distinguish between us and the unrighteous people.—God replied, Verily it (namely the Holy Land) shall be forbidden them forty years; they shall wander in perplexity in the land; and be not thou solicitous for the unrighteous people.—The land through which they wandered was only nine leagues in extent. They used to journey during the night with diligence; but in the morning they found themselves in the place whence they had set forth; and they journeyed during the day in like manner. Thus they did until all of them had become extinct, excepting those who had not attained the age of twenty years; and it is said that they were six hundred thousand. Aaron and Moses died in the desert; and mercy was their lot: but punishment was the lot of those. And Moses begg'd his Lord, when he was about to die, that He would bring him as near as a stone's throw to the Holy Land; wherefore He said: And Joshua was made a prophet after the forty [years], and he gave orders to fight against the giants. So he went with those who were with him, and fought against them: and it was Friday; and the sun stood still for him awhile, until he had made an end of fighting against them. (Sūrah v. 23-26.)"
know that God had destroyed before him, of the generations, those that were mightier than he in strength, and who had amassed more abundance of wealth? And the wicked shall not be asked respecting their sins, because they knew them: therefore they shall be sent into the Fire, without a reckoning. And Kayroon went forth unto his people in his pomp, with his many dependants mounted, adorned with garments of gold and silk, upon decked horses and mules. Those who desired the present life said, O would that we had the like of that which hath been bestowed on Kayroon in this world! Verily he is possessed of great good fortune!—But those unto whom knowledge of what God hath promised in the world to come had been given, said unto them, Woe to you! The reward of God in the world to come (which is Paradise) is better for him who believeth and worketh righteousness than that which hath been bestowed on Kayroon in the present world; and none shall receive it but the patients in the service of God. And we caused the earth to cleave asunder and swallow up him and his mansion, and he had no forces to defend him, in the place of God, nor was he of the [number of the] saved. And the next morning, those who had wished for his place the day before said, Aha! God en largeth provision unto whom He pleaseth of His servants, and is sparing of it unto whom He pleaseth! Had not God been gracious unto us, He had caused [the earth] to cleave asunder and swallow up us! Aha! the un graciously for His benefits do not prosper! (Surah xxviii. 76-82.)

"Remember, when Moses said unto his people (when one of them had been slain, whose murderer was not known, and they asked him to beg God that He would discover him to them, wherefore he supplicated Him), Verily God commandeth you to sacrifice a cow. They said, Doth thou make a jest of us? He said, I beg God to preserve me from being one of the foolish. So when they knew that he decidedly intended what he had ordered, they said, Supplicate for us thy Lord, that He may manifest to us what she is; for she is of age. Moses replied, He saith, She is a cow neither old nor young; but of a middle age, between those two: therefore do as ye are commanded. They said, Supplicate for us thy Lord, that He may manifest to us what she is, whether she be a pasturing or a working cow; for cows of the description mentioned are to us like one another; and we, if God please, shall indeed be rightly directed to her. (In a tradition it is said, Had they not said, If God please,—she had not ever been manifested to us.) He replied, He saith, She is a cow not subdued in the least, and that plougheth the ground, nor doth she water the field: [she is] free from defects and the marks of work; there is no colour in her different from the rest of her colour. They said, Now thou hast brought the truth. And they sought her, and found her in the possession of the young man who acted piously towards his mother, and they bought her for as much gold as her hide would contain. Then they sacrificed her; but they were near to leaving it undone, on account of the greatness of her price. And in a tradition it is said, Had they sacrificed any cow whatever, He had manifested them: but they acted hardly towards themselves; so God acted hardly towards them.) And when ye slew a soul, and contended together respecting it, (and God brought forth [to light] that which ye did conceal—this is the beginning of the story [and was the occasion of the order to sacrifice this particular cow,) We said, Strike him (that is, the slain person) with part of her. So he was struck with her tongue, or the root of her tail, or, as some say, with her right thigh; whereupon he came to life, and said, Such a one and such a one slew me,—to the two sons of his uncle. And he died. They two [the murderers] were therefore deprived of the inheritance, and were slain. But God raiseth to life the dead, and showeth His signs (the proof of His power), that peradventure ye may understand, and know that He who is able to raise to life one soul is able to raise to life many souls. Then your hearts became hard, O ye Jews, so as not to accept the truth, after that, and they [were] as stones, or more hard: for of stones there are indeed some from which rivers gush forth; and of them there are indeed some that cleave asunder and water issueth from them; and of them there are indeed some that fall down through fear of God; whereas your hearts are not impressed, nor do they grow soft, nor do they become humble. But God is not heedless of that which ye do: He only reserveth you unto your time. (Surah ii. 68-69.)

"Remember when Moses said to his young man Joshua the son of Nun, who served him and acquired knowledge from him, I will not cease to go forward until I reach the place where the two seas (the Sea of Greece and the Sea of Persia) meet, or travel for a long space of time. And when they reached the place where they (the two seas) met, they forgot their fish; Joshua forgot to take it up, on their departure; and Moses forgot to remind him; and it made its way in the sea by a hollow passage, God withholding the water from it. And when they had passed beyond that place, and proceeded until the time of the morning-meal on the following day, Moses said unto his young man, Bring us our morning-meal: we have experienced fatigue from this our journey. He replied, What thinkest thou? When we repaired to the rock to rest at that place, I forgot the fish, and none made me forget to mention it but the Devil; and it made its way in the sea in a wonderful manner.—Moses said, That (namely our loss of the fish) is what we were desiring: for it is a sign unto us of our finding Him who we seek. And they returned by the way that they had come, following the footsteps, and came to the rock. And they found one of our servants (namely El-Khidr) unto whom We
had granted mercy from Us (that is, the gift of prophecy in the opinion of some, and the remission of sin according to another opinion, which most of the learned held), and whom We had taught knowledge from Us respecting things unseen. - El-Bukhârî hath related a tradition that Moses performed the office of a preacher among the children of Israel, and he uttered a word which was the most moving of all; to which he answered, I:—whereupon God blamed him for this, because he did not refer the knowledge thereof to Him. And God said unto him by revelation, VERTY I have a servant at the place where the two seas meet, and he is more knowing than thou. Moses said, O my Lord, and how shall I meet with him? He answered, Thou shalt take with thee a fish, and put it into a measuring vessel, and where thou shalt lose the fish, there is he. So he took a fish, and put it into a vessel. Then he departed, and Joshua, the son of Nun, departed with him, until they came to the rock, where they laid down their heads and slept. And the fish became agitated in the vessel, and escaped from it, and fell into the sea, and it made its way in the sea by a hollow passage. God withholding the water from the fish so that it became like a wand over it; and when Moses' companion awoke, he forgot to inform him of the fish. "Moses said unto him (namely El-Khîdr), Shall I follow thee, that thou mayest teach me [part of] that of which thou hast been taught, for a direction unto me? He answered, Verily thou canst not have patience with me. For how canst thou be patient with respect to that whereof thou comprehendest not the knowledge?—He replied, Thou shalt find me, if God please, patient; and I will dis obey any command of thine. He said, Then if thou follow me, ask me not respecting anything: but be patient until I give thee an account thereof. And Moses assented to his condition. And they departed, walking along the shore of the sea, until, when they embarked in the ship that was possessed by him, El-Khîdr, made a hole in it, by pulling out a plank or two planks from it on the outside by means of an axe when it reached the middle of the sea. Moses said unto him, Hast thou made a hole in it that thou mayest drown its people? Thou hast done a grievous thing. (Lest it is related that the water entered not the hole.) He replied, Did I not say that thou couldst not have patience with me? [Moses] said, Chastise me not for my forgetfulness, nor impose on me a difficulty in my case.—And they departed, after they had gone forth from the vessel, walking on, until, when they found a boy who had not attained the age of knowing right and wrong, playing with other children, and he was the most beautiful of them in countenance, and he (El-Khîdr) said unto him, Moses said unto him, Hast thou slain an innocent soul, without his having slain a soul? Thou hast done an iniquitous thing. He replied, Did I not say that thou couldst not have patience with me? [Moses] said, If I ask thee concerning anything after this, let me not accompany thee. Now hast thou received from me an excuse for thy separating thyself from me. And they departed (and proceeded) until, when they came to the people of a city (which was Antioch), they asked food of its people; but they refused to entertain them; and they found therein a wall, the height thereof was a hundred cubits, which was about to fall down; whereupon he (El-Khîdr) set it upright with his hand. Moses said unto him, If thou wouldst, thou mightest have obtained pay for it, since they did not entertain us, notwithstanding our want of food. El-Khîdr said unto him, This shall be a separation between me and thee; but before my separation from thee, I will declare unto thee the interpretation of that of which thou couldst not bear with patience. "As to the vessel, it belonged to ten poor men, who pursued their business on the sea; and I desired to rend it unsound; for there was behind them a king, an unbeliever, who took every sound vessel by force. And as to the boy, his parents were believers, and we feared that he would transgress against them rebelliously and impiously; for, according to a tradition related by Muslim, he was constituted by nature an unbeliever, and had he lived he had so acted; wherefore we desired that their Lord should create for them a better than he in virtue, and [one] more disposed than he to filial piety. And God created for them a daughter, who married a prophet, and gave birth to a prophet, by means of whom God directed a people to the right way. And as to the wall, it belonged to two orphan youths in the city, and beneath it was a treasure buried, of gold and silver, belonging to them; and their father was a righteous man; and thy Lord desired that they should attain their age of strength and take forth their treasure through the mercy of thy Lord. And I did it not (namely what hath been mentioned) of mine own will, but by direction of God. This is the interpretation of that of which thou couldst not bear with patience. (Surah xxviii. 59-81))

The following remarks are taken from Sale's notes of al-Bai'aswi and other commentators:

"There is a tradition that Moses was a very swarthy man; and that when he put his hand into his bosom, and drew it out again, it became extremely white and splendid, surpassing the brightness of the sun. Moses had an impediment in his speech, which was occasioned by the following accident. Pharaoh one day carrying him in his arms when a child, he suddenly laid hold of his beard and plucked it in a very rough manner, which put Pharaoh into such a passion, that he ordered him to be put to death; but A'siyeh, his wife, representing to him that he was but a child, who could not distinguish between a burning coal and a ruby, he ordered the experiment to be made; and a live coal and a ruby being set before Moses, he took the coal and put it into his mouth, and thrust beside it until he was pardoned. This is a Jewish story a little altered.

"It is related that the midwife appointed to attend the Hebrew women, terrified by
light which appeared between the eyes of Moses at his birth, and touched with extraordinary affection for the child, did not discover him to the officers, so that her mother kept him in her house, and nursed him three months; after which it was impossible for her to conceal him any longer, the king then giving orders to make the searches more strictly.

"The commentators say that the mother of Moses made an ark of the papyrus, and pitched it, and put in some cotton; and having laid the child therein, she put it into the river, a branch of which went into Pharaoh's garden: that the stream carried the ark thither into a fishpond, at the head of which Pharaoh was then sitting with his wife Asyeh, the daughter of Muzahm; and that the king, having commanded it to be taken up and opened, and finding in it a beautiful child, took a fancy to it, and ordered it to be brought up. Some writers mention a miraculous preservation of Moses before he was put into the ark; and tell us, that his mother having hid him from Pharaoh's officers in an oven, his sister, in her mother's absence, kindled a large fire in the oven to heat it, not knowing the child was there; but that he was afterwards taken out unhurt."

**MOUSE.** The Muhammadan place of worship, which is called in Arabic masjid (مسجد). The term "mosque" is found in all European languages, and must have been derived from the Arabic form of the word, e.g. Spanish, mezquita; Italian, moschea; German, Moschee; French, mosquée; English, mosque or mask.

For an account of these buildings, see **Masjid**.

**MOTHER.** (1) Kindness towards a mother is enjoined in the Qurán. Súrah xiv. 14: "We have prescribed for man kindness towards his parents. His mother bore him with trouble, and brought him forth with trouble." (2) Mothers cannot be compelled to nurse their children. (3) They are not, without their husband's permission, allowed to move them to a strange place. (Hitdary, vol. i. pp. 386, 390.)

**MOURNING.** The period of mourning for the dead is restricted to three days, during which time the friends and relatives are expected to visit the bereaved family, and offer up prayers for the departed (jáálakah), and speak words of consolation (tawajit). But a widow must observe the custom of mourning for a period of four months and ten days, which period is called šulád. During these periods of mourning, it is the duty of all concerned to abstain from the use of perfumes and ornaments, and to wear soiled garments. Lamentation, buká (Heb. besok), for the dead is strictly forbidden by the Prophet (Mishkát, book v. ch. vii.), but it is nevertheless a common custom in the East, amongst all sects of Muhammadans. (See *Arabian Nights; Lane's Modern Egyptians; Shaw's Travels in Barbary.*)

**MU'AHID (مهايد).** One who enters into covenant (abid) with another. An infidel who is permitted by a Muslim Government to enter its towns and carry on traffic, i.e. a gismi. [ZIMMI.]

**AL-MU'AKKHIR (المخبر).** "The Deferrer." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It does not occur in the Qurán, but is given in the Hadith.

**MU'ALLIM (معلم).** A teacher in a school or mosque. Al-Mu'allim Mu'l-Awwal, "The first teacher," is a term used by philosophers for Aristotle. Amongst the 'ulamá it is used for Adam, who is said to be the first prophet. Mu'allim Mu'l-Muluk, "The teacher of angels," is also used by the 'ulamá for Adam, because it is said in the Qurán, Súrah ii. 31: "O Adam, declare unto them (the angels) their names."

**MU'ANAQAH (عناق).** Embracing, or throwing oneself on the neck of one's friend. A custom especially enjoined by Muhammad. (Mishkát, book xxi. ch. iii. pt. 2.)

**AL-MU'AAQIBAT (المقابلات).** Lit. "The succeeding ones." A title given to the recording angels. [KIRAMU 'L-KATENIN.]

**MU'AWIYAH (معاوية).** The sixth Khalifah, and the founder of the Umayyah dynasty (the Ommiades). He was the son of Abú Sufyán, one of the leading Companions of Muhammad, and became Khalifah on the death of al-Hasan, and is regarded with great hatred by the Shi'ahs. He died a.m. 60. He was the first Khalifah who made the Khalifate hereditary.


These chapters were ordered by Muhammad to be recited after each stated prayer. (Mishkát, book iv. ch. xix. pt. 2.)

**MU'Az IBN JABAL (مهاج بن جميل). One of the most famous of the "Companions." He was of the Banu Khasraj, and was only twenty years of age at the battle of Badr. Being well skilled in the Qurán, he was left at Makkah to instruct the people in the principles of Islam. He was also sent as the head of a band of collectors of taxes to south Arabia, and became Qaṣí of al-Yaman. After Muhammad's death, he became a leading person in the councils of Abú Bakr and 'Omar, and was placed in charge of Syria by the latter Khalifah. He died at Tá'ún Amawás.

**MU'AZZIN (معذن).** The caller of the azán, or "summon to prayer." In small mosques, the azán is given by the Imam, but in the larger ones, an official is specially ap-
pointed for the purpose. When the mosque has a minaret, he calls from the top of it, but in smaller places of worship, from the side of the mosque. The first mu'aggīn was Bīlāl, the son of an Abyssinian slave-girl, and Muhammad is related to have said, "The callers to prayer may expect Paradise, and whoever serves in the office for seven years shall be saved from hell fire." (Masā'id, book iv. ch. vi.) [AZAN.]

MUBĀH (مباح). Lit. "Allowed." A term used in the religious and ceremonial law of Islam for an action which a person may do or let alone, being attended with neither praise nor blame.

MUBARĀT (مبارك). "Mutual discharge." A term used in the law of divorce when a man says to his wife, "I am discharged from the marriage between you and me," and she consents thereto. It is the same as ṣulah.

AL-MUBDĪ (المبدي). "The Producer or Beginner." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It does not occur in the Qur'ān, but the idea is expressed in Sūrah lxxv. 13: "He produces and restores."


MUDABBAR (مداعب). A slave who has received his freedom in consequence of the master's death, in accordance with a previous promise.


AL-MU'DADDASIR (المدادس). Lit. "The Enwrapped." The title of the lxxvth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the first verse of which the word occurs. "O Thou, enwrapped in thy mantle, arise and preach." This is considered by some to be the earliest Sūrah in the Qur'ān, but others think it was the xcivth. [MUHAMMAD.]

MUFARRIHU 'L-AHZAN (مفارِح الحزن). Lit. "The making cheerful under affliction." A term used by pious Muslims for a spirit of resignation in affliction, which, they say, is to be produced by possessing faith with a firm belief in the decrees of fate. (Abdu 'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sīfi Terms.)

MUFSID (مفسد). "A pernicious person." It occurs in the Qur'ān frequently, e.g. Sūrah ii. 219: "God knoweth the foul dealer (mufsid) from the fair dealer (musfiq)."

MUFĪT (مُفِت). The officer who expounds the law. He assists the Qāzi, or judge, and supplies him with fatwās, or decisions. He must be learned in the Qur'ān and Hadīs, and in the Muslim works of law.

AL-MUGHNI (المغن). "The Enricher." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It is referred to in the Qur'ān, Sūrah iv. 129: "God can make both independent (lit. 'enrich') out of His abundance."

MUHĀDĀSARH (مهداس). Lit. "Discouraging hung together." A term used by the Sūfis for the calling of a person by God through some outward means, as when, according to the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxviii. 50, God spoke to Moses out of a tree. (Abdu 'r-Razzāq's Dict. of Sīfi Terms.)

MUHADDIS (محدث). (1) The narrator of a Hadīs or acts and words of Muhammad. (2) One learned in the Traditions.

AL-MUHAIMIN (المهابن). "The Protector." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lix. 28, "He is . . . the Protector." From hijārah, "flight." One who performs hijārah either by (1) leaving Makkah in company with the Prophet, or (2) leaving a country ruled by an infidel power, or (3) by fleeing from what God has forbidden.

MUḤĀJIRŪN (مهاجرين). The pl. of Muhājir. The exiles or refugees. A term used for all those converts to Islam who fled with their Prophet from Makkah. Under the title are also included all who from time to time joined Muhammad at al-Madinah, whether from Makkah or from any other quarter, up to the taking of Makkah in a.H. 8. They rank first in order amongst the Companions of the Prophet.

MUHALLIL (محاليل). Lit. "One who makes lawful." The man who marries a divorced wife in order to make her lawful for her former husband if he wish to marry her. [DIVORCE.]


Muhammad, the founder of the religion generally known as Muhammadanism, but called by its own adherents Islaam [Islam], was the posthumous son of 'Abdu 'l-lāh, by his wife Aminah. 'Abdu 'l-lāh belonged to the family of Hashim, which was the noblest tribe of the Quraisht section of the Arabian race, and said to be directly descended from Ishmael. The father of 'Abdu 'l-lāh and the grandfather of Muhammad, was 'Abdu 'l-Mu'ttālīb, who held the high office of custodian of the Ka'bah. [KAbā.] The same year which saw the destruction of the Abyssinian invader, and formed an epoch in the history of Arabia, known as the Era of the Elephant, on account of the vast array of elephants the invaders brought with them, witnessed the birth of Muhammad. Muham-
The stay of Muhammad with Halimah is related by Abū 'l-Fidāʼ (p. 64). When some time passed, Muhammad and his foster-brother went out to a distance from the house, when Halimah's son came to his mother and said, "Two men clothed in white raiments have taken hold of the Quraish boy, and have thrown him down and have ripped open his belly." So Halimah and her husband went to the place where the boy was standing, but found him standing on his feet. And they said, "What has happened to thee child?" And he answered and said, "Two men came to me, and threw me down and ripped up my belly." Then Halimah's husband said to her, "I greatly fear that this boy has got the epilepsy." So they took him to his mother Aminah. And Halimah said to Aminah, "I am afraid he is possessed of a devil." But Aminah said, "What in the world can Satan have to do with my son that he should fear his enemy?"

This circumstance has been regarded as the miracle when Gabriel came and took out the heart of the child and washed it from the stains of original sin. And some commentators say the first verse of the xiiith Sūra of the Qur'ān alludes to it: "Have we not opened thy breast?"

Muhammad ever retained a most grateful recollection of the kindness he had received from the Banū Sā'd, and, in after years, he used to say, "Verily I am the most perfect Arab amongst you. My descent is from the Qur'āsh, and my speech is the tongue of the Banū Sā'd."

In his sixth year, Muhammad was taken by his mother to al-Madinah, but on the return journey she fell sick, and died at a place called al-Abwā', where her body was buried. In subsequent years, Muhammad visited his mother's tomb at al-Abwā', and wept over it, saying, "This is the grave of my mother: the Lord hath permitted me to visit it, and I sought leave to pray for her salvation, but it was not granted. So I called my mother to remembrance, and the tender memory of her overcame me, and I wept."

The little orphan was then carried on to Makkah by Umm Aiman, who, although young in years, became his faithful nurse and companion. The charge of Muhammad was now undertaken by Abū Ḥμad, but the old chief died two years afterwards, and the child was committed to the care of his paternal uncle, Abū Ṭālib. When Muhammad was twelve years old, he was taken by his uncle on a mercantile journey to Syria, and proceeded as far as Buṣra. The expedition lasted for some months. According to the Muslim historian, Abū 'l-Fidā’, it was at Buṣra that Muhammad met the Christian monk Buḥaira, who is related to have said to Abū Ṭālib, "Return with this youth, and guard him from the hatred of the Jews: for great dignity awaits this your brother's son." It was on this journey that Muhammad was brought in contact with the profession of Christianity in Syria, and had an opportunity of obtaining some information as to the national and social customs of Christians. He must have also passed through many Jewish settlements. It is, therefore, highly probable that it was on the occasion of this journey that Muhammad's mind became first impressed with the absolute necessity of reforming, not only the gross idolatry of Makkah, but the degrading social habits of the Arabian people.

After this journey, the youth of Muhammad seems to have been passed uneventfully, but all agree in ascribing to him a correctness of manner, and a purity of morals, which were at that time rare amongst the
people of Makkah. The fair character and honourable bearing of the unobtrusive youth won the approbation of the citizens of Makkah, and by common consent he received the title of al-Amīn, "The Faithful.

Between the years A.D. 580–590, the sacrilegious war broke out between the Quraish and the Banu Hashim, which lasted for nearly ten years. In two of the contests, Muhammad, though only a lad, accompanied his uncles in their local wars. They were called "sacrilegious" because they were carried on during the sacred months, when fighting was forbidden.

The youth of Muhammad passed away without any other incidents of interest. At this period he was employed, like other lads, in tending the sheep and goats of Makkah and upon the neighbouring hills and valleys. He used afterwards to allude to his shepherd life, and say it comported with his prophetic office, even as it did with that of Moses and David: "Verily there hath been no prophet who hath not performed the work of a shepherd." When Muhammad had reached his twenty-fifth year, on the recommendation of his uncle, Abū Talib, he entered the service of Khadijah, a rich widow of Makkah. She was of the Quraish tribe, the daughter of Khwelil ibn Asad. With Maisarah, her servant, Muhammad was placed in charge of the widow's merchandise, and he again travelled the same route which he had traversed thirteen years before with his uncle. His journey again extended as far as Busra, a city about sixty miles to the east of the river Jordan. He visited Aleppo and Damascus, and was doubtless brought in frequent contact with both Jews and Christians, and had another opportunity of obtaining that superficial acquaintance with the Jewish and Christian faiths, which enabled him in after years to embody so much of the teaching of the Bible in the verses of the Qur'an. "The mutual animosity of Jew towards Christian," says Mr. Stobart, "though they professed to worship the true God, though they appealed to the old Testament, and both equally revered the name of Abraham, and professed to abhor that idolatry in which he had been bred, may have led Muhammad to think that possibly more divine truth lay hid in both these systems of belief, though covered and concealed by human inventions, and may have suggested to him the possibility of forming out of these conflicting elements one single simple catholic creed, and of thus uniting mankind in the worship and love of the great Father of all." (Stobart's Islām, p. 56.)

Muhammad having proved himself faithful in the commercial interests of his mistress, was soon rewarded with her hand in marriage. When Muhammad married her she was a widow of forty years of age, and had been already twice married, and had borne to her former husbands, two sons and a daughter. The house of Muhammad and Khadijah was a bright and happy one, and their marriage fortunate and fruitful. Two sons and four daughters were its issue. Their eldest son was al-Qāsim, who died at the age of two years, whence Muhammad was sometimes called Abu 'l-Ḡa'im, or the father of al-Qāsim. The other son, 'Abdulla, surnamed at-Taibīn or at-Taṣib, died in infancy. The four daughters were Zainab, Ruqayyā, Umm Qulām, and Fatimah. [Fatimah.]

During her lifetime, Khadijah was Muhammad's only wife, and he always looked back to this period of his life with fond remembrance. When the world called him an impostor and a cheat, Khadijah was the first to acknowledge him to be the "Apostle of God." Indeed, so much did he dwell upon the mutual love of Khadijah and himself, that the envious 'Ayyāshah declared herself more jealous of this rival, who was dead, than of all the living rivals who contested with her the affection of the Prophet.

As yet Muhammad was almost a stranger to the outside world, but he now obtained some reputation among his fellow men, by taking a prominent part in the resuscitation of an old league, called the Federation of the Puzul [Hilf 'L-Puzul], formed in ancient times for the repression of acts of lawlessness within the walls of Makkah. A new compact was formed between four or five of the chief families of Makkah for the protection of the weak and oppressed, and Muhammad was one of the most prominent movers in this federation, the revival of which resulted mainly from his efforts.

In his thirty-fifth year, he settled by his decision a grave difficulty, which had sprung up during the reconstruction of the Ka'bah, regarding the placing of the sacred stone, and which almost threatened to plunge the whole of Arabia into another of their off-recurring wars.

The Ka'bah was too low in the building, and the Quraish wished to raise it higher, and so they demolished it. When it was rebuilt as far as the position of the Black Stone, the question arose, who should be the honoured instrument of raising the sacred relic into its place, for each tribe claimed the honour. Then the eldest citizen arose and said, "My advice is that the man who first entereth by the gate of the Banu Shaibah, shall be selected umpire in this difficult question, or shall himself place the stone." The proposal was agreed upon, and the first man who entered the gate was he who was known as al-Amīn, "The Faithful," Muhammad, the son of 'Abdu 'l-Ḡa'im. Muhammad decided upon an expedition, which served to satisfy the contending parties. The stone was placed on a cloth, and each tribe shared in the honour of raising it, by taking hold of the cloth. The stone being thus deposited in its proper place, the Quraish built on without interruption, and the great idol Hubal was placed in the centre of the sacred edifice, and around were ranged the various other idols of the Arabian people. "This circumstance," says Sir William Muir, "strikingly illustrates the absence of any paramount authority at Mecca at this time."
A curious story is related of an attempt made about this period to gain the rule of Mecca. The aspirant was Othman, first cousin of Khadija's father. He was dissatisfied, as the legend goes, with the idolatrous system of Mecca, and travelled to the court of the Roman Emperor, where he was honourably entertained, and admitted to Christian baptism. He returned to Mecca, and on the strength of an imperial grant, real or pretended, laid claim to the government of the city. But his claim was rejected, and he fled to Syria, where he found a refuge with the Ghasanid prince. But emissaries from Mecca, by the aid of gifts, counteracted his authority with the prince, and at last procured his death.  

— Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 31)

Shortly after the rebuilding of the Ka'bah, Muhammad adopted 'Ali, the son of his friend and former guardian, Abū Tālib. 'Ali was at this time only six years old. About this period he admitted to his closest intimacy another person, unconnected with him by family ties, but of more equal age. This was Zaid, a slave-boy belonging to Khadijah, who, to gratify her husband, made him a present of the slave. Zaid was the son of Hārisah, of the Banū 'Uqrah, a tribe which occupied the region of South Syria, and had been taken captive and sold to Khadijah's grandfather as a slave. When Hārisah heard that Muhammad possessed Zaid, he came to Makkah and offered a large payment for his release. Muhammad summoned Zaid, and gave him the option to go or stay. Zaid elected to stay, and Muhammad, delighted with his faithfulness, gave him his liberty, and adopted him as his son. The freed man was henceforth known as Zaid ibn Muhammad.

"Muhammad was now approaching his fortieth year, and increased contemplation and reflection engaged his mind. The idolatry and moral debasement of his people pressed heavily upon him, and the dim and imperfect shadows of Judaism and Christianity excited doubts without satisfying them; and his mind was perplexed with uncertainty as to what was the true religion." (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 55.)

It is probable that it was at this time Muhammad composed those Sūrahs of the Qur'ān which express the anxious yearning of an inquirer rather than the more positive teaching of an Apostle, and we would assign to this period the following verses of the Qur'ān, which, according to Muhammadan commentators, are admitted to be of a very early date. (See Jalālī 'd-dīn's Ḥaqā'īq.)

Sūratu 'l-Aṣār (ciil.):—

"I swear by the declining day!"
"Verily, man's lot is cast amid destruction,

"Save those who believe and do the things which be right, and enjoin truth and enjoin each other to be patient."

Sūratu 'l-Ādiyāt (c.):—

"By the snorting chargers!

"And those that dash off sparks of fire!

"And those that scour to the attack at morn!"

"And stir therein the dust aloft;"
"And cleave therein their midway through a host!"
"Truly, man is to his Lord ungrateful,"
"And of this he is himself a witness;"
"And truly, he is vehement in the love of this world's good."

"Knoweth he not, that when that which is in the graves shall be laid bare,"
"And that which is in men's breasts shall be brought forth,

"Verily their Lord shall on that day be informed concerning them?"

Sūratu 'l-Fāṭihah (I.):—

"Praise be to God, Lord of all the worlds.

"The compassionate, the merciful!

"King of the day of reckoning!

"Thee only do we worship, and to Thee do we cry for help."

"Guide Thou us on the straight path,

"The path of those to whom Thou hast been gracious,—with whom thou art not angry, and who go not astray."

The latter Sūrah is the Fāṭihah, or initial prayer, &c., often recited in public worship, and it appears to contain, if not the very words, at all events the gist of the daily prayer of an anxious and inquiring soul.

These Sūrahs were most probably followed by others of a similar character, being poetical effusions rather than express enunciations of any definite teaching. For example, Sūrahs xx., xxx., xxxi., xxxii., xxxiii.

Muhammad seems to have employed himself in such meditations as find expression in these Sūrahs, some years before he assumed the office of a divine teacher, for it was but slowly and by degrees that he was led on to believe that he was really called of God, to preach a reformation both to his own people and to all mankind.

Bewildered by his own speculations amidst uncertain flickerings of spiritual light, Muhammad spent some time in retirement, and in the agonies of distress—repeatedly meditating, "Perhaps with the mysterious destiny of man and the failures of repeated revelations, he would fall into ecstatic reveries, and it was during one of these seasons of retirement, in the cave of Hira', that he believed an angel appeared to him in a dream, and that the first revelation came. According to the traditions collected by Al-Bukhārī and Muslim (see Arabic edition, as Matthew's translation in the Mishkât is defective in several very important particulars), the first communication was made to Muhammad in a dream, as follows:"

"'Ayishah relates: 'The first revelations which the Prophet of God received were in true dreams. He never dreamed but it came to pass as regularly as the dawn of day. After this the Prophet went into retirement, and he used to seclude himself in a cave in Mount Hira', and worship there day and night. He would, whenever he wished, return to his family at Makkah, and then go back again, taking with him the necessaries of life.' Thus he continued to return to Khadijah from time to time, until one day the revela-
tion came down to him, and the angel (Malak) came to him and said, 'Read! ("iqra"); but the Prophet said, 'I am not a reader.' And the Prophet related that the angel took hold of him, and squeezed him as much as he could bear, and then said again, 'Read!'; and the Prophet said, 'I am not a reader.' Then the angel took hold of him a second time, and squeezed him as much as he could bear, and then let him go, and said, 'Read!'; then the Prophet said, 'I am not a reader.' Then the angel again seized the Prophet, and squeezed him, and said:

'Read thou, in the name of thy Lord who created:

'Created man out of clot of blood:

'Read thou! For thy Lord is the most Benevolent,

'Who hath taught the use of the pen:

'Hath taught man that which he knoweth not.'

(See Qur'an, Sūratu 'Alaq (xvi.), the first five verses.)

Then the Prophet repeated the words with a trembling heart. And he returned (i.e. from Hira' to Makkah) to Khadijah, and said, 'Wrap me up, wrap me up.' And they wrapped him up in a garment until his fear was dispelled; and he told Khadijah what had occurred, and he said to Khadijah, 'I was afraid I should die.' Then Khadijah said, 'No, it will not be so, I swear by God. He will never make thee melancholy or sad. For you are kind to your relatives, you speak the truth, you are faithful in trust, you bear the afflictions of the people, you spend in good works what you gain in trade, you are hospitable, and you assist your fellow men.' After this Khadijah took the Prophet to Waraqa, who was the son of her uncle, and said to him, 'O son of my uncle, hear what your brother's son says to you.' Then Waraqa said to the Prophet, 'O son of my uncle, what do you see?' Then the Prophet told Waraqa what he had seen; and Waraqa said, 'This is the Nāmis ("namus") which God sent to Moses. O would to God I were young in this time! and would to God I were living at the time of your people turning you out!' The Prophet said, 'Will my people turn me out?' And Waraqa said, 'Yes. No man has ever come as you have come, and not been held in enmity; but if I should live to that day, I will give you great help.' Waraqa soon died, and after that the revelation ceased (i.e. for a time).

The first vision was followed by a considerable period, during which no further revelation was given, and during which Muhammed suffered much mental depression. [FRANKE]

"During this period," al-Bukhāri says, "the Prophet was very sorrowful, so much so that he wished to throw himself from the top of a hill to destroy himself."

But after a lapse of time, as he was wrapped up in his garments and lay stretched upon his carpet, the angel is said to have again addressed him, in the chapter which begins (Sūrah lixiv.)—

"O thou enwrapped in thy mantle, Arie, and preach!"

Muhammad then believed himself to be a commissioned Apostle, the messenger and the prophet of God, sent to reclaim a fallen people to the knowledge and service of their God. His revelations were God's Book, and his sayings the utterances of inspiration.

The first convert to Islam was his faithful wife Khadijah, the two next, 'Ali and Zaid, his adopted children, and afterwards his old trusted friend, Abū Bakr, the True. Then followed 'Ummān, who was a grandson of 'Abdul-Mu'ttalib; Talhah, the renowned warrior of after days; and 'Abdu 'r-Rahām, a merchant of some consequence. The new converts soon numbered some fifty souls, either members of the Prophet's family or his dearest friends.

An important change now occurred in the relations of Muhammad with the citizens of Makkah. Their hostility was aroused, and the Muslims were subjected to some persecution and indignity. It was not, however, until some three years of his ministry had elapsed that any general opposition was organized. Hostility once excited soon showed itself in acts of violence. Sa'd, a youthful convert, was attacked whilst leading a party of Muslims in prayer. He defended himself, and struck one of his opponents with a camel goad. It was, says Sir William Muir, "the first blood split in the cause of Islam."

In the fourth year of his mission, Muhammed took possession of the house of Arqam (a recent convert), and there held meetings for those who wished to know the teaching of the Prophet more perfectly.

The house of Arqam was in front of the Ka'bah, and was therefore in a convenient position. So famous did it become as the birth-place of believers, that it was afterwards styled the "House of Islam."

As the number of believers increased, so did the enmity of the persecutor, and in order to escape the danger of perversion, Muhammad recommended such of his followers who were without protection to seek an asylum in a foreign land. Eleven men, accompanied by their families, set out for the port of Shu'iba, where, finding two vessels about to sail, they embarked in haste, and were conveyed to Abyssinia.

Here they met with a kind reception from the Negus, or king, and their period of exile was passed in peace and comfort. This is termed the first Ajyāz, or "flight," to Abyssinia, as distinguished from the later and more extensive emigration to the same land.

In three months the refugees returned to Makkah.

About this time a strange episode occurred, in which Muhammad sought a compromise with his persecutors by admitting their gods into his system, as intercessors with the Supreme Being. While the Qur'ān sat beneath the Ka'bah, he recited the following Sūrah as an inspired message (lii.):—

"And see ye not Li-l- Ḥiṣāb, And Manās the third besides?
These are exalted females, And verify their intercession is to be hoped for.

The idolaters were reconciled, and bowed before the God of Muhammad. But his heart did not long after the obnoxious time (those in italics) were said to be recalled by Gabriel, as suggested by the Evil One, and there was substituted the uncompromising denunciation of idolatry, from which he never after swerved.

What shall there be male progeny unto you, and females unto him? "That indeed were an unjust partition. "They are naught but names which ye and your fathers have invented."

In the sixth year of his mission, the cause of Muhammad was strengthened by the accession of two powerful citizens, Hamzah and Umar. Hamzah was the uncle and also the foster-brother of the Prophet, a man of distinguished bravery, whose heroism earned for him the title of the "Lion of God." Umar was a bold impulsive spirit, the very man needed to give strength to a cause, one who in a remarkable manner left the impress of his character upon the religious system he embraced. He succeeded Abû Bakr in the Khilifate, and left the stamp of his fierce warlike spirit upon Islam. [UMAR.]

Alarmed at the bold part which Muhammad and his followers were now able to assume, the Quraysh formed a hostile confederacy, by which all intercourse with the Muslims and their supporters was suspended. The severity of the ban at last overreached its object, for the sympathies of the people were enlisted by their privation in favour of Muhammad and his followers. The interdict was cancelled and the Hashimites restored to freedom. In the beginning of the tenth year of his mission, and in the fiftieth of his life, Muhammad lost his faithful and devoted wife Khadijah. For twenty-five years she had been his confidante and support, and his grief at her death at first was unspeakable. She was sixty-five years old when she died. Abû Tâlib, the Prophet's uncle and guardian, died a few weeks afterwards. His conversion to Islam is a matter of uncertainty. Within two months of the death of Khadijah (who was his only wife during his lifetime), the Prophet married Saudah, the widow of one of the Abyssinian emigrants, and also betrothed himself to 'A'ishah, the daughter of his friend Abu Bakr, then but a girl of seven years.

Abû Tâlib had hardly been buried a fortnight when Muhammad, followed only by his faithful attendants, set out on an adventurous mission to al-Tâif, a place sixty miles to the east of Makkah, and the nearest city of importance. He went first to the three principal men of the city, and explained the object of his mission, and invited them to the honour of supporting him in sustaining the new faith. But he failed in producing conviction. Muhammad remained at al-Tâif ten days, but with no success. The mob, stirred up by the departure of the unwelcome visitor, hooted at him in the streets, and pelled him with stones, and at last compelled him to flee out of the city. They chased him fully two miles across the sandy plain, until wearied and mortified, he took refuge for the night in a neighbouring garden, where he spent some time in earnest prayer. (Muir, 2nd ed. p. 114.)

Reconciled by the rest, he set forth on the return journey to Makkah. Repulsed from al-Tâif, and utterly hopeless at home, the fortunes of Muhammad seemed dark, but hope dawned at last from an unexpected quarter. At the yearly pilgrimage, a little group of worshippers from al-Madinah was attracted and won over at Mina by the preaching of Islam, joined his mission, and the following year they met Muhammad and took the oath of allegiance which is known as the first Pledge of 'Aqabah. This little party consisted of twelve men, ten were of the Khazara, and two of the Aus tribe. They pledged their faith to Muhammad as follows:—"We will not worship any but one God, we will not steal, neither will we commit adultery, nor will we kill our children, we will not slander in anywise; and we will obey the Prophet in everything that is just."

At al-Madinah the claims of the new Prophet found a ready response. A teacher was deputed from Makkah to al-Madinah, and the new faith spread with marvellous rapidity.

The hopes of Muhammad were now fixed on al-Madinah, visions of his journey northwards doubtless flitted before his imagination and the musings of the day, reappeared in his midnight slumber.

He dreamed that he was swiftly carried by Gabriel on a winged steed past al-Madinah to the Temple of Jerusalem, where he was welcomed by the former Prophets all assembled in solemn conclave. From Jerusalem he seemed to mount upwards, and to ascend from one heaven to another, until he found himself in the awful presence of his Maker, who dismissed him with the order that he should command his followers to pray five times a day. [MURJAH, BERIJ.]

When the time of pilgrimage again arrived, Muhammad found himself surrounded by an enthusiastic band of seventy disciples won over from al-Madinah, who in a secret debate at Minâ pledged their faith, the second Pledge of 'Aqabah, whereby they promised to receive and defend the Faith at the risk of their own lives. After this Muhammad determined to quit Makkah, and the cunning man was given, "Depart unto al-Madinah, for the Lord hath verily given you brethren in that city, and a house in which ye may find refuge." And so, abandoning house and home, the Muslims set out secretly in little parties for al-Madinah, where the numbers soon reached to about one hundred and fifty, consisting women and children. Muhammad, with Abu Bakr and 'Ali, with their families, were left almost alone in Makkah. The Quraysh held a council, and determined to slay Muhammad; but
being warned of their designs, he escaped to Mount Saur, near Makkah, where he hid himself three days in a cave, and after three more days he reached al-Madinah.

The day of his flight, or hijrah, marks the Muhammadan era, or Hegira. The date of the flight was the 6th of Rabiu il-Awwal, and by the calculations of M. Caussain de Perceval, the 20th of June, A.D. 622.

[Hijrah.]

The flight to al-Madinah changes the scene, and with it the character of the portions of the Qur'an revealed there. He who at Makkah is the admonisher and persuader, at al-Madinah is the legislator and the warrior, and the verses of the Qur'an assume a more didactic tone. Poetry makes way for prose, and he openly assumes the office of a public Warner and prophet.

The idolaters of Makkah disappear and those left are taken by the hypocrites [MUNAFIQUN] of al-Madinah. Here at al-Madinah there was no opposition to Muhammad and his doctrines; but, nevertheless, an under-current of disaffection prevailed. The head of the party was Abū Ithārib ibn Ubāyī, who but for the new turn in the fortunes of the city was on the point of being its chief. These disaffected citizens, the munafiqūn, or "hypocrites," as they are called, continued to be the objects of bitter denunciation in the Qur'an till near the close of the Prophet's career. But before the success of Islam they too vanished from the scene.

The first year of Muhammad's residence at al-Madinah was chiefly occupied in building the great mosque [MASJIDU 'R-RASIL], and in providing houses for himself and his followers. In a short time he became the recognised chief of the city. The mosque and the houses were finished within seven months of Muhammad's arrival. About the middle of the winter he left the house of Abū Aiyūb, with whom he had been staying, and installed Sandah in her new residence. Shortly afterwards he celebrated his nuptials with 'Āyishah, who, though she had been three years affianced, was but a girl of ten years.

Thus, at the age of fifty-three, a new phase commenced in the life of Muhammad. Hitherto limiting himself to a single wife, he had shunned the indulgence, but he now surrounds himself with the cares and discord, of polygamy. The unity of his family was now broken, never again to be restored. Thenceforward his love was to be claimed, his attentions shared by a plurality of wives, and his days spent in their houses, for Muhammad had no separate apartments of his own.

Those Muslims who had left Makkah with the Prophet and settled in al-Madinah, were now known as the Refugees [MUNAFIQUN] whilst those who embraced the faith at al-Madinah, were designated the Assistants or Allies [ANSAH]. Both these names in time became titles of distinguished honour.

In the second year of the Hijrah, Muhammad commenced hostilities against the Qurash, and the first pitched battle took place at Bedr. With an army of 350 followers, of whom two-thirds were citizens of al-Madinah, Muhammad routed a force three times the number. The following graphic description of the battle of Badr is given by Sir William Muir. (New ed. p. 298.)

"The valley of Badr consists of a plain, with steep hills to the north and east; on the south is a low rocky range; and on the west rise a succession of sandy hillocks. A rivulet, rising in the inland mountains, runs through the valley, producing along its course numerous springs, which here and there were dug into cisterns for the accommodation of travellers. At the nearest of these springs, the army of Mahomet halted. Ḥabīb, a citizen of Medina, advised him to proceed onwards. 'Let us go,' he said, 'to the farthest spring, on the side of the enemy. I know a never-failing fountain of sweet water there; let us make that our reservoir, and destroy the other wells.' The advice was good. It was at once adopted, and the command of the water thus secured.

'The night was drawing on. So they hastily constructed near the well a hut of palm branches, in which Mahomet and Abu Bakr slept. Sa’d ibn Mu‘āds (Sa’d ibn Mu‘ād) kept watch by the entrance with his drawn sword. It rained during the night, but more heavily towards the camp of the Coreish. The Muslim army, wearied with its long march, enjoyed sound and refreshing sleep.

The dreams of Mahomet turned upon his enemies, and they were pictured to his imagination as a weak and contemptible force.

"In the morning he drew up his little army, and, pointing with an arrow which he held in his hand, arranged the ranks. The previous day he had placed the chief banner, that of the Refugees, in the hands of Sa‘d, who nobly proved his right to the distinction. The Khazrajite ensign was committed to Ḥobāb; that of the Banu Aus, to Sa’d ibn Mu‘ād.

"Meanwhile, dissension again broke out in the camp of the Coreish, on the policy of fighting against their kinsmen. Shabiba and Othba (‘Utbah), two chiefs of rank, influenced, it is said, by their slave Adda (the same who comforted the Prophet on his flight from Ta'yif), strongly urged that the attack should be abandoned. Just then, Omeir, a diviner by arrows, having ridden hastily round the valley, returned to report the result of his reconnaissance. 'Ye Coreish,' he said, after telling them his estimate of the enemy's number, 'calamities approach you, fraught with destruction. Inevitable death rides upon the camels' of Yathrib (Yasrib). It is a people that hath neither defence nor refuge but in their swords. They are dumb as the grave; their tongues they put forth with the serpent's deadly aim. Not a man of them shall we kill, but in his stead one of ourselves also will be slain; and when there shall have been slaughtered amongst us a number equal unto them, of that avail will life be to us after that.' These words began to produce a pacific effect, when Abu Jahl, as before, loudly opposed the proposals for peace. Turn-
ing to Amir the Hadhramite, he bade him call to mind the blood of his brother slain at Nakha. The flame was rekindled. Amir threw off his clothes, cast dust upon his body, and began frantically to cry aloud his brother's name. The deed had been a confederate of the family of Shaiba and Otba ('Ubah). Their pride and honour were affected. They saw that thoughts of peace must now be scattered to the winds; and they resolved signally to vindicate themselves from the imputation of cowardice cast on them by Abu Jahl. The army was drawn up in line. The three standards for the centre and wings were borne, according to ancient privilege, by members of the house of Abad al Dar. They moved forward but slowly over the intervening sand-hills, which the rain had made heavy and fatiguing. The same cause, acting with less intensity, had rendered the ground in front of Mahomet lighter and more firm to walk upon. The Coreish laboured under another disadvantage; they had the rising sun before them, while the army of Medina faced the west.

"Mahomet had barely arrayed his line of battle, when the advanced column of the enemy was discerned over the rising sands in front. Their greatly superior numbers were concealed by the fall of the ground behind, and this imparted confidence to the Moslems. But Mahomet was fully alive to the critical position. The fate of Islam hung upon the issue of the approaching battle. Followed by Abu Bakr, he hastened for a moment into the little hut, and raising his hands, poured forth these earnest petitions. "O Lord, I beseech Thee, forget not Thy promise of assistance and of victory. O Lord! if this little band be vanquished, idolatry will prevail, and the pure worship of thee cease from off the earth!" "The Lord," said Abu Bakr, comforting him, "will surely come to thine aid, and will lighten thy countenance with the joy of victory."

"The time for action had arrived. Mahomet again came forth. The enemy was already close; but the army of Medina remained unshaken and stood firm. Mahomet had no cavalry to cover an advance, and before superior numbers he must keep close his ranks. Accordingly the Prophet had strictly forbidden his followers to stir till he should give the order for advance; only they were to check any flank movement on the Coreish, but to fire the discharge of arrows. The cistern was guarded as their palladium. Certain desperate warriors of the Coreish aware that they would drink water from it, destroy it, or perish in the attempt. Scarcely one returned from the rash enterprise. With signal gallantry, Aswad advanced close to the brink, when a blow from Hamza's sword fell upon his leg, and nearly severed it from his body. Still defending himself, he crawled inwardly and made good his vow; for he drank of the water which Aswad had extinguished part of the cistern before the sword of Hamza put an end to his life.

"Already, after the fashion of Arabian warfare, single combats had been fought at various points, when the two brothers Shaiba and Otba, and Walid the son of Otba, still smarting from the words of Abu Jahl, advanced into the space between the armies, and deemed three champions from the army of Mahomet to meet them singly. Three citizens of Medina stepped forward; but Mahomet, unwilling either that the glory or the burden of the opening conflict should rest with his allies, called them back; and, turning to his kinsmen said: 'Ye sons of Hashim! arise and fight, according to your right.' Then Obeida ('Ubaidah), Hamza, and Ali, the uncle and cousins of the Prophet, went forth. Hamza wore an ostrich feather in his breast, and a white plume distinguished the helmet of Ali. But their features were hid by a crimson tunic. Under the force, not knowing who his opponents might be, was cried aloud, 'Speak, that we may recognise you! If ye be equals, we shall fight with you.' Hamza answered, 'I am the son of Abd al Mutallib; I am Hamza, the Lion of God, and the Lion of His Prophet.' 'A worthy foe,' exclaimed, Otba; 'but who are these others with thee?' Hamza repeated their names. Otba replied, 'Meet foes, every one!'

"Then Otba called to his son Walid, 'Arise and fight.' So Walid stepped forward and Ali came out against him. They were the youngest of the six. The combat was short; Walid fell mortally wounded by the sword of Ali. Eager to avenge his son's death, Otba hastened forward, and Hamza advanced to meet him. The swords gleamed quick, and again the Coreishite warrior was slain by the Moslem lion. Shaba alone remained of the three champions of Mecca; and Obeida, the veteran of the Moslem, threescore years and five, now drew near to fight with him. Both being well advanced in years, the conflict was less decisive than before. At last, Shaiba dealt a sword-cuts on the leg of Obeida with such force as to sever the tendon, and bring him to the ground. Seeing this, Hamza and Ali both rushed on Shaiba and despatched him. Obeida survived but for a few days, and was buried on the march back at Safra.

"The fate of their champion wasominous for the Coreish, and their spirits sank. The ranks began to close, with the battle-cry on the Moslem side of, 'Ye conquerors, strike!' and the fighting became general. But there were still many of those scenes of individual bravery which characterize the warfare of Asiatic armies, and often impart to them a Homeric interest. Prodigies of valour were exhibited on both sides; but the army of the Faithful was borne forward by an enthusiasm which the half-hearted Coreish were unable to withstand.

"What part Mahomet himself took in the battle is not clear. Some traditions represent him moving along the ranks with a drawn sword. It is more likely (according to others) that he maintained himself with insulting his followers by the prospects of divine amends, and by holding out the prospect of Paradise to those who fell. The spirit of Omeir, a
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lad of but sixteen years, was kindled within him as he listened to the Prophet's words. Tradition delights to tell of his ardour with which the stripling threw away a handful of dates which he was eating. 'Is it thee,' he exclaimed, 'that hold me back from Paradise?' Verily I will taste no more of them until I meet my Lord.' With such words, he drew his sword, and, casting himself upon the enemy, soon obtained the fate he coveted.

'It was a stormy wintry day. A piercing blast swept across the valley. 'That,' said Mahomet, 'is Gabriel with a thousand angels flying as a whirlwind at our foe.' Another, and yet another blast:—it was Michael, and after him, Seraphim, each with a like angelic troop. The battle raged. The Prophet stopped, and lifting a handful of gravel, cast it towards the Corishel, and cried, 'Confusion seize their faces!' The action was well timed. The line of the Corishel began to waver. Their movements were impeded by the heavy sands on which they stood; and, when the ranks gave way, their numbers added but confusion. The Moslems followed eagerly on their retreating steps, slaying or taking captive all that fell within their reach. Retreat soon turned into ignominious flight. The Corishel, in their haste to escape, cast away their armour and abandoned their beasts of burden with the camp and equipment. Forty-nine were killed, and about the same number taken prisoners.

Mahomet lost only fourteen, of whom eight were citizens of Medina, and six Refugees.

'Many of the principal men of the Corishel, and some of Mahomet's bitterest opponents, were slain. Chief amongst these was Abu Jahl. Mus'ud brought him to the ground by a blow which cut his leg in two. Mus'ud, in his turn, was attacked by Ikrima (Ikrimah), the son of Abu Jahl, and his arm nearly severed from his shoulder. As the mutinied limb hanging by the skin impeded his action, Mus'ud put his foot upon it, pulled it off, and went on his way fighting. Such were the heroes of Bedr. Abu Jahl was yet breathing when Abdallah, Mahomet's servant, ran up, and cutting off his head, carried it to his master. 'The head of the enemy of God!' exclaimed Mahomet. 'God! There is none other God, but He!' 'There is no other!' responded Abdallah, as he cast the bloody head at the Prophet's feet. 'It is more acceptable to me,' cried Mahomet, 'than the choicest camel in all Arabia.'

'But there were others whose death caused no gratification to Mahomet. Abdul Bokharti had shown him special kindness at the time when he was shut up in the quarter of Abu Tali; Mahomet, mindful of this favour, had commanded that he should not be harmed. Abdul Bokharti had a companion seated on his camel behind him. A warrior, riding up, told him of the quarter given by Mahomet; but added, 'I cannot spare the man behind thee.' 'The women of Mecca,' Abdul Bokharti exclaimed, 'shall never say that I abandoned my comrade through love of life. Do thy work upon us.' So they were killed, both he and his companion.

'After the battle was over, some of the prisoners were cruelly put to death. The following incident illustrates the savage spirit already characteristic of the faith. Omeyya bin Khall and his son were unable to escape with the fugitive Coreish, and, seeing Abdal Rahmân pass, implored that he would make them his prisoners. Abdal Rahmân, mindful of an ancient friendship, cast away the plunder he was carrying, and, making both his prisoners, was proceeding with them to the Muslim camp. As the party passed, Bilâl espied his old enemy—for Omeyya had used to persecute him—and he screamed aloud, 'Slay him. This man is the head of the unbelievers. I am lost, I am lost, if he lives!' From all sides the infuriated soldiers, hearing Bilâl's appeal, poured in upon the wretched captives; and Abdal Rahmân, finding resistance impossible, bade them save their lives as best they could. Defence was vain; and the two prisoners were immediately cut in pieces.

'When the enemy had disappeared, the army of Medina was for some time engaged in gathering the spoil. Every man was allowed to retain the plunder of anyone whom he himself had slain. The rest was thrown into a common stock. The booty consisted of one hundred and fifteen camels, fourteen horses, carpets and other articles of fine leather, vestments, and much equipment and armour. A diversity of opinion arose about the distribution. Those who had hotly pursued the enemy and exposed their lives in securing the spoil, claimed the whole, or at least a superior portion; while such as had remained behind upon the field of battle for the safety of the Prophet and of the camp, urged that they had equally with the others fulfilled the part assigned to them, and, that, having been restrained by duty from the pursuit, they were entitled to a full share of the prey. The contention was so sharp, that Mahomet interposed with a message from heaven, and assumed possession of the whole booty. It was God who had given the victory, and to God the spoil belonged: 'They will ask thee concerning the prey. Say, the prey is God's and his Prophet's. Wherefore fear God, and dispose of the matter rightly among yourselves; and be obedient unto God and His Prophet, if ye be true Believers—and as on in the same strain. Shortly afterwards, the following ordinance, which the Mauzulman law of prize recognises to the present day, was given forth: 'And know that whatsoever ye plunder, verily one fifth thereof is for God and for the Prophet, and for him that is of kin (unto the Prophet), and for the orphans, and the poor, and the wayfarer—if ye be they that believe in God, and in that which We sent down to our Servant on the Day of Discrimination, the day on which the two armies met, and God is over things powerful.' (See Qur'an, Surâh viii.)

'In accordance with the divine command,
the booty was gathered together on the field, and placed under a special officer, a citizen of Medina. The next day it was divided, near Safra, in equal allotments, among the whole army, after the Prophet's fifth had been set apart. All shared alike, excepting that the horsemen received each two extra portions for their horses. To the lot of every man fell a camel, with its gear; or two camels unaccounted for; or a leathern cuirass, or some such equivalent. Mahomet obtained the famous camel of Abu Jahl, and a sword known by the name of DhalFiqar (Za-1Fiqar). The sword was selected by him beyond his share, according to a custom which allowed him, in virtue of the prophetic dignity, to choose from the booty, before division, whatever thing might please him most.

"The sun was now declining, so they hastily dug a pit on the battle-field, and cast the enemy's dead into it. Mahomet looked on, as the bodies were brought up and cast in. Abu Bakr, too, stood by, and, examining their features, called aloud their names. 'Otho! Shaiba! Omeyya! Abu Jahl!' exclaimed Mahomet, as one by one the corpses were, without ceremony, thrown into the common grave. 'Have ye now found that which your Lord promised you? What my Lord promised me, that verily have I found to be true. Woe unto this people! Ye have rejected me, your Prophet! Ye cast me forth, and others gave me refuge; ye fought against me, and others came to my help! 'O Prophet!' said the boy, 'dost thou speak unto the dead?' 'Yes, verily,' replied Mahomet, 'for they well know that the promise of their Lord unto them hath fully come to pass.'

"At the moment when the corpse of Otho, was tossed into a pit, a look of distress overspread the countenance of his son, Abu Hudzeifs (Abu Hugaisif). Mahomet turned kindly to him, and said, 'Perhaps thou art distressed for thy father's fate?' 'Not so, O Prophet of the Lord! I do not doubt the justice of my father's fate; but I know well his wise and generous heart, and I had trusted that the Lord would have led him to the faith. But now that I see him slain, and my hope destroyed, it is for that I grieve.' So the Prophet comforted Abu Hudzeifs, and blessed him, and said, 'It is well.'

"The army of Medina, carrying their dead and wounded, retired in the evening to the valley of Othel, several miles from Badr; and there Mahomet passed the night. On the morrow the prisoners were brought up before him. As he reviewed each, his eye fell dierently on Nadhr, son of Harih (al-Na'r ibn al-Haris). 'There was death in that glance,' whispered Nadhr, trembling, to a bystander. 'Not so,' replied the other. 'It is but thine own imagination.' The under-officer of the prisoner thought otherwise, and besought Mahomet to intercede for him. Musab reminded him that he had denied the faith and persecuted believers. 'Ah! said Nadhr, 'had the Coreish made thee

a prisoner, they would never have put thee to death!' Even were it so,' Musab scornfully replied, 'I am not as thou art; Islam hath rent all bonds asunder.' Miechad, the captor, fearing lest the prisoner, and with him the chance of a rich ransom, was about to slip from his hands, cried out, 'The prisoner is mine!' But at this moment the command to 'Strike off his head!' was interposed by Mahomet, who had been watching what passed. 'And, O Lord!' he added, 'do thou of thy bounty grant unto Mi'iedad a better prey than this.' Nadhr was forthwith beheaded by Ali.

"Two days afterwards, about half-way to Medina, Otho, another prisoner, was ordered out for execution. He ventured to expostulate and demand why he should be treated more rigorously than the other captives. 'Because of thy enmity to God and to His Prophet,' replied Mahomet. 'And my little girl!' cried Otho, in the bitterness of his soul, 'who will take care of her?' 'Hell-fire!' exclaimed the heartless conqueror, and on the instant his victim was hewn to the ground. 'Wretch that thou wast!' continued Mahomet, 'and persecutor! unbeliever in God, in His Prophet, and in His Book! I give thanks unto the Lord that hath slain thee, and comforted mine eyes thereby.'

Such was the battle of Badr. Insignificant in numbers, but most memorable in the annals of Islam on account of its important results. It was at Badr that 'the Prophet' first drew the sword in the assertion of his claim as a commissioned apostle of the Most High God, and the victory is attributed in the Qur'an to the direct intervention of the Almighty. See Surah ill. 11:—

"Ye have already had a sign in the meeting of the two hosts. The one host fought in the cause of God, and the other was infidel. To their own eye-sight, the infidels saw you twice as many as themselves: And God aided with His succour whom He would: And in this truly was a lesson for men endured with discernment.'

Al-Baiwawi, the commentator, says 3,000 angels fought for the Muslims on the battle-field of Badr.

Muhammad was received in triumph at al-Madinah, but his joy was interrupted by the death of his daughter Ruqaiyah, the divorced wife of 'Utib ibn Labab, but who had been afterwards married to Usman ibn Affan. On his return to al-Madinah (A.H. 3), Muhammad found his position much strengthened, and from this time the Qur'an assumes a rude dictatorial tone. He who at one time only spoke as a searcher after truth, now demands unhesitating obedience from the whole country of Arabia.

The Jews, however, were still unimpressed and were slow to acknowledge Muhammad, although the dream of the creed of Abraham. Muhammad sought but a plausible excuse for a rupture with the sons of Israel, and an opportunity soon presented itself. A Muslim girl was insulted by a youth of a Jewish tribe, and, taking advan-
The tidings of the defeat at Badr aroused the bitterest feelings of the Quraish. They advanced upon al-Madinah 3,000 strong. In ten days the Makkah army reached Zū ḫāfis, four miles south of al-Madinah, and then moving northwards, they encamped at Uhud, an isolated mountain three miles north-east of the city. Muhammad, clad in armour, put out his army of 1,000 men, and halted for the night; and at early dawn advanced on Uhud. The enemy was soon abandoned by 'Abdul 'Uzzah, a chief of the hypocrites (munafiqun) with 300 of his followers. 'Abdul ibn al-Walid, a name afterwards famous in Muslim history,commanding the right wing of the Quraish, attacked the Muslims, and raised the cry, "Muhammad is slain!" The confusion of the Faithful was great, and defied all the efforts of Muhammad to rally them. The Prophet himself was wounded in the face by two arrows. The Muslims were completely defeated, and the retreat was only conducted by Abū Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Ummān, and the victorious Quraish did not attempt a pursuit.

Abū l-Fidā' gives the following quaint account of the battle:

"When the two armies engaged and approached each other, Hind, daughter of 'Utbah, the wife of Abū Su'fān, arose with the women that were with her, and they beat upon the tabor as they followed the men to battle. And Hind said, 'Well done, ye sons of Abū 'd-Dār, well done! Strike ye with every weapon ye possess.' And Hamzah, the Prophet's uncle, fought most valiantly that day; and he slew Artah, the standard-bearer of the unbelievers."

And Abū Kamiyā, the Laisite slew Mus'ab, the standard-bearer of the Muslims, and when Mus'ab was slain, the Prophet gave the standard of Islām to 'Ali, the son of Abū Talib. Now, the archers were too eager for the spoil, and they left the position in which Muhammad had posted them. And Khalid, the leader of the unbelievers, came with the cavalry to the rear of the Muslims, and raised a cry that Muhammad was slain. So the Muslims were overcome by the unbelievers, and the Quraish gained the victory. The number of the slain amongst the unbelievers was twenty-two; and sixty even struck Muhammad. Their stones hit him and he fell. His fore-teeth were struck out, and he was wounded in the face. Two nails of the helmet entered the face of Muhammad. And Abū 'Ubaidah pulled one of the nails out of his face and one tooth dropped out; and he pulled out another nail and another tooth dropped out. And when Abū 'Ubaidah was taking out the teeth, Sulaiman Abū Sa'dād sucked the blood from Muhammad's face and swallowed it. Upon which the Prophet said, 'Whosoever toucheth my blood, he shall the fire of hell never touch.'

"Then Hind and her companions fell on the Muslims who were slain, and cut off their noses and their ears. And Hind cut a slice from Hamzah's liver and ate it. Then Abū Su'fān, the husband of Hind, struck his spear into Hamzah's body, and cried with a loud voice, 'The fortunes of war are uncertain! The day of Uhud for the day of Badr! Let the idol of Hubal be exalted!'

Then Muhammad sought for the body of his uncle, and he found it lying on the ground with the belly ripped open and the ears and nose cut off. And the Prophet said, 'God hath revealed to me concerning the Quraish. For such retaliation shall be made on thirty of them for the death of Hamzah, and verily Hamzah is now in the seventh heaven.' Then Muhammad prayed for Hamzah, and went to each of the bodies of the slain and prayed for them. Some of the Muslims wanted to carry their dead to al-Madinah, but the Prophet said, 'Bury them where they fell.'

There is an allusion to the defeat at Uhud in the third Sūrah of the Qur'an: "What befell you when the two armies met by God's permission. Count not those who are killed in the way of God as dead. They are living with their Lord."

The fourth year of the Hijrah (A.D. 625) opened with the despatch of 500 Muslims against the tribe of Aas, who were making preparations to invade al-Madinah. The enemy fled at the appearance of the Muslim troops, and the place was sacked. During the year there were several expeditions. Amongst others, one against the Jewish tribe Banū Nazir, whose homes were spoiled, and the people banished, because they would not accept the mission of the "Apostle of God." There is an allusion to this event in the second Sūrah of the Qur'an. A second expedition was also made to Badr, but there was no fighting, although the event is known as the second battle of Badr; for after waiting eight days for an engagement with the Quraish, the Muslims returned in triumph to al-Madinah.

It was about this time that Muhammad made two additions to his haram, by marrying Zaynab, the widow of 'Ubadah, who fell at Badr, as his fifth wife, and Ummu Salīmā, the widow of Abū Salīmah, who fell at the battle of Uhud, for his sixth; thus exceeding the legal number of four wives, to which he restricted his followers.

Muhammad being threatened by combined contingents of the Quraish, the Banū Qatāf and the Jewish tribes of Nazir and Quraish, who advanced upon al-Madinah with an army of 12,000 men, he, at the advice of a Persian named Salimah, caused a trench to be dug round the city, and then issued forth to defend it at the head of 8,000 Muslims. Both
sides remained inactive for nearly a month, when, at last, the Qurash and their allies broke up the siege. This engagement is known in Muslim history as Gâzvât ‘l-
Khamdâq, or the “Battle of the Ditch.” Special reference is made to this event in the Qur’ân, Sûrah xxxiii. 9, where the success of the Muslims is attributed to the intervention of God, “who sent a blast and a host that were not seen.”

The next expedition was against the Jewish tribe, the Banû Quraisah, when Muhammad led an army of three thousand men with thirty-six horse. The Jews sustained a siege of some twenty-five days, but were at last compelled to capitulate. Their fate was left to the decision of the Prophet’s companion, Sa’îd, whose sentence was that the male captives should be slain, the female captives and children sold into slavery, and the spoils divided amongst the army. The Prophet commended the cruel judgment of Sa’îd, as a decision according to the judgment of God, given on high from the seven heavens; and about 700 captives were deliberately beheaded, in partibus in the presence of Muhammad.

One of the female captives, Ri’ahânah, whose husband and male relatives had perished in the massacre, the Prophet reserved for himself. This cruel massacre of the Banû Quraisah is commented in the xxxiii. Sûrah of the Qur’ân, verse 20.

Before the close of this year, Muhammad married his cousin Zainab. The Prophet had previously given her in marriage to Zaid ibn Hárisah, his freed man and adopted son. But upon visiting the house of Zaid, and not finding him at home, the Prophet accidentally cast his eyes on Zainab, and was so smitten with her beauty, that he exclaimed, “Praise belongeth unto God, who turneth the hearts of men even as He will.” Zainab saw that she had made an impression on the Prophet’s heart, and when her husband returned, recounted the circumstances to him. Zaid determined to part with her in favour of his friend and benefactor, and offered to divorce her. But the relations of the Arabs to their adopted children were so strict, that nothing but a revelation from heaven could settle the difficulty. It was to meet this domestic emergency that the Prophet produced the following verses of the Qur’ân, Sûrah xxxiii. 38-39, to sanction his own heart’s desire—

“And it is not for a believer, man or woman, to have any choice in their affairs, when God and His Apostle have decreed a matter: and whoever disobeyeth God and His Apostle, erreth with palpable error. And remember, when thou soldest to him unto whom God had shown favour, and to whom thou also hast shown favour, ‘Keep thy wife to thyself, and fear God;’ and thou didst hide in thy mind what God would bring to light, and thou didst fear man; but God knoweth that He had it been to fear God. And when Zaid had settled concerning her to divorce her, we married her to thee, that it might not be a crime in the faithful to marry the wives of their adopted sons, when they have settled the affair concerning them. And the behest of God is to be performed. No blame attacheth to the Prophet where God hath given him a permission. Such was the way of God with those prophets who flourished before thee.”

The scandal of the marriage was removed by the pretended revelation, and according to the Traditions, Zainab used to vaunt herself as the one wife of the Prophet’s harim who had been given in marriage by God Himself. At all events, she exchanged a husband who had a pig nose and was short and ill-favoured for one who was the leading chief of Arabia! Muhammad’s numerous marriages (four being the legal number—Sûrah iv. 3) were likely to excite the jealousy and opposition of less favoured Muslins, but an additional chapter of the Qur’ân avoided complications, and allowed the “Prophet of God” greater liberty in this respect! See Sûrah xxxiii.

49: “O Prophet, we have allowed thee thy wives whom thou hast divorced, and the slaves whom thy right hand possesseth . . . and any believing woman who has given herself up to the Prophet, if the Prophet desireth to wed her; a privilege for thee above the rest of the Faithful.”

About this time certain injunctions were issued for the seclusion of women, and for the regulation of sexual intercourse (Sûrah xxxviii.). These rules were made more stringent in the case of the Prophet’s own wives, who, in the case of incontinence, are threatened with double punishment (Sûrah xxxviii.). The jealousy of the Prophet, who was now getting old, was allayed by the Divine command, that his wives should, in the event of his death, never marry again. The obligation devolving on believers, to consort equally with their several wives, was also relaxed specially in the Prophet’s favour (Sûrah xxix.).

In the sixth year of the Hijrah several military expeditions were made. Amongst others, to the Banû Quraisah and the Banû Lahyân. On his return from the last expedition Muhammad stopped for a few moments to visit the grave of his mother, and desired to pray for her soul. But a verse from the Qur’ân, alleged to have been revealed on this occasion, forbade his praying for the forgiveness of one who died an infidel. Sûrah ix. 114, 115—

“It is not for the Prophet or the Faithful to pray for the forgiveness of those, even though they be of kin, who associate other beings with God, after it hath been made clear to them that they are to be the inmates of Hell. For neither did Abraham ask forgiveness for his father, but in pursuance of a promise which he had promised to him: but when it was shown him that he was an enemy to God, he declared himself clear of him, and said, ‘Abraham was pitiful, kind.’

Muhammad marched in person against the Banû ‘l-Mûsâliq, and completely surprised and routed them. One thousand camels, five thousand sheep, and a great many women and children, became the spoil of the
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Muslims. One of the female captives, named Juwayriyyah, fell to the lot of Sābit ibn Qais, who, in a spurious act, offered to release her and give her liberty, for a certain sum. On applying to Muhammad to help her with the money to pay the ransom, he readily agreed to do so, and when she was freed he married her. Thereupon, the Muslims recognised the Banū l-Muṣṭaliql as allies. Juwayriyyah survived Muhammad forty-five years.

At the last stage, returning from the campaign against the Banū l-Muṣṭaliq, 'Ayishah's tent and litter were by inadvertency carried away, while she was for a moment absent, and on her return she found herself in the dark alone. Expecting the mistake to be discovered, she sat down to await the issue, when, after some delay, one of the followers came up, and finding her in this plight, bade her mount his camel, and so conducted her to al-Madīnah. The citizens drew sinister conclusions from the circumstance, and Muhammad himself became estranged from 'Ayishah, and she retired to her father's home. Several weeks elapsed, when, at length, the Prophet was supernaturally informed of her innocence (Sūrah xxi.). The law was then promulgated which requires four eye-witnesses to establish the charge of adultery, in default of which the imputation is to be punished as a slander, with eighty lashes. [Qasāf] 'Ayishah was taken back to her home, and her accusers were beaten.

It was during the year Ah. 6, that Muhammad conceived the idea of addressing foreign sovereigns and princes, and of inviting them to embrace Islam. His letter to the Emperor Heraclius has been handed down by Ibn 'Abbas (Mishkât, book xvi. ch. civ.), and is as follows:—

"In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, Muhammad, who is the servant of God, and His Apostle, to Heraclius, the Qaisar of Rūm. Peace be on whoever has gone on the straight road. After this I say, Verily, I call you to Islam. Embrace Islam, and God will reward you twofold. If you turn away from the offer of Islam, then on you be the sins of your people. People of the Book (i.e. Christians), come towards a creed which is fit both for us and for you. It is this, to worship none but God, and not to associate anything with God, and not to call others God. Therefore, O ye people of the Book, if ye refuse, beware! We are Muslims, and our religion is Islam. (Seal.)"

"MUHAMMAD, the Apostle of God."

The letter was sent to the Governor of Baṣra that he might convey it to Qaisar, but we have no record of a reply having been received.

He also wrote to Kaṣrāb-Pārviz, King of Persia, but Kaṣrāb tore the letter in pieces. On hearing the fate of his letter, Muhammad said, "Even as shall his kingdom be shattered to pieces." His third embassy was to King Naja- shah, the King of Abyssinia, who received the message with honour. The fourth was to Jariḥ ibn Māṭa, the Muqawiq, or Governor, of Egypt. Jariḥ sent a polite reply, and begged the Prophet's acceptance of another beautiful Captive slave girl. One of these, beautiful Captive slave girl. One of these, beautifull Captive slave girls. One of these, Shīrīn, the Prophet gave to Hāṣān the post, but he reserved the other Māriyāh, for himself. In due time, Māriyāh presented the Prophet with a son, who was named Ibrahim, the birth of which made him the father of a free woman, and placed her in the honourable position of the wife. But the Prophet's extreme fondness for the recent addition to his already extensive harem was resented by his numerous wives. 'Ayishah and Hafṣah were especially enraged, for the Prophet was in the habit of visiting Māriyāh on the day due to one of these ladies. Hafṣah, who, being the daughter of Umar, was a person of great political importance, took up the matter, and in order to pacify her the Prophet swore solemnly that he would never visit Māriyāh again, and enjoined Hafṣah to keep the secrets from the rest of his wives. She, however, revealed it in confidence to 'Ayishah! Muhammad was annoyed at finding his confidence betrayed, and separated himself for a whole month from his wives, and spent his time in Māriyāh's apartment. The situation was a difficult one, not merely on account of the complications caused in his own domestic circle, but because 'Umar, the father of Hafṣah, was a most important political personage in those days. The only way out of the difficulty was to produce a third direct revelation from heaven, which appeared in the Sūratu 'l-Tāhir, or the "Chapter of Prohibition" (lxi.), of the Qur'ān, and reads as follows:—

"Why, O Prophet! dost thou hold that to be forbidden which God hath made lawful to thee, from a desire to please thy wives, since God is Most Lenient, Merciful! God hath allowed you release from your oaths; and God is your master; and He is the Knowing, Wise. When the Prophet told a recent occurrence as a secret to one of his wives (i.e. Hafṣah), and when she divulged it to one of the others, he admonished her with part and with- held part. And when he had told her of it, she said, 'Who told thee this?' He said, 'The Knowing, the Sage hath told me it. If ye both be turned to God in penitence, for more have your hearts gone astray ... but if ye conspire against thee, the Prophet, then know that God is his Protector, and Gabriel, and every just man among the faithful; and the angels are his helpers besides. Haply if he put you both (i.e. Hafṣah and 'Ayishah) away, his Lord will give him in exchange for you, better than you, Muslims, believers, devout, penitent, obedient, observant of fasting, both known of men and virgins.'"

In the Muharram of A.H. 7, Muhammad assembled a force of 1,600 men, and marched against Khībār, a fertile district inhabited by the Jews, and situated about six days' march to the north-east of al-Madīnah. The attack on Khībār taxed both the energy and skill of the Warrior Prophet, for it was defended by several fortresses. The fort
Qamarus was defended by Kināmah, a powerful Jewish chief, who claimed for himself the title of "King of the Jews." Several assaults were made, and vigorously repulsed by the besieged. Both Ābā Bakr and 'Umar were equally unsuccessful in their attempts to take the position, when the Prophet selected 'Ali to lead a detachment of picked men. A famous Jewish warrior named Marhab, now presented himself, and challenged 'Ali to single combat. The challenge was accepted.

"Zul 'Qiqar," given to him by the Prophet, was the head of his adversary in twain, and secured a victory. In a few days all the fortresses of the district were taken, and Khaibar was subjugated to Islam.

Amongst the female captives was Safiyah, the widow of the chief Kināmah, who had fallen at Qamarus. One of Muhammad's followers begged her for himself, but the Prophet, struck with her beauty, threw his mantle over her, and took her to his haram.

The booty taken at Khaibar was very considerable, and in order to secure the district to Muslim rule, the Jews of the district were exiled to the banks of the Jordan.

It was during the Khaibar expedition that Muhammad instituted Mubahah, an abominable temporary marriage, to meet the demands of his army. This is an institution still observed by the Shi'ahs, but said by the Sunnis to have been abolished by Muhammad.

It was at Khaibar that an attempt was made, by a Jewess named Zainah, to poison Muhammad. She dressed a kid, and having steeped it in deadly poison, placed it before the Prophet, who ate but a mouthful of the poisoned kid when the deed was discovered. Zainah was immediately put to death.

The subjugation of the Jewish districts of 'Aq'dah, Wādī 'U-Qura and Tannah, on the confines of Syria, followed that of Khaibar. This year, in the sacred month of Zul-Qā'dah, Muhammad decided to perform the 'Umrah, or religious visitation of Makkah (which he had postponed from the year before, due to the Madinah war). He was accompanied by some 4,000 men. When they were within two days' march of Makkah, their advance was checked by the hostile Quraish and Muhammad, turning to the west from Usāīn, encamped at al-Hudaiybiyyah, within seven miles of the sacred city. At this spot a truce was made, which is known as the treaty of al-Hudaiybiyyah, in which it was stipulated that all hostilities should cease for ten years, and that for the future the Muslim should have the privilege, unmolested, of paying a yearly visit of three days to the Ka'bah.

After sacrificing the victims at al-Hudaiybiyyah, Muhammad and his followers returned to al-Madinah.

The advent of the holy month Zul-'Qā'dah, of the next year (a.h. 6), was eagerly expected by Muhammad and his followers, for then, according to the terms of the truce of al-Hudaiybiyyah, they might, without molestation, visit the holy city, and spend three days in the performance of the accustomed rites. The number of the faithful swelled on the approach to nearly 2,000 men, and the Quraish thought it best to retire with their forces to the heights overlooking the valley. Sented on his camel al-Qaswā, which eight years before had borne him in his flight from the cave of Sa'ūr a hunted fugitive, the Prophet, now surrounded by joyous crowds of disciples, the companions of his exile, approached and saluted the holy shrine. Eagerly did he press forward to the Ka'bah, touched with his staff the Black Stone, seven times made the circuit of the holy house, seven times jour-neyed between as-Safa and al-Marwah, sacri-ficed the victims, and fulfilled all the cere-monies of the lesser pilgrimage.

While at Makkah he negotiated an alliance with Maimūnā, his eleventh and last wife. His marriage gained him two most important converts—Khalīd, the "Sword of God," who before this had turned the tide of battle at Badr; and 'Amr, destined afterwards to carry to foreign lands the victorious standards of Islam.

The services of these two important converts were quickly utilized. An envoy from Muhammad to the Christian Prince of Bosra, in Syria, having been slain by the chief of Muhōr—a village to the south-east of the Dead Sea—a force of 3,000 men, under his adopted son Zaid, was sent to exact retribution, and to call the offending tribe to the faith. On the northward march, though they learn that an overwhelming force of Arabs and Romans—the latter of whom met the Muslims for the first time—was assembling to oppose them, they resolved resolutely to push forward. The result was their disastrous defeat and repulse. Zaid and Jarīf, a brother of 'Ali, fell defending the white banner of the Prophet. Khalīd, by a series of manœuvres, succeeded in drawing off the army, and conducting it without further loss to al-Madinah. A month later, however, 'Amr marched unopposed through the lands of the hostile tribes, received their submission, and restored the prestige of Islam on the frontier. Muhammad deeply felt the loss of Zaid and Jarīf, and exhibited the tenderest sympathy for their widows and orphans.

The defeat at Muhōr was followed, in the south, by events of the greatest moment to Muhammad. Certain smouldering hostilities between tribes inhabiting the neighbourhood of Makkah broke forth about the end of the year. These were judged to be infractions of the treaty (some of these tribes being in league with the Quraish), and were eagerly seized upon by Muhammad, as justifying those designs upon Makkah which the success of his arms, and the dominion he possessed over numberless tribes in the north, in the Hijaz, and Najd, now made easy for him to carry out.

Having therefore, determined to attack his native city, he announced his intention to his followers, and directed his allies among the Bedouin tribe, to join him on the march to Makkah. Although he took every precaution
to present his preparations becoming known, the news reached the ears of the Quraish, who sent Abi Safiyan to deprecate his anger and to ask him to abandon his purpose. Humiliation and failure were the only result of this mission.

On the 1st January, A.D. 630, Muhammad's march commenced, and after eight days, through unfrequented roads and deserts, the army, swollen to the number of 10,000 men, halted and lighted their camp fires on the heights of Murrâ 'z-Zahrâin, a day's march from the sacred city. The Prophet had been joined on his march by his uncle al-Abbas, and on the night of his arrival Abi Safiyan again presented himself, and besought an interview. On the morrow it was granted. "Has the time not yet come," cried Muhammad, "for thee to acknowledge that there is but one God, and that I am his Apostle." He answered that his heart still felt some hesitancy; but seeing the threatening sword of al-Abbas, and knowing that Makkah was at the mercy of the Prophet, he repeated the prescribed formulas of belief, and was sent to prepare the city for his approach.

The Prophet made his public entry into Makkah on his favourite camel, having Abû Bakr on his right hand, Uasîd on his left, and Usâmah walking behind him. On the way he recited the XLVIIIth Surah of the Qur'an, known as the "Chapter of Victory." He then entered the Sacred Mosque and circuited the Ka'bah seven times, touching the Black Stone as he passed with his stick. Observing several pictures of angels inside the Ka'bah, he ordered them to be removed, at the same time crying out with a loud voice, "God is great! God is great!" He then fixed the Qiblah [qiblah] at Makkah, and ordered the destruction of the 360 idols which the Makkans temple contained, himself destroying a wooden pigeon suspended from the roof, and regarded as one of the deities of the Qur'ans.

On the 11th day of the month of Râz, he repaired to Mount as-Safa, where all the people of Makkah had been assembled in order to take the oath of allegiance to him. Umar, acting as his deputy, administered the oath, whereby the people bound themselves to obey Muhammad, to abstain from theft, adultery, infanticide, lying, and backbiting.

During his stay at Makkah, Muhammad sent small detachments of troops into the district, who destroyed the temples of al-'Ukab, al-Jawlâb, and Manât, the three famous idol-temples of the neighbouring tribes. The Prophet had given strict orders that these expeditions should be carried out in a peaceable manner, and that only in cases of necessity should force of arms be used. Khâlid ibn al-Walid, however, who commanded 350 men, found himself opposed by the Jâzimah tribe, for instead of seeing as they were commanded, "We are Muslims," they replied, "We are Sabians"; and the impetuous general, whose name afterwards became so celebrated in history, ordered the whole tribe to be slain. Muhammad, when he heard of this barbarity, exclaimed, "Oh! my God, I am innocent of this"; and he despatched a large sum of money for the widows and orphans of the slain, and severely reproofed Khâlid.

The Prophet left Makkah after a fortnight's residence, and at the head of 12,000 men attacked the Bani Sa'îf and the Bani Hawâzin. Mâlik ibn Ans, the chief of the Sa'îf, made a bold stand, and the Prophet rallied his forces with the utmost difficulty, but having thrown a handful of dust in the direction of the enemy as a signal of victory, the Muslims renewed the charge, and 700 of the tribe were left dead on the field. This victory was followed immediately by one over the Bani Hawâzin, in the valley of Au'tâ. (See Surah ix. 23, 26.)

The ninth year of the Hijrah is known as the year of deputations, as being the year in which the various tribes of Arabia submitted to the claim of the Prophet, and sent embassies of peace to him. It is also remarkable for numerous minor expeditions.

Hearing that the Romans were assembling in large force on their frontier, Muhammad determined to attack them at Tabîb (a city between al-Madinah and Damascus). The army sent to Tabîb was the largest employed in the time of the Prophet, for it is said to have numbered 20,000, and 10,000 cavalry. By the time the army had arrived at Tabîb, the rumoured invasion had been proved unfounded. Muhammad, however, utilized a portion of the force by sending it, under the command of Khalid, to Dûmah, where he received the submission of the Jewish and Christian tribes. A treaty with John, the Christian Prince of Allah, was made, and Ukkard, the Christian chief of Dûmah was converted to Islam.

The gradual submission of Arabia, and the acknowledgment of the spiritual and temporal supremacy of the Prophet throughout the entire peninsula, followed. Indeed, in the complex system which he had established, the spiritual and secular functions were intimately blended, and involved in each other, and whilst in his humble home at al-Madinah he maintained still the simple manners of his earlier years, which, at his time of life, he had probably no inclination to alter, he exercised all those regal and sacerdotal powers which the victorious arms of his lieutenants, or the voluntary submission of the most distant provinces of Arabia, had caused to be universally acknowledged. Tax-collectors were appointed to receive the prescribed offerings or tithes, which generally amounted to "a tenth part of the increase."

The city of al-Tâ'if, trusting to its natural strength, constituted itself a centre of disaffection; but at last, driven to extremities, and seeing that all the neighbouring tribes had one by one submitted, its chief, after a vain attempt to obtain some relaxation in the rules of Islam, consented to the destruction of the adored idol al-Lat, and adopted the new faith.

It was during the time of the next yearly pilgrimage (March, A.D. 631), that Muhammad...
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mad issued an important command, the

the pilgrims, called them to witness that he

the sacred month of the pilgrim, the Prophet

the assembly at Mina, and that after that year no

the Prophet would hold himself absolved from every obligation or league

the assembly of the sacred month of the pilgrim, the Prophet would hold

the assembled multitudes in the valley of

that, at the expiration of the four

sacred months, the Prophet would himself

heaven; the Prophets would hold themselves

idolaters; that after that year no unbeliever

or to visit the holy places; and

and further, he gave directions that either within

or without the sacred territory, war was to

with them, that they were to be

written, and laid in wait for "wherever

ordains, however, that if

and pay the legal alms, they are

unto whom the Scriptures have been
delivered" (Jews and Christians, &c.), "they are
to be fought against until they pay tribute by

right of subjection, and are reduced low."

"Such, then," says Sir William Muir, "is

is the declared mission of Islam, arrived at by

slow, though insatiable steps, and now

imprinted indelibly upon its banners. The

Jews and Christians, and perhaps the

Masons,—people of the book—are to be

relaxed, but held in subjection, and under

tribute; but for the rest, the sword is not to

be sheathed till they are exterminated, or
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superior to every other religion."

About the middle of the year, a heavy

grief fell upon Muhammad, in the death of

his little son Ibrihīm. On the return of the sacred month (March,

A.D. 632), Muhammad, accompanied by all

his wives, elected his victim, named the

pilgrims, and set out on what is called

Hiyajet Ġawārīt, or "The Valedictory Pilgrimage," to the holy places, from which

every trace of the old superstition had been
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all the ceremonies of the "Umrah, or "lesser
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te the "greater." On the 8th of the holy

month Zul Hijjah, he rode to the

Waʻl Mina, some three miles east of Makkah,

and rested there for the night. Next day,

crossing Muzdalifah, the中途 station, he

reached in the evening the valley in which

stands the granite hill of Arad. From the

summit he spoke to the pilgrims regarding its

sacred premises, announced to them the

perfection of their religion," offered up the

prescribed prayers, and hurried back to Muz-

dalifah for the night. On the 10th, proceed-

ing to Mina, he cast the accustomed stones,

slew the victims brought for sacrifice, had his

head shaved and his nails pared, ordering the

hair, &c., to be burnt; and, the ceremonies

ended, laid aside the pilgrim garb. At Mina,

during his three days' stay, he preached to

the pilgrims, called them to witness that he

had faithfully fulfilled his mission, and urged

them not to depart from the exact observa-

tions of the religion which he had appointed.

Returning to Makkah, he again went through

the ceremonies of the "Umrah, made the cir-

cuit of the temple, drank of the well Zamzam,

prayed in the Ka'bah, and then, having

rigorously performed all the ceremonies, that

his example might serve as a model for all

succeeding time, he returned to al-Madinah.

The excitement and fatigue of his journey

to the holy places told sensibly on his health,

which, for some time, had shown indications

of increasing infirmity. In the death of

Ibrihīm he had received a blow which weighed

down his spirit; the poison of Khaibar still

ranked in his veins, suffered him at times

with excruciating pain, and bowed him to

the grave. His life had been a hard and

stirring one, and now the important affairs

of his spiritual and temporal kingdom, and

the cares of his large domestic circle, denied

him that repose and leisure for which he

longed.

The news of the Prophet's failing health

was soon noiselessly abroad, and tended to

encourage his rivals to increased energy of

action. Three different revolts, each headed

by a dangerous competitor, were now on the

point of breaking out. The first of these was led

by Musa'ilma, a rival prophet, who now stated

that Muhammad had distinctly nominated

him as his successor (Musa'ilma); the

second, by Aswad, a wealthy and eloquent

rival, with a considerable following (Aswad);

and the third, by Tulshah, a famous warrior

of Najd, who claimed the prophetic office.

In the traditions it is related that Musa'il-

ma addressed a letter to Muhammad, which

ran:—

"Musa'ilma, the Prophet of God, to Mu-

hammad, the Prophet of God. Peace be to

you. I am your associate. Let the exercise of

authority be divided between us. Half the

circle is mine, and half belongs to the

Qur'ān. But the Qur'ān is a greedy people,

and will not be satisfied with a fair

division."

To this presumptuous epistle Muhammad

replied:—

"Muhammad, the Prophet of God, to Mu-

saulma, the liar. Peace be on those who

follow the straight way. The earth is God's,

and He giveth it to whom He will. Those

only prosper who fear the Lord."

The opposition of Musa'ilma was, how-

ever, a formidable one, and after Muhammad's

death he was slain by Kilaī during the

reign of Abū Bakr.

The health of Muhammad grew worse, and

he now requested that he might be permitted to

remain in the home of 'Ayishah, his

beloved wife, as arrangement to which his

other wives assented.

The account we now give of the closing

scenes of Muhammad's life is, from the

graphic pen of Sir William Muir (Life of

Mohammed, new ed., p. 301 et seq.), and founded

on the traditional histories of al-Nāṣirī's

secretary, and Ibn Ithnān.
On the night of Saturday (11 Ramd 7, 623), the sickness assumed a very serious aspect. The fever rose to such a pitch that the hand could hardly be kept upon his skin from its burning heat. His body was racked with pain; restless and meaning, he tossed about upon his bed. Alarm and at the severe paroxysm of the disease, Omna Salma, one of his wives, screamed aloud. Mahomet rebuked her: "Quiet," he said. "No one with you like this but an unbeliever." During the night, Ayetha sought to comfort him, and suggested that he should seek for consolation in the same lessons he had so often taught to others when in sickness: "O Prophet!" she said, "if one of us had meant this, thou wouldst surely have found fault with it." "Yes," he replied, "but I burn with the fever, heat of any two of you together." 'Then,' exclaimed one, 'thou shalt surely have a double reward.' 'Yes,' he answered, 'I swear by Him in whose hands is my life, that there is not upon the earth a believer afflicted with any calamity or disease, but the Lord thereby causeth his sins to fall from him, even as leaves are shed in autumn from a tree." At another time he said, 'Suffering is an expiation for sin. Verily, if the believer suffer but the scratch of a thorn, the Lord raiseth his rank thereby, and wipeth away from him a sin.' 'Believers,' he would affirm, 'are tried according to their faith. If a man's faith be strong, so are his sufferings; if he be weak, they are proportioned thereto. Yet in any case, the suffering shall not be remitted until he walk upon the earth without the guilt of a single transgression clearing unto him.'

Omar, approaching the bed, placed his hand on Mahomet's forehead, and suddenly withdrew it, from the greatness of the heat: 'O Prophet!' he said, 'how violent is the fever on thee!' 'Yes, verily,' replied Mahomet, 'but I have been during the night season repeating in praise of the Lord seventy Suras, and among them the seven long ones.' Omar answered: 'But the Lord hath for thee and thy sins, and the latter; now, then, why not rest and take thine ease?" 'Nay,' replied Mahomet, 'for wherefore should I not be a faithful servant unto Him?'

An attendant, while Mahomet lay covered up, put his hand below the sheet, and feeling the excessive heat, made a remark similar to that of Omar. Mahomet replied: 'Even as this affliction proceedeth now against me, so shall my reward hereafter be enhanced.' 'And who are they?' asked another, 'that suffer the severest trials?' 'The prophets and the righteouns,' said Mahomet; and then he made mention of one prophet having been destroyed by fire, and of another who was tried with poverty, so that he had but a rag to cover his nakedness withal; yet each of them rejoiced exceedingly in his affliction, even as one of you in great spoil would rejoice.'

On the Sunday, Mahomet lay in a very weak and helpless state. Omna, who had delayed his departure to see what the issue of the sickness might be, came in from Jorf to visit him. Removing the clothes from the Prophet's face, he stooped down and kissed him, but there was no audible response. Mahomet only raised his hands to heaven in the attitude of blessing, and then placed them upon Omna. So he returned to the camp.

During some part of this day Mahomet complained of pain in his side, and the suffering became so great, that he fell into a state of unconsciousness. Omna Salma advised that physic should be given him. Asma, the sister of Melina, prepared a draught after an Abyssinian recipe, and they forced it into his mouth. Reviving from its effects, he felt the unpleasant taste in his mouth, and cried, 'What is this that ye have done to me? Ye have given me physic! They confessed that they had done so, and enumerated the ingredients of which Asma had compounded it. 'Out upon you!' he angrily exclaimed: 'this is a remedy for the pleurisy, which I hath learned in the land of Abyssin: but that is not a disease which the Lord will suffer to attack me. Now shall ye all partake of the same dose. Let not one remain in the house without being physickeed, even as ye have physickeed me, excepting only my uncle Abbas.' So all the men arose, and they poured the phisycie, in presence of the dying Prophet, into each other's mouths.

After this, the conversation turning upon Abyssinia, Omna Salma and Omna Habba, who had both been exiles there, spoke of the beauty of a cathedral in that country, called the Church of Maria, and of the wonderful pictures on its walls. Mahomet listened quietly to them, and then said, 'These, verily, are the people who, when a good man hath lived amongst them, build over his tomb a place of worship, and they adorn it with their pictures. These, in the eyes of the Lord, are the worst part of all the creation.' He stopped, and covered himself with the bed-clothes; then casting them off in the restlessness and perhaps delirium of the fever, he said: 'The Lord destroy the Jews and the Zoroastrians! Let His name be bound against those that turn the tombs of their prophets into places of worship. O Lord, let not my tomb be an object of worship. Let there not remain any faith but that of Islam throughout the whole land of Arabia!'

About this time, recognising Omar and some other chief men in the room, he called out: 'Bring letterer to me ink and paper, that I may record for you, a writing which shall prevent your going astray for ever.' Omar said, 'He wandeth in his mind. Is not the Coran sufficient for us?' But the women wished that the writing materials should be brought; and a discussion ensued. Thereupon one said, 'What is his condition at this present moment? Come, let us see whether he speaketh or no, yet early in the morning I went and asked him what his wishes were regarding the writing he had spoken of, but he no longer desired to initiate it. Leave me thus alone,' he said, 'for my present state is better than that ye call me to,'
"In the course of this day, Mahomet called Ayesha to him, and said, 'Where is that gold which I gave unto thee to keep?' On her replying that it was by her, he desired that she should spend it at once in charity. Then he dozed off in a half-conscious state; and someone asked if she should have done as he desired her. On her saying that she had not yet done so, he called for the money (which was apparently a portion of the tithe income); she placed it in his hand, and counted six golden dinars. He directed that it should be divided among certain indigent families; and then lying down, he said, 'Now I am at peace. Verily it would not have become me to meet my Lord, and this gold in my possession.'

All Sunday night the illness of Mahomet continued unabated. He was overboard praying: one of the ejaculations was to this effect: 'O my soul! Why seest thou for refuge elsewhere than in God alone?' The morning brought some measure of relief. The fever and delirium cleared; and there was an apparent return of strength.

The dangerous crisis of the Prophet's sickness on the preceding night having become known throughout the city, the mosque was crowded in the morning; at the hour of prayer, by men and women, who came seeking anxiously for tidings. Abu Bakr, as usual, led the devotions: as Imam he stood in the place of Mahomet before the congregation, his back turned towards them. He had ended the first Rak'at, or series of prostrations, and among the brethren, and at a second, when the curtain of Ayesha's door (to the left of the audience, and a little way behind Abu Bakr) slowly moved aside, and Mahomet himself appeared. As he entered the assembly, he whispered in the ear of Fadhl (Fazl), son of Abbas, who with a servant supported him: 'The Lord verily hath granted unto me refreshment in prayer'; and he looked around with a gladcountenance, marked by all who at the moment caught a glimpse of his countenance. That smile no doubt was the index of deep emotion in his heart. What doubts or fears may have crossed the mind of Mahomet, as he lay on the bed of death, and felt that the time was drawing nigh when he must render an account to that God whose messenger he professed to be, tradition affords us no grounds even to conjecture. The rival claims of Aesawd and Muselama had, perhaps, suggested misgivings, such as which had long ago distracted his soul. What if he, too, were an impious, deceiving himself and deceiving others also? If any doubts and questionings of this nature had arisen in his mind, the sight of the great congregation, in attitude devout and earnest, may have caused him comfort and absolution. That which brings forth good fruit must itself be good. The mission which had transferred gross and debased idolaters into spiritual worshippers such as these, resigning every faculty to the service of the one great God; and which, wherever accepted and believed in, was daily producing the same wonderful change, that mission must be divine, and the voice from within which prompted him to undertake it must have been the voice of the Almighty, revealed through His ministering spirit. Perhaps it was a thought like this which passed at the prophet's mind of the Prophet, and lighted up his countenance with that smile of joy, diffusing gladness over the crowded courts of the mosque.

Having paused thus for a moment at the door, Mahomet, supported as before, walked softly to the front, won: Abu Bakr stood. The people made way for him, opening their ranks as he advanced. Abu Bakr heard the rustle (for he never when at prayer turned himself or looked to the right hand or the left), and apprehending the cause which alone at that time could create so great an sensation, stepped backwards to join the congregation and vacate the place of leader for the Prophet. But Mahomet motioned him to resume the post, and taking his hand, moved forward to the platform or pulpit. There he stood upon the ground by the side of Abu Bakr, who resumed the service, and finished it in customary form.

When the prayers were ended, Abu Bakr entered into conversation with Mahomet. He rejoiced to find him at all appearance convalescent. 'O Prophet,' he said, 'I perceive that, by the grace of God, thou art better today, even as we desire to see thee. Now this day is the turn of my wife, the daughter of Kharija; shall I go and visit her?' Mahomet gave him, again, the due cost to her house at Al Sunh, a suburb of the upper city.

Mahomet then sat himself down for a little while in the court-yard of the mosque, near the door of Ayesha's apartment, and addressed the people, who, overjoyed to find him again in their midst, crowded round. He spoke with emotion, and with a voice still so powerful as to reach beyond the outer doors of the mosque. 'By the Lord,' he said, 'as for myself, verily, no man can lay hold of me in any matter; I have not made lawful anything excepting what God hath made lawful; nor have I prohibitedught but that which God in His book hath prohibited.' Oska was there; when he came to bid farewell (before starting on an expedition against the Roman border), Mahomet said to him, 'Go forward with the army; and bless the Lord be with thee!' Then turning to the women who sat close by, 'O Fatima!' he exclaimed, 'my daughter, and Safa, my aunt! Work ye both that which shall procure you acceptance with the Lord; for verily I have no power with him to save you in anywise. Having said this, he arose and re-entered the room of Ayesha.

Mahomet, exhausted by the exertion he had undergone, lay down upon his bed; and Ayesha, seeing him to be very weak, raised his head from the pillow, and laid it tenderly upon her bosom. At that moment one of her relatives entered with a green tooth-pick in his hand. Ayesha observed that the eye of
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Mohammed rested on it, and, knowing it to be as much as he liked, asked whether he wished to have it. He signified assent. Chewing it a little to make it soft and pliable, he placed it in his hand. This pleased him; for he took up the tooth-pick and used it, rubbing his teeth with his ordinary vigour; then he put it down.

"His strength now rapidly sank. He seemed to be aware that death was drawing near. He called for a pitcher of water, and, wetting his face, prayed thus: 'O Lord, I beseech thee to assist me in the agonies of death! Then three times he ejaculated earnestly, 'Gabriel, come close unto me!'"

"At this time he began to blow upon himself, perhaps in the half-consciousness of delirium, repeating the while an ejaculatory form which he had been in the habit of uttering over persons who were sick. When he ceased, from weakness, Ayesha took up the task, and continued to blow upon him and recite the same prayer. Then, seeing that he was very low, she seized his right hand and rubbed it (another practice of the Prophet when visiting the sick), repeating all the while the earnest invocation. But Mohammed was too far gone to bear even this. He now wished to be in perfect quiet: 'Take off thy hand from me,' he said, 'that cannot benefit me now.' After a little he prayed in a whisper, 'Lord grant me pardon; and join me to the companionship of bics.' Then at intervals, 'Eternity in Paradise!' 'Pardon!' 'Yes; the blessed companionship on high!' He stretched himself gently. Then all was still. His head grew heavy on the breast of Ayesha. The Prophet of Arabia was dead.

"Softly removing his head from her bosom, Ayesha placed it on the pillow, and rising up joined the other women, who were beating their faces in bitter lamentation."

"The sun had but shortly passed the meridian. It was only an hour or two since Mahomet had entered the mosque cheerfully, and seemingly convalescent. He now lay cold in death."

As soon as the intelligence of the Prophet's death was published a crowd of people assembled at the door of the house of Ayesha, exclaiming, "How can our Apostle be dead; he who was to be our witness in the Day of Judgement?" "No," said 'Umar, "he is not dead; he has gone to visit his Lord as the Prophet Moses did, when, after an absence of forty days, he reappeared to his people. Our Prophet will be restored to us, and those are traitors to the cause of Islam who say he is dead. If they say so, let them be cut in pieces." But Abû Bakr entered the house at this juncture, and after viewing the body of the Prophet with touching demonstrations of affection, he appeared at the door and addressed the crowd thus: "O Muslims, if ye adore Muhammad, know that Muhammad is dead. If ye adore God, God is alive, and cannot die. Do ye forget the verse in the Qur'an: 'Muhammad is no more than an apostle. Other apostles have already passed before him?' (see Surah iii. 138), and also the other verse, 'Thou shalt surely die. O Muhammad, and they also shall die?' (see Surah xxxix. 31). 'Umar acknowledged his error, and the crowd was satisfied and dispersed.

Abâl-Abbâs presided at the preparations for the burial, and the body was duly washed and perfumed. There was some dispute between the Quraish and the Ansâr as to the place of burial; but Abû Bakr settled them, affirming that he had heard Muhammad say that a prophet should be buried on the spot where he died. A grave was accordingly dug in the ground within the house of 'Aysah, and under the bed on which the Prophet died. This spot is now known as the Hujrah, or chamber, at al-Madina. The last rites were performed by 'Ali and the two sons of Abâl-Abbâs. [Hujrah.]

The foregoing account of Muhammad's death is that of Sunni traditionalists. The Shiitah deny almost every word of it, and give the following as an authentic narrative of the Prophet's death. The most authentic object being to establish the claim of 'Ali to be Muhammad's successor. It is translated from the Shiitah book entitled Maqâmât, see Merryck's translation, p. 308:"

"The Prophet returned to his house, and in the space of three days his sickness became severe. Then he tied a bandage on his head, add leaning on the Commander of the Faithful (i.e. 'Ali) and Fazl-ibn-Abbâs, went to the mesjid and ascended the mimer (or pulpit), and, sitting down, addressed the people thus: 'The time is near when I shall be concealed from you. Whosoever has any claim on me, let him now declare it. Verily, none can claim favour at the hand of God but by obeying Him, and none can expect to be safe without good works, or to enjoy the favour of God without obedience. Nothing but good works will deliver from divine wrath, and verily, if I should sin, I should go to hell. O Lord, I have delivered thy message.' He then came down from the mimer and performed short prayers with the people, and returned to the house of Um'mâsâhah, where he remained one or two days. That cursed woman Awaysah, having satisfied his other wives on the subject, came to the Prophet, and induced him by entreaties to go to her house, where his sickness became very oppressive. At the hour for morning prayers Bâlâi shouted the azân, but the Prophet, near his departure to the holy world, heard it not. Awaysah then sent to her father, Abubekr, to go to the mesjid, and lead the devotions of the people, and Hafsa sent the same message to Omar. As these two women were conversing about the matter before the Prophet, not seeming to suppose that he understood them, he interrupted them, saying, 'Quit such talk; you are like the women that tried to lead Yasuf astray.' Finding that, contrary to his orders, Abubekr and Omar were in the city with seditious designs, he was very sorrowful; and oppressed as he was with a severe disease, he rose, and leaning on his staff performed the ablution and prayed on his knees; afterwards, when he was returned to his own house, he said: 'I go now to meet my Lord, and I leave you to a good people.' He was then taken up one by one and placed in the bed of Ayesah, who was the sister of Fazl-ibn-Abbâs; and he was placed in the grave of the patriarchs, the bones of whom were taken from the grave of Yâsî, the son of Ishmael, and placed in the grave of the Prophet; and thus was he deposited. After the burial his body was covered with gold and silver; and white cloths were placed over him. The next day, his body was removed to the house where the Prophet formerly resided.
difficulty went to the mosque, lest Abbas' or Qamar should perform prayers, and the people doubt who should be his successor. On arriving at the mosque, he found that the cursed Abbas had occupied the place of the leader of prayers, and already begun the devotions with the people. The Prophet, with his blessed hand, signed to Abbas: to remove, and he took his place, and from weakness sat down to perform prayers, which he began anew, regardless of Abbas' commencement.

"I am returning to his house. Muhammad summoned Abbas, or some others, and demanded if he had not had business with the army of Ahmash. They replied that he had. Abbas said that he had gone and returned again; and Qamar said that he did not go, for he did not wish to hear of the Prophet's anger from another. Muhammad then told them to go with the army of Ahmash, and three times pronounced a curse on any who should disobey. His statements produced such exhaustion that he swooned, on which the Muslims present and his wife and children wept and lamented aloud. At length the Prophet opened his blessed eyes, and said, 'Bring me an instep and a sheep's shoulder-blade, that I may write on direction which will prevent your present grief.' One of the Companions of the Prophet rose to bring what he had ordered, but Qamar said, 'Come back, he speaks deliriously.' The Messenger has overcome him, and the 'book of God is sufficient for us.' It is, however, a disputed matter whether Qamar said this. However, they said to the Prophet, 'Shall we bring what you ordered?' He replied, 'After what I have heard from you, I do not need them, but I give you a dying charge to treat my family well, and not turn from them. The compiler observes that in this tradition, about the instep and shoulder-blade is mentioned in several Sunni books.

"During the last sickness of the Prophet, whilst he was lying with his head in Aly's lap, and Abbas was standing before him and bursting away the fleet with his cisk, he opened his eyes and asked Abbas to become his executor, pay his debts, and support his family. Abbas said he was an old man with a large family, and could not do it. Muhammad then ordered the same to Aly, who was so much affected that he could not command utterance for some time, but as soon as he could speak, promised with the greatest emotion to perform the Prophet's request. Muhammad, after being raised into a sitting posture, in which he was supported by Aly, ordered Bilal to bring his helmet, called kabul-hijab (in modern Arabic, takal), his coat of mail, zalif, 'pelte' or 'parch'; his banner, 'abuk; his sword, zaint, 'knife'; his turban, 'sadd; and tukum, his two party-coloured garments, his little staff, and his walking cane, mansaf. In relating the story, Abbas remarked that he had never seen the party-coloured strip, which was so luminous as nearly to blind the eye. The Prophet now addressed Aly, saying, 'Ibarahim brought me this article and told me to put it into the rings of my mail, and bind it on me for a gristle.' He then called for his two pairs of Arab shoes, one pair of which had been patched. Next he ordered the shirt he wore on the sight of the blessed Aj, or ascent of Heaven, and the shirt he wore at the battle of Othai. He then called for his three caps, one of which he wore at the crossing of the of Al-Abas, and at the two festivals, and the third when sitting among his Companions. He then told Bilal to bring his two mules, Apat and Dewiyah, his two shawls, Ghabah and Sabah, and his two horses, Aqilah and Khydrin. Bilal was kept at the door of the mosque for the use of a messenger, and Khydrin was mounted by the Prophet at the battle of Othai, where Joseph stood, 'Abdus Salam, Khydrin. Last, he called for his mas Yafour. Muhammad now directed Abbas to take Aly's place, and support his back. He then said, 'Aly, O Aly, and take these my property, while I yet live, that no one may quarrel with you about them after I am gone.'

"When I rose," said Aly, "my feet were so cramped that it was with the utmost difficulty that I could move. Having taken the 'articles and animals to my house, I returned and stood before the Prophet, who, on seeing me took his ring from his right hand, pointing towards the ground, and left it there. The Company of Muslims, Aly is my brother, my successor, and Khaibals among the Muslims. To the Prophet, "Shall we bring what you ordered?" He replied, 'After what I have heard from you, I do not need them, but I give you a dying charge to treat my family well, and not turn from them. The compiler observes that this tradition, about the instep and shoulder-blade is mentioned in several Sunni books.'

"During the last sickness of the Prophet, whilst he was lying with his head in Aly's lap, and Abbas was standing before him and bursting away the fleet with his cisk, he opened his eyes and asked Abbas to become his executor, pay his debts, and support his family. Abbas said he was an old man with a large family, and could not do it. Muhammad then ordered the same to Aly, who was so much affected that he could not command utterance for some time, but as soon as he could speak, promised with the greatest emotion to perform the Prophet's request. Muhammad, after being raised into a sitting posture, in which he was supported by Aly, ordered Bilal to bring his helmet, called kabul-hijab (in modern Arabic, takal), his coat of mail, zalif, 'pelte' or 'parch'; his banner, 'abuk; his sword, zaint, 'knife'; his turban, 'sadd; and tukum, his two party-coloured garments, his little staff, and his walking cane, mansaf. In relating the story, Abbas remarked that he had never seen the party-coloured strip, which was so luminous as nearly to blind the eye. The Prophet now addressed Aly, saying, 'Ibarahim brought me this article and told me to put it into the rings of my mail, and bind it on me for a gristle.' He then called for his two pairs of Arab shoes, one pair of which had been patched. Next he ordered the shirt he wore on the sight of the blessed Aj, or ascent of Heaven, and the shirt he wore at the battle of Othai. He then called for his three caps, one of which he wore at the crossing of the of Al-Abas, and at the two festivals, and the third when sitting among his Companions. He then told Bilal to bring his two mules, Apat and Dewiyah, his two shawls, Ghabah and Sabah, and his two horses, Aqilah and Khydrin. Bilal was kept at the door of the mosque for the use of a messenger, and Khydrin was mounted by the Prophet at the battle of Othai, where Joseph stood, 'Abdus Salam, Khydrin. Last, he called for his mas Yafour. Muhammad now directed Abbas to take Aly's place, and support his back. He then said, 'Aly, O Aly, and take these my property, while I yet live, that no one may quarrel with you about them after I am gone.'

"When I rose," said Aly, "my feet were so cramped that it was with the utmost difficulty that I could move. Having taken the 'articles and animals to my house, I returned and stood before the Prophet, who, on seeing me took his ring from his right hand, pointing towards the ground, and left it there. The Company of Muslims, Aly is my brother, my successor, and Khaibals among the Muslims. To the Prophet, "Shall we bring what you ordered?" He replied, 'After what I have heard from you, I do not need them, but I give you a dying charge to treat my family well, and not turn from them. The compiler observes that this tradition, about the instep and shoulder-blade is mentioned in several Sunni books.'
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hold of the Prophet, remained. Abbas then
asked the Prophet, “If the Khalifah (Khi-
lahah) is established among us, the Emu
Haddan, accede to it, that we may rejoic;
but if you forsake them, we shall treat as un-
judiciously and deprive us of the Khalifah, com-
mit it to your Companions.” Muhammad
replied, “After you gave them they will weep
and overweep you,” at which declaration all
the family wept, and, moreover, despised of
the Prophet’s life.

‘Umar continued to attend Muhammad night
and day, never leaving him except from the
most imperative necessity. On one of these
occasions, when ‘Umar was absent, the Prophet
said, “Call my friend and brother.” ‘Awaisah
and ‘Abdah, sons of their fathers, ‘Abdah
and ‘Ammah, but he turned from them and
covered his face, on which they remarked,
“Sir, we want ‘Umar, whom ‘Abdah called;
and Muhammad pressed him to his bosom,
and they intangled their perspiration
together, and the Prophet communicated
to him a thousand chapters of know-
ledge, each opening a thousand more. One
tradition declares that Muhammad kept ‘Umar
in his bed till his pure spirit left his body,
his arm meanwhile embracing ‘Umar.”

In compiling this account of the life of
Muhammad, we must express our deep obli-
gations to Sir William M‘Muir’s Life of Mahomet
(1st ed., 1 vol.; 2nd ed., 1 vol.; Smith, Elder
and Co., London). In many cases we have
given the ipa’izina verba of his narrative,
with his kind permission. The chief litera-
ture on the subject, in addition to Sir William
Muir’s work, is: ‘Ibnul-Asba’is ‘Ibnul-Ma’ad,
A. Sprenger, Berlin, 1869; ‘Seri-
men Historique Arabes,’ E. Porree; ‘Omol.:’
Ismail Aboufeda ‘De vita et rebus gestis Mo-
hammed, J. Gagnier, Omon.: ‘Life of
Mohammed,’ Washington Living, London, 1869;
‘Life of Mahomet from Original Sources,’ A.
Sprenger, Allahabad, 1585: ‘Essays on the
Life of Muhammad,’ Syed Ahmad Khan,
C.S.I., London; ‘A Critical Examination of the
Life and Teachings of Mahomet,’ Sfe
Al-Makki, L.H., London, 1878; ‘Mohamet et le Coman, T. Farinon, de S. Hille,
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Sūrah xxlv, 39: “Muhammad is but an
apostle: apostles have passed away before
him; what if he die, or be killed, will ye
retreat upon your heels?”

Sūrah xxlvi, 9: “Muhammad is not the
father of any of your men, but the Apostle
of God, and the Seal of the Prophets.”

Sūrah xlvii, 2: “Those who believe and
do right and believe in what is revealed
unto Muhammad,—and it is the truth from
their Lord,—He will cover for them their of-
fences and set right their minds.”

Sūrah xxlviii, 29: “Muhammad is the
Apostle of God.”

He is said to have been foretold by Jesus
under the name of ‘Isa. Sūrah xxvi, 6: “Giv-
ing you glad tidings of an Apostle who shall
come after me whose name shall be
Abdallah.” [Arabic.] According to a tradition of Ibn-‘Abbas, the
Prophet said: “My name in the Quran is
Muhammad, and is the Isla’i ‘Abdallah, and in
the Tauri ‘Abdul (from the root ‘ab’d), “to
serve,” and I am called ‘Abdul because I
serve God more than any of my people.”

(M. H. Macan, Wostenholm’s edition, p. 28.)

MUHAMMAD, The Character of.

(1) Sir William M‘Muir (Life of Mahomet, now
ed., p. 337 et seq.), has successfully collected
from the traditions embodied by the secre-
tary of al-Waqufi an account of the person
and character of Muhammad. “This account,”
as Sir William M‘Muir remarks, “illustrates
generally the style and contents of the Muslim
biographies of their Prophet.”

“When ‘Ayesha was questioned about Ma-
homet she used to say: ‘He was a man just
such as ourselves; he laughed often and
smiled much.’ But how could he occupy
himself at home? ‘Even as any of you occu-
pies yourselves. He would mend his clothes,
and cobble his shoe. He used to
help me in my household duties; but what
he did oftenest was to sew. If he had the
choice between two matters, he would choose
the easiest, so that no sin accrued thera-
from. He never took revenge excepting
where the honour of God was concerned.
When angry with any person, he would say:
‘What hath taken such a one that he should not
soil his forehead in the mud?’”

“His humility was shown by his riding
upon asses, by his accepting the invitation
even of slaves, and when mounted, by his
taking another behind him. He would say:
‘I sit at meals as a servant doth, and I eat
like a servant: for I am a servant?’ and he
would sit as one who was always ready
to rise. He discouraged (superc wybra-
ly) fasting, and works of mortification.
When seated with his followers, he would
remain long silent at a time. In the mosque
at Medina they used to recite pieces of
poetry, and tell stories regarding the incidents
that occurred in the ‘days of ignorance,’ and
laugh; and Muhammad listening to them, would
smile at what they said.

Mahomet hated nothing more than lying;
and whenever he knew that any of his fol-
lowers had erred in this respect, he would
hold himself aloof from them until he was
assured of their repentance.

“His Speech.

“He did not speak rapidly, running his
words into one another, but enunciated each
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syllable distinctly, so that what he said was imprinted in the memory of everyone who heard him. When at public prayers, it might be known from a distance that he was reading by the motion of his head. He never read in a singing or chanting style; but he would draw out his voice, resting at certain places. Thus, in the prefatory words of a Sura, he would pause after bismillâh, after al Rahmân, and again after al Rahim.

"Gait.

"He used to walk so rapidly that the people half ran behind him, and could hardly keep up with him.

"Habits in Eating.

"He never ate reclining, for Gabriel had told him that is the manner of kings; nor had he ever two men to walk behind him. He used to eat with his thumb and his two forefingers; and when he had done, he would lick them, beginning with the middle one. When offered by Gabriel the valley of Mecos full of gold, he preferred to forgo it, saying that when he was hungry he would come before the Lord lowly, and when full, with praise.

"Moderation.

"A servant-maid being once long in returning from an errand, Mahomet was annoyed, and said: 'If it were not for the law of retaliation, I should have punished you with this tooth-pick' (i.e. with an inappreciably light punishment).

"Customs at Prayer.

"He used to stand for such a length of time at prayer that his legs would swell. When remonstrated with, he said: 'What! shall I not behave as a thankful servant should?' He never yawned at prayer. When he sneezed, he did so with a subdued voice, covering his face. At funerals he never rode; he would remain silent on such occasions, as if conversing with himself, so that the people used to think he was holding communication with the dead.

"Refusal to make Personal Use of Tithes.

"While he accepted presents he refused to use anything that had been offered as alms; neither would he allow anyone in his family to use what had been brought as alms; 'For,' said he, 'the alms are the impurity of mankind' (i.e. that which cleanses their impurity). His scruples on this point were so strong that he would not eat even a date picked up on the road, lest perchance it might have dropped from a tithe load.

"Food Relished.

"Mahomet had a special liking for sweetmeats and honey. He was also fond of cucumbers and of undried dates. When a lamb or a kid was being cooked, Mahomet would go to the pot, take out the shoulder, and eat it. He used to eat moist dates and cooked food together. What he most relished was a mess of bread cooked with meat, and a dish of dates dressed with butter and milk.

"Mahomet used to have sweet (rain) water kept for his use.

"Women and Scents.

"A great array of traditions are produced to prove that the Prophet was fond of women and scents, and liked these of all things in the world the best. Ayashah used to say: 'The Prophet loved three things—women, scents, and food; he had his heart’s desire of the two first, but not of the last.'

"Straitened means at Medina.

"Ayashah tells us that for months together Mahomet did not get a full meal. 'Months used to pass,' she says again, 'and no fire would be lighted in Mahomet’s house, either for baking bread or cooking meat.' 'How, then, did ye live?' 'By the “two black things” (dates and water), and by what the citizens used to send unto us; the Lord re quite them! Such of them as had milk cattle would send us a little milk. The Prophet never enjoyed the luxury of two kinds of food the same day; if he had flesh there was nothing else; and so if he had dates; so likewise if he had bread.'

"We possessed no sieves, but used to bruise the grain and blow off the husks.'

"Appearances, Habits, &c.

"He used to wear two garments. His isâr (under-garment) hung down three or four inches below his knees. His mantle was not wrapped round him so as to cover his body, but he would draw the end of it under his shoulder.

"He used to divide his time into three parts: one was given to God, the second allotted to his family, the third to himself. When public business began to press upon him, he took one half of the latter portion to the service of others.

"When he pointed he did so with his whole hand; and when he was astonished he turned his hand over (with the palm upwards). In speaking with another, he brought his hand near to the person addressed; and he would strike the palm of the left in the thumb of the right hand. Angry, he would avert his face; joyful, he would look downwards. He often smiled, and, when he laughed, his teeth used to appear white as hailstones.

"In the interval allotted to others, he received all that came to him, listened to their representations, and occupied himself in disposing of their business and in hearing what they had to tell him. He would say on such occasions: ‘Let those that are here give information regarding that which passeth to them that are absent; and they that cannot themselves appear to make known their necessities, let others report them to me in their stead: the Lord will establish the feet of such in the Day of Judgment.'
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"Seal of Prophecy."

"This, says one, was a protuberance on the Prophet's back of the size and appearance of a pigeon's egg. It is said to have been the divine seal which, according to the predictions of the Scriptures, marked Mahomet as the last of the Prophet. How far Mahomet himself encouraged this idea it is impossible to say. From the traditions it would seem to have been nothing more than a mole of unusual size; and the saying of Mahomet, that 'God had placed it there,' was probably the germ of supernatural associations which grew up concerning it.

"Hair."

"His hair used to be combed; it was neither curling nor smooth. He had, says one, four curled locks. His hair was ordinarily parted, but he did not care if it was not so. According to another tradition, 'The Jews and Christians used to let their hair fall down, while the heathen parted it. Now Mahomet loved to follow the people of the Book in matters concerning which he had no express command. So he used to let down his hair without parting it. Subsequently, however, he fell into the habit of parting it.'

"Moustache."

"Mahomet used to clip his moustache. A Magian once came to him and said: 'You ought to clip your beard and allow your moustaches to grow.' 'Nay,' said the Prophet, 'for my Lord hath commanded me to clip the moustaches and allow the beard to grow.'

"Dress."

"Various traditions are quoted on the different colours he used to wear—white chiefly, but also red, yellow, and green. He sometimes put on woollen clothes. Ayshas, it is said, exhibited a piece of woollen stuff in which she swore that Mahomet died. She adds that he once had a black woollen dress; and she still remembered, as she spoke, the contrast between the Prophet's fair skin and the black cloth. 'The odour of it, however, becoming unpleasant, he cast it off, for he loved sweet odours.'

"He entered Mecca on the taking of the city (some say) with a black turban. He had also a black standard. The end of his turban used to hang down between his shoulders. He once received the present of a scarf for a turban, which had a figured or spotted fringe; and then he cut off before wearing it. He was very fond of striped Yemen stuffs. He used to wrap his turban many times round his head, and 'the lower edge of it used to appear like the soiled clothes of an oil-dealer.'

"He once prayed in a silken dress, and then cast it aside with abhorrence, saying: 'Such stuff it doth not become the pious to wear.' On another occasion, as he prayed in a figured or spotted mantle, the spots attracted his notice; when he had ended, he said: 'Take away that mantle, for verily it hath distracted me in my prayers, and bring me a common one.' His sleeve of cloth was a vest. The robe in which he was in the habit of receiving embassies, and his fine Hadhrumaut mantle, remained with the Caliphs; when worn or rent, these garments were mended with fresh cloth; and in after times, the Caliphs used to wear them at the festivals. When he put on new clothes (either an under-garment, a girdle, or a turban), the Prophet would offer up a prayer such as this: 'Praise be to the Lord who hath clothed me with that which shall hide my nakedness and adorn me with beauty.' Pray Thee for the cleanliness that is in this, and the good that hath been made for it; and I seek refuge from the evil that is in the same, and from the evil that hath been made for it.'

"Shoes."

"His servant, Anas, had charge of his shoes and of his water-pot. After his master's death, Anas used to show his shoes. They were after the Hadhrumaut pattern, with two thongs. In the year 100 or 110 A.H., one went to buy shoes at Mecca, and tells us that the shoemaker offered to make them exactly after the model of Mahomet's, which he said he had seen in the possession of Fātima, granddaughter of Abba. His shoes were to be cobbled. He was in the habit of praying with his shoes on. On one occasion, having taken them off at prayers, all the people did likewise, but Mahomet told them there was no necessity, for he had merely taken off his own because Gabriel had apprised him that there was some dirty substance attached to them (cleanness being required in all the surroundings at prayer). The thongs of his shoes once broke, and they mended them for him by adding a new piece; after the service, Mahomet desired his shoes to be taken away and the thongs restored as they were; 'For,' said he, 'I was distracted at prayer thereby.'

"Tooth-picks."

"Ayshas tells us that Mahomet never lay down, by night or by day, but on waking he applied the tooth-pick to his teeth before he performed ablution. He used it so much as to wear away his gums. The tooth-pick was always placed conveniently for him at night, so that, when he got up in the night to pray, he might use it before his lustrations. One says that he saw him with the toothpick in his mouth, and that he kept saying 's, as, as, as, as, as, as it is about to vomit. His tooth-picks were made of the green wood of the palm-tree. He never travelled without one.

"Articles of Toilet."

"He very frequently oiled his hair, poured water on his beard, and applied antimony to his eyes.

"Armour."

"Four sections are devoted to the description of Mahomet's armour,—his swords, coats of mail, shields, lances, and bows.
"Miscellaneous.

The Prophet used to snuff skim milk, and wash his hands in a decoction of the wild plum-tree. When he was afraid of forgetting anything, he would tie a thread on his finger or his ring.

Horses.

The first horse which Mahomet ever possessed was only purchased by him at the time of the first Hajj. He purchased it for 100 ducats (ounces of silver); and he called it Sabah (Sama'). He rode it and it won, and he was greatly rejoiced thereat. He had a third horse, named Murdaqiq (neigher).

Riding Camels.

Besides Al-Caawâ (al-Qasâbâ), Mahomet had a camel called Abuâ (al-'Abzâ), which in speed overtook all others. Yet one day an Arab passed it when it was at its fastest pace. The Moslems were chagrined at this; but Mahomet reproved them, saying: 'It is the property of the Lord, that whosoever men exalt anything, or seek to exalt it, then the Lord putteth down the same.

Milk Cameles.

Mahomet had twenty milk camels, the same that were plundered at Al-Ghâba. Their milk was for the support of his family: every evening they gave two large skinfuls. Omm Salma relates: 'Our chief food when we lived with Mahomet was milk. The camels used to be brought from Al-Ghâba every evening. I had one called Aris, and Ayesha one called Al-Samra. The herdman fed them at Al-Jânæa, and brought them to our homes in the evening. There was also one for Mahomet.

Milk Flocks.

Mahomet had seven goats which Omm Ayman used to tend. (This probably refers to an early period of his residence at Medina.) His flocks grazed at Ohod and Himma alternately, and were brought back to the house of that wife whose turn it was for Mahomet to be in her abode. A favourite goat having died, the Prophet desired its skin to be tanned.

Mahomet attached a peculiar blessing to the possession of goats. 'There is no house,' he would say, 'possessing a goat, but a blessing abideth thereon; and there is no house possessing three goats, but the angels pass the night there praying for its inmates until the morning.'

Servants.

Fourteen or fifteen persons are mentioned who served the Prophet at various times. His slaves he always freed.

Houses.

Abdallah ibn Yazid relates that he saw the houses in which the wives of the Prophet dwelt, at the time when Omar ibn Al-Asiz, Governor of Medina (about A.H. 100) demolished them. They were built of unburnt bricks, and had separate apartments made of palm-branches, daubed (or built-up) with mud; he counted nine houses, each having separate apartments, in the space extending from the house of Ayesha and the gate of Mahomet to the house of Asma, daughter of Hozain. Observing the dwelling-place of Omm Salma, he questioned her grandson concerning it, and he told him that when the Prophet was absent on the expedition to Duma, Omm Salma built up an addition to her house with a wall of unburnt bricks. When Mahomet returned, he went in to her, and asked what new building this was. She replied, 'I purposed, O Prophet, to shut out the glances of men thereby!' Mahomet answered: 'O Omm Salma! verily, the most unprofitable thing that easeth up the wealth of the Believer is building.' A citizen of Medina present at the time confirmed this account, and added that the curtains of the door were of black hair-cloth. He was present, he said, when the despatch of the Caliph Abd al Malik (A.H. 86–88) was read aloud, commanding that these houses should be brought within the area of the mosque, and he never witnessed sorcerers than there was amongst the people that day. One exclaimed: 'I wish, by the Lord! that they would leave these houses alone thus as they are; then would those that spring up hereafter in Medina, and strangers from the ends of the earth, come and see what kind of building sufficed for the Prophet's own abode, and the sight thereof would deter men from extravagance and pride.'

There were four houses of unburnt bricks, the apartments being of palm-branches; and five houses made of palm-branches built up with mud and without any separate apartments. Each was three Arabian yards in length. Some say they had leather curtains for the doors. One could reach the roof with the help of ladders.

The house of Hâirtha (Hârišah) was next to that of Mahomet. Now whenever Mahomet took to himself a new wife, he added another house to the row, and Hâirtha was obliged successively to remove his house, and to build on the space beyond. At last this was repeated so often, that the Prophet said to those about him: 'Verily, it shamed me to turn Hârichta over and over again out of his house.'

Properties.

There were seven gardens which Mukheirrick the Jew left to Mahomet. Omar ibn Al-Asiz, the Caliph, said that, when Governor of Medina, he ate of the fruit of these, and never saw any other dates. Others say that these gardens formed a portion of the confiscated estates of the Bani Nudhir. They were afterwards dedicated perpetually to pious purposes.

Mahomet had three other properties:

1. The confiscated lands of the Bani
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Nadhir. The produce of these was appropriated to his own wants. One of the plots was called Mashruba Omm Ibrahim, the 'summer garden of (Mary) the mother of Ibrahim; where the Prophet used to visit her. 2. Il Fadak; the fruits of this were reserved as a fund for indigent travellers.

"III. The fifth share, and the lands received by capitulation, in Kheibar. This was divided into three parts. Two were devoted for the benefit of the Moslems generally (i.e. for State purposes); the proceeds of the third, Mahomet assigned for the support of his own family; and what remained over he added to the fund for the use of the Moslems." (The Life of Mahomet, by William Muir, Esq., London, 1861, vol. iv., p. 325.)

(2) Dr. A. Spranger, Persian translator of the "Koran," and Principal of the Calcutta Madrasah, gives the following valuable review of the character of Muhammad, as regards his assumption of the prophetic office:

"Up to his fortieth year, Muhammad devoutly worshipped the gods of his fathers. The predominance of his imaginative powers, and his peculiar position, gave him a turn for religious meditation. He annually spent the month of Ramadan in seclusion in a cave of Mount Hirrā, where the Qoraysheites used to devote themselves to ascetic exercises. In this retreat he passed a certain number of nights in prayer, fasted, fed the poor, and gave himself up to meditation; and on his return to Makkah he walked seven times round the Ka'abah before he went to his own house.

"When he was forty years of age, the first doubts concerning idolatry arose in his mind. The true believers ascribe this crisis to a divine revelation, and therefore carefully conceal the circumstances which may have given the first impulse. It is likely that the ascetic Zaid, whom he must have met in Mount Hirrā, first instilled purer notions respecting God into his mind, and induced him to read the Biblical history. To abjure the gods, from whom he had hoped for salvation, caused a great struggle to Muhammad, and he became depressed and fond of solitude. He spent the greater part of his time in Hirrā, and came only occasionally to Makkah for new provisions.

"Undisturbed meditation increased his excitement, and his overstrained brains were, even in sleep, occupied with doubts and speculations of life. In one of his visions he saw an angel, who said to him, 'Read.' He answered, 'I am not reading.' The angel laid hold of him and squeezed him, until Muhammad succeeded in making an effort. Then he released him, and said again, 'Read.' Muhammad answered, 'I am not reading.' This was repeated three times; and at length the angel said, 'Read in the name of thy Lord, the Creator, who has created man of congealed blood.' — Read, for thy Lord is most beneficent. It is He who has taught by the pen (has revealed the Scriptures); it is He who has taught man what he does not know. These are the initial words of a Sura of the Quran, and the first revelation which Muhammad received. If this dream was as momentous as the authentic traditions make it, it must have been the orison, which caused Mohammad to seek for truth in the books of the Jews and Christians. The words of the angel admit hardly any other sense. After much hesitation he determines to study the tenets of another faith, which was hostile to that of his fathers. His resolve is sanctioned by a vision, and he thanks the Creator, whom the Qoraysheites always considered the greatest among their gods, for having sent a revelation to direct man.

"It is certain, however, that no Musalmān will admit the sense which I give to these verses of the Quran; and Mohammed himself, in the progress of his career, formally denied having read any part of the Scriptures before the Quran had been revealed to him. This, however, can only be true if he meant the first verses of the Quran, that is to say, those mentioned above; for in the following revelations he introduces the names of most prophets, he holds up their history as an example to the Makkians, he borrows expressions from the Bible which he admired for their sublimity, he betrays his acquaintance with the gospels by referring to an erroneously translated verse of St. John, for a proof of his mission, and he frequently alludes to the legends of the Rabbins and Christians. Whence has the Prophet of the Gentiles obtained his knowledge of the Biblical history? He answers the question himself: It is God who has revealed it to me. This assertion satisfies the believer, and is a hint to the inquirer in tracing the sources of his information. He would hardly have hazarded it had he not obtained his instruction under considerable secrecy. The spirit of persecution at Makkah, which manifested itself against Zaid, made caution necessary for Mohammad, though originally he may have had no ulterior views, in making himself acquainted with another faith. Yet with all his precautions, the Qoraysheites knew enough of his history to disparage and persecute him. He himself confesses, in a Sura revealed at Makkah (Sūrah xxv. 5), that they said that the Quran was a tisane of falsehood; that several people had assisted him; and that he preached nothing more than what was contained in the "Asyṯ or of the Ancients," which he used to write, from the dictation of his teachers, morning and evening. Who were the men who instructed Mohammad? It is not likely that he would have dared to declare before them, that the doctrines which he had received from them had been revealed to him; nor is it likely that, had they been alive after the new religion had become triumphant, they would have allowed him to take all the credit to himself. Those who exercised an influence upon Mohammad were had discipline; find no instance in which he appeared to buy secrecy by submitting to the dictation of others. I am inclined to think, therefore, that his instructors died during his early career; and this supposition enables us to ascertain..."
the names of some of them. The few speci-
mens of the sayings of Zaid, which have been
preserved, prove that Mohammed borrowed
freely from him, not only his tales, but even
his expressions; and Zaid did not long sur-
vive Mohammed’s assumption of his office.
It is likely that Waraqa, the cousin of Kha-
diyah, who, it would appear, brought about
her marriage with Mohammed, *who was the
first to declare that the Great Law [Namus]
would be revealed to him, and who expressed
a wish to assist him during the persecutions
to which every prophet was subject, was one
of his teachers. Waraqa died shortly before
the time when he publicly proclaimed his
mission. The defence of the Prophet, that
the man, of whom his countrymen said that
he assisted him in writing the Quran, was a
foreigner (Sūrah xvi. 105), and unable to
write so pure Arabic as the language of the
Quran was, leads us to suspect that one
of his chief authorities for the Biblical legends
was *Abdallah, a monk of Ninereh, who was
settled at Makka. (See Tafsīr ‘l-Bai‘īzāwī
on Sūrah xxv. 6.) And there can be no
doubt that the Rabbins of the Hijaz com-
 municated to Mohammed their legends. The
commentators upon the Quran inform us fur-
ther, that he used to listen to Jibril and Ya‘ṣar,
two sword-mongers at Makka, when
they read the scriptures; and Ibn Ikhāś says,
that he had intercourse with *Abdul-Rahmān,
a Christian of Zam’smah; but we must never
forget that the object of these authorities, in
such matters, is not to instruct their readers,
but to mislead them.

“It is certain, from the context, where the
expression occurs, and from the commenta-
tors on the Quran, that *Asyṭr of the
Ascents is the name of a book; but we have
very little information as to its origin
and contents. (See the Commentaries of al-
ka‘īwā and the Jālā‘ān on Sūrah xxv.)
That dogmas were propounded in it, besides
Biblical legends, appears from several pas-
sages of the Quran, wherein it is said that
it contained the doctrine of the Resurrection.
(Sūrah xxvii. 70, xlv. 16.) It is also clear
that it was known at Makka before Moham-
med; for the Qaryshites told him that they
and their fathers had been acquainted with it
before he taught it, and that all that he
taught was contained in it. (Sūrah lixviii. 15.)
Mohammed had, in all likelihood, besides, a
version of portions of the scriptures, both
of the genuine and some of the apocryphal
works; for he refers his audience to them
without reserve. Tabary informs us that
when Mohammed first entered on his office,
even his wife Khadiyah had read the scrip-
tures, and was acquainted with the history of
the prophets. (See Ba‘īmī’s translation of
Tabary in Persian.)

In one of three passages of the Quran quoted
above, the meaning of which they clumsily
pervert, almost all modern Musul-
man writers, and many of the old ones, deny
that Mohammed knew reading or writing.
Good authors, however, particularly among
the Shi‘ahs, admit that he knew reading: but
they say he was not a skilful penman. The
only support of the opinion of the former is
one passage of the Quran, Sūrah vii. 150, in
which Mohammed says that he was the Pro-
phet of the Ummis, and an Ummi himself.
This word, they say, means illiterate; but
others say it means a man who is not skilful
in writing: and others suppose it to mean a
Makkian or an Arab. It is clear that they
merely guess, from the context, at the mean-
ing of the word. Ummi is derived from
*umma, ‘nation’ (Latin gens, Greek ethnos),
and on comparing the passages of the Quran,
in which it occurs, it appears that it means
gentes (Greek ethnikos). It is said in the
Quran, that some Jews are honest, but others
think there is no harm in wronging the
Ummis. Imam Sadiq observes (Ḥiyāt ‘l-
Qulāh, vol. ii. chapter 6, p. 2) on this passage,
that the Arabs are meant under Ummis, and
that they are called so, though they knew
writing, because God had revealed no book to
them, and had sent them no prophet. Several
instances in which Mohammed did read and
write are recorded by Bokhārī, Nasā‘i, and
others. It is, however, certain that he wished
to appear ignorant, in order to raise the
elegance of the composition of the Quran into
a miracle.

“According to one record, the doubts, in-
decision, and preparation of the Prophet for
his office lasted seven years; and so sincere
and intense were his meditations on matters
of religion, that they brought him to the
brink of madness. In the Quran we can
trace three phases in the progress of the
mind of Mohammed from idolatry to the for-
modation of a new creed. First, the religion
of the Kabah, in which he sincerely believed,
seems to have formed the principal subject
of his meditations. The contemplation of nature,
probably assisted by instruction, led him to
the knowledge of the unity of God; and there
is hardly a verse in the Quran which does not
shew how forcibly he was struck with this
truth. By satisfying the faith of his fathers,
he tried to reconcile it with the belief in one
God; and for some time he considered the
idols round the Kabah daughters of God, who
interceded with Him for their worshippers.
But he gave up this belief, chiefly because he
could not reconcile himself to the idea that
God should have only daughters, which was
ignominious in the eyes of an Arab; and that
men should have sons, who reflect honour on
a family. He also connected the idolatrous
worship of the black stone, and the ceremo-
nies of the Hajj, and almost all the other
pagan usages of the Harramites, with their
Abraham. This idea was not his own. The
sceptics who preceded him held the same
opinion; yet it was neither ancient nor gen-
eral among the pagan Arabs. We find no con-
nection between the tenets of Moses and those
of the Harramites; and though Biblical names
are very frequent among the Musulman
writers, we do not find one instance of their occurrence
among the pagans of the Hijaz before Mo-
hammed.
It has been mentioned that the vision in which he was ordered to read, caused him finally to renounce idolatry; we are told that after this vision an intermission of three years, called *frak,* took place, which lasted upwards of two years. The meaning of *frak* is simply that, though this vision was a revelation, he did not assume his office for two or three years. It is certain that he composed many Surahs of the Quran during this time: and it must have been during this period that the tenet of the Jews and Christians seriously occupied his mind. Before the vision he was an idolater; and after the *frak* he possessed the acquaintance with the scriptural history which we find in the Quran. Even after he had declared himself a prophet, he showed, during the beginning of his career, a strong leaning towards, and a sincere belief in, the scriptures and Biblical legends: but in proportion to his success he separated himself from the Bible.

This is the second phase in the progress of the Prophet's mind. His belief in the scriptures does not imply that he ever belonged to the Christian or Jewish Church. He never could reconcile his notions of God with the doctrine of the Trinity, and with the Divinity of Christ; and he was disgusted with the monkish institutions and sectarian disputes of the Christians. His creed was: *He is God alone, the Eternal God; He has not begotten, and is not begotten; and none is His equal.* (See Surah exil.) Nothing, however, can be more erroneous than to suppose that Muhammad was, at any period of his early career, a deist. Faith, when once extinct, cannot be revived; and it was his enthusiastic faith in inspiration that made him a prophet. Disappointed with the Jewish and Christian religions, he began to form a system of faith of his own; and this is the third phase of the transition period. For some time, it seems, he had no intention to preach it publicly, but circumstances, as well as the warm conviction of the truth of his creed, at length prevailed upon him to spread it beyond the circle of his family and friends.

The mental excitement of the Prophet was much increased during the *frak,* and like the ardent scholar in one of Schiller's poems, who dared to lift the veil of truth; he was nearly annihilated by the light which broke in upon him. He usually wandered about the hills near Makkah, and was so long absent, that on one occasion, his wife being afraid that he was lost, sent men in search of him. He suffered from hallucinations of his senses, and, to finish his sufferings, he several times contemplated suicide by throwing himself down from a precipice. His friends were alarmed at his state of mind; and even his enemies considered it as the eccentricities of a poetical genius; others thought that he was a kahin, or soothsayer; but the majority took a less charitable view (see Surah lxxxv. 40, xx. 8), and declared that he was insane; and, as madness and melancholy are always accompanied by supernatural influence in the East, they said that he was in the power of Satan and his agents, the jinn. They called in exorcists; and he himself doubted the soundness of his mind. *'I hear a sound,' he said to his wife, *and see a light. I am afraid there are jinn in me.' And on other occasions he said, *I am afraid I am a kahin.* 'God will never allow that such should befall thee,' said Khadiyeh; *for thou keepest thy engagements, and assistest thy relations.' According to some accounts, she added, *Thou wilt be the prophet of thy nation.' And, in order to remove every doubt, she took him to her cousin Waraqah; and he said to her, *I see thou (i.e. thy explanation) are correct; the cause of the excitement of thy husband is the coming to him of the great nomos, law, which is like the nomos of Moses. If I should be alive when he receives his mission, I would assist him; for I believe in him.* After this Khadiyeh went to the monk, *Aqdas,* and he confirmed what Waraqah had said. Waraqah died soon after, before Mohammad entered on his mission.

The words of Mohammad, *I am afraid I am a kahin,* require some explanation. The Arabs, previous to the promulgation of Islam, believed in kahins, soothsayers; and even in our days they have greater faith in saints and inspired persons than other equally uncivilized nations. Such a belief is so necessary a limitation of the personal freedom of the Bedouins, which knows no other bounds, that I consider it as the offspring of liberty. Even the most refractory spirit sees no humiliation in confessing his wrong-doings to a helpless seer, and in submitting to his decisions; and by doing so, if he has embroiled himself, he can return to peace with himself and with society. We find, therefore, in the ancient history of Arabia, that litigations were frequently referred to celebrated kahins. Those, it would appear, were eccentric persons, of great cunning, and not without genius. The specimens which we have of their oracles are obscure, and usually in rhymed prose and incoherent sentences; and they are frequently preceded by a heavy statement of the truth of what they say, like some of the Surahs of the Quran. It was believed that they knew what was concealed from the eyes of the common mortals; but they were looked upon with awe; for the Arabs conceived that they were possessed by, or allied with, Satan and the jinn. The evil spirits used to approach the gates of heaven by stealth, to pry into the secrets which were being transacted between God and the angels, and to convey them to the kahins. Existing prejudices left no alternative to Mohammad but to proclaim himself a prophet who was inspired by God and His angels, or to be considered a kahin possessed by Satan and his agents the jinn.

Khadiyeh and her friends advised him to adopt the former course; and, after some hesitation, he followed their advice, as it would appear, with his own conviction. His purer notions of the Deity, his moral conduct, his predilection for religious speculations, and his piety, were proofs sufficiently strong to
convince an affectionate wife that the supernaturally, in the hour under which he was, came from a man who had, but the Arabians had a very imperfect notion of divine inspiration, it was necessary for him to prove to them, by the history of the prophets, that some seats were inspired by God; and to this end, he devoted more than two thirds of the Qur'an to Biblical legends, none of which could be adapted to his own case, that if we substitute the name of Mohammad for Moses and Abraham, we have his own views, fate, and tendency. And, in order to remove every doubt as to the cause of his excitement, Mohammad subsequently maintained, that since he had assumed his office, heaven was surrounded by a strong guard of angels; and if the jinn ventured to ascend to its precincts, a flaming dart, that is to say, a shooting star, is thrown at them, and they are precipitated to the lower regions; and, therefore, the jinn ceased with the commencement of his mission.

"The declaration of Waraqah, and of the monk 'Addas, that the great nomads would descend upon him, and the faith of his wife, neither conveyed full conviction nor gave them sufficient courage to Mohammad to declare himself publicly the messenger of God; on the contrary, they increased the morbid state of his mind. A fatalist, as he was, it was a hallucination and a fit which decided him to follow their advice. One day, whilst he was wandering about in the hills near Makkah, with the intention to destroy himself, he heard a voice; and, on raising his head, he beheld Gabriel, between heaven and earth; and the angel assured him that he was the prophet of God. This hallucination is one of the few clearly stated miracles to which he appeals in the Quran. Not even an allusion is made, in that book, to his fits, during which his followers believe that he received the revelations. This bears out the account of Wajidqy, which I have followed, and proves that it was rather the excited state of his mind than his fit which caused his friends to believe in his mission. Frightened by this apparition, he returned home; and, feeling unwell, he called for covering. He had a fit, and they poured cold water upon him; and when he was recovering from it, he received the revelation, 'O thou covered, arise and preach, and magnify thy Lord, and cleanse thy garment, and fly every abomination'; and henceforth, we are told, he received revelations without interruption; that is to say, the farru was at an end, and he assumed his office.

"This crisis of Mohammad's struggles bears a strange resemblance to the opening scene of Goethe's Faust. He paints, in that admirable drama, the struggles of man which mark the transition in men of genius, from the ideal to the real—from youth to manhood. Both in Mohammad and in Faust the anguish of the mind, distracted by doubts, is dispelled by the song of angels, which rise from their own bosoms, and is the voice of the consciousness of their sincerity and warmth in seeking for truth; and in both, after this crisis, the enthusiasm abates gradually to a calmly design, and they now blaspheously sacrifice their faith in God to self-aggrandisement. In this respect the resemblance of the second part of Faust to Mohammad's career at Madinah is complete. As the period of transition in the life of the Prophet has hitherto been completely unknown to the world, Goethe's genius of this period, in the life of enthusiasts, is like a prediction in reference to the individual case of Mohammad.

"Some authors consider the fits of the Prophet as the principal evidence of his mission, and it is therefore necessary to say a few words on them. They were preceded by a great depression of spirits; he was despondent, and his face was clouded; and they were ushered in by coldness of the extremities and shivering. He shook, as if he were suffering ofague, and called out for covering. His mind was in a most excited state. He heard a tinkling in his ears, as if bells were ringing; or a humming, as if bees were swarming round his head; and his lips quivered; but this motion was under the control of volition. If the attack proceeded beyond this stage, his eyes became fixed and staring, and the motions of his head became convulsive and automatic. At length, perspiration broke out, which covered his face in large drops; and with this ended the attack. Sometimes, however, if he had a violent fit, he fell comatose to the ground, like a person who is intoxicated; and (at least at a latter period of his life) his face was flushed, and his respiration stertorous, and he remained in that state for some time. The bystanders sprinkled water in his face; but he himself fancied that he would derive a great benefit from being cupped on the head. This is the information which I have been able to collect concerning the fits of Mohammad. It will be observed that we have no distinct account of a paroxysm between the one which he had in his infancy, and the one after which he assumed his office. It is likely that up to his forty-fourth year they were not habitual. The alarm of the nurse, under whose care he had been two years before he had the former of these two fits, shows that it was the first, and the age and circumstances under which he had the latter, made it likely that it was solitary, and caused by the heat of the sun and gastric irritation. The fit after which he assumed his office was undoubtedly brought on by long-continued and increasing mental excitement, and by his ascetic exercises. We know that he used frequently to fast, and that he sometimes devoted the greater part of the night to prayer. The bias of the Musalmans is to gloss over the aberration of mind, and the intention to commit suicide, of their prophet. Most of his biographers pass over the transition period in silence. We may, therefore, be justified in stretching the scanty information which we can glean from them to the utmost extent, and in supposing that he was for
some time a complete maniac; and that the fit after which he assumed his office was a paroxysm of cataleptic insanity. This disease is sometimes accompanied by such interesting psychical phenomena, that even in modern times it has given rise to many superstitious opinions. After this paroxysm the fits became habitual, though the moral excitement cooled down, and they assumed more and more an epileptic character. (The Life of Muhammad from Original Sources, by A. Sprenger, M.D., part i., Allahabad, 1851, p. 840.)

(3) Dr. Marcus Dodd, in his Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ, says:—

"But is Mohammed in no sense a prophet? Certainly he had two of the most important characteristics of the prophetic order. He saw truth about God which his fellow-men did not see, and he had an irresistible inward impulse to publish this truth. In respect of this latter qualification, Mohammed may stand comparison with the most courageous of the heroic prophets of Israel. He knew the truth's sake he risked his life, he suffered daily persecution for years, and eventually banishment, the loss of property, of the goodwill of his fellow-citizens, and of the confidence of his friends; he suffered, in short, as much as any man can suffer short of death, which he only escaped by flight, and yet unflinchingly proclaimed his message. No bribe, threat, or inducement, could silence him. Though they array against me the sun on the right-hand and the moon on the left, I cannot renounce my purpose. And it was this persistency, this belief in his call, to proclaim the unity of God, which was the making of Islam.

"Other men have been monotheists in the midst of idolaters, but no other man has founded a strong and enduring monotheistic religion. The distinction in his case was his resolution that other men should believe. If we ask what it was that made Mohammed aggressive and proselytizing, where other men had been content to cherish a solitary faith, we must answer that it was nothing else than the depth and force of his own conviction of the truth. To himself the difference between one God and many, between the unseen Creator and these ugly lumps of stone or wood, was simply infinite. The one creed was death and darkness to him, the other life and light. It is useless seeking for motives in such a case—for ends to serve and selfish reasons for his speaking; the impossi-
bility with Mohammed was to keep silence. His acceptance of the office of teacher of his people was anything but the ill-advised and sudden impulse of a light-minded vanity or ambition. His own convictions had been reached only after long years of lonely mental agony, and of a doubt and distraction bordering on madness. Who can doubt the earnestness of that search after truth and the living God, that drove the affluent merchant from his comfortable home and his fond wife, to make his abode for months at a time in the dismal cave on Mount Hira? If we respect the shrinking of Isaiah or Jeremiah from the heavy task of proclaiming unwelcome truth, we must also respect the keen sensitiveness of Mohammed, who was so burdened by this same responsibility, and so persuaded of his incompetency for the task, that at times he thought his new feelings and thoughts were a snare of the Devil, and at times he could faint have rid himself of all further struggle by casting himself from a friendly precipice. His rolling his head in his mantle, the sound of the ringing of bells in his ears, his sobbing like a young camel, the sudden grey hairs which he himself ascribed to the terrific Sura—what were all these but so many physical signs of nervous organization over-

strained by anxiety and thought?

"His giving himself out as a prophet of God was, in the first instance, not only sincere, but probably correct in the sense in which he himself understood it. He felt that he had thought of God which it deeply concerned all around him to receive, and he knew that these thoughts were given him by God, although not, as we shall see, a revelation strictly so called. His mistake by no means lay in his supposing himself to be called upon by God to speak for Him and introduce a better religion, but it lay in his gradually coming to insist quite as much on men's accepting him as a prophet as on their accepting the great truth he preached. He was a prophet to his countrymen in so far as he proclaimed the unity of God, but that was no sufficient ground for his claiming to be their guide in all matters of religion, still less for his assuming the lordship over them in all matters civil as well. The modesty and humility apparent in him, so long as his mind was possessed with objective truth, gradually gives way to the presumption and arrogance of a mind turned more to a sense of its own importance. To put the second article of the Mohammedian creed on the same level as the first, to make it as essential that men should believe in the mission of Mohammed as in the unity of God, was an ignorant, incongruous, and false com-
bination. Had Mohammed known his own ignorance as well as his knowledge, the world would have had one religion the less, and Christianity would have had one more reformer." (Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ, p. 17.)

(4) Thomas Carlyle, in his lecture, "The Hero as Prophet," says:—

"Mahomet himself, after all that can be said about him, was not a sensual man. We shall err widely if we consider this man as a common voluptuary, intent mainly on base

enjoyments—nay, on enjoyments of any kind. His household was of the frugaldest, his common diet barley-bread and water; sometimes for months there was not a fire once lighted on his hearth. They record with just pride that he would mend his own shoes, patch his own cloak. A poor hard-toiling, honest, simple man; careless of what vulgar men toll for. Not a bad man, I should say; something better in him than hunger of any sort—or
these wild Arab men fighting and jesting three and twenty years at his hand, in close contact with him always, would not have reverted him so! These were wild men, bursting ever and anon into quarrel, into all kinds of fierce sincerity; without right, worth, and meaning, could not have commanded them. They called him Prophet, you say? Why, he stood there face to face with them; bare, not enshrined in any mystery, visibly clouting his own cloak, cobbling his own shoes, fighting, counselling, ordering in the midst of them, they must have seen what kind of a man he was, let him be called what you like! No emperor with his tiara was obeyed as this man in a cloak of his own clouting. During three and twenty years of rough actual trial, I find something of a veritable Hero necessary for that of itself.

"His last words are a prayer, broken ejaculations of a heart struggling-up in trembling hope towards its Maker. We cannot say his religion made him worse; it made him better; good, not bad. Generous things are recorded of him; when he lost his daughter, the thing he answered is, in his own dialect, everywheres sincerely, and yet equivalent to that of Christians: 'The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away; blessed be the name of the Lord.' He answered in like manner of Said, his emancipated well-beloved slave, the second of the believers. Said had fallen in the war of Tab˙e, the first of Mahomet's fightings with the Greeks. Mahomet said it was well, Said had done his Master's work, Said had now gone to his Master; it was all well with Said. Yet Said's daughter found him weeping over the body; the old gray-haired man melting in tears! What do I see? said she. You see a friend weeping over his friend. He went out for the last time into the mosque two days before his death; asked, If he had injured any man? Let his own heart bear the stripes. If he owed any man? A voice answered, 'Yes, no three drachmas, borrowed on such an occasion.' Makonet ordered them to be paid. 'Better be in shame now,' said he, 'than at the Day of Judgment.' You remember Kadijah, and the 'No by Allah!' Traits of this kind show us the genuine man, the brother of us all, brought visible through twelve centuries, the veritable son of our common Mother." (Lectures on Heroes, p. 66.)

(5) The Rev. Dr. Badger remarks:

'I would warn the reader against seeking to portray in his mind a character in all its parts consistent with itself as the character of Mahomet. The truth is, that the strangest inconsistencies blended together (according to the wont of human nature) throughout the life of the Prophet. The student of the history will trace for himself how the pure and lofty aspirations of Mahomet were first tinged, and then gradually debased by a half-unconscious self-deception, and how in this process truth merged into falsehood, sincerity into guile, these opposite principles often co-existing even in one and the same agencies in his conduct. The reader will observe that simultaneously with the anxious desire to extinguish idolatry, and to promote religion and virtue in the world, there was nurtured by the Prophet in his own heart, a licentious self-indulgence, till in the end, assuming to be the favourite of Heaven, he justified himself by 'relations' from God. In the most flagrant breach of morality. He will remark that while Mahomet cherished a kind and tender disposition, 'weeping with them that wept,' and lending to his person the hearts of his followers, he was very officious and self-denying offices of love and friendship, he could yet take pleasure in cruel and perfidious assassination, could goast over the massacre of an entire tribe, and savagely consign the innocent babe to the fires of hell. inconsistencies such as these only present themselves from the period of Mahomet's arrival at Medina, and it is by the study of these inconsistencies that his character must be rightly comprehended. The key to many difficulties of this description may be found, I believe, in
the chapter 'on the belief of Mahomet in his own inspiration.' When once he had dared to forget the name of the Most High God as the seal and authority of his own words and actions, the germ was laid from which the errors of his after life freely and fatally developed themselves." (Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 533.)

(7) Mr. Bosworth Smith, in his Mohammad and Mohommedanism, says:—

"Mohammed did not, indeed, himself conquer a world like Alexander, or Caesar, or Napoleon. He did not himself weld together into a homogeneous whole a vast system of states like Charles the Great. He was not a philosophic king, like Marcus Aurelius, nor philosopher like Aristotle or like Bacon, ruling by pure reason the world of thought for centuries with a more than kingly power; he was not a legislator for all mankind, nor even the highest part of it, like Justinian; nor did he cheaply earn the title of the Great by being the first among rulers to turn, like Constantine, from the setting to the rising sun. He was not a universal philanthropist, like the greatest of the Stoics.

"Nor was he the apostle of the highest form of religion and civilization combined, like Gregory or Bouleface, like Leo or Alfred the Great. He was less, indeed, than most of these in one or two of the elements that go to make up human greatness, but he was also greater. Half Christian and half Pagan, half civilised and half barbarian, it was given to him in a marvellous degree to unite the peculiar excellences of the one with the peculiar excellences of the other. 'That seen,' said the ambassador sent by the triumphant Qarsish to the despised exile at Mecca—'I have seen the Persian Chosroes and the Greek Heraclitus sitting upon their thrones; but never did I see a man ruling his equals as does Mohammed.'

"Head of the State as well as of the Church, he was Caesar and Pope in one; but he was Pope without the Pretensions, Caesar without the legions of Caesar. Without a standing army, without a body-guard, without a palace, without a fixed revenue; if ever any man had the right to say that he ruled by a right divine, it was Mohammed, for he had all the power without its instruments, and without its supports.

"By a fortune absolutely unique in history, Mohammed is a three-fold founder—of a nation, of an empire, and of a religion. Inheritor himself, scarcely able to read or write, he was yet the author of a book which is a poem, a code of laws, a Book of Common Prayer, and a Bible in one, and is reverenced to this day by a sixth of the whole human race, as a miracle of purity of style, of wisdom, and of truth. It was this the miraculous claim made by Mohammed—this standing miracle he acknowledged, and a miracle indeed it is. But looking at the circumstances of the time, at the unfounded reverence of his followers, and comparing him with the Fathers of the Church or with medieval saints, to my mind the most miraculous thing about Mohammed is, that he never claimed the power of working miracles. Whatever he had said he could do, his disciples would straightway have seen him do. They could not help attributing to him miraculous acts which he never did, and which he always denied he could do. What more crowning proof of his sincerity is needed? Mohammed to the end of his life claimed for himself that title only with which he had begun, and which the highest philosophy and the truest Christianity will one day, I venture to believe, agree in yielding to him, that of a Prophet, a very Prophet of God." (Mohammed and Mohommedanism, p. 340.)

(8) Major Robert Durie Osborn, in his Islam under the Arab, says:—

"He (Mohammed) was brought face to face with the question which every spiritual reformer has to meet and consider, against which so many noble spirits have gone to ruin. Will not the end justify the means? Here am I a faithful servant of God, eager only to enkindle in them the hearts of men, and at the very goal and termination of my labours I am thwarted by this incapacity to work a miracle. It is true, as these indefatigable alleges, that the older prophets did possess this power, and f, unless the very reason and purpose of my existence is to be made a blank, must also do something wonderful. But what kind of miracle? In his despair, Mohammed declared that the Qur'an itself was that constantly-recurring miracle they were seeking after. Had they ever heard these stories of Noah, Lot, Abraham, Joseph, Zacharias, Jesus, and others? No; neither had he. They were transcripts made from the 'preserved Table,' that stood before the throne of God. The archangel Gabriel had revealed them to Mohammed, written in pure Arabic, for the spiritual edification of the Qarsish. Thus in the twelfth Sūrah, where he details at great length an exceedingly ridiculous history of Joseph, he commences the narrative with these words, as spoken by God:—

These are signs of the clear Book.
An Arabic Qur'ān have we sent it down, that ye might understand it.

And at the close of the Sūrah, we are told:—

This is one of the secret histories which we reveal unto thee. Thou wast not present with Joseph's brethren when they concealed their design and laid their plot: but the greater part of men, though thou long for it, will not believe. Thou shalt not ask of them any recompense for this message. It is simply an instruction for all mankind.

And, again, in the lawfith Sūrah, he declares respecting the Qur'ān:—

It is a misfortune from the Lord of the worlds.

And if Mohammed had fabricated concerning us any saying, it would have been known, for We had surely seised him by the right hand.

And had cut through the vein of his neck.
MUHAMMAD

"It would be easy to multiply extracts of similar purport; but the above will suffice by way of illustration. There are modern biographers of the Prophet who would have us believe that he was not conscious of falsehood when making these assertions. He was under a hallucination, of course, but he believed what he said. This to me is incredible. The legends in the Qur’an are derived chiefly from Talmudic sources. Muhammad must have learned them from some Jewish resident in or near Mecca. To work them up into the form of rhymed Surahs, to put his own peculiar doctrines in the mouth of Jewish patriarchs, the Virgin Mary, and the infant Jesus (who talks like a good Moslem the moment after his birth), must have required time, thought, and labour. It is not possible that the man who had done this could have forgotten all about it, and believed that these legends had been brought to him ready prepared by an angelic visitor. Muhammad was guilty of falsehood under circumstances where he deemed the end justified the means." (Iṣrā‘īl under the Arabs, p. 21.)

(9) The character of Muhammad is a historic problem, and many have been the conjectures as to his motives and designs. Was he an impostor, a fanatic, or an honest man—"a very prophet of God"? And the problem might have for ever remained unsolved, had not the Prophet himself appealed to the Old and New Testaments in proof of his mission. This is the crucial test, established by the Prophet himself. He claims to be weighed in the balance with the divine Jesus. Objection has often been made to the manner in which Christian divines have attacked the private character of Muhammad. Why reject the prophetic mission of Muhammad on account of his private vices, when you receive as inspired the sayings of Balaam, a David, or a Solomon? Missionaries should not, as a rule, attack the character of Muhammad in dealing with Islam; it vouches opposition, and is an offensive line of argument. Still, in forming an estimate of his prophetic claims, we maintain that the character of Muhammad is an important consideration. We readily admit that bad men have sometimes been, like Balaam and others, the divinely appointed organs of inspiration; but in the case of Muhammad, his professed inspiration sanctified and encouraged his own vices. That which ought to have been the fountain of purity was, in fact, the cover of the Prophet's depravity. But how different it is in the case of the true prophet David, where, in the words of inspiration, he was bare to public gaze the enormity of his own crimes. The deep corruption of his inmost soul is manifest in every line—"I acknowledge my transgression, and my sin is ever before me: against Thee, Thee only, have I sinned, and done this evil in Thy sight." The best defenders of the Arabian Prophet are obliged to admit that the matter of Zainab, the wife of Zaid, and again, of Mary, the Coptic slave, are "an indubitable stain" upon his memory; that "he is once or twice untrue to the kind and forgiving disposition of his best nature; that he is once or twice unreconciling in the punishment of his personal enemies; that he is guilty even more than once of conniving at the assassination of inveterate opponents"; but they give no satisfactory explanation or apology for all this being done under the supposed sanction of God in the Qur'an.

In forming an estimate of Muhammad's prophetic pretensions, it must be remembered that he did not claim to be the founder of a new religion, but merely of a new covenant. He is the last and greatest of all God's prophets. He is sent to convert the world to the one true religion which God had before revealed to the five great lawgivers—Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, and Jesus! The creed of Muhammad, therefore, claims to supersede that of the Lord Jesus. And it is here that we take our stand. We give Muhammad credit as a warrior, as a legislator, as a poet, as a man of uncommon genius raising himself amidst great opposition to the pinnacle of renown; we admit that he is, without doubt, one of the greatest heroes the world has ever seen; but when we consider his claims to supersede the mission of the divine Jesus, we strip him of his borrowed plumes, and reduce him to the condition of an impostor! For whilst he has adopted and avowed his belief in the sacred books of the Jew and the Christian, and has given them all the stamp and currency which his authority and influence could impart, he has attempted to rob Christianity of every distinctive truth which it possesses—its divine Saviour, its Heavenly Comforter, its two Sacraments, its pure code of social morals, its spirit of love and truth—and has written his own refutation and condemnation with his own hand, by professing to confirm the divine oracles which sap the very foundations of his religious system. We follow the Prophet in his self-asserted mission from the cave of Hira! to the closing scene, when he dies in the midst of the lamentations of his harim, and the contentions of his friends—the visions of Gabriel, the period of mental depression, the contemplated suicide, the assumption of the prophetic office, his struggles with Makkah, his unbelief, his flight to al-Madinah, his triumphant entry into Makkah—and whilst we wonder at the genius of the hero, we pause at every stage and inquire, "Is this the Apostle of God, whose mission is to claim universal dominion, to the suppression not merely of idolatry, but of Christianity itself?" Then it is that the divine and holy character of Jesus rises to our view, and the inquiring mind sinks deep at the thought of the beloved Son of God, the pure, the lowly Jesus giving place to that of the ambitious, the sensual, the time-serving hero of Arabia. In the study of Islam, the character of Muhammad needs an apology or a defence at every stage; but in the contemplation of the Christian system, we every where read of Jesus, and see the reflection of His image in
everything we read, the heart reveals in the contemplation, the inner pulsations of our spiritual life bound within us at the study of a character so divine, so pure.

We are not insensitive to the beauties of the Qur'an as a literary production (although they have, without doubt, been overrated); but as we admire its conceptions of the Divine nature, its deep and fervent trust in the power of God, its frequent deep moral earnestness, and its sententious wisdom, we would gladly rid ourselves of our recollections of the Prophet, his licentious harlot, his sanguinary battle-fields, his ambitious schemes; whilst as we peruse the Christian Scriptures, we find the grand central charm in the divine character of its Founder. It is the divine character of Jesus which gives fragrance to His words; it is the divine form of Jesus which shines throughout, He says or does; it is the divine life of Jesus which is the great central point in Gospel history. How, then, we ask, can the creed of Muhammad, the son of 'Abdu 'llah, supersede and abrogate that of Jesus, the Son of God? And it is a remarkable coincidence that, whilst the founder of Islam died feeling that he had but imperfectly fulfilled his mission, the Founder of Christianity died in the full consciousness that His work was done—"It is finished." It was in professing to produce a revelation which should supersede that of Jesus, that Muhammad set the seal of his own refutation. (Hughes, Notes on Muhammadanism, p. 2.)

MUHAMMAD (محمد). The title of the xxvth Sūrah of the Qur'an, in the second verse of which the word occurs: "Believe in what hath been revealed to Muhammad." The name Muhammad occurs only in three more places in the Qur'an:—

Sūrah iii. 138: "Muhammad is but an apostle of God." Sūrah xxxiii. 40: "Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but the Apostle of God, and the Seal of the Prophets." Sūrah xlviii. 29: "Muhammad is the Apostle of God."

MUHAMMAD, The Wives of. Arabic al-aswījūt l-muqaffahārīt (الإسْوِیْجُوْت الْمُقَفَّة‌‌َهَا‌‌َیْت), i.e., "The pure wives." According to the Traditions, Muhammad took to himself eleven lawful wives, and he concubines. (See Majma' al- 'Udār, p. 528.)

(1) Khadijat (خَادِیْجَة, خَادِیْجَة). A Quraysh lady, the daughter of Khwailid ibn Asad. She was a rich widow lady, who had been twice married. She was married to Muhammad when he was 25 years old, and she was 40 years, and remained his only wife for twenty-five years, until she died (A.H. 619), aged 56. Muhammad married her be 20 years old. She bore Muhammad two sons, al-Qasim and 'Abdu 'llah, surnamed at-Tahir and at-Tabiy, and four daughters, Zainab, Ruqayyah, Fatimah, and Ummu Kulsum. Of these children, only Fatimah (the wife of 'Ali) survived Muhammad.

(2) Saudah (سَوْدَة), daughter of Zainab, the widow of al-Sakhrat (a Quairish and one of the Companions). Married about two months after the death of Khadijah. (3) 'Ayshah (آیشَه), the daughter of Abu Bakr. She was betrothed when she was only 7 years old, and was married at 10, about the ninth month after the flight to al-Madinah. (4) Juwairiyah (جُوْرَیْعَیْه), a widow, the daughter of al-Harbi ibn Abi Zirah, the chief of the Banu Mustaliq. Muhammad ransomed her from a citizen who had fixed her ransom at nine onces of gold. It is related that 'Ayshah said, "No woman was ever a greater blessing to her people than this Juwairiyah." (5) Hafsa (هَفْصَة), the daughter of 'Umar. She was the widow of Khunais, an early convert to Islam. Muhammad married her about six months after her former husband's death. (6) Zainab, the daughter of Khuzaimah (خُزَایِم) the widow of Muhammad's cousin Ubaidah, who was killed at the battle of Badr. She was called the "Mother of the Poor." Umnu l-Ma'addik, on account of her care of destitute converts. She died before Muhammad. (7) Umnu Salimah (سَلِیْمَة), the widow of Abi Salimah, one of the Refugees, who was wounded at the battle of Uhud, and afterwards died of his wounds. (8) Zainab the daughter of Jahsh (يَحْشَ), the wife of Muhammad's adopted son Zaid. Zaid divorced her to please the Prophet. She was (being the wife of an adopted son) unlawful to him, but Sūrah xxxiii. 36 was produced to settle the difficulty. (9) Safiyah (سَفِیَة), daughter of Hayi ibn Akhtab, the widow of Kina'mah, the Khaiwar chief, who was cruelly put to death. It was said that Muhammad wished to divorce her, but she begged that her turn might be given to 'Ayshah. (10) Umnu Habibah (حَبِیْبَة), the daughter of Abi Safyeh and the widow of 'Ubaidah, 'llah, one of the "Four Emperors," who, after emigrating as a Muslim to Abyssinia, had embraced Christianity there, and died in the profession of that faith. (11) Mainimunah (مَنْعِیْمَة), the daughter of al-Harbi and widow of Kinsawan of Muhammad, and the sister-in-law of al-'Abbas. She is said to have been 51 years of age when she married Muhammad. Muhammad's concubines were:—

(1) Mary the Copt (ماری, مَرْی). A Christian slave girl sent to Muhammad by al-Muqawiq, the Roman Governor in Egypt. She became the mother of a son by Muhammad, named Ibrahim, who died young. (2) Rihah (رَیْحَة), a Jewess, whose husband had perished in the massacre of the Banu Quraisah. She declined the summons to conversion, and continued a Jew; but it is said she embraced Islam before her death.
At the time of Muhammad's death, he had nine wives and two concubines living. (Suhaib b. Ubada, p. 798), Khadijah and Zainab bint Khuzaimah having died before him. According to the Shi'a, Muhammad had, in all, twenty-two wives. Eight of these never consummated the marriage. Their names are Aliyah bint Zubayr, Fatimah bint Qais, Fatimah bint Zubayr, Asma' bint Bakhshish, Umaymah bint Sa'd, Shuraitah bint Musa, Ummawiyah bint Qays, and Shabab bint Sulayman. Twelve were duly married. Their names are Khadijah, Saudah, Hind (or Ummu Sitimah), 'Aisyah, Hafsa, Zainab bint Jahad, Ramalah bint Abi Shafan (or Ummu Habibah), Mahvunah, Zainab bint Umar, Juwairiyah bint al-Haris of the Banu Mustaliq, Safiyah, Khadijah bint Hakim, and Ummu Sani, a sister to 'Ali. Two were bondwomen: Mariyatu 'Aliyyah and Hishanah. (See Jami'at al-Kashid, p. 14.)

MUHAMMAD, The Children of. According to the Muhajara 'l-Bikar, p. 538, Muhammad had seven children. Two sons and four daughters by Khadijah, and one son by Zainab, the Captive.

The two sons by Khadijah were al-'Asim and 'Abdu 'l-Hak (called also al-Tahir and al-Talib); and the four daughters were Zainab, Ruqayyah, Fatimah, and Ummu Kulsum. The son by his bondwoman Mary was Ikrimah. All these children died before Muhammad, with the exception of Fatimah, who married 'Ali, the fourth Khilafah, and from whom are descended the Saiyidah. [SAIYIDAH.]

Zainab married 'Abdi 'r-Rashid b. 'Abdi 'Asim. Ruqayyah married 'Utba b. Abi Lahab, by whom she was divorced. She afterwards married Ummam, the third Khilafah.

MUHAMMAD'S GRAVE. [HUMRAH.]

MUHAMMADAN. Arabic Muhammadi (سچمین). A name seldom used in Muhammadan works for the followers of Muhammad, who call themselves either Mu'imin, Muslims, or Musalman. It is, however, sometimes used in Indian papers and other popular publications, and it is not, as many European scholars suppose, an offensive term to Muslims.

MUHAMMADANISM. The religion of Muhammad is called by its followers al-Islam (الأسلام), a word which implies the entire surrender of the will of man to God. [ISLAM.] Its adherents speak of themselves as Muslims, pl. Musliman, or Mu'min, pl. Mu'minan; a Mu'min being a "believer." In Persian these terms are rendered by the word Musawab, pl. Musawabadin. The principles of Islam were first enunciated in portions of the Qur'an, as they were revealed piecemeal by Muhammad, together with such verbal explanations as were given by him to his followers; but when the final recension of the Qur'an was produced by the Khilafah 'Umayr, about twenty-two years after Muhammad's death, the Muslims possessed a complete book, which they regarded as the inspired and infallible word of God. [QUR'AN.] But as an interpretation of its precepts, and as a supplement to its teachings, there also existed, side by side with the Qur'an, the hadith, or sayings, and practices of Muhammad, called the Ahadith and Sunnah. These traditions of what the Prophet "did and said," gradually laid the foundations of what is now called Islam. For whilst it is a canon in Islam that nothing can be received or taught which is contrary to the literal injunctions of the Qur'an, it is to the Traditions rather than to the Qur'an that we must refer for Muhammadan law on the subject of faith, knowledge, purification, prayer, almsgiving, fasting, marriage, barter, inheritance, punishments, fate, duties of magistrates, religious wars, lawful food, death, Day of Judgment, &c., and each collection of traditions has sections devoted to these subjects: so that it is upon these traditional sayings, quite as much as upon the Qur'an itself, that the religious and civil law of the Muslims is based. But the Wahhabis and Sunnis appealing alike to Tradition in support of their views.

When the Prophet was alive, men could go direct to him with their doubts and difficulties; and an infallible authority was always present to give "inspired" directions. But after the deaths of all those who knew Muhammadersonally, it becomes absolutely necessary to systematise the great mass of traditional sayings then afloat amongst Muslims, and thus various schools of jurisprudence were formed; the concurrent opinion of those learned regarding matters of dispute in Muslim law being called Ijma' [IJMA']. Upon this naturally followed the system of analogical reasoning called Qiyas [QIYAS]; thus constituting the four "pillars" or foundations of Islam, known as the Qur'an, Hadith, Ijma', and Qiyas.

Islam, whether it be Shi'ah, Sunni, or Wahhabist, is founded upon these four authorities, and it is not true, as is so frequently asserted, that the Shi'ah reject the Traditions. They merely accept different collections of Ahadith to those received by the Sunnis and Wahhabis. Nor do the Wahhabis reject Ijma' and Qiyas, but they assert that Ijma' was only possible in the earliest stages of Islam.

A study of the present work will show what an elaborate system of dogma Muhammadanism is. This system of dogma, together with the liturgical form of worship, has been formulated from the traditional sayings of Muhammad rather than from the Qur'an itself. For example, the daily ritual, with its purifications, which are such a prominent feature in Islam, is entirely founded on the Traditions. [PRAYER.] Circumcision is not once mentioned in the Qur'an.

The "Din," or religion of the Muslim, is divided into Iman, or "Faith," and Amal, or "Practice." Faith consists in the acceptance of six articles of belief:—

1. The Unity of God.
2. The Angels.
3. The Inspired Books.
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4. The Inspired Prophets.
5. The Day of Judgment.
6. The Decrees of God.

Practical Religion consists in the observance of—
1. The recital of the Creed— "There is no deity but God, and Muhammad is the Prophet of God."
2. The five stated periods of prayer.
3. The thirty days fast in the month Ramazan.
4. The payment of Zakat, or the legal alms.
5. The Hajj, or Pilgrimage to Mecca.

A belief in these six articles of faith, and the observance of these five practical duties, constitute Islam. He who thus believes and acts is called a Mu'min, or "believer"; but he who rejects any article of faith or practice is a Kafir, or "infidel."

Muhammadan theology, which is very extensive, is divided into
1. The Qur'an and its commentaries.
2. The Traditions and their commentaries.
3. Usool, or expositions on the principles of exegesis.
4. Agarid, or expositions of scholastic theology founded on the six articles of faith.
5. Fiqh, or works on both civil and religious law. [THEOLOGY.]

Muhammadanism is, therefore, a system which affords a large field for patient study and research, and much of its present energy and vitality is to be attributed to the fact that, in all parts of Islam, there are in the various mosques students who devote their whole lives to the study of Muslim divinity.

The two leading principles of Islam are those expressed in its well-known creed, or kalimah, namely, a belief in the absolute unity of the Divine Being, and in the mission of Muhammad as the Messenger of the Almighty. [KALIMAH.]

"The faith," says Gibbon, "which he (Muhammad) preached to his family and nation, is compounded of an eternal truth and a necessary fiction: That there is only one God, and that Muhammad is the Apostle of God." (Roman Empire, vol. vi. p. 222.)

"Muhammad's conception of God," says Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole, "has, I think, been misunderstood, and its effect upon the people consequently under-estimated. The God of Islam is commonly represented as a pitiless tyrant, who plays with humanity as on a chessboard, and works out his game without regard to the sacrifice of the pieces; and there is a certain truth in the figure. There is more in Islam of the potter who shapes the clay than of the father plying his children. Muhammad has always preferred to think of Him: his God is the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing, the All-Just. Irresistible Power is the first attribute he thinks of: the Lord of the Worlds, the Author of the Heavens and the Earth, in whose hand is Life and Death, in whose hand is dominion, who maketh the Dawn to appear and causeth the Night to cover the Day, the Great, All-Powerful Lord of the Glorious Throne; the thunder proclameth His perfection, the whole earth is His hand, and the heavens shall be folded together in His right hand: And with the Power He receiveth the Knowledge that directs it to right ends. God is the Wise, the Just, the True, the Swift in reckoning, who knoweth every atom's weight of good and of ill that each man hath done, and who suffereth not the reward of the faithful to perish."

"God! There is no God but He, the Ever-Living, the Ever-Subsisting. Slumber seizeth Him not nor sleep. To Him belongeth whatsoever is in the Heavens and whatsoever is in the Earth. Who is he that shall intercede with Him, save by his permission? He knoweth the things that have gone before and the things that follow after, and men shall not compass aught of His knowledge, save what He willeth. His throne comprehendeth the Heavens and the Earth, and the care of them burdeneth Him not. And He is the High, the Kur'an and the Great," ii. 256.

"But what power there is also the gentleness that belongs only to great strength. God is the Guardian over His servants, the Shelterer of the orphan, the Guard of the erring, the Deliverer from every affliction: In his hand is Good, and He is the Generous Lord, the Gracious, the Hearer, the Near-at-hand. Every soorah of the Kur'an begins with the words, 'In the Name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,' and Mohammed was never tired of telling the people how God was Very-Forgiving, that His love for man was more tender than the mother-bird for her young.

"It is too often forgotten how much there is in the Kur'an of the loving-kindness of God, but it must be allowed that these are not the main thoughts in Mohammad's teaching. It is the doctrine of the Might of God that most struck his imagination, and that has impressed itself most strongly upon Muslims of all ages. The fear rather than the love of God is the spur of Islam. There can be no question which is the higher incentive to good; but it is nearly certain that the love of God is an idea absolutely foreign to most of the races that have accepted Islam, and to preach such a doctrine would have been to mistake the leaning of the Semitic mind.

"The leading doctrine of Mohammad, then, is the belief in One All-Powerful God. Islam is the self-surrender of every man to the will of God. Its danger lies in the stress laid on the power of God, which has brought about the stifling effects of fatalism. Mohammad taught the foreknowledge of God, but he did not lay down precisely the doctrine of Predestination. He declared it, as all have found it, a stumbling-block in the way of man's progress. It perplexed him, and he spoke of it, but often contradicted himself; and he would become angry if the subject were mooted in his presence: 'Sit not with a disputor about fate,' he said, 'nor begin a conversation with him.' Mohammad vaguely recognised that little margin of Free Will which makes life not wholly mechanical.
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This doctrine of one Supreme God, to whose will it is the duty of every man to surrender himself, is the kernel of Islam, the truth for which Mohammed lived and suffered and triumphed. But it was no new teaching, as he himself was constantly saying. His was only the last of revelations. Many prophets—Abraham, Moses, and Christ—had taught the same faith before; but people had hearkened little to their words. So Muhammad was sent, not different from them, only a messenger, yet the last and greatest of them, the 'seal of prophecy,' the 'most excellent of the creation of God.' This is the second dogma of Islam: Mohammed is the Apostle of God. It is well worthy of notice that it is not said, 'Muhammad is the only apostle of God.' Islam is more tolerant in this matter than other religions. Its prophet is not the sole commissioner of the Most High, nor is his teaching the only true teaching the world has ever received. Many other messengers had been sent by God to guide men to the right, and these taught the same religion that was in the mouth of the preacher of Islam. Hence M's reverance for Moses and Christ only next to Muhammad. All they claim for their founder is that he was the last and best of the messengers of the one God. (Introduction to Lane's Selections, 2nd ed., p. lxxix. et seq.)

Islam does not profess to be a new religion, formulated by Muhammad (nor indeed is it), but a continuation of the religious principles established by Adam, by Noah, by Abraham, by Moses, and by Jesus, as well as by other inspired teachers, for it is said that God sent not fewer than 318 apostles into the world to reclaim it from superstition and infidelity. The revelations of these great prophets are generally supposed to have been lost, but God, if the assertion is true, had retained all that is necessary for man's guidance in the Qur'an, although, as a matter of fact, a very large proportion of the ethical, devotional, and dogmatic teaching in Islam, comes from the traditional sayings of Muhammad and not from the Qur'an itself. (Traditions.)

In reading the different articles in the present work, the reader cannot fail to be struck with the great indebtedness of Muhammad to the Jewish religion for the chief elements of his system. Mr. Emanuel Deutsch has truly remarked that Muhammadanism owes more to Judaism than either to Heathenism or to Christianity. It is not merely parallelisms, reminiscences, allusions, technical terms, and the like of Judaism, its lore and dogmas and ceremony, its Halacha, and its Haggadah, its Law and Legend, which we find in the Qur'an; but we think Islam neither more nor less than Judaism—as adapted to Arabia—plus the Apostleship of Jesus and Muhammad. Nay, we verily believe that a great deal of such Christianity as has found its way into the Qur'an, has found it through Jewish channels. (Literary Remains, p. 64.)

Its conception of God, its prophets, its seven heavens and seven hells, its law of marriage and divorce, its law of oaths, its purifications and ritual, its festivals, are all of marked Jewish origin, and prove that Tamudic Judaism forms the kernel of Muhammadanism, which even according to the words of the founder, professed to be the 'religion of Abraham.' See Surah liii. 80: 'Abraham was neither a Jew nor Christian, but he was a Ha'mit, a Muslim.' Nevertheless, Muhammad, although he professed to take his legislation from Abraham, incorporated into his system a vast amount of the law of Moses.

The sects of Islam have become numerous; indeed, the Prophet was related to have predicted that his followers would be divided into seventy-three. They have far exceeded the limits of that prophecy, for, according to Abu 'l-Qa'id al-Jili, there are at least 150. The chief sect is the Sunni, which is divided into four schools of interpretation, known after their respective founders, Hanafi, Shafi, Malaki, Hanbali. The Shi'ahs, who separated from the so-called orthodox Sunnis on the question of the Khalifat, maintaining that 'Ali and not Abu Bakr was the rightful successor to Muhammad, are divided also into numerous sects. (Jurisprudence.) The Wahhabis are a comparatively modern sect, who are the Puritans of Islam, maintaining that Islam has very far departed from the original teaching of Muhammad, as expressed in the Traditions. They consequently reject very many of the so-called Ijihat of the Sunnis, and take the literal meaning of the Traditional sayings of the Prophet as the best exposition of the Qur'an.

The Shi'ah sect is almost entirely confined to Persia, although there are a few thousand in Lucknow and other parts of India. Of the Sunnis, the Hanafis are found chiefly in Turkey, Arabia, India, and Central Asia, the Shafiis in Egypt, and the Malakis in Morocco and Tunisia. The Hanbali are a small sect found in Arabia. Wahhabism, as will be seen upon reference to the article on the subject, is the principle of reform which has extended itself to all parts of Islam. It is scarcely to be called a sect, but a school of thought in Sunni Islam.

One hundred and seventy millions of the human race are said to profess the religion of Muhammad; and, according to the late Mr. Keith Johnstone's computations, they are distributed as follows:—In Europe, 5,974,000; in Africa, 50,416,000; in Asia, 112,739,000.

Mr. W. S. Blunt divides 175 millions as follows:—Turkey, 22,000,000; Egypt, 5,000,000; North Africa, 18 millions; Arabia, 114 millions; Central Africa, 114 millions; Persia, 8 millions; India, 40 millions; Malay (Java), 30 millions; China, 16 millions; Central Asia, 11 millions; Afghanistan, 3 millions. No census having been taken of any of these countries, except India, the numbers are merely an approximation. Out of this supposable population of Islam, 93,250 pilgrims were procured at Mecca in the year 1880. (Blunt's Future of Islam, p. 10.)

In some parts of the world—in Africa for
example — Muhammadanism is spreading; and even in Borneo, and in other islands of the Indian Archipelago, we are told that it has supplanted Hindasm. In Central Asia, within the last twenty years, numerous villages of Shiaposh Kasirs have been forcibly converted to Islam, and in Sthambali and other parts of India, the converts to Islam from the aboriginal tribes are not inconsiderable.

But, although Muhammadanism has, perhaps, gained in numerical strength within the last few years, no candid Muslim will deny that it has lost, and is still losing, its vital power. Indeed, “this want of faith and decline in vitality” are regarded as the signs of the last days by many a devout Muslim.

In no Muhammadan state is Muslim law administered in its strict integrity, and even in the Sultan’s own dominion, some of the most sacred principles of the Prophet’s religion are set at naught by the civil power; and, as far as we can ascertain (and we speak after a good deal of personal research), the prevalence of downright infidelity amongst educated Muslims is unmistakable. “No intelligent man believes in the teaching of the Muslim divines,” said a highly educated Muhammadan Egyptian not long ago; “for our religion is not in keeping with the progress of thought.” The truth is, the Arabian Prophet over-legalized, and, as we now see in Turkey, it is impossible for civilized Muslims to be tied hand and foot by laws and social customs which were intended for Arabian society as it existed 1,200 years ago; whilst, on the contrary, Christianity legislates in spirit, and can therefore be adapted to the spiritual and social necessities of mankind in the various stages of human thought and civilization.

Mr. Palgrave, in his Central and Eastern Arabia, remarks: —

“Islam is in its essence stationary, and was formed thus to remain. Sterile like its God, lifeless like its first principle and supreme original in all that constitutes true life—for life is love, participation, and progress, and of these, the Cosmic Deity has none—it justly repudiates all change, all advance, all development. To borrow the forcible words of Lord Houghton, the ‘written book’ is there, the ‘dead man’s hand,’ stiff and motionless; whatever savours of vitality is by that alone convicted of heresy and defection.

“But Christianity with its living and loving God, Begetter and Begotten, Spirit and Movement, Nay more, a Creator made creature, the Maker and the made existing in One, a Divinity communicating itself by uninterrupted gradation and degree, from the most remote and distant union far off to the faintest irradiation, through all that it has made for love and governs in love; One who calls His creatures not slaves, nor servants, but friends, nay sons, nay gods,—to sum up, a religion in whose seal and secret ‘God in man is one with man in God,’ must also be necessarily a religion on the vitality, of progress, of advancement. The contrast between it and Islam is that of movement with fixedness, of participation with sterility, of development with barrenness, of life with petrifaction. The first vital principle and the animating spirit of its birth must hold and abide ever the same, but the one for whom must change with the changing days, and new offshoots of fresh sap and greenness be continually thrown out as witnesses to the vitality within, else were the vine withered and the branches dead.

“I have no intention here — it would be extremely out of place — of entering on the maze of controversy, or discussing whether any dogmatic attempt to reproduce the religions phase of a former age is likely to succeed. I only say that life supposes movement and growth, and both imply change; that to censure a living thing for growing and changing is absurd; and that to attempt to hinder it from so doing, by pinning it down on a written label, or nailing it to a Procrustean framework, is tantamount to killing it altogether.

“Now Christianity is living, and because living must advance, must advance, must change, and was meant to do so; onwards and forwards is a condition of its very existence; and I cannot but think that those who do not recognize this, show themselves so far ignorant of its true nature and essence. On the other hand, Islam is lifeless, and because lifeless cannot grow, cannot advance, cannot change, and was never intended so to do; ‘Stand still’ is its motto and its most essential condition.” (Central and Eastern Arabia, vol. i. p. 372.)

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, in his Introduction to Lane’s Selections, says: —

“Islam is unfortunately a social system as well as a religion; and herein lies the great difficulty of fairly estimating its good and its bad influence on the world. It is but in the nature of things that the teacher who lays down the law of the relation of man to God should also endeavour to appoint the proper relation between man and his neighbour.”

* * * * *

“Mohammad not only promulgated a religion; he laid down a complete social system, containing minute regulations for a man’s conduct in all circumstances of life, with due rewards or penalties according to his fulfilment of these rules. As a religion, Islam is great: it has taught men to worship one God with a pure worship who formerly worshipped many gods impurely. As a social system, Islam is a complete failure: it has misunderstood the relations of the sexes, upon which the whole character of a nation’s life hangs, and, by degrading women, has degraded each successive generation of their children down an increasing scale of infamy and corruption, until it seems almost impossible to reach a lower level.”

Mr. W. E. H. Lecky remarks: —

“In the first place, then, it must be observed that the enthusiasm by which Mahometanism conquered the world, was mainly a military enthusiasm. Men were drawn to it at once, and without conditions, by the splen-
doer of the achievements of its disciples, and it declared an absolute war against all the religions it encountered. Its history, therefore, exhibits nothing of the process of gradual absorption, persuasion, compromise, and assimilation, that are exhibited in the dealings of Christianity with the barbarians. In the next place, one of the great characteristics of the Koran is the extreme care and skill with which it labours to assist men in realising the unseen. Descriptions, the most minutely detailed, and at the same time the most vivid, are mingled with powerful appeals to those animal passions by which the imagination in all countries, but especially in those in which Mahometanism has taken root, is most forcibly influenced. In no other religion that prohibits idols is the strain upon the imagination so almighty. (History of the Rise and Influence of Rationalism, vol. i. p. 228.)

This great religion, which so long rivelled the influence of Christianity, had indeed spread the deepest and most justifiable panic through Christendom. Without any of those aids to the imagination which pictures and images can furnish, without any elaborate sacrificial organization, preaching the purest Monotheism among ignorant and barbarous men, and inculcating, on the whole, an extremely high and noble system of morals, it spread with a rapidity, and it acquired a hold over the minds of its votaries, which it is probable that no other religion has altogether equaled. It borrowed from Christianity that doctrine of salvation by belief, which is perhaps the most powerful impulse that can be applied to the characters of masses of men, and it elaborated so minutely the charms of its sensual heavens and the terrors of its material hell, as to cause the alternative to appeal with unrivalled force to the gross imaginations of the people. It possessed a book which, however inferior in that of the opposing religion, has nevertheless been the consolation and the support of millions in many ages. It taught a fatalism which, in its first age, served its adherents with a murderous military courage, and which, though in later days it has often paralysed their active energies, has also rarely failed to support them under the pressure of inevitable calamity. But, above all, it discovered the great though fatal secret, of uniting indissolubly the position of the soldier with the passion of the devotee. Making the conquest of the infidel the first of duties, and proposing heaven as the certain reward of the valiant soldier, it created a blended enthusiasm that soon overpowered the divided counsels and the voluptuous governments of the East, and within a century of the death of Muhammed, his followers had almost extinguished Christianity from its original home, founded great monarchies in Asia and Africa, planted a noble, though transient and exotic, civilisation in Spain, amassed the capital of the Eastern empire, and but for the issue of a single battle, they would probably have extended their sceptre over the energetic and progressive races of Central Europe. The wave was broken by Charles Martel, at the battle of Poictiers, and it is now useless to speculate what might have been the consequences, had Mahometanism unfurled its triumphant banner among those Teutonic tribes, who have so often changed their creed, and on whom the course of civilisation has so largely depended. (Hist. of European Morals, vol. ii. p. 266.)

The influence of Catholocism was seconded by Mahometanism, which on this (suicide), as on many other points, borrowed its teaching from the Christian Church, and even intensified it; for suicide, which is never expressly condemned in the Bible, is more than once forbidden in the Qur'an, and the Christian duty of resignation was exaggerated by the Moslem into a complete fatalism. Under the empire of Catholicism and Mahometanism, suicide, during many centuries, almost absolutely ceased in all the civilised, active and progressive part of the world. When we recollect how warmly it was applauded, or how faintly it was condemned in the civilisations of Greece and Rome, when we remember, too, that there was scarcely a barbarous tribe from Denmark to Spain who did not habitually practise it, we may realise the complete revolution which was effected in this sphere by the influence of Christianity. (Hist. of European Morals, vol. ii. p. 55.)

Major Duria Osborn says:—

"When Islam penetrates to countries lower in the scale of humanity than were the Arabs of Muhammed's day, it suffices to elevate them to that level. But it does so at a tremendous cost. It reproduces in its new converts the characteristics of its first—their impenetrable self-esteem, their unintelligent scorn, and blind hatred of all other creeds. And thus the capacity for all further advance is destroyed; the mind is obdurately shut to the entrance of any purer light. But it is a grievous error to confound that transient gleam of culture which illuminated Bagdad under the first Abbaside caliphs with the legitimate fruits of Islam. When the Arabs conquered Syria and Persia, they brought with them no new knowledge to take the place of that which had preceded them. Mere Bedouins of the desert, they found themselves all at once the masters of vast countries, with everything to learn. They were compelled to put themselves to school under the very people they had vanquished. Thus the Persians and Syrians, conquered though they were and tributary, from the ignorance of their masters, retained, in their hands the control of the administrative machinery. The Abbaside caliphs were borne into power by means of a Persian revolution, headed by a Persian slave. Then began the endeavour to root the old Greek philosophy, and the deep and beautiful thoughts of Zoroaster, on the hard and barren soil of Mahometanism. It was an impossible attempt to make a frail exotic flourish on ungenial soil. It has imparted, indeed, a deceptive
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In the period of Muhammadan history; but the orthodox Muhammadans knew that their faith and the wisdom of the Greeks could not amalgamate, and they fought fiercely against the innovators. Successive storms of barbarians sweeping down from the north of Asia, tore up the fragile plant by the roots, and scattered its blossoms to the winds. The new comers embraced the creed of the Koran in its primitive simplicity; they hated and repudiated the refinements which the Persians would fain have engrafted on it. And they won the day. The present condition of Central Asia is the legitimate fruit of Islam; not the glories of Baghdad, which were but the afterglow of the thought and culture which sank with the fall of the Sassanides, and the expulsion of the Byzantine emperors. So also in Moorish Spain. The blossom and the fruitage which Muhammadanism seemed to put forth there were, in fact, due to influences alien to Islam—to the intimate contact, namely, with Jewish and Christian thought; for when the Moors were driven back into northern Africa, all that blossom and fruitage withered away, and Northern Africa sank into the intellectual darkness and political anarchy in which it lies at the present time. There are to be found in Muhammadan history all the elements of greatness—bravery, endurance, self-sacrifice; but, closed within the narrow walls of a rude theology and barbarous polity, from which the capacity to grow and the liberty to modify have been sternly cut off, they work no deliverance upon the earth. They are strong only for destruction. When that work is over, they either prey upon each other, or beat themselves to death against the bars of their prison-house. No permanent dwelling-place can be erected on a foundation of sand; and no durable or humanising polity upon a foundation of fatality, despotism, polygamy and slavery. When Muhammad states cease to be racked by revolutions, they succumb to the poison diffused by a corrupt moral atmosphere. A Darwinian calculating 'Allah!' and revolving in a series of rapid gyrations until he drops senseless, is an exact image of the course of their history. (Iqalum under the Arabs, p. 93.)

Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Butler, C.B., remarks:

"The Mohammed might rave Italy, but the Goth came forth purified from the flames which he himself had kindled. The Saxon swept Britain, but the music of the Celtic heart softened his rough nature, and wove him into less churlish habits. Visigoth and Franks, Heruli and Vandals, blasted out their viracity in the very light of the civilisation they had striven to extinguish. Even the Hun, wildest Tartar from the Scythian waste, was touched and changed in his wicker encampment amid the Pannonian plains; but the Turk—wherever he sojourned, degraded, defiled, and desecrated: blasting into eternal decay Greek, Roman and Latin civilisation, until, when all had gone, he sat down, satisfied with savagery, to doze for two hundred years into hopeless decrepitude." (Good Words for September 1880.)
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MUHARRAM (معرام). Lit. "That which is forbidden." Anything sacred. (1)
The first month of the Muhammadan year
[MONTHS.] (2) The first ten days of the month, observed in commemoration of the
 martyrdom of al-Husain, the second son of
Fatimah, the Prophet's daughter, by 'Ali.
[AL-HUSAIN.] These days of lamentation are
only observed by the Shi'ah Muslims, but
the tenth day of Muharram is observed by
the Sunnis in commemoration of its having
been the day on which Adam and Eve,
heaven and hell, the pen, fate, life and death,
were created. [ASHURA].

The ceremonies of the Muharram differ
much in different places and countries. The
following is a graphic description of the
observance of the Muharram at Ispahan in
the year 1811, which has been taken, with
some slight alterations from Morier's Second
Journey through Persia:

The theatrical termination of al-Husain's life,
commencing with his flight from al-Madinah
and terminating with his death on the plain
of Karbala', has been drawn up in the form
of a drama, consisting of several parts, of
which one is performed by actors on each
successive day of the mourning. The last
part, which is appointed for the Roz-i-Qatl,
comprises the events of the day on which he
murdered his death, and is acted with great
pomp before the King, in the largest square of
the city. The subject, which is full of affecting
incidents, would of itself excite great interest
in the breasts of a Christian audience; but
allied as it is with all the religious and
national feelings of the Persians, it awakens
their strongest passions. Al-Husain would
be a hero in our eyes; in theirs he is a
martyr. The vicissitudes of his life, his
dangers in the desert, his fortitude, his
invincible courage, and his devotedness to
the hour of his death, are all circumstances upon
which the Persians dwell with rapture, and
which excite in them an enthusiasm not to be
diminished by lapses of time. The celebration
of this mourning keeps up in their minds the
remembrance of those whom he murdered,
and consequently their hatred for all
Muslims who do not partake of their feel-
ings. They execrate Yazid and curse 'Umar
with such rancour, that it is necessary to have
witnessed the scenes that are exhibited in
their cities to judge of the degree of fanas-
ticism which possesses them at this time. I
have seen some of the most violent of them,
as they vociferated, "O Husain!" walk about
the streets almost naked, with only their
loins covered, and their bodies streaming with
blood, by the voluntary cuts which they have
given to themselves, either as acts of love,
anguish, or mortification. Such must have
been the cuttings of which we read in Holy
Writ, which were forbidden to the Israelites
by Moses (Lev. xix. 28, Deut. xiv. 1), and
these extravagances, I conjecture, must re-
semble the practices of the priests of Baal,
who cried aloud and cut themselves after this
manner with knives and lances, till the blood
ghased out upon them. 1 Kings xviii. 28;
see also Jeremiah xvi. 5, 6, and 7.

The preparations which were made
throughout the city consisted in erecting
large tents, that are called tabernacles in
the streets and open places, in fitting them
up with black linen, and furnishing them
with objects emblematical of the mourning.
These tents are erected either at the joint
expense of the district, or by men of con-
sequence, as an act of devotion; and all ranks
of people have a free access to them. The
expense of a takiyah consists in the hire of a
mulla, or priest, of actors and their clothes,
and in the purchase of lights. Many there
are who seize this opportunity of storing for
past sins, or of rendering thanks to heaven
for some blessing, by adding charity to the
good act of erecting a takiyah, and distribute
gratuitous food to those who attend it.

Our neighbour Muhammad Khan had a
takiyah in his house, to which all the people
of the district flocked in great numbers.
During the time of this assemblage we heard
a constant noise of drums, cymbals, and
trumpets. We remarked that besides the
takiyah in different open places and streets
of the town, a wooden pulpit, without any ap-
pendage, was erected, upon which a mulla, or
priest, was mounted, preaching to the people
who were collected around him. A European
ambassador, who is said to have intrigued
with Yazid in favour of al-Husain, was brought
forward to be an actor in one of the parts
of the tragedy, and the populace were in
consequence inclined to look favourably upon
us. Notwithstanding the exitation of the
public mind, we did not cease to take our
usual rides, and we generally passed unmoo-
listed through the middle of congregations,
during the time of their devotions. Such
little scruples have they at our king their
religious ceremonies, that on the eighth night
of the Muharram the Grand Vizier invited
the whole of the embassy to attend his
takiyah. On entering the room we found a
large assembly of Persians clad in dark-
coloured clothes, which, accompanied by their
black caps, black beards, and their dismal
faces, really looked as if they were afflicting their souls. They neither
wore their daggers, nor any parts of their
dress which they look upon as ornamental.
A mulla of high consideration sat next to the
Grand Vizier, and kept him in serious conversation, whilst the remaining part of the society communicated with each other in whispers. After we had sat some time, the windows of the room in which we were seated were thrown open, and we then discovered a priest placed on a high chair, under the covering of a tent, surrounded by a crowd of the populace; the whole of the scene being lighted up with candles. He commenced by an exordium, in which he reminded them of the great value of each tear shed for the sake of the Imam al-Husain, which would be an atonement for a past life of wickedness; and also informed them with much solemnity, that whatsoever soul it be that shall not be afflicted in the same day, shall be cut off from among the people. He then began to read from a book, with a sort of nasal chant, that part of the tragic history of al-Husain appointed for the day, which soon produced its effect upon his audience, for he scarcely had turned over three leaves, before the Grand Vizier commenced to shake his head to and fro, to utter in a most piteous voice the usual Persian exclamation of grief, "Wahi! Wahi! Wahi!" both of which acts were followed in a more or less violent manner by the rest of the audience. The chanting of the mulla lasted nearly an hour, and some parts of his story were indeed pathetic, and well calculated to rouse the feelings of a superstitious and lively people. In one part of it, all the company stood up, and I observed that the Grand Vizier turned himself toward the wall, with his hand extended before him, and prayed. After the mulla had finished, a company of actors appeared, some dressed as women, who chanted forth their parts from slips of paper, in a sort of recitative, that was not unpleasing even to our ears. In the very theatrical part, most of them appeared very unaffectedly; and as I sat near the Grand Vizier, and to his neighbour the priest, I was witness to many real tears that fell from them. In some of these mournful assemblies, it is the custom for a mulla to

A MUHARRAM PROCESSION IN INDIA. (By a Native Artist.)

go about to each person at the height of his grief, with a piece of cotton in his hand, with which he carefully collects the falling tears, and which he then squeezes into a bottle, preserving them with the greatest caution. This practically illustrates that passage in the 65th Psalm, verse 8, "Put thou my tears into thy bottle." Some Persians believe that in the agony of death, when all medicines have failed, a drop of tears so collected, put into the mouth of a dying man, has been known to revive him; and it is for such use, that they are collected.

On the Roz-i-Qat, or day of martyrdom, the tenth day, the Ambassador was invited by the King to be present at the termination of the ceremonies, in which the death of al-Husain was to be represented. We set off about sunset, and placed ourselves in a small tent, that was pitched for our accommodation over an arched gateway, which was situated close to the room in which His Majesty was to be seated.

We looked upon the great square which is in front of the palace, at the entrance of which we perceived a circle of Cajars, or people of the King's own tribe, who were standing barefooted, and beating their breasts in cadence to the chanting of one who stood in the centre, and with whom they now and then joined their voices in chorus. Smiting the breast is a universal act throughout the mourning; and the breast is made bare for that purpose, by unbuttoning the top of the shirt. The King, in order to show his humility, ordered the Cajars, among whom were many of his own relations, to walk about without either shoes or stockings, to superintend the order of the different ceremonies about to be performed, and they were to be seen stepping tenderly over the stones, with sticks in their hands, doing the duties of menials, now keeping back a crowd, then dealing out blows with their sticks, and setting the order of the processions.

Part of the square was partitioned off by an enclosure, which was to represent the town of Karbala', near which al-Husain was
a young dervish resting his feet upon the bearer’s girdle had placed himself, chanting verses with all his might in praise of the King. After him a person of more strength and more nakness, a water carrier, walked forwards, bearing an immense leather sack filled with water slung over his back. This personage, we were told, was emblematical of the great thirst which al-Husain suffered in the desert.

A litter in the shape of a sarcophagus, which was called Qabr-i-Husain, or the tomb of al-Husain (a Tāziyād) succeeded, borne on the shoulders of eight men. On its front was a large oval ornament entirely covered with precious stones, and just above it, a great diamond star. On a small projection were two tapers placed on candelsticks enriched with jewels. The top and sides were covered with Cashmere shawls, and on

the summit rested a turban, intended to represent the head-dress of the Khalifah. On each side walked two men bearing poles, from which a variety of beautiful shawls were suspended. At the top of which were representations of al-Husain’s hand studded with jewellery.

After this came four led horses, caparisoned in the richest manner. The fronts of their heads were ornamented with plates, entirely covered with diamonds, that emitted a thousand beautiful rays. Their bodies were dressed with shawls and gold stuffs; and on their saddles were placed some objects emblematical of the death of al-Husain. When all these had passed, they arranged themselves in a row to the right of the King’s apartments.

After a short pause, a body of fierce-looking men, with only a loose white sheet thrown over their naked bodies, marched forwards. They were all bearded with blood; and each brandishing a sword, they sang a sort of a hymn, the tones of which were very wild. These represented the sixty-two relations, or the Martyrs, as the Persians call them, who accompanied al-Husain, and were slain in defending him. Close after them was led a white horse, covered with artificial wounds, with arrows stuck all about him, and caparisoned in black, representing the horse upon which al-Husain was mounted when he was killed. A band of about fifty men, striking two pieces of wood together in their hands, completed the procession. They arranged themselves in rows before the King, and marshalled by a maître de ballet, who stood in the middle to regulate their movements, they performed a dance clapping their hands in the best pos-
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unfortunate al-Husain lay extended on the ground, ready to receive the death-stroke from a man dressed in armour, who acted the part of executioner. At this moment a burst of lamentation issued from the multitude, and heavy sobs and real tears came from almost every one of those who were near enough to come under our inspection. The indignation of the populace wanted some object upon which to vent itself, and it fell upon those of the actors who had performed the part of Yazid’s soldiers. No sooner was al-Husain killed, than they were driven off the ground by a volley of stones, followed by shouts of abuse. We were informed that it is so difficult to procure performers to fill these characters, that on the present occasion a party of Russian prisoners were pressed into the army of Yazid, and they made as speedy an exit after the catastrophe as it was in their power.

The scene terminated by the burning of Karbala’. Several reed huts had been constructed behind the enclosure before mentioned, which of a sudden were set on fire. The tomb of al-Husain was seen covered with black cloth, and upon it sat a figure disguised in a tiger’s skin, which was intended to represent the miraculous lion, recorded to have kept watch over his remains after he had been buried. The most extraordinary part of the whole exhibition was the representation of the dead bodies of the martyrs: who having been decapitated, were all placed in a row, each body with a head close to it. To effect this, several Persians buried themselves alive, leaving the head out just above ground; whilst others put their heads under ground, leaving out the body. The heads and bodies were placed in such relative positions to each other, as to make it appear that they had been severed. This is done by way of penance; but in hot weather, the violence of the exertion has been known to produce death. The whole ceremony was terminated by a khutbah, or oration, in praise of al-Husain. (Moret’s Second Journey through Persia.)

“The martyrdom of Hasan and Hussain is celebrated by the Shiites all over India, during the first ten days of the month of Moharrum. Attached to every Shiite’s house is an Imamburrah, a hall or inclosure built expressly for the celebration of the anniversary of the death of Hussain. The enclosure is generally arched along its side, and in most instances it is covered in with a domed roof. Against the side of the Imamburrah, directed towards Mecca, is set the tabut—also called tazia (torzvah), or model of the tombs at Karbala. In the houses of the wealthiest Shiites, these tabuts are fixtures, and are beautifully fashioned of silver and gold, or of ivory and ebony, embellished all over with inlaid work. The poorer Shiites provide themselves with a tabut made for the occasion of lath and plaster, tricked out in mica and tinsel. A week before the new moon of the Moharrum, they enclose a space, called the tabut khana, in which the tabut is prepared; and
the very moment the new moon is seen, a spade is struck into the ground before "the enclosure of the tombs," where a pit is afterwards dug, in which a bonfire is lighted, and kept burning through all the ten days of the Mohurrum solemnities. Those who cannot afford to erect a tabut ikkosa, or even to put up a little tabut or taziah in their dwelling-house, always have a Mohurrum fire lighted, if it consist only of a night-light floating at the bottom of an earthen pot or basin sunk in the ground. It is doubtful whether this custom refers to the trend of fire Husain set blazing behind his camp, or is a survival from the older Ashura (ten days) festival, which is said to have been instituted in commemoration of the deliverance of the Hebrew Arabs from Pharaoh and his host at the Red Sea; or from the yet more ancient Baal fire. But, in India, these Mohurrum fires, especially among the more ignorant populace, Hindus as well as Mohammedans, are regarded with the most superstitious reverence, and have a greater hold on them even than the tabuts. All day long the passers by stop before the fires and make their vows over them, and all night long the crowds dance round them, and leap through the flames and scatter about the burning brands snatched from them. The tabut is lighted up like an altar, with innumerable green wax candles, and nothing can be more brilliant than the appearance of an Imambarah of white stone, or polished white stucco, picked out in green, lighted up with glass chandeliers, sconces, and oil-lamps, arranged along the leading architectural lines of the building, with its tabut on one side, dazzling to blindness. Before the tabuts are placed the "properties" to be used by the celebrants in the "Passion Play," the bows and arrows, the sword and spear, and the banners of Husain, &c.; and in front of it is set a movable pulpit, also made of the richest materials, and covered with rich brocades in green and gold. Such is the theatre in which twice daily during the first ten days of the month of Mohurrum, the deaths of the first martyrs of Islam are yearly commemorated in India. Each day has its special solemnity, corresponding with the succession of events during the ten days that Husain was encamped on the fatal plain of Kerbelah; but the prescribed order of the services in the daily development of the great Shi'ah function of the Mohurrum would appear not to be always strictly observed in Bombay."

(Pelly's Miracle Play of Husain and Husain, Preface, p. xvii.)

The drama, or "Miracle Play" which is recited in Persia during the Mohurrum has been rendered into English by Colonel Sir Lewis Pelly, K.C.B. (Allen & Co., 1879), from which we take the death scene of al-Husain on the battle-field of Kerbela, a scene which, the historian Gibbon (Decline and Fall, vol. i. ch. 86) says, "in a distant age and climate, will awaken the sympathy of the coldest reader."

"Husain.—I am sore distressed at the unkind treatment received at the hands of the cruel heavens. Pitiful tyranny is exercised towards me by a cruel, unbelieving army! All the sorrows and troubles of this world have overwhelmed me! I am become a butt for the arrow of affliction and trouble. I am a holy bird stript of its quills and feathers by the hand of the archer of tyranny, and am become, O friends, utterly disabled, and unable to fly to my sacred nest. They are going to kill me mercilessly, for no other crime or guilt except that I happen to be a prophet's grandson.

"Shimir (challenging him).—O Husain, why dost thou not appear in the field? Why dost not thy majesty show thy face in battle? How long art thou going to sit still without displaying thy valour in war? Why dost thou not put on thy robe of martyrdom and come forth? If thou art indeed so magnanimous as not to fear death, if thouarest not about the whispering sounds of the arrows when let fly from the bow, mount thou, quickly, thy swift horse named Zid'il jamsh, and deliver thy soul from so many troubles. Yea, come to the field of battle, be as it as it may. Enter soon among thy women, and with tears bid them a last farewell; then come forth to war, and show us thy great fortitude.

"Husain (talking to himself).—Although the accused fellow, Shirim, will put me to death in an hour's time, yet the reproachful language of the enemy seems to be worse than destruction itself. It is better that the foe should sever my head cruelly from the body, than make me hear these abusive words. What can I do? I have no one left to help me, no Kasim to hold my stirrup for a minute when about to mount. All are gone! Look around if thou canst find anyone to defend the descendants of Muhammad, the chosen of God—if thou canst see any ready to assist the holy family of God's Prophet! In this land of trials there is no kind protector to have compassion on the household of the Apostle of God, and befriend them.

"Zainab.—May I be offered for the sad tones of thy voice, dear brother! Time has thrown on my head the black earth of sorrow. It has grieved me to the quick. Wait, brother, do not go till thy Kasim arrives. Have patience for a minute, my 'Ali Akbar is coming.

"Husain (looking around).—Is there one who wishes to please God, his Maker? Is
there any willing to behave faithfully towards his real friends? Is there a person ready to give up his life for our sake, to save us, to defend us in this dreadful struggle of Karbalah?

“Zainab.—O Lord, Zainab’s brother has no one to assist or support him! Occasions of his sorrows are immemorable, without any one to sympathise with him in the least! Sad and desolate, he is leaning on his spear! He has bent his neck in a calamitous manner; he has no famous ‘Ali Akbar, no renowned ‘Abbas any more!”

“Hussain.—Is there anyone to pity our condition, to help us in this terrible conflict of Karbalah? Is there a kind soul to give us a hand of assistance for God’s sake?”

“Zainab.—Brave cavalier of Karbalah, it is not fitting for thee to be so hurried. Go a little more slowly; troubles will come quickly enough. Didst thou ever say thou hadst a Zainab in the tent? Is not this poor creature weeping and mourning for thee?”

“The Imam Hussain.—Dear sister, thou rest of my disquieted, broken heart, smite on thy head and mourn, thou thousand-noted nightingale. To-day I shall be killed by the ignoble Shimah. To-day shall the rose be turned out of its delightful spot by the tyranny of the thistle. Dear sister, if any dust happen to settle on the rosy cheeks of my lovely daughter Sukainah, be pleased to wash it away most tenderly with the rose-water of thy tears? My daughter has been accustomed to sit always in the dear lap of her father whenever she wished to rest; for my sake, receive and caress her in thy bosom.”

“Zainab.—O thou intimate friend of this assembly of poor afflicted strangers, the flaming effect of thy speech has left no rest in my mind. Tell me, what have we done that thou shouldest so reward us? Who is the criminal among us for whose sake we must suffer thus? Take us back, brother, to Madinah, to the sacred monument of our noble grandfather; let us go home, and live like queens in our own country.”

“Hussain.—O my afflicted, distressed, tormented sister, would to God there were a way of escape for me! Notwithstanding they have cruelly cut down the cypress-like stature of my dear son ‘Ali Akbar; notwithstanding Ksain my lovely nephew tinged himself with his own blood; still they are intent to kill me also. They do not allow me to go back from ‘Irak, nor do they let me turn elsewhere. They will neither permit me to go to India, nor the capital of China. I cannot set out for the territory of Abyssinia, or take refuge in Fardzibar.”

“Zainab.—Oh, how am I vexed in my mind, dear brother, on hearing these sad things! May I die, rather than listen to such affecting words any more! What shall we, an assembly of desolate widows and orphans, do after thou art gone? Oh! how can we live?”

“Hussain.—O miserable creature, weep not now, nor be so very much upset; thou shalt cry plentifully hereafter, owing to the wickedness of time. When the wicked Shimah shall sever my head from the body; when thou shalt be made a captive prisoner, and forced to ride on an unsaddled camel; when my body shall be trampled under foot by the enemy’s horses, and trodden under their hoofs; when my beloved Sukainah shall be cruelly struck by Shimah; my wicked murderer; when they shall lead thee away captive from Karbalah to Sham; and when they shall make thee and others live there in a horrible, ruined place; yes, when thou shalt see all this, then thou mayest, and verily wilt, cry. But I admonish thee, sister, since this sad case has no remedy but patience, to resign the whole matter, submissively, to the Lord, the good Maker of all! Mourn not for my misfortunes, but bear it patiently, without giving occasion to the enemy to rejoice triumphantly on this account, or speak reproachfully concerning us.”

“Kulaim.—Thou stravutest about gaily, O Hussain, thou beloved of my heart. Look a little better at thee, see how Kulaim is sighing after thee with tearful eyes! I am wearing pearls in thy way, precious jewels from the sea of my eyes! Let me put my head on the hoof of thy winged steed, Zul Jamah.”

“Hussain.—Beloved sister, kindle not a fire in my heart by so doing. Take away thy head from under the hoof of my steed. O thousand-noted nightingale, sing not such a sad-toned melody. I am going away; be thou the kind keeper of my helpless ones.”

“Kulaim.—Behold what the heavens have at length brought on me! what they have done also to my brother! Him they have made to have parched lips through thirst, and me they have caused to melt into water, and gush out like tears from the eyes! Harsh severity is mingled with tyrannous cruelty.”

“Hussain.—Trials, afflictions, and pains, the thicker they fall on man, the better, dear sister, do they prepare him for his journey heavenward. We rejoice in tribulations, seeing they are but temporary, and yet they work out an eternal and blissful end. Though it is predestined that I should suffer martyrdom in this shameful manner, yet the treas-ury of everlasting happiness shall be at my disposal as a consequent reward. Thou must think of that, and be no longer sorry. The dust raised in the field of such battles is as highly esteemed by me, O sister, as the philosopher’s stone was, in former times, by the alchemists; and the soil of Karbalah is the sure remedy of my inward pains.”

“Kulaim.—May I be sacrificed for thee! Since this occurrence is thus inevitable, I pray thee describe to thy poor sister Kulaim her duty after thy death. Tell me, where shall I go, or in what direction set my face? What am I to do? and which of thy orphan children am I to care for most?”

“Hussain.—Show thy utmost kindness, good sister, to Sukainah, my darling girl, for the pain of being fatherless is most severely felt by children, too much fondled by their parents, especially girls. I have regard to
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all my children, to be sure, but I love Sukainah most.

"An old Female Slave of Husain's mother.

—Dignified master, I am sick and weary in heart at the bare idea of separation from thee. Have a kind regard to me, an old slave, much stricken with age. Master, by thy soul do I swear that I am altogether weary of life. I have grown old in thy service; pardon me, please, all the faults ever committed by me.

"Husain.—Yes, thou hast served 'us, indeed, for a very long time. Thou hast shown much affection and love toward me and my children. O handmaid of my dear mother Fatimah; thou hast verily suffered much in our house; how often didst thou grind corn with thine own hand for my master! Thou hast also dandled Husain most carelessly in thy arms. Thou art black-faced, that is true, but thou hast, I opine, a pure white heart, and art much esteemed by us. To-day I am about to loose thee, owning thee, at the same time, innumerable thanks for the good services thou hast performed; but I beg thy pardon for all inconsiderate actions on my part.

"The Maid.—May I be a sacrifice for thee, thou royal ruler of the capital of faith! turn not my days black, like my face, thou benevolent master. Truly I have had many troubles on thy behalf. How many nights have I spent in watchfulness at thy cradle! At one moment I would care for thee in my arms, at another I would fondle thee in my bosom. I became prematurely old by my diligent service. O Husain! Is it proper now that thou shouldst put round my poor neck the heavy chain of thy intolerable absence? Is this, dear master, the reward of the services I have done thee?

"Husain.—Though thy body, O maid, is now broken down by age and infirmity, yet thou hast served us all the days of thy life with sincerity and love; thou must know, therefore, that thy diligence and vigilance will never be disregarded by us. How hence me to-day, when I am offering my body and soul in the cause of God, and cannot help thee at all; but be sure I will fully pay the reward of thy services in the day of universal account.

"The Maid.—Dost thou remember, good air, how many troubles I have suffered with thee for the dear sake of 'Ali Akbar, the light of thine eyes? Though I have not sacked him with my own breasts, to be sure, yet I laboured hard for him till he reached the age of eighteen years and came here to Karbala. But, alas! dear flourishing 'Ali Akbar has been this day cruelly killed—what a pity! and I strove so much for his sake, yet all, as it were, in vain. Yes, what a sad loss!

"Husain.—Speak not of my 'Ali Akbar any more, O maiden, nor set fire to the granary of my patience and make it flame. (To his sister.) Poor distressed Zainab, have the goodness to be kind always to my mother's old maid, for she has expe-

rienced many troubles in our family; she has laboured hard in training 'Ali Akbar my son.

"Unum Latlah (the mother of 'Ali Akbar).—

The elegant stature of my Akbar fell on the ground; like as a beautiful cypress tree it was forcibly felled! Alas for the memory of thy upright stature! Alas, O my youthful son of handsome form and appearance! Alas my troubles at night-time for thee! How often did I watch thy bed, singing lullabies for thee until the morning! How sweet is the memory of those times! yes, how pleasant the very thought of those days! Alas! where art thou now, dear child? O thou who art ever remembered by me, come and see thy mother's wretched condition, come!

"Husain.—O Lord, why is this mournful voice so affecting? Methinks the owner of it, the bemoaning person, has a flame in her heart. It resembles the doleful tone of a lapping whose wings are burned! like as when a miraculous lapping, the companion of Solomon the wise, the king of God's holy people, received intelligence suddenly about the death of its royal guardian.

"Unum Latlah.—Alas! I am put in mind of my dear son! O my heart, melted into blood, pour thyself forth! Dear son, whilst thou wast alive, I had some honour and respect, everybody had some regard for me; but since thou art gone, I am altogether abandoned. Woe be to me! Woe be to thee! I am despised and rejected. Woe unto me! Woe unto me!

"Husain.—Do not set fire to the harvest of my soul any further. Husain is, before God, greatly ashamed of his shortcomings toward thee. Come out from the tent, for it is the last meeting previous to separating from one another for ever; thy distress is an additional weight to the heavy burden of my grief.

"The Mother of 'Ali Akbar.—I humbly state it, O glory of all ages, that I did not expect from thy saintship that thou wouldst disregard thy handmaid in such a way. Thou dost show thy kind regard and favour to all except me. Dost thou not remember my sincere services done to thee? Am I not, by birth a descendant of the glorious kings of Persia, brought as a captive to Arabia when the former empire fell and gave place to the new-born monarchy of the latter kingdom? The Judge, the living Creator, was pleased to grant me an offspring, whom we called 'Ali Akbar, this day lost to us for ever. May I be offered for thee! While 'Ali Akbar my son was alive, I had indeed a sort of esteem and credit with thee; but now that my cypress, my newly-sprung-up cedar, is unjustly felled, I have fallen from credit too, and must therefore shed tears.

"Husain.—Be it known unto thee, O thou violet of the flower-garden of modesty, that thou art altogether mistaken. I swear by the holy enlightened dust of my mother Zahrah's grave, that thou art more honourable and dearer now than ever. I will, moreover, the affectionate recommendations of 'Ali Akbar,
our son, concerning thee. How much he was mindful of thee at the moment of his parting! How tenderly he cared for thee, and spoke concerning thee to every one of his family!

"Ali Akbar's Mother.—O gracious Lord, I adjure thee, by the merit of my son, 'Ali Akbar, never to lessen the shadow of Husein from over my head. May no one ever be in my miserable condition—never be a desolate, homeless woman, like me!

"Husein.—O thou unfortunate Zainab, my sister, the hour of separation is come! The day of joy is gone for ever! the night of affliction has drawn near! Drooping, withering sister, yet most blest in thy temper, I have a request from thee which I fear to make known.

"Zainab.—May I be a sacrifice for thy heart, thou moon-faced, glorious sun! there is none here, if thou hast a private matter to disclose to thy sister.

"Husein.—Dear unfortunate sister, who are already severely vexed in heart, if I tell thee what my request is, what will be thy condition then? Though I cannot restrain myself from speaking, still I am in doubt as to which is better, to speak, or to forbear.

"Zainab.—My breast is pierced! My heart boils within me like a cauldron, owing to this thy conversation. Thou soul of thy sister, hold not back from Zainab what thou hast in thy mind.

"Husein.—My poor sister, I am covered with shame before thee, I cannot lift up my head. Though the request is a trifling one, yet I know it is grievous to thee to grant. It is this; bring me an old, dirty, ragged garment to put on. But do not ask me, I pray thee, the reason why, until I myself think it proper to tell thee.

"Zainab.—I am now going to the tent to fetch thee what thou seekest; but I am utterly astonished, brother, as to why thou dost want this loathsome thing. (Returning with a tattered skirt.) Take it, here is the ragged robe for which thou didst ask. I wonder what thou wilt do with it.

"Husein.—Do not remain here, dear sister. Go for awhile to thine own tent; for if thou seest that which I am about to do, thou wilt be grievously disturbed. Turn to thy tent, poor miserable sister, listen to what I say, and leave me, I pray thee, alone.

"Zainab (going away). I am gone, but I am sorry I cannot tell what this enigma means. It is puzzling indeed! Remain thou with thy mysterious coat, O Husein! May all who be asked as a ransom for thee, dear brother! Thou art without any to assist or befriend thee! Thou art surrounded by the wicked enemy! Yes, thy kind helpers have all been killed by the unbelieving nation!

"Husein (putting on the garment).—The term of life has no perpetual duration in itself. Who ever saw in a flower-garden a rose without its thorn? I will put on this old robe close to my skin, and place over it my new apparel, though neither the old nor the new of this world can be depended on. I hope Zainab has not been observing what I have been doing, for poor creature, she can scarcely bear the sight of any such thing.

"Zainab.—Alas! I do not know what is the matter with Husein, my brother. What has an old garment to do with being a king? Doest thou desire, O Husein, that she enemy should come to know this thing and reproach thy sister about it? Put off, I pray thee, this old ragged garment, otherwise I shall pull off my head-dress, and uncover my head for shame.

"Husein.—Read not thy dress, modest sister, nor pull off thy head-covering. There is a mystery involved in my action. Know that what Husein has done has a good meaning in it. His putting on an old garment is not without its signification.

"Zainab.—What mystery can be in this work, thou perfect high priest of faith? I will never admit any until thou shalt have fully explained the thing according to my capacity.

"The Imam.—To-day, dear sister, Shimmar will behave cruelly towards me. He will sever my dear head from the body. His dagger not cutting my throat, he will be obliged to sever my head from behind. After he has killed me, when he begins to strip me of my clothes, he may perchance be ashamed to take off this ragged robe and thereby leave my body naked on the ground.

"Zainab.—O Lord, have mercy on my distracted heart! Thou alone art aware of the state of my mind. Gracious Creator, preserve the soul of Husein! Let not heaven pull down my house over me!

"Sukainah.—Dear father, by our Lord it is a painful thing to be fatherless: a misery, a great calamity to be helpless, bleeding in the heart, and an outcast! Dismount from the saddle, and make me sit by thy side. To pass over me or neglect me at such a time is very distressing. Let me put my head on thy dear lap, O father. It is sad thou shouldst not be aware of thy dear child's condition.

"Husein.—Bend not thy neck on one side, thou my beloved child; nor weep so sadly, like an orphan. Neither mean so melodiously, like a disconsolate nightingale. Come, lay thy dear head on my knees once more, and shed not so copiously a flood of tears from thine eyes, thou spirit of my life.

"Sukainah.—Dear father, thou whose lot is but grief, have mercy on me, mercy! O thou my physician in every pain and trouble, have pity on me! have pity on me! Alas, my heart, for the mention of the word separation! Alas, my grievance, for what is unbearable!

"Husein.—Groat not, wail not, my dear Sukainah, my poor oppressed, distressed girl. Go to thy tent and sleep soundly in thy bed until thy father gets thee some water to drink.

"Zainab.—Alas! alas! woe to me! my Husein is gone from me! Alas! alas! the arrow of my heart is shot away from the hand! Woe unto me, a thousand woes! I am to remain without Husein! The wor-
shipper of truth is gone to meet his destined fate with a blood-stained shroud!

"Husain.—My disconsolate Zainab, be not so impatient. My homeless sister, show not thyself so furtive. Have patience, sister, the reward of the patient believers is the best of all. Rendered thanks, the crown of intercession is fitted for our head only.

"Zainab.—O my afflicted mother, thou best of all women, pass a minute by those in Kharbald! see thy daughters prisoners of sorrow! beheld then amongst strangers and foreigners. Come out awhile from thy pavilion in Paradise, O Fatimah, and weep affectionately over the state of us, thy children!

"Husain.—I have become friendless and without any helper, in a most strange manner. I have lost my troop and army in a wonderful way. Where is Akbar my son? let him come to me and hold the bridle of my horse, that I may mount. Where is Kasim my nephew? will he not help me and get ready my stirrup to make me cheerful? Why should I not shed much blood from mine own eyes, seeing I cannot behold 'Abbas my standard-bearer? A brother is for the day of misfortune and calamity! A brother is better than a hundred dadiams and thrones! A brother is the essence of life in the world! He who has a brother, though he be old, yet is young: Who is there to bring my horse for me? there is none. There is none even to weep for me in this state of misery!

"Kulsim.—Because there is no 'Ali Akbar, dear brother, to help thee, Zainab, thy sister, will hold the horse for thee; and seeing 'Abbas, thy brother, is no longer to be found, I myself will bear the standard before thy winged steed instead of him.

"Zainab.—Let Zainab mourn bitterly for her brother's desolation. Who ever saw a woman, a gentlewoman, doing the duty of a groom or servant? Who can know; O Lord, besides Thee, the sad state of Husain in Kharbald, were his people so deserted him that a woman like myself is obliged to act as a servant for him?

"Kulsim.—I am a standard-bearer for Husain, the martyr of Kharbald, O Lord God. I am the sister of 'Abbas; yes, the miserable sister of both. O friends, it being the tenth day of Muharram, I am therefore assisting Husain. I am bearing the ensign for him instead of 'Abbas my brother, his standard-bearer.

"Zainab.—Uncover your breast a minute, O ye tear-shedding people, for it is time to beat the drum, seeing the king is going to ride. O Solomon the Prophet, where is thy glory? what has become of thy pompous retinue? Where are thy brothers, nephews, and companions?

"Husain.—There are none left to help me. My sister Zainab holds the bridle of the horse, and walks before me. Who ever saw a lady acting thus?

"Zainab.—Thou art going all alone! May the souls of all be a ransom for thee! and may thy departure make souls quit their bodies! A resurrection will be produced in thy tent by the cry of orphans and widows.

"Husain.—Sister, though it grieves me to go, yet I do it; peradventure I may see the face of Ashgar and the countenance of Akbar, those cypressses, those roses of Paradise.

"Zainab.—Would to God Zainab had died this very minute before thy face, in thy sight, that she might not behold such elegant bodies, such beautiful forms, rolling in their own blood!

"Husain.—O poor sister, if thou die, here in this land in that sudden way that thou dostest, then who will ride in thy stead, in the city of Kufah, on the camel's back?

"Zainab.—Slight not my pain, dear brother, for Zainab is somewhat alarmed as to the import of thy speech. What shall I do with thy family—with the poor widows and young children?

"Husain.—An afflicted one, it is decreed I should be killed by means of daggers and swords; henceforth, dear sister, thou shalt not see me. Behold, this is separation between me and thee!

"The nephew of Husain.—Dear uncle, thou hast resolved to hurry. Thou art going once again to make me an orphan. To whom else wilt thou entrust us? Who is expected to take care of us? Thou wast, dear uncle, instead of my father Hasan, a defence to this helpless exiled creature.

"Husain.—Sorrow not, thou faithful child, thou shalt be killed too in this plain of trial. Return thou now to thy tent in peace, without grieving my soul any further, poor orphan!

"The Darwish from Kabul.—O Lord God, wherefore is the outward appearance of a man of God usually without decoration or ornament? And why is the lap of the man of this world generally full of gold and jewels? On what account is the pillow of this great person the black dust of the road? and for what reason are the bed and the cushion of the rebellious made of velvet and stuffed down? Either Islam, the religion of peace and charity, has no true foundation in the world, or this young man, who is so wounded and suffers from thirst, is still an infidel.

"Husain.—Why are thine eyes pouring down tears, young darwish? Hast thou also lost an Akbar, on the prime of his youth? Thou art immersed, as a water-fowl, in thy tears. Hast thine 'Abbas been slain, thirsting, on the bank of the River Euphrates, that thou cryest so pitifully? But if thou art sad only on account of my misfortune, then it matters not. Let me know whence comest thou, and whither is thy face set?

"The Darwish.—It happened, young man, that last night I arrived in this valley, and made my lodging there. When one-half of the night had passed, of a sudden a great difficulty befall me, for I heard a child beseeching and complaining of thirst, having given up altogether the idea of living any longer in this world. Sometimes it would beat its head and cry out for water; at other times it appeared to fall on the ground, fainting and motionless. I have, therefore, brought
some water in this cup for that poor child, that it may drink and be refreshed a little. So I humbly beg thee, dear sir, to direct me to the place where the young child may be found, and tell me what is its name.

"Husain.—O God, let no man be ever in my pitiful condition, nor any family in this sad and deplorable state to which I am reduced. O young man, the child mentioned by thee is the peace of my troubled mind; it is my poor, miserable little girl.

"Darwish.—May I be offered for thee, dear sir, and for thy tearful eyes! Why should thy daughter be so sadly mourning and complaining? My heart is overwhelmed with grief for the abundance of tears running down thy cheeks. Why should the daughter of one like thee, a generous soul, suffer from thirst?

"Husain.—Know, O young man, that we are never in need of the water of this life. Thou art not mistaken if thou hast supposed us to be of this world. If I will, I can make the moon, or any other celestial orb, fall down on the earth; how much more can I get water for my children. Look at the hollow made in the ground with my spear; water would rush out of it if I were to like. I voluntarily die of thirst to obtain a crown of glory from God. I die parched, and offer myself a sacrifice for the sins of my people, that they should be saved from the wrath to come.

"Darwish.—What is thy name, sir? I perceive that thou art one of the chief saints of the most beneficent God. It is evident to me that thou art the brightness of the Lord's image, but I cannot tell to which sacred garden thy holy rose belongs.

"Husain.—O darwish, thou wilt soon be informed of the whole matter, for thou shalt be a martyr thyself; for thy pleas and the result thereof have been revealed to me. Tell me, O darwish, what is the end thou hast in view in this thy hazardous enterprise? When thou shalt have told me that, I will direct thee to those who I am.

"Darwish.—I intend, noble sir, after I have known the mystery of thy affairs, to set out, if God wills, from Karbalá to Najaf, namely, to the place where 'Ali, the highly exalted king of religion, the sovereign lord of the empire of existence, the supreme master of all the darwishesses, is buried. Yes, I am going to visit the tomb of 'Ali, the successor of the chosen of God, the son-in-law of the Prophet, the lion of the true Lord, the prince of believers, Haidar, the champion of faith.

"Husain.—Be it known unto the, O darwish, that I, who am so sad and sorrowful, am the rose of the garden of that prince. I am of the family of the believers thou hast mentioned. I am Husain, the intercessor on the Day of Resurrection, the rose of the garden of glory.

"Darwish.—May I be offered a sacrifice for thy blessed arrival! Pardon me my fault, and give me permission to fight the battle of fate, for I am weary of life. It is better for me to be killed, and delivered at once from so many vexations of spirit. Martyrdom is, in fact, one of the glories of my faith.

"Husain.—Go forth, O atom, which aspirest to the glory of the sun; go forth, thou hast become by last worthy to know the hidden mysteries of faith. He who is slain for the sake of Husain shall have an abundant reward from God; yea, he shall be raised to life with 'Ali Akbar the sweet son of Husain.

"Darwish (addressing Husain's antagonists).—You cruel people have no religion at all. You are fire-worshippers, ignorant of God and His law. How long will you act unjustly towards the offspring of the priesthood? Is the account of the Day of Resurrection all false?

"Ja'far (the general of Yazid's army).—O ye brave soldiers of Yazid, deprive this fellow of his fund of life. Make his friends ready to mourn for him.

"Husain.—Is there anyone to help me? Is there any assistant to lend me his aid?

"Ja'far (the king of jinns, with his troops, coming to Husain's assistance).—O king of men and jinns, O Husain, peace be on thee! O judge of corporeal and spiritual beings, peace be on thee!

"Husain.—On thee be peace, thou handsome youth! Who art thou, that sinterst us at such a time? Though thine affairs are not hidden from me at all, still it is advisable to ask thy name.

"Ja'far.—O lord of men and jinns, I am the least of thy servants, and my name is Ja'far, the chief ruler of all the tribes of jinns. To-day, while I was sitting on the glorious throne of my majesty, easy in mind, without any sad idea or thought whatever, I suddenly heard thy voice, when thou didst sadly implore assistance; and on hearing thee I lost my patience and senses. And, behold, I have come out with troops of jinns, of various abilities and qualifications, to lend thee help if necessary.

"Husain.—In the old abbey of this perishable kingdom, none can ever, O Ja'far, attain to immortality. What can I do with the empire of the world, or its tempting glories, after my dear ones have all died and gone? Is it proper that I, an old man, should have no one but Akbar, a blooming youth, die in the prime of age? Return thou, O Ja'far, to thy home, and weep for me as much as thou canst.

"Ja'far (turning).—Alas for Husain's exile and helplessness! Alas for his continual groans and sighs!

"Husain (coming back from the field, dismounts his horse, and making a heap of dust, lays his head on it).—O earth of Karbalá, do thou assist me, I pray! since I have no mother, be thou to me instead of one.

"Ja'far (ordering the army to stone Husain).—O ye men of valour, Husain the son of 'Ali has tumbled down from the winged horse; if I be not mistaken, heaven has fallen to earth! It is better for me to stone him most cruelly. Dispatch him soon, with stones, to his companions.
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"Husain.—Ah, woe to me! my forehead is broken; blood runs down my luminous face."

"Ibn Sa'd.—Who is that brave soldier, who, in order to show his gratitude to Yazid his sovereign lord, will stop forward and, with a blow of his scymitar, slay Husain the son of 'Ali?"

"Hadhr.—I am he whose dagger is famous for bloodshed. My mother has borne me for this work alone. I care not about the conflict of the Day of Judgment; I am a worshipper of Yazid, and have no fear of God. I can make the great throne of the Lord to shake and tremble. I alone can sever from the body the head of Husain the son of 'Ali. I am he who has no share in Islam. I will strike the chest of Husain, the ark of God's knowledge, with my blade, without any fear of punishment."

"Husain.—Oh, how wounds caused by arrows and daggers do smart! O God, have mercy in the Day of Judgment on my people for my sake. The time of death has arrived, but I have not my Akbar with me. Would to God my grandfather the Prophet were now here to see me!"

"The Prophet (appearing).—Dear Husain, thy grandfather the Prophet of God has come to see thee. I am here to behold the mortal wounds of thy delicate body. Dear child, thou hast at length suffered martyrdom by the cruel hand of my own people! This was the reward I expected from them; thanks be to God! Open thine eyes, dear son, and behold thy grandfather with dishevelled hair. If thou hast any desire in thy heart, speak it out to me."

"Husain.—Dear grandfather, I abhor life; I would rather go and visit my dear ones in the next world. I earnestly desire to see my companions and friends—above all, my dearly beloved son 'Ali Akbar."

"The Prophet.—Be not grieved that 'Ali Akbar thy son was killed, since it is to the good of all my faithful people on the day of universal gathering."

"Husain.—Seeing 'Ali Akbar's martyrdom contributes to the happiness of thy people, seeing my own sufferings give validity to thy office of mediation, and seeing thy rest consists in my being troubled in this way, I would offer my soul, not once or twice, but a thousand times, for the salvation of thy people!"

"The Prophet.—Sorrow not, dear grandchild; thou shalt be a mediator, too, in that day. At present thou art thisty, but to-morrow thou shalt be the distributor of the water of Al Kauar."

"Husain.—O Lord God, besides Husain, who has happened to be thus situated? Every one when he dies has at least a mother at his head. But my mother is not here to shed her garments for me; she is not alive, that she might close my eyes when I die."

"Futimah, his mother (appearing).—I am come to see thee, my child, my child! May I die another time, my child, my child! How shall I see thee slain, my son, my son! Rolling in thine own blood, my child, my child!"

"Husain.—Come, dear mother, I am anxiously waiting for thee. Come, come! I have partly to complain of thee. How is it that thou hast altogether forsaken thy son? How is it thou camest so late to visit me?"

"Futimah.—May I be offered for thy wounded, defaced body! Tell me, what dost thou wish thy mother to do now for thee?"

"Husain.—I am now, dear mother, at the point of death. The ark of life is going to cast on shore, mother. It is time that my soul should leave the body. Come, mother, close my eyes with thy kind hand."

"Futimah.—O Lord, how difficult for a mother to see her dear child dying! I am Zahrah who am making this sad noise, because I have to close the eyes of my son Husain, who is on the point of death. Oh, tell me if thou hast any desire long cherished in thy heart, for I am distressed in mind owing to thy sad sight."

"Husain.—Go, mother, my soul is come to my throat; go, I had no other desire except one, with which I must rise in the Day of Resurrection, namely, to see 'Ali Akbar's wedding."

"Shimer.—Make thy confession, for I want to sever thy head, and cause a perpetual separation between it and the body."

"Zatinab.—O Shimar, do not go beyond thy limit; let me bind something on my brother's eyes."

"Husain.—Go to thy tent, sister, I am already undone. Go away; Zahrah my mother has already closed my eyes. Show to Sukainah my daughter always the tenderness of a mother. Be very kind to my child after me."

"Shimar (addressing Husain).—Stretch forth thy feet toward the holy Kiblah, the sacred temple of Makkah. See how my dagger waves over thee! It is time to cut thy throat."

"Husain.—O Lord, for the merit of me, the dear child of thy Prophet; O Lord, for the sad groaning of my miserable sister; O Lord, for the sake of young 'Abbas rolling in his blood, even that young brother of mine that was equal to my soul, I pray thee, in the Day of Judgment, forgive, O merciful Lord, the sins of my grandfather's people, and grant me, bountifully, the key of the treasure of intercession. (Dies)."—(Pelly's Miracle Play, vol. ii. p. 81 seqq.)

MUHARRAMAT ( מסווגת), pl. of Muharramah. Those persons with whom it is not lawful to contract marriage. [Marriage.]

MUHAYAT (מעהיה). A legal term used for the partition of usufruct. According to the Hadith, vol. iv. 31:—

Partition of property is more effectual than partition of usufruct in accomplishing the enjoyment of the use; for which reason, if one partner apply for a partition of property, and another for a partition of usufruct, the Qazi must grant the request of the former, and if a partition of usufruct should have taken place with respect to a thing capable
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of a partition of property (such as a house or a piece of ground), and afterwards one of the partners apply for a partition of property, the Qasí must grant a partition of property and annul the partition of usufruct.

MUZHARAH (صلحاء). Lit. "Being present." A term used by the Sufis for presenting of the soul to God in the service of zikr in order to obtain all the spiritual blessing possible from a contemplation of the ninety-nine attributes and titles of God.

MUZIR (مصير). The pilgrim in a state of Ibadh, that is, after he has assumed the pilgrim's dress.

AL-MUHSI (المسي). "The Counter." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. "It is referred to in the Qur'an, Sura vii. 30: "Verily We quicken the dead and write down what they have done before, and the traces which they leave behind, and everything do We set down (lit. reckon up) in the clear Book of our decree."

MUHTAKIR (متكير). Lit. "A forestaller." One who monopolises grain and other necessaries of life, which is unlawful. (MONOPOLY.)

MOHTASIB (مختصب). The public censor of religion and morals, who is appointed by a Muslim ruler, to punish Muslims for neglecting the rites of their religion. Sir Alexander Burnes, in his Travels in Bokhara (vol. i. p. 318), relates that he saw persons publicly scourged because they had slept during prayer-time and smoked on Friday. (DIRRMAH)

Burckhardt, in his account of the Wahhabis (vol. ii. p. 146), says, the neglect of religious duty is always severely punished. When Sa'd took al-Madina, he ordered some of his people after prayers, to go to the people and pass over the names of all the good inhabitants of the town who were to answer individually. He then commanded them to attend prayers regularly and if any, one absented himself two or three times, Sa'd sent some of his Arabs to beat the man in his own house. At Makkah, when the hour of prayer arrived, he ordered the people to patrol the streets, armed with large sticks, and drive all the inhabitants by force into the mosque; a harsh proceeding, but justified by the notorious irreligion of the Makkans. Dr. Bellows, in his Kashmir and Kashgir (p. 281), gives an animated account of the way in which the Muhtasib performed his duties in the streets of Kashgir.

AL-MUHYI (ال Büyük). "The giver of life." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs twice in the Qur'an:

Sura xvi. 39: "Verily, he who quickens (the earth) will surely quicken the dead."

AL-MU'TID (المتيد). "The Restorer" (to life). One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. The word does not occur in the Qur'an, but the idea is expressed in Sura xxxv. 13, and many other places, "Verily He produces and restores."

AL-MU'IZZ (المعز). "The One who giveth honour." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. The word does not occur in the Qur'an, but the attribute is referred to in Sura iii. 25: "Thou honourest whom Thou pleasest."

AL-MUJADILAH (المجادلة). Lit. "She who disputed." The title of the twelfth Sura of the Qur'an, in which the expression occurs: "Now hath God heard the speech of her who disputed with thee concerning her husband." Which refers to Khulilah bint Salabiah, the wife of Aun ibn Sama'il, who was being divorced by her husband in the "time of ignorance," came to ask whether the divorce was lawful.

MUJAHID (المجاد). A warrior in the cause of religion. (JIMAD.)

AL-MUJIB (ال миров). "The One who answers." (a prayer). One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'an. Sura xi. 64: "Verily my Lord is nigh and answers." (prayer).

MUJIZAH (المجدة). [MIRACLES.]

MUJTAHID (المجدة). pl. mujtahidin. Lit. "One who strives" to attain to a high position of scholarship and learning. The highest degree amongst Muhammadan divines which is conferred either by the people or the ruler of a Muslim country upon eminent persons. The four doctors of the Sunnis and their disciples were of this degree, but there are none of these enlightened teachers amongst the Sunnis of the present day. They still exist in Persia, and are appointed by the people, the appointment being confirmed by the king. Malcolm, in his account of Persia, says:

"There are seldom more than three or four priests of the dignity of Mujtahid in Persia. Their conduct is expected to be exemplary, and to show no worldly bias; neither must they connect themselves with the king or the officers of Government. They seldom depart from that character to which they owe their rank. The reason is obvious; the moment they deviate, the charm is broken which constitutes their power; men no longer solicit their advice or implore their protection; nor can they hope to see the monarchs of the country courting popularity by walking to their humble dwellings, and placing them on the seat of honour when they condescend to visit his court. When a Mujtahid dies, his successor is always a person of the most eminent rank in the ecclesiastical order; and, though he may be pointed out to the popu-
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of the human soul when "it is absorbed into the essence of God." (Abdu 'r-Razzāq's Dictionary of Ṣafī Terms.)

MULHID (صلح). An infidel. Lit. "One who has deviated, or turned aside from the truth."

Al-MULK (المالك). Lit. "The Kingdom." The title of the Luqman Sūrah of the Qur'ān in the first verse of which the word occurs: "Blessed is He in whose hand is the kingdom."

MULLĀ (ملا). A Persian term used for the Arabic Maulawī, "a learned man, a scholar."

In the Qiyās 'l-Lahghah it is said that a learned man is called a Mulla because he is "filled with knowledge; from mald, "to fill."

MU'MIN (مumin), pl. Mu'minūn; from İmān, "faith." One who believes.

(1) A term generally used for Muslims mentioned in the Qur'ān and in all Muslim books.

(2) Al-Mu'min. The title of the xth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the 9th verse of which the word occurs: "A man of the family of Pharaoh who was a believer, but hid his faith."

(3) Al-Mu'min, "The Faithful." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah li. 28: "He is . . . the Faithful."

Al-MU'MINUN (المؤمنون). Lit. "The Believers." The title of the xth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the first verse of which the word occurs: "Prosperous are the believers."

MU'MIT (اميت). "The Killer." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It is referred to in the Qur'ān, Sūrah ii. 26: "He will kill you and then make you alive."

MUMSIK (مسك). Lit. "One who withholds, a miser." Used for a miserly person in contradiction to wānīfī, "a liberal person."

Al-MU'MTAHINAH (الممتِينة). Lit. "She who is tried." The title of the xth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, from the expression in the 10th verse: "O believers! when believing women come over to you as refugees, then make trial of them." Al-Baiṣāwī says: "When such women sought an asylum at al-Madinah, Muhammad obliged them to swear that they were prompted only by a desire of embracing Islam, and that hatred of their husbands, or love of some Muslim, had not any influence on their conduct."

MUNAFIQ (منافق), pl. Munafiqūn. "Hypocrite." A term especially given to those who in the time of the Prophet, whilst outwardly professing to believe in his mission, secretly denied the faith. They form the subject of the xth Sūrah of the
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"The Hypocrites." Title of the lxxxivth Sūrah of the Qurān, whose opening verses are:

"When the Hypocrites come to thee, they say, 'We bear witness that thou art the Sent One of God.' God knoweth that thou art His Sent One: but God beareth witness that the hypocrites do surely lie. Their faith have they used as a cloak, and they turn aside others from the way of God! Evil are all their doings. This, for that they believed, then became unbelievers! Therefore hath a seal been set upon their hearts, and they understand not."

MUNĀJĀT (صمت). Lit. "Whispering to, confidential talk." Generally used for the extempore prayer offered after the usual liturgical form has been recited. [Prayers]

MUNASSAF (مصبت). Lit. "Reduced to one-half." A species of prohibited liquor. The juice of grapes boiled until a quantity less than two-thirds evaporates. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. 158.)

MUNF, MANF (منف). The ancient Memphis. Mentioned in the Commentary of the Jašālān on the Qurān, Sūrah xxviii. 14, as the city in which Moses killed the Egyptian.

MUNFIQ (منق). Lit. "One who spends." A charitable person. Qurān, Sūrah iii. 15: "Upon the patient, the truthful, the devot, the charitable, and those who ask for pardon at the dawn." [Mumlik.]

MUNKAR AND NAKIR (مك و نكر). "The Unknown" and "The Repudiating." The two angels who are said by Muhammad to visit the dead in their graves and to interrogate them as to their belief in the Prophet and his religion. They are described as two black angels with blue eyes. (Miṣkāt, book i. ch. v.) [Punishments of the Grave.]

AL-MUNTAQIM (المنتقم). "The Avenger." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It is referred to in the Qurān, Sūrah xxxii. 22: "Verily We will take vengeance on the sinners." Also Sūrah xliii. 40, and xlv. 16.

AL-MUQADDIM (المقد). "The Bringer-forward." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It does not occur in the Qurān, but is given in the Hadis.

MUQAQUIS (موقئ). The Roman Viceroy of Egypt; al-Muqaquis being his official title.

MUQĪYA (مخيئة). Exchanging, bartering, giving an equivalent in anything but money. (Hidāyah Arabic ed., vol. iii. p. 8.)

AL-MUQT (المقت). "The Mighty or Guardian." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. Sūrah lv. 88: "Verily God keepeth watch over everything."

AL-MUQL (المقل). "The Equitable." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It does not occur in the Qurān, but is given in the Hadis.

MUQTADA (مقد). Lit. "Followed, worthy to be followed." An exemplary person, as being eminent for sanctity of character.

MUQTADI (مقد). "Follower." The person who stands behind the Imām in the usual prayers and recites the Iqāmah. (Iqāmah.)

AL-MUQTADIR (المقتدر). "The Powerful or Prevailing." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs three times in the Qurān—:

Sūrah xviii. 43: "For God is powerful over all."

Sūrah lv. 42: "As he only can punish, who is the Mighty, the Strong."

Sūrah v. 65: "With the powerful king."

MUQABAH (مقات). A legal term for selling a thing for a profit, when the seller distinctly states that he purchased it for so much and sells it for so much.

MUḤADAQAH (محدثة). Arriving at Makkah when the ceremonies of the ḫajj are nearly finished. [Ḫaḍāj.]

MUḤAQIQ (محقق). A legal term for a boy or girl who is near the age of puberty.

MUḤAQABAH (محدثة). Mediation; contemplation. An act of devotion performed by the Sūfīs. [SUFY.]

MURDER. Arabic qatl (قتل). Homicide of which Muhammadan law takes cognisance is of five kinds: (1) Qatl ḫ: And:
example, a person walking in his sleep falls upon another, as to kill him by the fall. It is subject to the same rules with homicide by misadventure.

(5) Qatt bi-Sabab (قتل بسبب), or, “homicide by intermediate cause,” is where, for instance, a man digs a well, or sets up a stone, and another falls into the well, or hits the stone, and dies. In this case a fine must be paid, but it does not exclude from inheritance, nor does it require expiation.

No special mention is made in either the Qur'an or in Muhammadan law books, of taking the life by poison. (The same remark applies to the Mosaic law. See Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, Article "Murther").

With regard to retaliation, a freeman is slain for a freeman, and a slave for a slave; a freeman is also slain for the wilful murder of a slave the property of another.

According to Abu Hanifah, a Muslim is put to death for killing an unbeliever, but ash-Shafi'i maintains otherwise, because the Prophet said, "A Muslim shall not suffer death for an unbeliever." A man is slain for a woman; a father is not slain for his child, but a child is slain for the murder of his father; a master is not slain for the murder of his own slave, or for the slave of his child.

If a person immerses another into water whence it is impossible for him to escape by swimming, according to Abu Hanifah, retaliation is not incurred, but ash-Shafi'i maintains that the murderer should be drowned.

Al-Baiizawi the commentator, in writing on Surah ii. 174, "This is an alleviation from your Lord and a mercy," says that in the Jewish law retaliation for murder was compulsory, but in the law of Christ the Christians were enjoined to forgive the murderer, whilst in the Qur'an the choice is given of either retaliation or forgiveness.

MURID (مريد). Lit. "One who is desirous or willing." A disciple of some murshid, or leader, of a mystic order. Any student of divinity. [Suru]

MURJIIYAH, MURJIIAHI (مريدية). Lit. "The Fraternity." A sect of Muslims who teach that the judgment of every true believer, who hath been guilty of a grievous sin, will be deferred till the Resurrection; for which reason they pass no sentence on him in this world, either of absolution or condemnation. They also held that disobedience with faith hurteth not, and that, on the other hand, obedience with infidelity profiteth not. As to the reason of their name the learned differ, because of the different significations of its root, each of which they accommodate to some opinion of the sect. Some think them so called because they postpone works to intention, that is, esteem works to be inferior in degree to intention, and profession of the faith; others, because they allow hope, by asserting that disobedience with faith hurteth not, &c.; or others take the reason of the name to be, their deferring the sentence of the hei-
nous sinner till the Resurrection; and others, their degradation of 'Ali, or removing him from the first degree to the fourth for the Murjyah in some points relating to the office of Imam, agrees with the Kharijyyah. This sect is divided into four classes, three of which, according as they happen to agree in particular dogmas with the Kharijyyah, the Qa'diyah, or the Jabariyyah, are distinguished as Murjiyyah of these sects, and the fourth is that of the pure Murjyah, which last class is again subdivided into five others. The opinions of Mukkâtâl and Bashâr, both of a sect of the Murjyahs called Sâbanians, should not be omitted. The former asserted that disobedience hurts not him who professes the unity of God, and is endued with faith; and that no true believer shall be cast into hell; he also thought that God will surely forgive all crimes except infidelity; and that a disobedient believer will be punished at the Day of Resurrection, on the bridge Siâh, laid over the midst of hell, where the flames of hell-fire shall catch hold on him, and torment him in proportion to his disobedience, and that he shall then be admitted into Paradise.

The latter held, that if God do cast the believers guilty of grievous sins into hell, yet they will be delivered thence after they shall have been sufficiently punished; but that it is neither possible nor consistent with justice that they should remain therein for ever.

MURSAL (مرسل), pl. mursalûn. A messenger or apostle. A term frequently used in the Qur'an for the prophets. It is only applied to those who are said to bringers of inspired books. [PROPHET.]

AL-MURSALAT (المرسلات). Lit. "Those who are sent." The title of the txxvith Surah of the Qur'an, in the first verse of which the word occurs. "By the angels who are sent by God, following one another."

MURSHID (مرشد). A guide. From rashid, "a straight road." The title given to the spiritual director of any religious order. [SELV.]

MURTADD (مرتد). [APOSTATE.]

AL-MUSABBIHAT (المسابحات). "The Praisers." A title given to those Surahs of the Qur'an, which begin with Subhâna (Glory to), or Subhâbûa (be glorified), or Yusubbûha (be glorified), or Sabbîh (glorify then), viz. Surahs xxvii., ixvi., ixii., ixii., ixiv., ixvii., ixviii.

Irâbî bin Sâriyâh relates that Muhammad used to repeat the Musabbihat before going to sleep, and that he said, "In them there is a verse which is better than a thousand." Most writers say this verse is concealed like the Lailatu 'l-Qadr (the night of power), or the Sâratu 'l-Jinnâh (the hour on Friday), but 'Abdul-Haq says it is most probably either the last verse of the Sâratu 'l-Hašr (lix.). "He is God, the Pardoner, the Maker, the Fashioner! To him are ascribed excellent titles," &c. Or, the first verse of the Sâratu 'l-Hadid (viii.), "All that is in the Heavens and in the Earth praisest God." (See Majmu'at-il-Bihâr, p. 86; Miskât, book viii. ch. l.)

MUSADDIQ (مسدّق). The collector of the zakat and sadgah, or legal alms. In Muhammadan states he is appointed by the state. This officer does not now exist in Hindustan under British rule.

MUSAFAHAH (مسفحة). Taking the hand. Joining or shaking hands. A custom expressly enjoined by Muhammad, who said, "If two Muslims meet and join hands (i.e. shake hands), their sins will be forgiven before they separate." (Miskât, book xxii. ch. iii. pt. 2.)

MUSAILAMAH (مسيلة). An impostor who appeared in the time of Muhammad, and claimed to be the Prophetic office, surcharged Musailamatu 'l-Kazzâb, or, Musailamah the Liar." He headed an embassy sent by his tribe to Muhammad in the ninth year of the Hijrah, and professed himself a Muslim; but on his return home, considering that he might possibly share with Muhammad in his power, the next year he set up for a prophet also, pretending to join with him in the commission to recall mankind from idolatry to the worship of the true God; and he published written revelations, in imitation of the Qur'an, of which Abû 'l-Faraj has preserved the following passage, viz. "Now hath God been gracious unto her that was with child, and hath brought forth from her the soul which runneth between the peritonaeum and the bowels."

Musailamah, having formed a considerable party, began to think himself upon equal terms with Muhammad, and sent him a letter, offering to go halves with him, in these words: "From Musailamah, the Apostle of God, to Muhammad, the Apostle of God. Now let the earth be half mine and half thine." But Muhammad, thinking himself too well established to need a partner, wrote him this answer: "From Muhammad, the Apostle of God, to Musailamah, the Liar. The earth is God's; He giveth the same for inheritance unto such of His servants as He pleaseth; and the happy issue shall attend those who fear Him."

During the few months which Muhammad lived after this revolt, Musailamah rather gained than lost ground, and grew very formidable; but Abû Bakr, in the eleventh year of the Hijrah, sent a great army against him, under the command of that consummate general Khalid ibn al-Walid, who engaged Musailamah in a bloody battle, wherein the false prophet, happening to be slain by Wâshi, the negro slave who had killed Hamshah at Uhd, and by the same lance, the Muslims gained an entire victory, ten thousand of the apostates being left dead on the spot, and the rest returning to Muhammadanism.
MUṢALLA (مَسْلَل). The small mat, cloth, or carpet on which a Muslim prays. The term sajfādah is used in Egypt. In Persia Jau-namaz.

A MUṢALLA.

MUṢALLAṢ (ملفل). Lit. “Made into three, or into a third.” An aromatic wine composed of new wine boiled to a third part and then mixed with sweet herbs. It is said by Abū Hanīfah to be a lawful drink. (Hidayāh, vol. iv. p. 102.)

MUṢALMAN (مسلمان). The Persian form of the word Muslim. A Muḥam-madan. [MUḤAMMADANISM.]

MUṢĀMARAH (مسامرة). Lit. “Holding night conversations.” A term used by the Sūfis for God’s converse with the heart of man. (Abdu’r-Razzāq’s Dict. of Sūfī Terms.)

MUṢAQĀT (مساقة). A compact entered into by two persons, by which it is agreed that the one shall deliver over to the other his fruit trees, on condition that the other shall take care of them, and whatever is produced shall belong to them both, in the proportions of one half, one third, or the like, as may be stipulated. (Hidayāh, vol. iv., p. 54.)

AL-MUṢAWWIR (المساوير). “The Fashioneer.” One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs once in the Qur’ān, Sūrah lix. 24: “He is God, the Creator, the Maker, the Fashioneer.”

MUṢHABBĪHĀH (مسببة). Lit. “The Assimilators.” A sect of Muḥam-madans who allowed a resemblance between God and His creatures, supposing Him to be a figure composed of members or parts, and capable of local motion. Some of the Shi’ahs belong to this sect.

MUṢHAHADAH (مساها). A vision or revelation. A Mystific expression for spiritual enlightenment.

MUṢHRIK (مسيرك), pl. mushrikān. Those who give companions to God. It is used by modern Muslims for both Christians and idolaters, for those who believe in the Holy Trinity as well as for those who worship idols. The Wahhābis also call their religious opponents Mushrikūn, because they pray to saints for assistance. In the Qur’ān the term is always used for the Makkan idolaters, and the Imām al-Baghawī says, in his commentary on Sūrah xciii. 1, that the term Abī l-Khiṭb is always used for the Jews and Christians and Mushrikūn for those who worship idols.

MUSHROOMS. Arabic kam’ (کم), pl. akmu’, kam’ah. Abū Hurairah relates that Muhammad said: “Mushrooms are a kind of manna which God sent to Moses, and its water is a cure for sore eyes.” (Mishkāt, book xxi. ch. i.)

MUSIC. Arabic musiql (مسيقى), mūṣiqī (موسيقي), which the author of the Chiyāḍā l-Lujnūh says is a Syriac word. It is generally held by Muḥam-madans to be contrary to the teachings of the Prophet; for Nāṣr relates that when he was walking with Ibn ‘Umar on a road, they heard the music of a pipe, and that Ibn ‘Umar put his fingers into his ears, and went on another road. Nāṣr then asked Ibn ‘Umar why he did so, and he said, “I was with the Prophet, and when he heard the noise of a musical pipe, he put his fingers into his ears; and this happened when I was a child.” (Mishkāt, book xxi. ch. ix., pt. 3.)

Muḥam-madan doctors, however, are not agreed on the subject, for Abū Hanīfah says, “If a person break a lute or tabor, or pipe, or cymbal belonging to a Muslim, he is responsible, because the sale of such articles is lawful.” But his two disciples, Imāma Muḥam-mad and Abū Yāsuf, do not agree with him. (Hidayāh, vol. iii. p. 553.)

MUṢLAH (مسلح). The mutilation of the body, which is forbidden by Muslim law, except in the case of retaliation. (Mishkāt, book xii. ch. 8.)

MUṢLIM (مسلم), from Islam. One who has received Islam. A Muḥam-madan. [MUḤAMMADANISM, ISLAM.]

MUṢRILAH (ムスリール). Abū l-Husain Muslim, son of al-Hajjāj al-Qushairi, the compiler of the collection of the Traditions known as the Sahīḥ Muslim, was born at Naisapur, A.H. 204, and died A.H. 261. His book of traditions ranks amongst the Sunnis as but second in authority to the Sahīḥu’l-Bukhārī. The two works being styled the Sahīḥus, or the “two authentic.” It is said to contain 3,000 authentic traditions. [TRA-DITIONS.]

MUṬTAḤAZAH (مستحازة). A woman who has an issue of blood (istibāzah), independent of the menses or of the currents after parturition. A muṭṭāḥāzah is not considered ḥanūb, or unclean, but may say her prayers and perform the other religious offices. Compare Leviticus xv. 3.

MUṬṬALIQ (مسطلوق). Banū Muṭṭalīq. An Arabian tribe in the time of Muḥam-mad. He attacked the Banū Muṭṭalīq in A.H. 5, and took many of them prisoners.
MUSTA'MIN

(Muir's *Life of Makomet*, vol. iii. p. 287). They embraced Islam at an early period.

MUSTA'MIN. *Lilt.* "One who seeks security. One who, being a foreigner and not a Muslim, enters Muhammadan territory, and claims safe conduct and immunity from hostilities.

AL-MUT'A'ĀLĪ (المتاءالی), "The Exalted." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xiii. 10: "He knows the unseen, and the visible,—the Great, the Lofty One."

MUTADDĀH (متداح). A woman in her 'iddah, or period of probation, after the death of her husband, or after her divorce.

MUTAH (متح). *Lilt.* "Usufruct, enjoyment." A marriage contracted for a limited period, for a certain sum of money. Such marriages are still legal amongst the Shi'a, and exist in Persia (Malcolm's *Persia*, vol. ii. p. 591) to the present day, but they are said to be unlawful by the Sunnis. They were permitted by the Arabian Prophet at Aţāfa, and are undoubtedly the greatest stain upon his moral legislation; but the Sunnis say that he afterwards prohibited a *mutah* marriage at Khaṭāb. (Tafsir Miskān, book xiii. ch. iv. pt. 2.)

The Shi'a establish the legality of *mutah* not only upon the traditions, but also upon the following verse in the Qur'ān: the meaning of which, according to the commentary of Tafsir-i-Muzhāri, is disputed. Sūrah iv. 28: "Forbidden to you also are married women, except those who are in your hands as slaves. This is the law of God for you. And it is allowed you, beside this, to seek out wives by means of your wealth, with modest conduct, and without fornication. And give those with whom ye have cohabited their dowry. This is the law. But it shall be no crime to you in making agreements over and above the law. Verily, God is Knowing, Wise!"

According to the Imamīyah Code of Jurisprudence, the following are the conditions of *Mutah*, or "temporary marriages." There must be declaration and acceptance, as in the case of nikāh, and the subject of the contract must be either a Muslimah, a Christian, or a Jewess, or (according to some) a Majūsi: she should be chaste, and due inquiries should be made into her conduct, as it is abominable to enter into contract with a woman addicted to fornication, nor is it lawful to make such a contract with a virgin who has no father. Some dower must be specified, and if there is a failure in this respect, the contract is void. There must also be a fixed period, but its extent is left entirely to the parties; it may be a year, a month, or a day, only some limit must be distinctly specified, so as to guard the period from any extension or diminution. The practice of *vel* (*extrahere ante emissionem seminis*) is lawful, but if, notwithstanding this the woman becomes pregnant, the child is the temporary husband's: but if he should deny the child, the denial is sustained by the law. *Mutah* marriages do not admit of divorce or repudiation, but the parties become absolutely separated on the expiration of the period. (Ballī's Digest.)

There is a curious account of a discussion at the Court of the Emperor Akbar with reference to the subject of *Mutah* marriages in the *Ain-i-Akbari* (Translation by H. Blochman, M.A., p. 173). At one of the meetings for discussion, the Emperor asked how many free-born women a man may legally marry. The lawyers answered that four was the limit fixed by the Prophet. His Majesty thereupon remarked that, from the time he had come of age he had not restricted himself to that number, and in justice to his wives, of whom he had a large number, both free-born and slaves, he now wanted to know what remedy the law provided for his case. Most of the Maulvis present expressed their opinions, when the Emperor remarked that Shāhīkh Abū ʻl-Naḥšī had once told him that one of the Mujtahids had had as many as nine wives. Some of those present said that some learned men had allowed even eighteen from a too literal translation of the second verse of Sūratu 'n-Nisā' in the Qur'ān. (Marrāsa.) After much discussion, the learned men present, having collected every tradition on the subject, decreed, first, that by *mutah* a man may marry any number of wives; and, secondly, that *mutah* marriages were sanctioned by the Prophet himself. Of the former, the *Muwaatta*, of the Imam Mālik was brought, and a passage cited from that collection of traditions against the legality of *mutah* marriages.

The dispute was again revived at a subsequent meeting, when at the request of the Emperor, Badā′ūnī gave the following summary of the discussion: "Imām Mālik, and the Shiʻa are unanimous in looking upon *mutah* marriages as legal; Imam ash-Shāfi‘i and the great Imam Abū Hanīfah look upon *mutah* marriages as illegal. But should at any time a Qāzi of the Maliki sect decide that *mutah* is legal, it is legal, according to the common belief, even for Shāhīs and Hanafis. Every other opinion on this subject is idle talk."

This saying pleased the Emperor, and he at once appointed a Qāzi, who gave a decree which made *mutah* marriages legal.

In permitting these usufructuary marriages Muhammad appears to have given *Divine* (?) sanction to one of the abominable practices of ancient Arabia, for Burckhardt (vol. ii. p. 376) says, it was a custom of their forefathers to assign to a traveller who became their guest for the night, some female of the family, most commonly the host's own wife!

AL-MUTA'ABBIR (المتكر). "The Great." (When used of a human being it implies haughtiness.) One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lx. 29: "He is . . . the Great One!"
MUTAMIR (متمير). A performer of the 'Umrah. [Umrah.]

MU'TAQ (متعاق). An emancipated slave. [Slavery.]

MUTAQÄDIM (متداعم). Such a distance of time as suffices to prevent punishment. It operates in a way somewhat similar to the English statutory limitations.

MUTAWALLI (متعالي). Lit. "A person endowed with authority." A legal term used for a person entrusted with the management of a religious foundation. [Masjid.]

MUTAZILAH (متيسلة). Lit. "The Separatists." A sect of Muhammadans founded by Wsîl ibn 'Atû', who separated from the school of Hasan al-Basîri (A.H. 110). The following are their chief tenets: (1) They entirely reject all eternal attributes of God, to avoid the distinction of persons made by the Christians; saying that eternity is the proper or formal attribute of his essence; that God knows by His essence, and not by His knowledge; and the same they affirm of His other attributes (though all the Mutasâlih do not understand these words in one sense). Hence this sect is also named Murâsti,l, from their divesting God of His attributes; for they went so far as to say, that to affirm these attributes is the same thing as to make more eternals than one, and that the unity of God is inconsistent with such an opinion. This was the true doctrine of Wsîl, their master, who declared that whoever asserted an eternal attribute ascribed there were two gods. This point of speculation concerning the divine attributes was not ripe at first, but was at length brought to maturity by Wsîl's followers, after they had read the books of the philosophers. (2) They believe the word of God to have been created in subjunctio (as the schoolmen term it), and to consist of letters and sound; copies thereof being written in books, to express or imitate the original. (3) They also go farther, and affirm that whatever was created in subjunctio is also an accident, and liable to perish. They deny absolute predestination, holding that God is not the author of evil, but of good only; and that man is a free agent; which is the opinion of the Qadarîyah sect. On account of this tenet and the first, the Mutasâlih look on themselves as the defenders of the unity and justice of God. (4) They hold that if a professor of the true religion be guilty of a grievous sin, and die without repentance, he will be eternally damned, though his punishment will be lighter than that of the infidels. (5) They deny all vision of God in Paradise by the corporeal eye, and reject all comparisons or similitudes applied to God.

According to Shahrsâlî, the Mutasâlih hold:—

"That God is eternal; and that eternity is the peculiar property of His essence; but they deny the existence of any eternal attributes (as distinct from His nature). For they say, He is Omniscient as to His nature; Almighty as to His nature; but not through any knowledge, power or life existing in Him as eternal attributes; for knowledge, power and life are part of His essence, otherwise, if they are to be looked upon as eternal attributes of the Deity, it will give rise to a multiplicity of eternal entities.

"They maintain that the knowledge of God is as much within the province of reason as that of any other entity; that He cannot be beheld with the corporeal sight; and, with the exception of Himself, everything else is liable to change or to suffer extinction. They also maintain that Justice is the animating principle of human actions: Justice according to them being the dictates of Reason and the concordance of the ultimate results of this conduct of man with such dictates.

"Again, they hold that there is no eternal law as regards human actions; that the divine ordinances which regulate the conduct of men are the results of growth and development; that God has commanded and forbidden, promised and threatened by a law which grew gradually. At the same time, say they, he who works righteousness merits rewards, and he who works evil deserves punishment. They also say that all knowledge is attained through reason, and must necessarily be so obtained. They hold that the cognition of good and evil is also within the province of reason; that nothing is known to be right or wrong until reason has enlightened us as to the distinction; and that thankfulness for the blessings of the Benefactor is made obligatory by reason, even before the promulgation of any law upon the subject. They also maintain that man has perfect freedom; is the author of his actions both good and evil, and deserves reward or punishment hereafter accordingly.

"During the reigns of the Abbaside Khalifas al-Mamlûk, al-Mutâsâmî, and al-Wâsiq (A.H. 195-228) at Baghdâd, the Mutasâlih were in high favour. Mr. Syed Ameer Ali Moulti, M.A., LL.B., in the preface to his book, The Personal Law of the Muhammadans (W. H. Allen and Co.), claims to belong to "the little known, though not unimportant philosophical and legal school of the Mutazâlîs," and he adds, "the young generation is tending unconsciously toward the Mutazâlite doctrines."

According to the Sharh l'Muwaqqif, the Mutasâlih are divided into twenty sects, viz.: Wsîlîyah, 'Umâriyah, Hâzâliyah, Nazâmiyah, Aswâriyah, Aâkâtiyyah, Jâfâriyah, Bashâriyah, Mazâriyah, Athâîmîyah, Sâlihîyah, Hâsîtiyyah, Hadîbiyâ, Mâsâriyâ, Samâmiyâ, Khârîyâ, Jâhîzîyah, Kâfîyhîyah, Jâhîzîyah, and Bhâhîmiyâ.

AL-MU'TI (المعتز). "The Giver." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It is referred to in the Qur'an, Sûrah
MUTILATION. [Theft.]

MUTIQQ (مطيق). The master who emancipates a slave. [Slavery.]

MUWAHHID (موهيد), pl. muwaqqah-ibān. A believer in one God. A term often used by Muslims to express their belief as Unitarians.

MUWATTÁ' (محدث). Lit. "That which has been compiled." A title given to the book of traditions compiled by the Imam Malik (died A.H. 179). It is the earliest compilation of traditions, and is placed by some amongst the Kutubu's-Sittah, or the "six (correct) books." [Traditions.]

MUZABANAH (مذابنة). Lit. "Repealing or pushing back." Selling without measure, for example, selling green dates upon trees in exchange for dry ones in the house, and the seller saying that the loss or gain rests with him. This kind of sale is forbidden. (Mushtatū, book xii. ch. 8.)

MUZARAH (معركة). Giving over land to the charge of another party on condition of receiving a fixed proportion of its produce.

MUZARABAH (مباراة). In the language of the law, Musarabah signifies a contract of copartnership, of which the one party (namely, the proprietor) is entitled to a profit on account of the stock, he being denominated Rabīḥ 'l-Mal, or proprietor of the stock (which is termed Rāšu 'l-Mal), and the other party is entitled to a profit on account of his labour, and this last is denominated the muzārah (or manager), inasmuch as he derives a benefit from his own labour and endeavours. A contract of muzārah, therefore, cannot be established without a participation in the profit, for if the whole of the profit be stipulated to the proprietor of the stock, then it is considered as a bīzārah; or, if the whole be stipulated to the immediate manager, it must be considered as a loan.

AL-MUZILL (المجْلَل). "The One who abases." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God referred to in the Qur'ān, Sūrah iii. 26: "Thou honoureist whom Thou pleasest and abasest whom Thou pleasest."

AL-MUZZAMMIL (المصمم). Lit. "The Wrapped up." The title of the lxxivth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the first verse of which the word occurs. "O Thou, enwrapped, arise to prayer." It is said the chapter was revealed to Muhammad when he was wrapped up in a blanket at night.

MYSTICISM. The word mysticism is of a vague signification, but it is generally applied to all those tendencies in religion which aspire to a direct communication between man and his God, not through the medium of the senses, but through the inward perception of the mind. Consequently the term is applied to the Pantheism of the ancient Hindu, to the Gnosticism of the ancient Greek, to the Quietism of Madame Guyon and Fénelon, to the Pietism of Molinos, to the doctrines of the Illuminati of Germany, to the visions of Swedenborg, as well as to the peculiar manifestations of mystic vision for digging some modern Christian sects. It is a form or error rejection of the operations of a merely human faculty for a divine manifestation, although it is often but a blind protest in behalf of what is highest and best in human nature.

The earliest mystics known are those of India, the best exposition of their system being the Bhāgavad-gītā (see Wilkins' translation). Sir William Jones says: "A figurative mode of expressing the fervour of devotion, the ardent love of created spirits, toward their Beneficent Creator, has prevailed from time immemorial in Asia; particularly among the Persian Theists, both ancient Hushangis and modern Sufis, who seem to have borrowed it from the Indian philosophers of the Vedanta School, and their doctrines are also believed to be the source of that sublime but poetical theology which glows and sparkles in the writings of the old Academicians. 'Plato travelled into Italy and Egypt,' says Blande Fleury, 'to learn the Theology of the Pagans at its fountain head.' Its true fountain, however, was neither in Italy nor in Egypt though considerable streams of it had been conducted thither by Pythagoras, and by the family of Miira, but in Persia or India, which the founder of the Italian sect had visited with a similar design." Almost the only religion in the world in which we should have concluded, before examination, that the Pantheistic and mystic spirit of Hinduism was impossible, is the stern unbending religious system of Muhammad and his followers. But even amongst Muslims there have ever been those who seek for divine intuition in individual souls, to the partial or entire rejection of the demands of creeds and ceremonies. These mystics are called Sufis, and have always included the philosophers, the poets, and the enthusiasts of Islam. For an account of these Muslims, see the article on Sufism.
N.

(1) It occurs in this sense in the Qur’an, Sūrah exili. 4: “I seek refuge... from the evil of the blowers upon knots.” Referring to those witches who make knots in a string and blow upon them, uttering some incantation.

(2) It is also used for the inspiration which Muhammad professed to have received from Gabriel. (Mujammāt ‘l-Bihār, p. 316.)

NAFS (نفس). Animal life; soul; substance; desire. A word which occurs in the Qur’an and the Traditions for the human conscience. [Conscience.]

NAFSA (نفساء). A woman in the condition of niyūr, or the period after childbirth.


AN-NAHL (الأصل). “The Bee.” The title of the xvith Sūrah of the Qur’an, in the 70th verse of which the word occurs: “And thy Lord inspired the bee.”

NAHR (نهر). The lawful slaughtering of a camel, namely, by spearing it in the hollow of the throat, near the breastbone. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 72.)

NA‘IB (نايب). A deputy, a lieutenant. A Khalīfah is the na‘īb, or lieutenant, of Muhammad. It is also used for the Viceroy of Egypt, who is the na‘īb, or deputy, of the Sultan. (Lane’s Arabian Nights, Intro. p. 8.)

NAJASAH (نثاوة). A legal term for an impurity of any kind.

NAJĀSH (نضاش). Negus. The King of Abyssinia, often mentioned in the history of Muhammad. At-Tābari, in his history, p. 127, says: “Now a just king was there (Abyssinia) named an-Najash. It was a land where the Qurais used to do merchandise, because they found abundance of food, protection, and good traffic.” (Muir’s Life of Mahomet, vol. ii. p. 133.)

NAJD (نجد). “High.” The highlands of Arabia. The name of the central province of Arabia. One of its cities, Riṣā, is celebrated as the seat of the Wahhābi. (See Central and Eastern Arabia, by W. G. Falgrave, London, 1885; Journey to the Wahhābi Capital, by Colonel Lewis Pelly, Bombay, 1866.)
AN-NAJIYAH (الناجية). "The Saved." A term given to the orthodox sect of Muhammadans, and consequently each sect arrogates to itself the title of an-Najiyah, or "the saved."

AN-NAJJARIYAH (النجارية). A sect of Muhammadans founded by Muhammad ibn Hussein an-Najjar, who agreed with the Murtaaziah in rejecting all eternal attributes of God, to avoid distinction of persons as taught by the Christians, and in holding that the Word of God was created in subjecto (as the scholmen term it), and to consist of letters and sound, and that God will not be seen in Paradise with the corporeal eye; but they did not receive the doctrines of that sect with regard to the decrees and predetermination of God, but held the views of the orthodox party on this subject. According to the Sharh al-Muwadif, they are divided into three sects, viz.: Bughuliyah, Zafaraniyah, and Mustadrikah.

AN-NAJM (المجم). "The Star." The title of the thirteenth Sura of the Qur'an, which begins with the words, "By the star when it falls."

NAJRAN (نجران). A district between Yaman and Najd, inhabited by a Christian tribe, whose endurance and constancy in their Christian belief are the subject of the following verses in the Qur'an: Sura lxxv. 4-11. (The verses are said to have been revealed at an early date, and indicate Muhammad's kind feeling towards the Christians):

- "Cursed be the diggers of the pit.
- "Of the fuel-fed fire,
- "When they eat around it,
- "Witnesses of what they inflicted on the believers!
- "Nor did they torment them but for their faith in God, the Mighty, the Praiseworthy:
- "He is the kingdom of the Heavens and of the Earth; and God is the witness of everything.
- "Verily, those who vexed the believers, men and women, and repented not, doth the torment of Hell, and the torment of the burning, await.
- "But for those who shall have believed and done the things that be right, are the Gardens beneath whose shades the rivers flow. This is the immense bliss!"

Sir William Muir gives the following account of the persecution:

"Dhu Nuwas was a votary of Judaism, which he is said to have embraced on a visit to Medina. This creed he supported with an intolerant and proselytizing adherence, which at last proved fatal to his kingdom. His bigotry was aroused by the prevalence and success of Christianity in the neighbouring province of Najran; and he invaded it with a large army. The Christians offered a strenuous resistance, but yielded at length to the treacherous promise that no ill would be done to them. They were offered the choice of Judaism or death, and those who remained constant to the faith of Jesus were cruelly massacred. Deep trenches were dug and filled with combustible materials; the pile was lighted, and the Christian martyrs cast headlong into the flame. The number thus miserably burned, or slain by the sword, is stated at no less than twenty thousand.

"However much the account of this melancholy carnage may have been exaggerated, there can be no doubt of the cruel and bloody character of the tyrant's administration in Najran."

"News of the proceedings reached the Emperor Justin I, through his ambassador at Hira, to which court Dhu Nuwas had exultingly communicated tidings of his triumph. One of the intended victims, Doush Tholab, also escaped to Constantinople, and holding up a half burnt gospel, invoked, in the name of outrag'd Christians, retribution upon the oppressor. The Emperor was moved, and indited a despatch to the Najashi, or Prince of the Abyssinians, desiring him to take vengeance upon the barbarous Nimyrate. Immediately an armament was sent on foot, and in a short time seventy thousand warriors embarked in their hundred merchant ships or transports, crossed the narrow gulf which separates Yemen from Adulis. Dhu Nuwas was defeated. In despair, he urged his horse into the sea, and expired in the waves the insubordinacies of his career. The Abyssinian victory occurred in 525 A.D."

(Life of Mahomet, 1st ed., Intro., p. clxxii.)

NAJSH (نعمش). "Exciting; stirring up." The practice of enhancing the price of goods, by making a tender for them without any intention of buying, but merely to incite others to offer a higher price. It is forbidden by Muhammadan law. (Hamilton's Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 46.)

NAKH (نجم). The Banu 'u-Nakh, an Arabian tribe, the descendants of Qahlin, subdued by 'Ali during the lifetime of Muhammad, a.h. 10. Two hundred of this tribe came to tender their allegiance to the Prophet, it being the last deputation received by him. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed., p. 477.)

NAKILAH (نجلة). A valley about midway between Makkah and al-Taif, famous as the scene of the first expedition planned by Muhammad against Makkah in which blood was shed. (See Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed., p. 210 et seq.)

NAKIH (ناكيه). A legal term for a married man; a married woman is termed muhniksh (محدثة). The legal term for an unmarried person is 'uzub (عزب).

NAKIR (ناكي). One of the angels who interrogate the dead. [MUNKAR AND NAKIR.]

NAMAZ (نماز). The Persian and Hindustani term for salah, the Muhammadan liturgical prayer. [PRAYER.]
NAMES

NAMES, SURNAMES. Arabic I'm (اسم), Iqāb (إقبال), Kūnyah (كنية). The teaching of Muhammad very properly in- fluenced the nomenclature of his followers, as is evident from the chapter devoted to the Traditions on the subject in the Mīskhākāt l- Masābir, entitled "Bābu l-Asāmī," book xxii, ch. viii., from which are extracted the following traditional sayings of Muhammad:

"The best names in the sight of God are 'Abdul 'Ilāh (the servant of God), 'Abdu-'r-Rahmān (the servant of the Merciful One)."

"You must not name your slaves Yūsūf (abundance), Rādāh (gain), Najīh (prosp- erous), Afnā (felicitous), because if you ask after one of these your domestic servants, and he be not present, the negative reply will express that abundance, or gain, or prosperity, or felicitous, are not in your dwelling."

"The vilest name you can give a human being is Māliku 'l-Amīdah, or 'King of Kings,' because no one can be such but God Himself."

"You must not say to your slaves, 'My slave,' or 'My slave girl,' for all your slaves are God's, but say, 'My boy,' or 'My girl,' or 'My youth,' or 'My lass.' And a slave must not say to his master, Ya Rubīh! (i.e. My Lord!), but he may say to him Ya Serigut! (My Chief!)."

"Call your children after your Prophet (i.e. Muhammad), but the names God likes best are 'Abdul 'Ilāh (servant of God), 'Abdu-'r-Rahmān, and the next best names are Hārīs (husbandman), and Hamūl (high-minded). The worst of names is Harūb (enmity), or Murūh (bitterness)." [Hob. "יִשְׂרָאֵל, see Ruth i. 20.]

Shurāh ibn Hānī relates that his father came to the Prophet with his tribe, and the Prophet heard them calling him Abū l- Hakam. When the Prophet said, "Why do you call him so? Hakam, Ruler," is an attribute of God." And the Prophet ordered him to call himself 'Abdūl Shurāh, i.e. the father of Shurāh, his eldest son. Modified somewhat, by these injunctions of the Prophet, Muḥāmmadan names have still continued to be ordered amongst learned Muslims according to the ancient custom of Arabia. Persons are often named—

(1) By a single name, as Muḥammad, Mūsā (Moses), Dā'ūd (David), Ibrāhīm (Abraham), Hasān, Almād.

(2) As the father or mother of certain persons, e.g. Abū Dā'ūd, the father of Dā'ūd; or Ummu Salinah, the mother of Salimah.

(3) As the son of a certain one, e.g. Ibn Umar, the son of Umar; Ibn 'Abbās, the son of 'Abbās, &c.

(4) By a combination of words, e.g. Nīrū d-dīn, "Light of Religion"; 'Abdul 'Ilāh, "Servant of God."

(5) By a nickname of harmless signification, e.g. Abū Hurairah, "the kitten's father."

(6) By the trade or profession, e.g. al-

Mansūr al-Hallāj, Mansūr the dresser of cotton.

(7) By the name of his birth-place, e.g. Al-Būkhtārī, the native of Bukhārah.

These rules, guiding the nomenclature of the Arabians, give a strange sound to western ears in the names of celebrated authors. For instance, the celebrated compiler of the chief book of authentic traditions is known as "Abū 'Abdul 'Ilāh, Muḥammad, ibn Ismā'il, ibn Hābrām, ibn Muḥigirah, Al-Būkhtārī, which means that his name is Muḥammad and that he is the father of a son named 'Abdul 'Ilāh, and that his own father's name was Ismā'il, the son of Hābrām, the son of Muḥigirah, of the tribe of Jūfī, and that he himself was born in Bukhārah.

Arabic names have undergone strange modifications when brought in contact with western languages, e.g. Averroës, the philo-

sopher, is a corruption of Ibn Rushīd; Avi-

ccena, of Ibn Sinā; Achmet, the Sultan, of

Abūnā; Amurath, of Al-Murūd; Saladin, the

celebrated warrior of the twelfth century, of the Arabic Sālābū d-dīn, "the peace of reli-

AN-NAMÌL (النمیل). "The Anta."

The title of the xxviith Surah of the Qurʾān, in the 18th verse of which the word occurs— "They came upon the valley of the anta."

NĀMŪS (ناموس). The angel, spirit, or being, which Waraqa is related to have said appeared to Moses. See Sahib 'l-

Bukhtārī, p. 3, where it is said, when Muḥā-

mad told Waraqa, the Jew, what he had seen on Mount Ḥiri, Waraqa exclaimed, "It is the Nāmūs who appeared from God to Moses."

'Abdul 'l-Haqq says Nāmūs means one who can take knowledge of the secret thoughts of a man, and is used in contradistinction to the word Jāsūs, "a spy," who seeks to know the evil deeds of another.

According to the Kitāb 'l-Tawrīfāt, it is the law of God.

Mr. Emanuel Deutsch says: "The Nāmūs is a her- phrēte in words. It is Arabic and also Grec. In its Talmudic. It is, in the first instance, vnomos, 'law,' that which by 'custom and common consent' has become so. In Talmudic phraseology it stands for the Torah or Revealed Law. In Arabic it further means one who communicates a secret message. And all these different significations were conveyed by Waraqa to Muḥammad." (Literary Remains, p. 78.)

The word nāmūs occurs in the ethical work known as the Aḥkāmah-i-Falāḥ, in the following passage—:

"The maintenance of equity, then, is real- lised by three things: (1) The holy institute of God, (2) The equitable Prince, (3) Money, or, as the old philosophers laid it down, the foremost vnomos is the institute, the second vnomos is the Prince who conforms to the institute (for religion and government are twins); and the third vnomos is money (vnomos
in their language meaning discipline and correction). Thus the institute or greatest arbitrator is obeyed of all; to this even the Prince or secondary arbitrator is bound to conform. While the third arbitrator, which is money, should be invariably under the authority of the second, which is the Prince. An intimation of this principle we have in the Qur'an, Surah liv. 23: "We have sent down the book, and the balance along with it, that man might stand by the right, and we have sent down steel (hadiq), wherein is mighty power and advantages to man." The book in this passage alludes to the institute; the balance to that which tests the quantities of things, in fact any instrument for ascertaining the value of heterogeneous objects (money being such an one), and steel to the sword, which is grasped by the might of the wrath-exerting doom-pronouncing Prince. (Akhdar-i-Jalali, Thompson's ed., p. 127.)

**NAQL SAHIH** (نقل صحيح). "Correct relation." A term used for a Hadith, or tradition, related by a person of authority. [TRADITIONS.]

**AN-NAQSHBANDIYAH** (النقشبندية). An ascetic order of Faqirs, the followers of Khwaja Pir Muhammad Naqshband. They are a very numerous sect, and perform the Zikr-i-Khoj, or silent religious devotion described in the article on ZIKR.

**NAQUS** (ناقص). A thin oblong piece of wood, which is beaten with a flexible rod called wabii (وابي), used by the Christians of Muhammad's time to summon the people to worship. At first "the Companions" suggested either a lighted fire or the naqas as the call to prayer, but Muhammad decided upon the agan. (Mishkat, book iv. ch. v. pt. i.) This method of calling Christian people to prayer still exists in some Greek monasteries, and was seen and illustrated by the Hon. R. Curzon in 1888 (Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant). It is called the simandro (συμανδρον) and is generally beaten by one of the monks. [AZAN.]

---

**THE NAQUS AS USED IN A MONASTERY**

**AN-NAR** (النار), "the fire," occurs in the Qur'an very frequently for hell, e.g. Surah ii. 22: "Fear the fire whose fuel is men and stones."

All Sunni commentators understand the fire of hell in its literal sense. (See al-Baizawi on the above verse.) But Sufi writers understand it to be merely figurative.

**NARAWA** (نارAVA). "Unlawful." A Persian word for those things which are expressly forbidden by the Qur'an and Hadith. It corresponds with the Arabic Harâm. [LAW.]

**AN-NAS** (المناس). "MANKIND." The title of the last Surah of the Qur'an.

The word occurs in this Sura, and is the last word in the Qur'an, "from genii and men."

**NASA'** (NASA'). "To omit." A term used in the Qur'an for the system of intercalation of the year practised by the ancient Arabs, and which was abolished in the Qur'an. (Surah i. 67.) [INTERCALATION OF THE YEAR.]

**NASAB** (نسب). Family, race, lineage. The term, in its legal sense, is generally restricted to the descent of a child from his father, but it is sometimes applied to descent from the mother, and is generally employed in a larger sense to embrace other
AN-NASĀ'I

relationships. (Balilie's Dig. Muf. Law, p. 869.)

AN-NASĀ'I (الناصئ). "Sunanu 'n-Nasā'i," or al-Mujāda (the selected), a name given to the collection of traditions by Abū Abdi 'r-Rahmān Ahmad an-Nasā'ī. Born A.H. 215, died A.H. 303. He first compiled a large collection of traditions called the Sunanu 'r-Kubrā, but he afterwards revised the whole and admitted only those traditions which were of authority. This collection (Sunanu 'r-Saghrā) is one of the Kutubu 's-Sittah, or "six (correct) books." [TRADITIONS.]

NASĀRĀ (ناسر), pl. of Nasrīn Nazarene. The name given to professors of the Christian faith, both in the Qur'ān and the Traditions, and also in the theological works of the Muhammadans. Christians are never called either Iṣā'ū or Mūsāḥī, in Muḥammadans books written before the existence of modern missions; these titles having been applied to Christians by our own missionaries. [CHRISTIANITY.]

NASIKH (ناشک). "One who cancels." A term used for a verse or sentence of the Qur'ān or Ḥadīṣ, which abrogates a previous one. The one abrogated being called mensūḥāt. [QUR'ĀN.]

NASR (نسر). One of the idols of ancient Arabia, mentioned in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lxxvi. 23. It was an idol which, as its name implies, was worshipped under the form of an eagle.

AN-NASR (النصر). "Help." The title of the sixty-sixth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, in the first verse of which the word occurs: "When there comes God's help and victory." [QUR'ĀN.]

NASS (ناس). "A demonstration." A legal term used for the express law of the Qurān or Ḥadīṣ.

NAS-SI KARIM (باسیکریم). "Graceful revelation." A title given to the Qurān.

NASIH (نصح). "Sincere in friendship or repentance." In the latter sense the word occurs once in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lxvi. 8: "O Believers! turn to God with the turning of true repentance." [QUR'ĀN.]

NASUT (ناسوت). "Human nature." A term used by the Sufis to express the natural state of every man before he enters upon the mystic journey. They say the law has been specially revealed for the guidance of people in this condition, but that the law is not necessary for the higher states. [SUFI.]

NAUHAH (نوه). "Lamentations for the dead." The employment of paid mourners is forbidden by the Sunna law, for Abū Sa'īd 'l-Khadr says, "The Prophet cursed both the paid mourner and him that listened to her lamentations." (Mishkāt, book v. ch viii. pt. 2.)

NEHEMIAH

NAU BOZ (نو بُز). "New Year's Day." Chiefly observed amongst the Persians. In Persia it is a day of great festivity. It is observed the first day after the sun has crossed the vernal equinox, and the festivities last for a week or more.

NAW'IB (نواب), pl. of na'ibah. "Advisories." A legal term used for any special tax levied by the sovereign of a country. The ruling of the Sunni law regarding it is as follows:—

"If it extend only to what is just (such as exactions for digging a canal, for the wages of safe guards, for the equipment of an army to fight against the infidels, for the release of Muslim captives, or for the digging of a ditch, the mending of a fort, or the construction of a bridge), the tax is lawful in the opinion of the whole of our doctors. But if it extend to exactions wrongfully imposed, that is, to such as tyrants extort from their subjects, in that case, concerning the validity of security for it, there is a difference of opinion among our modern doctors." (Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. ii. p. 594.)

NAZARENES. [NASARA.]

AN-NAZI'AT (النازرات). "Those who tear out." The title of the lxixth Sūrah of the Qurān, which opens with the verse, "By those who tear out violently," referring to the Angel of Death and his assistants, who tear away the souls of the wicked violently, and gently release the souls of the good.

AN-NAZĪR (النازیر). A Jewish tribe residing in the vicinity of al-Madinah, and known as the Banū 'n-Nazir, or Nazbir. They are celebrated in Muhammadan history, as having accepted the Prophet's mission after the battle of Badr, but when he met with reverses at Uhud they forsook him, but they were afterwards defeated by the Prophet and exiled, some to Khaybar, and some to Hira'. They were the occasion of the lxixth Sūrah of the Qurān, known as the Sūratu 'l-Hāsh, or "Chapter of Emigration." (See al-Beṣai'ūn in loco.)

NAZIR WA NIYĀZ (نازیر و نیاز). "Vows and obligations." These are given in the name of God, or in the name of the Prophet, or in the name of some Muslim saint. [VOWS.]

NEBUCHADNEZZAR. [BUKHNT

NECKLACE. Arabic qilīdāh (قابل). The wearing of necklaces (among men) is forbidden in the Hadīs (Mishkāt, Arabic edition, vol. ii. 5), although it is a custom very common amongst the Musalmān of India.

NEGUS. [NAJASHI.]

NEHEMIAH. Not mentioned in the Qurān or in Muslim commentaries. But the following legend given in the Qurān
NEIGHBOURS. Arabic fūr (فُور), pl. jirān. The Sunnis hold that neighbours are those who worship in the same mosque, but some Shi'ah doctors say that a neighbour is anyone whose house is within forty cubits, whilst others maintain that the term extends to all the occupiers of forty houses on either side. (Baillie's Digest, Sunni Code, p. 279; Im. Code, p. 216.)

A neighbour has the next right of preemption to a partner in the sale and purchase of houses and lands. (Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 563.)

The rights of a neighbour in case of the sale of property, are established by the Muhammadan law, for the Prophet has said that the neighbour of a house has a superior right to the purchase of that house (i.e. next to immediate relatives), and the neighbour of lands has a prior claim to the purchase of those lands, and if he be absent, the seller must wait his return. (Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 563.)

Muslims are enjoined in the Qur'an (Sūrah 40) to be kind to their neighbours. In the Traditions, it is said that Muhammad was so frequently advised by the angel Gabriel to order his people to be kind to their neighbours, that he almost imagined that he (the angel) wished to make neighbours heirs to each other. It is also related that the Prophet said, "He is not a perfect Muslim who eats to his full and leaves his neighbour hungry."

Abū Hurairah says that a man once said to the Prophet, "There is a woman who worships God a great deal, but she is very abusive to her neighbours." And the Prophet said, "She will be in the fire." The man then said, "But there is another woman who worships little and gives but little in alms, but she does not annoy her neighbours with her tongue?" The Prophet said, "She will be in Paradise." (Mishkât, book xxii. ch. xv.)

NESTOR. Arabic Naṣīr (ناصر). A Christian monk who resided in Syria, who is said to have borne witness to Muhammad. The legend is not accepted by Sunni writers, and Sir William Muir (Life of Mahomet, now ed., p. 21), says it is to be rejected as a puerile fabrication. It is, however, believed by the Shi'ahs, and the following is the story as given in the Shi'ah work entitled Ḥayātū l-Qulūb, on the supposed authority of Abū Ta'llib, Muhammad's uncle:—

"As we approached Shām (Syria)," continued Abū Ta'llib, "I saw the houses of that country in motion, and light above the houses of the sun beaming from them. The crowd that collected to see Mohammed, that Yusuf of Miarree perfection, made the Bāzars impassable wherever we went, and so loud were exclamations at his beauty and excellence altogether, that the sound reached the frontiers of Shām. Every monk and learned man came to see him. The wisest of the wise among the people of the Book, who was called Nestor, visited him, and for three days was in his company without speaking a word. At the close of the third day, apparently overwhelmed with emotion, he came near and walked around the Prophet, upon which I said unto him, 'O monk what do you want of the child?' He said, 'I wish to know his name.' I told him it was Mohammed-bin-Abdullah. At the mention of the name the monk's colour changed, and he requested to be allowed to see the shoulders of the Prophet. No sooner did he behold the seal of prophecy [SEAL OF PROPHECY], than he cast himself down, kissed it, and wept, saying, 'Carry back this sun of prophecy quickly to the place of his nativity. Verily, if you had known what enemies he has here, you would not have brought him with you.' The learned man continued his visit to the Prophet, treated him with the greatest reverence, and when we left the country gave him a shirt as a memento of his friendship. I carried Mohammed home with the utmost expedition, and when the news of our happy return reached Mekkah, great and small came out to welcome the Prophet, except Abujaib, who was intoxicated and ignorant of the event."

Other traditions respecting this journey into Syria inform us that many more miracles attended it. Savage animals and birds of the air rendered the most obsequious homage to the Prophet. And when the party reached the bazars of Basra they met a company of monks, who immediately changed colour, as if their faces had been rubbed over with saffron, while their dogs shook as in an ago. "They besought us to visit their chief in their great church. We replied, What have you to do with us? On which they said, What harm is there in your coming to our place of worship? Accordingly we went with them, they supposing that Mohammed was in our company as our host, in a very large and lofty church, where we saw their great wiki sitting among his disciples with a book in his hand. After looking at the book and scrutinizing us, he said to his people, 'You have accomplished nothing, the object of our inquiry is not here.' He then asked who we were, to which we replied that we were Korayesh. 'Of what family of that tribe?"
NEW MOON.

Arabic Hijāl (هَيْل) The term is used for the first three days of the new moon.

NEW TESTAMENT.

Arabic al-‘Adhu l-Jadīd (الْعِدَّةُ الْجَدِّيْدَةِ). There is no evidence in the Qur’an, or in the Traditions, that Muhammad had ever seen, or was acquainted with, the New Testament. The Christian scriptures are spoken of in the Qur’an as the Injīl, Ṣalāṭūn, “which was given to Jesus”; by which Muhammadans understand a complete book somewhat similar to the Qur’an. See Surah lxxv. 27: “We caused our Apostles to follow in their footsteps (i.e. of Noah and Abraham), and We caused Jesus the son of Mary to follow them, and We gave him the Injīl, and We put into the hearts of those who followed him kindness and compassion; but as to the monastic life, they invented it themselves.” The only New Testament characters mentioned by name in the Qur’an are Jesus, Mary, Zacharias, John, and Gabriel, and there is no direct reference to the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, nor to the miracles or parables of Jesus. This is all the more remarkable, because the Old Testament history and its leading characters, are frequently mentioned in the Qur’an. [INJIL, CHRISTIANITY.]
fire! be thou cold, and to Abraham a safety!"

The Rabbis make Nimrod to have been the persecutor of Abraham (comp. Targ. Jon. on Gen. xiv. 7; Tr. Beva Batra, fol. 91a; Maimon. More Nevochim, ill. 99; Weil, Legends, p. 74), and the Muhammadan commentators say, that by Nimrod's order a large space was inclosed at 'Aššu, and filled with a vast quantity of wood, which being set on fire, burned so fiercely that none dared to venture near it; then they bound Abra-

aham, and putting him into an engine (which some suppose to have been of the Devil's invention), shot him into the midst of the fire, from which he was preserved by the angel Gabriel, who was sent to his assistance, the fire burning only the cords with which he was bound. They add that the fire, having miraculously lost its heat in respect to Abraham, became an odorousiferous air, and that the pile changed to a pleasant meadow, though it was bragg'd so furiously. One, that, according to some writers, about two thou-

sand of the idolaters were consumed by it.

This story seems to have had no other foundation than that passage of Moses, where God is said to have brought Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees, misunderstood; which word the Jews, the most trifling interpreters of scripture, and some moderns who have followed them, have translated out of the fire of the Chaldees; taking the word Ur, for not the proper name of a city, as it really is, but for an appellative signifying "fire." However, it is a fable of some antiquity, and credited not only by the Jews, but by several of the eastern Christians; the twenty-fifth of the second Kānūn, or January, being set apart in the Syrian calendar for the commemoration of Abraham's being cast into the fire.

The Jews also mention some other persecu-

tions which Abraham underwent on account of his religion, particularly a ten years' impris-

onment, some saying he was imprisoned by Nimrod, and others by his father Terah. Some tell us that Nimrod, on seeing this miraculous deliverance from his palace, cried out that he would make an offering to the God of Abraham; and that he accordingly sacrificed four thousand kine. But if he ever relented, he soon relapsed into his former in-

dleth, for he built a tower that he might ascend to heaven to see Abraham's God, which being overthrown, still persisting in his design, he would be carried to heaven in a chest borne by four monstrous birds; but after wandering for some time through the air, he fell down on a mountain with such force that he made it shake, whereto (as some fancy) a passage in the Qurān alludes (Sūrah xiv. 47), which may be translated, "Although their contrivances be such as to make the moun-
tains tremble." Nimrod, disappointed in his design of making war with Abraham, and turning his arms against Abraham, who being a great prince, raised forces to defend himself; but God, dividing Nimrod's subjects, and confounding their language, deprived him of the greater part of his people, and plagued those who adhered to him by swarms of gnats, which destroyed almost all of them; and one of those gnats having entered into the nostril, or ear, of Nimrod, penetrated to one of the mem-

branes of his brain, where growing bigger every day, it gave him such intolerable pain that he was obliged to cause his head to be beaten with a mallet, in order to procure some ease, which torture he suffered four hundred years; God being willing to punish by one of the smallest of his creatures him who insolently boasted himself to be lord of all. A Syrian calendar places the death of Nimrod, as if the time were well known, on the 8th of Tamūz, or July. (See Sale's Korān; D'Herbelot's Bibl. Orient.; al-Bāzāwī's Com.)

NINAWĀ (نینوو). [NINEVEH.

NINEVEH, Arabic Ninawā (نینوو). Heb. נינוה. Not mentioned by name in the Qurān, but according to al-

Bāzāwī it is the city of "a hundred thousand persons, or even more," to whom Jonah was sent. See Qurān, Sūrah xxxvii. 11)

AN-NISĀ (النساء). "Women." The title of the rth Sūrah of the Qurān, in the first verse of which the word occurs, and which treats to a great extent the subject of women.

NISĀB (نسب). An estate or property for which zakāt, or legal alms, must be paid. [ZAKÄT.]

NIYAH (نياه). A vow; intention; purpose. A term used for the vow or declara-

tion of the intention to perform prayers. I have purpose to offer up to God only with a sincere heart this morning (or, as the case may be), with my face Qiblish-wards two (or, as the case may be) rakhs prayers for annah, naft, or wa'tr). It is also used by a Muslim about to perform the pilgrimage or the month's fast. The formula is necessary to render an act of devotion acceptable. [PRAYER.]

NIYAZ-I-ALLĀH (نياز الإله). A Persian term for offerings in the name of God.

NIYAZ-I-RASUL (نياز رسول). A Persian term for offerings in the name of the Prophet.

NOAH. Arabic Nūḥ (نوح). Heb. נוֹע. A prophet to whom Muhammadans give the Kalimah, or title, of Nabiyy 'ūlah, "the Prophet of God." He is not supposed to have been the inspired author of "a Book."

The following is the account given of him and of the flood in the Qurān (with Mr. Lane's annotations in italics, see second edition, by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole): "We formerly sent Noah unto his people, saying, 'Verily I am unto you a plain admo-

nisher that ye worship not [any] but God. Verily I fear for you, if ye worship any other, the punishment of an afflictive day in this world and the world to come.—But the chiefs
who disbelieved among his people replied,
We see thee not to be other than a man,
like unto us; and we see not any to have followed thee except the meanest of us,
as the weavers and the cullers of spinsters,
some of them thought (or rashly) that we do not see you to have any excellence above us: nay, we imagine you to be liars in your claim to the apostolic commission.
He said; O my people, tell me, if I have an evident proof from my Lord and He hath bestowed on me mercy (prestige of prophecy) from Himself which is hidden from you, shall we compel you to receive it when ye are averse thereto? We cannot do so. And, O my people, I ask not of you any riches for it; namely, for delivering my message. My reward is not due from any but God; and I will not drive away those who have believed as ye have commanded me [because they are poor people]. Verily they shall meet their Lord at the resurrection, and He will compensate them, and will exact for them reparation] from those who have treated them with injustice, and driven them away. But I see you [to be] a people who are ignorant of the end of your case. And, O my people, who will defend me against God if I drive them away? Will ye not then consider? And I do not say unto you, I have the treasures of God; nor [do I say], I know the things unseen; nor do I say, Verily I am an angel; nor do I say, of those whom your eyes contain, God will by no means bestow on them good; (God best knoweth what is in their minds:) verily I should in that case be [one] of the offenders. They replied, O Noah, thou hast disputed with us and multiplied disputes with us: now bring upon us that punishment wherein thou threatenest us, if thou be of those that speak truth. He said, Only God will bring it upon you, if He pleases to hasten it unto you; for it is His affair, not mine; and ye shall not escape God: nor will my counsel profit you, if I desire to counsel you, if God desire to lead you into error. He is your Lord; and unto Him ye shall be brought back." (Surah xxv. 27-36.)

"And He uttered an imprecation upon them, saying, O my Lord, leave not upon the earth any one of the unbelievers; for if Thou leave them, they will lead Thy servants into error, and will not beget [any] but a wicked, ungrateful [offspring]. O my Lord, forgive me and my parents [for we were believers], and whosoever entereth my house (my abode, or my place of worship), being a believer, and the believing men, and the believing women, (to the day of resurrection), and add not to the offenders [sought] save destruction." (Surah lixxi. 27-29.)

And God answered his prayer, and said,
Construct the ark in our sight and according to our revelation, and speak not unto Me concerning those who have offended, to beg Me not to destroy them; for they [shall be]
drowned. And he constructed the ark; and whenever a company of his people passed by him, they derided him. He said, If ye deride us, we will deride you, like ye deride, when we are saved and ye are drowned, and ye shall know on whom shall come a punishment which shall render him vile, and whom shall be baffled a lastling punishment. [Thus was employed] until when Our decree for their destruction came to pass, and the bakers' oven overflowed with water (for this was a signal unto Noah), We said, Carry into it (that is, into the ark) of every pair, male and female, of each of these descriptions, two (and it is related that God assembled for Noah the wild beasts and the birds and other creatures, and he proceeded to put his hands upon each kind, and his right hand fell always upon the male, and his left upon the female, and he carried them into the ark), and thy family (excluding him upon whom the sentence of destruction hath already been pronounced, namely, Noah's wife, and his son Canaan: but Shem and Ham and Japheth and their three wives he took), and those who have believed; but then be believed not with him save a few: they were six men and two women: and it is said that all who were in the ark were eighty, half of whom were men and half women. And Noah said, Embark ye therein. In the name of God [be] its course and its morning. Verily My Lord is very forgiving [and] merciful. And it moved along with them amid waves like mountains; and Noah called unto his son, Canaan, who was apart from the ark, O my child, embark with us, and be not with the unbelievers! He replied, I will betake me to the mountain which will secure me from the water. [Noah] said, There is nought that will secure to-day from the decree of God [any] but him on whom He hath mercy. And the waves intervened between them; so he became [one] of the drowned. And it was said, O Noah, swallow up thy water (whereupon it drank it up, except what had descended from heaven, which became rivers and seas), and, O heaven, cease from raining; and the water abated, and the decree was fulfilled, and it (namely, the ark), rested on said mountain of Ed-jezerah, near El-Mtin; and it was said, Pardon to the offending peoples!" (Surah xxx. 39-46.)

"And Noah called upon his Lord, and said, O my Lord, verily my son is of my family, and Thou hast promised me to save them, and verify Thy promise is true, and Thou art the most just of those who exercise judgment. God replied, O Noah, verily he is not of thy family who should be saved, or of the people of thy religion. Verily, except thou seest him in a righteous act, for he was an unbeliever, and there is no safety for the unbelievers; therefore ask not of Me that wherein thou hast no knowledge. I admonish thee, lest thou become [one] of the ignorant.—Noah said, O my Lord, I beg Thee to preserve me from asking Thee that wherein I have no knowledge; and if Thou do not forgive me and have mercy upon me, I shall be of those who suffer loss.
NOMOS

It was said, O Noah, descend from the ark, with peace from Us, and blessings, upon thee and upon peoples [that shall proceed] from those who are with thee in the ark (that is, their believing posterity); but peoples [that shall proceed] from those who are with thee We will permit to enjoy the provisions of this world; then a painful punishment shall befall them from Us, in the world to come; they being unbelievers.” (Sūrah xi. 47-50.)

The commentator, al-Baṣāwī, says that Noah went into the ark on the tenth of Rajab, and came out of it on the tenth of Muharram; which therefore became a fast; so that the whole time of Noah's being in the ark, according to him, was six months; and that Noah was two years in building the ark, which was framed of Indian plane-tree; that it was divided into three stories, of which the lower was designed for the beasts, the middle one for the men and women, and the upper for the birds; and the men were separated from the women by the body of Adam, which Noah had taken into the ark.

NOMOS. Greek νόμος. [NAMUS.]

NOSE. Cutting off. There is retaliation for cutting off a nose: a nose for a nose. (Hidagah, vol. iv. p. 294.)

NUBUWAH (نبوة). "Prophecy." The office or work of a nabi or prophet. [PROPHETS.]

NUH (نوح). [NOAH.]

AN-NUJABA’ (نجباء), the pl. of Najib. "The Excellent ones." According to the Sufis, forty saintly characters who always exist on earth for the benefit of its people. (See Kashkhay' al-Tilahubat in loco.) [ABDALLAH.]

NU-MAN (نومان). The name of several of the Kings of Hira’. Numan V. is celebrated in the annals of the history of Arabia, because his reign approached close upon the rise of Islam, and he was the patron of several poets of renown, who have celebrated his name. (See Muir's Life of Mahomet, 1st ed., Intro. p. ciii.)

Numa is also the popular title of the Imam Abū Hanīfah. [HANIFAH.]

NUMRUD (نمرود). [NIMROD.]

NUN (نون). The letter N, which oc curs at the commencement of the lefthand Sūrah of the Qur‘ān. The meaning of which is acknowledged by all commentators to be a mystery.

NUZUL

Al-Baṣāwī says it is supposed that nisāa either means an inkstand, referring to the pen of the first verse, or a fish, referring to that which swallowed Jonah mentioned in the 46th verse of this Sūrah, but he thinks it is merely an initial letter, the meaning of which is unknown to mortal man.

NUPTIAL FEAST. [WALIMA, MARRIAGE.]

AN-NUQABA’ (نعباء), the pl. of Naqb. "The Watchmen." According to the Sufis, they are three hundred persons who are ever to be found in the world, and who are engaged in its enlightenment. (See Kita‘ū l-Tarīfāt, in loco.) [ABDALLAH.]

NUQU‘UZ-ZABIB (نوع الزبيب). "Infusion of raisins." Water in which raisins are steeped until it becomes sweet and is affected in its substance. It is a prohibited liquor. (Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. iv. p. 169.)

AN-NUR (نور). "The Light." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur‘ān, Sūrah xxiv. 35—

"God is the Light of the Heavens and of the Earth. His Light is like a niche in which is a lamp—the lamp encased in glass—the glass, as it were, a glistening star. From a blessed tree is it lighted, the olive neither of the East nor the West, whose oil would well nigh shine out, even though fire touched it not! It is light upon light. God guideth whom He will to His light, and God setteth forth parables for men, to God Knoweth all things."

NURI-MUHAMMADI (نور ومحمدي, نور الإيمان). Persian for "The Light of Muhammad." The original essence of Muhammad, known in Arabic as the Hikmatu l-Muhammadiyah, under which title the subject is discussed in this dictionary. [HAQIQATU L-MUHAMMADIYAH.]

NUBU’U L-ANWĀR (نور الأنوار). "The Light of Lights." A title given to the Divine Being. (See Abdu ’r-Razzāq’s Dict. of Sūfī Terms.)

NUZUL (نزول). "Descent." (1) The portions of the Qur‘ān as they were declared by Muhammad to have descended from heaven by the hand of Gabriel. (2) Property which falls to the state from default of heir, or which has been confiscated.
OATH. Arabic yamin (يامين), pl. yammāt, aymān. The teaching of the Qurān with reference to an oath, is expressed in the following verses:—

Sūrah ii. 225: "God will not punish you for an inconsiderate word in your oaths, but he will punish you for that which your hearts have assented to."

Sūrah v. 91: "God will not punish you for an inconsiderate word in your oaths, but he will punish you in regard to an oath taken seriously. Its expiation shall be to feed ten poor persons with such moderate food as ye feed your own families with, or to clothe them; or to set free a captive. But he who cannot find means shall fast three days."

Sūrah xvi. 96: "Take not your oaths between you deceitfully."

The following is the teaching of Muhammad, as given in the Traditions:—

"Whoever swears to a thing and says, 'If it please God,' and acts contrary to his oath, it is no sin."

"Swear not by idols or by your own fathers."

"Swear not by God except it be to the truth."

"Whoever swears by the prayers or by the fast, or by the pilgrimage, is not a Muslim."

The Prophet used generally to swear in these words: "No, by the Turner of Hearts." According to the Hidāyah (Hamilton's ed., vol. vii, pp. 1, 2), yamin is constituted by the use of the name of Almighty God, or by any of those appellations by which the Deity is generally known or understood.

False oaths are of three kinds:—

1. Al-Yamin l-Qanāmis (اليامين القانيم, the infallible). An oath taken concerning a thing already past, in which is conveyed an intentional falsehood on the part of the swearer: such an oath is highly sinful, the Prophet having declared — Whosoever sweareth falsely, the same shall be condemned to hell."

2. Al-Yamin l-mun`aqid (اليامين المعنيد). An oath taken concerning a matter which is to come. Thus, a man swears that he will do such a thing, or he will not do such a thing, and where he fails in this, expiation is incumbent upon him, which expiation is established on the authority of the sacred writings.

3. Yamin l-Laghw (اليامين اللفج). An oath taken concerning an incident or transaction already past, where the swearer believes that the matter to which he thus bears testimony accords with what he swears; though it should happen to be actually otherwise; in which case it may be hoped from the divine mercy that the swearer will not be condemned for such an oath. The expiation, or kafrārah, is of no avail for the Yamin l-Qanāmis, but it is necessary for the Yamin l-mun`aqid. It consists of either feeding or clothing ten poor persons, or releasing a Muslim captive.

The Muslim law with regard to oaths is a modification of the Talmudic law, for from the Divine law the Jewish doctors deduced many special cases of perjury, which are thus classified:—

1. Jus jurandum promissorium, a rash or inconsiderate oath for the future, or a false assertion respecting the past (Lev. v. 4).

2. Yamin, an absurd contradictory assertion.

3. Depositī, breach of contract denied (Lev. xix. 11).


The Mosaic law admitted expiation in the case of rash or forgotten oaths, vide Lev. v. 4, but the Yamin l-mun`aqid of Muhammadan law allows a much greater latitude, for it applies to all vows or oaths excepting those intentionally false made with regard to future events.

The teaching of Muhammadan jurists on the subject of oaths and vows, exhibits that reservatio mentalis of Muhammadan morality which is so similar to that of the Jewish Rabbis, and which was condemned by Jesus Christ in St. Matt. xxiii. 16.

Sunni writers on jurisprudence say that an oath should be expressed by such attributes of the Deity as are commonly used in swearing, such as the power, or the glory, or the might of God, because an oath is usually expressed under one or other of those qualities; and the sense of yamin, viz. "strength," is by this means obtained, since as the swearer believes in the power, glory, and might, and other attributes of the Deity, it follows that the mention of these attributes only is sufficient to strengthen the resolution in the performance of the act vowed, or the avoidance thereof.

If a man swear "by the knowledge of God," it does not constitute an oath, because an oath expressed by the knowledge of God is not in use; moreover, by "knowledge" is frequently implied merely that which is known; and in this sense the word knowledge is not expressive either of the name of God, or of any of His attributes. In the same manner, should a person swear "by the wrath of God," or "by the mercy of God," it does not constitute an oath, because an oath is not commonly expressed by any of these attributes; moreover, by the word rahmah is sometimes understood "rain," and "heaven" is also occasionally expressed by that term; and by the word ẓuhra is understood
“punishment”; and none of these are either apppellations or attributes of the Deity.

If a person swear by another name than that of God,—such as “the Prophet,” or “the Holy Temple,” this does not constitute an oath, as the Prophet has said, “if any man among you take an oath, he must swear “by the name of God, or else his oath is void.” If a person swear by the Qur’an, it does not constitute an oath, although the Qur’an be the word of God, because men do not swear by the Qur’an. The compiler of the Hadīdwa records, that the Qur’ān, because such privation would reduce the swearer to the state of an infidel, and the suspension of infidelity upon a condition amounts to treason.

Abū Hanīfah alleges that if a man should swear “by the truth of God,” this does not constitute an oath, and in this he was followed by Muhammad. There are two opinions of Abū Yūsuf recorded on this point. According to one, it is not an oath; but according to the other it is an oath, because truth is one of the attributes of the Deity, signifying the certainty of the divine existence, and hence it is the same as if the swearer were to say, “by God, the truth! and as oaths are common under this mode of expression, so an oath is hereby constituted. The argument of Imam Muhammad and Abū Bakr, that this is what the term “the truth,” as here expressed, relates merely to the identity of the godhead as the object of obedience, and hence an oath thus expressed appears to be taken by that which is neither an appellation nor an attribute of God. But this argument, however, says that if a person express himself thus, “by the truth I will do so and so,” this constitutes an oath, because the truth is one of the appellatives or proper names of God. But if a person were to say, “I will do this truly,” it does not amount to an oath, because the word “truly” can only be taken, in this case, as a corroboration or confirmation of the promise contained in the speech, being the same as if he were to say, “I shall do this indeed.” If a man say, “I swear,” or “I vow,” or I testify,” whether the words “by God” be superadded or not, it constitutes an oath, because such words are commonly used in swearing; the use of them in the present tense is undisputed; and they are also sometimes used in the future tense, where the context admits of a construction in the present; and attestation amounts to an oath, as in that sense it occurs in the sacred writings. Now swearing “by the name of God” is both customary and conformable to the divine ordinance, but without the name of God it is forbidden. When it so occurs, therefore, it must be construed into a lawful oath; hence some say that intention is not requisite in it; others, however, allege that the intention is essential, because the words here recited bear the construction of a promise, that is, they admit of being received as applying to the future, and also of being taken as a vow without the name of God.

If a person, speaking in the Persian language, were to say, “I swear by God,” it amounts to an oath, because here the idiom confines the expression solely to the present; but if he were to say simply, “I swear,” some allege that this does not constitute an oath. If he were to say, “I swear by the divorce of my wife,” this is not an oath, as an oath is not so solely in practice. The swearer imprecates upon himself relates to the present instant of his testimony, being the same as if he were to say, “I am a Jew,” etc. The majority of doctors say, the swearer does not become a Jew or infidel in either of the cases, either in that of a vow with respect to the future, or an oath regarding the past, provided he consider this merely as a form of swearing. But if he believe that by thus swearing he fully subjects himself to the penalty expressed, he suffers accordingly, in either instance, because he appears consenting to infidelity, on account of having ventured upon a thing by the commission of which he conceives that he may be rendered an infidel.

If a person say, “If I do this, may the anger of God fall upon me,” this does not constitute a vow, as not being a customary mode of expression for that purpose. And so also, if a person were to say, “May I be an adulterer or a drunkard or anurer,” because these are not generally understood or received as forms of swearing.

The following are considered the most solemn and binding methods of taking an oath:—

1. Saying three times “by the Great God.”

2. Taking the Qur’an and saying, “by what this contains of the word of God.”

3. By placing a sword on the Qur’an.

4. By saying, “I impose upon myself divorcement.”

Muhammad himself was rather given to
swearing, and the Qur'an is full of wild oaths, one of the most terrible of which, according to the Prophet's own words, is "to swear by the setting stars." (Surah lvi. 74.)

Burchard, in his notes on the Bedouin Arabs, says that these children of the desert often take hold of the middle of a tent pole and swear by the life of the tent and its owners.

As might be expected, from the example set them by their Prophet, Muhammadans are commonly guilty of taking God's name in vain by swearing upon every petty occasion. Like the μα δεικτων of the Greeks, the word is hardly ever out of their mouths.

[For further information on the subject of Oaths, see Hamilton's Hidajat, book vi.; the Durra 'l-Māshīr, the Radda 'l-Muhtār, and the Fatīsi-i-i-'Amiri, in loco, in which there are chapters devoted to the consideration of oaths and vows made under all circumstances of life, e.g. with respect to entering places of residence; with regard to actions; with respect to eating and drinking, sleeping and conversing; of vows in manslaughter and divorce; with respect to buying and selling, marriage, clothing, wearing ornaments, striking, killing, the payment of money, &c. &c.]

OATH. The administration of an oath in a court of justice is not worthy of credit unless it be taken in the name of God, because Muhammad said, "Whoever takes an oath otherwise than in the name of God, is most certainly a polytheist." It is incumbent upon the Qālī, or judge, to request the swearing party to corroborate his oath by reciting some of the attributes of God, or, for example, "I swear by God, the Righteous, the Knower of Secrets," &c. A defendant must not be required to swear by divorce or emancipation, as if he should say: "If it be true my wife is divorced, or my slave is free."

If an oath is administered to a Jew, he should say, "I swear by God who revealed the Taurāt to Moses." If to a Christian, he should say, "I swear by God who revealed the Injīl to Jesus." If to a Majāzī or fire-worshipper, he should say, "I swear by God who created fire." An oath cannot be administered to an idolater otherwise than in the name of God, in accordance with this verse in the Qur'an, "If ye ask of them who hath created you, verily they will say God Almighty." (Surah xxxix. 80.)

An oath cannot be administered to infidels in their places of worship, because the Qālī is not allowed to enter such a place. This applies to the places of worship of the Jews and Christians as well as of idolaters. (Hidajat, vol. ii. p. 77.)

Women are not in Muslim law (as in Jewish, Mishna Sheb. iv. 1), forbidden to bear witness on oath.

OBSEQUIES OF THE DEAD. [JIHĀT.]

OFFERING. The Arabic word مذهب (مذب) is often used for an offering, but in its strict theological meaning it expresses a vow. مذهب (مذب), pl. of مذهب, is used for ordinary acts of charity. مذهب (مذب) also expresses the same meaning. مذهب: (مذب) is an offering to a saint. مذهب (مذب), the legal alms.

[For an account of these offerings refer to the words.]

OHUD. [IHUD.]

OLD TESTAMENT. Al-'Āhda' 'l-'Aliq. (العهد العلٍ.) Muhammad, in his Qur'an, professes to receive all the inspired books of the Old Testament. (See Surah li. 193.) "We believe in God, and what has been revealed to us, and what has been revealed to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the Tribes, and what was brought unto the Prophets from their Lord: and we will not distinguish between any of them, and unto Him are we resigned." (i.e. Muslims.)

But there is no evidence that Muhammad had ever seen the Jewish Scriptures, as now received by both Jews and Christians. In the Qur'an, he mentions the Taurāt of Moses, the Zabur (Psalms) of David, and makes several references to the historical portions of the Old Testament; but Josiah is the only name amongst the writers of the prophetic books (either greater or minor) of the Old Testament scriptures, mentioned in the Qur'an.

Muhammadan writers say there have been 194,000 prophets, but only eight of these have been apostles to whom the Almighty has revealed books, and that only one hundred portions, or šuluf, and four books, or farāb, have been given to mankind. Ten portions to Adam, the first of the prophets, fifty to Seth (not once mentioned in the Qur'an), thirty to Idris or Enoch, and ten to Abraham. One book to Moses, another to David, another to Jesus, and the fourth to Muhammad.

Six of the prophets are said to have brought in new laws which successively abrogated the preceding, namely Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad.

It is impossible to read the Qur'an carefully without arriving at the conclusion that Muhammad derived his knowledge of the events of Old Testament scriptures rather from the Rabbis and their Talmudic teaching, than from the inspired text itself. Mr. Emanuel Deutsch truly says: "Judaism forms the kernel of Muhammadanism, both general and special. It seems as if he (Muhammad) had breathed from his childhood almost the air of contemporary Judaism, such Judaism as is found by us crystallised in the Talmud, the Targum, and the Midras." (Literary Remains, p. 89.)
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS

The following Old Testament characters are mentioned by name in the Qur'an:
- Aaron, Harun; Abel, Habil; Cain, Qabil; Abraham, Iskhak; Adam, Adom; Terah, Azar; Korah, Qarun; David, David; Goliath, Jalut; Enoch, Idris; Elias, Elia; Elijah Ayyaz (al-Yasa); Ezra, 'Uzair; Gabriel, Jibril; Gog, Yajuj; Magog, Makkaj; Isaac, Isma'il, Ismail; Jacob, Yaqoub; Joseph, 'Isa; Job, Ayyub; Jonah, Yunnus; Joshua, Yashar; Korah, Qarun; Lot, Lat; Michael, Mikha'il; Moses, Musa; Noah, Nooh; Pharaoh, Firun; Solomon, Sulaiman; Saul, Tiaa.

The following incidents of Old Testament history are related in the Qur'an, with a strange want of accuracy and a large admixture of Talmudic fable:
- Aaron makes a calf. Sūrah xx. 90.
- Cain and Abel. Sūrah v. 80.
- Abraham visited by Angels. Sūrah xl. 72, xv. 31.
- Abraham ready to sacrifice his son. Sūrah xxxvii. 101.
- Adam, his fall. Sūrah vii. 18, ii. 34.
- Korah and his company. Sūrah xxviii. 76, xxix. 38, xl. 25.
- Creation of the world. Sūrah xvi. 3, xiii. 3, xxxv. 11, 12.
- David's praise of God. Sūrah xxxiv. 10.
- Deluge. Sūrah liv. 9, lxix. 11, xl. 42.
- Jacob goes to Egypt. Sūrah xii. 100.
- Jonah and the fish. Sūrah vi. 80, x. 98, xxxvii. 100, lxvii. 48.
- Joseph's history. Sūrah vi. 84, xii. 1, xl. 36.
- Moses strikes the rock. Sūrah vii. 100.
- Noah's ark. Sūrah xi. 40.
- Pharaoh. Sūrah ii. 46, x. 76, xlii. 45, xl. 33.
- Solomon's judgment. Sūrah xxxi. 76.
- Queen of Sheba. Sūrah xxxiv. 22.

He divides the whole into four sections, and gives the names of the books as follows:

1. The Ta'ārīf, or the Five Books of Moses.
2. Yusuf (Joshua), Sīfra 'l-Bukkām (Judges), Shamsīlāt (Samuel), Sīfra 'l-Mulūk (Kings).
3. Sīgge (Isaiah), Imrījā (Jeremiah), Hūsūn (Ezekiel), Yūsūn (Jonah).
4. Ta'ārīf; a history from Adam to the building of the Temple.

The following verses of the Qur'an, in which there are references to the Old and New Testament, have been placed in chronological order, and the translations given are for the most part from Sir William Muir's Manual on The Koran, published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge:

Sūrah lxxvii. 18: "Verily this is in the books of yore; the books of Abraham and Moses."

Sūrah lli. 37-40: "Hath he not been told of that which is in the pages of Moses, and of Abraham who acted faithfully? That a burdened soul shall not bear another's burden, and that there shall be nothing (imputed) to a man, but that which he himself hath wrought," etc.

Sūrah xxxiii. 23-25: "And verily We gave Moses the book: therefore be not in doubt as to the reception thereof, and We made it a direction to the Israelites. And We made from among them leaders who should direct according to Our command, when they were steadfast, and believed in Our signs. Verily thy Lord will judge between them on the Day of Resurrection as to that concerning which they disagree."

Sūrah liv. 43: "Are your unbelievers (Ya Makkana) better than those (i.e. of the days of Noah, Lot, Moses, &c., just referred to) or is there an immunity for you in the Scriptures?"

Sūrah xxxiv. 30: "And the unbelievers say:—We will not believe in this Qur'an, nor in that (which was revealed) before it."

Sūrah xli. 45: "And verily We gave Moses the book, and they fell to variance concerning it."

Sūrah xlv. 15, 16: "And verily We gave the children of Israel the book, and wisdom, and prophecy, and We nourished them with pleasant food, and We exalted them above the rest of the world; and We gave them plain directions in the matter of religion; and they fell not to variance until after divine knowledge (or the Relevation) had come unto them, out of Jezlonay among themselves. Verily, thy Lord will decide between them on the Day of Judgment, concerning that about which they disagree."

Sūrah xxxvii. 34: "Verily when it is said unto them:—There is no God but the Lord: they arrogantly reply,—What! shall we give up our gods for a phrenzied poet? Nay, he
cometh with the truth, and attesteth (the Revelations, of the (former) apostles.)" 
Sûrah xxxvii. 114: "And verily we were gracious to Moses and Aaron, and saved them and their people from great tribulation; and We brought them assistance, and they were the conquerors; and We gave them the splendid book, and directed them into the right way."

Sûrah xxvi. 194: "Verily it (the Qur'ân) is a revelation from the Lord of creation; the faithful Spirit hath caused it to descend on thy heart, that thou mightest be one of the warners, in the plain Arabic tongue. And verily it is in the former Scriptures. What! is it not a sign unto them that the wise men of the Children of Israel recognize it?"

Sûrah xlvi. 12: "And when they refuse to be guided thereby, they say;—this is an antiquated lie. Yet preceding it there is the Book of Moses, a guide and a mercy; and this Qur'ân is a book attesting (previous Revelation, in the Arabic tongue, to warn the transgressors, and glad tidings to the righteous.)"

Sûrah xlvi. 90: "And (call to mind) when we caused a company of the Genii to turn aside unto thee that they might hear the Qur'ân; And, when they were present thereof, they said,—Give ear. And when it was ended, they returned to their people as warners; they said,—Oh our people! verily we have heard a book revealed after Moses, attesting the revelation that precedeth it; it leadeth to the truth, and unto the straight path."

Sûrah xxxv. 25: "And if they reject thee, verily those who preceded them rejected (their prophets), who brought them clear signs and writings, and the enlightening book."

Sûrah xxxv. 51: "And that which We have revealed unto thee is the truth, attesting that which precedeth it."

Sûrah lxxi. 11: "Oh John! take the book (the Taurât) with power;—and We gave him wisdom while a child."

Sûrah xix. 28, 29: "And she (Mary) pointed to him (the infant Jesus) they said,—How shall we speak with a child in the cradle? (The Infants Jesus) said,—Verily I am the servant of God; he hath made me a prophet."

Sûrah xlii. 1: "Thus doth God, the glorious and the wise, communicate inspiration unto thee, as he did unto those that preceded thee."

Sûrah xlii. 12: "He hath ordained unto you the religion which he commanded unto Noah, and which We have revealed unto thee, and which We commanded unto Abraham, Moses, and Jesus:—saying, Maintain the (religion) religion, and be not at variance thereby."

Sûrah xlii. 14, 15: "And they did not differ until after the knowledge (of Divine Revelation) came unto them, rebelliously among themselves: and unless the word had gone forth from thy Lord (resisting them) until a fixed time, verily the matter had been decided between them. And verily they that have inherited the book after them are in a perplexing doubt respecting the same. Whereas invite (men unto the true faith), and stand fast as thou hast been commanded, and follow not their desires. And say, I believe in whatever books God hath revealed, and I am commanded to decide between you: God is our Lord, and you (are) our Lord. To us will (be reckoned) our works—to you, yours. There is no ground of dispute between us and you. God will gather us together, and to Him shall be the return."

Sûrah xli. 55, 56: "And verily We gave unto Moses guidance, and We caused the Children of Israel to inherit the book,—a guide and an admonition unto people of understanding hearts. Wherefore be patient, for the promise of God is true, and ask pardon for thy sin," &c.

Sûrah xl. 72: "They who reject the book and that which We have sent our messengers with (the Old and New Testament),—they shall know; when the collars shall be on their necks, and the chains by which they shall be dragged into hell,—then shall they be burned in the fire."

Sûrah xxv. 30: "And verily We gave Moses the book, and We appointed his brother Aaron his helper."

Sûrah xx. 132: "And they (the Qurains) say,—If he doth not bring us a sign from his Lord (we will not believe). What! hath not an evident demonstration come unto them in the former pages?"

Sûrah xxxiii. 43: "And ask those of Our Apostles whom We have sent before thee, whether We have appointed any besides the Merciful, as a God whom they should worship."

Sûrah xii. 111: "It is not a story fabricated, but an attestation of (the revelation) which is before it, and an explanation of every matter, a guide and a mercy to the people that believe."

Sûrah xii. 17, 18: "These are they for whom there is no portion in the next life but fire: and that which they have done shall perish therein; vain will that be which they have wrought. What! (shall such a one be equal unto him) who proceedeth upon a plain direction from his Lord; and a witness from him (i.e., Jesus the Lord) attesteth him, and before him (or it) is the Book of Moses a guide and a mercy."

Sûrah xii. 5: "And verily We gave Moses the book, and they fell to variance regarding it. And had not the word gone forth from thy Lord, surely the matter had been decided between them; and verily they are in perplexing doubt concerning the same."

Sûrah x. 37: "And this Qur'ân is not such that it could have been fabricated by other than God; but it is an attestation of that (i.e., of those pure sources) which precedeth it, and an explanation of the book, —there is no doubt therein,—from the Lord of creation. What! will they say, he (Muhammad) hath forged it? Say,—then bring a Qur'ân like unto it."

Sûrah x. 38: "If thou art in doubt regard-
ing that which We have sent down unto thee, then ask those who read the book (revelation) before thee. Verily the truth hath come unto thee from thy Lord; be not therefore amongst those that doubt.”

Sūrah vi. 20: “Those to whom We have given the book recognize him as they recognize their own sons. They that have destroyed their own souls, these believe not.”

Sūrah vi. 90: “These are they to whom We have given the book, and wisdom, and prophecy, and if these (the Qurān) disbelieve the same, verily We have given it in trust unto a people who are not disbelievers therein. These are they whom God hath guided; wherefore persevere in the guidance of them.”

Sūrah vi. 92: “And they do not estimate God with a just estimation, when they say,—God hath not sent down—(i.e. revealed, anything to Man. Say, who sent down the book, which Moses brought, a light and a guidance to mankind?—Ye (say), read: they make (or transcribe) it upon sheets of paper which ye (or they) show, and ye (or they) conceal much: and ye are taught that which ye knew not, neither did your fathers. Say, God: then leave them to sport in their follies.”

Sūrah vi. 98: “And this book We have revealed,—blessed,—certifying the truth of that (revelation) which precedeth it, and that thou mightest admonish the people of the city (Makkah) and those around it.”

Sūrah vi. 114: “He it is that hath sent down to you the book, explaining (all things);” and those to whom We have given the book know that it (the Qurān) hath been sent down from thy Lord in truth. Wherefore, be not thou (O Muhammad) among those that doubt.”

Sūrah vi. 124: “And when a verse cometh unto them, they say, We will not believe until there is brought unto us (a revelation) like unto that which the apostles of God brought.”

Sūrah vi. 154: “Then We gave Moses the book complete as to whatever is excellent, and an explanation of every matter, and a direction and a mercy, if haply they might believe in the meeting of their Lord.”

Sūrah vi. 155: “And this book (the Qurān) We have sent down,—blessed; wherewith follow it, and fear God, if haply ye may find mercy: lest ye should say,—Verily the Scripture hath been revealed to two people (the Jews and Christians) before us, and we are ignorant of their reading;—or lest ye should say,—If the Scripture had been revealed to us, we surely would have followed its direction better than they; and now verily a clear exposition hath come unto you from your Lord, a direction and mercy.”

Sūrah xxvii. 44: “And verily We gave Moses the book, after that We had destroyed the former generations,—an enlightenment for mankind, and a direction, and a mercy, if haply they might be admonished.”

Sūrah xxvii. 47: “And thou wert not on the side of Mount Sinai, when We called out (to Moses) but (thou art) a mercy from thy Lord, that thou mayest admonish a people unto whom no Warner hath come before thee, if perchance they may receive admonition;— and lest, if there befall them a calamity for the erring ways they have committed, they should say,—Oh Lord! if thou hast sent unto us a prophet, we had followed thy revelations, and been of the number of the believers. And now that the truth hath come unto them from us, they say,—If there were to come (a revelation) like unto that which came unto Moses (ye should believe). What! do they not disbelieve in that which was given unto Moses heretofore; they say,—two impositions that mutually assist one another; and they say,—verily we reject them both. Say,—bring a book from God that guideth more aright than these two, if ye be true; and if they answer not,” &c.

Sūrah xxviii. 58: “Those to whom We have given the Scripture before it (i.e. before the Qurān) believe therein; and when it (the Qurān) is read unto them, they say,—We believe in it; verily it is the truth from our Lord, surely we were Muslims from before.”

Sūrah xxviii. 25: “And verily We gave Moses the book, if haply they might be directed; and We made the son of Mary and his mother a sign,” &c.

Sūrah xxviii. 7: “And We sent not before thee (as apostates) other than men whom We inspired: ask, therefore, the people of the Scripture, if ye know it not.”

Sūrah xxi. 49: “And verily We gave Moses and Aaron the distinction (al-Fūrūq), and a light, and an admonition to the pious,—those who fear their Lord in secret, and who tremble for the hour (of Judgment). This blessed admonition also We have sent down; will ye therefore deny it?”

Sūrah xxi. 105: “And verily We have written in the Psalms, after the Law, that ‘my servants, the righteous, shall inherit the earth.”

Sūrah xvi. 2: “And We gave Moses the book, and made it a direction to the Children of Israel, (saying)—Take ye not other than Me for a patron.”

Sūrah xvii. 4, 5, and 7: “And We declared in the book, in respect of the Children of Israel,—saying, Ye shall surely work corruptly on the earth twice, and ye shall be elated with great arrogance. And when the threat of the first of these two (visitations) came to pass, We sent against you our servants of terrible strength, &c., and when the threat of the second (visitation) came to pass,” &c.

Sūrah xvii. 55: “And verily We have bestowed favour upon some of the prophets more than upon others, and We gave David the Psalms, and David also.”

Sūrah xvii. 108: “Say,—Believe in it (the Qurān), or believe not;—verily they unto whom the knowledge (of Divine Revelation) hath been given anterior to it, when they hear it recited unto them, fall down upon their faces worshipping; and they say,—Praised be our Lord; verily the promise of our Lord
is fulfilled. And they fall down on their faces weeping, and it increaseth their humility.

Sura xvi. 45: "And We have not sent before thee other than men whom We have inspired;—wherefore ask the people, of the Scripture if ye know not. (We sent them) with certain signs and books, and We have sent down unto thee the revelation, that thou mightest make known to mankind that which hath been revealed to them, that haply they might reflect.

Sura xliii. 46: "And those who disbelieve say,—Thou art not sent;—say,—God sufficeth for a witness between me and between you, and also he with whom is the knowledge of the book.

Sura xx. 27: "And We gave to him (i.e. to Abraham) Isaac and Jacob, and We placed among his descendants prophecy and the book.

Sura xx. 46: "And contend not with the people of the book (Jews and Christians) but in a generous manner, excepting those of them who act wickedly; and say,—We believe in that which hath been revealed to us, and in that which hath been revealed to you: and your God and our God is one, and we are to Him resigned.

Sura xx. 47: "And thus have We sent down to thee the book (the Qur'ān), and those to whom We have given the Scripture believe in it.

Sura viii. 158: "And I will shortly write down it (i.e. my mercy,) for those who fear the Lord and give alms, and those who believe in our signs: those who shall follow the apostle,—the illiterate prophet,—whom they shall find written (i.e. described) in the Pentateuch and in the Gospel among them: he shall command them to do that which is excellent," &c.

Sura viii. 168: "And (call to mind) when thy Lord commanded that there should certainly be sent against them (i.e. Jews) until the day of resurrection those that would afflict them with grievous distress;—verily thy Lord is swift in vengeance, and he is surely forgiving and merciful. And We dispersed them in the earth amongst the nations; there are of them that are virtuous, and there are of them that are not so. And We proved them with blessings, and with adversities, if perchance they might return. And there succeeded after them a generation that inhaled the book, who receive the temporal advantage of this world, and say,—It will be forgiven unto us. And if there come unto them and advantage the like thereof, they accept it. What! hast thou not been taken from them the covenant of the book, that they should not say of God other than the truth, and they diligently study that which is therein.

Sura lxiv. 20: "Over it (Hell) are nineteen angels; and We have not made the guardians of the fire other than angels; and We have not expressed their number, except as a trial to those who disbelieve, and in order that those to whom We have given the book may firmly believe, and that they who believe may increase in faith; and that those to whom We have given the book may not doubt, nor the believers.

Sura ii. 1-5: "This is the book in which there is no doubt,—a guide to the pious;—they who believe in the Unseen, and observe prayer, and spend out of that which We have provided them with, and they who believe in that which hath been revealed unto thee, and that which hath been revealed before thee, and have faith in the life to come. These walk according to the direction of their Lord, and these are the blessed.

Sura ii. 36: "Oh Children of Israel! remember My favours wherewith I have favoured you, and fulfil My covenant,—I likewise will fulfill your covenant; and fear Me, and believe in that which I have revealed, attesting the truth of the (Scripture) which is with you; and be not the first to reject the same; and sell not my revelation for a small price; and clothe not the truth with error, and do not conceal the truth while ye know it.

Sura ii. 50: "And when We gave Moses the book and the distinction (between good and evil,—Furqān,)—it haply ye might be directed.

Sura ii. 71: "And when they (the Jews of al-Madīnah,) meet the believers, they say,—We believe; but when they retire privately one with the other, they say,—Why do ye acquaint them with what God hath revealed to you, that they may thereby dispute with you before your Lord? What do ye not understand? Do they not know that God knoweth what they conceal as well as that which they make public.

Sura ii. 79: "What do ye (the Jews) believe in part of the book, and reject part thereof? But whosoever amongst you doth this, his reward shall be none other than disgrace in the present life, and in the Day of Judgment they shall be cast into a more awful torment.

Sura ii. 81: "And verily We gave Moses the Book, and caused prophets to arise after him, and We gave to Jesus, the Son of Mary, evident signs, and strengthened him with the Holy Spirit.

Sura ii. 89: "And when a Book (i.e. the Qur'ān) came unto them from God, attesting the truth of that (Scripture) which is with them, (although they had from before been praying for victory over those who disbelieve); yet when that came unto them which they recognised, they rejected the same.

Sura ii. 83: "And when it is said unto them;—Believe in that which We have revealed;—they say;—We believe in that in which both of them has been revealed unto us; and they reject that which (hath been revealed) after it, although it be the truth attesting that which is with them.

Sura ii. 85: "And verily Moses came unto you with evident signs (or revelations); then ye took the calf, &c.

Sura ii. 88: "For he (Gabriel) hath caused it (the Qur'ān) to descend upon thy heart, by the command of God, attesting that
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(SCRIPTURE) which is before it, and a direction and good tidings to the believers.

Sūrah ii. 95: "And when a prophet came unto them from God, attesting that (Scripture) which is with them, a party of those who have received the Scripture cast the Book of God behind their books, as if they knew it not."

Sūrah ii. 107: "The Jews say, the Christians are not (found) upon anything; and the Christians say the Jews are not (found) upon anything; and yet they read the Scripture."

Sūrah ii. 130 (see also Sūrah iii. 79): "Say, We believe in God and in what hath been revealed unto us, and in what hath been revealed unto Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the Tribes; and in what hath been given unto Moses and unto Jesus, and in what hath been given unto the prophets from their Lord: we make no distinction between any of them: and unto Him we have resigned."

Sūrah ii. 139: "Verily We saw thee turn about thy face into the Heavens; wherefore We will cause thee to turn towards a qiblah that will please thee—turn therefore thy face towards the holy temple: wheresoever thou art, turn thy face towards it. And verily those to whom the Scripture hath been given, they know that this is the truth from their Lord, and God is not unmindful of that which they do. And if thou broughtest unto those to whom the Scripture hath been given, every kind of sign, they would not follow thy qiblah, nor will thou follow their qiblah, &c."

Sūrah ii. 143: "Those to whom We have given the Scripture recognise him as they recognise their own sons: but verily a section of them hide the truth, although they know it."

Sūrah ii. 169: "Verily they that conceal the treasure which God hath revealed, and sell it for a small price—that shall eat nought but the fire in their bellies, and God shall not speak unto them on the Day of Judgment, neither shall He purify them; they shall have bitter torment. These are they that have bought error at the price of dirham, and punishment at the price of pardon:—how shall they endure the fire!—this because God hath sent down the Book in truth; and they that dispute regarding the Book are in a grievous error."

Sūrah ii. 209: "Mankind was one people, and God sent prophets as preachers of good tidings, and warners: and He sent down the Scripture with them in truth, that it might decide between man in that in which they differed:—and they differed not therein, excepting those to whom it was given, after therein to them clear demonstrations, wickedly amongst themselves, and God guided those that believed to the truth concerning which they disputed, by His will."

Sūrah ii. 254: "Of these prophets We have preferred some above others. Some of them hath He spoken unto, and He hath raised some of them to high dignity. And We gave unto Jesus, the Son of Mary, evident signs, and We strengthened Him by the Holy Spirit. And if God had pleased, those that came after them would not have contended with one another, after the evident signs (or plain revelations) had come unto them. Yet they fell to variance. And amongst them were those that believed; and amongst them were those that disbelieved. And if God had wished, they had not contended with one another; but God doeth that which pleaseth Him."

Sūrah ii. 266: "The apostle believeeth in that which hath been revealed unto him from his Lord: and the faithful, everyone of them, believeth in God, and in His angels, and in His books, and in His apostles; we make no distinction between any one of his apostles."

Sūrah iv. 18: "And those that believe in God, and in His apostles, these are the righteous, and the witnesses with their Lord; they shall have their reward and their light; but they that disbelieve, and accuse Our revelations of falsehood, these are the companions of hell-fire."

Sūrah iv. 35: "We have verily sent Our apostles with evident demonstrations; and We revealed unto them the Scripture, and the Balance, that men might observe justice; and We revealed (the use of) iron wherein is great strength, and advantages to mankind, and in order that God might know who assisteth him and his apostles in secret,—for God is mighty and glorious. And verily We sent Noah and Abraham; and We placed amongst their posterity, prophecy and the Scripture: and amongst them were those that were rightly directed, but many of them were evil-doers. Afterwards We caused Our apostles to follow in their footsteps; and We caused Jesus, the Son of Mary, to succeed them, and We gave him the Gospel: and We put into the hearts of his followers compassion and mercy; and as to Monasticism they invented the same,—[We did not prescribe it unto them,]—simply out of a desire to please God, but they have not observed it with a right observance. And We have given those of them that believe, their reward, but many of them are evil-doers. Oh ye that believe! fear God, and believe in His prophet. He will give you a double portion of His mercy, and will create for you a Light wherein ye shall walk, and forgive you, for the Lord is forgiving and merciful."

Sūrah xlvii. 1: "The unbelievers from amongst the people of the Book, and the idolaters, did not waver until there came unto them a clear—A prophet from God reading pure pages, containing right Scriptures. And those to whom the Scriptures have been given did not fail to variance, until after a clear (Revelation) had come unto them: and they are not commanded (in their own Scriptures) otherwise than that they should worship God, renderring to Him the orthodox worship, and that they should observe prayers, and give alms; and this is the right faith."

Sūrah lxxi. 5: "The likeness of those who are charged with the Law (the Taurids), and do not discharge (the obligations of) it, is as
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the likeness of the Ase laden with books. Evil is the likeness of the people which rejecteth the signs of God; and God doth not guide the unjust people.

Sūrah viii. 29: "Muhammad is the prophet of God; and those who follow him are fierce against the unbelievers, but compassionate among themselves. Thou mayest see them bowing down, prostrating themselves, seeking the favour of God and his pleasure. Their signs are in their faces from the marks of their prostration. This is the likeness of them in the Pentateuch and the likeness of them in the Gospel, as a seed which putteth forth its stalk and strengtheneth it, and swelleth and raiseth on its stem, and delighteth the sower thereof, that the unbelievers may be indignant thereat."

Sūrah lxxi. 6: "And when Jesus, the Son of Mary, said:—O children of Israel, verily I am an Apostle of God unto you, attesting that which is before me of the Taurat, and giving glad tidings of an apostle that shall come after me, whose name is Ahmad (the Peaceful)."

Sūrah iv. 43: "Hast thou not seen those to whom We have given a portion of the Scripture?—they buy error, and desire that ye may err from the way: and God best knoweth your enemies. God sufficeth for a patron, and God sufficeth for a helper. Of those who profess Judaism there are that disseolate words from their places, and say:—'we have heard, and have disobeyed'; and, 'do thou hearken without hearing'; and, 'look upon us'; twisting with their tongues, and reviling the faith. And if they had said, 'we have heard and obeyed'; and, 'hearken'; 'and, look upon us'; it had been better for them and more upright: but God hath cursed them for their unbeliefs, and they shall not believe, excepting a few. O ye unto whom the Scripture hath been given believe in what We have revealed attesting that (Scripture) which is with you, before We deface your countenances, and turn them front backwards, or curse them as We cursed those who (broke) the Sabbath, and the command of the Lord was fulfilled."

Sūrah iv. 49: "Hast thou not seen those to whom a portion of the Scripture hath been given? they believe in false gods and idols, and they say to the unbelievers, These are better directed in the way than those who believe."

Sūrah iv. 52: "Do they envy mankind that which God hath given them of His bounty? And verily We gave to the childern of Abraham the book and wisdom, and We gave them a mighty kingdom. Amongst them are those that believe in Him and those also that turn away from Him."

Sūrah iv. 58: "Hast thou not seen those who fancy that they believe in that which hath been revealed unto thee, and that which hath been revealed before thee? They desire to go for a partial decision unto the idolaters, and yet verily they have been commanded to disbelieve therein, and Satan desireth to deceive them into a wide deception."

Sūrah iv. 130: "To God belongs whatever is in the heavens and in the earth, and verily We commanded those to whom the Scripture was given before you, and you likewise,—Fear God, and, if ye disbelieve, verily to God Belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and in the earth."

Sūrah iv. 155: "O ye that believe! believe in God and in His prophet, and in the book which He hath revealed to His prophet, and in the book which He revealed from before; and whoever disbelieves in God, and in His angels, and in His books, and in His prophets, and in the last day, verily he hath wandered into a wide error."

Sūrah iv. 149: "Verily they that reject God and His apostles, and seek to make a distinction between God and His apostles; and say,—We believe in a part, and we reject a part; and seek to take a path between the same; these are infidels in reality, and We have prepared for the infidels an ignominious punishment. But they that believe in God and in His apostles, and make no distinction between any of them, to them We shall surely give their reward, and God is forgiving and merciful. The people of the book will ask thee that thou cause a book to descend upon them from the heavens, and verily they asked Moses for a greater thing than that," etc.

Sūrah iv. 161: "But those of them that are grounded in knowledge, and the faithful, believe in that which hath been revealed unto thee, and in that which hath been revealed before thee. And those that observe prayer, and give alms, and the believers in God and in the last day, unto these shall We give a great reward. Verily We have revealed our will unto thee, as We revealed our will unto Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the Tribes, and Jesus, and Job, and Jonas, and Aaron, and Solomon, and We gave unto all of the Prophets and Apostles, whose We have already made mention of unto thee; and Apostles, of whom We have not made mention unto thee; and God spake with Moses in open discourse," etc.

Sūrah iv. 169: "Ye people of the book! commit not extravagance in your religion; and say not of God, other than the truth. For verily the Messiah, Jesus, the Son of Mary, is an apostle of God, and His word which he placed in Mary, and a spirit from Him. Wherefore believe in God, and in His apostle; and say not,—the Trinity;—refrain; it will be better for you. For verily God is one God:—far exalted is He above the possibility that there should be unto Him progeny! to Him Belongeth whatever is in the heavens and in the earth, and He sufficeth as a guardian."

Sūrah iii. 2: "God! there is no God but He, the living, the eternal. He hath caused to descend upon thee the Scripture in truth, attesting that which is before it; and He sent down the Taurat and the Gospel from before for the guidance of mankind, and He sent down the Koran. Verily they that reject the signs of God, to them shall be
a fearful punishment. And God is mighty, a God of vengeance.

Sura III. 19: “And those to whom the book was given, did not fail to variance until after that the knowledge came unto them, wickedly among themselves.”

Sura III. 28: “Seek thou not those to whom a portion of the Scripture hath been given. They were called unto the book of God, that it might decide between them. Then a party of them turned away, and went aside. That was because they say,—the fire shall not touch us, but for a limited number of days. And that which they have devised hath deceived them in their religion.”

Sura III. 48: “And (God) shall teach Him (Jesus) the Scripture, and wisdom, and the Torâth, and the Gospel;—and (shall send Him as) an Apostle unto the Children of Israel and (Jesus shall say) Verily I have come unto you. . . . attesting the truth of that which (Scripture revealed) before me in the Torâth, and that I may make lawful unto you a part of that which is forbidden unto you.”

Sura III. 64: “O ye people of the Book! why do ye dispute concerning Abraham?—seeing that neither the Torâth nor the Gospel was revealed until after him; do ye not understand? Ah! ye are those which dispute concerning that of which ye have knowledge: why, therefore, do ye dispute concerning that of which ye have no knowledge? and God knoweth, but ye know not.”

Sura III. 68: “A party of the People of the Book desire to cause thee to go astray: but they shall not cause (any) to go astray, excepting their own souls, and they perceive it not. Oh People of the Book! why do ye dispute concerning Abraham,—seeing that neither the Torâth nor the Gospel was revealed until after him; do ye not understand? Ah! ye are those which dispute concerning that of which ye have knowledge: why, therefore, do ye dispute concerning that of which ye have no knowledge? and God knoweth, but ye know not.”

Sura III. 68: “A party of the People of the Book desire to cause thee to go astray: but they shall not cause (any) to go astray, excepting their own souls, and they perceive it not. Oh People of the Book! why do ye dispute concerning Abraham?—seeing that neither the Torâth nor the Gospel was revealed until after him; do ye not understand? Ah! ye are those which dispute concerning that of which ye have knowledge: why, therefore, do ye dispute concerning that of which ye have no knowledge? and God knoweth, but ye know not.”

Sura III. 119: “Behold, ye are they that love them (the Jews) and they do not love you, and ye believe in the entire Scripture.”

Sura III. 164: “They who say that God hath made a covenant with us, to the effect that we should not believe on an apostle until he cometh unto us with a sacrifice to be consumed by fire;—say,—Verily apostles have come unto you before me, with evident demonstrations, and with that of which ye speak. Why, therefore, have ye rejected them, if ye be true? and if they accuse thee of imposture, verily the apostles before thee have been accused of imposture, who came with evident demonstrations, and the Scriptures, and the enlightening book.”

Sura III. 188: “And when God took a covenant from those to whom the book was given,—that they should unfold the same to mankind, and that they should not conceal it, and they threw it (the covenant) behind their backs, and sold it for a small price, and woe is that which they have sold it for; think not that they who rejoice in that which they have done, and desire to be praised for that which they have not done, shall escape from punishment. To them shall be a grievous punishment.”

Sura III. 199: “And verily of the People of the Book there are those who believe in God, and in that which hath been revealed to you, and in that which hath been revealed to them, submissive unto God; they sell not the signs of God for a small price. These are they who desist in their reward with their Lord; for God is swift in taking account.”
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Sūrah v. 14-16: "And for that they have broken their covenant, We have cursed them, and We have made their hearts hard; they dislocate the word from its place, and they have forgotten a part of that whereby they were admonished. Thou wilt not cease to discover deceit in them, excepting a few of them. But pardon them, and forgive, for God loves the beneficent. And of those that say, We are Christians, we have taken a covenant from them. And they have forgotten a part of that whereby they were admonished. Wherefore We have placed enmity and hatred between them, until the Day of Judgment; and God will surely then declare unto them that which they have wrought. O people of the Book! verify our apostle hath come unto you; he shall make manifest unto you much of that which ye have hidden of the book, and he shall pass over that which ye love not. So follow the law of Moses and the Gospel, and that which hath been revealed unto you from your Lord."

Sūrah v. 77: "Say: O ye people of the Book! ye are not grounded upon anything, until ye set up (or observe) the Tourāt and the Gospel, and that which hath been revealed unto you from your Lord."

Sūrah v. 91: "Thou wilt surely find the most bitter amongst mankind in their hatred towards those who believe to be the Jews and the idolaters. And thou wilt surely find the most friendly inclined amongst them towards the believers, to be those who say, We are Christians. That is because they are amongst them slyers and monks, and they are not arrogant. When they hear that which hath been revealed to the prophet, thou wilt see their eyes flowing with tears because of that which they recognize of the truth. They say, O our Lord! we believe; write us down with the witnesses; and what should hinder us that we should not believe in God, and in that which hath come unto us of the truth? and we desire that our Lord should introduce us amongst the righteous. God hath rewarded them for that which they have said, with gardens through which flow rivers. They shall be for ever therein and that is the reward of the virtuous."

Sūrah v. 119: "And (call to mind) when God said, - O Jesus, Son of Mary! remember My favour towards thee, and towards thy Mother, when I strengthened thee with the Holy Spirit, that thou shouldst speak unto man, in the tender age, and also in mature age; and I taught thee the Scriptures, and wisdom, and the Tourāt and the Gospel; and when thou madest of clay in the form of a bird by My command, and thou blewest thereupon, and it became a bird by My command, and thou healedst the blind and the leper by My command; and when thou didst raise the dead by My command. . . . And when I spake by inspiration unto the apostles, saying, - Believe in Me, and in My apostle (i.e. Jesus) they said, - We believe; bear witness that we are true believers."

Sūrah lxxvi. 13: "And Mary the daughter of Imrān, who preserved her virginity; and We breathed into her of Our spirit, and she attested the words of her Lord and His Scriptures, and was amongst the pious."

Sūrah ix. 13: "Verily, God hath bought from the believers their selves and their wealth, on the condition of paradise for them if they fight in the ways of God: - and whether they slay or be slain, the promises of God hath revealed, and follow not their vain desires (by swearing) away from that which hath come unto thee. To every one of you have We given a law and a way; and if God had pleased, He had made you all of one faith; - but (He hath not done so, in order) that He might try you in that which He hath given you."

Sūrah v. 63: "Say, — O people of the Book! is there any other cause of your enmity against us, but that we believe in God, and in that which hath been revealed unto us, and in that which hath been revealed from before? — but the most of you are evil doers."

Sūrah v. 57: "O thou apostle! let not those grieve thee who make haste after infidelity from amongst them that say, We believe,' with their mouths, but their hearts believe not. And from amongst the weak there are that spy out in order to pervert falsehood; they spy out for another people that come not unto thee. They dislocate the word from out of its place. They say, — If this be given you, then receive it—but if it be not given you, then beware."

Sūrah v. 50: "And how will they make thee their judge, since you have beside them the Tourāt, in which is the command of God? Then they will turn their back after that, and these are not believers. Verily We have revealed the Tourāt; therein is guidance and light. The prophets that submitted themselves to God judged thereby those that were Jews; and the doctors and priests (did the same), in accordance with that which was confided to their charge of the book of God, and they were witnesses thereof. Wherefore fear not man, but fear Me, and sell not the signs of God for a small gain. And he that doth not judge according to that which God hath revealed, verily they are the unbelievers. And We have written for them, — verily life for life, and eye for eye, and nose for nose, and ear for ear, and tooth for tooth; and for wounding retaliation; and he that remitteth the same as alms it shall be an atonement unto him. And he that judgeth not by that which God hath sent down, they are the transgressors. And We caused Jesus, the Son of Mary, to follow in their footsteps, attesting the Scripture of the munificient which preceded it; and We gave Him the Gospel, wherein is guidance and light, which attests the Tourāt that preceded it, and a direction and an admonition to the pious; —that the people of the Gospel might judge according to that which God hath revealed therein, and he that doth not judge according to that which God hath revealed, verily they are the transgressors. And We have revealed unto thee the book in truth, attesting that (Scriptures) which preceded it, and a custodian (or a witness) thereof. Wherefore judgedst thou between them in accordance with that which God
trueron here is true in the Tora, and in the Gospel, and in the Qur'an. [CHRISTIANTY, JEWS, JUDAISM.]

OMER. [‘UMAR.]

OMMIADES. Arabic Banū Umaiyyah (بُنِي عُمَیْيَة), or ad-Daulat ‘U-Ima’n-iyyah (ادّ-دِّوَلَةِ عُمّىْيَة). The dynasty of Khalifahs who reigned from A.H. 41 (A.D. 661) to A.H. 132 (A.D. 750), descended from Mu‘awiyyah, who was the great grandson of Umaiyyah of the Quraish tribe. Mu‘awiyyah, the son of Abi Sufyān, took possession of the Khalifate on the death of al-Hassan, and established his capital at Damascus. The dynasty includes the names of fourteen Khalifahs.

2. Yazid (son of Mu‘awiyyah), A.H. 60.
3. Mu‘awiyyah II. (son of Yazid), A.H. 64.

The Abbasides conquered Khorsan under the brothers Ibrahim and ‘Abu T-Abbas, and refused to acknowledge Marwan. Marwan was afterwards defeated on the banks of the Zab, and fled to Egypt, where he was again defeated and slain, A.H. 132 (A.D. 750), and ‘Abu T-Abbas was proclaimed Khalifah. [KHALIFAH.]

OPTION. [KHYAB.]

ORDINATION. There is no ceremony in Islam corresponding to the Christian ordination. Sometimes the Imam of a mosque is appointed by the chief man of position binding a turban round his head. In Central Asia, Mauâwias of reputation certify as to the learning and ability of their disciples by binding a turban on their heads and authorizing them to teach. But it is not a custom of the Muslim religion.

ORNAMENTS. Men are prohibited from the use of ornaments of gold, such as rings and the like, because they are expressly forbidden by the Prophet. Ornaments of silver are likewise unlawful, but exceptions are made with respect to signet rings, girdles, or swords, which may be ornamented with silver. (Hidāyah, vol. IV. p. 92.) Ibn Zu‘air says the Prophet condemned the use of little bells as ornaments for children, for he said there was a devil in every bell. Ibn Malik says the Prophet forbade the wearing of gold rings, and he considered it just as bad to use gold ornaments. (Mishkât, book xx, ch. II. 3.)

The Wahhabis condemn the use of ornaments and silk dresses.

ORPHANS. Arabic yatim (یتیم), pl. yatimān. In Muhammadan law, the term is used for a child whose father is dead. Muhammad gave very special instructions in the Qur'an as to the treatment of orphans. See Sūrah iv. 2-7:—

"And give to the orphans their property and substitute not worthless things of your own for their valuable ones, and enjoy not their property in addition to your own; verily this is a great crime: and if ye are apprehensive that ye shall not deal fairly with orphans, then, of other women who seem good in your eyes, marry but two, or three, or four; and if ye still fear that ye shall not act equitably, then one only, or the slaves whom ye have acquired; this will make justices on your part easier. And give women their dowry as a free gift; but if of their own free will they kindly give up ought thereof to you, then enjoy it as convenient and profitable. And entrust not to the incapable the substance with which God hath placed with you as a means of support, but maintain them therewith; and clothe them, and speak to them with kindly speech. And make trial of orphans until they reach the age of marriage; and if ye perceive in them a sound judgment, then hand over their substance to them; but consume ye it not profusely and hastily. Only because they have attained their majority. And let the rich guard them not even touch it; and let him who is poor, then use it for his support with discretion. And when ye make over their substance to them, then take witnesses in their presence. God also taketh a sufficient account."

According to al-Balāwi and the Jalālīn, the Muslim commentators understand these verses differently. Mr. Sala says the true meaning seems to be: Muhammad, advising his followers that if they found they should wrong the female orphans under their care, either by marrying them against their inclinations, for the sake of their riches or beauty, or by not using or maintaining them so well as they ought for the reason of their having already several wives, they should rather choose to marry other women, to avoid all occasion of sin. Others say that when this passage was revealed, many of the Arabsians, fearing trouble and temptation, refused to take upon them the charge of orphans, and yet multiplied wives to a great excess and used them ill or, as others write, gave themselves up to fornication, which occasioned these passages. According to these, its meaning must be either that if they feared they could not act justly towards orphans, they had as great reason to apprehend they could not deal
equitably with so many wives, and therefore are commanded to marry but a certain number, or else, that since fornication was a crime as well as a wronging of orphans, they ought to avoid that also by marrying according to their abilities.

PAIGHAMBAR (بعيد). The Persian and Hindustani translation of the Arabic Reza (رون), and Nab (نیب). [PROPHET.]

PARACLETE. [PARACLET.] PARADISE. The Muhammadan Paradise is called al-Jannah (الجنة), "the garden," pl. janāts, in Arabic; and Bikhāt (جهاد), in Persian; the word al-Firdaus (الفردوس), or Paradise, being restricted to one region in the celestal abodes of bliss. There are eight heavens or paradises mentioned in the Qur'ān, and although they appear to be but eight different names for the place of bliss, Muhammadan divines have held them to be eight different stages.

They are as follows (see Ghīyāt al-Lughāt):—
1. Jannāt al-Khūl (Sūrat al-Furqān, xxv. 16), The Garden of Eternity.
2. Dār al-Sālik (Sūrat al-An'am, vi. 127), The Dwelling of Peace.
3. Dār al-Qarār (Sūrat al-Mu'min, xl. 42), The Dwelling which abideth.
5. Jannāt al-Ma'āwā (Sūrat 'as-Sajdah, xxxii. 19), The Gardens of Refuge.
7. Ilīyūn (Sūrat al-Tatāf, lxixiii. 18).

These eight stages are spoken of as eight doors in the Misrāk, book li. ch. i.)

The sensual delights of Muhammad's Paradise are proverbial, and they must have exercised a considerable influence upon the minds of the people to whom he made known his mission. There are frequent allusions to them in the Qur'ān. The following are specimens passages:—

Sūrat al-Imsān (ixxvi.), 12-22:—"God hath rewarded their constancy, with Paradise, and silken robes, reclining therein on bridal couches; nought shall they know of sun or piercing cold: its shades shall close over them, and low shall its fruits hang down: and vessels of silver and goblets like flacons shall be borne round among them: flacons of silver whose measure themselves shall note. And there shall they be given to drink of the cup tempered with zanjībīl (ginger) from the fountain therein whose name is Salsabil (i.e. the softly flowing). Blooming youths go round among them. When thou lookest at them, thou wouldst deem them scattered pearls; and when thou seest this, thou wilt see delights and a vast kingdom: their clothing green silk robes and rich brocade: with silver bracelets shall they be adorned: and drink of a pure beverage shall their Lord give them. This shall be your recompense."

Sūrat al-Waqi'ah (vi.), 12-89:—"In gardens of delight, a crowd of the former and a few of the later generations; on inwrought couches reclining on them face to face, blooming youths go round about them with goblets and ewers and a cup of flowing wine; their brows ache not from it, nor fails the sense; and with such fruits as shall please them best, and with flesh of such birds as shall long for; and theirs shall be the Houris (Arabic هری), with large dark eyes, like pearls hidden in their shells, in recompense for their labours past. No vain discourse shall they hear therein, nor charge of sin, but only cry 'Peace! Peace!' . . . Unfailing, unforsaken, and on lofty couches and of a rare creation have we made the Houris, and we have made them ever virgins, dear to their spouses and of equal age, for the people of the right hand, a crown of the former, and a crowd of the later generations."

Sūrat al-Rahmān (lv.), 54-56:—"On couches with linings of brocade shall they recline, and the fruit of the two gardens shall be within their easy reach . . . . Therein shall be the damasles with retiring glances, whom neither man nor jinn hath touched before them."

Sūrat al-Muḥammad (xlvii.), 16, 17:—"Therein are rivers of water which corrupt not: rivers of milk, whose taste changeth not: and rivers of wine, delicious to those who quaff it; and rivers of clarified honey: and therein are all kinds of fruit for them from their Lord."

The descriptions of the celestial regions and the enjoyments promised to the faithful are still more minutely given in the traditional sayings of the Prophet; see Misrāk, book xxiii. ch. xiii.

Abū Mūqīr relates that "the Apostle of God said, Verily there is a tent for every Muslim in Paradise, it is made of one pearl, its interior empty, its breadth 60 kus, and in every corner of it will be his wives: and they
shall not see one another. The Muslim shall love them alternately," do.

Abu Sa'id relates that "the Apostle of God said, 'He who is least amongst the people of Paradise, shall have eighty thousand slaves, and seventy-two women, and has a tent pitched for him of pearls, rubies, and emeralds . . . . Those who die in the world, young or old, are made of thirty years of age, and not more, when they enter Paradise.'"

Abu Sa'id also relates that "the Apostle of God said, 'Verily a man in Paradise reclines upon seventy cushions, before he turns on his other side. Then a woman of Paradise comes to him and pats him on the shoul-
ders, and the man sees his face in her cheek, which is brighter than a looking-glass, and verily her most inferior pearl brightens the east and west. Then the woman makes a salam to him, which he returns; and the man says, 'Who are you?' and she replies, 'I am of the number promised of God for the virtuous.' And verily she will have seventy garments, and the man's eyes will be fixed on them, till he will see the marrow of the bones of her legs through the calves of them, and she will have crowns on her head, the meanest pearl of which would give light between the east and west.'"

One of the attractions of Paradise is the river 'Kausar. (KAUSAR.) According to Anas, "the Apostle of God said, it is a river which God has given me in Paradise, its water is whiter than milk, and sweeter than honey, and on its waters are birds whose necks are like the necks of camels."

"The following is an instance of the way in which the Prophet endeavoured to suit his paradise to the tastes of the people:—

Abu Aiyub says, "An Arab came to the Prophet and said, 'O Apostle of God! I am fond of horses; are there any in Paradise?' The Prophet replied, 'If you are taken into Paradise, you will get a ruby horse, with two wings, and you will mount him, and he will carry you wherever you wish.'"

Abu Hurairah says, "Verily the Apostle of God said, when an Arab was sitting near him, that a man of the people of Paradise will ask permission of his Lord to cultivate land, and God will say, 'Have you not everything you could wish for? What will you cultivate?' The man will say, 'Yes, everything is present, but I am fond of cultivating. Then he will be permitted to cultivate, and he will sow, and, quicker than the twinkling of an eye, it will grow, become ripe, and be reaped, and it will stand in sheaves like mountains.'"

The apologists for Islam, Carlyle for example, have suggested that the sensual delights of Muhammad's paradise may, after all, be taken in a figurative sense, as the Revelation of St. John or the Song of Solomon. It is quite true that such an interpretation is hinted at in the Addāfīq u-ṭallāf (Thompson's translation, p. 102), and Mr. Lane in his *Egyptian* (vol. i. p. 84) says that a Muslim of some learning considered the descriptions of Paradise figurative, but such is not the view held by Muhammadan doctors, whether Sunni, Shi'ah, or Wahhābī. They are all agreed as to the literal interpretation of the sensual enjoyments of the Muslim paradise, and many are the books written giving minute particulars of the joys in store for the faithful.

Islam, true to its anti-Christian character, preaches a sensual abode of bliss, in opposition to the express teaching of our Lord in Matt. xxiii. 30: "They neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in heaven."

Were proof needed, to show that the Prophet taught a real and literal interpretation of the sensual delights of the abodes of bliss, a tradition of high authority is found in the Sahih Muslim (p. 379), vide also Mishkāt, book xxiii. ch. 13, in which the Prophet goes to some trouble to explain the sanitary laws of the heavenly kingdom, in the most literal manner possible. Sir William Muir says: "It is remarkable that the notices in the Corān of this voluptuous Paradise are almost entirely confined to a time when, whatever the tendency of his desires, Mahomet was living chaste and temperate with a single wife of three score years of age. Gibbon characteristically observes that 'Mahomet has not specified the male companions of the female elect, lest he should either alarm the jealousy of the former husbands, or disturb their felicity by the suspicion of an everlasting marriage.' The remark, made inRailly, is pregnant with reason, and aims a fatal blow at the Paradise of Islam. Faithful women will renew their youth in heaven as well as faithful men: why should not their good works merit an equal and analogous reward? But Mahomet shrank from this legitimate conclusion. It is noteworthy that in the Medina Suras—that is in all the voluminous revelations of the ten years following the Hegira—women are only twice referred to as one of the delights of Paradise; and on both occasions in these simple words:— and to them (believers) there shall be therein pure wives." (Sūrah ii. 29, Sūrah iv. 60.) Was it that satisety had then left no longings unfulfilled; or that a closer contact with Judaism had repressed the budding prurience of his revelations, and covered with confusion the picture of a sensual Paradise which had been drawn at Mecca?" (Leaves of Mahomet, new ed. p. 82 and note.)

Sir W. Muir has omitted a third passage, Sūrah iii. 18, where "women of stainless purity" are spoken of, but it is remarkable how much more restrained are the Prophet's descriptions of Paradise in his later revelations. For example, Sūrah xiii. 23, 24, 35— "Gardens of Eden—into which they shall enter together with the just of their fathers, and their wives and their descendants, and the angels shall go in unto them every portal: Peace be with you, say they; blessed is ye have endured all things . . . . The rivers flow beneath its bowers; its food and its shades are perpetual."
PARDON FOR SIN

The words used to express pardon for sins on the part of the Almighty, are 'Afāf (عفاف), Mafālifah (مغفرة), and Ghafārān (غفران). The act of seeking pardon is Istighfār (إسحاق). The following is the teaching of the Qur`ān on the subject:

Sūrah lii. 32, 33: "God's is what is in the heavens and what is in the earth, that He may reward those who do evil with evil, and those who do good with good. Those who shun great sins and iniquities—all but venial sins—verily thy Lord is of ample forgiveness."

Sūrah lvii. 12: "Verily those who fear their Lord in secret, for them is forgiveness and a great reward."

Sūrah xxiii. 20: "He (God) will correct you for your works and pardon you for your sins; for he who obeys God and His Apostle has attained a mighty happiness."

Sūrah xxxv. 8: "Those who believe and do right, for them is forgiveness."

Sūrah vii. 29: "O ye who believe! If ye fear God, He will make for you a discrimination, and will cover your offences and will forgive you; for God is the Lord of mighty grace.

Repentance is expressed in the Qur`ān by the word Taubah (ترحيب), which the Imām an-Nawawī says means "turning the heart from sin." (Commentary on Šaikhī Muslim, vol. ii. p. 364.) The word frequently occurs in the Qur`ān. For example:

Sūrah lv. 30: "If they repent and amend, then let them be. Verily God relenteth. He is merciful." (مغفرة)

Sūrah xxv. 71: "Whose hath repented and hath done what is right, verily it is he who turneth to God with a true conversion" (مغفرة).

The teaching of the traditions on the subject of repentance and pardon for sin is in some places exceedingly wild, as will be seen from the following selections taken from the sayings of the Prophet given in the Mishkār, book x, ch. iii:—

"There was a man of the children of Israel, who killed ninety-nine people, after which he came out, asking if his repentance would be accepted; and having met a monk, he asked him, 'Is there acceptance for my repentance?' The monk said, 'No.' Then the man killed the monk, and stood asking people about the approval of his repentance. And a man said to him, 'Come to such a village.' Then the signs of immediate death were upon him, and he tried to reach the village upon his knees, and died on the way. Then the angels of mercy and punishment disputed about him. Then God ordered the village towards which the man had attempted to go to be near to the corpse; and the village which he had fled from to be far away from him. Then God said to the angels, 'Compute, and measure the distance between the two villages.' And it was found that the village towards which he was going was nearer to him by one span. And he was pardoned.

"An incessant sinner has not sinned that has asked pardon, although he may have sinned seventy times a day, because asking pardon is the coverer of sin."

"God has said, 'Verily if you come before Me with sins equal to the dust of the earth, and then come before Me without associating anything with Me, verily I will come before you with the pardon equal to the dust of the earth.'"

"Verily God accepts of the repentance of His servant as long as is soul does not come into his threat."

"I swear by God that verily I ask pardon of God and repent before Him more than seventy times daily."

"Verily my heart is veiled with melancholy, and verily I ask pardon of God one hundred times a day."

"Verily, when a true believer commits a sin, a black spot is created in his heart; and if he repents and asks pardon of God, the black spot is rubbed off his heart; but if he increases his sins, the black spot increases, so that it takes hold of the whole heart. Then this spot is a rust which God has mentioned in the Qur`ān, ‘their hearts became rusty from their works.’"

"Verily there were two men of the children of Israel who had a friendship of each other. One of them was a worshipper of God, and the other a sinner. The worshipper of God said to the sinner, 'Give up sinning.' He said, 'Leave me to my Lord.' At length he found him committing a very great sin, and said, 'Give up sinning.' The sinner said, 'Leave me to my Lord. Were you sent as a guard over me?' The worshipper said, 'I swear by God He will not always forgive your sins, nor will He bring you into Paradise.' Then God sent an angel to them, who took both their souls, and they both appeared before God together. And God said to the sinner, 'Come into Paradise.' And He said to the other: 'What, can you prevent My compassion on my servant?' He said, 'I cannot, O my Lord.' And God said to the angels, 'Carry him to the fire.'"

PARENTAGE

The periods of six months and of two years are fixed as the shortest and longest periods of pregnancy, and consequently any child born within those periods is assumed to be the child of the woman’s husband, even though she be either a widow or divorced. This strange ruling of Muslim law is founded on a declaration of Ayishah, who is related to have said, "The child does not remain in the womb of the mother beyond two years."

The Imām al-Shāfi‘ī has said the longest period of pregnancy extends to four years. (Hamilton’s Tafsir, vol. i. p. 388.)

If a person acknowledge the parentage of a child who is able to give an account of himself, and the ages of the parties are such as to admit of the one being the child of the other, and the parentage of the child be not
well known to any person, and the child himself verify the statement, the parentage is established. (Ibid., vol. iii. p. 169.)

PARENTS, Duty to, is frequently enjoined in the Qur'ān; for example, Sūrah xvii. 26, 25: “Thy Lord hath decreed that ye shall not serve other than Him, and that ye be kind to your parents, whether one or both of them be old age with thee; and ye must not say, ‘Piecemeal!’ (Uff) nor grumble at them, but speak to them a generous speech. And lower to them the wing of humility out of compassion, and say, ‘O Lord! have compassion on them, as they brought me up when I was little!’”

PARISH. In connection with the mosques of cities and villages there are appointed districts not unlike English parishes. Within these districts the Imam of the mosque is held responsible for the marriages and burials of the people, and his services can be claimed for these ceremonies, for which they may receive customary fees. At a festival Maulawi performing marriages or burials, is expected to obtain the permission of the Imam of the parish. In fact, the position of the Imam of a mosque is similar to that of a beneficed clergyman. He receives the marriage and burial fees, fees at the ceremony of circumcision, thank offerings on the birth of a child, or on recovery from sickness, presents on the festival days, &c., as well as the waqf, or endowment, of the mosque.

Parsi. [Mazjub.] Parturition. [Nifār.]

PATIENCE. Arabic sabr (صبر), is frequently enjoined in the Qur'an, e.g. Sūrah ii. 148 : "O ye who believe, seek help through patience and prayer; verily God is with the patient."

Pawning. [Bain.]

Pen, The, of Faith. [Qalam.]

Pentateuch. [Taubat.]

Pestilence. Arabic ti'iyān (تیان), wābī (وابی). According to the teaching of Muhammad in the traditions, a pestilence is a punishment sent by God, it is also an occasion of martyrdom, and that Muslim who abides in the place where he is at the time of a pestilence, and dies of it, is admitted to the rank of a martyr. It is also enjoined that Muslims shall not enter a place where there is a pestilence raging, but remain where they are until it is passed. (Mishkār, book v. ch. 1.)

Pharaoh. Arabic Fī'ra'ūn (فرعون). Heb. Yāhūn. The King of Egypt in the time of Moses. Considered by all Muhammadans to be the very personification of wickedness.

Al-Baṣīrī says Fīra'ūn was the common title of the kings of Egypt, just as Cæsar was that of the Roman Emperors, and that the name of Pharaoh, according to some, was al-Walid ibn Mūs'ab, and according to others Mūs'ab ibn Rāyām, and according to others Qābil, and that he lived 620 years. Abūl-Fidā' says that Mūs'ab being 170 years old, and having no child, whilst he kept his herd, he saw a cow calf, and heard her say at the same time, "O Mūs'ab, be not grieved, thou shalt have a son, a wicked son, who shall be cast into hell," and that this son was the wicked Fīra'ūn of the time of Moses.

In the Qur'an, Sūrah xxxviii. 11, he is surnamed Fī'ra'ūn Zā' i-Autād, or "Pharaoh the master of the Stakes, who called the Apostles liars." Some say the stakes refer to the strength of his kingdom, others that they were implements of torture and death which he used.

Pharaoh was drowned in the Red Sea, and the commentators say that Gabriel would not let his body sink, but that it floated as a sign and a warning to the children of Israel. (See Qur'an, Sūrah x. 90-92.)

A further account of Pharaoh, as given in the Qur'an, will be found in the article on Moses. The Pharaoh of Joseph's time is said to be Rāyām ibn al-Walid al-Amilī, the ancestor of the renowned Pharaoh in the time of Moses. [Moses.]

Philosophy, Muslim. Arabic falsafah (فلسفة), or 'ilmu 'l-hikmah (علم الحكمة). The following account of Arabian philosophy is taken with permission from Professor Ueberweg's History of Philosophy, translated by G. S. Morris, M.A. (Holder and Stoughton), vol. i. p. 403:

"The whole philosophy of the Arabsians was only a form of Aristotelianism, tempered more or less with Neo-Platonic conceptions. The medical and physical science of the Greeks and Greek philosophy became known to the Arabs especially under the rule of the Abbasids (from A.D. 750 on), when medical, and afterwards (from the time of the reign of Almamun, in the first half of the ninth century) philosophical works were translated from Greek into Syriac and Arabic by Syriac Christians. The tradition of Greek philosophy was associated with that combination of Platonism and Aristotelianism which prevailed among the last philosophers of antiquity, and with the study by Christian theologians of the Aristotelian logic as a formal organon of dogmatics; but in view of the rigid monotheism of the Mohammedan religion, it was necessary that the Aristotelian metaphysics, and especially the Aristotelian theology, should be more fully adopted among the Arabs than among the Neo-Platonists and Christians, and that in consequence of the union among the former of philosophical with medical studies, the works of Aristotle on natural science should be studied by them with especial zeal.

"Of the Arabian philosophers in the East, the most important were Alkandi (al-Kindī), who was still more renowned as a mathematician and astrologer; Alfarabi (al-Farābī), who adopted the Neo-Platonic doctrine of
emation; Avicenna (Abū Sinā), the representative of a purer Aristotelianism and a man who for centuries, even among the Christian scholars of the later medieval centuries, stood in the highest consideration as a philosopher, and, still more, as a teacher of medicine; and, finally, Al-Ghazālī, who maintained a philosophical skepticism in the interest of theological orthodoxy.

"The most important Arabic philosophers in the West were Avenpace (Ibn Badīʿ), Abūnbaṣer (Abū Bakr Ibn Ṭuṭaf), and Averroès (Ibn Rašīd). Avenpace and Abūnbaṣer dwell in their works on the idea of the independent and gradual development of man. Abūnbaṣer (in his 'Natural Man') develops this idea in a spirit of opposition to positive religion, although he affirms that positive religion and philosophical doctrine pursue the same end, namely, the union of the human intellect with the divine. Averroès, the celebrated commentator of Aristotle, interprets the doctrine of the latter respecting the active and the passive intellect in a sense which nearly approaches pantheism and which excludes the idea of individual immortality. He admits the existence of only one active intellect, and affirms that this belongs in common to the whole human race, that it becomes temporarily particularized in individuals, but that each of its emanations becomes finally reabsorbed in the original whole, in which alone, therefore, they possess immortality.

"The acquaintance of the Mohammedan Arabs with the writings of Aristotle was brought about through the agency of Syrian Christians. Before the time of Mohammed, many Nestorian Syrians lived among the Arabs as physicians. Mohammed also had intercourse with Nestorian monks. Harēth Ibn Cālida, the friend and physician of the Prophet, was a Nestorian. It was not, however, until after the extinction of the Mohammedan rule over Syria and Persia, and chiefly after the Abbaside had commenced to reign (A.D. 750), that foreign learning, especially in medicine and philosophy, became generally known among the Arabs. Philosophy had already been cultivated in those countries during the last days of Neo-Platonism, by David the Armenian (about 500 A.D.; his 'Proleg. to Philos.' and the 'Isagoge,' and his commentary on the 'Catég., in Brandis' Collection of Scholia to Arist.; his works, Venice, 1823; on him cf. C. F. Neumann, Paris, 1829) and afterwards by the Syrians, especially Christian Syrians, translated Greek authors, particularly medical, but afterward philosophical authors also, first into Syriac, and then from Syriac into Arabic (or they, perhaps, made use also of earlier Syriac translations some of which are to-day extant).

"During the reign and at the instance of Almansūr (A.D. 813-833), the first translations of works of Aristotle into Arabic were made, under the direction of John Isbn-al-Batūrî (i.e. the son of the Patriarch, who, according to one authority[11, p. 57], is to be distinguished from Johannes Mesue, the physician), these translations, in part still extant, were regarded (according to Abulfaragius, 'Hist. Dynast.,' p. 183 et al.) as faithful but inelegant.

"A man more worthy of mention is Hūseyn Ibn Isḥāk (Johnnitus), a Nestorian, who flourished under Motewakkil, and died in 876. Acquainted with the Syriac, Arabic, and Greek languages, he was at the head of a school of interpreters at Bagdad, to which his son Isḥāk Ben Hūseyn and his nephew Hōbeisūf-īs艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾艾滋病。
change and all development must have a cause. Alfarabi distinguishes \( \text{Fonte Quaestum} \) (sec. 16), in Schmölzer, \textit{Doc. Phil. Ar.}, p. 44), because that which has existence, and that which has a necessary existence, just as Plato and Aristotle distinguish between the changeable and the eternal. If the possible is to exist in reality, a cause is necessary, therefore the world is composite, hence it had a beginning or was caused (causas causas). But the series of causes and effects can neither reside in \( \text{infinitas}, \) nor return like a circle into itself; it must, therefore, depend upon some necessary link, and this link is the first being (\textit{causa prima}). This first being exists necessarily; the supposition of its non-existence involves a contradiction. It is uncaused, and needs in order to its existence no cause external to itself. It is the cause of all that exists. Its eternity implies its perfection. It is free from all accidents. It is simple and unchangeable. As the absolutely Good it is at once absolute thought, absolute object of thought, and absolute thinking being (\textit{intelligens, intelligibile, intelligens}). It has wisdom, life, insight, might, and will, beauty, excellence, brightness; it enjoys the highest happiness, is the first willing being and the first object of will (\textit{desire}). In the knowledge of this being, Alfarabi (\textit{De rebus studiis Arist. phil. proemiat. Comm.}, ch. 4, \textit{op. Schmölzer. Doc. phil. Ar.}, p. 22), sees the end of philosophy, and he defines the practical duty of man as consisting in rising, so far as human force permits it, to likeness with God. In his teachings respecting that which is caused by or derived from God (\textit{Fonte Quaest.}, ch. 6 seq.), Alfarabi follows the Neo-Platonists. His fundamental conception is expressed by the word \textit{esamon}. From this intellect flowed forth, as a new emanation, the Osmaical Soul, in the complication and combination of whose basis of corporeality is to be found. Emanation proceeds from the higher or outer spheres to the lower or inner ones. In bodies, matter and form are necessarily combined with each other. Terrestrial bodies are composed of the four elements. The lower physical powers, up to the potential intellect, are dependent on matter. The potential intellect, through the operation (in-beaming) of the active divine intellect, is made actual (\textit{intellectus in actu} or \textit{in effectus}), and this actual intellect, as resulting from development, may be called acquired intellect (\textit{intellectus acquisitus}). It is a subject of the metaphysics of Alexander of Aphrodisias, concerning the \( \text{νόης} \) \textit{εξωμενής}. The actual human intellect is free from matter, and is a simple substance, which alone survives the death of the body and remains indestructible. \( \text{Evil} \) is a necessary condition of good in a finite
world. All things are under divine guidance and are good, since all was created by God. Between the human understanding and the things which it seeks to know (as Alfarabi teaches, De Intelecto et Intellectu, p. 48 seq.) a similarity of form, which arises from their having both been formed by the same first being, and which makes knowledge possible.

"Avicenna (Abu Ali Al Hosain Abdullah Ibn Sina) was born at Afeza, in the province of Bokhara, in the year 980. His mind was early developed by the study of theology, philosophy, and medicine, and in his youth he had already written a scientific encyclopedia. He taught medicine and philosophy in Isphahan. He died at Hamadan in the fifty-eighth year of his life. His moral Canon was employed for centuries as the basis of instruction. In philosophy he set out from the doctrines of Alfarabi, but modified them by omitting many Neo-Platonic theorems and approximating more nearly to the real doctrine of Aristotle. The principle on which his logic was founded, and which Avicenna adopted and Albertus Magnus often cites, was destined to exert a great influence. It was worded thus: "Intelluctus in formis suis universalisatet (Alb., De Proedicab. i. 3 and 5)."

The genus, as also the species, the differentia, the accidents, and the proprium, are in themselves neither universal nor singular. But the thinking mind, by comparing the similar forms, forms the genus logicum, which answers to the definition of the genus, viz.: that it is predicated of many objects specifically different, and answers the question, 'What is it?' (tellis quiditatis). It is the genus naturale, which furnishes the basis of comparison. When the mind adds to the generic and specific the individual accidents, the singular is formed (Avic., Log., Venice edition, 1508, t. 12, ap. Prantl, Geschichte der Logik, ii. 347 seq.) Only figuratively, according to Avicenna, can the genus be called matter and the species a difference form; such phraseology (frequent in Aristotle) is not strictly correct. Avicenna distinguishes several modes of generic existence, viz.: ante res, in res, and post res. Genera are ante res in the mind of God; for all that exists is related to God as a work of art is related to an artist; it existed in his wisdom and will before its entrance into the world of manifold existence; in this sense, and only in this sense, is the universal before the individual. Realized with its accidents in matter, the genus constitutes the natural thing, res naturalis, in which the universal essence is immanent. The third mode of the existence of the genus is that which it has in being conceived by the human intellect; when the latter abstracts the form and then compares it again with the individual objects to which by one and the same definition it belongs, in this comparison (respectus) is contained the universal (Avic., Log., t. 12; Metaph., v. 1, 2, 57, in Prantl, ii. p. 549). Our thought, which is directed to things, contains nevertheless dispositions which are peculiar to itself; when things are thought, there is added in thought something which does not exist outside of thought. Thus universality as such, the generic concept and the specific difference, the subject and predicate, and other similar elements, belong only to thought. Now it is possible to direct the attention, not merely to things, but also to the dispositions which are peculiar to thought, and this takes place in logic (Metaph., l. 2; iii. 10, in Prantl, ii. p. 820 seq.). On this basis the distinction of 'first' and 'second intentions.' The direction of attention to things is the first intention (intentio pravia); the second intention (intentio secunda) is directed to the dispositions which are peculiar to our thinking concerning things. Since the universal as such belongs not to things, but to thought, it belongs to the second intention. The principle of individual plurality, according to Avicenna, is a matter, which he regards, not with Alfarabi, as an emanation from the Cosmical Soul, but with Aristotle as eternal and uncreated; all potentiality is grounded in it, as actuality is in God. Nothing changeable can come forth directly from the unchangeable first cause. His first and only direct product is the act (agentia prima) (the ousia of Platonists, as with Alfarabi); from it the chain of emanations extends through the various celestial spheres down to our earth. But the issuing of the lower from the higher is to be conceived, not as a single, temporal act, but as an eternal act, in which cause and effect are synchronous. The cause which gave to things their existence must continually maintain them in existence; it is an error to imagine that things once brought into existence continue of themselves. Notwithstanding its dependence on God, the world has existed from eternity. Time and motion always were (Avic. Metaph., vi. 2, et alii. cf. the account in the Tractatus de erronis, ap. Hauréau, Ph. Sc., i. p. 368). Avicenna distinguishes a twofold development of our potential understanding into actuality, the one common, depending on instruction, the other real and specific on immediate divine illumination. According to a report transmitted to us by Averroës, Avicenna, in his Philosophia Orientalis, which has not come down to us, contradicted his Aristotelian principles, and conceived God as a heavenly body.

"Algaazel (Abu Hamed Mohammed Ibn Achmed Al-Ghazâlì), born A.D. 1058 at Ghazâlah in Khorasan, taught first at Bagdad, and afterwards, having become a Sâfi, resided in Syria. He died A.D. 1111 at Tuz. He was a sceptic in philosophy, an atheist, and only that his faith might be all the stronger in the doctrine of theology. His course in this respect marked a reaction of the exclusively religious principle of Mohammedanism against philosophical speculation—which in spite of all accommodation had not mastered basically orthodox—and particularly against Aristotelianism; but it was the mysticism of the Neo-Platonists, on the contrary, and the Sâfi of Algaazel, there existed an essential affinity. In his Mukaddul al-fikir (Maqasirul-Falâ
in about the year 1100, at Wadi-Ashch (Gudix), in Andalusia, and died in 1185, in Morocco. He was celebrated as a physician, mathematician, philosopher, and poet, and pursued still further the path of speculation opened up by Ibn Badja. His chief work, that has come down to us, is entitled *Hujj Ibn Jakhdhan (Hüyyu bnu Yuyğan)*, i.e. the Living One, the Son of the Waking One. The fundamental idea is the same as in Ibn Badja's *Conduct of the Solitary*; it is an exposition of the gradual development of the capacities of man to the point where his intellect becomes one with the Divine. But Ibn Tophail goes considerably farther than his predecessor in maintaining the independence of man in opposition to the institutions and opinions of human society. In his theory he represents the individual as developing himself without external aid. That independence of thought and will, which man now owes to the whole course of the previous history of the human race, is regarded by him as existing in the natural man, out of whom he makes an extra-historical ideal (like Rousseau in the eighteenth century). Ibn Tophail regards positive religion, with its law founded on reward and punishment, as only a necessary means of discipline for the multitude; religious conceptions are in his view only types or envelopes of that truth to the logical comprehension of which the philosopher gradually approaches.

"Averroes (Abul Walid Mohammed Ibn Achiem Ibn Roschd), born A.D. 1186, at Cordova, where his grandfather and father filled high judicial offices, studied first positive theology and jurisprudence, and then medicine, mathematics, and philosophy. He obtained subsequently the office of judge at Seville, and afterwards at Cordova. He was a junior contemporary and friend of Ibn Tophail, who presented him to Calif Abu Jacob Jusuf, soon after the latter's ascent of the throne (1188), and recommended him, in place of himself, for the work of preparing an analysis of the works of Aristotle. Ibn Roschd won the favour of this prince, who was quite familiar with the problems of philosophy, and at a later epoch he became his physician in ordinary (1182). For a time also he was in favour with a son of the prince, Jacob Almanzur, who succeeded to his father's rule in 1184, and he was still honoured by him in 1195. But soon after this date he was accused of cultivating the philosophy and science of antiquity to the prejudice of the Mohammedan religion, and was robbed by Almanzur of his dignities and banished to Elisam (Lucena) near Cordova; he was afterwards tolerated in Morocco. A strict prohibition was issued against the study of Greek philosophy, and whatever works on logic and metaphysics were discovered were delivered to the flames. Averroes died in 1196, in his thirty-third year. Under the rule of the Moors in Spain came to an end. The Arabic philosophy was extinguished, and liberal culture sunk under the
exclusive rule of the Koran and of dogmatics.

Averroës shows for Aristotle the most unconditional reverence, going in this respect much farther than Avicenna; he considers him, as the founders of religion are wont to be considered, as the man whom alone, among all men, God permitted to reach the highest summit of perfection. Aristotle, in his opinion, the founder and perfector of scientific knowledge. In logic, Averroës everywhere limits himself to merely annotating Aristotle. The principle of Avicenna: intellectus in formas agit universalitatem, is also his (Aver., De An., i. 8, cf. Alb. M., De Princib., ii. ch. 6). Science treats not of universal things, but of individuals under their universal aspect, which the understanding recognizes after making abstraction of their common nature (Destr. destr. fol. 17: Scientia autem non est scientia re universali, sed est scientia particularitatum modo universaliter, quae facit intellectus in particularitatum, quas abstrahit ob his naturam unum communem, quae dicitur est in materialis.) The forms, which are developed through the influence of higher forms, and in the last resort through the influence of Deity, are contained embryonically in matter.

The most noticeable thing in his psychology is the explanation which he gives of the Aristotelian distinction between the active and the passive intellect (νοῦς παθητικός and ποιητικός). Thomas Aquinas, who opposes the explanation, gives it in these words: Intelllectum substantiam esse omnino ab omnina separatum, esseque unum in omnibus hominibus; nec Deus facere posse quod sit plures intellectus; but, he says, Averroës added: rationem condit de necessitate quod intellectus est unus numero, firmiter tamen teneto oppositum per fidem. In his commentary to the twelfth book of the Metaphysics, Averroës compares the relation of the active reason to man with that of the sun to vision; as the sun, by its light, brings about the act of vision, so do the active reason enables us to know; hereby the rational capacity in man is developed into actual reason, which is one with the active reason. Averroës attempts to recognize two opinions, the one of which he ascribes to Alexander of Aphrodisias, and the other to Theophrastus and the other commentators. Alexander, he says, had held the passive intellect (νοῦς παθητικός) to be a mere ‘disposition’ connected with the animal faculties, and, in order that it might be able perfectly to receive all forms, absolutely formless; this disposition was in us, but the active intellect (νοῦς ποιητικός), was without us; after our death, our individual intellects no longer existed. Theophrastus, on the contrary, and the other commentators, had regarded the passive intellect not as a mere disposition connected with the lower psychical powers, but as inhering in the same substratum to which the active intellect belonged; this substratum, according to them, was distinct from those animal powers of the soul which depend on material organs, and as it was immaterial, immortality was to be predicated of the individual intellect imbedding in it. Averroës, on the other hand, held that the passive intellect (νοῦς παθητικός) was, indeed, more than a mere disposition, and assumed (with Theophrastus and most of the other Commentators, except Alexander) that the same substance was passive and active intellect (namely, the former in so far as it received form, the latter in so far as it constructed forms); but he denied that the same substance in itself and in its individual existence was both passive and active, assuming (with Alexander) that there existed only one active intellect in the world, and that man had only the ‘disposition’ in virtue of which he could be affected by the active intellect; when the active intellect came in contact with this disposition there arose in us the passive or material intellect, the one active intellect becoming on its entrance into the plurality of souls particularised in them, just as light is decomposed into the different colours in bodies. The passive intellect was (according to Munk’s translation): Une chose composée de la disposition qui existe en nous et d’un intellect qui se joint à cette disposition, et qui, en tant qu’il y est joint, est un intellect prédestiné (en puissance) et non pas un intellect en acte, mais qui est intellect en acte en tant qu’il n’est plus joint à la disposition’ (from the Commentaire moyen sur le traité de l’âme, in Munk’s Méi, p. 447); the active intellect worked first upon the passive, so as to develop it into actual and acquired intellect, and then on this latter, which it absorbed into itself, so that after our death it could be said that our νοῦς, mind, continued to exist—though not as an individual substance, but only as an element of the universal mind. But Averroës did not identify this universal mind (as Alexander of Aphrodisias identified the νοῦς ποιητικός) with the Deity himself, but conceived it (following in this the earlier Arabian commentators and directly the Neoplatonists) as an emanation from the Deity, and as the mover of the lowest of the celestial circles, i.e. the sphere of the moon; this doctrine was developed by Averroës, particularly in his commentaries on the De Anima, whereas, in the Paraphrase (written earlier) he had expressed himself in a more individualistic sense (Aver., op. Munk, Mélanges, p. 442 seq.). The psychological teaching of Averroës resembled, therefore, in the character of its definitions, that of Theophrastus, but in its real content that of Alexander Aphrodisiensis, since both Averroës and Alexander limited the individual existence of the human intellect (νοῦς) to the period preceding death, and recognized the eternity only of the one universal active intellect (νοῦς ποιητικός). For this reason the doctrine of the Alexandriote and of the Averroists were both condemned by the Catholic Church.

Averroës professed himself in no sense hostile to religion, least of all to Mohammedanism, which he regarded as the most perfect
of all religions. He demanded in the philosopher a grateful adherence to the religion of his people, the religion in which he was educated; by this ‘adherence’ he meant only a skilful accommodation of his views and life to the requirements of positive religion—a course which could not but fail to satisfy the real defenders of the religious principle. Averroës considered religion as containing philosophical truth under the veil of figurative representation; by allegorical interpretation one might advance to purer knowledge, while the masses held to the literal sense. The highest grade of intelligence was philosophical knowledge; the peculiar religion of the philosopher consisted in the deepening of his knowledge; for man could offer to God no worthier cultus than that of the knowledge of his works, through which we attain to the knowledge of God himself in the fulness of His essence. (Averroës in the larger Commentary on the Metaph. op. Min. Paris. p. 455 seq.)"

Dr. Marcus Dods remarks that "in philosophy the attainments of the Arabian have probably been overrated (see Lit. Hist. of Middle Ages, by Berrington, p. 445) rather than depreciated. As middle-men or transmitters, indeed, their importance can scarcely be too highly estimated. They were keen students of Aristotle when the very language in which he wrote was unknown in Roman Christendom; and the commentaries of Averroës on the most exact of Greek philosophers are said to be worthy of the text. It was at the Mohammedan university in his native city of Cordova, and from Arabian teachers, that this precursor of Spinoza derived those germs of thought whose fruit may be seen in the whole history of scholastic theology. And just before Averroës entered these learned halls, a young man passed from them, equipped with the same learning, and gifted with genius and penetration of judgment which have made his opinions final wherever the name of Maimonides is known. Undoubtedly these two—Mohammedan Arab and the Arabic-speaking Jew—have left their mark deep on all subsequent Jewish and Christian learning. And even though it be doubted whether their influence has been wholly beneficial, they may well be claimed as instances of the intellectual ardour which Mohammedan learning could inspire or awaken. A recent writer of great promise in the philosophy of religion has assigned to the Arab thinkers the honourable function of creating modern philosophy. 'Theology and philosophy became in the hands of the Moors fused and blended; the Greek scientific theory as to the origin of things interwove with the Hebrew faith in a Creator. And so speculation became in a new and higher sense theistic, and the interstices of the universe, the explication of God's relation to it and its relation to God.' (Fairbairn's Studies, p. 398.) But speculation had become theistic long before there was an Arab philosophy. The same questions which form the staple of modern philo-

sophy were discussed at Alexandria three centuries before Mohammed; and there is scarcely a Christian thinker of the third or fourth century who does not write in presence of the great problem of God's connection with the world, the relation of the Infinite to the finite, of the unseen intangible Spirit to the gross material universe. What we have here to do with, however, is not to ascertain whether modern philosophy be truly the offspring of the unexpected marriage of Aristotle and the Koran, but whether the religion promulgated in the latter is or is not obstructive of intellectual effort and enlightenment. And enough has been said to show that there is nothing in the religion which necessarily and directly tends to obstruct either philosophy or science; though when we consider the history and achievements of that race which has for six centuries been the leading representative of Islam, we are inclined to shrink from nothing in the religion which necessarily leads on the mind to the highest intellectual effort. Voltaire, in his own nervous way, exclaims, 'I detest the Turks, as the tyrants of their wives and the enemies of the arts.' And the religion has shown an affinity for such uncivilised races. It has not taken captive any race which possesses a rich literature, nor has it given birth to any work of which the world demands a translation; and precisely in so far as individuals have shown themselves possessed of great speculative and creative genius, have they departed from the rigid orthodoxy of the Koran. We should conclude, therefore, that the outburst of literary and scientific enthusiasm in the eighteenth century was due, not directly to the influence of the Mohammedan religion, but to the mental awakening and exultant consciousness of power and widened horizon that came to the conquering Saracens. At first their newly-awakened energy found scope in other fields than that of philosophy. 'Marte undique obstrepetis, suis vis erit focus.' But when the din of war died down, the voice of the Musulman was heard, and the same fervour which had made the Saracen arms irresistible, was spent now in the acquirement of knowledge.'—Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ, p. 113.)

PICTURES. Muhammad cursed the painter or drawer of men and animals (Mishkît, book xii, ch. i. pt. 1), and consequently they are held to be unlawful.

PILGRIMAGES TO MAKKAH are of two kinds: the Hajj or special pilgrimage performed in the month of Zu'l-Hijjah, and the 'Umrah, or visitation, which may be performed at any time of the year. [MAJ., 'UMRAH.]

PIR. (pîr). The Persian word for an elder. A term used for a murshid, or religious leader. [SAIFISM.]

PLAGUES OF EGYPT. The following references occur to the ten plagues of Egypt in the Qur'an.
Sūrah viii. 127–135: "Already had we chastised the people of Pharaoh with dearth and scarcity of fruits, that haply they might take warning: and when good fell to their lot they said, 'This is our due.' But if ill befell them, they regarded Moses and his partizans as (the birds) of ill omen. Yet, was not their evil omen from God? But most of them knew it not. And they said, 'Whatever sign thou bring us for our enchantment, we will not believe on thee. And we sent upon them the flood and the locusts and the qu mmal (lies) and the frogs and the blood,—clear signs—but they behaved wrongly, and were sinful people. And when any plague fell upon them, they said, 'O Moses! pray for us to thy Lord, according to that which he hath covenanted with thee: Truly if thou take off the plague from us, we will surely believe thee, and will surely send the children of Israel with thee.' But when we had taken off the plague from them, and the time which God had granted them, the people broke their promise. Therefore we took vengeance on them and drowned them in the sea, because they treated our signs as falsehoods and were heedless of them. And we gave to the people who had been brought so low, the eastern and the western lands, which we had blessed as an heritage: and the good word of thy Lord was fulfilled on the children of Israel because they had borne up with patience: and we destroyed the works and the structures of Pharaoh and his people: And we brought the children of Israel across the sea, and they came to a people who gave themselves up to their idols. They said, 'O Moses! make us a god, as they have gods.' He said, 'Verily, ye are an ignorant people: for the worship they practice will be destroyed, and that which they do is vanity.'"

In the Sūrah xvii. 108–104, they are referred to as "nine clear signs," which some commentators understand to be the commandments of Moses.

"We heretofore gave to Moses nine clear signs. Ask thou, therefore, the children of Israel how it was when he came unto them, and Pharaoh said to him, 'Verily, I deem thee, O Moses, a man enchanted.'"

"Said Moses, 'Thou knowest that none hath sent down these clear signs but the Lord of the Heavens and of the Earth; and I surely deem thee, O Pharaoh, a person lost.'"

Mr. Sale, translating from the Jallān and al-Baiṣāwī, says: "These were, the changing his rod into a serpent, the making his hand white and shining, the producing locusts, lice, frogs, and blood, the dividing of the Red Sea, the bringing water out of the rock, and the shaking of Mount Sinai over the children of Israel. In lieu of the three last, some reckon the inundation of the Nile, the blasting of the corn and scarcity of the fruits of the earth. These words, however, are interpreted by others not of nine miracles, but of nine commandments, which Moses gave his people, and were thus numbered up by Muhammad himself to a Jew, who asked him the question, viz. That they should not be guilty of idolatry, nor steal, nor commit adultery or murder, nor practise sorcery or usury, nor accuse an innocent man to take away his life, or a modest woman of whoredom, nor desert the army, to which he added the observing of the Sabbath as a tenet commanded by the people which peculiarly regarded the Jews, upon which answer, it is said, the Jew kissed the Prophet's hand and feet."

PLANCETS. Arabic as-sagýydrak (القمر). According to Arabic writers, there are seven planets, called an-Najjum’s- Sagýydrak (النجوم السقطرى); or, collectively, as-Sagýydrak, the wandering stars, as distinguished from fixed stars, or an-Najjum’s-sagwábit (نجوم السوابيط). These planets are said to be situated in the seven firmaments in the following order: (1) Al-Gumr, Moon; (2) Al-Diḏard, Mercury; (3) Al-Makark, Venus; (4) Al-Shuḏur, Mars; (5) Al-Mirakhir, Jupiter; (6) Al-Abūṯik, Saturn. (Vide Kawkāb-i-Istilābād, in loco.)

It will be seen that the Arabian arrangement of the planets is that of Ptolemy, who placed the earth in the centre of the universe, and nearest to it the moon, whose synodic revolution is the shortest of all, being performed in 29 4/7 days. Next to the moon he placed Mercury, who returns to his conjunctions in 116 days. After Mercury followed Venus, whose periodic time is 584 days. Beyond Venus he placed the Sun, then Mars, next Jupiter, and lastly Saturn, beyond which are the fixed stars.

PLUNDER. Arabic ghánímah (الغنائم), say' (الصيغ). If the Imam, or leader of the Muslim army, conquer a country by force of arms, he is at liberty to leave the land in possession of the original proprietors, provided they pay tribute, or he may divide it amongst the Muslims; but with regard to movable property, it is unlawful for him to leave it in possession of the infidels, but he must bring it away with the army and divide it amongst the soldiers. Four-fifths of the spoils belong to the troops, and the remaining one-fifth must be divided into three equal portions for the relief of orphans, the feeding of the poor, and the entertainment of travellers. Captives form part of the plunder. All cattle and baggage which cannot be carried away upon a retreat, must be destroyed. (Hidāyēh, vol. ii. p. 159; Mīshkāf, book xvii. ch. viii. pt. 1.)

POETS. Arabic shá'ir (شاعر), pl. shu'ārā'. Poetry, shír (شَيْر). Muḥammad repudiated the idea of being a poet. See Qur'ān.

Sūrah xxxvi. 69: "We have not taught him poetry, nor was it proper for him; it is but a reminiscence, and a plain Qur'ān."

Sūrah lixiv. 40, 41: "Verily it is the speech of a noble apostle; and it is not the speech of a poet."

The Qur'ān being in manifest rhythm, and
in some places actual poetry, the declaration of the Prophet, that he was not a poet has much perplexed the commentators. But the Imam Fākhru 'd Din ar-Rāzī, has hit upon the following clever explanation of the difficulty. He says, that in order to be a poet it is absolutely necessary that the poems should not be impromptu verses, but deliberately framed, and that, therefore, although the Qur'ān contains poetry (for example, in Sūrah nūr.), which begins thus:—

| Alám nasrah laka sadraka
| Wa wasur'and 'anka wizaraka.

"Have we not opened thy breast for thee? And taken off from thee thy burden?") it is not really poetry, because the writer did not deliberately intend to produce the rhythm!

The same excuse is urged for the lines which Muhammad is related to have uttered immediately when his toe was wounded in battle:—

| Hāl anti illā isqara'n damīt?
| Wa jī sabū 'lāhī mā laqīt.

"Art thou anything but a toe covered with blood? What has happened to thee has been in the road of God."

Arabic scholars (see Kasfuq Istilāhāt 'l-Funūn, in loco) divide the Arabic poets into six periods:—

(1) Al-Jāhiliyyān, those in the time of ignorance, or before Islam, such as the ancient Arabic poets Zuhair, Tarafah, Imru 'l-Qais, 'Amr ibn Kulesh, al-Harīrī, and `Antarah.

(2) Al-Muhājirūn (lit. "migrants"), those born in the time of ignorance, but who embraced Islam, as Labīd and Hassān, whose names occur in the traditions.

(3) Al-Mutanabbīyūn (lit. "first"), those who were born in the time of Islam; of parents who were converts to Islam, as Jarir and Farazdaq.

(4) Al-Musawalladhīn, those who were born of true-born Muslims, as Bashār.

(5) Al-Muhādīn, the third generation of Muslim poets, as Abū Tammām, and Bukhairī.

(6) Al-Mu'ta'akkhirūn (lit. "the last"), all succeeding poets.

The Mutanabbīyūn, the Musawalladīn, and the Muhādīn, correspond with the Asrāb, the Tābirīn, and the Thūb 'Tābirīn, or the three first generations of Muslims.

There are seven poems of ancient Arabic, who are known in history as the Mur'alluqāt, or "suspended," because they had been in turn suspended on the walls of the Makkah temple. They are also known as Muqaddibāt, or the "golden" poems, because they were written in gold. The names of their authors are Zuhair, Tarafah, Imru 'l-Qais, 'Amr ibn Kulesh, al-Harīrī, 'Antarah, and Labīd. The last of the seven, embraced Islam. It is related that Labīd had posted up in the Kabah his poem, beginning:—

| Alā kullu 'ahtin mà ḥalā čaša bājīla.

"Know that everything is vanity but God."

But that when he saw the first verses of the Sūratu 'l-Baqara (II.) of the Qur'ān posted up, he withdrew his verses and embraced Islam. Muhammad repaid Labīd with the compliment that the words, "Know that everything is vanity but God, were the truest words ever uttered by a poet. (Mishkāt, book xxii. ch. x.)

In the earlier part of his mission, Muhammad affected to despise the poets, and in the Qur'ān he is saying (Sūratu 'l-Baqara, 224), "Those who go astray follow the poets;" and in the Traditions, Mishkāt, book xxii. ch. x.: "A belly full of purulent matter is better than a belly full of poetry." But when Labīd and Hassān embraced Islam, the poets rise into favour, and the Prophet utters the wise but cautious saying, that "poetry is a kind of composition, which if it is good it is good, and if it is bad it is bad." In the battle with the Banū Quraish, the Prophet called out to Hassān the poet, "Abuse the infidels in your verse, for truly the Holy Spirit (in the Kadīs it is a gift) will help you." It is also related that the Prophet used to say, "O Lord! help Hassān the poet by the Holy Spirit (or Gabriel)."

It is generally admitted by Arabic scholars that the golden age of Arabic poetry was that immediately preceding or contemporaneous with Muhammad, and that from the time of Muhammad there was a gradual decline. This is not surprising, inasmuch as the Qur'ān is considered the most perfect model of composition ever revealed to mankind, and to be written in the language of Paradise. Baron MacGuckin de Slane, in his Introduction to Ibn Khallikān's Dictionary, says:—

"The oldest monuments of Arabic literature which we still possess were composed within the century which preceded the birth of Muhammad. They consist in short pieces of verse uttered on the spur of the moment, narrations of combats between hostile tribes, passages in rhythmical prose and kasidas (qasidas), or elegies. The study of these remains reveals the existence of a langue perfect in form and application, admirably suited to express the various ideas which the aspect of nature could suggest to a pastoral people, and as equally adapted to portray the fierce passions of the mind. The variety of its infections, the regularity of its syntax, and the harmony of its prosody, are not less striking, and they furnish in themselves a sufficient proof of the high degree of culture which the language of the Arabic nation had already attained. The superior merit of this early literature was ever afterwards acknowledged by the Arabs and it always found them not only with models, but ideas for their poetical productions, and its influence
has always continued perceptible in the Kasida, which still contains the same thoughts, the same allusions as of old, and drags its slow length along in monotonous dignity... (p.xv.)

"The decline of Arabic poetry can be easily traced down from the advent of the Abbasides to the time of the Ayyubides: for many centuries the patrons of the bellas-lettres were of foreign extraction, and writers who sought their favour were obliged to conform their own judgment to that of persons who were in general unable to appreciate the true beauties of literary compositions. Works which had obtained the patronage of the prince could not fail to fix the attention of other poets, who took them as models which they strove to imitate and to surpass. The opinion held in the schools that the ancient kasidas were masterpieces of art, contributed also to the perversion of good taste: their plan and ideas were servilely copied, and it was by refinement of expression alone that writers could display their talent; verbal quibbles, far-fetched allusions, thoughts borrowed from the old writers, and the like, so as to be hardly recognizable, such were the means by which they strove to attain originality; sense was sacrificed to sound, the most discordant ideas were linked together for the futile advantage of obtaining a recurrence of words having a similar written form or a similar pronunciation; poets wrote for the ear and the eye, not for the mind, and yet the high estimation in which their productions were held may be judged from the readiness of Ibn Khallikan to quote them. His taste was that of the age in which he lived, and the extracts which he gives enable the reader to form an idea of the Arab mind at the period of the Crusades. The same feeling of impartiality which induces me to express so severe a censure on the generality of the Islamic poets, obliges me also to make some exceptions. The kasidas of al-Mutanabbi are full of fire, daring originality, and depth of thought; he often reaches the sublime, and his style, though blotted by occasional faults, is very fine; al-Bohtori is remarkable for grace and elegance; Abú-l-Alá for dignity and beauty; but Ibn-al-Fakr seems superior to them all, his pieces team with sentiment and poetry, in his mystic reveries he soars towards the confines of another world pervaded with spiritual beauty, and glides with the reader from one enchanting scene to another; the judgment is captivated by the genius of the poet, and can hardly perceive the traits of false taste which disfigure, from time to time, his admirable style. Having pointed out the influence of the kasidas, or elegy, it may not be amiss to sketch the plan generally followed in this species of composition. The poet, accompanied by two friends, approached, after a long journey through the desert, to the place where he saw his mistress the year before, and where he hopes to meet her again. At his request, they direct the camels on which they are mounted towards the spot, but the ruins of the rustic dwellings, the withered moss, brushwood, and branches of trees, with which were formed the frail abodes where the tribe had passed the summer, the heartlessness blackened by the fire, the solitary raven hovering around in search of a scanty nourishment object he perceives strikes him with the conviction that his beloved and her family have removed to some other region in the desert. Overcome with grief, heless of his friends, who exhort him to be firm, he long remains plunged in silent affliction; at length he finds relief in a torrent of tears, and, raising up his head, he extemporizes a mournful elegy. He commences by mentioning the places which he had already visited in hopes of finding her whom he loved, and calls to mind the dangers which he had encountered in the desert. He describes the camel which, though fatigued, still full of ardour, had borne him into the depths of the wilderness, he vaunts his courage and extols the glory of his tribe. An adventure which happened on the previous night then comes to his memory: a fire blazing on a lofty hill, had attracted their attention and guided them to the tent of a generous Arab, where they found shelter and hospitality. He then praises the charm of his mistress, and complains of the pains of love and absence, whilst his companions hurry him away. He casts a parting look towards the place where she had resided, and, lo! a dark cloud, fringed with rain, and rent with lightnings, overhangs the spot. This sight fills his heart with joy! an abundant shower is about to shed new life upon the parched soil, and thus ensure a rich harbour for the flocks; the family of his beloved will then soon return, and settle again in their former habitation.

"Such may be considered as the outline of the pastoral kasida. In these productions the same ideas almost constantly recur, and the same words frequently serve to express them. The eulogistic kasidas, or poem in praise of some great man, assumes also the same form, with the sole difference that in place of a mistress it is a generous patron whom the poet goes to visit, or else, after praising the object of his passion, he celebrates the noble qualities of the man who is always ready, with abundant gifts, to bestow consolation on the afflicted lover.

"It results from this that a person familiar with the mode of composition followed in the kasida, can often, from a single word in a verse, perceive the drift of the poet, and discover, almost intuitively, the thoughts which are to follow. He has thus a means of determining the true readings amid a mass of errors with which the抄ists usually disfigure Arabic poetry knowing what the poet intends to say, he feels no longer any difficulty in disengaging the author's words from the faults of a corrupted text. The same peculiarity is frequently perceptible in the case of a few verses; these generally reproduce some geometrical figures contained in the kasida, and for this reason they are justly styled figures by Arabic writers."
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There exist, also, some compositions of an original form: such are the ḍubait, or distich, and the mawālīta, both borrowed from the Persians, and the muwāshahāta, invented in Spain by Ibn Abd Rabbih. Pieces of this kind became general favourites by the novelty of their form and matter; the mawālīta was adopted by the dervishes, and the muwāshahāta was cultivated with passion and attained its perfection in Andalusia, whence it was transported to the East. It cannot be denied that the Moorish poets, with all their extravagance of thought and expression, were far superior in their perception of the beauties of nature and the delicacies of sentiment, to their brethren of the East, and the European reader will often discover in their poems, with some surprise, the same ideas, metaphors, and systems of versification, which characterise the works of the troubadours and the early Italian poets.

An idea borrowed from the anti-Islamic poets, and of frequent recurrence in the kasi-das of later authors, is the ṭafīl al-khālid (ṭafīl al-khālid), or phantom. The lover journeys with a phantom through the desert; for many nights his grief at being separated from his beloved prevents him from sleeping, but at length he yields to fatigue and closes his eyes. A phantom then approaches towards him, unseen by all but himself, and in it he recognises the image of his mistress, comes to visit and console him. It was sent to him by the beloved, or rather it is herself in spirit, who has crossed the dreary waste and steered towards his couch; she, too, had slept, but it was to go and see her lover in her dreams. They thus meet in spite of their foes and spies who always surround the poet, ready to betray him if he obtain an interview with the beloved, and who are so jealous, that they hinder him from sleeping, lest he should see her image in his dreams; it is only when they slumber that he dreams. The poet's eyes close.

The figurative language of the Muslim poets is often difficult to be understood. The narcissus is the eye; the feeble stem of that plant bends languidly under its flower, and thus recalls to mind the languor of the eyes. Pearls signify both tears and teeth, the latter are sometimes called halitones, from their whiteness and moisture; the lips are cornelians or rubies; the gums a pomegranate flower; the dark foliage of the myrtle is synonymous with the black hair of the beloved, or with the first down which appears on the cheeks of youths at the period of puberty. The down itself is called the ṭādr or head-stall of the bridle, and the curve of the ṭādr is compared to the letters ḍām and āyn. Ringlets trace on the cheek or neck the letter sād; they are also called scorpions, either for their dark colour or their agitated movements; the eye is a sword; the eyelids, scabbards; the whiteness of the complexion, camphor; and a mole or beauty-spot, musk, which term denotes also dark hair. A mole is sometimes compared also to an ant creeping on the cheek towards the honey of the mouth; a handsome face is both a full-moon and day; black hair is night; the waist is a willow-branch, or a lance; the water of the face is self-respect; a poet sells the water of his face when he bestows mercenary praises on a rich patron devoid of every noble quality.

Some of the verses in Arabic poetry (as in all Eastern poetry) are of a nature such as precludes translation. Had they been composed by a female on a youth whom she loved, they would seldom offer anything objectionable; but as the case is not so, they are utterly repugnant to European readers. It must not, however, be supposed that they are always the product of a degraded passion; in many cases they were the usual expression of simple friendship and affection, or of those platonic attachments which the translated works of some Greek philosophers first taught the Muslims. Indeed, love and friendship are so closely confounded by them, that they designate both feelings by the same word, and it is not uncommon to meet epithets addressed by one aged doctor to another, and containing sentiments of the strongest kind, but which are the expression of friendship only. It often happens, also, that a poet describes his mistress under the attributes of the other sex, lest he should offend that excessive prudence of Oriental feelings which, since the fourth century of Islamism, scarcely allows an allusion to women, and more particularly in poetry; and this rigidity is still carried so far, that at Cairo public singers dare not amuse their auditors with a song in which the beloved is indicated as a female. Some of those pieces have also a mystic import, as the commentators of Hafiz, Saadi, and Sheibani, have not failed to observe. (Ib., p. xxiil. et seq.)

POLLY-TAX. [JIZYAH.]

POLYAGAMY. In Muḥammadanism, polygamy has the express sanction of the Qur'an, and is, therefore, held to be a divine institution. Vide Sūratu 'N-Nisa', or Chapter iv. 3:-

"But if ye cannot do justice between orphans, then marry what seems good to you of women, by two, or three, or fours: and if ye fear that ye cannot be equitable, then only one, or what your right hand possesseth " (i.e. female slaves).

Compare this with the teaching of the Talmud:-

"A man may marry many wives, for Rabbi saith it is lawful to do so, if he can provide for them. Nevertheless, the wise men have given good advice, that a man should not marry more than four wives. " (Abuk. Tarim. Ev. Hazara', i.)

But although permission to indulge in polygamy is far and unmistakable, the opening verse of the Sūrah from which the above is taken, seems to imply some slight leaning to monogamy as the highest form of married life, for it reads thus:-

"O ye men! fear your Lord, who created you from one soul, and created therefrom its
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mate, and diffused from them twain numerous men and women.

In Bahri-Akbari, it is related that a certain Muijthad, or enlightened doctor, married eighteen wives, for he rendered the Arabic word maria, "double," and read the text already quoted, "Marry whatsoever women you like two and two, three and three, and four and four.

And in the same work it is said that another learned Maulawi married eight wives, because he read the verse: "two + three + four = nine!"

Al-Bazawi, the Jalali, and other Sunni commentators, are all agreed that the true reading of the verse limits the number of lawful wives to four. The Shi'ahs also hold the same opinion, but they sanction Mutah, or "temporary marriages." [MUTAH.]

In the face of the united testimony of Islam founded upon the express injunctions of the Qur'an, Syed Amad Ali has the audacity to state in his Critical Examination of the Life and Teachings of Muhammad, p. 223, that "the greatest and most reprehensible mistake committed by Christian writers, is to suppose that Muhammad either adopted or legitimised polygamy.

The old idea of his having introduced it—a sign only of the ignorance of those who hold it—is by this time exploded, but the opinion that he adopted and legalised the custom is still maintained by the common masses as by many learned in Christendom. No belief can be more false!"

In his more recent work on the Personal Law of the Muhammadans, the same writer remarks:—

"Muhammad restrained polygamy by limiting the maximum number of contemporaneous marriages, and by making absolute equity towards all obligatory on the man. It is worthy of note that the clause in the Qur'an, which contains the permission to contract four contemporaneous marriages is immediately followed by a sentence which cuts down the significance of the preceding passage to its normal and legitimate dimensions. The former clause says, 'You may marry two, three, or four wives, but not more. The subsequent lines declare, 'but if you cannot deal equitably and justly with all you shall marry only one.' The extreme importance of this proviso, bearing especially in mind the meaning which is attached to the word 'equity' (tadl) in the Quranic teachings, has not been lost sight of by the great thinkers of the Moslem world. Even so early as the third century of the era of the Hijra during the reign of al-Mahdi, the first Moslem doctors taught that the developed Quranic laws included monogamy. And though the cruel persecutions of the mad bigot, Mutawakkil, prevented the general diffusion of their teachings, the conviction is gradually forcing itself on all alike, in all advanced Moslem communities, that polygamy is as much opposed to the Islamic laws as it is to the general progress of civilised society and true culture. In India especially, this idea is becoming a strong moral, if not a religious conviction, and many extraneous circumstances in combination with this growing feeling are tending to root out the existence of polygamy from among the Musulmans. A custom has grown up in that country, which is largely followed by all classes of the community, of drawing up a marriage deed containing a formal renunciation, on the part of the future husband, of any right or semblance of right which he might possess or claim to possess to contract a second marriage.

This custom serves as a most efficacious check upon the growth and the perpetuation of the institution of polygamy. In India more than ninety-five per cent. of Muhammadans are at the present moment, either by conviction or necessity, monogamists. Among the educated classes, versed in the history of their ancestors, and able to compare it with the records of other nations, the custom is regarded with disapprobation, amounting almost to disgust. In Persia, according to Colonel Macgregor's statement, only two per cent. of the population enjoy the questionable luxury of plurality of wives. It is earnestly to be hoped that before long a general synod of Moslem doctors will authoritatively declare that polygamy, like slavery, is abhorrent to the laws of Islam."

[Personal Law of the Muhammadans, p. 28.]

Syed Ahmad Khan Bahadur, in his essay, Whether Islam has been beneficial or injurious to Society in general, on the contrary, defends the institution of polygamy as divine, and quotes John Milton, Mr. Davenport, and Mr. Higgins, as Christian writers who defended the practice.

The Prophet claimed considerable indulgence for himself in the matter, and married eleven wives. [WIVES OF THE PROPHET.]

The views of Dr. Marcus Dods in his Muhammad, Buddha, and Christ (p. 55), give an able and interesting summary of the subject:—

"The defence of polygamy has been undertaken from various points of view, and with varying degrees of insight and of earnestness. But one cannot deny passage much progress among its defenders. F. W. Newman has nothing to say in its favour which had not previously been suggested by Voltaire; nothing, we may say, which does not occur to anyone who wishes to present the argument for a plurality of wives. It is somewhat late in the day to be called upon to argue for monogamy as absolutely right. Speculators like Aristotle (Econ. i. 2, 8), who have viewed the subject both as statesmen having a regard to what is practicable and will conduce to social prosperity, and as philosophers reasoning from first principles, have long ago demanded for their ideal society, not only monogamy, but also that mutual respect and love, and that strict purity and modesty, which polygamy kills. Let us say briefly that the only ground conscience recognises as warranting two persons to become one in flesh is that they are, first of all, one in spirit. That absolute surrender of the person which constitutes marriage is justified only by the circumstances
that it is a surrender of the heart as well, and that it is mutual. To an ideal love, polygamy is abhorrent and impossible. As Mohammed himself, in another connection, and with more than his usual profundity, said, 'God has not put two hearts in you.' This is the grand law imbedded in our nature, and by which it is secured that the children born into the world be the fruit of the devoted surrender of one human spirit to another; by which, in other words, it is secured that love, the root principle of all human virtue and duty, be transmitted to the child and born in it. This is the beneficent law expressed in monogamy, and this law is traversed and robbed of its effects precisely in so far as even monogamous marriages are prompted by earthly or worldly rather than by spiritual motive value, because any fogman could Mr. Locy (Hist. European Morals, vol. ii. p. 292) has summed up in three sentences: 'Nature, by making the number of males and females nearly equal, indicates it as natural. In no other form of marriage can the government of the family, which is one of the chief ends of marriage, be so happily sustained; and in no other does the woman assume the position of the equal of man.' But we have here to do only with Mohammedan apologists, and their reasoning are somewhat perplexing; for they first maintain that nature intended us to be polygamists (see Syud Ahmad's Essay, p. 8; Syud Ameer Ali's Crit. Exam., p. 225), and then, secondly, declare that the greatest and most reprehensible mistake committed by Christian writers is to suppose that Mohammed either adopted or legalised polygamy. Probably the most that can be said for Mohammed in regard to this matter, is that he restricted polygamy, and that its abolition was impossible and unsuitable to the population he had to do with.

"The allegation, however, that Mohammed confined polygamy within narrower limits than the Arabs had previously recognised, though true, is immaterial. For, in the first place, he restricted polygamy indeed in others, but not in his own case; and thus left upon the minds of his followers the inevitable impression that an unrestricted polygamy was the higher state of the two.

"In the second place, while he restricted the number of lawful wives, he did not restrict the number of slave-concubines. In the third place, his restriction was practically of little force, because very few could afford to keep more than four wives. And, lastly, as to the principle, he left it precisely where it was, for as Mr. Freeman justly observes (Lectures, p. 69): 'This is one of the cases in which the first step is everything. The difference between one wife and two is everything; that between four and five thousand is comparatively nothing.'

"And if the principle be defended as at least relatively good, nothing is to be urged against this as matter of fact; although the circumference has been overlooked that already very many thousands of Christian Arabs had found it quite possible to live in mono-

---

**PRAYER**

**POTIPHAR.** Arabic Qīṣīr (قَيْسِر), or Ḥīṣīr (حْيْسِر). The treasurer of Egypt in the time of Joseph, and the husband of Zulâlkîhah. [Joseph.]

**PRAYER.** Arabic ṣalāt (صَلَاة), pl. ṣalâwât. Persian namâs (نماز), pl. namâzâh.

Prayer is the second of the five foundations, or pillars, of practical religion in Islâm, and is a devotional exercise which every Muslim is required to render to God at least five times a day, namely, at the time of sunrise, midday, afternoon, evening, and night.

The general duty of prayer is frequently enjoined in the Qur'ân, but it is remarkable that in no single passage are the five periods mentioned.

See Suratul 'r-Rûm (xxx.), 17: "Glorify God when it is evening (masâ) and at morning (subh),—and to Him be praise in the heavens and the earth,—and at afternoon (nasr), and at noon-tide (zuhur)." (But all commentators are agreed that masâ includes both sunset and after sunset; and, therefore, both the Magrib and 'Asr prayers.)

Surah xi. 110: "Observe prayer at early morning, at the close of the day, and at the approach of night; for the good deeds drive away the evil deeds.

Surah xx. 130: "Put upon them with what they say; and celebrate the praise of thy Lord before the sunrise, and before its setting; and some time in the night do thou praise Him, and in the extremities of the day, that thou haply mayest please Him."

Surah xxvii. 80: "Observe prayer at sunset, till the first darkening of the night, and the daybreak reading—for the daybreak reading hath its witnesses, and watch unto it in the night: this shall be an excess in service.

Surah ii. 42: "Seek aid with patience and prayer."

Surah iv. 1-4: "When ye have fulfilled your prayer, remember God standing and sitting, and lying on your sides; and when ye are in safety, then be steadfast in prayer. Verily prayer is for the believers prescribed and timed." According to the Traditions, Muhammad professed to have received instructions to recite prayers five times a day, during his earthly, or ascents to heaven. The tradition runs thus:

"The divine injunctions for prayer were
originally fifty times a day. And as I passed Moses (in heaven, during my ascent), Moses said to me, 'What have you been ordered?' I replied, 'Fifty times!' Then Moses said, 'Verily your people will never be able to bear it, for I tried the children of Israel with fifty times a day, but they could not manage it.' Then I returned to the Lord and asked for some remission. And ten prayers were taken off. Then I pleaded again and ten more were remitted. And so on until at last they were reduced to five times. Then I went to Moses, and he said, 'And how many prayers have you been ordered?' And I replied 'Five.' And Moses said, 'Verily I tried the children of Israel with even five, but it did not succeed. Return to your Lord, and ask for a further remission.' But I said, 'I have asked until I am quite ashamed, and I cannot ask again.'" (See Sahih Muslim, vol. i. p. 31.)

This Sallat, or liturgical service, has thus become one of the most prominent features of the Muhammadan religion, and very numerous are the injunctions regarding it which have been handed down in the traditions. There are various minor differences amongst the numerous sects of Islam regarding the formula, but its main features are alike in all countries.

We shall describe prayer according to the Hanafi sect of Sunni Muslims.

It is absolutely necessary that the service should be performed in Arabic; and that the clothes and body of the worshipper should be clean, and that the praying-place should be free from all impurity. It may be said either privately, or in company, or in a mosque—although services in a mosque are more meritorious than those elsewhere.

The stated prayers are always preceded by the ablution of the face, hands, and feet.

[Ablution.]

At the time of public prayer, the muazzin, or "crier," ascends the minaret, or stands at the side of the mosque nearest the public thoroughfare, and gives the azan, or "call to prayer," as follows:

"God is great! God is great! God is great! God is great! God is great! I bear witness that there is no god but God! I bear witness that there is no god but God! I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God! I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God! Come to prayers! Come to prayers! Come to salvation! Come to salvation! (The Shafis add "Come to good works!")

There is no other god but God!"

(The Shafis recite the last sentence twice.)

In the early morning the following sentence is added: "Prayers are better than sleep!"

THE MU'AZZIN CALLING THE AZAN FROM A MINARET. (A. F. Hota.)

When the prayers are said in a congregation or in the mosque, they begin with the Iqama, which is a recitation of the same words as the azan, with the addition of the sentence, "Prayers are now ready!" The regular form of prayer then begins with the Niyah, which is said standing, with the hands on either side:

"I have purposed to offer up to God only,
with a sincere heart this morning (or, as the case may be), with my face Qiblah-wards, two (or, as the case may be) rak‘ah prayers Fard (Sunnah, or Na‘f)."

**THE TAKBIR-I-TAHRIIMAH.**

Then follows the Takbir-i-Tahrimah, said with the thumbs touching the lobules of the ears and the open hands on each side of the face:

"God is great!"

**THE QIYAM.**

The Qiyam, or standing position. The right hand placed upon the left, below the navel (the Shafi‘ah, and the two other orthodox sects, place their hands on their breasts, as also the Wahhabis; the Shias keep

**PRAYER.**

their hands on either side. In all the sects the women perform the Qiyam with their hands on their breasts; and the eyes looking to the ground in self-abasement. During which is said the Subhan (the Shias omit the Subhan):—

"Holiness to Thee, O God! And praise be to Thee! Great is Thy name! Great is Thy greatness! There is no deity but Thee!"

The Tasawwur, or 'Azuzillah, is then said as follows:

"I seek refuge from God from cursed Satan."

After which the Tasmiyah is repeated:

"In the name of God, the compassionate, the merciful."

Then follows the Fatiha, viz. the first chapter of the Qur’an:

"Praise be to God, Lord of all the worlds! The compassionate, the merciful! King of the day of reckoning! Thee only do we worship, and to Thee only do we cry for help. Guide Thou us in the straight path, the path of those to whom Thou hast been gracious; With whom Thou art not angry, And who go not astray. Amen."

After this the worshipper can repeat as many chapters of the Qur’an as he may wish; he should, at least, recite one long or two short verses. The following chapter is usually recited, namely, the Suraatu ‘l-Ikhlas, or the 112th chapter:

"Say: He is God alone: God the Eternal! He begotten not, And is not begotten; And there is none like unto Him."

**THE RUKU.**

The Takbir-i-Ruku‘, said whilst making an inclination of the head and body and placing the hands upon the knees, separating the fingers a little.

"God is great!"
PRAYER

The Tasbih-i-Rukū', said in the same posture.

"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the Great!"
(The Shi'ites here add "and with His praise." This is also added by the Shi'ites to the Tasbih-i-Sijdah.)

"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the Great!"
"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the Great!"

The Qiyyam-i-Sami' Ullah or Tasmi', said with the body erect, but, unlike the former Qiyyam, the hands being placed on either side. The Imam says aloud (when the prayers are said by a person alone, he recites both sentences):—

"God hears him who praising Him."
The people then respond in a low voice—

"O Lord, Thou art praised."

PRAYER

Tasbih-i-Sijdah, recited as the worshipper puts first his nose and then his forehead to the ground.

"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"
"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"
"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"

Then raising his head and body and sinking backward upon his heels, and placing his hands upon his thighs, he says the Takbir-i-Jalsah (the Shi'ites here omit the Takbir, and say instead, "I rise and sit by the power of God!")

"God is great!"

THE TAKHRIR-I-JALSAR.

Then, whilst prostrating as before, he says the Takbir-i-Sijdah.

"God is great!"

And then during the prostration the Tasbih-i-Sijdah as before.

"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"
"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"
"I extol the holiness of my Lord, the most High!"

Then, if at the close of one rak'ah, he repeats the Takbir standing, when it is called Takbir-i-Qiyam; but at the end of two rak'ahs, and at the close of the prayer, he repeats it sitting, when it is called Takbir-i-Qa'id. (The Shi'ites here recite the

Takbiru 's-Sijdah.

Takbir-i-Sijdah, said as the worshipper drops on his knees.

"God is great!"
Prayer

Takbir—"God is great!" with the thumbs touching the lobes of the ear, and add, "I seek forgiveness from God, my Lord, and I repent before Him!"
"God is great!"

Here ends one rak'ah or form of prayer. The next rak'ah begins with the Fātiḥah or 1st chapter of the Qur'ān. At the close of every two rak'ahs he recites the Tahiyyah,

which is said whilst kneeling upon the ground. His left foot bent under him he sits upon it, and places his hands upon his knees or says (the Shī'ahs omit the Tahiyyah):

"The adorations of the tongue are for God, and also the adorations of the body, and alma-giving!
"Peace be on thee, O Prophet, with the mercy of God and His blessing!
"Peace be upon us and upon God's righteous servants!"

Then raising the first finger of the right hand he recites the Tasbahhūd:

"I testify that there is no deity but God (the Shī'ahs add, "who has no partner"); and I testify that Muhammad is the servant of God, and the messenger of God!"

(Every two rak'ahs close with the Tasbahhūd. The Darūd is said whilst in the same posture.)

Turning the head round to the rights he says:

"The peace and mercy of God be with you."

O God, have mercy on Muhammad and on his descendants (the Shī'ahs merely recite: "God have mercy on Muhammad and his descendants"); and omit the rest), as Thou didst have mercy on Abraham and on his descendants. Thou art to be praised, and Thou art great. O God, bless Muhammad and his descendants, as Thou didst bless Abraham and his descendants!

"Thou art to be praised, and Thou art great!"

Then the Du'a:

"O God our Lord, give us the blessings of this life, and also the blessings of life everlasting. Save us from the torments of fire."

(The Du'a is omitted by the Shī'ahs, who recite the following instead: "Peace be on thee, O Prophet, with the mercy of God and His blessing! Peace be upon us, and upon God's righteous servants!"

He then closes with the Salām.

Turning the head round to the left, he says:

"The peace and mercy of God be with you."
PRAYER

At the close of the whole set of prayers, that is of Fār, Su‘nāh, Na‘tī, or Witr, the worshipper raises his hands and offers up a Munajat, or “supplication.” This usually consists of prayers selected from the Qur‘ān or Hadīs. They ought to be said in Arabic, although they are frequently offered up in the vernacular.

Such supplications were highly commended by Muḥammad, who is related to have said:—

“Supplication is the marrow of worship.”
“Supplicate God when ye are certain of its approval, and know that God accepts not the supplication of a negligent heart.”
“Verily your Lord is ashamed of his servants when they raise up their hands to Him in supplication to return them empty.”

These daily prayers are either Fār, Su‘nāh, Na‘tī, or Witr. Fār, Su‘nāh, or Na‘tī, are those rak‘āhs (or forms of prayer), said to be enjoined by God. Su‘nāh, those founded on the practice of Muḥammad. Na‘tī, the voluntary performance of two rak‘āhs, or more, which may be omitted without sin. Witr, an odd number of rak‘āhs, either one, three, five, or seven, said after the night prayer. These divisions of prayer are entirely distinct from each other. They each begin afresh with the Niyāt, and worshippers may rest for awhile between them, but not converse on worldly subjects. The Wahhābis think it correct to say the Su‘nāh prayers in their houses and only the Fār prayers in the mosque.

The five times of prayer are known as Zuhr, ‘Aṣr, Maghrib, ‘Ishā, and Fajr. There are also three voluntary periods called Ishaq, Zuhā, and Tahajjud.

The following is a table showing the exact number of rak‘āhs to be performed at each service:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>From dawn to sunrise.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Fajr Ki</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>When the sun has begun to decline.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Zuhr Ki</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A few minutes after sunset.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Maghrib Ki</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>When the night has closed in.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>‘Ishā Ki</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Three periods which are voluntary.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Ishaq Ki</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>When the sun has well risen.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>‘Ishāq Ki</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>About 11 o’clock</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Zuhā Ki</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>After midnight.</td>
<td>Salāt ‘I.</td>
<td>Namāz-i</td>
<td>Tabajjud Ki</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The five periods of prayer.)

(The three periods which are voluntary.)
PRAYER

According to the above table, a devout Muslim recites the same form of prayer at least seventy-five times in the day.

Abdu 'llah ibn 'Umar relates that the Prophet said, "The time for Zuhr prayers begins from the inclination of the sun towards the west and closes at the time when the shadow of a person shall be the length of his own stature, which time marks the beginning of the Asr prayers, and the time of the 'Asr prayers is from that time till the sun assumes a yellow appearance. The time of Maghrib prayers is from sunset as long as the red appearance in the horizon remains. The time of 'Isha prayers is from that time till midnight. And the time of the Fajr prayers is from the break of day till the sun rises. Therefore, when the sun has risen you must not recite the morning prayer, for the sun rises between the horns of the devil." (Mishkát, book iv. ch. ii.)

It is the ordinary custom of Muslims to say their prayers with their feet uncovered, but strictly according to the Traditions it is lawful to cover the feet with boots or shoes during prayer, provided they are free from impurity.

Shaddād ibn Aus relates that Muhammad said, "Act the reverse of the Jews in your prayer, for they do not pray in boots and shoes."

Abū Sa‘íd al-Khudri relates that "the Prophet said prayers with his companions, and all on a sudden took off his shoes, and put them down on his left side, and when the people observed it, they took off theirs also; and when the Prophet had finished the prayers, he said, 'What caused you to take off your shoes?' They replied, 'We did so in order to follow your example.' And the Prophet said, 'Verily Gabriel came to me and told me there was a little filth upon my shoes; therefore, when any one of you goes into a Masjíd, look well at your shoes first; and if you perceive any dirt, wipe it off, and then say your prayers in them.'" (Mishkát, book iv. ch. ix. pt. 2.)

The wearing of the eyes, or of the mind, a coughing or the like, answering a question, or any action not prescribed to be performed, must be strictly avoided (unless it is between the Sumah prayers and the farāz, or be difficult to avoid; for it is held allowable to make the first taktir according to the Shāfi‘ites, or deviations from correct department); otherwise, the worshipper must begin again and recite his prayers with due reverence.

If a person arrive late, he merely recites the Niyah and Takbir, and then joins the congregation in that part of the service in which they are engaged.

The Muslim may say his five daily prayers in his home, or shop, or in the street or road, but there are said to be special blessings attending prayer recited in a congregation.

In addition to the daily prayers, the following are special services for special occasions:

Salāt 'l-Jum'ah.—"The Friday Prayer." It consists of two rak'ahs after the daily meridian prayer.

Salāt 'l-Mu'aṣṣir.—"Prayers for a traveler." Two rak'ahs instead of the usual number at the meridian, afternoon, and night prayers.

Salāt 'l-Ka'bah.—"The prayers of fear." Said in time of war. They are two rak'ahs recited first by one regiment or company and then by the other.

Salāt 'l-Tawāṣiḥ.—Twenty rak'ahs recited every evening during the Ramazān, immediately after the fifth daily prayer.

Salāt 'l-Istiqbārah.—Prayers for success or guidance. The person who is about to undertake any special business performs two rak'ah prayers and then goes to sleep. During his slumbers he may expect to have "ibhām," or inspiration, as to the undertaking for which he seeks guidance!

Salāt 'l-Kusūf.—Two rak'ahs said at the time of an eclipse of the moon.

Salāt 'l-Kusāf.—Two rak'ahs said at the time of an eclipse of the sun.

Salāt 'l-Istisqā.—"Prayer in time of drought, consisting of two rak'ahs."

Salāt 'l-Janāzah.—"Prayers at a funeral."

(Jamaāzah.)

The liturgical service of the Muslim is not given in the Qur'ān, but is founded upon very minute instructions given by the Prophet, and which are recorded in the Traditions, and for which the Arabic scholar can refer to Salāt 'l-Bukhārī, vol. i. p. 50; Salāt Muslim, vol. i. p. 164; Sunan 'l-Tirmizī, p. 22; Sunan 'Abū Dā'ūd, p. 56; Sunan Muḥammad, p. 30; and the English reader to Matthew's Mishkát, book iv.

The following are selections from the sayings of Muhammad with reference to the Liturgical prayers (vide Mishkát, book iv.):

"That which leads a creature into inidelity is neglect of prayers."

"Not one of you must say your prayers in a garment without covering your whole body."

"God accepts not the prayers of a woman arrived at puberty unless she covers her head."

"People must not lift up their eyes whilst saying their prayers, or they will become blind."

"The prayers which are said in congregation increase the rewards of those said alone by twenty seven degrees."

"The five stated prayers erase the sins which have been committed during the intervals between them, if they have not been mortal sins."

"That prayer preparatory to which the teeth shall have been cleaned with the Miswāk is more excellent than the prayer without Miswāk by seventy." [Miswāk.]

"The prayers of a person will not be accepted who has broken his ablution until he completes his other ablution."

"That person who leaves even one hair without washing after uncleanness, will be punished in hell accordingly."

"When any one of you stands up for
PRAYER

pray, he must not smooth the ground by wiping away pebbles, because the compassion of God descends upon him at that time.

"Order your children to say the stated prayers when they are seven years of age, and beat them if they do not do so when they are ten years old; and when they reach ten years, divide their beds."

"When you stand up to prayer, spit not in front, because you are then in God's presence; neither spit on your right side, because an angel is there. Spit, therefore either on your left side or under your feet, and then throw earth over it."

"Whoever says twelve rak'ahs of Sunnah prayers in the day and night, will have a house built for him in Paradise; four rak'ahs before the noon-day prayer, and two rak'ahs after it, and two after sunset prayer, and two rak'ahs after evening prayer, and two before morning prayer."

"Tell me if any one of you had a rivulet before his door and bathed five times a day in it, whether any dirt would remain upon his body. The Companions said, 'Nothing would remain.' The Prophet said, 'In this manner will the five daily prayers as ordered by God erase all little sins.'"

"When any one of you says his prayers, he must have something in front of him, but if he cannot find anything for that purpose, he must put his walking-stick into the ground; but if the ground be hard, then let him place it lengthways in front of him; but if he has no staff, he must draw a line on the ground, after which there will be no detriment in the prayers from anyone passing in front of it." [SURAHLJ]

"The best prayers for God were those of David the prophet, and the best fast is his also. David used to sleep half the night and would be woke, and in prayer a third part of the night and would fast one day and eat another."

The form of prayer, or rak'ah, as given above, admit of no variations whether they are used in private or public, and consequently, notwithstanding the beauty of its devotional language, it is simply a superstitious act, having very little in common with the Christian idea of prayer.

We translate the Arabic Salât, and the Persian Namâz by the English word prayer, although this "second foundation" of the religion of Muhammad is something quite distinct from that prayer which the Christian poet so well describes as the "soul's sincere desire uttered or unexpressed." It would be more correct to speak of the Muhammadan Salât as a service; "prayer" being more correctly rendered by the Arabic dua'. In Islam prayer is reduced to a mechanical act, as distinct from a mental act; and in judging of the spiritual character of Muhammadanism, we must take into careful consideration the precise character of that devotional service, which every Muslim is required to render to God at least five times a day, and which undoubtedly, exercises so great an influence upon the character of the followers of Muhammad.

The devotions of Islam are essentially "vain repetitions," for they must be said in the Arabic language, and admit of no change or variety. The effect of such a constant round of devotional forms, which are but the service of the lips, on the vast multitude of Muhammadans, can be easily imagined. The absence of anything like true devotion from these services, accounts for the fact that religion and true piety stand so far apart in the practice of Islam.

The late Dean Stanley remarks (Eastern Church, p. 278), "The ceremonial character of the religion of Musalmans is, in spite of its simplicity, carried to a pitch beyond the utmost demands either of Rome or of Russia. . . . Prayer is reduced to a mechanical act as distinct from a mental act, beyond any ritual observance or you. It is striking to see the figures along the banks of the Nile going through their prostrations, at the rising of the sun, with the uniformity and regularity of clockwork; but it resembles the worship of machines rather than of reasonable beings."

PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD.

According to the teaching of Muhammad, it is the duty of all true Muslims to pray for the dead. (Durrul-Mukhtar, p. 186.) See also Mishkat, book v. chap. iii.

"God most certainly exalts the degree of a virtuous servant in Paradise, and the virtuous servant says, 'O my Lord, from whence is this exalted degree for me?' and God says, 'It is on account of your children asking pardon for you.'"

"The Prophet passed by graves in al-Madinah and turned his face towards them, and said, 'Peace be to you, O inhabitants of the graves! may God forgive us and you. We have passed on before us, and we are following you.'"

"A dead person in the grave is like one over his head in water, who calls to somebody to take him by the hand. For he has hope that his father or mother, or his brother, or his friend will pray for him. For when the prayer reaches the dead person, it is more esteemed by him than the whole world, and all that is in it; and verily God most certainly gives to the dead, on account of the prayers of the people of the earth, rewards like mountains, for verify the offerings of the living for the dead are asking forgiveness for them." Sûrah lxix. 29: "And Noah said, O my God, forgive me and my parents." Sûrah ix, 114, 115: "It is not for the Prophet to pray for the forgiveness of those, who, even though they be near of kin, associate other gods with God, after it hath been made clear to them that they are to be the inmates of hell. For neither did Abraham ask forgiveness for his father, but in pursuance of a promise which he had promised him, and when it was shown him that he was an enemy of God, he declared himself clear of him: yet Abraham was pitiful and kind."
It is related in the Traditions that the Prophet visited his mother's grave, and wept in such a way as to cause those who were standing around him to weep also. And the Prophet said, "I have asked my benefactor permission to ask pardon for my mother, which was not granted then. I asked my Lord's permission to visit her grave and it was granted, therefore do ye visit graves, because they remind you of death."

**PREACHER.** Preaching. There are four words generally used for a preacher: *khātīb* (خاطب), *muṣākkir* (مسكر), *wādīg* (واديغ), and *nāsīb* (ناسب). *Khātīb* is always applied to the official who recites the *khutbah*, or oration, "in the Friday service. The other three terms are applied generally to preachers.

In the present day, preaching seldom takes place in a mosque except on Fridays, when the khutbah is recited, although it is not forbidden, and Muhammad was frequently in the habit of addressing his people after the prayers were over.

No Maukawli of reputation preaches in the street, but paid preachers sometimes undertake the office.

**PREDESTINATION.** Arabic *qadar* (قدر), the word generally used in the Hadīq; *taqdir* (تقدر), the word usually employed in theological works. Expressions which mean "measuring out," or "preordering."

*Taqdir*, or the absolute decree of good and evil, is the sixth article of the Muhammadan creed, and the orthodox believe that whatever has, or shall come to pass in this world, whether it be good or bad, proceeds entirely from the Divine Will, and has been irrevocably fixed and recorded on a preserved tablet by the pen of fate. The doctrine, which forms a very important feature in the Muslim system, is thus taught in the Qur'an:

Surah liii. 139: "No one can die except by God's permission according to the book that fixeth the term of life."

Surah lxxxvii. 2: "The Lord hath created and balanced all things and hath fixed their destinies and guided them."

Surah viii. 17: "God slew them, and those shafts were God's, not thine."

Surah ix. 51: "By no means can aught befall us but what God has destined for us."

Surah xili. 30: "All sovereignty is in the hands of God."

Surah xiv. 4: "God misleadeth whom He will, and whom He will He guideth."

Surah xviii. 101: "The infidels whose eyes were veiled by my warning and had no power to hear."

The teaching of Muhammad, as given in the Traditions handed down by al-Bukhari and Muslim, is as follows:

"God created Adam, and touched his back with his right hand, and brought forth from it a family; and God said to Adam, 'I have created this family for Paradise, and their actions will be like unto those of the people of Paradise.' Then God touched the back of Adam, and brought forth another family, and said, 'I have created this for hell, and their actions will be like unto those of the people of hell.' Then a man said to the Prophet, 'Of what use will deeds of any kind be?' He said, 'When God createth His servant for Paradise, his actions will be deserving of it until he dies, when he will enter therein; and when God createth one for the fire, his actions will be like those of the people of hell till he dies, when he will enter therein.'"

"There is not one amongst you whose place is not written by God, whether in the fire or in Paradise." The Companions said, 'O Prophet! since God hath appointed our places, may we confide in this and abandon our religious and moral duties?' He said, 'No; because the righteous will do good works and the wicked will do bad works.' After which the Prophet read this verse from the Qur'an: 'To him who giveth alms, and feareth God, and yieldeth assent to the excellent creed, to him will we make easy the path to happiness. But to him who is worldly and is indifferent, and who does not believe in the excellent creed, to him will we make easy the path of misery.'"

"The first thing which God created was a pen, and He said to it 'Write'; it said, 'What shall I write?' And God said, 'Write down the quantity of every individual thing to be created,' and it wrote all that was and that will be, to eternity."

"God hath pre-ordained five things on his servants; the duration of life, their actions, their dwelling-places, their travels, and their portions."

"When God hath ordered a creature to die in any particular place, he causeth his wants to direct him to that."

"There is not one born but is created to Islam, but it is their fathers and mothers who make them Jews and Christians and Majūs."

"It was said, 'O Prophet of God! inform me respecting charms, and the medicines which I swallow, and the shields which I make use of for protection, whether they prevent any of the decrees of God?' Muhammad said, 'These also are by the decree of God.'"

"Verily God created Adam from a handful of earth, taken from all parts, and the children of Adam became different, like the earth; some of them red, some white, and some black, some between red, white and black, some gentle, and some severe, some impure and some pure."

"The Prophet of God was asked about the children of polytheists who might die in their infancy, whether they would go to heaven or hell. He said, 'God knoweth best what their actions would have been had they lived; it depends on this.'"

"The Prophet of God came out of his
house when the Companions were debating about fate, and he was angry, and became red in the face, to such a degree that you would say the seeds of a pomegranate had been bruised on it. And he said, ‘Hath God ordered you to debate about fate? or do you seek to your forfathers? Your forfathers were destroyed for debating about fate and destiny; I adjure you not to argue on those points.’”

(See ‘Abdādīm ‘u-Bukhārī and Muslim, in loco.) [Preserved tablet.]

The doctrine is expressed in an Arabic treatise on the subject, as follows:—

“Faith in the decrees of God, is that we believe in our heart and confess with our tongue that the Most High God hath decreed all things; so that nothing can happen in the world, whether it respects the cajonitions and operations of things, or good or evil, or obedience and disobedience, or faith and infidelity, or sickness and health, or riches and poverty, or life and death, that is not contained in the written tablet of the decrees of God. But God hath so decreed good works, obedience, and faith, that He ordains and wills them, and they may be under His decree, His salutary direction, His good pleasure and command. On the contrary, God hath decreed, and does ordain and determine evil, disobedience and infidelity; yet without His salutary direction, good pleasure, and command; but being only by way of seduction, indignation, and prohibition. But whosoever shall say that God is not delighted with good faith, or that God hath not an indignation against evil and unbelief, he is certainly an infidel.”

The Rev. E. Sell, in his Faith of Islam, page 175, says:—

“There are three well-defined schools of thought on the subject.

“First.—The Jabrians, so called from the word “jābr” compulsion, deny all free agency in man and say that man is necessarily constrained by the force of God’s eternal and immutable decree to act as he does. They hold that as God is the absolute Lord, He can, if He so wills, admit all men into Paradise, or cast all into hell. This sect is one of the branches of the Ash’arians with whom on most points they agree.

“Secondly.—The Qadarians (Qadarvānīn), who deny Al-Qadar, or God’s absolute decree, say that evil and injustice ought not to be attributed to God but to man, who is altogether a free agent. God has given him the power to do or not to do an act. This sect is generally considered to be a branch of the Mutazilite body (Mutāṣilītah), though in reality it existed before Wāsīl quit the school of his master Hazan. As Wāsli, however, followed the opinions of Mābādī al-Johfī, the leading Qadian divine, the Mutazilites and Qadarians are practically one and the same.

“Thirdly.—The Ash’arīans maintain that God has one eternal will which is applied to whatsoever He willeth, both of His own actions and those of men; that He willeth that which He knoweth and what is written on the preserved tablet; that He willeth both good and evil. So far they agree with the Jabrians; but then they seem to allow some power to man. The orthodox, or Sunni belief is theoretically Ash’arīan, but practically the Sunnis are confirmed Jabrians. The Mutazilite doctrines are looked upon as quite heretical.

“No subject has been more warmly discussed in Islam than that of predestination. The following abstract of some lengthy discussions will present the points of difference.

“The Ash’arīans, who in this matter represent in the main orthodox views, formulate their objections to the Mutazilite system thus:—

“(i.) If man is the causer of an action by the force of his own will, then he should also have the power of controlling the result of that action.

“(ii.) If it be granted that man has the power to originate an act, it is necessary that he should know all acts, because a creator should be independent in act and choice. Intention must be conditioned by knowledge. To this the Mutazilites would reply that a man need not know the length of a road before he walks, or the structure of the throat before he talks.

“(iii.) Suppose a man wills to move his body and God at the same time wills it to be steady, then if both intentions come to pass there will be a collection of opposites; if neither, a removal of opposites; if the exaltation of the first, an unreasonable preference.

“(iv.) If man can create an act, some of his works will be better than some of the works of God, e.g. a man determines to have faith: now faith is a better thing than reptiles, which are created by God.

“(v.) If man is free to act, why can he not make at once a human body; why does he need to thank God for grace and faith?

“(vi.) But better far than all argument, the orthodox say, is the testimony of the Book. ‘All things have we created under a fixed decree.’ (Sūra liv. 49.) ‘When God created you and that ye make.’ (Sūra xxxvii. 94.) ‘Some of them there were whom God guided and there were others decreed to err.’ (Sūra xvi. 38.) As God decrees faith and obedience He must be the causer of it, for ‘on the hearts of these hath God graven the Faith.’ (Sūra lvi. 22.) ‘It is he who causeth you to laugh and weep, to die and make alive.’ (Sūra liii. 44.) ‘If God pleased He would surely bring them, one and all, to the guidance.’ (Sūra vi. 36.) ‘Had God pleased, He had guided you all aright.’ (Sūra vi. 150.) ‘Had the Lord pleased, He would have made mankind of one religion.’ (Sūra xi. 120.) ‘God will mislead whom He pleaseth, and whom He will pleaseth He will keep upon the straight path.’ (Sūrah vi. 39.) Tradition records that the Prophet said, ‘God is the maker of all makers and of their actions.’

“The Mutazilites took up the opposite side of this great question and said:—

“(1.) If man has no power to will or to do, then what is the difference between praising
God and running against Him; between faith and infidelity; good and evil; what is the use of commands and prohibitions; rewards and punishments; promises and threats; what is the use of prophets, books, &c.

(ii.) Some acts of men are bad, such as tyranny and polytheism. If these are created by God, it follows that to tyrannise and to ascribe plurality to the Deity is to render obedience. To this the Ash'arians reply that orders are of two kinds, immediate and mediate. The former, which they call 'Amir-i-takwish,' is the order, 'Believe and be in peace.' This comprehends all existences and according to it whatever is ordered must come to pass. The latter they call 'Amir-i-tasbiri,' an order given in the Law. This comes to men through prophets and thus is to be obeyed. True obedience is to act according to that which is revealed, not according to the secret intention of God, for that we know not.

(iii.) If God decrees the acts of men, He should bear the name of that which he decrees. Thus the causer of infidelity is an infidel; of tyranny a tyrant, and so on; but to ascribe thus of God is blasphemy.

(iv.) If infidelity is decreed by God He must wish it; but a prophet desires faith and obedience and so is opposed to God. To this the orthodox reply, that God knows by his eternal knowledge that such a man will die an infidel. If a prophet intends by bringing the message of salvation to such an one to make God's knowledge become ignorance, he would be doing wrong; but as he does not know the secret decrees of God, his duty is to deliver his message according to the Hadis: 'A prophet has only to deliver the clear message.'

(v.) The Mutazilites claimed as on their side all verses of the Qur'an, in which the words to do, to construct, to renew, to create, &c., are applied to men. Such are the verses: 'We believe in the heavens and the earth is God's that He may reward those who do evil according to their deeds: and those who do good will He reward with good things.' (Sūra liii. 32.) 'Whose shall have wrought evil shall not be recompensed but with its like: but whose shall have done the things that are right, whether male or female and is a believer, these shall enter Paradise.' (Sūra xl. 43.) 'Say: the truth is from the Lord; let him then who will, believe; and let him who will, be an infidel.' (Sūra xvii. 32.) 'Those who add gods to God will say: if God had pleased neither we nor our fathers had given Him companions.' 'Say: Verily ye follow only a conceit, ye utter lies.' (Sūra vi. 145.) The Hadis is also very plain. 'All good is in Thy hands and evil is not to Thee.'

The Ash'arians have one famous text which they bring to bear against all this reasoning and evidence. It is: 'This truly is a warning; and whose wills, taketh the way of his Lord; but will ye shall not, unless God wills it, for God is knowing, wise.' (Sūra ix. 29, 30.) To the Hadis they reply (1) that there is a difference between acquiescence in evil and decreeing it. Thus the expression 'will ye shall not, unless God wills it, for God is knowing, wise.' (Sūra ix. 29, 30.) To the Hadis they reply (1) that there is a difference between acquiescence in evil and decreeing it. Thus the expression 'God wills not tyranny for His servants,' does not mean that God hath not decreed it, but that tyranny is not one of His attributes; so 'evil is not to Thee' means it is not an attribute of God; and (2) the Hadis must be explained in accordance with the teaching of the Qur'an.

The Muslim philosophers tried to find a way out of the difficulty. Avemarh says: 'We are free to act in this way or that, but our will is always determined by some external cause. For example, we see something which pleases us, we are drawn to it in spite of ourselves. Our will is thus bound by exterior causes. These causes exist according to a certain order of things which is founded on the general laws of nature. God foreknew the necessary connection which to us is a mystery. The connection of our will with exterior causes is determined by the laws of nature. It is this which in theology we call 'decrees and predestination.' ('Ménages des Philosophes Juives et Arabe, par S. Munk, p. 468.)

PRE-EMPTION. Arabic Shufak (ṣalāh), Līt. 'Adjunction.' The right of pre-emption is a power of possessing property which is for sale, and is established upon the teaching of Muhammad. It applies not to movable property but to immovable property (ṣaqār). This right of pre-emption appertains in the first place to the co-sharer or partner in the property; secondly, to a sharer in the immunities and appendages of the property, such as the right to water, or to roads; and thirdly, to the neighbour. (Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 594.)

PRE-EXISTENCE OF SOULS is taught both in the Qur'an and the Traditions. 'Lykaeus relates that Muhammad said, 'Souls before they became united with bodies were like assembled armies, and afterwards they were dispersed and sent into the bodies of mankind.' (Lykaeus, book xxii. ch. xvi.) There is said to be a reference to this doctrine in the Qur'an:—Sūra vii. 171: 'And when the Lord drew forth their posterity from the loins of the sons of Adam...'

The commentator, al-Baṣāwī, says God stroked Adam's back and extracted from his loins his whole posterity, which should come into the world until the Resurrection, one generation after another; and that these souls were all assembled together like small ants, and after they had in the presence of the angels confessed their dependence upon God, they were again caused to return into the loins of Adam.' (See Tafsir 'I. Baṣāwī, in loco.)

PRESERVED TABLET. According to the teaching of Muhammad, both the actions of men and the Qur'an were recorded before creation upon a preserved tablet called Lāwāk Mahfūz (ḥāfiz, C̈), Sūrah xxiv. 32: 'And if they treat thee as a liar, so did those
PRIDE

who were before them treat their Apostles
who came to them with the proofs of their
mission, and with the Scriptures and with the
clear Book,” and “And Imám Mubín (with مبین, (امام مبين)) Ṣarah mev. 11; “Verily, it is We who will
quickly ascend the dead, and write down the works
which they have sent on before them, and the
traces which they shall have left behind them:
and everything have we set down in the
clear Book of our decrees. [PERSEQUI-
ATION, QUR'AN.]

PRIDE, Arabic ḥibr (حبر), is for-
bidden in the Qur'án, see Ṣarah xxv. 59:
“Walk not proudly on the earth; truly thou
canst by no means cleave the earth, neither
canst thou reach the mountains in height; all
this is evil with thy Lord and odious.”

PRIEST. There is no ascendency
class of ministers in the Muhammadan reli-
gion. The leader of the daily prayers is
called an Imám. [IMAM.]

PRIVACY OF DWELLINGS is
established by the teaching of Muhammad,
and it is therefore unlawful to enter the house
without Ṣiwāṭ, or “asking permission.” The
infraction is given in the Qur'án, Ṣarah xxiv.
21-29:
“O ye who believe! enter not into other
houses than your own, until you have asked
leave, and have saluted its inmates. This
will be best for you; haply ye will bear this
in mind. And if ye find no one therein, then
enter it not till leave be given you; and if it
be said to you, ‘Go ye back,’ then go ye back.
This will be more blameless in you, and God
knoweth what ye do. There shall be no harm
in your entering houses in which no one
dwelleth, for the supply of your needs: and
God knoweth what ye do openly and what ye
hide.”

ʿAlī ibn Yaṣār relates that “A man once
asked the Prophet, ‘Must I ask leave to go
into the room of my mother?’ The Prophet
said, ‘Yes.’ Then the man said, ‘But I live
in the same house.’ The Prophet said, ‘Yes,
even if you live in the same house.’ The man
said, ‘But I wait upon her!’ The Prophet,
‘But you must ask permission; for, what!
would you like to see your mother naked?’

It is further related that Muhammad al-
ways went first to the right and then to the
left of a door which had no curtain, and
submitted several times before he entered.
(Muṣbāḥ, book xxii. ch. ii.)

This has become an established rule in the
East, and it is considered very rude to enter
dwelling without first giving notice.

PROHIBITED DEGREES OF
MARRIAGE. According to the Qur'án they
are seven: 1, mother; 2, daughter; 3, sister;
4, paternal aunt; 5, maternal aunt; 6, sister’s
daughter; 7, brother’s daughter. And the
same rule extends to the other sex. It is
also unlawful for a Muslim to marry his
wife’s sister (see Lev. xviii. 18) or his wife’s
aunt during the lifetime of his wife. Foot-
riage in Muslim law establishes relationship,
and therefore a foster-sister or a foster-brother
is unlawful in marriage. [MARRIAGE.]

PROPHET. The Arabic words
used to express the prophetic office are nabi
(نبي), pl. umārib (عمراء), ruṣāl (رسلا),
and mursal (مرسل), pl. mursāla. In Per-
sian, the three titles are invariably trans-
lated by the word poignambar (پیامبر) (i.e.
a messenger).

Nabi is the Hebrew nabi, פָּנֵי, which
Gesenius says means “one who bubbles forth”
as a fountain. The Arabic lexicon, the
Qāmūṣ, derives the word from nabi, “to be
excited.”

According to Muhammadan writers a nabi
is anyone directly inspired by God, and mursal
and mursal, one to whom a special mission
has been entrusted.

Muhammad is related to have said (Miṣk-
ā′, book xxiv. ch. i. p. 8) that there were
124,000 umārib, or prophets, and 810 apostles
or messengers. Nine of these special messen-
gers are entitled al-l'-Arm, or “possessors
of constancy, namely, Noah, Abraham, David,
Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, Jesus, and Mu-
hammad. Six are dignified with special
titles: Adam, Siṭyān ʿlāh, the Chosen of God;
Noah, Nuḥiy ʿlāh, the Preacher of God;
Abraham, Khalūtu ʿlāh, the Friend of God;
Moses, Koṭλūtu ʿlāh, the Conserver with God;
Jesus, Kāḥūtu ʿlāh, the Spirit of God; Muham-
dad, Raṣūlu ʿlāh, the Messenger of God.

The number of sacred books delivered to
mankind is said to have been 104 (see Majd-
ā′lu-l-ʿAbrāʿī, p. 55): of these, ten were given
to Adam, fifty to Seth (a name not mentioned
in the Qur'án), thirty to Enoch, ten to Abra-
ham, the Taurit to Moses, the Zabūr to
David, the Injil to Jesus, and the Qur'án to
Muhammad.

The one hundred scriptures given to Adam,
Seth, Enoch, and Abraham are termed Shu-
fiḥ (a pamphlet), and the other four, ʿArash (a
book); but all that is necessary for the Mus-
lim to know of these inspired records is sup-
poused to have been retained in the Qur'án.

Muhammad’s enumeration of the Old and
New Testament prophets, both as to name and
chronological order, is exceedingly con-
fused, and it is acknowledged to be a matter
of doubt amongst Muslim commentators whe-
ther or not Alexander the Great and Ẓēb
were inspired prophets.

The names of twenty-eight prophets are
said to occur in the Qur'án:

Adam, Adam; Ibrāhīm, Enoch; Nāḥ, Noah;
Ḥūd, Habir; Ṣāliḥ, Methuselah; Ibrāhīm,
Abraham; Iṣwārīl, Ishmael; Išāq, Isaac;
Yūnūs, Jacob; Ẓāliḥ, Joseph; Lūṭ, Lot;
Muḥy, Moses; ʿHūrān, Aaron; Shu'āb, Jethro;
Zakariyā', Zacharias, the father of John the
Baptist; Yūsuf, John Baptist; ʿĪsā, Jesus;
Dā'dūd, David; Sulaimān’s, Solomon; ʿĪsā,
Elias; ʿAlī, Elisha; ʿAīyāh, Job; Yanus;
Jonah; ʿŪlīr, Ezra; Luqānān, Ẓēb?  the
more likely Balaam; Ẓēb l-Ḳifā, Isaiah or Ob-
diah; Ẓēb l-Ḥārīm, Alexander the Great.
An account of these prophets will be found under their respective names.

A Persian book, entitled the Qisas ‘l-Aswāq, the "Tales of the Prophets," professes to give an account of the prophets mentioned in the Qur'ān, but the utter recklessness of the writer passes all description; for example, it is a matter of uncertainty whether Zu ‘l-Qarnain is Alexander the Great or some celebrity who lived in the days of Abraham!

PROPHETESSES. It is said that only three women have been prophetesses: Sarah, the mother of Moses, and Mary, the daughter of Imrān; for Sarah, received by revelation the news of Isaac's birth, the birth of Moses was divinely communicated to his mother, and Mary received from an angel the happy tidings of the birth of Jesus. (See Hist. of Temple of Jerusalem, translated from the Arabic.)

PSALMS OF DAVID, THE.

[SAHKU]

PUBERTY. Arabic bulūgh (بَلْوُغ), bulūghiyat (بلوغية). The puberty of a boy is established as soon as the usual signs of manhood are known to exist; but if none of these signs exist, his puberty is not clearly established until he has completed his eighteenth year. The puberty of a girl is established in the same way; but if the usual signs of womanhood are known not to exist, her puberty is not established until her seventeenth year has been completed. This is according to the teaching of the Imam Abū Hanīfah. But his two disciples maintain that upon either a boy or girl completing the fifteenth year, they are to be declared adult. The Imam as-Shāfi‘i concurs in this opinion, and it is said there is also a report of Abū Hanīfah to the same effect. The earliest period of puberty with respect to a boy is twelve years, and with respect to a girl nine years.

When a boy or girl approaches the age of puberty and they declare themselves adult, their declaration must be credited, and they then become subject to all the laws affecting adults, and must observe all the ordinances of the Muslim faith. (Hidayah, Hamilton's Translation, vol. iii. p. 483; Jāmi‘ ḥ-Rumūr, Durrū l-Mukhtar.)

Syed Ameer Ali says:

"The validity of marriages contracted for minors by any guardian other than the father or the grandfather, is not established until ratified by the parties at arriving at puberty. Such ratification in the case of males must be express, and in the case of females may be either express or implied. On arriving at puberty, both the parties have the right of either ratifying the contract entered into during their minority or of cancelling it. According to the Sunnis, in order to effect a dissolution of the matrimonial tie, in exercise of the right of option reserved to the parties, it is necessary that there should be a decree of the judge; and until such decree is made, the marriage remains intact. If before a decree has been obtained one of the parties should die, the survivor would be entitled to inherit from the deceased.

"The Shi‘ahs differ materially from the Sunnis on this. They hold that a marriage contracted on behalf of minors by any unauthorised person (fisrūl), i.e. any person other than a father or a grandfather, remains in absolute suspension or abeyance until assented to by the parties on arriving at puberty; that, in fact, no legal effect arises from it until such ratification, and if in the interval previous to ratification, one of the parties should die, the contract would fall to the ground and there would be no right of inheritance in the survivor." (Personal Law of the Mahomedans, p. 269.)

PULPIT. The pulpit or mimbar (مَيْمَار), used for the recital of the khutbah on Fridays in the chief mosque is usually a wooden structure of three steps and movable, but in the large mosques of Turkey and Egypt it is a fixture of brick or stone.

It is related that the Prophet, when addressing the people, stood on the uttermost step, Abū Bakr on the second, and 'Umar on the third or lowest. 'Usāmān being the most humble of men, would gladly have descended lower, but this being impossible, he fixed upon the second step, from which it is now usual to recite the khutbah on Fridays and on the two great festivals. [MOSQUE, MIN- BAR.]

PUNISHMENT is divided into three classes: (1) Hadd (عذ), (2) Qiṣṣā (قصص), (3) Ta‘zīb (طعيب).

(1) Hadd (عذ), pl. Haddāt (عذات). "That which is defined ", is that punishment the limits of which have been defined in the Qur'ān and Hadī. The following belong to this class:—

(a) Adultery, zina‘ (ذنأ), for which the adulterer must be stoned, rajm (رم). (Mish-kād, book xv. ch. 1.)

(b) Fornication, zina‘ (ذنأ), for which the guilty person must receive one hundred stripes. (Qur'ān, Sūrah xxii. 2.)

(c) The false accusation of a married person with adultery, qazf (قذف), for which
PUNISHMENT

the offender must receive eighty stripes (Qur'an, Sura xxiv. 4).
(d) Apostacy, irtidad (إرتداد), which is punishable with death. (Mishkat, book xiv. ch. v.)
(e) Drinking wine, shurb (شرب), for which the offender must receive eighty lashes. (Mishkat, book xv. ch. iv.)
(f) Theft, sariqah (سرقة), which is punished by cutting off the right hand. (Qur'an, Sura vii. 42.)
(g) Highway robbery, qat'a l-tarrq (قطع الطريق): for robbery only, the loss of hands and feet, and for robbery with murder, death, either by the sword or crucifixion. (Qur'an, Sura vi. 37.)

1. Qisās (كفر), lit. "retaliation," is that punishment which, although fixed by the law, can be remitted by the person offended against, or, in the case of a murdered person, by his heirs. It is applicable to cases of murder and of wounding. Qisās is the lex tainonis of Moses: 'Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe (Exodus xxii. 24); but in allowing a money compensation, Muhammad departed from the Jewish Code. (Qur'an, Sura ii. 178.)

2. Tat'īk (تذكير), is the punishment which is left to the discretion of the Qazi or Judge. [HADD, QISAS, TAZIR.]

PUNISHMENTS OF THE GRAVE. [AZARU 'IQARAH.]

PURGATORY. [BARZAKH.]

PURIFICATIONS. Arabic tahārah (تّهائرة). The legal methods of purification under the Muhammadan law vary but slightly from those which were enjoined in the Talmudic law of the Jews; with the remarkable difference that whilst with the Muslim the simple act of purification suffices, the Jew was taught by the use of expiatory offering to discern to its full extent the connection between the outward sign and the inward fraught of impurity. The most minute regulations with reference to the subject of legal purification, were laid down in the Jewish law, and are found in a treatise of the Mishna entitled Yadaim. See also Leviticus xv.

The following are the different acts of purification existing in Muhammadan law:

1. Ghul (غسل). The washing of the whole body to absolve it from uncleanness and to prepare it for the exercise of prayer, after the following acts: pollutio nocturna, menesc, coitus, puerperium. [GHUL.]

2. Ghul-masnun (غسل مسنون). Such washings of the whole body as are founded upon the sumah or practice and precept of Muhammad, although they are not supposed to be of divine institution, namely, upon the admission of a convert to Islam; before the Friday prayer, on the festivals; after washing the dead; and after blood-letting. [GHUL MASNUN.]

3. Wasu (وضوء), or the simple ablution of hands, arms, ears, face, mouth, &c., before the recital of the usual prayers. [ABLUTION.]

4. Tayyammum (طهير), or the use of sand or dust instead of water for the wasu. [TAYAMMUM.]

5. Isti'jah (استنجد), or the abstinence of the private parts. [ISTINJAH.]

6. Miswak (مضبوط), or the cleansing of the teeth. [MISWAK.]

7. Mash (مسح), or the touching of the boot whereby they become purified for prayer. [MASAH.]

8. Tashīr (تحصير), or the cleansing of vessels, articles of clothing, &c., from impurity, which is generally done by applying either water, or sand and dust, the mere sprinkling being insufficient. [TASHIR.]

QABĀLĀH, QIBĀLĀH (قبوللا). A deed of conveyance or transfer of right or property. Any contract or bargain or sale signed by a judge. (Hidajah, vol. ii. p. 569.)

QABAQAUSAIN (قابع قوسين). Lit. "Two bows' length." An expression which occurs in the Qur'an, Sura iii. 8-10: "Then he drew near and hovered o'er; until he had two bows' length off or nearer still. Then he revealed to his servant what he revealed him." Commentators understand this to refer to the angel Gabriel. Mystic writers use the term to express a state of nearness to God. (See 'Abdu r-Razzaq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

QABIL (قابل). [CAIN.]

AL-QABIZ (القابيز). "The Restrainer," One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. But the word does not occur in the Qur'an.

QABE (قبة). A grave. [GRAVE, TomB.]


QABZ WA BAST (خبس و باست). Two terms which are employed to express two opposite states of the heart; qabz being a contraction, and bast, an expansion, of the spiritual state. (See 'Abdu r-Razzaq's Dict. of Sufi Terms.)

QADAH (عقد). The sitting posture in the daily prayer, when the taslihād is recited. [TASHKĪMUD.]
COMPANION OF NOTE. He was a man of large stature and corpulent, eminent for learning, wisdom, and courage. He commanded the Prophet's body-guard, and under the Khalifah 'Ali he was made Governor of Egypt. Died at al-Madinah, A.H. 60.

AL-QAYYUM (الكؤسم). "The Self-Subsisting." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'an, Sura ii. 1: "There is no deity but God, the living, the self-subsisting."

QALAM (قلم). Lit. "A (reed) pen." (1) The pen with which God is said to have pre-recorded the actions of men. The Prophet said the first thing which God created was the Pen (qalam), and that it wrote down the quantity of every individual thing that was created, all that was and all that will be to all eternity. (See Mishk̇âr.) (2) Al-Qalam, the title of the 69th Sura of the Qur'an.

QALANDAR (قلائد). A Persian title to an order of faqirs or dervishes. An Ascetic.

AL-QAMAR (القمر). "The moon." The title of the 59th Sura of the Qur'an, in the first verse of which the word occurs. "And the moon hath been split in sunder." [MOON, SIAQQI-U'L-QAMAR.]

QAN'AH (قناة). Contentment; resignation.

QANIT (قنيت). Lit. "One who stands in prayer or in the service of God. Godly, devout, prayerful. The term is used twice in the Qur'an—Sura xxvi. 121: "Verily, Abraham was a leader in religion and obedient to God."

Sura xxviii. 12: "He who observeth the hours of the night in devotion."

QANUN (قانون). Kávów. Canon; a rule, a regulation, a law, a statute.


QARĪ (قاري), pl. qurrā'. "A reader." A term used for one who reads the Qur'an correctly, and is acquainted with the 'Ima' 'l-Tajwīd, or the science of reading the Qur'an. In the history of Islam there are seven celebrated Qurrâ', or "readers," who are known as al-Qurrâ'us 'a-Sanâ'ah, or "the seven readers." They are—

1. Imám Ibn Kašîr. Died at Makkah, A.H. 130.
2. Imám 'Abî al-Kufâ', who learnt the way of reading the Qur'an from 'Abdu'l-Rahmân as-Salâ'î, who was taught by the Khalifah 'Usâmân and 'Ali. He died at al-Kufâ', A.H. 127.
3. Imâm Abî 'Umîr was born at Makkah, A.H. 70. He died at al-Kufâ', A.H. 154. It is on his authority that the following important statement has been handed down: "When the first copy of the Qur'an was written out
and presented to the Khalifah 'Usman, he said, 'There are faults of language in it. Let the Arabs of the desert rectify them with their tongues.' The meaning of this is that they should pronounce the words correctly but not alter the written copy.

4. Imam Hamzah of al-Kisai was born A.H. 80, and died A.H. 156.

5. Imam al-Kisa'i who had a great reputation as a Qari, but none as a poet. It was a common saying, among the learned in grammar, that there was no one who knew so little poetry as al-Kisai. He is said to have died at Tus about the year A.H. 182.


7. Imam Ibn 'Amir, who was a native of Syria. His date is uncertain.

AL-QARI'AH (القارية). "The Striking." The title of the last Sura of the Qur'an, which begins with the words, "The Striking! What is the Striking? And what shall make thee understand how terrible the striking will be." Jalalud-din says it is one of the epithets given to the last day, because it will strike the hearts of all creatures with terror.

QARIN (قرين). Lit. "The one united." The demon which is said to be indissolubly united with every man. (See Makkah, book xiii. ch. xvii. also Qur'an, Sura xii. 24; Sura xiii. 33; Sura i. 22.)

QARINAH (قرينات). The context. A term used in theological and exegetical works.

QARUN (قارون). [KOHAB.]

QARZ (قروض). Lit. "Cutting." (1) A word used in the Qur'an for good deeds done for God, for which a future recompense will be awarded, e.g. Sura v. 15: "Lend God a liberal loan and I will surely put away from you your evil deeds, and will cause you to enter gardens through which rivers flow." (2) Money advanced as a loan without interest, to be repaid at the pleasure of the borrower. (3) The word is used in Persian, Urdu, and Pushtoo for money lent at interest, but the legal term for such a debt is riba.

QASAM (قسم). [GATH.]

QASAMA (قسماء). Lit. "Taking an oath." An oath under the following circumstances:

When a person is found slain in a place, and it is not known who was the murderer, and his heirs demand satisfaction for his blood from the inhabitants of the district, then fifty of the inhabitants selected by the next of kin, must be put to their oaths and depose to this effect: "I do not know by God that I did not kill him, nor do I know the murderer." This custom is founded upon the Mosaic law. See Deut. xxi. 1-9.

AL-QASAS (قصاص). "The narrative." The title of the xviiith Sura of the Qur'an. So called because in the 56th verse of this chapter Moses is said to have related the narrative of his adventures to Shurah.

QASM (قسم). Lit. "To divide." A division of conjugal rights, which is enjoined by the Muslim law. (See Makkah, book xiii. ch. x.)

AL-QAWA' (القاوة). Lit. "One whose ears are cropt." Muhammad's celebrated she-camel who conveyed him in the flight from Makkah.

QATL (قتل). [MURDER.]

QAT'TAT (قاطط). A slanderer. A tale-bearer, who, according to the Traditions, will not enter the kingdom of heaven; for the Prophet has said, "A tale-bearer shall not enter Paradise." (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. x. pt. 1.)

QATU 'T-TARIQ (قطع الطريق). [HIGHWAY ROBBERY.]

QAWL (قول). A saying; a promise; a covenant. The word occurs in the Qur'an frequently in these senses.

QAWLU 'L-HAQOO (قول الحق). "The Word of Truth." A title given to Jesus Christ in the Qur'an, Sura xix. 35: "This was Jesus the son of Mary, the word of truth concerning whom they doubt." By the commentators Husain, al-Kamali, and 'Abdu-l-Qadir, the words are understood to refer to the statement made, but al-BAISawi says it is a title applied to Jesus the son of Mary. [JESUS CHRIST.]

QAWAD (قاواد). "Retaliation." Lex talionis. [MURDER, Qisas, RETALIATION.]

AL-QAWI (قوي). "The Strong." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'an, Sura xii. 09: "Thy Lord is the Strong, the Mighty."

QAZA' (قضا). pl. aqziyah. Lit. "Consummating." (1) The office of a Qazi, or judge. (2) The sentence of a Qazi. (3) Repeating prayers to make up for having omitted them at the appointed time. (4) Making up for an omission in religious duties, such as fasting, &c. (5) The decree existing in the Divine mind from all eternity, and the execution and declaration of a decree at the appointed time. (6) Sudden death.

QAZF (قصف). Lit. "Throwing at." Accusing a virtuous man or woman of adultery; the punishment for which is eighty lashes, or, in the case of a slave, forty lashes. This punishment was established by a supposed revelation from heaven, when the Prophet's favourite wife, 'Aiyahah, was accused of improper intimacy with Sa'dan ibn 'Mu'a'th. Vide Qur'an, Suraatu 'Nur (xxiv.), 4: "But to those who accuse married persons of adultery and produce not four witnesses, them shall ye scourge with four-score stripes." (Hidjjah, vol. ii. p. 52.)
QIBLÁH (Q.), "Anything opposite." The direction in which all Muslims must pray, whether in their public or in their private devotions, namely, towards Makkah. It is established by the express injunction of the Qur'an, contained in the Sūrah Al-Baqarah (ii, 144-145).

"Fools among men will say, What has turned them from their Qibláh on which they were agreed? Say, God's is the east and the west, He guides whomever He will unto the right path. Thus have we made you a middle nation to be witnesses against men, and that the apostle may be a witness against you. We have not appointed the qiblah or which thou wert agreed, save that we might know who follows the Apostle from him who turns upon his heels, although it is a great thing to those whom God doth guide. But God will not waste your faith, for verily God with men is kind and merciful. We see thee often turn about thy face in the heavens, but we will surely turn thee to a qiblah thou shalt like. Turn, then, thy face towards the Sacred Mosque, wherever ye be turn your face towards it, verily those who have the Book know that it is the truth from their Lord. God is not careless of that which ye do. And if thou shouldst bring to those who have been given the Book every sign, they would not follow your qiblah, nor do some of them follow the qiblah of the others; and if thou followest their lusts after the knowledge that has come to thee, then art thou of the evil-doers. Those whom we have given the Book know him as they know their sons, although a sect of them do surely hide the truth the while they know. The truth (is) from thy Lord, be not therefore one of those who doubt thereof. Every sect has some one side to which they turn (in prayer), but do ye hasten onwards to good works, wherever ye are, God will bring you all together. Verily, God is mighty over all. From whencesoever thou comest forth, there turn thy face towards the Sacred Mosque; for it is surely truth from thy Lord, God is not careless about what ye do. And from whencesoever thou comest forth, there turn thy face towards the Sacred Mosque, and wheresoever ye are, turn your faces towards it, that men may have no argument against you, save only those of them who are unjust, and fear them not, but fear me, and I will fulfill my favour to you; perchance ye may be guided ye.

In explanation of these verses (which are allowed to be of different periods), and the change of Qibláh, al-Baṣīrī, the commentator, remarks that when Muhammad was in Makkah he always worshipped towards the Ka'bah; but after the flight to al-Madīnah, he was ordered by God to change his Qibláh towards as-Sakhrah, the rock at Jeru-

salém on which the Temple was formerly erected, in order to conciliate the Jews, but that, about sixteen months after his arrival in al-Madīnah, he more to pray towards Makkah, and he besought the Lord to this effect, and then the instructions were revealed, "Verily we have seen thee turning thy face," etc., as given above. (See al-Baṣīrī, in loco.)

This temporary change of the Qibláh to Jerusalem is now regarded as "a trial of faith," and it is asserted that Makkah was always the true Qibláh. But it is impossible for any noxious Muslim not to see in this transaction a piece of worldly wisdom on the part of the Prophet.

Jāšīlī 'd-dīn as-Suyūṭī admits that the 110th verse of the 10th Sūrah—which reads: "The east and the west is God's, therefore whichever way ye turn is the face of God"—has been abrogated by a more recent verse, and that at one time in the history of Mu-
hammad's mission there was no Qibláh at all.

Major Osborne remarks in his Islām under the Aromānīs: "There have been few incidents more dis-

astrous in their consequences to the human race than this decree of Muhammad, changing the Kibla from Jerusalem to Mecca. Had he remained true to his earlier and better faith, the Arabs would have entered the religious community of the nations as peace-makers, not as enemies and destroyers. To all alike—Jews, Christians, and Muslims—there would have been a single centre of holiness and devotion; but the Arab would have brought with him just that element of convic-
tion which was needed to enlarge and vivify the preceding religions. To the Jew he would have been a living witness that the God who spake in times past to his fathers by the prophets still sent messengers to men, though not taken from the chosen seeds—the very testimony which they needed to rise out of the conception of a national deity to that of a God of all men.

"To the Christians, his deep and ardent conviction of God as a present living and working power, would have been a voice recalling them from their petty sectarian squabbles and virtual idolatry, to the presence of the living Christ. By the change of the Kibla, Islam was placed in direct antagonism to Judaism and Christianity. It became a rival faith, possessing an independent centre of existence. It ceased to draw its authenticity from the same wells of inspiration. Jew and Christian could learn nothing from a creed which they knew only as an exterminator; and the Muhammadan was condemned to a moral and intellectual isolation. And so long as he held to his creed, he could not participate in the onward march of men. The keystone of that creed is a black pebble in a heathen temple. All the ordinances of his faith, all the history of it, are so grouped and connected with this stone, that were the edifice of sanctity dispelled which surrounds it, the whole religion would inevitably perish. The farther and the faster men progress elsewhere, the more hopeless becomes the position of the Muslim. He can only hate the knowledge which would gently lead him to the light. Chained to a black stone in a barren wilderness, the heart and reason
of the Muhammadan world would seem to have taken the similitude of the objects they refer to; and the refreshing shade and genial sunshine which fertilises all else, in vain for anything to quicken there." (Islam under the Arabs, p. 58.)

QIBTI (قبتى). Copt. The Christian descendants of the Ancient Egyptians, derived from Coptos, a great city in Upper Egypt now called Gooft. The favourite slave of Muhammad, Māriyāh, was a Copt, and is known in Muslim history as Māriyāt ʿI- Qibtiyyah. [MUHAMMAD, WIVES OF.]

For an account of the manners and customs of the Coptic Christians, see Lane's Modern Egyptians.

QIMAR (قمار). Dice or any game at hazard. It is forbidden by the Muhammadan religion. (Miṣkāt, book xvii. ch. ii. pt. 2.)

QINN (قنن). A slave, especially one born in the family and whose father and mother are slaves.

QINTAR (قنتار). A talent. A sum of money mentioned in the Qur'an, Sūrah ii. 67: "And of the people of the Book there are some of them who if thou enjoin them with a qintar give it back to you."

Muhammad Tahir, the author of the Majmaʿ al-Bihār, p. 173, says a qintar is a very large sum of money. As much gold as will go into the hide of a cow (or, according to others, 4,000 dinars). Others say it is an unlimited sum, which implies a considerable amount of money.

QIRAAʾAH (قراءة). Lit. "Reading." A term given to the different methods of reading the Qur'an. A science which is termed Ḥifẓ ʿI-Tajweīd. [QUR'AN.]


QISAʾ (قصص). From qasaṣ. Lit. "Tracking the footsteps of an enemy." The law of retaliation. The fax tališam of the Mosaic law, with the important difference that in the Muslim law the next of kin can accept a money compensation for wilful murder.

The subject of retaliation must be considered, first, as to occasions affecting life, and, secondly, as to retaliation in matters short of life.

(1) In occasions affecting life, retaliation is incurred by wilfully killing a person whose blood is under continual protection, such as a Muslim or a Ghimni, in opposition to aliens who have only an occasional or temporary protection. A Freeman is to be slain for a Freeman, and a Slave for a Slave; but according to Abū Hanīfah, a Freeman is to be slain for the murder of a Slave if the Slave be the property of another. A Muslim is also slain for the murder of a Ghimni, according to Abū Hanīfah, but as-Shafīʿī disputes this, because the Prophet said a Muslim is not to be put to death for an infidel. A man is slain for a woman, an adult for an infant, and a sound person for one who is blind, infirm, dismembered, lame, or insane. A father is not to be slain for his child, because the Prophet has said, "Retaliation must not be executed upon the parent for his offspring"; but a child is slain for the murder of his parent. A master is not slain for his slave, and if one of two partners in a slave kill such a slave, retaliation is not incurred. If a person inherit the right of retaliating upon his parent, the retaliation fails. Retaliation is to be executed by the next of kin with some mortal weapon or sharp instrument capable of inflicting a mortal wound.

If a person immerses another, whether an infant or an adult, into water from which it is impossible to escape, retaliation, according to Abū Hanīfah, is not incurred, but his two disciples maintain otherwise.

(2) Of retaliation short of life. If a person wilfully strikes off the hand of another, his hand is to be struck off in return, because it is said in the Qur'an (Surah v. 49), "There is retaliation in case of wounds." If a person strike off the foot of another, or cut off the nose, retaliation is inflicted in return. If a person strike another on the eye, so as to force the member, with its vessels, out of the socket, there is no retaliation; it is impossible to preserve a perfect equality in extracting an eye. If, on the contrary, the eye remains in its place, but the faculty of seeing be destroyed, retaliation is to be inflicted, as in this case equality may be effected by extinguishing the sight of the offender's corresponding eye with a hot iron. If a person strike out the teeth of another, he incurs retaliation; for it is said in the Qur'an, "A tooth for a tooth." (Surah v. 49.)

Retaliation is not to be inflicted in the case of breaking any bones except teeth, because it is impossible to observe an equality in other fractures. There is no retaliation in offences short of life, between a Muslim and a woman, a free person and a slave, or one slave and another slave; but as-Shafīʿī maintains that retaliation holds in these cases. Retaliation for parts of the body holds between a Muslim and an unbeliever, both being upon an equality between each other with respect to fines for the offences in question.

If the corresponding member of the meimner be defective, nothing more than retaliation on that defective member, or a fine; and if such member be in the meantime lost, nothing whatever is due.

There is no retaliation for the tongue or the virile member.

(3) Retaliation may be commuted for a sum of money. When the heirs of a murdered person enter into a composition with the murder for a certain sum, retaliation is remitted, and the sum agreed to is due, to whatever amount. This is founded upon an express injunction of the Qur'an: " Where the heir of the murdered person is offered anything, by way of compensation, out of
the property of the murderer, let him take it." And also in the Traditions, it is related that Muhammad said (Mishkâ’i, book xiv.): "The heir of the murdered person is at liberty either to take retaliation, or a fine with the murderer’s consent." Moreover, it is maintained by Muhammadan jurists that retaliation is purely a matter which rests with the next of kin, who are at liberty to remit entirely by pardon, and that therefore a compensation can be accepted which is advantageous to the heirs and also to the murderer.

When a person who has incurred retaliation dies, the right to retaliation necessarily ceases, and consequently no fine is due from the murderer’s estate. [MURDER.]

QISSIS (قیسیس). Persian kashish. A Christian presbyter or priest. The word occurs once in the Qur’an, Sûrah vi. 35: "Thou shalt certainly find those to be nearest in affection to them who say, ‘We are Christians.’ This because some of them are priests (qissisân) and monks (rubhân), and because they are free from pride.”

QIFIR (قیفر). Potiphah. Alluded to in the Qur’an, Sûrah xii. 21, as "the man from Egypt who had bought him." (Gen. x. 28.) Al-Baišawî, the commentator, says his name was Qifir.

QIYAM (قیام). Lit. "Standing." (1) The standing in the Muhammadan prayers when the Subhân, the Talawâwug, the Tasmigh, the Fatihah, and certain portions of the Qur’an, are recited. [PRAYER.] (2) Yammâ ‘l-Qiyan, the Day of Judgment.

AL-QIYAMAH (القیام). Lit. "The Standing up." (1) The Day of Resurrection. [RESURRECTION.] (2) The title of the Lxxvii Sûrah of the Qur’an. (3) The Sûfis use the term in a spiritual sense for the state of a man who, having counted himself dead to the world, "stands up" in a new life in God. (See ’Abdu ’r-Rassâq’s Dict. of Sûﬁ Terms.)

QIYAS (قیاس). Lit. "To compare." The fourth foundation of Islam, that is to say, the analogical reasoning of the learned with regard to the teaching of the Qur’an, Hadîth, and Ijma’. There are four conditions of Qiyas: (1) That the precept or practice upon which it is founded must be of common (damm) and not of special (khass) application; (2) The cause (tillah) of the injunction must be known and understood; (3) The decision must be based upon either the Qur’an, the Hadîth, or the Ijma’; (4) The decision arrived at must not be contrary to anything declared elsewhere in the Qur’an and Hadîth.

Qiyas is of two kinds, Qiyas-i-Jali, or evident, and Qiyas-i-Khafî, or hidden. At the close of Qiyas-i-Jali is as follows: Wine is forbidden in the Qur’an under the word ّالنار, which literally means anything intoxicating; it is, therefore, evident that opium and all intoxicating drugs are also forbidden.

Qyunutu ’l-Witr is seen in the following example:—In the Hadîq it is enjoined that one goat in forty must be given to God. To some poor persons the money may be more acceptable; therefore, the value of the goat may be given instead of the goat.

QUBA (قعبه). A place three miles from al-Madinah, where the Prophet’s she-camel, al-Qaswâ’, knelt down as she brought her master on his flight from Makkah, and where Muhammad laid the foundations of a mosque. This was the first place of public prayer in Islam. Muhammad laid the first brick with his javelin, and marked out the direction of prayer. It is this mosque which is mentioned in the Qur’an, Sûrah ix. 109:— "There is a mosque founded from its first day in piety. More worthy is it that thou enter therein; therein are men who aspire to purity, and God loves the purified.”

It is esteemed the fourth mosque in rank, being next to that of Makkah, al-Madinah, and Jerusalem, and tradition relates that the Prophet said one prayer in it was equal to a lesser pilgrimage to Makkah. [UMRAN.] Captain Burton says:— "It was originally a square building of very small size; Osman enlarged it in the direction of the minaret, making sixty-six cubits each way. It is no longer ‘mean and decayed’ as in Burckhardt’s time. The Sultan Abd el Hamid, father of Mahmut, created a vast structure of cut stone, whose cresannels make it look more like a place of defence than of prayer. It has, however, no pretensions to grandeur. The minaret is of Turkish shape. To the south, a small and narrow Riwak (crib), or raised hypo-style, with unpretending columns, looks out northwards upon a little open area simply sanded over: and this is the whole building.”

AL-QUDDUS (القدس). "The Holy.” One of the ninety-nine names of God. It occurs in the Qur’an, Sûrah lix. 23: “He is God beside whom there is no deity, the King, the Holy.”

QUDRAH (قدرة). Power. Omnipotence. One of the attributes of God, al-Qudra’u ‘l-hâliyyâ, The sweet cake of God, i.e. The manna of Israel. The word Qudrah does not occur in the Qur’an.

Qunutu ’l-Witr (قدروة الربى). A special supplication said after the Witr prayers, or, according to some, after the morning prayers. It was at such times that the Prophet would pray for the liberation of his friends and for the destruction of his enemies.

For the different forms of supplication, see Mishkât, book iv. chapters xxxvi. and xxxvii.

The following is the one usually recited:— "O God! Direct me amongst those to whom Thou hast shorn the right road, and keep me in safety from the misfortunes of this world and the next, and love me amongst those Thou hast befriended. Increase Thy favours on me, and preserve me from ill; for verily Thou canst order at Thy will, and canst not
be ordered. Verily none are ruined that Thou befriendest, nor are any made great with whom Thou art at enmity.

QURAISH (قريش). The Arabian tribe from which Muhammad was descended, and of which his grandfather, 'Abdu l-Muttalib was chief or prince. This tribe occupied a very prominent place in the Qur'an and in Muhammadan history. In the Traditions, a special section is set apart for a record of the sayings of the Prophet regarding the good qualities of this tribe.

Muhammad is related to have said: "Whosoever wishes for the destruction of the Quraish, him may God destroy."

Ibn 'Umar relates that the Prophet said, "The office of Khilafah should be in the Quraish as long as there are two persons left in the tribe, one to be ruler and the other to be ruled." (Mishkat, book xxix. c. xii.)

The Sharif, or Sheriff of Makkah, is always a member of the Quraish tribe, but ever since the extinction of the Abbaside Khilafahs, the Sultan of Turkey has held the office of Khilafah, which is not of this tribe. (KHALIFAH.)

For an account of the Quraish, refer to Sir William Muir's Life of Mahomet, vol. i. Intro. cxv. See also article ARABIA.

Muhammad Takhir, in his Majma'ul 'Bikâr, vol. ii., p. 138, says Quraiish is the name of a great marine monster which preys on fish, and was given to this tribe on account of its strength and importance amongst the tribes of Arabia. Quraiish is the title of the 24th Sûrah of the Qur'an.

QURAIZAH (قريش). A tribe of Jews located near al-Madinah in the time of Muhammad. They at first professed to support his mission, but afterwards became disaffected. The Prophet asserted that he had been commanded by God to destroy them, and a complete massacre of the men took place, and the women and children were taken captive. The event is referred to at length in the xcvth Sûrah of the Qur'an.

Sir William Muir thus records the event: -

"The men and women were penned up for the night in separate yards; they were supplied with dates, and spent the night in prayer, repeating passages from their Scriptures, and exerting one another in constancy.

During the night graves or trenches sufficient to contain the dead bodies of the men were dug in the chief market-place of the city. When these were ready in the morning, Mahomet, himself a spectator of the tragedy, gave command that the captives should be brought forth in companies of five or six at a time. Each company was made to sit down by the brink of the trench destined for its grave, and there beheaded. Party after party they were thus led out, and butchered in cold blood, till the whole were slain. One woman alone was put to death. It was she who threw the millstones from the battlements. For Zohair, an aged Jew, who had saved some of his allies of the Sani Aus in the battle of Badr, Takhir interceded and procured a pardon, including the freedom of his family and restoration of his property. But what hath become of all our chiefs,—of Kâb, of Huwey, of Oza il, the son of Samuel? I asked the old man. As one after another he named the leading chiefs of his tribe, he received the same reply,—they had all been slain already. 'Then of what use is life to me any longer? Leave me not to that bloodthirsty man who has killed all that are dear to me in cold blood. But slay me also, I entreat thee. Here, take my sword, it is sharp; strike high and hard.' Takhir refused, and gave him over to another, who, under Ali's orders, beheaded the aged man, but attended to his last request in obtaining freedom for his family. When Mahomet was told of his saying, 'Slay me also, that I may go to my home and join those that have preceded me,' he answered, 'Yes, he shall join them in the fire of hell!'"

"Having sated his revenge, and drenched the market-place with the blood of eight hundred victims, and having given command for the earth to be smoothed over their remains, Mahomet returned from the horrid spectacle to solace himself with the charms of Ribah, whose husband and all whose male relatives had just perished in the massacre. He invited her to be his wife, but she declined, and chose to remain (as, indeed, having refused marriage, she had no alternative) his slave or concubine. She also declined the summons to conversion, and continued in the Jewish faith, at which the Prophet was much concerned. It is said, however, that she afterwards embraced Islam. She lived with Mahomet till his death.

"The booty was divided into four classes—lands, chattels, cattle, and slaves; and Mahomet took a fifth of each. There were (besides little children who counted with their mothers) a thousand captives: from his share of these, Mahomet made certain presents to his friends of slave girls and female servants. The rest of the women and children he sent to be sold among the Bedouin tribes of Najd, in exchange for horses and arms; for he kept steadily in view the advantage of raising around him a body of efficient horse." (Life of Mahomet, vol. iii. p. 276.)

QUR'AN (قرآن). The sacred book of the Muhammadans, and believed by them to be the inspired word of God. It is written in the Arabic language.

The name Qur'an is derived from the Arabic Qura', which occurs at the commencement of Sûrah xcv., which is said to have been the first chapter revealed to Muhammad, and has the same meaning as the Heb. נְדַבּ, "to read," or "to recite," which is frequently used in Jeremiah xxxvi., as well as in other places in the Old Testament. It is, therefore, equivalent to the Heb. נְדַבּ, rendered in Nehemiah viii. 8, "the reading." It is the title given to the Muhammadan Scriptures which are
usually appealed to and quoted from as al-
Qurān, at-Ma‘ād, the "Glorious Qurān"; al-
Qurān as-Sādiq, the "Noble Qurān"; and
is also called the Fārūq, "Distin-
guisher"; Kāli‘u ‘l-‘ādāb, the "Word of
God"; and at-Kāthā, "the Book."
According to Jālāl ‘Ud-dīn as-Suyūtī, in
his Iqta‘, p. 117, the Qurān is distinguished in
the text of the book by the following fifty-five special titles:

1. Al-Kitāb  The Book.
2. Al-Mubīn  The Enlightener.
3. Al-Qurān  The Reading.
4. Al-Kārim  The Good.
5. Al-Kalām  The Word.
6. Al-Burāk  The Proof.
7. An-‘Nūr  The Light.
10. Al-Furqān  The Distinguisher.
15. Al-A‘mīn  The Trusty.
17. Al-Hakīm  The Philosopher.
19. Al-Musaddiq  The Establisher of
Truth.
20. Al-‘Abhī  The Rope.
22. Al-Qayṣīm  The Strong.
23. Al-Qawāl ‘l-Faqīl  The Distinguishing
Speech.
27. Al-Muṣṭafādīhīh  The Uniform.
28. Al-‘Umm  The Revelation.
31. Al-‘Arāfī  The Arabic.
32. Al-Bāṣīrī  The Enlighten-
ment.
34. Al-‘Ilm  The Knowledge.
35. Al-Haqq  The Truth.
37. Al-‘Ajab  The Wonderful.
38. Al-Tājirah  The Exhortation.
40. Al-Sādiq  The Righteous.
41. Al-‘Adl  The Justice.
42. Al-Aqīd  The Order.
43. Al-Mundīt  The Preacher.
44. Al-Bushrā  The Glad Tidings.
45. Al-Majīd  The Exalted.
46. As-Zāhir  The Psalms.
47. Al-Bāshīr  The Herald of Glad
Tidings.
48. Al-Nāṣir  The Warrior.
49. Al-An‘am  The Mighty.
50. Al-Balāghah  The Message.
51. Al-Qasas  The Narrative.

II.—The Inspiration of the Qurān.

According to Abū Hanīfah, the great
Sunnī Imām, the Qurān is eternal in its
original essence. He says, "The Qurān
is the Word of God, and is His inspired Word
and Revelation. It is a necessary attribute
(sta‘ah) of God. It is not God, but still it is
inseparable from God. It is written in a
volume, it is read in a language, it is
remembered in the heart, and its letters and its
echoes and vowels and its written and its
discourse is created, for these are the works of
man, but God’s
word is unseen (ghairu ‘l-makhtūq). Its
words, its writing, its letters, and its veils,
are for the necessities of man, for its meaning
is arrived at by their use, but the Word of
God is fixed in the essence (qūd) of God, and
he who says that the word of God is created
is an infidel." (See Kitāb ‘l-Wasīyah, p. 77.)

Muhammadans believe the Qurān to have
been written by "the hands of noble, right-
eous scribes," mentioned in the Sūratu ‘Abasa (38:).
This is to have been sent down to the lowest heaven complete,
whence it was revealed from time to time
to the Prophet by the angel Gabriel. [Ga-
ma’z.]

There is, however, only one distinct assertion
in the Qurān of Gabriel having been the
medium of inspiration, namely, Sūratu ‘l-
Baqarah (2:91); and this occurs in a Med-
ina Sūrah revealed about seven years after
the Prophet’s rule had been established. In
the Sūratu ‘al-Shurā (42:84), the Qurān is said to have been given by the
Rūḥu ‘l-‘Āmil, or "Faithful Spirit"; and in
the Sūratu ‘n-Nāmiz (92:8), Muhammad
claims to have been taught by the Shāhidu
‘l-Qaṣṣā, or "One terrible in power"; and in
the Traditions the agent of inspiration is
generally spoken of as "an angel" (jibrā’īl).
It is, therefore, not quite certain through
what agency Muhammad believed himself to
be inspired of God, the Holy Spirit or the
angel Gabriel.

According to the traditions, the revelation
was first communicated in dreams. ‘Aṣīrah,
one of the Prophet’s wives, relates (Mishkāt,
xxiv. 5):—

"The first revelations which the Prophet
received were in true dreams; and he never
dreamed but it came to pass as regularly as the
dawn of day. After this the Prophet
was fond of retirement, and used to seclude
himself in a cave in Mount Hira’ and wor-
ship there day and night. He would, how-
ever, whenever he wished, return to his family at Mak-
kab, and then go back again, taking with
him the necessities of life. Thus he contin-
ued to return to Khadijah from time to
time, until one day the revelation came down
to him, and the angel (Arabic malak, Heb.
malā‘āk, “an angel; a prophet”; a name of
office, not of nature [See Wilson's Hebrew Lexicon, p. 131] came to him and said, 'Read' (iyr'y); but the Prophet said, 'I am not a reader.' And the Prophet related that he (i.e. the angel) took hold of me and squeezed me as much as I could bear, and he then let me go and said again, 'Read!' And I said, 'I am not a reader.' Then he took hold of me a second time, and squeezed me as much as I could bear, and then let me go, and said, 'Read!' And I said, 'I am not a reader.' Then he took hold of me a third time and squeezed me as much as I could bear, and said:—

'Read! in the name of Thy Lord who created; Created man from a clot of blood in the womb. Read! for thy Lord is the most beneficent, He hath taught men the use of the pen; He hath taught man that which he knew not.'

(These are the first five verses of the xxvth Sūrah of the Qurʾān. The other verses of the Sūrah being of a later date.)

"Then the Prophet repeated the words himself, and with his heart trembling he returned (i.e. from Hirūt to Makki) to Khadijah, and said, 'Wrap me up, wrap me up.' And they wrapped him up in a garment till his fear was dispelled, and he told Khadijah what had passed, and he said: 'Verily, I was afraid I should have died.' Then Khadijah said, 'No, it will not be so. I swear by God, He will never make you melancholy or sad. For verily you are kind to your relatives, you speak the truth, you are faithful in trust, you bear the afflictions of the people, you spend in good works what you gain in trade, you are hospitable, and you assist your fellow men.' After this Khadijah took the Prophet to Waraqah, who was the son of her uncle, and she said to him, 'O son of my uncle! hear what your brother's son says.' Then Waraqah said to the Prophet, 'O son of my brother! what do you see?' Then the Prophet told Waraqah what he saw, and Waraqah said, 'That is the Nāmūs [Nāmūs] which God sent to Moses.' 'Ayiṣah also relates that Hāris ibn Hishām asked the Prophet, 'How did the revelation come to you?' and the Prophet said, 'Sometimes like the noise of a bell, and sometimes the angel would come and converse with me in the shape of a man.'"

According to 'Ayiṣah's statement, the Sūratu l-'Alaq (xxvi.) was the first portion of the Qurʾān revealed; but it is more probable that the poetical Sūrahas, in which there is no express declaration of the prophetic office, or of a divine commission, were composed at an earlier period. Internal evidence would assign the earliest date to the Sūrahas az-Zalzalah (xxix.), al-'Asr (clii.), al-'Adiyāt (c.), and al-Fāṭihah (i.), which are rather the utterances of a searcher after truth than of an Apostle of God.

Although the Qurʾān now appears as one book, the Muslim admits that it was not all made known to the Prophet in one and the same manner.

Mr. Sell, in his Faith of Islam, quoting from the Madarrij 'n-Nabūwah, p. 508, gives the following as some of the modes of inspiration:—

1. It is recorded on the authority of 'Ayṣah, one of Muhammad's wives, that a brightness like the brightness of the morning came upon the Prophet. According to some commentators, this brightness remained six months. In some mysterious way Gabriel, through this brightness or vision, made known the will of God.

2. Gabriel appeared in the form of Dāhiḥ (Dahiḥah), one of the Companions of the Prophet, renowned for his beauty and gracefulness. A learned dispute has arisen with regard to the abode of the soul of Gabriel when he assumed the bodily form of Dāhiḥ. At times, the angelic nature of Gabriel overcame Muhammad, who was then translated to the world of angels. This also happened when the revelation was one of bad news, such as denunciations or predictions of woe. At other times, when the message brought by Gabriel was one of consolation and comfort, the human nature of the Prophet overcame the angelic nature of the angel, who, in such case, having assumed a human form, proceeded to deliver the message.

3. The Prophet heard at times the noise of the tinkling of a bell. To him alone was known the meaning of the sound. He alone could distinguish it, and through it, the words which Gabriel wished him to understand. The effect of this mode of Wahī (Wahī) was more marvellous than that of any of the other ways. When his ear caught the sound his whole frame became agitated. On the coldest day, the perspiration, like beads of silver, would roll down his face. The glorious brightness of his countenance gave place to a ghastly hue, whilst the way in which he bent down his head showed the intensity of the emotion through which he was passing. If riding, the camel on which he sat would fall to the ground. The Prophet one day, when reclining with his head on the lap of Zeid, heard the well-known sound: Zeid, too, knew that something unusual was happening, for so heavy became the head of Muhammad that it was with the greatest difficulty he could support the weight.

4. At the time of the Miraj, or night ascent into heaven, God spoke to the Prophet without the intervention of an angel. It is a disputed point whether the face of the Lord was veiled or not.

5. God sometimes appeared in a dream, and placing his hands on the Prophet's shoulders made known his will.

6. Twice, angels having each six hundred wings, appeared and brought the message from God.

7. Gabriel, though not appearing in bodily form, so inspired the heart of the Prophet,
that the words he uttered under its influence were the words of God. This is technically
called Ilka (Ilkā'), and is by some supposed
to be the degree of inspiration to which the
Traditions belong. (See as-Suyūtī's Riqān,
p. 168.)

"Above all, the Prophet was not allowed
to remain in any error; if, by any chance, he
had made a wrong deduction from any pre-
vious revelation, another was always sent to
rectify it. This idea has been worked up to
a science of abrogation, according to which
some verses of the Qurān abrogate others.
Muhammad found it necessary to shift his
stand-point more than once, and thus it be-
came necessary to annul earlier portions
of his revelation. [MABUKH.]"

"Thus in various ways was the revelation
made known to Muhammad. At first there
seems to have been a season of doubt, the
dread lest after all it might be a mockery.
But as years rolled on, confidence in himself
and in his mission came. At times, too,
there is a joyousness in his utterances as he
swears by heaven and earth, by God and
man; but more often the visions were weird
and terrible. Tradition says:—"He roared
like a camel, the sound as of bells well-nigh
rent his heart in pieces." Some strange
power moved him, his fear was uncontro-
rollable. For twenty years or more the revela-
tions came, a direction on things of heaven
and of earth, to the Prophet as the spiritual
guide of all men, to the Warrior-Chief, as
the founder of political unity among the Arab
tribes."

A SPECIMEN OF THE FIRST TWO PAGES OF A QUR'ĀN.

II.—The Collection of the Qurān.

The whole book was not arranged until
after Muhammad's death, but it is believed
that the Prophet himself divided the Sūrahs
[Sūrat] and gave most of them their present
unities, which are chosen from some word
which occurs in the chapter. The following
is the account of the collection and arrange-
ment of the Qurān, as it stands at present,
as given in traditions recorded by al-Bukhārī
(see Sahih 'u-Bukhārī, Arabic ed., p. 745.)

"Zaid ibn Sābīt relates:—"Abu Bakr sent
a person to me, and called me to him, at the
time of the battle with the people of Yamā-
ma; and I went to him, and 'Umar was
with him; and Abu Bakr said to me, 'Umar
came to me and said, 'Verily a great many
of the readers of the Qurān were slain on the
day of the battle with the people of Yamā-
mah; and really I am afraid that if the slaughter should be great, much will be lost from the Qur'an, because every person remembers something of it; and, verily, I see it advisable for you to order the Qur'an to be collected into one book.' I said to 'Umar, 'How can I do a thing which the Prophet has not done?' He said, 'I swear by God, this collecting of the Qur'an is a good thing.' And 'Umar used to be constantly returning to me and saying: 'You must collect the Qur'an, till at length God opened my breast so to do, and I saw what 'Umar had been advising.' And Zaid ibn Sābit says that, 'Abū Bakr said to me, 'You are a young and sensible man, and I do not suspect you of forgetfulness, negligence, or poridy; and, verily, you used to write for the Prophet his instructions from above; then for the Qur'an in every place and collect it.' I said, 'I swear by God, that if people had ordered me to carry a mountain about from one place to another, it would not be heavier upon me than the order which Abū Bakr has given for collecting the Qur'an.' I said to 'Abū Bakr, 'How do you do a thing which the Prophet of God did not?' He said, 'By God, this collecting of the Qur'an is a good act.' And he used perpetually to return to me, until God put it into my heart to do the thing which the heart of Abū Bakr had been set upon. Then I sought for the Qur'an, and collected it from the leaves of the date, and white stones, and the breasts of people that remembered it, till I found the last part of the chapter entitled 'Tūba' (Repentance), with Abū Khuza'īmah al-Anṣārī, and with no other person. These leaves were in the possession of Abū Bakr, until God caused him to die; after which 'Umar had them in his life-time; after that, they remained with his daughter, Hafṣah; after that, 'Uṣmān compiled them into one book.'

Anas ibn Malik relates: 'Husayṣafāh came to 'Uṣmān, and he had fought with the people of Armenia in the conquest of Armenia; and had fought in 'Agurba'is, with the people of al- 'Iraq, and he was shocked at the different ways of people reading the Qur'an. And Husayṣafāh said to 'Uṣmān, 'O 'Uṣmān, assist this people, before they differ in the Book of God, just as the Jews and Christians differ in their books.' Then 'Uṣmān sent a person to Hafṣah, ordering her to send those portions which she had, and saying, 'I shall have a number of copies of them taken, and will then return them to you.' And Hafṣah sent the portions to 'Uṣmān, and 'Uṣmān ordered Zaid ibn Sābit, Anṣārī, and Abū l-'Abbā ibn al-Zubair, and Sa'id ibn Al-'As, and 'Abdu 'r-Rahmān ibn al-Hārīrī ibn Hishām; and these were all of the Quraisy tribe, except Zaid ibn Sābit and 'Uṣmān. And he said to the three Quraisy-tribes that when you and Zaid ibn Sābit differ about any part of the dialect of the Qur'an, then do ye write it in the Quraisy dialect, because it came not down in the language of any tribe but theirs. Then they did as 'Uṣmān had ordered; and when a number of copies had been taken, 'Uṣmān returned the leaves to Hafṣah. And 'Uṣmān sent a copy to every quarter of the countries of Islam, and ordered all other leaves to be burnt, and Abū Shahāb said, 'Khārijah, son of Zaid ibn Sābit, informed me, saying, 'I could not find one verse when I was writing the Qur'an, which, verily, I heard from the Prophet; then I looked for it, and found it with Khuzyehmah, and entered it into the Surātul-Tāhāh.''

This recension of the Qur'an produced by the Khalifah 'Uṣmān has been handed down to us unaltered; and there is probably no other book in the world which has remained twelve centuries with so pure a text.

Sir William Muir remarks in his Life of Mahomet—

'The original copy of the first edition was obtained from Hafṣah's (Hafṣah) depository, and a careful recension of the whole set on foot. In case of difference between Zaid and his conjurors, the voice of the latter, as demonstrative of the Coreishite idiom, was to preponderate; and the new collation was thus assimilated to the Meccan dialect, in which the Prophet had given utterance to his inspiration. 'Transcripts were multiplied and forwarded to the chief cities in the empire, and the previously existing copies were all, by the Caliph's command, committed to the flames. The old original was returned to Hafṣah's custody.

'The recension of Othmān ('Uṣmān) has been handed down to us unaltered. So carefully, indeed, has it been preserved, that there are no variations of importance—we might almost say no variations at all, amongst the innumerable copies of the Koran scattered throughout the vast bounds of the empire of Islam.

'Contending and embittered factions, taking their rise in the murder of Othmān himself within a quarter of a century from the death of Mahomet, have ever since rent the Mahomedan world. Yet but one Koran has been current amongst them; and the conscientious use by them all in every age and in every place of the present day of the same Scripture, is an irrefragable proof that we have now before us the very text prepared by command of the unfortunate Caliph. There is probably in the world no other work which has remained twelve centuries with so pure a text. The various readings are wonderfully few in number, and are chiefly confined to differences in the vowel points and diacritical signs. But these marks were invented at a later date.

'They did not exist at all in the early copies, and can hardly be said to affect the text of Othmān. Since, then, we possess the undoubted text of Othmān's recension, it remains to be inquired whether that text was an honest reproduction of Abū Bakr's edition, with the simple reconciliations of important variations. There is the fullest ground for believing that it was so. No early or trustworthy traditions throw suspicion of tampering with the Corn in order to support his own claims upon Othmān. The
ment of its parts,—but still a faithful reproduction.

"The most important question yet remains, viz. Whether Abu Bakr's edition was itself an authentic and complete collection of Mahomet's Revelations. The following considerations warrant the belief that it was authentic and, in the main, as complete as at the time was possible.

"First.—We have no reason to doubt that Abu Bakr was a sincere follower of Mahomet, and an earnest believer in the divine origin of the Coran. His faithful attachment to the Prophet's person, conspicuous for the last twenty years of his life, and his simple, consistent, and unambitious deportment as Caliph, admit no other supposition. Firmly believing the revelations of his friend to be the revelations of God himself, his first object would be to secure a pure and complete transcript of them. A similar argument applies with almost equal force to Omar, and the other aged men in the revision. The great mass of Mussulmans were undoubtedly sincere in their belief. From the scribes themselves, employed in the compilation, down to the humblest believer who brought his little store of writing on stones or palm-leaves, all would be influenced by the same earnest desire to reproduce the very words which their Prophet had declared as his message from the Lord. And a similar guarantee existed in the feelings of the people at large, in whose soul no principle was more deeply rooted than a pious reverence for the supposed word of God. The Coran itself contains frequent denunciations against those who should presume to 'fabricate anything in the name of the Lord,' or conceal any part of that which He had revealed. Such an action, represented as the very worst description of crime, we cannot believe that the first Moslems, in the early ardour of their faith and love, would have dared to contemplate.

"Second. —The compilation was made within two years of Mahomet's death. We have seen that several of his followers had the entire revelation (excepting, perhaps, some obsolete fragments) by heart; that every Moslem treasured up more or less some portions in his memory; and that there were official Reciters of it, for public worship and tuition, in all countries to which Islam extended. These formed an unbroken link between the Revelation fresh from Mahomet's lips, and the edition of it by Zeid. Thus the people were not only sincere and fervent in wishing for a faithful copy of the Coran; they were also in possession of ample means for realising their desire, and for testing the accuracy and completeness of the volume placed in their hands by Abu Bakr.

"Third.—A still greater security would be obtained from the fragmentary transcripts which existed in Mahomet's life-time, the actual source of which must have greatly multiplied before the Coran was compiled. These were in the possession, probably, of all who could read. And as we know that the compilation of Abu Bakr came into immediate and unquestioned
use, it is reasonable to conclude that it embraced and corresponded with every extant fragment, and therefore by common consent, superseded them. We hear of no fragments, sentences, or words, intentionally omitted by the compilers, nor of any that differed from the received edition. Had any such been discoverable, they would undoubtedly have been preserved and noticed in the traditional repositories which treasured up the minutest and most trivial facts and sayings of the Prophet.

"Fourth.—The contents and the arrangement of the Corân speak forcibly for its authenticity. All the fragments that could possibly be obtained hâve with entire simplicity been joined together. The patchwork bears no marks of a designing genius or a moulding hand. It testifies to the faith and reverence of the compilers, and proves that they dared no more than simply collect the sacred fragments and place them in juxtaposition. Hence the identical succession; the piling reiteration of the same ideas, truths, and doctrines; hence, scriptural stories and Arab legends, told over and over again with little verbal variation; hence the pervading want of connection, and the startling chasms between adjacent passages. Again, the frailties of Mahomet, supposed to have been noticed by the Deity, are all with evident faithfulness entered in the Corân. Not less undisguised are the frequent verses which are contradicted or abrogated by later revelations. The editor plainly contended himself with compiling and copying out in a continuous form, but with scrupulous accuracy, the fragmentary materials within his reach. He neither ventured to select from repeated versions of the same incident, nor to reconcile differences, nor by the alteration of a single letter to connect abrupt transitions of context, nor by tampering with the text to soften incredicable appearances. Thus we possess every internal guarantee of confidence.

"But it may be objected,—if the text of Abu Bakr's Corân was pure and universally received, how came it to be so soon corrupted, and to require, in consequence of its variations, an extensive recension? Tradition does not afford sufficient light to determine the cause of these discrepancies. They may have been owing to various readings in the older fragmentary transcripts which remained in the possession of the people; they may have originated in the diverse dialects of Arabia, and the different modes of pronunciation and orthography; or they may have sprung up naturally in the already vast domains of Islam, before strict uniformity was officially enforced. It is sufficient for us to know that in Othmân's revision recourse was had to the original exemplar of the first compilation, and that there is otherwise every security, internal and external, that we possess a text the same as that which Mahomet himself gave forth and used." (Life of Mahomet, ed. p. 531 et seq.)

The various readings (qirâ'âth) in the Qur'an are not such as are usually understood by the term in English authors, but different dialects of the Arabic language. Ibn 'Abbâs says the Prophet said, "Gabriel taught me to read the Qurân in one dialect, and when I recited it he taught me to recite it in another dialect, and so on until the number of dialects increased to seven." (Mishkât, book ii, ch. ii.)

Muhammad seems to have adopted this expedient to satisfy the desire of the leading tribes to have a Qurân in their own dialect; for 'Abdu 'l-Haqq says, "The Qurân was first revealed in the dialect of the Quaraish, which was the Prophet's native tongue; but when the Prophet saw that the people of other tribes recited it with difficulty, then he obtained permission from God to extend its currency by allowing it to be recited in all the chief dialects of Arabia, which were seven—Quaraish, Taüj, Hawâzîn, Yaman, Saçîf, Huzayl, and Bânû Tamim. Every one of these tribes accordingly read the Qurân in its own dialect, till the time of 'Ummân, when these differences of reading were prohibited."

These seven dialects are called in Arabic Sab'a'tu 'Abraf, and in Persian Haft Qurâ'ât.

III.—The Divisions of the Qurân.

The Qurân, which is written in the Arabic language, is divided into: Harf, Kalimah, Ayah, Sûrah, Rukû', Rûb', Nisf, Sûla, Juz' Manzil.

1. Harf (pl. Hurûf'), Letters; of which there are said to be 323,071, or according to some authorities, 338,606.

2. Kalimah (pl. Kalimât), Words; of which there are 77,934, or, according to some writers, 79,334.

3. Ayah (pl. Aya't), Verses. Ayah (Heb. גנ"א) is a word which signifies "sign." It was used by Muhammad for short sections or verses of his supposed revelation. The division of verses differs in different editions of the Arabic Qurân. The number of verses in the Arabic Qurâ'ân are recorded after the title of the Sûrah, and the verses distinguished in the text by a small cypher or circle. The early readers of the Qurân did not agree as to the original position of these circles, and so it happens that there are five different systems of numbering the verses.

(a) Kûfî verses. The Readers in the city of al-Kûfah say that they followed the custom of 'Ali. Their way of reckoning is generally adopted in India. They reckon 6,229 verses.

(b) Bârâ'î verses. The Readers of al-Bârâ'ih follow 'Abdû 'l-Ilah ibn Umar, a Companion. They reckon 6,204.

(c) Shâmi verses. The Readers in Syria (Shâm) followed 'Abdû l-Ilah ibn Umar, a Companion. They reckon 6,225 verses.

(d) Makki verses. According to this arrangement, there are 6,219 verses.

(e) Madinah verses. This way of reading contains 6,211 verses.

4. Sûrah (pl. Sûwar), Chapters. A word which signifies a row or series, but which
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is now used exclusively for the chapters of the Qur'an, which are one hundred and fourteen in number. These chapters are called after some word which occurs in the text, and, if the Traditions are to be trusted, they were so named by Muhammad himself, although the verses of their respective Sūras were undoubtedly arranged after his death, and sometimes with little regard to their sequence. Muslim doctors admit that the Khalīfah 'Uṣ- mān, arranged the chapters in the order in which they now stand in the Qur'ān.

The Sūras of the Muhammadan Qur'ān are similar to the forty-three divisions of the Law amongst the Jews known as Sederin, or "orders." These were likewise named after a word in the section, e.g. The first is Bereshith, the second Noah, &c. (See Buxtorf's Tiberius, p. 181.)

Each Sūrah of the Qur'ān, with the exception of the 12th, begins with the words-

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم

"In the name of the Merciful, the Compassionate."

The Sūras, as they stand in Arabic editions of the Qur'ān, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fāṭihah</td>
<td>Preface</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baqara</td>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Āl 'Imrān</td>
<td>Family of 'Imrān</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nisā'</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mācidah</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ān'ām</td>
<td>Galsile</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ṭārīf</td>
<td>Arāf</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Anfāl</td>
<td>Spoils</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Taubah</td>
<td>Repentance</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yūsūs</td>
<td>Jonah</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hūd</td>
<td>Hud</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yāsīf</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ra'd</td>
<td>Thunder</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ibrāhīm</td>
<td>Abraham</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hujj</td>
<td>Hijr</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nāh</td>
<td>Bee</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Banū Isrā'îl</td>
<td>Children of Israel</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ka'b</td>
<td>Cave</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Maryam</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Ta Hā</td>
<td>Ta Hā</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ambiyā'</td>
<td>Prophets</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Hujj</td>
<td>Pilgrimage</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mā'inun</td>
<td>Believers</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nūr</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Furuqān</td>
<td>Qur'ān</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Shu'arā'</td>
<td>Poets</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Naml</td>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Qassas</td>
<td>Story</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>'Ankabūt</td>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Rūm</td>
<td>Greeks</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Luqman</td>
<td>Luqmān</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sa'dah</td>
<td>Prostration</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>'Abdāb</td>
<td>Confederates</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Saba'</td>
<td>Sabs</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Mā'ālikah</td>
<td>Angels</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yā Sin</td>
<td>Yā Sin</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Sāfi'āt</td>
<td>Ranks</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Sād</td>
<td>Sād</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Zumar</td>
<td>Troops</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Mūmin</td>
<td>Believer</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Fassālat</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Shāhās</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Zuhārā</td>
<td>Ornaments</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Dukhān</td>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Jālīyāb</td>
<td>Kneeling</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Aḥqaf</td>
<td>Aḥqaf</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Title of Sūrah</td>
<td>Meaning in English</td>
<td>According to JALALU 'D-DIN</td>
<td>According to REV. J. M. BOWDALL</td>
<td>According to SIR W. MUIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>Muhammad</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Fath</td>
<td>Victory</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>A.H. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Muhurāt</td>
<td>Chambers</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Qāf</td>
<td>Qāf</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Zāriyāt</td>
<td>Scattering Winds</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Tur</td>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Nūr</td>
<td>Star</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Qamar</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Rahmān</td>
<td>Merciful</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Wāqi'ah</td>
<td>Inevitable</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Hadid</td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Mufkādilah</td>
<td>Disputers</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Hašr</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>A.H. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Muntahānah</td>
<td>Proved</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>A.H. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Saf</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Jam'ah</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Munāfiqun</td>
<td>Hypocrites</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>A.H. 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Taghābūn</td>
<td>Mutuel Deciet</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Talq</td>
<td>Divorce</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Tabrīm</td>
<td>Prohibition</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>A.H. 7 to 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Mulk</td>
<td>Kingdom</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Qalām</td>
<td>Pen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Hāqqah</td>
<td>Inevitable Day</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Na'ārīj</td>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Nūh</td>
<td>Noah</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Jinn</td>
<td>Genil</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Muzzammil</td>
<td>Wrapped up</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Muddassir</td>
<td>Enfolded</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Qiyāmah</td>
<td>Resurrection</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Dahr</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Murṣālāt</td>
<td>Messengers</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Nebā'</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Nāsīrāt</td>
<td>Those who drag</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>'Abasa</td>
<td>He frowned</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Takwir</td>
<td>Folding up</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Indīr</td>
<td>Cleaning awander</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Tājīf</td>
<td>Short Measure</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Inshāqqaq</td>
<td>Rending in sunder</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Burūj</td>
<td>Celestial Signs</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Tārāq</td>
<td>Night Star</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>A'la</td>
<td>Most High</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Ghāshiyah</td>
<td>Overwhelming</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Fajr</td>
<td>Day-break</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Balad</td>
<td>Stay</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Shams</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Lail</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Zubā</td>
<td>Sun in his meridian</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Inshārkāh</td>
<td>Expanding</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>Fig</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>'Alaq</td>
<td>Goosebared blood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>ʿAlūd</td>
<td>(Night of) Power</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Baiyināh</td>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Zalzalah</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>'Adiyāt</td>
<td>Swift horses</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Qārā'ah</td>
<td>Striking</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Takāsūr</td>
<td>Multiplying</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Ṭāl</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Hummāsah</td>
<td>Slanderer</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Fil</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Quraish</td>
<td>Quraish</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Mātūn</td>
<td>Necessaries</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. "Rukbāt" (pl. "Rukbatāt"), an inclination of the head or bow. These are sections of about ten verses or less, at which the devout Muslim makes a bow of reverence; they are marked on the margin of the Qur'ān with the letter "taʾāvun" with the number of the rukbāt over it. Muhammadans generally quote their Qur'ān by the Juz' or Sipārah and the Rukbāt.

6. "Rūb". The quarter of a Juz', or Sipārah.

7. "Nisf". The half of a Sipārah.

8. "Šaša". The three-quarters of a Sipārah. These three divisions are denoted by the words being written on the margin.

9. "Juz'" (pl. "Ažāt"), Persian Sipārah. Thirty divisions of the Qur'ān, which have been made to enable the devout Muslim to recite the whole of the Qur'ān in the thirty days of Ramadan. Muhammadans usually quote their Qur'ān by the Sipārah or Juz' and not by the Sārah.

10. "Mansūt" (pl. "Mansūtāt", Stages). These are seven in number, and are marked by the letters ق م ب ه ر ژ, which are said to spell "kam bi sa'aaf, my mouth with desire." This arrangement is to enable the Muslim to recite the whole in the course of a week.

IV.—The Contents of the Qur'ān and the Chronological Arrangement of its Chapters.

In the Arabic Qur'ān, the Sūras are placed as they were arranged by Zaid ibn Sābit, who seems to have put them together regardless of any chronological sequence. The initial, or opening prayer, stands first, and then the longest chapters. But the Muhammadan commentators admit that the Qur'ān is not chronologically arranged; and Jalālī 'd-din, in his Itqān, has given a list of them as they are supposed to have been revealed. This list will be found under the Divisions of the Qur'ān in the present article. And, what is still more confusing, all Muhammadan doctors allow that in some of the Sūras there are verses which belong to a different date from that of other portions of the chapter; for example, in the Sūrat 'Alaq, the first five verses belong to a much earlier date than the others; and in Sūratul 'Baqarah, verse 234 is acknowledged by all commentators to have been revealed after verse 240, which it abrogates.

If we arrange the Sūras or Chapters according to the order given in Suyūtī's Itqān, or by Sir William Muir, or by Mr Rodwell, we cannot fail to mark the gradual development of Muhammad's mind from that of a mere moral teacher and reformer to that of a prophet and warrior-chief. The contrast between the earlier, middle, and later Sūras is very instructive and interesting.

In the earlier Sūras we observe a predominance of a poetical element, a deep appreciation of the beauty of natural objects, fragmentary and impassioned utterances; denunciation of woe and punishment being expressed in these earlier Sūras with extreme brevity.

"With a change, however, in the position of Muhammad when he openly assumes the office of 'public warner,' the Sūras begin to wear a more prosaic and didactic tone, though the poetical ornament of rhyme is preserved throughout. We lose the poet in the missionary similing to convert, and in the warm asserter of dogmatic truths; the descriptions of natural objects, of the Judgment of Heaven and Hell, make way for gradually increasing historical statements, first from Jewish, and subsequently from Christian histories; while in the twenty-nine (thirty?) Sūras revealed at Medina we no longer listen to vague words, often, as it would seem, without definite aim, but to the earnest disputant with the opponents of the new faith, the Apostle pleading the cause of what he believes to be the truth of God. He who at Mecca is the admonisher and persuader, at Medina is the legislator and the warrior dictating obedience, and who uses other weapons than the pen of the poet and the scribe; while we are startled by finding obedience to God and the Apostle, God's gifts and the Apostle's, God's pleasure and the Apostle's, spoken of in the same breath, and other attributes elsewhere applied to Allah openly applied to himself. 'Whoso obeyeth the Apostle obeyeth Allah.'"

'The Sūras, viewed as a whole, will thus appear to be the work of one who began his career as a thoughtful inquirer after truth,
and as an earnest assenter of it in such rhetorical and poetical forms as he deemed most likely to win and attract his countrymen, but who gradually proceeded from the dogmatic teacher to the political founder of a system for which laws and regulations had to be provided as occasions arose. And of all the Suras, it must be remarked that they were intended not only for readers but for hearers—that they were all promulgated by public recitation—and that much was lost, as the imperfect sentences show, to the manner and suggestive action of the reciter." (Rodwell's Preface to the Qur'an.)

The absence of the historical element from the Qur'an, as regards the details of Muhammad's daily life, may be judged of by the fact that only two of his contemporaries (Abû Lahab and Zaid) are mentioned in the entire volume, and that Muhammad's name occurs but five times, although he is all the way through addressed by the angel Gabriel as the recipient of the divine revelations, with the word "Say." Perhaps also such passages as Sûrah ii., verses 246, and 274, and the constant mention of guidance, direction, wandering, may have been suggested by reminiscences of his mercantile journeys in his earlier years.

Sir William Muir has very skilfully arranged the Sûrah into six periods. (See Cordis, S. P. C. K. ed.), and although they are not precisely in the chronological order given by Jalâlû-d-Dîn in his Itqân, the arrangement seems to be fully borne out by internal evidence. With the assistance of Prof. Palmer's "Table of Contents" slightly altered (The Qur'an, Oxford ed. 1880), we shall arrange the contents of the Qur'an according to these periods.

THE FIRST PERIOD.

Eighteen Sûrahs, consisting of short chapters, may have been composed by Muhammad before he conceived the idea of a divine mission, none of which are in the form of a message from the Deity.

CHAPTER CIII.
Sûratu 'l-'Aṣr.
The Chapter of the Afternoon.
A short chapter of one verse as follows:—
"By the afternoon! Verily, man is in loss! Save those who believe and do right and bid each other be true, and bid each other be patient."

CHAPTER C.
Sûratu 'l-'Adiyât.
The Chapter of the Chargers. 
Oath by the charging of war-horses.
Man is ungrateful.
Certainty of the Judgment.

CHAPTER XCVII.
Sûratu 'Zabur.
The Chapter of the Earthquake.
The earthquake preceding the Judgment Day.
Chapter CXV.
Suratul-’Abid.
The Chapter of the Elephant.
The miraculous destruction of the Abyssinian army under Abrahatu-l-Ashram by birds when invading Makkah with elephants, in the year that Muhammad was born.

Chapter LXXXIX.
Suratul-Fajr.
The Chapter of the Dawn.
Fate of previous nations who rejected their teachers.
Admonition to those who rely too much on their prosperity.

Chapter XC.
Suratul-’Badr.
The Chapter of the City.
Exhortation to practise charity.

Chapter XCIII.
Suratul-Zukhruf.
The Chapter of the Forerunner.
Muhammad encouraged and bidden to remember how God has cared for him hitherto; he is to be charitable in return, and to publish God’s goodness.

Chapter XCIV.
Suratul-Inshirah.
The Chapter of “Have we not Expanded?” God has made Muhammad’s mission easier to him.

Chapter CXVIII.
Suratul-Kausar.
The Chapter of al-Kausar.
Muhammad is commanded to offer the sacrifices out of his abundance.
Threat that his enemies shall be childless.

The Second Period.
Four Surahs. The opening of Muhammad’s Ministry. Surah xcvi. contains the command to recite, and, according to the Traditions, it was the first revelation.

Chapter XCVI.
Suratul-’Ad.
The Chapter of Congealed Blood.
Muhammad’s first call to read the Qur’an. Denunciation of Abdul Lahab for his opposition.
(The latter verses of this Sura are admitted to be of a later date than the former.)

Chapter CXII.
Suratul-’Ikhlas.
The Chapter of the Unity.
Declaration of God’s unity.
(This short Sura is highly esteemed, and is recited in the daily liturgy.)
“Say: He is God alone: God the Eternal! He begeteth not, And is not begotten; And there is none like unto Him.”

THE THIRD PERIOD.

Nineteen Surahs, chiefly descriptions of the Resurrection, Paradise, and Hell, with reference to the growing opposition of the Qurais, given from the commencement of Muhammad’s public ministry to the Abyssinian emigration.

Chapter LXXXVII.
Suratul-’A’la.
The Chapter of the Most High.
Muhammad shall not forget any of the revelation save what God pleases.
The revelation is the same as that given to Abraham and Moses.

Chapter XCVII.
Suratul-’Qadr.
The Chapter of Power.
The Qur’an revealed on the night of power. Its excellence.
Angels descend thereon.

Chapter LXXXVIII.
Suratul-’Alaq.
The Chapter of the Overwhelming.
Description of the Last Day, Heaven and Hell.

Chapter LXXX.
Suratul-’Abasa.
The Chapter “he Frowned.”
The Prophet rebuked for frowning on a poor blind believer.
The Creation and Resurrection.

Chapter LXXXIV.
Suratul-’Inshiqaq.
The Chapter of the Rending Asunder.
Signs of the Judgment Day.
The books of men’s actions.
The Resurrection.
Denunciation of disbelief.

Chapter LXXXI.
Suratul-’Takwir.
The Chapter of the Folding-up.
Terrors of the Judgment Day.
The female child who has been buried alive will demand vengeance.
Allusion to the Prophet's vision of Gabriel on Mount Hira. He is vindicated from the charge of madness.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.
Sūratu 'ut-Tārīq.
The Chapter of the Night Star.
By the night-star, every soul has a guardian angel.
Creation and resurrection of man.
The plot of the infidels shall be frustrated.

CHAPTER CX.
Sūratu 'n-Naṣr.
The Chapter of Help.
Prophecy that men shall join Islām by troops.

CHAPTER LXXXV
Sūratu 'l-Burāj.
The Chapter of the Zodiacal Signs.
Denunciation of those who persecute believers.
Example of the fate of Pharaoh and Semund.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.
Sūratu 'l-Tāt.
The Chapter of those who give Short Weight.
Fraudulent traders are warned.
Sijjān, the register of the acts of the wicked.
Hell and heaven.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.
Sūratu 'n-Naba'.
The Chapter of the Information.
Description of the Day of Judgment, hell, and heaven.

CHAPTER LXXVII.
Sūratu 'l-Mursalāt.
The Chapter of Messengers.
Oath by the angels who execute God's behests.
Terrors of the Last Day.
Hell and Heaven.

CHAPTER LXXVI.
Sūratu 'd-Dahr.
The Chapter of Time.
Man's conception and birth.
Unbelievers warned and believers promised a reward.
Exhortation to charity.
Bliss of the charitable in Paradise.
The Qur'ān revealed by degrees.
Only those believe whom God wills.

CHAPTER LXXV.
Sūratu 'l-Qiyāmah.
The Chapter of Resurrection.
The Resurrection. Muhammad is hidden not to be hurried in repeating the Qur'ān so as to commit it to memory.
Dying agony of an infidel.

THE FOURTH PERIOD.
Twenty-two Sūrah, given from the sixth to the tenth year of Muhammad's ministry. With this period begin the narratives of the Jewish Scriptures and Rabbinical and Arab legends. The temporary compromise with idolatry is connected with Sūrah lii.

CHAPTER LXXVII.
Sūratu 'l-Mulk.
The Chapter of the Kingdom.
God the Lord of heavens.
The marvels thereof.
The desmulture of the misbelievers in Hell.
The power of God exhibited in Nature.
Warnings and threats of punishment.

CHAPTER LXXI.
Sūratu 'n-Najm.
The Chapter of the Star.
Oath by the star that Muhammad's vision of his ascent to heaven was not a delusion.
Description of the same.
The amended passage relating to idolatry.
Wickedness of asserting the angels to be females.
God's Omniscience.
Rebuke of an apostle who paid another to take upon him his burden at the Judgment Day.

Definition of true religion.

God's attributes.

CHAPTER XXXII.
Sûratu 'is-Sajdah.
The Chapter of Adoration.
The Qur'an is truth from the Lord.
God the Creator and Governor.
The Resurrection.
Conduct of true believers when they hear the word.
Their reward.
The punishment of misbelievers.
Description of Hell.
The people are exhorted to believe and are admonished by the fate of the ruined cities they see around them.
They are warned of the Judgment Day.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
Sûratu 'is-Zumar.
The Chapter of the Troops.
Rebuke to the idolaters who say they serve false gods as a means of access to God himself.
The unity of God, the Creator and Controller of the universe.
His independence and omnipotence.
Ingratitude of man for God's help.
Difference between the believers and unbelievers.
Muhammad is called to sincerity of religion and to Islaam.
He is to fear the torment at the Judgment Day if he disobeys the call.
Hell-fire is prepared for the infidels.
Paradise promised to those who avoid idolatry.
The irrigation of the soil and the growth of corn are signs.
The Qur'an makes the skin of those who fear God creep.

Threat of the Judgment Day.
The Makkans are warned by the fate of their predecessors not to reject the Qur'an.
Parable showing the uncertain position of the idolaters.
Muhammad not immortal.
Warning to those who lie against God, and promise of reward to those who assert the truth.

Muhammad is not to be frightened with the idols of the Makkans.
Their helplessness demonstrated.
The Qur'an is a guide, but the Prophet cannot compel men to follow it.
Human souls are taken to God during sleep, and those who are destined to live on are sent back.
No intercession allowed with God.
The doctrine of the unity of God terrifies the idolaters.
Prayer to God to decide between them.
The infidels will regret on the Resurrection Day.
Ingratitude of man for God's help in trouble.

The Makkans are warned by the fate of their predecessors.
Exhortation to repentance before it is too late.
Salvation of the God-fearing.
God the creator and controller of every thing.
Description of the Last Judgment.
All souls driven in troops to heaven or to hell.

CHAPTER LXXIII.
Sûratu 'l-Muzzammil.
The Chapter of the Enwrapped.
Muhammad, when wrapped up in his mantle, is bidden to arise and pray.
Is bidden to repeat the Qur'an and to practice devotion by night.
He is to bear with the unbelievers for a while.
Pharaoh rejected the apostle sent to him.
Stated times for prayer prescribed.
Amausgiving prescribed.

CHAPTER LXXIX.
Sûratu 'l-Nadrat.
The Chapter of those who Tear Out.
The coming of the Day of Judgment.
The call of Moses.
His interview with Pharaoh.
Chastisement of the latter.
The Creation and Resurrection.

CHAPTER LIV.
Sûratu 'l-Qamar.
The Chapter of the Moon.
The splitting asunder of the moon.
Muhammad accused of imposture.
The Makkans warned by the stories of Noah and the Deluge, of Samud, the people of Sodom, and Pharaoh.
The sure coming of the Judgment.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
Sûratu Saba'at.
The Chapter of Saba'at.
The omniscience of God.
Those who have received knowledge recognise the revelation.
The unbelievers mock at Muhammad for preaching the Resurrection.
The birds and mountains sing praises with David.
Iron softened for him.
He makes costs of mail.
The wind subjected to Solomon.
A fountain of brass made to flow for him.
The jinns compelled to work for him.
His death only discovered by means of the worm that gnawed.
The staff that supported his corpse.
The prosperity of Saba'.
The bursting of the dyke (al-Arim) and ruin of the town.
Helplessness of the false gods.
They cannot intercede for their worshippers when assembled at the Last Day.
Fate of the unbelievers on that day.
The proud and the weak shall dispute as to which misled the others.
QUR'AN

The affluence of the Makkans will only increase their ruin. The angels shall disown the worshippers of false gods. The Makkans accuse Muhammad of imposture. So did other nations deal with their Prophets and were punished for it. Muhammad is cleared of the suspicion of insanity. The wretched plight of the misbelievers on the Last Day.

CHAPTER XXXI.
Sūratu Luqmān.
The Chapter of Luqmān.
The Qur'ān a guidance to believers. Denunciation of one who purchased Persian legends and preferred them to the Qur'ān.

God in Nature.

Other gods can create nothing. Wisdom granted to Luqmān.
His advice to his son.
The obstinacy of the infidels rebuked. If the sea were ink and the trees pens, they would not suffice to write the words of the Lord.

God manifest in the night and day, in the sun and moon, and in rescuing men from dangers by sea.

God only knows the future.

CHAPTER LXIX.
Sūratu 'l-Hāqqah.
The Chapter of the Inevitable.
The inevitable judgment. Fate of those who denied it, of Ād, Samūd, and Pharaoh.
The Deluge and the Last Judgment. Vindication of Muhammad from the charge of having forged the Qur'ān.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.
Sūratu 'l-Qalām.
The Chapter of the Pen.
Muhammad is neither mad nor an impostor.

Denounced by an insolent opponent.

Example from the fate of the owner of the gardens.

Unbelievers threatened. Muhammad exhorted to be patient and not to follow the example of Jonah.

CHAPTER XL.
Sūratu Fussilat.
The Chapter "Are Detailed."
The Makkans are called on to believe the Qur'ān.
The creation of the heavens and the earth.

Warning from the fate of Ād and Samūd. The very skins of the unbelievers shall bear witness against them on the Day of Judgment.
Punishment of those who reject the Qur'ān. The angels descend and encourage those who believe.

Precept to return good for evil.

Refuge to be sought with God against temptation from the devil.

Against sun and moon worship. The angels praise God, though the idolators are too proud to do so. The quickening of the earth with rain is a sign.

The Qur'ān a confirmation of previous scriptures. If it had been revealed in a foreign tongue the people would have objected that they could not understand it, and that the Prophet, being an Arab, should have had a revelation in his own language.

Moses' scripture was also the subject of dispute.

God is omniscient. The false gods will desert their worshippers at the Resurrection.

Man's ingratitude for God's help in trouble. God is sufficient witness of the truth.

CHAPTER LXI.
Sūratu Nūh.
The Chapter of Noah.
Noah's preaching to the Antediluvians. Their five idols also worshipped by the Arabs.

Their fate.

CHAPTER LXII.
Sūratu 'l-Tūr.
The Chapter of the Mount.

Oath by Mount Sinai and other things. Terrors of the Last Day.

Bless of Paradise. Muhammad is neither a madman, soothsayer, poet, nor impostor.

Reproof of the Makkans for their superstitions, and for proudly rejecting the Prophet.

CHAPTER L.
Sūratu Qāf.
The Chapter of Qāf.
Proofs in nature of a future life.

Example of the fate of the nations of old who rejected the apostles.

Creation of man.

God's proximity to him.
The two recording angels.

Death and Resurrection.
The Last Judgment and exhortation to believe.

CHAPTER XLIII.
Sūratu 'l-Jātīyah.
The Chapter of the Kneeling.

God revealed in nature.
Denunciation of the infidels.
Trading by sea a sign of God's providence.
The law first given to Israel, then to Muhammad in the Qur'ān.

Answer to the infidels who deny the Resurrection, and warning of their fate on that day.

CHAPTER XLIV.
Sūratu 'd-Dukhān.
The Chapter of the Smoke.

Night of the revelation of the Qur'ān.

Unity of God.
Threat of the Last Day, when a smoke shall cover the heavens, and the unbelievers shall be punished for rejecting the Prophet, and saying he is taught by others or distracted. 
Fate of Pharaoh for rejecting Moses. 
Fate of the people of Jubbai'. 
The Judgment Day. 
The tree Zaqqum and the punishment of hell. 
Paradise and the virgins thereof. 
The Qur'an revealed in Arabic for an admonition.

CHAPTER XXXVII. 
Sura of Saffat. 
The Chapter of the Ranged. 
Oath by the angels ranged in rank, by those who drive the clouds, and by those who rehearse the Qur'an, that God is one alone! 
They guard the gates of heaven, and pelt the devils, who would listen there, with shooting-stars. 
Do the Makkans imagine themselves stronger than the angels, that they mock of God's signs and deny the Resurrection? 
The false gods and the Makkans shall recriminate each other at the Judgment Day. They say now, "Shall we leave our gods for a mad poet?" 
They shall taste hell-fire for their unbelief, while the believers are in Paradise. 
Description of the delights thereof. 
The maidens there. 
The blessed shall see their unbelieving former comrades in hell. 
Immortality of the blessed. 
Az-Zaqqum the accursed tree in hell. 
Horrors of that place. 
The posterity of Noah were blessed. 
Abraham mocks at and breaks the idols. 
He is condemned to be burnt alive, but is delivered. 
Is commanded to offer up his son as a sacrifice; obeys, but his son is spared. 
His posterity is blessed. 
Moses and Aaron, too, left a good report behind them; so, too, did Elisa, who protested against the worship of Baal. 
Lot was saved. 
Jonah is sent to preach to the people of the city (of Ninsveh). 
The Makkans rebuked for saying that God has daughters, and for saying that He is akin to the jinns. 
The angels declare that they are but the humble servants of God. 
The success of the Prophet and the confusion of the infidels foretold.

CHAPTER XXX. 
Sura of Rum. 
The Chapter of the Greeks. 
Victory of the Persians over the Greeks. 
Prophecy of the coming triumph of the latter.

The Makkans warned by the fate of former cities. 
The idols shall forsake them at the Resurrection. 
The believers shall enter Paradise. 
God is to be praised in the morning and evening and at noon and sunset. 
His creation of man and of the universe and His providence are signs. 
He is the incomparable Lord of all. 
Warning against idolatry and sohism. 
Honesty inculcated and usury reproued. 
God only creates and kills. 
Corruption in the earth through sin. 
The fate of former idolaters. 
Exhortation to believe before the sudden coming of the Judgment Day. 
God's sending rain to quicken the earth is a sign of His power. 
Muhammad cannot make the deaf hear his message. 
Warning of the Last Day.

CHAPTER XXVI. 
Sura of Shu'ara. 
The Chapter of the Poets. 
Muhammad is not to be vexed by the people's unbelief. Though called a liar now, his cause shall triumph in the end. 
Moses and Pharaoh. 
He fears lest he may be killed for slaying the Egyptian. 
Pharaoh charges him with ingratitude. 
Their dispute about God. 
Pharaoh claims to be God himself. 
The miracles of the rod and the white hand. 
Moses' contest with the magicians. 
The magicians are conquered and believe. 
Pharaoh threatens them with confign punishment. 
The Israelites leave Egypt and are pursued. 
The passing of the Red Sea and destruction of Pharaoh and his hosts. 
The history of Abraham. 
He preaches against idolatry. 
Noah is called a liar and vindicated. 
Hud preaches to the people of 'Ad and Salih to Shemid. 
The latter hamstring the she-camel and perish. 
The crime and punishment of the people of Sodom. 
The people of the Grove and the prophet Shu'ail. 
The Qur'an revealed through the instrumentality of the Faithful Spirit (Gabriel) in plain Arabic. 
The learned Jews recognize its truth from the prophesies in their own scriptures. 
The devils could not have brought it. 
Muhammad is to be meek towards believers and to warn his clamshen. 
Those upon whom the devils descend, namely, the poets who wander distraught in every vale.
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CHAPTER XV.
Sūratu 'l-Hijr.
The Chapter of al-Hijr.
Misbelievers will one day regret their
misbelief.
No city was ever destroyed without warn-
ing.
The infidels mockingly ask Muhammad to
bring down angels to punish them.
So did the sinners of old act towards their
apostles.
There are signs enough in the zodiac,
guarded as they are from the devils who are
pelted with shooting-stars if they attempt to
listen.
All nature is under God's control.
Man created from clay, and jinn from
smokeless fire.
The angels hidden to adore Adam.
The devil refuses, is cursed and expelled,
but respite until the Day of Judgment.
Is allowed to seduce mankind.
Hell, with its seven doors, promised to
misbelievers, and Paradise to believers.
Story of Abraham's angelic guest.
They announce to him the birth of a son.
They proceed to Lot's family.
The crime and punishment of the people of
Sodom.
The ruined cities still remain to tell the
tale.
Similar fate of the people of the Grove and
of al-Hijr.
The hour draws nigh.
The Lord Omniscient Creator has sent the
Qur'an and the seven verses of repetition.
Muhammad is not to grieve at the worldly
success of unbelievers.
Those who dismember the Qur'an are
threatened with punishment.
Muhammad is encouraged against the mis-
believers.

CHAPTER LII.
Sūratu 's-Zariqāt.
The Chapter of the Scattering.
Oaths by different natural phenomena
that the Judgment Day will come.
Story of Abraham's entertaining the angels.
The destruction of Sodom.
The fate of Pharaoh, of 'Ad, of 'Amūd, and
of the people of Noah.
Vindication of Muhammad against the
charges of imposture or madness.

THE FIFTH PERIOD.

Thirty-one Sūrah. From the tenth year
of Muhammad's ministry to the flight from
Makkah.
The Sūrah of this period contain some
narratives from the gospel. The rites of
pilgrimage are enjoined. The cavillings of
the Qurān are refuted; and we have vivid
portraits of the Resurrection and Judgment
of Heaven and Hell, with proofs of God's
unity, power and providence.
From stage to stage the Sūrah becomes,
on the average, longer, and some of them
now fill many pages. In the latter Sūrah of
this period, we meet not infrequently with
Madina passages, which have been interpo-
lated as bearing on some connected subject.
As examples may be taken, verse 40 of
Sūrah xxii., in which permission is given to
bear arms against the Makkans; verse 83,
Sūrah xvii., containing rules for the adminis-
tration of justice; verse 111, Sūrah xvii.,
referring to such believers as had fled their
country and fought for the faith; being all
passages which could have been promul-
gated only after the Flight to al-Madinah.

CHAPTER XLVI.
Sūratu 'l-Ahqāf.
The Chapter of al-Ahqāf.
God the only God and Creator.
The unbelievers call Muhammad a sor-
cerer or a forger.
The book of Moses was revealed before,
and the Qur'ān is a confirmation of it in
Arabic.
Conception, birth, and life of man.
Kindness to parents and acceptance of
Islam enjoined.
The misbelievers are warned by the
example of 'Ad, who dwell in Ahqāf, and by
that of the cities whose ruins lie around
Makkah.
Allusion to the jinn who listened to Mu-
hammad's preaching at Makkah on his return
from al-'Tā'if.
Warning to unbelievers of the punishment
of the Last Day.

CHAPTER LXXXII.
Sūratu 'l-Jinn.
The Chapter of the Jinn.
A crowd of jinn listen to Muḥammad's
preaching at Nakhlah.
Their account of themselves.
Muhammad exhorted to persevere in
preaching.

CHAPTER XXXV.
Sūratu 'l-Mālikūn.
The Chapter of the Angels.
Praise of God, who makes the Angels his
messengers.
God's unity.
Apostles before Muḥammad were accused
of imposture.
Punishment in store for the unbelievers.
Muhammad is not to be vexed on their
account.
God sends rain to quicken the dead earth.
This is a sign of the Resurrection.
The power of God shown in all nature.
The helplessness of the idols.
They will disdain their worshippers at the
Resurrection.
No soul shall bear the burden of another.
Muhammad cannot compel people to be-
lieve.
He is only a warner.
Other nations have accused their prophets
of imposture and perished.
Reward of the God-fearing of believers,
and of those who read and follow the Qur'ān.
Punishment of hell for the infidels. 
The idolaters shall be confounded on the Judgment Day. 
The Qur'ān, in spite of their promises and of the examples around them, are more arrogant and unbelieving than other people. 
If God were to punish men as they deserve, he would not leave so much as a beast on the earth; but He respite them for a time.

Chapter XXXVI.
Sūratu Yā Sin.
The Chapter of Yā Sin.
Muhammad is God's messenger, and the Qur'ān is a revelation from God to warn a heedless people. 
The infidels are predestined not to believe. 
All men's work shall be recorded. 
John apostles of Jesus rejected at Antioch. 
Habib i'-Najār exhorts the people to follow their advice. 
He is stoned to death by the populace. 
Gabriel cries out and the sinful people are destroyed. 
Men will laugh at the apostles who come to them, but they have an example in the nations who have perished before them. 
The quickening of the dead earth is a sign of the Resurrection. 
God's power shown in the procreation of species. 
The alternation of night and day, the phases of the moon, the sun and moon in their orbits, are signs of God's power. 
So, too, the preservation of men in ships at sea. 
Almsgiving enjoined. 
The unbelievers jeer at the command. 
The sudden coming of the Judgment Day. 
Blessed state of the believers in Paradise, and misery of the unbelievers in hell. 
Muhammad is no mere poet. 
The Qur'ān an admonition. 
God's providence. 
The false gods will not be able to help their worshippers.
Proofs of the Resurrection.

Chapter XIX.
Sūratu Maryam.
The Chapter of Mary.
Zachariah prays for an heir. 
He is promised a son, who is to be called John. 
John is born and given the Book, Judgment, grace, and purity. 
Story of Mary. 
The announcement. 
Her delivery beneath a palm-tree. 
The infant Jesus in the cradle testifies to her innocence and to his own mission. 
Warning of the Day of Judgment. 
Story of Abraham. 
He reproves his father, who threatens to stone him. 
Abraham prays for him. 
Jesus and Jacob are born to him. 
Moses communes with God and has Aaron for a help.

Ishmael and Idris mentioned as Prophets. 
Their seed, when the signs of the Merciful are read, fall down adoring. 
The Makkans, their successors, are promised reward in Paradise, if they repent and believe. 
The angels only descend at the bidding of the Lord. 
Certainty of the Resurrection. 
Punishment of those who have rebelled against the Merciful. 
Reproof of one who said he should have wealth and children on the Judgment Day. 
The false gods shall deny their worshippers then. 
The devils sent to tempt unbelievers. 
The gathering of the Judgment Day. 
All nature is convulsed at the imitation that the Merciful has begotten a son. 
This revelation is only to warn mankind by the example of the generations who have passed away.

Chapter XVIII.
Sūratu Yūsuf.
The Chapter of the Cave.
The Qur'ān is a warning especially to those who say God has begotten a son. 
Muhammad is not to grieve if they refuse to believe. 
Story of the Fellows of the Cave. 
Their number known only to God. 
Muhammad rebuked for promising a revelation on the subject. 
He is enjoined to obey God in all things, and not to be induced to give up his poorer followes. 
Hell-fire threatened for the unbelievers and Paradise promised to the good. 
Parable of the proud man's garden which was destroyed, while that of the humble man flourished. 
This life is like the herb that springs up and perishes. 
Good works are more lasting than wealth and children. 
The Last Day. 
The devil refuses to adore Adam. 
The men are not to take him for a patron. 
They shall be forsaken by their patrons at the Last Day. 
Men would believe, but that the example of those of yore must be repeated. 
Misbelievers are unjust, and shall not be allowed to understand, or be guided. 
But God is merciful. 
Story of Moses and his servant in search of al-Khafir. 
They lose their fish at the confinement of the two seas. 
They meet a strange prophet, who bids Moses not question anything he may do. 
He provides a ship, kills a boy, and builds up a tottering wall. 
Moses desires an explanation, which the stranger gives, and leaves him. 
Story of Zul-Qarnain. 
He travels to the ocean of the setting sun.
Builds a rampart to keep in Gog and Magog.
Those are to be let loose again before the Judgment Day.
Reward and punishment on that day.
Were the sea ink, it would not suffice for the words of the Lord.
The Prophet is only a mortal.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Sūratu 'aN-Naṣārā.
The Chapter of the Ant.
The Qur’ān a guidance to believers.
God appears to Moses in the fire.
Moses is sent to Pharaoh with signs, but is called a sorcerer.
David and Solomon endowed with knowledge.
Solomon taught the speech of birds.
His army of men, jinnas, and birds, marches through the valley of the ant.
One ant bids the rest retire to their holes lest Solomon and his hosts crash them.
Solomon smiles and answers her.
He reviews the birds and misses the hoopoe, who, returning, brings news of the magnificence of the Queen of Sheba.
Solomon sends him back with a letter to the Queen.
A demon brings him her throne.
She comes to Solomon, recognizes her throne; marvels at the palace with the glass floor, which she mistakes for water.
Becomes a Muslim.
Jāmūd reject Sālih and perish.
Lot is saved, while the people of Sodom are destroyed.
The Lord, the God of nature; the only God and Creator.
Certainty of the Resurrection.
The ruins of ancient cities an example.
The Qur’ān decides disputed points for the Jews.
Muḥammad bidden to trust in God, for he cannot make the deaf to hear his message.
The beast that shall appear at the Resurrection.
Terrors of the Last Day.
The Prophet bidden to worship the Lord of this land, to recite the Qur’ān, and to become a Muslim.

CHAPTER XLII.
Sūratu ’îs-Shūrā.
The Chapter of Counsel.
The Qur’ān inspired by God to warn the Mother of cities of the judgment to come.
God is one, the Creator of all things, who provides for all.
He calls men to the same religion as that of the prophets of old, which men have broken up into sects.
Muḥammad has only to proclaim his message.
Those who argue about God shall be confounded.
None knows when the hour shall come but God.
The ‘olaters shall only have their portion in this life.

God will vindicate the truth of His revelation.
His creation and providence signs of His power.
Men’s misfortunes by land and sea are due to their own sins.
The provision of the next world is best for the righteous.
It is not sinful to retaliate if wronged, though forgiveness is a duty.
The sinners shall have none to help them on the Day of Judgment.
They are exhorted to repent before it comes.
Ingratitude of man.
God controls all.
No mortal has ever seen God face to face.
He speaks to men only through inspiration of His apostles.
This Qur’ān was revealed by a spirit to guide into the right way.

CHAPTER XL.
Sūratu ’l-Mu’minūn.
The Chapter of the Believer.
Attributes of God.
Muḥammad encouraged by the fate of other nations who rejected their apostles.
The angels’ prayer for the believers.
Despair in hell of the idolaters.
The terrors of the Judgment Day.
God alone the Omniscient Judge.
The vestiges of former nations are still visible in the land to warn the people.
The story of Moses and Pharaoh.
The latter wishes to kill Moses, but a secret believer makes a long appeal.
Pharaoh bids Hāmān construct a tower to mount up to the God of Moses.
God saves the believer, and Pharaoh is ruined by his own devices.
Mutual recrimination of the damned.
Exhortation to patience and praise.
Those who wrangle about God rebuked.
The certain coming of the Hour.
The unity of God asserted and His attributes enumerated.
Idolatry forbidden.
The conception, birth, life, and death of man.
Idolaters shall find out their error in hell.
Muḥammad encouraged to wait for the issue.
Cattle to ride on and to eat are signs of God’s providence.
The example of the nations who perished of old for rejecting the apostles.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
Sūratu ’s-Sād.
The Chapter of Ṣād.
Oath by the Qur’ān.
Example of former generations who perished for unbelief, and for saying that their prophets were sorcerers and the Scriptures forgeries.
The Makkans are warned thereby.
Any hosts of the confederates shall be routed.
Fate of the people of Noah, 'Ad, Pharaoh, Samûd, and Lot.
The Makkans must expect the same.
Muhammad exhorted to be patient of what they say.
He is reminded of the powers bestowed on David.
The parable of the ewe lambs proposed to David by the two antagonists.
David exhorted not to follow lust.
The heaven and earth were not created in vain, as the misbelievers think.
The Qur'ân a reminder.
Solomon, lost in admiration of his horses, neglects his devotions, but, repenting, slays them.
A jian in Solomon's likeness is set on his throne to punish him.
He repents and prays God for a kingdom such as no one should ever possess again.
The wind and the devils made subject to him.
The patience of Job.
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
Elisha and Zâl 'â-Kidit.
Happiness of the righteous in Paradise.
Misery and mutual recrimination of the wicked in hell.
Muhammad only sent to warn people and proclaim God's unity.
The creation of man and disobedience of Iblîs, who is expelled.
He is respite till the Judgment Day, that he may seduce people to misbelief.
But he and those who follow him shall fall hell.

CHAPTER XXV.
Sûrât 'I-Furgân,
The Chapter of the Discrimination.
The Discrimination sent down as a warning that God is one, the Creator and Governor of all; yet the Makkans call it old folks' tales.
They object that the Prophet acts and lives as a more mortal or is crazy.
Hell-fire shall be the punishment of those who disbelieve in the Resurrection.
Description of the Judgment Day.
The Qurâsh object that the Qur'ân was revealed piecemeal.
Moses and Aaron and Noah were treated like Muhammad, but those who called them liars were punished.
'Ad and Samûd perished for the same sin.
The ruins of the cities of the plain are existing examples.
Yet they will not accept the Prophet.
God controls the shadow, gives night for a repose, quickens the dead earth with rain.
He lets loose the two seas, but places a barrier between them.
He has created man.
He is the loving and merciful God.
The Qurâsh object to the Merciful as a new God.
The lowly and moderate are His servants.

They abstain from idolatry, murder, false witness, and frivolous discourse.
These shall be rewarded.
God cares nothing for the rejection of his message by the infidels.
Their punishment shall be lasting.

CHAPTER XX.
Sûrât Tâ Hâ.
The Chapter of Tâ Hâ.
The Qur'ân a reminder from the Merciful, who owns all things and knows all things.
There is no god but He.
His are the excellent names.
Story of Moses.
He perceives the fire and is addressed from it by God in the holy valley Tavan.
God shows him the miracle of the staff turned to a snake and of the white hand.
Sends him to Pharaoh.
Moses excuses himself because of the impediment in his speech.
Aaron is given him as a minister.
Moses' mother throws him into the sea.
His sister watches him.
He is restored to his mother.
Says an Egyptian and flees to Midian.
Moses and Aaron go to Pharaoh and call on him to believe.
Pharaoh charges them with being magicians.
Their contest with the Egyptian magicians, who believe, and are threatened with punishment by Pharaoh.
Moses leads the children of Israel across the sea, by a dry road.
Pharaoh and his people are overwhelmed.
The covenant on Mount Sinaï.
The miracle of the stones and quails.
As-Samîrî makes the calf in Moses' absence.
Moses seizes his brother angrily by the beard and destroys the calf.
Misbelievers threatened with the terrors of the Resurrection Day.
Fate of the mountains on that day.
All men shall be summoned to judgment.
No intercession shall avail except from such as the Merciful permits.
The Qur'ân is in Arabic that people may fear and remember.
Muhammad is not to hasten on its revelation.
Adam broke his covenant with God.
Angels bidden to adore Adam.
Iblîs refuses.
Tempts Adam.
Adam, Eve, and the Devil expelled from Paradise.
Misbelievers shall be gathered together blind on the Resurrection Day.
The Makkans pass by the ruined dwellings of the generations who have been aforesight destroyed for unbelief.
But for the Lord's word being passed, they would have perished too.
Muhammad is exhorted to bear their insults patiently and to praise God through the day.
Prayer enjoined.
The fate of those of yore a sufficient sign.
Let them wait and see the issue.

CHAPTER XLIII.
Suratul 'Zukhruf.
The Chapter of Gilding.
The original of the Qur'an is with God
The example of the nations of old who mocked at the prophets.
God the Creator.
Men are bidden to praise Him who provides man with ships and cattle whereon to ride.
The Arabs are rebuked for attributing female offspring to God, when they themselves repine when a female child is born to any one of them.
They are also blamed for asserting that the angels are female.
The excuse that this was the religion of their fathers, will not avail.
It is the same as older nations made.
Their fate.
Abraham disclaimed idolatry.
The Makkans were permitted to enjoy prosperity only until the Apostle came, and now that he has come they reject him.
The are reproved for saying that had the Prophet been a man of consideration at Makkah and al-Tah, they would have owned him.
Misbelievers would have had still more wealth and enjoyment, but that men would have then all become infidels.
Those who turn from the admonition shall be chained to devils, who shall mislead them.
God will take vengeance on them, whether Muhammad live to see it or not.
He is encouraged to persevere.
Moses was mocked by Pharaoh, whom he was sent to warn.
But Pharaoh and his people were drowned.
Answer to the Arabs, who objected that Jesus, too, must come under the ban against false gods.
But Jesus did not assume to be a god.
Threat of the coming of the Hour.
The joys of Paradise and the terrors of Hell.
The damned shall beg Malik to make an end of them.
The recording angels note down the secret plots of the infidels.
God has no son.
He is the Lord of all.

CHAPTER XII.
Suratul Ya'asf.
The Chapter of Joseph.
The Qur'an revealed in Arabic that the Makkans may understand.
It contains the best of stories.
Story of Joseph.
He tells his father his dream.
Jacob advises him to keep it to himself.
Jealousy of Joseph's brethren.
They conspire to throw him in a pit.
Induce his father to let him go with them.

They cast him in the pit, and bring home his shirt covered with lying blood.
Travellers discover him and sell him into Egypt.
He is adopted by his master.
His mistress endeavours to seduce him.
His innocence proved.
His mistress shows him to the women of the city to excite her conduct.
Their amazement at his beauty.
He is imprisoned.
Interprets the dreams of the baker and the cupbearer.
Pharaoh's dream.
Joseph is sent for to expound it.
He is appointed to a situation of trust in the land.
His brethren arrive and do not recognize him.
They ask for corn and he requires them to bring their youngest brother as the condition of his giving it to them.
The goods they had brought to barter are returned to their sacks.
Benjamin is sent back.
Joseph discovers himself to him.
Joseph places the king's drinking-cup in his brother's pack.
Accuses them all of the theft.
Takes Benjamin as a bondsman for the theft.
They return to Jacob, who, in great grief, sends them back again, to bring him news.
Joseph discovers himself to them and sends back his shirt.
Jacob recognizes it by the smell.
Jacob goes back with them to Egypt.
This story appealed to as a proof of the truth of the Revelation.

CHAPTER XI.
Suratul Hud.
The Chapter of Hûd.
The Qur'an a book calling men to believe in the unity of God.
Nothing is hidden from Him.
He is the Creator of all.
Men will not believe, and deem themselves secure, because their punishment is deferred.
They demand a sign, or say the Qur'an is invented by the Prophet; but they and their false gods together cannot bring ten such Sûrahs.
Misbelievers threatened with future punishment, while believers are promised Paradise.
Noah was likewise sent, but his people objected that he was a mere mortal like themselves, and only followed by the meaner sort of men.
He also is accused of having invented his revelation.
He is saved in the ark and the unbelievers drowned.
He endeavours to save his son.
The ark settles on Mount al-Jûdî.
Hûd was sent to 'Ad.
His people plotted against him and were destroyed, while he was saved.
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Sâlih was sent to Samîd.
The she-camul given for a sign.
The people hamstring her and perish.
Abraham entertains the angels who are sent to the people of Lot.
People please for them.
Lot offers his daughters to the people of Sodom, to spare the angels.
He escapes by night, and Sodom is destroyed.
Shu‘aib is sent to Midian, and his people, rejecting his mission, perish too.
Moses sent to Pharaoh, who shall be punished at the Resurrection.
The Makkans, too, shall be punished.
They are threatened with the Judgment Day, when they shall be sent to hell, while the believers are in Paradise.
The Makkans are bidden to take warning by the fate of the cities whose stories are related above.
These stories are intended to strengthen the Prophet’s heart.
He is bidden to wait and leave the issue to God.

CHAPTER X.
Sūratu Yūsûs.
The Chapter of Jonah.

No wonder that the Qur’ān was revealed to a mere man.
Misbelievers deem him a sorcerer.
God the Creator and Ruler.
No one can intercede with Him except by His permission.
Creation is a sign of His power.
Reward hereafter for the believers.
Man calls on God in distress, but forgets Him when deliverance comes.
Warning from the fall of former generations.
The infidels are not satisfied with the Qur’ān.
Muhammad dare not invent a false revelation.
False gods can neither harm nor profit them.
People require a sign.
God saves people in dangers by land and sea.
This life is like grass.
Promise of Paradise and threat of Hell.
Fate of the idolaters and false gods at the Last Day.
God the Lord of all.
Other religions are mere conjecture.
The Qur’ān could only have been devised by God.
The Makkans are challenged to produce a single Sûra like it.
Unbelievers warned of the Last Day by the fate of previous nations.
Reproval of those who prohibit lawful things.
God is ever watchful over the Prophet’s actions.
Happiness of the believers.
The infidels cannot harm the Prophet.
Reproval of those who ascribe offspring to God.
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Muhammad encouraged by the story of Noah and the other prophets of old.
The fate of Pharaoh and vindication of Moses and Aaron.
The people of the Book (Jews and Christians) appealed to in confirmation of the truth of the Qur’ān.
The story of Jonah.
The people of Nineveh saved by repenting and believing in time.
The people are exhorted to embrace Islām, the faith of the Ḥanif.
God alone is powerful.
Belief or unbelief affect only the individual himself.
Resignation and patience inculcated.

CHAPTER XIV.
Sūratu Ḫurāṣ, The Chapter of Abraham.

The Qur’ān revealed to bring men from darkness into light.
God is Lord of all.
No apostle sent except with the language of his own people.
Moses sent to Pharaoh.
The people of Noah.
‘Ād and Samîd objected that their prophets were mortals like themselves.
The prophets relied on God, who vindicated them.
Frightful description of hell.
Misbelievers are like ashes blown away by the stormy wind.
Helplessness of the damned.
But believers are in Paradise.
A good word is like a good tree whose root is in the earth and whose branches are in the sky, and which gives fruit in all seasons.
A bad word is as a tree that is felled.
God’s word is sure.
Idolaters are threatened with hell-fire.
God is the Creator of all.
He subjects all things to man’s use.
Abraham prayed that the territory of Makkah might be a sanctuary.
The unjust are only respite till the Judgment Day.
The ruins of the dwellings of those who have perished for the denying the mission of their apostles, are a proof of the truth of Muhammad’s mission.
The Lord will take vengeance on the Last Day, when sinners shall burn in hell with shirts of pitch to cover them.
The Qur’ān is a warning and an admonition.

CHAPTER VI.
Sūratu ‘Yәqūn, The Chapter of Cattle.

Light and darkness are both created by God.
Rebuke to idolaters.
They are exhorted to take warning by the fate of those of old who rejected the prophets.
Had the revelation been a material book, they would have disbelieved it.
**The threatened doom cannot be averted.**

Denunciation of the idolatrous practices of the Arabs.

Setting apart portions of the produce of the land for God and for the idol, and defrauding God of His portion.

Infanticide.

Declaring cattle and tilth inviolable.

God created all fruits and all cattle, both are therefore lawful.

Argument proving the absurdity of some of these customs.

Enumeration of the only kinds of food that are unlawful.

The prohibition to the Jews of certain food was only on account of their sins.

God’s revealed word is the only certain argument.

Declaration of things really forbidden, namely, harshness to parents, infanticide, abominable sins, and murder.

The property of orphans is to be respected and fair-dealing to be practised.

No soul compelled beyond its capacity.

The Qur’an to be accepted on the same authority as the Book of Moses was.

Faith required now without signs.

No latter profession on the Judgment Day shall profit them.

Good works to be rewarded tenfold, but evil works only by the same amount.

Islam is the religion of Abraham the Hanif.

A belief in one God, to whom all prayer and devotion is due.

Each soul shall bear its own burden.

The high rank of some of the Makkans is only a trial from the Lord whereby to prove them.

**CHAPTER LXIV.**

_Surat-ut-Taghâbūn._

The Chapter of Mutual Deceit.

The God the Creator.

The Resurrection.

The Unity of God.

Wealth and children must not distract men from the service of God.

**CHAPTER XXVIII.**

_Surat-ut-Qasrā._

The Chapter of the Story.

The history of Moses and Pharaoh.

The latter and his vizier.

Hāmān oppresses the children of Israel.

Moses is exposed on the river by his mother.

He is adopted by Pharaoh.

His sister watches him, and his mother is engaged to nurse him.

He grows up and slays the Egyptian.

Flies to Midian.

Helps the two Midianites to draw water.

Serves their father Shohabaib for ten years and then marries his daughter.

God appears to him in the fire.

Is sent with his brother Aaron to Pharaoh.

Hāmān builds Pharaoh a high tower to ascend to the God of Moses.
His punishment.
Moses gives the Law.
The stories are proofs of Muhammad's mission.
The Arabs reject the Book of Moses and the Qur'an as two impostures.
Those who have the Scriptures recognise the truth of the Qur'an.
The Makkans warned by the example of the cities of old that have perished.
Disappointment of the idolaters at the Day of Judgment.
Helplessness of the idols before God.
Qur'an's great wealth.
The earth opens and swallows him up for his pride and his insolence to Moses.
Muhammad encouraged in his faith and purpose.

CHAPTER XXIII.
Siratu l-Mu'minin.
The Chapter of Believers.
The humble, chaste, and honest, shall prosper.
The creation, birth, death, and resurrection of man.
God's goodness in providing for men's sustenance.
Noah sent to his people, who reject him because he is a mere mortal.
They are drowned, and he is saved in the ark.
Moses and Aaron were also called Haar.
Mary and her son the cause of their followers division into sects.
The God-fearing encouraged.
The Quraysh rebuked for their pride, and for denying Muhammad, and calling him possessed.
They are reminded of the famine and defeat they have already experienced.
Doctrine of the Resurrection.
The unity of God.
He has no offspring.
Is omniscient.
Muhammad is encouraged not to care for the false accusations of the Makkans, but to seek refuge in God.
Punishment, on the Day of Resurrection, of those who mocked at the little party of believers.

CHAPTER XXII.
Siratu l-Hajj.
The Chapter of the Pilgrimage.
Terrors of the Last Day, yet men dispute about God and follow devils.
The conception, birth, growth, and death of men, and the growth of herbs in the ground are proofs of the Resurrection.
But some dispute, others waver between two opinions.
The most desperate means cannot thwart the divine decrees.
God will decide between the Jews, Christians, Sabians, Magians, and idolaters on the Judgment Day.
All nature adores God.
The disbelievers are threatened with hellfire, and the believers promised Paradise.
Punishment threatened to those who prohibit men from visiting the Sacred Mosque.
Abraham, when bidden to cleanse the Ka'bah, was told to proclaim the pilgrimage.
The rules of the Hajj enjoined.
Cattle are lawful food.
Warning against idolatry and exhortation to become Hanifs.
Sacrifices at the Ka'bah are enjoined.
All men have their appointed rites.
The name of God is to be mentioned over cattle when slaughtered.
Camels may be sacrificed and eaten.
God will defend believers, but loves not misbelieving traitors.
Those who have been driven from their homes for acknowledging God's unity are allowed to fight.
If men did not fight for such a cause, all places of worship would be destroyed.
The people of Noah, 'Ad, Samud, Abraham, and Lot, called their prophets liars, and were allowed to range at large, but at last they were punished.
Their cities were destroyed, and the ruins are visible to travellers still.
Muhammad is only sent to warn the Makkans of a like fate.
Satan contrives to suggest a wrong reading to the Prophet while reading the Qur'an.
The Kingdom shall be God's upon the Judgment Day.
Those who flee or are slain in the cause, shall be provided for and rewarded.
Believers who take revenge and are again attacked, will be helped.
All nature is subject to God.
Every nation has its rites to observe.
The idolaters treat the revelation with scorn.
The false gods could not even create a fly.
Exhortation to worship God and fight for the faith of Abraham, whose religion the Muslims profess.
God is the Soveraign and Helper.

CHAPTER XXI.
Siratu l-Ambiya.
The Chapter of the Prophets.
Men mock at the revelation.
They say it is a jumble of dreams, and that Muhammad is a poet, and they ask for a sign.
The prophets of old were but mortal.
The people who rejected them perished.
Heaven and earth were not created in sport.
Truth shall crush falsehood.
All things praise God.
If there were other gods than He, heaven and earth would be corrupted.
All former prophets were taught there is no god but God.
The Merciful has not begotten children.
The angels are only His servants.
The separation of earth from heaven, the creation of living things from water, the steadying of the earth by mountains, and placing the sky as a roof over it, and the
creation of the night and day, and of the sun and moon, are signs.
No one was ever granted immortality.
Every soul must taste of death.
The unbelievers mock at Muhammad and disbelieve in the Merciful.
Man is hasty.
The infidels are threatened with punishment in the next world.
Those who mocked at the prophets of old perished.
No one shall be wronged on the Last Day.
Moses and Aaron received a scripture.
Abraham destroys the images which his people worshipped.
He tells them that it was the largest idol which did it.
He is condemned to be burnt alive, but the fire is miraculously made cool and safe.
Abraham, Lot, Isaac, and Jacob, all inspired.
Lot was brought safely out of a city of wrong-doers.
Noah also was saved.
David and Solomon give judgment about a field.
The mountains and birds are made subject to David.
He is taught the art of making coats of mail.
The wind and the demons are subjected to Solomon.
Job was saved.
Isma'il, Idris, and Zūl-Kifl were patient, and entered into the mercy of the Lord.
Zūr 'n-Nūn (Jonah) was saved in the fish's belly.
Zachariah had his prayer granted and a son (John) given him.
The spirit was breathed into the Virgin Mary.
But their followers have divided into sects.
A city once destroyed for unbelief shall not be restored till Gog and Magog are let loose.
The promise draws nigh.
Idolaters shall be the pebbles of hell.
But the elect shall be rolled up as as-Sijill rolls up a book.
As is written in the Psalms, "The righteous shall inherit the earth."
Muhammad sent as a mercy to the worlds.
God is one God.
He knows all.
He is the Merciful.

CHAPTER XVII.
Sūratu Bani Isrā'īl.
The Chapter of the Children of Israel.
Allusion to the night journey from the Sacred Mosque (at Makkah) to the Remote Mosque (at Jerusalem).
Moses received the book.
Moses was a faithful servant.
Israel's two sins and their punishment.
The Qur'an a guide and a good tidings.
Man prays for evil and is hasty.
Night and day are two signs.
Every man's augury is round his neck.
The creation and ordering of all natural objects are signs of His power.
The false gods are inanimate and powerless.
God is but one.
The unbelievers who call the revelation old folks' tales, must bear the burden of their own sins.
On the Resurrection Day, their associates will disown them.
Reception by the angels of the wicked and the good in Hell and in Paradise.
The infidels strenuously deny the Resurrection.
The Muhajirūn are promised a good reward.
The Jews and Christians to be asked to confirm the Qur'ān.
All nature adores God.
Unity of God affirmed.
When in distress, men turn to God, but forget Him and become idolaters when deliverance comes.
The practice of setting aside part of their produce for the idols reprobated.
The practice of female infanticide, while they ascribe daughters to God, is reprobated, and disbelief in the future life also rebuked.
Satan is the patron of the infidels.
The Qur'ān sent down as a guidance and mercy.
The rain which quickens the dead earth, and the cattle which give milk, and the vines which give fruit and wine are signs.
The bee is inspired from the Lord to build hives and to use those made first by men.
Its honey is lawful.
The rich Arabs are reprobated for their treatment of their slaves.
Helplessness of the false gods illustrated by the parable of the slave and of the dumb man.
Goodness of God in providing food and shelter for men.
Idolaters shall be disowned by the false gods at the Resurrection.
Every nation shall have a witness against it on that day.
Justice and good faith inculcated, especially the duty of keeping to a treaty once made.
Satan has no power over believers.
Verses of the Qur'ān abrogated.
The Holy Spirit (Gabriel) is the instrument of the revelation.
Suggestion that Muhammad is helped by some mortal to compose the Qur'ān.
This cannot be, as the person hinted at speaks a foreign language and the Qur'ān is in Arabic.
Denunciation of unbelievers.
Warning of the fate Makkah is to expect if its inhabitants continue to disbelieve.
Unlawful foods.
God will forgive wrong done through ignorance.
Abraham was Ḥanīf.
The ordinance of the Sabbath. Muhammad is to dispute with his opponents kindly.

The believers are not to take too savage revenge.
They are exhorted to patience and trust in God.

CHAPTER XIII.
Sūratu Y-Raʾd.
The Chapter of Thunder.
The Qur'ān a revelation from the Lord, the Creator and Governor of all.
Mischiefers are threatened.
God knows all, and the recording angels are ever present.
Lightning and thunder celebrate God's praises.
All in heaven and earth acknowledge Him.
God sends rain and causes the torrents to flow.
The scum thereof is like the dross on smelted ore.
The righteous and the believers are promised Paradise, and the misbelievers are threatened with hell-fire.
Exhortation to believe in the Merciful.
Were the Qur'ān to convince nature, they would not believe.
Further threats against misbelievers.
God notes the deeds of every soul.
Strangemus untrailing against Him.
Paradise and Hell.
Muhammad bidden to persevere in asserting the unity of God.
Had he not followed the Qur'ān, God would have forsaken him.
Other apostles have had wives and children.
None could bring a sign without God's permission.
For every period there is a revelation.
God can, annul or confirm any part of His revelation which He pleases.
He has the Mother of the Book (i.e. the Eternal Original).
Whether Muhammad live to see his predictions fulfilled or not, God only knows.
His duty is only to preach the message.
The conquests of Islam pointed to.
God will support the prophets against misbelievers.

CHAPTER XXIX.
Sūratu Y-ʾAṣḥābūt.
The Chapter of the Spider.
Believers must be proved.
Kindness to be shown to parents; but they are not to be obeyed if they endeavour to lead their children to idolatry.
The hypocrites stand by the Muslims only in success.
The unbelievers try to seduce the believers by offering to bear their sins.
Noah delivered from the deluge.
Abraham preaches against idolatry.
Is cast into the fire, but saved.
Flees from his native land.
Isaac and Jakob born to him.
Lot and the fate of the inhabitants of Sodom.
Midian and their prophet Shu'aib.
The giving of the Law.
The golden calf.
Moses' wrath against Aaron.
The seventy elders.
The coming of Muhammad, the illiterate
Prophet, foretold.
Some Jews are just and rightly guided.
The division into twelve tribes.
The miracle of smiting the rock.
The manna and quails.
The command to enter the city, saying,
"Hittatan," and punishment for disobedience.
The Sabbath-breaking city.
The transformation of the wicked inhabitants into apes.
The dispersion of the Jews.
The mountain held over the Jews.
The covenant of God with the posterity of Adam.
Am I not your Lord?
Humiliation of one who, having foretold the coming of a prophet in the time of Muhammad, would not acknowledge the latter as such.
Many, both of the jinn and of mankind, destined to hell.
The names of God are not to be perverted.
Muhammad is not possessed.
The coming of the Hour.
Creation of Adam and Eve.
Conception and birth of their first child, 'Abdu 'l-Hāris.
Their idolatry.
Idols are themselves servants of God.
They have neither life nor sense.
Muhammad is hidden to treat his opponents with mildness.
The mention of God's name repels devilish influences.
Men are recommended to listen to the Qur'ān and to humble themselves before God, whom the angels adore.

CHAPTER CXIII.
Suratatu 'Falq.
The Chapter of the Daybreak.
The Prophet seeks refuge in God from evil influences.

CHAPTER CXIV.
Suratu 'Nūs.
The Chapter of Men.
The Prophet seeks refuge in God from the devil and his evil suggestions.

THE SIXTH AND LAST PERIOD.
Twenty Surahs given at al-Madinah.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Suratatu 'Baqarah.
The Chapter of the Manifest Sign.
Rebuke to Jews and Christians for doubting the manifest sign of Muhammad's mission.

CHAPTER II.
Suratatu 'Baqarah.
The Chapter of the Heifer.
The Qur'ān a guidance.
Rebuke to unbelievers.
A parable of one who kindles fire. 
God is not ashamed of trifling similitudes. 
The creation of man. 
Adam taught the names. 
Iblis refuses to adore him. 
The temptation and fall. 
The Children of Israel. 
Their trials in Egypt. 
The golden calf. 
The manna and quails. 
Bidden to enter the city and say, “Hittahum.” 
Moses strikes the rock. 
He bids the people slaughter a dun cow to discover a murder. 
ChARGE against the Jews of corrupting the Scriptures. 
The golden calf. 
The mountain held over them. 
Gabriel reveals the Qur'an. 
Harût and Marût. 
Believers are not to say “Râ’înî,” but “Unsurâ.” 
Verses which are annulled will be replaced by better ones. 
Paradise not exclusively for Jews and Christians. 
Mosques to be free. 
Story of Abraham. 
He rebuilds the Ka'bah. 
Was a Hanîf. 
The qiblah free. 
As-Safâ and al-Marwah may be compassed. 
Proofs of God's unity. 
Lawful and unlawful food. 
The law of retaliation for homicide. 
Testators. 
The fast of Ramazân. 
Rites of the pilgrimage. 
Its duration. 
Fighting for religious lawfulness during the sacred months. 
Wine and gaming forbidden. 
Marriage with idolaters unlawful. 
The law of divorce. 
Of sucking children. 
The Muhâjirün to be rewarded. 
The Children of Israel demand a king 
Isa (Talâth). 
The shechina. 
The ark. 
Saül and Gideon confounded. 
Goliath. 
Jesus. 
The Ayâtul 'Kursî (verse of the throne), asserting the self-subsistence and omnipresence of God. 
Nimrod and Abraham. 
Almsgiving. 
No compulsion in religion. 
Proofs of the Resurrection. 
Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones referred to. 
Abraham and the birds. 
Almsgiving recommended. 
Usurers denounced. 
Laws relating to debt and trading. 
Persons mentally incapable are to act by agents. 
The believer's prayer.
Rebuke of the idolaters for mocking the Muslims at prayer.
Offer of an amnesty to those who will believe.
Exhortation to fight the infidels.
Division of the spoils.
Description of the battle.
The enemy made to seem few in the Muslim's eyes, while they seemed more numerous than they really were.
The infidels forsaken by Satan, their leader, on the day of battle.
Fate of the hypocrites.
Warning from Pharaoh's fate.
The infidels who break their treaty.
Treachery to be met with the like.
God will help the Prophet against the traitors.
A few enduring believers shall conquer a multitude of infidels.
The Muslims are reprimanded for accepting ransom for the captives taken at Badr.
The spoils are lawful.
The Muhājirūn who fled with Muhammad, and the inhabitants of al-Madinah who gave him refuge, are to form ties of brotherhood.

CHAPTER XLVII.
Sūrat al-Mu'āminūn.
The Chapter of Muhammad.
Promise of reward to believers.
Exhortation to deal severely with the enemy.
Description of Paradise and of Hell.
Reproof to some pretended believers and hypocrites who hesitate to obey the command to make war against the unbelievers.
Their secret malice shall be revealed.
Exhortation to believe, and to obey God and the Apostles, and sacrifice all for the faith.

CHAPTER LXII.
Sūrat al-Jumārah.
The Chapter of the Congregation.
God has sent the illiterate prophet.
The Jews rebuked for unbelief.
Muslims are not to leave the congregation during divine service for the sake of merchandize.

CHAPTER V.
Sūrat Yūsūf.
The Chapter of the Table.
Believers are to fulfill their compulsat.
Brute beasts, except those hereafter mentioned, are lawful, but chase during pilgrimage is unlawful.
The rites and sacrifices of the Pilgrimage are lawful.
The Muslims are not to bear ill-will against the Quraisy, who prevented them at Hudaylāyah from making the Pilgrimage.
Forbidden meats.
The food of Jews and Christians is lawful to Muslims.
So, too, their women.

Abstentions before prayer.
Rules for purification in cases of pollution.
The Muslims are bidden to remember the oath of fealty (at 'Aqabah), and how God made a similar covenant with the children of Israel, and chose twelve wardens.
Muhammad is warned against their treachery, as well as against the Christians.
Refutation of the doctrine that Christ is God, and of the idea that the Jews and Christians are the sons of God and His beloved.
Muhammad sent as a warner and herald of glad tidings.
Moses bade the children of Israel invade the Holy Land, and they were punished for hesitating.
Story of the two sons of Adam.
The crow shows Cain how to bury the body of Abel.
Gravity of homicide.
those who make war against God and His Apostle are not to receive quarter.
Punishment for theft.
Muhammad is to judge both Jews and Christians by the Qur'ān, in accordance with their own Scriptures, but not according to their laws.
Or would they prefer to be judged according to the unjust laws of the time of the pagan Arabs?
The Muslims are not to take Jews and Christians for patrons.
The hypocrites hesitate to join the believers.
They are threatened.
Further appeals to the Jews and Christians.
Fate of those before them who were transformed for their sins.
The Jews reproved for saying that God's hand is fettered.
Some of them are moderate, but the greater part are misbelievers.
The Prophet is bound to preach his message.
Sabbians, Jews, and Christians appealed to as believers.
Prophets of old were rejected.
Against the worship of the Messiah and the doctrine of the Trinity.
Jews and idolaters are the most hostile to the Muslims, and the Christians are nearest in love to them.
Expiration for an inconsiderate oath.
Wine and gambling forbidden.
Game not to be hunted or eaten during pilgrimage.
Expiration for violating this precept.
Fish is lawful at this time.
Rites of the Hajj to be observed.
Believers must not ask about painful things till the whole Qur'ān is revealed.
Denunciation of the superstitious practices of the Pagan Arabs with respect to certain cattle.
Witnesses required when a dying man makes his testament.
The mission of Jesus.
The miracles of the infancy.
The Apostles ask for a table from heaven as a sign. 
Jesus denies commanding men to worship him and his mother as gods.

CHAPTER LIX.
Sūratu 'Hāshār.
The Chapter of Assembly.
The chastisements of the Jews who would not believe in the Qur’ān.
The divisions of the spoils.
The treacherous conduct of the hypocrites.

CHAPTER IV.
Sūratu 'Nīsā‘.
The Chapter of Women.
God creates and watches over men.
Women’s dowries.
Administration of the property of orphans and widows.
Distribution of property among the heirs.
Witnesses required to prove adultery.
Believers are not to inherit women’s estates against their will.
No charge of adultery to be made without a view of keeping a woman’s dowry.
Women whom it is unlawful to marry.
Women are superior to men.
Punishment of refractory wives.
Arbitration between man and wife.
Duty towards parents, kindred, orphans, the poor, neighbours, &c.
Almsgiving for appearance sake a crime.
Believers must not pray when drunk or polluted.
Sand may be used for purification when water is not to be had.
Charge against Jews of perverting the Scriptures and saying, “Rā‘i ‘ānā.”
They are threatened with transformation, like those who broke the Sabbath, for their unbelief.
Idolatry the unpardonable sin.
Some who have Scriptures believe.
Trusts to be paid back.
Quarrels to be referred to God and the apostles only.
The Apostle will intercede for the believers.
Muḥammad commanded to settle their differences.
Believers to take precautions in sallying forth to battle.
They are exhorted to fight, and promised Paradise if they fall.
Obedience to the Prophet is obedience to God.
Salutation to be returned.
The hypocrites.
Deserters are to be slain, unless they have taken refuge with a tribe in league with the Muslims.
Penalty for killing a believer by mistake.
Believers are not to plunder others on the mere pretence that they are infidels.
The fate of the half-hearted Muslims who fell at Badr.
Precautions to be taken against an attack during prayers.

Exhortation to sincerity in supporting the faith.
Rebuke to the pagan Arabs for their idolatry and superstitious practices.
Islam the best religion, being that of Abraham the Hanif.
Laws respecting women and orphans.
Equity and kindness recommended.
Partiality to one wife rather than another reprobated.
Fear of God inculested.
God does not pardon the unstable in faith or the hypocrites.
No middle course is allowed.
The Jews were punished for demanding a book from heaven.
Of old they asked Moses to show them God openly, and were punished.
They are reproached for breaking their covenant with God, for calumniating Mary, and for pretending that they killed Jesus, whereas they only killed his similitude, for God took him to Himself.
Certain lawful foods forbidden the Jews for their injustice and naury.
Muḥammad is inspired in the same manner as the other apostles and prophets.
Jesus is only an apostle of God and His Word, and a spirit from Him.
Doctrine of the Trinity denounced.
God has not begotten a son.
The law of inheritance in the case of remote kinship.

CHAPTER LVIII.
Sūratu ‘l-Mujādilah.
The Chapter of the Disputer.
Abolition of the idolatrous custom of divorcing women with the formula, “Thou art to me as my mother’s back.”
God’s omniscience and omnipresence.
He knows the secret plottings of the disaffected.
Discourse on the duties of true believers.
Denunciation of those who oppose the Apostle.

CHAPTER LXV.
Sūratu ‘l-Talāq.
The Chapter of Divorce.
The laws of divorce.
The Arabs are admonished by the fate of former nations to believe in God.
The seven stories of heaven and earth.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Sūratu ‘l-Munāfiqin.
The Chapter of the Hypocrites.
The treacherous designs of the hypocrites revealed.

CHAPTER XXIV.
Sūratu ‘n-Nūr.
The Chapter of Light.
(This chapter deals with the accusation of unchastity against ‘Ayiāshah.)
Punishment of the whore and the whores-monger.
Witnesses required in the case of an imputation of unchastity to a wife.
Encouragement to the good and true believers of either sex.

Vindication of Muhammad's conduct in marrying Zainab, the divorced wife of his freed man and adopted son Zaid (who is mentioned by name).

No term need be observed in the case of women divorced before cohabitation.

Peculiar privileges granted to Muhammad in the matter of women.

Limitation of his licence to take wives.

Muslims are not to enter the Prophet's house without permission.

After, they are to retire without inconvenience him by familiar discourse.

Are to be very modest in their demeanour to his wives.

Are not to marry any of his wives after him.

Those relations who are permitted to see them unveiled.

God and His angels bless the Prophet.

Slander of unbelievers will be punished.

The women are to dress modestly.

Warning to the hypocrites and disaffected at al-Madinah.

The fate of the infidels at the Last Judgment.

Man alone of all creation undertook the responsibility of faith.

CHAPTER LVII.

Sūratu 'l-Mā'idah.

The Chapter of the Iron.

God the controller of all nature.

Exhortation to embrace Islam.

Those who do so before the taking of Makka are to have the precedence.

Discomfiture of the hypocrites and unbelievers at the Last Day.

The powers vouchsafed to former apostles.

CHAPTER LXI.

Sūratu 'aş-Shūrā.

The Chapter of the Ranks.

Believers are bidden to keep their word and to fight for the faith.

Moses was disobeyed by his people.

Jesus prophesied the coming of Ahmad.

The Christians rebuked.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

Sūratu 'l-Fath.

The Chapter of Victory.

Announcement of a victory.

God comforts the believers and punishes the hypocrites and idolaters.

The oath of fealty.

The cowardice and excuses of the desert Arabs.

Those left behind wish to share the spoil gained at Khaibar.

The incapacitated alone are to be excused.

The oath of fealty at the tree.

God prevented a collision between the Makkans and the Muslims, when the latter were prohibited from making the pilgrimage.

Prophecy of the pilgrimage to be completed the next year.
CHAPTER LX.
Suratul-Muntahabah.
The Chapter of the Tried.
Exhortations to the Muslims not to treat secretly with the Qurajah.
Abraham's example.
Other idolaters who have not borne arms against them may be made friends of.
Women who desert from the infidels are to be tried before being received into Islam.
If they are really believers, they are, ipso facto, divorced.
The husbands are to be recompensed to the amount of the women's dowries.

CHAPTER LXVI.
Suratul-Tahrim.
The Chapter of Prohibition.
The Prophet is relieved from a vow he had made to please his wives.
The jealousies in his harem occasioned by his intrigue with the Coptic slave-girl, Mary.
Exhortation to hostilities against the infidels.
The example of the disobedient wives of Noah and Lot.
And of the good wife of Pharaoh.
And of the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER IX.
Suratul-Tauhîb.
The Chapter of Repentance.
(This chapter is without the initial formula, “In the name of the Merciful," etc.)
An immunity for four months proclaimed to such of the idolaters as have made a league with the Prophet, but they are to be killed wherever found when the sacred months have expired.
An idolater seeking refuge is to be helped, in order that he may hear the word of God.
None are to be included in the immunity but those with whom the league was made at the Sacred Mosque.
They are not to be trusted.
Exhortation to fight against the Makkans.
Idolaters may not repair to the mosques of God.
Reproof to al-'Abhâs, the Prophet's uncle, who, while refusing to believe, claimed to have done enough in supplying water to the pilgrims and in making the pilgrimage himself.

CHAPTER XLIX.
Suratul-Hijârât.
The Chapter of the Inner Chambers.
Rebuke to some of the Muslims who had presumed too much in the presence of the Apostle, and of the others who had called out rudely to him.
Also of a man who had nearly induced Muhammad to attack a tribe who were still obedient.
Of certain Muslims who contended together.
Of others who use epithets of abuse against each other.
Who entertain unfounded suspicions.

Exhortation to obedience and reproof of the hypocrites.
The Muhajirun are to hold the first rank.
Infidels are not to be taken for patrons, even when they are fathers or brothers.
Religion is to be preferred to ties of kinship.
The victory of Hunain.
The idolaters are not to be allowed to enter the Sacred Mosque at Makkah another year.
The infidels are to be attacked.
The Jews denounced for saying that Ezra is the son of God.
The assumption of the title Rabbi proved.
Diatribe against Jewish doctors and Christian monks.
Of the sacred months and the sin of deferring them.
Exhortation to the Muslims to march forth to battle.
Allusions to the escape of Muhammad and Abu Bakr from Makkah, and their concealment in a cave.
Rebuke to those who seek to be excused from fighting and to those who sought to excite sedition in the Muslim ranks.
Reproof to the hypocrites and half-hearted and to those who found fault with the Prophet for his use of the alms (sakât).
Proper destination of the alms.
Hypocrites and renegades denounced.
They are warned by the example of the people of old who rejected the Prophets.
Rewards promised to the true believers.
Continued denunciation of the hypocrites and of those who held back from the fight.
Muhammad is not to pray at the grave of any one of them who dies.
Their seeming prosperity is not to deceive him.
Happiness in store for the Apostle, the believers, and the Muhajirun.
Those who may lawfully be excused military service.
The desert Arabs are among the worst of the hypocrites, though some believe.
Some people of al-Madinah also denounced as hypocrites.
Others have sinned but confessed.
Others wait for God's pleasure.
Denunciation of some who had set up a mosque from motives of political opposition.
Muhammad is not to sanction this mosque, but rather to use that of Qubâ', founded by him while on his way from Makkah to al-Madinah during the Flight.
God has bought the persons and wealth of the believers at the price of Paradise.
The Prophet and the believers must not ask forgiveness for the idolaters, however near of kin.
Abraham only asked pardon for his idolatrous father in fulfillment of a promise.
The three Ansârs who refused to accompany Muhammad to Tabûk are forgiven.
The people of al-Madinah and the neighbouring Arabs blamed for holding back on the occasion.
he must have had opportunities of learning the general outlines of Oriental Christian doctrine, and perhaps of witnessing the ceremonial of their worship.

"It has been supposed that Muhammad derived many of his notions concerning Christianity from Gnosticism and that it is to the numerous Gnostic sects of the Koran alludes when it reproaches the Christians with having 'split up their religion into parties.' But for Muhammad thus to have confounded Gnosticism with Christianity itself, its prevalence in Arabia must have been far more universal than we have reason to believe that it really was. In fact, we have no historical authority for supposing that the doctrines of these heretics were taught or professed in Arabia at all. It is certain, on the other hand, that the Basilidians, Valentinians, and other Gnostic sects had either died out, or been reabsorbed into the Orthodox Church, towards the middle of the fifth century, and had disappeared from Egypt before the sixth. It remains possible, however, that the Gnostic doctrine concerning the Crucifixion may have been adopted by Muhammad as likely to reconcile the Jews to Islam, as a religion embracing both Judaism and Christianity, if they might believe that Jesus had not been put to death, and thus find the stumbling-block of the Atonement removed out of their path. The Jews would, in this case, have simply been called upon to believe in Jesus as a divinely born and inspired teacher, who, like the patriarch Enoch, or the prophet Elijah, had been miraculously taken from the earth. But, in all other respects, the sober and matter-of-fact statements of the Koran, relative to the family and history of Jesus, are opposed to the wild and fantastic doctrines of Gnostic emanations, and especially to the manner in which they supposed Jesus, at his baptism, to have been brought into union with a higher nature. It is more probable that Muhammad borrowed in several points from the doctrines of the Ebionites, Essenes, and Sabeites. Epiphanius describes the notions of the Ebionites of Nabatha, Moabite, and Basanite, with regard to Adam Jesus, almost in the very words of Sura iii. 52. He tells us that they observed circumcision, were opposed to celibacy, forbade turning to the sunrise, but enjoined Jerusalem as their Kebla (Qiblah), as did Muhammad during twelve years, that they prescribed (as did the Sabeites) washings, very similar to those enjoined in the Koran, and allowed oaths (by certain natural objects, as clouds, signs of the Zodiac, oil, the winds, etc.), which also we find adopted therein. These points of contact with Islam, knowing as we do Muhammad's eclecticism, can hardly be accidental.

"We have no evidence that Muhammad had access to the Christian scriptures, though it is just possible that fragments of the Old or New Testament may have reached him through Chaddjah or Waraka, or other Meccan Christians, possessing MSS. of our sacred volume. There is but one direct quotation
(Sura xxxi. 105) in the whole Koran from the Scripture; and though there are a few passages, as we were, in ams, so are they said to be seen of men, and as, none forgiveth sins but God only, which might seem to be identical with texts of the New Testament, yet this similarity is probably merely accidental. It is, however, curious to compare such passages as Deut. xxi. 14, 17, and 1 Pet iv. 2, with Sura xxiv. 50, and Sura x. 78—John vii. 15, with the 'illiterate' prophet—Matt. xxv. 36, and John xii. 27, with the use of the word hour, as meaning any judgment or crisis, and the last judgment—the voice of the Son of God which the dead are to hear, with the exterminating or awakening cry of Gabriel, etc. The passages of this kind, with which the Koran abounds, result from Muhammad's general acquaintance with scriptural phraseology, partly through the popular legends, partly from personal intercourse with Jews and Christians. And we may be quite certain that, whatever materials Muhammad may have derived from our Scriptures, directly or indirectly, were carefully recast.

'It should also be borne in mind that we have no clear traces of the existence of Arabic versions of the Old or New Testament previous to the time of Muhammad. The passage of St. Jerome—Haec autem tradantio nullam de veteribus sequitur interpretationem sed ex ipso Hebraico, Arabicique sermonem, ut interpretem nunc verba, nunc sermonem, nunc simul utrumque recognoscit' (Prol. Gal.), obviously does not refer to versions, but to idiom. The earliest Ar. version of the Old Testament of which we have any knowledge is that of R. Saadiah Gaon, a.d. 900: and the oldest Ar. version of the New Testament is that published by Erpenius in 1616, and transcribed in the Thais, in the year 1271, by a Coptic bishop, from a copy made by a person whose name is known, but whose date is uncertain. Michaelis thinks that the Ar. versions of the New Testament were made between the Saracen conquests in the seventh century and the Crusades in the eleventh— an opinion in which he follows, or coincides with, Walton (Prol. in Polych. § xiv.), who remarks—"Plane constat versionem Arabicam spud eas (ecclesias orientales) factam esse postquam ex Arabica per victorias vel religionem Mohammedniam per Orientem propagata fuerat, et in multis locis facta esset vernacula."

If, indeed, in these comparatively late versions, the general phraseology, especially in the histories common to the Scriptures and to the Koran, bore any similarity to each other, and if the orthography of the proper names had been the same in each, it might have been fair to suppose that such versions had been made, more or less, upon the basis of others, which, though now lost, existed in the ages prior to Muhammad, and influenced, if they did not directly form, his sources of information. But this does not appear to be the case. The phraseology of our existing versions is not that of the Koran, and the versions as a whole appear to have been made from

Septuagint, the Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic, and Greek; Tischendorf, indeed, says that the four Gospels origineum mixtum habere videntur; but the internal evidence is clearly in favour of the Greek origin of the Arabic Gospel. This can be seen in part even from the order of the words, which was retained, like that of the Greek, so far as possible, even in such constructions and transpositions of words as violate the rules of Arabic Syntax.

"From the Arab Jews, Muhammad would be enabled to derive an abundant though distorted knowledge of the Scripture histories. The secrecy in which he received his instructions from them and from his Christian informants, enabled him boldly to declare to the ignorant pagan Meccans that God had revealed those Biblical histories to him. But there can be no doubt, from the constant identity between the Talmudic perversions of Scripture histories and the statements of the Koran, that the Rabbis of Hezaz communicated their legends to Muhammad. It should be remembered that the Talmud was completed a century previous to the era of Muhammad, and cannot fail to have extensively influenced the religious creed of all the Jews of the Arabian peninsula. In one passage, Muhammad speaks of an individual Jew—perhaps some one of note among his professed followers, as a witness to his mission; and there can be no doubt that his relations with the Jews were, at one time, those of friendship and intimacy, when we find him speaking of their recognizing him as they do their own children, and blaming their most colloquial expressions. It is impossible, however, for us at this distance of time to penetrate the mystery in which this subject is involved. Yet certain it is, that, although their testimony against Muhammad was speedily silenced, the Korishah knew enough of his private history to disbelieve and to disprove his pretensions of being the recipient of a divine revelation, and to accuse him of writing from the dictation of teachers morning and evening. And it is certain that all the information received by Muhammad was embellished and recast in his own mind and with his own words. There is a unity of thought, a directness and simplicity of purpose, a peculiar and laboured style, a uniformity of diction, coupled with a certain power of imaginative power, which indicate that the ayats (signs or verses) of the Koran are the product of a single mind. The longer narratives were, probably, elaborated in his leisure hours, while the shorter verses, each proclaiming to be a sign or miracle, were promulgated as occasion required them. And, whatever Muhammad may himself profess in the Koran as to his ignorance even of reading and writing, and however strongly modern Muhammadanism may insist upon the same point—an assertion, by the way, not sustained by many good authors—there can be no doubt that to assimilate and work up his materials, to fashion them into elaborate Suras, and to fit them for public recital, must have been a work requiring much time, study, and medi-
VI.—The Recital and Reading of the Qur'an.

Tīlāwah (تلعی rew), or "the recital of the Qur'an," has been developed into a science known as Ḥimma l-Tilwah (حِمَّةِ الْتِّلْوُى), which includes a knowledge of the peculiarities of the spelling of many words in the Qur'an; of the qira'āt (قِرَأَتُ الْقُرْآنِ), or various readings; of the ejaculations, responses, and prayers to be said at the close of appointed passages; of various divisions, punctuations, and marginal instructions; of the proper pronunciation of the Arabic words; and of the correct information of different passages.

The recitation or recital of the Qur'an should commence with legal ablation and prayer. The usual prayer is, "I seek protection from God against the cursed Satan!" which is followed by the invocation. "In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate." This phrase is considered the most suitable of all places in which to read the Qur'an, and the most auspicious days of the week are Friday, Monday, and Thursday. The ordinary time allowed for reading the Qur'an through forty days, although by reciting a juz' or siyarah daily, it can be done in thirty days, which is said to be have been the custom of the Prophet. Some read it through by manzils, or stages, of which there are seven, which is done in a week. No account should be read through in less than three days, for which there is a three-fold division, known in Persian as the Khāmat-ī-Manzil-ī-Fiṭr, the initial letters of each portion forming the word fitr.

Ejaculations, or responses, are made at certain places. For example, at the end of the Sūratu l-Fatihah (الفتح), and of the Sūratu l-Baqarah (البقره), say, "Amen!" At the end of the Sūratu al-Iṣrā' (الإسراء), say, "God is great!" After the last verse of the Sūratu l-Qiyāmah (القيامة), say, "Is He not powerful enough to raise the dead?" Say, Yes, for He is My Lord Most High!" At the end of the Sūratu l-Mulk (الملك), say, "God brings it (clear water) to us and He is Lord of all the Worlds!"

In addition to responses to be made after each Sūrah, or Chapter, there are certain ejaculations to be made after certain verses, for example, after the thirty-fifth verse of the third Sūrah, "There is no God but He, the Mighty, the Wise!" say, "I am a witness to this!"

There are fourteen verses known as the Ayatū l-Saṣādah, after which a procrastination is made. They are Sūrah vii. 205; xii. 16; xv. 31; xii. 15; xvi. 10; xix. 26; xxv. 61; xxvii. 26; xxxii. 15; xxxvii. 24; xli. 32; li. 62; lixiv. 20; lxvi. 18.

There are numerous instructions given as to pronunciation, and there have arisen seven schools of pronunciation, which are known as those of the Qur'ān's Sabāhab, or "seven readers" (for a list of these readers, see QARI). It is considered quite lawful to recite the Qur'an according to the pronunciation established by any one of these seven worthies.

There are many marks and symbols on the margin of an Arabic Qur'ān. Mr. Sell, in his Ilm-i-Tajwīd, gives them in detail. (Ilm-i-Tajwīd, Keys & Co., Madras, 1862.) The symbol for full stop is o, when the reader should take breath. The word ❮tuk❯ is written when a slight pause is made, but no breath taken. There are also some symbols which are known as ṣuyufi, or pause. They were originally of five kinds, but many more have been added in modern times. They are distinguished by letters and words. [WAQF-]

There are twenty-nine Surāhs of the Qur'an which begin with certain letters of the alphabet. These letters, the learned say, have some profound meaning, known only to the Prophet himself, although it seems probable that they are simply marks recorded by the amanuensis.

(1) Six Surāhs begin with the letters Alif, Lām, Mīm, Lā ALM, viz. Surāh al-Baqarah (ii.), Al-İnāk (iii.), Al-Ankabūt (xxix.), Al-Rūm (xxx.), Luqman (xxxii.), and Sālih (xxxiii.). Golese thinks that they probably stand for Anār il-Muhammad, "At the command of Muhammad," and to have been written by the amanuensis. Jalā'uddīn as-Suyūṭī says that Ibn 'Abbās said that they stood for Anār 'Ilāh arīmīn, "I, God, know" (that this is true). Al-Baṣāwi thinks they stand for "Allāh," L for "Gabriel," and M for "Muhammad." Mr. Sale gives the meaning as Allāh al-Latifum Majidun, "God is gracious and exalted"; others have suggested Allāh il-Muhammad, "God to Muhammad."

But the general belief is that the letters have a hidden meaning.

(2) At the commencement of Surāh l-Årâf (vii.), there is Alif, Lām, Mīm, Sād, ALM, which may mean: A, "Anā"; L, "Allāh"; M, "Rahmān"; S, "Sādād"; i.e. "I am God, the Merciful, the Eternal."

(3) The Surāh 'R-Rad (xii.) begins with the letters Alif, Lām, Mīm, Rā, Lā ALM, which al-Baṣāwi takes to mean. A, "Anā"; L, "Allāh"; M, "Al'īm"; R, "Arā"; I, "God, both know and see."

(4) Five Surāhs begin with Alif, Lām, Rā, ALR, which some understand to mean Amār al-Rabbī, "My Lord hath said to me," or Anā lāhū arā, "I, God, see." These Surahs are Ťūn, Al-Hūd (xi.), Yūsūf (xii.), Ibrahim (xiii.), and Al-Inšār (xv).

(5) The Surāh Maryam (xix.) begins with the letters Kāf, Hā, Yā, 'Ain, Sād. کبیر, KHY-AS, which Ibn 'Abbās says stand for five attributes of the Almighty: Karim. "Gracious!" Ḥaqq, "Guidance!" Ḥak well (taking the middle letter), "Wise!" Ālim, "Learned!" Sedīq, "Righteous!"

(6) The Surāh TH (xx.), as its title implies, begins with the letters Yā Hā A-L, which Husain says may signify Tāhir,
several significations; e.g., 'ašh, a word which signifies an eye, a fountain, the knee, or the sun; and Muḥāṣṣāl, words which have several significations, all of which are possible, and so a special explanation is required. For example, Sūrah viii. 2, reads thus in Sale's translation. "Wherefore pray unto the Lord and ask ye (the victims)." The word translated "ask" is in Arabic inferior, from the root ʿaḥār, which has several meanings. The followers of the great Legist, Abū Ḥanīfah, render it "sacrifice," and add the words (the "victims"). The followers of Ibn Ash-Shāfi'i say it means "placing the hands on the breast in prayer.

II. The Sentences (Ibārāt) of the Qur'ān are either Zāhir or Khāṣṣ, i.e., either obvious or hidden.

Obvious sentences are of four classes:—

Zāhir, Nasīs, Mufassar, Muḥkam.

(1) Zāhir. Those sentences, the meaning of which is obvious or clear, without any assistance from the context (qarāḥ).

(2) Nasīs, a word commonly used for a text of the Qur'ān, but in its technical meaning here expressing what is meant by a sentence, the meaning of which is made clear by some word which occurs in it. The following sentence illustrates both Zāhir and Nasīs: "Take in marriage of such other women as please you, i.e., three, four." This sentence is Zāhir, because marriage is here declared lawful; it is Nasīs, because the words "one, two, three, four," which occur in the sentence, show the unlawfulness of having more than four wives.

(3) Mufassar, or explained. A sentence which needs some word in it to explain it and make it clear. Thus: "And the angels prostrated themselves, all of them with one accord, say iblis (Satan)." Here the words "say iblis" show that he did not prostrate himself. This kind of sentence may be abrogated.

(4) Muḥkam, or perspicuous. A sentence as to the meaning of which there can be no doubt, and which cannot be controverted, thus: "God knoweth all things." This kind of sentence cannot be abrogated. To act on such sentences without departing from the literal sense is the highest degree of obedience to God's command.

The difference between these sentences is seen when there is a real or apparent contradiction between them. If such should occur, the first must give place to the second, and so on. Thus Muḥkam cannot be abrogated or changed by any of the preceding, or Mufassar by Nasīs, &c.

Hidden sentences are either Khāṣṣ, Muḥkāl, Muqāīf, or Muṣūlādīḥ.

(1) Khāṣṣ. Words used in a special sense. This speciality of sense is of three kinds: Khāṣṣāt 'i-jinn, Speciality of genus, e.g., man-kind; Khāṣṣāt 'i-ānāt, Speciality of species, e.g., a man; Khāṣṣāt 'i-ādām, Speciality of an individual, e.g., Muḥammad.

(2) Muqāīf. Collective or common, which embrace many individuals or things, e.g., people.

(3) Muṣūlādīḥ. Complex words which have
meaning, both pickpockets and highway robbers.

(2) Mushkil.—Sentences which are ambiguous; e.g. Sūratu 'd-Dahr (xxxvi.), 15, "And (their attendants) shall go round about them with vessels of silver and goblets. The bottles shall be bottles of silver; the difficulty here is that bottles are not made of silver, but of glass. The commentators say, however, that glass is dull in colour, though it has some lustre, whilst silver is white, and not so bright as glass. Now it may be, that the bottles of Paradise will be like glass bottles as regards their lustre, and like silver as regards their colour. But anyhow, it is very difficult to ascertain the meaning.

(3) Muqna.—Sentences which may have a variety of interpretations, owing to the words in them being capable of several meanings; in that case the meaning which is given to the sentence in the Traditions relating to it should be acted on and accepted; or which may contain some very rare word, and thus its meaning may be doubtful, as: "Man truly is by creation hasty" (Sūrah lxx. 19). In this verse the word hāṭī, "hasty," occurs. It is very rarely used, and had it not been for the following words, "when evil toucheth him, he is full of complaint; but when good befalleth him, he becomecsgigglingly," its meaning would not have been at all easy to understand.

The following is an illustration of the first kind of Muqna sentences: "Stand for prayer (zakāt) and give alms (zakāt)." Both zakāt and zakāt are "Musharak" words. The people, therefore, did not understand this verse, so they applied to Muhammad for an explanation, that zakāt might mean the ritual of public prayer, standing to say the words "God is great," or standing to repeat a few verses of the Qur'ān; or it might mean private prayer. The primary meaning of zakāt is "growing." The Prophet, however, fixed the meaning here to that of "almsgiving," and said, "Give of your substance one-fortieth part.

(4) Mutashābiḥ.—Intricate sentences, or expressions, the exact meaning of which it is impossible for man to ascertain until the day of resurrection, but which was known to the Prophet: e.g. the letters Alif, Lām, Mīm (A. L. M.); Alif, Lām, Rā' (A. L. R.); Alif, Lām, Mīm, Rā' (A. L. M. R.), &c., at the commencement of different Sūras or chapters. Also Sūratu'l-Mulk (ixvi.) 1, "In whose hand is the Kingdom," i.e. God's hand (Arabic, yad); and Sūratu TH (xxv.), "He is most merciful and sitteth on His throne," i.e. God sitteth (Arabic, istawā'); and Sūratu'l-Baqarah (ii.), 113, "The face of God" (Arabic, waḥūli'd).

III. The use (istawā') of words in the Qur'ān is divided into four classes. They are either Haqiqāh, Maṣāṣ, Sarīh, or Kināyāh.

(1) Haqiqāh.—Words which are used in their literal meaning: e.g. ṭukūr, "a prostration"; zind, "adultery."
taught by Muhammad in the Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.) 105: "Whatever verses we (i.e. God) cancel or cause thee to forget, we bring a better or its like." This convenient doctrine fell in with that law of expediency which appears to be the salient feature in Muhammad's prophetic career.

In the Ṭafṣīr-i-ʾArzīzī, it is written, that abrogated (mansūkh) verses of the Qur'ān are of three kinds: (1) Where the verse has been removed from the Qur'ān and another given in its place; (2) Where the injunction is abrogated and the letters of the verse remain; (3) Where both the verse and its injunction are removed from the text. This is also the view of Jalālūn ʿd-Dīn, who says that the number of abrogated verses has been variously estimated from five to five hundred.

The Greek verb καταλέω, in St. Matthew v. 17, has been translated in some of the versions of the New Testament by μανσοκα: but it conveys a wrong impression to the Muhammadan mind as to the Christian view regarding this question. According to most Greek lexicons, the Greek word means to throw down, or to destroy (as of a building), which is the meaning given to the word in our authorized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Manṣīkh, or abrogating verses.</th>
<th>Nāṣīkh, or abrogated verses.</th>
<th>The Subject abrogated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 119.</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 145.</td>
<td>The Qiblah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 178.</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Māʾidh (v.), 49.</td>
<td>Qiṣāṣ, or Retaliation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 184.</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 185.</td>
<td>Fidyah, or Expiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Nisāʾ (iv.), 88.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Nisāʾ (iv.), 89.</td>
<td>Jihād, or war with infidels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 216.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Taubah (IX.), 5.</td>
<td>Jihād in the Sacred months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sūratu 1-Baqarāh (ii.), 240.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Taubah (IX.), 5.</td>
<td>Provision for widows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿl-ʾAḥṣāb (xxiii.), 52.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-ʾNūr (xxiv.), 49.</td>
<td>The marriage of adulterers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿl-Mujādilāh (iviii.), 13, first part of verse.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿl-Mujādilāh (iviii.), 13, latter part of verse.</td>
<td>The Prophet's wives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿl-Taubah (IX.), 89.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿl-Taubah (IX.), 92.</td>
<td>Giving money to infidels for women taken in marriage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-ʾNūr (xxiv.), 67.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-ʾNūr (xxiv.), 68.</td>
<td>The night prayer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Nisāʾ (iv.), 7.</td>
<td>Sūratu ʿn-Nisāʾ (iv.), 11.</td>
<td>Permission to young children to enter a house.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

English translation. Christ did not come to destroy, or to pull down, the Law and the Prophets; but we all admit that certain precepts of the Old Testament were abrogated by those of the New Testament. Indeed, we further admit that the old covenant was abolished by the new covenant of grace. "He taketh away the first that he may establish the second," Heb. x. 9.

In the Arabic translation of the New Testament, printed at Beirut A.D. 1869, καταλέω is translated by nasq, "to demolish;" in Mr. Loewenthall's Fushto translation, A.D. 1865, by sūṣmulaw, "to destroy," or "render void;" and in Henry Martyn's Persian Testament, A.D. 1887, it is also translated by the Arabic ibtāl, i.e. "making void." In both the Arabic-Urdu and Roman-Urdu it is unfortunately rendered mansūk, a word which has a technical meaning in Muhammadan theology contrary to that implied in the word used by our Lord in Matthew v. 17.

Jalālūn ʿd-Dīn in his Iṭaqān, gives the following list of twenty verses which are acknowledged by all commentators to be abrogated. The verses are given as numbered in the Iṭaqān.
IX.—The Reputed Excellence of the Qur'ân, and its Miraculous Character.

Copies of the Qur'ân are held in the greatest esteem and reverence amongst Muhammadans. They dare not to touch it without being first washed and purified, and they read it with the greatest care and respect, never holding it below their girdles. They swear by it, consult it on all occasions, carry it with them to war, write sentences of it on their banners, suspend it from their necks as a charm, and always place it on the highest shelf or in some place of honour in their houses. Muhammadans, as we have already remarked, believe the Qur'ân to be uncreated and eternal, subsisting in the very essence of God. There have, however, been great differences of opinion on this subject. It was a point controverted with so much heat that it occasioned many calumnies under the Abbaside Khalifahs. Al-Ma'mûn (AH. 218) made a public edict declaring the Qur'ân to be created, which was confirmed by his successors al-Mut'âsîm and al-Wâsiq, who whipped and imprisoned and put to death those of the contrary opinion. But al-Mu'tawakkil, who succeeded al-Wâsiq, put an end to these persecutions by revoking the former edicts, releasing those that were imprisoned on that account, and leaving every man at liberty as to his belief on this point. (Abû l-Faraj, p. 292.) The Qur'ân is, however, generally held to be a standing miracle, indeed, one miracle which bears witness to the truth of Muhammad's mission, an assumption which is based upon the Prophet's own statements in the Qur'ân (Sûrah x. 39, vi. 16, lii. 94), where he calls upon the people who change him with having invented it to procure a single chapter like it. But the Mu'tazilites have asserted that there is nothing miraculous in its style and composition (vide Sharh 'ul-Muwâfîqî). The excellences of the Qur'ân, as explained by the Prophet himself, claim a very important place in the traditions (see Fâzî'î's 'ul-Qur'ân, in the Traditions of al-Bukhâri and Muslim), from which the following are a few extracts:

"The best person amongst you is he who has learnt the Qur'ân, and teaches it."

"Read the Qur'ân as long as you feel a pleasure in it, and when tired leave off."

"If the Qur'ân were wrapped in a skin and thrown into a fire, it would not burn."

"Who is an expert in the Qur'ân shall rank with the Honoured Righteous Scribes, and who reads the Qur'ân with difficulty and gets tired over it shall receive double rewards."

"The state of a Muslim who reads the Qur'ân is like the orange fruit whose smell and taste are pleasant."

"The person who repeats three verses from the beginning of the chapter of the Cave (Sûrah xlvii.) shall be guarded from the strife of ad-Dajîl."

"Everything has a heart, and the heart of the Qur'ân is the chapter Yâ-sîn (Sûrah xxxvi.); and he who reads it, God will write for him rewards equal to those for reading the whole Qur'ân ten times."

"There is a Sûrah in the Qur'ân of thirty verses which intercedes for a man until he is pardoned, and it is that commencing with the words, 'Blessed is he in whose hands is the kingdom.'" (Sûrah lxvii.)

"God wrote a book two thousand years before creating the heavens and the earth, and sent two verses down from it, which are the two last verses of the chapter of the Cow (Sûrah ii.); and if they are not repeated in a house for three nights, the devil will be near that house."

"Verily the devil runs away from the house in which the chapter entitled the Cow is read."

"The chapter commencing with these words, 'Say God is one God' (Sûrah xxviii.), is equal to a third of the Qur'ân."

"The person that repeats the chapter of the Cave (Sûrah xviii.) on Friday, the light of faith brightens him between two Fridays." In the Qur'ân there are many assertions of its excellence; the following are a few selected verses:

Sûrah iv. 94: "Can they not consider the Qur'ân? Were it from any other than God, they would assuredly have found in it many contradictions."

Sûrah ix. 16: "If they shall say, 'The Qur'ân is his own device.' Then bring ten Sûras like it of your devising."

Sûrah xlii. 4: "Verily the Qur'ân is none other than a revelation. One terrible in power taught it him."

Maracci, von Hammer, and other Orientalists, have selected the xchrist chapter of the Qur'ân, entitled the Sûratu 'Ab-Shams, or the Chapter of the Sun, as a favourite specimen of the best style of the Qur'ân. It begins in Arabic thus:

Which Mr. Rodwell translates as follows:—

1 By the Sun and his noonday brightness!
2 By the Moon when she followeth him!
3 By the Night when it reveals his glory!
4 By the Day when it enshroudeth him!
5 By the Heaven and Him who built it!
6 By the Earth and Him who spread it forth!
7 By a soul and Him who balanced it,
8 And breathed into it its wickedness and its pity,
9 Blessed now is he who hath kept it pure,
10 And undone is he who hath corrupted
it!
Baron von Hammer rendered it in German
thus:
1 Bey der Sonne, und ihrem schimmer;
2 Bey dem Mond der ihr folget immer;
3 Bey dem Tag der sie zeigt in vollem
glänz,
4 Bey der Nacht, die sie verfinsterst ganz;
5 Bey den Himmeln und dem der sie ge
macht;
6 Bey der Erde und dem der sie schuf
eben;
7 Bey der Seen und dem der sie ins
gleichgewicht gebracht.
8 Bey dem ihr das bewusstseyn des
guten und bösen gegeben,
9 Selig wer seine Seele reingt;
10 Wer dieselbe verdunkel wird auf ewig
gepeinigt.

The renowned Orientalist, Sir William
Jones, praised the following account of the
Drowning of Noah's sons as truly magnificent,
and inferior in sublimity only to the simple
declaration of the creation of light in Genesis.
D'Herbelot also considers it one of the finest
passages in the Qur'an (Sūrah xi. 44-46):

It may be rendered as follows:

"And the ark moved on with them amid
waves like mountains:
And Noah called to his son—for he was
apart—
"Embark with us, O my child! and stay
not with the unbelievers.'
"He said, 'I will betake myself to a moun
tain that shall save me from the water.'
"He said, 'None shall be saved this day
from God's decree, save him on whom He
shall have mercy.'
"And a wave passed between them and
he was drowned.
"And it was said, 'O earth! swallow up
thy water! and O heaven! withhold thy rain!' And
the water abated, and God's decree was
fulfilled, and the ark rested on al-Jādīd.
"And it was said, 'Avaunt, ye tribe of
the wicked!'"

XI.—Commentaries on the Qur'an.

In the earliest ages of Islam the expositions
of the Qur'an were handed down in the tra
ditional sayings of the companions and their
successors, but we have it on the authority
of the Kāshīf us-Zīnān that one Qutabīh
ibn Ahmad, who died a.h. 316, compiled a
systematic commentary on the whole of the
Qur'an. The work is not now extant.

Muslim commentators are very numerous.
Dr. M. Arnold (Islam and Christianity, p. 81)
says there are less than 20,000 in the
Library at Tripoli.
The best known commentators amongst
the Sunni are those of:

Al-Baghawi, A.H. 515.
Az-Zamakhshari, A.H. 604.
At-Tafsīr 'l-Kabīr, A.H. 606.
Ibn 'l-Abbār, A.H. 632.
Al-Ba'zawī, A.H. 685.
Al-Mudārikī, A.H. 701.
Husayn, A.H. 900.
Al-Mazhārī, A.H. 1225.
A'zīzī, A.H. 1239.

And amongst the Shi'ahs the following are
works of reputation:

Shaikh Sadiq, A.H. 381.
At-Tafsīr 'l-Kabīr, by Sajjīd Muhamm-
mad ar-Razi, 30 volumes, A.H. 606.
As-Safī, A.H. 668.
As-Sirūr 'l-Wajiz, A.H. 715.
Sidratu 'l-Mantakāb, by Mir Bakir, A.H.
1041.

Editions and Translations of the Qur'an.

The Qur'an was first printed in Arabic at
Rome by Pagninus Briziensis, Rome, 1589,
but it was either burned or remained un-
published. Since then the following ed-
itions of the Arabic text have appeared in
Europe:

Al-Coranus, seu lex Islamitica, &c., the
Arabic text of the Qur'an, published by A.
Hinkelmann, Hamburg, 1649, 4to.
Aecorani textus universus, &c., the Arabic
text with a Latin translation and numerous
extracts from the principal commentaries,
and preceded by a Prodromus, containing a
"refutation" of the Qur'an, by Maracci,
Padua, 1698, folio.

Al-Quran, an annotated text of the Qur'an,
published by order and at the cost of the
Empress Catherine II. of Russia, at St.
Petersburgh in 1787, 1 vol. in folio. This
edition was reprinted at St. Petersburgh in
1790, 1792, 1795, and 1796, and 1798, and with
any change at Kasan in 1893, 1899, and 1899.
Another edition, in two vols., 4to, without
notes, was published at Kasan, 1811, re-
printed 1821 and 1843, and a third edition,
in 6 vols. 8vo, at the same place, 1819.
Corani textus arabisus, &c., the first critical
edition of the text, by G. Flügel, Leipzig:
1834, 4to. Second edition, 1849; third edi-
tion, 1869.

Coranus aravice, &c., revised republication
of Flügel's text, by G. M. Redasb, Leipzig:
1837, 8vo.
Beidhauii commentarius in Coranum, &c., the text of the Qur'an with al-Baizawi's Commentary, by H. O. Fleisher, two vols. 4to, Leipzig, 1846.

The Muhammedians, so far from thinking the Qur'an profaned by a translation, as some authors have written (Moracci de Alcoran. p. 38), have taken care to have it translated into various languages, although these translations are always interlinearly with the original text. Translations exist in Persian, Urdu, Pushto, Turkish, Javan, Malay, and other languages, which have been made by Muhammedians themselves.

The first translation attempted by Europeans was a Latin version translated by an Englishman, Robert of Retina, and a German, Hermann of Dalmatia. This translation, which was done at the request of Peter, Abbot of the Monastery of Clugny, A.D. 1145, remained hidden nearly 400 years till it was published at Basle, 1543, by Theodore Bibliander, and was afterwards rendered into Italian, German, and Dutch. The next translation in German was by Schweigger, at Nurnberg, in 1616. This was followed by the above-mentioned work of Maracci, consisting of the Qur'an, in Arabic, with a Latin version with notes and refutations, A.D. 1693.


The first English Qur'an was Alexander Ross's translation of Du Ryer's French version (1649-1688). Sale's well-known work first appeared in 1734, and has since passed through numerous editions. A translation by the Rev. J. M. Rodwell, with the Sirahs arranged in chronological order, was printed in 1861 (2nd ed. 1876). Professor Palmer, of Cambridge, translated the Qur'an in 1860 (Oxford Press). A Roman-Urdu edition of the Qur'an was published at Allahabad in 1844, and a second and revised edition at Lucknow in 1876 (both these being a transliteration of 'Abdu 'l-Qadir's well-known Urdu translation).

The best known translations in German are those by Boycean, published in 1773, with an Introduction and notes, and again revised and corrected from the Arabic by G. Wahl in 1828, and another by Dr. L. Ullmann, which has passed through two editions (1840, 1858).

XI.—The Opinions of European Writers on the Qur'an.

Mr. Sale, in his Preliminary Discourse, remarks:—

"The style of the Koran is generally beautiful and fluent, especially when it imitates the prophetic manner, and scripture phrases. It is concise, and often obscure, adorned with bold figures after the Eastern taste, enlivened with florid and sententious expressions, and in many places, especially where the majesty and attributes of God are described, sublime and magnificent; of which the reader cannot but observe several instances, though he must not imagine the translation comes up to the original, notwithstanding my endeavours to do it justice."

"Though it be written in prose, yet the sentences generally conclude in a long continued rhyme, for the sake of which the sense is often interrupted, and unnecessary repetitions too frequently made, which appear still more ridiculous in a translation, where the ornament, such as it is, for whose sake they were made, cannot be perceived. However, the Arabs are so mightily delighted with this jingling that they employ it in their most elaborate compositions, which they also embellish with frequent passages of and allusions to the Koran, so that it is next to impossible to understand them without being well versed in this book.

"It is probable the harmony of expression which the Arabs find in the Koran might contribute not a little to make them relish the doctrine therein taught, and give an efficacy to arguments, which, had they been nakedly proposed without this rhetorical dress, might not have so easily prevailed. Very extraordinary effects are related of the power of words well chosen and artfully placed, which are no less powerful either to ravish or amaze than music itself; whereas as much as has been ascribed by the best orators to this part of rhetoric as to any other. He must have a very bad ear, who is not uncommonly moved with the very cadence of a well-turned sentence; and Mohammed seems not to have been ignorant of the enthusiastic operation of rhetoric on the minds of men; for which reason he not only employed his utmost skill in those his pretended revelations, to preserve that dignity and sublimity of style, which might seem not unworthy of the majesty of that Being, whom he gave out to be the author of them, and to imitate the prophetic manner of the Old Testament; but he has not neglected even the other arts of oratory; wherein he succeeded so well, and so strangely captivated the minds of his audience, that several of his opponents thought it the effect of witchcraft and enchantment, as he sometimes complains (Surah xv. 21, &c.)."

The late Professor Palmer, in his Introduction to the Qur'an, remarks:—

"The Arabs made use of a rhymed and rhetorical prose, the origin of which is it not difficult to imagine. The Arabic language consists for the most part of triliteral roots; i.e. the single words expressing individual ideas consist generally of three consonants each, and the derivative forms expressing modification of the original idea are not made by suffixes and terminations alone, but also by the insertion of letters in the root. Thus zaraba means 'he struck,' and qataa, 'he killed,' while marrub and matapi signify 'one struck' and 'one killed.' A sentence, therefore, consists of a series of words which
would each require to be expressed in clauses of several words in other languages, and it is easy to see how a next following sentence, explanatory of or completing the first, would be much more clear and forcible if it consisted of words of a similar shape and implying similar modifications of other ideas. It follows then that the two sentences would be necessarily asymmetrical, and the presence of rhythm would not only please the ear but contribute to the better understanding of the sense, while the rhyme would mark the pause in the sense and emphasize the proposition.

"The Qur'an is written in this rhetorical style, in which the clauses are rhythmical though not symmetrically so, and for the most part end in the same rhyme throughout the chapter."

"The Arabic language lends itself very readily to this species of composition, and the Arabs of the desert in the present day employ it to a great extent in their more formal orations, while the literary men of the towns adopt it as the recognised correct style, deliberately imitating the Qur'an."

"That the best of Arab writers has never succeeded in producing anything equal in merit to the Qur'an itself is not surprising.

"In the first place, they have agreed beforehand that it is unapproachable, and they have adopted its style as the perfect standard; any deviation from it therefore must of necessity be a defect. Again, with them this style is not spontaneous as with Mohammed and his contemporaries, but is as artificial as though Englishmen should still continue to follow Chaucer as their model, in spite of the changes which their language has undergone. With the prophet the style was natural, and the words were those used in every-day ordinary life, while with the later Arabic authors the style is imitative and the ancient words are introduced as a literary embellishment. The natural consequence is that their attempts look laboured and unreal by the side of his impromptu and forcible eloquence.

"That Mohammed, though, should have been able to challenge even his contemporaries to produce anything like the Qur'an, And if ye are in doubt of what we have revealed unto our servant, then bring a chapter like it. . . . But if ye do it not, and ye surely shall do it not, &c., is at first sight surprising, but, as Nöldeke has pointed out, this challenge really refers much more to the subject than to the mere style,—to the originality of the conception of the unity of God and of a revelation supposed to be couched in God's own words. Any attempt at such a work must of necessity have had all the weakness and want of prestige which attaches to an imitation. This idea is by no means foreign to the genius of the old Arabs."

"Amongst a people who believed firmly in witchcraft and soothsaying, and who, though passionately fond of poetry, believed that every poet had his familiar spirit who inspired his utterances, it was no wonder that the prophet should be taken for a soothsayer, for 'one possessed with an evil spirit,' or for 'an infatuated poet.'"

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, in his Introduction to Lane's Selections from the Kur-an, remarks:

"It is confused in its progression and strangely mixed in its contents; but the development of Mohammed's faith can be traced in it, and we can see dimly into the workings of his mind, as it struggles with the doubts which echoed the cavils of the unbelievers, soars upwards on the wings of ecstatic faith, till at last it gains the repose of fruition. Studied thus, the Kur-an is no longer dull reading to one who cares to lock upon the working of passionate troubled human soul, and who can enter into its trials and share in the joy of its triumphs.

"In the soorahs revealed at Mekka, Mohammed has but one theme—God; and one object, to draw his people away from their idols and bring them to the feet of that God. He tells them of Him in glowing language, that comes from the heart's white heat. He points to the glories of nature, and tells them these are God's works. With all the brilliant imagery of the Arab, he tries to show them what God is, to convince them of His power and His wisdom and His justice. The soorahs of this period are short, for they are pitched in too high a key to be long sustained. The language has the ring of poetry, though no part of the Kur-an complies with the demands of Arab metre. The sentences are short and full of half-restrained energy, yet with a musical cadence. The thought is often only half expressed; one feels the speaker has essayed a thing beyond words, and has suddenly discovered the impotence of language, and broken off with the sentence unfinished. There is the fascination of true poetry about these earliest soorahs; as we read them we understand the enthusiasm of the Prophet's followers, though we cannot fully realise the beauty and the power, inasmuch as we cannot hear them hurled forth with Mohammed's fiery eloquence. From first to last the Kur-an is essentially a book to be heard, not read, but this is especially the case with the earliest chapters.

"In the soorahs of the second period of Mekka, we begin to trace the decline of the Prophet's eloquence. There are still the same earnest appeals to the people, the same gorgeous pictures of the Last Day and the world to come; but the language begins to approach the quiet of prose, the sentences become longer, the same words and phrases are frequently repeated, and the wearisome stories of the Jewish prophets and patriarchs, which fill so large a space in the later portion of the Kur-an, now make their appearance. The fierce passion of the earliest soorahs, that could not out save in short burning verses, gives place to a calmer more argumentative style. Mohammed appeals less to the works of God as proofs of his teach-
ing, and more to the history of former teachers, and the punishments of the people who would not hear them. And the characteristic oaths of the first period, when Mohammed swears by all the varied sights of nature as they mirrored themselves in his imagination, have gone, and in their place we find only the weaker oath 'by the Kur-an.' And this declension is carried still further in the last group of the soorahs revealed at Mekka. The style becomes more involved and the sentences longer, and though the old enthusiasm bursts forth ever anew, it is rather an echo of former things than a new and present intoxication of faith. The fables and repetitions become more and more dreary, and but for the rich eloquence of the old Arabic tongue, which gives some charm even to inextricable sentences and dull stories, the Kur-an at this period would be unreadable. As it is, we feel we have fallen the whole depth from poetry to prose, and the matter of the prose is not so superlative as to give us amends for the loss of the poetic thought of the earlier time and the musical fall of the sentences.

In the soorahs of the Medina period these faults reach their climax. We read a singularly varied collection of criminal laws, social regulations, orders for battle, harangues to the Jews, first conciliatory, then denunciatory, and exhortations to spread the faith, and such-like heterogeneous matters. Happily the Jewish stories disappear in the latest soorahs, but their place is filled by scarcely more palatable materials. The chapters of this period are interesting chiefly as containing the laws which have guided every Muslim state, regulated every Muslim society, and directed in their smallest acts every Mohammedan man and woman in all parts of the world from the Prophet's time till now. The Medina parts of the Kur-an is the most important part for Islam, considered as a scheme of ritual and a system of manners; the earliest Arabic soorahs are those which contain what is highest in a great religion and what was purest in a great man.

Mr. Rodwell, in his Introduction to his Qur'an, says:—

"The contrast between the earlier, middle, and later Suras is very striking and interesting, and will be at once apparent from the arrangement here adopted. In the Suras as far as the 84th, we cannot but acknowledge the entire predominance of the poetical element, & the beauty of natural objects, of the judgment, of heaven and hell, make way for gradually increasing historical statements from Jewish, and subsequently from Christian histories; but, while in the 29 Suras revealed at Medina, we no longer listen to vague words, often as it would seem without positive aim, but to the earnest disputant with the enemies of his faith, the Apostle pleading in the name of what he believes to be the Truth of God. He who at Mekka is the admonisher and persuader, at Medina is the legislator and warrior, who dictates obedience, and uses other weapons than the pen of the Poet and the Scribe. When business pressed, as at Medina, Poetry makes way for prose, and although touches of the Poetical element occasionally break forth, and he has to defend himself up to a very late period against the charge of being merely a Poet, yet this is rarely the case in the Medina Suras; and we are startled by finding obedience to God and the Apostle, God's gifts and the Apostle's, God's pleasure and the Apostle's, spoken of in the same breath, and epithets and attributes elsewhere applied to Allah openly applied to himself, as in Sur 118, 129.

"The Suras, viewed as a whole, strike me as being the work of one who began his career as a thoughtful enquirer after truth, and an earnest asserter of it in such rhetorical and poetical forms as he deemed most likely to win and attract his countrymen, and who gradually proceeded from the dogmatic teacher to the politic founder of a system for which laws and regulations had to be provided as occasions arose. And of all the Suras it must be remarked that they were intended non for readers but for hearers—that they were all promulgated by public recital—and that much was left, as the imperfect sentences show, to the manner and suggestive action of the reciter. It would be impossible, and indeed it is unnecessary, to attempt a detailed life of Muhammad within the narrow limits of a Preface. The main events thereof with which the Suras of the Kow Mekka are in connection, are:—The visions of Gabriel, seen, or said to have been seen, at the outset of his career in his 40th year, during one of his seasons of annual monthly retirement, for devotion and meditation to Mount Hira, near Mecca,—the period of mental depression and re-assurance previous to the assumption of the office of public teacher—the Fitrah or pause during which he probably waited for a repetition of the angelic vision—his labours in comparative privacy for three years, issuing in about 40 converts, of whom his wife Chadijah was the first, and Abu Bakr the most important: (for it is to him and to Abu Jahl the Sura xxii. refers)—struggles with Meccan unbelief and idolatry followed by a period during which probably he had the second vision, Sura lii. and which was listened to and respected as a person 'possessed' (Sura ix. 22, lii. 29)—the first emigration to Abyssinia in A.D. 616, in consequence of the Meccan persecutions brought on by his new open attacks upon idolatry (Taghout)—
increasing reference to Jewish and Christian histories, showing that much time had been devoted to their study—the conversion of Omar in 617—the journey to the Thaquaftes at Taif in A.D. 620—the intercourse with pilgrims from Medina, who believed in Islam, and spread the knowledge stored in their native town, in the same year—the vision of the midnight journey to Jerusalem and the Heavens—the meetings by night at Acaba, a mountain near Mecca, in the 11th year of his mission, and the pledges of fealty there given to him—the command given to the believers to emigrate to Yathrib, henceforth Medinah-nabi (the city of the Prophet), or El-Medina (the city), in April of A.D. 622—the escape of Muhammad and Abu Bekr from Mecca to the cave of Thaur—the flight to Medina in June 622—trials made with Christian tribes—increasing, but still very imperfect acquaintance with Christian doctrines—the Battle of Badr in Mecca, and of Ohod—the coalition formed against Muhammad by the Jews and idolatrous Arabsians, issuing in the siege of Medina, Hej. 5 (A.D. 627)—the convention, with reference to the liberty of making the pilgrimage, of Hudabiya, Hej. 6—the embassy to Chosroes King of Persia in the same year, to the Governor of Egypt and to the King of Abyssinia, desiring them to embrace Islam—the conquest of several Jewish tribes, whose most important of which was that of Chibar in Hej. 7, a year marked by the embassy sent to Heraclius, then in Syria, on his return from the Persian campaign, and by a solemn and peaceful pilgrimage to Mecca—the triumphant entry into Mecca in Hej. 8 (A.D. 629), and the demolition of the idols of the Caaba—the submission of the Christians of Najd, of Alia on the Red Sea, and of Taif, etc., in Hej. 9, called ‘the year of embassies or deputations,’ from the numerous deputations which flocked to Mecca professing submission—and lastly in Hej. 10, the submission of Hadramont, Yemen, the greater part of the southern and eastern provinces of Arabia—and the final solemn pilgrimage to Mecca.

While, however, there is no great difficulty in ascertaining the Suras which stand in connection with the more salient features of Muhammad’s life, it is a much more arduous, and often impracticable, task, to point out the precise events to which individual verses refer, and out of which they sprung. It is quite possible that Muhammad himself, in a later period of his career, designedly mixed up later with earlier revelations in the same Sura—not for the sake of producing that mysterious style which seems so peculiar to the mind of those who value truth least when it is most clear and obvious—but for the purpose of softening down some of the earlier statements which represent the last hour and awful judgment as imminent; and thus leading his followers to continue still in the attitude of expectation, and to see in his later successes the fulfillment of his earlier predictions. If after-thoughts of this kind are to be traced, and they will often strike the attentive reader, it then follows that the perplexed state of the text in individual Suras is to be considered as due to Muhammad himself, and we are furnished with a series of constant hints for attaining to chronological accuracy. And it may be remarked in passing, that a belief that the end of all things was at hand, may have tended to promote the earlier successes of Islam at Mecca, as it unquestionably was an argument with the Apostles, to flee from ‘the wrath to come.’ It must be borne in mind that the allusions to contemporary minor events, and to the local efforts made by the new religion to gain the ascendant are very few, and often couched in terms so vague and general, that we are forced to interpret the Koran solely by the Koran itself. And for this, the frequent repetitions of the same histories and the same sentiments, afford much facility: and the peculiar manner in which the details of each history are increased by fresh traits at each recurrence, enables us to trace their growth in the author’s mind, and to ascertain the manner in which a part of the Koran was composed. The absence of the historical element from the Koran as regards the details of Muhammad’s daily life, may be judged of by the fact, that only two of his contemporaries are mentioned in the entire volume, and that Muhammad’s name occurs but five times, although he is all the way through addressed by the Angel Gabriel as the recipient of the divine revelations, with the word SAT. Perhaps such passages as Sura ii. 15 and v. 246, and the constant mention of guidance, direction, wandering, may have been suggested by reminiscences of his mercantile journeys in his earlier years.”

Dr. Steingass, the learned compiler of the English-Arabic and Arabic-English Dictionaries (W. H. Allen & Co.), has obligingly recorded his opinion as follows:—

Inviting us to subjoin a few further remarks on the composition and style of the Koran, in addition to the valuable and competent opinions contained in the above extracts, I can scarcely introduce them better than by quoting the striking words of Göthe, which Mr. Rodwell places by way of motto on the reverse of the title page of his Translation. These words seem to me so much the more weighty and worthy of attention, as they are uttered by one who, whatever his merits or demerits in other respects may be deemed to be, indisputably belongs to the greatest masters of language of all times, and stands foremost as a leader of modern thought and the intellectual culture of modern times. Speaking of the Qurán in his West-Oestlicher Diwan, he says: “However often we turn to it, at first disgusting us each time afresh, it soon attracts, astounds, and in the end inspires our reverence . . . Its style, in accordance with its contents and aim, is stern, grand, terrible—over and anon truly sublime . . . Thus this book will go on exercising through all ages a most potent influence.” A work, then, which calls forth so powerful
and seemingly incompatible emotions, even in the distant reader—distant as to time, and still more so as to mental development—a work which not only conquers the repugnance with which he may begin its perusal, but changes this adverse feeling into astonishment and admiration, such a work must be a wonder of the human mind and indeed, a problem of the highest interest to every thoughtful observer of the destinies of mankind. Much has been said in the preceding pages, to acknowledge, to appreciate, and to explain the literary excellencies of the Qur'an, and a more or less distinct admission that Buffon's much-quoted saying: "Le style c'est l'homme," is here more justified than ever, underlies all these various verdicts. We may well say the Qur'an is one of the grandest books ever written, because it faithfully reflects the sex, the character and the life of the greatest men that ever breathed. "Sincerity," writes Carlyle, "sincerity, in all senses, seems to me the merit of the Koran." This same sincerity, this ardour and earnestness in the search for truth, this never-failing perseverance in trying to impress it, when partly found, again and again upon his unwilling hearers, appears to me as the real and undeniable "seal of prophecy" in Muhammad.

Truth, and above all religious truth, can only be one. Christianity may duly rejoice in the thought that, at the very moment when the representative of the greatest Empire of the ancient world mockingly or despairingly put forth the question, "What is truth?" this one eternal truth was about to be written down with the blood of the Divine Redeemer in the salvation deed of our race, Christ's glorious and holy Gospel. But the approaches to truth are many, and he who devoted all his powers and energies, with untiring patience and self-denial, to the task of leading a whole nation by one of these approaches, from a coarse and base idolatry, to the worship of the living God, has certainly a strong claim to our warmest sympathies as a faithful servant and noble champion of truth.

It is, however, not my intention to dwell here any longer upon this side of the question. Praise has been bestowed in this work upon the Qur'an and its author without stint or grudge, and the unani mity of so many distinguished voices in this respect will no doubt impress the general reader in favour of the sacred book of the Muhammadans, which until now he may have known only by name. At the same time, it will be noticed that no less unanimity prevails in pointing out the inferiority of the later portions of the Qur'an in comparison with the earlier Surahs; a falling off, as it were, from the original poetical grandeur and loftiness of its composition into prose and common-place. Goethe, we have seen, uses such a strong word as disgust, again and again experienced by him at the very outset of its repeated reading.

Not being an Arabic scholar himself, he knew the Qur'an only through the translations existing at the time, which follow through the order of the received text. Thus he was made to pass, roughly speaking, from the later to the earlier Madinah Surahs, and from these again to the Surahs given at Makkah at the various stages which mark Muhammad's ministry, while he was yet staying in his irresponsible parent town. In other words, he would have proceeded from the utterances of the worldly ruler and lawgiver to those of the inspired Divine, who had just succeeded in laying the foundation-stones of a new religion, under fierce struggles and sufferings, but in obedience to a call which, in his innermost heart, he felt had gone out to him, and which he had accepted with awe, humility, and resignation. While, therefore, in the beginning of his studies, Goethe may have met with a number of details of the编述 which appeared distasteful to the refined scion of the nineteenth century, his interest must have been awakened, his admiration kindled and kept increasing, the more he became acquainted, through the work itself, with the nature and personality of its creator, and with the purity and exalted character of the main-spring of his motives.

Those critics, on the other hand, who view the Qur'an with regard to the chronological order of its constituents, follow the descending scale in their estimate. Speaking at first highly—nay, frequently with enthusiasm—of the earlier parts, they complain more and more of the growing tediousness and wearisomeness of the Surahs of later origin.

Nöldeke, for instance, the learned and ingenious author of Geschichte des Qorans, speaking of the deficiencies in style, language, and treatment of the subject matter, which, in his opinion, characterises the second and third period of the Makkah revelations, and in general the Madinah Surahs, pointedly terminates his indictment by the sentence: "if it were not for the exquisite flexibility and vigour (die ungemeine Feinheit und Kraft) of the Arabic language itself, which, however, is to be attributed more to the age in which the author lived than to his individuality, it would scarcely be bearable after the later portions of the Qur'an a second time."

But if we consider the variety and heterogeneity of the topics on which the Qur'an touches, uniformity of style and diction can scarcely be expected; on the contrary, it would appear to be strangely out of place. Let us not forget that in the book, as Muhammad's newest biographer, Ludolf Kreil (Das Leben des Muhammed, Leipzig, 1884), expresses it, "there is given a complete code of creed and morals, as well as of the law based thereupon. There are also the foundations laid for every institution of an extensive commonwealth, for instruction, for the administration of justice, for military organization, for the finances, for a most careful legislation for the poor: all built up on the belief in the one God, who holds the sovereignies in His hand."

Where so many important subjects are concerned, the standard of excellence by which we have to gauge the compo
sition of the Qur’an as a whole must needs vary with the matter treated upon in each particular case. Sublime and chaste, where the supreme truth of God's unity is to be proclaimed; appelling in high-pitched strains to the imagination of a poetically-gifted people, where the eternal consequences of man's submission to God's holy will, or of rebellion against it, are pictured; touching in its simple, almost crude, earnestness, when it seeks again and again encouragement or consolation for God's messenger, and a solemn warning for those to whom he has been sent, in the histories of the prophets of old: the language of the Qur’an adapts itself to the exigencies of every-day life, when this every-day life, in its private and public bearings, is to be brought in harmony with the fundamental principles of the new dispensation.

Moreover, poetry is more than a literary production should, perhaps, not be measured by some preconceived maxims of subjective and aesthetic taste, but by the effects which it produced in Muhammad’s contemporaries and fellow-countrymen. If it spoke so powerfully and convincingly to the hearts of his hearers as to weld Ethbito centrifugal and antagonistic elements into one compact and well-organised body, animated by ideas far beyond those which had until now ruled the Arabian mind, then its eloquence was perfect, simply because it created a civilized nation out of savage tribes, and shot a fresh woof into the old warp of history.

Nöldeke's above-quoted remark, it seems to me, raises, however, a very important question. It must, of course, be admitted that the Arabic language, which is now so greatly and deservedly admired, cannot be attributed to Muhammad individually, but originated in and was at his time the common property of the Arabic-speaking section of the human race, or, more accurately, of its Semitic branch, who were then living within the Peninsula and in some of its neighbouring countries. But we may well ask ourselves, what would in all probability have become of this language without Muhammad and his Qur'an? This is not at all an idle and desultory speculation. It is true the Arabic language had already produced numerous fine specimens of genuine and high-flown poetry, but such poetry was chiefly, if not exclusively, preserved in the memory of the people, for the art of writing was certainly very little known, and still less practised.

Moreover, poetry is not tantamount to literature; it may lead to it, and will always form a most essential part of it; but it will live on, and perhaps die, in solitary isolation, unless it becomes, as it were, as Brahmanas say, "twice-born," by participating in a literary development of vaster dimensions and a more general character. Divided among themselves into numerous tribes, who were engaged in a perpetual warfare against each other, the Arabs, and with them their various dialects, would more and more have drifted asunder, poetry would have followed in the wake, and the population of Arabia would have broken up into a multitude of clans, with their particular haris, whose love-and-war poetry, in which the popular songs of the Kosaks of the steppe, or the Kalmucks and similar nationalities, vegetating for centuries in a more or less primitive state of existence.

It is easy, then, that it is only a work of the nature of the Qur’an which could develop ancient Arabic into a literary language, notwithstanding the fact that it had already been admirably handled by local poets. As this book places the national life of the Arabs upon an entirely new basis, giving it at the same time a much-needed centre and a wonderful power of expansion, it became a matter of the utmost importance, nay, of urgent necessity, that the contents of the volume should be preserved with scrupulous accuracy and undisputable conformity. This again was only possible by fixing upon one dialect, which by its recognized excellence commended itself to general acceptance, and also by establishing a written text.

But not only by raising a dialect, through its generalization, to the power of a language, and by rendering the adoption of writing indispensable, has the Qur’an initiated the development of an Arabic literature; its composition itself has contributed two factors absolutely needful to this development: it has added to the existing poetry the origins of rhetoric and prose.

Although the decidedly poetical character of the earlier Sūrah is obvious, they differ in two important points from the hitherto acknowledged form of poetry, which is that of the Qasidah. This form consists of baits, or distichs, measured by some variation of one of the fifteen (or sixteen) principal metres, and each containing two half-lines, the same rhyme running through both hemistichs of the first bait, and through every second one of the following. For instance:

1. Qīfā nabī min gikrā ḥabībin wa-manṣūli
   Bi-lqītā 'l-liwā baina 'd-dhikūli wa-baḥmāli
   2. Fa-tāṣiḥa fa 'l-maqrāti lam yafū ras-muhā
   Li-mā nasajat-hā min junūbin wa-manṣūli
   which would scan:

   ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ───

   Qīfā nabī | kī min gikrā | ḥabībin | wa-
   ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ──── ───
   manṣūli &c.

   and belongs to the first variation of the metre Tawil.

Emancipating himself from the fetters of metre, and gradually also of the uniform rhyme, Muhammad created what is now called say, that is to say, a rhythmical prose, in which the component parts of a period are balanced and cadenced by a varying rhyme, and of which e.g. the Sūratul 1-
Qiyāmah (lxv.) offers some fair examples; as (5—10):

Bah yuridu 'l-imsāku li-yafjura amākah,
Ya'alin ayyāna yanni 1-qiyāmah,
still continues to follow Chaucer as their model, in spite of the changes which their language has undergone." But is such a parallel justified in facts? In English, as amongst modern nations in general, the written language has always kept in close contact with the spoken language; the changes which the former has undergone are simply the registration and legalisation of the changes which in course of time had taken place in the latter. Not so in Arabic. From the moment when, at the epoch of its fullest and richest growth, it was, through the composition of the Qur'an, invested with the dignity of a literary language, it was, by its very nature, for many centuries to come, protracted from any essential change, whether this be considered as an advantage or not.

The reason for this lies in the first instance in the triliteral character of the Semitic roots, referred to by Professor Palmer, which allows such a root to form one, two, or three syllables, according to the pronunciation of each letter, with or without a vowel. Let us take as an example once more the root ง-ร-บ (عربی)، which conveys the idea of "beating," and serves in Arabic grammars, like the Greek τυνάρια to form paradigms, by way of a wholesome admonition, I suppose, to the youthful student. The first of these three consonants can only remain quiescent, i.e. vowel-less, if it is preceded by a vowel, as in the Imperative ิ-ริบ (اربی)، "beat thou," where the root appears as a monosyllable, or in the aorist ย-ริบ (ربی)، "he beats or will beat," where it takes together with the final ย a dissolvable form. If we leave the second consonant quiescent and pronounce the first with ว, we have ร-บ, with the nominative termination zarab (ร-บ), the verbal noun "beating" or infinitive "to beat." Voicing both the first letters, we may obtain zarib, the active participle "beating," or surib, plural of the last mentioned zarib, with the nominative termination zarib (ร-บ) and zarub (ربی). If we read all three consonants with vowels, it may be zaraba (ربی), "he did beat," or zarabu (ربی), "they did beat." Taking, again, the two forms zaraba, "he did beat," and zaribu, "he beats or will beat," a simple change of vowels suffices to transform the active into the passive: zarib (ربی), "he was beaten," and zarabu (ربی), "he is beaten or will be beaten." Lastly, it must be noticed, that the distinction between the two fundamental tenses of the Arabic verb rests on the principle that the suffixes, representing the personal pronouns, are in the participle placed at the end, in the aorist at the beginning of the root: surab-ni, "we did beat," but surabu, "we beat or will beat."

From all this it will be easily understood
that any essential change in the written language must deeply affect the whole system of Arabic accentuation, and that this language will, therefore, naturally be averse to such changes. But, moreover, this system stands in closest connexion with and dependence on the syntactical structure of the language, which is equally "conservative," if I may use this expression, in its fundamental principles. The Arabic syntax knows only two kinds of sentences (jumla), one called nominal (iswiyah), because it begins with a noun, the other verbal (fiyah), because it begins with a verb. Reduced to their shortest expression, an example of the first would be: Zaid an zaribun (زايد عزاريب). "Zaid (is) beating." Of the second: zarabas za'adon (زاراباس عازدون), "(there) did beat Zaid." The constituent parts of the nominal sentence, which we would call subject and predicate, are termed mut'ada', "incident," and khabar, "report," meaning that which is enounced or stated of the subject. The khabar need not be an attributive, as in the sentence given above, but it may be another clause, either nominal or verbal, and if it is the former, its own mut'ada' admits even of a third clause as a second khabar for its complement. The subject of the verbal sentence is called agent, or fi'i, and, as mentioned before, follows the verb, or fi'il, in the nominative.

The verb with its agent (fi'il and f'arl), or the subject with its predicate (mut'ada' and khabar), form the essential elements of the Arabic sentence. But there are a great many accidental elements, called fazilah, "what is superabundant or in excess," which may enter into the composition of a clause, and expand it to considerable length. Such are additional parts of speech expressing the various objective relations (ma'is'il) in which a noun may stand to an active verb, or the condition (ha'il) of the agent at the moment when the action occurred, or circumstances of time and place (zarf) accompanying the action, or specificative distinctions (tanwits) in explanation of what may be vague in a noun, or the dependence of one noun upon another (isfah) or upon a preposition (khafa'), or the different kinds of apposition (tawabs) in which a noun may be joined to another, either in the subject or the predicate, and so on.

All these numerous component parts of a fully-developed sentence are influenced by certain ruling principles (tawmi, or "regents"), some merely logical, but most of them expressed in words and particles, which determine the 'riv', that is, the grammatical inflection of nouns and verbs, and bring into play those various vowel-changes, of which we have above given examples with regard to the interior of roots, and which, in some cases, apply equally to the terminations employed in declension and conjugation.

The subject and predicate, for instance, of the nominal sentence stand originally, as it is natural, both in the nominative. There are, however, certain regents called na'adikha, "effacing ones," which, like the particle inna, "behold," change the nominative of the subject into the accusative, while others, like or in verb kawn, "he was," leave the subject unaltered, but place the predicate in the objective case: za'ud-us zarib-un becomes thus either inna za'ud-an zarib-un, or kawn za'ud-an zarib-un.

Again, we have seen that the sorist proper of the third person singular terminates in u (yazrib-u). But under the influence of one class of regents this vowel changes into a (yazrib-a); under that of others it is dropped altogether, and in both cases the meaning and grammatical status of the verb is thereby considerably modified. If we consider the large number of these governing parts of speech—a well-known book treats of the "hundred regents," but other grammarians count a hundred and fifteen and more—it will be seen what delicate and careful handling the Arabic syntax requires, and how little scope there is left for the experiments of willful innovators.

At the time of Muhammad this thing was, apart from some slight dialectical differences, the spoken language of his people. He took it, so to say, from the mouth of his interlocutors, but, wielding it with the power of a master-mind, he made in the Qur'an such a complete and perfect use of all its resources as to create a work that, in the estimation of his hearers, appeared worthy to be thought the word of God Himself. When a long period of conquests scattered the Arabs to the farthest East and to the farthest West, their spoken language might deviate from its pristine purity, slurring over unaccented syllables and dropping terminations. But the fine idiom of their fore-fathers, as deposited in the Qur'an, remained the language of their prayer and their pious meditation, and thus lived on with them, as a bond of unity, an object of national love and admiration, and a source of literary development for all times.

AL-QUR'ANU 'L-'AZIM (القرآن العظمى). Lit. "The Exalted Reading." A title given to the Introductory Chapter of the Qur'an by Muhammad. (Mishkat, book viii. ch. i. pt. 1.)

QURBĀN (قربان). Lit. "Approaching near." Heb. [KAB]. A term used in the Qur'an and in the Traditions for a sacrifice or offering. Sūrah v. 30: "Truly when they (Cain and Abel) offered an offering." [SACRIFICE.]

QURBU 'S-SĀ'AH (قرب الساعه). "An hour which is near." A term used for the Day of Resurrection and Judgment.

QUSTANTINÌYAH (قسطنطينية). The word used in the Traditions and in the Muhammadan History for Constantinople. (See Βενεδίκτος 'Ισταμβολος) is
QUTB

The word generally used by modern Muslims.

QUTB (نَافِع). Lit. "A stake, an axis, a pivot." The highest stage of sanctity amongst Muslim saints. A higher position than that of ghaws. According to the Kashafu l-Ishtihād, a qutb is one who has attained to that degree of sanctity which is a reflection of the heart of the Prophet himself. Qurʾān 2:29, "the axis of religion," a title given to eminent Muslim divines. [Faqār.]

RABĪʿU ʿL-AKHIR (الآخر). "The last spring month." The fourth month of the Muhammadan year. [Mubāraq.]

RABĪʿU ʿL-AWWAL (الأول). "The first spring month." The third month of the Muhammadan year. [Mubāraq.]

In India, the word rabī is used for spring harvest, or crop sown after the rains.

RACHEL Arabic Rābiʿah (رَابِيْح). Heb. רחל, Rachel. The wife of Jacob and the mother of Joseph. Not mentioned in 'the Qurʾān, but the name occurs in commentaries. The English form Rachel is a strange error on the part of our translators, who almost invariably represent the Hebrew רוח by the letter h. The correct form, Rábil, which is the form familiar to Muslim writers, occurs once in the English Bible, Jer. xxxi. 15.

AR-RADD (رد). "Rejection, repulsion, refutation, reply; repeal, abrogation, making null and void; sometimes, erasure. In Muhammadan law is applies especially to the return or surplus of an inheritance which remains after the legal portions have been distributed among the sharers, and which, in default of a residuary heir, returns, or is to be divided amongst the original sharers.

RADDU ʿS-SALAM (رسالمة). The returning of a salutation which is an incumbent duty upon one Muslim to another. [Salutation.]

AR-RAFIʿ (الرافع). "The Exalther." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. The word occurs in the Qurʾān, Sūrah iii. 48: "When God said, 0 Jesus! I will make thee die and will take thee up again to myself." (Arraif al-Nabi.)

RABIʿ IBN KHADIJ (رابع بن خديج). One of the Sahabah. He was too young to be present at Badr, but he accompanied Muhammad at Uhud and was wounded with an arrow, on which occasion the Prophet said to him, "I will answer for
you in the Day of Judgment." He died at al-Madina, a.m. 73, aged 86.

RAFIZI (رَفِيْزِی). Lit. "A forsaker." Synonymous with Rafisah (pl. Rawfisah). A term used for a body of soldiers who have deserted their commander and turned back again, applied to a sect of Shi'ahs who joined Zaid the son of 'Ali, the son of al-Hasan, the second son of the Khailafah 'Ali, who, when they had submitted to Zaid, demanded that he should abase Abu Bakr and 'Umar, the first two Khailafahs of the Sunnis; but Zaid refused to do so, for he said, "They were both Wazirs of my foreshafer Muhammad." Upon this they forsook the party of Zaid, and were called Rafisah. Zaid had then only fourteen faithful companions left, and he was soon surrounded by al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, the general of the Imam Ja'far's army, and fell at the head of his brave companions, not one of them surviving him.

(2) The term Rafihi is used by Sunni Muslims for any sect of Shi'ahs.

RAHBANIYAH (رَحْبَانِیَة). [MONASTICISM.]

RAHIB (رام). pl. Rubbin. A Christian monk. Mentioned in the Qur'an, Sura v. 85: "Thou wilt find the nearest in love to those who believe to be those who say, 'We are Christians'; that is, because there are amongst them priests (qisseisah) and monks (rubboin), and because they are not proud." [MONASTICISM.]

RAHIL (رهش). Lit. "That which is fit for travelling." A small book-stand made as to fold up for convenience in travelling, but now generally used as a book-

stand in mosques and Muslim schools to support the Qur'an and other books as the student reads his lesson from them. They are also used in private dwellings.

AR-RAHIM (الرَّحْیَم). "The Compassionate." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It generally occurs in conjunction with the attribute ar-Rahman, e.g. Qur'an, Sura vii. 158: "The Merciful, The Compassionate." [RAHMAN.]

RAHMAH (رَحْمَة). Heb. ṭĕn rham. "Mercy, compassion." The attribute of mercy is frequently dwelt upon in the Qur'an, e.g. -

Sura vii. 94: "The mercy of God is nigh unto those who do well." Sura x. 58: "A guidance and a mercy to believers.

Sura vi. 133: "Thy Lord is the rich one, full of compassion." 

Ar-Rahman, "The Merciful," is one of the chief attributes of the Almighty.

AR-RAHMAN (اَلرَّحْمَان). Heb. ṭĕn rham. "The Merciful." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It generally occurs in conjunction with the attribute ar-Rahim, e.g. Qur'an, Sura ii. 159: "Your God is one God. There is no god but He, the Merciful, the Compassionate." It also occurs in the initial formula, placed at the commencement of each Sura, with the exception of the 10th, "in the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate."

Al-Bai'awi says that ar-Rahman is a more exalted attribute than ar-Rahim, because it not only contains five letters whilst Rahim only has four, but it expresses that universal attribute of mercy which the Almighty extends to all mankind, the wicked and the good, believers and unbelievers.

RAHN (رون). Pledging or pawning. A legal term which signifies the detention of a thing on account of a claim which may be answered by means of that thing; as in the case of debt. This practice of pawning and pledging is lawful in Islam, for it is related that the Prophet, in a bargain with a Jew for grain, gave his cost of mail in pledge for the payment. It is also said in the Qur'an, Sura ii. 283: "Let pledges be taken." The word is used in the Qur'an in its plural form, rham. (For further information on the subject of Pawning, see Hamilton's Hidayah, vol. iv. p. 188.)

RAHANAH (رَحْانَة). A Jewess whose husband had been cruelly murdered in the massacre of the Banu Quraisah. Muhammad offered to marry her if she would embrace Islam; but she refused to forsake the faith of her forefathers, and consented to become his concubine instead of his wife.

RAIN. Arabic maṭṭār (مَطْطَر). Heb. מַדְתָּר. Mentioned in the Qur'an as one of God's special mercies. Sura vii. 55: "He it is who sends forth the winds as heralds before His mercy; until when they left the heavy cloud which We drive to a dead land, and send down thereon water, and bring forth therewith every kind of fruit."

Prayers for rain are called Su'atu 1-I-istiqa'd, and consist of two rak'ah prayers. Ana says that on one occasion they were caught in the rain, and the Prophet took off his garment until he got wet, and they said, "O Prophet, why have you done this?" He replied, "This is fresh rain from our Lord." (Mishkat, book iv. ch. liii.)

RA'INA (龜). A word the use of which is forbidden in the Qur'an, Sura ii. 98: "O ye who believe! say not to the Apostle 'Reiina' (i.e. 'Look at us'), but say, 'Unurna' (i.e. 'Regard us')."

These two words have both the same significance; but Muhammad had a great aversion to the use of the word ra'ina, because it had also a bad meaning in Hebrew (see al-Bai'awi, ibi
RAINBOW. Arabic qausu qusaḥ (قوص قوس), Heb. ḥeshebeth. Lit. "The bow of many colours." Not mentioned in the Qur'an, but in the Traditions. In the book entitled an-Nihāyah, it is said that Muhammad forbade his people calling the rainbow qausu qusaḥ, because qusaḥ is one of the names of Satan (one who can assume many characters in order to tempt the sons of men). He enjoined them to call it Qur'ān "The Bow," because it is God who has promised to protect the world from a second deluge. (Ma'amar al-Ṭibbār, vol. ii. p. 142.)

The Persians call it Kauān-i-Rustam, "the bow of Rustum." (See Muntaka 'l-ʿArab, in loco.)

RAIYĀN (ریان). Lit. "One whose thirst is quenched." The gate of Paradise through which, it is said, the observers of the month of Rāmāzān will enter. It is mentioned in the Traditions (Mishkāt, book vii. ch. vii. pt. 1), but not in the Qur'ān.

RAIYĀN IBN AL-WALĪD (ریان ابن والید), The King of Egypt in the time of Joseph. (See al-Bāṣāwī on Sūratā Yəṣîr in the Qur'ān.)

RAJĀB (رجب). Lit. "The honoured month." The seventh month of the Muhammadan year. So called because of the honour in which it was held in the "Time of Ignorance," i.e. before Islam. It is called Rajab al-Musār, because the Musār tribe honoured it more than any other month. [MOMTERs.]

RAJĀH (ریاح). "Restitution." Receiving back a wife who has been divorced, before the time has fully elapsed when the divorce must of necessity take place. In other words, the continuance of the marriage bond. (Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 289.)

RAJIM (رجم). Lit. "One who is stoned." A name given to Satan in the Qur'ān, Sūratā iii. 31: "I have called her Mary, and I seek refuge in Thee for her and for her seed from Satan, the pelted one (Mīn ash-Shatān) 'r-Rajima." Muhammad taught that the devil and his angels listen at the gates of heaven for scraps of information regarding the things of futurity, and when detected by the angels of heaven they are pelted with shooting stars. Abraham is also said to have driven the devils away by pelting him with stones, which legend is expressed in the throwing stones at the pillars at Mīn. [PILOSTRANE.]

RAJIM (رجم). "Lapidation." [STONING TO DEATH.]

RAKĀH (رکاح). From ṭaḥārō, "to bow, to prostrate one's self." A section of the Muhammadan daily prayers. [PRAYERS.]

RAMĀZĀN (رمزان). The ninth month of the Muhammadan year, which is observed as a strict fast from dawn to sunset of each day in the month. The word Ramāzān is derived from rama, "to burn." The month is said to have been so called either because it used (before the change of the calendar) to occur in the hot season, or because the month's fast is supposed to burn away the sins of men. (Shayyāt 'l-Lughāh, in loco.)

The observance of this month is one of the five pillars of practice in the Muslim religion, and its excellence is much extolled by Muhammad, who said that during Ramāzān "the gates of Paradise are open, and the gates of hell are shut, and the devils are chained by the leg, and only those who observe it will be permitted to enter at the gate of heaven called Raiyān." Those who keep the fast "will be pardoned all their past venial sins." (Mishkāt, book vii. ch. i. pt. 1.)

The express injunctions regarding the observance of this month are given in the Qur'ān, Sūratā xvi. 179-184:

"O believers! A fast is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those before you, that ye may fear God, for certain days. But he among you who shall be sick, or on a journey, shall fast that same number of other days: and as for those who are able to keep it and yet break it, the expiation of this shall be the maintenance of a poor man. And he who of his own accord performeth a good work, shall derive good from it: and good shall it be for you to fast—if ye knew it. As to the month Ramāzān in which the Qur'ān was sent down to be man's guidance, and an explanation of that guidance, and of that illumination, as soon as any one of you observeth the moon, let him set about the fast; but he who is sick, or upon a journey, shall fast a like number of other days. And if ye wisheth you ease, but wisheth not your discomfort, and that you fulfil the number of days, and that you glorify God for his guidance, and that you be thankful. And when my servants ask thee concerning me, then will I be nigh unto them. I will answer the cry of him that crieth, when he crieth unto me: but let them behearken unto me, and believe in me, that they may proceed aright. You are allowed on the night of the fast to approach your wives: they are your garment and ye are their garment. God knoweth that ye defraud yourselves therein, so He turneth unto you and forgiveth you." Now, therefore, go in unto them with full desire for that which God hath ordained for you; and eat and drink until ye can discern a white thread from a black thread by the day-light. The fast strictly till night, and go not in unto them, but rather pass the time in the Mosques. These are the bounds set up by God: therefore come not near them. Thus God maketh His signs clear to men that they may fear Him."

From the preceding verses it will be seen that fast does not commence until some Mus-
lim is able to state that he has seen the new moon. If the sky be over-clouded and the moon cannot be seen, the fast begins upon the completion of thirty days from beginning of the previous month.

It must be kept by every Muslim, except the sick, the infirm, and pregnant women, or women who are nursing their children. Young children, who have not reached the age of puberty, are exempt, and also travellers on a journey of more than three days. In the case of a sick person or traveller, the month’s fast must be kept as soon as they are able to perform it. This act is called Qa‘a, or expiation.

The fast is extremely rigorous and mortifying, and when the Ramazan happens to fall in the summer and the days are long, the prohibition even to drink a drop of water to slake the thirst is a very great hardship. Muhammad speaks of this religious exercise as “easy” (Qur’an: Surah ii. 181), as most probably it was when compared with the asceticism of the Jews. Sir William Muir’s Life of Mahomet, vol. ii. 49) thinks Muhammad did not foresee that, when he changed the Jewish intercalary year for the lunar year, the fast would become a grievous burden instead of an easy one; but Muhammadan lexicographers say the fast was established when the month occurred in the hot season (see Ghisayna ‘I-Lughah).

During the month of Ramazan twenty additional rak‘ah, or forms of prayer, are repeated after the night-prayer. These are called Tarwah.

Devout Muslims seclude themselves for some time in the Mosque during this month, and abstain from all worldly conversation, engaging themselves in the reading of the Qur’an. This seclusion is called Ithikah. Muhammad is said to have usually observed the seclusion in the last ten days of Ramazan.

The Lailatu ‘I-Quadr, or the “night of power,” is said by Muhammad to be either on the twenty-first, twenty-third, or twenty-fifth, or twenty-seventh, or twenty-ninth of the month of Ramazan. The exact date of this solemn night has been discovered by no one but the Prophet himself, and some of the Companions, although the learned doctors believe it to be on the twenty-seventh of this night Muhammad says in the Qur’an (Suratu ‘I-Quadr):

“Verily we have caused it (the Qur’an) to descend on the night of power. And who shall teach thee what the night of power is? The night of power excelleth a thousand months; Therein descend the angels and the spirit by permission Of their Lord in every matter; And all is peace till the breaking of the morn.”

By these verses the commentator Husain understands that on this night the Qur’an came down entire in one volume to the lowest heaven, from whence it was revealed by Gabriel in portions, as the occasion required.

The excellences of this night are said to be innumerable, and it is believed that during it the whole animal and vegetable kingdom bow in humble adoration to the Almighty, and the waters of the sea become sweet in a moment of time! This night is frequently conjoined with the Shab-i-Barat, but even the Qur’an itself is not quite clear on the subject, for in Surah xliv. 1 it reads, “By this clear book. See on a blessed night have we sent it down, for we would warn mankind, on the night wherein all things are disposed in wisdom.” From which it appears that “the blessed night,” or the Lailatu ‘I-mubahakat, is both the night of record and the night upon which the Qur’an came down from heaven, although the one is the twenty-seventh day of Ramazan and the other the fifteenth of Sha’ban.

M. Geiger identifies the Ramazan with the fast of the tenth (Leviticus xxiii. 27); but it is probable that the fast of the Tenth is identical with the ‘Ashura’, not only because the Hebrew word “tean” is retained in the title of that Muhammadan fast, but also because there is a Jewish tradition that creation began upon the Jewish fast of the Tenth, which coincides with the Muhammadan day, ‘Ashura’ being regarded as the day of creation. Moreover, the Jewish Asur and the Muslim ‘Ashura’ are both fasts and days of affliction. It is more probable that Muhammad got his idea of a thirty days’ fast from the Christian Lent. The observance of Lent in the Eastern Church was exceedingly strict, both with regard to the nights as well as the days of that season of abstinence; but Muhammad entirely relaxed the rules with regard to the night, and from sunset till the dawn of day the Muslim is permitted to indulge in any lawful pleasures, and to feast with his friends; consequently large evening dinner-parties are usual in the nights of the Ramazan amongst the better classes. This would be what Muhammad meant when he said, “God would make the fast an ease and not a difficulty,” for, notwithstanding its rigour in the daytime, it must be an easier observance than the strict fast observed by the Eastern Christians of Muhammad’s day.

The following sayings of Muhammad regarding the fast of Ramazan are found in the Traditions (see Muhkât, Arabic Ed., Ktcheh ‘e-Samaun).

“The difference between our fast and that of the people of the book (i.e. Jews and Christians) is eating only before the first dawn of day (and not afterwards).”

“Keep not the fast till you see the new moon, and if the moon be hidden from you by clouds, count the days.” And in one tradition it is thus—“A month is twenty-nine nights, then keep not the fast till you see the new moon, which, if she be hid from you by clouds, then complete thirty days.”

“When the darkness of the night advances from the west and the day departs from the east, and the sun sets, then the keeper of the fast may begin to eat.”

“There are eight doors in Paradise, and
one is called Raïyân, by which only the keepers of the fast shall enter."

"When the month Ramazân arrives the doors of Heaven are opened" (in another tradition it is said, the doors of Paradise are opened), "and the doors of hell are shut, and the devils are chained" (in one tradition it is said, the doors of God’s mercy are opened).

"The person who fasts in the month of Ramazân on account of belief in God and in obedience to His command, shall be pardoned of all his past sins, and the person who says the night prayers of the Ramazân shall be pardoned all his past sins, and the person who says the prayers on the Lailat-ul-Qadr with faith and the hope of reward shall be pardoned of all his past sins."

"If a keeper of fast does not abandon lying, God cares not about his leaving off eating and drinking."

"There are many keepers of fast who gain nothing by fasting but thirst, and there are many risers up at night and performers of prayers who gain nothing by their rising but wakefulness."

RAMYÛ I-JIMÁR (رمي الحجار). The throwing of pebbles at the pillars, or Jumrah at Makkah. A religious ceremony during the Pilgrimage. [PILOSiMAc]

RAQABAH (رافبة). Lit. "The Neck"; pl. ṭiqáb. A term used in the Qur’an for a captive slave. Surah iv. 94: "Whoever kills a believer by mistake, then let him free a believing neck."
The word is used in India for an enclosed area of land. (See Wilson’s Glossary of Indian Terms.)

AR-RAQĪB (الراقب). "The Watcher over." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of the Almighty. The word occurs in the Qur’an, e.g. Sūrah iv. 1: "Verily God doth watch over you."

AR-RAQĪM (الرقام). A word which occurs in the Qur’an, Sūrah xviii. 8: "Hast thou reckoned that the Followers of the cave and the Raqim were a wonder amongst our signs?" The commentators are not agreed as to the meaning of this word. The Jālālān say, it was a brass plate or stoneable, on which the names of the Followers of the Cave were written. The Kamālān say it was either the name of the dog which belonged to the young men, or of the valley in which the cave was situated.

AR-RASHID (الراشيد). "The Rightly Directing." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. The word occurs once in the Qur’an, but it is not there used for the Almighty. See Sūrah xi. 80: "Is there not among you one who can rightly direct?"

RASM (رسم), pl. Rusm. Lit. "That which is stamped or sealed. According to the Qamis, it is a very ancient word used in Arabia before the days of the Prophet for custom and law, the ancient records of the people being entitled Rawsam (رسوم). It is a word which is very common in Hindustan for the customs and usages of the people.

AR-RASS (الرفس). A word which occurs twice in the Qur’an, the meaning of which is uncertain. Sūrah xxv. 40: "The people of ‘Ad, and Šamūd, the people of the Rosa."
Sūrah l. 12: "Before them the people of Noah and the fellows of the Rass and Šamūd and ‘Ad and Pharaoh, called the Apostles liars."
According to the commentators al-Jalālān, it is the name of a well near Midian. Some take it to be the name of a town in Yamāmah.

RASUL (رسول), pl. Rasul. "An Apostle." A title specially applied to Muhammad, but used also for all Prophets who brought inspired books. [PROPHET.]

RAṬL, RITR (رتر). (1) A certain thing which weighs. A weight or measure. (See The Mughrib of al-Muṭarrirīz, in loco.) (2) That which is chaste. (See the Tā’ī ‘Arba, in loco.)
(1) According to the standard of Baghdad, a weight of 12 ounces, and as a measure of capacity, a pint. (Lane’s Arabic Dictionary) Muhammad used to give a rafī’ of silver as a marriage present, which has given rise to the expression, As-sunnatu fi ‘n-nikābī rafīn. (السنت في النكباب رفين). Professor Wilson says that at Bombay the rafī’ is equal to 86 Surai rupees, and in the Red Sea the rafī’, as it is corruptly called, varies from 10 to 90 ounces according.
(2) A boy not having arrived at puberty.
(3) An aged man.

AR-RA’U’F (الراوع). "The Kind." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs frequently in the Qur’an, e.g. Sūrah ii. 188: "God is kind and merciful with mankind."

AR-RUZZAH (الرطبة). Lit. "The Garden." The garden in which is situated the tomb of Muhammad at al-Madinah. The name is also given to the tomb itself by some writers.

RAVEN. Arabic ghurāb (عراب). Heb. לרב. Mentioned once in the Qur’an, Sūrah v. 84: "Am I too helpless to become like this raven and hide my brother’s shame." The raven is not lawful food according to the Muslim law. (Durūs ‘l-Mughārīr, vol. iv. p. 322.)

RAWA’ (روا). A Persian word for that which is lawful. [LAW.]

AR-RAZZAQ (الراظق). "The Provider with Food." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur’an once. Sūrah ii. 56: "Verily God; He is the Provider."
REBEL. Arabic bâghût (باغت), pl. bûghtât. A legal term for a person, or a body of people, who withdraw themselves from obedience to the rightful Imam. In case of rebellion, the Imam must first call the rebels to his allegiance and show them what is right, and if they refuse to obey, he must use force of arms. (Hidâyah, vol. ii. 248.)

RECORDING ANGELS. The. [KIRAMU L-KAITIRIN.]

RED SEA. Arabic al-Bahru l-Ahmâr ( البحر الأحمر), Mentioned in the Qur'an as al-Bârî, "the Sea." Sûrah i. 47: "When we divided for you the sea, and saved you and drowned Pharaoh's people." Sûrah x. 90: "And We brought the Children of Israel across the sea." In Muhammadan works it is known as the Bahru l-Qulsum, or Qulsum. Jalîl â-d-Dîn, the commentator, says the town of Qulsum is the same as Aîlah (the Elath of the Bible, Deut. xxi. 25), a town at the head of the Arabian Gulf. The Adâm of Strabo (xvi. p. 768). It is referred to in the Qur'an, Sûrah vii. 163: "Ask them about the city which stood by the sea." Elath was at one time a place of importance, but it has now become quite insignificant.

RELIGION. The religion of Muhammadans is called Islam (إسلام), and the laws of God Sharî'ah (شريعة). There are three words used by Muslim writers for the word religion, namely, Din, Milâh, and Maşkab. In the Kitâb u-Tarîfât, the difference between these words is as follows: -

Din (دين) is used for religion as it stands in relation to God, e.g. Dinu 'llâh, "the religion of God."

Milâh (ملأ), as it stands in relation to the Prophet or lawgiver, e.g. Milâtu 'Abî Abînîsîh, "the religion of Abraham," or Milâtu 'r-Ra'îs, "the Prophet's religion." Maşkab (ماكبة), as it stands in relation to the decisions of the Mujtahids, e.g. Maşkabu Abî Hanîfîh.

The expression Din, however, is of general application, whilst Milâh and Maşkab are restricted in their use. [ISLAM.]

RELIGIOUS DUTIES. The performance of. Strictly according to Muhammadan law, it is not lawful to accept any remuneration for the performance of religious duties. But these injunctions are now totally disregarded, and fees are taken for almost every religious duty performed by an Imam. The teaching of the Hidâyah on the subject is as follows:-

"It is not lawful to accept a remuneration for summoning the people to prayers, or for the performance of a pilgrimage, or of the duties of an Imam, or for teaching the Koran, or the law; for it is a general rule, with our doctors, that no remuneration can be received for the performance of any duty purely of a religious nature. According to Shafei, it is allowed to receive pay for the performance of any religious duty which is not required of the hirer in virtues of a divine ordinance, as this is only accepting a recompense for a certain service; and as the acts above described are not ordained upon the hirer, it is consequently lawful to receive a recompense for them. The arguments of our doctors on this point are twofold. First, the prophet has said, 'Road the Koran, but do not receive any recompense for doing'; and he also directed Othman b. Abeyayaa, that if he were appointed a 'Mawâzin [a cryer to prayer] he should not take any wages. Secondly, where an act of piety is performed, it springs solely from the performer (whence regard is had to his competency), and consequently he is not entitled to any recompense from another, as in the cases of fasting or prayer. A teacher of the Koran, moreover, is incapable of instructing another in it, but by means of qualities existing in his scholar, namely, capacity and docility, and therefore undertakes a thing the performance of which does not depend upon himself, which is consequently invalid. Some of our modern doctors, however, hold it lawful to receive wages for teaching the Koran in the present age, because an indifference has taken place with respect to religion, whence if people were to withhold from paying a recompense for instruction in the sacred writings, they would in time be disregarded; and decrees pass accordingly.

"It is not lawful to receive wages for singing or lamentation, or for any other species of public exhibition, as this is taking a recompense for an act which is of a criminal nature, and acts of that nature do not entitle to a recompense in virtue of a contract." [RE-MARRIAGE. Re-marriage may take place with the divorcer before or after the completion of the 'iddâh, provided only the first or second sentence of divorce has been pronounced, but it cannot take place after a three-fold divorce until the divorced wife is married to another man and is divorced by him after the second marriage has been consummated. This is both Sunni and Shi'â law. (Tagore Law Lectures.)

A widow can marry again at the expiration of four months and ten days after the death of her former husband. There is no restriction as to the period for a widower.

RENTAL. Arabic ijârah (إيجار). [Rental.]

REBELLANCE. Arabic tawbah (توهبة). Lit. "The turning of the heart from sin." (Am-Nawawî's Commentary on Muslihim, vol. ii. p. 384.) It is frequently enjoined in the Qur'an, e.g.:-

Sûrah iv. 20: "If they repent and amend let them be; Verily God is he who relenteth. He is merciful."

Sûrah xiv. 33: "Be ye wholly turned to God, O ye believers, and it shall be well with you."
RESIDUARIES

Sūrah xxv, 71: “Whoso hath repented and hath done what is right, he verily it is who turneth to God with a true conversion.”

[FORWARD.]

RESIDUARIES. Arabic ‘azabak (ازبک), pl. ‘azabāt. According to Muhammadan law, residuaries in their own right are divided into four classes:—

(1) The offspring of the deceased.
(2) The ascendants (such as father, grandfather, etc.).
(3) The offspring of his father, viz. the brothers and their descendants.
(4) The offspring of his grandfather.

(Syed Amoar Ali’s Personal Laws, p. 49.) [IN-HABITANCE.]

RESIGNATION. The literal meaning of Īslām is a state or condition in which a believer becomes “resigned” to the will of God, a “Muslim” being one who is resigned. But in the Qur’ān, the grace of resignation is more frequently expressed by the word ‘aʃūr, “patience,” e.g. Sūrah ii. 150: ‘Give good tidings to the patient, who when there falls on them a calamity, say, ‘Verily we are God’s and verily to Him do we return.”

The word Taṣliṣ, which the compiler of the Kiṭāb ‘l-Turjīfāt says means to place one’s neck under the commands of God, seems to express the English word “resignation.” It occurs in the Qur’ān, Sūrah iv. 68: “They submit with submission.”

The author of the Akhīrāt-i-Jāfārī says Taṣliṣ is to “acquiesce in and receive with satisfaction (although, perhaps, repugnant to the inclination) the commands of God,” as exemplified in the verse above quoted.

Riṣā, is also a word which expresses resignation, and is defined as being pleased with the inevitable decree of God, whatever they may be.

RESURRECTION. Belief in al-yawμu l-‘iakhir (يوم الاعتراف), “the Last Day,” is an article of the Muhammadan Faith. The terms used in the Qurʾān are—

Yawmu l-Qiyāmah, “Day of Standing up” (Sūrah ii. 79).
Yawmu l-‘Iṣrā, “Day of Departation” (Sūrah lxxvii. 14).
Yawmu l-‘Ifrāḥ, “Day of Reckoning” (Sūrah xl. 28).
Yawmu l-Baʿa, “Day of Awakening” (Sūrah xxx. 56).
Yawmu l-Din, “Day of Judgment” (Sūrah i. 8).
Al-Yawmu l-Mubah, “The Encompassing Day” (Sūrah xl. 85).
As-Sāḥ, “The Hour” (Sūrah viii. 186).

There are very graphic descriptions of the Last Day in the postical Sūras of the Qurʾān. The five following belong to an early period in Muhammad’s mission:—

Sūrah lxxv. —
“It needeth not that I swear by the day of the Resurrection,
Or that I swear by the self-accusing soul.

Thinketh man that we shall not re-unite his bones?
Ayo! his very finger tips are we able evenly to replace.
But man chooseth to deny what is before him:
He asketh, ‘When this day of Resurrection?’
But when the eye shall be dazzled,
And when the moon shall be darkened,
And the sun and the moon shall be together,
On that day man shall cry, ‘Where is there a place to flee to?’
But in vain—there is no refuge—
With thy Lord on that day shall be the sole asylum.
On that day shall man be told of all that he hath done first and last;
Yes, a man shall be the eye-witness against himself:
And even if he put forth his plea . . .
(Move not thy tongue in haste to follow and master this revelation:
For we will see to the collecting and the recital of it;
But when we have recited it, then follow thou the recital,
And, verily, afterwards it shall be ours to make it clear to thee.)
Aye, but ye love the transitory,
And ye neglect the life to come.
On that day shall faces beam with light,
Outlooking towards their Lord;
And faces on that day shall be dismal,
As if they thought that some great calamity would befall them.
Aye, when the soul shall come up into the throat,
And there shall be a cry, ‘Who hath a charm that can restore him?’
And the man feeleth that the time of his departure is come,
And when one leg shall be laid over the other,
To thy Lord on that day shall he be driven on;
For he believed not, and he did not pray,
But he called the truth a lie and turned his back,
Then, walking with haughty mien, rejoined his people.
That Hour is nearer to thee and nearer,
It is ever nearer to thee and nearer still.
Thinketh man that he shall be left supreme?
Was he not a mere embryo?
Then he became thick blood of which God formed him and fashioned him;
And made him twain, male and female.
Is not He powerful enough to quicken the dead?”

Sūrah lxxxi. 1-19:—
“When the sun shall be folded up,
And when the stars shall fall,
And when the mountains shall be set in motion,
And when the she-camels shall be abandoned,
And when the wild beasts shall be gathered together,  
And when the seas shall boil,  
And when souls shall be paired with their bodies,  
And when the female child that had been buried alive shall be asked  
For what crime she was put to death,  
And when the leaves of the Book shall be unrolled,  
And when the Heaven shall be stripped away,  
And when Hell shall be made to blaze,  
And when Paradise shall be brought near,  
Every soul shall know what it hath produced.  
It needs not that I swear by the stars of retrograde motion,  
Which move swiftly and hide themselves away,  
And by the night when it cometh darkening on,  
And by the dawn when it brightenseth,  
That this is the word of an illustrious Messenger."

Sūrah lxxxi. :—

"When the Heaven shall cleave asunder,  
And when the stars shall disperse,  
And when the seas shall be commingled,  
And when the graves shall be turned upside down,  
Each soul shall recognize its earliest and its latest actions.  
O man! what hath misled thee against thy generous Lord,  
Who hath created thee and moulded thee and shaped thee right?  
In the form which pleased Him hath He fashioned thee.  
Even so; but ye treat the Judgment as a lie.  
Yet truly there are guardians over you—illustrious recorders—  
Cognizant of your actions.  
Surely amid delights shall the righteous dwell,  
But verily the impure in Hell-fire:  
They shall be burned at it on the day of doom,  
And they shall not be able to hide themselves from it.  
Who shall teach thee what the day of doom is?  
Once more Who shall teach thee what the day of doom is? ,  
It is a day when one soul shall be powerless for another soul: all sovereignty on that day shall be with God."

Sūrah lxxxvii. 4-20:—

What! have they no thought that they shall be raised again  
For the great day?  
The day when mankind shall stand before the Lord of the worlds.  
Yes! the register of the wicked is in Sījīn.  
And who shall make thee understand what Sījīn is?  

It is a book distinctly written.  
Woe, on that day, to those who treated our signs as lies,  
Who treated the day of judgment as a lie!  
None treat it as a lie, save the transgressor, the criminal,  
Who, when our signs are rehearsed to him, saith, 'Tales of the Ancients!'  
Yes; but their own works have got the mastery over their hearts.  
Yes; they shall be shut out as by a veil from their Lord on that day:  
Then shall they be burned in Hell-fire:  
Then shall it be said to them, 'This is what ye doomed a lie.'  
Even so. But the register of the righteous is in 'Ilīyūn.  
And who shall make thee understand what 'Ilīyūn is?  
A book distinctly written.

Sūrah lxxxiv. 1-19:—

"When the Heaven shall have split asunder  
And dutiously obeyed its Lord;  
And when Earth shall have been stretched out as a plain,  
And shall have cast forth what was in her and become empty,  
And dutiously obeyed its Lord;  
Then verily, O man, who desirest to reach thy Lord, shalt thou meet him.  
And he into whose right hand his Book shall be given,  
Shall be reckoned with in an easy reckoning,  
And shall turn, rejoicing, to his kindred,  
But his Book shall be given him behind his back  
Shall invoke destruction:  
But in the fire shall he burn,  
For that he lived joyously among his kindred,  
Without a thought that he should return to God.  
Yes, but his Lord behold him.  
It needs not therefore that I swear by the sunset roinness,  
And by the night and its gatherings,  
And by the moon when at her full,  
That from state to state shall ye be surely carried onward."

The following description belongs to a much later period than the former Sūras already quoted, and occurs in Sūrah xxii. 1-7, which was given at Al-Madinah not long before Muhammad's death:—

"O mon (of Makkah) fear your Lord.  
Verify the Earthquake of the flour will be a tremendous thing!  
"On the day when ye shall behold it, every suckling woman shall forsake her sucking babe; and every woman that hath a burden in her womb shall cast her burden; and thou shalt see them drunken, yet are they not drunken: but it is the mighty chastisement of God!  
"There is a man who, without knowledge, wrangleth about God, and followeth every rebellious Satan;
The lesser signs (Ishârûtu 's-Sârîh) are as follows:

1. The decay of faith among men.
2. The advancing of the meanest persons to eminent dignity.
3. A maid-servant shall become the mother of her mistress (or master); by which is meant either that towards the end of the world men shall be much to sensualities, or that the Muhammadans shall then take many captives.
4. Tumults and seditions.
5. A war with the Greeks or Romans.
6. Great distress in the world; so that a man, when he passeth by another’s grave, shall say, “Would to God I were in his place!”
7. The provinces of al-‘Irāq and Syria shall refuse to pay their tribute.
8. The buildings of al-Madinah or Ya‘rib shall reach to Makkah. (Mishkâr, book xxii. ch. iii.)

The greater signs (‘Alâmât ‘s-Sârîh) are as follows:

1. The sun’s rising in the west, which some have imagined it originally did.
2. The appearance of the Dâbâtatu ‘l-Dar, or “beast,” which shall rise out of the earth, in the temple of Makkah, or on Mount aš-Šâfâ. This beast will be sixty cubits high, and will be a compound of various species, having the head of a bull, the eyes of a hog, the ears of an elephant, the horns of a stag, the neck of an ostrich, the breath of a lion, the colour of a tiger, the back of a cat, the tail of a ram, the legs of a camel, and the voice of an ass. She will appear three times in several places, and will bring with her the rod of Moses and the seal of Solomon; and, being so swift that none can overtake her or escape her, will with the first strike all the believers on the face, and mark them with the word Mi’maṣ, “believer,” and with the latter will mark the unbelievers on the face likewise with the word Kalâr, “infidel,” that every person may be known for what he really is. The same beast is to demonstrate the vanity of all religions except Islam, and to speak Arabic. [Dabbatul ‘l-‘Amîm]
3. War with the Romans or Greeks, and the taking of Constantinople by seventy thousand of the posterity of Isaac, who shall not win that city by force of arms, but the walls shall fall down while they cry out, “There is no deity but God! God is most great!” As they are dividing the spoil, news will come to them of the appearance of Anti-christ, whereupon they shall leave all and return back.
4. The coming of Antichrist, whom the Muhammadans call ‘Al-Muslih ‘d-Dajjal,” “the false or lying Christ.” He is to be one-eyed, and marked on the forehead with the letters K F R, signifying kâfîf, “infidel.” He will appear first between al-‘Irâq and Syria, or, according to others, in the province of Khurasan. He is to ride on a white ass, be follied by seventy thousand Jews of Isfâhân, and continue on earth forty days, of which one will be equal in length to a year.
another to a month, another to a week, and the rest will be common days. He will lay waste all places, but will not enter Makkah or al-Madinah, which are to be guarded by angels; and at length he will be slain by Jesus, who is to encounter him at the gate of God. [MARHU 'D-DAJAL.]

(6.) The descent of Jesus on earth. He is to descend near the white tower to the east of Damascus, when the people have returned from the taking of Constantinople. He is to embrace the Muhammadan religion, marry a wife, get children, kill Antichrist, and at length die, after forty years—or, according to others, twenty-four years—continuance on earth, and be buried at Al-Madinah. Under him there will be great security and plenty in the world, all hatred and malice being laid aside; when lions and camels, bears and sheep, shall live in peace, and a child shall play without its unburnt (See Sahita "I-Bekhth.)

(6.) War with the Jews, of whom the Muhammadans are to make a prodigious slaughter, the very trees and stones discovering such of them as hide themselves, except only the tree called Gharaq, which is the tree of the Jews.

(7.) The appearance of Gog and Magog, or, as they are called, Yarjajj and Mejjajj. These barbarians, having passed the lake of Tiberias, which the vanguard of their vast army will drink dry, will come to Jerusalem, and there greatly distress Jesus and his companions, till, at his request, God will destroy them, and fill the earth with their carcasses, which after some time God will send birds to carry away, at the prayers of Jesus and his followers. Their bows, arrows and javelins the Muslims will burn seven years together; and at last God will send a rain to cleanse the earth, and to make it fertile. [GOG AND MAGOG.]

(8.) A smoke which shall fill the whole earth.

(9.) An eclipse of the moon. Muhammad is reported to have said, that there would be three eclipses before the last hour, one to be seen in the east, another in the west, and the third in Arabia.

(10.) The returning of the Arabs to the worship of al-Lat and al-Uzza, and the rest of their ancient idols, after the decease of every one in whose heart there was faith equal to a grain of mustard-seed, none but the very worst of men being left alive. For God, they say, will send a cold odouriferous wind, blowing from Syria, which shall sweep away the souls of the faithful, and the Qur'an itself, so that men will remain in the grossest ignorance for a hundred years.

(11.) The discovery of a vast heap of gold and silver by the retreating of the Euphrates, which will be the destruction of many.

(12.) The demolition of the Ka'bah in the Makkah temple by the Ethiopians.

(13.) The speaking of beasts and inanimate things.

(14.) The breaking out of fire in the province of al-Hijaz, or, according to others, in al-Yaman.

(15.) The appearance of a man of the descendants of Kahtan, who shall drive men before him with his staff.

(16.) The coming of al-Mahdi,"the director," concerning whom Muhammad prophesied that the world should not have an end till one of his own family should govern the Abirians, whose name should be the same with his own name, and whose father's name should also be the same with his father's name, and who shall fill the earth with righteousness. This person the Shiah believe to be now alive, and concealed in some secret place, till the time of his manifestation; for they suppose him to be no other than the last of the twelve Imams, named Muhammad Abū 'I-Qasim, as their prophet was. [SHI'AH, MARHU.]

(17.) A wind which shall sweep away the souls of all who have but a grain of faith in their hearts, as has been mentioned under the tenth sign. (Mishkat, book xxiii. ch. iv.)

These are the greater signs which, according to Muhammadan traditions, precede the Resurrection, but still leave the hour of it uncertain; for the immediate sign of its being come will be the first blast of the trumpet, which they believe will be sounded three times. The first, "the blast of consternation," at the hearing of which all creatures in heaven and earth shall be struck with terror, except those whom God shall please to exempt from it. The effects attributed to this first sound of the trumpet are very wonderful; for they say the earth will be shaken, and not only all buildings, but the very mountains, levelled; that the heavens shall melt, the sun be darkened, the stars fall on the death of the angels, who, as some imagine, hold them suspended between heaven and earth, and the sea shall be troubled and dried up, or, according to others, turned into flames, the sun, moon, and stars being blown into it; the Qur'an, to express the greatness of the terror of that day, adds that women who give suck shall abandon the care of their infants, and even the she-camels which have gone twelve months with young (a most valuable part of the substance of that nation) shall be utterly neglected. (Qur'an, Sūrah lxxxi.) A further effect of this blast will be that concourse of beasts mentioned in the Qur'an, though some doubt whether it be to precede the Resurrection or not. They who suppose it will precede, think that all kinds of animals, forgetting their respective natural fierceness and timidity, will run together into one place. being terrified by the sound of the trumpet and the sudden shock of nature.

This first blast will be followed by a second, the "blaze of examination," when all creatures, both in heaven and earth, shall die or be annihilated, except those which God shall please to exempt from the common fate; and this shall happen in the twinkling of an eye, say, in an instant, nothing surviving except God alone, Paradise and Hell, and the inhabitants of those two places, and the throne of Glory. The last who shall die will be the angel of death. (Mahaku 'I-Maut.) (1 Cor. xiv. 26.)
Fifty years after this will be heard the “blast of resurrection,” when the trumpet shall be sounded the third time by Isrā‘īl, who, together with Gabriel and Michael, will be previously restored to life, and, standing on the rock of the temple of Jerusalem (al-Sakhārah), shall at God’s command call together all the dry and rotten bones, and other dispersed parts of the bodies, and the very hairs, to judgment. This angelic being, by the Divine order, set the trumpet to his mouth, and called together all the souls from all parts, will throw them into his trumpet, from whence, on his giving the last sound, at the command of God, they shall fly forth like bees, and fill the whole space between heaven and earth, and then repair to their respective bodies, which the opening earth will suffer to arise; and the first who shall so arise, according to a tradition of Muhammad, will be himself. For this the earth will be prepared by the rain above-mentioned, which is to fall continually for forty years, and will resemble the seed of a man, and be supplied from the water under the throne of God, and called living water; by the effusion and virtue of which the dead bodies shall spring forth from their graves, as they did in their mother’s womb, or as corn sprouts forth by common rain, till they become perfect; after which breath will be breathed into them, and they will sleep in their sepulchres till they are raised to life at the last trump.

As to the length of the Day of Judgment, the Qur’ān in one place (Ṣūrah xxxii. 4) tells us that it will last one thousand years, and in another (Ṣūrah lxx. 4) fifty thousand. To reconcile this apparent contradiction, the commentators use several shifts, some saying they know not what measure of time God intends in those passages; others, that these forms of speaking are figurative, and not to be strictly taken, and were designed only to express the terribleness of that day; it being usual for the Arabs to describe what they dislike as of long continuance, and what they like as the contrary; and others suppose them spoken only in reference to the difficulty of the business of the day, which, if God should commit to any of his creatures, they would not be able to go through it in so many thousand years.

That the resurrection will be general, and extend to all creatures, both angels, genii, men, and animals, is the received opinion, and according to the teaching of the Qur’ān. (See Qur’ān lxxxi.)

In the resurrection those who are destined to be partakers of eternal happiness will arise in honour and security, and those who are doomed to misery, in disgrace and under dismal apprehensions. As to mankind, they will be raised perfect in all their parts and members, and in the same state in which they came out of their mother’s wombs, that is, bare-footed, naked, and uncircumcised; which circumstances, when Muhammad was telling his wife ‘Ayishah, she, fearing the rules of modesty might be thereby violated, objected that it would be very indecent for men and women to look upon one another in that condition; but he answered her, that the business of the day would be too weighty and serious to allow them the making use of that liberty.

Others, however, allege the authority of their Prophet for a contrary opinion as to their nakedness, and say he asserted that the dead should arise dressed in the same clothes in which they died; although some interpreters of these words, not so much of the outward dress of the body as to the inward clothing of the mind; and understand thereby that every person will rise again in the same state as to his faith or infidelity, knowledge or ignorance of his good or bad works.

Muhammad taught (Mishkūr, book xxiii. ch. x) that mankind shall be assembled at the last day, and shall be distinguished into three classes. The first, those who go on foot; the second, those who ride; and the third, those who creep, crawling with their faces on the ground. The first class is to consist of those believers whose good works have been few; the second of those who are in greater honour with God, and more acceptable to Him; whereas ‘Ali affirmed that the pious, when they come forth from the sepulchres, shall find ready prepared for them white-winged camels, with saddles of gold, wherein are to be observed some footsteps of the doctrine of the ancient Arabians; and the third class will be composed of the infidels, whom God shall cast to make their appearance with their faces on the earth, blind, dumb, and deaf.

But the ungodly will not be thus only distinguished; for, according to the commentator al-Ba‘izawi (vol. ii. p. 480), there will be ten sorts of wicked men on whom God shall cast on that day fix certain disfiguring marks. The first will appear in the form of apes; these are the backbitors. The second in that of swine; these they who have been greedy of filthy lucre, and enriched themselves by public oppression. The third will be brought with their heads reversed and their feet distorted; these are the sorcerers. The fourth will wander about blind; these are unjust judges. The fifth will be deaf, dumb, and blind, understanding nothing; these are they who glory in their works. The sixth will graze their tongues, which will hang down upon their breasts, corrupted blood flowing from their mouths like spittle, so that everybody shall detest them; these are the learned men and doctors, whose actions contradict their sayings. The seventh will have their hands and feet cut off; these are they who have injured their neighbours. The eighth will be fixed to the trunks of palm-trees or stakes of wood; these are the false accusers and informers. The ninth will stink worse than a corrupted corpse; these are they who have indulged their passions and voluptuous appetites. The tenth will be clothed with garments dabbled with pish; and these are the proud, the vain-glorying, and the arrogant.
In the Traditions, Muhammad is related to have said:

"The first person who shall receive sentence on the Day of Resurrection will be a martyr, who will be brought into the presence of the Almighty; then God will make known the benefits which were conferred on him in the world, and the person will be sensible of them and confess them; and God will say, 'What didst thou do in gratitude for them?' He will reply, 'I fought in Thy cause till I was slain.' God will say, 'Thou liest, for thou foughtest in order that people might exult in Thy courage.' Then God will order them to drag him upon his face to hell. The second, a man who shall have obtained knowledge and instructed others, and read the Qur'an. He will be brought into the presence of God, and will be given to understand the benefits he had received, who he shall be sensible of knowledge; and God will say, 'What didst thou do in gratitude thereof?' He will reply, 'I learned knowledge and taught others, and I read the Qur'an to please Thee.' Then God will say, 'Thou liest, for thou didst study that people might call thee learned, and thou didst read the Qur'an for the name of the thing.' Then God will order him to be dragged upon his face and precipitated into hell. The third, a man to whom God shall have given abundant wealth; and he shall be called into the presence of God, and will be reminded of the benefits which he received, and he will acknowledge and confess them; and God will say, 'What return didst thou in return for them?' He will say, 'I expended my wealth to please thee, in all those ways which Thou hast approved.' God will say, 'Thou liest, for thou didst it that people might exult in thy liberality'; after which he will be drawn upon his face and thrown into the fire."

As to the place where they are to be assembled to judgment, the Qur'an and Traditions agree that it will be on the earth, but in what part of the earth is not agreed. Some say their Prophet mentioned Syria for the place; others, a white and even tract of land, without inhabitants or any signs of buildings. Al-Qasâ'îlî imagines it will be a second earth, which he supposes to be of silver; and others an earth which has nothing in common with ours, but the name; having, it is possible, heard something of the new heavens and new earth, mentioned in Scripture (Rev. xxi. 1); whence the Qur'an has this expression, "on the day wherein the earth shall be changed into another earth." (Ishaâb al-Âdîm, v. 363.)

The end of the Resurrection the Muhammadans declare to be, that they who are so raised may give an account of their actions, and receive the reward thereof. And that not only mankind, but the gnu and tyrannical sword also shall be judged on this great day; when the unhermed cattle shall take vengeance on the horned, till entire satisfaction shall be given to the injured.

As to mankind, when they are all assembled together, they will not be immediately brought to judgment, but the angels will keep them in their ranks and order while they attend for that purpose: and this attendance, some say, is to last for six hundred years, others seven, others three hundred, others eight; and some say, no less than fifty thousand years, each of them vouching their Prophet's authority. During this space they will stand looking up to heaven, but without receiving any information or orders thence, and are to suffer grievous torments, both the just and the unjust, though with manifest difference. For the limbs of the former, particularly those parts which they used to wash in making the ceremonial ablution before prayer, shall shine gloriously. And their sufferings shall be light in comparison, and shall last no longer than the time necessary to say the appointed prayers; but the latter will have their faces obscured with blackness, and disfigured with all the marks of sorrow and deformity. What will then occasion not the least of their pain, is a wonderful and incredible ascent, which will only stop their mouths, and in which they will be immersed in various degrees, according to their demerits, some to the ankles only and some to the knees, some to the middle, some so high as their mouth, and others as their ears. And this ascent will be provoked not only by that vast concourse of all sorts of creatures mutually pressing and treading on one another's feet, but by the near and unusual approach of the sun, which will be then no farther from them than the distance of a mile, or (as some translate the word, the signification of which is ambiguous) than the length of a bodkin. So that their skulls will boil like a pot, and they will be all bathed in sweat. From this inconvenience, however, the good will be protected by the shade of God's throne; but the wicked will be so miserably tormented with it, also with hunger and thirst, and a stifling air, that they will cry out, "Lord, deliver us from this anguish, though thou send us into hell-fire!" What they fear of the extraordinary heat of the sun is not the cause of all this distress, the Muhammadans certainly borrowed from the Jews, who say that, for the punishment of the wicked in the Last Day, that planet shall be drawn forth from its sheath, in which it is now put up, lest it should destroy all things by its excessive heat.

When those who have risen shall have waited the limited time, the Muhammadans believe God will at length appear to judge them, Muhammad undertaking the office of intercessor, after it shall have been declined by Adam, Noach, Abraham, Moses, and Jesus, who shall beg deliverance only for their own souls. (Mishkât, book xxiii. ch. xii.) On this solemn occasion God will come in the clouds, surrounded by angels, and will produce the books wherein are the actions of every person by whose life the guardian angels, and will command the prophets to be witness against those to whom they have been respectively sent. Then everyone will be examined concerning all his words and actions, uttered and done by him in this life; not as if God needed any information in those
RESURRECTION

respects, but to oblige the person to make public confession and acknowledgment of God's justice. The particulars of which the first shall give an account, as Muhammad himself enumerated them, are: of their time, how they spent it; of their wealth, by what means they acquired it, and how they employed it; of their bodies, wherein they exercised them; of their knowledge, what use they made of it.

It is said, however, that Muhammad has affirmed that no less than seventy thousand of his followers should be permitted to enter Paradise without any previous examination; which seems to be contradictory to what is said above. To the questions, it is said, each person shall answer, and make his defence in the best manner he can, endeavouring to excuse himself by casting the blame of his evil deeds on others; so that a dispute shall arise even between the soul and the body, to which of them their guilt ought to be imputed; the soul saying, "O Lord, my body I received from thee; for thou createdst me without a hand to lay hold with, till I came and entered into this body; therefore punish it eternally, but deliver me." The body on the other side will make this apologie, "O Lord, thou createdst me like a stock of wood, having neither hand that I could lay hold with, nor foot that I could walk with, till this soul, like a ray of light, entered into me, and my tongue began to speak, my eye to see, and my foot to walk; therefore punish it eternally, but deliver me." But God will propound to them the following parable of the blind man and the lame man, which, as well as the preceding dispute, was borrowed by the Muhammadans from the Jews. (Gemara, Sanhedr., ch. xi.) A certain king having a pleasant garden, in which were ripe fruits, set two persons to keep it. One of them was blind, and the other lame, the former not being able to see the fruit nor the latter to gather it. The lame man, however, seeing the fruit, persuaded the blind man to take it upon his shoulders, and by that means he easily gathered the fruit, which they divided between them. The lord of the garden coming some time after, and inquiring after his fruit, each began to excuse himself: the blind man said he had no eyes to see with, and the lame man that he had no feet to approach the trees. But the king, ordering the lame man to be set on the blind, passed sentence on and punished them both. And in the same manner will God deal with the body and the soul. As these apologies will not avail on that day, so will it also be in vain for anyone to deny his evil actions, since men and angels and his own members, nay, the very earth itself, will be ready to bear witness against him.

Though the Muhammadans assign so long a space for the attendance of the resuscitated before their trial, yet they tell us the trial itself will be over in much less time, and, according to an expression of Muhammad, familiar enough to the Arabians, will last no longer than while one may milk an ewe, or than the space between two milkings of a she-camel. Some, explaining these words so frequently used in the Qur'ain, "God will be swift in taking an account," say that he will judge all creatures in the space of half a day, and others that it will be done in less time than the twinkling of an eye.

At this examination they also believe that each person will have the book wherein all the actions of his life are written delivered to him, which books the righteous will receive in their right hand, and read with great pleasure and satisfaction; but the ungodly will be obliged to take them against their wills in their left, which will be bound behind their backs, their right hand being tied up to their necks.

To show the exact Justice which will be observed on this great day of trial, the next thing they describe is the mizan or "balance," wherein all things shall be weighed. They say it will be held by Gabriel, and that it is of so vast a size that its two scales, one of which hangs over Paradise, and the other over hell, are capacious enough to contain both heaven and earth. Though some are willing to understand what is said in the Qur'ain concerning this balance allegorically, and only as a figurative representation of God's equity, yet the more ancient and orthodox opinion is that it is to be taken literally; and since words and actions, being more accidents, are not capable of being themselves weighed, they say that the books wherein they are written will be thrown into the scales, and according as those wherein the good or the evil actions are recorded shall preponderate, sentence will be given; those whose balances laden with their good works shall be heavy will be saved, but those whose balances are light will be condemned. Nor will anyone have cause to complain that God suffers any good action to pass unrewarded, because the wicked for the good they do have their reward in this life, and therefore can expect no favour in the next. The old Jewish writers make mention as well of the books to be produced at the last day, wherein men's actions are registered, as of the balance wherein they shall be weighed, and the Scripture itself seems to have given the first notion of both. But what the Persian Magi believe of the balance comes nearest to the Muhammadan opinion. They hold that on the day of judgment two angels, named Mihr and Surush, will stand on the bridge as Siret, to examine every person as he passes; that the former, who represents the divine mercy, will hold a balance in his hand, to weigh the actions of man; that according to the report he shall make thereof to God, sentence will be pronounced; and those whose good works are found more ponderous, if they turn the scale but by the weight of a hair, will be permitted to pass forward to Paradise; but those whose good works shall be found light will be by the other angel, who represents God's Justice, precipitated from the bridge into hell.

This examination being past, and every-
one's works weighed in a just balance, that mutual retaliation will follow, according to which every creature will take vengeance on one another, or have satisfaction made them for the injuries which they have suffered. And since there will be no other way of returning like for like, the manner of giving this satisfaction will be by taking away a proportionable part of the good works of him who offered the injury, and adding it to those of him who suffered it. Which being done, if the angels (by whose ministry this is to be performed) say, "Lord, we have given to every one his due, and there remaineth of this person's good works so much as equalleth the weight of an ant," God will of his mercy cause it to be doubled unto him, that he may be admitted into Paradise. But if, on the contrary, his good works be exhausted, and there remain evil works only, and there be any who have not yet received satisfaction from him, God will order that an equal weight of their sins be added unto his, that he may be punished for them in their stead, and he will be sent to hell laden with both. This will be the method of God's dealing with mankind.

As to brutes, after they shall have likewise taken vengeance one another, as we have mentioned above, He will command them to be changed into dust, wicked men being reserved to more grievous punishment, so that they shall cry out, on hearing this sentence pronounced on the brutes, "Woe to God that we were dust also!"

As to the genie, many Muhammedans are of opinion that such of them as are true believers will undergo the same fate as the irrational animals, and have no other reward than the favour of being converted into dust, and for this they quote the authority of their Prophet. But this, however, is judged not so very reasonable, since the genie, being capable of putting themselves in the state of believers as well as men, must consequently deserve, as it seems, to be rewarded for their faith, as well as to be punished for their infidelity.

Wherefore some entertain a more favourable opinion, and assign the believing genie a place near the confines of Paradise, where they will enjoy sufficient felicity, though they be not admitted into that delightful mansion. But the unbelieving genie, it is universally agreed, will be punished eternally, and be thrown into hell with the infidels of mortal race. It may not be improper to observe that under the denomination of unbelieving genie the Muhammedans comprehend also the devil and his companions.

The tribes being over and the assembly dissolved, the Muhammedans hold that those who are to be admitted into Paradise will take their right-hand way, and those who are destined to hell-fire will take the left, but both of them must first pass the bridge, called in Arabic "Sirât," which they say is laid over the midst of hell, and described to be finer than a hair and sharper than the sharpest spear; so that it seems very difficult to conceive how anyone shall be able to stand upon it, for which reason most of the sect of the Mutassilites reject it as a fable, though the orthodox think it a sufficient proof of the truth of this article that it was seriously affirmed by him who never asserted a falsehood, meaning their Prophet, who, to add to the difficulty of the passage, has likewise declared that this bridge is beset on each side with briars and hooked thorns, which will, however, be no impediment to the good, for they shall pass with wonderful ease and swiftness, like lightning, or the wind, Muhammad and his Muslims leading the way whereas the wicked, what with the slipperiness and extreme narrowness of the path the entangling of the thorns, and the extinction of the light which directed the former to Paradise, will soon miss their footing and fall down headlong into hell, which is gaping beneath them.

REIATIATION. [QISAS.]

REUBEN. Heb. נֵּבֶן Reuben. Jacob's first-born son. Referred to in the Qur'an, Sūra xi. 10: "A speaker from amongst them said, 'Slay not Joseph, but throw him into the bottom of the pit: some of the travellers may pick him up.'" Al-Baṣrāwī, the commentator, says the name of Joseph's eldest brother was either Yāḥyā, or Rābûl. Josephus gives the name as Ḥuwêl, and explains it as the "pity of God." (Ant. i. 19, a. 5.)

REVELATION. [INSPIRATION PROPHET.]

RIBĀ (rizā). "Usury." A term in Muslim law defined as "an excess according to a legal standard of measurement or weight, in one or two homogeneous articles opposed to each other in a contract of exchange, and in which such excess is stipulated as an obligatory condition on one of the parties without any return." The word ribā appears to have the same meaning as the Hebrew נְזָכָה nesāk, which included gain, whether from the loan of money, or goods, or property of any kind. In the Mosaic law, conditions of gain for the loan of money or goods were rigorously prohibited. See Exod. xxii. 25; Lev. xxv. 36. [Usury.]

RIBĀT (ribat). A station or fort on the frontier of an enemy's country, erected for the accommodation of Muslim warriors (Hamilton's Hidâyā, vol. ii. p. 357.)

RICHEES. Arabic dawlah (δωλή), Qur'an lix. 7, madī (μάδι), sagrātī l-madī (σκεύασμα τοῦ μαδαίον), "Great wealth." Muhammad is related to have said, "Whoever desires the world and its riches in a lawful manner, in order to withhold himself from begging, or to provide a livelihood for his family, or to be kind to his neighbours, will appear before God in the Last Day with
his face as bright as a full moon. But whoever seeks the riches of the world for the sake of ostentation, will appear before God in his anger. (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. xxiii.)

In the Qur'an it is said:—
Sûrah xviii. 44: "Wealth (ma'd) and children are an adornment of this world, but enduring good works are better with Thy Lord as a recompense, and better as a hope." Sûrah xlix. 26: "Know that your wealth and your children are but a temptation."

In the 13th Sûrah, 12, 13, the possessions of this world are contrasted with those of the world to come in the following language: "Seemly unto men is a life of insta, of women, and children, and hoarded talents of gold and silver, and of horses well-bred, and cattle and tilth—that is the provision for the life of this world; but God, with Him is the best resort. Say, 'But shall we tell you of a better thing than this?' For those who fear are gardens in their Lord, beneath which rivers flow; they shall dwell therein for ever, and sincere wives and grace from God; the Lord looks on His servants, who say, 'Lord, we believe; pardon Thou our sins and keep us from the torment of the fire,—upon the patient, the truthful, the devout, and those who ask for pardon at the dawn.'"

RIKÁZ (ريmez). Treasures buried in the earth, particularly those treasures which have been buried at some remote period.

In the Hidajah, the word rikaz includes kifn, "treasure," or other property buried in the earth, and mardis, "mines." Such treasures are subject to a zakat of a fifth. (Hamilton's Hidajeh, vol. i. p. 89.)

RINGS. Arabic khatim (ختم), pl. ashwadim. Silver signet-rings are lawful, but a gold ring is not allowed. (See Súdúkh 't-Bukhári, p. 871.)

Ibn 'Umar says, "The Prophet took a gold ring and put it on his right hand, but he afterwards threw it away, and took a silver ring, on which was engraved Muhammadun Rasúlu'llah, i.e., 'Muhammad the Messenger of God,' and he said, 'Let none of you engrave on your ring like mine.' And when he wore the ring he used to have the signet under his finger and close to the palm of his hand." Ali says the ring was on the little finger silver left hand, and that Muhammad forbade a ring being worn upon the fore or middle finger.

Anas says the Prophet's ring was of silver and on his right hand.

Modern Muslims usually wear a silver ring on the little finger of the right hand, with a signet of cornelian or other stone, upon which is engraved the wearer's name, with the addition of the word 'udhru (عذر)."

"His servant," meaning the servant or worshipper of God. This signet-ring is used for signing documents, letters, &c. A little ink is daubed upon it with one of the fingers, and it is pressed upon the paper—the person who uses the ring having first moistened the paper with his tongue and moistened the place upon which the impression is to be made. There is no restriction in Muslim law regarding rings for women. They are generally of gold, and are worn on the fingers, in the ears, and in the nose.

RIQQ (رقص). The servitude of a slave. [SLAVERY.]

RISÁLA (ريسالة). Apostleship. The office of an apostle or prophet. [PROPHETRY.]

RISING UP. Arabic giyum (جيوم). It is a subject of discussion amongst students of the Traditions, as to whether or not it is incumbent on a Muslim to rise up when a visitor or stranger approaches.

Abû Umâmah says: "The Prophet came out of his house leaning on a stick, and we stood up to meet him, and he said, 'Do not stand up like the Gentiles who give honour to others.'"

Anas says: "There was no one more beloved by the Companions than the Prophet; but when they saw him, they used not to rise, for they knew he disliked it." Abû Hurairah says: "The Prophet used to sit with us in the mosque and talk, and when he rose up, we also rose, and remained standing till we saw him enter his house."

The general practice amongst Muhammadans is according to the last tradition, but it is held to be very obsequious for a person to require others to rise for him.

Mu'awiyah says that "the Prophet said, 'Ho who is pleased at other people rising for him, does but prepare a place for himself in the fire of hell.'" (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. iv.) [SALUTATION.]

RITES. Arabic mansak, mansik (ممسك), pl. manasadik. The rites and ceremonies attending religious worship in general. Qur'an, Sûrah xxii. 35: "Every month we appointed rites (mansak) to mention the name of God over the brute beasts which he has provided for them. The term mansik is more frequently used for a place of sacrifice, while mansak applies to religious observances, but the plural manasadik is common to both, and rendered by Professor Palmer and Mr. Rodwell in their translations of the Qur'an, "rites."

The principal rites of the Muslim religion are the Hajj, or Pilgrimage to Makkah, with the ceremonies at the Makkan Temple (Hajj); the daily ritual of the liturgical prayers (Wakiah); the marriage and funeral ceremonies; and, with the Shi'ahs, the ceremonies of the Muharram. The sacrifice on the great festival, although primarily part of the Makkan Pilgrimage ceremonies, is celebrated in all parts of Islam on the 'Idul-Asãh, or Feast of Sacrifice. [IDU 'T-LEHAA.]

The ceremony of Zikr can hardly be said to be one of the rites of orthodox Islam, although it is common in all parts of the Muslim world; it belongs rather to the mystic side of the Muhammadan religion. [SUPP, ZIKR.]}
RIVER

RIVER. Arabic mahr (مَهْر), pl. anhar; Heb. מַהְרָה mahr. The word מַהְרָה, "sea," being also used for a large river. [SEA.]

According to Muhammadan law rivers are of three descriptions:
1. Those which are not the property of any, and of which the waters have not been divided, like the Tigris and the Euphrates. The care of these rivers, being the duty of the State, and the charge of keeping them in order must be defrayed from the public treasury, but these expenses must be disbursed from the funds of tributes and capitацияtax, and not from those of tithe and alms.
2. Rivers which are appropriated and divided, and yet at the same time public rivers on which boats sail. The clearing of such rivers must be done at the expense of the proprietors, although its waters are used for the public benefit.
3. Water-courses which are held in property and divided, and on which no boats sail. The keeping of such streams rests entirely with the proprietors.

In countries where much of the cultivation of land depends upon irrigation, the right to water, or as it is called in Arabic shirk, is a subject of much litigation, and chapters are devoted to the consideration of the subject in the Hidayah, Fatwâ-'i-Alamgiri, Durr 'l-Mu'izzî, and other works on Muslim law.

For the Rivers of Paradise, see EDEN.

RIWAYAH (ریواح). Relating the words of another. A word used for both an ordinary narrative, and also for an authorative tradition. [TRADITION.]

RIYA (ریا). "Hypocrisy; dissimulation." Condemned in the Qur'an. Surah ii. 266: "O ye who believe! make not your alms void by reproaches and injury, like him who spendeth his substance to be seen of men, and believeth not in God, and in the Last Day, for the likeness of such an one is that of a rock with a thin soil upon it, on which rain falleth, but leaveth it bare.

Surah iv. 41, 42: "We have made ready a shameful chastisement for the unbelievers, and for those who bestow their substance in alms to be seen of men, and believe not in God and in the Last Day."

RIZÁ (ریزا). A legal term, which means sucking milk from the breast of a woman for a certain time. The period of fostering. [FOSTERAGE.]

RIZWÁN (ریزان). The name of the gardener or keeper of Paradise.

ROAD OF GOD. Arabic sabiti 'llah (سَبِيطَ الْلَّهِ). An expression used in the Qur'an and Traditions for any good act, but especially for engaging in a religious war. [SABITI ALlah.]

ROMAN. [GREEKS.]

ROSARY. Arabic suhak (سُهَاك). The rosary amongst Muhammadans consists of 100 beads, and is used by them for counting the ninety-nine attributes of God, together with the essential name Allâh [god]; or the repetition of the Tasbih ("O Holy God!") and the Takbir ("Praised be God!") and the Takbir ("God is Great!"), or for the recital of any act of devotion. It is called in Persian and in Hindustani the Tasbih (تَسْبِيح). The introduction of the rosary into Christendom is ascribed by Pope Pius V., in a Bull, A.D. 1526, to Dominic, the founder of the Black Friars (A.D. 1221), and it is related that Paul of Pherma, an Egyptian ascetic of the fourth century, being ordered to recite 300 prayers, collected as many pebbles which he kept in his bosom, and threw out one by one at every prayer, which shows that the rosary was probably not in use at that period.

Abdu l-Haqq, the commentator on the Mishkâtul-Mosâbîh, says that in the early days of Islam the Muhammadans counted God's praises on small pebbles, or on the fingers, from which the Wahhabís maintain that their Prophet did not use a rosary. It seems probable that the Muslims borrowed the rosary from the Buddhists, and that the Crusaders copied their Muslim opponents and introduced it into Christendom.

RUZAH (رژه). The Persian word for the Arabic sawm, or fasting. [FASTING, RAMAZAN.]

RUB (رب). A fourth. A legal term used in Muhammadan law, e.g. "a fourth," or the wife's portion when her husband dies without issue.

RUH (روح). pl. arwâh; Heb. רוח ruah, "spirit; soul; life." Ishâr 'l-Ashir, author of the Nihâyâh, says it is the nervous fluid or animal spirit. A vaporous substance, which is the principle of vitality and of sensation, and of voluntary motion.

In the Kitâbat-Tarîfât, it is defined as a subtle body, the source of which is the hollow of the corporeal heart, and which diffuses itself into all the other parts of the body by means of the pulsing veins and arteries. See also Gen. ix. 4: "Flash with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof." Many of the ancients believed the soul to reside in the blood. (See Virgil's AEn., ix. p. 349.) The breath which a man breathes
and which pervades the whole body. Called in Persian jān (جان). The philosophers say it is the blood, by the exhausting of which life ceases. The word is generally rendered in Hindustani as of the feminine gender, but Arabic authors render it as often masculine as feminine. (See Lane's Arabic Dictionary, in loco.)

In the Qur'ān the word is sometimes used for Jesus, who is known as Rūḥu'llāh (الروح القدس، the Spirit of God), for the angel Gabriel, and also for love, grace, soul, and the Spirit of Prophecy. (A complete list of texts is given in the article amr.) According to the Kitāb 't-Turjāfāt, p. 76, spirit is of three kinds:

1. Ar-Rūḥu'll-Insānī (الروح الإنساني، the human spirit), by which is understood the mind of man, which distinguishes him from the animal, and which is given to him, by the decree of God, from heaven, of the true essence of which we know nothing. It is this spirit which is sometimes united to the body and sometimes separated from it, as in sleep or death.

2. Ar-Rūḥu'll-Haywānī (الروح الحيواني، the animal spirit), by which is understood the life, the beat of which is in the heart, and which moves in the veins with the pulsations of the body.

3. Ar-Rūḥu'll-A'zām (الروح العظمى, the exalted spirit), that human spirit which is connected with the existence of God, but the essence of which is unknown to all but the Almighty. The spiritual faculty in man. It is called also al-Aqlu'l-Awasil, the first intelligence; al-Haqiqatu'l-Muhammadiyyah, the essence of Muhammad; an-Nafsu'l-Wāhidah, the single essence; al-Haqiqatu'l-Samāwiyyah, "The original spirit of man first created by God."

The following terms are also found in Muslim works:

Ar-Rūḥu'n-Nabātī (الروح النباتي, the vegetable spirit.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Tabi'i (الروح الطبيعي, the animal spirit.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Ibāhī (الروح الإباحي, the divine spirit.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Sufī (الروح السفي, the lower spirit, which is said to belong merely to animal life.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Uhãoi (الروح العيوني, the lofty or heavenly spirit.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Tāfiri (الروح الطفر، the travelling spirit, or that which leaves the body in sleep and gives rise to dreams.
Ar-Rūḥu'l-Mukham (الروح المحم, the resident spirit, which is said never to leave the body, even after death.
Rūḥu'l-Ibāh (الروح الإباح, the spirit of casting into). Used for Gabriel and the spirit of prophecy. [script.]}

RUHU 'L-AMĪN (الروح الأمين, "the faithful spirit.") Occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxvi. 192: "Verily from the Lord of the Worlds hath this book come down; the faithful spirit hath come down with it upon thy heart, that thou mayest become a warner in the clear Arabic tongue." It is supposed to refer to the Angel Gabriel. [script.]}

RUHU 'LLAH (الله عز), "The Spirit of God." According to Muhammad, it is the special Kalimah, or title of Jesus. See the Qur'ān.

Sūratu 'n-Nisā' (iv.), 169: "The Messiah, Jesus, the son of Mary, is only an Apostle of God, and His Word, which He conveyed into Mary and a spirit proceeding from Himself." (Rūḥu'mu'll-Ha). Sūratu'l-Am'ma (xxi.), 91: "Into whom (Mary) we breathed of our spirit." Sūratu't-Taḥrīm (ixvi.), 12: "Into whose womb we breathed of our spirit." It is also used in the Qur'ān for Adam, Sūratu'-Sajdah (xxxii.), 8; Sūratu'l-Ḥijr (xxvii.), 29; and Sūratu'l-Qād (xxxviii.), 78; where it is said that God breathed His spirit into Adam, but Adam is never called Rūḥu'llāh in any Muhammadan book. [script, jesus.]

RUHU 'L-QUDUS (القدس, "The Holy Spirit") lit. "Spirit of Holiness"). The expression only occurs three times in the Qur'ān:

Sūrah ii. 81: "We gave Jesus the Son of Mary manifest signs and aided him with the Holy Spirit." Sūrah ii. 354: "Of them is one to whom God spoke (i.e. Moses); and we have raised some of them to degrees; and we have given Jesus the son of Mary manifest signs, and strengthened him by the Holy Spirit." Sūrah v. 109: "When God said, 'O Jesus, son of Mary I remember my favour towards thee and towards thy mother, when I aided thee with the Holy Spirit, till thou didst speak to men in the cradle, and when grown up.'" Al-Baizawi says the meaning of the expression Rūḥu' l-Qudus is the Angel Gabriel, although some understand it to refer to the spirit of Jesus, and others to the Gospel of Jesus, whilst some think it is the Jesus l-Adam, or "the exalted name of God," whereby Jesus raised the dead. (See Ta'fīrūl-Beisawi, p. 65) [spirit. holy spirit.]

RUINOUS BUILDINGS. The owner of a ruinous wall in any building is responsible for any accident occasioned by its fall, after having received due warning and requisition to pull it down, and a person building a crooked wall is responsible for the damage occasioned by its falling. But the owner of a ruinous house is not responsible for accidents occasioned by the fall of any article from it, unless such article belong to him. (Hidajat, Grady's Ed., pp. 694, 683.)

RUKH (ز). The name of a monstrous bird, which is said to have power sufficient to carry off a live elephant. (Ghajjāz u'l-Luqūb, in loco.)
RULE OF FAITH. The Muhammadan rule of faith is based upon what are called the four foundations of orthodoxy, namely, the Qur'an, or, as it is called, Kalâmu 'Ilâm, "the Word of God; the Hadîth (pl. Ahâdîth), or the traditions of the sayings and practice of Muhammad; Ijmâ', or the consent of the Mujtahidun, or learned doctors; and Qiyât, or the analogical reasoning of the learned.

In studying the Muhammadan religious system, it must be well understood that Islam is not simply the religion of the Qur'an, but that all Muhammadans, whether Sunni, Shi'î or Wahhabî, receive the Traditions as an authority in matters of faith and practice. The Sunni Muhammadans arrogate to themselves the title of traditionalists; but the Shi'îs also receive the Hadîths as binding upon them, although they do not acknowledge the same collection of traditions as those received by their opponents. [Qur'ân, Traditions, Ijmâ', Qiyât, Religion, Islam.]

RULERS. The ideal administration of the Muslim world, as laid down in the Traditions, is that the whole of Islam shall be under the dominion of one Imam or leader, who is the Khalifâ (خليفة), or vicegerent, of the Prophet on earth. The rulers of provinces under this Imam are called Amir (アミール) (pl. Umarâ'). The Eastern titles of Sultan and Shâh are not established in the Muhammadan religion. The word Malik, Heb. מלך, occurs in the Qur'ân for a "king," and is used for King Saul (Sûrah ii. 248). The word is still retained in Asia for the chiefs of villages. In the Qur'ân (Sûrah vi. 82), believers are enjoined to "obey the Apostle and those in authority," but the chief injunctions are found in the Traditions. In the Misâkîyát (Músâbih), book xvi. ch. i., the following sayings of Muhammad regarding rules are recorded:

"Whoever obeys me obeys God, and whoever disobeys me disobeys God. Whoever obeys the Amir obeys me. An Imam is nothing but a shield to fight behind, by which calamities are avoided; and if he orders you to abstain from that which is unlawful, he will have great regard; but if he enjoins that which God has forbidden, he will bear the punishment of his own acts."

"If God appoints as your Amir a man who is a slave, with his ears and nose cut off, and who puts people to death according to God's book, then you must listen and obey him in all things."

"If a negro slave is appointed to rule over you, you must listen to him and obey him, even though his head be like a dried grape."

"It is indispensable for every Muslim to listen to and approve the orders of the Imam, whether he likes or dislikes, so long as he is not ordered to sin and act contrary to law. When he is ordered to sin, he must neither attend to it nor obey it.""

There is no obedience due to sinful commands, nor to any order but what is lawful."

"He who shall see a thing in his ruler which he dislikes, let him be patient, for verily there is not one who shall separate a body of Muslims the breadth of a span, and he dies, but he dies like the people of ignorance."

"The best Imams are those you love, and those who love you, and those who pray for compassion on you, and for you on them; and the worst of Imams are those you hate, and those who hate you; and those whom you curse, and who curse you." Auf said, "O Prophet of God! when they..."
RULERS

ARE our enemies and we theirs, may we not fight against them?" He said, "No, so long as they keep on foot the prayers amongst you." This he repeated. "Beware, he who shall be constituted your ruler, see if he does anything in disobedience to God, and if he does, hold it in displeasure, but do not withdraw yourselves from his obedience."

"There will be Amir among you, some of whose actions you will find conformable to law, and some contrary thereto; then when anyone who shall say to their faces, 'These acts are contrary to law,' verily he shall be pure: and he who has known their actions to be bad, and has not told them so to their faces, has certainly not remained free from responsibility, and he who has seen a bad act and obeyed it, is their companion in it." The Companions said, "May we not fight them?" The Prophet said, "No, so long as they perform prayers."

"He who is disobedient to the Imam will come before God on the Day of Resurrection without a proof of his faith, and he who dies without having obeyed the Imam, dies as the people of ignorance."

"Prophets were the governors of the children of Israel, and when one died, another supplied his place; and verily there is no prophet after me, and the time is near when there will be after me a great many Khalifahs." The Companions said, "Then what do you order us?" The Prophet said, "Obey the Khalifah, and give him his due; for verily God will ask about the duty of the subject."

"When two Khalifahs have been set up, put the last of them to death, and preserve the other, because the second is a rebel."

"Whoever wishes to make divisions amongst my people, kill with a sword." "He who acknowledges an Imam must obey him as far as in his power, and if another pretender comes, kill him." "Verily the time is near that you will be ambitious of ruling; and it is at hand that this love of rule will be a cause of sorrow at the Resurrection, although the possession of it appears pleasant, and its departure unpleasant." "That is the best of men who dislikes power."

"Beware! you are all guards of the subject, and you will all be asked about your obedience. The Imam is the guardian of the subject, and he will be asked respecting this. A man is as a shepherd to his own family, and will be asked how they behaved, and about his conduct to them; and a wife is a guardian to her husband's house and children, and will be interrogated about them; and a slave is a shepherd to his master's property, and will be asked about it, whether he took good care of it or not." "There is no Amir who oppresses the subject and dies, but God forbids Paradise to him."

"Verily the very worst of Amirs are those who oppress the subject."

"O God! he who shall be ruler over my people and shall throw them into misery, O God! cast him into misery; and he who shall be chief of my people and be kind to them, then be kind to him."

"Verily, just princes will be upon splendid pulpits on the right hand of God; and both God's hands are right."

"God never sent any Prophet, nor ever made any Khalifah, but had two counsellors with him, one of them directing lawful deeds (that is, a good angel), and the other sin (that is, the devil). He is guarded from sin whom God has guarded." [KHALIFAH.] 

AR-RUM (الروم). The Arabic form of the Latin Roman, or Romanus. The ancient Byzantine, or Eastern Roman Empire. Still used in Eastern countries as a name for the Turkish Empire.

The title of the xxxth Sūrah of the Qur'ān, which opens with the word. "The Greeks are overcome in the highest parts of the land; but after being overcome they shall overcome in a few years." [GREEKS.]

RUQAIYAH (روقية). A daughter of Muhammad by his wife Khadijah. She was married to 'Utba, the son of Abā Lahab, but being divorced by her husband, she was married to 'Uṣāmah, the third Khalifah.

RUQBA (الرقة). Lit. "Waiting." Giving a thing on condition that if the donor die before the receiver it shall become the property of the receiver and his heirs; but if the receiver die first, the property given shall return to the donor. It is forbidden in Muslim law, because it exposes each of the parties to the temptation of wishing for the other's death.

RUQYAH (روقية). "Enchanting." The use of spells. The word used in the Hadīs for exorcism and incantation. [EXORCISM.]

BU'YA' (بوي). "A dream; a vision. A term used in the Qur'ān for the visions of the Prophets. It occurs five times. Once for the vision of Joseph (Sūrah xii. 5); twice for the dream of the Egyptian king (Sūrah v. 65); once for the vision of Abraham (Sūrah xxxvii. 105); once for Muhammad's vision (Sūrah xvii. 62). [DREAMS.]
SABBATH (§ 8). (1) A tribe of Yaman, whose dwelling-places are called M.rib, mentioned in the xxxvith Sûrah of the Qur'an (entitled the Sûratu Saba'), verse 14:—

"A sign was there to Saba' in their dwelling places:—two gardens, the one on the right hand and the other on the left:—Eat ye of the Lord's supplies, and give thanks to him: Goddly is the country, and gracious is the Lord!"

"But they turned aside: so we sent upon them the flood of Iram; and we changed them their gardens into two gardens of bitter fruit and tamarisk and some few jujube trees."

"Such was our retribution on them for their ingratitude."

M. Causin de Perceval, Hist. des Arabes, vol. iii., as well as M. de Sacy, fix this event in the second century of the Christian era.

(2) Also the name of a province referred to in the Qur'an, Sûrah xxvii. 21, where it seems to be identical with the Sheba מִשְׁכָּנָה of the Bible, or the country of the Queen of Sheba:—

"Nor tarried it (the lapwing) long ere it came and said, 'I have gained the knowledge that thou knowest not, and with sure tidings have I come to thee from Saba':"

"I found a woman reigning over them, gifted with everything, and she hath a splendid throne;"

"And I found her and her people worshiping the sun instead of God; and Satan hath made their works fair seeming to them, so that he hath turned them from the Way: wherefore they are not guided."

"To the worship of God, who bringeth to light the secret things of heaven and earth, and knoweth what men conceal and what they manifest:

"God there is no god but He! the lord of the glorious throne!"

For a discussion of the identity of the Saba' of Arabia with the Sheba of the Bible, refer to the word Sheba in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.

SABA'I-ÂHRUF (سِبْعَةٌ أَحْرُفٌ). [Seven Dialects.] SABA'I L-MASGHANI (سِبْعَةُ اللَّهُمَّ). Lit. "The Seven Repetitions." A title given to the Introductory Chapter of the Qur'an by Muhammad himself. (Mishkât, book viii. ch. i.) There are three reasons assigned for this title:—

(1) Because it is a chapter of seven verses, which is said to have been revealed twice over.

(2) Because it contains seven words twice repeated, namely, Allah, God; Rahmân, Compassionate; Rabbi, Merciful; Iyyânâ, Thee and to Thee; Sirât, Way; 'Alâhim, to whom and with whom; Ghabr, Not, and Lâ, Not.

(3) Because the seven verses are generally recited twice during an ordinary prayer. (See Majma'â l-Bihâr, in loco; and Abdu l'-Haq.)

SABBATH. The term used in the Qur'an for the Jewish Sabbath is Sâhit (סָחִית), a corruption of the Hebrew סִבְדָּה Sabbath.

It occurs five times in the Qur'an:—

Sûrah ii. 61: "Ye know, too, those of you who transgressed on the Sabbath, and to whom We (God) said, 'Become scouted apes.'"

Sûrah iv. 50: "Or curse you as We (God) cursed the Sabbath breakers."

Sûrah iv. 153: "We (God) said to them (Israel): 'Break not the Sabbath.'"

Sûrah v. 168: "And ask them (the Jews) about the city that stood by the sea when its inhabitants broke the Sabbath; when their fish came to them appearing openly on their Sabbath-day, but not to them on the day when they kept no Sabbath."

Sûrah xii. 120: "The Sabbath was only ordained for those who differed about it."

In explanation of these verses, the commentator, al-Baîsâwî relates the following traditions. Moses gave orders for the observance of the Day of Rest on Friday; but the Jews would not obey, and declared that they would observe Saturday, as it was on that day that God rested from creation, so it came to pass that the Sabbath was ordained for those who differed about it. But in the time of King David, certain people began to break the Sabbath by fishing in the Red Sea near the town of Allah (Elath), and as a punishment they were turned into apes.

For an account of the Muhammadan Sabbath, see FRIDAY.
SABEANS. Arabic Sābī (ساه), pl. Sābīn. Probably from the Hebrew נָּבִי, “a host.” Gen. ii. 1, i.e. “Those who worship the hosts of heaven.” According to some Arabic writers, the Sābīn were a certain sect of unbelievers who worshipped the stars secretly, and openly professed to be Christians. According to others, they are of the religion of Sābī, the son of Seth, the son of Adam; whilst others say their religion resembled that of the Christians, except that their qiblah was towards the south, from whence the wind blows. In the Qāmūs it is said they were of the religion of Noah. The word Sābī also means one who has departed from one religion to another religion, and the Arabs used to call the Prophet as-Sābī, because he departed from the religion of the Qurān to Islam. (See Lane’s Dict. in loco.) Al-Baizawi says some assert they were worshippers of angels, others that they were the worshippers of the stars. They are mentioned three times in the Qurān, and from the following verses it would appear that Muhammad regarded them as unbelievers in the true God.

Sūrah ii. 50: “They who believe and they who are Jews, and the Christians, and the Sabeans—whoever believeth in God and the Last Day, and doth that which is right, shall have their reward with their Lord.”

Sūrah v. 73: “They who believe, and the Jews, and the Christians, and the Magians, and those who join other gods with God, verily God shall decide between them on the Day of Resurrection.”

SĀBI (ساه). [SABEANS.]

SABILOU ’LLĀH (سابل الله). “The road of God.” A term used for religious warfare and other meritorious deeds; e.g. Qurān, Sūrah ii.—

Verse 149: “And say not of those who are slain in the road of God that they are dead, but rather that they are living.”

Verse 263: “Those who expend their wealth in the road of God.” [JIHAD.]

SABT (ساه). [SABBATH.]

SACRAMENTS, CHRISTIAN. [MERCER, BAPTISM.]

SACRIFICE. There are six words used in the Muhammadan religion to express the idea of sacrifice.

(1) جَعَلْ مَلَكَ, Hebrew יְהֹוָה מֹלֶךְ, zebach. Like the Hebrew word (Gen. xxxi. 54), the Arabic is used generally for slaughtering animals, whether on the Great Festival of Sacrifice [‘Ud‘-l-‘Asha], or, at ordinary times, for food.

In the Qāmūs, the word zebāh is defined “to split or pierce; to cut the throat of any creature.” In the Qurān, the word is used for the slaughtering of the heifer by Moses (Sūrah ii. 60), for the slaying of the sons of Israel by Pharaoh (Sūrah ii. 46), for sacrificing to idols (Sūrah v. 4); and for the intention of Abraham to sacrifice his son (Sūrah xxxvii. 101).

(2) يَبْرَأُ qurbān, Hebrew יְבִרְאוּן korbān (Lev. ii. 14). Lit. “Approaching near.” It occurs twice in the Qurān, for the sacrifice to be devoured by fire from heaven, which the Jews demanded of Muhammad (Sūrah iii. 179), and for the offering of the sons of Adam (Sūrah v. 80). It is a word frequently employed in Islam to express the ordinary sacrifice, and the great festival is called in Persia the ‘Id-i-Qurbān, or “Feast of Sacrifice.”

(3) نَحر nahr. Lit. “To injure the jugular vein.” Used for stabbing the breast of a camel, as in sacrifice, hence the sacrifice itself. It occurs once in the Qurān, Sūrah xviii. 1, 2: “Verily we have given the Kauar, so pray to thy Lord and sacrifice,” which al-Bai’zawi says means to sacrifice a camel, the most costly victim of the Arabians. The ‘Id-i-l-‘Asha is called the Yaumun ‘-Nahr. [‘IHDI-l-‘AHA.]

(4) اَنْتَفْطِر ushiygah. A word which does not occur in the Qurān, but in the Traditions it is the subject of a Chapter in Mishkāt-l-Masābiḥ (book iv. ch. xlix.). According to the Qāmūs, it is derived from rasbū, rasbū, a word which expresses that time of the day when the sun has risen to a considerable height, about 10 a.m. (Salāt ‘l-‘Asha, being a voluntary prayer at that hour). Ushiyyah is therefore the sacrifice offered about 10 o’clock on the day of the Great Festival.

(5) هَدَى Hady, or, according to another reading, Hadi. Occurs four times in the Qurān, Sūrah ii. 193, v. 2, 96, 98, for offering of an animal for sacrifice sent to the temple at Makkah, when the pilgrim is not able to reach in time. The Qāmūs defines it as that “which is presented.” Al-Bai’zawi (Tasār, p. 100) gives Hady as the plural form of Hadhāy and Hadi as that of Hadhāy. The latter occurs in the Qurān, Sūrah xxvii. 35, for an offering or gift, and seems to have the same meaning as the Hebrew מִנְצָח minasaḥ, which is used in the Old Testament for a gift or tribute (Gen. iv. 5), and also for the unbloody sacrifice or “most offering” (Lev. ii. 1).

(6) مَنَاسُك manasak. Occurs in the Qurān, Sūrah xxi. 35: “We have appointed to every nation a rite (manasik).” Sūrah ii. 122: “Show us our rites” (mansārik); also verse 196. Al-Bai’zawi (Tasār, p. 91), to the first passage, says the word means a place of devotion, or a sacrifice which draws a man near to God, and mentions another reading, mansāk, a place of worship, of which mansārik is likewise the plural. The word, as quoted above, as well as the plural form, is translated by the late Professor Palmer “rites.” [arms.]
II. There are only two occasions upon which Muhammadans sacrifice, namely, on the Great Festival held on the 10th day of Zūl-Hijjah [IDDU 'I-‘AZHAl] and on the birth of a child [Aqiqah].

The great sacrifice recognised by the Muslim faith is that on the Great Festival, called the 'Iddu 'I-Azha, or "Feast of Sacrifice." This sacrifice is not only offered by the pilgrims at Makkah, but in all parts of Islam, upon the day of sacrifice. In the first place, this sacrifice is said to have been established in commemoration of Abraham having consented to sacrifice his son (most Muslims say it was Ishmael), as recorded in the Qur'an, when it is said God "ransomed his (Abraham's) son with a costly victim" (Sūrah xxxvii. 107); but Shaikh 'Abdu'l-Haqq, in his commentary on the Mīkhāli, also says that al-Uṣayyīhah, "the sacrifice," is that which at the special time (i.e. on the festival) is slaughtered with the object of obtaining nearness to God.

(2) The subject of the Qur'an on the subject of sacrifice is conveyed in the following verses (Sūrah xxii. 37):—

"The bulky (camels) we made for you one of the symbols of God (Snūn tūwār), therein have ye good. So mention the name of God over them and wave in a row (for sacrifice), and when they fall down (dead), eat of them and feed the needy and the beggar who begs. Thus have we subjected them to you: haply ye may give thanks. Their flesh will never reach to God, nor its blood, but the piety (taqwa) that is the sincerity and intention of your heart." (Tafsir 'Abū-Burdhān, vol. ii. p. 53.)

(3) In the Traditions (Mishkār, book iv. ch. xlix.) we have the following:—

Anas says: "The prophet sacrificed two rams, one was black, and the other was white, and he put his foot on their sides as he killed them, and cried out, 'Zu-samul al-Khāli; Allahāw akbar!' in the name of God! God is most great!'"

'Ājishah says: "The Prophet ordered a ram with horns to be brought to him, and one that should walk in blackness, sleep in blackness, and look in blackness" (by which he meant with black legs, black breast and belly, and black eyes), "and he said, 'O 'Ājishah, give me a knife and sharpen it!' And I did so. Then the Prophet took hold of the ram and threw him on his side and slew him. And when he was killing it he said, 'In the name of God! O God accept this from Muhammad, and from his children, and from his tribe!' Afterwards he gave to the people their morning meal from the slaughtered ram.'

Jābir says: "The Prophet sacrificed two rams on the day of the Festival of Sacrifice, which were black or white, and had horns, and were castrated; and when he turned their heads towards the Qiblah, he said, 'Verily I have turned my face to Him who brought the heavens and the earth into existence from nothing, according to the religion of Abraham, and I am not of the polytheists. Verily my prayers, my worshipping, my life, and my death, are for God, the Lord of the universe, who hath no partner; and I have been ordered to believe in one God, and to abandon associating any other god with Him; and I am one of the Muslims. O God! this sacrifice is of Thee, and for Thee; accept it then from Muhammad and his people!' And he added, 'In the name of God! The Great God!' and then killed them.'

'Ali said: "The Prophet has ordered me to see that there be no blemish in the animal to be sacrificed; and not to sacrifice one with the ears cut, either at the top or the bottom, or split lengthways, or with holes made in them. The Prophet prohibited sacrificing a ram with broken horns, or slit ears."

'Ājishah relates that the Prophet said: "Man hath not done anything, on the day of sacrifice, that was pleasing to God than spilling blood; for verily the animal sacrificed will come on the Day of Resurrection, with its horns, its hair, its hooves, and will make the scales of his actions heavy; and verily its blood reacheth the acceptance of God before it falleth upon the ground; therefore be joyful in it."

Zaid Ibn Arqam relates: "The Companions said, 'O messenger of God! what are these sacrifices, and whence is their origin?' He said, 'These sacrifices are concomparable to the laws of your father Abraham.' They said, 'O Prophet! what are our rewards therefrom?' He said, 'There is a reward annexed to every hair.' The Companions then said, 'O Prophet! what are the rewards from the sacrifices of camels and sheep, that have wool?' He said, 'There is a good reward also for every hair of their wool.'"

(4) The following is the teaching of the Hadīthāh regarding the nature and conditions of the sacrifice:—

It is the duty of every free Muslim arrived at the age of maturity to offer a sacrifice, on the 'Iddu 'I-Azha, or "Festival of the Sacrifice," provided he be then possessed of a Nisāb (i.e. sufficient property), and be not a traveller. This is the opinion of Abū Hanīfah, Muḥammad, Zunar, and Ḥasan, and likewise of Abū ʿUṣuf, according to one tradition. According to another tradition, and also according to ash-Shāfi'ī, sacrifice is not an indispensible duty, but only laudable. At-Tahwī reports that, in the opinion of Abū Hanīfah, it is indispensable, whilst the disciples hold it to be in a strong degree laudable. The offering of a sacrifice is incumbent on a man on account of himself, and on account of his infant child. This is the opinion of Abū Hanīfah in one tradition. In another he has said that it is not incumbent on a man to offer a sacrifice for his child. In fact, according to Abū Hanīfah and Abū ʿUṣuf, a father or guardian is to offer a sacrifice at the expense of the child (when he is possessed of property), eating what parts of it are eatable, and
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selling the remaining parts that are valuable in their substance, such as the skin, &c. Muhammad, Zufar, and ash-Shāfi‘i have said that a father is to sacrifice on account of his child at his own expense, and not at that of the child. The sacrifice established for one person is a goat; and that for seven, a cow or a camel. If a cow be sacrificed for any number of people fewer than seven, it is lawful; but it is otherwise if sacrificed on account of eight. If for a party of seven people the contribution of any one of them should be less than a seventh share, the sacrifice is not valid on the part of any one of them. If a camel that is jointly and in an equal degree the property of two men should be sacrificed by them on their own account, it is lawful; and in this case they must divide the flesh by weight, as flesh is an article of weight. If, on the contrary, they distribute it from conjectural estimation, it is not lawful, unless they add to each share of the flesh part of the head, neck, and joints. If a person purchase a cow, with an intent to sacrifice it on his own account, and he afterwards admit six others to join with him in the sacrifice, it is lawful. It is, however, most advisable that he associate with the others at the time of purchase, in order that the sacrifice may be valid in the opinion of all our doctors, as otherwise there is a difference of opinion. It is related from Abū Hanīfa that it is abominable to admit others to share in a sacrifice after purchasing the animal, for, as the purchase was made with a view to devotion, the sale of it is therefore an abomination.

The time of offering the sacrifice is on the morning of the day of the festival, but it is not lawful for the inhabitants of a city to begin the sacrifice until their Imām shall have finished the stated prayers of the day. Villagers, however, may begin after break of day. The place, in fact, must regulate the time. Thus, where the place of celebration is in the country, and the performers of it reside in the city, it is lawful to begin in the morning; but if otherwise, it must be deferred until the stated prayers be ended. If the victim be slain after the prayers of the Mosque, and prior to those offered at the place of sacrifice (jādāh), it is lawful, as is likewise the reverse of this. Sacrifice is lawful during three days—that is, on the day of the festival, and on the two ensuing days. Ash-Shāfi‘i is of opinion that it is lawful on the three ensuing days. The sacrifice of the day of the festival is far superior to any of the others. It is also lawful to sacrifice on the nights of those days. Although it be considered as undesirable. Moreover, the offering of sacrifices on these days is more laudable than the custom of omitting them, and afterwards bestowing an adequate sum of money upon the poor. If a person neglect the performance of a sacrifice during the stated days, and has previously determined upon the offering of any particular goat, for instance; or, being poor, have purchased a goat for that purpose,—in either of these cases it is incumbent on him to bestow it alive in charity. But if he be rich, it is in that case incumbent on him to bestow in charity a sum adequate to the price, whether he has purchased a goat with an intent to sacrifice it or not. It is not lawful to sacrifice animals that are blemished, such as those that are blind, or lame, or so lean as to have no marrow in their bones, or having a great part of their ears or tail cut off. Such, however, as have a great part of their ears or tail remaining may lawfully be sacrificed. Concerning the determination of a great part of any member, there are, indeed, various opinions reported from Abū Hanīfa. In some animals he has determined it to be the third; in others more than the third; and in others, again, only the fourth. In the opinion of the two disciples, if more than the half should remain, the sacrifice is valid, and this opinion has been adopted by the learned Abū 'l-Lais. If an animal have lost the third of its tail, or the third of its ears or eye-sight, it may be lawfully sacrificed; but if, in either of these cases, it should have lost more than a third, the offering of it is not lawful. The rule which our doctors have laid down to discover in what degree the eye-sight is impaired is as follows. The animal must first be deprived of its food for a day or two that it may be rendered hungry, and having then covered the eye that is impaired, food must be gradually brought towards it from a distance, until it indicate by some emotion that it has discovered it. Having marked the particular spot at which it observed the food, and uncovered the weak eye, the perfect eye must then be bound, and the same process carried on, until it indicate that it has observed it with the defective eye. If, then, the particular distance from those parts to where the animal stood be measured, it may be known, from the proportion they bear to each other, in what degree the sight is impaired.

It is not lawful to offer a sacrifice of any animal except a camel, a cow, or a goat; for it is not recorded that the Prophet, or any of his companions, ever sacrificed others. Buffaloes, however, are lawful as being of the species of a cow. Every animal of a mixed breed, moreover, is considered as of the same species with the mother.

If a Christian or any person whose object is the flesh, and not the sacrifice, be a sharer with six others, the sacrifice is not lawful on the part of any. It is lawful for a person who offers a sacrifice either to eat the flesh or to bestow it on whomsoever he pleases, whether rich or poor, and he may also lay it up in store. It is most advisable that the third part of the flesh of a sacrifice be bestowed in charity. It is not lawful to give a part of the sacrifice in payment to the butcher. It is abominable to take the wool of the victim and sell it before the sacrifice is performed, but not after the sacrifice. In the same manner, it is abominable to milk the victim and sell the milk. It is most advisable that the person who offers the
sacrifice should himself perform it, provided he be well acquainted with the method, but if he should not be expert at it, it is then advisable that he take the assistance of another, and be present at the operation. It is abominable to commit the slaughtering of the victim to a Kitaabi (a Jew or Christian). If, however, a person orders a Kitaabi to slay his victim, it is lawful. It is otherwise where a person orders a Magian, or worshipper of fire, to slay his victim, for this is inadmissible. (Hamilton’s *Hidayat*, vol. iv. 76.)

(5) From the foregoing references to the Qur’an, the Traditions, ‘Abdu l-Haqq, al-Basaww, it will appear that whilst the Muhammadan sacrifice is (1) Commemorative, having been instituted in commemoration of Abraham’s willingness to offer his son; (2) Self-Dedictory, as expressed in the Traditional sayings of Muhammad; and (3) Eucharistic, according to the verse in the Qur’an already quoted, “Haply ye may give thanks”; that the expiatory character of the sacrifice is not clearly established, for there is no offering for, or acknowledgment of, sin, connected with the institution. Muhammadanism, true to its anti-Christian character, ignores the doctrine that “without shedding of blood there is no remission.” (Lev. xvii. 11; Heb. ix. 22.)

(6) At the birth of a child it is incumbent upon the Muslim father to sacrifice a goat (one for a girl and two for a boy) at the ceremony called ‘Aqiqah, which is celebrated on either the seventh, fourteenth-twenty-first, twenty-eighth, or thirty-first day after birth, when the hair is first shaved and its weight in silver given to the poor. ‘Abdu l-Haqq says ‘Aqiqah comes from ‘aqiq, “to cut,” and refers to cutting the throat of the animal. Others refer it to cutting the hair. The idea of the sacrifice on this occasion is dedicatory and eucharistic. Buraidah says, “We used, in the time of ignorance, when children were born to us, to slay sheep and rub the child’s head with the blood; but when Islam came we sacrificed a sheep on the seventh day, and shaved the child’s head and rubbed saffron on it.”

SÁD (ساد). The fourteenth letter of the Arabic alphabet. The title of the xlvith Sura of the Qur’an, which begins with the letter.

SADQÁH (سَدْقَة). From *sadq*; “to be righteous, truthful”; Hebrew *tsedek*. A term used in the Qur’an for “Almsgiving,” e.g. Sura ii. 266: “Kind speech and pardon are better than almsgiving (sadqah) followed by annoyance, for God is rich and clement.”

Sadqah’s first-Fitr is the alms given on the lesser Festival, called the *ltha* l-Fitr, which consists of half a *sah* of wheat, flour, or fruits, or one *sah* of barley. This should be distributed to the poor before the prayers of the festival are said. (Hidayat, vol. i. p. 62.) [Ibid l-Fitr]

SAD’ IBN ABI WAQQÁS (سعد بن أبي وقاص). Called also Sád ibn Malik ibn Wahh as-Zubari. He was the seventh person who embraced Islam, and was present with Muhammad in all his battles. He died at ‘Atiq. a.h. 55, at the age of 79, and was buried at al-Madina. 

SÁD IBN MU’ÁZ (سعد بن معاذ). The chief of the Banu Ans. He embraced Islam at al-Madina after the first pledge at ‘Aqabah. He died of wounds received at the battle of the Ditch, a.h. 6. (See Muir’s *Life of Mahomet*, vol. iii. 282.)

SÁD IBN ‘UBDAH (سعد بن عباد). One of the Companions, and an Ansar of great reputation. He carried the standard at the conquest of Makkah. Died a.h. 15.

SÁDR (سدر). Or Sadr ‘U. Sudár. The chief judge. Under Muhammad’s rule, he was especially charged with the settlement of religious grants and the appointment of law officers.

SADUM (سدهم). [Rodom.]

as-SÁFÁ (الصفا). A hill near Makkah. One of the sacred places visited by the pilgrims during the Hajj. [nplanom.]

SÁFAR (سافر). Lit. “The void month.” The second month of the Muhammadan year. So called because in it the ancient Arabs went forth on their predatory expeditions and left their houses *sifr*, or empty; or, according to some, because when it was first named it occurred in the autumn, when the leaves of the trees were *sufr*, or “yellow.” (Ziyára l-Luhgah, in loco.) [Montes.]

SAFF (سفع). An even row or line of things.

(1) A term used for a row of persons standing up for prayers.

(2) As-Saff, the title of the xliith Sura of the Qur’an, in the 6th verse of which the word occurs for the close unbroken line of an army.

as-SÁFFÁT (السافات), pl. of *gaffah*, “Ranged in ranks.” The title of the xcvith Sura of the Qur’an, in the first verse of which the angels are mentioned as being ranged in ranks.

SÁFIYÁH (سفى). One of the wives of Muhammad. She was the widow of Kináhah, the Jewish chief of Khaiwar, who was cruelly put to death. In after years it is said Muhammad wished to divorce her, but she begged to continue his wife, and requested that her turn might be given to ‘Ayishah, as she wished to be one of the Prophet’s “pure wives” in Paradise.


SÁFIYU ‘LLAH (سفي الله). Lit. "The Chosen of God." A title given in the Traditions to Adam, the father of mankind. [Adam.]
SAFURA (صفراء). The Zipporah of the Bible. The wife of Moses. According to Muslim Lexicons, she was the daughter of Shur'ab. [MEREAS.]

SAFWAN IBN UMAIYAH (مزاحم بن عمارة). A Sahabi of reputation. A native of Makkah. He was slain on the same day as the Khalifah 'Usman.

SAHABI (صاحب) (fem. Sahabitiyah, "An associate." One of the Companions of Muhammad. The number of persons entitled to this distinction at the time of Muhammad's death is said to have been 144,000, the number including all persons who had ever served as followers of the Prophet, and who had actually seen him. The general opinion being that one who embraced Islam, saw the Prophet and accompanied him, even for a short time, is a Sahabi, or "associate." [ASHAH.]

SAHIBU 'N-NISAB (صاحب النصاب). A legal term for one possessed of a certain estate upon which zakat, or "legal alma," must be paid. Also for one who has sufficient means to enable him to offer the sacrifice on the great festival, or to make the pilgrimage to Makkah. The possessor of 200 dirhems, or five camels, is held to be a Sahibu 'n-nisab, as regards zakat.

SAHIBU 'Z-ZAMAN (صاحب الزمان). "Lord of the Age." A title given by the Shi'ahs to the Imam Mahdi. (īmayāt-i-Lughāh, in loco.)

SAHIFAH (صاقيآف). pl. suhuf. Lit. "A small book or pamphlet." A term generally used for the one hundred portions of scripture said to have been given to Adam, Seth, Enoch, and Abraham, although it is used in the Qur'an (Sūrah lxxvii. 19) for the books of Abraham and Moses: "This is truly written in the books (suhuf) of old, the books (suhuf) of Abraham and Moses. [PROPHETS.]

SAHIFATU 'L-A'MAL (صافي آمال). The "Book of Actions," which is said to be made by the recording angels (Kiramū 'l-Kābitin) of the deeds of men, and kept until the Day of Judgment, when the books are opened. See also:—Sūrah l. 16. Two (angels) charged with keeping account shall take it, one sitting on the right hand and the other on the left.

Sūrah xxvii. 14, 15: "And every man's fate have we (God) fastened about his neck; and on the Day of Resurrection will We bring forth to him a book, which shall be proffered to him wide open: Read thy Book: There needeth none but thyself to make out an account against thee this day." [KIRAMU 'L-KATIBIN, RESURRECTION.]

SAHĪHU 'L-BUKHĀRĪ (صاحب البخاري). The title of the first of the Kuttubu 's-Sittah, or "six correct" books of traditions received by the Sunnis. It was compiled by Abū 'Abd 'I-lāh Muhammad ibn Ismā'īl al-Bukhārī, who was born at Bukhārā, a.h. 194, and died at Khartoum, near Omaurkand, a.h. 256. It contains 9,882 traditions, of which 2,623 are held to be of undisputed authority. They are arranged in 160 books and 3,450 chapters. [TRADITIONS.]

SAHĪHU MUSLIM (صاحب مسلم). The title of the second of the Kutubu 's-Sittah, or "six correct" books of the traditions received by the Sunnis. It was compiled by Abū 'l-Husain Muhammad ibn al-Hajjāj al-Qushairī, who was born at Naishāpur, a.h. 204, and died a.h. 261. The collection contains 7,275 traditions, of which it is said, 4,000 are of undisputed authority. The books and chapters of the work were not arranged by the compiler, but by his disciples. The most celebrated edition of this work is that with a commentary by Muḥyīyya 'd-dīn Yaḥyā an-Nawawī, who died a.h. 676. [TRADITIONS.]


SAHUR (سحور). The meal which is taken before the dawn of day during the Ramaḍān. It is called in Persian, Torun-i-Soharī. In Hindustān, Sahārāgāh. In Pushto Pashtunān. [RAMAZAN.]

SA'IBAH (سياحة). Anything set at liberty, as a slave, or she-camel, and devoted to an idol. Mentioned once in the Qur'an, Sūrah v. 102: "God hath not ordained anything on the subject of sa'ibah, but the unbelievers have invented it.

SA'ID IBN ZAID (سعيد بن زيد). A Sahābi who embraced Islam in his youth. He was present with Muhammad in all his engagements except at Badr. He is held to be one of the 'Asharāh Kubshāsharāh, or ten patriarchs of the Muslim faith. Died at 'Aqīq, a.h. 51, aged 79.


SAIHUN (صهبن). The river Jazaras. Said to have been one of the rivers of Eden. [EDEN.]

SAINTS. In Muhammadian countries, reputed saints are very numerous. Very many religious leaders obtain a great reputation for sanctity even before their deaths, but after death it is usual for the followers of any well-known religious teacher to erect a shrine over his grave, to light it up on Thursdays, and thus establish a saintly reputation for their departed guide. Very respectable persons are thus often reckoned to have died in the "colour of sanctity." At Hassa Abdal in the Punjaub (celebrated in
the story of Lala Rookh), there is a shrine erected over a departed cook, who for many years lived on his peculations as keeper of the staging bungalow. When he died, about ten years ago, his family erected over his remains a shrine of some pretensions, which even in the present generation is an object of devout reverence, but which, in the next, will be the scene of reputed miracles. This is but an example of many thousands of shrines and saintly reputations easily gained throughout Islam.

It is generally asserted that according to the teachings of Islam, the Prophets (amitya) were without sin, but there is a tradition, related by Anas, which distinctly asserts the contrary, and states that Muhammad not only admitted his own sinfulness, but also the fall of Adam, the murder committed by Moses, and the three lies told by Abraham. (See Miskat, book xxiii. ch. xii.) But it is veryremarkable that, according to this Hadis, Muhammad does not charge Jesus Christ with having committed sin. The immaculate conception and the sinlessness of Christ are admitted doctrines of Islam. [Jesus Christ.]

The terms pir and wali are common titles for those who, by reputed miracles and an ascetic life, have established a reputation for sanctity, for whom in Persian the title buzhur is generally used. The titles quaid and quas are very high orders of sanctity, whilst sahid and abid are employed for persons who devote their lives to religious contemplation and worship.

The Sufis use the word sahil, "pilgrim" or "traveller," for one who has renounced the world for the "path" of mysticism, whilst faqir is a title of more general application to one who is poor in the sight of God. Sheikh and mir, used for old men, also express a degree of reputation in the religious world; shiriz (in India) being a title generally conferred on a convert from Hinduism to Islam. Saiyid, or "lord," is a title always given to the descendants of Muhammad, mir being sometimes used for the same. Miyan, "master" or "friend," is generally used for the descendants of celebrated saints, or as a more title of respect.

SAIR (اسم). "A flaming fire." The special place of torment appointed for the Sabaeans. (See al-Baghawi Commentary on the Qur'an.) It occurs sixteen times in the Qur'an (Sura iv. 11, and fifteen other places), where it does not seem to be applied to any special class.

SAIYIBAH (اسم). A legal term for a woman who departs from her husband, whether through divorce or the death of her husband, after the first connexion.

SAIYID (اسم). A term used for the descendants of Muhammad from his daughter Fatimah by Ali. The word only occurs twice in the Qur'an—in Sura ii. 24, where it is used for John Baptist; and in Sura xii. 25, where it stands for the husband of Zalikbah. According to the Majmu'il-Bihár, p. 151, it means "lord, king, exalted, saint, master, meek, husband," &c.

There are two branches of Saiyids—those descended from al-Hasan and those descended from al-Husain (both the sons of 'Ali.) These descendants of Muhammad are prayed for at every period of the daily prayers [wazas], and they are held in all Muhammadan countries in the highest respect, however poor or degraded their position may be.

The term Saiyid is also given as a name to persons who are not descended from Muhammad, e.g. Saiyid Shah, Saiyid Amin, &c., although it is a mere assumption. In addition to the term Saiyid, the term Badah, Shok, Mir, and Sharif, are applied to those descended from Bibi Fatimah.

The author of the Akhlaq-i-Jalali estimated in his day the descendants of Muhammad to be not less than 200,000.

SAJDAH (اسم), vulg. aiidah. Lit. "Prostration." (1) The act of worship in which the person's forehead touches the ground in prostration. [Prayer.]

(2) As-Sajdah, the title of the xxxind Sura of the Qur'an, in the 15th verse of which the word occurs: "They only believe in our signs who, when they are reminded of them, fall down adoring and celebrate the praises of their Lord."

SAJDATU 'S-SAHW (اسم). "The prostrations of forgetfulness." Two prostrations made on account of forgetfulness or inattention in prayer. Muhammad said, "When any of you stand up for prayer, and the devil comes to you and casts doubt and perplexity into your mind, so that you do not know how many rakabs you have recited, then prostrate yourself twice.

SAJDATU 'SH-SHUKR (اسم). "A prostration of thanksgiving." When a Muslim has received some benefit or blessing, he is enjoined to make a prostration in the direction of Makkah, and say, "Holiness to God! and Praise be to God! There is no deity but God! God is most Great!" (Rudb 'il-Mubdil, v. 1. p. 816.)

SAJJADAH (اسم). The small carpet, mat, or cloth, on which the Muslim prays. [JAI-NAMAZ, MUBALLA.]

SAKER (اسم). The jinn or devil who is said to have obtained possession of
As-Sakhrah

Solomon's magic ring, and to have personated the King for forty days, when Sakhrah flew away and threw the ring into the sea, where it was swallowed by a fish, which was afterwards caught and brought to Solomon, who by this means recovered his kingdom.

As-Sakhrah (المشرفة). "The Rock." The sacred rock at Jerusalem on which the Temple was erected, and on which now stands the Qubbatul 'Sakhrah, the "Dome of the Rock," known to English readers as the Mosque of 'Umar. This rock is said to have come from Paradise, and to be the foundation-stone of the world, to have been the place of prayer of all prophets, and, next to the Ka'bah, the most sacred spot in the universe. Imam Jalâlud-din as-

Suyûtî, in his history of the Temple of Jerusalem (Reynolds' edition, p. 44), gives the following traditional account of the glorious Sakhrah.

"We are informed by Ibn al-Mansûr that the Rock of the Baita 'l-Muqaddas, in the days of Solomon, was of the height of twelve thousand cubits; each cubit at that time being the full cubit, viz. one modern cubit, one span and one hand-breath. Upon it also was a chapel, formed of aloes (or sandal) wood, in height twelve miles (sic); also above this was a network of gold, between two eyelet-beads of pearl and ruby, netted by the women of Bâlka in the night, which net was to serve for three days; also the people of Emmaus were under the shadow of the chapel when the sun rose, and the people of

Baitu 'r-Rahmâh when it set, and even others of the valleys were under its shadow; also upon it was a spike (or ruby), which shone in the light like the light of the sun; but when the light began to dawn its brilliancy was obscured; nor did all these cease until Nebuchadnezzar laid all waste, and seized whatever he found there, and carried it into Greece.

"Again, by a tradition we learn that the Sakhrah of Baita 'l-Muqaddas was raised aloft into the sky, to the height of twelve miles, and the space between it and heaven was no more than twelve miles. All this remained in the same state until Greece (or Rome) obtained the mastery over it, subsequent to its devastation by Nebuchadnezzar. But when the Greeks obtained possession of it, they said, "Let us build thereupon a building far excelling that which was there before." Therefore they built upon it a building as broad at the base as it was high in the sky, and gilded it with gold, and silvered it with silver. Then, entering

THE DOME OF THE ROCK. (Conder.)
therein, they began to practise their associating Paganism, upon which it turned upside-down over them, so that not one of them came out.

Therefore, when the Grecian (king) saw this, he summoned the Patriarch and his ministers (deacons), and the chiefs of Greece, and said, 'What think ye?' who replied, 'We are of opinion that our idol-gods are not well pleased, and therefore will not receive us favourably.' Hereupon he commanded a second temple to be built, which they did, spending a great sum thereon, and having finished the second building, seventy thousand entered it as they had entered the first. But it happened to them as it had happened to the first; when they began their Paganism it turned over upon them. Now their king was not with them. Therefore, when he saw this, he assembled them a third time, and said unto them, 'What think ye?' who said, 'We think that our Lord is not well pleased with us, because we have not offered sacrifices abundantly; therefore he has destroyed what we have done, therefore we should greatly wish to build a third.' They then built a third, until they thought they had carried it to the greatest possible height, which having done, he assembled the Christians, and said unto them, 'Do ye observe any defect?' who said, 'No, except that we must surround it with crosses of gold and silver.' Then all the people entered it, to read and cite (sacred things). Having bathed and perfumed themselves, and having entered it, they began to practise their associating Paganism, as the others had done before them; whereupon down fell the third building upon them. Hereupon the king again summoned them together, and asked their counsel about what he should do. But their dread was very great; and whilst they were deliberating, there came up to them a very old man, in a white robe and a black turban; his back was bent double and he was leaning upon a staff. So he said, 'O Christian people, listen to me! listen to me! for I am the oldest of any of you in years, and have now come forth from among the retired virgates of religion, in order to inform you that, with respect to this place, all its possessors are accursed, and all holiness hath departed from it, and hath been transferred to this (other) place. I will therefore point out this as the place wherein to build the Church of the Resurrection. I will show you the spot, but you will never see me after this day, for ever. Do therefore with a good will that which I shall tell you.' Thus he chanted them, and augmented their accursed state, and commanded them to cut up the rock, and to build with its stones upon the place which he commanded them.

'So whilst he was talking with them he became concealed; and they saw him no more. Thereupon they increased in their infidelity, and said, 'This is the Great Word. Then they demolished the Mosques, and carried away the columns and the stones, and all the rest, and built therewith the Church of the Resurrection, and the church which is in the valley of Hinnon. Moreover, this cursed old man commanded them, 'When ye have finished their building upon this place, then take that place whose owners are accursed, and whence all holiness hath departed, to be a common sewer to receive your dung.' By this they gratified their Lord. Also they did this, as follows: At certain seasons, all the filth and excrement was sent in vessels from Constantinople, and was at a certain time all thrown upon the Rock, until God awoke our Prophet Muhammed (the peace and blessing of God be with him!), and brought him by night thitherunto; which he did on account of its peculiar consecration, and on account of the greatness of its super-excellence. We learn, also, that God, on the Day of Judgment, will change the Sakhrash into white coral, enlarging it to extend over heaven and earth. Then shall men go from that Rock to heaven or hell, according to that great word, 'There shall be a time when this earth shall change into another earth, and the heaven shall turn white; the soil shall be of silver; no pollution shall ever dwell thereon.' Now from 'Alash (may the satisfying favour of God rest upon him!), I said, 'O apostle of God, on that day when this earth shall change into another earth, and the sky shall change, where shall men be on that day?' He replied, 'Upon the bridge as-Sirâ. Again, a certain divine says, 'that in the Law, God says to the Rock of the Holy Abode, "Thou art my seat; thou art near to me; from thy foundation have I raised up the heavens, and from beneath thee have I stretched forth the earth, and all the distant inaccessible mountains are beneath thee. Who dies within thee is as if he died within the world of heaven, and who dies around thee is as if he died within thee. Days and nights shall not cease to succeed, until I send down upon thee a Light of Heaven, which shall obliterate all the (traces) of the infidels of the sons of Adam and all their footsteps. Also I will send upon thee the hierarchy of angels and prophets; and I will wash thee until I leave thee like milk; and I will fix upon thee a wall twelve miles above the thick-gathering clouds of earth, and also a hedge of light. By my hand will I encircle thee with my support and thy virtue; upon thee will I cause to descend my spirits and my angels, to worship within thee; nor shall any one of the sons of Adam enter within thee until the Day of Judgment. And whosoever shall look upon this chapel from afar shall say, 'Be near be the face of him who devoutly worships and adores in thee!' Upon thee will I place walls of light and a hedge of thick clouds—five walls of ruby and pearl.'" Also from the Book of Psalms, 'Great and glorious art thou, thou shining floor! Unto thee shall be the general assemblage: from thee shall all men rise from death.' Moreover, from the same author, God says to the Rock of the Holy Abode, 'Who loveth thee, him will
I love; who loveth thee, loveth me; who hateth thee, him will I hate. From year to year my eyes are upon thee, nor will I forget thee until I forget my eyes. Whose prayer within thee twa rak'ahs, him will I cause to cast off all his sins, and to be as guiltless as I brought him from his mother's womb, unless he return to his sins, beginning them afresh. This is also a tradition of old standing: 'I solemnly engage and promise to everyone who dwells therein, that all the days of his life the bread of corn and olive-oil never shall fail him; nor shall the days and the nights fail to bring that time, when, out of the supremacy of my bounty, I will cause to descend upon thee the assemblage of man for judgment —the whole company of risen mortals.' There is a tradition that 'Muqattil Ibn Sulaiman came to the Temple to pray, and sat at the gate looking towards the Rock; and we had assembled there in great numbers; he was reading and we were listening. Then came forward 'Ali Ibn al-Badawi, stamping terribly with his slippers upon the pavement. This greatly affrighted him, and he said to those around him, 'Make an opening for me.' Then the people opened on each side, and he made a threatening motion with his hand to warn him and prevent this stamping, saying, 'Tread more gently! That place at which Muqattil is 's-pointing with his hand—' and on which thou art stamping, is the very place redempt of Heaven's bressers; and there is not a spot all around it—not a spot within its precincts a hand's-breadth square—wherein some commissioned prophet, some near angel, hath not prayed. Now from the mouth of 'Abdu 'Ilib, daughter of Khalid, from her mother, the moment is surely fixed, when the Kasbah shall be led as a bride to the Sakhrab, and shall hang upon her all her pilgrimage merits, and become her turbans. Also it is said that the Sakhrab is the middle of the Mosque; it is cut off from every touching substance on all sides. No one supports it but He who supports and holds up the sky; so that nothing falls thence by His good permission; also upon the upper part of the west side stood the Prophet (the blessing and peace of God be with him) on the night when he rode al-Burâq. This side began to shake about, from veneration of him; and upon the other side are the marks of the angels' fingers, who held it up when it shook; beneath it is a deep hole cut out on each side, over which is the square covered to make prayer and devotion. 'I resolved,' says a certain author, 'one day to enter it, in great fear lest it should fall upon me, on account of the sins I had contracted; then, however, I looked, and saw its darkness, and some holy pilgrims entering it at the darkest part, who came forth therefrom quite free from sin. Then I began to reflect upon entering. Then I said, 'Perhaps they entered very slowly and leisurely, and I was too much in a hurry; a little delay may facilitate the matter. So I made up my mind to enter; and entering, I saw the Wonder of Wonders, the Rock supported in its position or course on every side; for I saw it separated from the earth, so that no point of the earth touched it. Some of the sides were separated by a wider interval than others; and the mark of the glorious Foot is at present in a stone divided from the Rock, right over against it, on the other side, west of the Qiblah; it is upon a pillar. Also the Rock is now almost abutting upon the side of the crypt, only divided from it by that space which allows room for the gate of the crypt, on the side of the Qiblah. This gate, also, is disjoined from the base of the Qiblah; it is between the two. Below the gate of the crypt is a stone staircase, whereby one may descend into the crypt. In the midst of this crypt is a dark-brown leather carpet, upon which pilgrims stand when they visit the foundation of the Rock; it is upon the eastern side. There are also columns of marbles abutting on the lower side upon the path of the rows of trees upon the side of the Qiblah, and on the other side forming buttresses for the extremity of the Rock; these are to hinder it from shaking on the side of the Qiblah. There are buildings besides these. There is a building in the Chapel of the Rock. Beneath the chapel, the spot marked by the angels' fingers is in the Rock, on the western side, divided from the print of the glorious Foot above-mentioned, very near to it, over against the western gate, at the end.' (Hist. Jerusalem, from the Arabic MS. of Jallû'd-din as-Suyûtî, Reynolds' ed. 1885.)

Dr. Robinson (Biblical Researches, vol. i. p. 297) says the followers of Muhammad under 'Umar took possession of the Holy City a.d. 636, and the Khalifah determined to erect a mosque upon the site of the Jewish Temple. An account of this undertaking, as given by Muslim historians, will be found in the article on Jerusalem. The historian of the crusades all speak of this great Sakhrab as the Templum Domini, and describes its form and the rock within it. (Will. Tyc., 8, 2, ib. 12, 7. Jac. de Vitrius, c. 82.)

Lieut. E. R. Conder, R.E., remarks that the Dome of the Rock belongs to that obscure period of Saracenic art, when the Arabs had not yet created an architectural style of their own, and when they were in the habit of employing Byzantine architects to build their mosques. The Dome of the Rock, Lieut. Conder says, is not a mosque, as it is sometimes wrongly called, but a "station" in the outer court of the Masjid A'-Aqsa.

We are indebted to this writer for the following account of the gradual growth of the present building (Tent Work in Palestine, vol. ii. p. 320):—

"In A.D. 851 the Caliph El Mamun restored the Dome of the Rock, and, if I am correct, enclosed it with an outer wall, and gave it its present appearance. The beams in the roof of the arcade bear, as above-stated, the date 918 A.D. On a well-carved wooden cornice, hidden by the present ceiling, must then have been visible beneath them.

"In 1016 A.D. the building was partly destroyed by earthquake. To this date
belong restorations of the original mosaics in the dome, as evidenced by inscriptions. The present wood-work of the cupola was erected by Husain, son of the Sultan Hakem, as shown by an inscription dated 1092 A.D.

"The place next fell into the hands of the Crusaders, who christened it *Templum Domini*, and established in 1112 A.D. a chapter of Canons.

"The Holy Rock was then cut into its present shape and covered with marble slabs, an altar being erected on it. The works were carried on from 1115 A.D. to 1136 A.D. The beautiful iron grilles between the pillars of the dome and various fragments of carved work are of this date, including small altars with sculptured capitals, having heads upon them—abominations to the Moslem, yet still preserved within the precincts. The interior of the outer wall was decorated in the twelfth century with frescoes, traces of which still remain. The exterior of the same wall is surmounted by a parapet, with dwarf pillars and arches, which is first mentioned by John of Wurtz burg, but must be as old as the round arches of the windows below. The Crusaders would seem to have filled up the parapet arches, and to have ornamented the whole with glass mosaic, as at Bethlehem.

"In 1137 A.D. Saladin won the city, tore up the altar, and once more exposed the bare rock, covered up the frescoes with marble slabs, and restored and regilded the dome, as evidenced by an inscription in It daging 1189 A.D.

"In 1318 A.D. the lead outside and the gilding within were restored by Nakr ed Din, as evidenced by an inscription.

"In 1520 A.D. the Sultan Soliman closed the bases and upper blocks of the columns with marble. The wooden cornices, attached to the beam between the pillars, seems to be of this period, and the slightly-pointed marble casing of the arches under the dome is probably of the same date. The windows bear inscriptions of 1528 A.D. The whole exterior was at this time covered with Kishiani tiles, attached by copper hooks, as evidenced by inscriptions dated 1561 A.D. The doors were restored in 1584 A.D., as also shown by inscriptions.

"The date of the beautiful wooden ceiling of the cloisters is not known, but it partly covers the Cufic inscription, and this dates 72 A.H. (688 A.D.), and it hides the wooden cornice, dating probably 913 A.D. The ceiling is therefore probably of the time of Solomon.

"In 1850 A.D. the Sultan Mahmud, and in 1873-75 A.D. the late Abdur 'l-Aziz, repaired the Dome, and the latter period was one specially valuable for those who wished to study the inscriptions of the Arab writers who describe the Dome of the Rock." [Jerusalem.]

---

**Sakinah** (سكينة). A word which occurs in the Qur'an five times. (1) For that which was in the Ark of the Covenant, Sūrah ii. 249: "The sign of his (Saul's) kingdom is that there shall come to you the Ark (Taurāt), with the sakīnah in it from your Lord, and the relics that the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left, and the angels bear it." With reference to this verse, al-Baṣāwī, the great Muslim commentator, says: 'The ark here mentioned is the box containing the Books of Moses (Arabic *Taurāt*, namely, the *Torah*, or *Law*), which was made of box-wood and gilded over with gold, and was three cubits long and two wide, and in it was 'the sakīnah from your Lord.' The meaning of which is that, with the Ark there was tranquillity and peace, namely, the *Taurāt* (Books of Moses), which Moses went forth to war he always took the Ark with him, which gave repose to the hearts of the children of Israel. But some say that within that Ark there was an idol made either of emerald or sapphire, with the head and tail of a cat, and with two wings; and that this creature made a noise when the Ark was carried forth to war. But others say that the Ark contained images of the prophets, from Adam to Moses. Others assert that the meaning of sakīnah is 'knowledge and sincerity.' Others, that the Ark contained the tables of the Law, the rod of Moses, and Aaron's turban." (Tajīṣirī 'l-Baṣāwī, Fleischer's ed., vol. ii. p. 128.)

(2) It is also used in the Qur'an for help and confidence or grace. Sūrah alviii. 26: "When those who misbelieve put in their hearts pique—the pique of ignorance—and God sent down His Sakīnah upon His Apostle and upon the believers, and obliged them to keep to the word of piety." al-Baṣāwī says that in this verse the word sakīnah means the tranquillity and repose of soul, which is the meaning given in all Arabic dictionaries.

The word occurs in three other places in a similar sense:

Sūrah ix. 26: "God sent down His Sakīnah upon His Apostle and upon the believers, and sent down armies which ye could not see, and punished those who did not believe."

Sūrah ix. 40: "God sent down His Sakīnah upon him, and aided him with hosts."

Sūrah alxviii. 2: "It is He who sent down the sakīnah into the hearts of believers, that they might have faith added to faith."

None of the Muslim commentators seem to understand that the Arabic *Sakīnah* is identical with the Hebrew שֶכֶינה, a term which, although not found in the Bible, has been used by the later Jews, and borrowed by the Christians from them, to express the visible Majesty of the Divine Presence, especially when resting or dwelling between the Cherubim on the Mercy Seat in the Tabernacle, and in the Temple of Solomon. Rabbinical writers identify the
SALAF

Sheikhah with the Holy Spirit, and some Christian writers have thought that the threefold expression for the Deity—the Lord, the Word of the Lord, and the Sheikhah—indicates the knowledge of a trinity of persons in the Godhead.

For the Talmudic views regarding the Sheikhah, the English reader can refer to Dr. Graf’s Talmudic Miscellany (Trübner & Co., London).

**SALAF** (سلم). (1) Ancestors; men of repute for piety and faith in past generations. (2) Money lent without interest. [SALAM.]

**SALAM** (سلام). A contract involving an immediate payment of the price, and admitting a delay in the delivery of the articles purchased. The word used in the Hadith is generally salaf. In a case of this kind, the seller is called sahaba ‘il-hi; the purchaser, sahabu ‘ilsalam, and the goods purchased, musallam ‘i-hi. (Kitaib ‘Tarifiat.)

**AS-SALAM** (السلام). “The Peaceful one.” (1) One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs once in the Qur'an, Surah ii. 20: “He is God, than whom there is no other... the Peaceful.” Al-Baiawai explains the word as “He who is free from all loss or harm.”

(2) As-Salām ul-‘lā-ki-mūn (السلام على عينه), “The peace be on you,” the common salutation amongst Muslims. [SALUTATION.]

**AS-SALĀT** (صلاة), in construction frequently spelled ṣalāt, pl. salātāt. The term used in the Qur'an, as well as amongst all Muslims in every part of the world, for the liturgical form of prayer, which is recited five times a day, an account of which is given in the article on PRAYER. Its equivalent in Persian and Urdu is namāz, which has been corrupted into nauz by the Afghans. The word occurs with this meaning in the Qur'an, Surah ii. 238: “Observe the prayers,” and in very many other places. It has also the meaning of prayer or supplication in its general sense, e.g. Surah ix. 104: “Pray for them, of a truth thy prayers shall assure their minds.” Also blessing, e.g. Surah xxxiii. 56: “Verily God and His Angels bless (not "pray for," as rendered by Palmer) the Prophet.” (See Lane’s Dictionary, in loco.)

The word salāt occurs with various combinations used to express different periods, and also special occasions of prayer.

The five stated liturgical prayers which are held to be of divine institution:

(1) Salāt ‘l-Zahūr, the meridian prayer.
(2) Salāt ‘l-‘Asr, the afternoon prayer.
(3) Salāt ‘Maghrib, the sunset prayer.
(4) Salāt ‘I-Jāsh, the night prayer.
(5) Salāt ‘Fajr, the prayer at dawn.

(Obs. The midday prayer is reckoned the first in order.)

Also for the three voluntary daily liturgical prayers:

(1) Salāt ‘I-Jibrīg, when the sun has well risen.

**SALATU 'L-KHUSUF** 561

(2) Salāt ‘l-Zuhār, about 11 a.m.
(3) Salāt ‘l-Tahajjud, after midnight.

Liturgical prayers said on special occasions are given below. [PRAYER.]

**SALATU 'L-HAJAH** (الهجر). “Prayer of necessity.” Four rak‘ah prayers, or, according to some, twelve rak‘ahs recited after the night prayer in times of necessity, or trouble. (Raddu ‘l-Mustar., vol. i. p. 718.)


**SALATU 'L-ISTIKHARAH** (الاستحارة). Lit. “Prayer for conciliating favour.” Two rak‘ahs recited for success in an undertaking. Jibril relates that Muhammad taught him Istikhabarah, and that after reciting two rak‘ahs he should thus supplicate God: “O God, I seek Thy good help in Thy great wisdom. I pray for this ability to act through Thy power. I ask for this ability of Thy goodness. Thou knowest, but I know not. Thou art knower of secrets. O God, if Thou knowest that the matter which I am about to undertake is good for my religion, for my life, for my future, then make it easy, and prosper me in it. But if it is bad for my religion, my life, and my future, then put it away from me, and show me what is good.” (Mi‘takāt, book iv. 40.)


**SALATU 'L - JINAZAH** (الجنازة). The funeral service. [BRELIAL OF THE DEAD, JINAZAH.]

**SALATU 'L - JUM'AH** (الجمعة). Lit. “The prayer of assembly.” The Friday Prayer. It consists of two rak‘ahs recited at the time of sun, or midday prayer on Friday. [FRIDAY, KHUTBAH.]

**SALATU 'L-KHAFAN** (الخوف). The “Prayers of Fear.” Two rak‘ahs of prayers recited first by one regiment and then by another in time of war, when the usual prayers cannot be recited for fear of the enemy. These prayers are founded upon an injunction in the Qur'an, Surah iv. 108: “And when ye go to war in the land, it shall be no sin for you to curtail your prayers, if ye fear that the enemy come upon you.” This was also the Talmudic law (2. Berachoth iv. 4): “He that goeth in a dangerous place may pray a short prayer.”

**SALATU 'L-KHUSUF** (الخصب). Prayers said at an eclipse of the moon, consisting of two rak‘ahs of prayer (Mi‘takāt, book iv. ch. 11.)
Prayers at an eclipse of the sun, consisting of two rak'ahs of prayer. (*Miṣラkkāt, book iv. ch. iv.)

"Prayer of the sick." When a person is too sick to stand up in the usual prayers, he is allowed to recite them either in a reclining or sitting posture, provided he performs the usual ablations. It is ruled that he shall in such a case make the prostrations, etc., mentally. (*Radīd 'l-Muḥāṣır, vol. i. p. 891.)

The Wit prayers. The word witt means either a unit, or an odd number, and is used for either a single or odd number of rak'ah prayers recited after the evening prayer (i'tikaḍ). (*Miṣلاkkāt, book iv. ch. xxi.)

There is considerable controversy amongst the learned doctors as to whether it is fars, wūjūd, or suynah; but it is generally held to be suynah, i.e. founded on the example of the Prophet, but with no divine command. Amongst the Hanafi sect, it is also known as Ḫamūz 'l-Wīt, but the Shāfiʿīs recite the Ḫarmī separately.

"A prayer for things desired." Two rak'ah prayers recited by one who desires some object in this world. According to the orthodox, it is forbidden in Islam. (*Radīd 'l-Muḥāṣır, vol. i. p. 717.) It is recited by some persons in the first week of the month Rajab.

Prayers of travel." A shortened recital of prayer allowed to travellers. It is founded on a tradition by Yaʿla ibn Umayyah, who says, "I said to 'Umar, 'God hath said, 'When ye go to war in the land, it shall be no sin for you to shorten your prayers if ye fear that the infidels may attack you'; but now verily we are safe in this journey, and yet we shorten our prayers.' 'Umar replied, 'I also wondered at the thing that astonished you; but the Prophet said, God hath done you a kindness in curtailing your prayers, therefore accept it,' Ibn 'Abbas says, 'I travelled with the Prophet, and he did not say more than two rak'ahs of prayer, and Abū Bakr and 'Umar and 'Umayr did the same.' Ibn 'Abbas says, 'The Prophet used to say on a journey the noon and afternoon prayer together, and now verily we are safe in this journey, and yet we shorten our prayers.' (MiṣPhotat, book iv. ch. xil.)

The established prayers for a traveller are, therefore, two rak'ahs instead of the four fars rak'ahs at the noon and afternoon and evening prayers, and the usual two fars at the morning and the usual three fars at the sunset prayers; all voluntary prayers being omitted. (*Radīd 'l-Muḥāṣır, vol. i. p. 821.)

"Prayer of rest." So called because of the pause or rest made for ejaculations between every four rak'ahs. (*Aḥab 'l-Haqq.)

Twenty rak'ah prayers recited after the night prayer during the month ofRamadan. They are often followed with recitations known as sikra (*zikr), and form an exciting service of devotion. The Imām recites the Tarawīh prayers with a loud voice.

'Abū Hurairah says: "The Prophet used to encourage people to say night prayers in Ramadan without ordering them positively, and would say, 'He who stands up in prayer at night, for the purpose of obtaining reward, will have all his sins pardoned'; then the Prophet died, leaving the prayers of Ramadan in this way." It is said 'Umar instituted the present custom of reciting the twenty rak'ahs. (*MiṣPhotat, book iv. ch. xxxviii.)

"Prayer of praise." A form of prayer founded on the following tradition related by Ibn 'Abbas, who says:

Verily the Prophet said to my father, O 'Abbas! O my uncle! I shall not give to you, shall I not present unto you, shall I not inform you of a thing which covers your sins and your sins and those sins which you did unknowingly, and those which you did knowingly, your great sins, and your small sins, your disclosed sins and concealed sins? It is this: When you perform it, God will forgive your sins, your former sins, and your latter sins, and those sins which you did unknowingly, and those which you did knowingly, your great sins, and your small sins, your disclosed sins and concealed sins? It is this, namely, that you recite four rak'ahs of prayer, and in each rak'ah recite the Fatiḥatāl-Kitāb (i.e. the Introductory chapter of the Qur'an), and some other Sūrah of the Qur'an; and when you have recited these portions of the Qur'an in the position of Qiyām, then say, "Holiness to God!" (*Sūhāṣa 'l-Ilāhi), and "Praise be to God!" (*Wa 'l-Ḥamdu li-Ilāhi), and "There is no deity but God!" (*Wa la 'Ilāha illa 'Ilāh), and "God is most great!" (*Wa 'l-Ilāhi Akbar), fifteen times. Then perform a rukū and recite it ten times; then raise up your head and say it ten times, then make the sjadh and say it ten times; then raise your head and say it ten times; then make another sjadh, and say it ten times, then raise your head again and say it ten times; altogether seventy-five times in every rak'ah; and do this in each of the rak'ahs. If you are able to say this form of prayer every day, then do so, but if not, do it once every Friday, and if not each month, then say it once a month, and if not once a month, then say it once a year, and if not once a year, then do it once in your lifetime." (*MiṣPhotat, book iv. ch. xli.)

The foregoing is a striking illustration of the mechanical character of the Muslim religion as regards its system of devotion.

The Law of. [*Bâl.*]

"A crucifix; a cross." (*Cross.*

A prophet mentioned in the Qur'an (Surah vii. 72), who was sent to the tribes 'Āl and Ǧumād. Al-
Salutations, Arabic as-salām ( السلام), "peace." Tsālim (سلام), Heb. שלום, the act of giving the prayer of peace; pl. taslimat. The duty of giving and returning a salutation is founded on express injunctions in the Qur'ān.

Sūrah xxiv. 61: "When ye enter houses, then greet each other with a salutation from God, the Blessed and the Good.”

Sūrah iv. 88: "Whom ye salute with a salutation, salute ye with a better than it, or return the same salutation.

"All says that Muhammad established it as an incumbent duty that one Muslim should salute another." [SIRTAJ.] The ordinary salutations of the Muslim is "as-Salām 'alaikum," i.e. "The peace be on you." And the usual reply is "Wa 'alai-kum wa assalām," i.e. "And on you also be the peace.

"The supposed origin of this salutation is given in a tradition by Abū Hurairah, who relates that the Prophet said:—

"God created Adam in his own likeness, and his stature was sixty cubits; and God said to Adam, 'Go and salute that party of angels who are sitting down, and listen to their answer; for verily it shall be the salutation and reply for you and your children.' Adam then went and saluted the angels, 'as-Salām 'alaikum,' i.e. 'The peace be on you,' and the angels replied, 'as-Salām 'alida wa rahmatu Allah,' i.e. 'The peace be on thee, and the mercy of God.'

This form is now usually given in reply by devout person.

(Saḥiḥ 'Abū Da’ūd, p. 919.)

Muhammad instructed his people as follows—regarding the use of the salutation:—

"The person riding must salute one on foot, and he who is walking must salute those who are sitting, and the small must salute the larger, and the person of higher degree the lower. It is therefore a religious duty for the person of high degree, when meeting one of a lower degree, the giving of the Salām being regarded as a benediction. For," says Muhammad, "the nearest people to God are those who salute first. When a party is passing, it is sufficient if one of them gives the salutation, and, in like manner, it is sufficient if one of the party return it if those sitting down.

The Jews in the time of Muhammad seem to have made the salutation a subject of annoyance to Muhammad; for it is related when they went to the Prophet they used to say, 'as-samūs 'alaik,' "You are poison." To which the Prophet always replied, "Wa 'alaikum,' ‘And on you.'

Usāmah ibn Zaid says: "The Prophet once passed a mixed assembly of Muslim polytheists, idolaters, and Jews, and he gave the salutation, but he meant it only for the Muslims."

Jarir relates that on one occasion the Prophet met a party of women, and gave them the salutation. But this is contrary to the usual practice of Muhammadans; and 'Abdu l-Haqq, in his commentary on this tradition, says: "This practice was peculiar to the Prophet, for the laws of Islam forbid a man saluting a woman unless she is old."

In the East it is usual to raise the right hand (the raising of the left hand being disrespectful; it is the hand used for legal abductions) when giving the Salām, but this custom, common though it be, is not in sa-
SAVATION. The Arabic word najât (ناجَت), "salvation," only occurs once in the Qur'ân, namely, Sûrah x. 44: "O my people! how is it that I bid you to salvation, but that ye bid me to the fire?"

Nor is the word generally used in Muslim works of divinity, although the orthodox sect of Muslims claims for itself the title of Nâji, or those who are being saved.

The verb maghmûr, "forgiveness," is frequently used in the Qur'ân to express what Christians understand by "salvation"; also Islâm, Imân, and Din, words which express the idea of a state of salvation.

According to Islâm, a man obtains salvation by a recital of the Kalimah, or creed; but if he be an evil doer, he will suffer the pains of a purgatorial fire until his sins are atoned for; whilst he who has not accepted the Muslim creed will endure the pains of everlasting punishment. [HILL.]

AS-SAMAD (الصمد). "The Eternal." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It occurs once in the Qur'ân, Sûrah xxvii.: "God the Eternal."

In its original meaning, it implies a lord, because one repairs to him in exigencies; or when applied to God, because affairs are stayed or restored on Him. Hence, according to al-Muqaddam, in loco, and the Lisâ'í l-Árab, it signifies the Being that continues for ever—the Eternal One.

SAMÁH (سمحة). [BENEFICIARY.]

Samaritan. [AS-SAMIRI.]

AS-SAMI (السمى). "The Hearer." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. The word frequently occurs in the Qur'ân.

AS-SAMIRI (السامير). Mentioned in the Qur'ân (Sûrah xx. 87: "As-Samiri has led them astray") as the person who made the golden calf for the Children of Israel. In Professor Palmer's translation, it is rendered "the Samaritan," which is according to al-Balâsî, who says his name was Mâsû ibn Zafar, of the tribe of Samârîn. [MOSES.]

SÁMUEL. Arabic Ishmâwil (ابنیالی), or Shamâwil; Heb. לְוִי, referred to in the Qur'ân (Sûrah ii. 247) as "the prophet" to whom the Children of Israel said, "Raise for us a King, and we will fight for him in God's way."

Husain, the commoniator, says it is not quite certain who he was. He was either Yâsha' ibn Nûn, or Shamûn ibn Sâfîyâ, or Ismâwil. (Tafsîr-i-Husaini, p. 65.)

The Kamâlân give his name as Shamâwil, but say it was originally Ismâwil, and that the meaning is the same.

SÁNÁ' (سَنَا). A city in al-Yaman, the Viceroy of which, Abârash I-Áshram, an Abyssinian Christian, marched with a large army and some elephants upon Makka, with the intention of destroying the Temple (see Qur'ân, Sûrah cxv.) in the year Muhammad was born. Hence the year was known as that of the Elephant.

SANAD. Lit. "That on which one rests, as a pillar or cushion." An authority; a document; a warrant. A term used in Muslim law.

SÁNAM (سّنّم), pl. asnam. The word used in the Qur'ân for an idol, e.g. Sûrah xiv. 38: "Turn me and my sons away from serving idols." [IDOL.]

SANCTUARY. The Prophet forbade putting a murderer to death in a mosque, but he may be taken by force from the mosque and slain outside the building. The same rule applies to persons guilty of theft. (Mishkât, book iv. ch. viii.)

The custom of sanctuary was derived from the Levitical law of refuge. The six cities being established as cities of refuge for the involuntary man slayer. The altar of burnt offerings was also a place of refuge for those who had undesignedly committed smaller offences. (Deut. xix. 11, 12; Joshua xx.) According to Lecky (European Morals, vol. ii. p. 49), the right of sanctuary was possessed by the Imperial statues and by the Pagan temples. Bingham (Antiquities, vol. ii. p. 554) says it seems to have been introduced into the Christian Church by Constantine.

SANDALS. [SHOES.]

SAQAR (ساقر). "A scorching heat." According to the commentator, al-Baghwî, it is the special division of hell set apart for the Magi. It is mentioned thus in the Qur'ân—Sûrah liv. 48: "Taste ye the touch of saqar!"

Sûrah lxxiv. 26: "I will bring him in saqar! And what shall make thee know what saqar is?" It leaveth nought and spareth nought, blackening the skin of man.

SÁRACEN. A term used by Christian writers for the followers of Muhammad, and applied not only to the Arabs, but to the Turks and other Muslim nations.

There is much uncertainty as to the origin of this word. The word Saracenos was used by Ptolemy and Pliny, and also by Ammianus and Procopius, for certain Oriental tribes, long before the death of Muhammad.
SARAH. Arabic Sūrah (سَوْرَةُ), Heb. נַעֲרָה. Abraham's wife. Not mentioned by name in the Qur'an, but referred to in Sūrah xi. 74: "And his wife was standing by laughing, and We gave her the glad tidings of Isaac, and of Jacob after Isaac."

SARAJ (سراف). [THEFT.] A term used for a special kind of sale or exchange. According to the Ḥidāyah, bātu' al-surf, or surf sale, means a pure sale, of which the articles opposed to each other in exchange are both representatives of price, as gold for gold or silver for silver. (See Hamilton's Ḥidāyah, vol. ii. p. 551.)

SARAH (سارة). Explicit or clear. A term used in Muslim law for that which is express in contradistinction to that which is kānāyah, or implied. For example, the Tūṣqāy 't-sarḥ, is an explicit form of divorce, whilst Tūṣqāy kānāyah is an implied form of divorce, as when a man says to his wife, "Thou art free."

SARIQ (ساريق). A thief. [THEFT.]

SATAN. Arabic Shaiṭān (셔이트안). [DEVIL.]

SAR’ (سر). A curtain or veil. A term used for the seclusion of women, called also hijāb. In the Traditions it is used for necessary and decent attire, below 'es-sar' being a special chapter in the Mā‘ākiṭi ‘l-Maraṣīḥ (book iv. ch. ix.). The sar’ for a man being from the waist to the knee, and for a free woman from the neck to the feet; but for a slave girl from the waist to the knee as in the case of a man. That part of the body which must be so covered is called 'arūf or 'urūf, "shame or modesty," from which the Hindustani word, 'urūf, "a woman," is derived. [HARIM, WOMEN.]

SATTUQAH (ساتوق). Base coin. The term is used for a coin which is current amongst merchants, but is not resolved at the public treasury. Coins in which the pure metal predominates are not considered base. (See Hamilton's Ḥidāyah, vol. ii. p. 560.)

SAUDAH (سُوْدَى). One of the wives of Muhammad. She was the widow of Sakhīr, a Qaraś, and one of the early companions of the Prophet. Muhammad mar-ried her within two months of the death of Khadijah. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 117.) She died A.H. 55.

SAUL. Arabic Sa‘ūl (살). Heb.沙龙 Shaol. King of Israel. Mentioned in the Qur'an as a king raised up of God to reign over Israel, to whom was given an excellent degree of knowledge and personal appearance. The following is the account given of Saul in the Qur'an, with Mr. Lane's rendering of the commentator's remarks in italics. (Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's 2nd Ed.)

"Hast thou not considered the assembly of the children of Israel after the death of Moses, when they said unto a prophet of theirs, namely Samuel, Set thou up a king under whom we will fight in the way of God? He said unto them, If fighting be prescribed as incumbent on you, will ye, peradventure, abstain from fighting? They replied, And wherfore should we not fight in the way of God, since we have been expelled from our habitations and our children by their having been taken prisoners and slain?—The people of Gobath [Jalistoth] had done thus unto them.—But when fighting was commanded them, they turned back, excepting a few of them, who crossed the river with Saul. And God kneweth the offenders. And the prophet begged his Lord to send a king; wherupon he consented to send Saul. And their prophet said unto them, Verily God hath set up Saul as your king. They said, How shall he have the dominion over us, when we are more worthy of the dominion than he, [for he was not of the royal lineage, nor of the prophetic, and he was a tanner, or a tender of flocks or herds], and he hath not been endowed with ample wealth? He replied, Verily God hath chosen him as king over you, and increased him in largeness of knowledge and of body (for he was the least of the children of Israel at that time, and the most comely of them, and the most perfect of them in make), and God giveth his kingdom unto whom He pleaseth; and God is ample in His beneficence, knowing with respect to him who is worthy of the kingdom. And their prophet said unto them, when they demanded of him a sign in proof of his kingship, Verily the sign of his kingship shall be that the ark shall come unto you (in it were the images of the prophets; God sent down unto Adam, and it passed up to him) in procession; but the Amalekites took it from them by force; and they used to seek victory thereby over their enemy, and to advance it in the fight, and to trust in it, as He—whose name be exalted!—hath said; therein is tranquillity (ṣakima‘īn) from your Lord, and reliance of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron have left: namely, the two shoes (or sandals) of Moses, and his rod, and the turban of Aaron, and a measure of the manna that used to descend upon them, and the fragments of the tables [of the Law]; the angel shall bear it. Verily in this shall be a sign unto you of his kingship, if ye be believers. Accord-
SCHOOLS. Arabic maktāb (مكتبة), pl. makātib; madrasah (مدرسة), pl. madrasīs. According to Muslim law, all education should be carried on in connection with religious instruction, and consequently schools are generally attached to mosques [EDUCATION.]

SCRIPTURE, HOLY. The expression, "Holy Scripture," is rendered in Persian by Pāk Nawishtah (پاک نویشته), "the Holy Writing" its equivalent in Arabic being al-Kitāb l-Muqaddas (الكتاب المقدس), "the Holy Book," or Kalām Allah (كلام الله), "the Word of God." These terms, whilst they are generally understood by Muslims to refer to the Qurān, more correctly include all books acknowledged by Muhammadans to be the Word of God. They profess to receive all the Jewish Scripture and the New Testament as well as the Qurān as the revealed Word of God. [PROPHETS, INSPIRATION.]

SCULPTURE. Arabic ansāb (الأصب). The making of carved, graven, or sculptured figures, is understood to be forbidden in the Qurān under the term ṣanām (صلب, an idol) (see Sūrah ii. 191); also in Sūrah v. 92: "Verily wise, and games of chance, and statues (ansāb), and divining arrows, are an abomination of Satan's device." Consequently sculpture is not allowed according to Muslim law, although ar-Rāshīd says a rāmān is that which diverts the mind from God.

SEA. Arabic baḥr (بحر). "The sea," al-baḥr, is a term applied in the Qurān to the Red Sea, known amongst Muhammadans as the Bahru 'l-Qirām. [RED SEA.] Sūrah ii. 47; vili. 134. "The ships that sail like mountains in the sea," are amongst the "signs" of God. (See Sūrah xii. 51.) In Sūrah v. 67, Muhammad swears by the swelling sea." In Sūrah xvi. 68: "It is the Lord who drives the ships for you in the sea, that ye may seek after plenty from Him." In Sūrah xviii. 108, it occurs as an illustration of the boundless character of the Word of God. "Were the sea ink for the words of my Lord, the sea would surely fail before the words of my Lord fail; aye, though we brought as much ink again."

In Muhammadan works, in the Traditions and commentaries, the Arab baḥr is used for large rivers, as the Euphrates and the Nile, in the same sense as the Hebrew ים (but the word nāhār, Hebrew 너, occurs in the Qurān for "river").

It is related that Muhammad said, "Let none but three classes of people cross the sea (for it has fire under it which causes its troubled motion), namely, (1) those who perform the Hajj, or 'Pilgrimage'; (2) those who make the 'umrah, or 'visitation'; (3) those who go forth to war." (Majma' al-Bihār, vol. i. p. 76.)
The following are the names of the seas as current in Muhammadan literature:—

Al-Bahrū 'l-Abyaz, the Green or Indian Ocean.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Abyz, the White or Mediterranean Sea.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Aswād, the Black, or Euxine Sea.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Asrāq, the Blue or Persian Sea.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Qalsūm, or Al-Lahrū 'l-'Āmar, the Red Sea.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Lātī, the Sea of Lot or Dead Sea.
Al-Bahrū 'l-Khīrī, the sea of Khīrī, the Caspian Sea.

SEAL OF PROPHETCY. Khātīmu 'n-Nubūqah (خاتم النبوى). A mole of an unusual size on the Prophet's back, which is said to have been the divine seal which, according to the predictions of the Scriptures, marked Muhammad as the "Seal of the Prophets," Khātīmu 'n-Nubīyīn.

According to a tradition recorded in the Miskārus 'l-Masā'ūth, book iii. ch. 7, it was the size of the knob of a bridal caupon. Others say it was the size of a pigeon's egg, or even the size of a closed fist.

Shāhīkh 'Abdu 'l-Haqq says "it was a piece of flesh, very brilliant in appearance, and according to some traditions it had secretly inscribed within it, 'God is one and has no Associate.'"

'Abdu Ramās', whose family were skilled in surgery, offered to remove it, but Muhammad refused, saying, "The physician thereof is He who placed it where it is."

According to another tradition, Muhammād said to 'Abdu Ramās', "Come hither and touch my back"; which he did, drawing his fingers over the prophetic seal, and, behold! there was a collection of hairs upon the spot. (See Muir, new ed. p. 542.)

'Abdu 'l-Haqq also says it disappeared from the Prophet's back shortly before his death.

It is not clear how far Muhammad encouraged the belief in this supernatural sign of his prophetic mission, but from his reply to 'Abdu Ramās', it would not appear that he really attributed any special power to its existence. [MUHAMMAD.]

SECTS OF ISLĀM. Arabic fīrqah (فیقه), pl. fīrqah. Muhammad is related to have prophesied that his followers would be divided into numerous religious sects.

Ibn 'Abī 'Umar relates that the Prophet said: "Verily it will happen to my people even as it did to the Children of Israel. The Children of Israel were divided into seventy-two sects, and my people will be divided into seventy-three. Every one of those three sects will go to Hell except one sect." The Companions said, "O Prophet, which is that?" He said, "The religion which is professed by me and my Companions." (Miskārus, book i. ch. vi. pt. 3.)

The number has, however, far exceeded the Prophets' predictions, for the sects of Islam even exceed in number and variety those of the Christian religion.

The Sunnis arrogate to themselves the title of the Nāṣiṣqa, or those who are "being saved" (as, indeed, do the other sects), but within the limits of the Sunni section of Muhammadan there are four which are esteemed "orthodox," their differences consisting chiefly in minor differences of ritual, and in varied interpretations of Muslim law. These four orthodox sects or schools of interpretation amongst the Sunnis, are the Hanafīya, the Shāfi'iya, the Malākīya, and the Hambalīya.

1. The Hanafīya are found in Turkey, Central Asia, and North India. The founder of this sect was the Imām Abū Hanīfah, who was born at al-Kisāf, the capital of al-'Iraq, A.D. 702, or A.H. 80, at which time four of his Companions were still alive. He is the great oracle of jurisprudence, and (with his two pupils, the Imāms Abū Yūnus and Muhammād) was the founder of the Hanafīya Code of Law.

2. The Shāfi'iya are found in South India and Egypt. The founder of this school of interpretation was Imām Muhammād ibn Idrīs as-Shāfiʿi, who was born at Asqalān, in Palestine, A.D. 767 (A.H. 150).

3. The Malākīya prevail in Morocco, Barbary, and other parts of Africa, and were founded by Imām Mālik, who was born at al-Madinah, A.D. 714 (A.H. 93). He enjoyed the personal acquaintance of Abū Hanīfah, and he was considered the most learned man of his time.

4. The Hambalīya were founded by Imām Abū 'Abd Allāh Ahmad ibn Muhammād ibn Hambal, who was born at Baghdād, A.D. 780 (A.H. 164). He attended the lectures delivered by ash-Shāfiʿi, by whom he was instructed in the Traditions. His followers are found in Eastern Arabia, and in some parts of Africa, but it is the least popular of the four schools of interpretation. They have no Muftis at Makkah, whilst the other three sects are represented there. The Wahhābi rose from this sect. [Wahhābi.]

From the disciples of these four great Imāms have proceeded an immense number of commentators and other works, all differing on a variety of points in their constructions, although coinciding in their general principles.

The Ghīyāl 'l-Lughāt gives the following particulars of the seventy-three sects, spoken of in the Traditions, arranging them in six divisions of twelve sects each, and concluding with the Nāṣiṣqa, or "Orthodox" Sunnīs.

I.—The Hā'ashīya, or the Separatists, who are divided into—

1. 'A'īwāqīya, who esteem the Khāliṣha 'Ali to have been a prophet.
2. Abadīya, who hold that 'Ali is divine.
3. Sha'ibāqīya, who say 'Ali was the first and best of the Khulāṣa.
4. Ishāqīya, who say the age of prophecy is not yet completed.
5. Zaidiyah, who hold that prayers can only be led by a descendant of 'Ali.
6. Abbasiiyah, who say 'Al-'Abbâs, the uncle of Muhammad, was the only rightful Imam.
7. Imâmiyah, who state that the world is never left without an Imâm of the Banû Hâshim to lead the prayers.
8. Nurisiiyah, who say it is blasphemy for one person to say he is better than another.
9. Tânduzhiyyah, who believe in the transmigration of souls.
10. Lâmiyyah, those who curse the names of Talhah, Zubair, and 'Âyshah.
11. Rujîyyah, who believe that 'Ali is hidden in the clouds and will return again to this earth.
12. Murtaziyah, who say it is lawful for a Muslim to fight against his Imam.

II.—The Kâfiriyah, “the Aliens,” who are divided into—
1. Abruqiyah, who say there is no holy vision to be obtained by the sons of men, as the days of inspiration are past.
2. Riyyiyah, who say a man is saved by good works, and not by faith.
3. Sâudiyyah, who say God is indifferent to the actions of men, as though He were in a state of sleep.
4. 'Asâsîyyah, who hold true faith has not yet been made evident.
5. Khâliyyah, who say to run away even from double the number of infidels is a mortal sin for Muslims.
6. Kâniyyah, who say that the human body is not made ready for prayer unless the ablutions be such as entirely cleanse the body.
7. Kanâsiyyah, who do not regard the giving of zakât as necessary.
8. Murâsîyyah, who maintain that evil actions are not according to the decree of God, and that the prayers of a sinful man are not acceptable to God, and that faith is of man’s free will, and that the Qurân is created, and that almsgiving and prayer do not benefit the dead, and that there is no mirâq or kitâb, &c., at the Day of Judgement.
9. Maâsmiyyah, who hold that belief in the unseen is absurd.
10. Mâshkimiyyah, who say God has not revealed His will to mankind.
11. Sirîqiyyah, who believe the example of the saints is of no importance.
12. Aftâqiyyah, who hold that there is no punishment for sin.

III.—The Jabriyyah, the “Deniers of Free Will,” who are divided into—
1. Mâ'exîqiyyah, who hold that both good and evil are entirely from God, and man is not responsible for his actions.
2. A'tâqiyyah, who say man is responsible for his actions although the power to do and to act is alone from God.
3. 'Asâsîqiyyah, who believe that man possesses an entirely free will.
4. Târiqiyyah, who say faith without works will save a man.

V.—The Jahmiyyah, the followers of Jahâm ibn Saîwân, who are divided into—
1. Mu'tasîqiyyah, who say the names and attributes of God are not created.
2. Mutarrijîqiyyah, who hold that the power, knowledge, and purpose of God are created.
3. Mutarshiqiyyah, who say God has a place.
4. Wârijîqiyyah, who state that those who enter hell will never escape from it, and that a mu'min, or “believer,” will never enter hell.
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5. Haririya, who say the inhabitants of hell will so burn, that in time they will be annihilated.
6. Makkhiya, who believe that the Qur'an, the Taurat, the Injil, and the Zobur are created.
7. Ihariya, who say Muhammad was a learned man, and a philosopher, but not a prophet.
8. Faisiya, who say both Paradise and Hell will be annihilated.
9. Zanddigiya, who say the Mi'raj, or "ascent of Muhammad to heaven," was only in the spirit, and that the world is eternal, and that there is no Day of Judgment.
10. Laftiya, who hold that the Qur'an is not an inspired writing, but that its instructions are of God.
11. Qabria, who say there is no punishment in the grave.
12. Wafiyiya, who state that it is not certain whether the Qur'an is create or uncreate.
VI.-The Muriy, or "Procratinitors," who are divided into:
1. Tarifiya, who say nothing is necessary but faith.
2. Shafiya, who maintain that when once a person has repeated the Muhammadan creed he is saved.
3. Rija, who believe that the worship of God is not necessary to pieti, nor are good works necessary.
4. Shadhiya, who say a man cannot be certain if he has faith or not, for faith is spirit.
5. Nadiya, who say faith is knowledge, and those who do not know the commandments of God have not faith.
6. Amaliya, who say faith is but good works.
7. Manjusiya, who say faith is sometimes less and sometimes more.
8. Mustasigiya, who depurate assurance in religion, but say, "we are believers if God will it.
9. Ashartiya, who say giyas, or "analogical reasoning, in matters of faith is unlawful.
10. Bid'iya, who hold that it is a duty to obey a ruler, even if he give orders which are evil.
11. Musabbibiya, who say God did literally make Adam in his own image.
12. Hashosiya, who consider that in Muslim law there is no difference between wajib, sunnah, and mustahab.
VII.-The Najiya, or "Savod Ones," make up the complete number of seventy-three.
Mr. Sale traces all the Muhammadan sects to four sources:-
1. The Mutassiliya, the followers of Wasi ibn Ati, who may be said to have been the first inventor of scholastic divinity in Islam.
2. The Shafiya, or "Attributists, who hold the contrary opinions of the Mutassiliya.
4. The Shafi, or the followers of 'Ali.

The author of the Sharh 'l-Musnad' says there are eight leading divisions of the sects of Islam:-
1. The Mutasiilah.
2. The Shafiya.
3. The Khawarij.
4. The Muriyinya.
5. The Najiya.
6. The Jabariya.
7. The Mushabbihiya.
8. The Najiya.

For an account of these leading sects, the reader is referred to the articles under their respective titles.

SINNAH 'Abdul 'Qadir says there are not less than 150 sects in Islam.

SERMON. The oration delivered at the Friday midday prayer is called the kutub (الکتاب); exhortations at any other time are termed war or (الواء). The former is an established custom in Islam, and the discourse is always delivered at the masjid 'l-Jami', or principal mosque, on Fridays, but sermons on other occasions although they are in accordance with the practice of Muhammad, are not common. Very few Mus-lims preach except on Fridays. [HUVRAN.]

SARPENT, Arabic basiya (البصلة), occurs in the Qur'an once for the serpent made from Moses' rod (Sura ii. 31). The word used in another place (Sura vii. 104) is gud (العذة). The Hebrew מָרָס מְנָאסֶס is also used for a large serpent in Muslim books, but it does not occur in the Qur'an.

In the Qur'an, Sura ii. 34, it is said Satan made Adam and Eve to backslide and "drove them out from what they were in," but no mention is made of the serpent.

The commentators say that when the devil attempted to get into Eden to tempt Adam, he was stopped by the angelic guard at the gates of Paradise, whereupon he begged of the animals to carry him in to speak to Adam and his wife, but they all refused except the serpent, who took him between his teeth and so introduced him to our first parents. (Taf-sir 'l-Azari, p. 134.)

SETH. Arabic Shig (الشج); Heb. שֵׁת Seth. The third son of Adam. A prophet to whom it is said God revealed fifty small portions of scripture. [APOCRYP] In the fourth century there existed in Egypt a sect of gnostics, calling themselves Sethians, who regarded Seth as a divine emanation. (Neander's Ch. Hist., vol. ii. p. 115), which will account for Muhammad classing him as an inspired prophet with a revelation.

SEVEN DIALECTS. Arabic 'Abasa 'Abruf (الابسا ابو المعمر). The Prophet is related to have said that the Qur'an was revealed in seven dialects (Misc., book ii. ch. ii.). The word 'abraf, translated "dialects," may admit of two interpretations. Some understand it to mean that
the Qur'ān contains seven kinds of revelation: Commandment (ʿurūd), prohibition (nasāḥ), history (ṣīḥaḥ), parable (waṣīṭ), exhortation (waṣīṭ), promises (waḥādat), and threatening (waʿid). But the more common interpretation of ʿurūd is “dialect,” by which is understood that by changing the inflection and accentuations of words, the text of the Qur'ān may be read in the then existing “seven dialects” of Arabic, namely, Quraish, ʿAtāy, Ḥaḍīth, Yaman, ʿAqūf, Ḥijājī, and Tamīm.

SEVEN SALAMS. Seven verses of the Qur'ān, in which the word ʿalām (الام), “peace,” occurs:

Surah xxxvi. 58: “Peace shall be the word spoken unto the righteous by a merciful God.”

Surah xxxvii. 27: “Peace shall be on Noah and on all creatures.”

Surah xxxvii. 109: “Peace be on Abra- ham.”

Surah xxxvii. 120: “Peace be on Moses and Aaron.”

Surah xxxvii. 180: “Peace be on Eliaa.”

Surah xxxvii. 181: “Peace be on His apostles.”

Surah xxvii. 5: “It is peace until the breaking of the morrow.”

These verses are recited by the religious Muslims during sickness, or in seasons of danger or distress. In some states of Islam it is customary to write these seven verses of the Qur'ān on paper and then to wash off the ink and drink it as a charm against evil.

SHA'BAN (شعبان). Lit. “The month of separation.” The eighth month of the Muslim year. So-called because the Arabs used to separate themselves in search of water during this month.

SHAB-I-BARAT (شب بارات). The Persian title for the fifteenth day of the month Shab'ān, which is called in Arabic Lailatu 'n-nisf min Shab'ān, or “the night of the middle of Shab'ān.”

On this night, Muhammad said, God registers annually all the actions of mankind which they are to perform during the year; and that all the children of men, who are to be born and to die in the year, are recorded. Muhammad, it is said, enjoined his followers to keep awake the whole night, to repeat one hundred rak'ah prayers, and to fast the next day; but there are generally great rejoicings instead of a fast, and large sums of money are spent in fireworks. It is the “Guy Fawkes Day” of India, being the night for display of fireworks.

The Shab-i-Barat is said to be referred to in the xviiiith Sūrah of the Qur'ān, verse 2, as “the night on which all things are disposed in wisdom,” although the commentators are not agreed as to whether the verse alludes to this night or the Shab-i-Qadr, on the 27th of the month of Ramaḍān.

The Shab-i-Barat is frequently confounded with the Lailatu 'l-Qadr, or, as it is called in India, the Shab-i-Qadr.
SHAGHAR

the scholastic divines, and most of his productions (especially upon theology), were written with a view to correct their absurdities. He is said to have been the first who reduced the science of Jurisprudence into a regular system, and to have made a systematic collection of traditions. Imam Hambal remarks that until the time of ash-Shafi‘i men did not know how to distinguish between the traditions that were in force and those that were cancelled. His first work was, as before-mentioned, the "Usul," or "fundamentals," containing all the principles of the Muslim civil and canon law. His next literary productions were the Sunan and Masnad, both works on the traditional law, which are held in high estimation among the Sunnis. His works upon practical divinity are various, and those upon theology consist of fourteen volumes. His tomb is still to be seen at Cairo, where the famous Sa‘lanu ‘d-Din afterwards (A.H. 576) founded a sect for the preservation of his works and the propagation of his doctrines. The mosque at Hirah was built by Sultan Qiyas ‘d-Din for the same purpose. Imam ash-Shafi‘i is said to have been a person of some discernment and agreeable conversation. His reverence for God was such that he never was heard to mention his name except in prayer. His manners were mild and ingratiating, and he reproved all unnecessary moroseness or severity in a teacher, it being a saying of his that whoever advised his brother tenderly and in private did him a service, but that public reproach could only operate as a reproach. His principal pupils were Imam Ahmad ibn Hambal and as-Zuhairi, the former of whom afterwards founded a sect [HANBALI]. The Shafi‘i sect of Sunnis is chiefly met with in Egypt and Arabia.

SHAGHAR (شاغر). A double treaty of marriage common amongst the pagan Arabs, viz. the man marrying the sister or daughter of another and the return giving his sister or daughter in order to avoid paying the dower. It is strictly forbidden by the Muhammadan religion (see MISHKAT, book xii. ch. 11), although it is even now practised by the people of Central Asia.

SHAH (شاه). Persian. "A King." A title usually given to members of the Aesetic order, and to Saiyids, as Faqir Shah, Akbar Shah. It has, however, become a common addition to surnames, both in India and other countries, and no longer denotes a position of dignity.

SHAHADAH (شهادة). "Evidence." [WITNESSES. MARTYRS. MARTYRS. WITNESSES.]

SHAHID (شهيد). "The Witness." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. It frequently occurs in the Qur'an for the Almighty (e.g. Surah iii. 98) as one who seeth all things.

SHAHINSHAH (شاهنما). A Persian title given to the King of Persia— "King of Kings." It is a title strictly forbidden in Traditions, in which it is related that Muhammad said "King of Kings" is the vilest name you can call a man, for there is no other King of Kings but God." (MISHKAT, book xxii. ch. vii.)

SHAIKH (شیخ), pl. shuyukh, asheyakh, or mashayakh. A venerable old man. A man above fifty years of age. A man of authority. A superior of an order of Darweshes. Shuyukh ul-Islam, a title given to the chief Malasawi or Qasri of the cities of Constantinople, Cairo, Damascus, &c.

SHAITAN (ضیاء). [DEVIL.]

SHAJAH (شهیار), pl. shi’aj. [WOUNDS.]

SHAKING HANDS. Arabic musaffahah (مسافحة). Is enjoined in the Traditions, and is founded upon the express example of Muhammad himself. Al-Bara' ibn ‘Azib says the Prophet said, "There are no two Muslims who meet and shake hands but their sins will be forgiven them before they separate." (Mishkat, book xxii. ch. iii.)

ASH-SHAKUR (الشكر). "The Acknowledger of Thanksgiving." One of the ninety-nine special attributes of the Almighty. Qur'an, Surah xxxv. 37: "Verily He (God) is forgiving, and an acknowledger of thanksgiving." When used for anyone but God it means one who is grateful, e.g. Qur'an, Surah xxxiv. 12: "Few of my servants are grateful."

ASH-SHAM (المسم). Lit. "That which is on the left-hand (looking to the rising sun)," i.e. the northern country to Makkah. Syria.

ASH-SHAMAS (المسم). "The Sun." The title of the xcash Surah of the Qur'an, which begins with the word.

SHAQQU 'S-SADE (شاقو السادة). Lit. "The splitting open of the heart." Anas relates that "the Angel Gabriel came to the Prophet, when he was playing with boys, and took hold of him, and laid him on the ground, and split open his heart, and brought out a little bag of blood, and said to Muhammad, 'This is the devil's part of you. After this, Gabriel washed the Prophet's heart with zamzam water, then sewed it up and replaced it. Then the boys who were with the Prophet ran crying to his nurse, saying, 'Verily Muhammad is killed.'" Anas also says that he "had seen the marks of the sewing in the Prophet's breast." (Mishkat, book xxiv. ch. vi.) According to the commentators al-Baiunwi, al-Kamâlik, and Husain, the first verse of
the xcvth Surah of the Qur'ān refers to this event: "Have we not opened thy breast for thee, and taken off from thee thy burden, which galled thy back?" But it seems probable that this simple verse of one of the earliest chapters of the Qur'ān refers merely to the enlightenment of Muḥammads heart, and that his followers afterwards invented the miracle in order to give a supernatural turn to the passage. [MUHAMMAD.]

SHARĀ (شرا). [LAW.]

SHARĀB (شراب). In its original meaning, "that which is drunk." A drink. Always applied to wine and intoxicating drinks. In mystic writings, sharāb, "wine," signifies the summum of Divine love over the heart of man.

SHARĪ (شري). Lit. "Expounding." A term used for a commentary written in explanation of any book or treatise, as distinguished from tafsīr, which is used only for a commentary of the Qur'ān. These expositions are written either in the text, or on the side of the book or treatise they attempt to explain. The term, however, generally used for marginal notes is hāshiyyah. For example, the Tansūr 'l-Ādār is the ma'na, or text, of a great work on Muḥammadan laws, written by Shamsu'd-Dīn Muḥammad A.H. 995; the Durru 'l-Mukhtar is a sharī, or commentary written on that work by 'Alī b-Dīn Muḥammad, A.H. 1088; and the Hāshiya, or marginal notes on these two works, is the Kaddu 'l-Mukhtar, by Muḥammad Amin.

SHARĪ'AH (شريعة). The law, including both the teaching of the Qur'ān and of the traditional sayings of Muḥammad. [LAW.]

SHART (شرت). The conditions of marriage, of contracts, &c.

SHAVING. The shaving of the beard is forbidden in the Traditions, for Ibn 'Umar relates that the Prophet said: "Do the opposite of the polytheist; let your beards grow long and clip your mustachios." The shaving of the head is allowed, provided the whole and not a part is shaven, for the Prophet said: "Shave off all the hair of the head or let it alone." (Mishkār, xx. ch. iv. pt. 8.)

In Afghanistan it is the custom to shave the head, but not in other parts of Islam.

SHAVING THE HEAD. Arabic tabāt (تبيط). Forbidden in the Hadīth (Mishkār, book xiv. ch. v.), although it is most common amongst the Muḥammadans of India and Central Asia.

SHAWWĀL (shawwāl). Lit. "The month of raising the tail." The tenth month of the Muḥammadan year. For a discussion of the meaning of the title of this month, see Lane's Arabic Dict. in loco. [ISAIAH.]

SHAY'A (شيء).
rick's ed., p. 4), says: "The Prophet declared that the Most High had created him, and 'Ali and Fātimah, and Hasan and Husain, before the creation of Adam, and when as yet there was neither heaven, nor earth, nor darkness, nor light, nor sun, nor moon, nor paradise, nor hell." [HAQQAQI L-MUHAMMADIAN.] The Shi'ah traditions also give very lengthy accounts of the nomination of 'Ali by the Prophet to be his successor. The following is the account given in the Haqqāqī l-Qulāb (p. 334):——

"When the ceremonies of the pilgrimage were completed, the Prophet, attended by 'Ali, and the Muslims, left Makkah for al-Madīnah. On reaching Madīnah, the Prophet halted, although that place had never been known as a stopping-place for caravans because it had neither water nor pastureage. The reason for stopping at this place being a direct message from the Almighty. The Prophet had received divine messages on the subject before, but He had not before expressly appointed the time of 'Ali's inauguration." * * * *  

"As the day was very hot, the Prophet ordered them to take shelter under some thorn trees. Having ordered all the camel-saddles to be piled up for a pulpit, he commanded a herald to summon the people around him. Most of them had bound their cloaks on their feet as a protection from the excessive heat. When all the people were assembled, the Prophet ascended the pulpit made of camel-saddles, and, calling to him the Commander of the Faithful ('Ali), placed him on his right hand. Muhammad then gave praise to God, and foretold his own death, saying that he had been called to the gate of God. He then said, 'I leave among you the Book of God, to which, while you adhere, you will never go astray. I leave with you the members of my family who cannot be separated from the Book of God until they and the Book join me at the fountain of al-Kausar.' [KAUSAIR] He then, with a loud voice, said, 'Am I not dearer to you than your own lives?' And all the people said, 'Yes.' He then took the hands of 'Ali and raised them up so high, that the white of his arm-pits appeared, and said, 'Whoever from his heart receives me as his master, then let him go to 'Ali. O Lord, before ankles. Be the enemy of all his enemies. Help all who help him, and forsake all who forsake him.'

The writer also says:——

"Certain authorities, both Shi'ah and Sunni, declare that when the Prophet died, the hypocritical Mahjūrs and Ancars, such as Abū Bakr, 'Umar, and 'Abdul-r-Rahmān ibn 'l-Auf, instead of visiting the family of the Prophet to comfort them at the time of his death, assembled at the abode of the Banū Sa'dah, and plotted to seize the Khilāfāt. Most of them did not perform the prayers at the Prophet's burial, although 'Ali sent to call them for the purpose. This plan was to make Abū Bakr Khilīfah, and for this they had plotted in the Prophet's lifetime. The hypocritical Ancars, however, wished to make Sa'd ibn 'Abdullāh Khilīfah, but they were over-ruled by the Muhājiyāt. A certain man brought the information that Abū Bakr was constituted Khilīfah, when 'Ali was in the act of filling in the earth in the grave of the Prophet's grave, and said that the hypocrites had feared that if they waited till the funeral ceremony was over, they would not succeed in their design of depriving 'Ali of his rights. 'Ali laid his spade on the ground and recited the first verses of the xxxxth Sūrah of the Qur'ān: 'A.L. M. Do men reckon that they will be left alone who say, 'We believe,' and not be tried? We did try those who were before them, and God will surely know those who are truthful, and he will surely know those who are liars.'

The Shi'ah believe that at this time God made special revelations to Fātimah, the Prophet's daughter, and 'Ali's wife. These revelations are said to have been possessed by the last of the Imāms, al-Mahdi, and to be still in his possession. [M.A.D.] It need scarcely be added that the Sunni writers deny every word of these traditions. The strong hand of the Sunni Khilīfah 'Umar kept the claims of 'Ali in abeyance; but when 'Umar died, the Khilīfah was offered to 'Ali, on condition that he would govern according to the Qur'ān, and the traditions as received by the Sunnis. The answer of 'Ali not being deemed satisfactory, the election devolved upon 'Ummān (Othman). Ummān was assassinated A.H. 35, and 'Ali was elected on his own terms, in spite of the opposition of 'Ayishah, the favourite wife of the Prophet, who had become a great influence in Islām.

One of the first acts of 'Ali was to recall Mu'āwiyyah from Syria. Mu'āwiyyah refused, and then claimed the Khilīfah for himself. His claims were supported by 'Ayishah. 'Ali was eventually assassinated at Kāsu, A.H. 40, and upon his death his son 'Abd al-Husayn was elected Khilīfah, but he resigned it in favour of Mu'āwiyyah, on the condition that he should resume it on the death of the latter. Mu'āwiyyah consented to this arrangement, although secretly determining that his own son Yazīd should be his successor.

Upon the death of Mu'āwiyyah, A.H. 60, his son Yazid, "the Polluted," obtained the position of Imām or Khilīfah, without the form of election, and with this event commenced the great Shi'ah schism, which has divided the forces of Islām until this day.

The leading, or "orthodox" sect of the Shi'ah, the Imamīyāyā, receive the following as the rightful Khilīfāt:——

1. 'Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet.
2. Al-Husayn, the son of 'Ali.
3. Al-Hasan, the second son of 'Ali.
4. 'Ali, surnamed Zain al-'Abidīn, the son of al-Husayn.
5. Muhammad al-Baqir, son of Zain al-'Abidīn.
not fewer than thirty-two are assigned to the Shi'ahs, and, according to the Shari'ah 'U'mu'ayyif, there are as many as seventy-three sects of the Shi'ahs alone.

According to the Shari'ah U'Mu'ayyif, the three principal sects of the Shi'ahs are (1) Ghulai, or Zealots, the title generally given to those who, through their excessive zeal for the Imams, have raised them above the degree of human beings. (2) Zaidiyah, those who separated after the appointment of Muhammad Baqir to the Khalifate, and followed Zaid. (3) Imamiyyah, or those who acknowledged Ja'far Sadiq as the rightful Imam, to the exclusion of Isma'il, and which appears to be what may be called the ortho- dox sect of the Shi'ahs. Out of these three great divisions, there have grown innumerable sects, which it would be tedious to define; but all Shi'ah theologians are more or less infected with mysticism.

Many of the Shi'ahs have carried their veneration for 'Ali so far, as to look upon him as the position of a divine person, and most of the sects make their Imams paragons of the divine nature. These views have their foundation in the traditions already quoted, which assert the pre-existence of Muhammad and 'Ali, and they have undoubtedly been fostered by the gnostic tendencies of all forms of Persian belief, especially Sufism. [Sex.] Since the accession of Isma'il, the first of the Sufi dynasty, A.D. 1499, the Shi'ah faith has been the national religion of Persia. Nadir Shah, when at the summit of his power, attempted to convert the Persians to the Sunni form of Islam, in order to assist his ambitious designs, but the attempt failed, and the attachment of the Persians to the Shi'ah faith has remained as decided as ever.

The Lewis Pelly remarks:—

"Though the personal history of Ali and his sons was the exciting cause of the Shi'ah schism, its predisposing cause lies far deeper in the impassable ethnological gulf which separates the Aryan and Semitic races. Owning to their strongly centralised form of government, the empire of the Sasanides succumbed at once before the onslaught of the Saracens; still, Persia was never really converted to Islam, and when Mohammed, the son of Ali, the son of Abdullah, the son of Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet Mohammed, proclaimed the Imams as inherent of divine right, in the descendants of the Caliph Ali, the vanquished Persians rose as one man against their Arab conquerors. The sons of Abbas had all espoused the cause of their cousin Ali against Moawiyah, and when Yezid succeeded to the Caliphate, Abdullah refused to acknowledge him, and retired to Mecca. It was he who tried to dissuade Hassan from going to Cufa. His son was Ali, who, by order of the Caliph Wali, was flogged and paraded through the streets of Damascus, mounted on a camel, with his face to its tail, and it was to avenge this insult on his father that Mohammed resolved to overthrow the dynasty of the Ommiades."

"The Persians, in their hatred of the
The Muhammadans of the province of Oudh in British India are for the most part Shi'ahs, and there are a few in the province of Tirah, on the frontier of India. With the exception of the province of Oudh, the Muhammadans of India are for the most part Sunnis of the Hanafi sect, but practices peculiar to the Shi'ahs have long prevailed in certain localities. In most parts of India, where the parties are Shi'ahs, the law of this school of jurisprudence is always administered, especially with regard to marriage and inheritance.

It is not correct, as stated by Sale (Introduction to the Koran) and others, that the Shi'ahs reject the Sunnah, or Traditions; for although the Shi'ahs do not receive the six correct books of the Sunnah, they acknowledge the traditions of their own, namely, (1) Al-Kafi', (2) Manlayahatabcharhu 'l-Faqih, (3) Tahiti, (4) Isiibai', (5) Nahju 'l-Ba'liga. [TRADITIONS.] The works written on the traditions are very numerous.

The Rev. James L. Merrick (Boston, 1850) has translated into English portions of the Hayatu 'l-Qulub, the most popular book of traditions amongst the Shi'ahs. It was originally compiled by Muhammad Bdkir, son of Muhammad Taki, whose last work was the well-known Hayatu 'l-Faqih, A.D. 1627 (A.H. 1627). The Shi'ah school of jurisprudence is of earlier date than that of the Sunnis, for Abul Hanifah, the father of the Sunni Code of Muslim law, received his first instructions in jurisprudence from Ja'far as-Sadiq, the sixth Imam of the Shi'ahs; but this learned doctor afterwards separated from his teacher, and established a code of laws of his own.

The differences between the Shi'ahs and the Sunnis are very numerous, but the following are the principal points:—

(1) The discussion as to the office of Imam, already alluded to.
(2) The Shi'ahs have a profound veneration for the Khalifah 'Ali, and some of their sects regard him as an incarnation of divinity, whilst the Sunnis assert that next to the Prophet, 'Ali is the most perfect and excellent of men.
(3) They still possess Mustahids, or "enlightened doctors," whose opinion is final in matters of Muslim law and doctrine. The Mustahid is the highest degree amongst Muhammadan doctors. The Sunnis say, in the present divided condition of Islam it is impossible to appoint them, but the Shi'ahs still elect them in Persia, and the appointment is confirmed by the king. [MUTAMID.]
(4) They observe the ceremonies of the Muharram in commemoration of al-Rassan and al-Hassan, whilst the Sunnis only observe the tenth day of the Muharram, or the 'Ashur', being, they say, the day on which God created Adam. [MUTAMAR.] (5) They include the Marwânis, or fire worshippers, amongst the Ahhah 'l-Kitab, or people who have received an inspired record from God, whilst the Sunnis only acknowledge the Jews, Christians, and Muslims as such.
(6) They admit the principle of religious compromise called Taqiyah (lit. "Guarding oneself"). A pious fraud, whereby the Shi'ah Muhammadan believes he is justified in either smoothing down, or denying, the peculiarities of his religious belief in order to save himself from persecution. [TAQIYAH.] (7) There are also various minor differences in the liturgical ceremonies of the Shi'ahs, which will be found in the account of the liturgical prayers. [PRAIEH.] (8) The difference, especially between the civil law of the Shi'ahs and Sunni has been carefully noted in Mr. N. B. E. Baillie's Introduction to his Digest of the Indian Code (London, 1869):— (a) "With regard to the sexes, any connection between them, which is not sanctioned by some relation founded upon contract or upon slavery, is denounced by both the sects as sin, or fornication. But, according to the Hanafiyyah, the contract must be for the lives of the parties, or the woman be the slave of the man, and it is only to a relation founded on a contract for life that they give the name of nikah, or marriage. According to the Shi'ahs, the contract may be either temporary, or for life, and it is not necessary that the slave should be the actual property of the man; for it is sufficient if the possession of her person be temporarily surrendered to him by her owner. To a relation established in any of these ways they give the name of nikah, or marriage, which is thus, according to them, of three kinds, permanent, temporary, and servile. It is only their permanent marriage that admits of any comparison with the marriage of the Hanafiyyah. And here there is, in the first place, some difference in the words by which the contract is effected. According to the Hanafiyyah; the words may be sari' (express) or iiniya (ambiguous). According to the Shi'ahs, they must always be express; and in the two express terms of the other sect (nikah and taswyt) they add a third murâ'ah, which is rejected by the others as insufficient. [MUTAMAR.] Further, while the Hanafiyyah regard the presence of witnesses as essential to a valid contract of marriage, the Shi'ahs do not deem it to be in anywise necessary. The causes of prohibition correspond, to some extent, in both schools; but there is this difference between them, that the Hanafiyyah includes a difference of dár, or nationality, among the causes of prohibition, and excludes. dán, or imprisonment, from among them; while the Shi'ah excludes the former
and includes the latter. There is, also, some difference between them as to the conditions and qualifications under which fosterage becomes a ground of prohibition. And with regard to infidelity, though both schools entirely prohibit any sexual intercourse between a Muslimah or Muslim woman and a man who is not of her own religion, the Hanafi allows of such intercourse, under the sanction of marriage, between a Muslim and any woman who is a *kitabiyah,* that is, who belongs to any sect that is supposed to have a revealed religion, while the Shi'ah restricts such connection to *murtah,* or temporary and servile marriages. Among Kitabiyah both schools include Christians and Jews, but the Hanafi rejects Majafih, or fire-worshippers, who are included among them by the Shi'ah. The Shi'ah do not appear to make any distinction between invalid and valid marriages, all that are forbidden being apparently void according to them. But the distinction is of little importance to the parties themselves, as under neither of the schools does an unlawful marriage confer any inheritable quality upon the parties; and the rights of the children born of such marriages are determined by another consideration, which will be adverted to in the proper place hereafter.

"(b) With regard to the servile marriage of the Shi'ah, it is nothing more than the right of sexual intercourse which every master has with his slave; but there is the same difference between the two sects, in this case, as in that of marriage by contract. According to the Hanafiyyah, the right must be permanent, by the woman's being the actual property of the man. According to the Shi'ah, the right may be temporary, as when it is conceded for a limited time by the owner of the slave. When a slave has borne a child to her own master, which he acknowledges, she becomes his `umul-ul-walad, or mother of a child, and cannot be sold, while she is entitled to emancipation at her master's death. According to the Hanafiyyah, these privileges are permanent, but, according to the Shi'ah, the exemption from sale is restricted to the life of her child, and her title to emancipation is at the expense of her child's share in the master's estate. If that be insufficient, her enfranchisement is only prospective, or so far as the share will go. Where the child's father has only an unfructuous right in the mother, the child is free, though the mother, being the property of another, does not acquire the rights of a `umul-ul-walad.

"(c) With regard to the persons who may be legally slaves, there seems to be little, if any, difference between the two sects. According to the Shi'ah, slavery is the proper condition of the Kafirs, or heathen, with the exception only of Christians, Jews, and Majafih, or fire-worshippers, so long as they continue in a state of *gammah,* or subjection, to the Muslim community. If they renounce their gammah, they fall back into the condition of ordinary karabi, and if a person should buy

from a karabi his child, or wife, or any of his consanguineous relations, the person so purchased is to be adjudged a slave. There seems also to be but little difference in the manner in which slaves may be enfranchised, or their bondage qualified. But there is an important difference as to children; for, according to the Hanafiyyah, a child follows the conditions of its mother, being free or a slave, as she is the one or the other; while, according to the Shi'ahs, it is free, if either of its parents be so. Both the sects are agreed that marriage may be dissolved by the husband at any time at his pleasure, and to such dissolutions they both give the name of *talad.*

"(d) But there are some important differences between the repudiation of the two sects. Thus, while the Hanafiyyah recognizes two forms, the Sunni and Bida'i, or regular and irregular, as being equally efficacious, and subdivide the regular into two other forms, one of which designates as *dasav,* or best, and the other as *dasav,* or good, the Shi'ahs reject these distinctions altogether, recognizing only one form of the Sunni, or regular. So also as to the expressions by which repudiation may be constituted; while the Hanafiyyah distinguishes between what they call *saril,* or express words, which are inflections of the word *talad,* and various expressions which they term *tanayah,* or ambiguous, the Shi'ahs admit the former only. Further, the Hanafiyyah do not require intention when express words are used; so that, though a man is actually compelled to use them, the repudiation is valid according to them. Nor do they require the presence of witnesses as necessary in any case to the validity of a repudiation; while, according to the Shi'ahs, both intention and the presence of two witnesses in all cases are essential. Both sects agree that repudiation may be either *bad* (absolute) or *rajavi* (revocable), and that a repudiation given three times cannot be revoked, nor a woman so repudiated be again married by her husband until she has been immediately married to another man, and the marriage with him has been consummated. But, according to the Hanafiyyah, repudiation may be made irrevocable by an aggravation of the terms, or the addition of a description, and three repudiations may be given in immediate succession, or even *unico conturo,* in one expression; while, according to the Shi'ahs, on the other hand, the irrevocability of a repudiation is dependent on the state in which the woman may be at the time that it is given, and three repudiations, to have their full effect, must have two intervening revocations. To the *bad* and *rajavi* repudiations of both sects, the Shi'ahs add one peculiar to themselves, to which they give the name of the *taliada,* or repudiation of the *iddah,* and which has the effect of ordering the repudiated woman for ever unlawful to her husband, so that it is impossible for them ever to marry with each other again. The power of revocation continues until the
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expiration of the 'iddah, or probationary period for ascertaining whether a woman is pregnant or not. After it has expired, the rubadud becomes absolute, according to both schools. So long as it is revocable, the parties are still in a manner husband and wife; and if either of them should happen to die, the other has a right of inheritance in deceased's estate.

(a) With regard to parentage, maternity is established, according to the Hanafiyyah, by birth alone, without any regard to the connection of the parents being lawful or not. According to the Shi'ah, it must in all cases be lawful; for a mafludh 'blind', or illegitimate child, has no descent, even from its mother, nor are there any mutual rights of inheritance between them. For the establishment of parentage there must have been, at the time of the child's conception, according to both sects, a legal connection between its parents by marriage or cohabitation, or a semblance of either. According to the Hanafiyyah, an invalid marriage is sufficient for that purpose, or even, according to the head of the school, one that is positively unlawful; but, according to the Shi'ah, the marriage must in all cases be lawful, except when there is error on the part of both or either of the parents. Again, as to the children by slaves, express acknowledgment by the father is required by both sects, except when the slave is his ummu'l-walad, or has already borne a child to him; for though, according to the Shi'ah, there are two reports on the subject, yet, by the most generally received of these, a slave does not become the wife of her master by mere coition, and her child is not affiliated to him without his acknowledgment. With regard to children begotten under a semblance of rights, the Hanafiyyah require some basis for the semblance in the relation of the parties to each other; while, according to the Shi'ah, bond fide belief on the part of the man that the woman is his wife or his slave seems to be all that is required; while no relation short of a legal marriage or slavery, without such belief either on the part of the man or the woman, would apparently be sufficient.

(f) On the subject of testimony, both schools require that it shall be direct to the point in issue; and they also seem to be agreed that when two or more witnesses concur in ascertaining a fact in the same terms, the judge is bound by their testimony, and must give his judgment in conformity with it. They agree in requiring that a witness should in general have full knowledge, by the cognizance of his own senses, of the fact to which he is bearing testimony; but both allow him, in certain exceptional cases, to testify on information received from others, or when he is convinced of the fact by inference from circumstances with which it is connected.

(g) Nasab, or descent, is included by both sects among the exceptional facts to which a witness is allowed to testify when they are generally notorious, or when he is credibly informed of them by others. But according to the Hanafiyyah, it is enough if the information be received from two just men, or one just man and two just women; while the Shi'ah require that it should have been received from a considerable number of persons in succession, without any suspicion of their having got up the story in concert. The Hanafiyyah class marriage among the exceptional facts, together with Nasab; but, according to the Shi'ah, it more properly follows the general rule, which requires that the witness should have the direct evidence of his own senses to the fact to which he is giving his testimony. They seem, however, to admit an exception in its favour; for they reason that as we adjudge Khadijah to have been the mother of Fajr, the daughter of the Prophet, though we know it only by general notoriety and tradition, which is but continued hearsay, so also we may equally decide her to have been the Prophet's wife, for which we have the same evidence, though we were not present at the contract of marriage, nor even heard the Prophet acknowledge it. Both sects are agreed that a witness may lawfully infer and testify that a thing is the property of a particular person when he has seen it in his possession; and so, according to the Hanafiyyah, 'When a person has seen a man and woman dwelling in the same house, and behaving familiarly with each other in the manner of married persons, it is lawful for him to testify that she is his wife, in the same way as when he has seen a specific thing in the hands of another.' The Shi'ah do not apply this principle of inference to the case of marriage, and there is no ground for saying that, according to them, marriage will be presumed in a case of proved continual cohabitation.

(h) There is difference between the two schools as to the person who is entitled to claim a right of zhuf'oh, or pre-emption. According to the Hanafiyyah, the right may be claimed strictly, by a partner in the thing itself; secondly, by a partner in its rights of water and way; and thirdly, by a neighbour. According to the Shi'ah, the right belongs only to the first of these, with some slight exception in favour of the second. The claim of the third they reject altogether. In gift the principal difference between the schools is, that a gift of an undivided share of a thing, which is rejected by the Hanafiyyah, is quite lawful according to the Shi'ah.

(i) In appropriation and alms there do not seem to be any differences of importance between the two schools. And in wills the leading difference seems to be that, while, according to the Hanafiyyah, a bequest in favour of an heir is positively illegal, it is quite unobjectionable according to the Shi'ah.

(j) In respect of inheritance, there are many and important differences between the two sects, but they admit of being reduced to a few leading principles, which I now proceed to notice, following the order in which the different branches of the
subject are treated of in this volume. The impediments to inheritance are four in number, according to the Hanafiyahs, viz. slavery, homicide, difference of religion, and difference of dar, or country. Of these the Shi‘ahs recognize the first; the second also with some modification, that is, they require that the homicide be intentional, in other words, murder, while with the Hanafiyahs it operates equally as an impediment to inheritance, though accidental. For difference of religion the Shi‘ahs substitute infidelity, and difference of country they reject entirely. Exclusion from the whole inheritance, according to the Hanafiyahs, is founded upon and regulated by two principles. The one is that a person who is related to the deceased through another has no interest in the succession during the life of that other, with the exception of half-brothers and sisters by the mother, who are not excluded by her. The other principle is, that the nearer relative excludes the more remote. The former of these principles is not expressly mentioned by the Shi‘ahs, but it is included without the exception in the second, which is adopted by them, and extended, so as to postpone a more remote residuary to a nearer sharer—an effect which is not given to it by the Hanafiyahs.

With regard to partial exclusion or the diminution of a share, there is also some difference between the sects. According to the Hanafiyahs, a child, or the child of a son, how lowsoever, reduces the share of a husband, a wife, and a mother, from the highest to the lowest appointed for them; while, according to the Shi‘ahs, the reduction is effected by any child, whether male or female, in any stage of descent from the deceased. Further, when the deceased has left a husband or wife, and both parents, the share of the mother is reduced, according to the Hanafiyahs, from a third of the whole estate to a third of the remainder, in order that the male may have double the share of the female; but, according to the Shi‘ahs, there is no reduction of the mother’s third in these circumstances, though, when the deceased has left a husband, the share of the father can only be a sixth. The shares and the persons for whom they are appointed being expressly mentioned in the Qur’an, there is no difference in respect of them between the two schools. But they differ materially as to the relatives who are not sharers or residuaries. They are divided by the Hanafiyahs into residuaries and distant kindred. The residuaries in their own right they define as every male in whose line of relation to the deceased no female enters; and the distant kindred, as ‘all relatives who are neither sharers nor residuaries.’ The residuaries not only take any surplus that may remain after the sharers have been satisfied, but also the whole estate when there is no sharer, to the entire exclusion of the distant kindred, though these may, in fact, be much nearer in blood to the deceased. This preference of the residuary is rejected with peculiar abhorrence by the Shi‘ahs, who found their objection to it, certainly with some appearance of reason, on two passages of the Qur’an cited below. Instead of the triple division of the Hanafiyahs, they mix up the rights of all the relatives together, and then separate them into three classes, according to their proximity to the deceased, each of which in its order is preferred to that which follows; so that while there is a single individual, even a female, of a prior class, there is no room for the succession of any of the others.

Within the classes operation is given to the doctrine of the return by the Shi‘ahs, nearly in the same way as by the Hanafiyahs: that is, if there is a surplus over the shares, it reverts to the sharers, with the exception of the husband or wife, and is proportionately divided among them. According to the Hanafiyahs, this surplus is always interpreted by the residuary, and it is only when there is no residuary that there is with them any room for the doctrine of the return. When the shares exceed the whole estate, the deficiency is distributed by the Hanafiyahs over all the shares by raising the extractor of the cases—a process which is termed the ‘mid,’ or increase. This is also rejected by the Shi‘ahs, who make the deficiency to fall exclusively upon those among them whose relationship to the deceased is on the father’s side. With regard to the computation of shares, there does not appear to be any difference between the schools.” A Digest of Moslem Municipal Law, Inamusa Code. N. B. E. Baillie, London (1869). Mr. Wilfrid S. Blunt, in his Future of Islam, has the following remarks on the present position of the Shi‘ah sect:—

"In theory, I believe the Shi‘as still hold that there is an Imam and Caliph, but they will not tolerate the pretension of any one now in authority to the title, and leave it in abeyance until the advent of the Mahdi (Makhfi), or guide, who is to reunitie Islam and restore its fortunes. So much is this the case that, sovereign though he be and absolute master in Persia, the Shah is to the present day looked upon by the Persians as a usurper, and he himself acknowledges the fact in a rather curious ceremony. It is a maxim with Mussalmans of all sects that prayer is not valid if made in another man’s house without his permission, and this being so, the Shah admitting that his palaces of right belong not to himself but to the Mohady, he is obliged to lease them according to legal form from an aman (calton) or mujahid, acting for the appointed Mohady, before he can pray in them to his spiritual profit.

"It will be readily understood that, with such an organization and with such tendencies to deductive reasoning, a wide basis is given for divergence of opinion among the Shiites, and that while the more highly educated of their mollahs occasionally profess absolute pantheism, others consult the grosser inclinations of the vulgar, and indulge their
hears with the most extravagant tales of miracle and superstition. These are a
constant source of mockery to the Sunnites. Among the more respectable Shiite
scholars, however, there seems to be a general conviction in Persia that a reform of
Islam is at hand, and that a new leader may be expected at any moment and from any quarter, so
that enthusiasts are constantly found simulating the gifts of inspiration and affecting a divine
mission. The history of the Babists, so well
described by M. de Gobineau in his Religions of Asia, is a case in point, and similar occur-
rences are by no means rare in Persia. I met at Jeddah a highly educated Persian gentle-
man, who informed me that he had himself been
witness, when a boy, to a religious prodigy, no-
torious, if I remember rightly, at Tabriz. On
that occasion, one of these prophets, being
condemned to death by the supreme govern-
ment, was bound to a cross with two of his
companions, and, after remaining suspended
thus for several hours, was fired at by the
royal troops. It then happened, however, while
the companions were dispatched at the first
volley, the prophet himself remained unhurt,
and, incredible to relate, the cords which
bound him were cut by the bullets, and he
died in the field on his feet. 'You Chris-
tians,' said another Persian gentleman once
to me, 'talk of your Christ as the Son of
God, and think it strange, but with us the
occurrence is a common one. Believe me,
we have 'sons of God' in nearly all our vil-
lages.' [SUPR.]

'Thus, with the Shites, extremes meet.
No Moslems more readily adapt themselves
to the superficial atheism of Europe than do
the Persians, and none are more ardently
devout, as all who have witnessed the miracle
play of the two Imams will be obliged to
admit. Extremes, too, of morality are seen,
ferociously asceticisms and gross licentiousnesses.
By no sect of Islam is the duty of pilgrimage
more rigidly observed, or the prayers and
ablutions required by their rule per-
formed with a stricter ritual. But the very
pilgrims who go on foot to Mecca scruple not
to drink wine there, and Persian morality is
everywhere a by-word. In all these circum-
stances there is much to fear as well as to
hope on the side of the Shiite sect; but their
future only indirectly involves that of Islam
proper. Their whole census does not pro-
bably exceed fifteen millions, and it shows
no tendency to increase. Outside Persia we
find about one million Irak Arabs, a few in
Syria and Afghanistan, and at most five mil-

jons in India. One small group still main-
tains itself in the neighbourhood of Medina,
where it is tolerated rather than acknow-
ledged, and a few Shites are to be found in
most of the large cities of the Persian Pro-
vince and almost everywhere the sect of All stands apart from and in
hostile attitude to the rest of Islam. It is noticeable, however, that within
the last fifty years the religious bitterness of
Shiite and Sunnite is sensibly in decline.'

For information on the History of the
Shi'ahs, the English reader can refer to Mal-
colm's History of Persia, 3 vols. (A.D. 1818)
Morier's Travels, 3 vols. (A.D. 1813), and
Markham's History of Persia, 3 vols. (A.D. 1874). A translation
of their traditions is found in the Life
and Religion of Mohammad, by the Rev.
For Shi'ah Law, consult Tagore Lectures, 1874; A Digest of
Mohommatan Law. The Indian Revenue Code.
N. B. E. Baillie (1869). [MUKARRAM.]

SHIRB (sher). "The share of water
used for tillage." [IBN.]

SHIRK (sher). "Idolatry; pagani-
ism; polytheism." Ascribing plurality to the
Deity. Associating anything with God.
According to Wahhabis, to have a share of
kinds: Shirku 'il-im, ascribing knowledge to others than God;
Shirk 'il-tasarruf, ascribing power to others than God;
Shirk 'il-isbah, offering worship to created things; Shirku 'il-adah, the per-
formance of ceremonies which imply reliance
on others than God.
(1) Shirku 'il-im is illustrated by the
statement that prophets and holy men have
no knowledge of secret things unless as
revealed to them by God. Thus some
wicked persons made a charge against
'Ayishah. The Prophet was troubled in
mind, but knew not the truth of the matter
till God made it known to him. To ascribe
then, power to soothsayers, astrologers, and
saints is Polytheism. "All who pretend to
have a knowledge of hidden things, such as
dream-tellers, soothsayers, and interpreters
of dreams, as well as those who profess to
be inspired, are all liars." Again, "should
anyone take the name of any saint, or invoke
his aid in the time of need, instead of calling
on God, or use his name in attacking an
enemy, or read passages to propitiate him,
or make him the object of contemplation—it is
Shirk 'il-im."
(2) Shirku 'il-tasarruf is to suppose that
anyone has power with God. He who looks
up to anyone as an intercessor with God
commits Shirku. Thus: "But they who take
others beside Him as lords, saying, 'We
only serve them that they may bring us near God,'
—God will judge between them (and the Faithful)
concerning that wherein they are at
variance." (Surah xxi. 4.) Intercession
may be of three kinds. For example,a
criminal is placed before the King.
The Vizier intercedes. The King, having regard
to the rank of the Vizier, pardons the of-
fender. This is called Shafarat-i-Wajahah,
or "intercession from regard." But to sup-
pose that God so esteems the rank of any-
one as to pardon a sinner merely on account
of it is Shirku. Again, the Queen or the Princes
intercede for the criminal. The King, from
love to them, pardons him. This is called
Shafarat-i-mahabbah, or "intercession from
affection." But to consider that God so
loves anyone as to pardon a criminal on such an
account is to give that loved one power, and
this is Shirku. For such power is not possible
in the Court of God. "God may out of His
bounty confer on His favourite servants the
epithets of Habib, ‘favourite,’ or Khali, ‘friend,’ &c.; but a servant is but a servant, no one can put his foot outside the limits of servitude, or rise beyond the rank of a servant.” Again, the King may himself wish to pardon the offender, but he fears lest the majesty of the law should be lowered. The Vizier perceives the King’s wish, and intercedes. This intercession is lawful. It is called Shaf’at-i-basir-i, “intercession by permission,” and such power Muhammad will have at the Day of Judgment. Wahhabis hold that he has not that power now, though all other Musalmans consider that he has, and in consequence (in Wahhabi opinion) commit the sin of Shirk u’tasarruf. The Wahhabis quote the following passages in support of their view. “Who is he that can intercede with Him but by His own permission.” (Surah ii. 256) “Say: Intercession is wholly with God! He the kingdoms of the heavens and of the earth.” (Surah xxxix. 45.) They also say: “Whenever an allusion is made in the Qur’an, or the Traditions to the intercession of certain prophets or apostles, it is this kind of intercession and no other that is meant.”

(3) Shirk u’t-Idabah is prostration before any created being, with the idea of worshipping it; perambulating the shrines of departed saints. “Prostration, bowing down, standing with folded arms, spending money in the name of an individual, fasting out of respect to his memory, proceeding to a distant shrine in a pilgrim’s garb and calling out the name of the saint.” It is wrong “to cover the grave with a sheet, to say prayers at the shrine, to kiss any particular stone, to rub the mouth and breast against the walls of the shrine, &c.” This is a stern condemnation of the very common practice of visiting the tombs of saints and of some of the special practices of the pilgrimage to Makkah. All such practices as are here condemned are called Isharah fi l’Idabah, “association in worship.”

(4) Shirk u’t-Idabah is the keeping up of superstitious customs, such as the Irshad, seeking guidance from beads, &c., trusting to omens, good or bad, believing in lucky and unlucky days, adopting such names as ‘Abdu ‘l-Nabi (Slave of the Prophet), and so on. In fact, the denouncing of such practices and calling them Shirk brings Wahhabism into daily contact with the other sects, for scarcely any people in the world are such profound believers in the virtue of charms and the power of astrologers as Musalmans. The difference between the first and fourth Shirk, the Shirk u’t-ibad and the Shirk u’t-Idabah, seems to be that the first is the belief, say in the knowledge of a soothsayer, and the second the habit of consulting him.

To swear by the name of the Prophet, of ‘Ali, of the Imams, or of the Leaders (Isharat) is to give them the honour due to God alone. It is Ishrah fi l’Idabah, “Shirk in association.” [Wahhali.]

SHIRKAH (is). “Partnership.” The term signifies the union of two or more persons in one contract. It is applied in Muslim law to contracts as well as to partnerships Shirkah, or association, with regard to the essence and person of God, is forbidden in Islam.

SHIIS (is). [Seth.]

SHOES. The removal of the sandals, shoes, or boots, from the feet upon entering either a mosque or house, or during worship, is not enjoined in Muhammadan law, although it has become a common custom in all Eastern countries, for the modern Muslim uncovers his feet upon entering the Ka’bah as Makkah (Burchhardt’s Arabia, vol. i. p. 270); the Muhammadans of Palestine remove the shoes upon entering their places of worship (Robinson’s Researches, vol. ii. p. 86) and it is also the practice to take off the shoes in Egypt (Lane, vol. i. pp. 16, 105; vol. ii. p. 11), and in Hindustan. The number of traditions which prove that Muhammad allowed his followers to worship with their feet covered, is very numerous, and they are held to be Ahadis of good authority, and supported by the fatwas of eminent doctors of law.

Shaddad ibn Ans relates that the Prophet
SHROUD. Arabic kafān (كفن). The act of shrouding is called takfīn. A wooden coffin is called tabāt, the use of which is generally held to be forbidden by Sunnis, but which is used by the Shi'a shahs. Muhammad is related to have said:—

“Do not be expensive in your shrouds, for they soon rot.”

“Plain white is the best for the shrouds of your dead.”

“The best cloth for a shroud is hulāh (i.e. a white striped cloth used in Arabia).”

Ayshah says: “The Prophet was shrouded in three garments, but there was neither a coat nor a turban.”

These three garments are still used as shrouds in all parts of Islam.

1. Iṣār, a piece of cloth which covers from the waist to the feet.

2. Riddā, covering from the feet to the shoulders.

3. Līfāfāh, a large sheet covering the whole body from head to foot, and closed at the ends.

The bodies of martyrs are not shrouded, but are buried in the garments in which they fell, for it is related that Muhammad so ordered the men who fell in the battle of Uhud to be buried; their weapons being first removed from their bodies, they were buried in their blood-stained clothes. [Buraib.]

SHURA (شورى). The Muslim commentators generally suppose Shurā to be the same person with the father-in-law of Moses, who is named in scripture Reseu or Raguel and Jethro. But Aḥmad ibn ‘Abdī l-Halim charges those who entertain this opinion with ignorance. They say (after the Jews) that he gave his son-in-law (Mosez) that wonder-working rod with which he performed all those miracles in Egypt and the desert, and also gave excellent advice and instruction; whence he had the surname of Ḥiṣābū l-Ambīyā (حصاب الأنبياء), the “Preacher to the Prophets.”

The account given of him in the Qurān, Surāh viii. 88-91, is as follows:—

“And unto Midian did we send their brother Shur‘ā, who said, ‘O my people! I serve God, ye have no god save Him. There has come to you a manifest sign from your Lord: then give good weight and measure, and be not niggardly of your gifts to men, and let not evil in the earth after it has been righted. That is better for you if ye are believers; and sit not down in every path, threatening and turning from the path of God those who believe in Him, and craving to make it crooked. Remember when ye were few and He multiplied you; and see what was the end of the evil-doers! And if there be a party of you who believe in what I am sent with, and a party who believe not, then wait patiently until God judges between us, for He is the best of judges! Said the crowd of those who were big with pride amongst his people, ‘We will of a surety turn thee out, O Shur‘ā‘, and those who believe with thee, from our village; or else thou shalt return unto our faith.” Said he, ‘What even if we be averse thereto? We shall have devised a lie against God if we return unto your faith after God has saved us from it; and what should all us that we should return thereto, unless that God our Lord should please? Our Lord embraces everything in His knowledge; on God do we rely. O our Lord! open between us and between our people in truth, for Thou art the best of those who open. And the chiefs of those who disbelieved amongst his people said, ‘If ye follow Shur‘ā, verily, ye shall be the losers.’ Then there took them the earthquake, and in the morning they lay in their dwellings prone. Those who called Shur‘ā a liar, (were) as though they had not dwelt therein. Those who called Shur‘ā a liar, they were the losers then! And he turned away from them and said, ‘O my people! I preached to you the messages of my Lord, and I gave you good advice; how should I be vexed for a people who do disbelieve?’”

ASH-SHU‘ARA (الشعراء). “The Poets.” The title of the xxvth Surah of the Qurān, so called because at the conclusion of the chapter the Arabian poets are severely censured. [Poems.]
SHUF'AH (습니까). [PREEMPTION.]

ABR-SHURĀ (الشراب). "The Consultation." The title of the xumlūd Sūrah of the Qur'ān. Taken from the 30th verse, in which the believers are commanded for taking consultation together.

SHURB (ضربة). Lit. "Drinking." A term used for wine-drinking, which is forbidden by the Muslim law. [DRUNKENNESS.]

SIBQAH (مثقة). Lit. "A dye." A word which occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah ii. 152: "The dye of God! Who is better than God at dyeing? And we are worshippers of Him."; which both Mr. Sale and Mr. Rodwell translate baptism, but which Professor Palmer says must be rendered "dye." According to al-Baizawi, it stands in the text for the Islām of God, but refers to Christian baptism. [BAPTISM.]

SIDDIQ (صديق). "One who speaks the truth." It occurs in the Qur'ān for Idris (generally identified with Enoch), who is described as a man of eminent truthfulness. Professor Palmer translates the word "confessor" (see Sūrah xvi. 57). 
As-Siddiq is a title said to have been given to the first Khalīfah Abū Bakr by Muhammad himself.

SIDRATU 'L-MUNTAAHAH (سدرة المنتهى). Lit. "The Lote-tree of the extremity." A tree in the seventh heaven, having its roots in the sixth. Its fruits were like water-pots, and its leaves like elephant's ears. (Ma’āhkāt, book xxiv. ch. vii. pt. 1.) It is mentioned twice in the Qur'ān, Sūrah liii. 9-10:

"Then came he (Gabriel or the angel) nearer and approached, And was at the distance of two bows, or even closer,—
And he revealed to his servant what he was revealed.
His heart falsified not what he saw.
What! will ye then dispute with him as to what he saw?
He had seen him also another time,
Near the Sidrā-tree, which marks the boundary.
Which is the garden of repose.
When the Sidrā-tree was covered with what covered it,
His eye turned not aside, nor did it wander;
For he saw the greatest of the signs of his Lord."

The Sidrā-tree is the Zizyphus jujuba of Linnaeus, the prickly plum, which is called Ber in India. A decoction of its leaves is used in India to wash the dead, on account of the sacredness of the tree.

SIFAH (سِيْف). pl. Sīfāt. An attribute. Used for the attributes of God. The Qur'ān is also said to be a Sīfāt of the Almighty.

SIFILL (سيَّيل). "attributes." A term applied to any of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. [God.]

SIFATYAH (صفات). From Sīfāt, "attributes." A school of thought rather than a sect of Islām, although it is given by Mr. Sale as one of the Muhammadan sects. The orthodox Sunni claims to be a Sīfātī, or Authoritarian (as opposed to the Mutazilahs, who reject the idea of God's attributes being eternal), and maintains that the attributes of God are eternally inherent in His essence without separation or change; every attribute being conjoined with Him as life with knowledge, or knowledge with power. With regard to the verses of the Qur'ān which are held to be Mūtahābih, and assign some resemblance between God and His creatures, the Sīfātīyahs say the expressions "face," "face," "sitting," &c., must simply be accepted as they stand, without any attempt at explanation. [MUTAZILAHS, WAHABIS.]

AS-SIHĀHU 'S-SITTĀH (السياح). also called al-Kutub 's-Sittah. (الكتب السياتة). "The six correct (books)." The title given to the six most trustworthy collections of traditions received by Sunni Muslims, namely, those by—

1. Abū 'Abdū 'Ibāh Muhammad ibn Ismā'īl al-Bukhārī, born a.h. 194; died a.h. 256.
3. Abū 'Ibāh Muhammad ibn al-Ṭūrānī, born a.h. 209, died a.h. 279.
4. Abū 'Ibāh Sulaimān ibnasha as-Sajāstānī, born a.h. 202, died a.h. 275.
5. Abū 'Abdū 'Ibāh Ibn Ahmad ibn Shu'āib al-NAṢĪT, born a.h. 215, died a.h. 303.
6. Abū 'Ibāh 'Ibāh Muhammad ibn Yāsīf, ibn Mālik, al-Qazwīnī, born a.h. 209, died a.h. 277.

The above are generally esteemed the six authentic collections, but some substitute for the Sunan Ibn Mājih the Muwatta' of Abū 'Abdū 'Ibāh Mālik ibn Anas 'Ibn Mālik ibn Abī 'Amir ibn 'Amir ibn al-Ḥāris al-Asbaḥi al-Himyari, born a.h. 85, died a.h. 179.

(The above words in italics denote the popular title of the collection.)

Al-Bukhārī and Muslim are held in highest reputation, and are called as-Sahihāt, or "the two authenticities." The collection by Mālik, the founder of the second orthodox sect of the Sunnis, is the most ancient collection of traditions, and is held in high reputation, but it is sometimes omitted from the list by the Hanafis, because he is the founder of a certain school of jurisprudence. [TRADITIONS.]

SIJDHAH. [SAJDAH.]

SIJILL (سياج). A register. The record of a court of justice. The decree of a judge. In the Qur'ān, the word occurs when it is used as the angel which has charge of the register of the fate of mankind,
or, according to others, it may mean the roll itself.

Sirah xxI. 104: "The day when we will roll up the heavens as as-Sijil rolls up his books"; as We produced it at the first creation, will we bring it back again."

SIJJIN (سنجن). A deep pit in which is kept the register of the actions of the wicked, and hence this register itself. Qur'an, Sirah lxxiii. 7, 8: "The book of the wicked is in Sijjin, and what shall make thee know what Sijjin is?—It is an inscribed book." (See also Miskäi, book v. ch. iii. pt. 3.)

SIKANDAR (سکندر). The Persian for Alexander, by which is meant Alexander the Great. [zu 'l-qarnain.]

SIKISM (from the Panjâbi word sikh or sikhâ = Sanskrit sāstrāya, "a disciple" or "pupil"). The religion of the Sikhs in the Panjâb. Founded by Nânâk, who was born in the village of Taîvandî (now known as Nankâân), on the banks of the river Râvî, near Lahore, in a.d. 1469. The history of the Sikh religion has not yet been subjected to the scrutiny necessary to warrant strong dogmatism as to the ultimate source, or sources, whence the system of Nânâk and his followers took its rise. The literature and traditions of Sikism present a strange intermingling of Hindu and Muhammadan ideas; and this is so palpably apparent that even superficial inquirers have been led to conclude that Nânâk purposely intended his creed to be a compromise between these two great religions. Dr. Trumpp, the able translator of the Adi Granth (the sacred book of the Sikhs), who is the only author that has written with knowledge on the subject, is, however, distinctively of opinion that Sikism has only an accidental relationship with Muhammadanism. In the introduction to his Translation of the Adi Granth (p. cl.), he says:—

"It is a mistake, if Nânâk is represented as having endeavoured to unite the Hindu and Muhammadan ideas about God. Nânâk remained a thorough Hindu, according to all his views; and if he had communionship with Muselmân, and many of these even became his disciples, it was owing to the fact that Sûfism, which all these Muhammadans were professing, was in reality nothing but a Pantheism, derived directly from Hindu sources, and only outwardly adapted to the forms of the Islam. Hindu and Muselmân Pantheists could well unite together, as they entertained essentially the same ideas about the Supreme."

If the foregoing opinion accurately represents the real truth, then Sikhism hardly deserves mention in the present work; but it will soon be seen that the balance of evidence is heavily on the other side. A careful investigation of early Sikh traditions points strongly to the conclusion that the religion of Nânâk was really intended as a compromise between Hinduism and Muhammadanism, if it may not even be spoken of as the religion of a Muhammadan sect. The very little that seems to be known about the beliefs of the Hindu teachers, coupled with the decided opinion put forth by Dr. Trumpp, has made it necessary to give here a longer article on Sikhism than its importance with respect to Islam would have otherwise warranted; because it was necessary to bring the relationship which actually existed between the two faiths. It will be seen that the information given in this article is chiefly taken from original Panjâbi books, and from manuscripts in the India Office Library; and it is supported by the authority of the Adi Granth, which is the sacred canon of the Sikhs. The Janâm-Sûkhî, or biographical sketches of Nânâk and his associates, contain a profusion of curious traditions, which throw considerable light on the origin and development of the Sikh religion. From these old books we learn that, in early life, Nânâk, although a Hindu by birth, came under Sûf influence, and was strangely attracted by the saintly demeanour of the faqîrs who were thickly scattered over Nortbern India and swarmed in the Panjâb. Now, Sûfism is not, as Dr. Trumpp supposes, due to Hindu pantheism; for it arose in the very earliest days of Muhammadanism, and is almost certainly due to the influence of Persian Zoroastrianism on the rude faith of Arab Islamism. Persia has ever been the stronghold of Sûfistic doctrine; and the leading writers who have illustrated that form of Muhammadanism have been the Persian poets Firdawsi, Nişâmi, Sa'di, Jâlîn 'd-Dîn, Hâfiz, and Jâmi. Hâfiz, the prince of Sûfi poets, boldly declares: "I am a disciple of the old Magian; be not angry with me, O Shaikh! For thou gavest me a promise; he hath brought me the reality."

Although this stanza alludes directly to two persons known to Hâfiz, its almost obvious meaning is: "I, a Persian, adhere to the faith of my ancestors. Do not blame me, O Arab conqueror! that my faith is more sublime than thine." That Hâfiz meant his readers to take his words in a general sense, may be inferred from the stanzas in which he says: "I am the servant of the old man of the tavern (i.e. the Magian); be mine his beneficence is lasting; on the other hand, the beneficence of the Shaikh and of the Saiyid at times is, and at times is not." Indeed, Hâfiz was fully conscious of the fact that Sûfism was due to the influence of the faith of his ancestors; for, in another ode, he plainly says: "Make fresh again the essence of the creed of Zoroaster, now that the tulp has kindled the fires of Nimrod." And Nişâmi, also, was aware that his ideas were perilously akin to heterodoxy; for, he says in his Ashur wa Sâhir: "See not in me the guide of the temple of the Fire-worshippers; see only the hidden meaning which cleaveth to the allegory." These citations, which could be indefinitely multiplied, sufficiently indicate the Zoroastrian influence of Nânâk's refined spirituality of the Sûfis. The sublimity of the Persian faith lay in its conception of the unity of
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Eternal Spirit, and the intimate association of the Divine with all that is manifest. Arab Muhammadans believe in the unity of a personal God; but mankind and the world were, to them, mere objects upon which the will of God was exercised. The Sufis approached nearer to the Christian sentiment embodied in the phrase, "Christ in us."
The Persian conquerors of Hindustan carried with them the mysticism and spirituality of the Islam-Magian creed. It was through Persia that India received its flood of Muhammadanism; and the mysticism and asceticism of the Persian form of Islam found congenial soil for development among the speculative ascetics of northern India. It is, therefore, only reasonable to suppose that any Hindu affected by Muhammadanism would show some traces of Sufis influence. As a fact we find that the doctrines preached by the Sikh Gurus were distinctly Sufistic; and, indeed, the early Gurus openly assumed the manners and dress of faqirs, thus plainly announcing their connection with the Sufistic side of Muslim dominion. In pictures they are represented with small rosaries in their hand, quite in Muslim fashion, as though ready to perform sūrū. Guru Arjun, who was fifth in succession from Nānak, was the first to lay aside the dress of a faqir. The doctrines, however, still held their position; for we find the last Guru dying while making an open confession of Sufism. His words are: "The Smritis, the Sāstras, and the Vedas, all speak in various ways: I do not acknowledge one of them. O possessor of happiness, bestowed on my soul, I do not say, 'I'; I recognize all as 'Thee.' " — (Sikāhān de ṭīṛ di Viṃṭi, p. 81.) Here we have not only the ideas, but the very language of Sufis, implying a pantheistic denial of all else than Deity. The same manner of expression is found in the Adi Granth itself, e.g., "Thou art I; I am thou. Of what kind is the difference?" (Translation, p. 130); and again, "In all the One dwells, the One is contained" (p. 41). Indeed, throughout the whole Adi Granth, a favourite name for Deity is the "True One," that is, that which is truly one—the Absolute Unity. It is hardly possible to find a more complete correspondence of ideas than that furnished by the following sentences, one taken from the Yaṃu ṭa Zūkākoṭ of Jāmī, the Persian Sufī; and the others, from the Jāpp-ji and the Adi Granth. Jāmī says:—

"Dismiss every vain fancy, and abandon every hope.... Blend into one every spirit, and form, and place;—

See One—know One—speak of One—Desire One—chant of One—and seek One."

In the Jāpp-ji, a formula familiar to every Sikh household, we find:

"The Guru is Sīr (Siva), the Guru is God (Vishnu), Brahmā, the Guru is the mother Pārbatī. If I should know, would I not tell? The story cannot be told."

O Guru, let me know the One; that the One liberal patron of all living beings may not be forgotten by me." In the Adi Granth, we read:—

"Thou recitest the One; thou placest the One in (thy) mind; thou recognizest the One. The One is in eye, in word, in mouth; thou knowest the One in both places (i.e., worlds).

In sleeping, the One; in waking, the One; in the One thou art absorbed." (India Office MS, No. 2484, fol. 668.)

It is not only with respect to the idea of the unity of God that this identity of expression is discernible; for other technical terms of Sufism are, also, reproduced in Sikhism. Thus the Sūrī Parīdī 'dīn Shakhranj calls Deity "the light of life," and Jālān 'dīn speaks of "flashes of His love," while Jāmī represents the "light" of the Lord of Angels as animating all parts of the universe; and Nizāmī exclaims, "Then fell a light, as of a lamp, into the garden (of my heart)," when he feels that the radiance of the Divine has entered into his soul. It is not difficult to collect many such instances from the works of Persian Sufis. Turning to Sikhism, we find that the Adi Granth is full of similar expressions. It is enough to cite the following exclamation of Nānak himself: "All is light. He (is) light. From His light, there is light in all." (India Office MS., No. 2484, fol. 85.) And in another place he says: "The Luminous One is the mirgler of light (with himself)." (fol. 180.) On fol. 51 we find: "There death enters not; light is absorbed in the Luminous One."

Another favourite metaphor of Sufis for the Deity is the "Beloved": for example, when Hafiz says: "Be thankful that the Assembly is lighted up by the presence of the Beloved." This term is recognized in Sikhism; thus in the Adi Granth, "If thou call thyself the servant of the Beloved, do not speak despitely (of Him)." (India Office MS., No. 2484, fol. 564.) "Love to the Beloved naturally puts joy into the heart. I long to meet the Lord (Prabhū); therefore why should I be aloof."

"(India Office MS., 2484, fol. 177.) Also, "In my soul and body are excessive pangs of separation, how shall the Beloved come to my house and meet (with me)?" And again: "The Beloved has become my physician." (India Office MS., No. 1728, fol. 87.) The words used in the Panjābī texts are pīrī, ṭīṛ, pītān, and pīri, "a lover," or "beloved one."

Another remarkable proof of Persian influence is found in the form of the Adi Granth itself. It consists of a collection of short poems, in many of which all the verses composing the poem rhyme together, in singular conformity with the principle regulating the construction of the Persian yasvī. This resemblance is rendered more striking by the fact that the name of Nānak is worked into the composition of the last line of each of the poems. This last characteristic is too
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persistent to be considered the result of accident; and while it is altogether foreign to the practice of Hindu verse, it is in precise accord with the rule for the correct composition of the ghazal.

The foregoing facts seem conclusive as to the influence of Persian Sufism on the origin of the Sikh religion. Dr. Trumpp, who discusses the philosophy of the Adi Granth, admits the intimate connection between Sufism and Sufism in the following words:

"We can distinguish in the Granth a grosser and a finer kind of Pantheism. . . . In this finer shade of Pantheism, creation assumes the form of emanation in to the Sūtra (in the system of the Sūtras); the atomic matter is either likewise considered co-eternal with the Absolute and immanent in it, becoming moulded into various, distinct forms by the energizing vigour of the absolute joti (light), and in this work it is less denied (as by the Sūtras, who call it the 'ān, ṛa ṻu ṣá) so that the Divine joti is the only real essence in all."—Introduction to Translation of the Adi Granth, pp. c. c.

Any doubt that may remain on the question seems to be set at rest by the express statement in the life of Guru Arjan, who was urged by his followers to reduce to writing the genuine utterances of Nanak, because "by reciting the numerous verses and speeches uttered by other Sūtras, which have received the name of Bābā Nanak, pride and worldly wisdom are springing up in the hearts of men." (Sikhān de Raj di Viṭh, p. 29.) And in the Adi Granth itself, we find the following remarks in verses ascribed to Nanak:

"A ball of intoxication, of delusion, is given by the Giver. The intoxicated forget death, they enjoy themselves four days. The True One is found by the Sūtras, who keep fast his Court." (Translation, p. 23.)

Here we have not only a plain claim of kinship with the Sūtras, but the incorporation of several of their favourite terms.

The traditions of Nanak preserved in the Janam-Śañkhi, are full of evidences of his alliance with Muhammadanism. He was a Hindu born of the Vedi Khatri caste, and he was the son of the patātār, or village-accountant, of the place now called Nankānā, in the neighbourhood of Lahore. In his very early days, he sought the society of faqirs; and used both fair and unfair means of doing them service, more especially in the bestowal of alms. At fifteen years of age, he misappropriated the money which his father had given him for trade; and this induced his parents to send him to a relative at Sultānpur, in order that he might be weaned from his affection for faqirs (India Office MS. No. 1778, fol. 29). His first act in his new home was to join the service of a Muhammadan Nawāb, named Daulat Khān Lodī; and, while serving him, he continued to give to faqirs all his salary, except the bare maintenance he reserved for himself. While in the service of this Muhammadan, Nānak received the ecstatic exaltation which he felt to be Divine inspiration. It is stated in the tradition of his life, that Nānak went to the river to perform his ablutions, and that whilst so engaged, he was translated bodily to the gates of Paradise. "Then a goblet of aarīta (the water of life) was given (to him) by command of God. The command was: 'This aarīta is not goblet of my name; drink thou it.' Then the Guru Nānak made salutation, and drank the goblet. The Lord (Śθāb) had mercy (and said): 'Nānak, I am with thee; I have made thee happy, and whoever shall take thy name they all shall be rendered happy by me. Go thou, repeat my name, and cause other people to repeat it. Remain uncontaminated from the world. Continus (steadfast) in the name, in alms-giving, in ablutions, in service, and in the remembrance (of me). I have given thee my own name and shown thee this work, thy neck.' (fols. 20-21.) Here we have notions closely akin to those of the Sūtras, who lay much stress on the repetition of the name of God, which they term zikr [q.v.], on religious ablutions [wāzuk], and on meditating on the unity of God [wādānitam, q.v.]. No sooner had Nānak recovered from his trance than he uttered the key-note of his future system in the celebrated phrase, 'There is no Hindu, and there is no Musulman.' (fols. 36-37.) The Janam-Śañkhi then goes on to say that, 'The people went to the Khān (his former employer) and said, Bābā Nānak is saying, there is no Musulman, there is no Hindu, there is no Musulman. The Khān replied, 'Do not regard his statement; he is a faqir.' A Qāśi sitting near said: 'O Khān! it is surprising that he is saying there is no Hindu and no Musulman.' The Khān then told an attendant to call Nānak; but the Guru Nānak said: 'What have I to do with thy Khān?' Then the people said: 'This stupid is become mad.' Then the Bābā (Nānak) was silent. When he said anything, he repeated only this statement: 'There is no Hindu, there is no Musulman.' The Qāśi then said to Nānak: 'Why do you say it right that he should say. There is no Hindu, there is no Musulman?' Then the Khān said: 'Go, fetch him.' The attendant went, and said: 'Sir, the Khān is calling you.' The Khān says: For God's sake give me an interview (Pan, a bācūrādā hāl, de tāh). Then the Khān seated the Guru Nānak, gird up thy waist; thou art a good faqir.' Then Guru Nānak took the staff from off (his) neck, and girded up his loins. The Khān said: 'O Nānak, for God's sake take the staff from off thy neck, and gird up thy waist; thou art a good faqir.' Then Nānak seated the Guru Nānak near himself and said: 'Qāśi, if thou desirest to ask anything, ask now; otherwise this one will not again utter a word.' The Qāśi became friendly, smiled and said: 'Nānak, what dost thou mean by saying, There is no Hindu, there is no Musulman?' Nānak re-
that the immediate successors of Nānak believed that he went very close to Muhammadanism; and we can scarcely doubt the accuracy of their view, when we consider the almost contemporaneous character of the record, from which extracts have been given, and the numerous confirmatory evidences contained in the religion itself. It is particularly worthy of remark that a word of importance (i.e. immortality) considered the symbol of inspiration; just as Hāfiz exclaims, "Art thou searching, O Hāfiz, to find the waters of eternal life?" And the same poet expresses his own ecstasy in a way almost identical with the reception accorded to Nānak at the gate of Paradise. His words are: "Then he gave into my hand a cup which flashed back the splendour of Heaven so gloriously, that Zubarah broke out into dancing and the lute-player exclaimed, 'Drink!'" The staff (nairaka) that is mentioned is, also, that of a faqīt, on which a devotee supports himself while in meditation. Another significant fact is that when Nānak speaks of himself as the servant of God, he employs the word Khudā, a Persian Muhammadan term; but when his brother-in-law Jairām speaks of God, he uses the Hindu word Parameswar. It will, also, be noticed that Muhammadans are affected by the logic and piety of Nānak; and to them he shows himself so partial that he openly accompanies them to the mosque, and thereby causes his Hindu neighbours and friends to believe that he is actually converted to the faith of Iskām. But, of course, the most remarkable expression of all is the emphatic and repeated announcement that "There is no Hindū; there is no Musalām." This can mean nothing else than that it was Nānak's settled intention to do away with the difference between those two forms of belief, by instituting a third course which should supersede both of them.

Nānak's whilom employer, in consequence of the foregoing manifestations of wisdom, became his devoted admirer. After this, Nānak undertook a missionary tour, and it is noticeable that the first person he went to and converted was Shāik Hūja (SHAJH, 5756), who showed himself to be a pious Muhammadan. Nānak then proceeded to Panipat, and was met by a certain Shāik Tahīb, who accosted him with the Muhammadan greeting, 'Peace be on thee, O Darvesh!' (Salām-āleka Jawās!); to which Nānak immediately replied, "And upon you be peace, O servant of the Pir! (Caleka us-salām, ho Pir ka dastūr-pees)." (India Office MS., No. 1728, fol. 48.) Here we find Nānak both receiving and giving the Muhammadan salutation; and also the acknowledgement that he was recognized as a darvesh. The Panjābi form of the Arabic salutation is given lest it might be thought that the special character of the words is due to the translation. The disciple then called his master, the Pir Shāikh Shahu, who repeated the salutation of peace, and after a long conversation acknowledged the Divine mission of Nānak, kissed his hands and feet,
and left him. (fol. 52.) After the departure of this Pir, the Guru Nanak wandered on to Dehli, where he was introduced to Sultan Ibrahim Lodí, who also called him a darvēsh. The previous conversations and acts are found to have awakened the curiosity of Nanak's attendant Mardana, who asked in surprise: "Is God, then, one?" To which Nanak firmly replied: "God (Khudā) is one." (fol. 56.) This was intended to satisfy Mardana that there is no difference between the Muhammadan and the Hindu God.

Nanak is next said to have proceeded to the holy city of Benares, and there he met with a Pandit named Satrudhas. Tho. M. 1728 (fol. 56) says: "He came to this Nanak, and cried, 'Ram! Ram!' Seeing (Nanak's) disguise (mhekkā), he sat down, and said to him, 'If thou hast no saṭī-garab; no necklace of tulsi; no rosary; no tiđ of white clay; and thou callest (thyself) a devotee! What devotion hast thou obtained?'" In other words, the Pandit is made to challenge his piety; because he has none of the marks of a Hindu upon him. Nanak explains his peculiar position and views; and is reported to have converted the Hindu Pandit to his own way of thinking. This anecdote, also, shows that the immediate successors of Nanak were aware that their great Guru occupied an intermediate position between Muhammadanism and Hindūism; for we see that he is made to convert Muhammadans on the one hand, and Hindūs on the other. After this primary attack on Hindūism, Nanak is said to have converted some Jogis, Khattris, Thugs, necromancers, witches, and even the personified Kaliyug, or present age of the world. These conquests over imaginary Hindūs are obviously allegorical; though they clearly point to a well-recognized distinction between the teaching of Nanak and that of orthodox Hindūism.

The most significant anecdote which Nanak found was, undoubtedly, Shaikh Farid. He was a famous Muhammadan Pir, and a strict Sūfī, who attracted much attention by his piety, and formed a school of devotees of his own. Shaikh Farid must have gained considerable notoriety in his day; for his special disciples are still to be found in the Panjaḥ, who go by the name of Shaikh Farid's faqīras. This strict Muhammadan became the confidant friend and companion of Nanak; and if all other traditions had failed, this alone would be sufficient to establish the eclectic character of early Simkhāism. The first greeting of these famous men is significant enough. Shaikh Farid exclaimed, "Allah, Allah, O Darvēsh!" to which Nanak replied, "Allah be the object of your Pir! Come, Shaikh Farid! Allah! Allah! only is ever my object." The words in the original being Allah, Farid, jahād; hama-i a-e, Sehī Farid, jahād Allah Allah. (India Office MS. No. 1728, fol. 86.) The use of the Arabic terms, 'jahād' and 'hama-i a-e,' indicate a purpose with which he sought for Allah; and the whole phrase is forcibly Muhammadan in tone.

An intimacy at once sprang up between these two remarkable men; and Shaikh Farid accompanied Nanak in all his wanderings for the next twelve years. The intended compromise between Hindūism and Islam is shown not only in the fact of this friendship, but in the important circumstance that no less than 142 stanzas composed by Shaikh Farid are admitted into the Adi Granth itself. An examination of these verses still further proves the mingling of the two religious which Nanak effected. They are distinctly Sūfīstic in tone, containing such lines as, "Youth is passing, I am not afraid, if love to the Beloved does not pass;" and still more pointedly, "Full of sins I wander about; the world calls me a Darvēsh;" while, between these declarations of steady adherence to Islam, comes the remarkable Hindū line, "As by fire the metal becomes purified, so the fear of Hari removes the filth of folly." The fact that the compositions of a genuine Sūfī should have been admitted into the canonical book of the Sūfīs, and that they should contain such a clear admixture of elements of Muhammadan ideas, is conclusive evidence that Nanak, and his immediate successors, saw no incongruity in the mixture.

As soon as Nanak and his friend Shaikh Farid began to travel in company, it is related that they reached a place called Bālar, where the people applied cow-dung to every spot which they had trod, as soon as they departed. (I. O. M., No. 1728, fol. 94.) The obvious meaning of this is, that orthodox Hindūs considered every spot polluted which Nanak and his companion had visited. This could never have been related of Nanak had he remained a Hindu by religion.

In his next journey Nanak is said to have visited Patan, and there he met with Shāhīm Ibrahim, who saluted him as a Muslim, and had a conversation with him on the Unity of God. Nanak expressed his views in the following openly Sūfīstic manner: "Thou thyself (art) the wooden tablet; thou (art) the pen; thou (art) also the writing upon (it). O Nanak, why should the One be called a second?" (India Office MS. 1728, fol. 117.) The Pir Farid expresses this second verse in these words: "Thou sayest, 'There is One, why a second?' but there is one Lord (Sāhīb), and two traditions. Which shall I accept, and which reject? Thou sayest, 'The only One, he alone is one'; but the Hindus are saying that in (their) faith there is certainty; and the Muslīms are saying that only in (their) faith is there certainty. Tell me, in which of them is the truth, and in which is there falsity?" Nanak replied, "There is only one Lord (Sāhīb), and only one tradition." (fol. 118.) This anecdote serves still further to illustrate the intermediate position between the two religions ascribed to Nanak by his immediate followers.

Shortly after the foregoing episode, Nānak was captured among the prisoners taken by the Emperor, who had been attracted by the Guru's piety, and to have shown him some attentions. The chronicler informs us that "all the people, both Hindūs
and Musalmāns, began to salute (Nānak).” (foll. 157.) After his release, Nānak recommended his missionary work, and is described as meeting a Muḥammadan called Miyaṅ Mithā, who called upon him for the Kalimah [see Kalimah], or Muḥammadan confession of faith (foll. 143); which leads to a long conversation, in which Nānak lays emphasis on the Sūfī doctrine of the Unity of God. In this conversation Nānak is made to say, “The book of the Qur’ān should be practised.” (foll. 144.) He also acknowledged that “justice is the Qur’ān.” (foll. 148.) When the Miyaṅ asked him what is the one great name, Nānak took him aside and whispered in his ear, “Allah” [God]. Immediately the great name is uttered, Miyaṅ Mithā is consumed to ashes; but a celestial voice again utters the word “Allah!” and the Miyaṅ regains life, and falls at the feet of Nānak. (foll. 147.)

Nānak then proceeded to convert some Jains, and even a Rākhāsah, or Hindū demon; and next went to Muliān, where he converted the famous Pīr, Makhḍum Bahā’u’-d-Dīn. In Kashmir he met with a Hindū Pandit who recognized him as a saḥdu, or virtuous person; but asked him why he had abandoned caste usages, why he wore skins, and ate meat and fish. The Pandit’s scruples having been satisfied, he flung away his idoles, and became a devoted believer in Nānak’s doctrines. This anecdote again furnishes us with distinct evidence that Nānak took up an intermediate position between Islam and Hindūism, and sought to bring both under one common system.

In precise conformity with this deduction is the tradition of Nānak’s pilgrimage to Makkah. The particulars of his visit to that holy place are fully given, in all accounts of Nānak’s life; and although, as Dr. Trumpp reasonably concludes, the whole story is a fabrication, yet the mere insertion of the tale is enough to prove that those who most intimately knew Nānak considered his relationship to Muḥammadanism sufficiently close to warrant the belief in such a pilgrimage. In the course of his teaching in Makkah, Nānak is made to say: “Though men, they are like women, who do not obey the Sunnat, and Divine commandment, nor the order of the book (i.e. the Qur’ān).” (J. O. MS. No. 1720, fol. 212.) He also admitted the intercession of Muḥammad, denounced the drinking of bhang, wine, &c., acknowledged the existence of hell, the punishment of the wicked, and the resurrection of mankind; in fact, the words here ascribed to Nānak contain no confession of Islam. These tenets are, of course, due to the narrator of the tale; and are only useful as showing how far Nānak’s followers thought it possible for him to go.

A curious incident is next related to the effect of Makhḍum Bahā’u’-d-Dīn, the Pīr of Multān, feeling his end approaching, said to his disciples, “Of friends, from this time the faith of no one will remain firm; all will become faithless (be-isma’).” His disciples asked for an explanation; and in reply he delivered himself of an oracular statement: “O friends, when one Hindū shall come to Heaven (bijisht), there will be brilliancy (ajība) in Heaven.” To this strange announcement his disciples replied: “Learn, people say that Heaven is not decreed for the Hindūs; what is this that you have said?” (I. O. MS. 1728, foll. 224.) The Pir told them that he was alluding to Nānak; and sent one of his disciples to ask Nānak if he, also, had received an intimation of his approaching death.

In this anecdote we have the extraordinary admission from a Muḥammadan that Nānak would succeed in breaking up the faith of Islam. It is in consequence of a Hindū’s having conquered Heaven itself, and vindicated his right to a place in the paradise of Muḥammad, that those who were then in the faith of the Prophet would lose confidence in his teaching. Here again the words employed are useful; for the Pir is made to say that Muslims will become be-isma’; the Arabic term specially applicable to the enemies of Islam; and Heaven is called in the Panjābī story bijisht, that is bijisht, the Paradise of Muhammadans [see Paradise]; for had the Hindū heaven been intended, some such word as swarg, or paralok, or Brahmalok would have been used.

The final incident in the life of this enlightened teacher is in precise accord with all that has been said of his former career. Nānak came to the bank of the Rāvī to die—in conformity with Hindū custom,—by the side of a natural stream of water. It is expressly said that both Hindūs and Muslims accompanied him. He then seated himself at the foot of a Sarīth tree, and his Assembly of the faithful (Sangat) stood around him. His sons asked him what their position was to be; and he told them to subordinate themselves to the Guru Angad Whom he had appointed as his successor. They were to succeed to no power or dignity merely on the ground of relationship; no hereditary claim was to be recognized; on the contrary, the sons were frankly told to consider themselves nonentities. The words are: “ Sons, even the dogs of the Guru are not in want; bread and clothes will be plentiful; and should you mutter ‘ Guru! Guru!’ (your) life will be (properly) adjusted.” (I. O. MS. 1728, fol. 228.)

The anecdote then proceeds in the following remarkable manner: “ Then the Hindūs and Musalmāns who were firm in the name (of God), began to express themselves (thus): the Musalmāns said, ‘We will bury (him)’; and the Hindūs said, ‘We will burn (him).’ Then the Bābā said, ‘ Place flowers on both sides; on the right side those of the Hindūs, on the left side those of the Musalmāns, (that we may perceive) whose will continue green to-morrow. If those of the Hindūs keep green, then burn (me); and if those of the Musalmāns keep green, then burn (me).’ Then the Bābā ordered the Assembly to repeat the praises (of God); and the Assembly began to repeat the praises accordingly. [After a few verses had been recited]
he laid down his head. When the sheet (which had been stretched over him) was raised, there was nothing (under it); and the flowers of both (sides) remained green. The Hindūs took away theirs; and the Musalāmāns took away theirs. The entire Assembly fell to their feet." (I. O. M.S. 1728, fol. 298, 240.)

The mixture of Hindūism and Muḥammadanism is evident in this tradition. It is obviously intended to summarize the life of Nānak and the object of his teaching. He is not represented as an outcaste and a failure; on the other hand, his purposes are held to have been fully accomplished. The great triumph was the establishment of a common basis of religious truth for both Muḥammadan and Hindū; and this he is shown to have accomplished with such dexterity that at his death no one could say whether he was more inclined to Hindūism or to Muḥammadanism. His friends stood around him at the last moment quite uncertain as to whether they should dispose of his remains as those of a Muḥammadan or as those of a Hindū. And Nānak is represented as taking care that the matter should ever remain a moot point. The final miraculous disappearance of the corpse is obviously intended to convey the idea that Nānak belonged specially neither to one party nor to the other; while the green and flourishing appearance of the flowers of both parties conveys the lesson that it was his wish that both should live together in harmony and union. The narrator of the life clearly "wishes his history to substantiate the prophetic statement recorded at the commencement of his book (I. O. M.S. 1728, fol. 7) that, at Nānak's birth, "The Hindūs said, 'The manifestation of some God (Devātā) has been produced;" and the Musalāmāns said, "Some holy man (śādīq) of God (Khuḍā) has been born.'"

The most potent cause of the uncertainty as to Nānak's true position in the religious world, arises from the initial fact that he was born a Hindū, and necessarily brought up in that form of belief. He was a perfectly uneducated man, there being no reason to suppose that he could either read or write, or perform any other literary feat, beyond the composition of extemporaneous verses in his mother tongue. Guru Arjuna, the fourth successor of Nānak, appears to have been the first chieftain of the fraternity who could read and write. The necessary result of Nānak's early associations was that all his ideas throughout life were substantially Hindū, his mode of thought and expression was Hindū, his illustrations were taken from Hindū sources, and his system was based on Hindū models. It must be borne in mind that Nānak never openly seceded from the pale of Hindūism, or ever contemplated doing so. Thus in the Sikhi of Miṅān Mithā it is not difficult to see the end of Nānak's life a Muḥammadan named Shah 'Abdu-r-Rahmān acknowledged the great advantages he had derived from the teaching of Nānak, and sent his friend Miṅān Mithā to the Guru so that he might derive similar benefit. "Then Miṅān Mithā said, 'What is his name? Is he a Hindū, or is he a Musalāmān?' Shah 'Abdu-r-Rahmān replied, 'He is a Hindū; and his name is Nānak.'" (Sikhiān de Raj ḍi Vīṭhā, p. 280.) He struck a heavy blow at Hindūism by his rejection of caste distinctions; and on this point there can be no doubt, for his very words, preserved in the Adī Granth, are: "Thou (O Lord) acknowledgest the Light (the ray of the Divine in man), and dost not ask after caste. In the other world there is no caste." (Translation of the Adī Granth, p. 494.) In consequence of this opinion Nānak admitted to his fraternity men of all castes; his constant companions being spoken of as Sālayīds and Sikhs, that is, Muḥammadan and Hindū pupils. Sikhs have ever before them the intermediate character of their religion by the stanzas (21) of the Jap-Ji, which says, "Pandits do not know that time, though written in a Purāṇa; Qāṣīs do not know that time, though written in the Qurān." Hindu scholars are told in the Adī Granth that they miss the true meaning of their religion through delusion. "Reading and reading the Pandit explains the Veda, (but) the infatuation of Māyā (delusion personified) lulls him to sleep. By reason of dual affection the name of Hari (i.e., God) is forgotten." (Translation, p. 117.) In the same way Nānak turns to the Musalāmāns and says,—

"Thou must die, O Mullā! thou must die! remain in the fear of the Creator.
Then thou art a Mullā, then thou art a Qāṣī, if thou knowest the name of God (Khuḍā).
None, though he be very learned, will remain, he hurries onwards.
He is a Qāṣī by whom his own self is abandoned, and the One Name is made his support.
He is, and will be, He will not be destroyed, true is the Creator.
Five times he prays (niwāj gujarī, he) reads the book of the Qurān."

(T. Translation, p. 87.)

Nānak does not seem to have been fastidious as to the name under which he recognized the Deity; he was more concerned with impressing on his companions a correct understanding of what Deity was. The names Hari, Ram, Govind, Brahma, Parmarthwar, Khudā, Allah, &c., are used with perfect freedom, and are even mixed up in the same poem. The most common name for God in the Adī Granth is certainly Hari; but that does not seem to have shocked the Muslim friends of Nānak. Thus, in a poem addressed to Hari as "the invisible, inaccessible, and infinite," we are told that, "Pira, prophets, sāliks, sādīqs, martyrs, shaikhs, mulāls, and darveches; a great blessing has come upon them, who continually recite his salvation."

(T. Translation, p. 75.)

The chief point of Nānak's teaching was unquestionably the Unity of God. He set himself firmly against the idea of associating
any other being with the Absolute Supreme. This exalted idea of Divine Majesty enabled Nanak to treat with indifference the crowd of Hindu deities. To such a mind as that of Nanak, the Hindu pantheon would have been sheer waste of time to argue, with any earnestness, about the attributes, powers, or jurisdictions, of a class of beings, the whole of whom were subordinate to one great, almighty, and incomprehensible Ruler. Without any overt attack on the Hindu pantheon, he caused the whole cluster of deities to subside into a condition similar to that of angels in modern Christianity; whose existence and operations may be the subject of conversation, but the whole of whom sink into utter insignificance compared with the central idea of the Divine Majesty. The One God, in Nanak's opinion (and, it may be added, in the opinion of all Sikhs), was the creator of plurality of form, not the creator of matter out of nothing. The phenomenal world is the manifestation of Deity, and it is owing to pure deception that the idea of severality exists. In the Adi Granth we read—

"The cause of causes is the Creator. In His hand are the order and reflection. As He looks upon, so it becomes. He Himself, Himself is the Lord. Whatever is made, (is) according to His own pleasure. He is far from all, and with all. He comprehends, sees, and makes discrimination. He Himself is One, and He Himself is many. He does not die nor perish, He neither comes nor goes. Nanak says: He is always contained (in all)."—(Translation, p. 400.)

Notwithstanding this conception that the Supreme One comprehends both spirit and matter, and therefore that He is; He is nevertheless spoken of as in some way different from the creatures He has formed, and has been endowed with moral and intellectual qualities. Thus we find in the Adi Granth—

"Whose body the universe is, He is not in it, the Creator is not in it. Who is putting (the things) together, He is always aloof (from them), in what can He be said (to be contained)?"

(Translation, p. 474.)

The soul of man is held to be a ray of light from the Light Divine; and it necessarily follows that, in its natural state, the soul of man is sinless. The impurity, which is only too apparent in man, is accounted for by the operation of what is called Māyā, or Delusion; and it is this Māyā which delutes creatures into egotism and duality, that is, into self-consciousness or conceit, and into the idea that there can be existence apart from the Divine. This delusion prevents the pure soul from freeing itself from matter, and hence the spirit passes from one combination of matter to another, in a long chain of births and deaths, until the delusion is removed, and the exalted ray returns to the Divine Light whence it originally emanated. The belief in metempsychosis is thus seen to be the necessary complement of pantheism; and it is essential to the creed of a Hindu, a Buddhist, and a Sūfī.

In Sikhism, as in Buddhism, the prime object of attainment is not Paradise, but the total cessation of individual existence. The method by which this release from transmigration is to be accomplished is by the perfect recognition of identity with the Supreme. When the soul fully realises what is summed up in the formula so am, “I am that,” i.e. “I am one with that which was, and is, and will be,” then emancipation from the bondage of existence is secured. This is declared by Nanak himself in the Adi Granth in these words—

"Should one know his own self as the so am, he believes in the esoteric mystery. Should the disciple (Gur-mukh) know his own self, what more can he do, or cannot to be done?"—(J. O. M. S. 2464, vol. 58.)

The principles of early Sikhism given above are obviously too recondite for acceptance among masses of men; accordingly we find that the pantheistic idea of Absolute Substance became gradually changed into the more readily apprehended notion of a self-conscious Supreme Being, the Creator and Governor of the universe. Here Dr. Trumpp himself admits the influence of Muhhammadanism, when he says: “It is not improbable that the Islam had a great share in working silently these changes, which are directly opposed to the teaching of the Gurus.”—(Introduction to Translation of the Adi Granth, p. cxxii.) The teaching of Nanak was, however, very practical. His followers are daily reminded in the Jap-Jot that, “With out the practice of virtue there can be no worship.”

In all that has preceded we have confined ourselves strictly to the intimate relationship subsisting between early Sikhism and the Muhammadan religion. It is, however, needful to allude to the fact that certain surviving relics of Buddhism had no small share in moulding the thoughts of the Founder of the Sikh religion. A full examination of this part of the subject would be out of place in the present work. It must suffice to say that Buddhism held its position in the Panjab long after it had disappeared from other parts of Northern India; and the abundance of Buddhist relics, which are continually being unearthed in the district, prove the wide-spread and long-continued influence of the tenets of the gentle-hearted Buddha. Indications of this influence on early Sikhism are seen in its freedom from caste, in the respect for animal life, the special form of metempsychosis accepted, the importance ascribed to meditation, the profound charity, the reverence paid to the seat of the Guru (like the Buddhist worship of the throne), Nanak's respect for the lotus, his missionary tours, and the curious union subsisting between the Guru
Sikhism and his Sangat. In the Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur, translated from the original Gurmukhi by an excellent scholar, Sirdar Atar Singh, we find the following remarkable sentence: “The Guru and his Sangat are like the warp and woof in cloth—there is no difference between them” (p. 87). In the Adi Granth there is an entire Sukhmani, or poem, by Guru Arjun, wholly devoted to a recitation of the advantages of “the society of the plow,” the term employed being, however, in this case, sath kshat- (f. O. MS. 2464, fol. 184). In addition to these points of resemblance, there is found in early Sikhism a curious veneration for trees, offerings to which were sometimes made, as will be seen by reference to pp. 67, 70, and 83, of the Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur, just cited. In precise conformity with the tradition that Buddha died under a Sāl tree, we have seen that Nānak purposely breathed his last under a Sarīth tree. Anyone familiar with Buddhism will readily recognize the remarkable coincidences stated above, but the exclusive of all is the positive inculcation of views identical with the crowning doctrine of Buddhism—the Nirvāṇa itself. The following is what Dr. Trumpp says on the subject:—

“If there could be any doubt on the pantheistic character of the tenets of the Sikh Gurus regarding the Supreme, it would be dissolved by their doctrine of the Nirvāṇa. Where no personal God is taught or believed in, man cannot aspire to a final personal communion with him, his aim can only be absorption in the Absolute Substance, i.e., individual annihilation. We find, therefore, no allusion to the joys of a future life in the Granth, as heaven or paradise, though supposed to exist, is not considered a desirable object. The immortality of the soul is only taught so far as the doctrine of transmigration requires it; but when the soul has reached its highest object, it is no more mentioned, because it no longer exists as individual soul.

“The Nirvāṇa, as is well known, is the grand object which Buddha in his preaching held out to the poor people. From his atheistic point of view, he could look for nothing else; personal existence, with all the concomitant evils of this life, which are not counterbalanced by corresponding pleasures, necessarily appeared to him as the greatest evil. His whole aim, therefore, to counteract the troubles and pain of this existence by a stoical indifference to pleasure and pain, and to stop individual consciousness to its utmost limit, in order to escape at the point of death from the dreaded transmigration, which he also, even on his atheistic ground, had not ventured to reject. Buddhism is, therefore, in reality, like Sikhism, nothing but unrestricted Pessimism, unable to hold out to man any solace, except that of annihilation.

“In progress of time, Buddhism has been expelled from India, but the remainders, Brahmanism, with its confused cosmological legends, and gorgeous mythology of the Purāṇas, was equally unable to satisfy the thinking minds. It is, therefore, very remarkable, that Buddhism in its highest object, the Nirvāṇa, soon emerges again in the popular teachings of the medieval reformatory movements. Nāmdev, Trilochan, Kabir, Ravidas, &c., and after these Nānak, take upon themselves to show the way to the Nirvāṇa, as Buddha in his time had promised, and find eager listeners; the difference is only in the means which these Bhagats [saints] propose for obtaining the desired end.” (Introduction to Translation of the Adi Granth, p. cxi.)

Such, then, was the Sikh religion as founded by Guru Nānak. It is based on Hinduism, modified by Buddhism, and stirred into new life by Śūfism. There seems to be superabundant evidence that Nānak laboured earnestly to reconcile Hinduism with Muḥammadanism, by insisting strongly on the tenets on which both parties could agree, and by subordinating the points of difference. It is impossible to deny that Nānak in his life-time actually did effect a large amount of reconciliation, and left behind him a system designed to carry on the good work. The circumstances which led to the entire reversal of the project, and produced between Muḥammadans and Sikhs the deadliness of feuds, does not come within the purview of the present article. It is enough to state that the process was gradual, and was as much due to the political causes as to a steady departure from the teachings of the Founder of Sikhism.

The Sikhs acknowledge ten Gurus, whose names, with the year in which each died, are given in the following list:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Duration of Guru-ship</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guru Nānak</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Angad</td>
<td>1532</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Amar-Dās</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Ram-Dās</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Arjun</td>
<td>1666</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Har-Govind</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Har- Rai</td>
<td>1660</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Har-Kisan</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Tegh-Bahadur</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guru Govind Singh</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is thus seen that the Sikh fraternity was under the guidance of personal Gurus from A.D. 1504, when Nānak received the spiritual impulse which gave birth to the new sect, until A.D. 1708, a total period of 204 years. After the death of Guru Govind Singh, the Adi Granth itself was taken to be the ever-existing impersonal guide.

The first successor of Nānak was appointed on account of his devotion to the cause. Shortly after the supposed visit to Makkah, Nānak met with a devotee named Lahanā, whose faith and earnestness were so fully demonstrated that Nānak named him, in preference to either of his sons, as his successor in the leadership of the new sect. His name was also changed from Lahanā to Angad (= anga-du, “body-giving”), implying that he was willing to give his very body to the cause of God. He was a poor and ignorant man, and maintained himself by rope-
making. He is said to have heard the whole account of Nanak’s life from Bhai Bala, who had long been with the Founder. It is related that all the counsel which Nanak had given to the Sikhs was sedulously inculcated by him. (Sikhian de Regi di Vitha, i. p. 19.) Like his predecessor, the Founder, he also named as his successor a devoted servant; although he had sons whom he might have appointed.

Amar-Das, the third Guru, was a simple-minded and inoffensive man, who was as unlearned as his two predecessors; nevertheless, he composed several verses incorporated in the Adi Granth. It was in his time that we hear of the first differences between the Sikhs and the Muhammadans. The gentle disposition of Amar-Das was unsuited to the position of ruler among the strong, willed people of the Panjab; accordingly, when a difference occurred, he was quite incapable of settling the matter. It is related that Amar-Das was completely absorbed in the service of Pura-sar Des. (Sikhian de Regi di Vitha, p. 25.) The use of this word indicates a marked inclination towards the Hindut side of Sikhism; and we may suppose that such an inclination would be resented by the firmer adherents to Islam; for we find that the Muslins began to annoy this Guru’s disciples by trivial acts of aggression. The disciples asked their Guru what they had better do; and he suggested various temporising expedients, which only emboldened the aggressors. When again appealed to, he desired his disciples to endure the wrong; as it was more marvellous to submit than to resist an insult. The weak conduct of this Guru left a legacy of ill-will for his successors to deal with. Amar-Das nominated his son-in-law as his successor; an example which initiated the hereditary Guru-ship which followed.

Ran-Das was a poor lad, who got a scanty living by selling boiled grain. He was taken into the family of Amar-Das, and married his daughter. He had acquired the elements of education, and was a peaceful and non-aggressive man. On attaining the Guru-ship, he bound himself industriously to the acquisition of disciples; and took large contributions from them in the shape of voluntary offerings. This wealth placed him above his brothers in the faith; and conferred upon him the elements of a royal state. He restored an old tank in magnificent style, for the purpose of religious ablution, and called it Anand-tas, or the lake of the water of life. This tank enabled the Sikhs to perform their ablutions in a luxurious manner, and necessarily attracted many to the spot. In the course of time, a town grew up round the tank, which gradually increased in importance, and is now one of the most important places in the Panjab. This assumption of dignity and increasing wealth in all probability awakened the anxiety of the Muhammadan governors of the country, and the gradation into common Hindutism accentuated the feeling. It is clear that the Muhammadans who had fought so desperately to overturn the ancient Hindut kingdoms, could not view with indifference the upgrowth of a Hindu sovereignty in their very midst. Ram-Das named his son as his successor in the Guru-ship—an act which sealed the fate of the Sikh attempt at compromise in religious matters; for every Muhammadan felt his position as a citizen threatened by the establishment of a rallying-point for disaffected Hindus.

Guru Arjun, the fifth Guru, was an active and ambitious man. He laid aside the dress of a faqir, which had been worn by all his predecessors, and converted the voluntary offerings of his disciples into a tax. This raised him to some importance, and enabled him to take men into his pay, a proceeding which conferred additional dignity upon him, and, at the same time, intensified the jealousy of the Muhammadan neighbours. As an additional means of uniting his community into one compact body, he collected the words of Nanak, and those of other saintly personages, into a book, which he called Granth, i.e. “the book”; and strictly enjoined his followers not to accept any speech as authoritative which was not contained in “the book.” The spark which lit the torch was, however, a distinct interference in political affairs, which provoked the resentment of the Muhammadan ruler at Delhi, and occasioned the arrest and, ultimately, the death of the Guru. It is not clear whether the Emperor actually executed him, or whether the Guru committed suicide; but his death was brought about by the ruler of Delhi; and this was enough to inflame the passions of the Sikhs, who were eager to revenge his death.

Har-Govind succeeded his father in the Guru-ship; and at once proceeded to arm his followers, and slay those who had been personally concerned in procuring the death of the late Guru. This did not, however, prevent him from entering the service of the Emperors Jahangir and Shah-Jahan in a military capacity; but his turbulence got him into much trouble, and he spent a predatory, rather than a religious, life. Under his Guru-ship the Sikhs were changed from faqirs into soldiers; and were freely recruited from the warlike Jat population, who eagerly availed themselves of any opportunity for securing plunder. It is evident that the actions of this Guru must have led him into frequent contests with the Muhammadan authorities; and provoked the efforts afterwards made to break up what the rulers must have felt to be a dangerous confederation.

Har-RaI was the grandson of the last Guru; and was chosen as successor because Har-Govind distrusted the fitness of his sons for the office. Har-RaI fought against Aurangzeb in the interest of Dara-Shikoh; and when the latter was defeated he made his submission to the Emperor, and was pardoned.

Har-Kishan was the younger son of the preceding. Nothing eventful occurred during his short tenure of power. He was called to Delhi by the Emperor Aurangzeb, and was
there attacked by small-pox, of which disease he died. The succession to the Guru-ship was broken by his death; for he was a weak man, but had appointed a successor, and very explicitly indicated that the next Guru would be found in Bakšālī, a village near Anand-pur.

Tegh-Bahādur, who happened to be residing in Bakšālī, was the son of Har-Govind, and had been passed over by his father in favour of his eldest brother. He was, however, extremely careful, and not particularly anxious to assume the delicate position of leader among the bellicose Sikhs. An urge was in the full fury of his Islamising mania, and was accordingly specially solicitous to suppress the ambitious projects of the Sikhs. The Jánāb appears to have been too carefully guarded to be pleasant to Tegh-Bahādur, and he, therefore, began a wandering life over the north of India. An account of his travels has been translated from Panjābī into English by the learned Sirdar Atār Singh; and this translation is of singular interest to the student of Sikh history. We learn from one anecdote that, even in the time of the ninth Guru, Muhammadans felt a certain respect for the Sikhs. The tale relates that a small party of Muhammadans went to rob the Guru; but at the last moment the Muhammadans felt remorse, for they said, "he was undoubtedly a prophet."—(Travels of Guru Tegh Bahādur, p. 24.) On reaching Sīvārām the Guru met a Saiyid seated under a Sārī tree (the same kind of tree, be it remarked, as that under which Nānak breathed his last); and the Saiyid saluted the Guru with reverence, saying: "I am really happy now, having seen your divine countenance."—(Travels, &c., p. 46.) Still more marked is the friendly feeling shown by the courteous reception which Tegh-Bahādur received from Shāhān Shāh, the Muhammadan gentleman residing near Patiālā. This Muslim sent him presents, and then went out to meet him. He conducted him with much ceremony to his own palace, where he entertained him. It is specially mentioned that "the Guru's eyes fell upon a mosque, and immediately said that it was the house of God."—(Travels, &c., p. 2.) Notwithstanding this reverential treatment by pious Muhammadans, it is certain that Tegh-Bahādur spent his life in violent antagonism to the Muslim rulers of the country. The book of Travels, from which we are quoting, gives numerous instances of this, as may be seen by those who care to study the details, in pp. 45, 49, 57, 58, 69, 126, 130, 131. Some desperate fights took place, and after a specially severe engagement it is said on p. 58 that "from that day the Muhammadans never ventured to fight with the Guru." However, the Guru appears to have been hunted from place to place, and on many occasions he narrowly escaped capture. The apparent contradiction involved in the reverential attitude of pious Muhammadans and the skirmishes with Muhammadan soldiery, finds its explanation in the supposition that the political aspect of Sikhism was not antagonistic to Muhammadan ideas, while its
of the movement became gradually converted into a military and political propaganda. No contrast, indeed, could well be greater than that between the inoffensive and gentle-minded Nanak, and the warlike and ambitious Gurus of later times. But while we cannot help being painfully impressed with the apparently undying feud which still subsists between the Sikhs and the Muhammadans, it seems perfectly clear that the intention of the Founder was to reconcile the differences between those creeds; and that in this excellent work he attained a large measure of success. His pious object was defeated by political causes, and by the warlike nature of the people of the Panjab. The name "Muhammadan" in the various countries in which it exists, is allowed to cover differences in religious belief quite as great as those between the views of Nanak and those of Muhammad; and in all probability would have done so in this instance also, but for the reasons just pointed out. We cannot, however, concern ourselves with probabilities; it is enough for the purposes of this article to have established the fact that Sikhism, in its inception, was intimately associated with Muhammadanism; and that it was intended as a means of bridging the gulf which separated the Hindus from the believers in the Prophet.

There are five leading sects of Sikhs, the names of which need only be mentioned. They are:

1. The Udāsī, or those who are "indifferent" to the world.
2. The Sahīkhī, or the "pure."
3. The Diwānī, or "mad" saints.
4. The Nirmala Sahā, or "spotless saints."
5. The Akāśī, or worshippers of the "Eternal One."

The foregoing able review of the connection between Sikhism and the teachings of Islam has been contributed, especially for the present work, by Mr. Frederic Pincoot, M.R.A.S.]

The authorities upon which this article is based are:—Dr. Trumpp's Translation of the Adi Granth; the text of the Adi Granth, India Office MS. No. 2484; the Janam-Sikh of Guru Nanak, Panjabi; Panjabi, I. O. MS. No. 1728; the Janam-Patris of Guru Nanak, I. O. MS. No. 2885; Sikhān dī Rajī dī Viṭhā (an Account of the Rule of the Sikhs, in Panjāb); the Travels of Guru Tegh-Bahadur and Guru Gobind Singh, translated from the original Gurmukhi by Sirdar Atar Singh, Chief of Bhadur; Jep-Ji Sahīk, the Panjābī text with commentary by Udālī, by Sirdar Atar Singh; Sīr Gurcharn Prabhakur, by Pandit Gyan Sant Singh; Sīr Nānak Prakāś, by Bhai Santokh Singh; Sīr Granth Gurmukh Sāgī Rāī, by Bhai Santokh Singh. [PAGK, MUHAMMADAN, SUT.]

SILSIMA (š. š.) Lit. "A chain." (1) The line of succession in any religious order, traced either to some religious leader of reputation, or to the four rightly directed Khalsa, or to the Prophet himself. (2) An unbroken tradition.

SIMON PETER. Arabic Shamsan. Not mentioned by name in the Qur'an, but al-Baṣīfī says he is the Apostle who was sent to Antioch to succour the two disciples in prison (said to be John and Jude); and who is referred to in Sūrah xxvi. 13: "And we strengthened them with a third."

SIMSĀR (š. š.), pl. samaśirah. A term used in Muhammadan law for agents or brokers.

SIN. Arabic samb (š.), khaṣṣ (š.), ism (š.). Hob. šəham, ʃțišt. Muhammadan doctors divide sin into two classes. Kabīrah, "great," and suṣṭīrah, "little" sins. Kūbarah sins are those great sins of which, if a Muslim does not repent, he will be sent to the purgatorial hell reserved for sinful Muslims, whilst suṣṭīrah are those venial sins which are inherent in our fallen nature.

Muhammadan writers are not agreed as to the exact number of kabīrah sins, but they are generally held to be the following seventeen:—

1. Kufah, or infidelity.
2. Constantly committing little sins.
3. Despairing of God's mercy.
4. Considering oneself safe from the wrath of God.
5. False witness.
6. Zulfiqar, or falsely charging a Muslim with adultery.
7. Taking a false oath.
10. Appropriation of the property of orphaned children.
11. Usury.
14. Theft.
15. Murder.
16. Fleeing in battle before the face of an infidel enemy.
17. Disobedience to parents.

The following are sayings of Muhammad, as given in the Traditions, on the subject of sin (Meshkâh, book i. ch. ii.):—

"He is not a believer who commits adultery, or steals, or drinks liquor, or plunders, or embroils, when entrusted with the plunder of the infidel. Beware! beware!"

"The greatest sin is to associate another with God, or to vex your father and mother, or to murder your own species, or to commit suicide, or to swear, or to lie."

"The greatest of sins before God is that you call any other like unto the God who created you, or that you murder your child from an idea that it will eat your victuals, or
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that you commit adultery with your neighbour's wife.

"Abstain ye from seven revolting destructive things, namely, (1) associating anything with God; (2) magic; (3) killing anyone without reason; (4) taking interest on money; (5) taking the property of the orphan; (6) running away on the day of battle; (7) and taxing an innocent woman with adultery.

"Do not associate anything with God, although they kill or burn you. Do not affront your parents, although they should order you to leave your wives, your children, and your property. Do not abandon the divine prayers, for he who does so will not remain in the asylum of God. Never drink wine; for it is the root of all evil. Abstain from vice, for from it descends the anger of God. Refrain from running away in battle, although ye be killed. When a pestilence shall visit mankind, and you are in the midst of it, remain there. Cherish your children, and chastise them in order to teach them good behaviour, and instruct them in the fear of God."

It is related that a Jew once said to his friend, "Take me to this Prophet." He said, "Do not call him a prophet, for if he hears it he will be pleased."

And they came to the Prophet and asked him about the name (the wonders) (i.e. Ten Commandments), which appeared (from the hands of Moses). He said, "Do not associate anything with God, nor steal, nor commit adultery, nor murder, nor take an impious person before the king to be killed, nor practise magic, nor take interest, nor accuse an innocent woman of adultery, nor turn your backs on the field of battle; and it is proper, particularly for the Jews, not to work on Saturday." The Jews kissed the hands and feet of the Prophet, and said, "We bear witness that you are a Prophet." He said, "What prevented you from being my disciples?" They replied, "David called out to perpetuate the gift of prophecy in his family, and we fear the Jews will kill us if we become your followers."

SINGING. Arabic ghina' (غينة). Among Muslim theologians, singing is generally held to be unlawful, and the objection is founded on a tradition recorded by 'Abd, who relates that Muhammad said, "Singing and hearing songs causes hypocrisy to grow in the heart, even as rain causes the corn to grow in the field." (Miṣbaḥ, book xxii. ch. ix. pt. 3.)

Shaikh 'Abdu 'l-Haqi, in his commentary, remarking on this tradition, says, it is not a tradition of any authority, and adds, "The traditionalists all agree that there is no Hadith of any authority forbidding the practice of singing." (vol. iv. p. 63)

The Sufis, who engage in the service of song as an act of worship, say Muhammad only forbade songs of an objectionable character. Still most divines of reputation regard the practice with disfavour.

SIPARAH (سياحة). The Persian term for the thirty juz' or divisions of the Qur'an. From si, "thirty," and pârâh, "a portion."

The Qur'an is said to have been thus divided to enable the pious Muslim to recite the whole of the Qur'an in the month of Ramadân. Muhammad generally quote the Qur'an by the Sipârah and not by the Sûrah. [qu'ân.]

SIQAH (سياحة). "Worthy of confidence." A term used in the study of the Hadîth for a tradition worthy of confidence.

SIRAT (سير). Lit. "A road." The word occurs in the Qur'an thirty-eight times, in nearly all of which it is used for the Sirât (l-Mustaqîm), or the "right way" of religion. In Muslim traditions and other writings it is more commonly used for the bridge across the infernal fire, which is described as finer than a hair and sharper than a sword, and is beset on each side with briars and hooked thorns. The righteous will pass over it with the softness of the lightning, but the wicked will soon miss their footing and will fall into the fire of hell. (Mulâ' Abî Qâri, p. 110.)

Muhammad appears to have borrowed his idea of the bridge from the Zoroastrian system, according to which the spirits of the departed, both good and bad, proceed along an appointed path to the "bridge of the gatherer" (chinvat peryû). This was a narrow road conducting to Heaven or Paradise, over which the souls of the pious alone could pass, whilst the wicked fell into the gulf below. (Rawlinson's Seventh Oriental Monarchy, P. 286.)

The Jews, also, believed in the bridge of hell, which is no broader than a thread, over which idolaters must pass. (Midrash, Page, Reuben, sect. Gehinnom.)

SIRATU L-MUSTAQIM (سیرۃ للمستقیم). "The right way," i.e. the Muhammadan religion; e.g. Qur'an, Sûrah iii. 44: "Fear God and obey me; of a truth God is my Lord and your Lord: Therefore
worship Him. This is the right way." It occurs in about thirty other places.

SIRIUS. Arabic ash-Shi'rra (الشيروة). "The dog-star." The Almighty is called in the Qur'an, Surah iii. 60, Rabū 'al-Shi'rra, the "Lord of the Dog-star." The Kamāliṣ say that before the time of Muhammad this star was worshipped by the Bani Khuz'ah, hence the reference to it in the Qur'an.

SITTING. Arabic fulūs (الفعوس). The traditionists are very particular in describing the precise position in which Muhammad used to sit. Ibn 'Umar says: "I saw him sit with his knees up and the bottom of his feet on the ground, and his arms round his legs." Jābir says: "I saw him sitting reclining upon a pillow which was put under his arm." Ka'bah: "I saw him sitting in the mosque upon his buttocks, in the greatest humility and lowliness." Jābir says, again: "The Prophet used, after he had said morning prayer, to sit with his feet drawn under him, until sun-rise." (Miṣkāf, book xxii. ch. v.)

Slaves always sit on the ground in their places of public worship. In social gatherings, people of inferior position always sit lower than their superiors.

SIX FOUNDATIONS OF FAITH. Al-Imān (الإيمان), or "the Faith," is defined as consisting of the six articles of belief—

1. Allāh, God.
2. Al-Mala'ikah, the Angels.
3. Al-Kutub, the Books (of the Prophets).
4. Al-Raḥmān, the Prophets.
5. Al-Ya‘mu ’l-A‘ādīr, the Last Day.
6. Al-Qadār, the Decrees of God.

These, the Six Articles of Faith are entitled Six Articles, the "Attributes of Faith," or Arkanu 'l-Imān, "the Pillars of Faith." [Muhammadanism.]

SIYAR (سير), pl. of sirah. Lit. "Going in any manner or pace." The record of a man's actions and exploits. Stories of the ancients.

Kitāb ‘l-Siyar is the title given to a history of the establishment of Islam, hence as-Siyar means an historical work on the life of Muhammad, or any of his Companions, or of his successors, etc. The earliest book of the kind written in Islam is that by Imam Muhammad ibn Ishāq, who died A.H. 51. (Kashf ‘t-Zunun, Flügel's edition, vol. iii. p. 684.)

SLANDER. [QAZF.]

SLAUGHTER OF ANIMALS. [FOOD, ZABAH.]

SLAVERY. Arabic Ubūdiya (عبودية), Heb. שָׁבָדָה. A slave, (Surah ii. 220), Heb. שָׁבָדָה; Mamlūk (مملوك) (Surah xvi. 77): A female slave, amāh (أم) (Surah ii. 220). The term generally used in the Qur'an for slaves is مالکат الأساييم, "those which your right hands possess." Muhammad found slavery an existing institution, both amongst the Jews and the idolaters of Arabia, and therefore it is recognised although not established in the Qur'an.

I.—The Teaching of the Qur'an on the subject of slavery is as follows:

(1) Muslims are allowed to cohabit with any of their female slaves. Surah iv. 3: "Then marry what seems good to you of women, by two, or three, or four; and if ye fear that ye cannot be equitable, then only one, or what your right hands possess." Surah iv. 29: "Take of what your right hands possess of young women." Surah xxxii. 48: O Prophet! We make lawful for thee and thy wives to whom thou hast given their hire (dowry), and what thy right hands possess out of the boot of God hath granted thee.

(2) They are allowed to take possession of married women if they are slaves. Surah iv. 28: "Unlawful for you are ... married women, save such as your right hands possess." (On this verse al-Jalālīn the commentators say: "that is, it is lawful for them to cohabit with those women whom you have made captive, even though their husbands are alive in the Dārūr ‘l-Harb."

(3) Muslims are excused from strict rules of decorum in the presence of their female slaves, even as in the presence of their wives. Surah xxii. 5: "Those who are strict in the rules of decorum, except for their wives, or what their right hands possess." See also Surah ix. 23.

(4) The helpless position of the slave as regards his master illustrates the helpless position of the false gods of Arabia in the presence of their Creator. Surah xvi. 77: "God has struck out a parable, an owned slave, able to do nothing, and one provided with a good provision, and one who expends therewith in alms secretly and openly, shall they be held equal? Praise be to God, most of them do not know!" See also Surah xxx. 27.

(5) Muslims shall exercise kindness towards their slaves. Surah iv. 40: "Serve God and do not associate aught with Him, and show kindness to your parents and to kindred ... and to that which your right hands possess.

(6) When slaves can redeem themselves it is the duty of Muslims to grant the emancipation. Surah xxv. 33: "And such of those whom your right hands possess as a slave a writing (i.e. a document of freedom), write it out for them if ye know any good in them, and give them of the wealth of God which He has given you. And do not compel your slave-girl to prostitution if they desire to keepcontinent."

From the teaching of the Qur'an above-quoted
it will be seen that all male and female slaves taken as plunder in war are the lawful property of their master; that the master has power to take to himself any female slave, either married or single; that the position of a slave is as helpless as that of the stone idols of Arabia; but they should be treated with kindness, and be granted their freedom when they are able to ask for and pay for it.

II.—From the Teaching of the Traditions, it appears that it was the custom of Muhammad either to put to death or take captive those of the enemy who fell into his hands. If a captive embraced Islam on the field of battle he was a free man; but if he were made captive, and afterwards embraced Islam, the change of creed did not emancipate him. 'Aliyya b. Quraisah relates that, at the battle with the Banu Quraisyah, the Prophet ordered all those who were able to fight to be killed, and the women and children to be enslaved.

Very special blessings are attached to the emancipation of a slave. Abu Hurairah relates that Muhammad said, "Whosoever frees a slave who is a Muslim, God will redeem every member of his body, limb for limb, from hell fire." Abu Zarr asked which slave was the best to emancipate, and the Prophet replied, "That which is of the highest price and most liked by his master." An Arab once asked the Prophet what act would take him to Paradise, and the Prophet said, "Free a slave, or assist one in redeeming a bond of slavery." The following are some of the sayings of Muhammad regarding the treatment of slaves:

"It is well for a slave who regularly worships God and discharges his master's work properly."

"Whoever buys a slave and does not agree about his property, then no part of it is for the purchase of the slave."

"When a slave of yours has money to redeem his bond, then you must not allow him to come into your presence afterwards." "Behaving well to slaves is a means of prosperity, and behaving ill to them is a cause of loss."

"When any one of you is about to beat his slave, and the slave asks pardon in the name of God, then withhold yourself from beating him."

"It is incumbent upon the master of slaves to find them in raiment and clothes, and he order them to do what they are not able to do."

"When a slave-girl has a child by her master she is free at his death." "Whoever freed a slave, and the slave had property to which he was entitled, unless the master shall have agreed that it was the slave's at the time of freeing him." (See Minhājī 'l-Masūdī, Sāhīh 'l-Bukhārī, Sāhīh Muslim.)

III.—With regard to the Enslaving of Captives, the author of the Hitdāyah says:

"The Imam, with respect to captives, has it in his choice to slay them, because the Prophet put captives to death; and also because slaying the captive terminates wickedness; or, if he choose, he may make them slaves, because by enslaving them the wickedness of them is remedied, and at the same time the Muslims reap an advantage; or, if he please, he may release them so as to make them freemen and Zimmiss, according to what is recorded of 'Umar; but it is not lawful so to release the idolaters of Arabia, or apostates. It is not lawful for the Imam to return the captives to their own country, as this would be strengthening the infidels against the Muslims. If captives become Muslims, let not the Imam put them to death, because the wickedness of them is hereby remedied without slaying them; but yet he may lawfully make them slaves, after their conversion, because the reason for making them slaves (namely, their being as secure within the Muslim territory) had existence previous to their embracing the faith. It is otherwise where infidels become Muslims before their capture, because then the reason for making them slaves did not exist previous to their conversion. It is not lawful to release infidel captives in exchange for the release of Muslim captives from the infidels. According to the two disciples, this is lawful (and such also is the opinion of ash-Shāfī'ī), because this produces the emancipation of Muslims, which is preferable to slaying the infidels or making them slaves. The argument of Imam Abū Hanīfah is that such an exchange is an assistance to the infidels, because those captives will again return to fight the Muslims, which is a wickedness, and the prevention of this wickedness is preferable to effecting the release of the Muslims, since, as they remain in the hands of the infidels, the injury only affects them, and does not extend to the other Muslims, whereas the injury attending the release of infidel captives extends to the smallest of Muslims. An exchange for property (that is, releasing infidel prisoners in return for property) is also unlawful, as this is assisting the infidels, as was before observed, and the same is mentioned in the Maqāābī 'l-Mushkīrī. In the Sāīrah, it is asserted that an exchange of prisoners for property may be made where the Muslims are necessitous, because the Prophet released the captives taken at Badr for a ransom. If a captive become a Muslim in the hands of the Muslims, it is not lawful to release and send him back to the infidels in return for their releasing a Muslim who is a captive in their hands, because no advantage can result from the transaction. If, however, the converted captive consents to it, and there be apprehension of his apostasizing, in this case the releasing of him in exchange for a Muslim captive is a matter of discretion. It is not lawful to confer a favour upon captives by releasing them gratuitously, that is, without receiving anything in return, or without becoming Zimmiss, or being made slaves. Ash-Shāfī'ī says that showing favour to captives
in this way is lawful, because the Prophet showed favour in this way to some of the captives taken at the battle of Badr. The arguments of the Hanafi doctors upon this point are two-fold: First, it is said in the Qur'an, 'Slay idolaters wherever ye find them'; secondly, the right of capturing them is established by their being conquered and captured, and hence it is not lawful to annul that right without receiving some advantage in return, in the same manner as holds with respect to all plunder; and with respect to what sah-Shâhī relates that the Prophet showed favour in this way to some of the captives taken at the battle of Badr, it is abrogated by the text of the Qur'ān already quoted. (Hamilton's Hidayah, vol. ii. p. 160.)

IV.—SLAVE TRAFFIC is not only allowed but legislated for by Muhammadan law, and is clearly sanctioned by the examples of the Prophet as given in the Traditions (see Sahih Muslim, Kitāb 'l-Buyūt, vol. i. p. 2). In the Law of Sale (see Raddu 'l-Mukhtar, Hidayah, Hamilton's ed., vol. ii. p. 455), slaves, male and female, are treated merely as articles of merchandise. In chapters on sale, and option, and wills, the illustrations are generally given as regards slaves, and the same, or very similar, rules apply both to the sale of animals and bondmen.

The following traditions (Ibshāk, book xiii. chap. xx.) with reference to the action of the Prophet in this matter are notable:

"Imrān ibn al-Hasain said a man freed six slaves at his death, and he had no other property besides; and the Prophet called them, and divided them into three sections, and then cast lots; he then ordered that two of them should be freed, and he retained four in slavery, and spoke severely of the man who had set them free."

"Jābir said we used to sell the mothers of children in the time of the Prophet, and of Abu Bakr; but 'Umar forbade it in his time."

V.—The MANUMISSION OF SLAVES is permitted by Muhammadan law under the following forms: (1) 'Atāq (Aṭy, 'Aty); (2) Kitābāh; (3) Tadbir; and (4) Ijtihād.

(1) 'Atāq, in its literal sense, means power, and in law expresses the act of the owner of a slave (either male or female) giving immediate and unconditional freedom to his slave. This act is lawful when it proceeds from a person who is free, sane, adult, and the actual owner of the slave in question. If a man owns a person as a slave, "This man is free," or "'Uthmān, son of 'Ummān is free," or "Thou art mut'aq," or "Thou art consecrated to God," or make use of any similar expression to his slave, the slave becomes ipso facto free, whether the owner really mean emancipation or not.

(2) Kitābāh, literally "a writing," signifies a bond of freedom granted to a slave (male or female), in return for money paid. It is founded on the teaching of the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxvii. 85: "And such of those as your rights possess, if ye love doing good, write it out for them if ye know any good in them," which precept is held to be recommendatory, although not injunctive. The slave thus ransomed is called mukātab, until the ransom is fully paid. During the interval between the promise of freedom and the payment of the money the mukātab enjoys a certain degree of freedom, but is nevertheless placed under certain restrictions. For example, although he is free to move from place to place, he cannot marry, or bestow alms, or become bail, or grant a loan, or make a pilgrimage, &c., without the permission of his master.

(3) Tadbir signifies literally, "arrangement, disposition, plan," but in the language of the law it means a declaration of freedom made to a slave (male or female), to take effect after the master's death. If the owner of a slave says, "Thou art free at my death," or "Thou art a madubīr," or words to that effect, the slave is entitled to freedom upon the decease of his master, and any children born to him in the interval are placed in the same situation.

(4) Ijtihād, Lit. the "offspring's claim," signifies a man having a child born to him of a female slave which he claims and acknowledges as his own, which acknowledgment becomes ipso facto the cause of the freedom of the female slave. The woman is then called ummu 'l-wadad, "the mother of offspring," and stands in relation to her master as his wife, the child being also free.

(5) In addition to the above forms of emancipation, it is also established that the manumission of slaves is the legal penalty or expiation (kaffārah) for certain sins, e.g. for breaking the fast of Ramazān the expiation is either the release of a slave or feeding seven poor persons; this expiation is also made for a rash oath [gātu], as also for the rash form of divorce known as zahr [zawād]. (See Raddu 'l-Mukhtar, vol. ii. p. 175; iii. p. 92; ii. p. 952.)

VI.—MODERN MUSLIM SLAVERY. The slaves of the Arabs are mostly from Abyssinia and negro countries; a few, chiefly in the homes of wealthy individuals, are from Georgia and Circassia.

Mr. Lane says, in Egypt, "Abyssinian and white female slaves are kept by many men of the middle and higher classes, and often instead of wives, as requiring less expense, and being more subservient, but they are generally indulged with the same luxuries as free ladies; their vanity is gratified by costly dresses and ornaments, and they rank high in society, as the "white slaves." Those called Abyssinians appear to be a mixed race between negroes and whites, and from the territories of the Gallia. They are mostly kidnapped and sold by their own countrymen. The negro female slaves, as few of them have considerable personal attractions (which is not the case with the Abyssinians, many of whom are very beautiful), are usually employed only in cooking and other menial offices.

The female slaves of the higher classes are often instructed in plain needlework and embroidery, and sometimes in music and
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of kindness to slaves. 'Feed your slaves,' said he, 'with food of that which ye eat, and clothe them with such clothing as ye wear; and command them not to do that which they are unable.' These precepts are generally attended to, either entirely or in a degree.'

"Some other sayings of the Prophet on this subject well deserve to be mentioned; as the following:

"'He who beats his slave without fault, or slapped him on the face, his atonement for this is freeing him.'

"'A man who behaves ill to his slave will not enter into Paradise.'

"'Whoever is the cause of separation between mother and child by selling or giving, God will separate him from his friends on the day of resurrection.'

"'When a slave wishes well to his master, and worships God well, for him are double rewards.'

"It is related of Othman (Usman), that he twisted the ear of a memlook belonging to him, on account of disobedience, and afterwards, repenting of it, ordered him to twist his ear in like manner; but he would not. Othman urged him, and the slave advanced and began to wring it by little and little. He said to him, 'Wring it hard, for I cannot endure the punishment of the Day of Judgment on account of this act.' The memlook answered, 'O my master, the day that thou fearest I also fear.'

"It is related also of Zainu'l-Abidin, that he had a memlook who seemed a sheep and broke its leg; and he said to him, 'Why didst thou this?' He answered, 'To provoke thee to anger.' And I, said he, 'will provoke to anger him who taught thee; and he is Iblis (i.e. the Devil): go, and be free, for the sake of God.'

"Many similar anecdotes might be added; but the general assertions of travellers in the East are far more satisfactory evidence in favour of the humane conduct of most Muslims to their slaves.'

But although this testimony of Mr. Lane's will be borne out with regard to the treatment of slaves in Islam in all parts of the Muslim world, the power which a Muslim possesses over the persons of his bondman or bondswoman is unlimited. For example, according to the Hadith (vol. iv. p. 282), "A master is not slain for the murder of his slave," nor "if one of two partners in a slave kill the slave the suicide is retaliation incurred." In this the law of Muhammad departs from that of Moses. See Exodus xxxi. 20: "And if a man smite his servant, or his maid, with a rod, and he die under his hand, he shall be surely punished." (Hab. avenged.) Notwithstanding, if he continue a day or two, he shall not be punished: for he is his money.

Slaves have no civil liberty, but are entirely under the authority of their owners, whatever may be the religion, sex, age, or of the latter; and can possess no property, unless by the owner's permission. The owner is entire master, while he pleases, of
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dancing. Formerly many of them possessed sufficient literary accomplishments to quote largely from esteemed poems, or even to compose extemporary verses, which they would often accompany with the lute. The condition of many concubine slaves is happy, and that of many quite the contrary. Those, and all other slaves of either sex, are generally treated with kindness, but at first they are usually imported, and not unfrequently used with much harshness, to induce them to embrace the Muhammadan faith, which almost all of them do. Their services are commonly light; the usual office of the male white slave, who is called (memlook) mamalik, is that of a page, or a military guard.

"Kunuchs are employed as guardians of the women, but only in the houses of men of high rank or of great wealth; on account of the important office which they fill, they are generally treated in public with special consideration. I used to remark, in Cairo, that few persons saluted me with a more dignified and consequential air than those pitiable but self-conceited beings. Most of them are Abyssinians or negroes. Indeed, the slaves in general take too much advantage of the condescension of their masters, especially when they belong to men in power." (Arabian Nights, vol. i. p. 55.)

In Central Asia the great slave-trade is carried on with Kaffirs. The Kaffirs, inasmuch as they enslave each other in war, sell their own countrymen and countrywomen into slavery, and, when the slave market is dull, the Muhammadans residing on their borders make incursions upon the Kaffirs and carry them (especially the women who are very fair and pretty) into slavery. Some Kaffir slaves have risen to eminence in Cabul, the late Sher Ali Khan's commander-in-chief, Feramos Khan, being a Kaffir slave.

In Hindustan British rule has abolished slavery, but it nevertheless exists in noble families, where the slaves seem willingly to assent to their condition of bondage.

VII.—THE TREATMENT OF SLAVES.—It has been already shown that, both according to the teaching of the Qur'an and also according to the injunctions of Muhammad, as given in the Traditions, kindness to slaves is strictly enjoined; and it must be admitted that the treatment of slaves in Muhammadan countries contrasts favourably with that in America, when slavery existed as an institution under a Christian people.

Mr. Lane (Arabian Nights, vol. i. p. 55), writing from his personal observations of slavery in Egypt, remarks:

"The master is bound to afford his slaves proper food and clothing, or to let them work for their own support, or to sell, give away, or liberate them. It is, however, considered disgraceful for him to have a slave who has been long in his possession; and it seldom happens that a master manumits a female slave without marrying her to some man able to support her, or otherwise providing for her.

"The Prophet strongly enjoined the duty
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the person and goods of his slave; and of the offspring of his female slave, which, if
taken by him or presumed to be so, he
cannot recognize as his own legitimate child,
or not: the child, if recognized by him, enjoys
the same privileges as the offspring of a free
wife, and if not recognized by him is his slave.
He may give away or sell his slaves, excepting in some cases which have been
mentioned, and may marry them to whom
he will, but not separate them when married.
A slave, however, according to most of the
doctors, cannot have more than two wives
at the same time. Unemancipated slaves,
at the death of their master, become the
property of his heirs; and when an emanci-
pated slave dies, leaving no male descendant
or collateral relations, the former master is
the heir; or, if he be dead, his heirs inherit
the slave's property. As a slave enjoys less
advantages than a free person, the law, in
some cases, ordains that his punishment for an
offence shall be half of that to which the
free is liable for the same offence, or even
less than half: if it be a fine, or pecuniary
compensation, it must be paid by the owner,
to the amount, if necessary, of the value of
the slave, or the slave must be given in
compensation.
The owner, but not the part owner, may
inhabit with any of his female slaves who
is a Muhammadan, a Christian, or a Jewess,
if he has not married her to another man;
but not with two or more who are sisters, or
who are related to each other in any of the
degrees which would prevent their both
being his wives at the same time if they
were free: after having so lived with one,
he must entirely relinquish such intercourse
with her before he can do the same with
another who is so related to her. He cannot
have intercourse with a pagan slave. A
Christian or Jew may have slaves, but not
enjoy the privilege above mentioned with one
who is a Muhammadan. The master must
wait a certain period (generally from a month
to three months) after the acquisition of a
female slave before he can have such inter-
course with her. If he find any fault in her
within three days, he is usually allowed to
return her.
When a man, from being the husband,
becomes the master of a slave, the marriage
is dissolved, and he cannot continue to live
with her but as her master, enjoying, how-
ever, all a master's privileges; unless he
emancipates her, in which case he may again
take her as his wife, with her consent. In
like manner, when a woman, from being the
wife, becomes the possessor of a slave, the
marriage is dissolved, and cannot be renewed,
unless she emancipates him, and he consents
to the reunion.
There is absolutely no limit to the number
of slave-girls with whom a Muhammadan
can cohabit, and it is the peculiar indulgence
of this dispensable religion which so popu-
larizes the Muhammadan religion amongst
uncivilized nations, and so popularizes slavery
in the Muslim religion.

SNEEZING. Arabic 'il'is (عذب).
According to the Muhammadan religion, it is
a sacred duty to reply to a sneeze. For
example, if a person sneezes and says imme-
diately afterwards, "God be praised" (الله
لهم يسرا), it is incumbent upon
at least one of the party to exclaim, "God
have mercy on you" (ياركواك اللهم
لهم يسرا). This custom of replying to a sneeze
existed amongst the Jews, whose sneezing

SLEETING. Arabic naum (نام).
Heb. נאום nām. It is usual for Mus-
lims to sleep with the head in the direction of
Makkah.
Abu 'Umar relates that on one occasion he
was sleeping on his belly, and the Prophet
saw him, and, kicking him, said, "O Jundub! I
this way of sleeping is the way the devil
sleeps!"
Ababb says he saw the Prophet sleeping
on his back, with one leg lying over the other,
but Jabin says the Prophet forbade that way
pt. l.)

SNEEZING. Arabic 'il'is (عذب).
According to the Muhammadan religion, it is
a sacred duty to reply to a sneeze. For
example, if a person sneezes and says imme-
diately afterwards, "God be praised" (الله
لهم يسرا), it is incumbent upon
at least one of the party to exclaim, "God
have mercy on you" (ياركواك اللهم
لهم يسرا). This custom of replying to a sneeze
existed amongst the Jews, whose sneezing
formulas was "Tobim khoym!" i.e. "Good life."

There are interesting chapters on saluting after sneezing in Tylor's *Primitive Culture*, and Isaac D'Irassil's *Curiosities of Literature*.

Replying to a sneeze is amongst the duties called Fars Kafêī (Mishkār, book v. ch. 1. pt. 1).

Abū Hūrārah relates that Muhammad said, "Verily God loves sneezing and hates yawning." (Mishkār, book xxii. ch. vi.)

**SODOM.** Arabic Sadūm (سردم). Heb. שדום. "The City of Lot." The Qūmīs says it is more correctly Zārūn. The city is not mentioned by name in the Qur'an, but it is admitted to be one of the "overturned cities" referred to in Sūra h 87: 1; Ix. 9. Amongst Muhammadans, this city is associated with sodomy, or unnatural crime, called in Arabic lubādah. Pederastia, is held to be forbidden by Muslim law, and the latter will find a discussion on the subject in Hamilton's *Rid ādah*, vol. ii. p. 28. The prevalence of this vice amongst Muhammadans is but too well known. (See Vambye's *Sketches of Central Asia*, p. 192.)

**SOLOMON.** Arabic Sulaymān (سلوم). Heb. שלום Shelômôh.

Both according to the Qur'an and the Muhammadan commentators, Solomon was celebrated for his skill and wisdom. The following is the account given of him in the Qur'an, with the commentators' remarks in italics, as given in Mr. Lane's *Selections from the Qur'an* (2nd ed. by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole):

"We subjected unto Solomon the wind, blowing strongly, and being light at his desire, which ran at his command to the land that We blessed (namely Syria); and We knew all things (knowing that what We gave you would stimulate him to be submissive to His Lord)."

"And We subjected, of the devils, those who should dive for him in the sea and bring forth from it jewels for him, and do other work besides that; that is, building, and performing other services; and We watched over them, that they might not spoil what they executed; for they used, when they had finished a work before night, to spoil it, if they were not employed in something else." (Surah xxxi. 81, 82.)

"We gave unto David Solomon his son. How excellent a servant was he! For he was one who earnestly himself unto God, glorifying and praising Him at all times. Remember when, in the latter part of the day, after the commencement of the declining of the sun, the mares standing on three feet and touching the ground with the edge of the fourth foot, swift in the course, were displayed before him. They were a thousand mares, which were displayed before him after he had performed the noon-prayers, on the occasion of his desiring to make use of them in a holy war; and when nine hundred of them had been displayed, the sun set, and one had not performed the afternoon prayer. So he was grieved, and he said, Verily I have preferred the love of earthly goods above the remembrance of my Lord, (that is, the performance of the afternoon prayers,) so that the sun is concealed by the veil. Bring them (namely the horses) back unto me. Therefore they brought them back. And he began to serve with his sword the legs and the necks, slaughtering them, and cutting off their legs, as a sacrifice unto God, and gave their flesh in alms; and God gave him in compensation what was better than they were and swifter, namely the wind, which travelled by his command whithersoever he desired. And We tried Solomon by depriving him of his kingdom. This was because he married a woman of whom he became enamoured, and she used to worship an idol in his palace without his knowledge. His dominion was in his signet; and he pulled it off once and deposited it with his wife, who was named Fatum (Ammon).; and a jinn came unto her in the form of Solomon, and took it from her. And We placed upon his throne a counterfeit body: namely that jinn, who was Salih (Sulayh), or another. He sat upon the throne of Solomon, and the birds and other creatures surrounded him; and Solomon went forth, with a changed appearance, and saw him upon his throne, and said unto the people, I am Solomon:—but they denied him. Then he returned unto his kingdom, after some days, without having obtained the signet and put it on, and seated himself upon his throne. He said, O my Lord, forgive me, and give me a dominion that may not be to anyone after me (or beside me); for Thou art the Liberal Giver. So We subjected unto him the wind, which ran gently at his command whithersoever he desired; and the devils also, every builder of wonderful structures, and diver that brought up pearls from the sea, and others bound in chains which connected their hands to their necks. And We said unto him, This is Our gift, and bestow thou thereof upon whomsoever thou wilt, or refrain from bestowing, without rendering an account. And verify for him who was ordained a high rank with Us, and an excellent retreat. (Surah xxxviii. 29-39.)

"We bestowed on David and Solomon knowledge in judging men and in the language of the birds and other matters; and they said, Praise be to God who hath made us to excel many of His believing servants, by the gift of prophecy and by the succession of the jinn and mankind and the devils. And Solomon inherited from David the gift of prophecy and knowledge; and he said, O men, we have been taught the language of the birds, and have had bestowed on us of everything wherewith prophets and kings are gifted. Verily this is manifest excellence. And his armies of jinn and men and birds were gathered together unto Solomon, and they were led on in order, until, when they came unto the valley of ansa, (which was at Et-Tatif [al-Tāfīf], or in Syria, the ant whereof"
were small or great), an ant (the queen of the ants), having seen the troops of Solomon, said, O ants, enter your habitations, lest Solomon and his troops crush you violently, while they perceive not. And Solomon smiled, after¬
wards laughing at her saying, which he heard from the distance of three miles, the wind conveying it to him; since he had said his forces when he came in sight of their valley, until the ants had entered their dwellings; and his troops were on horses and on foot in this expedition. And he said, O my Lord, inspire me to be thankful for Thy favour which Thou hast bestowed upon me and upon my parents, and to do righteousness which Thou shalt approve, and admit me, in Thy mercy, among Thy servants, the righteous, the prophets and the saints.

"And he examined the birds, that he might see the lap-wing, that saw the water beneath the earth, and directed to it by pecking the earth, wherupon the devils used to draw it forth when Solomon wanted it to perform the ablution for prayer; but he saw it not; and he said, Wherefore do I not see the lapwing? Is it one of the absent? And when he was certain of the case he said, I will assuredly punish it with a severe punishment, by plucking out its feathers and its tail and casting it in the sun so that it shall not be able to guard against excessive thirst; or I will slaughter it; or it shall bring me a man convincing me of its excuse. And it tarried not long before it presented itself unto Solomon submissively, and raised its head and relaxed its tail and its wings; so he forgave it; and he asked it what it had met with during its absence; and it said, I have become acquainted with that wherewith thou hast not become acquainted, and I have come unto thee from Seba (a tribe of El-Yemen) with a sure piece of news. I found a woman reigning over them, named Bilkees (Bilquis), and she hath been gifted with everything they possess require, and hath a magnificent throne. (Its length was eighty cubits, and its breadth, forty cubits; and its height, thirty cubits; it was composed of gold and silver set with fine pearls and with rubies and chrysolites, and its legs were of rubies and chrysolites and emeralds; upon it were closed seven doors: to each chamber through which one passed to it was a closed door.) I found her and her people worshipping the sun instead of God, and the devil hath made their works to seem comely unto them, so that they hate him and them from the right way, whereas they are not rightly directed to the worship of God, who produceth what is hidden (namely, the rain and vegetables) in the heavens and the earth, and knoweth what they [that is, mankind and others] conceal in their hearts, and what they reveal with their tongues. God: there is no deity but He, the Lord of the magnificent throne, between which and the throne of Bilkees is a vast difference.

"Solomon said to the lapwing, We will see whether thou hast spoken truth or whether thy art of the lark, that thou madest the lapwing guided them to the water, and it was drawn forth by the devils; and they quenched their thirst and performed the ablution and prayed. Then Solomon wrote a letter, the form whereof was this:—From the servant of God, Solomon the son of David, to Bilkees the queen of Seba. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, Peace be on whomsoever followeth the right path. I say, Act ye not proudly towards me, but come unto me submitting. He then sealed it with musk, and stamped it with his signet, and said unto the lapwing, Go with this my letter and throw it down unto them (namely Bilkees and her people): then turn away from them, but stay near them, and see what reply they will return. So the lapwing took it, and came unto her, and around her were her forces; and he threw it down into her lap; and when she saw it, she trembled with fear. Then she considereth what was in it, and she said unto the nobles of her people, O nobles, an honourable (sealed) letter hath been thrown down unto me. It is from Solomon; and it is this:— In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. Act ye not proudly towards me: but come unto me submitting.—She said, O nobles, advise me in mine affair. I will not decide upon a thing unless ye bear me witness.—They replied, We are endowed with strength and endurance with great valor; but the command belongeth to thee; therefore see what thou wilt command us to do, and we will obey thee. She said, Verily kings, when they enter a city, waste it, and render the mighty of its inhabitants abject; and thus will they do who have sent the letter. But I will send unto them with a gift, and I will see with what the messengers will return, whether the gift will be accepted, or whether it will be rejected. If he be merely a king, he will accept it; and if he be a prophet, he will not accept it. And she sent male and female servants, a thousand in equal numbers, five hundred of each sex, and five hundred bricks of gold, and a crown set with jewels, and much amber, and sandalwood, and other treasures, to a messenger with a letter. And the lapwing hastened unto Solomon, to tell him the news; on hearing which, he commanded that bricks of gold and silver should be cast, and that a horse-coursing should be extended to the length of nine leagues from the place where he was, and that they should build around it a wall with battlements, of gold and silver, and that the handsomest of the beasts of the land and of the sea should be brought with the sons of the fine horse on the right side of the horse-coursing and on its left.

"And when the messenger came with the gift, and with him his attendants, unto Solomon, he (Solomon) said, Do ye aid me with wealth? But what God hath given me (namely, the gift of prophecy and the kingdom) is better than what He hath given you of worldly goods; yet ye rejoice in your gift, because ye glory in the showy things of this world. Return unto them with the gift that thou hast brought; for we will surely come unto them with forces with which they have not power to contend, and we will surely
drive them out from it, (that is, from their country, Seba, which was named after the father of their tribe,) object and contemptible; if they came not unto us submitting. And when the messenger returned unto her with the gift, she placed her throne within seven doors, within her palace, and her palace was within seven palaces; and she closed the doors of them that set guards to them, and prepared to go unto Solomon, that she might see what he would command her to do. She departed with twelve thousand(343,488),(458,553)(456,488),(571,553)(571,488),(687,553)(687,488),(802,553)(802,488),(917,553) kings, each king having with him many thousands, and proceeded until she came as near to him as a league's distance; when he knew of her approach, he said, O noblest, which of you will bring unto me her throne before they come unto me submitting? An 'afreet (J'frif) of the Jim, answered, I will bring it unto thee before thou shalt arise from thy place wherein thou sittest to judge from morning until midnight; for I am able to do it, and trustworthy with respect to the jewel that it compriseth and other matters. Solomon said, I desire it more especially. And thereinon he with whom was knowledge of the revealed scripture (namely his Weazer, Asaf the son of Barkhiya, who was a just person, acquainted with the most great name of God, which ensured an ancer to him who invoked thereby) said, I will bring it unto thee before thy glance can be withdrawn from any object. And he said unto him, Look at the sky. So he looked at it; then he withdrew his glance, and found it placed before him: for during his look towards the sky, Asaf prayed, by the most great name, that God would bring it; and it so happened, the throne passing under the ground until it came up before the throne of Solomon. And when he saw it firmly placed before him, he said, This is the favour of my Lord, that He may try me, whether I shall be thankful or whether I shall be unthankful. And he who is thankful is thankful for the sake of his own soul, which will have the reword of his thankfulness; and as to him who is ungrateful, my Lord is independent and bountiful.

"Then Solomon said, Alter ye her throne so that it may not be known by her, that we may see whether she be rightly directed to the knowledge thereof, or whether she be of those who are not rightly directed to the knowledge of that which is altered. He desired thereby to try her intelligence. So they altered it, by adding to it, or taking from it, or in some other manner. And when she came, it was said unto her, Is thy throne like this? She answered, As though it were the same. (She answered them ambiguously like as they had questioned her ambiguously regarding, Is this thy throne?—and when they said, she had answered, Yes.) And when Solomon saw her knowledge, he said, And we have had knowledge bestowed on us before, and have been Muslims. But what she worshipped instead of God hindered her from worshipping Him; for she was of an unbel- lieving people. It was said unto her also, Enter the palace. (It had a floor of white, transparent glass, beneath which was running water, wherein were fish. Solomon had made it on its being said unto him that her legs and feet were hairy, like the legs of an ass. And when she saw it, she imagined it was great water, and she uncovered her legs, that she might wade through it; and Solomon was on his throne at the upper end of the palace, and he saw that her legs and her feet were handsome. He said unto her, Verily it is a palace evenly spread with glass, and he invited her to embrace El-Ilaah, whereupon she said, O my Lord, verily I have acted unjustly towards mine own soul, by worshipping another than Thee, and I resign myself, with Solomon, unto God, the Lord of the worlds. And he desired to marry her; but he disliked the hair upon her legs; so the delays made for him the desolation of quick-time, whereas he removed the hair, and he married her; and he loved her, and confirmed her in her kingdom. He used to visit her every month once, and to remain with her three days; and her reign expired on the expiration of the reign of Solomon. It is related that he began to reign when he was thirteen years of age, and died at the age of three and fifty years. Extolled be the perfection of Him to the duration of whose dominion there is no end!" (Surah xxvii. 15-46.)

We subjected unto Solomon the wind, which travelled in the morning (unto the period when the sun began to decline) the distance of a month's journey, and in the evening from the commencement of the declining of the sun into its setting) a month's journey. And We made the fountain of molten brass to flow for him three days with their nights in every month, as water floweth; and the people worked until the day of its flowing, with that which had been given unto Solomon. And of the jinn were those who worked in his presence, by the will of his Lord; and an equal of them as swerved from obedience to Our command We will cause to taste of the punishment of hell in the world to come (or, as it is said by some, We cause to taste of its punishment in the present world, an angel beating them with a scourge from hell, the stripes of which burneth them). They made for him whatever be pleased, of lofty halls (with steps whereby to ascend to them), and images (for they were not forbidden by his law), and large dishes, like great tanks for watering camels, around each of which assembled a thousand men, eating from it, and cooking-pots standing firmly on their legs, cut out from the mountains in El-Yemen, and to which they were led by ladders. And We said, Work, O family of David, in the service of God, with thanksgiving unto Him for what He hath given you:—but few of My servants are the thankful. And when We decreed that he (namely Solomon) should die, and he died, and ruined standing, and leaning upon his staff for a year, dead, the jinn meanwhile performing those difficult works as they were accustomed to do, not knowing of his death, until the worm ate his staff, whereas he fell down, nothing showing them his death but the eating reptile (the worm) that ate his
staff. And when he fell down, the jinn plainly perceived that if they had known things unseen (of which things was the death of Solomon), they had not continued in the ignominious affliction (that is, in their difficult works), imagining that he was asleep, unnecessarily with their opinion that they knew things unseen. And that the period was a year was known by calculating what the worm had eaten of his staff since his death in each day and night or other space of time." (Sūrah al-Mu’minūn, 62:1-2)

Mr. Sale, quoting from the commentators al-Jalālānī and al-Baghdādī, has the following remarks on the foregoing account of Solomon:

"Some say the spirits made him (Solomon) two lions, which were placed at the foot of his throne; and two eagles, which were set above him; and that when he sat in the sight, the lions stretched out their paws; and when he sat down, the eagles shaded him with their wings; and that he had a carpet of green silk, on which his throne was placed, being of a prodigious length and breadth, and sufficient for all his forces to stand on; the men placing themselves on his right hand, and the spirits (or jinn) on his left; and that when all were in order, the wind at his command took up the carpet and transported it with all that were upon it wherever he pleased; the army of birds at the same time flying over their heads and forming a kind of canopy to shade them from the sun. The commentators tell us that David, having laid the foundations of the Temple of Jerusalem, which was to be in lieu of the tabernacle of Moses, when he died, left it to be finished by his son Solomon, who employed the genii in the work; that Solomon, before the edifice was quite completed, perceiving his end draw nigh, begged of God that his death might be concealed from the genii till they had entirely finished it; that God therefore so ordered it that Solomon died as he stood at his prayers, leaping on his staff, which supported the body in that posture a full year; and the genii, supposing him to be alive, continued their work during that term, at the expiration whereof, the temple being perfectly completed, a worm, which had gotten into the staff, ate it through, and the corpse fell to the ground and discovered the king’s death. That after the space of forty days, which was the time the image had been worshipped in his house, the devil flew away, and threw the signet into the sea, and the signet was immediately swallowed by a fish, which being taken and given to Solomon, he found the ring in its belly, and, having by this means recovered the kingdom, took Sakkr, and, tying a great stone to his neck, threw him into the Lake of Tiberias. The Arab historians tell us that Solomon, having finished the Temple of Jerusalem, went in pilgrimage to Makkah, where having stayed as long as he pleased, he proceeded towards Egypt; and having got to the temple, in the morning he arrived by noon at Sakkr, and being extremely delighted with the country rested there; but wanting water to make the ablution, he looked among the birds for the lapwing which found it for him. Some say that Bilquis, to try whether Solomon was a prophet or not, drest the boys like girls and the girls like boys, and sent him in a casket a pear not drilled and an onyx drilled with a crooked hole; and that Solomon distinguished the boys from the girls by the different manner of their taking water, and ordered one worm to bore the pearl, and another to pass a thread through the onyx."

SON. Arabic ḫbn (الابن), pl. bana; Heb. בֶּן; ṣwālād (صرف), pl. ṣwālād; Heb. לָעֵד. The evidence of a son in favour of his parent in a court of law is not admissible. A son cannot be the slave of his father. A father can slay his son without punishment being inflicted upon him for the murder.

According to the law of inheritance of both Sunni and Shi‘ah, when there are several sons they divide the property of their deceased father equally, the eldest son being according to Shi‘ah law, entitled to take possession of his father’s sabe, Qur‘ān, signet-ring, and robes of honour. (Personal Law, by Syed Amser Ali, p. 74.)

For the Muslim doctrine regarding the son-ship of Christ, refer to article Jesus Christ.

SORCERY. [Magic.]

SOUL. There are two words used in the Qur‘ān for the soul of man, rūḥ (روح), ṣa‘ṣāḥ; e.g.:

Sūrah xxvii. 87: "They will ask thee of the spirit (rūḥ). Say, the spirit proceedeth at my Lord’s command, but of knowledge only a little to you is given."

Sūrah ili. 24: "Each soul (nafṣ) shall be paid what it has earned."

Muslim theologians do not distinguish between the rūḥ and nafṣ, but the philosophers do. Nafṣ seems to answer the Greek λόγος, "soul or life," human beings being distinguished as an-nafṣu ’n-nāṭisqah, "the soul which speaks"; animals as an-nafṣu ’l-ba‘īsīyīnah, "the animal life"; and vegetables as an-nafṣu ’n-nabīdīyīnah; whilst rūḥ expresses the Greek πνεῦμα, "spirit." Man thus forming a tripartite nature of ʿum:mān, "body"; ṣam: nafṣ, "soul"; and ṣay:rūḥ, "spirit"; an idea which does not find expression in the Qur‘ān, but which is expressed in the New Testament, 1 Thess. v. 23: "And I pray God your whole spirit and soul, and body be preserved blameless until the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. This tripartite nature of man is used by Dr. Pfander, and other controversialists, as an illustration of the Trinity in Unity. [SPIRIT.]"
SPIRIT. Arabic (ض). The word رض (pl. ارض), translated "spirit," is the Arabic form corresponding to the Hebrew פש (in Rashi). It occurs nineteen times in the Qur'an:

1. Sūratu t-Baqarah (ii), 81: "We strengthened him (Jesus) by the Holy Spirit (רו"כע ק"דוע)"

2. Sūratu t-Baqarah (ii), 264: "We strengthened him (Jesus) by the Holy Spirit (רו"כע ק"דוע)"

3. Sūratu 'n-Nisā' (iv), 169: "The Masih, Jesus, son of Mary, is only an apostle of God, and His Word which He conveyed into Mary and a Spirit (proceeding) from Himself (רו"כע מ"כע)

4. Sūratu t-Mā'idah (v), 109: "When I strengthened thee (Jesus) with the Holy Spirit (רו"כע ק"דוע)"

5. Sūratu 'n-Nahl (xvi), 2: "He will cause the angels to descend with the spirit (רו"כ) on whom He pleaseth among his servants, bidding them warn that there be no God but me."

6. Sūratu 'n-Nahl (xvi), 104: "The Holy Spirit (רו"כע ק"דוע) hath brought it (the Qur'an) down with truth from thy Lord."

7. Sūratu l-Mā'ārij (xvili), 87: "They will ask thee of the spirit. Say: The spirit (רו"כ) proceeded at my Lord's command, but of knowledge only a little to you is given."

8. Sūratu 'sh-Shura (xx), 193: "The faith of the spirit (רו"כע י"כע) hath come down with it (the Qur'an)."

9. Sūratu l-Mun'min (xli), 15: "He sendeth forth the spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) at His own behest on whomsoever of His servants He pleaseth."

10. Sūratu 'l-Mujādilah (lvi), 29: "On the hearts of these (the faithful) hath God graven the Faith, and with a spirit (proceeding from Himself (רו"כע מ"כע) hath He strengthened them."

11. Sūratu l-Mā'ārij (xx), 4: "The angels and the spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) ascend to Him in a day, whose length is fifty thousand years."

12. Sūratu l-Qadr (xxviii), 4: "Therein descend the angels and the Spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) by permission of their Lord for every matter."

13. Sūratu 'sh-Shura (xxi), 59: "Thus have we sent the Spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) to thee with our Revelation, by our command."

14. Sūratu Maryam (xix), 17: "And we sent our spirit (רו"כע נו) to her, Mary, and he took before her the form of a perfect man."

15. Sūratu 'l-Amārūm (xxxi), 91: "Into whom (Mary) we breathed of our Spirit (רו"כע נו)"

16. Sūratu 't-Tahrim (xxxvi), 12: "Into whom wert (i.e. Mary's) we breathed of our Spirit (רו"כע נו)"

17. Sūratu 's-Sa'dād (xxxvii), 8: "And breathed of His Spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) into him (Adam)."

18. Sūratu 'l-Hijr (xxv), 29: "And when I shall have finished him (Adam) and breathed of my Spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) into him."

19. Sūratu Sūd (xxxviii), 72: "And when I have formed him (Adam) and breathed of my Spirit (רו"כע ר"כע) into him."

Of the above quotations, all Muslim commentators are agreed in applying Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, to the angel Gabriel; Nos. 8, 15, 16, are said to be Jesus, the Rūḥu 'l-Щ, or "Spirit of God"; Nos. 17, 18, 19, the Rūḥ, or "Life," given to Adam; Nos. 8, 13, "the Spirit of Prophecy"; No. 10 is held to mean God's grace and strength. With reference to No. 7, there is some discussion. The Khalifah 'Ali is related to have said that it was an angel with 7,000 mouths, in each mouth there being 7,000 tongues, which ceasingly praised God. Ibn 'Abbas held that it meant the angel Gabriel. Mujahid, that it meant beings of another world.

The Commentators al-Kamālīn say the Jews came and asked Muhammad regarding the spirit of man, and the Prophet replied, "The Spirit proceedeth at my Lord's command, but of knowledge only a little to you is given," from which it is evident that it is impossible for the finite mind to understand the nature of a spirit.

The philosophical bearings of the question are fully discussed, from an Oriental standpoint in the Kasākhāf's štīldīdī 'l-Fumān, A Dictionary of Technical Terms used in the Sciences of the Mussa'mūn, edited by W. Nassau Lee, LL.D., 1862, vol. i. p. 541; also in the Sharḥu 'l-Muwaqiq by p. 582.

Muhammadan writers hold very conflicting views regarding the state of the soul or spirit after death. All agree that the Angel of Death (ムウムウ, موم, Maut), separates the human soul from the body at the time of death, and that he performs his office with ease and gentleness towards the good, and with force and violence towards the wicked, a view which they establish on the testimony of the Qur'an, Sūrah lxxxi. 1, where the Prophet swears by "those who tear out violently and those who gently release." After death the spirits enter a state called al-Barmāk, or the interval between death and the Resurrection, the "Ådāb of the New Testament." The souls of the faithful are said to be divided into three classes: (1) those of the Prophet, who are admitted into Paradise immediately after death; (2) those of the martyrs who, according to a tradition of Muhammad, rest in the crops of green birds, which eat the fruits and drink of the waters of Paradise; those of all other believers concerning the state of whose souls before the Resurrection there is great diversity of opinion. Some say they stay near the graves, either for a period of only seven days, or, according to others, until the Day of Resur-
restitution. In proof of this, they quote the example of Muhammad, who always saluted the spirits of the departed when passing a grave-yard. Others say, all the departed spirits of the faithful are in the lowest heaven with Adam, because the Prophet declared he saw them there in his pretended ascent to heaven. [MU’AJAZ.] Whilst others say the departed spirits dwell in the forms of white birds under the throne of God (which is a Jewish tradition).

Al-Baṣīwī says the souls of the wicked are carried down to a pit in hell called Sijjīn (سَيْجِين); and there is a tradition to the effect that Muhammad said the spirits of the wicked are tormented until the Day of Resurrection, when they are produced with their bodies for judgment.

The author of the Sharḥ 'l-Mawāqif (p. 583), says that some Muslim philosophers state that after death the spirit of man will either be in a state of enlightenment or of ignorance. Those who are in a state of ignorance will go on from worse to worse, and those who are in a state of enlightenment will only suffer so far as they have contracted qualities of an undesirable character when in the body, but they will gradually improve until they arrive at a state of perfect enjoyment. This view, however, is not one which is tenable with the views pro-

pounded by the Qur’ān, in which there are very decided notions regarding the future state of heaven and hell. [SOUL.]

SPITTING. According to the Traditions, Muslims must spit on the left side, and cover it over with earth. Spitting in mosques is forbidden. (See 'Abdu l-Ḥāqq’s Commentary on the Mishkāt, vol. i. p. 295.)

Muhammad said: “Spit not in front, for you are in God’s presence. Spit not on the right hand, for there standeth the angel who recordeth your good actions.”

SPOILS, The. Arabic al-'Aṣfāl (الأَسْفَأَل). The title of the viith Sūrah of the Qur’ān, in which are given instructions regarding the division of the spoils taken at the battle of Badr, a dispute having arisen between the young men who had fought and the old men who had stayed under the ensigns; the former insisting they ought to have the whole, and the latter that they deserved a share. [PLUNDER.]

STANDARDS. Arabic ‘ādām (اعْدَام), pl. aḏām. Regarding the standards used by Muhammad, there are the following traditions:

Jābir says: “The Prophet came into Makkah with a white standard.”

MUHAMMADAN STANDARDS. (A. F. Holc.)

1. Muslim Standard of Central Asian Tribes.
2. Standard of the Turkish Empire.
4. Horse-tail Standard of Modern Turks
5. Standard of Egypt.
STANDARDS

Ibn ‘Abbās says: “The Prophet had two standards, a large black one and a small white one.”

Al-Barrā‘ ibn ‘Azīb says: “The standard, I remember, was a square one, and black spotted with divers colours.”

In the struggle between the Shi‘ahs and the Sunnis, the Fatimides adopted green as the colour of their standard, whilst the Bani Umayyah assumed white for theirs.

In Central Asia, the ordinary Muslim standards are either black or green, and are triangular. The sign of the crescent, as it appears on Turkish standards, was adopted after the taking of Byzantium; for, long before the conquest of Constantinople, the crescent had been used in the city for an emblem of sovereignty, as may be seen from the medals struck in honour of Augustus and Trajan.

[CRESCENT.]

There is a standard still preserved at Constantinople amongst the ancient relics, and called as-Sinjaqu ‘ash-sharīj’, which is held to be a most sacred emblem, and is only produced on very special occasions. It is said to be the ancient standard of the Prophet.

A modern writer, describing this flag, says: “It is made of four layers of silk, the topmost of which is green, those below being composed of cloth, embroidered with gold. Its entire length is twelve feet, and from it is suspended the figure of a human hand, which clasps a copy of the Qur’ān, transcribed by the Khilīfah ‘Ummān. In times of peace, the banner of the Prophet is kept in a chamber appropriated to the purpose, along with the clothes, teeth, the venerable looks, the stirrups, and the bow of the Prophet.”

In the Muḥarram, when the martyrdom of al-Hassan and al-Hassain is celebrated, numerous standards are carried about in the procession.

The origin of the horse-tail standard borne by modern Turks, appears to have been from the people bearing the horse-tail as a distinc-

STONING TO DEATH

According to the Traditions, the Mahdi, in the Last Days, will appear from the direction of Khurāsān with black ensigns, and there seems to be every reason to regard the black standard as the primitive ensign of Islam, although the Wāhhabīs have generally carried green standards.

STATUES. [SCULPTURE.]

STONING TO DEATH. Arabic rajm (rājīm). In Muslim law, the punishment of lapidation is only inflicted for adultery. (Under the Jewish law idolaters and bearers of false witness were also stoned.) It is founded, not upon the Qur’ān, where the only punishment awarded is one hundred stripes (Sūrah xxiv. 2), but upon the Traditions (âmīkāt, book xv. oh. 1), where Muhammad is related to have said, “Verily God hath ordained for a man or woman not married one hundred lashes and expulsion from their town one year, and for a man or woman having been married one hundred lashes and stoning.” ‘Abdu ‘l-Haqq says the hundred lashes, in addition to the stoning, is abrogated by the express example of the Prophet, who ordered stoning only; for ‘Abdu ‘l-Ishār ibn ‘Umar relates the following tradition:—

“A Jew came to the Prophet and said, ‘A man and woman of ours have committed adultery.’ And the Prophet said, ‘What do you meet with in the Book of Moses in the
matter of stoning?' The Jew said, 'We do not find stoning in the Bible, but we disgrace adulterers and whip them.' Then 'Abdu 'I-lah ibn Sallām, who was a learned man of the Jews, and had embraced Islam, said, 'Yeu lie, O Jewish tribe! verify the order for stoning provision in the Book of Moses.' Then the book was brought, and opened; and a Jew put his hand upon the revelation for stoning, and read the one above and below it; and 'Abdu 'I-lah said, 'Lift up your hand.' And he did so, and beheld the revelation for stoning was produced in the book, and the Jews said, 'Abdu 'I-lah spoke true, O Muhammad! the stoning revelation is in the Book of Moses.' Then the Prophet ordered both the man and woman to be stoned.

(Mishkât, book xv, ch. 1.)

The author of the Hidydah (vol. ii, p. 9) gives the following instructions as to the correct way of carrying out the sentence:

'It is necessary, when a whoremonger is to be stoned to death, that he should be carried to some barren place void of houses or cultivation, and it is requisite that the stoning be executed—first by the witnesses, and after them by the Imām or Qādi, and after those by the rest of the bystanders, because it is so recorded from 'Ali, and also because in the circumstances of the execution being begun by the witnesses there is a precaution, since a person may be very bold in delivering his evidence against a criminal, but afterwards, when directed himself to commence the infliction of that punishment which is a consequence of it, may from compunction retract his testimony; thus, causing the witnesses to begin the punishment may be a means of entirely preventing it. Asb. Shāfi'i has said that the witnesses beginning the punishment is not a requisite, in a case of lappidation, any more than in a case of scourging. To this our doctors reply that reasoning upon a case of lappidation from a case of scourging is supposing an analogy between things which are essentially different, because all persons are not acquainted with the proper method of inflicting flagellation, and hence, if a witness thus ignorant were to attempt it, it might prove fatal to the sufferer, and he would die where death is not his due, contrary to a case of lappidation, as that is of a destructive nature, and what every person is equally capable of executing, whereas if the witnesses shrink back from the commencement of lappidation the punishment drops, because their reluctance argues their retraction.

In the same manner punishment is re-mitted when the witnesses happen to die, or to disappear, as in this case the condition, namely, the commencement of it by the witnesses, is defeated. This is when the whoredom is established upon the testimony of witnesses; but when it is established upon the confession of the offender, it is then requisite that the lappidation be executed, first by the Imām, and after them by the rest of the multitude, because it is so recorded from 'Ali. Moreover, the Prophet threw a small stone like a bean at Ghamdiyah who had confessed whoredom. When a woman is to be stoned, a hole or excavation should be dug to receive her, as deep as her waist, because the Prophet ordered such a hole to be dug for Ghamdiyah before mentioned, and 'Ali also ordered a hole to be dug for Shuraba Hamdulik. It is, however, immaterial whether a hole be dug or not, because the Prophet did not issue any particular ordinance respecting this, and the nakedness of a woman is sufficiently covered by her garments; but yet it is landable to dig a hole for her, as decency is thus most affectively preserved. There is no manner of necessity to dig a hole for a man, because the prophet did not so in the case of Má'iz. And observe, it is not lawful to bind a person in order to execute punishment upon him in this case, unless it appears that it cannot otherwise be inflicted.

'The corpse of a person executed by lappidation for whoredom is entitled to the usual ablutions, and to all other funeral ceremonies, because of the declaration of the Prophet with respect to Má'iz. 'Do by the body as ye do by those of other believers'; and also, because the offender thus put to death is slain in vindication of the laws of God, wherefore ablation is not refused, as in the case of one put to death by a sentence of retaliation; moreover the Prophet allowed the prayers for the dead to Ghamdiyah, after lappidation.' (Hidydah, book ii, p. 9.)

This punishment of lappidation for adultery has become almost obsolete in modern times; even in Bokhārah, where the institutes of Muhammad are supposed to be most strictly observed, it is not inflicted.

SUBHĀH (سَهْمَة). The rosary of ninety-nine beads. [RUMAYBY.]

SUBHĀN (صَحَان). [TASBIH.]

SUBHANA 'L-LĀHI (صَهْبَانِ اللّه). "Holiness be to God!" An ejaculation which is called the Tasbih. It occurs in the liturgical prayer, and is used as an ejaculation of surprise or fear. [TASBHIH.]


SŪFĪ (صوْفَی). more correctly صوفي (Sufi). (The Persian form of the plural being صوفيانه, Sufiyanah.) A man of the people called Sufiyan, who profess the mystic principles of Sufism. There is considerable discussion as to the origin of this word. It is said to have been derived (1) from the Arabic Sūfī, "wool," on account of the woollen dress worn by Eastern ascetics; (2) or from the Arabic Sūfī, "purify," with reference to the effort to attain to metaphysical purity (which is scarcely probable); (3) or from the Greek Sōφία, "wisdom"; (4) or, according to the Ch'iyau ʿL-Lughāt, it is derived from the Sāfah, the name of a tribe of Arabs who in
the “House of Ignorance,” separated themselves from the world, and engaged themselves exclusively in the service of the Makkah Temple.

It might at first sight appear almost an impossibility for mysticism to graft itself upon the legal system of the Qur’an, and the Ahādīs, with the detailed ritual and cold formality which are so strikingly exemplified in Islam; but it would appear that from the very days of Muhammad, there have been always those who, whilst they called themselves Muslims, set aside the literal meaning of the words of Muhammad for a supposed mystic or spiritual interpretation, and it is generally admitted by Sufis that one of the great founders of their system, as found in Islam, was the adopted son and son-in-law of the Prophet, ‘Alī ibn Abī Ta’llīb. The Sufis themselves admit that their religious system has always existed in the world, prior to the mission of Muhammad, and the unprejudiced student of their system will observe that Ṭaṣawwuf, or Sufism, is but a Muslim adaptation of the Vedanta school of Hindū philosophers, and which also find in the writings of the old academicians of Greece, and Sir William Jones thought Plato learned from the sages of the East.

The Sufis are divided into innumerable sects, which find expression in the numerous religious orders of Darwishes or Faqirs [Fakirs]; but although they differ in name and in some of their customs, as dress, meditations and recitations, they are all agreed in their principal tenets, particularly those which inculcate the absolute necessity of blind submission to a murshid, or inspired guide. It is generally admitted that, quite irrespective of minor sects, the Sufis are divided into those who claim to be only the Ṭahānīyah, or inspired of God, and those who assert that they are Ṭithābādīyah, or unionists with God.

I. The Doctrine of the Sufis.

The following is a succinct account of the doctrines of the Sufis:—

1. God only exists. He is in all things, and all things in Him.
2. All visible and invisible beings are an emanation from Him, and are not really distinct from Him.
3. Religions are matters of indifference: they however serve as leading to realities. Some for this purpose are more advantageous than others, among which is al-Islām, of which Sufism is the true philosophy.
4. There does not really exist any difference between good and evil, for all is reduced to Unity, and God is the real Author of the acts of mankind.
5. It is God who fixes the will of man: man therefore is not free in his actions.
6. The soul existed before the body, and is connected with the latter as in a cage. Death, therefore, should be the object of the wishes of the Sufi, for it is then that he returns to the bosom of Divinity.
7. It is by this metempsychosis that souls which have not fulfilled their destination here below are purified and become worthy of reunion with God.
8. Without the grace of God, which the Sufis call Fikrāzān ilah, or Fikr Ulūh; no one can attain to this spiritual union, but this, they assert, can be obtained by fervently asking for it.
9. The principal occupation of the Sufi, whilst in the body, is meditation on the wahdānīyah, or Unity of God, the remembrance of God’s names [ziyā], and the progressive advancement in the Tariqah, or journey of life, so as to attain unification with God.

II. The Sufi Journey.

Human life is likened to a journey (sa‘far), and the seeker after God to a traveller (ṣālik).

The great business of the traveller is to exert himself and strive to attain that perfect knowledge (marţīʿah) of God which is diffused through all things, for the soul of man is an exile from its Creator, and human existence is its period of banishment. The sole object of Sufism is to lead the wandering soul onward, stage by stage, until it reaches the desired goal—perfect union with the Divine Being.

The natural state of every human being is humanity (nasūs), in which state the disciple must observe the Law (sharāī’ah); but as this is the lowest form of spiritual existence, the performance of the journey is enjoined upon every seeker after true knowledge.

The various stages (mandārīn) are differently described by Sufi writers, but amongst those of India (and, according to Malcolm, of Persia also,) the following is the usual journey:—

The first stage, as we have already remarked, is humanity (nasūs), in which the disciple must live according to the Law (sharāī’ah), and observe all the rites, customs, and precepts of his religion. The second is the nature of angels (malakūt), for which there is the pathway of purity (tariqah). The third is the possession of power (jubrīl), for which there is knowledge (marţīʿah), and the fourth is extinction (fanāʾ) (i.e. absorption into the Deity), for which there is Truth (haqiqah).

The following more extended journey is marked out for the traveller by a Sufi writer, ‘Azīz ibn Muhammad Nafsā, in a book called al-Maqṣadu l-Aqṣā, or the “Remote Aim,” which has been rendered into English by the lamented Professor Palmer (Oriental Mysticism, Cambridge, 1867):—

When a man possessing the necessary requirements of fully-developed reasoning powers turns to them for a resolution of his doubts and uncertainties concerning the real nature of the Godhead, he is called a sālik, “a searcher after God.”

If he manifest a further inclination to prosecute his inquiry according to their system, he is called a murtid, or “one who inclines.”

Placing himself then under the spiritual
instruction of some eminent leader of the sect, he is fairly started upon his journey and becomes a sālik, or "traveller," whose whole business in life is devotion, to the end that he may ultimately arrive at the knowledge of God.

1. Here he is exhorted to serve God, as the first step towards a knowledge of Him. This is the first stage of his journey, and is called 'ubādiyyah (عبادة) or "service."

2. When in answer to his prayers the Divine influence or attraction has developed his inclination into the love of God, he is said to have reached the stage called 'Ishq (عاشق) or "love."

3. This Divine Love, expelling all worldly desires from his heart, leads him to the next stage, which is zuhd (ذوقة), or "seclusion."

4. Occupying himself henceforth with contemplations and investigations of metaphysical theories concerning the nature, attributes, and works of God, he reaches ma'rifah (معرفة) or "knowledge."

5. This assiduous contemplation of startling metaphysical theories is exceedingly attractive to an oriental mind, and not unfrequently produces a state of mental excitement. Such ecstatic state is considered a sure prognostication of direct illumination of the heart by God, and constitutes the next stage, called waqBid (وضياع), or "ecstasy."

6. During this stage he is supposed to receive a revelation of the true nature of the Godhead, and to have reached the stage called hāqiqa (حقيقة), or "truth."

7. He then proceeds to the stage of wuqul (ولاية), or "union with God."

8. Further than this he cannot go, but pursues his habit of self-denial and contemplation until his death, which is looked upon as 'fana' (فناء), "total absorption into the Deity, extinction."

To develop this quasi "spiritual life" the Sufi leaders have invented various forms of devotion called zikr (زكر), or "recitations."

These eccentric exercises have generally attracted the notice of travellers in the East, and have been described by Lane, Vambéry, Burton, and other Orientalists. For an account of these ceremonies of Zikr the reader is referred to the article under that head.

III. The Perfect Man in Sufi Spiritualism.

The late Professor E. H. Palmer of Cambridge has in his Oriental Mysticism, compiled from native sources, given a very correct idea of what may be considered the spiritual side of Muhammadanism, as expressed in the teaching of Muslim Sufis.

"The perfect man is he who has fully comprehended the Law, the Doctrino, and the Truth; or, in other words, he who is endued with four things in perfection, viz. 1. Good works; 2. Good deeds; 3. Good principles; 4. The sciences. It is the business of the Traveller to provide himself with these things in perfection, and by so doing he will provide himself with perfection."

"The Perfect Man has had various other names assigned to him, all equally applicable, viz. Elder, Leader, Guide, Inspired Teacher, Wise, Virtuous, Perfect, Perfecter, Beacon and Mirror of the world, Powerful Antidote, Mighty, Zek (Jesus) the Raiser of the Dead, Khizar the Discoverer of the Water of Life, and Solomon who knew the language of Birds."

"The universe has been likened to a single person, of whom the Perfect Man is the soul; and again, to a tree, of which mankind is the fruit, and the Perfect Man the pith and essence. Nothing is hidden from the Perfect Man; for after arriving at the knowledge of God, he has attained to that of the nature and properties of material objects, and can henceforth find no better employment than acting mercifully towards mankind. Now there is no mercy better than to devote oneself to the perfection and improvement of others, both by precept and example. Thus the Prophet is called in the Koran 'a mercy to the Universe.' (Cor. cap. 21, v. 107.) But with all his perfection the Perfect Man cannot compass his desires, but passes his life in consistent and unavoidable self-denial: he is perfect in knowledge and principle, but imperfect in faculty and power."

"There have indeed been Perfect Men possessed of power; such power as that which resides in kings and rulers; yet a careful consideration of the poor extent of man's capacities will show that his weakness is preferable to his power, his want of faculty preferable to his possession of it. Prophets and saints, kings and sultans, have desired many things, and failed to obtain them; they have wished to avoid many things, and have had them forced upon them. Mankind is made up of the Perfect and the Imperfect, of the Wise and the Foolish, of Kings and Subjects, but all are alike weak and helpless, all pass their lives in a manner contrary to their desires; this the Perfect Man recognises and acts upon, and, knowing that nothing is better for man than renunciation, forsakes all and becomes free and at leisure. As before he renounced wealth and dignity, so now he foregoes eldership and teachership, seeking freedom and rest above everything: the fact is, that though the motive alleged for education and care of others is a feeling of compassion and regard for discipline, yet the real instigation is the love of dignity: as the Prophet says, 'The last things that are removed from the chief of the righteous is love of dignity.' I have said that the Perfect Man should be endued with four things in perfection: now the Perfectly Free Man should have four additional characteristics, viz. renunciation, retirement, contentment, and leisure. He who has the first four is virtuous, but not free: he who has the whole eight is perfect, liberal, virtuous, and free. Furthermore, there are two grades of the Perfectly Free—those who have renounced
wealth and dignity only, and those who have further renounced eldership and teachership, thus becoming free and at leisure. These again are subdivided into two classes; those who, after renunciation, retirement and contentment, make choice of obscurity, and those who, after renunciation, make choice of submission, contemplation, and resignation; but the object of both is the same. Some writers assert that freedom and leisure consists in the former course, while others maintain that it is only to be found in the latter.

"Those who make choice of obscurity are actuated by the knowledge that annoyance and distraction of thought are the invariable concomitants of society; they therefore avoid receiving visits and presents, and fear them as they would venomous beasts. The other class, who adopt submission, resignation and contemplation, do so because they perceive that mankind for the most part are ignorant of what is good for them, being dissatisfied with what is beneficial, and delighted with circumstances that are harmful to them; as the Coran says, 'Perchance ye may dislike what is good for you, and like what is hurtful to you.' (Cor. cap. 2, v. 213.) For this reason they retire from society equally with the other class, caring little what the world may think of them.

"Fellowship has many qualities and effects both of good and evil. The fellowship of the wise is the only thing that can conduct the Traveller safely to the Goal; therefore all the submission, earnestness, and discipline that have been hitherto inculcated are merely in order to render him worthy of such fellowship. Provided he have the capacity, a single day, nay, a single hour, in the society of the wise, tends more to his improvement than years of self-discipline without it. 'Verily one day with thy Lord is better than a thousand years.' (Cor. cap. 22, v. 46.)

"It is, however, possible to frequent the society of the wise without receiving any benefit therefrom, but this must proceed either from want of capacity or want of will. In order then to avoid such a result, the Sufis have laid down the following rules for the conduct of the disciple when in the presence of his teachers.

"Hear, attend, but speak little.

"Never answer a question not addressed to you; but if asked, answer promptly and concisely, never feeling ashamed to say, 'I know not.'

"Do not dispute for disputations's sake.

"Never boast before your elders.

"Never seek the highest place, nor even accept it if it be offered to you.

"Do not be over-ceremonious, for this will compel your elders to act in the same manner towards you, and give them needless annoyance.

"Observe in all cases the etiquette appropriate to the time, place, and persons present.

"In indifferent matters, that is, matters involving no breach of duty by their omission or commission, conform to the practice and wishes of those with whom you are associating.

"Do not make a practice of anything which is not either a duty or calculated to increase the comfort of your associates; otherwise it will become an idol to you; and it is incumbent on every one to break his idols and renounce his habits."

IV. Renunciation.

"This leads us to the subject of Renunciation, which is of two kinds, external and internal. The former is the renunciation of worldly wealth; the latter, the renunciation of worldly desires. Everything that hinders or veils the Traveller's path must be renounced, whether it relate to this world or the next. Wealth and dignity are great hindrances; but too much praying and fasting are often hindrances too. The one is a shroud of darkness, the other a veil of light. The Traveller must renounce idolatry, if he desire to reach the Goal, and everything that bars his progress is an idol. All men have some idol, which they worship; with one it is wealth and dignity, with another overmuch prayer and fasting. If a man sit always upon his prayer-carpet, his prayer-carpet becomes his idol. And so on with a great number of instances.

"Renunciation must not be performed without the advice and permission of an elder. It should be the renunciation of trifles, not of necessaries, such as food, clothing, and dwelling-place, which are indispensable to man; for without them be would be obliged to rely on the aid of others, and this would beget avarice, which is 'the mother of vice.' The renunciation of necessaries produces as corrupting an influence upon the mind as the possession of too much wealth. The greatest of blessings is to have a sufficiency, but to over-step this limit is to gain nought but additional trouble.

"Renunciation is the practice of those who know God, and the characteristic mark of the wise. Every individual fantasy that he alone possesses this knowledge, but knowledge is an attribute of the mind, and there is no approach from unaided sense to the attributes of the mind, by which we can discover who is, or who is not, possessed of this knowledge. Qualities however are the sources of action: therefore a man's practice is an infallible indication of the qualities he possesses; if, for instance, a man asserts that he is a baker, a carpenter, or a blacksmith, we can judge at once if he possesses skill in these crafts by the perfection of his hand-work. In a word, theory is internal, and practice external, the presence of the practice, therefore, is a proof that the theory too is there.

"Renunciation is necessary to the real consecration of faith; for the formula 'There is no God but God,' involves two things, negation and proof. Negation is the renunciation of other Gods, and proof is the knowledge of God. Wealth and dignity have led many from the right path, they are the gods the
people worship; if then you see that one has renounced these, you may be sure that he has expelled the love of this world from his heart, and completed the negation; and whoever has attained to the knowledge of God has completed the proofs. This is really confessing that ‘there is no God but God’; and he who has not attained to the knowledge of God, has never really repeated the confession of faith. Early prejudices are great stumbling-blocks to many people; for the first principles of Monotheism are contained in the words of the Hadîf: ‘Everyone is born with a disposition [for the true faith], but his parents make him a Jew, a Christian, or a Magian.’ The Unitarians also say, that the real confession of faith consists in negation and proof; but they explain negation by renunciation of self, and proof by acknowledgment of God.

‘Thus, according to the Sufis, confession of faith, prayer and fasting contain two distinct features, namely, form and truth; the latter being entirely inapplicable without the former. Renunciation and the knowledge of God are like a tree; the knowledge of God is the root, renunciation the branches, and all good principles and qualities are the fruit. To repeat, the lesson to be learnt is that in repeating the formula the Traveller must acknowledge in his heart that God only always was, God only always will be. This world and the next, nay, the very existence of the Traveller, may vanish, but God alone remains. This is the true confession of faith; and although the Traveller before was blind, the moment he is assured of this his eyes are opened, and he seeth.

V. Helps to Devotion.

‘The Sufis hold that there are three aids necessary to conduct the Traveller on his path.

‘1. Attraction (injîsâb) ﺗﺤﺠﻪ ﺳﻮﺍ); 2. Devotion (tâbâdâh ﺗﻌﺎد); 3. Elevation (‘urûj ﺗﻌﺮٍ); Attraction is the act of God, who draws man towards Himself. Man sets his face towards this world, and is entangled in the love of wealth and dignity, until the grace of God steps in and turns his heart towards God. The tendency proceeding from God is called Attraction; that which proceeds from man is called Inclination, Desire and Love. As the inclination increases, its name changes, and it causes the Traveller to renounce everything else becoming a Kiblah, to set his face towards God; when it has become his Kiblah, and made him forget everything but God, it is developed into Love. [QUELLER.]’

‘Most men when they have attained this stage are content to pass their lives therein, and leave the world without making further progress. Such a person the Sufis call Attracted (mâjîsâb).

‘Others, however, proceed from this to self-examination, and pass the rest of their lives in devotion. They are then called Devoutly Attracted (mâjîsâb fî). Sâdîq). If devotion be first practised, and the attraction of God then step in, such a person is called an Attracted Devotee (mâjîsâb as-Sâdîq). If he practises and completes devotion, but is not influenced by the attraction of God, he is called a Devotee (as-Sâdîq).’

‘Sheikh Shéhâb-uddîn, in his work entitled ‘Awârîf al Ma‘âtirîf, says that an elder or teacher should be selected from the second class alone: for although many may be estimable and righteous, it is but few who are fit for such offices, or for the education of disciples.

‘Devotion is the prosecution of the journey, and that in two ways, to God and in God. The first, the Sufis say, has a limit; the second is boundless; the journey to God is completed when the Traveller has attained to the knowledge of God; and then commences the journey in God, which has for its object the knowledge of the Names and Attributes of God, a task which they confess is not to be accomplished in so short a space as the lifetime of man.

‘The knowledge wisest men have shared (Thy great power and Thee is less, when with Thysell compared, Than one drop in a sea.)

‘The Unitarians maintain that the journey to God is completed when the Traveller has acknowledged that there is no existence save that of God; the journey in God they explain to be a subsequent inquiry into the mysteries of nature.

‘The term Elevation or ascent (‘urûj ﺗﻌﺮٍ) is almost synonymous with Progress.

VI. The Intellectual and Spiritual Development of Man.

‘Every animal possesses a vegetative spirit, a living spirit, and an instinctive spirit; but man has an additional inheritance, namely the Spirit of Humanity. Now this was breathed by God into man directly from Himself, and is therefore of the same character as the Primal Element: ‘And when I have fashioned him and breathed My spirit into him.’ (Cor. cap. 15. v. 29.) The Sufis do not interpret this of the Life, but of the Spirit of Humanity, and say that it is frequently not attained until a late period of life, thirty or even eighty years. Before man can receive this Spirit of Humanity, he must be furnished with capacity, which is only to be acquired by purifying oneself from all evil and immoral qualities and dispositions, and adorning oneself with the opposite ones. Sheikh Mu’înuddîn ibn ul ‘Arabi, in his ‘Investigations’ (مَحَقَّق،) says that the words ‘and when I have fashioned him,’ refer to this preparation, and the rest of the sentence, ‘and breathed My spirit into him,’ refers to the accession of the Spirit of Humanity.

‘Two conditions are therefore imposed upon the Traveller, first, to attain Humanity, second, to acquire capacity.

‘There are three developments of character that must be suppressed before man
can attain to Humanity; the animal, the brutal, and the fiendish. He who only eats and sleeps, and gives way to lust, is mere animal; if besides these he gives way to anger and cruelty, he is brutal; and if in addition to all these he is crafty, lying, and deceitful, he is fiendish.

"If the Traveller is moderate in his food, rest, and desires, and strives to attain a knowledge of himself and of God, then is the time for acquiring capacity by freeing himself from all that is evil and base, and adorning himself with the opposite qualities; after that by prayer he may obtain the Spirit of Humanity. Some one has truly said that there is none of the perfection, essence, or immortality of man, save only among such as are created with a godly disposition. When the Traveller has once been revivified by the Spirit of Humanity he becomes immortal, and inherits everlasting life. This is why it has been said that 'man has a beginning but no end.'"

"If when he has attained this Spirit of Humanity, he is earnest, and does not waste his life in trifling, he soon arrives at the Divine Light itself. For 'God guideth whom He pleaseth unto His Light.' The attainment of this light is the completion of Man's upward progress, but no one can attain to it but those who are pure in spirit, and in their lives. Mahomed asserted that he himself had attained it, 'To the light have I reached, and in the light I live; now this light is the Nature of God; wherefore he said, 'who seeth me seeth God.'"

"The germ that contains the Primal Element of Man is the lowest of the low, and the Divine Light is the highest of the high; it is between these extremes that the stages of man's upward or downward progress lie. We have created man in the fairest of proportions, and then have thrown him back to be the lowest of the low, save only such as believe and act with righteousness; and verily these shall have their reward." (Cor. cap. 95, v. 4). This reward is said by the Sufis to be defined by the word ā'rin, 'reward,' itself. This word contains three radical letters C and J; J stands for anā 'return,' C for āšā 'paradise,' and J for ādā 'that is 'those who have handed down the faith.' Their acting righteously is their return to the Nature of God, for when they have finished their upward progress and reached this they are in Paradise, and in the presence of their God. Therefore is a man, in the true sense of the word, who being sent down upon earth strives upward towards Heaven. These aspirations are indispensable to man; he might by the Almighty Power of God exist without all beside, even had the Heavens and the elements themselves never been; but these things are the aim and want of all.

"It has been said that the Primal Element of Man or constructive spirit is as well as the Spirit of Humanity proceed direct from God. They are therefore identical, and are both included by the Sufis in the one term Conco-
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"This Spirit, although distinct and individual, comprehends and governs the entire Universe. The Simple Natures are its administrators and exponents; of these the Seven Sires begat, and the Four Mothers conceive from the incarnation of this spirit in them, and their offspring is the triple kingdom, Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal. And so it is with the Lesser World of Man.

"Now this Spirit hath two functions, external and internal; the external is revealed in the material generation just alluded to, the internal abides in the heart of man. Whoever purifies his heart from worldly impressions and desires, reveals this internal function of the Spirit within him, and illumines and revivifies his soul.

"Thus the Spirit at once comprehends the Universe and dwells in the heart of man.

VII. Of the Upward Progress or Ascent of Man.

"When Man has become assured of the truth of Revelation, he has reached the stage of Belief, and has the name of Mumīm, 'Believer.' When he further acts in obedience to the will of God, and appointment; on the night and day for earnest prayer, he has reached the stage of worship, and is called 'Abīd, or 'Worshipper.' When he has expelled the love of this world from his heart, and occupies himself with a contemplation of the mighty Whole, he reaches the next stage, and becomes a Zāhid, or 'Reclusa.' When in addition to all this he knows God, and subsequently learns the mysteries of nature, he reaches the stage of Acquaintance, and is called 'Alīy, 'One who knows.' The next stage is that in which he attains to the love of God, and is called a Wāli, or 'Saint.' When he is moreover gifted with inspiration and the power of working miracles, he becomes a Nabi, 'Prophet'; and when entrusted next with the delivery of God's own message, he is called an 'Apostle,' Rasūl. When he is appointed to set up a previous dismission and preach a new one, he is called Ulu 'Tā'īz, 'One who has a mission.' When this mission is final, he has arrived at the stage called Khāimat, or 'the Seal.' This is the Upward Progress of Man. The first stage is the 'Believer,' the last the 'Seal.'

"After separation from the body, the soul of Man returns to that Heaven which corresponds to the stage which he has attained; thus the Believer at last dwells in the first or lowest Heaven, and the Seal in the House of Heavens; for it will be noticed that the stages of upward progress correspond to the number of degrees in the Heavenly Spheres, namely, seven inferior and two superior.

"The metaphysicians say that these stages and degrees do not in reality exist, but that the Heavenly Intelligence which corresponds to the degree of intelligence attained by Man, attracts and absorbs his soul into itself after separation from the body. Thus every one who has attained intelligence corresponding to that of the highest sphere, his soul returns
One class of Unitarians explain the Upward Progress of Man thus. They say that every atom of existent beings is filled with light;

Arise and look around, for every atom that has
Shines forth a lustrous beacon to illumine all the earth:
but that man walks abroad in darkness, blinded by the lusts of life, and laments the want of light that would, were he but aware of it, involve him in the glorious sheen of brightest day:

Twere well to catch the odours that about our senses play,
For all the world is full of blasts to bear the sweets away.
What they mean is this, that all existent beings are compounded of two things, darkness and light, which are indistinguishably blended together. The light belongs to the Invisible, and the darkness to the Sensible world; but the two are intimately connected, and the former exercises a paramount influence upon the latter. The object of man, according to them, is to separate the light from the darkness, that its nature and attributes may be understood, and in this consists his Upward Progress.

Although the light and the darkness can never be entirely separated, for the one is as it were the veil of the other, the light can be made to prevail, so that its attributes may become manifest.

Now it is possible to separate thus far the light from the darkness in certain cases; in the bodies of men and animals, for instance, there are certain organs always at work, whose sole object is this separation. Thus, when food is introduced into the stomach, the liver receives the cream and essence of it and transmits it to the heart; the heart, in like manner, extracts the essence of this, which is the life, and transmits it to the brain; lastly, the brain extracts the essence of this, and transforms it into the elixir of life, the real light of all.

The elixir evolved by the brain is the instinctive spirit, and is, as it were, a lamp in a lantern; but it is very faint after all but a flickering and cloudy light, and man’s object should therefore be to strengthen and purify it by Renunciation and Contemplation, until it give forth the true light which is the Spirit of Humanity. When man has attained to this he necessarily becomes free from all that is evil, and is adorned instead with every good and noble quality.

The body of man is like a lantern, the Vegetative Spirit being the oil, the Animal Spirit is the wick, the Instinctive Spirit the fire that kindles all. ‘Verily its oil would almost shine even though no fire kindled it.’ (Cor. cap. 24, v. 39.) In other words, the Instinctive Spirit should feed and supply the Spirit of Humanity with the oil that feeds and supplies the flame in a lamp. The Traveller must aim at completing this lamp, so that his heart may be illuminated, and he may see

But dive he ever so deeply into the treasury of mysteries and knowledge, unless he examine himself and confess that after all he knows naught, all that he has acquired will slip through his hands, and leave him far poorer than before. His treasure of to-day should as much exceed the treasure of yesterday as an ocean exceeds a drop; but this cannot be until he, leaving all else for contemplation and self-examination, have freedom and leisure to learn how poor he really is, and how much he needs the saving help of God.
things as they really are. When the Spirit of Humanity a "light upon light" (Cor. cap. 24, v. 35) has thus kindled the Instinctive Spirit, God 'guideth whom He pleaseth to His own light' (idem), that is, to the divine light of His own nature, reaching which the Traveller’s Upward Progress is complete; for "from Him they spring, and unto Him return."

VIII. Sufiism adopted to Mahomedanism.

A clear and intelligible exposition of the principles of Sufism, or Oriental Spiritualism, is given by Muhammad al-Misi, a Sufi of the Ithnáníyah school of thought, in the following categorical form (translated by Mr. J. P. Brown, in the Journal of the American Oriental Society). It represents more particularly the way in which this form of mysticism is adapted to the stern and dogmatic teaching of Islam.

Question.—What is the beginning of at-Tasawwuf?

Answer.—Imán, or faith, of which there are six pillars, namely, (1) Belief in God, (2) in His Angels, (3) in His Books, (4) and in His Prophets, (5) in the Last Day, and (6) in His decree of good and evil.

Q.—What is the result of at-Tasawwuf?

A.—It is not only the reciting of the holy verses of the Qur’an, but also a continual struggle with the enemy of man, which is nothing but the true path of religion. But this struggle is a very great one, and the reciter of the Qur’an must be on his guard against the evil one, who is always ready to destroy him.

Q.—What is the difference between a Sufi and an ordinary person?

A.—The knowledge of an ordinary person is but Imán-i-Taqídî, or a counterfeit faith, whereas that of the Sufi is Imán-i-Tâhqíqî, or true faith.

Q.—What do you mean by counterfeit faith?

A.—It is that which an ordinary person has derived from his forefathers, or from the teachers and preachers of his own day, without knowing why it is essential that a man should believe in these six articles for his soul’s salvation. For example, a person may be walking in the public streets and find a precious jewel which, perhaps, kings had sought for in vain, and rulers who had conquered the whole world had sought for and yet had not found. But in this precious jewel he has found that which is more efficient than the sun, when it is so bright that it obscures the lesser light of the moon; or even he has found an alchemy which can convert copper into gold. And yet, perhaps, the finder knows not the value of the precious jewel, but thinks it a counterfeit jewel, and one which he would give away even for a drink of water if he were thirsty.

Q.—What is the establishment of faith?

A.—The establishment of faith consists in a search being made for the true origin of each of these six pillars of faith, until the enquirer arrives at al-Haqqâqî, “the Truth.” Many persons pursue the journey for ten, or twenty, or thirty, or even forty years, and, wandering away from the true path, enter upon the path of error, and hence there are known to be seventy-three ways, only one of which is the way of Salvation. [sects.] At last, by a perfect subjection to the teaching of the Murshid, or guide, they find out the value of the lost jewel which they have found, and their faith becomes manifest, and you might say, with the light of a lamp, they have reached the sun. Then they find out that the Qur’an, or journey of the Sufi, is consistent with the Sunnah, or law of Islam.

Q.—In matters of faith and worship, to what sect are the Sufis attached?

A.—(To this reply the author says, speaking, of course, of his own people, that they are chiefly of the Sunni sect. But he does not notice that mystic doctrines are more prevalent amongst the Shi’ahs.)

Q.—When Bâyazid al-Bistâmî was asked of what sect he was, he replied, “I am of the sect of Allâh.” What did he mean?

A.—The sects of Allâh are the four orthodox sects of Islam. [Here our author departs from true Sufi teaching.]

Q.—Most of the Sufis, in their poems, use certain words which we hear and understand as showing that they were of the Metempsychotists. They say, “I am sometimes Lot, sometimes a vegetable, sometimes an animal, at other times a man.” What does this mean?

A.—Brother! the prophet has said: “My people, in the future life, will rise up in companies”—that is, some as monkeys, others as hogs, or in other forms—as is written in a verse of the Qur’an, Sûrah lxxviii. 18: “Ye shall come in troops,” which has been commented on by al-Baiçâwî, who cites a tradition to the effect that, at the resurrection, men will rise up in the form of the animals whose chief characteristics resemble their own ruling passions in life: the greedy, aversive man as a hog; the angry, passionate man as a camel; the talk-bearer or mischief-maker as a monkey. For though these men, while in this life, bore the human form externally, they were internally nothing different from the animals whose characters are in common with their own. The resemblance is not manifest during the life, but becomes so in the other existence, after the resurrection. Let us avoid such traits; repentance before death will free us from these evils. The Prophet said with regard to this: “Sleep is the brother of death. The dying man sees himself in his true character, and so knows whether or not he is, by repentance, freed from his ruling passion of life. In like manner, he will see himself during his slumbers, still following in the path of his passions.” For instance, the money-calculator, in sleep, sees himself engaged in his all-absorbing occupation; and this fact is a warning from God not to allow himself to be absorbed in any animal passion or degrading occupation. It is only by prayerful repentance that anyone can hope
to see himself, in his sleep, delivered from his ruling carnal passion, and restored to his proper human, intellectual form. If in your slumber you see a monkey, consider it as a warning to abandon or abstain from the passion of figuration; it is a hog, cease to seize upon the goods of others; and so on. Go and give yourself up to an upright Murshid, or spiritual guide, who will, through his prayers, show you in your slumber the evil parts of your character, until one by one they have passed away, and have been replaced by good ones—all through the power of the name of God, whom he will instruct you to invoke (zikr); at length you will only see in your slumbers the forms of holy and pious men, in testimony of that degree of piety to which you will have attained. This is what is meant by that expression of certain poets, referring to one’s condition previous to the act of repentance, when the writer says, “I am sometimes as an animal, sometimes a vegetable, sometimes a man,” and the same may be said by the Sufis, in application to themselves, as of any other part of creation, for man is called the okhirul-mawjudat, or “the climax of beings”: for in him are comprised all the characteristics of creation. Many mystical books have been written on this subject, all showing that man is the larger part, and the world the smaller part, of God’s creation. The human frame is said to comprise all the other parts of creation; and the heart of man is supposed to be even more comprehensive than the rainbow, because, when the eyes are closed, the mental capacity can take in the whole of a vast city; though not seen by the eyes, it is seen by the capacious nature of the mind. Among such books is the Haur al-Hayat, or the "Well of Life," which says that, if a man closes his eyes, ears, and nostrils, he cannot take cold; that the right nostril is called the sun, and the left the moon; that from the former he breathes heat, and from the latter cold air.

Q.—The Sufi is in at-Tundsukh, or the Transmigration of Souls.

A.—O Brother! our teaching regarding al-Tundsukh (Qur’an xi. 102) has nothing whatever to do with at-Tundsukh. Of all the erring sects in the world, those who believe in Metempsychosis, or Transmigration of Souls, is the very worst.

Q.—The Sufis regard certain things as lawful which are forbidden. For instance, they drink the use of wine, wine-shops, the wine-cup, sweethearts; they speak of the curls of their mistresses, and the moles on their faces, cheeks, &c., and compare the furrows on their brows to verses of the Qur’an. What does this mean?

A.—The Sufis often exchange the external features of all things for the internal, the corporeal for the spiritual, and thus give an imaginary signification to outward forms. They behold objects of a precious nature in their natural character and for this reason the greater part of their words have a spiritual and figurative meaning. For instance, when, like Häfiz, they mention wine, they mean a knowledge of God, which, figuratively considered, is the love of God. Wine, viewed figuratively, is also love: love and affection are here the same thing. The wine-shop, with them, means the murshidul-l-kamil, or spiritual director, for his heart is said to be the depository of the love of God; the wine-cup is the Tulqin, or the pronunciation of the name of God in a declaration of faith, as: “There is no God but Allah” or it signifies the words which flow from the Murshid’s mouth respecting divine knowledge, and which, when heard by the Sükik, or “one who pursues the true path,” intoxicates his soul, and divests his heart of passions, giving him pure spiritual delights. The sweetheart means the excellent preceptor, because, when anyone sees his beloved, he admires her perfect proportions, with a heart full of love; the Sükik beholds the second person of the God which fills the heart of his spiritual preceptor, or Murshid, and through it receives a similar inspiration, and acquires a full perception of all that he possesses, just as the pupil learns from his master. As the lover delights in the presence of his sweethearts, so the Sükik rejoices in the company of his beloved Murshid, or preceptor. The sweetheart is the object of a worldly affection, but the preceptor of a spiritual attachment. The curls or ringlets of the beloved are the grateful praises of the preceptor, tending to bind the affections of the disciple; the moles on her face signify that when the pupil, at times, beholds the total absence of all worldly wants on the part of the preceptor, he also abandons all the desires of both worlds—he perhaps even goes so far as to desire nothing else in life than his preceptor; the furrows on the brow of the beloved one, which they compare to verses of the Qur’an, mean the light of the heart of the Murshid; they are compared to verses of the Qur’an, because the attributes of God, in accordance with the injunction of the Prophet, “Be ye endowed with divine qualities,” are possessed by the Murshid.

Q.—The Murshids and their disciples often say: “We see God.” Is it possible for anyone to see God?

A.—It is not possible. What they mean by this assertion is that they know God, that they see His power: for it is forbidden to mortal eyes to behold Him, as is declared in the Qur’an, Surah vi. 103: “No sight reaches Him; He reaches the sight—the subtle, the knowing.” The Prophet commanded us to “adore God, as thou wouldst didst thou see Him; for, if thou dost not see Him, He sees thee.” This permission to adore Him is a divine favour, and they say that they are God’s servants by divine favour. ‘Ali said: “Should I not be, all from my eyes, how would God visit me in truth?” The same saying proves that no one really sees God, and that even the sainted ‘Ali never saw Him.

Q.—Can it possibly be erroneous to say
that, by seeing the traces of anyone he may be beheld?

A.—One may certainly be thus seen. When any person sees the brightness of the sun, he may safely say that he has seen the sun, though, indeed, he has not really seen it. There is another example, namely: Should you hold a mirror in your hand, you see a figure in it, and you may, therefore, say that you see your own face, which is really an impossibility, for no one has ever seen his own face, and you have asserted what is not strictly correct.

Q.—Since everyone sees the traces of God, as everyone is able to do, how is it that the Sûfis declare that they only see Him?

A.—Those who make this statement do not know what they see, for they have never really seen Him. A person who has eaten of a sweet and savoury dish given to him, but of which he knows not the name, seeks for it again with a longing desire after it, and thus wanders about in search of what has given him so much delight, even though he be ignorant of what it really was. So are those who seek after God, without knowing Him, or what He is.

Q.—Some Sûfis declare: “We are neither afraid of Hell, nor do we desire Heaven”—a saying which must be blasphemous. How is this?

A.—They do not really mean that they do not fear Hell, and that they do not wish for Heaven. If they really mean this, it would be blasphemous. Their meaning is not as they express themselves; probably they wish to say: “O Lord, Thou who createdst us, and madest us what we are, Thou hast not made us as we assist Thy workings. We are in duty bound to serve Thee all the more devotedly, wholly in obedience to Thy holy will. We have no bargaining with Thee, and we do not adore Thee with the view of gaining thereby either Heaven or Hell!” As it is written in the Qur’an, Surah ix. 112: “Verily, God hath bought of the believers their persons and their wealth, for the Paradise they are to have,” which means that His bounty has no bounds, His mercy no end; and thus it is that He benefits His faithful servants. They would say: “Thou hast no bargaining with anyone; our devotion is from the sincerity of our hearts, and is for love of Thee only. Were there no Heaven, nor any Hell, it would still be our duty to adore Thee. To Thee belongs the perfect right to put us either in Heaven or in Hell, and may Thy commands he executed agreeably to Thy blessed will! If Thou puttest us in Heaven, it is through Thine excellence, not on account of our devotion; if Thou puttest us in Hell, it is from out of Thy great justice, and not from any arbitrary decision on Thy part; so be it for ever and for ever! This is the true meaning of the Sûfis when they say they do not desire Heaven or fear Hell.

Q.—Thou saidst that there is no conflict between the Shari‘ah, “law,” and the Haqiqa, “truth,” and nothing in the latter inconsistent with the former; and yet these two are distinguished from one another by “a something” which the Abû l-Haqqah, “believers in the truth,” conceal. Were there nothing conflicting, why should it be thus hidden?

A.—If it be concealed, it is not because there is a contrariety to the law, but only because the thing hidden is contrary to the human mind; its definition is subtle, and not understood by everyone, for which reason the Prophet said: “Speak to men according to their mental capacities, for if you speak all things to all men, some cannot understand you, and so fall into error.” The Sûfis, therefore, hide some things conformably with this precept.

Q.—Should anyone not know the science which is known to the Sûfis, and still do what the law plainly commands, and be satisfied therewith, would his faith and Islam be less than that of the Sûfis?

A.—No. He would not be inferior to the Sûfis; his faith and Islam would be equal even to that of the prophets, because Tâhâ and Islam are a jewel which admits of no division or separation into parts, and can neither be increased nor diminished, just as the portion of the sun enjoyed by a king and by a faqir is the same, or as the limbs of the poor and the rich are equal in number; just as the members of the body of the king and the subject are precisely alike, so is the faith of the Muslim the same in all and common to all, neither greater nor less in any case.

Q.—Some men are prophets, saints, pure ones, and others Fâsâq (who know God, but perform none of His commands); what difference is there among them?

A.—The difference lies in their mar‘îfah, or “knowledge of spiritual things”; but in the matter of faith they are all equal; just as, in the case of the ruler and the subject, their limbs are all equal, while they differ in their dress, power, and office.

IX. Sûfi Poetry.

The very essence of Sûfism is poetry, and the Eastern Mystics are never tired of expatiating on the ‘îqâb, or “love to God,” which is the one distinguishing feature of Sûfi mysticism. The Masawwâ, which teaches in the sweetest strains that all nature abounds with love divine, that causes even the lowest plant to seek the sublime object of its desire; the works of the celebrated Jâmi‘, so full of ecstatic rapture; the moral lessons of the eloquent Sa‘îd; and the lyric odes of Hâfiz, may be termed the Scriptures of the Sûfi sect; and yet each of these authors contains passages which are unfit for publication in an English dress, and advocate morals at variance with what Christianity teaches us to be the true reflection of God’s Holy Will. Whilst propriety demands the suppression of verses of the character alluded to, we give a few odes as specimens of the higher order of Sûfi poetry.
Jalāl al-dīn ar-Rūmī, the author of the 
Magnificans (A.H. 670), thus writes:—

"I am the Gospel, the Psalter, the Qur'ān; 
I am Uzza and Allat—(Arabic deities)—Bell 
and the Dragon. 
Into three and seventy sects is the world 
divided,
Yet only one God; the faithful who believe 
in Him am I. 
Then knowest what are fire, water, air and 
earth; 
Fire, water, air, and earth, all am I. 
Lies and truth, good, bad, hard and soft, 
Knowledge, solitude, virtue, faith, 
The deepest ground of hell, the highest 
torrent of the flames, 
The highest paradise, 
The earth and what is therein, 
The angels and the devils, Spirit and man, 
am I. 
What is the goal of speech, O tell it Shams 
Tabrīzī? 
The goal of sense? This:—The world 
Soul am I."  

And again:—

"Are we fools? We are God's captivity. 
Are we wise? We are His promenade. 
Are we sleeping? We are drunk with 
God. 
Are we waking? Then we are His 
heralds. 
Are we weeping? Then His clouds of 
wrath. 
Are we laughing? Flashes of His love."

"Every night God frees the host of spirits; 
Frees them every night from fleshly prison. 
Then the soul is neither slave nor master; 
Nothing knows the bondman of his bondage; 
Nothing knows the lord of all his lordship. 
Gone from such a night, is eating sorrow; 
Gone, the thoughts that question good or 
evil. 
Then without distraction, or division, 
In this One the spirit sinks and slumbers."

The following is from the mystic poet 
Mahmūd:—

"All sects but multiply the I and Thou; 
This I and Thou belong to partial being. 
When I and Thou, and several being 
vanish, 
Then mosque and church shall find Thee 
nevermore. 
Our individual life is but a phantom; 
Make clear thine eye, and see reality."

The following verses are by Fāridu 'd-dīn 
Shakrūnjī (A.H. 602):—

"Man, what thou art is hidden from thyself; 
Know'st not that morning, mid-day, and the 
eye 
Are all within Thee? The ninth heaven 
art Thou; 
And from the spheres into the roar of 
time 

Didst fall ere-while, Thou art the brush 
that painted 
The hues of all the world—the light of 
Life 
That ranged its glory in the nothingness."  

"Joy! joy! I triumph now; no more I 
know 
Myself as simply me. I burn with love. 
The centre is within me, and its wonder 
Lies as a circle everywhere about me. 
Joy! joy! No mortal thought can fathom me. 
I am the merchant and the pearl at once. 
Lo! time and space lie crouching at my 
feet. 
Joy! joy! When I would revel in a rapture, 
I plunge into myself, and all things know."

Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, gives a 
translation of a Sufi poem recited by an 
Egyptian Darwesh:—

"With my love my heart is troubled; 
And mine eye-lid bindeth sleep; 
My vitals are disserter'd; 
Whilst with streaming tears I weep. 
My union seems so far distant: 
Will my love e'er meet mine eye? 
Alas! Did not estrangement 
Draw my tears, I would not sigh. 
By dreary nights I'm wasted: 
Absence makes my hope expire; 
My tears, like pearls, are dropping; 
And my heart is wrapt in fire. 
Whose is like my condition? 
Scarcely know I remedy. 
Alas! Did not estrangement 
Draw my tears, I would not sigh. 
O turtle-dove! acquaint me 
Wherefore thus dost thou lament? 
Art thou so stung by absence? 
Of thy wings depriv'd and pent? 
He saith, 'Our griefs are equal: 
Worn away with love, I lie.' 
Alas! Did not estrangement 
Draw my tears, I would not sigh. 
O First, and sole Eternal! 
Show thy favour yet to me. 
Thy slave, Ahmad El-Bekree, 
Hath no Lord excepting Thee. 
By Tāhā, the Great Prophet! 
Do thou not his wish deny. 
Alas! Did not estrangement 
Draw my tears, I would not sigh."

Dr. Tholuck quotes this verse from a Dar- 
we什 Breviary:—

"Yesterday I beat the kettle-drum of do- 
mination; 
I pitched my tent on the highest throne; 
I drank, crowned by the Beloved, 
The wine of unity from the cup of the 
Almighty."

One of the most characteristic Sufi poems 
is the Persian poem by the poet Jami, en- 
titled Salāmān and Abālī. The whole nar- 
rative is supposed to represent the joys of 
Love Divine as compared with the delusive 
fascinations of a Life of Sense. The story is
that of a certain King of Ionia, who had a
son named Salmán, who in his infancy
was nursed by a young maiden named Absál,
who, as he grew up, fell desperately in
love with the youth, and in time ensnared
him. Salmán and Absál rejoiced together
in a life of sense for a full year, and thought
their pleasures would never end. A certain
sage is then sent by the king to reason with
the erring couple. Salmán confesses that
the sage is right, but pleads the weakness of
his own will. Salmán leaves his native land
in company with Absál, and they find them-
seled on an island of wonderful beauty.
Salmán, unsatisfied with himself and his
love, returns once more to his native country,
where he and Absál resolve to destroy them-
selves. They go to a desert and kindle a
pile, and both walk into the fire. Absál
is consumed, but Salmán is preserved in the
fire, and lives to lament the fate of his bel-
loved one. In course of time he is introduced
by the sage to a celestial beauty called Zuh-
rah, with whom he becomes completely en-
amoured, and Abás is forgotten.

"... Celestial beauty seen,
He left the earthly; and once come to
know
Eternal love, he let the mortal go."

In the epilogue to the poem, the author
explains the mystic meaning of the whole
story in the following language:

"Under the outward form of any story
An inner meaning lies— this story now
Completed, do thou of its mystery
(Whereof the wise hath found himself a
way)
Have thy desire—no tale of I and Thou,
Though I and Thou be its interpreters.
What signifies the King? and what the
Sage?
And what Salmán not of woman born?
And what Absál who drew him to de-
sire?
And what the Kingdom that awaited
him
When he had drawn his garment from
her hand?
What means that Fiery Pile? and what
the Sea?
And what that heavenly Zuhrah who at
last
Cleared Absál from the mirror of his
soul?
Learn part by part the mystery from
me;
All ear from head to foot and under-
standing be.
The incomparable Creator, when this
world
He did create, created first of all
The first intelligence—first of a chain
Of ten intelligences, of which the last
Solo Agent is this our Universe,
Active intelligence so call'd, the one
Distributor of evil and of good,
Of joy and sorrow. Himself apart from
matter,
In essence and in energy—His treasure

Subject to no such talisman—He yet
Hath fashion'd all that is—material
form,
And spiritual sprung from Him—by
Him
Directed all, and in His bounty drown'd.
Therefore is He that Firmament-issuing
King
To whom the world was subject. But be-
cause
What he distributes to the Universe
Himself from still higher power receives,
The wise, and all who comprehend
right,
Will recognise that higher in the Sage.

His the Prime Spirit that, spontaneously
Projected by the tenth intelligence,
Was from no womb of matter reproduced
A special essence called the Soul—a
Child
Fresh sprung from heaven in raiment
undailed
Of sensual taint, and therefore call'd
Salmán.

And who Absál?—The last-adoring
body.
Slave to the blood and sense—through
whom the Soul,
Although the body's very life it be,
Does yet imbibe the knowledge and de-
sire
Of things of sense; and these united
thus
By such a tie God only can unloose,
Body and soul are lovers each of other.
What is the Sea on which they sail'd?—
the Sea
Of animal desire—the sensual abyss,
Under whose waters lies a world of
being
Swept far from God in that submersion.
And wheresoe'er was Absál in that isle
Deceived in her delight, and that Salm-
án,
Fall short of his desire?—that was to
show
How passion tires, and how with time
begins
The folding of the carpet of desire.

And what the turning of Salámán's
heart
Back to the King, and looking to the
throne
Of pomp and glory? What but the return
Of the lost soul to its true parentage,
And back from carnal error looking up
Repentant to its intellectual throne.
What is the Fire?—Aesthetic discipline,
That burns away the animal alloy,
Till all the dross of matter be consumed,
And the essential Soul, its raiment
clean
Of mortal taint, be left. But forasmuch
As, any life-long habit so consumed,
May well recur a pang for what is lost,
Therefore the Sage set in Salāmān’s
eyes.
A soothing phantom of the past, but still
Told of a better Venus, till his soul
She still’d, and blotted out his mortal
love.
For what is Zuhrah?—That-divine per-
fection,
Wherewith the soul inspir’d and all
array’d,
Its intellectual light is royal blest,
And mounts the throne, and wears the
crown, and reigns
Lord of the empire of humanity.
This is the meaning of this mystery,
Which to know wholly ponder in thy
heart.
Till all its ancient secret be enlarged.
Enough—the written summary I close,
And set my seal:
THE TRUTH GOD ONLY KNOWS.”

X. The True Character of Sufism.

It will be seen that the great object of the Sūfī Mystic is to lose his own identity.
Having affected this, perfection is attained.
This ideal conception of the Sūfī is thus
expressed by Jālā’l ‘d-dīn ‘r-Rūmī in his
book, the Māqāmāt (p. 73). It represents
Human Love seeking admission to the
Sanctuary of Divinity:—
“One knocked at the door of the Be-
loved, and a voice from within inquired,
‘Who is there?’ Then he answered, ‘It is
I.’ And the voice said, ‘This house will
not hold me and thee.’ So the door remained
shut. Then the Lover sped away into the
wilderness, and fasted and prayed in soli-
tude. And after a year he returned, and
knocked again at the door, and the voice
again demanded, ‘Who is there?’ And the
Lover said, ‘It is Thou.’ Then the door was
opened.”

The Sūfī doctrines are undoubtedly pan-
theistic, and are also almost identical with those
of the Buddhists, the Neo-
Platonists, the Beghards and Beguins. There
is the same union of man with God, and the
same entire absorption of all things from God, and the
same final absorption of all things into the
Divine Essence. And these doctrines are held in harmony with a Muhammadan
view of predestination, which makes all a
necessary evolution of the Divine Essence.
The creation of the creature, the fall of those
who have departed from God, and their final
return, are all events pre-ordained by an
absolute necessity.
Bāyāzīd ’l-Bījārī, a mystic of the ninth
century, said he was a sea without a bottom,
without beginning and without end. Being
asked, “What is the throne of God?” he
answered, “I am the throne of God.” “What
is the table on which the divine decree
are written?” “I am that table.” “What is
the pen of God—the word by which God
created all things?” “I am the pen.”
“What is Abraham, Moses, and Jesus?”
“I am Abraham, Moses, and Jesus.”
What are the angels Gabriel, Michael, Iṣrāfīl?
“I am Gabriel, Michael, Iṣrāfīl, for
what
ever comes to true being is absorbed into
God, and this is God.” Again, in another
place, al-Bistamī cries, “Praise to God, I am
truth. I am the true God. Praise to me, I
must be celebrated by divine praise.”
The chief school of Arabian philo-

sophy, that of al-Ghazzālī (A.H. 509),
passed over to Sūfīsm by the same reasoning
which led Plotinus to his mystical theology.
After long inquiries for some ground on
which to base the certainty of our know-
ledge, al-Ghazzālī was led to reject entirely
all belief in the senses. He then found it
equally difficult to be certified of the accu-

racy of the conclusions of reason, for there
may be, he thought, some faculty higher
than reason, which, if we possessed, would
show the uncertainty of reason, as reason
now shows the uncertainty of the senses.
He was left in scepticism, and saw no escape but in the Sūfī doctrine with Deity. Therefor
some man know what is true by becoming the truth
itself. “I was forced,” he said, “to return to
the admission of intellectual notions as the
bases of all certitude. This, however, was not
by systematic reasoning and accumulation of
proofs, but by a flash of light which God
sent into my soul.” For whoever imagines
that truth can only be rendered evident by
proofs, places narrow limits to the wide com-
passion of the Creator.”

Sūfism (says Mr. Cowell) has arisen from
the bosom of Muhammadanism as a vague
protest of the human soul, in its intense
longing after a purer creed. On certain
tenets of the Qur’ān the Sūfīs have erected
their own system, professing, indeed, to
revere its authority as a divine revela-
tion, but in reality substituting for it the
oral voice of the teacher, or the secret
dreams of the Mystic. Dissatisfied with the
barren letter of the Qur’ān, Sūfism appeals
to human consciousness, and from our
nature’s felt wants, seeks to set before us
nober hopes than a gross Muhammadan
Paradise, full.”

Whilst there are doubtless many amongst
the Sūfīs who are earnest seekers after truth,
it is well known that some of them make
their mystical creed a cloak for gross sensual
gratification. A sect of Sūfīs called the
Muhaddiyāh or “Bared,” maintain the
discipline of community of property and
women, and the sect known as the Muhadd-
matiyyah, or “reproached,” maintain the
discipline of necessity, and compound all
virtue with vice. Many such do not hold
themselves in the least responsible for sins
committed by the body, which they regard
only as the miserable robe of humanity
which encircles the pure spirit.

Some of the Sūfī poetry is most objection-
able. MacDuffin de Slane, in his Introduction
to Ibn Khallikan’s Biographical Dictionary,
says:—“It often happens that a poet descends
his mistress under the attributes of the
other sex, lest he should offend that exces-
sive prudence of Oriental feelings which, since
the fourth century of Islāmism, scarcely allows an allusion to women, and more particularly in poetry; and this rigidity is still carried so far, that Cairo public singers dare not amuse their auditors with a song in which the beloved is indicated as a female. It cannot, however, be denied that the feelings which inspired poetry of this kind were not always pure, and that polygamy and jealousy have invested the morals of some Eastern nations with the foulest corruption."

The story of the Rev. Dr. 'Imādū d-dīn (the eminent native clergyman, a convert from Islām, now residing at Amritsar) is a remarkable testimony to the unsatisfying nature of Sūfistic exercises to meet the spiritual need of anxious soul. The following extract from the printed autobiography of his life will show this:

"I sought for union with God from travellers and faqirs, and even from the insane people of the city, according to the tenets of the Sūfi mystics. The thought of utterly renouncing the world then came into my mind with so much power, that I left everybody, and went out into the desert, and became a faqir, putting on clothes covered with red ochre, and wandered here and there, from city to city and from village to village, step by step, alone, for about 2,000, or (2,500 miles) without plan or baggage. Faith in the Muhammadan religion will never, indeed, allow true sincerity to be produced in the nature of man; yet I was then, although with many worldly motives, in search only of God. In this state I entered the city of Karull, where a stream called Cholida flows beneath a mountain, and there I stayed to perform the Ḥusbū l-bāhār. I had a book with me on the doctrines of mysticism and the practice of devotion, which I had received from my religious guide, and held more dear even than the Qur'ān. In my journeys I kept with it at my side at nights, and took comfort in clasping it to my heart whenever my mind was perplexed. My religious guide had forbidden me to show this book, or to speak of its secrets to anyone, for it contained the sum of everlasting happiness; and so this priceless book is even now lying useless on a shelf in my house. I took up the book, and sat down on the bank of the stream, to perform the ceremonies as they were enjoined, according to the following rules:—The celebrant must first perform his ablutions on the bank of the flowing stream, and, wearing an unsewn dress, sit in a particular manner on one knee for twelve days, and repeat the prayer called Jugopar thirty times every day with a loud voice. He must not eat any food with salt, or anything at all, except some barley bread of flour lawfully earned, which he has made with his own hands, and baked with wood that he has brought himself from the jungles. During the day he must fast entirely, after performing his ablutions in the river before daylight; that he must touch any man, nor, except at an appointed time, even speak to anyone. The object of all this, that he may mean with God, and from that longing desire to obtain this, I underwent all this pain. In addition to the above, I wrote the name of God on paper 125,000 times, performing a certain portion every day; and I cut out each word separately with scissors, and wrapped them up each in a ball of flour, and fed the fishes of the river with them, in the way the book prescribed. My days were spent in this manner; and during half the night I slept, and the remaining half I sat up, and wrote the name of God mentally on my heart, and saw Him with the eye of thought. When all this toil was over, and I went thence, I had no strength left in my body; my face was wan and pale, and I could not even hold myself up against the wind."

Major Durie Osborn, in his Islam under the Khalifs of Baghdad (p. 112), says: "The spread of this Pantheistic spirit has been and is the source of incalculable evil throughout the Muhammadan world. The true function of religion is to vivify and illuminate all the ordinary relations of life with light from a higher world. The weakness to which religious minds are peculiarly prone is to suppose that this world of working life is an atmosphere too gross and impure for them to live in. They crave for better bread than can be made from wheat. They attempt to fashion a world for themselves, where nothing shall soil the purity of the soul or disturb the serenity of their thoughts. The divorce thus affected between the religious life and the worldly life, is disastrous to both. The ordinary relations of men become emptied of all divine significance. They are considered as the symbols of bondage to the world or to an evil deity. The religious spirit dwindles down to a selfish desire to acquire a felicity from which the children of this world are hopelessly excluded. Pre-eminently has this been the result of Muhammadan mysticism. It has dug a deep gulf between those who can know God and those who must wander in darkness, feeding upon the husks of rites and ceremonies. It has affirmed with emphasis, that only by a complete renunciation of the world is it possible to attain the true end of man's existence. Thus all the best and purest natures—the men who might have put a soul in the decahed Church of Islam—have been drawn off from their proper task to wander about in deserts and solitary places, or expend their lives in idle and profitless passivity disguised under the title of 'spiritual contemplation.' [zikr.] But this has only been part of the evil. The logical result of Pantheism is the destruction of a moral law. If God be all in all, and man's apparent individuality a delusion of the perceptive faculty, there exists no will which can act, no conscience which can reproves or appeal. The individual is but a momentary spark, he comes and goes like 'the snow-flake on the river; a moment seen, then gone for ever.' To reproach such an ephemeral creature for being the slaves of its passions, is to chide the
thistledown for yielding to the violence of the wind. Muhammadans have not been slow to discover these consequences. Thousands of reckless and profligate spirits have entered the orders of the derwishes to obtain the licence thereby obtained. Their affection of piety is simply a cloak for the practice of sensuality; their emancipation from the ritual of Islam involves a liberation also from its moral restraints. And thus a movement, animated at its outset by a high and lofty purpose, has degenerated into a fruitful source of ill. The stream which ought to have expanded into a fertilizing river, has become a vast swamp, exhaling vapours charged with disease and death. [FAQIH.]

(For further information on the subject of Eastern Mysticism the English reader is referred to the following works: Hunt's Pantheism; Tholuck's Sufismus; Malcolm's History of Persia; Brown's Darweeshes; Oxford Essays for 1855, by E. B. Cowell; Fazl-i-Rahman's Mysticism of Sufism; Introduction to Ibn Khun'aik; Becknell's Translation of Hâfitz of Shirâz; Ouseley's Persian Poets; Vaughan's Hours with the Mystics. Persian and Arabic books on the subject are too numerous to mention. 'Abdu 'r-Rahman's Dictionary of the Technical Terms of the Sufis was published in Arabic by Dr. Sprenger in Calcutta in 1845.) [FAQIH; AKH.]

SUFJAH (سْفَجَّ). The delivery of property by way of loan, and not by way of trust. It is forbidden by the Sunnis law. (Hamilton's Fidahiyah, vol. iii. p. 244.)

SULH (سَلُح). "Concord; reconciliation; peace." It occurs in the Qur'an, as follows:—

Sûrah iv. 127: "And if a woman fears from her husband perverseness or aversion, it is no crime in them both that they should be reconciled to each other, for reconciliation is best."

SULH (سلح). "Three-quarters" of a Sipârah of the Qur'an, or of the Qur'an itself. [QUR'AN.]

SULTAN (سلطان). A word in modern times used for a ruler or king, as the Sultan of Turkey. Its literal meaning is "strength or "might," and in this sense it occurs in the Qur'an—

Sûrah xii. 38: "We have given his next of kin authority."

Sûrah ix. 29: "My authority has perished from me."

Sûrah ii. 38: "We sent him (Moses) to Pharaoh with a manifest power (miracle, or authority)."

SUNNAH ( событие). Lit. "A path or way; a method of life." A term used in the religion of the Muslims to express the custom or manner of life. Hence the tradition which records either the sayings or doings of Muhammad. Consequently all traditional law is divided into (1) Sunnata 'l-Fiqh, or what Muhammad did; (2) Sunnata 'l-Qawuûl, or what Muhammad enjoined; (3) Sunnata 'l-Tawrîh, or that which was done or said in the presence of Muhammad, and which was not forbidden by him,

Those things which the Prophet emphatically enjoined on his followers are called Sunnata 'l-Hudûd, "Sunnah of Guidance," or as-Sunnats 'l-Mu'akka'ah: as, for example, the sounding of the aqûf before prayers. Those things which have not been emphatically enjoined, are called as-Sunnats 'l-Za'dîdah, or "Supplementary Sunnah."

The Honourable Syed Ahmed Khan, C.S.L., says in his Essay on the Traditions, that "upon examining the sayings (or the Ahabûs), and the deeds (or the Sunnah) of the Prophet, we find (1) some of them relating to religion, (2) others connected with the peculiar circumstances of his life, (3) some bearing upon society in general, and (4) others concerning the art of Government." When Muhammad spoke on the subject of religion, he is held to have been inspired, and also when he performed a religious act he is believed to have been guided by inspiration; but with regard to other matters, the degree to which he was inspired is held to be a subject for investigation as well as for discrimination. In support of this view, the following tradition is related by Râfi' ibn Khâdir: "The Prophet came to al-Madinah when the people were gathering the male bud of a date tree into the female in order to produce greater abundance of fruit, and he said, 'Why do you do this?' They replied, 'It is an ancient custom.' The Prophet said, 'Perhaps it would be better if you did not do it.' And then they left off the custom, and the trees yielded but little fruit. The people complained to the Prophet, and he said, 'I am no more than a man. When I order any-
thing respecting religion, receive it; but when I order you about the affairs of the world, then I speak only as a man.” (Mishkât, book i. ch. vi. pt. 1.)

‘Abdu ’llâh ibn Manî’ûd says: “The Prophet drew a straight line for us, and said, ‘This is the path of God.’ Then he drew several other lines on the right and left of it, and said, ‘These are the paths of those who follow the devil. Verily my path (sunnah) is straight and you must follow it.”

It is upon the sayings and customs of Muham-mad that that traditional law is founded which is handed down in the Hadîs, and which is treated of under the article TRADITION.

SUNNI (سّني). Lit. “One of the path.” A Traditionist. A term generally applied to the large sect of Muslims who acknowledge the first four Khalîfahs to have been the rightful successors of Muham-mad, and who receive the Kutubu’-a-Sittih, or “six authentic” books of tradition, and who belong to one of the four schools of jurisprudence founded by îmâm Abû Hanîfah, îmâm ash-Shâfi’î, îmâm Mâlik, or îmâm Ahmad ibn Hambal.

The word Sunni is really a Persian form, with its plural Sunnîya, and stands for that which is expressed by the Arabic Ablu’s-Sunnah, “the People of the Path.” The word sunnah meaning a “path,” but being applied to the example of Muham-mad.

A Sunni is held to be a traditionist, not that any section of Islam rejects the traditions, but merely that the Sunnis have arrogated to themselves this title, and the rest of the Muslim world has acquiesced in the assumption; hence it comes to pass that although the Shi’âhs, even to a greater degree than the Sunnis, rest their claims upon traditional evidence, they have allowed their opponents to claim the title of traditionists, and consequently Mr. Sale and many European writers have stated that the Shi’âhs reject the traditions.

The Sunnis embrace by far the greater portion of the Muhammadan world. According to Mr. Wilfrid Blunt’s census, they are 145 millions, whilst the Shi’âhs are but some 15 millions.

The principal differences between the Sunnis and the Shi’âhs are treated of in the article SHI’AH.

SUPEREROGATION, ACTS OF. [HAF.]

SURAH (سورة). Lit. “A row or series.” A term used exclusively for the chapters of the Qur’ân, of which there are one hundred and fourteen in number. These chapters are called after some word which occurs in the text, e.g. Sûratu-l-Hadîd, the “Chapter of Iron.” The ancient Jews divided the whole law of Moses into fifty-four sidurim, or “sections,” which were named after the same manner as the Sûrâh of the Qur’ân.

QUR’ÂN.

SUTRAH (سُطْرَ). Lit. “That wherewith anything is concealed or covered.” Something put up before one engaged in prayer facing Makkah, to prevent others from intruding upon his devotions. It may be a stick, or anything a cubit in height and an inch in thickness. (Mishkât, book iv. ch. x.) [PRAYER.]

SUWÂ’ (سُوَاء). An idol mentioned in Sûrah lixxi. 22. Professor Palmer says it was an idol in the form of a woman, and believed to be a relic of antediluvian times. [Introduction to the Qur’ân, p. xli.]

SWEARING. [OATH.]

SWINE. Arabic al-muzîr (مذور), pl. khandsîr. Heb. יְהָ֖שִׁירוֹ הַשְׁכִּיר. Swine’s flesh is strictly forbidden to Muslims in four different places in the Qur’ân, namely, Sûrah ii. 168, v. 4, vi. 146, xvi. 116; in which places its use is prohibited with that which dieth of itself and blood.

In the Traditions, it is related that Muham-mad said that “when Jesus the Son of Mary shall descend from the heavens upon your people as a just king, and he will break the cross and will kill all the swine.” (Mishkât, book xxiii. ch. vi.)

SYNGOGUES. [CHURCHES.]

SYRIA. [SHAM.]

T.

TA’AÎH (いただける). Lit. “Obedience.”

A word which occurs once in the Qur’ân, Sûrah iv. 83: “They say ‘Obedience!’” It is an old Arabic word used for the worship and service of God.

TA’ALLUQ (العلق). Lit. “That which is suspended.” A division or district. A term applied to India in a district including a number of villages, for which a fixed amount of revenue is paid, and the possession of which is hereditary as long as the revenue is paid. These ta’alluqas, or, as they are commonly called, tâulkas, are of two kinds: (1) Hujûri (from حجر ٌ, “the State”), of which the revenue is paid directly to Government; and (2) Maštûri (from ﺔﻛر ش, “specified”), of which the revenue is paid through a chief,
who thus farms the revenue. The term was introduced to India by the Muslim conquerors.

TA'AM (تَعْمَ). [FOOD.]

TA'AWWUZ (تَأْوِيع). The ejaculation: "I seek refuge from God from the cursed Satan," which forms part of the Muhammadan daily prayer. It is called also 'amun bi-Tah. [PRAYER.]

TABARRUK (تَباَرُع). The commutation for an offering incumbent upon a religious meditant holding some endowment (wazf).

TABA' UT-TABI'IN (تَابِعُ الْتَابِيِّينَ). Lit. "The followers of the followers." Those who conversed with the Tābi'īn (which term is used for those who conversed with Companions of Muhammad). Traditions related by them are received, but are of less authority than those related by persons who had seen the Prophet. [TRADITIONS.]

TABIB (طَبِيب). A doctor of medicine. One who practises at-tibb, the "science of medicine." Hākim (lit. "a philosopher") is also used to express a medical practitioner.

TABI'UN (تَابِيُّونَ), pl. of Tābi'. Those who conversed with the Associates or companions of Muhammad. The traditions which they related are of high authority and form part of the Sunnah or traditional law. [TRADITIONS.]

TABLES OF THE LAW. Arabic Al-udhū (الأَعْدَعُ), pl. of Lāuh. The giving of the Law to Moses on tables is mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah vii. 142: "We wrote for him (Moses) upon tables (al-udhū) a mention concerning every matter." But Muslim doctors are not agreed as to the number of the tables. The commentators al-Jalālīn say that there were either seven or ten. [TEN COMMANDMENTS.]

TABUK (تَابِعُ). A valley in Arabia, celebrated as the scene of one of Muhammad's military expeditions, and as the place where he made a treaty with John the Christian prince of Alīh. [TREATY.]

TABUT (تَابِعُ). (1) The Ark of the Covenant, mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah ii. 249: "Verily the sign of his (Saul's) kingship shall be that the Ark (Tabūt) shall come to you: and in it Sakinah from your Lord, and the reliefs left by Moses and Aaron; the angels shall bear it." Tābūt is the Hebrew הָעֵץ Tūbāh used for Noah's Ark, and the Ark of bulbrasas, Ex. ii. 3, and not לְהֵבִי אְדָם Ibrāh, the word in the Bible for the Ark of the Covenant.

The commentator, al-Baizawi, says the Sakinah was either the Taurāt, or Books of Moses, or an idol of emeralds or rubies, the head and tail of which was like that of a goat, and the wings of feathers, and which uttered a feeble cry; and when the ark was sent after an enemy, then this was sent. But some say it was a representation of the prophets.

Al-Jalālīn say the relics left in the Ark were the fragments of the two tables of the Law, and the rod and robes and shoes of Moses, the mitre of Aaron, and the vase of manna. [ARK OF THE COVENANT, SAKINAH.]

(2) A coffin or bier for the burial of the dead.

(3) The representation of the funeral of al-Hussain. [MUHARRAM.]

(4) The box or ark in which the body of the child Moses was placed by his mother for fear of Pharaoh. See Qur'an, Surah xx. 39: "When we spake unto thy mother what was spoken; 'Cast him into the ark: then cast him into the sea [the river], and the sea shall throw him on the shore: and an enemy to me and an enemy to him shall take him up.' And I myself have made thee an object of love; That thou mightest be reared in mine eye."

TADHIR (تَدْهِر). Post obit munificence of slaves. In its primitive sense it means looking forward to the event of a business. In the language of the law, it means a declaration of a freedom to be established after the master's death. As when the master says to his slave, "Thou art free after my death." The slave so freed is called a muddāshir. (Hamilton's Hidāyah, vol. i. p. 475.) [SLAVERY.]

TAFAKKUR (تَفَكْكُر). Lit. "Contemplation or thought." According to the Kishān 'I-Thurfi, it is the lamp of the heart whereby a man sees his own evils or virtues.

TAFSIR (تَفْسِير). Lit. "Explaining." A term used for a commentary on any book, but especially for a commentary on the Qur'an. [COMMENTARIES.]

AT-TAGHABUN (تَغَابَن). "Mutual deceit." The title of the 64th Surah of the Qur'an, the 15th verse of which begins thus:

"The day when He shall gather you together for the day of the assembly will be the day of Mutual Deceit."

That is, when the blessed will deceive or disappoint the damned by taking the places which they would have had in Paradise had they been true believers, and vice versa.

TAGHLIB (تَغْلِب). An Arabian tribe who, on the first spread of Islam, were occupying a province in Mesopotamia and professing the Christian faith. The Banū Taghlib sent an embassy to Muhammad, formed of sixteen men, some Muslims and some Christians. The latter wore crosses of gold. The Prophet made terms with the Christians, stipulating that they should themselves continue in the profession of their religion, but should not baptize their children.
AT-TAGHTIS

into Christian faith. (Sir W. Muir, from Kāṭibū ‘l-Wāyqīḍī, p. 61.)

AT-TAGHTIS (الأعتقيس). A term which occurs in the Kāth[u] r-Za‘ūnī for “baptism.” [INJIL, SIGHABAH.]

TAGHḤŪṭ (عكبة). An idol mentioned in the Qurān:—
Sūrah iv. 54: “They believe in Jibāl and Taghūṭ.”
Sūrah ii. 257: “Whoso disbelieves in Taghūṭ and believes in God, he has got a firm handle, in which is no breaking off.”
Sūrah ii. 259: “But those who disbelieve their patrons are, Taghūṭ, these bring them forth to darkness.”
Jalāl ‘d-dīn says Taghūṭ was an idol of the Qurānīn, whom certain renegade Jews honoured in order to please the tribe.
Mr. Lane observes that in the Arabic Nights the name is used to express the devil as well as an idol.

TAHĀ (طه). The title of the xth Sūrah of the Qurān, which begins with these Arabic letters. Their meaning is uncertain. Some fancy the first letter stands for tā‘ā, “beatitude,” and the second for ḥāyātah, the “lowest pit of hell.” Tah is also, like sah, and the English “shah,” an interjection commanding silence, and might be here employed to enjoin a silent and reverential listening to the revelation to follow.

TAHĀLUF (تمالع). The swearing of both plaintiff and defendant. In a civil suit of both seller and purchaser. In a disagreement, both must dissolve the sale, or contract. (Hamilton’s Hidāyāh, vol. iii. p. 85.)

TAHANNUS (تنفس). Avoiding and abstaining from sin. Worshipping God for a certain period in seclusion. The word is used in the latter sense for the seclusion of Muhammad on Mount Hārūn, when he is supposed to have received his first revelation. (Mishkāt, book xxiv. c. v.) [INSCRIPTION, QU’ARAN.]

TAHĀRAH (طهرة). “Purification,” including waṣṣ, tawammum, maṣḥah, ghuss, and misswāk, accounts of which are given under their various articles. [PURIFICATION.]

TAHĪR (طاهر). A woman in a state of purity. [PURIFICATION.]

TAHLLIL (تجليل). The ejaculation, “La ilāha illā ‘l-lāh!” (all 2 all 3), “There is no deity but God!” (Mishkāt, book x. ch. ii.).
Abū Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, “That person who recites ‘There is no deity but God,’ one hundred times, shall receive rewards equal to the emancipating of ten slaves, and shall have one hundred good deeds recorded to his account, and one hundred of his sins shall be blotted out, and the words shall be a protection from the devil.’ [NIKH.]

‘Umar ibn Shu‘āb relates from his forefathers that the Prophet said, “He who recites ‘God be praised,’ a hundred times in the morning and again a hundred times in the evening, shall be like a person who has provided one hundred horsemen for a jihād, or religious war.”

TAHRIF (تحرير). The word used by Muhammadan writers for the supposed corruption of the Jewish and Christian scriptures. [CORRUPTION OF THE SCRIPTURES.]

AT-TAHRĪM (التحرر). “The Prohibition.” The title of the 66th Sūrah of the Qurān, which begins with the words: “Why O Prophet! dost thou forbid that which God hath made lawful to thee, from a desire to please thy wives.” The object of this chapter was to free Muhammad from his obligation to his wife Hafṣah, to whom he had recently sworn to separate entirely from the Coptic slave-girl Mariyāh.

TAHZIB (تحزيب). A book of traditions received by the Shi‘ahs, compiled by Shaikh Abū Ja‘far Muhammad, A.H. 466.

AT-TA‘ĪF (التفاقيف). The name of a town, the capital of a district of the same name in Arabia, which Muhammad besieged A.H. 8, but the city was surrounded by strong battalions and was provisioned for some months. The siege was, therefore, raised, by Muhammad, after he had cut down and burned its celebrated vineyards. (Muir’s Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 452.)

TAIR (تأير). “Lightness; levity of mind.” Condemned in the Ḥadīs.

TAIX (طئ). An Arabian tribe who emigrated from al-Yaman to the Najd about the third century. Some of them embraced Judaism and some Christianity, while a portion remained pagans and erected a temple to the idol Fula. The whole tribe eventually embraced Islam, A.H. 692, when ‘Ali was sent to destroy the temple of Fula.
Hātim at-Takī, a Christian Bedouin Arab, celebrated for his hospitality, is the subject of Eastern poetry. He lived in the “time of ignorance,” viz. before Muhammad, but his son ‘Adī became a Muslim, and is numbered among the “Companions.” Hātim at-Takī’s most famous act of liberality was that which he showed to an ambassador of the Greek Emperor, sent to demand of him as a present for his master, a horse of very great price. The generous Arab, before he knew the object of the person’s mission, slaughtered his horse to regale him, having nothing at the time in his house to serve in its stead. It is also said that he often caused as many as forty camels to be slaughtered for the
entertainment of his guests and the poor Arabs of the desert.

TAJ (تاج). "A crown; a diadem." The Muslim Khayyat (الخياط) never wore a crown, the word is therefore not used in Muslim theology, but it is used by the Sufi faqirs for the cap worn by a leader of a religious order, which is generally of a conical shape.

AT-TAKASUR (التكاسير). "Multiplying." The title of the 67th Sūrah of the Qur'ān, the opening verses of which are:

"The desire of increasing riches occupieth you
Till you come to the grave."

TAKBIR (تكبير). The expression, "Allāhu akbar!" (الله أكبر), "God is very great!" (Mishkât, book x. ch. ii.)

The ejaculation frequently occurs in the daily liturgy and in the funeral office.

TAKIBU 'T-TAHRIMAH (تكبير الحريم). The first takbir in the liturgical prayer, said standing, after the recital of which the worshipper must give himself up entirely to worship.

TAHZIRIJ (تفصیر). An arrangement entered into by some heirs-at-law with others for their share of the inheritance, in consideration of some specific thing which excludes them from inheritance. (Hamilton’s Hidūya, vol. iii. p. 201.)

AT-TAKWIR (التكوير). "The Folding-up." The title of the 68th Sūrah of the Qur'ān, which opens a solemn announcement of the Judgment Day by the words:

"When the sun shall be folded up."

TALISMAN. Arabic (الملصق) til-sam; pl. tilāsīn. The English word is a corruption of the Arabic. A term applied to mystical characters, and also to seals and stones upon which such characters are engraved or inscribed. The characters are astrological, or of some other magical kind. Talismans are used as charms against evil, for the preserving from enchantment or from accident; they are also sometimes buried with a hidden treasure to protect it. (Amulet. Exorcism.)

TAKYAH (تکیه). Lit. "A pillow; a place of repose." Used in all Muhammadan countries for:

(1) A place in which some celebrated saint has stayed. In Central Asia, these places are often merely marked by a few stones and a flag, but they are held sacred.

(2) A monastery, or religious house, in which faqirs and ascetics reside, as the Takyas at Constantinople and Cairo.

(2) A hostel or rest-house, as the Takyah at Damascus, which is a hostel for pilgrims. Dr. Robinson describes it as a large quadrangular enclosure, divided into two courts, in the southern court of which there is a large mosque. Around the wall of the court runs a row of cells, with a portico or gallery of columns in front. This takyah was founded by Sultan Salim, A.D. 1516. (Researches, vol. iii. p. 459.)

TALAQ (طلاق). (1) The sentence of divorce. [Divorce.] (2) The title of the 69th Sūrah of the Qur'ān which treats of the subject of divorce.

TALBIYAH (طلب). Lit. "Waiting or standing for orders." The recitation of the following words during the pilgrimage to Makkah: "Labbaika! Allahumma! Labbaika! La Sharika laka! Labbaika! Inna l-hamda wa-n-namata laka! Wa'l-mu'luka! La Sharika-laka!" "I stand up for Thy service, O God! I stand up! I stand up! There is no partner with Thee! I stand up for Thy service! Verily Thine is the praise, the beneficence, and the kingdom! There is no partner with Thee!"

From the Mishkat (book xi. ch. ii. pt. 1), it appears that this hymn was in use amongst the idolaters of Arabia before Muhammad's time. (Hajj.)

TALHĀ (تالحة), son of 'Ubaidu 'llah, the Qurais, was a grand-nephew of Abu Bakr. He was a distinguished Companion, and was honoured with the position of one of the 'Asharuh Mabashkurah, or "ten patriarchs of the Muslim faith." He saved the life of Muhammad at the battle of Uhud. He was slain in the flight of the Camel, a.m. 36, aged 64, and was buried at al-Baṣrah.

TALIB (طالب). Lit. "One who seeks." An inquirer. A term generally used for a student of divinity, is Talib 'Ilm.
TALKING

TALKING. [CONVERSATION.]

TALMUD. The traditional law of the Jews. From Heb. תַּלְמוּד, "to learn." The learning of the Rabbis. Mr. Emanuel Deutsch says:

"It seems as if Muhammad had breathed from his childhood almost the air of contemporary Judaism, as is found by us crystallized in the Talmud, the Targum and the Midrash.

"It is not merely parallelisms, reminiscences, allusions, technical terms, and the like of Judaism, its law and dogma and ceremony, its Halacha and its Haggadah (its law and legend), which we find in the Koran; but we think Islam neither more nor less than Judaism as adapted to Arabia—plus the Apostleship of Jesus and Muhammad." (Literary Remains, p. 64.)

How much Muhammad was indebted to the Jewish Talmud for his doctrines, ethics, and ceremonial, is shown in an essay by the Jewish Rabbi, Abraham Geiger, in answer to the question put by the University at Bonn: "Inquiritur in fontes Alcorani sen legis Mohammediæ eos, qui ex Judæismo derivandi sunt," of which a German translation has appeared, Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen? (Bonn, 1888), and is treated of in the present work in the article on JUDAISM.

The Talmud consists of two parts: The Mishna, or the text (what is called in Arabic the Maten), and the Gemara, or Commentary (Arabic Sharh). These two form the Talmud.

The Mishna (from Shinas, to "repeat") or the oral law of the Jews, was not committed to writing until about the year A.D. 190, by Rabbi Judah, although it is said it was first commenced by Rabbi Akibah, A.D. 180.

The Gemara (lit. "that which is perfect") are two commentaries on the Mishna. The one compiled by Rabbi Johocham at Jerusalem about the middle of the third century, and the other by Rabbi Ashe at Babylon, about the middle of the sixth.

Canon Farrar (Life of Christ, vol. ii. p. 348), says: "Anything more utterly unhistorical than the Talmud, cannot be conceived. It is probable that no human writings ever confounded names, dates, and facts, with more absolute indifference."

And doubtless it is this unsatisfactory feature in the Talmud of the Jews which, to a great extent, accounts for the equally unhistorical character of the Qur'an.

For information on the Talmud, the English reader can consult the following works: The Talmud, by Joseph Barklay, LL.D., Bishop of Jerusalem, 1878; A Talmudic Miscellany, by Paul Isaac Hershon, 1880; Selections from the Talmud, by H. Polono; The Talmud, an article in the Quarterly Review, October, 1867, by Emanuel Deutsch; The Talmud, a chapter in The Home and Synagogue of the Modern Jews (Religious Tract Society). A complete translation of the Talmud is being undertaken by Mr. P. I. Herhson. See Dr. Farrar's Preface to the Talmudic Miscellany.

TALQIN (تَلْقين). Lit. "Instructing." An exhortation or instruction imparted by a religious teacher. It is specially used for the instruction given at the grave of a departed Muslim, at the close of the burial service, when one of the mourners draws near the middle of the grave, addresses the deceased, and says:

"O servant of God, and child of a female servant of God.

"O son of such an one, remember the faith you professed on earth to the very last; this is your witness that there is no deity but God, and that certainly Muhammad is His Apostle, and that Paradise and Hell and the Resurrection from the dead are real; that there will be a Day of Judgment; and say: 'I confess that God is my Lord, Islam my religion, Muhammad (on whom be the mercy and peace of God) my Prophet, the Qur'an my guide, the Ka'bah my Qiblah, and that Muslims are my brethren.' O God, keep him (the deceased) firm in his faith, and widen his grave, and make his examination (by Munikr and Nakir) easy, and exalt him and have mercy on him, O Thou most Merciful!"

[_BINARY.]

TALUT (تاولوت). [SAUL.]

TAMATTU' (تَمْتَع). Lit. "Reaping advantage." The act of performing the Umrah until its completion, and then performing the Hajj as a separate ceremony, thus reaping the advantages of both. [HAJJ, UMRAH.]

TAMIM (تميم). An independent Arab tribe of Makkah origin who occupied the north-eastern desert of Najd. They fought by the side of Muhammad at Makkah and Hunsin.

TAMJID (تمجيد). The expression, "La hawla wa la quwwata illa bi-l'hak 'il 'alayi l-'azim" (لا حَوْلَ وَلَا قُوَّةَ إِلَّا بِمَعَالِي الْقُبْلَى) (الصويم), "There is no power and strength but in God, the High one, the Great." (Mishkât, book x. ch. ii.)

Abü Hurairah relates that the Prophet said, "Recite very frequently, 'There is no power and strength but in God,' for these words are one of the treasures of Paradise. For there is no escape from God but with God. And God will open for the reciter thereof seventy doors of escape from evil, the least of which is poverty."

TANASBUKH (تناسى). (1) In Muḥammadan law, the death of one heir after another before the partition of an inheritance.

(2) At-Tanāsib. The metempsychosis or Pythagorean system of the transmigration of souls, a doctrine held by the Hindus and Buddhists, but forming no part of the Muḥammadan system.

TANFIL (تانفل). "Plundering in religious warfare." Commanded in the Qur'ān,
TAQARRUB

Sūrah viii. 1: "They will question thee about the spoils. Say: The spoils are God’s and the Apostle’s."

TAQARRUB (تَقْارِب). Lit. "Seeking admittance or striving to draw near." A term used to express the desire of propitiating the Deity by prayer, almsgiving, or sacrifice.

TAQDIR (تَقْدِير). Lit. "To measure." The doctrine of Fate or Predestination, al-Quadr. [PREDESTINATION.]

TAQIYAH (تَقْيَة). Lit. "Guarding oneself." A Shi'ah doctrine. A pious fraud whereby the Shi'ah Muslim believes he is justified in either smoothing down or in denying the peculiarities of his religious belief, in order to save himself from religious persecution. A Shi'ah can, therefore, pass himself off as a Sunni to escape persecution.

The Shi'ah traditionists relate that certain persons inquired of the Imām Sādiq if the Prophet had ever practised tAQIYAH, or "religious dissimulation," and the Imām replied, "Not after this verse was sent down to the Prophet, namely, Sūrah v. 71: ‘O thou Apostle! publish the whole of what has been revealed to thee from thy Lord; if thou do it not, thou hast not preached His message, and God will not defend thee from wicked men; for God guideth not the unbelieving people.

When the Most High became secure for the Prophet against harm, then he no longer dissimulated, although before this revelation appeared he had occasionally done so." (The Hayatul ‘l-Qulub, Merrick's ed. p. 96.) [SŪRAH.]

TAQLID (تَقْلِيد). Lit. "Winding round." (1) Putting a wreath round a victim destined to be slain at Makkah. (2) Girding with a sword, as a sign of investiture of a high dignity. (2) A term used in Muslim law for the following of a religious leader without due inquiry.

TAQWĀ (تَقْوَى). [ABSTINENCE.]

TARĀWIḤ (تَرَاوِيْح). The plural of tarawīh, "Rest." The prayers, of usually twenty rak'ahs, recited at night during the month of Ramazān; so called because the congregation sits down and rests after every fourth rak'ah and every second "Salām." [RAMAZAN.]

TARIKĀH (تَرِك). A legacy, a bequest, an inheritance.

AT-TARIQ (النَّارِق). "The night-comer." The title of the lXXXVIIIth Sūrah of the Qur'an, beginning thus:

"By the heaven, and by the night-comer! But what shall teach thee What the night-comer is?"

"Tis the star of piercing radance"

According to al-Wahhābi, these words were revealed when Abū Tālib, at the time of the evening meal, was startled by a shooting star. Noldeke, however, observes that the three verses seem rather to apply to a planet or a fixed star of particular brightness.

TASLIM

TARIQAH (تَرِيْقَة). "A path." A term used by the Sūfis for the religious life. [SUFI.]

TAWWIYAH (تَوْرَيْح). Lit. "Satisfying thirst," or, according to some, "giving attention." The eighth day of the pilgrimage; so called either because the pilgrims give their camels water on this day, or because Abrahām gave attention (raswa) to the vision wherein he was instructed to sacrifice his son Iṣhāq (?) on this day.

TASAWWUF (تَصَوْوَف). A word used to express the doctrines of the Sūfis or Muḥammadan mystics. Sufism. The word does not occur in the celebrated Arabic Dictionary, the Qāmūs, which was compiled A.H. 817, nor in the Sīhah, A.H. 393. [SUFI.]

TASBĪH (تَسْبِيح). (1) The ejaculation, "Subhāna 'llāh!" (سُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ), "I exalt the holiness of God!" or "O Holy God!" A most meritorious ejaculation, which, if recited one hundred times, night and morning, is said by the Prophet to atone for man's sins, however many or great. (Mishkat, book x. ch. ii.)

(2) A Rosary. [ROSAFY, SIKH.]

TASHAHHUD (تَشَهْد). Lit. "Testimony." A declaration of the Muslim faith recited during the stated prayers, immediately after the Tahāi'ah, in the same attitude, but with the first finger of the right hand extended, as a witness to the Unity of God. It is as follows: "I testify that there is no deity but God, and I testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of God." It is also used as an expression of faith upon a person becoming a Muḥammadan. (Mishkat, book iv. ch. xvi.) [PRAYERS.]

TASHRIQ (تَشْرِيق). Lit. "Drying flesh in the sun." A name given to three days after the sacrifice at Makkah during the Pilgrimage, either because the flesh of the victim is then dried, or because they are not slain until sunrise. [HAJJ.]
TASMI' (السعي). The following ejaculation which is recited by the Imam in the daily prayers: "God hears him who praises Him." [PRAYERS.]

TASMIYAH (اسمية). Lit. "Giving a name." (1) A title given to the Basmallah, or the initial sentence, "In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful." This occurs at the commencement of each chapter or Sūrah of the Qur'ān, with the exception of the 10th Sūrah. [QUR'ĀN.] (2) Also used at the commencement of any religious act (except sacrifice), such as prayer, ablutions, &c. (3) The usual "grace before meat," amongst Muslims. [BISMILLAH.]

TASNIM (التسنيم). Lit. "Anything convex and shelving at both sides." The name of a fountain in Paradise mentioned in the Qur'ān, Sūrah lixxii. 28: "Mingled therewith shall be the waters of Tasmim.

TASWIB (التسبيح). Repeating the phrase, "As-salātu khayrum mina n-nāmil" (i.e., "Prayer is better than sleep"), in the Asān for the early morning prayer. [AZAN, PRAYER.]

TĀTAWWU' (الطاعون). An act of supererogation. A term which includes both the sunnah and nafl actions of the Muslims (q.v.).

AT-TAFIF (التخفيف). "Giving Short Measure." The title of the lxxxiii Sūrah of the Qur'ān, beginning with the words: "Woe to those who stint the measure: Who when they take by measure from others, exact the full; But when they mete to them or weigh to them, minish— Have they so thought that they shall be raised again For a great day."

We learn from the Iqāna that some commentators see in this passage allusions to Madinah circumstances, and consequently think that the Sūrah, or at least part of it, was revealed in that town. But in connection with such obviously Makkah verses, as 80 and following, where it is said:

"The sinners, indeed, laugh the faithful to scorn. And when they pass by them, they wink at one another; And when they return to their own people, they return jesting: And when they see them, they say, 'Verily these are the erring ones' "—

it appears evident, that the pride and arrogance of the Makkans, founded on their ill-gotten wealth, is contrasted with the humble and precocious condition of the followers of Muhammad, to convey at the same time a solemn warning, that the positions will be reversed on the Great Day of Reckoning.

TATHIR (طهير). A purifying or cleansing of anything which is ceremonially unclean. For example, if a dog drinks from a vessel, it becomes najis, or "impure," but it can be purified (tathīr) by washing it seven times. A mosque which has been defiled can be cleansed with dry earth or water, and by recital from the Qur'ān. If the boots on the feet have been defiled, they can be purified by rubbing them on dry earth.

Bara' ibn 'Azīz says that Muhammad taught that the mutzarah of an animal lawful for food does not render clothes ceremonially unclean. (Mishkāt, book iii. ch. ii.) [PURIFICATION.]

TATTOOING. Muḥammad forbade the custom of the idolaters of Arabia to prick the hands of their women and to rub the punctures over with wood, indigo, and other colours. (Mishkāt, book xii. ch. i. pt. 1.)

TAUBAH (توبة). (1) Repentance. (2) At-Taubah, a title of the 12th Sūrah of the Qur'ān. [FAIDON, REPENTANCE.]

AT-TAUBATU 'N-NAṢŪH (الناصف). Lit. "SINCERE repentance." A term used by divines for true repentance of the heart, as distinguished from that only of the lips.

TAUHĪD (تمييز). A term used to express the unity of the Godhead, which is the great fundamental basis of the religion of Muhammad. [GOD.]

TAUJAH (توحيد). Any pious ejaculation recited by the pious before or after the Takbir. (Mishkāt, book iv. ch. xii.) [PRAYERS.]

TAURĀT (التوثق). The title given in the Qur'ān (Sūrah iii. 2), and in all Muḥammadan works, for the Books of Moses. It is the Hebrew תּוֹרָה, "the Law."

The author of the Keshaf ‘a-Zamān (the
bibliographical dictionary of Ḥājī Khalīfah), says:—

"The Ta'urāt is the inspired book which God gave to Moses, and of which there are three well-known editions. (1) The Ta'urāt 't-Su'bārin, 'the Torah of the Seventy,' which was compiled from the Hebrew into Greek by seventy-two learned Jews. (It is admitted by Christian writers, that the Law, i.e. the Pentateuch, alone was translated first). It has since been translated into Syriac and Arabic. (2) The Ta'urāt 't-Carrīdī is wa Rabīnīgam, 'the Ta'urāt of the learned doctors and rabbins.' (3) The Ta'urāt 't-Sānāt, 'the Samaritan Pentateuch.'

The same writer says the learned who have examined these editions of the Ta'urāt, found that although they agreed with each other and taught the unity of God, they do not come from accounts of the stated prayers, the fast, the pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and almsgiving, nor anything regarding heaven or hell, which is, he adds, a proof of the Ta'urāt having been altered by the Jews. (Kalāhţi 't-Qa'im, English, edition, vol. ii. P. 96.)

Although Muhammad professed to establish the Ta'urāt of Moses (see Qurān, Sūrah ii. 180; iii. 78; iv. 135), it would appear from the Traditions that he did not view with favour the reading of it in his presence.

It is related that 'Umar once brought a copy of the Ta'urāt to the Prophet, and said, 'This is a copy of the Ta'urāt.' Muhammad was silent, and 'Umar was about to read some portions of it. Then Abū Bakr said, 'Your mother weeps for you. Don't you see the Prophet's face look angry.' Then 'Umar looked, and he saw the Prophet was angry, and he said, 'God protect me from the anger of God and of His Apostle. I am satisfied with God as my Lord, Islam as my creed, and Muhammad as my Prophet.' Then Muhammad said, 'If Moses were alive and found my prophethood, he would follow me.' [Old Testament.

AT-TAUWĀB (التأویب). Literally "One who turns frequently," hence "the Relenting." One of the ninety-nine names or attributes of God. Preceded by the article, as a name of God, it occurs four times in the Sūratu 't-Baqarrah (ii. 85, 51, 122, 155), and twice in the Sūratu 't-Taubah (ix. 105, 119). In three of these passages, God's relenting mercy is illustrated by striking instances taken from ancient and contemporaneous history, viz. in the case of Adam, of the Jews after their worshipping the golden calf, and of the three men who did not accompany Muhammad in the expedition to Tabūk, and who, put under interdiction after his return, were not released from it till after fifty days of penance.

Sūrah li. 85: "And words of prayer learned Adam from his Lord: and God relented towards him; verily, He is the Relenting, the Merciful.

Sūrah li. 81: "And remember when Moses said to his people: 'O my people! Verily ye have sinned to your own hurt, by your taking to yourselves the calf to worship it: Be turned then to your Creator, and slay the guilty among you; this will be best for you with your Creator.' So he relented towards you: verily He is the Relenting, the Merciful." Sūrah iv. 119: "He has also turned in Mercy unto the three who were left behind, so that the earth, spacious as it is, became too strait for them; and their souls became so straitened within them, that there was no refuge from God but unto Himself. Then was He turned to them that they might turn to Him. Verily, God is He that turneth, the Merciful."

In the other places, mentioned above, and in two more (Sūrah xxiv. 10, and xlix. 12), where the word is used as an adjective without the article, it describes God as ever ready to turn his favours to man in general and to the Muslim in particular, if they turn in repentance unto him.

TAWĀF (توف). The ceremony of circumambulating the Ka'bah seven times, three times in a quick step and four at the ordinary pace. It is enjoined in the Qurān, Sūrah xxii. 27. Shāfiq 'Abdu 'l-Haqq says it was the custom of the Arabic idolaters to perform the tawāf naked. [MAJJ.]

TA'WĪZ (تاویز). Lit. "To flee for refuge." An amulet or charm. A gold or silver case, inclosing quotations from the Qurān or Hadīs, and worn upon the breast, arm, neck, or waist. [AMULET.]

TAXATION. There are three words used for taxation in Muslim books of law. (1) 'Aţār (اعتز), "the tenth"; (2) Aqarāj (أقرج), "land revenue"; (3) Yirāk (أيرك), "capital tax."

(1) Lands, the proprietors of which become Muslims, or which the Imām divides among the troops, are 'Aţār, or subject to tithe, because it is necessary that something should be imposed and deducted from the subsistence of Muslims, and a tenth is the proportion most suitable to them, as that admits the construction of an obligation or act of piety; and also, because this is the most equitable method, since in this way the amount of what is levied depends upon the actual product of the lands.

(2) Lands, on the other hand, which the Imām subdues by force of arms and then restores to the possessors of the conquered territory, are Aqarajī, or subject to tribute, because it is necessary that something be imposed and deducted from the subsistence of infidels, and tribute is the most suitable to their situation, as that bears the construction of a punishment, since it is a sort of hardship, the tax upon tribute land being due from the proprietor, although he should not have cultivated it. It is to be remarked, however, that Makkah is excepted from this rule, as Muhammad conquered that territory by force of arms, and then restored it to the inhabitants without imposing tribute.
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It is written in the ḽādi‘īs that all land subdued by force of arms, if watered by canals cut by the Gentiles, is subject to tribute, whether the Imam have divided it among the troops, or restored it to the original inhabitants; and if there be no canals, but the land be watered by springs, which rise within, it is subject to tithe, in either case, because tithe is peculiar to productive land, that is, land capable of cultivation, and which yields increase, and the increase produced from it is occasioned by water. The standard, therefore, by which tribute is due is the land being watered by tribute water, namely, rivers, and the standard by which tithe is due is the land being watered by tithe water, namely, springs.

If irrigation of waste lands, the imposition of tithe or tribute upon it (according to Abū Yūsuf) is determined by the neighbouring soils; in other words, if the neighbouring lands be subject to tithe, a tithe is to be imposed upon it, or tribute if they be subject to tribute; because the rule respecting anything is determined by what is nearest to it; as in the case of a house, for instance, the rule with respect to it extends to its court-yard, although it be not the owner’s immediate property. The tribute established and imposed by ‘Umar upon the lands of al-‘Iṣa‘a was adjusted as follows:—Upon every jari‘ of land through which water runs (that is to say, which is capable of cultivation) one sā‘ and one dirham, and upon every jari‘ of pasture-land five dirhams, and upon every jari‘ of gardens and orchards ten dirhams, provided they contain vines and date-trees.

This rule for tribute upon arable and pasture lands, gardens, and orchards, is taken from ‘Umar, who fixed it at the rates above-mentioned, none contradicting him; wherefore it is considered as agreed to by all the Companions. Upon all land of any other description (such as pleasure-grounds, saffron-fields, and so forth) is imposed a tribute according to ability; since, although ‘Umar has not laid down any particular rule with respect to them, yet as they made ability the standard of tribute upon arable land, so in the same manner, ability is to be regarded in lands of any other description. The learned in the law allege that the utmost extent of tribute is one half of the actual product, nor is it allowable to exact more; but the taking of a half is no more than strict justice, and is not tyrannical, because, as it is lawful to take the whole of the persons and property of infidels, and to distribute them among the Muslims, it follows that taking half their incomes is lawful according to the fatwā.

TAʿZIĀH (ازیه). Lit. “A consolation.” A representation or model of the tomb of Hassan and Husain at Karbalā’, carried in procession at the Muharram by the Shi‘a. It is usually made of a light frame of wood-work, covered with paper, painted and ornamented, and illuminated within and without. It is sometimes of considerable size and of elaborate execution according to the wealth of the owner. [MUHARRAM.]

TAYYAMMUM (طیعم). Lit. “Intending or proposing to do a thing.” The ceremony of ablution performed with sand instead of water, as in the case of wuzu. The permission to use sand for this purpose, when water cannot be obtained, is granted in the Qur’a’n, Sūrah v. 9:

“If ye cannot find water, then take fine surface sand and wipe your faces and your hands therewith. God does not wish to make any hindrance for you.”

It is related in the Traditions that Muhammad said: “God has made me greater than all preceding prophets, inasmuch as my ranks in worship are like the ranks of angels; and the whole earth is fit for my people to worship on; and the very dust of the earth is fit for purification when water cannot be obtained. (Mishkāt, book ili. ch. xi.)

Tayyammum, or “purification by sand,” is allowable under the following circumstances: (1) When water cannot be procured except at a distance of about two miles; (2) in case of sickness when the use of water might be injurious; (3) when water cannot be obtained without incurring danger from an enemy, a beast, or a reptile; and (4) when on the occasion of the prayers of a Feast day or at a funeral, the worshipper is late and has no time to perform the wuzu. On ordinary days this substitution of tayyammum for wuzu is not allowable. [wuzu.]
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TAZ'IR (تَزِير). From 'tazir,' "to censure or repel." That discretionary correction which is administered for offences, for which 'had, or "fixed punishment," has not been appointed.

According to the Sunni law the following are the leading principles of Ta'zir:

Ta'zir, in its primitive sense, means "prohibition," and also "instruction"; in Law it signifies the infliction undetermined in its degree by the law, on account of the right either of God, or of the individual; and the occasion of it is any offence for which 'had, or "stated punishment," has not been appointed, whether that offence consist in word or deed.

(1) Chastisement is ordained by the law, the institution of it being established on the authority of the Qur'an, which enjoins men to chastise their wives, for the purpose of correction and amendment; and the same also occurs in the Traditions. It is, moreover, recorded that the Prophet chastised a person who had called another perjurer; and all the Companions agree concerning this. Reason and analogy, moreover, both evince that chastisement ought to be inflicted for acts of an offensive nature, in such a manner that men may not become habituated to the commission of such acts; for if they were, they might by degrees be led into the perpetration of others more atrocious. It is also written in the Fatwâ-i-Tirmî Tashi of Imám Sirûkhâh, that in Ta'zir, or "chastisement," nothing is fixed or determined, but that the degree of it is left to the discretion of the Qâdi, because the design of it is correction, and the dispositions of men with respect to it are different, some being sufficiently corrected by reprimands, whilst others, more obstinate, require confinement, and even blows.

(2) In the Fatwâ-i-Shâfi'i it is said that there are four orders or degrees of chastisement:

First, the chastisement proper to the noble of the noble (or, in other words, princes and men of learning), which consists merely in admonition, as if the Qâdi were to say to one of them, "I understand that you have done thus, or thus," so as to make him ashamed. Secondly, the chastisement proper to the noble (namely, commanders of armies, and chiefs of districts), which may be performed in two ways, either by admonition (as above), or by jarr, that is, by dragging the offender to the door and exposing him to scorn. Thirdly, the chastisement proper to the middle order (consisting of merchants and shopkeepers), which may be performed by jarr (as above), and also by imprisonment; and Fourthly, the chastisement proper to the lowest order in the community, which may be performed by jarr, or by imprisonment, also by blows.

(3) It is recorded from Abû Yâsîf that the ruler of a country may inflict chastisement by means of property, that is, by the execution of a small sum in the manner of a fine, proportioned to the offence; but this doctrine is rejected by many of the learned.
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(4) Imâm Tirmî Tashi says that chastisement, where it is incurred purely as the right of God, may be inflicted by any person whatever: for Abû Jâfar Hindâshî, being asked whether a man, finding another in the act of adultery with his wife, might slay him, replied, "If the husband know that exposition and beating will be sufficient to deter the adulterer from a future repetition of his offence, he must not slay him; but if he see reason to suppose that nothing but death will prevent a repetition of the offence, in such case it is allowed to the husband to slay that man: and if the woman were consenting to his act, it is allowed to her husband to slay her also;" from which it appears that any man is empowered to chastise another by blows, even though there be no magistrate present. He has demonstrated this fully in the Muntaqfi': and the reason of it is that the chastisement in question is of the class of the removal of evil with the hand, and the Prophet has authorized every person to remove evil with the hand, as he has said: "Whosoever among ye see the evil, let him remedy it with his own hands; but if he be unable so to do, let him forbid it with his tongue." Chastisement, therefore, is evidently contrary to punishment, since authority to inflict the latter does not appertain to any but a magistrate or a judge. This species of chastisement is also contrary to the chastisement which is incurred on account of the right of the individual (such as in cases of slander, and so forth), since that depends upon the complaint of the injured party, whereas no person can inflict it but the magistrate, even under a private arbitration, where the plaintiff and defendant may have referred the decision of the matter to any third person.

(5) Chastisement, in any instance in which it is authorized by the law, is to be inflicted where the Limâm sees it advisable.

(6) If a person accuse of whoredom a male or female slave, an umul i-brad, or an infidel, he is to be chastised, because this accusation is an offensive accusation, and punishment for slander is not incurred by it, as the condition, namely, 'had (or marriage in the sense which induces punishment for slander), is not attached to the accused; chastisement, therefore, is to be inflicted. And in the same manner, if any person accuse a Muslim of any other thing than whoredom (that is, abuse him, by calling him a reprobate, or a villain, or an infidel, or a thief), chastisement is incurred, because he injures a Muslim and defames him; and punishment (had) cannot be considered as due from analogy, since analogy has no concern with the necessity of punishment: chastisement, therefore, is to be inflicted. Where the aggrieved party is a slave, or so forth, the chastisement must be inflicted to the extremity of it: but in the case of abuse of a Muslim, the measure of the chastisement is left to the discretion of the magistrate, be it more or less; and whatever he sees proper let him inflict.
If a person abuse a Muslim, by calling him an ass, or a hog, in this case chastisement is not incurred, because these expressions are in no respect defamatory of the person towards whom they are addressed, it being evident that he is neither an ass nor a hog. Others again, allege that, in our time, chastisement is inflicted, since, in the modern acceptation, calling a man an ass or a hog is held to be abuse. Others, again, allege that it is esteemed such only where the person towards whom such expressions are used happens to be of dignified rank (such as a prince, or a man of letters), in which case chastisement must be inflicted upon the abuser, as by so speaking he exposes that person of rank to contempt; but if he be only a common person, chastisement is not incurred: and this is the most approved doctrine.

The greatest number of stripes in chastisement is thirty-nine (see 2 Cor. xi. 24), and the smallest number is three. This is according to Abū Hanifah and Imām Muhammad. Abū Yūnus says that the greatest number of stripes in chastisement is seventy-five. The restriction to thirty-nine stripes is founded on a saying of the Prophet: "The man who shall inflict scourging to the amount of punishment, in a case where punishment is not established, shall be accounted an aggressor." (meaning a wanton aggressor of punishments), from which it is to be inferred that the infliction of a number of stripes in chastisement, to the same amount as in punishment, is unlawful; and this being admitted, Abū Hanifah and Imām Muhammad, in order to determine the utmost extent of chastisement, consider what is the smallest punishment: and this is punishment for slander with respect to a slave, which is forty stripes; they therefore deduct therefrom one stripe, and establish thirty-nine as the greatest number to be inflicted in chastisement. Abū Yūnus, on the other hand, has regard to the smallest punishment with respect to freemen (as freedom is the original state of man), which is eighty stripes: he therefore deducts five, and establishes seventy-five as the greatest number to be inflicted in chastisement as aforesaid, because the same is recorded of 'Ali, whose example Abū Yūnus follows in this instance. It is in one place recorded of Abū Yūnus that he deducted only one stripe, and declared the utmost number of stripes in chastisement to be seventy-nine. Such, also, is the opinion of Zafir; and this is agreeable to analogy. Imām Muhammad, in his book, has determined the smallest number of stripes in chastisement to be three, because in fewer there is no chastisement. The more modern doctors assert that the smallest degree of chastisement must be left to the discretion of the Imām or Qādi, who is to inflict whatever he may deem sufficient for chastisement, which is different with respect to different men. It is recorded of Abū Yūnus that he has alleged, "the degree thereof is in proportion to the degree of the offence; and it is also recorded from him that the chastisement for petty offences should be inflicted to a degree approaching to the punishment allotted for offences of a similar nature; thus the chastisement for lubidinous acts (such as kissing and touching), is to be inflicted to a degree approaching to punishment for whoredom; and this the chastisement for abuse of language to a degree approaching to punishment for slander.

If the Qādi do not fit in chastisement to unite imprisonment with scourging, it is lawful for him to do both, since imprisonment is of itself capable of constituting chastisement, and has been so employed, for the Prophet once imprisoned a person by way of chastising him. But as imprisonment is thus capable of constituting chastisement, in offences where chastisement is incurred by their being established, imprisonment is not lawful before the offence be proved, merely upon suspicion, since imprisonment is in itself a chastisement: contrary to offences which induce punishment, for these the accused may be lawfully imprisoned upon suspicion, as chastisement is short of punishment (whence the sufficiency of imprisonment alone in chastisement); and such being the case, it is lawful to unite imprisonment with blows.

The severest blows or stripes may be used in chastisement, because, as regard is had to lenity with respect to the number of the stripes, lenity is not to be regarded with respect to the nature of them, for otherwise the design would be defeated; and hence, lenity is not shown in chastisement by inflicting the blows or stripes upon different parts or members of the body. And next to chastisement, the severest blows or stripes are to be inflicted in punishment for whoredom, and that is instituted in the Qurān. Whoredom, moreover, is a deadly sin, in somuch that ligation for it has been ordained by the law. And next to punishment for whoredom, the severest blows or stripes are to be inflicted in punishment for wine-drinking, as the regard of punishment is there fully certified. And next to punishment for wine-drinking, the severity of the blows or stripes is to be attended to in punishment for slander, because there is a doubt in respect to the occasion of the punishment (namely, the accusation), as an accusation may be either false or true; and also, because severity is here observed, in disqualifying the slanderer from appearing as an evidence: wherefore severity is not also to be observed in the nature of the blows or stripes.

If the magistrat inflict either punishment or chastisement upon a person, and the sufferer should die in consequence of such punishment or chastisement, his blood is Nadur, that is to say, nothing whatever is due upon it, because the magistrate is authorized therein, and what he does is done by decree of the law; and an act which is decreed is not restricted to the condition of safety. This is analogous to a case of phalloboty; that is to say, if any person desire
to be let blood, and should die, the operator is in no respect responsible for his death; and so here also. It is contrary, however, to the case of a husband inflicting chastisement upon his wife, for his act is restricted to safety, as it is only allowed to a husband to chastise his wife; and an act which is only allowed is restricted to the condition of safety, like walking upon the highway. Abū Shāhīd maintains that, in this case, the fine of blood is due from the public treasury; because, although where chastisement or punishment prove destructive, it is homicide by misadventure (as the intention is not the destruction, but the amendment of the sufferer), yet a fine is due from the public treasury, since the advantage of the act of the magistrate extends to the public at large, wherefore the assessment is due from their property, namely, from the public treasury. The Hanafi doctors, on the other hand, say that whenever the magistrate inflicts a punishment ordained of God upon any person, and that person dies, it is the same as if he had died by the visitation of God, without any visible cause; wherefore there is no responsibility for it. See the Hillâdîq; the Durûl- Muhâkûtâr; the Fātimûd-î-Allâmûtî, etc., in loco. [PUNISHMENT.]


TAZWIJ (تزويج). Lit. "Joining." A term used for a marriage contract. [MARRIAGE.]

TEMPLE AT MARRAH. The.

TERRA. [AZAB.]

THEFT. [LABSENT.]

THEOLOGY. Arabic al-Timmî l-Illahî (الإلهائي), "The Science of God." In the Traditions, the term 'Illahî, "knowledge," is specially applied to the knowledge of the Qurân. Shâhâb-Abdu l-Haqq, in his remarks on the term 'Illahî, says religious knowledge consists in an acquaintance with the Qurân and the Traditions of Muhammad. Muhammadan theology may be divided into:

(1) 'Illahî l-Tâfâfir, a knowledge of the Qurân and the commentaries thereon.
(2) 'Illahî l-Hadîs, a knowledge of the Traditions.
(3) 'Illahî l-Urûq, a knowledge of the roots, or of the four principles of the foundations of Muslim law, being descriptions of the exegesis of the Qurân and the Hadîs, and the principles of 'Ilmî and Qiyâs.
(4) 'Illahî l-Fiqh, Muslim law, whether melî or civil, or ceremonial.
(5) 'Illahî l-'Aqîdah, scholastic theology, founded on the six articles of the Muslim creed, the Unity of God, the Angels, the Books, the Prophets, the Resurrection, and Predestination. [TILM.]

THUNDER. Arabic Ra'd (صرخة). In the Qurân, Surah xiii. 13, 14, it is said: "He (God) (it is who shows you the lightning for fear and hope of rain); and He brings up heavy clouds, and the thunder celebrates His praise; and the angels, too, fear him, and He sends the thunder-clap and overtakes therewith whom He will; yet they wrangle about God! But He is strong in might."

ÁT-ṬIBBU R-RU'GHÂNÎ (الرخاغان). Lit. "The science (medical) of the heart." A term used by the Sâfa for a knowledge of the heart and of remedies for its health. (See Kitâb 'I-Tâbirî.)

TILÂWÂH (تلاوة). Lit. "Reading." The reading of the Qurân. [qur'ân.]

ÁT-TIN (التين). "The Fig." The title of the xîrîr Sûrah of the Qurân, the opening words of which are: "I swear by the Fig and by the olive."


ÁT-TIRMİĢI (تيمريش). The Jâmî'u l-Tirmîzî or the "Collection of Tirmîzî." One of the six correct books of Sunni traditions collected by Abû Isâ Muhammad ibn 'Isâ ibn Saurah al-Tirmîzî, who was born at Tirmîz on the banks of the Jâhun, A.H. 209. Died A.H. 379. [TRADITIONS.]

TITHE. [TAXBÂT.]

TOBACCO. Arabic daikhân (دخان) (smoke). In some parts of Syria tabegh (تبغ) and tutun (تبغ) (?); in India and Central Asia, támâbâk or támâbâkt (تبغ وك or تبغ وك). Tobacco was introduced into Turkistan, Arabia, and other parts of Asia soon after the beginning of the seventeenth century of the Christian era, and very soon after it had begun to be regularly imported from America into western Europe. Its lawfulness to the Muslim is warmly disputed. The Wahhâbîs have always maintained its unlawfulness, and even other Muslims hardly contend for its lawfulness, but it has become generally used in Muslim countries. In India, smoking is allowed in mosques; but in Afghanistan and Central Asia, it is generally forbidden. The celebrated Muslim leader, the Akhund of Swat, although an opponent of the Wahhâbîs, condemned the use of tobacco on account of its exhilarating effects.

TOLERATION, RELIGIOUS. Muhammadan writers are unanimous in asserting that no religious toleration was extended to the idolaters of Arabia in the time of the Prophet. The only choice given them was death or the reception of Islam.
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But they are not agreed as to how far idolatry should be tolerated amongst peoples not of Arabia. Still, as a matter of fact, Hindus professing idolatry are tolerated in all Muslim countries. Jews, Christians, and Mahometans are tolerated upon the payment of a capitation-tax [JIZYAH, TREATY]. Persons paying this tax are called Zimmis, and enjoy a certain toleration. (Fatwâs-i-`Alamgîri, vol. i. p. 807.) [ZIMMI]

According to the Hanafis, the following restrictions are ordained regarding those who do not profess Islam, but enjoy protection on payment of the tax:

It behoves the Imam to make a distinction between Muslims and Zimmis, in point both of dress and of equipage. It is, therefore, not allowable for Zimmis to ride upon horses, or to use armours, or to use the same saddles and wear the same garments or head-dresses as Muslims, and it is written in the Jámšû ʾ-Saghrî of Zimmis must be directed to wear the kisîfî openly on the outside of their clothes (the kisîfî is a woolen cord or belt which Zimmis wear round their waists on the outside of their garments); and also that they must be directed, if they ride upon any animal, to provide themselves a saddle like the panniers of an ass.

The reason for this distinction in point of clothing and so forth, and the direction to wear the kisîfî openly, is that Muslims are to be held in honour (whence it is they are not saluted first, it being the duty of the highest in rank to salute first [SALUTATION]), and if there were no outward signs to distinguish Muslims from Zimmis, these might be treated with the same respect, which is not allowable. It is to be observed that the insignia incumbent upon them to wear is a woolen rope or cord tied round the waist, and not a silken belt.

It is requisite that the wives of Zimmis be kept separate from the wives of Muslims, both in the public roads, and also in the houses; and it is also requisite that a mark be set upon their dwellings, in order that beggars who come to their doors may not pray for them. The learned have also remarked that it is fit that Zimmis be not permitted to ride at all, except in cases of absolute necessity, and if the Zimmis be thus, of necessity, allowed to ride, he must alight wherever he sees any Muslims assembled; and, as mentioned before, if there be a necessity for him to use a saddle, it must be made in the manner of the panniers of an ass. Zimmis of the higher orders must also be prohibited from wearing rich garments.

The construction of churches or synagogues in the Muslim territory is unlawful, this being forbidden in the Traditions; but if places of worship originally belonging to Jews or Christians be destroyed, or fall to decay, they are at liberty to repair them, because buildings cannot endure for ever, and as the Imam has left these people to the exercise of their own religion, it is a necessary inference that he has engaged not to prevent them from rebuilding or repairing their churches and synagogues. If, however, they attempt to remove these, and to build them in a place different from their former situation, the Imam must prevent them, since this is an actual construction; and the places which they use as hermitages are held in the same light as their churchyards, wherefore the construction of those also is unlawful.

It is otherwise with respect to such places of prayer as are within their dwellings, which they are not prohibited from constructing, because these are an appurtenance to the habitation. What is here said is the rule with respect to cities, but not with respect to villages or hamlets, because, as the tokens of Islam (such as public prayer, festivals, and so forth) appear in cities, Zimmis should not be permitted to celebrate the tokens of infidelity there in the face of them; but the tokens of Islam do not appear in villages or hamlets, there is no occasion to prevent the construction of synagogues or churches there.

Some allege that Zimmis are to be prohibited from constructing churches or synagogues, not only in cities but also in villages and hamlets, because in the villages various tokens of Islam appear, and what is recorded from Abu Hanifah (that the prohibition against building churches and synagogues is confined to cities, and does not extend to villages and hamlets) relates solely to the villages of al-Kufah, because the greater part of the inhabitants of villages are Zimmis, there being few Muslims among them, wherefore the tokens of Islam did not there appear; moreover, in the territory of Arabia Zimmis are prohibited from constructing churches or synagogues, either in cities or villages, because the Prophet has said: “Two religions cannot be possessed together in the peninsula of Arabia.” (See Fatwâs-i-`Alamgîri, Durru l-Mukhtâr, Hidâyah, in loco.) [ZIMMI]

TOMBS. The erection of tombs and monuments over the graves of Muslims is forbidden by the strict laws of Islam. For the teaching of the Traditions on the subject is unmistakable, as will be seen by the following Aḥâdis (Mishkâr, book v. ch. vi. pt. 1):—

Jâbir says: “The Prophet prohibited building with mortar on graves.”

Abû l-Haiyâj al-Aasî relates that the Khalifah ‘Ali said to him: “Shall I not give you the orders which the Prophet gave me, namely, to destroy all pictures and images, and not to leave a single lofty tomb without lowering it within a span from the ground.”

Said ibn Abî Waqqâs said, when he was ill: “Make me a grave towards Makkah, and put unburnt bricks upon it, as was done upon the Prophet’s.”

The Wahhâbîs consequently forbid the erection of monuments, and when they took possession of al-Madinah, they intended to destroy the handsome building which covers the grave of the Prophet, but were prevented
by accident. (See Burton's Pilgrimage, vol. i. p. 364.) [WATFORD.] But notwithstanding the general consensus of orthodox opinion, that the erection of such buildings is unlawful, domed tombs of substantial structure, similar to the illustration given on this page, are common to all Mohammedan countries, and masonry tombs are always erected over the graves of persons of respectability.

Some have a head-stone, in which there are recesses for small oil lamps, which are lighted every Thursday evening. Persons of distinction are generally honoured with tombs constructed with domes. The specimens given in the illustrations are common to all parts of the Muslim world.

The most common form of structure is not dissimilar to that which is erected in Christian cemeteries, but it is usual to put a head-stone to the grave of a male on which is a figure representing the turban as a sign of authority. Sometimes there is a cavity in the top of the grave-stone filled with mould, in which flowers are planted.

Mr. Lane (Arabian Nights, vol. i. p. 483) says the tomb "is a hollow, oblong vault, one side of which faces Mekkeb, generally large enough to contain four or more bodies, and having an oblong monument of stone or brick constructed over it with a stele at the head and foot. Upon the former of these two steles (which is often inscribed with a text from the Kor-an, and the name of the deceased, with the date of his death), a turban, or other head-dress, is sometimes carved, showing the rank or class of the person or persons buried beneath; and in many cases, a cupola, supported by four walls, or by columns, &c., is constructed over the smaller monument. The body is laid on its right side, or inclined by means of a few crude bricks, so that the face is turned towards Mekkeb; and a person is generally employed to dictate to the deceased the answers which he should give when he is examined by the two angels Munkir and Nekser." [TAIQIN.

Writing of the grave-yards of Damascus, Mr. Wellsted says: "I know of nothing which displays the Moslem character to more advantage than the care they bestow on their burial-grounds. On Friday, the Moslem Sunday, those of Damascus afford at once a touching and animated scene. The site selected for the remains of those most cherished in life is generally picturesquely situated, in some lower spot, beneath the lofty cypress or quivering poplar. Here a headstone of marble, covered with inscriptions, and of a male, surmounted with a turban, mingles with costlier buildings, of an oblong form, very tastefully and elaborately inscribed with sentences from the Koran. The greatest care is observed in preserving these sepulchral monuments. A small aperture is left in some portions, which is filled with earth, and in them the females plant myrtle and other flowers, and not infrequently water them with their tears. On the day I have named, they may be perceived in groups, hastening to perform the sad but pleasing office of mourning for the departed." (Travels to the City of the Caliphs, vol. i. p. 368.)

The tombs of the imperial family of Turkey are amongst the most interesting sights of the city of Constantinople. They
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The sepulchre of the Taimur, who died A.D. 1405, is at Samarkand in Bukhârâh, and is described by M. Vambery as a neat little chapel crowned with a splendid dome, and encircled by a wall in which there is an arched gate. On both sides are two small domes, miniature representations of the large one in the centre. The court-yard round the wall and the chapel is filled with trees; the garden being much neglected. Upon entering the dome, there is a vestibule which leads to the chapel itself. This is octagonal, and about ten short paces in diameter. In the middle, under the dome, that is to say, in the place of honour, there are two tombs, placed lengthways, with the head in the direction of Makkâh. One of these tombs is covered with a very fine stone of a dark green colour, two and a half spans broad and ten long, and about the thickness of six fingers. It is laid flat in two pieces over the grave of Taimur. The other grave is covered with a black stone. It is the tomb of Mir Syud Bakar, the teacher and spiritual guide of Taimur, and beside whose grave the great Amurath gratefully desired to be buried. Round about lie other tombstones great and small. The inscriptions are simple, and are in Arabic and Persian.

It has often been the case that Mubâmmadan kings have erected their mausoleums during their lifetime, although such acts are strictly contrary to the teachings of their Prophet. A remarkable instance of this is to be seen at Bijapur in India, where the unfinished tomb of Ali 'Adil Shah (A.D. 1557) is still to be seen, having never been completed after his burial. His successor, Ibrahim (A.D. 1672), warned by the fate of his predecessor's tomb, commenced his own on so small a plan—116 feet square—that, as he was blessed with a long and prosperous reign, it was only by ornament that he could render the place worthy of himself. This he accomplished by covering every part with the most exquisite and elaborate carvings. The ornamental carvings on this tomb are so numerous, that it is said the whole Qurân is engraved on its walls. The principal apartment in the tomb is a square of forty feet, covered by a stone roof perfectly flat in the centre, and supported by a cave projecting ten feet from the wall. Mr. Ferguson says: "How the roof is supported is a mystery, which can only be understood by those who are familiar with the use the Indians make of masses of concrete, with clay in good mortar, seems capable of infinite applications unknown in Europe." (Architecture, vol. iii. p. 682.)

The tomb of Mahbûd, Ibrahim's successor (A.D. 1635), was also built in his lifetime, and remarkable for its simple grandeur and constructive boldness. It is internally 133 feet each way, and its area is consequently 18,225 square feet, while the Pantheon at Rome has only an area of 15,883 feet.

The tomb of Imâm ash-Shâfi'i, the founder of one of the four orthodox sects of the Sunnis, and who died A.D. 904, is still to be seen near the city of Cairo. It is surrounded b
a large dome, with a weathercock in the form of a boat. It is said to have been erected by Yūsūf Shāh ‘d-Dīn (Saladin). The interior is cased to a height of eight feet with marble, above which the whole building is coloured in recent and unartistic style. The windows contain coloured glass. There are three niches, with a fourth in the form of a mihrāb, marking the direction of Makkah. The covering of the tomb of the celebrated Muslim doctor is of simple brocade, embroidered with gold. It is enclosed with a wooden railing, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, the corners being clasped with silver fittings. At the head of the tomb is a large turban, partly covered with a Cashmere shawl. Near the head of the tomb is a marble pillar, with sculptured inscriptions, coloured red and gold. From the roof are suspended a few porcelain lamps; and lamps of glass, as well as ostrich eggs, hang in profusion from the canopy of the tomb and from light wooden beams. The walls and tomb-enclosure are adorned with acroter. Close to the building are four other tombs of the Imām’s family. The tomb of Zubaydah, the beloved wife of the celebrated Khalifah Harun ‘Rashid, the hero of the tales of The Thousand and One Nights, is a simple edifice standing on a sloping eminence, within an extensive cemetery outside the city of Bagdad. It is a building of an octagonal shape, thirty feet in diameter, and surmounted by a spire. In the upper part of the building are two ranges of windows, the upper of which presents the flattened and the lower the pointed arch. The spire is a mere sharpened cone, ornamented without with convex divisions corresponding to concave arches within. The interior is occupied by three oblong buildings of masonry, coated with lime. A modern Pacha and his wife have now the honour of reposing beside the remains of the fair Persian, and an inscription over the porch testifies that their remains were deposited nine centuries after the favourite wife of the renowned Khālīfah.

A very interesting specimen of tomb architecture is found at Sultaniah in Persia. It is the sepulchre of one Muhammad Khudabandia. Texier ascribes the building to Khudabandia, of the Sūfi dynasty, A.D. 1577-85; but Fergusson says its style shows that the monument must be two or three hundred years older than that king. Ker Porter says it is the work of the Tartar Muhammad Khudabandia, who was the successor of Ghāzan Khān, the builder of the celebrated mosque at Tabriz, who, being seized with as much zeal for his Shi’ite faith as his predecessor had been for the Sunni, his intention was to lodge in this mausoleum the remains of ‘Ali and his son al-Husain. This intention, however, was not carried into effect, and consequently the bones of the founder reposed alone in this splendid shrine, and not under the central dome, but in a side chamber. The general plan of this building is an octagon, with a small chapel opposite the entrance, in
which the body lies. Internally, the dome is 81 feet in diameter by 150 feet in height, the octagon being worked (Mr. Fergusson says) into a circle by as elegant a series of brackets as, perhaps, ever were employed for this purpose. The form of the dome is singularly graceful and elegant, and superior to anything in the kind in Persia. The whole is covered with glazed tiles, rivalling in richness those of the celebrated mosque at Tabris; and with its general beauty of outline, it affords one of the finest specimens of this style of architecture found in any country.

The grave of the Persian poet Hafiz, at Shiraz in Persia, is a single block of beautiful marble from Yezd, of which about eighteen inches appear above the ground. It is a fine slab, is perfectly flat, and is nine feet long by two feet nine inches in width. Raised in low relief, in the centre of the top of the slab, is one of the poet's odes in the beautiful letters of the Persian alphabet, and round the edges, in a band about five inches deep, is another ode. The tomb, which is probably not two hundred years old, sits in a square enclosure or garden, and the ground around is thickly covered with tombs, mostly flat like that of the poet.

The finest specimen of monumental architecture is the celebrated Taj at Agra, erected over the grave of Urjummad Banu Begum, called Munafiz-i-Makhall, or the Exalted One of the Palace," the favourite wife of the Emperor Shâh Jâhan, who died about A.D. 1629. The designs and estimates for the building are said to have been prepared by a Venetian named Geronimo Veroneo; but the architect died at Lahore before its completion, and the work is supposed to have been handed over to a Byzantine Turk. Mr. Keene says that it is certain Austin, the French artist, was consulted. Mr. Fergusson gives the following particulars of this remarkable building:

"The enclosure, including garden and outer court, is a parallelogram of 1,860 feet by more than 1,000 feet. The outer court, surrounded by arcades and adorned by four gateways, is an oblong, occupying in length the whole breadth of the enclosure, and is about 450 feet deep. The principal gateway leads from this court to the garden, where the tomb is seen framed in an avenue of dark cypress trees. The plinth of white marble is 18 feet high, and is an exact square of 313 feet each way. At the four corners stand four columns or towers, each 15 feet high, and crowned with a little pavilion. The mausoleum itself occupies a space of 186 feet square, in the centre of this larger square, and each of the four corners is cut off opposite each of the towers. The central dome is 50 feet in diameter by 80 feet in height. On the platform in front of the jwâb, or false mosque, is a tracing of the topmost spire, a gilded spike crowning the central dome to the height of 30 feet. The interior is lighted from marble-trellised-screen lights above and below." — Percival's History of Architecture, vol. ii. p. 693.) [Ziyârah.]
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TRADITION. It is the belief of all Muhammadans, whether Sunni, Shî'ah, or Wahhabî, that in addition to the revelation contained in the Qur'ân, the Prophet received the Wâhy ghair Mattâlî (lit. "an unread revelation"), whereby he was enabled to give authoritative declarations on religious questions, either moral, ceremonial, or doctrinal. Muhammad traditions are therefore supposed to be the uninspired record of inspired sayings, and consequently occupy a totally different position to what we understand by traditions in the Christian Church. The Arabic words used for these traditions are Hadîq (حدیث), pl. Akhâtî, "a saying"; and Sunnah (سنن), pl. Sunan "a custom." The word Hadîq, in its singular form, is now generally used by both Muhammadan and Christian writers for the collections of traditions. They are records of what Muhammad did (Sunnat 'l-Ridâ), what Muhammad enjoined (Sunnat 'l-quds), and that which was done in the presence of Muhammad and which he did not forbid (Sunnat 'l-taqrîr). They also include the authoritative sayings and doings of the Companions of the Prophet.

The following quotations from the Traditions as to the sayings of Muhammad on the subject of this oral law, will explain the position which he intended to assign to it.

"That which the Prophet of God hath made unlawful is like that which God himself hath made so." "I am no more than a man, but when I enjoin anything respecting religion receive it, and when I order anything about the affairs of the world, then I am nothing more than man." "Verily the best word is the word of God, and the best rule of life is that delivered by Muhammad." "I have left you two things, and you will not stray as long as you hold them fast. The one is the book of God, and the other the law (sunnah) of His Prophet." "My sayings do not abrogate the word of God, but the word of God can abrogate my sayings." "Some of my injunctions abrogate others." (Mishkât, book i. ch. vi.)

Muhammad gave very special injunctions respecting the faithful transmission of his sayings, for, according to at-Tirmidî, Ibn 'Abbas relates that Muhammad said: "Convey to other persons none of my words, except those ye know of a surety. Verily he who represents my words wrongly shall find a place for himself in the fire." But notwithstanding the severe warning given by their Prophet, it is admitted by all Muslim scholars that very many spurious traditions have been handed down. Abû Da'ud received only four thousand eight hundred traditions out of five hundred thousand, and even in this careful selection, he states, that he has given "those which seem to be authentic and those which are nearly so." (Vide Ibn Khallikân, vol. i. p. 580.)

Out of forty thousand persons who have
been instrumental in handing down traditions, al-Bukhārī only acknowledges two thousand as reliable authorities.

In consequence of the unreliable character of the Traditions, the following canons have been framed for the reception or rejection (vide Nābulhāzū 'l-Faqīr, by Shāhīb Shihābā 'd-Din Ahmad, ed. by Captain N. Lee):—

I. With reference to the character of those who have handed down the tradition:—

(1) Ḥadīṣu 'r-Sāhih, a genuine tradition, is one which has been handed down by true pious persons who have been distinguished for their integrity.

(2) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Hasan, a mediocre tradition, is one the narrators of which do not approach in moral excellence to those of the Sāhih class.

(3) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Zafīf, a week tradition, is one whose narrators are of questionable authority.

The disputed claims of narrators to these three classes have proved a fruitful source of learned discussion, and very numerous are the works written upon the subject.

II. With reference to the original relations of the Hadīs:—

(1) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Mawqiṭ, an excited tradition is a saying, or an act, related or performed by the Prophet himself and handed down in a tradition.

(2) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Muqaddīs, a restricted tradition, is a saying or an act related or performed by one of the asbāb, or Companions of the Prophet.

(3) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Maθwā', an interconnected tradition is of a saying or an act related or performed by one of the Tābī'īn, or those who conversed with the Companions of the Prophet.

III. With reference to the links in the chain of the narrators of the tradition, a Hadīs is either Muṭtasil, connected, or Muqaddisi, disconnected. If the chain of narrators is complete from the time of the first utterance of the saying or performance of the act recorded to the time that it was written down by the collector of traditions, it is Muṭtasil; but if the chain of narrators is incomplete, it is Muqaddisi.

IV. With reference to the manner in which the tradition has been narrated, and transmitted down from the first:—

(1) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Mutawaddīt, an uncontroverted tradition, is one which is handed down by very many distinct chains of narrators, and which has been always accepted as authentic and genuine, no doubt ever having been raised against it. The learned doctors say there are only five such traditions; but the exact number is disputed.

(2) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Masikhār, a well-known tradition, is one which has been handed down by at least three distinct lines of narrators. It is called also Muṭtasil, diffused. It is also used for a tradition which was at first recorded by one person or a few individuals, and afterwards became a popular tradition.

(3) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Ānasī, a rare tradition, is one related by only two lines of narrators.

(4) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Āqīd, a poor tradition, is one related by only one line of narrators.

(5) Khubrā 'l-Ṭabīḥ, a single saying, is a term also used for a tradition related by one person and handed down by one line of narrators. It is a disputed point whether a khubrā can form the basis of Muslim doctrine.

(6) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Mursal (lit. "a tradition let loose"), is a tradition which any collector of traditions, such as al-Bukhārī and others, records with the assertion, "the Apostle of God said."

(7) Ṭabīḥ, a Hadīs which commences with the words "it is related," without the authority being given.

(8) Ḥadīṣu 'l-Mawṣū', an invented tradition, is one the untruth of which is beyond dispute.

The following is a specimen of a hadīs, as given in the collection of at-Tirmīzī, which will exemplify the way in which a tradition is recorded:—

"Abū Kuraib said to us (ḥaddāsān) that Ibrāhīm b. Yūnīf b. Abī Ībāq, said to us (ḥaddāsān), from (ṣamī) his father, from (ṣamī) Abū Ībāq, from (ṣamī) Tūlātū b. Muṣarrīf, that he said, I have heard (ṣamītu), from Abū 'l-Raqā'ī b. Aṣjaḥ; that he said (ṣamītu), I have heard (ṣamītu) from Barā b. Abī 'Abl that he said (ṣamītu) I have heard (ṣamītu) that the Prophet said, Whoever shall give in charity a milch cow, or silver, or a leather bottle of water, it shall be equal to the freeing of a slave."

The Honourable Syed Ahmed Khan Bahadur, C.S.I., an educated Muhammadan gentleman, in an Essay on Mohammedan Traditions, gives the following information:—

The Style of Composition employed in the imparting of a Tradition.

For the purpose of expressing how a tradition had been communicated from one person to another, certain introductory verbal forms were selected by duly qualified persons, and it was incumbent upon every one about to narrate a tradition, to commence by that particular form appropriated to the said tradition, and this was done with the view of securing for each tradition the quantum of credit to which it might be justly entitled.

These introductory verbal forms are as follow: (1) "I heard him saying"; (2) "He told me"; (3) "He related to me"; (4) "I heard him saying"; (5) "He informed me"; (6) "He informed me"; (7) "From."
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sons the tradition related belongs, so that unless other facts be brought to bear upon it, it cannot be satisfactorily proved whether there be any other persons, one, or more than one, intermediary between the two narrators. As to any external facts that might prove what was required to be known, the learned are divided in their opinions.

First : If it be known of a notorious fact that the narrator is not notorious for fraudulently omitting the names of other parties forming links in the chain of narration, and who also lived at such a time and in such a locality that it was possible, although not proved, that they visited each other, then it might be taken for granted that there were no other narrators intermediary between these two.

Secondly : Other learned authorities add that it must be proved that they visited each other, at least once in their life-time.

Thirdly : Others assert that it must be proved that they remained together for such a time as would be sufficient to enable them to learn the tradition, one from the other.

Fourthly : Some hold that it must be proved that one of them really learned the tradition from the other.

Degree of Authenticity of the Narrators as judged by their Acquirements.

The associates of the Prophet, and those persons who lived immediately after them, used to relate, with the exception of the Qur'ān, the sense of the Prophet's words in their own language, unless they had to use some phrases containing prayers, or when they had to point out to others the very words of the Prophet. It is natural to suppose that deeply-learned persons would themselves understand and deliver, to others, the sense of the sayings better than persons of inferior parts, and therefore narrators have been divided into seven grades.

First : Persons highly conversant for their learning and legal acquirements, as well as for their retentive memory. Such persons are distinguished by the title of َleaders in hadis.

Second: Persons who, as to their knowledge, take rank after the first, and who but very rarely committed any mistake.

Third : Persons who have made alterations in the pure religion of the Prophet, without carrying them to extremes by prejudice, but respecting whose integrity and honesty there is no doubt.

Fourth : Persons respecting whom nothing is known.

Fifth : Persons who have made alterations in the pure religion of the Prophet, and, actuated by prejudice, have carried them to extremes.

Sixth : Persons who are pertinaciously sceptical, and have not a retentive memory.

Seventh : Persons who are notorious for inventing spurious traditions. Learned divines are of opinion that the traditions related by persons of the first three classes should be accepted as true, according to their respective merits, and also that traditions related by persons coming under the three last classes should be, at once, entirely rejected; and that the traditions related by persons of the fourth class, should be passed over unnoticed so long as the narrator remained unknown.

Causes of Difference among Traditions.

We should not be justified in concluding that, whenever a difference is met with in traditions, these latter are nothing more than so many mere inventions and fabrications of the narrators, since, besides the fabrication of hadis, there are also other natural causes which might occasion such differences; and we shall now consider those natural causes which produce such variety among hadis.

1) A misunderstanding of the real sense of the saying of the Prophet.

2) Difference of the opinions of two narrators in understanding the true sense of the Prophet's saying.

3) Inability to enunciate clearly the sense of the Prophet's saying.

4) Failure of memory on the part of the narrator—in consequence of which he either left out some portion or portions of the Prophet's saying, or mixed up together the meanings of two different hadis.

5) Explanation of any portion of the hadis given by the narrator, with the intention of its being easily understood by the party hearing it, but unfortunately mistaken by the latter for an actual portion of the hadis itself.

6) Quotations of certain of the Prophet's words by the narrator, for the purpose of supporting his own narration, while the hearer of the narration erroneously took the whole of it as being the Prophet's own words.

7) Traditions borrowed from the Jews, erroneously taken to be the words of the Prophet, and the difference existing between such Jewish traditions was thus transferred to those of the Muḥammadans. The stories of ancient persons and early prophets, with which our histories and commentaries are filled, are all derived from these sources.

8) The difference which is naturally caused in the continual transmission of a tradition by oral communication, as it has been in the case of traditions having miracles for their subject-matter.

9) The various states and circumstances in which the different narrators saw the Prophet.

Apocryphal Hadis.

There exists no doubt respecting the circumstance of certain persons having fabricated some hadis in the Prophet's name. Those who perpetrated so impudent a forgery were men of the following descriptions:—

1) Persons desirous of introducing some
praiseworthy customs among the public, forged hadīs in order to secure success. Such fabrication is restricted exclusively to those hadīs which treat of the advantages and benefits which reading the Qur'ān and praying procure to any one, both in this world and the next; which show how reciting passages from the Qur'ān cures every disease, etc.: the real object of such frauds being to lead the public into the habit of reading the Qur'ān and of praying. According to our religion, the perpetrators of such frauds, or of any others, stand in the list of sinners.

(5) Preachers, with a view of collecting large congregations around them, and of amusing their hearers, invented many traditions, such traditions being only those which describe the state and condition of paradise and of hell, as well as the state and condition of the soul after death, etc., in order to awaken the fear of God's wrath and the hope of salvation.

(6) Those persons who made alterations in the religion of the Prophet, and who, urged by their prejudices, carried the same to extreme, and who, for the purpose of successfully confronting their controversial antagonists, forged such traditions in order to favour their own interested views.

(4) Unbelievers who maliciously coined and circulated spurious hadīs. Learned men, however, have greatly exerted themselves in order to discover such fabricated traditions, and have written many works upon the subject, laying down rules for ascertaining false traditions and for distinguishing them from genuine ones.

The modes of procedure were as follows: Such persons examined the very words employed in such traditions, as well as their style of composition; they compared the contents of each hadīs with the commands and injunctions contained in the Qur'ān, with those religious dogmas and dogmas that have been deduced from the Qur'ān, and with those hadīs which have been proved to be genuine; they investigated the nature of the import of such traditions, as to whether it was unreasonable, improbable, or impossible.

It will, therefore, be evident that the hadīs considered as genuine by Muhammadans, must indispensably possess the following characters: The narrator must have plainly and distinctly mentioned that such and such a thing was either said or done by the Prophet; that he, or the narrators from the last link up to the Prophet, must be unbroken; the subject related must have come under the actual ken of its first narrator; every one of the narrators, from the last up to the Prophet, must have been persons conspicuous for their piety, virtue, and honesty; every narrator to receive more than one hadīs from the narrator immediately preceding him; every one of the narrators must be conspicuous for his learning, so that he might be safely presumed to be competent both to understand correctly, and faithfully to deliver to others, the sense of the tradition: the import of the tradition must not be contrary to the injunctions contained in the Qur'ān, or to the religious doctrines deduced from that Book, or to the traditions proved to be correct; and the nature of the import of the tradition must not be such as persons might hesitate in accepting.

Any tradition thus proved genuine can be made the basis of any religious doctrine; but notwithstanding this, another objection may be raised against it, which is, that this tradition is the statement of one person only, and therefore, cannot, properly, be believed in implicitly. For obviating this, three grades have been again formed of the hadīs proved as genuine. These three grades are the following: Mutuwātīr, Maszkhūr, and Khabar-i-Ahad.

Mutuwātīr is an appellation given to those hadīs only that have always been, from the time of the Prophet, ever afterwards recognized and accepted by every associate of the Prophet, and every learned individual, as authentic and genuine, and to which no one has raised any objection. All learned Muhammadan divines of every period have declared that the Qur'ān only is the Hadīs Mutuwātīr; but some doctors have declared certain other hadīs also to be Mutuwātīr, the number, however, of such hadīs not exceeding five. Such are the traditions that are implicitly believed and ought to be religiously observed.

Maszkhūr is a title given to those traditions that, in every age, have been believed to be genuine, by some learned persons. These are the traditions which are found recorded in the best works that treat of them, and, having been generally accepted as genuine, form the nucleus of some of the Muslim doctrines.

Khabar-i-Ahad (or hadīs related by one person), is an appellation given to traditions that do not possess any of the qualities belonging to the traditions of the first two grades. Opinions of the learned are divided whether or not they can form the basis of any religious doctrine.

Persons who undertook the task of collecting traditions had neither time nor opportunity for examining and investigating all the above particulars, and some of them collected together whatsoever came under their notice, while others collected only those whose narrators were acknowledged to be trustworthy and honest persons, leaving entirely upon their readers the task of investigating and examining all the above mentioned particulars, as well as of deciding their comparative merits, their genuineness, and the quantum of credit due to them.

There is some difference of opinion as to who first attempted to collect the traditions, and to compile them in a book. Some say 'Abdu T-Malik ibn Jursil of Makkah, who died A.H. 150, whilst others assert that the collection, which is still extant, by the Imām Mālik, who died A.H. 179, was the first collection. The work by Imām Mālik is still held
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in very great esteem, and although not generally included among the standard six, it is believed by many to be the source from whence a great portion of their materials are derived.

The following are the Shi'ah 'u-Sittah, or "six correct" books, received by Sunni Muslims:

(1) Muhammad Ismail al-Bukhari, A.H. 256.
(3) Abu Ismail Muhammad, at-Tirmidhi, A.H. 277.
(4) Abu Da'ud as-Sa'istani, A.H. 275.
(5) Abu 'Abdi 'r-Rahman an-Nasa'i, A.H. 303.
(6) Abu 'Abdi 'Alih Muhammad ibn Majah, A.H. 278.

According to the Itabuj 'u-Nabatat, there are as many as 1,465 collections of traditions in existence, although the six already recorded are the more generally used amongst the Sunnis.

It is often stated by European writers that the Shi'ah reject the Traditions. This is not correct. The Sunnis arrogate to themselves the title of Traditionists; but the Shi'ah, although they do not accept the collections of traditions as made by the Sunnis, receive free collections of Ahdats, upon which their system of law, both civil and religious, is founded.

(1) The Kafi, by Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn Ya'qub, A.H. 329.
(2) The Mania-yastakirahu 'l-Faqih, by Shafi' 'Ali, A.H. 381.
(4) The Itibar, by the same author.

There are many stories which illustrate the importance the Companions of the Prophet attached to Sunnah. The Khalifah 'Umar looked towards the black stone at Makkah, and said, "By God, I know that thou art only a stone, and canst grant no benefit, canst do no harm. If I had not known that the Prophet kissed thee, I would not have done so, but on account of that I do it." Abu 'Umar ibn 'Umar was seen riding his camel round and round a certain place. In answer to an inquiry as to his reason for so doing, he said: "I know not, only I have seen the Prophet do so here." Ahmad ibn Hanbal is said to have been appointed on account of the care with which he observed the Sunnah. One day when sitting in an assembly, he alone of all present observed some formal custom authorised by the practice of the Prophet. Gabriel at once appeared and informed him that now, and on account of his act, he was appointed an Imam. And on another occasion it is said that in the same traditions he is said not to eat water-melons, because, although he knew the Prophet ate them, he could not learn whether he ate them with or without the rind, or whether he broke, bit or cut them: and he forbade a woman, who questioned him as to the properity of the act, to spin by the light of torches passing in the streets by night, because the Prophet had not mentioned that it was lawful to do so.

The modern Wahhabis being, for the most part, followers of Ibn Hanbal, attach great importance to the teaching of the Traditions, and have therefore caused a revival of this branch of Muslim literature. [Wahham.]

We are indebted to Sir William Muir's Introduction to the Life of Mahomet, for the following:

"Mahometan tradition consists of the sayings of the friends and followers of the Prophet, handed down by a real or supposed chain of narrators to the period when they were collected, recorded, and classified. The process of transmission was for the most part oral. It may be sketched as follows.

"After the death of Mahomet, the main employment of his followers was arms. The pursuit of pleasure, and the formal round of religious observances, filled up the interstices of active life, but afforded scanty supports for the higher faculties of the mind. The tedium of long and irksome marches, and the laxy intervals from one campaign to another, fell listlessly upon a simple and semi-barbarous race. These intervals were occupied, and that tedium beguiled, chiefly by calling up the past in familiar conversation or more formal discourse. On what topic, then, would the early Moslems more enthusiastically descant than on the acts and sayings of that wonderful man who had called them into existence as a conquering nation, and had placed in their hands 'the keys both of this world and of Paradise'?

"Thus the converse of Mahomet's followers would be much about him. The majesty of his character gained greatness by contemplation; and, as time removed his farther and farther from them, the lineaments of the mysterious mortal who was wont to hold familiar intercourse with the messengers of heaven, rose in dimmer, but in more gigantic proportions. The mind was unconsciously led on to think of him as endowed with supernatural power, and ever surrounded by supernatural agency. Here was the material out of which Tradition grew luxuriantly. Whenever there was at hand no standard of fact whereby these recitals may be tested, the memory was sided by the unchecked efforts of the imagination; and as days rolled on, the latter element gained complete ascendancy.

"Such is the result which the lapse of time would naturally have upon the minds and the narratives of the As-hab or 'Companions' of Mahomet, more especially of those who were young when he died. And then another race sprang up who had never seen the Prophet, who had come up to his contemporaries with a superfetitious reverence, and who listened to their stories of him as to the tidings of a messenger from the other world. 'Is it possible, father of Abdallah! that thou hast been with Mahomet?' was the question addressed by a pious Moslem to His brother, in the mosque of Kufa; 'didst thou really see the
Prophet, and wert thou on familiar terms with him?—Son of my uncle! it is indeed as thou sayest.—And how wert thou wont to behave towards the Prophet?—Verily, we used to labour hard to please him.—'Well, by the Lord!' exclaimed the ardent listener, 'had I known but a little in his time, I would not have allowed him to put his blessed foot upon the earth, but would have borne him on my shoulders wherever he listed.' (Hitbâl, p. 295.) Upon another occasion, the youthful Obeida listened to a Companion who was reciting before an assembly how the Prophet's head was shaved at the Pilgrimage, and the hair distributed amongst his followers; the eyes of the young man glistened as the speaker proceeded, and he interrupted him with the impatient exclamation,—'Would that I had even a single one of those blessed hairs! I would cherish it for ever, and prize it beyond all the gold and silver in the world.' (Kitāb al-Wâdidi, p. 278.) Such were the natural feelings of fond devotion with which the Prophets came to be regarded by the followers of the 'Companions.'

"As the tale of the Companions was thus taken up by their followers, distance began to invest it with an increasing charm, while the products of living faith and warm imagination were being fast debased by superstitious credulity. This second generation are termed in the language of the patriotic lore of Arabia, Tibi'â, or 'Successors.' Here and there a Companion survived till near the end of the first century; but, for all practical purposes, they had passed off the stage before the commencement of its last quarter. Their first Successors, who were in some measure also their contemporaries, flourished in the latter half of the same century, though some of the oldest may have survived for a time in the second."

"Meanwhile a new cause was at work, which gave to the tales of Mahomet's companions a fresh and an adventitious importance. The Arabs, a simple and unsophisticated race, found in the Koran ample provisions for the regulation of all their affairs, religious, social, and political. But the aspect of Islam soon underwent a mighty change. Scarcely was the Prophet dead when his followers issued forth from their barren peninsula, armed with the warrant of the Koran to impose the faith of Mahomet upon all the nations of the earth. Within a century they had, as a first step to this universal subjugation, conquered every land that intervened between the banks of the Oxus and the farthest shores of Northern Africa and of Spain; and had enrolled the great majority of their peoples under the standard of the Koran. This vast empire differed widely indeed from the Arabia of Mahomet's time; and that which well sufficed for the patriarchal simplicity, that permitted him in the early Arabes, became utterly inadequate for the hourly multiplying wants of their descendants. Crowded cities, like Postät, Kufa, and Dama-

"This vast empire differed widely indeed from the Arabia of Mahomet's time; and that which well sufficed for the patriarchal simplicity, that permitted him in the early Arabes, became utterly inadequate for the hourly multiplying wants of their descendants. Crowded cities, like Postät, Kufa, and Damasco, required an elaborate compilation of laws for the guidance of their courts of justice: new political relations demanded a system of international equity: the speculations of a people before whom literature was preparing to throw open her arena, and the controversies on sacred matters, upon nice points of Mahometan faith, were impatient of the narrow limits which confined them:—all called loudly for the enlargement of the scanty and naked dogmas of the Koran, and for the development of its defective code of ethics.

"And yet it was the cardinal principle of early Islam, that the standard of Law, of Theology, and of Politics, was the Koran and the Koran alone. By it Mahomet himself ruled; to it in his teaching he always returned; from it he judged, to settle his opinions, and upon it to ground his decisions. If he, the Messenger of the Lord, and the Founder of the faith, was thus bound by the Koran, much more were the Caliphs, his uninspired substitutes. New and unforeseen circumstances were continually arising, for which the Koran contained no provision. It no longer sufficed for its original object. How then were its deficiencies to be supplied?

"The difficulty was resolved by adopting the Usuror or 'Scourge' of Mahomet, that is, his sayings and his practice, as a supplement to the Koran. The recitals regarding the life of the Prophet now acquired an unlooked-for value. He had never held himself to be infallible, except when directly inspired of God; but this new doctrine assumed that a heavenly and unerring guidance pervaded every word and action of his prophetic life. Tradition was thus invested with the force of law, and with some of the authority of inspiration. It was in great measure owing to the rise of this theory, that, during the first century of Islam, the various recitals of tradition so far outstripped the dimensions of reality. The prerogative now claimed for Tradition stimulated the growth of fabricated evidence, and led to the preservation of every kind of story, spurious or real, touching the Prophet. Before the close of the century it had imparted an almost incredible impulse to the search for traditions, and had in fact given birth to the new profession of Collectors. Men devoted their lives to the business. They travelled from city to city, and from tribe to tribe, seeking out and enquiring into every vestige of Mahomet's biography yet lingering among the Companions, the Successors, and their descendants; and committed to writing the tales and reminiscences with which they used to edify their wondering and admiring auditors."

"The work, however, too closely affected the public interests, and the political aspect of the empire, to be left entirely to private and individual exertion. About a hundred years after Mahomet, the Caliph Omar issued regular orders for the formal collection of all extant traditions. [He committed to Abu
TRADITION

Baer ibn Muhammad the task of compiling all the traditions he could meet with. This
tradi
This traditionalist died A.H. 120, aged 84. Spranger's
Mohammed, p. 67.] The task has begun
continued to be vigorously prosecuted, but we
possess no authentic remains of any compila-
tion of an earlier date than the middle or
end of the second century. Then, indeed,
ample materials had been amassed, and they
have been handed down to us in the
shape of Biographies and of general Collec-
tions, which bear upon every imaginable
point of Mahomet's character, and detail the
minutest incidents of his life.

"It thus appears that the traditions we
now possess remained generally in an unre-
corded form for at least the greater part of
a century. It is not indeed denied that some
of Mahomet's sayings may possibly have been
noted down in writing during his life-time,
and from that source copied and propagated
afterwards. We say possibly, for the evidence
in favour of any such record is meagre, sus-
picious, and contradictory. The few and un-
certain traditions of this nature may have
owed their origin to the authority which a
habit of the kind would impart to the name
of a Companion, supposed to have practised
it... It is hardly possible that, if the cus-
tom had prevailed of writing down Maho-
met's sayings during his life, we should not
have had frequent intimations of the fact, with
notices of the writers, and special references
to the nature, contents, and peculiar author-
ity of their records. But no such references
or quotations are anywhere to be found. It
cannot be objected that the Arabs trusted so
implicitly to their memory that they regarded
oral to be as authoritative as recorded nar-
ratives, and therefore would take no note of
the latter; for we see that Omar was afraid
last even the Companions, believed by him to be
divine and itself the subject of heavenly
should become defective if left to the memory
of man. Just as little weight, on the other
hand, should be allowed to the tradition that
Mahomet prohibited his followers from noting
down his words; though it is by no means easy to
see how that tradition could have gained
currency at all, had it been the regular and
constant practice of any persons to record his
sayings. The truth appears to be that
there was in reality no such practice; and
that the story of the prohibition, though spuri-
ous, embodies the after-thought of serious
Mahometans as to what Mahomet would
have said, had he foreseen the loose and fa-
bricated stories that sprang up, and the real
danger his people would fall into of allowing
Tradition to supersede the Norwich. The evils
of Tradition were, in truth, as little thought
of as its value was perceived, till many years
after Mahomet's death.

But even were we to admit all that has
been advanced, it would prove no more than
that some of the Companions were to keep me-
memoranda of the Prophet's sayings. Now, un-
less it be possible to connect such memoranda
with extant Tradition, the concession would
be useless. But it is not, as far as I know,
fast commingling hopelessly with the bad.”
(Muir’s Life of Mahomet, vol. i., Intro. p. xxvii.)

TRANSMIGRATION OF SOULS.

TREATY. Arabic ‘Ahd (ạٍ۔). The
observation of treaties is enjoined in the
Qur’an (Sūrah viii. 58; ix. 4); but if peace
be made with aliens for a specified term (e.g.,
ten years), and afterwards the Muslim leader
shall perceive that it is most advantageous
for the Muslim interest to break it, he may
in that case lawfully renew the war; after
giving the enemy due notice. (Hidāyah, vol.
The negotiations between John the Chris-
tian prince of Allah, are an interesting inci-
dent in the life of Muḥammad, as indicating
the truth of Islam, in its early history, and
towards Christianity. In the first place, Muḥammad
addressed to John the following letter:

“To John (Ya’qūb), the son of Rāḥil, and
the chiefs of the tribe of Allah. Peace be
unto you! Praise be to God, besides whom
there is no God. I will not fight against you
until I receive an answer to this letter. Be-
lieve, or else pay tribute (jīyāh). Be obe-
dient unto God and to His Apostle. Receive
the embassy of God’s Apostle, and honour
them, and clothe them with excellent vest-
ments, and not with inferior raiment. Spec-
ially honour Hārās ibn Zaid, for as long as
my messengers are pleased, so am I likewise.
Ye know the tribute. If ye desire security
by sea and by land, obey God and His Apostle,
and you will be defended from every attack,
whether by Arab or by foreigner. But if you
oppose God and His Apostle, I will not accept
a single thing from you until I have fought
against you, and have slain your men, and
have taken captive your women and children.
For, in truth, I am God’s Apostle. Believe in
God and in His Apostle, as you do in the
Measiah the son of Mary; for truly he is the
Word of God, and I believe in him as an apostle
of God. Submit, then, before trouble reaches
you. I commend this embassy to you. Give
to Harmalah three measures of barley, for
Harmalah hath indeed interceded for you. As
for me, if it were not for the Lord and for this
intercession, I would not have sent any em-
bassy to you, until you had been brought face
to face with my army. But now submit
to my embassy, and God will be your
protector as well as Muḥammad and all his
followers. This embassy doth consist of Shurabbi, and Ubayy, and Harmalah, and
Hārās ibn Zaid. Unto you is the protection
of God and of His Apostle. If you submit,
than peace be unto you, and convey the
people of Maqmah back to their land.”

Upon receipt of this message, John hast-
tened to Muḥammad’s camp, where he was
received with kindness; and having made sub-
mission and having agreed to pay tribute of
800 dinars a year, the following treaty was
ratified:

“In the name of God, the Merciful, the
Gracious. A treaty of Peace from God, and
from Muḥammad the Apostle of God, granted
unto Ya’qūb ibn Rāḥil and unto the tribe of
Allah. For them who stay at home and for
those who travel abroad, there is the security
of God and the security of Muḥammad the
Apostle of God, and for all who are with
them, whether they belong to Syria, or to al-
Yaman, or to the sea-coast. Whoso breaketh
this treaty, his wealth shall not save him;
it shall be the fair prize of whomsoever shall
capture him. It shall not be lawful to hinder
the men of Islam from going to the
springs which they have hitherto used, nor
from any journey they may desire to make,
whether by land or by sea. This is the writ-
ting of Juḥaim and Shurabbi by the command
of the Apostle of God.” [TOLERATION.]

TRIBUTE. [JIHAD, JIZYAH, TAXA-
TION, TREATY.]

TRINITY. Arabic Ta’liq (تَلْيَق). “Holy Trinity,” as-Ṣāliḥ ibn ʿAqdas
(السالم بن أقداس). The references to the doctrine of
the Holy Trinity in the Qurʾān occur in two
Sūrahs, both of them composed by Muḥammad
themselves: the close of his career at al-
Madinah. Sūrah iv. 168: “Believe, therefore, in God
and His apostles, and say not ‘Three.’”
Sūrah v. 77: “They misbelieve who say,
‘Verily God is the third of three.’ . . . The
Messiah, the Son of Mary, is only a prophet,
. . . and his mother was a confessor; they
both ate food.”
Sūrah v. 116: “And when God shall say,
‘O Jesus son of Mary, hast thou said unto
mankind: Take me and my mother as two
Gods besides God?’”
Al-Baṣrī, in his remarks on Sūrah iv.
169, says, the Christians made the Trinity
consist of Allāh, al-Masīḥ, and Maryam; and
Jalāl ud-dīn takes the same view. Al-
Baṣrī, however, refers to a view taken of the
Trinity by some Christians in his day, who
explained it to be, Ab, Father, or the
Essence of God; Ibrāhīm, Son, or the Knowledge
of God; and Ṣāliḥ ‘Qudwa, the Life of God.
In a word quoted in the Kashf’u’s-Sādūq,
ettitled al-Isām li-Kāmil (written by the
Shaykh ‘Abdu ’l-Karim ibn Ibrahim al-Jili,
lived A.H. 767-811) it is said that when the
Christians found that there was at the com-
mencement of the Injil the superscription
يا اسم الله و الإعليم i.e., ‘In the name of the
Father and Son,’ they took the words in their
natural meaning, and (thinking it ought to be
Ab, father, Umm, mother, and Ibr, son) un-
derstood by Ab, the Spirit, by Umm, the
Son, and by Ibr, Jesus; and on this account they
said, Ṣāliḥ ‘Qudwa, i.e., ‘(God is) the third
of three.’ (Sūrah v. 77.) But they did not
understand that by Ab is meant God Most
High, by Umm, the Māhi’u t’-Haqvīq, or
‘Essence of Truth’ (Quidditas veritatis), and
by Ibr, the Book of God, which is called the
Wajūd t’-Ma‘liq, or ‘Absolute Existence,’
being an emanation of the Essence of Truth,
as it is implied in the words of the Qurʾān,
Sūrah xili. 9: “And with him is the Unm ʿ i-Kitāb, or the Mother of the Book.”

In the Ghiyāṣaʿiʿ-ʿUqlādī, in loco, it is said the Nazerenses (Nazarā) say there are three ʿaqdinā, or principles, namely, wujūd (entity), ḥujjāt (proof), and ʿilm (knowledge); and also Ab (Father), ʿibn (Son), and Rabb ʿ-ʿQods (Holy Spirit). [INSJL, JESUS, SPIRIT.]

It is evident neither Muhammad nor his followers (either immediate or remote), had any true conception of the Catholic doctrine of the Trinity, but the elimination of the Holy Spirit from the Trinity is not strange, when we remember that Muhammad was under the impression that the angel Gabriel was the Holy Ghost.

As the doctrine of the Holy Trinity is one of several stumbling-blocks to the Muslīn’s reception of Christianity, we cannot refrain from quoting Charles Kingsley’s words addressed to Thomas Cooper on the subject (vol. i. p. 311):—

“They will say ‘Three in one’ is contrary to sense and experience. Answer, ‘That is your ignorance.’ Every comparative anatomist will tell you the exact contrary, that among the most common, though the most puzzling phenomena, is multiplicity in unity—divided life in the same individual of every extraordinary variety of case. That distinction of persons with unity of individuality (what the old schoolmen properly called subs- tance) is to be met with in a thousand species of animals, e.g. all the compound polypes, and that the soundest physiologists, like Huxley, are compelled to talk of these animals in metaphysical terms, just as para- doxical as, and almost identical with, those of the theologian. Ask them then, whether granting one primordial Being who has con- ceived and made all other beings, it is absurd to suppose in Him, some law of multiplicity in unity, analogous to that on which He has constructed so many millions of His creatures. . . . . .

“But my heart demands the Trinity, as much as my reason. I want to be sure that God cares for us, that God is our Father, that God has interfered, stopped, sacrificed Himself for us. I do not merely want to love Christ—a Christ, some creation or emanation of God’s—whose will and character, for aught I know, may be different from God’s. I want to love and honour the absolute, abysmal God Himself, and none other will satisfy me; and in the doctrine of Christ being co-equal and co-eternal, sent by, sacrificed by, His Father, that He might do His Father’s will, I find it; and no puzzling texts, like those you quote, shall rob me of that rest for my heart, that Christ is the exact counterpart of Him in whom we live, and move, and have our being.”

TROVES. Arabic lūgṭah (لغطا), signifies property which a person finds on the ground, and takes away for the purpose of preserving it in the manner of a trust. A trove under ten dirhams must be advertised for some days, or as long as he may deem expedient; but if it exceed ten dirhams in value, he must advertise it for a year. (Hamilton’s Hiddiyāh, vol. ii. p. 266.)

TRUMPET. Arabic sūr (سور). According to the Qurān, Sūrah xxix. 68, the trumpet at the Day of Resurrection shall be blown twice. “The trumpet shall be blown (first), and those who are in the heavens and in the earth shall swoon (or die), save whom God pleases. Then it shall be blown again, and, lo! they shall rise again and look on.”

Al-Beṣrī says there will only be these two blasts, but Traditionists assert there will be three. The blast of consternation, the blast of examination, and the blast of resurrection, for an account of which, see the article on RESURRECTION.

TUBBAʾ (توبة). A tribe of Ḥimyārites Arabs, whose kings were called Tubbī, or “Successors,” and who are mentioned in the Qurān, Sūrah xli. 35: “Are they better than the people of Tubbī and those before them? Verily, they were sinners, and we destroyed them.”

TUHR (طهر). The period of purity in a woman. [DIVORCE, PURIFICATION.]

TULAIHĀH (طليحة). A chief of the Banū Ἀṣad, a warrior of note and influence in Najd, who claimed to have a divine commission in the days of Muhammad, but who was afterwards subdued by Khalid under the Khalīfate of Abū Bakr, and embraced Islam. (Muḥr’s Life of Muḥamet, vol. iv. p. 246.)

TŪR (طور). Chaldee ʿummu. (1) A mountain. Al-Tūr, the mountain mentioned in the Qurān, Sūrah ii. 60: “When we took a covenant (mādīya) with you, and held the mountain (ready to fall) over you.” This is generally understood to mean Tūr Sāmān, or Mount Sinai, but al-Beṣrī says it was Jabal Zabīd. In Persian, the mountain is called Koh-i-Tūr, or the Mount of Tūr. In Arabia, the name is given to the Mount Sinai of Scripture.

(2) The title of the Lām Sūrah of the Qurān.

TURBAN. Arabic ʿīmāmah (إمامًا), Persian dastār (داماش), Hinduṣṭānī pagī (پگی). The turban, which consists of a stiff round cap, occasionally rising to a considerable height, and a long piece of muslin, often as much as twenty-four yards in length, wound round it, is amongst all Muḥammadan nations a sign of authority and honour, and it is held to be disproportionate to stand in the presence of a person of responsibility, or to worship God, with the head uncovered. Shaikhs and persons of religious pretensions wear green turbans. The Coptics Christians in Egypt wear a blue turban, having been compelled to do so by an edit published in a.d. 1801. In
some parts of Islam, it is usual to set apart a Maulawi, or to appoint a chief or ruler, by placing a turban on his head.

The mitre, bonnet, hood, and diadem of the Old Testament are but varieties of the head-dress known in the East as the turban. Canon Cook, in the Speaker's Commentary, on Exodus xxi. 4, 57, says the mishnepheth, or "mitre" of the Hebrew Bible, "according to the derivation of the word, and from the statement in verse 39, was a twisted band of linen eailed into a cap, to which the name mitre in its original sense closely answers, but which in modern usage would rather be called a turban."

The term used in the Hebrew Bible for putting on the tsnaph the bonnet, "in Ex. xxix. 9, Lev. viii. 13, is שְׁמוֹפִּי, קָדַעְשֵׁת, "to bind round," and would therefore indicate that even in the earliest periods of Jewish history the head-dress was similar in character to that now seen amongst the different Muslim tribes of the world.

Josephus' account of the high priest's mitre is peculiar; he says (Antiquities, book iii. ch. vii. p. 8): "Its make is such that it seems to be a crown, being made of thick swathes, but the contexture is of linen, and it is doubled many times, and sewn together; besides which, a piece of fine linen covers the whole cap from the upper part, and reaches down to the forehead and the seams of the swathes, which would otherwise appear indelicately; this adheres closely upon the solid part of the head, and is thereto so firmly fixed that it may not fall off during the sacred service about the sacrifices."

The varieties of turban worn in the East are very great, and their peculiarities are best illustrated by the accompanying drawing, giving seventeen different styles of tying up the turban. In books written upon the subject in Eastern languages, it is said that there are not fewer than a thousand methods of binding the turban. It is in the peculiar method of tying on, and of arranging this head-dress, that not only tribal and religious distinctions are seen, but even peculiarities of disposition. The humility or pride, the virtue or vice, as well as the social standing of the individual, is supposed to be indicated in his method of binding the turban upon his head. And travellers in the East can at once distinguish the different races by their turbans.

TUWA

MUSLIM TURBANS. (A. F. Hole.)

TUWA (تُوَّا). A sacred valley mentioned in the Qur'an:

Sūrah xx. 12: "O Moses! verily I am thy Lord, so take off thy sandals; thou art in the sacred valley of Tuwā, and I have chosen thee."

Sūrah lxxxix. 16: "Has the story of Moses reached you? when his Lord addressed him in the holy valley of Tuwā."

TURK. Arabic turk or turk (أَلْيَنٌ), pl. otāra. (1) A term applied by European writers to express Muhammadans of all nationalities. (See Book of Common Prayer, Collect for Good Friday.)

(2) An inhabitant of Turkomania, Turki-stan or Transoxiana, so named from Tur, eldest son of Faridun, to whom his father gave it for an inheritance. Also of those numerous races of Tartars who claim to be descended from Turk, a son of Japhet. Turki chis, a Chinese Tartar.

(3) A native of European or Asiatic Turkey. Halaku, the Turk, a grandson of Jengis Khan, took Baghdad A.D. 1238, and, about forty years afterwards 'Usman (Othman) founded the 'Usmanī or Turk dynasty at Constantinople, A.D. 1299. Hence Muhammadans were known to the European Christians as Turks.

The word Turk is also frequently used by Sikh writers to express Muhammadans in general. The terms Turk and Musulmān are employed interchangeably. [KHALIFA.]
UBADAH IBN AS-SAMIT. One of the Ansars of al-Madinah, who was afterwards employed by Ahn Bakr to collect the scattered sentences of the Qur'an.

UBUDIYAH (عُربَيَة). [SLAVERY].

AL-UFUQ 'L-A-LĀ (الإفوق الأعلى). Lit. "The Looftist Tract." (1) The place in which it is said Gabriel was when he taught Muhammad, see Sura h ii. 7. "One mighty in power (Skadhā 'l-Qasī) taught him, endowed with sound understanding, and appeared, he being in the loofiest tract."

(2) According to the Sufis, it is the highest spiritual state a man can attain in the mystic life.

UHNŪKH (عينخ). The Enoch of the Old Testament, supposed to be the Idris of the Qurān. A full account of this personage will be found in the article on Idris.

UYUD (عبد). Ohod. A hill about three miles distant from al-Madinah, and described by Burchardt as a rugged and almost isolated offshoot of the great mountain range. Celebrated for the battle fought by Muhammad and the victory gained over the Muslims by the Qurais, a.h. 3. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 266 seq.)

UJ (عين). The son of 'Uq. A giant who is said to have been born in the days of Adam, and lived through the Deluge, as the water only came up to his waist, and to have died in the days of Moses, the great lawgiver having smitten him on the foot with his rod. He lived 3,500 years. (Chigaga 'l-Lughāt, in loco.) The Og of the Bible, concerning whom as-Suyūti wrote a long book taken chiefly from Rabbinic traditions. (Ewald, Gesch. 1, 506.) An apocryphal book of Og was condemned by Pope Gelasius. (Dor. vol. 13.)

UKAIDAR (أكيدار). The Christian chief of Dūmār, who was taken prisoner by Khālid, a.h. 9. (Muir's Life of Mahomet, new ed. p. 258.)

In the Traditions it is said: "Khālid took Ukaidar prisoner because the Prophet forbade killing him. And the Prophet did not kill him, but made peace with him, when he paid the poll-tax." (Mīshākāt, book xvii. ch. ix.)

Sir W. Muir says he became a Muslim, but revolted after the death of Muḥammad.

UKAZ (عказ). An annual fair of twenty-one days, which was held between Taif and Nakhlah, and which was opened on the first day of the month of Zu' l-Qu'dah, at the commencement of the three sacred months. It was abolished by Muḥammad.

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole says (Selections from the Kur'ān):—

"There was one place where, above all others, the Kacedoels (Qsedahs) of the ancient Arabs were recited: this was 'Okād (Ukaz), the Olympia of Arabia, where there was held a great annual Fair, to which not merely the merchants of Mecca and the south, but the poet-heroes of all the land resorted. The Fair of 'Okād was held during the sacred months,—a sort of "God's Truce," when blood could not be shed without a violation of the ancient customs and faiths of the Bedoueens. Thither went the poets of rival clans, who had as often locked spars as hurled rhythmical curses. There was little fear of a bloody ending to the poetic contest, for those who might meet there with enemies or blood-avengers are said to have worn marks or veils, and their poems were recited by a public orator at their dictation. That these precautions and the sacredness of the time could not always prevent the ill-feeling evoked by the pointed personalities of rival singers leading to a fray and bloodshed is proved by recorded instances; but such results were uncommon, and as a rule the customs of the time and place were respected. In spite of occasional broils on the spot, and the lasting feuds which these poetic contests must have excited, the Fair of 'Okād was a grand institution. It served as a focus for the literature of all Arabia: everyone with any pretensions to poetic power came, and if he could not himself gain the applause of the assembled people, at least he could form one of the critical audience on whose verdict rested the fame or the shame of every poet. The Fair of 'Okād was a literary congress, without formal judges, but with unbounded influence. It was here that the polished heroes of the desert determined points of grammar and prosody; here the seven Golden Songs were recited, although (alas for the charming legend!) they were not afterwards "suspended" on the Ka'bah; and here "a magical language, the language of the Hijāz," was built out of the dialects of Arabia, and was made ready to the skilful hand of Muḥammad, that he might conquer the world with his Kūrān."

"The Fair of 'Okād was not merely a centre of emulation for Arab poets: it was also an annual review of Bedouean virtues. It was there that the Arab nation once a year inspected itself, so to say, and brought forth and criticized its ideals of the noble and the beautiful in life and in poetry. For it was in poetry that the Arab—and for that matter
'UKUF (عکف). Lit. "Remaining behind." A term used to express a life of prayer of one who remains constantly in the mosque.

'ULAMÁ’ (علماء), pl. of álim. "One who knows; learned; a scholar." In this plural form the word is used as the title of those bodies of learned doctors in Muhammadan divinity and law, who, headed by their Shaikhu 'l-Islam, form the theocratic element of the government in Muslim countries, and who by their fatwas or decisions in questions touching private and public matters of importance, regulate the life of the Muhammadan community. Foremost in influence and authority are naturally reckoned the 'Ulama’ of Constantinople, the seat of the Khalifah, and of Mecca, the Holy City of Islam. Like the Ashâb or Companions of the Prophet under his immediate successors, they correspond in a certain measure to what we would call the representative system of our modern constitutions, in partially limiting and checking the autocratism of an otherwise absolute Oriental ruler.

ULÜHIYAH (الوعية). "Divinity; godhead;"

ULÜ ‘L-AZM (أول العزم). "The Possessors of Constancy." A title given to certain prophets in the Qur’an, said by the commentators to have been Noah, Abraham, David, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad. (Vide chârûn ‘l-Lughât). See Sârâb xlvi. 34: ‘Ibah be bi to the Apostles endowed with a purpose were constant, and hasten not on.’

UMANÁ’ (عман). "Faithful Ones." A title given by the Sûfra to those pious persons who do not make their religious experiences known. They are known also as the Makâmâtîyûn, or those who are willing to undergo misrepresentation rather than boast of their pietry.

‘UMAR (عمر) IBN AL-KHÂTṬÂB. (Omar) the second Khalifah, who succeeded Abu Bakr, AH 13 (A.D. 634), and was assassinated by Firas, a Persian slave, AH 23 (A.D. 644), after a prosperous reign of ten years. His conversion to Islam took place in the sixth year of Muhammad’s mission, and the Prophet took ‘Umar’s daughter Hafsa as his third wife.

‘Umar is eminent amongst the early Khalifahs for having chiefly contributed to the spread of Islam. Under him the great generals, Abu ‘Ubaidah, Khalid ibn al-Walid, Yazid, drove the Greeks out of Syria and Phœnicia; Sa’d ibn Abi Waqqás, Qa‘qāsh, Nûrûn, completed the overthrow of the Persian Empire; Amr ibn al-As (commonly called Amru), subdued Egypt and part of the Libyan coast, after having, as commander in Palestine, prepared by his victories and a severe siege, the surrender of Jerusalem (Jerusalem) into the Khalifah’s own hands. ‘Umar’s name is, moreover, intimately connected with the history of Islam, by the initiatory and important share which he took in the first collection of the Qur’an, under Abû Bakr, by the official introduction of the Muhammadan era of the Hijrah, and by the first organisation of the dinar, or civil list of the Muhammadans. The two former subjects have been treated of in this Dictionary in their proper places; the third institution, which laid the foundation to the marvellous successes of the Muslim arms under this and the succeeding Governments, is ably explained in the following extract from Sir W. Muir’s Annals of the Early Caliphate:

"The Arabian nation was the champion of Islam, and to fight its battles every Arab was jealously reserved. He must be the soldier, and nothing else. He might not settle down in any conquered province as cultivator of the soil; and for merchandise or other labour, a busy warlike life offered but little leisure. Neither was there any need. The Arabs lived on the fat of the conquered land, and captive natives served them. Of the booty taken in war, four parts were distributed to the army in the field: the fifth was reserved for the State, and even that, after discharging public obligations, was shared among the Arabian people. In the reign of Abu Bakr, this was a simple matter. But in the Caliphate of Omar, the spoil of Syria and of Persia began in over-increasing volume to pour into the treasury of Medina, where it was distributed almost as soon as received. What was once in small beginnings, by equal sharing or discretionary preference, became now a heavy task. And here began, also, to arise new sources of revenue from land assessment, and the poll-tax of subject countries, which, after defraying civil and military charges, had to be accounted for to the Central Government; the surplus being, like the royal fifth, the patrimony of the Arab nation.

"At length, in the second or third year of his Caliphate, Omar determined that the distribution should be regulated on a fixed and systematic plan. The income of the commonwealth was to be divided, as heretofore, amongst the Faithful in their heritage, but..."
upon a rule of precedence besetting the military and theocratic groundwork of Islam. For this end three points only were considered: priority of conversion, affinity to the Prophet, and military service. The widows of Mahomet, "Mothers of the Faithful," took the precedence with an annual allowance of 10,000 pieces each; and all his kinsmen were with a corresponding liberality provided for. The famous Three Hundred of Bedr had 5,000 each; presence at Hodeibia (Hundeibah) and the Pledge of the Tree, gave a claim to 4,000; such as took part in quelling the Rebellion (immediately after Muhammad's death), had 3,000; and those engaged in the great battles of Syria and Iraq, as well as sons of the men of Bedr, 2,000; those treading the field after the actions of Cadiessya and the Yemak, 1,000. Warriors of distinction received an extra grant of 500. And so they graduated downwards to 200 pieces for the latest levies. Nor were the households forgotten. Women had, as a rule, a tenth of a man's share. Wives, widows, and children had each their proper stipend; and in the register, every infant, as soon as born, had the title to be entered, with a minimum allowance of ten pieces, rising with advancing age to its proper place. Even Arab slaves (so long as any of that race remained) had, strange to say, their portion.

"The Arabian aristocracy thus created was recognised by the whole Moslem world. The rank and stipend now assigned descended in the direct line of birth. Even rewards given for special gallantry in the field were heritable. By making thus the revenues of Islam the heritage of the nation militant, their martial genius was maintained, and their employment perpetuated as the standing army of the Caliphate."

"To carry out this vast design, a register had to be drawn and kept up. A hundred, man, woman and child, entitled to a stipend from the State—in other words, of the whole Arab race employed in the interests of Islam. This was easy enough for the higher grades, but a herculean task for the hundreds and thousands of ordinary fighting men and their families who kept staging forth from the Peninsula; and who, by the extravagant indulgence of polygamy, were multiplying rapidly. But the task was simplified, by the strictly tribal composition and disposition of the forces. Men of a tribe, or branch of a tribe, fought together; and the several corps and brigades being thus territorially arranged in clans, the Register assumed the same form. Every soul was entered under the stock and tribe and class whose lineage it claimed. And to this exhaustive classification we owe in great measure the elaborate genealogies and tribal traditions of Arabia before Islam. The Register itself, as well as the office for its maintenance and for pensionary account was called the Dewan (Diwan), or Department of the Exchequer." (Sir W. M'Nair, Awards of the Early Caliphate, London, 1883, p. 228.)

It was fortunate for Islam, that the reign of Abū Bakr, short in duration, but pregnant with decisive issues, should precede that of Umar. During the critical period, immediately after Muhammad's death, when three false prophets and a prophetess gathered increasing numbers round their rebellious standards, when in the north, east, and south of the Peninsula, tribe after tribe, apostatized from the newly-adopted creed, and when al-Madinah itself was repeatedly threatened by hostile invasions of the neighbouring clans, it needed all the spirit of compromise and conciliation which blended in Abū Bakr's character with penetrating shrewdness and dauntless courage, to steer the bark of the Muslim commonwealth through the dangers which were surrounding it on every side. Umar's irresistible impetuosity would, at that time, probably have caused more harm than good, while, on the other hand, the unprecedented success which crowned Abū Bakr's wise and temporising politics, taught him to temper his own impulses of bold enterprise with prudence and cautiousness, when, in his turn, the responsibilities of office rested on his shoulders.

The original violent bent of Umar's nature is forcibly illustrated by the history of his conversion, as it is told in various traditions. In his youth and early manhood, a zealous and devoted adherent of the religion of his forefathers, he hated and persecuted Muhammad as a dangerous innovator, who had come to lead his people astray, and to sow discord between them. Infuriated at some fresh success of the pretended Prophet, he armed forth one day to kill him, when he met his kinsman, Nu'aym ibn 'Abdi 'l-ah, who, seeing him armed and fiercely excited, asked him: "Whither goest thou, and what is thy intent?" "Seek Muhammad," was Umar's reply; "and I will slay him; he has vilified our gods and dis honoured our ancestors." "Passion blinds thee," retorted Nu'aym; "knowest thou not that, if thou killst Muhammad, thou wilt draw the vengeance of the Hashimites and the Banū Mutlab ibn thy head? Better far it would be for thee, to heed the welfare of thy own family, and to bring back to the right path those members of it who have forsaken their ancestral religion." "And who are they," asked Umar. "They brother-in-law, Said ibn Zaid, and Fátimah, thy own sister," answered Nu'aym.

Forthwith the incensed man hurried on to the house of the culprits. Here Khâbbâb ibn al-Aratt, a devoted disciple of Muhammad, the same who had made his mustering with his teaching and won them over to Islam unknown to Umar, was reading with them at that moment a new fragment of the Qur'ân. When he heard 'Umar coming, he concealed himself, and Fâtimah tried to hide the manuscript in the bosom of her drapery. On entering, Umar asked: "What
have you been reading just now? I heard your voices!" "Nothing," she replied, "thou art mistaken." "You have been reading something, and I am told that you belong to the sect of Muhammad." With these words he threw himself upon his brother-in-law, and struck him. Fatimah rushed in between them. Both husband and wife boldly confessed: "Yes, we are Muslims; we believe that there is no god but God, and that Muhammad is his sent one; kill us, if thou wilt."

No sooner had Umrar seen the blood flowing from a wound which he had inflicted on his sister, than shame for his own unmanly act, coupled with admiration of their courageous conduct, brought about a powerful revulsion of his feelings. He asked to be shown the manuscript, and when, after his solemn promise not to destroy it, the fragment was handed over to him, he read:

"Not to slander thee have We sent down this Qur'an to thee,
But as a warning for him who feareth;
A missive from Him who hath made the earth and the lofty heavens,
The God of Mercy who sitteth on His throne!
His, whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth, and whatsoever is between them both, and whatsoever is beneath the humid soil!
And thou needest not raise thy voice in prayer: He verily knoweth the secret whisper, and the yet more hidden!
God: there is no God but Him! Most excellent His titles!"

(Surah xx. 1-7.)

"How nobly said and how sublime!" exclaimed Umrar, when he had read the passage. Thereupon Khajabbb came forth from his place of concealment, and summoned him to testify to the teaching of Muhammad. Umrar asked where Muhammad was, went to him, and made his profession of faith to the Prophet himself.

Henceforth Umrar remained attached to the person of Muhammad with the most devoted friendship, and embraced the cause of Islam with all the energies of his strong nature. We find Umrar, immediately after Muhammad's death, unable at first to grasp the reality of the fact. When the news was imparted to him, he exclaimed wildly before the assembly of the faithful: "The Prophet is not dead: he has only swooned away." And, again, when Maghirat tried to convince him that he was mistaken—"Thou liest!" he cried, "the Prophet of the Lord shall not die, until he have rooted out every hypocrite and unbeliever." At this point Abû Bakr quoted the verses of the Qur'an, revealed after the defeat at Uhud: "Muhammad is no more than an Apostle: verify the other apostles have gone before him. What then? If he were to die or be killed, would you turn back on your heels?" And he added the memorable appeal: "Let him then know, whoever worshipeth God, that Muhammad is dead; but whose worshippeth God, let him know that the Lord liveth and doth not die."

Thus and only then, on hearing those words, spoken by the book, as if he had never heard them before, the truth burst upon Umrar with crushing force. "By the Lord," he would tell in later days, "it was so that when I heard Abû Bakr reciting those verses, I was overwhelmed, my limbs trembled, I dropped down, and I knew of a certainty that Muhammad indeed was dead."

The paramount ascendency which Muhammad, during his lifetime, exercised over Umrar, could not fail to soften his passionate and vehement nature, and to train him to those habits of self-command, which form one of the most essential elements in the character of a good ruler. If it was an act of wise foresight on the part of Muhammad to designate, at the approach of death, the elder and sedate Abû Bakr as his successor, by appointing him to conduct the public prayers during his last illness, he could at the same time feel assured that Umrar, far from contesting the choice of his dying friend, would respect it and make it respected against any defection or rival ambition by his cordial and powerful support. But it was equally natural and wise on the part of Abû Bakr, when the time had come, to fix the choice of his own successor upon Umrar. It is related that, feeling his end to be near, and willing to fortify his own conviction by the sense of others, he first consulted Abû 'r-Rahmân, the son of 'Afn, who praised Umrar "as the fittest man, but within inclined to be severe." "Which," responded the dying Khalifatul, "is because he saw me soft and tender-hearted, when himself the Master, he will forego much of what thou sayest. I have watched him narrowly. If I were angry with one, he would intercede in his behalf; if over-licentious, then he would be severe." "Lisman, too, confirmed Abû Bakr's choice. "What is hidden from us?" he said, "is better than that which doth appear. There is not his equal amongst us all."

And so it was: as bodily stature Umrar towered high above his fellow-men, so he excelled in every quality required in an imposing commander of the Faithful (Amir al-Mu'minîn), this being the title which he adopted in preference to the more cumber-some of "Successor of the Apostle of God" (Khâlifatu 'r-Rasîli 'llâh). It lies outside the scope of the present work to give a complete biography of Umrar, and we must refer the reader who should wish to make himself acquainted with it, to the above-quoted attractive volume of Sir W. Muir, Annals of the Early Caliphate. Our less ambitious object here has merely been to sketch, as it were, in a few words, the portrait of the man, who, as a founder of Islam, was second only to Muhammad himself. Gifted with a high and penetrating intellect, and possessed of a strong sense of justice, he was impartial, skilful, and fortunate in the choice of his military and civil
agents, and had learnt to temper severity with clemency and wise forbearance. While it was he who, in his earlier days, after the battle of Badr, had advised that the prisoners should all be put to death, his later resentment against Khulid, with whose name the cruel fate of Malik ibn Nuwaibah and the gory tale of the “River of Blood” are linked in history, on the contrary, took its rise in Khulid’s unscrupulous and savage treatment of a fallen foe. And the fanatic intolerance of some of the Muslim captains is favourably contrasted with ‘Umar’s treatment of the Christianised Arab tribe of the Banu Taghlib. They had tendered their submission to Walid ibn ‘Uqabah, who, solicitors for the adhesion to Islam of this great and famous race, pressed them with some rigour to abjure their ancient faith. ‘Umar was much displeased at this—“Leave them,” he wrote, “in the profession of the God of Islam; it is only within the bounds of the peninsula, where are the Holy Places, that no polytheist tribe is permitted to remain.” Walid was removed from his command; and it was enjoined on his successor to stipulate only that the usual tribute should be paid, that no member of the tribe should be hindered from embracing Islam, and that the children should not be educated in the Christian faith. The last condition can only have been meant as a nominal indication of the supremacy of Islam, for if it had been enforced, we should not read of the Banu Taghlib continuing in the profession of Christianity under the next two dynasties and even later. The tribe, deeming in its pride the payment of tribute (jizyah) an indignity, sent a deputation to the Khalifah, declaring their willingness to pay the tax if only it were levied under the same name as that taken from the Muslims. ‘Umar evinced his liberality by allowing the concession; and so the Banu Taghlib enjoyed the singular privilege of being assessed as Christians at a “double tithe” (“ushah”), instead of paying jizyah, the obnoxious burden of subjugation (Sir W. Muir, Amor, p. 218.)

As the original capacity of ‘Umar’s character had been mellowed in the school of life and in close communion with Muhammad and Abu Bakr, so the same influences, together with the responsibilities of his position, tended to blend his natural boldness and impulsiveness with prudence and caution. While his captains in Syria and the Iraq were continually urging him to push on his conquests to the north and east, he would not allow any advance to be made upon, before the Muslim rule in the occupied provinces was well established and firmly consolidated. In like manner he evinced a singular dread of naval enterprise, ever after an expedition sent to Abyssinia across the Red Sea in the seventh year of his reign had met with a signal disaster; and he was consternated in this aversion for the treacherous element by a not less daring general than ‘Amr, son of al-As, who, consulted on the subject, wrote to him:

— The sea is a boundless expanse, wherein great ships look but tiny specks: there is sought saving the heavens above and the waters beneath. Trust it little, fear it much. Man at sea is an insect floating on a splinter; if the splinter break, the insect perishes.

When the wily ‘Amr saw the wish to raise his people in the estimation of the Egyptians, he had a feast prepared of slaughtered camels, after the Bedouin fashion; and the Egyptians looked on with wonder, while the army satisfied themselves with the rude repast. Next day he commanded a sumptuous banquet to be set before them, with all the dainties of the Egyptian table; and here again the warriors fell to with equal zest. On the third day, there was a grand parade of all the troops in battle array, and the people flocked to see it. ‘Amr then addressed them, saying: “The first day’s entertainment was to let you see the plain and simple manner of our life at home; the second, to show you that we can not the less enjoy the good things of the lands we enter; and yet retain, as ye see in the spectacle here before you, our martial vigour notwithstanding.”

‘Amr gained his end, for the Copts retired, saying one to the other, “See ye not that the Arabs have but to raise their heel upon us, and it is enough!” ‘Umar was delighted with his lieutenant’s device, and said of him, “Of a truth it is on wisdom and resolve, as well as on mere force, that the success of warfare doth depend.”

But, at the same time, ‘Umar was much too thoughtful and far-seeing himself not to recognise the danger for the future of Islam, which was lurking in this sudden acquisition of unmeasured riches. On one occasion, when he was about to distribute the fifth of some Persian spoil, he was seen to weep. “What,” it was said to him, “a time of joy and thankfulness, and thou sheddest tears.” “Yes,” replied the simple-minded Khalifah, “it is not for this I weep; but I foresee that the wealth which the Lord hath bestowed upon us will become a spring of worldliness and envy, and in the end a calamity to my people.”

Moreover, the luxury and ostentation which was thus engendered in the enriched leaders, was utterly repulsive to his own frugal habits and homely nature. On his first visit to Syria, Abu ‘Ubaidah, Yassid, and Khalid, met him in state to welcome him. A brilliant cavalcade, robed in Syrian brocade, and mounted on steeds richly caparisoned, rode forth as he approached. At the sight of all their finery, ‘Umar’s spirit was stirred within him. He stooped down, and, gathering a handful of gravel, flung it at the astonished chiefs. “Away!” he cried; “is it thus attired that ye come out to meet me? All changed thus in the space of two short years! Verily, had it been after two hundred, ye would have deserved to be degraded.”

This primitive simplicity of the Arab chieftain is another grand and highly captivating feature in ‘Umar’s character. We see in our mind’s eye the mighty mover of armies,
at the time when the destinies of Islam were trembling in the balance on the battle-field of Qâdisiyyâh, and he was leaving on foot from the gates of al-Madinah in the early morning, if perchance he might meet some messenger from the scene of combat. At last a courier arrived outside the city, who to 'Umar's question replies shortly, "The Lord has disinherited the Persian host." Unrecognised, 'Umar followed the messenger, leading the camel, and with his long strides keeping pace with the high-stepping animal, to glean from him the outline of the great battle. When they entered al-Madinah, the people crowded round the Khalifah, saluting him, and hearing the happy news, wished him joy of the triumph. The courier, abashed, cried out, "O Commander of the Faithful, why didst thou not tell me?" but his mind was instantly set at rest by the Khalifah's kindly answer: "It is well, my brother."

Or we may fancy him perambulating, whip in hand, the streets and markets of al-Madinah, ready to punish the offenders on the spot, may be his own son and his boon companions, who had indulged in the use of wine. For on this head 'Umar did not brook pleasantry. When news of some arch-transgressors on this score was sent from Damascus, and indulgence from the strict enforcement of the law was claimed for them on the plea of their exalted position and military merits, he wrote back: "Gather an assembly and bring them forth. Then ask, 'Is wine lawful, or is it forbidden? If they say forbidden, lay eighty stripes upon each of them; if they say lawful, then behead them every one.'" The punishment, if inflicted by 'Umar's own hand, was telling, for it became a proverb: 'Umar's whip is more terrible than another's sword.

Or, again, with the groan of repentance of the well-chastised offender still ringing in our ears, we may watch the same 'Umar, as journeys in Arabia in the year of famine, he comes upon a poor woman, seeing with her hungry and weeping children round a fire, whereon is an empty pot. He hurries to the next village, procures bread and meat, fills the pot, and cooks an ample meal, leaving the little ones laughing and at play.

Such a man was 'Umar, the great Khalifah, brave, wise, pious. No fitter epitaph could adorn his tombstone, than his dying words:—"It had gone hard with my soul, if I had not been a Muslim." [DAMASCUS, JERUSALEM, JUDA, MUHAMMAD.]


UMM ( pl. ummât, ummahâl. "Mother." Heb. 'êm. A word which frequently occurs in combination with other words, e.g. Ummu 'l-Qurâ, "the mother of the holy metropolitan Makkah; Ummu 'l-Ulam, "the mother of sciences," grammar.

A people, a nation, a sect. The word occurs about forty times in the Qurân. Ummatu 'Irâ'âmah, the people of Abraham. Ummatu 'Isa, the people of Jesus. Ummatu Muhammad, the people of Muhammad.

UMMÎ ( pl. umma). The title assumed by Muhammad, and which occurs in the Quràn, Sûrah viii. 156: "Who shall follow the Apostle, the illiterate Prophet (ân-Nabîyy 'lamâ)." and in the 158th verse of the same Sûrah.

Commentators are not agreed as to the derivation of this word, the following are the three most common derivations of it:—

1. From Umm, "mother," i.e. one just as he came from his mother's womb.
2. From Ummu, "people," i.e. a gentle, one who was ignorant; alluding to the time of Muhammad's ignorance.
3. From Ummu 'l-qurâ, "the mother of villages," a name given to Makkah; i.e. a native of Makkah.

Muhammad appears to have wished to be thought ignorant and illiterate, in order to raise the elegance of the Quràn into a miracle.

UMMU HABIBAH ( âm al-kulûm ). One of Muhammad's wives. She was the daughter of Abû Šuyfân, and the widow of 'Ubâdullâh, one of the Four Inquirers, who, after emigrating as a Muslim to Abyssinia, embraced Christianity there, and died in profession of that faith.

UMMU KULŞUM (âm al-kulûm). The youngest daughter of Muhammad by his wife Khadijah. She had been married to her cousin 'Utibah, son of Abû La'hab, but separated from him and became, after the death of her sister Ruqayah, the second wife of 'Ummân, the later Khalifah. She died a year or two before Muhammad, who used, after her death, to say he so dearly loved 'Ummân, that had there been a third daughter, he would have given her also in marriage to him.

UMMU 'L-KITâB (âm al-kulûm). "The Mother of the Book." (1) A title given in the Hadîth to the first Sûrah of the Quràn. (2) In the Sûrah 'Abî 'Imrân (iii.) 5, it is used for the Quràn itself. (3) In the Sûrah 'r-Ra'd (xiii.) 39, it seems to be applied to the preserved tablet, on which were written the decrees of God and the fate of every human being.

UMMU 'L-MU'MININ (âm al-mu'mâln). "A mother of the Faithful." A title which English authors restrict either to the Prophet's wife Khadijah, or to 'Aiyshah; but it is a title applied to each of the wives of Muhammad. Qur'an, Sûrah xxviii. 6: "His wires are their mothers."
UMMU 'L-QURA

"Mother of Villages." A name given to Makka. The Metropolis.

UMMU 'L-WALAD (أم الوليد). A term used in Muhammadan law for a female slave who has borne a child to her master, and who is consequently free at his death. [SLAVERY.]

UMMU SALMAH (أم سلمة). One of the wives of the Prophet. The widow of Abū Salma, to whom she had borne several children. Abū Salma was killed at Uhud, and Muhammad married his widow four months afterwards.

'UMRĀ (عرفة). A life grant, or interest in anything, e.g. if the proprietor of a house says to another, "This is yours as long as you live."

'UMRAH (عرفة). A Lesser Pilgrimage, or a visitation to the sacred mosque at Makka, with the ceremonies of encompassing the Ka'bah and running between al-Marwah and al-Safa, but omitting the sacrifices, &c. It is a meritorious act, but it has not the supposed merit of the Hajj or Pilgrimage. It can be performed at any time except the eighth, ninth, and tenth days of the month Zū l-Hijjah, these being the days of the Hajj or Greater Pilgrimage. [HAJJ.]

UMUMIYAH (عممية). "Maternity." A term used in Muslim law. (Hidāyah, vol. iii. p. 417.)

UNBELIEVERS. There are several terms used in Islam for those who are unbelievers in the mission of Muhammad, e.g.:

Kafir (كافر), One who hides the truth. A term generally applied to idolaters, and not to Jews or Christians. Mushrik (مشرك), One who gives companions to God. Believers in the Blessed Trinity are so called. The term is also applied by the Wahhabis to any Muslim who observes ceremonies which are not clearly enjoined in the precepts of the Muslim religion, as visiting shrines, &c. Mulhid (ملحد), One who has deviated from the truth. Murtadd (مسيء), An apostate from Islam. Dāhī (ذُهِّب), An Atheist. (For further explanations, refer to the words in their places.)

UNCLEAN MEATS. [FOOD.]

UNCLEANNESS. [PURIFICATION.]

UNITY OF GOD. [TAUHID.]

UNLAWFUL. Arabic Hārim (حرام), [LAW.]
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'UQBA (عقاب). Lit. "End." A reward or punishment. Hence used to express the life to come either of good or evil. [PARADISE, HELL.]

'UQABAH (عقاب). Ibn 'AMIR AL-JUHANI. A Companion of great celebrity. He was afterwards Governor of Egypt, where he died, A.H. 58.

UQNUM (عقوم), pl. aqūnim. According to Muslim lexicographers, it is "a word which means the hot or principle of a thing, and, according to the Nasārā (Nazarenes), there are three Aqūnim, namely, wa'idū (entity or substance), ḍayāt (life), and ilm (knowledge); and also, Abū (Father), Ibn (Son), and Rūhū 'l-Quds (Holy Spirit); and it is also the name of a book amongst the Nazarenes which treats of these three. (See Ḥibiyāt 'l-Lughāt, in loco.) [TRINITY.]

'UQABAH (عقاب). "Punishment; chastisement." A legal term for punishment inflicted at the discretion of the magistrate. 'Uqabah shaddadah is severe punishment extending to death. [TASR].

AL-UQULU 'L-ASHARAH (العقول الأشرعة). Lit. "The Ten Intelligences." Ten angels who, according to the philosophers, were created by God in the following manner: First, He created one angel; who then created one heaven and one angel; this second angel then created a second heaven and a third angel; and so on until there were created nine heavens and ten angels. The tenth angel then, by the order of God, created the whole world. (See Ḥibiyāt 'l-Lughāt, in loco.)

URS (عرس). (1) Marriage festivities, as distinguished from nikāḥ, "the marriage ceremony." [MARRIAGE.]

(2) A term also used for the ceremonies observed on the anniversary of the death of any celebrated saint or murshid.

USHR (عشر), pl. aš'ār and tashrīr. A tenth or tithe given to the Muslim State or Baitu 'l-Mal. [BAITU 'L-MAL.]

USMĀN (عثمان) IBN 'AFFĀN. The third Khalifah, who succeeded 'Umar A.H. 23 (A.D. 643), and was slain by Muhammad, son of Abū Bakr and other conspirators on the 18th of Zū l-Hijjah, A.H. 56 (June 17th, A.D. 656), aged eighty, and having reigned twelve years. He is known amongst Muslims as Zū 'n-Nūrāin, "The Possessor of the Two Lights," because he married two of the Prophet's daughters, Raquiyah and Ummu Kulūm. His chief merit with regard to the cause of Islam was the second and final revision of the sacred book, which he caused to be made, and of which an exhaustive account has been given in our article on the Qur'ān. Although Muhammadan historians distinguish the reigns of the first four Khalifahs as founded on faith (fida), from those of the latter ones, as based on the world and its
parisons and vanities (dishawnat), it must be admitted that worldly motives entered already largely into the politics of Usmai and 'Ali, as contrasted with Aba Bakr and 'Umar.

Usmai, by his weakness and nepotism, 'Ali by holding aloof with culpable indifferenceness, during the protracted death-struggle of his predecessor, by abetting his murderers in the open field, and by his vacillating spirit, where firmness of purpose was needed, gave rise to those fierce dissensions between rival religious and political parties, which led, for the time being, to the establishment of the Umayyad dynasty, and eventually caused the division of Islam into the two great sects of the Sunni and Shiah.

Usul (عُسُول), pl. of asl. Lit. "Roots." The roots or fundamentals of the Muhammadan religion, as opposed to furu' (فَرْع), "branches," a term used for Muhammadan law, civil, ceremonial, and religious. The usul of Islam are universally held to be four: (1) The Qur'an, (2) The Hadis, (3) Ijmâ', and (4) Qiyâs, terms which will be found explained under their respective titles.

Ijmâ`-Uslâ (عَسِیْ عَسَى). A word which, like the Hebrew .constructor, includes all gain upon loans, whether from the loan of money, or goods, or property of any kind. In the Mosaic law, conditions of gain for the loan of money or goods, were rigorously prohibited: "If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor by thee, thou shalt not be to him as an usurer, neither shalt thou lay upon him usury." (Exodus xxiii. 27.) "If thy brother be waxen poor . . . take no usury of him or increase: but fear thy God; that thy brother may live with thee. Thou shalt not give him thy money upon usury, nor lend him thy victuals for increase." (Leviticus xxv. 35-37.)

The teaching of the Qur'an on the subject is given in Sûrah ii. 276: "They who swallow down usury, shall arise in the Last Day only as he ariseth, whom Satan has infected by his touch. This for that they say, 'Selling is only the like of usury,' and yet God hath allowed selling and forbidden usury; and whosoever receiveth this admonition from his Lord, and abstaineth from it, shall have pardon for the past and his lot shall be with God. But they who return to usury, shall be given over to the Fire,--thence to abide for ever." (2) In the Traditions, Muhammad is related to have said:—

"Curse be the taker of usury, the giver of usury, the writer of usury, and the witness of usury, for they are all equal." (Sahih Muslim, Babu 'Risâba).

We may note how, even in usury, although it be great, is of small advantage." (Sahih Muslim, Babu 'Risâba).

Risâba, in the language of the law, signifies an excess, according to a legal standard of measurement or weight, in one of two homogenous articles (of weight or measurement of capacity) opposed to each other in a contract of exchange, and in which such excess is stipulated as an obligatory condition on one of the parties, without any return, that is, without anything being opposed to it. The sale, therefore, of two loads of barley, for instance, in exchange for one load of wheat, does not constitute usury, since these articles are not homogenous; and, on the other hand, the sale of ten yards of cloth in exchange for five yards of cloth, is not usury, since although these articles be homogenous, still they are not estimable by weight or measurement of capacity.

Usury, then, as an illegal transaction, is occasioned (according to most Muhammadan doctors) by rate, united with species, where, however, it must be observed, that rate, amongst the Musalmans, applies only to articles of weight or measurement of capacity, and not to articles of longitudinal measurement, as both, &c., or of tale, such as eggs, dates, walnuts, &c., when exchanged from hand to hand. Ash-Shâfi‘i maintains that usury takes place only in things of an excusable nature, or in money, and according to him, therefore, articles of the last-mentioned description would give occasion to usury. It is, furthermore, to be observed, that superiority or inferiority in the quality has no effect in the establishment of the usury; and hence it is lawful to sell a quantity of the better sort of any article in exchange for a smaller quantity of an inferior sort. Nor does usury exist where the qualities of an article of weight or measurement by capacity are not ascertained by some known standard of measurement. Thus it is lawful to sell one handful of wheat in exchange for two handfuls, or two handfuls for four, because, in such cases, the measurement not having been made according to a legal standard, the superiority of measurement, establishing usury, has not taken place, and, since the law has fixed no standard of measure beneath half a sa', any quantity less than such is considered equivalent to a handful.

Where the quality of being weighable or measurable by capacity, and correspondence of species (being the causes of usury) both exist, the stipulation of inequality or of suspension of payment to a future period, are both usurious. Thus it is usurious to sell either one measure of wheat in exchange for two measures,—or one measure of wheat for one measure deliverable at a future period. If, on the contrary, neither of those circumstances exist (as in the sale of wheat for money), it is lawful, either to stipulate a superiority of rate, or the payment at a future period. If, on the other hand, one of these circumstances only exist (as in the sale of wheat for hara, or the sale of wheat for a slave for another), then a superiority in the rate may legally be stipulated, but not a suspension in the payment. Thus one measure of wheat may lawfully be sold for two measures of barley, or one slave for two slaves: but it
is not lawful to sell one measure of wheat for one measure of barley, payable at a future period; nor one slave for another, deliverable at a future period.

According to the majority of doctors, everything in which the neurosis of an excess has been established by the Prophet on the ground of measurement of capacity (such as wheat, barley, dates and salt), or on the ground of weight (like gold or silver), is forever to be considered as of that nature, although mankind should forsake this mode of estimation; because the custom of mankind, which regulates the measurement, is of inferior force to the declaration of the Prophet; and a superior court cannot yield to an inferior. Abū Yūsuf, however, is of opinion that in all things practice or custom ought to prevail, although in opposition to the ordinances of the Prophet; for the ordinance of the Prophet was founded on usage and practice of his own time. In ordinances, therefore, the prevalent customs among mankind are to be regarded; and as these are liable to alter, they must be attended to rather than the letter of an ordinance.

Usury cannot take place between a master and his slave, because whatever is in the possession of the slave is the property of the master, so that no sale can possibly take place between them, and hence the possibility of usury is excluded a fortiori. Nor can it take place between a Muslim and a hostile infidel in a hostile country, in accordance with the saying of the Prophet: "There is no usury between a Muslim and a hostile infidel in a foreign land," and on the further ground, that the property of a hostile infidel being free to the Muslim, it follows that it is lawful to take it by whatever mode may be possible, provided there be no deceit used. It is otherwise with respect to a jizy or protected alien, as his property is not of a neutral nature, because of the protection that has been accorded to him, and, therefore, usury is unlawful in his case as in that of a Muslim. Abū Yūsuf and ash-Shāfi‘ī conceive an analogy between the case of a hostile infidel, in a hostile country, and that of a jizy, and hence they hold, contrary to the other Muslim doctors, that usury can take place also between a Muslim and a hostile infidel in a foreign land.

The testimony of a person who receives usury is inadmissible in a court of law. It is recorded in the Muṣaffā, however, that the evidence of a usurer is inadmissible only in case of his being a human of a notorious degree; because mankind often make invalid contracts, and these are in some degreearious. (Hidāyah, Grady's edition, p. 362.) For further information on the subject of usury and for cases, illustrative of the above-stated principles, see Hidāyah, Hamilton's translation, vol. ii., p. 489, seqq.; Grady's edition, p. 289 seqq.; the Durrat 'l-Mukhtār; the Fatawā-i-Ālamgiri, in loco.

USWAH, also ISWAH (q.v.). "An example." The word occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xxiii. 21: "Ye had in the Apostle of God a good example (nūmatus islamūt)." Az-Rāhib says it is the condition in which a man is in respect of another's imitating him.

UTERINE RELATIONS. Arabic qawā' l-arbā'im (الرباع, the four), called by the English lawyers "distant kindred."

They are divided into four classes:—

1. Persons descended from the deceased, how low soever, i.e. the children of daughters or of son's daughters.

2. Those from whom the deceased is descended, how high soever, i.e. False grandparents, in contradistinction from the True, a true grandfather being one between whom and the deceased no female intervenes; a true grandmother, one between whom and the deceased no false grandfather intervenes.

3. Those descended from the parents of the deceased, how low soever, i.e. the daughters of full-brothers and of half-brothers (by the same father only), the children of half-brothers (by the same mother only), and the children of sisters.

4. The children of the two grandfathers and two grandmothers of the deceased, i.e. father's half-brothers and sisters by the same mother only and their children; the deceased's paternal aunts and their children; maternal uncles and aunts and their children; the daughters of full paternal uncles and half-paternal uncles by the same father only.

This classification, however, does not exhaust the distant kindred, which, in the language of the law, are defined as those relations of a deceased person who are neither sharers nor residuaries. (Inheritance.) Thus, cousins who are children of residuaries, but are not residuaries themselves (e.g. paternal uncles' daughters) are distant kindred, though not members of any of the foregoing classes, or related through any member of such a class.

When the distant kindred succeed, in consequence of the absence of sharers and residuaries, they are admitted according to the order of their classes. Within the limits of each particular class, it is a general rule that a person nearer in degree succeeds in preference to one more remote; and in all classes, if there be several of an equal degree, the property goes equally among them if they are of the same sex. There is, however, some disagreement as to cases in which persons through whom they are related to the deceased are of different sexes or of different blood; and it is maintained by Muhammad, against Abū Yūsuf, that regard must be had partly to the "roots" or intermediate relations, and not only to the "branches," or actual claimants. Thus all are agreed that if a man leave a daughter's son and a daughter's daughter, the male will have a demandation, for there is no difference of sex in the intermediate relations; but if there be a daughter's son's daughter and a daughter's daughter's son, it is said by Abū Yūsuf that the male will have a
double portion, on account of his sex; but by Muhammad, that the female, instead of the male, will take the double portion, by reason of her father’s sex. And on the other hand, all are agreed that if there be two daughters of different brothers, they will take equally between them; but if there be a daughter of a brother and a daughter of a half-brother by the father only, Muhammad rules that the latter will take nothing; for having regard to the circumstances that a brother excludes a half-brother by the father only, he considers that there is nothing to be handed down to the descendant of the latter, and that the whole will go to the descendant of the former.

This rule of Muhammad, which in its application to the different classes of the distant kindred, leads to curious results of a complex character, seems to deserve a particular notice, as resting to a large extent on the principle of representation, which otherwise is all but foreign to the Muhammadan law of inheritance. (A. Rumsey, Moslemu, Man Law of Inheritance, p. 56; Syed Ameer Ali, Personal Law, p. 52; Durch 'I. Muharrir, p. 873.)

‘UZAIR (عُازِر). [EZRA.]

UZHIYAH (عَϹِبَى). [SACRIFICE.]

‘UZLAIH (عَزِلَعْ). “Retirement.”

A term used by the Sufis for a religious life of retirement from the world.

‘UZR (عُز). “An excuse.” A legal term for a claim or an objection.

AL-‘UZZA (الأَلْعَزَا). An idol mentioned in the Qur’an, Sūrah liii. 19: “What think ye then of al-Lat and al-‘Uzza, and Manat, the third idol besides.” According to Husain, it was an idol of the tribe of Qaṭāf. For a discussion on the subject, see the article on LAT.

V.

VEILS. [DRESS.]

VESSELS. In the early days of Islam, there were four kinds of drinking-vessels forbidden to Muhammadans on account of their being used for wine, namely, hantum (حَتْنَم), a green vessel; tabba (تَبْبَا), a large gourd hollowed out; nasir (نَسِر), a cup made from the hollowed root of a tree; musafir (مَعْسَفِر), a vessel covered with a kind of black pitch, or the glutinous substance with which the bottom of boats are painted. (Mishkār, book i. ch. i. pt. i.) But, according to Muslim law, the vessels used by Christians and Jews, and even by idolaters, are lawful, but they must be free from the taste or smell of wine.

VIGIL. Arabic ‘arafah (عَرَفَة). The only Muhammadan festival which has a vigil is the ‘Idu ‘L-‘Ashūr, or “Feast of Sacrifice.” ['IDU L-AZHA.]

VISITING THE SICK. Arabic tayyidah (تَأْيِدَة). An incumbent religious duty enjoined by Muhammad on his followers. The following traditions illustrate his teaching on the subject (Mishkār, book vii. ch. i.):

“When a Muslim visits a sick brother, he gathers the fruits of Paradise from the time he leaves his home until he returns.”

“If a Muslim visit a sick person, and say seven times, ‘I ask the Almighty God, who is Lord of the great throne, to give thee health,’ the prayer shall be granted, unless the appointed time of his death hath surely come.”

“Verily God will say at the Day of Resurrection, ‘O sons of Adam! I was sick and ye did not visit me.’ And the sons of Adam will say, ‘O our Defender! how could we visit thee, for Thou art the Lord of the universe and art free from sickness?’ And God will say, ‘O men! did you not know that such a one of my servants was sick, and you did not visit him? Do you not know that had you visited that servant you would have met me there?’”

‘Ayishah says: “When any one of us was sick, the Prophet used to rub his hands upon the sick person’s body, after which he would say, ‘O Lord of man! take away this pain and give health; for Thou art the giver of health; there is no health but thine, that health which leaveth no sickness.’”

“When any person complained of being out of order, or having a wound or sore, the Prophet would say, when passing his finger over the part affected, ‘In the name of God, the earth of our ground mixed with the spittle of our mouth; we have done this in order to restore the sick to health, by permission of our Lord.”

VOWS. Arabic nagh (نَجَر), pl. nazar. Hob. نِزَار. nazar. They who fulfill their vows are amongst those who drink of the waters of Kafur in Paradise (Qur’an, Sūrah lxxvi. 7); and the non-performance of a vow is sin (Mishkār, book xiii. ch. xxii.). But the Prophet is related to have said, “Do not make a vow for it cannot alter fate; still it does extract something from the wealth of the stingy.”

The atonement for a vow which has been not performed is the same as for an oath, namely, the freeing of a slave, or clothing ten poor persons, or feeding ten persons, or three days Inst. (Hitiyah, Arabic ed., vol. i. p. 350.) [vow.]

AL-WADÜD ( الوذر). "The Loving One," or "The Beloved One." One of the ninety-nine special attributes of God. It occurs twice in the Qur'ān:

Surah xl. 92: "My Lord is Merciful and Loving."

Surah lxxxix. 14: "He is the Forgiving, the Loving."

AL-MALIKU 'L-WADÜD, the "King of Love."

WAHDANĪYAH (وحدانية). (1) A theocentric term for the doctrine of the Unity of God. (2) The name of a sect of Sufis. [GOD, BIKHUM, SUBU.]

WAHDATU 'L-WUJUDĪYAH (وحدة الوجودية). A pantheistic sect of Sufis, who say that everything is God, and of the same essence.

AL-WAHHAB (الباح). "The Bestower of gifts." One of the ninety-nine special attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur'ān, e.g. Surah iii. 6: "Thou art He who bestowest gifts."

WAHHABI (رهاب). A sect of Muslim revivalists founded by Muhammad, son of 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab, but as their opponents could not call them Muhammadans, they have been distinguished by the name of the father of the founder of their sect, and are called Wahhabis. Muhammad ibn 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab was born at Ayinah in Najd in A.D. 1691. Carefully instructed by his father in the tenets of the Muslim faith, according to the Hanbali sect, the strictest of the four great schools of interpretation, the son of 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab determined to increase his knowledge by visiting the schools of Makkah, al-Masrah and Baghdad. The libraries of these celebrated centres of Muhammadanism placed within the reach of the zealous student those pious fables of tradition known as the "six correct books," and also gave him access to numerous manuscript volumes of Muslim law. Having performed the pilgrimage to Makkah with his father, and visited the Prophet's tomb at al-Madinah, he remained at the latter place to sit at the feet of Shaijgh 'Abdu 'l-lah ibn Israhîm, by whom he was carefully instructed in all the intricacies of the exegetical rules laid down for the exposition of ethics and jurisprudence.

For some years he resided with his father at Horemeleh, a place which, according to Palgrave, claims the honour of his birth; but after his father's death, he returned to his native village, Ayinah, where he assumed the position of a religious leader.

In his various travels, Muhammad ibn 'Abdu 'l-Wahhab had observed the laxities and superstitions of those who, whilst they professed to accept the stern unbending precepts of the Prophet of Arabia, had succeeded in stretching the rigid lines of Islam almost to breaking. Omens and auguries, sacred shrines and richly ornamented tombs, the use of intoxicating drugs, the silks and satins of the wealthy, all seemed to the earnest reformer lamentable departures from the first principles of Islam, and unwarrantable concessions to the luxury, idolatry, and superstitions of the age. Having carefully studied the teachings of the Qur'ān and the sacred traditions, he thought he had learned to distinguish between the essential elements of Islam and its recent admixtures, and now once more in the home of his childhood, he determined to teach and to propagate nothing but the "pure faith," as laid down by the precepts and practice of the Prophet himself. The Muslim world had departed from the worship of the Unity, and had yielded a blind allegiance to Walls, Firs, and Saints, and all because the teachings of the sacred traditions had been neglected for that of learned but ambitious teachers.

To accept any doctrine other than that of these "Companions" who received their instructions from the Prophet's lips, was simply the blind leading the blind; and, therefore, the Reformers, refusing to join his faith to the uncertain leading-strings of even the four orthodox doctors, determined to establish the right of private judgment in the interpretation of those two great foundations of Islam—the Qur'ān and the Aḥādīth. His teaching met with acceptance, but his increasing influence excited the opposition of the ruler of his district, and he was compelled to seek an asylum at Derasah, under the protection of Muhammad ibn Sa'ūd, a chief of considerable influence. The protection of the religious teacher was made a pretext for more ambitious designs, and that which the zealous cleric had failed to accomplish by his persuasive eloquence, the warrior chief now sought to attain by the power of the sword; and he thus established in his own person that Wahhabi dynasty which, after a obscure existence of more than a hundred years, still exercises so powerful an influence not only in Central and Eastern Arabia, but wherever the Muhammadan creed is professed. Like other great men of his day, the Chief of Derasah strengthened his position by a matrimonial alliance, which united the interests of his own family with
that of the reformer. He married the daughter of Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'l-Wahhab, and she became the mother of the celebrated Wahhabi chief 'Abdu'l-'Aziz, who, upon the death of his father (A.D. 1765), led the Wahhabi army to victory, and succeeded in pushing his conquests to the remotest corners of Arabia.

'Abdu'l-'Aziz was not only a brave warrior, but a pious Muslim, and it is said that he fell a victim to the scrupulous regularity with which he performed his devotions in public. A Persian fanatic plunged his sharp Khorasan dagger into his side, just as he was prostrating himself in prayer in the mosque of Dariah (A.D. 1803).

But the great military champion of the reformed doctrines was Sa'ud, the eldest son of 'Abdu'l-'Aziz, who during the lifetime of his father led the Wahhabi armies to victory, and threatened even the conquest of the whole Turkish empire. He is said to have been a remarkably handsome man, praised for his wisdom in counsel and skill in war. Having wielded the sword from his youth (for he fought his first battle when a lad of twelve), he was regarded by the wild Arabs of the desert as a fit instrument to effect the conversion of the world, and men from all parts of Arabia flocked round his standard.

Sa'ud gained several decisive victories over Sulaiman Pasha, and afterwards, with an army of 20,000 men, marched against Karbala, the famed city of the East, which contains the tombs of the Shi'ah Khalifas. The city was entered with the Wahhabi cry, "Killing and strangling all infidels which give companions to God," and every vestige of supposed idolatry, from the bright golden dome of al-Husain's tomb to the smallest tobacco pipe, was ground to the very dust, whilst the offerings of the numerous devotees, which formed the rich treasure of the sacred shrines, served to replenish the impoverished exchequer of the Wahhabi chief.

The following year the fanatical army effected the conquest of Makkah, and, on the 27th April 1803, Sa'ud made his formal entry into the sacred city of the Ka'bah. The sanctity of the place subdued the barbarous spirit of the conquerors, and not the slightest excesses were committed against the people.

The stern principles of the reformed doctrines were, however, strictly enforced. Files of armed nghĩa and Persian pipes were collected, rosaries and amulets were forcibly taken from the devotees, silk and satin dresses were demanded from the wealthy and worldly, and the whole, collected into the one heterogeneous mass, was burnt by the infuriated reformers. So strong was the feeling against the pipes, and so necessary did a public example seem to be, that a respectable lady, whose delinquency had well nigh escaped the vigilant eye of the Muhtasib, was seized and placed on an ass, with a green plume, suspended from her head, and paraded through the public streets—a terrible warning to all of her sex who may be inclined to indulge in forbidden luxuries. When the usual hours of prayer arrived, the myrmidons of the law saluted forth, and with leather whips drove all slothful Muslims to their devotions. The mosques were filled. Never since the days of the Prophet had the sacred city witnessed so much piety and devotion. Not one pipe, not a single tobacco-stopper, was to be seen in the streets or found in the houses, and the whole population of Makkah prostrated themselves at least five times a day in solemn adoration. Having carried out his mission with fidelity, Sa'ud hastened to convey the news of his success to the Sultan of Turkey in the following characteristic letter:

"Sa'ud to Salim. I entered Makkah on the fourth day of Muḥarram in the 1218th year of the Hijrah. I kept peace towards the inhabitants for personal bravery, but I did not proclaim the laws, which were idolatrously worshipped. I abolished all taxes except those required by the law. I confirmed the Qanaw whose titles you had appointed agreeably to the commands of the Prophet of God. I desire that you will give orders to the rulers of Damascus and Cairo not to come up to the sacred city with the Mamluk and with trumpets and drums. Religion is not profited by these things. May the peace and blessing of God be with you."

[MAHMAD.]

Before the close of the year, al-Madinah was added to the Wahhabi conquests, and so thoroughly did Sa'ud carry out the work of reform, that even the Hijrah, containing the tomb of the Prophet, did not escape. Its richly ornamented dome was destroyed, and the curtain which covered the Prophet's grave would have been removed, had not the Leader of the Faithful been warned in his dreams not to commit so monstrous a sacrilege. [HIJRAH.]

For nine years did the Wahhabi rule exist at Makkah, and so strong was the position occupied by the Wahhabi army, and so rapidly did Wahhabi opinions spread amongst the people, that the Sultan of Turkey began to entertain the worst fears for the safety of his empire. All Pasha was therefore ordered by the Sultan of Turkey to collect a strong army to suppress the Wahhabi movement; and eventually, Makkah and al-Madinah were taken from the fanatics.

Upon the death of Sa'ud (A.D. 1814), his son, 'Abdu'l-lāh, became the Leader of the Faithful. He was even more distinguished than his father for personal bravery, but he lacked that knowledge of men which was so necessary for one called upon to lead the undisciplined nomadic tribes of the Arabian deserts. 'Abdu'l-lāh and his army met with a series of reverses, and he was at last taken prisoner by Ibrahim Pasha and sent to Constantinople. He was executed in the public square of St. Sophia, December 19th, 1818. Turki, the son of 'Abdu'l-lāh, abandoned all hope of regaining the position, and fled to Riyaq, where he was afterwards assassinated. Faisal succeeded his father A.D. 1830, and established the Wahhabi rule in Eastern Arabia, making Riyaq the capital of his king.
dom. It was this chief who entertained the traveller Palgrave in 1863, and received Lieutenant-Colonel (now Sir Lewis Pelly), as Her Majesty's representative, in 1865. Balakot died in 1866, soon after Sir Lewis Pelly's visit, and was succeeded by his son 'Abdu'llāh.

But although the great political and military power of the Wahhābīs had been well nigh crushed, and the rule of the dynasty of Sa‘ūd circumscribed within the limits of the province of Najd, the principles laid down by Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'llāh-Wahhābī were still zealously maintained by certain religious teachers within the sacred mosque itself. And so it came to pass that when a restless spirit from India was endeavouring to redeem a lawless life by performing the pilgrimage to Makkah, he fell in with teachers who had imbibed Wahhābī doctrines and were secretly disseminating them amongst the pilgrims. Sa‘īyd Ahmad, the freebooter and bandit of Rai Baroli, having performed the sacred rites of the Pilgrimage, returned to Makkah (A.H. 1212), resolved to reclaim the whole of North India to the Faith of Islam. Bing a direct descendant from the Prophet, he possessed (unlike the Wahhābīs of Najd) the necessary qualification for a Leader of the Faithful, and the Muslims of India at once hailed him as the true Khalīfah or al-Mahdi. Unheeded by the British Government, he traversed our provinces with a numerous retinue of devoted disciples, and converted the populace to his reformed doctrines by thousands. He appointed deputies at Pains, and then proceeded to Delhi, where he met with a ready listener in Muhammad Ismail, who became his most devoted disciple, and recorded the sayings of the new Khalīfah in the well-known Wahhābī book, entitled the Siyāsah-i Mustaqim.

On the 21st December 1856, Sa‘īyd Ahmad, the Leader of the Faithful, declared a religious war, or Jihād, against the Sikhs, and, hoping to unite the hosts of Islam in Central Asia under his banner, he commenced an insurrection on the Peshawar frontier. The political war of varied successes followed, and lasted for four years; but the Wahhābī army was soon reduced in strength, and its disasters culminated in the death of its chief, who was slain by Sher Singh in an engagement at Balakot in Hazarah, May 1851. The remnant of the Sa‘īyd’s army fled across the border and settled at Sattāna, where in 1857, their numbers were augmented by mutineers, who joined their camp. They were eventually displaced by the British Government in the Umbeyla War of 1863, but there are still some three hundred of them residing at Paloi on the banks of the Indus, where they are ruled by Shāhīj ‘Abdu’llāh, an old mutineer of 1857, who has recently married his daughter to a former Imām of the Peshawar, Sādar Bāzar, in order to combine the Wahhābī influences of Peshawar with those of the Paloi settlement.

But as in the case of the Wahhābīs of Najd, so with the Wahhābīs of India. The religious tenets of the reformers did not die with their political leader. What Sa‘ūd of Najd and Ahmad of Baroli failed to accomplish with the sword, the cheapness of lithography and printing has enabled less daring leaders to accomplish with the pen. The reformed doctrines, as embodied in the Siyāsah-i Mustaqim and the Taqwiyat al-Imān, still exercise a powerful influence upon Muḥammadan thought in India. Wahhābīm has sometimes been designated the Protestantism of Islam, and so it really is, although with this remarkable difference, that whilst Christian Protestantism is the assertion of the paramount authority of sacred scripture to the rejection of traditional teachings, Wahhābīism is the assertion of the paramount authority of the Qur‘ān with the Traditions. But both systems contend for first principles, and if there appears to be any incongruity in applying the term Protestant to a sect which receives, instead of rejects, tradition, it arises from the very important fact that what is called ‘tradition’ in Islam occupies a totally different place in the Muḥammadan system from that which it does in the Christian Tradition in Islam being nothing less than the supposed inspired sayings of the Prophet, recorded and handed down by un-inspired writers, and being absolutely necessary to complete the structure of the faith. The daily prayer, the customs of the pilgrimage, and numerous other duties and dogmas held to be of Divine institution, being found not in the Qur‘ān but in the Ahādīs, or Traditions. Hence it is that the Wahhābīs of Najd and India call themselves Ahl-i-Hadīs, or the people of Tradition, and promote in every way they can the study of those records. [Tradition.]

The Wahhābīs speak of themselves as Musahhids, or ‘Unitarians,’ and call all others Mushrīk, or those who associate another with God; and the following are some of their distinctive religious tenets:

1. They do not receive the decisions of the four orthodox sects, but say that any man who can read and understand the Qur‘ān and the sacred Hadīs can judge for himself in matters of doctrine. They, therefore, reject Ḥijrā after the death of the Companions of the Prophet.

2. That no one but God can know the secrets of men, and that prayers should not be offered to any prophet, wall, pir, or saint; but that God may be asked to grant a petition for the sake of a saint.

3. That at the Last Day, Muḥammad will obtain permission (īnā) of God to intercede for his people. The Sunnī believes that permission has already been given.

4. That it is unlawful to illuminate the shrines of departed saints, or to prostrate before them, or to permulate (tawa‘if) round them, they do not even perform any act of reverence at the Prophet’s tomb at al-Madinah.

5. That women should not be allowed to visit the graves of the dead, on account of their immoderate weeping.
6. That only four fastivals ought to be observed, namely, 'Idu'l-Fitr, 'Idu'l-As'hâ, 'Ashârâ, and al-Lailatu'l-Mubahâakah.
7. They do not observe the ceremonies of Moulid, which are celebrated on the anniversary of Muhammad's birth.
8. They do not present offerings (Najât) at the grave of the patriarchs.
9. They count the ninety-nine names of God on their fingers, and not on a rosary.
10. They understand the terms "sitting of God" (Arabic: Isla'at), and "hand of God" (Yadu'illah), which occur in the Qur'an, in their literal (Hujajjî) sense, and not figuratively (Mejârah); but, at the same time, they say it is not revealed how God sits, or in what sense he has a hand, &c., and on this account the Christian doctrines of the Trinity and the Sonship of Christ do not present the same difficulties to the mind of a Wâhhabî with which they do to that of a Sunni.

Mr. Wilfrid Blunt, in his Future of Islam, says:—

"I believe it is hardly now recognised by Mohammedans how near Abd el Wâhhab was to complete success. Before the close of the eighteenth century, the chiefs of the Ibn Saouds, champions of Unitarian Islam, had established their authority over all Northern Arabia as far as the Euphrates, and in 1808 they took Mecca and Medina. In the meanwhile, the Wâhhabite doctrines were gaining ground still further afield. India was at one time very near conversion, and in Egypt, and North Africa, and even in Turkey, many secretly subscribed to the new doctrines. Two things, however, marred the plan of general reform and prevented its full accomplishment. In the first place, the reform was too completely reative. It took no account whatever of the progress of modern thought, and directly it attempted to leave Arabia it found itself face to face with difficulties which only political as well as religious success could overcome. It was impossible, except by force of arms, to Arabianise the world again, and nothing less than this was in contemplation. Its second mistake, and that was one that a little of the Prophet's prudence which always went hand in hand with his zeal might have avoided, was a too rigid in-sistance upon trifles. Abd el Wâhhab condemned minarets and tombstones because neither were in use during the first years of Islam. The minarets, therefore, were everywhere thrown down, and when the holy places of Mecca fell into the hands of his followers, the tombs of saints which had for centuries been revered as objects of pilgrimage were levelled to the ground. Even the Prophet's tomb at Medina was laid waste and the treasure it contained distributed among the soldiers of Ibn Saoud. This roused the indignation of all Islam, and turned the tide of the Wâhhabî fortunes. Respectable feeling which had hitherto been on their side now declared itself against them, and they never after regained their position as moral and social reformers. Politically, too, it was the cause of their ruin. The outside Muslim world, looking upon them as sacrilegious barbarians, was afraid to visit Mecca, and the pilgrimage declined so rapidly that the Hejazi became alarmed. The source of their revenue they found cut off, and it seemed on the point of ceasing altogether. Then they appealed to Constantinople, urging the Sultan to vindicate his claim to be protector of the holy places. What followed is well known. After the Peace of Paris, Sultan Mahmud commissioned Mehemet Ali to deliver Mecca and Medina from the Wâhhabite heretics, and this he in time effected. The war was carried into Najd; Dariyeh, their capital, was sacked, and Ibn Saoud himself taken prisoner and decapitated in front of St. Sophia at Constantinople. The movement of reform in Islam was thus put back for, perhaps, another hundred years."

"Still, the seed cast by Abd el Wâhhab has not been entirely without fruit. Wâhhabism, as a political regeneration of the world, has failed, but the spirit of reform has remained. Indeed, the present unquiet attitude of expectation in Islam has been its indirect result. Just as the Lutheran reformation in Europe, though it failed to convert the Christian Church, caused its real reform, so Wâhhabism has produced a real desire for reform if not yet reform itself in Musulmans. Islam is no longer asleep, and were another and a wiser Abd el Wâhhab to appear, not as a heretic, but in the body of the orthodox sect, he might play the part of Loyola or Borromeo with success.

"The present condition of the Wâhhabites as a sect is one of decline. In India, and I believe in other parts of Southern Asia, their missionaries still make converts and their preachers are held in high esteem. But at home in Arabia, their zeal has waxed cold, giving place to liberal ideas which in truth are far more congenial to the Arabian mind. The Ibn Saoud dynasty longer holds the first position in Najd, and Ibn Rashid who has taken their place, though nominally a Wâhhabite, has little of the Wâhhabite fanaticism. He is in fact a popular and national rather than a religious leader, and though still designated at Constantinople as a pestilent heretic, is counted as their ally by the more liberal Sunnites. It is probable that he would not withhold his allegiance from a Caliph of the legitimate house of Kaysarî."

(The following English works may be consulted on the subject of Wâhhabism: Breck-ard's Bedouins and Wâhhabies; Bridge's Brief History of the Wâhhabie; Sir Lewis Pelly's Political Mission to Najd; Hunter's Musulmans of India; Palgrave's Central and Eastern Arabia; Lady Ann Blunt's Pilgrimage to Najd; Dr. Badger's Indium & Systoide of 'Omda; Blunt's Future of Islam.)

AL-WÂHID (أَلْ-ْوَاحِدُ) "The One."
One of the ninety-nine special attributes of the Almighty. It occurs frequently in the Qur'an, e.g. Surah ii. 168: "Your God is One God."

[INSPIRATION.]
WÂ‘IZ (وائة). "A preacher." The word khatib is generally applied to the Mualawi who recites the khutbah on Fridays; wâ‘iz is of more general application. In the Qâni‘ûs dictionary, the wâ‘iz is defined as one who reminds mankind of those punishments and rewards which soften the heart. The usual time for preaching is on Fridays, and in the months of Muharram and Ramadan. [KHUTBAH.]

WAJD (وجد). "Eccasay." A Safi term for the fifth stage of the mystical journey, when the spiritual traveller attains to a state of mental excitement which is supposed to indicate a high state of divine illumination. [WUJUD.]

WAJH (وجه). Lit. "Presence; face." The word occurs in the Qur‘an for the presence of God. Sûrah ii. 109: "Wherever ye turn there is the face of God (Wajhi ‘ILah)."

WAJIB (واجب). Lit. "That which is obligatory." A term used in Muhammadan law for those injunctions, the non-observance of which constitutes sin, but the denial of which does not entail to downright infidelity. For example, that Muslim who does not offer the sacrifice on the day of the Great Festival [i.e. ‘AZHA] commits a sin, and if he says the sacrifice is not a divine institution, he is a sinner, but not an infidel; and he who does not observe the fast [RAMAZAN] is a sinner, but if he deny that the fast is a divine institution, he is infidel. The sacrifice being wajib, whilst the fast is firdaws [LAW.]

(2) A term which frequently occurs in combination with others. For example, al-Wâjib ‘u-wajud, "the necessary existence"—God; Wâjibu ‘ittibât, "worthy to be obeyed," as a teacher or prophet; Wâjibu ‘a‘am to be discharged, as a debt or duty.

AL-WâJîD (الواجد). "The Finder, Inventor, or Maker." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God, but the word does not occur in the Qur‘an.

WAKÂLAH, WIKÂLAH (وكالة). The office of substitute. An embassy; an agency; anatorship. For the Muhammadan law, with regard to agency for sale, see Hamilton’s Hîdâyah, vol. iii. pp. 1-62. [AGENT; DAIL; SALE.]

WAKIL (وكيل). An attorney, an agent, an ambassador. [AGENT.]

AL-WâKIL (الوكيل). "The Guardian." One of the ninety-nine special attributes of God. It occurs in the Qur‘an, Sûrah iv. 83: "For God is all sufficient for a Guardian."

WâLÁ’ (ولاء). Lit. "Proximity, kin, friendship." A peculiar relationship voluntarily established, and which confers a right of inheritance on one or both parties connected. It is of two kinds—
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(1) Wâlû ‘l-‘Atiqah (والو العتيقة), Relationship between a master and a manumitted slave, in which the former inherits any property the latter may acquire after emancipation.

(2) Wâlû ‘l-Munawîlât (والو الموعيلة), The connection arising out of mutual friendship, especially between a Muhammadan and a convert. (See Hîdâyah, Grady’s edition, p. 513.)

WALAHÂN (ولاحان). The demon who trouble people when they are performing their ablutions. (Mishkâl, bk ii. ch. 7.) The name signifies grief or distraction of mind. (See Muftaha ‘l-Arab.)

WALÎ (وال). pl. auliya’. "One who is very near." (1) Saints, or holy men, e.g. Sûrah x. 63: "Are not, verily, friends (auliya‘) of God they on whom there is no fear?" [SAFA.] (2) Next of kin or kindred, e.g. Sûrah viii. 78: "These shall be next of kin to each other."

Wali ‘ahd, an heir, especially to a sovereignty.

Wali ‘bawid, a legal guardian of a more remote degree than father, brother, or uncle.

Wali jibril, an authoritative guardian recognised by law.

Wali ni‘mat, a title of respect for a father, a patron, or a benefactor.

Waliyû ‘l-dam, a relative entitled to exact retaliation.

(3) A benefactor or helper, e.g. Sûrah ii. 114: "Thou hast no helper but God."

(4) Al-Wali, "the Helper." One of the ninety-nine special attributes of God.

WALÎ (وال). pl. wulît. A prince or governor. A term used for the ruler of a country. It is assumed by the Ameer of Afghanistan in his treaty with His Majesty. The title implies one who rules a Muslim country as an Amir, or in behalf of the Khalifah of Islam.

(2) God. Qur‘an, Sûrah xiii. 12: "Nor have they any governor beside Him."

AL-WALÎD IBN ‘UQBAH (الولد Ibn الأوقبه). A celebrated Companion. A brother to the Khalifah ‘Umar, who was Governor of al-Kufah, and died in the reign of Mu‘awiya.

WALIMAH (ويلمة). The nuptial feast. The wedding breakfast, which is generally given on the morning after the marriage. The custom is founded on the example of Muhammad, who is related to have given a feast of dates and a meal on the occasion of his marriage with Safiyah. Ibn Mas‘ûd says the Prophet regarded the wedding feast as of divine authority, and he who is invited on such an occasion must accept the invitation. (Mishkâl, bk xiii. ch. ix. pt. 1.)

WALIYU ‘L-AHD (والو العهد). Vulg. Waliyudh. The heir to a kingdom or state.
WAQF (रफ). Lit. "Standing, stopping, halting." (1) A term which in the language of the law signifies the appropriation or dedication of property to charitable uses and the service of God. An endowment. The object of such an endowment or appropriation must be of a perpetual nature, and such property or land cannot be sold or transferred. If a person build a mosque his right of property is extinguished as soon as prayers have been recited in the building.

According to the Imam Abū Yūnās, if the place in which a mosque is situated should become deserted or uninhabited, inasmuch as there is no further use for the mosque, no person coming to worship therein, still the property does not revert to the original owner and founder. But Imam Muhammad alleges that in such a case the land and the material (bricks, &c.) again become the property of the founder or his heir.

If a person construct a reservoir or well for public use, or a caravanserais, for travellers, or a hostel on an infidel frontier for the accommodation of Muslim warriors, or dedicate ground as a burying-place, his right is not extinguished until the magistrate, at his request, issues a decree to that effect. This is the opinion of Imam Abū Ḥanīfah, but Imam Abū Yūnās maintains that the person's right of property ceases on the instant of his saying: "I have made over this for such and such purposes." Whilst Imam Muhammad refuses that as soon as the property is used for the purpose to which it is dedicated, it ceases to be the property of the original owner. (See Hamilton's Hitayṣ, vol. ii. p. 584.)

(2) A term used for a full pause, and particularly for an interval in the reading of the Qur'ān, which are marked with the letters āʾ in the text.

WAQI'AH (واقیة). Lit. The "inevitable." (1) A term generally used for an accident or an unavoidable circumstance in life.

(2) The Day of Judgment. See Qur'ān, Sūrah Ivt. 2: "When the inevitable happens none shall call its happening a lie."

(3) The title of the 11th Sūrah of the Qur'ān.

AL-WAQID (الواقی). His full name: Abū 'Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn 'Umar al-Waqidi. A celebrated Muslim historian, much quoted by al-Maqrizi in his Life of Makhmud. Born at al-Madinah a.h. 180, died a.h. 207. He is said to have left a library of 800 boxes of books.

WAQOS (واقوس). Any property under the regulated value or number upon which zakāt or legal alms is due.

WAQT (وقت). The present time as distinguished from al-Waqīt 'ad Dā'im, or the eternal existence of God.
WASL (\. ). "Meeting; union," A Sáh term used for the seventh stage in the spiritual journey, when the mystic, as it were, sees the Divine One face to face. The stage previous to ḥaná', or extinction in the essence of the Eternal One. [Sufi.]

WASWASAH (\. ). Lit. "In- spiriting," or "suggesting." A suggestion from the devil. The machinations of the devil, to the consideration of which a chapter is devoted in the Traditions. (Mishkât, book i. ch. iii.)

Muhammad said, "There is not a single child of man, except Mary and her son, who is not touched by the devil at the time of his birth, and hence the child makes a loud cry when he is born, nor is there one human being who has not a devil appointed to attend him. The devil sticks close to the sons of Adam, and also an angel; the business of the devil is to do evil, and that of the angel to guide them unto truth."

WATER. Arabic māʾ (\. ), pl. mišāḥ, annuāḥ. Heb. דָּבָר mayim, waters.

In the Qur'an, Súrah xxxi. 31, it is said, "We clave them (the heavens and the earth) asunder, and by means of water, We gave life to everything." Which, as Sprenger (vol. i. p. 300) remarks, is one of the principles of the Ebonite doctrine. Al-Ḍa'īzawi says it means either that God made all animals from water, or that the chief element in animal life is water, or that animal life is supported chiefly by water.

Muhammadan writers say there are seven kinds of water which are lawful for the purposes of purification and drinking:—

Māʾ ʿ-imnār, rain-water.
Māʾ ʿ-yaḥm, spring-water.
Māʾ ʿ-lār, well-water.
Māʾ ʿ-ḥaḍ qaḥ, hail-water.
Māʾ ʿ-ṣālīf, snow-water.
Māʾ ʿ-ḥafṣ, sea-water.
Māʾ ʿ-nūhr, river-water.

Water which is considered lawful for ablution is also lawful for drinking, and vice versa. Ibn ʿUmar relates that Muhammad was asked about the water of the plains in which animals go to drink, &c., and he said, "When the water is equal to two gullub, it is not impure." ʿAbdūn ʿ-Haqq says two gullub are equal to 250 mans. (Mishkât, Matthew's ed., vol. i. p. 107.) [Wells.]

Mr. Sell, in his Faith of Islam, says:—

"Minute regulations are laid down with regard to the water which may be used for purification. The following kinds of water are lawful:—rain, sea, river, fountain, well, snow, and ice-water. Ice is not lawful. The first kind is authorised by the Qur'an. ʿHe sent you down water from heaven that He might thereby cleanse you, and cause the polonio of Satan to pass from you." (Súrah viii. 11.) The use of the others is sanctioned by the Traditions. I give one illustration. A man one day came to the Prophet and said:—

I am going on a journey and shall only have a small supply of fresh water; if I use it for ablutions I shall have none wherewith to quench my thirst, may I use sea-water?" The Prophet replied: "The water of the sea is pure." Tirmízí states that this is a Hadíq-i-Sabíhí. Great difference of opinion exists with regard to what constitutes impurity in water, and so renders it unfit for ablutions. It would be wearisome to the reader to enter into all details, but I may briefly say that, amongst the orthodox, it is generally held that if a dead body or any unclean thing falls into flowing water, or into a reservoir more than 15 feet square, it can be used, provided always that the colour, smell, and taste are not changed. It is for this reason that the pool near a mosque is never less than ten cubits square. If of that size, it is called a dhák dar dhák (literally 10 x 10). It may be, and commonly is, larger than this. It should be about one foot deep.

The use regarding water. According to Muhammadan law, water is of four kinds:—

(1) The water of the ocean, to which every person has a perfect and equal right, for the enjoyment of the ocean is common to every-one, in the same manner as the light of the sun or the air we breathe.

(2) The waters of large rivers, such as the Euphrates, the Tigris, the Indus, or the Oxa, from which every person has an absolute right to drink, and also a conditional right to use it for the purpose of irrigating his lands. For example, if a person desire to cultivate waste land, and dig a watercourse or canal for the purpose of conveying water to it from the river, he may lawfully do so, provided the act be in no sense detrimental to the people. The same law applies to the erection of a water-mill on the banks of a river.

(3) Water in which several have a share; in which case also the right of drinking is common to all, whilst there are certain restrictions regarding its use for the purposes of irrigation, which will be hereafter treated of.

(4) Water which is kept in vessels; which is regarded as property, except in times of scarcity, when it is even lawful to seize it for common use.

The use regarding the division of water for the purposes of irrigation, known as shiríb (\. ), or "a right to water," is most important in the East, where so much of the cultivation of land depends not upon the fall of rain but upon irrigation. In Afghanistan, there are more disputes and more murders committed over the division of water than with regard to any other question. A claim of shiríb, or "right of water," is valid, independent of any property in the ground, for a person may become endowed with it, exclusive of the ground, either by inheritance or bequest; and it sometimes happens that when a person sells his lands, he reserves to himself the right of shiríb. No person can alter or obstruct the course of water running through his ground, and in the case of disputes regarding a rivulet held jointly by
several, it is the duty of the judge to make a distribution of the water according to the extent of land which they severally possess; for, as the object of right to water is to moisten the lands, it is but fit that each should receive a just proportion. A rivulet must not be dammed up for the convenience of one partner without the consent of the others; nor can he dig a trench or erect a mill upon a rivulet used for irrigation, without the general consent of all persons concerned. The same restriction applies, also, to a water-engine or a bridge. One partner cannot alter the mode of partition without the others' consent, nor increase the number of sluices or openings through which he receives his share, nor convey his share into lands not entitled to receive it, nor even to lands which are entitled to receive it, nor can he shut up any of the sluices, or exchange the manner of division in any way, as, for example, by taking the water in rotation instead of division by sluices. A right to water cannot be consigned as a dowry, nor given as a consideration in Kust, when a wife bargains for her divorce [Kust], nor in composition for a claim, nor sold to discharge the debts of a defunct owner. It is also noted that if a person, by irrigating his lands, should by that means overflow those of his neighbour, he is not liable to make compensation, as he was not guilty of any transgression.

WAZ' (wa). A sermon. [Khutbah, Waktu.]

WAZIFAH (wa), from wasf, "a daily ration of food." (1) A term used for a daily lesson, or portion from the Qur'an which is read by devout Muslims. The Qur'an is divided into thirty surahs as the daily waqfiyah to be read during the month of Ramadan.

(2) A passage or stipend granted to pious persons.

(3) Revenue collected at a stipulated rate.

WAZIR (wa). A Vezeer. The principal minister in a Muhammadan country. There are three opinions regarding the etymology of the word. Some derive it from wasr, "a burden," because the wazir bears the burden of state; others from wasar, "a refuge," because the ruler has recourse to the counsels of the wazir; others from azir, "the back, or strength," because the ruler is strengthened by his wazir as the human frame is by the back.

Mr. Lane (Arabic Nights, Intro., p. 29), says: "The post of wazir was the highest that was held by an officer of the pen; and the person who occupied it was properly the next to the Sultan; but the Turkish Sultans of Egypt made the office of sadir, or vizier, to have the pre-eminence. Under them, the post of wazier was sometimes occupied by an officer of the pen, and sometimes by an officer of the sword; and in both cases the wazier was called the Sabeel." Khalil az-Zahir relates that Muhammad said, "Whosoever is in authority over Mus-

lums, if God prosper him, shall be given a virtuous wazir. The wazir shall remind him when he forgets his duty, and shall assist him when he doth remember it. But to a bad ruler God giveth an evil-minded wazir, who, when the ruler forgets his duty, does not remind him of it, and when he remembereth his duty, doth not assist him to perform it."

WEDDING. [MARRIAGE.]

WEEK. Arabic waabir (3), subu (3); Heb. שָׂבִיעָה. The Muhammadan week (as the Jewish and Christian) begins with Sunday and ends with Saturday. In the Qur'an, Surah vi. 32, it is said, "God created the heavens and the earth in six days." In Surah xvi. 125, it is said, "the Sabbath was only made for those who dispute thereon," which al-Baaisawi says means that the Sabbath was established for the Jews who disputed with Moses regarding it; but there is no injunction in the Qur'an for the due observance of the Sabbath. [Day, Friday.]

WEEPING. [Buka.]

WELLS. Arabic ba'ir (b), pl. abir. Heb. אֲבָר Be'er. If a person dig a well for public use, it is held by Imam Muhammad that his right to the well ceases as soon as the people drink of the well; but Imam Abu Hanifah is of opinion that it does not become common property until the magistrates issue a decree to that effect. (Hidaysat, vol. ii. p. 357.)

If a person dig a well in a high road (where no person is entitled to dig a well), he is liable to a fine for any accident which may happen by people falling into it. (Hidaysat, vol. ii. p. 719.)

If any animal, or impurity of any kind, fall into a well, all the water must be drawn out before the well can be lawfully used; and if it be impossible to draw the whole of the water, the least that is drawn must be thrown away. If the animal has in any way become putrid in the well, then the water must not be used for three whole days; but in any other case the water can be used after the lapse of a whole day. (Shari'ah Wiqayat, p. 10.)

WHISTLING. Arabic mukha (m), Mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah viii. 35: "Their (the Quran) prayer at the House was taught and whistling and clapping hands. Taste then the torment, for that ye misbelieve." From which it is understood that whistling was one of the idolatrous ceremonies in the days of ignorance in the Makkan temple. Whistling is therefore generally held to be unlawful for pious Muslims.

WIDOWS. Arabic armalah (m). Heb. אָמָנָה, almanah. Mourning is incumbent upon a widow for a period of four months and ten days after the death of her husband. (Hamilton's Hidaysat,
A female slave may be bequeathed, with the exception of her progeny. To bequeath the offspring of a female slave is unlawful. A bequest is rescinded by the express declaration of the testator, or by any act on his part implying his retraction, or which extinguishes his property in the legacy. But the testator's denying his bequest is not a retraction of it, nor his declaring it unlawful or unwise, nor his desiring the execution of it to be deferred. A bequest to one person is annulled by a subsequent bequest of the same article to another, unless that other be not then alive.

A legacy after being divided off by the magistrate, descends to the legatee's heirs in case of his decease.

Concerning the Bequest of a Third of the Estates.

If a person leave a third of his property to one man and a third to another, and the heirs refuse their consent to the execution of the whole, it is then restricted to one third.

If a person bequeath the third of his estate to one, and then a sixth of it to another, and the heirs refuse their consent, in that case one-third of his estate is divided into three shares, of which two are given to the legatee of the third and one to the legatee of the sixth.

A bequest of a son's portion of inheritance is void, but not the bequest of an equivalent to it. For example: if a person say, "I bequeath my son's portion," such a bequest is null; but the bequest will be valid if he say, "I bequeath an equivalent to my son's portion."

A bequest of a "portion" of the estate is executed to the extent of the smallest portion inherited from it, and a bequest of "part of the estate," undefined, may be construed to apply to any part. A person bequeathing a third of any particular property, if two-thirds of it be lost, and the remainder come within a third of the testator's estate, the legatee is entitled to the whole of such remainder; and a bequest of "the third of," an article, part of which is afterwards destroyed, holds with respect to a third of the remainder.

A legacy of money must be paid in full with the property in hand, although all the rest of the estate should be expended in debts. A legacy left to two persons, one of them being at that time dead, goes entire to the living legatee.

A legacy being bequeathed to two persons indefinitely, if one of them die, a moiety of it only goes to the other. A bequest made by a poor man is of force if he afterwards become rich. A bequest of any article, not existing in the possession or disposal of the testator at his decease, is null, unless it was referred to his property, in which case it must be discharged by a payment of the value.
An acknowledgment of debt, upon a death-bed, is sufficient to the extent of a third of the estate.

Any accident occasioning uncertainty with respect to the legatees, annuls the bequest. An heir, after partition of the estate, acknowledging a bequest in favour of another, must pay the acknowledged legatee his proportion of such bequest.

The Period of Making Wills.

As has already been remarked, Muhammadan wills are not as a rule written documents, and therefore the institutions of the law are entirely made for verbal rather than written bequests.

Gratuitous acts, of immediate operation, if executed upon a death-bed, take effect to the extent of one-third of the property only.

An acknowledgment on a death-bed is valid in favour of the person who afterwards becomes an heir, but not a bequest or gift; neither is an acknowledgment so made valid, if the principle of inheritance had existed in the person previous to the deed.

Such acknowledgment, gift, or bequest, in favour of a son, being a slave, who afterwards becomes free, previous to the father's decease, is nevertheless void.

Rules for Ascertaining a Death-bed Illness.

The following curious paragraph occurs in the Hidayah on this subject:—

"Paralytic, gouty, or consumptive persons, whose disorder has continued for a length of time, and who are in no immediate danger of death, do not fall under the description of moribund or sick, whence deeds of gift, executed by such, take effect to the extent of their whole property; because, when a long time has elapsed, the patient has become familiarised to his disease, which is not then accounted as sickness. The length of time requisite, by its lapse, to do away with the idea of sickness in those cases, is determined at one year; and if, after that time, the invalid should become bed-ridden, he is then accounted as one recently sick. If, therefore, any of the sick persons thus described make a gift in the beginning of their illness, or after they are bedridden, such gift takes effect from the third of their property, because at such time there is apprehension of death (whence medicine is given to them), and therefore the disorder is then considered as a death-bed illness." (Hidayah, Grady's ed., p. 686.)

Emancipation of Slaves upon a Death-bed.

Emancipation and deeds of gift on a death-bed, take effect to the extent of a third of the property, and emancipation precedes in their execution the actual bequests.

The appropriation of a sum by bequest to the emancipation of a slave is annulled by the subsequent loss or failure of any part of it, but not the appropriation of a sum to the performance of a pilgrimage.

A slave, exceeding one-third of the property, emancipated on death-bed, is exempted from emancipatory labour by the heirs assenting to his freedom.

A bequest of emancipation in favour of a slave is annulled by his being made over in compensation for an offence committed by him.

Where the heir and the legatee agree concerning a slave having been emancipated by the testator, the allegation of the heir is credited with respect to the date of the deed.

Bequests for Pious Purposes.

In the execution of bequests to certain pious purposes, the duties ordained by the command of God precede those which are voluntary, and are then benevolent acts towards mankind.

If a person will that "the pilgrimage which was incumbent upon him be performed on his behalf after his death," the heirs must dispute a person for this purpose and pay all his expenses to Makkah.

But when all the purposes mentioned be of equal importance, the arrangement of the testator must be followed.

A legacy, appropriated to pilgrimage, if lost, must be repaired to the extent of a third of the estate.

Wills made by Jews and Christians.

Zimmis, or Jews and Christians paying tribute for protection, can make bequests, and they are held good in Muslim law, and are subject to the same restrictions with those of Muslims.

A church or synagogue founded during health descends to the founder's heirs, but the bequest of a house to the purpose of an infidel place of worship, is appropriated, whether any particular legatees be mentioned or otherwise.

Abū Hanifah says the bequests of Zimmis are of four kinds:—

(1) Those made for purposes held sacred in their belief, but not in that of Muslims, such as the building of a church or synagogue, which according to Hanifah is valid under certain restrictions.

(2) Those made for purposes held pious by Muslims and not by Zimmis, such as the building of a mosque, in which case the bequest is invalid.

(3) Those made for a purpose held sacred by both Muslims and Zimmis, such as an offering to the Temple at Jerusalem, which are valid.

(4) Those made for purposes held to be wrong by both Zimmis and Muslims, such as the support of sinners and dissolute women, which are invalid as being sinful.

The will of a senaualist or innovator is the same as of an orthodox Mussulman, unless he proceeds to avowed apostasy. The will of a female apostate is valid, but not that of a male apostate.

A Zimmī may bequeath the whole of his property; but if he bequeath a part only, the residue is transmitted to his heirs.
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An emancipation granted by him on his death-bed, takes effect in toto.

Any bequest in favour of a Zimmī is valid, and he may make a bequest in favour of an unbeliever of a different sect not being a hostile infidel.

Usufructuary Wills.

An article bequeathed in usufruct must be consigned to the legatee; but if it constitute the sole estate being a slave, he is possessed by the heirs and legatee alternately; or, being a house, it is held among them in their due proportions; nor are the heirs in the latter instance allowed to sell their slaves. The bequest becomes void on the death of the legatee.

A bequest of the produce of an article does not entitle the legatee to the personal use of the article; nor does a bequest of the use entitle him to let it to hire. A bequest of the use of a slave does not entitle the legatee to carry him out of the place, unless his family reside elsewhere. A bequest of a year's product, if the article exceed a third of the estate, does not entitle the legatee to a consignment of it.

In a bequest of the use of an article to one, and the substance of it to another, the legatee of usufruct is exclusively entitled to the use during his term. A bequest of an article to one, and its contents to another, if connectedly expressed, entitles the second legatee to nothing.

A bequest of the fruit of a garden implies the present fruit only, unless it be expressed in perpetuity, and a bequest of the produce of an animal implies the existent produce only in every instance.

The Executors.

An executor having accepted his appointment in presence of the testator, is not afterwards at liberty to reject it, but his silence leaves him an option of rejection; but any act indicative of his acceptance binds him to the execution of the office.

Having rejected the appointment after the testator's decease, he may still accept it, unless the magistrate appoint an executor in the interim.

Where a slave, a reprobate, or an infidel are appointed, the magistrate must nominate a proper substitute.

The appointment of the testator's slave is invalid if any of the heirs have attained to maturity, but not otherwise.

In case of the executor's incapacity, the magistrate must give him an assistant; but he must not do so on the executor pleading incapacity without due examination; and if he appear perfectly equal to the office, he cannot be removed, not even on the complaint of the heirs, unless his culpability be ascertained.

One of two joint executors cannot act without the concurrence of the other, except in such matters as require immediate execution, or which are of an incumbent nature, or in which the interest or advantage of the estate are concerned.

In case of the death of a joint executor, the magistrate must appoint a substitute, unless the deceased have himself nominated his successor. The executor of an executor is his substitute in office.

An executor is entitled to possess himself of the portions of infant and absent adult heirs on their behalf, but not of the legacies of infant or absent legatees.

An executor may sell a slave of the estate, for the discharge of the debts upon it, in absence of the creditors, unless the slave be involved in debt.

An executor having sold and received the price of an article which afterwards proves to be the property of another, is accountable to the purchaser for the price he had so received; but if this has been lost he may reimburse himself from the person to whom the article had fallen by inheritance.

An executor may accept a transfer for a debt due to his infant ward, or sell or purchase movables on his account. He may also sell movables on account of an absent adult heir, but he cannot trade with his ward's portion. He may sell movable property on account of the infant or absent adult brother of the testator.

The power of a father's executor precedes that of the grandfather. If there be no executor, the grandfather is the father's representative.

Evidence with respect to Wills.

The evidence of two executors to the appointment of a third is not valid, unless he claim or admit it, and the evidence of orphans to the appointment of an executor is not admitted if he deny it.

The testimony of executors with respect to property on behalf of an infant or of an absent adult is not admitted.

The mutual evidence of parties on behalf of each other to debts due to each from an estate is valid, but not their evidence to legacies, unless each legacy respectively consists of a slave.

A mutual evidence of this nature is void where it involves a right of participation in the witnesses.

WINDS

Arabic riyaḥ (rīḥ), pl. of rīḥ. Heb. רוח רוחַ. There are four special winds mentioned in the Qur'ān: Ṣurṣor, a violent hurricane (Sūrah lix. 6); qā'im, a barren wind (Sūrah li. 42); lawā'iḥ, fertilizing winds (Sūrah xxv. 22); nubahah-shirdāt, harbingers of rain (Sūrah xxx. 47). And it is related that the Prophet said he was assisted by an east wind at the battle of the Ditch, and that the tribe of 'Ad was destroyed by a west wind. A special chapter is devoted to the Prophet's sayings with regard to the wind, as it appears that he had a superstition of it. 'Aflatūn said, that when the clouds appeared, the
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Prophet used to change colour, and come out of his house and walk to and fro, nor would he deviate from the storm had passed away. When she expressed her surprise at his excitement, he said, “O ‘Ayshah, peradventure these winds be like those which destroyed the tribe of ‘Ad.”

WINE. Heb. הָיְם hêmār, Is. i. 22, "old wine." Wine under the term kāmār (ذَمْر), which is generally held to imply all things which intoxicate, is forbidden in the Qurān in the following verses:

Sūrah ii. 216: “They will ask thee concerning wine and games of chance. Say: In both is great sin, and advantage also, to men; but their sin is greater than their advantage.”

Sūrah v. 92: "O believers! surely wine and games of chance, and statues, and the divining arrows, are an abomination of Satan’s work! Avoid them, that ye may prosper. Only would Satan sow hatred and strife among you, by wine, and games of chance, and separate you from the remembrance of God, and from prayer: will ye not, therefore, abstain from them? Obey God and obey the Apostle, and be on your guard: but if ye turn back, know that our Apostle is only bound to deliver a plain announcement.”

Al-Jahilān, the commentators, on these verses, say: "Only that wine is forbidden which intoxicates the brain and affects the steadiness of the body." But all Muslim doctors hold that wine of any kind is forbidden.

Imām Abū Hanifah says: "This doctrine is founded upon a precept of the Prophet, who said, 'Whoever drinks wine, let him suffer correction by scourging as often as he drinks thereof.' " (Hamilton's Hitdāyāl, vol. ii. 53.)

If a Muslim drinks wine, he is seized whilst his breath yet smells of wine, or be brought before the Qurān while he is yet intoxicated, and two witnesses give evidence that he has drunk wine, scourging is to be inflicted. The punishment is eighty lashes for a free man and forty lashes for a slave.

Mr. Lane says: "Several stories have been told as to the occasion of Muhammad’s prohibiting the drinking of wine. Subeņnis says: 'Muhammad, making a journey to a friend at noon, entered into his house, where there was a marriage feast, and, sitting down with the guests, he observed them to be very merry and jovial, kissing and embracing one another, which was attributed to the cheerfulness of their spirits raised by the wine; and that he blessed it as a sacred thing in being thus an instrument of much love among men. But, returning to the same house the next day, he beheld another face of things, as gore-blood on the ground, a hand cut off, an arm, foot, and other limbs dismembered, which he was told was the effect of the brawls and fightings occasioned by the wine, which made them mad, and inflamed them into a fury, thus to destroy one another. Whereon he changed his mind, and turned his former blessing into a curse, and forbade wine ever after to all his disciples.' Epist. 3. This prohibition of wine blinded many of the Prophet’s contemporaries from embracing his religion. Yet several of the most respectable of the pagan Arabs, like certain of the Jews and early Christians, abstained totally from wine, from a feeling of its injurious effects upon moral, and, in their climate, upon health; or, more especially, from the fear of being led by it into the commission of foolish and degrading actions. Thus Keys (Qais), the son of Asim, being one night overcome with wine, attempted to grasp the moon, and swore that he would not quit the spot where he stood until he had laid hold of it. After leaping several times with the view of doing so, he fell flat upon his face; and when he recovered his senses, and was acquainted with the cause of his face being bruised, he made a solemn vow to abstain from wine ever after." Lane’s Arabic Nights, vol. i. pp. 217, 218.

WITNESS. Arabic shahīd (شَهِيد), dual shahīdīn; pl. shuhādā, or shuhūd.

Terms which are used for witness in legal cases, an account of which is given in the article on EVIDENCE; and also for those who die as martyrs for the Muslim faith, or most with sudden death from any accidental circumstance. [MARTYR.]

WITR. ( jit ). Lit. "An odd number." Witr rak‘ahs are an odd number of rak‘ahs, 3, 5, or 7, which may be said after the last prayer at night, and before the dawn of day. Usually they are added to the Salāt ‘l-Ishā. Imām Abū Hanifah says they are wājib, that is, ordered by God, although they are not authorized by any text in the Qurān. But they are instituted by traditions, each of which is generally received as a Hadīṣ Sahīḥ; and so witr rak‘ahs are regarded as being of divine authority. Imām Shafi‘ī’s, however, considers them to be sunna only.

The Traditions referred to are:

The Prophet said: "God has added to your prayers one prayer more: know that it is witr, say it between the Salāt ‘l-Ishā and the dhuhr.”

On the authority of Buzār, it is recorded that the Prophet said: “Witr is wājib upon Muslims,” and in order to enforce the practice, he added: “Witr is right; he who does not observe it is not my follower.”

The Prophet, the Companions, the Tābi‘ūn and the Tabarru‘ t-Tābi‘īn, all observed it.

The word witr literally means "odd number," and a tradition says: "God is odd, He loves the odd.”

Muslīmān pay the greatest respect to an odd number. It is considered unlucky to begin and end, or to commence a journey on a day, the date of which is an even number.

The number of lines in a page of a book is nearly always an odd number. [SALATU ‘L-WITR.]
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WIVES. Arabic zauij (زوج), pl. azwaj, also zauijah, pl. zauijat. Although Muhammad himself claimed the special indulgence of eleven lawful wives, he limited his followers to four, allowing at the same time as many female concubines or domestic slaves as the master's right hand possessed. See Qur'an, Surah iv. 3: "Marry what seems good to you of women, by twos, or threes, or fours, or what your right hand possesses."

[Marriage:]

According to the Shi'ahs, he also sanctioned temporary marriages, an account of which will be found in the article on Mutah.

Regarding the treatment of wives, the following verse in the Qur'an (Surah iv. 38) allows the husband absolute power to correct them: "Chide those whose refractoriness you have cause to fear. Remove them into sleeping chambers apart, and beat them. But if they are obedient to you, then seek not occasion against them."

(For other injunctions in the Qur'an on the subject, see the article Women.)

The following is Muhammad's teaching, as given in the Traditions (see Mishkat, Arabic edition; Babu 'n-Nikah):—

"That is the most perfect Muslim whose disposition is the best, and the best of you is he who behaves best to his wife."

"When a man has two wives and does not treat them equally, he will come on the Day of Resurrection with half his body fallen off."

"When a man calls his wife, she must come, although she be at an oven."

"The Prophet used to divide his time equally amongst his wives, and he would say, 'O God, I divide impartially that which thou hast put in my power.'"

"Admonish your wives with kindness, because women were created from a crooked bone of the side; therefore, if you wish to straighten it, you will break it, and if you let it alone, it will always be crooked."

"Not one of you must whip his wife like whipping a slave."

"A Muslim must not hate his wife, for if he be displeased with one bad quality in her, then let him be pleased with another that is good."

"A Muslim cannot obtain anything better than an amiable and beautiful wife, such a wife who, when ordered by her husband to do a thing, will obey, and if her husband looks at her will be happy; and if her husband scolds her, she will give him a swearer of truth; and if he be absent from her, she will honour him with her own person and property."

It is related that on one occasion the Prophet said: "Best not your wives." Then 'Umar came to the Prophet and said, "Our wives have got the upper hand of their husbands by hearing this." Then the Prophet permitted beating of wives. Then an immense number of women collected round the Prophet's family, and complained of their husbands beating them. And the Prophet said, "Verily a great number of women are assembled in my home complaining of their husbands, and those men who beat their wives do not behave well. He is not of true way who teaches a woman to go astray and who entices a slave from his master."

The legal position of a wife under Sunni, and, with some slight differences, under Shi'ah law also, may be generally stated as follows:—

Her consent to a marriage is necessary. She cannot legally object to be one of four wives. Nor can she object to an unlimited number of hand-maids. She is entitled to a marriage settlement or dower, which must be paid to her in case of divorce or separation. She may, however, remit either whole or part of the dower. She may refuse to join her husband until the dower is paid. She may be at any time, with or without cause, divorced by her husband. She may seek or claim divorce (khul') from her husband with her husband's consent. She may be chastised by her husband. She cannot give evidence in a court of law against her husband. According to the Sunnis, her evidence in favour of her husband is not admissible, but the Shias maintain the opposite view. Her husband can demand her seclusion from public. If she becomes a widow, she must observe hidād, or mourning, for the space of four months and ten days. In the event of her husband's death, she is entitled to a portion of his husband's estate, in addition to her claim of dower, the claim of dower taking precedence of all other claims on the estate.

There are special arrangements made by Muslim law for the partition of the husband's time amongst his wives in case he may have two, or more wives. For it is related that Muhammad said, "The man who has two or more wives, and who, in partition of his time, inclines particularly to one of them, shall in the Day of Judgment incline to one side by being paralytic." And 'Ayishah relates that the Prophet said, "O God, I make an equal partition amongst my wives as to what is in my power; do not, therefore, bring me to account for that which is not in my power, namely, the affection." It is therefore ruled that the wife of a prior marriage and of a recent one, are all alike in the matter of the partition of time spent with them. The husband can, however, arrange and determine the measure of the partition of his time as to whether it be one day or more at a time. But if a man marry two wives, the one a free woman and the other a bond-maid, he must divide his time into three portions, giving two portions to the free woman and one to the bond-maid. When the husband is on a journey, his wives can make no claim to accompany him on the journey, and it is at his option to carry along with him whomever soever he pleases, but it is preferable for him to cast lots and take with him on the journey her upon whom the lot may happen to fall. The time of the journey is not to be counted against a husband, and he is thereby not obliged to make up for the partition lost within that time. It is also allowed by the
law, of one wife to give up her right as regards partition of time to any other of her husband's wives. But if a woman give up her right, she is not at liberty to resume it. Durrat-I-Mukhtār, loco."

The position of a wife as regards the law of divorce, is treated under the article Divorce.

We are indebted to Mouli Syed Ameer Ali, M.A., LL.B., a Muhammadan Barrister-at-Law, and Presidency Magistrate of Calcutta, for the following able exposition of the position of wives under the Muslim law:

"Prior to the Islamic legislation, and especially among the pagan Arabs, women had no locus standi in the eye of the law. The pre-Islamic Arab customs as well as the Rabbinical law, dealt most harshly with them. (3 Causin de perceval, Hist. des Arabe, p. 337.)

The Koran created a thorough revolution in the condition of women. For the first time in the history of Oriental legislation, the principle of equality between the sexes was recognised and practically carried into effect. 'The women,' says the Koran, 'ought to have the same rights and duties towards their husbands in like manner as their husbands should behave towards them, according to what is just.' (Koran, chap. ii., v. 226.) And Mohammed in his discourse on Jabli-I-Arafa, emphasised the precept by declaring in eloquent terms, 'Ye men, ye have rights over your wives; and your wives have rights over you.' (Ibn Hisham.)

In accordance with these precepts the Mahomedan law declares equality between the married parties to be the regulating principle of all domestic relationships. Fidelity to the marriage bed is inculcated on both sides; and unfaithfulness leads to the same consequences, whether the delinquent be the husband or the wife. Chastity is required equally from man and woman.

"The husband is legally bound to maintain his wife and her domestic servants, whether she and her servants belong to the Moslem faith or not. This obligation of the husband comes into operation when the contract itself comes into operation, and the wife is subjected thereby to the marital control. It continues in force during the conjugal union, and in certain cases even after it is dissolved.

"The maintenance (nafkah) of a wife includes everything connected with her support and comfort, such as food, raiment, lodging, &c., and must be provided in accordance with the social position occupied. (I Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 787; 1 Fatwaa-i-Kutub Khan: Jama-ush-Shaitat; Fawzi-Imdadya; Mafathik; 1 Hed, Eng. Trans., p. 392.)

"The wife is not entitled merely to maintenance in the English sense of the word, but has a right to claim a habitation for her own exclusive use, to be provided consistently with the husband's means.

"If the wife, however, is a minor, so that the marriage cannot be consummated, according to the Hanafi and the Shiah doctrines, there is no legal obligation on the husband's part to maintain her. (1 Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 778; Kanz-ud-Dokht; 1 Hed, Eng. Trans., p. 394; Jama-ush-Shaitat.)

"With the Sbāfeis it makes no difference, in the obligation of the husband to maintain his wife, whether the wife be a minor or not. (Kitab-ul-Awad; 1 Hed, Eng. Trans., p. 394.)

"Nor is a husband, under the Hanafi and the Shiah law, entitled to the custody of the person of a minor wife whom he is not bound to maintain. (In re Khatta Bibi, 5 Bengal Law Reports, 0. C. J. 557.)

"If the husband be a minor and the wife an adult, and the incapacity to complete or consummate the contract be solely on his part, she is entitled to maintenance. (1 Hed, Eng. Trans., p. 386; Fawzi-Imdadya; 1 Fatwaa-i-Kutub Khan, p. 480; Jama-ush-Shaitat.)

"It makes no difference in the husband's liability to maintain the wife whether he be in health or suffering from illness, whether he be a prisoner of war or undergoing punishment, justly or unjustly, for some crime, whether he be absent from home on pleasure or business, or gone on a pilgrimage. (1 Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 788.) In fact, as long as the status of marriage subsists, and as long as the wife is subject to the marital power, so long she is entitled to maintenance from him. Nor does she lose her right by being afflicted with any disease. (1 Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 784; Jama-ush-Shaitat.)

"When the husband has left the place of the conjugal domicile without making any arrangement as to the husband's support, the wife is authorised by law to make an order that her maintenance shall be paid out of any fund or property which the husband may have left in deposit or in trust, or invested in any trade or business. (1 Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 780.)

"A wife may contract debts for her support during the husband's absence; and if such debts are legitimate, contracted bond fide for her support, the creditors have a right of recovery against the husband. (Nai-ul-Ardo.) In the same way, if the husband be unable for the time being to maintain his wife, it would not form a cause for separation,' says the Hedaya, 'but the magistrate may direct the woman to pledge her husband's credit and procure necessaries for herself, the husband remaining liable for the debts.' (1 Hed, Eng. Trans., p. 287.)

"When the husband is absent and has left real property either in the possession of his wife or of some other person on her behalf, the wife is not entitled to sell it for her support, though she may raise a temporary loan on it, which the husband will be bound to discharge, provided the mortgage was created bond fide for her or her children's support, and did not go beyond the actual necessity of the case. Under such circumstances the mortgages is bound to satisfy himself that the money advanced is applied legitimately to the support of the family of the absent husband. (1 Fatwaa-i-Alamgiri, p. 787.)

"When the woman abandons the conjugal domicile without any valid reason, she is not
entitled to maintenance. (Fatâwa-i-âlamgiri, p. 783; Fâsi i-Imdâdiyâh; Jâma-ush-Shâtâtât.) Simple refractoriness, as has been popularly supposed, does not lead to a forfeiture of her right. If she live in the house but do not obey the husband’s wishes, she would not lose her right to her proper maintenance. If she leave the house against his will without any valid reason, she would lose her right, but would recover it on her return to the conjugal domicile. (Fatâwa-i-âlamgiri; Jâma-ush-Shâtâtât; Kiti Ngb. ln-Id. Eshâz-za-n al-Firkh.)

What is a valid and sufficient reason for the abandonment of the conjugal domicile is a matter for the discretion of the Kazi or judge. As a general principle and one which has been adopted and enforced by the Kazis’ mahkumus in Algeria, a wife who leaves her husband’s house on account of his or his relations’ continued ill-treatment of her, does not come within the category of nâshizah and continues entitled to her maintenance.

“A woman who is imprisoned for some offence, or is undergoing incarceration in the civil jail for the non-payment of a debt, or who goes on a voyage or pilgrimage without her husband’s consent, has no right to claim any maintenance during her absence. (1 Fatâwa-i-âlamgiri, p. 784.)

“Among the Shihas, if she goes on an obligatory pilgrimage, even without her husband’s consent, she is nevertheless entitled to maintenance.

“The husband’s liability to support the wife continues during the whole period of probation, if the separation has been caused by any conduct of his, or has taken place in exercise of a right possessed by her. The husband would not, however, be liable to support the wife during the iddat, if the separation is caused by her misconduct. (Fatâwa-i-âlamgiri, p. 748; Jâma-ush-Shâtâtât; 1 Fatâwa-i-Kâ’ Kha’s, p. 481.)

“If she is pregnant at the time of separation her right remains intact until she is confined of the child.

“The Hadîs seems to imply that a woman is not entitled to maintenance during the period of probation she observes on the death of her husband. (1 Hed. p. 407.) As the Koran, however, distinctly says, ‘Such of you as shall die and leave wives ought to bequeath to them a year’s maintenance,’ several jurists have held that a widow has a right to be maintained from the estate of her husband for a year, independently of any share she may obtain in the property left by him. This right would appertain to her whether she be a Moslemah or non-Moslemah.

“In the case of separation (iddat) observed by a woman on the death of her husband, the Sunnis calculate the period from the actual date of his decease; the Shihas from the day on which the wife receives the news of the death.

“According to the Sunnis, the liability of the husband to maintain a pregnant wife from whom he has separated ceases at her confinement. (1 Hed. p. 360.) The Shihas, on the other hand, hold that the liability lasts for the same period after confinement as if the woman was not enceinte. (Jâma-ush-Shâtâtât.)

“If the husband be insane, the wife is entitled, according to the Shâhi doctrines and the views of the compilers of the Fatâwa-i-âlamgiri, to maintenance for the period of one year, which is fixed by the Kazi in order to discover whether the insanity is curable or not. The Mâlikis, with whom the author of the Hedîs seems to agree, deny to the wife the right of asking for a dissolution of the marriage tie on the ground of the husband’s insanity. Among them the wife, therefore, retains the right of maintenance during the insanity of her husband, however long continued. With the Shihas the wife is entitled to a cancellation of the marriage contract if the husband’s insanity be incurable. Should she exercise this right and dissolve the marriage, her right to maintenance ceases.

“The Mahomedan law lays down distinctly (1) that a wife is bound to live with her husband and to follow him wherever he desires to go; (2) and that on her refusing to do so without sufficient or valid reason, the courts of justice, on a suit for restitution of conjugal rights by the husband, would order her to live with her husband.

“The wife cannot refuse to live with her husband on pretext like the following:

“(1) That she wishes to live with her parents.

“(2) That the domicile chosen by the husband is distant from the home of her father.

“(3) That she does not wish to remain away from the place of her birth.

“(4) That the climate of the place where the husband has established his domicile is likely to be injurious to her health.

“(5) That she detests her husband.

“(6) That the husband ill-treats her frequently (unless such ill-treatment is actually proved, which would justify the Kazi to grant a separation).

“The obligation of the woman, however, to live with her husband is not absolute. The law recognises circumstances which justify her refusal to live with him. For instance, if he has habitually ill-treated her, if he has deserted her for a long time, or if he has directed her to leave his house or even confined her at her doing so, he cannot require her to re-enter the conjugal domicile or ask the assistance of a court of justice to compel her to live with him. The bad conduct or gross neglect of the husband is, under the Musulman law, a good defence to a suit brought by him for restitution of conjugal rights.

“In the absence of any conduct on the husband’s part justifying an apprehension that, if the wife accompanied him to the place chosen by him for his residence, she would be at his mercy and exposed to his violence, she is bound by law to accompany him wherever he goes. At the same time the law recognises the validity of express stipulations, entered into at the time of marriage, respecting the conjugal domicile. If it be agreed that the
husband shall allow his wife to live always with her parents, he cannot afterwards force her to leave her father's house for his own. Such stipulation in order to be practically carried into effect, must be entered in the deed of marriage; a mere verbal understanding is not sufficient in the eye of the law.

"If the wife, however, once consent to leave the place of residence agreed upon at the time of marriage, she would be presumed to have waived the right acquired under express stipulation, and to have adopted the domicil chosen by the husband. If a special place be indicated in the deed of marriage as the place where the husband should allow the wife to live, and it appear subsequently that it is not suited for the abode of a respectable woman, or that injury is likely to happen to the wife if she remain there, or that the wife's parents were not of good character, the husband may compel the wife to remove from such place or from the house of such parents. "The husband may also insist upon his wife accompanying him from one place to another, if the change is occasioned by the requirements of his duty."

Every case in which the question of conjugal domicil is involved will depend, says De Ménerville, upon its own special features, the general principle of the Moslem law on the subject being the same as in other systems of law, viz. that the wife is bound to reside with her husband, unless there is any valid reason to justify her refusal to do so. The sufficiency or validity of the reasons is a matter for the consideration of the Kazi or judge, with special regard to the position in life of the parties and the usages and customs of the particular country in which they reside."

Faqir Jani Muhammad Asad, the author of the Akház-i-Safai, gives the following sage advice, which expresses very much the ordinary Oriental view of the question: —

As regards the Selection of a Wife.

The best of wives would be such an one as is graced with intellect, honour, chastity, good sense, modesty, tenderness of heart, good manners, submission to her husband, and gravity of demeanour. Barren she should not be, but prolific. . . . A free woman is preferable to a bond woman, insomuch as this supposes the accession of new friends and connections, and the pacification of enemies and the furtherance of temporal interests. Low birth is likewise objectionable on the same account. A young maiden is preferred, because she may be expected more readily to attend to her husband's guidance and injunctions; and if she be further graced with the three qualities of family, property, and beauty, she would be the acme of perfection. To these three qualities, however, sundry dangers may attach; and of these we should accordingly beware. For family engenders conceit; and whereas women are noted for weakness of mind, she will probably be all the slower to submit to the husband's control; nay, at times she will view him in the light of a servant, which must needs prove a perversion of interest, an inversion of relation, and an injury in this world and the next. As to property and beauty, they are liable to the same inconvenience; while in beauty there is this further and peculiar evil, that a beauty is coveted of many; and since women possess less of that judgment which restrains from crime, it may thus lead to mischief without end.

As regards the Management of a Wife.

There are three things to be maintained and three things to be avoided.

Of the three things to be maintained:—

1. Dignity. —The husband should constantly preserve a dignified bearing towards her, that she may forbear to slight his commands and prohibitions. This is the primary means of government, and it may be effected by the display of his merits and the concealment of his failings.

2. Complaisance. —He is to comply with his wife as far as to assure her of his affection and confidence; otherwise, in the idea of having lost it, she will proceed to set herself in opposition to his will. And this wittal, he is to be particular in veiling and excluding her from all persons not of the harem, in conversing with her in conciliatory terms, and consulting her at the outset of matters in such a manner as to ensure her consent. (Observe the seclusion and veiling is here put as a compliment rather than a restraint.)

3. Towards her friends and connections he is to follow the course of deference, politeness, cordiality, and fair dealing, and never, except on proof of her depravity, to take any wife besides her, however superior in family, property and person. For that jealousy and acrimony which, as well as weakness of judgment, is implanted in the nature of women, incites them to misconduct and vice. Excepting, indeed, in the case of kings, who marry to multiply offspring, and to whom the wife has no alternative but obedience, plurality of wives is defensible. Even in the case of kings, it would be better to be cautious; for husband and wife are like heart and body, and like as one heart cannot supply life to two bodies, one man cannot properly provide for two wives or divide his affection equally between them.

The wife should be empowered to dispose of provisions as occasion may require, and to prescribe to the domestics the duties they are to perform. In order that idleness may not lead her into wrong, her mind should be kept constantly engaged in the transaction of domestic affairs and the superintendence of family interests.

As to the three things to be avoided in a husband towards his wife:—

1. Excess of affection, for this gives her the predominance and leads to a state of perversion. When the power is overpowered, and the commander commanded, all regularity must infallibly be destroyed. If troubled with redundance of affection, let him at least conceal it from her.
2. Let him not consult her on matters of paramount importance; let him not make her acquainted with his secrets, nor let her know the amount of his property, or the stores he possesses, beyond those in present consumption, or her weakness of judgment will infallibly set things wrong.

3. Let him allow her no musical instruments, no visiting out of doors, no listening to men's stories, nor intercourse with women noted for such practices; especially where any previous suspicion has been raised.

The particulars which wives should abide by are these:

1. To adhere to chastity.
2. To wear decent apparel.
3. To consider their husband's dignity and treat them with respect.
4. To submit to their husband's directions.
5. To humour their husbands in their moments of merriment and not to disturb them by captious remarks.

"The Refuge of Revelation (Muhammad) declared that if the worship of one created thing could be permitted to another, he would have enjoined the worship of husbands. Philosophers have said, 'A good wife is as a mother for affection and tenderness; as a slave-girl for content and attention; as a friend for concord and sincerity. Whilst, on the other hand, a bad wife is as a rebel for unrelentless and contumacy; as a foe for contemptuousness and reproach; and as a thief for treacherous designs upon her husband's purse.'"

The Arab philosophers also say there are five sorts of wives to be avoided: the yearner, the favourer, the dealer, the backbiter, and the toadstool. The yearner is a widow who has had a child by a former husband, and who will indulge her child out of the property of her present one. The favourer is a woman of property who makes a favour of bestowing it upon her husband. The dealer is one who is the widow of a former husband whom she will ever aver to be better than her present one. The backbiter is invested with the root of contention, and who will ever and anon in his absence brand his blind side by speaking of his faults. The toadstool is an unprincipled beauty, who is like vegetation springing up to corruption. (See Akhbâr-i-Jâlâfi, Thomson's ed., p. 268.)

Mr. Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, remarks:

"Polygamy, which is also attended with very injurious effects upon the morals of the husband and the wives, and only to be defended because it serves to prevent a greater immorality than it occasions, is more rare among the higher and middle classes than it is among the lower orders; and it is not very common among the latter. A poor man may indulge himself with two or more wives, each of whom may be able, by some art or occupation, nearly to provide her own subsistence; but most persons of the middle and higher orders are deterred from doing so by the consideration of the expense and discomfort which they would incur. A man having a wife who has the misfortune to be barren, and being too much attached to her to divorce her, is sometimes induced to take a second wife, merely in the hope of obtaining offspring; and from the same motive, he may take a third, and a fourth: butickle patience is the most evident and common motive both to polygamy and repeated divorces. They are comparatively very few who gratify this passion by the former practice. I believe that not more than one husband among twenty has two wives."

"When there are two or more wives belonging to one man, the first (that is, the one first married) generally enjoys the highest rank; and is called 'the great lady.' Hence it often happens that, when a man who has already one wife wishes to marry another girl or woman, the father of the latter, or the female herself who is sought in marriage, and not the husband, is to make the union, unless the first wife be previously divorced. The women, of course, do not approve of a man's marrying more than one wife. Most men of wealth, or of moderate circumstances, and even many men of the lower orders, if they have two or more wives, have, for each, a separate house."

"Mrs. Meer Hassan Ali, an Englishwoman who spent twelve years in a Muhammadan zanana at Lucknow, and who in 1832 published her Observations on the Musalmans of India, says:

"Although he (the Muslim) may be the husband of many wives in the course of time, and some of them prove greater favourites, yet the first wife takes precedence in all matters were dignity is to be preserved. And when several wives meet (each have separate habitations if possible), all the rest pay to the first wife that deference which superiority exacts from inferiors; not only do the secondary wives pay this respect to the first, but the whole circle of relations and friends make the same distinction, as a matter of course; for the first wife takes precedence in every way."

"The latitude allowed by the law preserves the many-wired Musalmans from the world's censure; and his conscience rests unaccused when he adds to his numbers, if he be a lucky lot of a kind-hearted, good man to be married to a woman of assimilating mind, possessing the needful requirements to render home agreeable, and a prospect of an increasing family, then the husband has no motive to draw him into further engagements, and he is satisfied with one wife. Many such men I have known in Hindustan, particularly among the Sayyuds and religious characters, who deem a plurality of wives a plague to the possessors in proportion to their numbers."

There is a Persian work published in Persia, entitled Ktib-i Kusa'm Nameh, in which
are given the maxims regarding wives as they are supposed to exist in Persia. It pretends to be a compiled work, compiled under the direction of seven matrons, law-givers, but is really is a specimen of Persian humour, *a jeu d'esprit,* founded upon female customs and superstitions. The work is of little worth as regards its legal value, but shows the popular views of Persian women regarding their own and the opposite sex. It is interesting to note that the chapter and subchapter of "The Conduct of the Wife to Her Husband, Mother-in-Law, and other Relations," is a fair specimen of its character.

"That man is to be praised who confines himself to one wife; for if he takes two it is wrong, and he will certainly repent of his folly. Thus say the seven wise women—

Be that man's life immersed in gloom
Who wedds more wives than one,
With one his cheeks retain their bloom,
His voice a cheerful tone;
These speak his honest heart at rest,
And he and she are always best;
But when with two he seeks for joy,
Together they his soul annoy;
With two no sun-beam of delight
Can make his day of misery bright.

"That man, too, must possess an excellent disposition, who never fails to comply with his wife's wishes, since the hearts of women are gentle and tender, and harshness to them would be cruel. If he be angry with her, so great is her sensibility, that she loses her health and becomes weak and delicate. A wife, indeed, is the mirror of her husband, and reflects his character; her joyous and agreeable looks being the best proofs of his temper and goodness of heart. She never of herself departs from the right path, and the colour of her cheeks is like the full-blown rose; but if her husband is continually angry with her, her colour fades, and her complexion becomes yellow as saffron. He should give her money without limit: God forbid that she should die of sorrow and disappointment! in which case her blood would be upon the head of her husband.

"The learned conclave are unanimous in declaring that many instances have occurred of women dying from the barbarous cruelty of their husbands in this respect; and if the husband be even a day-labourer, and he does not give his wages to his wife, she will claim them on the Day of Judgment. It is incumbent on the husband to bestow on the wife a daily allowance in cash, and he must also allow her every expense of feasting, and of excursions, and the bath, and every other kind of recreation. If he has not generosity and pride enough to do this, he will assuredly be punished for all his sins and omissions on the Day of Resurrection. And whenever he goes to the market, and buys large and other little things, and put them in his handkerchief, and take them to his wife, to show his affection for her, and to please her heart. And if she wishes to undertake a little journey, to go to the house of her friends for a month, to attend the baths, or enjoy any other pastime, it is not fit for the husband to deny those wishes, and distress her mind by refusal. And when she resolves upon giving an entertainment, she should anticipate what she wants, and bring to her all kinds of presents, and food, and wine, required on the festive occasion. And in entertaining her guests, and mixing among them, and doing all that hospitality and cordial friendliness are supposed to render her necessary task of hospitality interrupted or interfered with by her husband saying, 'What have you done? where have you been?' And if her female guests choose to remain all night, they must be allowed to sleep in the woman's room, while the husband sleeps apart and alone. The learned conclave unanimously declare that the woman who possesses such a husband—a man so accommodating and obedient, is truly fortunate; but if he happens to be of an opposite character, morose, dissembling, and irritable, then indeed must she be the most wretched of mankind. In that case she must of necessity sue for a divorce, or make him faithfully promise future obedience and readiness to devote himself wholly to her will and pleasure. If a divorce is denied, she must then pray devoutly to be unburthened of her husband, and that she may soon become a widow. By artifice and manoeuvring the spouse may thus be at length induced to say: 'Do, love, whatever you please, for I am your dutiful slave.' Bibi Jan Afruz says, 'A woman is like a nosegay, always retaining its moisture so as never to wither.' It is not, therefore, proper that such a lovely object should be refused the comfort and felicity of taking pleasant walks in gardens with her friends, and manifesting her hospitality to her guests; nor is it reasonable that she should be prevented from playing on the lyra, and frequently visiting her acquaintance.

"Should her husband, however, maliciously and vexatiously refuse these rights, she cannot remain longer in his house. An ungracious woman does not lie under the same obligation; she may submit to any privation without infringing the rules of decorum. The conclave also declare that the husband's mother, and other relations, are invariably inimical to the wife; it is therefore wajib that she should maintain her authority when thwarted in her views, by at least once a day using her fists, her teeth, and kicking, and pulling their hair, till tears come into their eyes, and fear prevents further interference with her plans. Kuleim Naneh says that she must continue this indomitable spirit of independence until she has fully established her power, and on all occasions she must ring in her husband's ears the threat of a divorce. If he still resists, she must redeem all her plans. Eshkolem, that man who knows from experience irritate his mind, and day and night add to the bitterness and misery of his condition. She must never, whether by day or by night, for a moment relax. For instance, if he condescends to hand her the leaf, she must throw it from
Although the condition of women under Muslim law is most unsatisfactory, it must be admitted that Muhammad effected a vast and marked improvement in the condition of the female population of Arabia.

Amongst the Arabs who inhabited the peninsula of Arabia the condition of women was extremely degraded, for amongst the pagan Arabs a woman was a mere chattel. She formed the integral part of the estate of her husband or father, and the widows of a man descended to his son or sons by right of inheritance, as any other portion of patrimony. Hence the frequent unions between step-sons and mothers-in-law, which were subsequently forbidden by Islam, were branded under the name of Nikabu'l-Maqt, or "odious marriages."

The pre-Islamic Arabs also carried their aversion to women so far as to destroy, by burying alive, many of their female children. This fearful custom was common amongst the tribes of Quraish and Kudrah. For although they used to call the angels "daughters of God," they objected to the Badawi to this day) to female offspring, and used to bury their infant daughters alive.

This horrible custom is referred to in the Qur'an, where it is said, Surah vi. 138: "Thus have their associates made seemly to many of the idolaters the killing of their children to destroy them." And, again, Surah xvi. 60, 61: "When any one of them has tidings of a female child, his face is overclouded and black, and he has to keep back his wrath. He skulks away from the public for the evil tidings he has heard—is he to keep it in disgrace, or to bury it in the dust?"

It is said the only time on which Ummân shed a tear, was in the days of ignorance, when his little daughter, whom he was burying alive, wiped the dust of the grave-earth from his beard.

The ancient Arabic proverbs illustrate the ideas of pre-Islamic Arabia as to the position of women, e.g.:

"A man can bear anything but the mention of his wives."

"Women are the whips of Satan."

"Trust neither a king, a horse, nor a woman."

"Our mother forbids us to err and runs into error."

"What has a woman to do with the councils of a nation?"

"Obedience to a woman will have to be repented of."

II. — The Teaching of the Qur'an.

It has often been asserted by European writers that the Qur'an teaches that women have no souls. Such, however, is not the case. What that book does teach on the subject of women will be gathered from the following selections:

Surah xxxiii. 38: —

"Verily the resigned men and the resigned women, The believing men and the believing women, The devout men and the devout women, The truthful men and the truthful women, The patient men and the patient women, The humble men and the humble women, The charitable men and the charitable women, The fasting men and the fasting women, The chaste men and the chaste women, And the men and women who oft re-member God, For them hath God prepared forgiveness and a mighty recompense."

Surah xxxiv. 31: —

"Speak to the believing women that they refrain their eyes, and observe continence, and that they display not their ornaments, except those which are external; and that they throw their veils over their bosoms, and..."
display not their ornaments, except to their husbands or their fathers, or their husbands’ fathers, or their sons, or their husbands’ sons, or their brothers, or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons, or their women, or their slaves, or male domestics who have no natural force, or to children who note not women’s nakedness. And let them not strike their feet together, so as to discover their hidden ornaments. (See Isaiah iii. 16.) And be ye all turned to God, O ye Believers! that it may be well with you."

Surah lx. 10-12:

"O Believers! when believing women come over to you as refugees (Muhajiras), then make trial of them. God best knoweth their faith; but if ye have also ascertained their faith, let them not go back to the infidels; they are not lawful for them, nor are the unbelievers lawful for these women. But give them back what they have spent for their dowers. No crime shall it be in you to marry them provided ye give them their dowers. Do not retain any of their wealth in the infidel women, but demand back what you have spent for their dowers, and let the unbelievers demand back what they have spent for their wives. This is the ordinance of God which He enjoineth among you: and God is Knowing, Wise.

"And if any of your wives escape from you to the Infidels from whom ye afterwards take any spoil, then give to those whose wives shall have fled away, the like of what they shall have spent for their dowers; and fear God in whom ye believe."

"O Prophet! when believing women come to thee, and pledge themselves that they will not associate aught with God, and that they will not steal or commit adultery, nor kill their children, nor bring scandalous charges, nor disobey thee in what is right, then plight thou thy faith to them, and ask pardon for them of God: for God is Indulgent, Merciful!"

Surah iv. 1:

"O Men! fear your Lord, who hath created you of one man (na’s, soul), and of him created his wife, and from these twain hath spread abroad so many men and women. And fear ye God, in whose name ye ask mutual favours—and reverence the wombs that bare you. Verily is God watching you!"

And entrust not to the incapable the substance which God hath placed with you as a means of support; but maintain them therewith, and clothe them, and speak to them with kindly speech."

"Men are superior to women on account of the qualities with which God had gifted the one above the other, and on account of the duty they make from their substance for them. Virtuous women are obedient, careful during the husband’s absence, because God hath of them been careful. But chide those for whose refractoriness ye have cause to fear; remove them into sleeping-chambers apart, and scourge them, but if they are obedient to you, then seek not occasion against them; verily God is High, Great!"

"And if a wife fear ill-usage or aversion on the part of her husband, then shall it be no fault in them if they can agree with mutual agreement, for agreement is best. Men’s souls are prone to avarice, but if ye act kindly and piously, then, verily, your actions are not unnoticed by God!

"And ye may not have it at all in your power to treat your wives with equal justice, even though you fain would do so; but yield not wholly to inclination, so that ye leave one of them as it were in suspense; if ye come to an understanding and act in the fear of God, then verily, God is Forgiving, Merciful!"

"But if they separate, God can compensate both out of His abundance; for God is Vast, Wise!"

Surah xxiv. 4-9:

"They who defame virtuous women, and bring not four witnesses, scourge them with fourecore stripes, and receive ye not their testimony for ever, for these are perverse persons—"

"Save those who afterwards repent and live virtuously; for truly God is Lenient, Merciful!"

"And they who shall accuse their wives, and have no witnesses but themselves, the testimony of each of them shall be a testimony by God four times repeated, that he is indeed of them that speak the truth."

"And the fifth time that the inspection of God be upon him, if he be of them that lie."

"But it shall avert the chastisement from her if she testify a testimony four times repeated, by God, that he is of them that lie;"

"And a fifth time to call down the wrath of God on her, if he have spoken the truth."

III.—The Teaching of Muhammad, as given in the Traditions,

will be gathered from the following quotations:

"I have not left any calamity more detrimental to mankind than women."

"A bad omen is found in a woman, a house, or a horse.

"The best women are those that ride on camels, and the virtuous women of the Qurais are those who are affectionate to young children and who are most careful of their husband’s property."

"The world and all things in it are valuable, but more valuable than all is a virtuous woman."

"Look to your actions and abstain from
the world and from women, for verily the first
sin which the children of Israel committed
was on account of women."

"God will reward the Muslim who, having
beheld the beauties of a woman, shuts his
eyes."

"Do not visit the houses of men when
they are absent from their homes, for the
devil circulates within you like the blood in
your veins. It was said, 'O Prophet, in
your veins also?' He replied, 'My veins
also. But God has given me power over the
devil and I am free from wickedness.'"

"Two women must not sit together, be-
cause the one may describe the other to her
husband, so that you might say the husband
had seen her himself."

"Do not follow up one look at a woman
with another; for verily the first look is ex-
cusable, but the next is unlawful.

III. - Muhammadan law secures the following
Rights to Women.

An adult woman may contract herself in
marriage without her guardian's consent, and
an adult virgin cannot be married against
her will. When divorced or a widow, she is
at liberty to marry a second husband. She
must be treated with respect, and it is not
lawful for a judge to see more than her face
and the palms of her hands. She should go
abroad veiled. She is not required to engage
in war, although she may be taken by her
husband on a military expedition, but she can
have no share in the plunder. She is not to
be slain in war.

The fine for a woman is half that of a man,
and in evidence the testimony of two women
is but equal to that of one man, except in
the case of a birth, when the evidence of one
woman is to be accepted. Her evidence is
not accepted in the case of retaliation.

[Qisas.] In the event of a person being
found slain in the house or village belonging
to a woman, the oath (in the matter of evi-
dence) is administered to her fifty times re-
peatedly before the fine is imposed. If she
apologise from the faith of Islam, she is not
to be put to death, but to be imprisoned until
she return to the faith; for although Imam
ash-Shafi'i maintains that she is to be put
to death, Imam Abi Hanifeh holds that the
Prophet has forbidden the slaying of
women, without making any distinction be-
tween those who are apostates or those who
are original infidels. But, according to an
express injunction, they are to be stoned to
death for adultery, and beaten for fornication.

Women who have no means of subsistence
are to be supported by the state.

(The law of divorce is treated under the
article DIVORCE.)

It is a curious arrangement of Muslim law,
that (according to the Hidaya, Grady's ed.,
p. 340) a woman may execute the office of a
Qazi or judge, except in the cases hadd and
qisas, in conformity with the rule that her
evidence is accepted in every legal case except
in that of hadd and qisas, or "retaliatiun."

There is, in fact, no distinct prohibition
against a woman assuming the government of
a state. The rulers of the Muhammadan State
of Bhopal in Central India have been women
for several generations.

IV. - The Position of Women in Muhammadan
Countries

has been the subject of severe criticism as
well as of some controversy. Mr. Stanley
Lane-Poole says:

"The fatal blot in Islam is the degradation
of women. . . . Yet it would be hard to lay
the blame altogether on Mohammad. The
real roots of the degradation of women lie
much deeper. When Islam was instituted,
polygamy was almost necessitated by the
number of women and their need of support;
and the facility of divorce was quite neces-
sitated by the separation of the sexes, and the
consequence that a man could not know or
even see the woman he was about to marry
before the marriage ceremony was accom-
plished. It is not Mohammad whom we must
blame for these great evils, polygamy and
divorce; it is the state of society which de-
manded the separation of the sexes, and in
which it was not safe to allow men and
women freely to associate; in other words, it
was the sensal constitution of the Arab that
lay at the root of the matter. Mohammad
might have done better. He might boldly
have swept away the traditions of Arab
society, unveiled the women, intermingled the
sexes, and punished by the most severe mea-
sures any license which such association
might at first encourage. With his bound-
less influence, it is possible that he might
have done this, and, the new system once
fairly settled, and the people accustomed to
it, the good effects of the change would have
begun to show themselves. But such an idea
could never have occurred to him. We must
always remember that we are dealing with a
social system of the seventh century, not of
the nineteenth. Mohammad's ideas about
women were like those of the rest of his con-
temporaries. He looked upon them as charm-
ing spares to the believer, ornamental articles
of furniture difficult to keep in order, pretty
playthings; but that a woman should be the
counsellor and companion of a man does not
seem to have occurred to him. It is to be
wondered that the feeling of respect he always
entertained for his first wife, Khadeejah,
(which, however, is partly accounted for by
the fact that she was old enough to have
been his mother,) found no counterpart in his
general opinion of womankind: "Woman was
made from a crooked rib, and if you try to
bend it straight, it will break; therefore treat
your wives mildly." Mohammad was not the
man to make a social reform affecting women,
nor was Arabia the country in which such a
change should be made, nor Arab ladies per-
haps the best subjects for the experiment.
Still he did something towards bettering the condition of women: he limited the number of wives to four; laid his hand with the utmost severity on the incestuous marriages that were then rife in Arabia; compelled husbands to support their divorced wives during their four months of probation; made irrevocable divorce less common by adding the rough, but deterring, condition that a woman triply divorced could not return to her husband without first being married to some one else—a condition exceedingly disagreeable to the first husband; and required four witnesses to prove a charge of adultery against a wife—a merciful provision, difficult to be fulfilled. The evil permitted by Mohammad in leaving the number of wives four instead of insisting on monogamy was not great. Without considering the sacrifice of family peace which the possession of a large harem entails, the expense of keeping several wives, each of whom must have a separate suite of apartments or a separate house, is so great, that not more than one in twenty can afford it. It is not so much in the matter of wives as in that of concubines that Mohammad made an irretrievable mistake. The condition of the female slave in the East is indeed deplorable. She is at the entire mercy of her master, who can do what he pleases with her and her companions; for the Muslim is not restricted in the number of his concubines, as he is in that of his wives. The female white slave is kept solely for the master's sensual gratification, and is sold when she is tired of her, and so she passes from master to master, a very wreck of womanhood. Her condition is a little improved if she bear a son to her tyrant; but even then he is at liberty to refuse to acknowledge the child as his own, through he must own it if he seldom does this. Kind as the Prophet was himself towards bondswomen, one cannot forget the inutterable brutalities which he suffered his followers to inflict upon conquered nations in the taking of slaves. The Muslim soldier was as free to do as he pleased with any 'in-fidel' woman he might meet with on his victorious march. When one thinks of the thousands of women, mothers and daughters, who must have suffered untold shame and dishonour by this licence, he cannot find words to express his horror. And this cruel indulgence has left its mark on the Muslim character, nay, on the whole character of Eastern life. (Selections from the Kur-an, 2nd ed., Preface.)

The strict legislation regarding women as expressed in Muhammadan law, does not affect their position amongst wild and uncivilized tribes. Amongst them she is as free as the wild goats on the mountain tops. Amongst the Arabesques in the Afgan hills, for example, women roam without protection from hill to hill, and are engaged in tending cattle and other agricultural pursuits. If ill-treated by their husbands, they either demand divorce or run away to some neighbouring tribe. Not a few of the tribal feuds arise from such circumstances.

Amongst the Bedouins (Badawins), Mr. Palgrave tells us, their armies are led by a maiden of good family, who, mounted amid the fore ranks on a camel, shames the timid and excites the brave by sacrificial and encomiastic recitations. (Arabia, vol. ii. p. 71.)

The influence which Afghan women have exercised upon Central Asian politics has been very great, and, as we have already remarked, the Muhammadan State of Bhopal in Central India has for several generations past been governed by female sovereigns. [CONCUBINES, DIVORCE, MARRIAGE, WIVES.]

WORD OF GOD. [INSPIRATION, OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS, PROPHETS, QUR'AN.]

WOUNDS. Arabic shijā' (شجى), pl. of shajja'. The Muhammadan law only treats of wounds on the face and head, all other wounds being compensated for by arbitrary stonement.

According to the Hidayah, shijā' are of ten kinds—

Hārisah, a scratch, such as does not draw blood.

Dāny'ah, a scratch which draws blood without causing it to flow.

Dā'niy'ah, a scratch which causes the blood to flow.

Bār'ah, a cut through the skin.

Musulākānīnah, a cut into the flesh.

Simāqah, a wound reaching to the pericranium.

Mūsībākh, a wound which lays bare the bone.

Hāshminah, a fracture of the skull.

Munajjīlah, a fracture which requires part of the skull to be removed.

Amnah, a wound extending to the membrane which encloses the brain.

According to the injunctions of the Prophet, a twentieth of the complete fine for murder is due for musībākh; a tenth for hāshminah; three-twentieths for munajjīlah; and a third for amnah. All other fines are left to the discretion of the judge.

WRITING. Arabic Ḥimmū'l-Khatt (هيم العظام). Sir William Muir, in the Introduction of his Life of Mahomet, writes on this subject as follows:—

"De Sacy and Causin de Perceval concur in fixing the date of the introduction of Arabic writing into Mecca at A.D. 560 (Mén. de l'Acad., vol. i. p. 306; C. de Perce., vol. i. p. 294.) The chief authority is contained in a tradition given by Ibn Khalilīkān, that the Arabic system was invented by Mūrâmir at Anbar, whence it spread to Hira. It was thence, shortly after its invention, introduced into Mecca by Harb, father of Abū Sofān, the great opponent of Mahomet. (Ibn Khalilīkān, by Slane, vol. ii. p. 284.) Other traditions give a later date; but M. C. de Perceval reconciles the discrepancy by referring them rather to the subsequent arrival
of some zealous and successful teacher than to the first introduction of the art (vol. i. p. 295). I would observe that either the above traditions are erroneous, or that some sort of writing other than Arabic must have been known long before the date specified, i.e. a.d. 590. Abd al Muttalab is described as writing from Mecca to his maternal relatives at Medina for help, in his younger days, i.e. about a.d. 550. And still farther back, in the middle of the 6th century, Cassel (Quseit) addressed a written demand of a similar tenor to his brother in Arabia Petraea. (Katib al Wackidi, 114; Tabari, 18, 28.)

"The Himyar or Musnad writing is said by Ibn Khalillican to have been confined to Yemen; but the verses quoted by Q. de Perceval (vol. i. p. 295) would seem to imply that it had at one period been known and used by the Meccans, and was in fact supplanted by the Arabic. The Syriac and Hebrew were also known and probably extensively used in Medina and the northern parts of Arabia from a remote period.

"In fine, whatever the system employed may have been, it is evident that writing of some sort was known and practised at Mecca long before a.d. 560. At all events, the frequent notices of written papers leave no room to doubt that Arabic writing was well known, and not uncommonly practised, there in Mahomet's early days. I cannot think, with Weil, that any great 'want of writing materials' could have been felt, even 'by the poorer Moislemi in the early days of Islam.' (Mohammed, p. 350.) Reeds and palm-leaves would never be wanting." (Muir's "Mahomet," Intro., p. viii.)

The intimate connection of the Arabic alphabet, as it is now in use, with the Hebrew, or rather Phoenician alphabet, is shown not only by the form of the letters themselves, but by their more ancient numerical arrangement, known by the name of Ajjad, and described under that head on page 3 of the present work. This arrangement, it will be remembered, is contained in the six meaningless words:

\[
\text{אָבָדָה, הָוָה, הָוָה, קָאָשָן, שָׁעֶפָּה, כָּלָנָה.}
\]

The first six of these words correspond to the Hebrew alphabet, the last two consist of the letters peculiar to Arabic, and it will be seen that the words abjad, kawwaz, and huttii (as we transcribe them according to our system of transliteration), express the nine units, together with ten, kalaman and surfis, the tens from twenty to ninety, and qurashiit, sakar, and kadda, and zarugh, the hundreds together with one thousand.

---

The present arrangement of the Arabic alphabet, in the form which the letters take as finals, is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Reduced Order</th>
<th>Separately</th>
<th>Joined</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a (l, u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On examining these characters, as represented in the above synopsis, it will at once be seen that, with the exception of the first and the seven last ones, each character stands for two or three sounds, their only distinction consisting in from one to three dots, which are added at the top or bottom of the letter, and that thereby the number of characters is reduced from twenty-eight to seventeen. It will, moreover, be noticed that several of these characters have an appendix or tail, which is well adapted to mark the end of a word, but which would prevent the letter from being readily joined to a following one, and therefore is dispensed with if the letter be initial or connected with others. Suppressing these dots and cutting off these tails, and arranging the characters in their reduced order, and in that form which fits
them to appear as initials or medials, we obtain the following simplified schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced Order</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a (ë, u)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b, t, s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>j, h, kh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>d, z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>r, z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>s, sh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>g, z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>k, û</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>'g, û</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>f, q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>û, ù</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further examination of this reduced list shows, that the characters, 1, 6, 10 and 15, û, ù, do not admit of the horizontal prolongation towards the left which serves to connect a letter with a following one, or, in other words, that they can only be joined to a preceding letter, and that the characters 14 and 17, viz. û and ù, in their initial and medial form, differ from the character û only by the superadded dot, and may therefore count for one with it, finally limiting the number of characters to fifteen. Thus the whole Arabic alphabet resolves itself into the four signs

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{i} & \quad \text{r} & \quad \text{y}
\end{align*}
\]

which can be joined to a preceding letter, but must, even in the middle of a word, remain separate from a following one, and the eleven signs

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ب} & \quad \text{م} & \quad \text{ن} & \quad \text{ه} & \quad \text{و} & \quad \text{ز} & \quad \text{ى} & \quad \text{ئ} & \quad \text{ج} & \quad \text{ح} & \quad \text{خ} & \quad \text{د} & \quad \text{ذ} & \quad \text{ث} & \quad \text{ص} & \quad \text{ض} & \quad \text{ط} & \quad \text{ل} & \quad \text{س} & \quad \text{ش} & \quad \text{ر} & \quad \text{ز} & \quad \text{ق} & \quad \text{ك} & \quad \text{ل} & \quad \text{م} & \quad \text{n}
\end{align*}
\]

which can be connected either way.

These, then, are the graphical elements, in their simplest expression, by means of which Arabic, etymologically perhaps the richest language in existence, was originally written, and which were expected to transmit the sacred text of the inspired book to the coming generations. The first in the above series of consecutive characters (i) represents five different sounds, b, t, s, n, and y; the second (ë) three sounds, û, ù, and û; the next five (û, ù, b, û, ù), together with j and ù two sounds each, û and ù, and the next five û, ù, b, û, ù, and û, ù, ù, û, ù, respectively, and only five out of the whole number of fifteen (û, ù, b, û, ù) are single signs for a single consonantal sound each.

As for the vowels, only the long ones, û, ù, and û, were in this system of writing graphically expressed, being represented by the so-called weak consonants, l, y, and û, which, in this case, act as letters of prolongation. Yet the corresponding short vowels, û, ù, and û, were of the utmost importance for the correct reading of a text, for the whole system of Arabic inflection is based upon them, and their faulty employment in the recital of the Qur’án would frequently lead to grave mistakes, or, at all events, grievously shock the pious and the learned.

So it will be easily understood that the want of additional signs was soon felt, to obviate this double insufficiency of the original alphabet, that is to say, on the one hand to distinguish between letters of the same form but of different sound, and on the other hand to show with what vowel a word was to be enounced in accordance with the rules of the Prón or grammatical inflection.

Accounts differ as to when and by whom these signs were invented and introduced into the sacred as well as the secular writing. We must here at once remark that the form in which they now appear is by no means their oldest form, as we have also, with regard to the characters of the alphabet themselves, to distinguish between two styles of writing, the one called Cufic, used in inscriptions on monuments and coins, in copies of the Qur’án, and documents of importance, the other of a more curious character, better adapted to the exigencies of daily life. This latter style, it is true, seems to have existed, like the former, long before Muhammad, and resembles in a document of the second century of the Hijrah, which has come down to us, already very much the so-called Nashki character now in use. But the two kept from the first quite apart, and developed independently from each other up to, the middle of the fourth century of the Muhammadan era, when the more popular system began to supplant the older one, which it finally superseded even in the transcriptions of the sacred book.

In tracing the origin of the vowel-marks and the diacritical signs, as we may now call them, in the first instance of the Cufic alphabet, we will follow Ibn Khallikân, whose information on the subject seems the most intelligible and self-consistent that has reached us. In his celebrated biographical dictionary, he relates that Ziyâd, a natural brother of the first Umayyah Khalifah Mu’awiyah, and then Governor of the two ‘Iraqs, directed Abû Aswâd ad-Du’illî, one of the most eminent of the Tabîyun, to compose something to win, to compose something to win, as a guide to the public, and enable them to understand “the book of God,” meaning thereby a treatise on Grammar, the elements of which Abû Aswâd was said to have learned from ‘Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet himself. He was first asked to be excused, but when he heard a man, on reciting the passage (Surâh xi. 3): Anna ‘llâha bar’ûn mina ‘l-mushrikûn wa râsâ’ihû, pronounce the last
word rasālikh, which changes the meaning of the passage from "That God is clear of the idolaters, and His Apostle also," into "That God is clear of the idolaters and of His Apostle," he exclaimed, "I never thought that things would have come to such a pass." He then went to Ziyād and said, "I shall do what you have ordered; find me an intelligent scribe who will follow my directions." On this a scribe belonging to the tribe of 'Abdu l-Qais was brought to him, but did not give him satisfaction: another then came, and 'Abdu l-Awsad said to him: "When you come open (fathah) my mouth in pronouncing a letter, place a point over it; when I close (zaam) my mouth, place a point before the letter, and when I pucker up (kasur) my mouth, place a point under the letter." Nöldeke, the learned author of Geschicht des Korans, rejects this part of the story as a fable, and it is certainly not to be taken in the literal sense, that each time a letter was pronounced, the scribe was supposed to watch the action of the dictator's lips. But it seems reasonable enough to assume that in cases where much depended on the correct vocalisation of a word, and where the reciter would naturally put a particular emphasis on it, 'Abdu Awasd should instruct his amanuensis not to rely upon his ears only in fixing upon the sound, but also call the testimony of his eyes to his aid. At any rate, the name of the vowel-points: Fathah, "opening," for a, zaamah, "contraction," for o, and kasrah, "fracture" (as the pucker-up of the mouth may fitly be called), is well explained, and the notation itself: "for fathah, — for zaamah and — for kasrah, is that which we still find in some of the old Cufic manuscripts of the Qur'an marked in red ink or pigment. We refer the reader to the first specimen of Cufic writing given below (p. 687), which he is requested to compare with the transcript in the modern Arabi transcript and with our Roman transliteration, when he will readily perceive that the points or dots in the Cufic fragment correspond to the short vowels of the transliteration, while, in the Arabic transcript, they serve to distinguish the consonants. Take, for instance, the point above the second letter of the third word, and it will at once be seen that in the Cufic form it expresses the a after the n of tanazzalat, for it recurs again after the in the last syllable, and that in the Naskhi character it distinguishes the u (ू) itself from the preceding double-pointed i (ै), both of which letters remain without a distinctive sign in the Cufic.

To return to Ibn Khallīkān: he relates in another place, after Abū Ahmad al-'Askari, that in the days of 'Abdu l-Malik ibn Marwān, the fifth Khallīfah of the Umayyad dynasty, the erroneous readings of the Qur'an had become numerous and spread through 'Iraq. This led Abū Bakr al-Hajjaj to forbid his officers, al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, to have recourse to his kāthīs, for the purpose of putting distinctive marks on the words of uncertain pronunciation; and it is said that Naṣr ibn 'Aṣim undertook that duty and imagined single and double points (nuqāt, pl. of nuqṭah, "drop," "dot"), which he placed in different manners. The people then passed some time without making any copies of the Qur'an but with points, the usage of which did not, however, prevent some false readings from taking place, and for this reason they invented the Fajr (signs serving to distinguish the letters of the same form from one another), and they thus placed the fajr posteriorly to the nuqāt. (Prima facta, this seems to contradict the passage quoted previously, according to which Abū Awasd would be the inventor of the nuqāt or vowel-points, and the same remark applies to another account of the same author, which we shall adduce presently. Pending our attempt to reconcile the different statements, we notice here two fresh particulars of some importance. For the first time mention is made of double points, and we shall scarcely be wrong if we refer this to the way in which the Nuqāt al-Awwal or Tanwīn, that is, the sound of an n after the vowels, is expressed in the early writing. It is simply by doubling the vowel-signs in which the single points are placed: — for an, — for us, and — for in. Secondly, we meet with the distinct assertion that the invention of the fajr or diacritical signs followed that of the nuqāt or vowel-points. Nöldeke thinks that the reverse is more probable, not only because the letter b (~) is found already pointed on coins of 'Abdu l-Malik, but also because the diacritical signs are in the ancient manuscripts, like the letters themselves, written black ink, while the vowel-points are always of a different colour. But the early use of pointed b does not prove that the other letters were similarly marked at the same time. On the contrary, if such a distinction was once established for the b, which would be most liable to be confounded with one of its four sister-forms, the other characters of a like shape could for some time dispense with distinctive signs, as for an Arabian reader accustomed to hear, see, and think certain groups of consonants together, and deeply imbued with an instinctive consciousness of the phonetic laws of his language, the danger of mistaking one letter for another would not be by far so great as it appears to us. And as for the argument taken from the different colour of the ink, Nöldeke himself remarks that it was natural to use the same tint for the consonants and their distinctive signs, which form only a part of them, while the vowel-points are an entirely new element. According to a third tradition, it was Yahya ibn Ya'mar (died A.H. 129) and al-Hassan al-Basri (died A.H. 110), by whom al-Hajjaj caused the Qur'an to be pointed, and it is stated that his object was to distinguish the omiṣār from the kāthīs, which he possessed a copy of, in which Yahya ibn Ya'mar had marked the vowel points. He was remarkable as a Shi'ah of the primitive class, to use Ibn Khallīkān's expression: one of those who, in asserting
ing the superior merit of the People of the House, abstained from depreciating the merit of those Companions who did not belong to that family. It is related by ‘Abd ibn Abi ‘n-Najjud, the Qur’ān reader (died A.H. 127), that al-Hajjāj summoned Yahyā on that occasion into his presence and thus addressed him:

“Do you pretend that al-Hasan and al-Husain were of the posternity of the Apostle of God? By Allah, I shall cast to the ground that part of you which has the most hair on it (that is: I shall strike off your head), unless you expiate yourself.” “If I do so,” said Yahyā, “shall I have amnesty?” “You shall,” replied al-Hajjāj. “Well,” said Yahyā, “God, may His praise be exalted I said:

“And We gave him (Abraham) Isaac and Jacob, and guided both aright; and We had before guided Noah; and of his posternity, David and Solomon, and Job, and Joseph, and Moses and Aaron: Thus do We reward the righteous: And Zachariah, John, Jesus, and Elias: all were just persons.” (Surah 61. 84, 85).

Now, the space of time between Jesus and Abraham is greater than that which separated al-Hasan and al-Husain from Muhammad, on all of whom be the blessing of God and his salvation!” Al-Hajjāj answered, “I must admit that you have got out of the difficulty; I read that before, but did not understand it.” In the further course of conversation, al-Hajjāj said to him: “Tell me if I commit faults in speaking.” Yahyā remained silent, but as al-Hajjāj insisted on having an answer, he at length replied: “O Emir, since you ask me, I must say that you exalt what should be depressed, and depress what should be exalted.” This has the grammatical meaning: You put in the nominative (ra‘ef) what should be in the accusative (na‘īf), and vice versa; but it is, at the same time an epigrammatical stricture on al-Hajjāj’s arbitrary rulership, which, it is said, won for Yahyā the appointment as Qāizi in Marw, that is to say, a honorary banishment from the former’s court.

According to other sources, Yahyā had acquired his knowledge of grammar from Abū Aswad ad-Du‘illī. It is related that, when Abū Aswad drew up the chapter on the agent and patient (‘a‘il, subject, and ma‘lū‘i, object of the verb), a man of the tribe of Lais made some additions to it, and that Abū Aswad, having found on examination that there existed, in the language of the desert Arabs, some expressions which could not be made to enter into that section, he stopped short and abandoned the work. Ibn Khalīkān thinks it possible that this person was Yahyā ibn Ya‘mar, who, having contracted an alliance by oath with the tribe of Lais, was considered as one of its members. But it is equally possible that the before-mentioned Nāṣr ibn ‘Asim, whose patronymic was al-Lais, had this been the case, and this supposition would enable us to bring the different statements which we have quoted into some harmony. To Abū Aswad the honour can scarcely be contested of having invented the simple vowel-points or māqāl. Nāṣr ibn ‘Asim, walking in his track, may have added the double points to designate the Tanwin. Lastly, Yahyā would have completed the system by devising the round, or diacritical signs of the consonants, and introduced it to a fuller extent into the writing of the Qur’ān, in which task he may have been assisted by al-Hasan al-Basri, one of the most learned and accomplished Qur’ān-readers amongst the Tabi‘un.

But whoever may have been the inventor of the diacritical signs in their earlier form, we must again remark that their shape in Cufic manuscripts, like that of the vowel-points, is essentially different from the dots which are now employed for the same purpose. They have the form of arcs (⌒), or of horizontal lines (—), or of triangular points, either resting on their basis or with their apex turned to the right (\(\triangle\)). As it cannot be our intention to give here an exhaustive treatise on Arabic writing, we pass over the remaining orthographical signs made use of in the old copies of the Qur‘an, in order to say a few words on the system of notation which is employed in the Naskhī character and our modern Arabic type.

If, with regard to the Cufic alphabet, we have spoken of diacritical signs to distinguish between the consonants, and of vowel-points, we must now reverse these expressions, calling the former diacritical points, the latter vowel-signs. For, as already has been seen from the synopsis of the alphabet on p. 681, the point or dot is there made use of for the distinction of consonants, while the vowels, which in the Greek and Latin alphabets rank as letters equally with the consonants, have no place in that synopsis. As this style of writing was to serve the purposes of daily life, it is probable that the use of some of the above-mentioned points was there more immediately felt, and that therefore the use of points for this end preceded the introduction of the vowel marks, or to speak more accurately, of marks for the short vowels. For the long vowels \(\ddot{a}\), ı, and \(\ddot{u}\), were, as in the Cufic writing, also expressed by the weak consonants \(\dddot{v}\), \(\dddot{w}\), and \(\dddot{j}\) taken as letters of prolongation.

When, later on, the necessity arose to represent the short vowels equally in writing, the point or dot, as a distinctive mark, was disposed of, and other signs had to be invented for that purpose. This was accomplished, we are told, by al-Khalīlī, the celebrated founder of the Science of Arabic Prosody and Metric. His device was simply to place the abbreviated form of the before-mentioned weak consonants themselves above or beneath the letter after which any short vowel was to be pronounced. The origin of the za‘imāh or \(\dddot{b}\) from the \(j\) is at once evident. The sign for the sūdhah or \(\dddot{y}\) differs only by its slanting position from the
form which the  

assumes frequently in such words as لله for لله, and the كَارَاه or  

is derived from the bend towards the right which the letter ك takes in its older shape (ـ). The Tanwin was then, as in the Cufic writing, expressed by doubling the signs for the simple vowels: ـ  

for an, ـ  

or ـ for an, and ـ  

for in.

There remains a third set of signs supplementary to the Arabic alphabet, which may be called orthographical signs, and which, in their present form, were probably also invented and introduced by al-Khalil; at all events, this is distinctly stated with regard to two of them, the Hamzah and the Thashid. The Hamzah, to be well understood, must be considered in connection with the letter  

(ع) of which its sign (س) is the abbreviated form. If the latter assertion needed proof against the erroneous opinion, put forth by some writers, that the Hamzah is derived from the  

, this proof would be afforded by the following anecdote. The Khalilah Harun ‘r-Rashid was sitting one day with a favourite negro concubine, called Khalilah, when the poet Abu Nuwas entered into his presence and recited some verses in his praise. Absorbed in conversation with the fascinating slave-girl, the Khalilah paid no attention to the poet, who, leaving him in anger, wrote upon ar-Rashid’s door:

لقد ماع عن علع بأيكم كما ماع قد على

عامة

Laqud zâ’a shirî yu’lu bâbikum, kama zâ’a iyqiyd’ulâ’alâ Khalilah

“Forswore, my poetry is thrown away at your door, as the jewels are thrown away on the neck of Khalilah.”

When this was reported to Harun, he ordered Abu Nuwas to be called back. On re-entering the room, Abu Nuwas effaced the final stroke of the ع in the word فل (زأ, “is lost” or “thrown away”), changing it thereby into ع (زأ), written with the Hamzah and entirely different in meaning. For when the Khalilah asked: “What have you written upon the door?” the answer was now:

“Truly, my poetry sparkles upon your door, as the jewels sparkle on the neck of Khalilah.”

The fact is, that both the letter  

and the Hamzah are different degrees of the distinct effort, which we all make with the muscles of the throat, in endeavouring to pronounce a vowel without a consonant. In the case of the  

, this effort is so strong for the Arabic organ of speech, that it partakes in itself of the nature of a consonant, and found, as such, from the first, a representative in the written alphabet, while the slighter effort, embodied in the Hamzah, was left for the utterance of the speaker. But when their language became the object of a favourite study with the learned Arabs, this difference not only called for a graphical expression, but led even to a further distinction between what is called  

Hamzatu ــ Qaf ٍ or Hamzah of Disjunction, and  

Hamzatu ــ Waw ٍ or Hamzah of Conjunction. We will try shortly to explain this difference.

If we take the word امَرِي amir, "a commander or chief," the initial ا remains the same, whether the word begins the sentence or is preceded by another word: we say امِرُ قافَ amir qa’af, "a commander said" (according to the Arabic construction literally "as for a commander, he said"), as well as امِرُ قافَ amir qa’af, "there said a commander" (in Arabic literally "he said, namely, a commander"). Here the Hamzah (س), with the ألف (ا) as its prop and the فتحة or ا as its vowel, is called Hamzatu ــ Qaf ٍ, because in the latter case it disjoins or cuts off, as it were, the initial ا of the word amir from the final ا of the word qa’a; and the same holds good if the Hamzah is pronounced with ا, as in امْرِ قافَ "commanders," or with ا, as in امْرُ قافَ "commanders," plural of amir. But it would be otherwise with the ا of the article ٍ al, if joined with the word amir. In امْرُ قافَ الامَرِي qa’af, "the commander said," it would preserve its original sound, because it begins the sentence; but if we invert the order of words, we must drop it in pronunciation altogether, and only sound the final ا of qa’a instead, thus: qa’a ــ امِرُ qa’af, "said the commander," and the same would take place if the preceding word terminated in another vowel, as ٍ ياقُطُ qa’uf, "says the commander," or ٍ يأرُ qa’af, "by the word of the commander." Here the Hamzah would no longer be written ا but ٍ امْرُ qa’af, etc.), and would be called Hamzatu ــ Waw ٍ or Hamzatu ــ سُلَاح, because it joins the two words together in closest connection.

In the article, as it has been stated above, and in the word امْرُ Qaf ٍ, "oath," the original sound of the Hamzatu ــ Waw ٍ or امْرُ Qaf ٍ, "fathath, ا; it occurs besides in a few nouns, in several derived forms of the verb, and in the Imperative of the primitive triliteral verb, in all of which cases it is sounded with كاراه or ا, except in the Imperative of those triliteral verbs whose aorist takes ٍ امْرُ or ا, without the second radical, where the Hamzah is also pronounced with ٍ امْرُ (as تكَسِّف tuskuf, "be silent"). But the reader must always keep in mind that it preserves this original pronunciation only at the beginning of a sentence; if it is preceded by any other word, the final vowel of that preceding word takes the place of the Hamzah, and if this word terminates in a consonant, the Hamzah is generally pronounced with ا. We say generally, because the only exceptions are after the preposition ٍ لَمَام, where it is
sounded with a, and after the pronominal suffixes of the second and third person plural, ٌک, ْم and ْه, ْه, where it takes u.

We can pass over more rapidly the other signs of this class, which are the Maddah, the Tashhid, and the Jazmah or Sukun. If in consequence of any grammatical operation an Alif, as prop of a Hamzah sounded with fathah, comes to stand before another such Alif, we write ٌ, pronounced a, instead of ٌ, and the upper horizontal sign is called Maddah or Madd, "lengthening," "prolongation." While thus the Maddah is the sign for the doubling of an Alif, the Tashhid (ٌ) is the sign for the doubling of a consonant (ٌ = bb).

If, lastly, a consonant is not to be followed by a vowel, the sign ٌ or ٌ, named Jazmah (cutting off) or Sukun (rest), is placed above it, and the consonant is called "quiescent" (سدث), in contradistinction from a "moved" consonant (ذو جرارة), that is, one sounded with a vowel (فارغ). "motion."

We have seen that the Hamzat ُل-ش (ٌ) is an abbreviated form of the letter ٌل (ل). In similar manner, the sign for the Hamzat ُو-ش or Hamzat ُه-ش (ٌ) is an abbreviated form of the initial ُه (ه) of the word ُه. The sign for the Maddah (ٌ), as written in old manuscripts, seems to be a stretched out form for the word Madd (م) itself, and the sign for the Tashhid (ٌ) represents the initial ُ of the word Shiddah, which is the technical term for it. The original sign for the Jazmah (ٌ) is the cypher or zero, employed to indicate the absence of a vowel sound. A native Arab scholar of our day, the late Nâsîf al-Modjî of Beyrouth, has combined the vowel marks with the last-mentioned orthographical signs in the words:

ٍلا يّوٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌٌُ..
should be observed in reciting it, and to indicate the number of rubū’ or inclinations with which the recital is to be accompanied, gave occasion for graphical embellishment of various kinds. Brilliantly coloured ink or a solution of gold to write with, delicately tinted and smoothly pressed pergament or paper, frequently overspread with gold or silver dust, highly finished ornamental designs of that fanciful and elegant description which has received the name of arabesques, such are the means which serve to render the copies of the Qur’ān of the hecyleon days of Islam gorgeous and oftentimes artistically beautiful. Writing became indeed an art, diligently cultivated, and eloquently treated upon in prose and verse by its possessors, to whom it opened access to the most exalted positions in the State. Amongst the most celebrated calligraphists are mentioned the Wazir Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Muqlah (died a.H. 328), ‘Ali ibn Bilal, surnamed al-Bauwāb (died a.H. 413), and Abu ‘d-Durr Yaqūt ibn Yaqūt ibn ‘Abdī ‘Īlah ar-Rumi al-Must’asami (died a.H. 686), whose father and grandfather had excelled in the art before him, but who, according to Hājī Khalīfah, was never surpassed in it by any of his successors.

It was a natural consequence of the general development of the art of writing, that various styles were invented and cultivated independently of each other, and it will now be our task shortly to speak of the principal varieties, trying to describe their distinguishing features by help of a few illustrations chosen from Breslau’s Cours de Langue Arabe. Along with the fundamental distinction already mentioned, of the Cuflc or monumental, and the Nashkī or manuscript style, there runs, in the first instance, that of the Maghrib-Berber or Western, and Mashriq or Eastern style. It must, however be remarked, that the Western Nashkī stands in closer connection and has preserved a greater resemblance with the Western Cufic, than is the case with the Eastern Nashkī in reference to the Eastern Cufic, as the reader will scarcely fail to perceive on comparing the following specimens.

The first is the before-mentioned fragment of the Qur’ān, written in the Cuflc manuscript style, and provided with the vowel-points as invented by Abū Aswād ad-Da‘ūlī (or Naṣr ibn Ḥasim, see page 682). Like the remainder of our specimens, we accompany it with a transcript in modern type, a transliteration in Roman character, and a rendering into English.

No. 1.

```
فما أَسَبِبَ فَ ما

لِأَمِهَ فَ ما

CUFIC MANUSCRIPT CHARACTER.
```

```
Wā wā tā lā mā lā hā lā lā mā wa mā

(بِضِطَّرَمْ)
```

“The Satans were not sent down with it (the Qur’ān): it beseemed them not, and they had not the power.”

(Sūrah xxvi. 210; the words in italics correspond to the word yastāfūma, which is not contained in the Cuflc original.)

The next two specimens illustrate the Cuflc style, as it is employed on monuments, and more particularly so its Maghribian development.
No. 2.

CUTIC MONUMENTAL CHARACTER.

No. 2 is part of an inscription copied from a public building in Tarragona in Spain. It reads:

بسم الله بركة من الله لعبد الله عبد الرحمن
أمر المسلمين خلال الله (قاهة)

Bi-um bi-lāhi! barakatun mina 'llāhi li-abdi

'Ilāhi 'a 'abdi 'r-rāhmāni amīrī 'l-mu'mīnīn
atā 'llāhu (baq'ā-hū).

"In the name of God! May a blessing from God be upon 'Abdillāh 'Abdurrahmān, Commander of the Faithful; may God lengthen his life."

No. 3.

MAGHRIB MONUMENTAL CHARACTER.

No. 3, an inscription taken from the Alhambra, exhibits a style of monumental writing which can scarcely be called Cufic any longer, so much resembles it the Naskhī character. While in the previous specimen neither vowel points nor diacritical signs are made use of, here we find them employed in the shape, which they assume in manuscripts written in that hand. The reader will not have much difficulty in tracing the component letters by comparison with the following transcript and transliteration:

Yā wārisā-'l-ansārī lā 'an kalālatin turāqa
jāḥīn tāstakhīfī 'r-rāvānīyā.

"O thou who inheritest from the Ansār, and not by way of distant kindred, a hearthoom of glory that makes every summit of fame appear low."

It will be noticed that the ṣ (ṣ) of the word tāstakhīfī is left without the diacritical point which distinguishes this letter from the letter s (ṣ). This tallies with a remark of Ḥājī Khalīfah, according to which the diacritical points of these two letters may be put or omitted ad libitum; and we seem therefore justified in concluding that the necessity for their distinction was latest felt and provided for. Hence arises one of the peculiarities which at once mark the difference between the Western and Eastern styles of writing, and which the reader will observe in the next three specimens, presenting instances of the Maghrīb manuscript character.

The first (No. 4) is written in a bolder hand, and consequently shows more strikingly the close relationship with the monumental style of the Western Arabs.

No. 4.

TYPICAL FORM OF THE MAGHRIB MANUSCRIPT CHARACTER
"Hippocrates, may God have compassion upon him, said: Life is short, art is long, Time is narrow, experience dangerous, judgment difficult."

Superior Maghrib Writing.

In the Maghrib, when writing the letter "lām", the writer places a dot beneath the letter, instead of the superscribed double and single point respectively in the transcript. This is the distinguishing feature between the two styles previously alluded to, and it seems to prove that the use of the discritical points for these two letters is of later origin, and dates from a time when the two great divisions of the nation had definitely separated and followed each their own destinies. Another point to which we draw attention, is the different form of the Tashdid, as seen in the word Allāh. The Maghrib form is ٌ instead of ٨; and while in the Oriental writing the vowel signs are placed over it, the Western style places the sign for the Tashdid and for the vowel frequently side by side, as it is done here.
Inna Abuqīrāti lam ya'zan li-nam darat-hu shahwatu-hu ilā 'sh-shurbī bi-l-lailī atta yastabba an
lā yastabba ṭā'imma-hu in sharība wa nāma ba'da shurbī-hi fa'innu-hu ajwādū min
an lā yāna'a wa zālīka kumma 'n-na'naa yataḍe-
ra ku ra'ara 'sh-shurbī wa zālīka anna
'l-ādāta lam
tajri bi-'sh-shurbī bi-l-lailī fa 'isā sharība
fī-hi fa-tā nūhādāta anna zālīka 'sh-
shurbī yuḥdiq
fī 'l-khāsim fayjītan wa fasādan ka-bāli l-
nūhī 'l-bārīdā 'isā subba fī qadrin
fī-ha ta'āmūn wa huwa yuqīghī 'alu 'n-
nārī.

"Hippocrates neither allows nor forbids a
man, who has a desire to drink at night-
time, to satisfy his desire. If, however, he
drinks, and sleeps after drinking, it is
better
than not to sleep, this being so because
sleep counteracts, in this case, the evil
effect of drinking;
for it is not customary to drink at night-
time, and if one does so, this will of
necessity produce

a disturbance and derangement in the
digestion, just as if cold water were
poured into a vessel
containing food that is being boiled."

These two fragments scarcely call forth
any farther remark, except that in the last
both forms of the Taḥshid are employed, the
ordinary form even more frequently than the
Maghrēbī; for the latter occurs only twice,
in bi-'sh-shurbī, which is the second word in
the fourth line, and in ash-shurbī, which is
the last word but one in the same line.
Moreover, it will be useful to notice the pecu-
lilar shape which the letters ʃ (d) and ʃ (z)
take in the Maghrēbī character, as in the
words ajwādū towards the end of the second
line, and yuqīghī near the beginning of the first.

Dismissing the Maghrībī- Berber style of
Arabic writing, with its numerous local varie-
ties, as less interesting for the English reader,
we now turn to the Oriental style, where we
meet again with a bipartition, viz. into the
Eastern Naṣākī, as it is written in Arabia
itself, Egypt, and Syria, and the Tašī, cur-
current in Persia, India, and Central Asia.

No. 7 is a specimen of the Naṣākī in the
more limited sense of the word, meaning the
style generally employed in manuscripts, and
derived from maṣṣāk or maṣṣākūn, "copy."

No 7.

 قالت يا آدم اسمائك واسميهما فلو تعلموا أنتما أنفسكم بإسمهما قلنا للكلم
إباع علم يغتب سموعا وأكرم ومن ما تبدون وما كنت نكمون واذ كلنا للفلكين أسبحنا

Qaṭa ya-'Adamu 'nḥi-him bi-ṣanā'ihim fa-
la’mā anba’ahu bi-ṣanā’ihim qulta
alam aqīl la-kum
Anzi a’tāmu ghaba ’s-sawawiti wa ʃ-
arzi wa al-amu nā tabābina
Wa mā kuntum taktumāna. Wa iz qulā
li-l-malāk-kati ’ajudā.

"He said: 'O Adam, inform them of their
names,' and when he had informed
them of their names, He said: 'Did I
not say to you,
That I know the hidden things of the
heavens and of the earth, and know
what ye bring to light,
And what ye hide?" And when we said
to the angels: 'Bow down'..."

(Sūrah ii, 31, 32.)

NĀṢĀKĪ CHARACTER FROM A GOOD EGYPTIAN MANUSCRIPT.
From this ordinary Naskhi several more ornate manuscript styles are derived, as the Rihâni, Yâqûtî, and Sulus. They are distinguished principally by the relative proportions of the characters; and in the Sulus in particular, of which we give a specimen under No. 8, the letters are three times the size of the ordinary Naskhi, while the Rihâni and Yâqûtî show intermediate proportions between the two.

No. 8.

SULUS STYLE.

Kuntu nabiyun wa ‘l-adamu bainu ‘l-mâ‘i wa ‘l-tînī.

"I was a prophet, when man was yet a mixture of water and clay."

It will be observed that beneath the m (m) of the words ‘l-adamu (al-adamu) and ‘l-mâ‘i (al-mâ‘i), in the Sulus fragment, the letter is written a second time in a smaller character, and that, moreover, in the word ‘l-adamu it is surmounted by the sign ì, which in Maghrib writing, as we have seen, generally represents the Tashhid. This is done in the above-mentioned ornate styles, especially with those letters which admit of diacritical points, viz. ï, ð, ù, ñ, ñ, ð, ñ. To indicate that no such diacritical point is intended, the sign ì is placed on the top of the letter, or to make still surer of preventing a mistake, the letter itself is repeated in a minute shape at the bottom. Only the letter ã (ã), as distinguished from ã (â), i.e. in this case, written above the line, because it frequently occurs as abbreviation of ë kawā, "He," or Allâh, "God," and it would therefore be considered irreverential towards the Deity to write it beneath the other letters. As a feature common to this division of the Eastern Arabic manuscript style, we lastly point out the inclination of the characters from the left to the right, in contradistinction both to the Maghrib and Tatiq writing, where the letters are traced perpendicularly, or even with a slight bend from the right to the left.

Two other deviations from the pure Naskhi style are the Jari and Diwâni, officially employed in Turkey, and exhibited in the specimen No. 9:-

No. 9.
The Jari fragment in the upper division is a facsimile of the formula which accompanies the seal of the Sultan, and runs as follows:

Nishani sharfi 'alishan sami nakaa va tughra'i gharrar'i jihah ara'i sitaa khah-
qan nameza bi 'l-caun ar-rabbani va 'l-
caun ar-rassamii bukham oladur ki . . .

"This is the noble, exalted, brilliant sign-
manual, the world-illuminating and
adorning cipher of the Khagan (may it
be made efficient by the aid of the Lord
and the protection of the Eternal).
His order is that, etc."

The beauty of this style is considered to
consist in its being written either diagonally
from the top to the bottom of the page, or ascen-
ding eliptically from the bottom to the top.

The Diwan style, of which the lower
division gives an example, is used in the
official correspondence of the Turkish admi-
istration. The final letters, and even words,
are placed on the top of one another, and in
its more intricate varieties the letters run
together in a fanciful manner, which renders
the decipherment of this writing frequently
very difficult.

Finally, we present in No. 10 a specimen
of the Persian Ta'liq writing:

No. 10.

TA'LIQ CHARACTER.

Hamin chashmi dawam x kha'naadagun
Ki naam bu nikka haren bo' zabun.

"Such hope I cherish that in unistrel's
lay,
With right fair fame my name will live
for aye!"

(Firdausi.)

From this style of writing the Shikastah
is derived, and bears the same relation to it
which the Diwan bears to Nashti. While
in general preserving the peculiar outline
of the Ta'liq, it supersedes finals and words,
and joins letters in a similar way to the
Diwan, with which, however, it contrasts
favorably by a far more elegant and grace-
ful delineation of the characters.

It remains now only to add a few words on
the writing materials which the Arabs, and
Orientals in general, make use of. From the
nature of the character and from the direc-
tion of the writing from the right to the left,
it will be easily understood that our quill
and steel pens would answer the purpose
rather indifferently. The bolder stroke re-
quires a broader nib, and, at the same time,
the edges of the writing instrument should be
smooth enough to glide with ease over the
paper, so as to enable the hand to give that
fine swing and swell to the curved lines,
which form one of the chief beauties of the
Arabic writing. These conditions are admir-
ably fulfilled by the qahum or reed pen. For
the same reasons their ink is richer and their
paper more glossy than those which we employ
ourselves. The best ink is said to be made
of lamp-black and vinegar or verjuice, to
which red ochre is added, well beaten up and
mixed with yellow arsenic and camphor. The
paper, before being used for writing, is sub-
mitted to the action of the press, or made
smooth by placing it on a well-lavelled board
of chestnut wood, and polishing it with an egg
of crystal of about half a pound's weight.

We cannot here enter into further particu-
lar on the subject. The reader who might
feel interested in it, will find some curious
details in a short poem by Abu 'l-Hasan 'Ali Ibn
al-Bauwab, which De Sacy has published and
translated in his Chrestomathie. As mentioned
before, this calligraphist was one of the
greatest masters of his art, so much so that
when he died, A.H. 413 or 423, the following
lines were written in his praise:

"Thy loss was felt by the writers of former
times, and each successive day justi-
\'fies their grief. The ink-bottles are
therefore black with sorrow, and the
pens are rent through affliction."

Ibn Khallikân, from whom we quote, finds
these verses very fine. Without disparaging
his taste, we can happily assure our reader
that Ibn al-Bauwab's verses are finer. With
regard to the qahum, however, he rather mys-
tifies us on the very point which would be
most interesting, namely, the manner in
which the nib should be cut or made. He
says:

"Give your whole attention to the making
of your nib, for on this, verily, all else
depends.
WUJUD

"But do not flatter yourself that I am going to reveal this secret; it is a secret which I guard with a miser's jealousy.

"All that I will tell is, that you must observe the golden mean between a too much rounded and too much pointed form."

Disappointed as we are at this oracular saying, we will condone him for his niggarily reticence on account of his final lines, with which we will also terminate our article:

"Let your hand devote its fingers to writing only useful things that you will leave behind you on quitting this abode of illusion;

"For man will find, when the book of his actions will be unrolled before him, all that he has done during the days of his life."

WUJJD (وُجُد). An existence. Philosophers say existences are of three kinds:

Wujud 'l-Wujud, a necessary existence—God.

Munkinu 'l-Wujud, a possible existence—Creation.

Muntamid 'l-Wujud, an impossible existence—an Associate with God.

WUQUF (وُقُف). "Standing." A name given to those ceremonies of the Pilgrimage which are performed on Mount 'Arafah. (Burton, Pilgrimage, vol. ii. p. 363.)

WUZU' (وضوء). The ablution made before saying the appointed prayers. Those which are said to be of divine institution are four in number, namely: to wash (1) the face from the top of the forehead to the chin, and as far as each ear; and (2) the hands and arms up to the elbow; (3) to rub (masah) with the wet hand a fourth part of the head; and (4) the feet to the ankles. The authority for these actions is the Qur'an, Surah v. 8: "O Believers! when ye address yourselves to prayer, wash your hands up to the elbow, and wipe your heads, and your feet to the ankles." The Sunnis wash the feet: the Shii'ahs are apparently more correct, for they only wipe, or rather rub (masah) them. In these ablutions, if the least portion of the specified part is left untouched, the whole act becomes useless and the prayer which follows is vain.

The Sunnah regulations (or those established on the example of Muhammad) regarding it are fourteen in number. (1) to make the intention or niyyah of wuzu, thus: "I make this wuzu for the purpose of putting away impurity"; (2) to wash the hand up to the wrist, but care must be taken not to put the hands entirely into the water, until each has been rubbed three times with water poured on it; (3) to say one of the names of God at the commencement of the wuzu, thus: "In the name of the Great God," or "Thanks be to God"; (4) to clean the teeth (miswak); (5) to rinse the mouth three times; (6) to put water into the nostrils three times; (7) to do all the above in proper order; (8) to do all without any delay between the various acts; (9) each part is to be purified three times; (10) the space between the fingers of one hand must be rubbed with the wet fingers of the other; (11) the beard must be combed with the fingers; (12) the whole head must be rubbed once; (13) the ears must be washed with the water remaining on the fingers after the last operation; (14) to rub under and between the toes with the little finger of the left hand, drawing it from the little toe of the right foot and between each toe in succession. [ABLUTION, PRAYER, WATER]

YADU 'LLAH (يَدُ اللَّهِ). "Hand of God." The expression occurs in the Qur'an:

Surah xlviii. 10: "God's hand is above their hands."

Surah v. 69: "The Jews say, 'God's hand is fettered.'"

The expression is a subject of controversy amongst the Muhammadans. The Wahhabis maintain that it is wrong to hold that it is merely a figurative expression, but rather that God doth possess a hand in such a manner as it exists, without attempting to explain the manner bow. On the other hand, some maintain that it is merely a figurative expression for God's power.

YAGHUS (يَغُوس). An idol mentioned in the Qur'an, Surah lxxi. 28. Professor Palmer says it was in the figure of a lion. Al-Bukhari says it was the name of a hero who lived between the days of Adam and Noah, who was afterwards worshipped in an idol of the name.

YA HU (يَا هُ). "O He!" that is, "O God." An exclamation often recited by faqirs or dervishes in their religious gikas. The third personal pronoun singular, āh
YA'QUB (يعقوب). [JACOB.]

YÀ SIN (سيا). The two Arabic letters س and ي corresponding to the English y and z. The title of the xxxvith Sûrah of the Qur'ân, which begins with these two letters, the mystic import of which is said to be unknown. Al-Baisawi says perhaps they mean Ya 'Isa' (اليساى) (يزا) "O Man!" Hussain suggests that they mean Ya Sayyid! (يسيد) "O Sayyid!"... whilst the Jalâlîn think the meaning is known alone to God. Muhammad said this chapter was the Qu'lu 'l-Qur'ân, "the heart of the Qur'ân," and it is consequently held in high estimation. It is usually read to dying persons.

YÀSIN is a title given to Muhammad with the belief that he is referred to as "O Sayyid," in the first verse of the Sûrah referred to.

YÀSIRIB (يسرب). The ancient name of al-Madinah, mentioned once in the Qur'ân, viz. Sûrah xxxii. 13. According to the traditionist, the Prophet changed the name from Yàsirib to Madinatu 'n-Nabî, "the City of the Prophet," because Yàsirib was a name of shame and reproach. (Majmu'atu 'l-Bibâr, vol. iii. p. 499.)


YATHRI. [YASIRIB.]

YATIM (يتم). [ORPHAN.]

YAUM (يوم). A day of twenty-four hours; pl. aysâm. In contradiction to lait wa nakhr, "night and day.

The seven days of the week are known as:

1. Yaum 'l-ahad, first day, Sunday.
2. Yaum 'l-ikram, second day, Monday.
3. Yaum 'l-qalâsâ, third day, Tuesday.
4. Yaum 'l-arba'â, fourth day, Wednesday.
5. Yaum 'l-khamis, fifth day, Thursday.
6. Yaum 'l-jumâ, day of Assembly, Friday.
7. Yaum 'l-sabt, Sabbath day, Saturday.


Sûrah xxxiii. 17: "What shall make thee know what the Day of Judgment is?"

AL-YÀMU'MU 'L-'ÀKHIR (اليوم الآخر). The Last Day. A name given in the Qur'ân to the Day of Judgment.

YÀMU'MU 'L-'ASHûRA (اليوم العشرين). The tenth day of the month of Mu'harram. ['ashûra']
"Day of Severing." The Day of Judgment. Sūrah xxvii. 13, 14: "For the Day of Severing! and who shall teach thee what the Day of Severing is?"

"The Day of breaking the fast." ['IDU 'L-FITR.]

"The day of the stony country" mentioned in the Traditions. (Mishkāt 'l-Masābīḥ, book xxiv. ch. ix.) The day on which Yazid sent an army to al-Madinah and laid it in ruins. (See Ockley's Saracens, p. 425.)

"Day of Assembly." The Day of Judgment.

"Day of Reckoning." The Day of Judgment. Sūrah xl. 25: "And Moses said, Verily, I will take refuge in my Lord and your Lord from every one who is big with pride, and believes not on the Day of Reckoning."

"The Day of Resurrection." The Day on which anything terminates. In law, the last day on which anyone who has become possessed of property illegally may restore it, or make compensation to the owner.

"Day of Gathering." The Day of Judgment. Sūrah lvii. 9: "On the day when He shall gather you to the Day of Gathering."

"Day of Eternity." Sūrah l. 34: "Enter into it in peace: this is the Day of Eternity."

"The Day of Exodus." The Day of Judgment. Sūrah l. 41: "The day when they shall hear the shout in truth; that is, the Day of Coming Forth."

"The Day of the Rest." The day after the sacrifice at the Hajj, when the pilgrims rest.

"Day of Standing up." The Day of Resurrection. [RESURRECTION.]

"The Day of Threatenings." The Day of Judgment. Sūrah l. 19: "And the trumpet shall be blown—that is the threatened day."

"A Known Day," i.e. known to God. The Day of Judgment. Sūrah lvi. 50: "Gathered shall they surely be for the tryst of a known day."

"Day of Sacrifice." A term used for the Feast of Sacrifices. ['IDU 'L-AZHA.]
YEAR. Arabic sanah (سَنَةُ), pl. sanām, sanāmīn; 'aın (أَيَّامْ), pl. ʿawām; ḥa'il (حَيْلُ), pl. ahwāl; Persian sāl (سال), pl. sāḥīh.

The ancient Arabian year is supposed to have consisted of twelve lunar months, as now observed by the Muhammadans; but about the year A.D. 412, the Arabians introduced a system of intercalation, whereby one month was intercalated into every three years. (See M. de Perroux, vol. I. p. 242.) This system of intercalation existed in the time of Muhammad; but it is related that, at the farewell pilgrimage, the Prophet recited the Khutbah on the Day of Sacrifice, and said: "A year is twelve months only, as at the time of the creation," and thus again introduced the lunar year. (See Miskhikát, book xi. ch. xli.) The Muhammadan year, therefore, consists of twelve lunar months, without any intercalation to make it correspond with the course of the sun, and amounts very nearly to 354 days and 9 hours. Hence the Muhammadan New Year's Day, Mawz, will happen every year about eleven days earlier than in the preceding year.

There also existed amongst the Arabs a system of commutation whereby the Muharram, the last of the three continuous sacred months [Mawlawin], became secular, and Safar sacred. Some traditions say that the power also existed of commuting the isolated sacred month Rajab, for the one succeeding it, Shaban. When this was done, it became lawful to war in the sacred months of Muharram and Rajab; and Safar and Shaban acquired the sacredness of the months for which they had been substituted. It is with reference to this custom that Muhammad says in the Qur'ān (Surah ix. 30, 87):

"Verily, twelve months is the number of months with God, according to God's Book, over the day when He created the heavens and the earth; of these, four are sacred: this is the right usage. Therefore, wrong not yourselves therein, and attack those who join gods with God, one and all, as they attack you one and all; and know that God is with those who fear Him. To carry over a sacred month to another is only an increase of unbelief. They who do not believe are led in error by it. They allow it one year and forbid it another, that they may make good the number of months which God hath hallowed, and they allow that which God hath prohibited."

This system of commutation is said to have been introduced by Qusayi, who wished, by abridging the long three months' cessation of hostilities, to humour the warlike Arabs, as well as to obtain the power of making a sacred month secular when it might best suit his purpose; but Sir William Muir is inclined to think that this system of commuta-

YUSUF

tion was an ancient one, and merely restored by Qusayi. (Muir's Mahomet, vol. I. p. 242.)

Both in India and in Egypt, in the present day, the Muhammadans use the lunar year for their religious observances and the ordinary affairs of life; but for the purposes of agriculture and other calculations, for which the lunar year is inconvenient, they employ the Julian calendar.

To find the number of solar years elapsed since any given Muhammadan date, subtract the given year of the Hijrah from the current year of the Hijrah, and from the remainder deduct three per cent.; the remainder will be the number of solar years which have elapsed. Thus, suppose we see a manuscript written A.H. 681, and wish to know its real age in Christian or solar years, we subtract, in the first place, the number 681 from the current year of the Hijrah, say 1256, and there remains 575; from this last we deduct three per cent., or 17, and there remains 558, which at that period is the real age of the manuscript in solar years.

If the object, however, be to find the precise Christian date corresponding to any given year of the Hijrah, apply the following rule:—From the given number of Musliman years, deduct three per cent., and to the remainder add the number 621-54; the sum is the period of the Christian era at which the given current Musliman year ends. For example: from A.H. 942, deduct three per cent., or 28-26, and the remainder is 913-74. To this last add 621-54, and the sum is 1535-28, which shows that A.H. 942 ended in the spring of A.D. 1336. This simple rule is founded on the fact that 100 lunar years are very nearly equal to 97 solar years, there being only eight days of excess in the former period; hence to the result found, as just stated, it will be requisite to add 8 days, as a correction for every century.

The following is a more accurate rule. Express the Muhammadan date in years and decimals of a year; multiply by 970225; to the product add 621-54, and the sum will be the precise period of the Christian era. (Dr. Forbey.)

If it is desired to find the year of the Hijrah which comes in in a given year of the Christian era; it is sufficient to subtract 621 from the year given, and to multiply the remainder by 10,307. (Murray.)

YCHANNA (يَخْانَنَّ). The Arabic Christian name for John the Baptist, and John the Apostle, the corresponding Muslim name being Yahyā. (YAHYA.)

YÖNUS (يونس). [JONAH.]

YUSHA' (يوشع). [JOSHUA.]

YÜSUF (يوسف). [JOSPEH.]
ZABH (אָמַת). Heb. הָעִבָּד. Arabic lexicographers define the word to mean the act of cutting the throat. In the language of the law, it denotes the act of slaying an animal agreeably to the prescribed form, without which its flesh is not lawful for the food of man. See Qur'an, Surah ii. 167, 168:—

"Eat of the good things wherewith we have provided you, and give thanks unto God, if ye are His worshippers. He has only forbidden for you that which is dead, and blood, and flesh of swine, and whatsoever has been consecrated to other than God; but he who is forced, neither revolting nor transgressing, it is no sin for him: for verily God is forgiving and merciful."

The injunctions in the Traditions are more explicit (Mishkat, book xviii. ch. i.), for example: Abū Tufaili relates that 'Ali was once asked, "Has the Prophet ever told you anything with regard to religion which he has not told others?" And 'Ali replied, "Nothing, unless it be that which I have in the scabbard of my sword." Then 'Ali brought out of his scabbard a piece of paper, and thereon was written: "May God curse those who slay without repeating the name of God, in the same manner as the polytheists did in the names of their idols; may God curse those who remove their neighbours' landmarks; may God curse those who curse their fathers; may God curse those who harbour innovators in matters of religion."

According to Sunni law, zabh is of two kinds: (1) ḡablāyārī, of choice; and (2) ḥālim, of necessity.

The first is effected by cutting the throat above the breast and reciting the words Allah akbar, "God is most great"; and the second by reciting these words upon shooting an arrow or discharging a gun.

The latter act, however, is merely a substitute for the former, and accordingly is not of any account unless the former be impracticable; for the proper zabh is held to be by the shedding of blood, and the former method is most effectual for this purpose.

It is absolutely necessary that the person who slaughters the animal should be a Muslim or a kātib (i.e. a Jew or a Christian), and that he should do it in the name of God alone; it signifies not whether the person be a man or a woman, or an infant, or an idiot, or an uncircumcised person.

An animal slain by a Magian is unlawful, as also that slain by an idolator or a polytheist. Zabht performed by an apostate from the Muslim faith (who is worthy of death) is also unlawful; but, according to Abū Hanifah, if a Jew or a Christian become an apostate from his own creed, his zabht is lawful, for the Muslim law still regards him, with respect to zabht, in the same light as formerly.

If the slayer willfully omit the invocation, "In the name of the most great God," the flesh of the animal is unlawful; but if he omit the invocation through forgetfulness, it is lawful, although there is some difference of opinion on this subject amongst the Sunni doctors. Ash-Shafi'i is of opinion that the animal is lawful in either case, but the Imam Malik maintains that it is unlawful in both.

Abū Yūsuf and all the Hanafi doctors have declared, that an animal slain under a wilful omission of the invocation is utterly unlawful, and that the magistrate must forbid the sale of meat so killed.

It is a condition of zabht ḡablāyārī that the invocation be pronounced over the animal at the time of slaying it; but in the case of zabht ḥālim (i.e. when a person slays an animal in hunting), the condition is that the invocation be pronounced at the time of letting loose the hound or hawk, or of shooting the arrow in hunting, or casting the spear.

It is a condition of zabht that nothing but the invocation Bismi 'l-Muḥādī Allah akbar, "In the name of God, God the most great," should be said. That is, no prayer or other matter must be mentioned.

The place for slaughtering is between the throat and the head of the breast-bone (Arabic lubba'a), and the vessels it is requisite to cut are four, al-halqm, "the wind-pipe," al-mas, "the gullet," and al-wurda, or al-wurj, "the two jugular veins." Ash-Shafi'i holds that if a man slay an animal with a nail or horn or teeth, the flesh is unlawful, but this is not the opinion of other doctors. (See Durr 'l-Mishkār and Hidāyah, in loco.)

AZ-ZABANIYAH (ازبةنیه). Lit. "Guards." The angels in charge of hell, of whom Malik is said to be the chief. Surah xcvi. 17, 18: "So let him call his council: we will call the guards of hell (az-Zabaniyāh)."

ZABIYAH (ازبتیه). Lit. "Cut or divided lengths." Heb. יָבָּד. An animal slaughtered according to the law; a sacrifice. [LAWFUL FOOD, SACRIFICES.]

ZABIR (ازبیر). A name for Mount Sinai. Al-Baišwāwī says it is the mountain on which the Lord conversed with Moses. [MINAT, TUR.]

ZABT (ازبت). "Occupation, seizure." In Muhammadan law it means attachment, distraint, or sequestration; taking
lands under the management of government officers.

ZABUR (رياض), pl. zubur. Also zabur, pl. of zibr. From the Heb. זָבָ֣ר, "a psalm or chant" (Psa. xxxxi. 2, xcviii. 5). The title given to the Psalms of David in the Qur'an, where it occurs only three times.

Sūratu 'N-Nisā' (iv.) 161: "And to David we gave Psalms (zaburān)."

Sūratu 'I-Mīrāj (xxvii.) 57: "And Psalms (zaburān) we gave to David."

Sūratu 'I-Ambiyya (xxxi.) 105: "And now, since the exhortation (gikr) was given, have we written in the Psalms (fī 'z-zuburā) that my servants shall inherit the earth."

Both Sale and Rodwell take this last to be a quotation from Psa. xxxvii. 29 (it appears to be the only direct quotation from either the Old or New Testament in the whole of the Qur'an), and they have both translated the Arabic gikr "the law," meaning, of course, the Taurat. Amongst Muslim commentators, there is considerable difference of opinion as to what is meant in this verse by gikr and zabur.

The commentator al-Baṣrūni says there are three views. Said ibn Jubair and Mujayyid explained the word zabur to mean all inspired books, and that by gikr was meant the Preserved Tablet (al-Lauhāt al-Mahfūzah). Ibn 'Abbās and as-Ẓāhīrī said by zabur was the Taurat, and by gikr those books which came after. And Sibā'ī said the zabur was the Book of David, and the gikr that of Moses.

Al-Baghawi and al-Jalālān decide in favour of the first interpretation, Husain decides in favour of the third, whilst al-Baṣrūni leaves it an open question.

Jalāl al-Dīn as-Suyūtī gives the word zabur as one of the fifty-five titles of the Qur'an.

ZAHARIAS. Arabic Zakariyuṣ (زكاريؤ). [ZAKARIYAH.] ZAFIR (زفیر). Lit. "Drawing back the breath because of distress; groaning." In the Qur'an, for the groans of hell. Sūrah xi. 108: "In the Fire, there shall they groan."

ZAFIRANIYAH (سفیرینه). A sect of Muslims, who say the Qur'an is a created thing, the orthodox school maintaining that the Word of God is uncreated. (Kitabu 'T-Turjīfāt, in loco.)


Qurʾān, Sūrah viii. 15: "O ye who believe! when ye meet the marshalled hosts of the unbelievers, turn not your backs to them." Hence, battle, combat.


ZĀHIR (زاهیر). "Outward, exterior, manifest." A word much used in Muslim theology to express that which is manifest, as distinguished from bītin, "interior," or khuffī, "that which is hidden."

AZ-ZĀHIR (الزاهر). "The Evident." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. Qurʾān, Sūrah xviii. 3: "He is the First and the Last, the Evident and the Hidden."

ZĀHIRU 'I-L-MAZHAB (زاهیرو الیمازحاب). An expression used by Hanafi Muslims for those theological questions which are decided in the four well-known Sunni books: al-Mabsūt, al-Jāmī' ʾl-Kabīr, al-Jāmī' ʾl-Saghir, as-Saḥīr ʾl-Kabīr.

ZĀHIRU 'I-L-MUMKINAT (زاهیرو یلممکینات). An expression used by theologians for the proofs of God's existence, power, and attributes, as exhibited in nature.

ZAID IBN AL-HĀRIṢ (زايد بن الهارش). Muhammad's freedman and adopted son. Muhammad having seen and admired Zaid's wife Zainab, his husband divorced her. The relations of the ancient Arabs to their adopted children were very strict, and Muhammad's marriage with the divorced wife of his adopted son occasioned much scandal among his contemporaries.

A revelation was consequently produced which revoked the inconvenient restrictions.

Sūrah xxxii. 37: "And when Zaid had settled the necessary matter of her divorce, we did wed her to thee, that it might not be a crime in the faithful to marry the wives of their adopted sons, when they have settled the necessary affair concerning them."

Zaid was slain at the battle of Mīṭāḥ, as he carried the standard of Islam, 2.A.H. 8.

ZAIĐIYAH (زايدیه). A Shiʿah sect. Those who followed Zaid the son of 'Ali ibn al-Husayn instead of the other son Jaʿfar as-Sadiq. [SHIANT.] ZAIGH (ڑHazī). Lit. "Turned aside" (from the Truth). It occurs in the Qurʾān, Sūrah iii. 5, 6: "In whose hearts is perversity. ... O Lord, pervert not our hearts."

ZAINAB (زیناب). The daughter of Khuzzaymah and the widow of 'Ubad, Muhammad's cousin, who was slain at Badr. She married Muhammad in the third year of the Hijrah. Zainab was renowned for her kindness to the poor, and was called ʿummāt al-Masākin, "the mother of the poor," from her care of destitute converts. She and Khadijah were the only wives of the Prophet who died before him.

ZAINAB (زیناب). The daughter of Jāsh and the divorced wife of Muhammad's adopted son Zaid. Being the wife of an adopted son, she was unlawful to the Prophet, but a pretended revelation (see Qurʾān, Sūrah xxxii. 37) settled the difficulty, and Muhammad married her. [MUHAMMAD.]
ZAINAB BINT MUHAMMAD

The daughter of Muhammad by Khadijah. She married Abi T-'As. The story of the conversion of Abi T-'As, through the devotion of his wife, is told by Muir (vol. iv. p. 7). She died A.H. 61.

ZĀ'IR (زایر). A pilgrimage to Muhammad's grave at al-Madinah, as distinguished from a hāji, or pilgrimage to Makkah. According to Burton, Zā'irs are ordered to visit the tomb perfumed and in their best clothes. The person who conducts the zā'ir to the sacred spot is called a حاكمه, who on the occasion of Captain Burton's visit recited the following prayer:

"In the name of Allah and in the Faith of Allah's Prophet! O Lord, cause me to enter the enter of truth, and cause me to issue forth the issuing of Truth, and be not to me to draw near to Thee and make me a King victorious!" (i.e. over the world, the flesh, and the devil). Then follow blessings on the Prophet, and afterwards: "O Allah! open to me the doors of Thy mercy, and grant me entrance into it, and protect me from the damned devil!" (Burton's El-Medinah and Meccah, vol. ii. p. 296.)

ZAKARIYĀ' (زاکاریا). Zacharias. The father of John Baptist; the husband of Hannah's sister, and the uncle of the Virgin Mary. Mentioned four times in the Qur'ān—

Sirah iii. 32: "So with goodly acceptance did her Lord accept her, with goodly growth did He make her grow, and Zakariyā' was her father. So is as Zakariyā' went in to Mary at the sanctuary, he found her supplied with food. 'Oh Mary!' said he, 'whence hast thou this?' She said, 'It is from God; verily God supplieth whom He will without reckoning.' 'There did Zakariyā' call upon his Lord: 'My Lord! leave me not childless: but there is no better heir than Thysel.' So we heard him and gave him Yahya (John), and We made his wife fit for child-bearing.'

ZAKAT (زکات). In its primitive sense the word zakāt means purification, whence it is also used to express a portion of property bestowed in alms, as a sanctification of the remainder to the proprietor. It is an institution of Islam and founded upon an express command in the Qur'ān (see Surah ii. 87), being one of the five foundations of practical religion.

It is a religious duty incumbent upon any person who is free, sane, adult, and a Muslim, provided he be possessed in full property of such estates or effects as are termed in the language of the law nisāb, and that he has been in possession of the same for the space of one complete year. The nisāb, or fixed amount of property upon which zakāt is due, varies with reference to the different kinds of property in possession, as will be seen in the present article.

The one complete year in which the property is held in possession is termed مال ad-l-

Zakāt is not incumbent upon a man against whom there are debts equal to or exceeding the amount of his whole property, nor is it due upon the necessaries of life, such as dwelling-houses, or articles of clothing, or household furniture, or cattle kept for immediate use, or slaves employed as actual servants, or armour and weapons designed for present use, or upon books of science and theology used by scholars, or upon tools used by craftsmen.

(1) The zakāt of camels. Zakāt is not due upon less than five camels, and of five camels it is one of one goat or sheep, provided they subsist upon pasture throughout the year, because zakāt is only due upon such camels as live on pasture, and not upon those which are fed in the home with forage. One goat is due upon any number of camels from five to nine; two goats are due upon any number of camels from ten to fourteen; three goats for any number from twenty to twenty-four. Upon any number of camels from twenty-five to thirty-five the
ZAKAT

zakat is a bihta'ah, or a yearling female camel; from thirty-six to forty-five, a bihtahab, or a two-year-old female camel; from forty-six to sixty, a hisghah, or a three-year-old female camel; from sixty-one to seventy-five, a jak'ahk, or four-year-old female camel; from seventy-five to ninety, two camels' female two-year-old colts; and from ninety-one to one hundred, twenty, two camels' female three-year-old colts. When the number of camels exceeds one hundred and twenty, the zakat is calculated by the aforesaid rule.

(2) The zakat of bulls, cows, and buffaloes. No zakat is due upon fewer than thirty cattle, and upon thirty cattle which feed on pasture for the greater part of the year, there is due at the end of the year a tabirah, or a one-year-old calf; and upon forty is due a musim, or a calf of two years old; and when the number exceeds forty, the zakat is to be calculated according to this rule. For example, upon sixty, the zakat is to be calculated as follows: upon seventy, one tabirah and one musim; upon eighty, two musim; upon ninety, three tabirah; upon one hundred, two tabirah and one musim; and upon every ten head of cattle a musim and a tabirah alternately. Thus upon one hundred and ten kine, the zakat is to be calculated as follows: upon one hundred and twenty, four tabirahs.

(3) Zakat upon sheep and goats. No zakat is due upon less than forty, which have fed the greater part of the year upon pasture, upon which is due one goat, until the number reaches one hundred and twenty; for one hundred and twenty to two hundred, it is due two goats or sheep; and above this, one for every hundred. The same rules apply to both sheep and goats, because in the Traditions the original word ghunam applies to both species.

(4) Zakat upon horses. When horses and mares are kept indiscriminately together, feeding for the greater part of the year on pasture, it is the option of the proprietor to give a zakat of one dinar per head for the whole, or to appreciate the whole, and give five per cent. upon the total value. No zakat whatever is due upon droves of horses consisting entirely of males, or entirely of mares. There is no zakat due upon horses or mules, unless they are articles of merchandise, nor is it due upon war horses, or upon beasts of burden, or upon cattle kept for drawing ploughs and so forth.

(5) Zakat upon silver. It is not due upon all silver that is equal in value to two hundred dirhams, but if one be possessed of this sum for a whole year, the zakat due upon it is five dirhams. No zakat is due upon an excess above the two hundred dirhams till such excess amount to forty, upon which the zakat is one dirham, and for every succeeding forty, one dirham. Those dirhams in which silver predominates are to be accounted silver, and the laws respecting silver apply to them, although they should contain some alloy; and the same rule holds with regard to all articles falling under the denomination of plate, such as cups and goblets.

(6) Zakat upon gold. No zakat is due upon gold under the value of twenty miskals, and the zakat due upon twenty miskals is half a miskal. When the amount of gold exceeds twenty miskals, on every four miskals above twenty are due two dirhams, and so on in proportion.

Zakat is due upon gold and silver bullion, and upon all gold and silver ornaments and utensils.

(7) Zakat upon articles of merchandise. Articles of merchandise should be appraised, and a zakat of 2½ per cent. paid upon the value, if it exceed two hundred dirhams in value.

(8) Zakat upon mines, or buried treasures. Mines of gold, silver, iron, lead, or copper, are subject to a zakat of one-fifth (qawm); but if the mine is discovered within the precincts of a person's own home, nothing is due. And if a person find a deposit of buried treasure, a fifth is due upon it. No zakat is due upon precious stones.

(9) Zakat upon the fruits of the earth. Upon every thing produced from the ground there is a tenth (tasvir or 'ushr), whether the soil be watered by the overflow of rivers or by periodical rains, excepting the articles of wood, bamboo, and grass, which are not subject to the tithe. Land watered by means of buckets, or machinery, or watering camels, is subject to a twentieth. Honey and fruits collected in the wilderness are subject to the tithe.

The zakat is received by a collector duly appointed for the purpose, although it is lawful for the possessor to distribute his alms himself. If a person come to the collector, and make a declaration on oath as to the amount of his property upon which zakat is due, his statement is to be credited.

There are seven descriptions of persons upon whom zakat may be bestowed.

(1) Fiqirs, or persons possessed of property, the whole of which, however, does not amount to a miskal.

(2) Miskins, or persons who have no property whatever.

(3) The collector of zakat.

(4) Slaves.

(5) Debtors.

(6) 3fit sabt 'llah, i.e. in the service of God, or religious warfare.

(7) Travellers.

The above laws with reference to zakat are those according to the Hanafiyah sect, but the differences amongst the four schools of the Sunni on this subject are but small. They may be seen upon reference to Hamilton's translation of the Hadith, vol. i. p. 1.

ZAKHA'IRU 'LLAH (اللهم علّه). Lit. "Repositories of God." A shay' term for
a class of believers who, on account of their spiritual attainments, are the means of preventing troubles in a nation, in the same manner as stores (ṣāhādī) of grain keep away famines.

ZĀKIR (زَاكِر). One who remembers God by reciting His names and praises. The reciter of a ʿāʾidah.

ZALĀLAH (زِلَال). "Error." The word frequently occurs in the Qurʾān, e.g., Sūrah ii. 15: "These are they who have purchased error, at the price of the guidance."

ZAMB (زَمَب), pl. zimāb. "A sin; a crime." A charge of such. The word occurs frequently in the Qurʾān, e.g.—
Sūrah xxi. 13: "They have a charge against me (i.e. Aaron), and I fear lest they put me to death."
Sūrah xl. 2: "[From God] the forgiver of sin."
Sūrah lxxvi. 9: "For what crime she was put to death." [ṣaw.]

ZAMZAM (زَمْزَم). The sacred well within the precincts of the mosque at Makkah. It is supposed to be the identical spring from which Hagar and Ishmael drank in the wilderness (Genesis xvi. 4), but which is stated in the Scriptures to have been between Kadeesh and Bared.

The origin of the word zamzam is uncertain. According to Johnson's Arabic Dictionary, it means the low buzzing sound, made by the ancient fire-worshippers, and may therefore allude to the murmuring of the water of the well. Some Muslim commentators derive it from zamān / azmān / i.e. "fill! fill!" Hagar's words when she saw the water. Sale translates it: "Stay! Stay!" and adds that Hagar called out in the Egyptian language to prevent Ishmael wandering.

The building which encloses the well Zamzam stands close by the Maqám Hanbal, and was erected in A.H. 1072 (A.D. 1661). According to Burckhardt, it is of a square shape, and of massive construction, with an entrance to the north, opening into the room which contains the well. This room is beautifully ornamented with marbles of various colours, and adjoining to it, having a separate door, is a small room with a stone reservoir, which is always full of Zamzam water. This the pilgrims get to drink by passing their hand, with a cup, through an iron-grated opening which serves as a window, into the reservoir, without entering the room. The mouth of the well is surrounded by a wall five feet in height, and about ten feet in diameter. Upon this the people stand, who draw up the water in leather buckets, an iron railing being so placed as to prevent their falling in. The water is then poured into earthen jars, called dāraq, which Captain Burton describes as little amphorae, each marked with the name of the donor and a peculiar cypher. These jars are placed in long rows on the ground, along the paved causeways which lead up to the Ka'bah, and between which grass appears growing in several places, produced by the Zamzam water oozing out of the jars.

The Zamzam water is held in great esteem throughout the East. It is used for drinking and ablution, but for no bazaars purposes. The Makki pilgrims always try to break their fast with it. Captain Burton says: "It is apt to cause diarrhoea and boils, and I never saw a stranger drink it without a wary face. Sale is decidedly correct in his assertion: the flavour is salt-bitter, much resembling an infusion of a teaspoonful of Epsom salts in a large tumbler of tepid water. Moreover, it is exceedingly 'heavy' to the taste; for this reason, Turks and other strangers preferring rain-water collected in cisterns, and sold for five farthings a gulgul. The water is transmitted to distant points in glazed earthen jars covered with basket-work, and sealed by the Zen Zemis (Zamzamis), or dispensers of the holy water. Religious men break their lenten fast with it, apply it to their eyes to brighten vision, and imbibe a few drops at the hour of death, when Satan stands by holding a bowl of purest water, the price of the departing soul. The copious supply of the well is considered at Mecca miraculous; in distant countries it facilitates the pronunciation of Arabic to the student, and everywhere the name of the draught is highly meritorious in a religious point of view."

According to the same author, the name has become generic for a well situated within the walls of a mosque, and amongst these, naturally, the Zamzam of al-Madinah stands nearest in dignity to the Makkah well, with which it is said to be connected by a subterranean passage. Others believe that it is filled by a vein of water springing directly under the Prophet's grave, whereas it is generally called Bihr 'in-Nabi, or the Prophet's well. It stands at the south-east angle of an enclosure within the court of the mosque of al-Madinah, called the garden of Fatimah, under a wooden roof supported by pillars of the same material.

ZANĀNAH (زاِنَأَة). A Persian adjective derived from the word zan, "woman." That which belongs to women. It denotes the household of a Muhammadan, his wives and children, and the apartments in which they reside. For a full account of an Indian zanānah by Mrs. Meer Ali, see HARM.

"A zanānah mission" is a Christian mission established for the benefit of the wives and children of Muhammadans.

ZANJABIL (زَانْجَبِيل). "Ginger." An aromatic with which the cups of Paradise are flavoured. See Qurʾān, Sūrah lxxvi. 17: "And they shall drink therein a cup tempered with zanjabil."

ZANN (ذَانِن), pl. zumān. "Opinion; suspicion." In Muhammadan law, a presumption that a charge is well-founded,
although the evidence is inconclusive. _az-Zannu l-żahliḍ_ expresses a strong presumption of truth in a charge, although the evidence does not amount to conviction. The "Not proven" of Scotch law. The word _zann_, in the sense of "suspicion," occurs in the Qur'ān, Sūrah xlii. 12: "O Believers! avoid frequent suspicions, for some suspicions are a crime."

**ZAQQŪM (زَقْقُم).** An infernal tree described in the Qur'ān.

Sūrah xxxix. 60-64: "Is this the better repast or the tree az-Zaqqūm? Verily! We have made it for a subject of discord to the wicked: Lo, it is a tree which cometh up from the bottom of hell; its fruit is as it were the heads of Satan; and, lo! the damned shall surely eat of it and fill their bellies with it."

Sūrah xlv. 43, 44: "Verily the tree of az-Zaqqūm shall be the sinner’s food."

Sūrah liv. 51-53: "Then verily ye, O ye the erring, the imputers of falsehood, shall surely eat of the tree of Zaqqūm, and fill your bellies with it."

It is a name now given to a thorny tree, whose fruit is sweet and styptic, and from the stone of which oil is extracted. (Richardson's Dictionary.)

**ZARĀMIYAH (زَرَامِيْة).** A sect of Shi'ah Muhammadans, who say that the next Imam after 'Ali were Muhammad ibn Hanīfah, 'Abdullāh, 'Ali ibn 'Abdillāh ibn Abīsās, and afterwards his progeny, as far as Mansūr, until at last the Divine power entered into Abī Musīlīm, who, they assert, was not really slain. (Kashf al-'Isīlāḥ, in loc.)

**ZARĀRĪYAH (زَرَارِيْة).** A sect of Muslims founded by one of the Companions, named Zarārīyah, who say the attributes of God are not eternal. (Kitāb 'l-Tawīlīyāt, in loc.)

**ZARB (زَرْب).** Lit. "Striking." In arithmetic, "Multiplication." The concluding foot of a line in poetry. A term used by Sūfī mystics for the ceremony of _zūr_.

**AZ-ZARIYĀT (الأَزْوَاهَات).** "The Scatterers." The title of the 1st Sūrah of the Qur'ān which begins with the words "By the Scatterers who scatter." By which is understood the winds of heaven.

**AZ-ZARZAR (الأَزْزَازْ).** "The Distresser." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. In the Qur'ān the word is applied to Satan.

Sūrah xvii. 11: "Only of Satan is this clandestine talk, that he may bring the faithful to grief; but, unless by God’s permission, not aught shall he harm them (līsin bī-zārūrīm) in God, then, let the faithful trust."

God, therefore, is called the "Distresser," in so far as evil befalls man only by His permission.

**ZARRAH (زَرْح).** "An atom."

The word occurs in the Qur'ān in the following verse:—

Sūrah xxvii. 6: "On that day shall men come up in separate bands to behold their works; and whosoever shall have wrought an atom’s weight of good shall behold it, and whosoever shall have wrought an atom’s weight of evil shall behold it."

**ZĀT (ذَات).** pl. zaʾāt. From _ṣā_, "a possessor," of which _ṣāt_ is the feminine. In the Dictionary _al-Mugāḥah_ it is defined as the essence of a thing, meaning that by being which a thing is what it is, or that in being which a thing consists; or the ultimate and radical constituent of a thing. It is used for the nature or essence of God, Allāh being called the _Isām_ 'l-Ẓāt, or "Essential name of God." _Zāt_ 'l-Ẓāt, the "Essence of God," is a scholastic theological expression. In Muslim law, _ṣāt_ signifies the body connected with the soul, in opposition to _bān_ which means the "material body."

**ZAWū 'L-ARĦĀM (ذَوُى الإِرْحَام).** [uterine relations.]

**ZAWŪ 'L-FURŪZ (ذَوُى الْفُرُوج).** [uterine vessels.]

The Sharers of inheritance whose shares are specified in the Qur'ān itself. [Inheritance.]

**ZEALOTS. [GHULAT.]**

**ZIḤAR (ذِيْح).** Lit. "Likening to the back." A form of imprecation which involves the separation of husband and wife until expiation is made. According to the _Hidāyah_, _ṣiḥār_ signifies the likening of a woman to akinswoman within the prohibited degrees, which interpretation is found in the comparison being applied to any of the parts or members of the body improper to be seen. The usual formula is: _Anti alaiya ka-sahri ummi_, "Thou art unto me as my mother’s back."

Before the establishment of Muhammadanism, _ṣiḥār_ stood as a divorce, but Muhammad changed it to a temporary prohibition, for which expiation must be performed, viz. either freeing a slave, or two months’ fast, or feeding sixty persons. Qur’ān, Sūratu 'l-Mujādiḍilah (xlvii.), 1-5—

"God hath heard the words of her who pleaded with thee against her husband, and made her plaint to God; and God hath heard your mutual intercourse: for God Heareth! Beholdeth."

"As to those of you who put away their wives by saying, "Be thou to me as my mother’s back"—their mothers they are not; they only are their mothers who gave them birth! they certainly say a blameworthy thing and an untruth:

"But truly, God is Forgiving, Indulgent."

"And those who thus put away their wives, and afterwards would recall their words, must free a captive before they can come together again. To this are ye warned to conform: and God is aware of what ye do."
"And he who findeth not a captive to set free, shall fast two months in succession before they two come together. And he who shall not be able to do so, shall feed sixty poor men. This, that he may believe in God and His Apostle. These are the statutes of God: and for the unbelievers is an afflictive chastisement."

The above injunction was occasioned by Khulafa, the daughter of Sal'abah, having pleaded her case with the Prophet, because she had been divorced by her husband Aus ibn As-Šamit, by the formula above-mentioned, and which was understood by the Arabs to imply perpetual disinheritance. Muhammad had, in the first instance, decreed the divorce in accordance with ancient Arabic law, but relaxed his order in consequence of the woman's earnest pleadings.

ZIKR (zikr). Lit. "Remembering." Heb. רוקח zākhar. The religious ceremony, or act of devotion, which is practised by the various religious orders of Fiqahir, or Dervishes. Almost every religious Muhammadan is a member of some order of Fiqahir, and, consequently, the performance of zikr is very common in all Muhammadan countries; but it does not appear that any one method of performing the religious service of zikr is peculiar to any order.

Zikrs, are of two kinds: zikr jali, that which is recited aloud, and zikr khafi, that is performed either with a low voice or mentally.

The Naqshbandiyah order of Fiqahirs usually perform the latter, whilst the Chaibiyah and Qadiriyyah orders celebrate the former. There are various ways of going through the exercise, but the main features of each are similar in character. The following is a zikr jali, as given in the book Qaulu 'U-Jamī', by Maulavi Shāh Waliyu'llāh, of Delhi:—

The worshipper sits in the usual sitting posture and shouts the word Allāh (God), drawing his voice from his left side and then from his throat.

Sitting as at prayers he repeats the word Allāh still louder than before, first from his right knee, and then from his left side.

Folding his legs under him he repeats the word Allāh first from his right knee and then from his left side, still louder!

Still remaining in the same position, he shouts the word Allāh, first from the left knee, then from the right knee, then from the left side, and lastly in front, still louder!

Sitting as at prayer, with his face towards Makkah, he closes his eyes, says "La"—draws the sound as from his navel up to his left shoulder; then he says ilaḥa, drawing out the sound as from his brain; and lastly "illa'llāhu," repeated from his left side with great energy.

Each of these stages is called a zarb. The same words, of course, recited many hundreds of times over, and the changes we have described account for the variations of sound and motion of the body described by Eastern travellers who have witnessed the performance of a zikr.

The following is a zikr khafi, or that which is performed in either a low voice or mentally.

Closing his eyes and lips, he says, "with the tongue of the heart,"

Allāhu Samī'um, "God the Hearer."

Allāhu Bāṣirin, "God the Seer."

Allāhu 'Alimun, "God the Knower."

The first being drawn, as it were, from the navel to the breast; the second, from the breast to the brain; the third, from the brain up the heavens; and then again repeated stage by stage backwards and forwards.

He says in a low voice, "Allāh," from the right knee, and then from the left side.

With each exhalation of his breath, he says, "lā ilaḥa," and with each inhalation, "illa'llāhu."

This third zarb is a most exhausting act of devotion, performed, as it is, hundreds or even thousands of times, and is, therefore, considered the most meritorious. It is related that Mawlawī Ḥabību'llāh, living in the village of Gābāsānri, in the Gādūn country, on the Feehawr frontier, became such an adept in the performance of this zarb, that he recited the first part of the zikr lā ilaḥa with the exhalation of his breath after the mid-day prayer; and the second part, illā'llāhu, with the inhalation of his breath before the next time of prayer, thus sustaining his breath for the period of about three hours!

Another act of devotion, which usually accompanies the zikr, is that of Murāqabah, or meditation.

The worshipper first performs zikr of the following:—

Allāho kādirī, "God who is present with me."

Allāho nāṣirī, "God who sees me."

Allāho māḥī, "God who witnesses me."

Allāho mā'ū, "God who is with me."

Having recited this zikr, either aloud or mentally, the worshipper proceeds to meditate upon some verse or verses of the Qur'ān. Those recommended for the Qadiriyyah Fiqahirs by Maulavi Shāh Waliyu'llāh are the following, which we give as indicating the line of thought which is considered most devotional and spiritual by Muslim mystics:—

1. Sūratu 'I-Hādiid (ivii), 3:—

"He (God) is first. He is last. The Manifest, and the Hidden, and who knoweth all things."

2. Sūratu 'I-Hādiid (ivii), 4:—

"He (God) is with you wheresoever ye be."

3. Sūratu Qāf (l), 16:—

"We (God) are closer to him (man) than he his neck-vein."

4. Sūratu 'Baqarah (ii) 109:—

"Whichever way ye turn, there is the face of God."

5. Sūratu 'N-Nisā' (iv), 125:—

"God compasseth all things."
and it is to humanity what the seed is to the whole tree which contains within itself: its "flour", the essence of the whole of God’s book and of all His secrets is the heart of man. Whoever finds a way to the heart obtains his desire; to find a way to the heart is needed by a heartful service, and the heart accepts the services of the heart. It is only through the fatigue of water and ashes that the Murid reaches the conversation of the heart and the soul; he will be then drawn towards God that afterwards, without any difficulty, he may without trouble, in case of need, turn his face from all others towards Him. He will then know the real meaning of the Turk (the abandonment of the world), the Hayqat (the truth), the Hurrigat (the freedom), and the Zikr (the recital of God’s names and praises).

As a curious instance of the superstitious character of this devotional exercise, the Chishtiyah order believe that if a man sits cross-legged and soles the vein called kau- mad, which is under the leg, with his toes, that it will give peace to his heart, when accompanied by a zikr of the "nafs wa sahabat", which is a term used for the Kalimah, namely:

La ilaha illa 'llahu, “There is no deity but God.”

The most common form of zikr is a recital of the ninety-nine names of God (namm-ul vujud), for Muhammad promised those of his followers who recited them a sure entrance to Paradise (Misbah, book ca.). And to facilitate the recital of these names, the zikr or reciter uses a tashih (or rosary). [Tahmáni].

In addition to the forms of zikr already mentioned there are three others, which are even of more common use, and are known as Tashib, Tashmil, and Takhír. They are used as exclamations of joy and surprise, as well as for the devotional exercise of zikr. Tashib is the expression Suhháná 'lláh! “Holiness be to God!” Tashmil, Alláhu akbar! “Praise be to God!” Takhír, Alláhu akbar! “God is great!”

When the Tashib and Tashmil are recited together it is said thus, Suhháná 'lláh bi-kamati-hí, i.e. “Holiness be to God with His praise.” It is related in the Hadith that Muhammad said, “Whoever recites this sentence a hundred times, morning and evening, will have all his sins forgiven.”

Muhammad said, “Repeat the Tashib a hundred times, and a thousand virtues shall be recorded by God for you, ten virtuous deeds for each repetition.”

In forming our conception of Muhammad and Muhammadanism, we must take into consideration the important place the devotional exercise of zikr occupies in the system, not forgetting that it has had the authoritative sanction of “the Prophet” himself.

The following is a graphic description of one of these devotional performances, by Dr. Eugène Schuyler, in his work on Turkistan:

“At about ten o’clock one Thursday evening, in company with several friends, we went...
to the mosque, and were at once admitted. Some thirty men, young and old, were on their knees in front of the qiblah, reciting prayers with loud cries and violent move-
ments of the body, and around them was a
circle, two or three deep, of men standing,
who were going through the same motions.
We took up a position in one corner and
watched the proceedings. For the first part
the performers or worshippers had taken off
their outside gowns and their turbans, for the
night was warm and the exercise was violent.
They were reciting the words: My defence is
in God! May Allah be magnified! My light,
Muhammad—God bless him! There is no
God but God!." These words were chanted
to various semi-musical notes in a low voice,
and were accompanied by a violent move-
ment of the head over the left shoulder to-
towards the heart, then back, then to the right
shoulder, and then down, as if directing all
the movements towards the heart. These
texts were repeated for hundreds and hundreds
of times, and this zikr usually lasted for
an hour or two. At first the movements were
slow, but continually increased in rapidity,
until the performers were unable to endure it
any longer. If anyone failed in his duty, or
was slow, or made less movement than was
required, the persons who regulated the en-
thusiasm went up to him and struck him
over the head, or pushed him back out of
the circle and called another into it. Occa-
sionally persons got so worn out with their cries,
and so wet with perspiration, that it became
necessary for them to retire for a few minutes
rest, and their places were immediately taken
by others. When their voices became en-
tirely hoarse with one cry, another was begun,
and usually the cry was struck up: 'He lives!
He lives! God lives!' at first slowly, with an
inclination of the body to the ground: then
the rhythm grew faster and in cadence, the
body became more vertical, until at last they
all stood up: the measure still increased in
rapidity, and each one placing his hand on
the shoulder of his neighbour, and then form-
ing several concentric rings, they moved in
a mass from side to side of the mosque, leap-
ing about and always crying: 'He lives!
God lives!' Hitherto, there had been some-
things wild and unearthly in it, but now to
persons of weak nerves it became positively
painful, and two of my friends were so much
impressed as to be obliged to leave the
mosque. Although I was sufficiently cold-
blooded to see the ridiculous rather, than
horrible side of this, I could not help receiving
an impression that the devotees were a pack
of madmen, whose motions were utterly inde-
pendent of any volition of their own....
...The intonations of the voice were very
remarkable, and were often accompanied by
most singular gestures, the hands or a book
being often held to the side of the mouth
in order to throw the voice as far as possible.
Often these recitations are merely collections
of meaningless words, which all seem to
produce the same effect on the hearers, and
are constantly interrupted by cries of Hi, ho,
ogh, oh, ba, ba, and groans and sobs, and the
hearthers weep, beat their breasts with their
fists, or fall upon the ground."
The dancing and howling darawees at
Constantinople and Cairo have become public
sights, and are familiar to those Europeans
who have visited those cities.
We are indebted to Mr. Brown's account of
the Dervishes (Trübner and Co., Lodgate Hill)
for the following graphic description of one
of these public recitals of zikr. [Page 705.]
The ceremony commences by the recital
by the Shaikh of the seven first attributes of
the Divinity, called by them the seven mys-
terious words. "He next chants various pas-
sages of the Koran, and at each pause the
Dervishes, placed in a circle round the hall,
respond in chorus by the word 'Allah'
(God) or 'Hoo!' (Hueo or He). In
some of these societies they sit on their heels,
the elbows close to those of each other, and
all making simultaneously light movements
of the head and body. In others, the move-
ment consists in balancing themselves slowly,
from the right side to the left, and from the left
to the right, or inclining the body methodi-
cally forward and aft. There are other socie-
ties in which these motions commence seated,
measured cadences, with a staid counte-
nance, the eyes closed or fixed upon the
ground, and are continued on foot. These
singer exercises are consecrated under the
name of Márkâbbeh (exaltation of the Divine
glory) 'umrâqâbah, 'meditation'), and also
under that of the Tevhed (celebration of the
Divine unity) 'Tevked, from which comes the
term Tevhed kâhâch given to the
whole of the halls devoted to these religious
exercises.
"In some of these institutions, such as the
Kâdîrees, the Rûfïees, the Kâhâness, the
Bâirâmes, the Gûlahoses, and the 'Usâkôes,
the exercises are made, each holding the other
by the hand, putting forward always the
right foot, and increasing at every step the
strength of the movement of the body. This
is called the Dôer (Dôur), which may be
translated the dance or 'rotation.' The
duration of these dances is arbitrary,—each
one is free to leave when he pleases.
Every one, however, makes it a point to remain
as long as possible. The strongest and most
robust of the number, and the most enthu-
siastic, strive to persevere longer than the
others; they uncover their heads, take off
their turbans, form a second circle within each
other, entwine their arms within those of
their brethren, lean their shoulders against
each other, gradually raise the voice, and
without ceasing repeat 'Yâ Allah!' (O God),
or 'Yâ Hoo!' (O He), increasing each time
the movement of the body, and not stopping
until their entire strength is exhausted.
"Those of the order of the Rûfî's excel
in these exercises. They are, moreover, the
only ones who use fire in their devotions.
Their practices embrace nearly all those of
the other orders; they are ordinarily divided
into five different scenes, which last more
than three hours, and which are preceded,
accompany, and followed by certain ceremonies peculiar to this order. The first commences with praises which all the Dervishes offer to their sheikhs, seated before the altar. Four of the more ancient come forward the first, and approach their superior, embrace each other as if to give the kiss of peace, and next place themselves two to his right, and two to his left. The remainder of the Dervishes, in a body, press forward in a procession, all having their arms crossed, and their heads inclined. Each one, at first, salutes by a profound bow the tablet on which the name of his founder is inscribed. Afterwards, putting his two hands over his face and his beard, he kneels before the Sheikh, kisses his hand respectfully, and then they all go on with a grave step to take their places on the sheep-skins, which are spread in a half-circle surrounding the interior of the hall. So soon as a circle is formed, the Dervishes together chant the Takbeer (Takbir, the exclamation Allahu akbar, 'God is exalted!') and the Fatiha (Fatiha, the first chapter of the Qur'an). Immediately afterwards the sheikh pronounces the words 'Lā ilāha ill' Allāh.' (There is no deity but God), and repeats them inessantly; to which the Dervishes repeat 'Allah!' balancing themselves from side to side, and putting their hands over their faces, on their breasts, and their abdomen, and on their knees.

The second scene is opened by the Hamze Mohammedi, a hymn in honour of the Prophet, chanted by one of the elders placed on the right of the sheikh. During this chant the Dervishes continue to repeat the word 'Allah!' moving, however, their bodies forward and aft. A quarter of an hour later they all rise up, approach each other, and press their elbows against each other, balancing from right to left, and afterwards in a reverse motion,—the right foot always firm, and the left in a periodical movement, the reverse of that of the body, all observing great precision of measure and cadence. In the midst of this exercise, they cry out the words 'Ya Allah!' followed by that of 'Ya Hoo!' Some of the performers sigh, others sob, some shed tears, others perspire great drops, and all have their eyes closed, their faces pale, and the eyes languishing.

"A pause of some minutes is followed by a third scene. It is performed in the middle of an Ilāhee, chanted by the two elders on the right of the sheikh. The Ilāhees are spiritual cantiques, composed almost exclusively in Persian by sheiks deceased in the odor of sanctity. The Dervishes then hasten their movements, and, to prevent any relaxation, one of the first among them puts himself in their centre, and excites them by his example. If in the assembly there be any strange Dervishes, which often happens, they give them, through politeness, this place of honour; and all fill it successively, the one after the other, shaking themselves as aforesaid. The only exception made is in favour of the Mestlowes; these never perform any other dance than that peculiar to their own order, which consists in turning round on each heel in succession.

"After a new pause commences the fourth scene. Now all the Dervishes take off their turbans, form a circle, bear their arms and shoulders against each other, and thus make the circuit of the hall at a measured pace, striking their feet at intervals against the floor, and all springing up at once. This dance continues during the Ilāhee, chanted alternately by the two elders to the left of the sheikh. In the midst of this chant the cries of 'Ya Allah!' are increased doubly, as also those of 'Ya Hoo!' with frightful howlings, shrieked by the Dervishes together in the dance. At the moment that they would
wishing to indicate thereby that the use made of them is as agreeable to the soul of the elect Dervishes as the odour of this flower may be to the voluptuary.

"These extraordinary exercises seem to have something prodigious in them, which imposes on common people, but they have not the same effect on the minds of men of good sense and reason. The latter believe less in the sanctity of those pretended mum-mattures than in the virtue of certain secrets which they adroitly use to keep up the illusion and the credulity of the spectators, even among the Dervishes themselves. It is thus, perhaps, that some assemblies of these fanatics have given, in this age of light, and in the heart of the most enlightened nation, the ridiculous spectacle of those pious and barbarous buffooneries known by the name of convulsions. At all times, and amongst every people of the earth, weakness and credulity, enthusiasm and charlatanism, have but too frequently profaned the most holy faith, and objects the most worthy of our veneration.

"After the Rifa‘ees, the Sâ‘ees have also the reputation of performing miracles, pretty much of the same sort as the preceding. One reads in the Institutes of this Order, that Sâ‘ed ed Dâ‘en Jalâ‘ee, its founder, when cutting wood in the vicinity of Damascus, found three anâsâs of an enormous length, and that, after having recited some prayers and blown upon them, he caught them alive, and used them as a rope with which to bind his fagot. To this occurrence they ascribe the pretended virtue of the sheikhs and the Dervishes of this society, to find out snakes, to handle them, to bite them, and even to eat them, without any harm to themselves. Their exercises consist, like those of the Rifa‘ees and other Orders, at first in seizing themselves, and afterwards in rising upright; but in often changing the attitude, and in redoubling their agitation even until they become overcome with fatigue, when they fall upon the floor motionless and without knowledge. The sheikh, aided by his vicars, employs no other means to draw them out of this state of unconsciousness than to rub their arms and legs, and to breathe into their ears the words ‘Lâ ilâha illal’Allâh.

The Mevlevees are distinguished by the singularity of their dance, which has nothing in common with that of the other societies. They call it Semâ’s (Sânâ’) in place of Dîvr (Daul), and the halls consecrated to it are called Semâ’s khânehâs. Their construction is also different. The apartment represents a kind of pavilion, sufficiently light, and sustained by eight columns of wood. These Dervishes have also prayers and practices peculiar to themselves. Among them the public exercises are not ordinarily made by more than seven, eleven, or thirteen individuals. They commence by forming a circle, seated on sheep-skin spread upon the floor at equal distances from each other; they remain nearly a half-hour in this position, the arms folded, the ‘eyes closed, the head inclined, and absorbed in profound meditation.
"The sheikh, placed on the edge of his seat on a small carpet, breaks silence by a hymn in honour of the Divinity; afterwards he invites the assembly to chant with him the first chapter of the Koran. 'Let us chant the Fāṭihah,' he says, in 'glorifying the holy name of God, in honour of the blessed religion of the prophets, but' above all, of Mohammed Mustapha, the greatest, the most august, the most august of the celestial envoys, and in memory of the first four Caliphs, of the sainted Fātimah, of the chaste Khādije, of the Imamās Ḥassān and Husain, of all the martyrs of the memorable day, of the ten evangelical disciples, the virtuous sponsors of our sainted Prophet, of all his zealous and faithful disciples, of all the Imamās, Mūjāhidhās (sacred interpreters), of all the doctors, of all the holy men and women of Musulmanism. Let us chant also in honour of Hazrati Mūvālā, the founder of our Order, of Hazrati Sultan ul 'Ulema (his father), of Sayyid Būhān ed Deen (his teacher), of Sheikh Shemis ed Din (his co-secretary), of Vālidē Sultan (his mother), of Mohammed 'Alayh ed Deen Efendi (his son and vice-parish), of all the Chelebees (his successors), of all the sheikhs, of all the Dervishes, and all the protectors of our Order, to whom the Supreme Being deigns to give peace and mercy. Let us pray for the constant prosperity of our holy society, for the preservation of the wise learned and venerable Chelēbe ed-Fendi (the General of the Order), our master and lord, for the preservation of the reigning Sultan, the very majestic and eminent Emperor of the Mussulman faith, for the prosperity of the Great Vizier, and of the Sheik of Islam, and that of all the Moham- medan militia, of all the pilgrims of the holy city of Mecca. Let us pray for the repose of the souls of all the institutions, of all the sheikhs, and of all the Dervishes of all other Orders; for all good people, for all those who have been distinguished by their good works, their foundations, and their act of benevolence. Let us pray also for all the Mussul- mans, of one and the other sex of the east and the west, for the maintenance of all prosperity, for preventing all adversity, for the accomplishment of all salutary vows, and for the success of all praiseworthy enterprises; finally, let us ask God to deign to preserve in us the gift of His grace, and the fire of holy love.'

"After the Fāṭihah, which the assembly chants in a body, the Sheikh recites the Fā- tiha and the Salāwāt, to which the dance of the Dervishes succeeds. Leaving their places all at once, they stand in a file to the left of the superior, and, approaching near him with slow steps, the arms folded, and the head to the floor, the file of the Dervishes, arrived nearly opposite the Sheikh, salutes, with a profound inclination, the tablet which is on his seat, on which is the name of Hazrati Mūvālā, the founder of the Order. Advancing next by two springs forward, on the right side of the superior, he turns toward him, saluting with reverence, and commences the dance, which consists in turning on the left heel, in advancing slowly, and almost insensibly making the turn of the hall, the eyes closed, and the arms open. He is followed by the second Dhervi, he by the third, and so on with all the others, who, and by filling up the whole of the hall, each repeating the same exercises separately, and all at a certain distance from each other.

"This dance lasts sometimes for a couple of hours; it is only interrupted by two short pauses, during which the Sheikh recites different prayers. Towards the close of the exercises, he takes a part in them himself, by placing himself in the midst of the Dervises; then returning to his seat, he recites some Persian verses expressive of good wishes for the prosperity of the religion, and the State. The General of the Order is again named, also the reigning Sultan, in the following terms: 'The Emperor of the Mussul- mans, and the most august of monarchs of the house of Othman, Sultan, son of a sultan, grandson of a sultan, Sultan ——, son of Sultan ——, Khan,' &c.

"Here the poem mentions all the princes of blood, the Grand Vizier, the Mufti, all the Pashas of the empire, the Ulemas, all the Sheikhs, benefactors of the Order, and all the Mussulman peers, invoking the benediction of heaven on the success of their arms against the enemies of the empire. 'Finally, let us pray for all the Dervishes present and absent, for all the friends of our holy society, and generally for all the faithful, dead and living, in the east and in the west. 'The ceremony terminates by chanting the Fāṭihah, or first chapter of the Koran.'

"(John P. Brown, The Dervishes, or Oriental Spiritualism, p. 315 seqq.)

"These ceremonies of gīrī would at first sight appear to have little in common with original Muhammadanism, but there appears to be little doubt that the practice of reciting the word Allah and other similar expressions, commenced in the days of Muhammad himself, and this even the Wahhabīs admit, who at the same time condemn the extravagances of the Howling and Dancing Darveshes of Tur- kistan, Turkey, and Egypt.

"A chapter is devoted to the Prophet's ins- junctions on the subject in all large books of traditions, called Bābū' gīrī, from which the following sayings of Muhammad have been selected:—

"Whenever people sit and remember God, they are surrounded by angels which cover them with God's favour, and who descend upon them, and God reme's them in that assembly which is near him.

"Verily there are angels who move to and fro on the roads and seek for the mem- bers of God, and when they find an assembly with a number of men praying, they say to one another, 'Come ye to that which ye were seeking.' Then the angels cover them with their wings as far as the lowest heaven, called the region of the world. The Prophet said:—When the angels go to the court of God, God asks them, while knowing better than they, 'What
do my servants say and do?" Then the angels say, "They are reciting the Tasbih, the Takbir, the Tahmid, and the Tamjid for Thee." And God says, "Have they seen Me?" The angels say, "No, by God, they have not seen Thee." Then God says, "What would their condition be if they had seen Me?" The angels say, "If they had seen Thee, they would be more energetic in worshipping Thee and in reciting the Tamjid, and they would be more excessive in repeating the Tasbih." God says, "Then what do they want?" The angels say, "Paradise." Then God says, "Have they seen Paradise?" The angels say, "We swear by God they have not." Then God says, "What would their state have been had they seen Paradise?" The angels say, "If they had seen Paradise, they would be very ambitious for it, and would be excessive wishers of it, and very great desirers of it." God says, "What thing is it they seek protection from?" The angels say, "From hell fire." God says, "Have they seen the fire?" The angels say, "No, by God, if they had seen the fire—— God says, "How would they have been had they seen the fire?" The angels say, "If they had seen the fire, they would be great run-ners from it, and would be great fearers of it." Then God says, "I take ye as witnesses that verily I have pardoned them." One of the angels said, "There is a person amongst them who is not a rememberer of Thee, and is only come on account of his own needs."

There is a polich for everything that takes rust, and the polich for the heart is the remembrance of God, and there is no act that redeems from God's punishments so much as the remembrance of Him. The Companions said, "Is not fighting with the infidels also like this?" He said, "No, although he fights until his sword be broken." "Shall I not inform you of an action which is better for you than fighting with infidels and cutting off their heads, and their cutting off yours?" The Companions said, "Yes, inform us." The Prophet said, "These actions are remembering God."

Abdullah ibn Aus said:—An 'Arabi came to the Prophet and asked, "Which is the best of men?" The Prophet said, "Blessed is the person whose life is long and whose actions are good." The 'Arabi said, "O Prophet! which is the best of actions, and the most rewarded?" He said, "The best of actions is this, that you separate from the world, and die whilst your tongue is moist in repeating the name of God." A man said, "O Prophet of God, really the rules of Islam are many, tell me a thing by which I may lay hold of rewards." The Pro-phet said, "Let your tongue be always moist in the remembrance of God." "Verily there are ninety-nine names of God; whoever counts them up shall enter into Paradise." And in another tradition it is added, "God is Witr and like Witr."

When Zû 'n-Nun (Jonah) the prophet prayed his Lord, when he was in the fish's belly, he said, "There is no Deity but Thee. I exult Thy holiness. Verily I am of the just ones." And a Mussulman who recites God's name in this petition will have his prayer granted.

The best expressions are these four: Subhâna Allâhi, al-Hamdu lillâhi, La ilâh illâ lâhu, and Allâhu akbar; and it does not matter with which of them you begin.

Verily I like repeating these four expressions: "O Holy God! Praise be to Thee! There is no deity but God! and God is Great! better than anything upon which the sun shines.

No one can bring a better deed on the Day of Resurrection (unless he shall have said the like or added to it) than he who has recited, "O Holy God! Praise be to Thee!" one hundred times every morning and evening.

There are two expressions light upon the tongue and heavy in the scale of good works, and they are, "O Holy God! Praise be to Thee!" and "O Holy God! the Mighty One!"

That person who shall say, "There is no deity but God, who has no partner, to whom is dominion and praise and power," one hundred times, shall receive rewards equal to the emancipating of ten slaves; and one hundred good actions shall be written for him, and one hundred of his sins shall be blotted out; and those words shall be a protection to him from the devil and his wickedness, in that day in which he shall have repeated them, until the night. Nor can anyone perform a better deed for the Day of Resurrection than this, unless he has done even more.

Moses said, "O my Lord, teach me how I am to call upon Thee." And God said, "O Moses, recite 'There is no deity but God!'

Then Moses said, "O my Lord every one of Thys people' say this." And God said, "O Moses, if the seven heavens and their inhabitants and the seven earths were put into one scale, and this expression, 'There is no deity but God,' into another, these words would exceed in weight."

Reciting "O Holy God" is half the scale of good works, and reciting "God be praised," fills the scale. The recital of "There is no deity but one," removes the curtain between the worshippers and his God.

He who recites with an unsullied heart, "There is no deity but God," shall have the doors of heaven open for him until he reaches the throne of God, as long as he abstains from great sins.

The ejaculation, "There is no power and strength but in God," is medicine for ninety-nine pains, the least of which is melancholy.

"There are two qualities which, being practised by anyone, shall cause him to enter Paradise. They are small and easy, and it is easy for anyone to practise them. One of them is this: saying 'God is holy' ten times after every prayer, 'Praised be God' ten times, and 'God is great' ten times. And verily I saw the Prophet counting these words on his hand, and he would say," Then
these words are one hundred and fifty with the tongue in the day and night, but they are one thousand and five hundred in the scale of actions, reckoning ten for one. And the second is this: when he goes to his bed-chamber, let him say, ‘God is holy,’ and ‘God be praised,’ and ‘God is great,’ then that is one hundred on the tongue and a thousand in the scales. Then which of you is it that commits two thousand and five hundred vices in the day and night, so that these words may cover them?” The Companions said, “If we repeat these words we have so many rewards, why should we not say them?” The Prophet said, “The Devil comes to one of you when at prayers and says to him, ‘Remember so-and-so,’ till you have finished your prayers; and the Devil comes to you in your bed-chamber, and is always making you sleep.”

**AZ-ZILLU 'L-AUWAL**

(الظل الأول) The first shade. A Sufi term for al-Asqu 'l-Auwal. [Sufi]

**ZILLU 'ILAH**

(خلال الاسم) The Shade of God. A Sufi term for the Ismān 'il-Khālid, or the “perfect man.” [Sufi]

**AZ-ZILZAL**

(الزلزال) The Earthquake. The title of the xixth Sūrah of the Qur'an, beginning with the words “When the earth shall quake with its quaking.”

**ZIMMAH (زمنة), pl. zimmun, from the root zimm, “to blame.”** A compact, covenant, or contract, a league or treaty, any engagement or obligation, because the breaking thereof necessitates blame; and a right or due, for the neglect of which one is to be blamed. The word is also synonymous with awān, in the sense of security of life and property, protection or safeguard, and promise of such; hence ahiy's-zimmah, or, with suppression of the noun ahiy, simply az-zimmah, the people with whom a compact or covenant has been made, especially the Kitābis, or the people of the book, i.e. Jews and Christians, and the Magi and Sabians, who pay the poll-tax called jizyah. [Jizyah] An individual of this class—namely, a free non-Muslim subject of a Muslim Government, who pays a poll- or capititation-tax, for which the Muslims are responsible for his security, personal freedom, and religious toleration—is called zimmah (see the following article).

In the Qur'an, the word zimmah occurs once, in the sense of clientiship, or good faith, as opposed to ties of blood. Sūrah ix. 7-10:—

“How can they who add gods to God be in league with God and with His Apostle, save those with whom ye made a league at the sacred temple? So long as they are true to you, be ye true to them: verily, God loveth those who fear Him.

“How can they? since if they prevail against you, they will not regard, in their dealing with you, either ties of blood or good faith. With their mouths they content you, but their hearts are averse, and most of them are perverse doors.

“Thy God calls them to the straight path, and turn others aside from his way: of a truth, evil is it that they do!” They respect not with a believer either ties of blood or good faith; and these are the transgressors.”

In modern language, the word zimmah has frequently the meaning of conscience. (Compare Lane's Arabic Dictionary, in to.)

**ZIMMI (زمي) a member of the Ahl 'z-Zimmah, a non-Muslim subject of a Muslim Government, belonging to the Jewish, Christian, or Sabean creed, who, for the payment of a poll- or capititation-tax, enjoys security of his person and property in a Muslim-dominated country.

One of the most urgent duties enjoined by Muhammad upon the Muslim or true believer, was the Jihād fi Sabīlīllāh, or exertion in the road of God, i.e. warfare for the spread of Islam, amongst the infidels within and without Arabia [Jihād]; thus the whole world came to be regarded as divided into two great portions, the Darū 'l-Harb and Darū 'l-Islām [Darū 'l-Harb, Darū 'l-Islām]—the territories of War and the territories of Peace. These two divisions, one of which represented the land of infidelity and darkness, the other that of light and faith, were supposed to be in a continual state of open or latent belligerency, until the Darū 'l-Islām should have absorbed the Darū 'l-Harb and faith conquered unbelief. Infidelity, however, admits of degrees. Its worst shape is idolatry, that is, in the worship of idols; the spread of or besides the one true God; and this, again, is a crime most abominable on the part of Arabs, “since the Prophet was sent amongst them, and manifested himself in the midst of them, and the Qur'ān was delivered down in their language.” Of an equally atrocious character is the infidelity of apostates, “because they have become infidels, after having been led into the way of faith, and made acquainted with its excellence.” In the case of neither, therefore, is a compromise admissible; they must accept or re-embrace the faith, or pay with their lives the full penalty of their crime.

With regard to the idolaters of a non-Arabic or 'Ajam country, which latter expression in the times of early Islam particularly applied to the Persian Empire, ahū-Sabīhī maintains that destruction is incurred by them also; but the other learned doctors agree that it is lawful to reduce them to slavery, thus allowing them, as it were, a respite during which it may please God to direct them into the right path, but making, at the same time, their persons and substance subservient to the cause of Islam.

The least objectionable form of infidelity in the eyes of Muhammad and his followers, is that of the Kitābis or people of the Book (ahīl 'l-Kiṭīb), i.e. the Jews, as possessors of the Old Testament, or Taurāt, and the Christians, to whom, moreover, the Injal (Gospel)
was revealed. As they are not guilty of an absolute denial, but only of a partial perversion of the truth, only part of the punishment for disbelief is their due, and it is imposed upon them in the shape of a tribute, called poll- or capititation-tax [JIZYHAH], by means of which they secure protection for their property, personal freedom, and religions toleration from the Muslim Government. The same privilege is extended to the Masjûdi or Sabeans, whose particular form of worship was more leniently judged by Muhammad and the Traditionists than that of the idolaters of Persia.

This is the state of things if a country inhabited by such infidels be conquered by a Muslim army: theoretically, the inhabitants, together with their wives and children, are considered as plunder and property of the State, and it would be lawful to reduce them to slavery. In practice, however, the milder course prevails, and by paying the stipulated capititation-tax, the subdued people become, in the quality of Zimmis, free subjects of the conquering power, whose condition is but little inferior to that of their Muslim fellow-subjects.

The relations of an alien or Harbi—that is, one who belongs to the people of the Dārūn 'l-harb—to a Muslim community which he visits, in time of peace, for the sake of traffic or any other legitimate purpose, are regulated by that high conception of the duties of hospitality, which was innate with the ancient Arab, and which prompted him to defend and honour even a mortal enemy, as soon as he might have crossed as a chance guest the threshold of his tent.

On entering the territory, an alien can claim a guest's protection from the first met Muslim, he it even the lowest peasant, and having obtained this protection, he is entitled to remain in the country un molested for the term of a whole year. The authorities, however, must within the year give him notice that he should remain until its completion, capititation-tax will be imposed upon him, and in such notice the permission for his stay may be limited to some months only, if for some reason or other it should appear advisable or necessary to do so. If the alien continue in the country beyond the full or limited time prescribed, he becomes ipso facto liable to the capititation-tax, and if, after thus becoming a Zimmî, he be desirous of returning to his own country, he may be prevented, as now being bound to the Muslim Government, as a contract of fealty. In similar manner an alien becomes a Zimmî upon purchasing tribute land and paying the impost on it, and is then liable to capititation-tax for the ensuing year. An alien woman turns Zimmîyyah by marrying a Zimmî, because thereby she undertakes to reside in the Muhammedan state. (See Hamilton's 'Hidâyah', vol. ii. p. 196.)

Zimmîs do not subject themselves to the laws of Islam, neither with respect to things which are merely of a religious nature, such as fasting and prayer, or with respect to those temporal acts which, though contrary to the Muhammedan religion, may be legal by their own, such as the sale of wine or swine's flesh. The construction of places of worship in the Muslim territory is unlawful for them, unless within their own houses, but if churches and synagogues originally belonging to Christians and Jews be destroyed or fall to decay, they are at liberty to rebuild and repair them. This is the rule with regard to cities, because, as the tokens of Islam, such as public prayer, festivals, &c., appear there, Zimmis should not be permitted to exhibit the tokens of infidelity in the face of them; in villages and hamlets, on the other hand, where the tokens of Islam do not appear, there is no occasion to prevent the construction of Christian and Jewish places of worship. (See Hamilton's 'Hidâyah', vol. ii. p. 213.)

Save some slight restrictions with regard to dress and equipage, Zimmis are held in all transactions of daily life pretty much on a footing of equality with Muslims. Like children, women and slaves, a Zimmî has no legal share in the booty, but only a discretionary allowance out of it, if he has taken part in the fight. If he has acted as a guide, and his services as such have been attended with any eminent advantage, he may, however, receive even a larger share than a Muhammedan combatant. (Hamilton's 'Hidâyah', vol. ii., p. 178.)

Every marriage that is lawful between two Muslims, is lawful between two Zimmis. Marriages that are not lawful between two Muslims are of several kinds. Of these there is the marriage without witnesses. When a Zimmî marries a Zimmîyyah without witnesses, and such marriages are sanctioned by their religion, the marriage is lawful. So that, if they should afterwards embrace the Muslim faith, the marriage would still be established. And in like manner, if they should now embrace that faith, but should both claim from the judge the application of the rules of Islam, or one of them should make such a claim, the judge is not to separate them. There is also the marriage of a woman during her i'ddah to an another man [i'ddah]. When a Zimmî marries a woman in her i'ddah for another man, that man being a Muslim, the marriage is invalid, and may be objected to before their adoption of the Muhammedan religion, even though their own religion should recognise the legality of marriage in the state of i'ddah; but if the i'ddah were rendered incumbent on the woman on account of an infidel, and marriages in a state of i'ddah are accounted lawful in the religion of the parties, it cannot be objected to while they remain in a state of infidelity, according to general agreement. If under these circumstances they afterwards adopt the Muslim faith, the marriage remains fixed and established, according to Abû Hanîfah, whose decision is considered to be in spite of the different opinions of Abû Yûsuf and Muhammad, and the judge is not to separate them, though both of them or
only one of them should adopt the faith, or both or only one of them should bring the matter before the judge. In the Moslem faith it is stated that the difference between the masters was only when the reference to the judge, or the adoption of the faith, takes place during the subsistence of the ‘iddah; but where it does not take place till after the ‘iddah has expired, the parties are not to be separated, according to all their opinions. (Baillie’s Digest of Mohammedan Law, Hanifee, p. 178.)

If a Zimmi marry a Zimmiyah, making the dower consist of wine or pork, and one or both should afterwards embrace the faith before the wife has obtained seisin, according to Abu Hanifah, the woman is entitled to receive the actual article, if it has been ‘identically specified,’ but if not, the estimated value of the wine, or her proper dower, in lieu of the pork, as the case may be, is to be paid to her by the husband, according to the estimate of value in all cases. If a Christian Zimmi marry a Christian Zimmiyah, without specifying any dower, or on a specified dower consisting of corn (Reesh of an animal not lawful), by slave, such as may be deemed lawful by members of their profession, and have sexual intercourse with her, or divorce her without consummation, or die without consummation, according to Abu Hanifah, she is not entitled to any dower, although both parties may have embraced the faith at the interim; but according to Abu Yousuf and Muhammad, she will take her proper dower if the husband consummate the marriage, or die without consummation, and will be entitled to a present if she be divorced without consummation. (A. Rumsay, Mohammedan Law of Inheritance, p. 973.)

When one of an infidel married couple embraces the Muslim faith, Islam is to be presented to the other, and if the other adopt it, good and well; if not, they are to be separated. If the latter, according to Abu Hanifah and the Imam Muhammad. But if one of the parties be young and without sufficient discernment, it is necessary to wait till he has understanding; and when he has understanding, Islam is then to be presented to him, and if he adopt it, well; if not, a separation is to be made without waiting for his arriving at puberty. And if he be mad, Islam is to be presented to his parents; and if they, or one of them, should embrace it, good and well; if not, separation is to be made between the married parties. If the husband should embrace the faith and the wife refuse, the separation is not accounted repudiation; but if the wife should embrace the faith and the husband decline, the separation in consequence is considered a repudiation, since the cause of separation proceeds from him. When a separation takes place between them by mutual consent, and if it is after consummation, she is entitled to the whole dower; and if it is before consummation and through his refusal, she is entitled to half the dower; but if through her own refusal, she has no dower at all. If, however, the husband of a Kitabiyah (a wife of the faith) embraces the faith, their marriage remains unaffected in accordance with the general principle, that the marriage between a Muslim and a Kitabiyah is originally lawful. (Baillie, Hanifee Code, p. 160.)

When a Zimmi has repudiated his Zimmiyah wife three times, and then behoves to bar as he had done before the repudiation, without marrying her again, or saying the words of the contract over her; or if his wife has obtained a Khul or release [Khul], and he then acts to her as before without renewing the contract—they are to be separated, even though they should not bring the matter to the judge. But if he repudiates her three times, and then renews the contract of marriage with her without her being married to another, they are not to be separated. (16.)

The child follows the religion of the better of its parents. Hence, if one of them be a Muslim, the child is of the Muslim religion. The mother could not be so ab initio, but only in consequence of conversion to the Muhammadan faith, for a Muslim woman cannot lawfully be the wife of any other than a man of her own religion. Therefore, if one of them should subsequently embrace Islam, having an infant child, the infant would become Muslim by virtue of the parent’s conversion, that is, when there is no difference of dār, by both of the parents being either within the Dāru ‘l-Islam or the Dāru ‘l-Harb, or by the child being in the former at the time that its parent embraces the Muslim faith in the foreign country, for he then becomes constructively one of the Muslim people; but when the child is in the foreign country, and the parent within the Muslim territory, and he adopt the faith there, the child does not follow him, and is not a Muslim. A Majusi is worse than a Kitab; and if one of the parents be a Majusi and the other a Kitab, the child is a Kitab, and may be lawfully married by a Muslim, to whom also things slaughtered by the child would be lawful.

Generally, an infidel cannot inherit from a believer, nor, on the other hand, can a believer inherit from an infidel; but infidel subjects of a Muslim state can inherit from one another. And it is immaterial, for such a purpose, whether they be of the same religion or not; all unbelievers being, in this respect, considered as of one class. A Muslim may, however, make a bequest to a Moslem and another to a Zimmi, and a Zimmi to a Muslim, as well as to another infidel, whether of the same or of a different religion, not being a hostile alien. The testamentary power of a Zimmi is subject to the same limitations as that of a Muslim, so that bequests to a person entitled to inherit are invalid, and bequests to any other person are invalid so far as they exceed
one-third of the testator's property. This for the reason that, on entering into the compact of Zimmah, he has agreed to conform to the laws of Islam in all temporal concerns. (See A. Runciman, *Muhammadan Law of Inheritance*, p. 292.)

The will of a Zimmih for secular purposes is valid, according to all opinions. Other than secular purposes are of four different kinds. First, there are purposes which are *gurbah*, or a means of approach to Almighty God, both with Zimmifs and Muslims; and bequeaths for these purposes are valid, whether they be to a set of particular persons or not. Thus, when a Kitab has directed, by his will, that slaves be purchased and emancipated on his account, whether with or without a specification of individuals, or that a third of his property be bestowed in charity on beggars and the indigent, or expended in lighting a lamp in the Baitu 'l-Muqaddas or Holy Temple of Jerusalem, or in making war against the infidel Tartars, the bequest is valid.

Second, there are purposes which are sinful, both with the Zimmifs and the Muslims; and bequests for these purposes are valid, if they are to a set of particular persons, and the bequest is a gift without regard to the purposes; but if the persons are not particularised, the bequest is void. If, therefore, a Zimmih should bequeath, for instance, a third of his property for the support of dissolute women, singers, and the like, the bequest is valid, if such persons are particularised and it is a gift to them; but if they are not particularised, it is void.

Third, there are purposes which are *gurbah* with the Muslims, but sinful with the Zimmifs. In this, as in the previous case, the bequest is a gift and valid if in favour of a set of particular persons; but it is void, if the persons are not particularised. Hence, if the third of a man's property is to be expended in sending a set of Muslims on pilgrimage, or building a mosque, and the persons are particularised, the bequest or gift is valid, and considered to be coupled with a counsel to accomplish the stated purpose, leaving them at liberty to perform the pilgrimage, or erect the mosque, or not, as they please.

Fourth and last, there are purposes which are sinful with a Muslim, but *gurbah* or meritorious with a Zimmih; and bequests for these are valid, according to Abû Hanîfah, whether the persons be particularised or not; but void, according to Abû Yusef and the Imam Muhammad, when they are not specified. If, for instance, a Kitab bequeath a third of his property for the erection of a church or synagogue; or bequeath his mansion to be converted into a place of worship of his religion, the bequest, according to the two disciples, is void, as sinful in the eyes of a Muslim, unless it is for a particular class of persons, when it is a gift to them; but, according to Abû Hanîfah, it is valid under all circumstances.

This, however, subject to the condition stated above, that the erection of such buildings takes place in villages and not in towns, the bequest in the latter case being inoperative. (See Bailley, *Hanseon Code*, p. 673.)

If a Jew or a Christian, being in sound health, build a church or a synagogue, and die with such building is an inheritance, according to all the doctors, and therefore descends to the heirs in the same manner as any other of the founder's property. From the point of view taken by the two disciples this is evident enough. But with regard to Abû Hanîfah's doctrine, the question may be raised: What is the difference between the building of a church or synagogue in the time of health, and the bequeathing it by will, that Abû Hanîfah should hold it inalienable in the former instance, and not in the latter. This 'objection' is met in the *Hidayah* with the 'reply': "that it is not the more erecting (of the church, &c.) which extinguishes the builder's property, but the exclusive dedication of the building to the service of God, as in the case of mosques erected by Mussulmans; and as an infidel place of worship is not dedicated to God incontestably, it therefore still remains the property of the founder, and is consequently inalienable (in common with his other effects); whereas a bequest, on the contrary, is used for the very purpose of destroying a right of property." (*Hidayah*, Irâvi's Translation, p. 696.)

**ZINA** (زین). [ADULTERY.]

**ZINDIQ** (زنید). A term now used to express a person in a hopeless state of idleness. Some say the word is derived from the Persian *Zand*-*din*, i.e. a woman's religion. Others assert that it is a term of relation to the word *Zand* or *Zend*, which means 'explanation,' i.e. the explanation of the book of Zardusht or Zoroaster. (See Lane's *Arabic Dictionary*, in loco.)

**ZIPPORAH.** [SAFUKA'.]

**ZIYARAH** (زيارة). from the root *saur*, 'to visit,' visitation, particularly of the tomb of the Prophet, and of the grave of any martyr or saint of the Muhammedan faith. In India and Central Asia, the word, always pronounced *ziyarat,* is, by way of abbreviation, used for *ziyarat-gah,* i.e. for the place of such visitation, or the shrine connected with it.

Although it is held by Wahhabis and other Muslim partisans that the Prophet forbade the visitation of graves for the purposes of devotion, the custom has become so common, that it may be considered part of the Muhammedan religion. And, indeed, it is difficult to believe that a religious teacher of Muhammad's cast of mind should have in principle opposed a practice which is so natural to the human heart. However much he may have objected to the clamorous wailings and lamentations over the dead, in which the *jagan* and *Arah* of the ignorance, especially the women, indulged, he was not likely to be insensible to the solemn lesson which the resting-place of the departed teaches the living.
or to stifle in his followers the pious remembrance of beloved friends and kindred who have gone before. We see, therefore, no reason in tying the genealogy of the following traditions, which we translate from a manuscript of the Mishkārāt, belonging to the Library of the India Office (Arabic MSS., No. 2145, New Catalogue, 154), and which the compiler of that work has taken from such authorities as al-Ghāzalī, Ibn Ṭaraf, at-Ṭirmizī, al-Maḥmūd ibn Mūsā, and others.

Burādah related, the Apostle of God said: "(Formerly) I forbade you to visit the graves, but you may visit them now..." (Muslim.)

Abū Hurairah related: the Prophet visited the grave of his mother, and he wept and caused those who were around him to weep also. Then he said: "I begged leave from my Lord to ask forgiveness for her, but it was not granted me; then I begged leave to visit her grave, and it was granted me; visit therefore the graves, for they remind you of death." (Muslim.)

Burādah related: The Apostle of God used to instruct them, when they issued forth to the burial-places, to pronounce the words: "Peace be upon you, O ye people of these abodes from amongst the Believers and the Resigned: and we, if God please, are surely overtaking you to ask salvation from God for us and you." (Muslim.)

Ibn ‘Abī Ísa related: The Prophet passed by some graves in al-Madinah, and he turned his face towards them and said: "Peace be upon you, O ye people of the graves; may God forgive us and you; ye are the van of us and we (following) in your steps." (Muslim.)

‘Ayishah related that when the turn of her night had come on the Prophet’s part, he used to stop out towards the end of the night into al-Baqi‘ (the burial-ground of al-Madinah) and to say: "Peace be with the abode of a believing people; and the time that has been promised you as your appointed term may come to you on the morrow (speedily); and we, if please God, are overtaking you. O God, grant forgiveness to the people of Baqi‘ ‘l-‘Atā‘ī’ (the monument west of the grave of ‘A‘ishah)."

She asked: "What shall I say, O Apostle of God, to wit, on visiting the graves?" He replied: "Say, Peace be upon the people of these abodes from amongst the Believers and the Resigned, and God have compassion on those of us that go before and those that follow; and we, if please God, are overtaking you." (Muslim.)

Muḥammad ibn Nuyām related, the Prophet said: "He who visits the grave of his father and mother, or of either of them, on every Friday, his sins are forgiven, and he is written down as one pious." (Baihaqī).

Ibn Mas‘ūd related, the Apostle of God said: "I had forbidden you to visit the graves, but now ye may visit them, for they detach from this-world and remind of the world to come." (Ibn Maṣṣūleh).

Abū Hurairah related: "The Apostle of God cursed women visiting the graves." To this the compiler of the Mishkārāt adds: At-Tirmizī calls this tradition a well-supported and genuine one, and says: "Some of the learned are of opinion that this happened before the Prophet permitted the visitation of the graves, but that when he did so, both men and women were included in the permission; and some again allege that he only disapproved of women visiting the graves, because they are but little given to patience and much to fear."

In the face of these texts we cannot wonder that the practice of visiting the graves remains a much-alleged matter in the religious life of the Muḥammads, and that the tomb of the founder of Islām and the burial-places of its chief confessors have become the objects of great devotional reverence. Pilgrims to Makkah (except the Waḥābiya) always proceed to al-Madinah to visit the Prophet’s shrine and to claim an interest in his intercessions, and in all Muḥammdan countries there are ziyārat or "shrines," which are visited by devotees in order to obtain the intercessions of the departed saint. Such a ziyārat is the grave of Khwajah Abū l-‘lāb Ansārī, who flourished about the time of our King John, A.D. 1200, and who established such a reputation for sanctity that even to this day his tomb, at Gāzargarhān near Herat, is visited by pilgrims from all parts of the province. This tomb is an exceedingly fine piece of Oriental sculpture. Upon its marble slabs are inscribed, in the finest sulūs writing, verses from the Qur’ān. But the chief historic interest in the shrine of this saint is found in the fact that Dost Muḥammad Khān, the great Afghan Ameer of Cabul (A.D. 1858), requested that his bones should be interred at the feet of Khwajah ‘Abdu l-‘lāb, in order that his dark deeds of blood may obtain forgiveness through the potent intercession of this ancient saint. Such is one of the many instances of the great importance which Eastern rulers have attached to the sanctity of the very ground in which have been buried the remains of some great teacher or ascetic.

In towns and great centres of population, the tombs which are visited as ziyārāt are usually surrounded with substantial shrines; but they are often the most simple graves, marked by a few flags, and surrounded by a low wall to keep the sacred spot free from defilement. Offentimes the Eastern traveller will find a ziyārat on the road-side of some desert highway. Probably it is the resting-place of some pilgrim who, returning from Makkah, died of disease or was slain by highway robbers, in either case, according to the doctrines of Islām, suffering a martyr’s death. [Martyr.] Such a ziyārat will be taken charge of by some poor darwash or faqir, who will erect a shed near the sacred spot, and supply the weary traveller with a cup of cold water, as he stops and raises his hands in supplication at the shrine of the martyred saint.

The cures performed at ziyārāt are diversified. Some will be celebrated as the place where rheumatism can be cured, others are suitable for small-pox patients, whilst some have even gained a reputation as places of healing for those who are bitten by mad dogs. The grave of Khushhal Khan Khushal, the warrior poet of the Afghans, in the Poshehver
The signs of Arabic
mistaka] ʿl-burūj (3) (تلاة). “The girdle or zone of towers.” Greek
epípyon. Mentioned three times in the
Qur’an.
Sūrah lxxv. 1:
“By the heaven with its Towers!”
(Burūj.)

Sūrah xxv. 62:
“Blessed be He who hath placed in the
Heaven the sign of the Zodiac, who hath
placed in it the Lamp of the Sun, and the
light-giving Moon!”
Sūrah xv. 16:
“We have set the signs of the zodiac in
the Heavens, and adorned and decked them
forth for the beholders.
ZOROASTRIANISM.
The ancient religion of Persia is only revered to once in
the Qur’an, Sūrah xxii. 17, as the religion of the
Maḫūj (المحوس), the Magians. Most
Muhammadan writers, especially amongst
the Shi’ahs, believe them to have formerly
possessed a revelation from God which they
have since lost. [AL-MAIJUR.]

ZUBAIR IBN AL-AUWĀM (زيد بن العوام). Cousin german to Mu-
hammad, and one of the first who embraced
his religion. He is one of the ten, called al-
’Asharah al-Mubahasharah, to whom the Pro-
phect gave certain assurances of Paradise.
He was slain by Amr ibn Jumzhī on the day
of the battle of the Camel (waq’atu ’l-Jamal),
A.M. 6.

ZUḤĀ (عح). (1) That part of
the day about half-way between sunrise and
noon. (2) A period of voluntary prayer.
[PRAYER.]
(3) Az-Zuhā, the title of the xliiiî Sūrah
of the Qur’an, which begins with the words,
“By the noon-day brightness” (zuhā).

ZUHĐ (زهد). Abstinence; a reli-
gious life. Exercising oneself in the service
of God; especially being abstinent in respect
of eating; subduing the passions.

AZ-ZUKHRUF (الزخرف). “Gilding.”
The name of the xliiiî Sūrah of the Qur’an,
in the 34th verse of which the word occurs:
“'And but that men would then have been
one nation, we would have made for those
who misbelieve in the Merciful, one roof of
silver for their houses, and steps up thereto
which they might mount; and to their houses
doors, and bedsteads on which they might
reckon; and gilding.’

ZULAIKHĀ, more correctly ZA-
LIKHĀ (زايلخا). The wife of Poti-
phar (Qafr). Al-Baizawi says she was
also called Bahil. In account of her tempting
Joseph is found in the xixî Sūrah of the
Qur’an, 23-25—

“And she in whose house he was, con-
ceived a passion for him, and she shut the
doors and said, ‘Come hither.’ He said,
‘God keep me! Verily my lord hath given me
a good home: verily the injurious shall not
prosper.’

“But she longed for him; and he had
longed for her had he not seen a token from
his Lord (the apparition of his father, who
said ‘Hereafter shall the names of thy broth-
ren, engraved on precious stones, shine
on the breast of the High Priest. Shall those
be blotted out? ’) Thus we averted evil and
destitution from him; verily he was one of
our sincere servants.

“And they both made for the door, and she
reached her hand from behind; and at the door
they met her lord. ‘What,’ said she, ‘shall be
the recompense of him who intended evil
to my family, but a prison or a sore
punishment?’

“He said, ‘She solicited me to evil.’ And
a witness in her own family (an infant in the
cradle) witnessed: ‘If his shirt be rent in
front, then hath she spoken truth, and he is a
liar:

‘‘But if his shirt be rent from behind, then
she hath lied and he is a man of truth.’

“‘And when his lord saw his shirt torn
from behind, he said, ‘This verily is one of
your devices! verily your devices are great!’

‘Joseph! turn away from this; and thou
O wife, ask pardon for thy crime: verily thou hast
sinned.’

“And in the city the women said, ‘The
wife of the Prince hath solicited her servant:
he hath fired her with love; verily we perceive
her to be in a manifest error.’

“And when she heard of their cabal, she
sent to them and got ready a banquet for
them, and gave each one of them a knife, and
said, ‘Joseph, come forth to them.’ And
when they saw him they extolled him, and
cut their hands (instead of their food, through
surprise at his beauty), and said, ‘God keep
us! This is no man! This is none other
than a noble angel!’

“She said, ‘This, then, is he about whom
ye blamed me. And I wished him indeed to
yield to my desires, but he stood firm. But
if he obey not my command, he shall surely
be cast into prison, and become one of the
contemptible.’

“‘He said, ‘O my Lord! I prefer the prison
to compliance with her bidding: but unless
Thou turn away their snare from me, I shall
play the youth with them, and become one of
the unwise:’

“Then his Lord heard him and turned aside
their snare from him: verily He is the
Hearer, the Knower.
"Then resolved they, even after they had seen the signs of his innocence, to imprison him for a time."

The explanations put into parentheses are notes of Mr. Rodwell's, in whose translation the passage is given, and who quotes the corresponding Talmudic legends.

This story of Yusuf wa Zulalikhā has been celebrated in a well-known Persian poem by Abul-Rahman Jami, and hence Joseph has become the Adonis of the East.

"ZU 'L-FIQĀR (نور القرآن). Lit. "The Lord of the Vertebrae of the Back.""

The name of the celebrated sword which Muhammad gave to his son-in-law 'Ali.

"ZU 'L-HIJJAH (ترین السنة)." Lit. "The Lord of the Pilgrimage." The twelfth month of the Muhammadan year; so called because it is the month appointed for the Makkah pilgrimage.

"ZU 'L-JALĀL (ترین الحمد)." "Lord of Majesty." One of the ninety-nine attributes of God. See Qur'an, Sūrah lv. 78: "Blessed be the name of thy Lord possessed of majesty and glory."

"ZU 'L-KİFL (نور الكفيل). Lit. "Lord of a portion." A worthy mentioned in the Qur'an, Sūrah xxii. 85: "And Isha'el, and Idris, and Zūl-Kifl, all of these were patient, and we made them enter into our mercy; verily they were among the righteons." Al-Baṣrī says he was so called because he had a portion with God the Most High, and guaranteed his people, or because he had double the work of the prophets of his time, and their reward. According to some writers, he was either Elia, or Joshua, or Zachariah.

The root kafî, having also the meaning of "care," "support," other interpreters identify him with the Obadiah of Kings viii. 4, who supported one hundred prophets in the cave; or Ezekiel, who is called Kafîl by the Arabs. See Niebuhr, Travels, vol. ii. p. 265.

"ZULM (ظلم). Lit. "Putting a thing not in its proper place." (Ar.-Kaghib, in loco). Wrong-doing; acting tyrannically. Muhammed ibn al-Tayyib, the author of Annotātions on the Qānim, says zulm is of three kinds: (1) between man and God, (2) between man and man, (3) between man and himself. In the Qur'an—
Sūrah lii. 50: "God loves not the tyrants (al-zulāmin)."
Sūrah liii. 104: "God desires not tyranny (zulman) unto the worlds."
Sūrah xxiii. 12: "Associating (with God) is a mighty wrong (zulman 'azīmin)."
Sūrah lii. 54: "It was themselves they were wronging (kān anfus-hum yazūminīna)."

"ZULMAH (ظلم)." Darkness. A term used in theology for (1) Ignorance, (2) Belief in the non-existence of gods, (3) Transgressions, (4) Afflictions.
Qur'an, Sūrah xxi. 40: "Or like darkness (kān yulamātīn) on a deep sea, there covers it a wave above which is a wave, above which is a cloud,—darkness one above another,—when one puts out his hand he can scarcely see it; for he to whom God has given no light, he has no light."


The "eleventh month of the Muhammadan year, so called because it was the month in which the ancient Arabs abstained from warfare. [MONTHS."

"ZU 'L-QARNAIN (القرآن). Lit. "He of the two horns." A celebrated personage mentioned in the 48th chapter of the Qur'an, who is generally considered to be Alexander the Great, although Muslim writers hold him to have been contemporary with Abraham.

Al-Qastālānī, the commentator on al-Bukhārī, says: "Zūl-Qarnain was a king named Sakandar, whose wage, or chancellor, was Khilīf (ṭāzīkat), and was contemporary with Abraham, the Friend of God, with whom he visited the Ka'bah at Makkah. There is some difference of opinion as to his being a prophet, but all learned men are agreed that he was a man of faith and piety."

Al-Baṣrī says: "He was Sakandar ar-Rūmī, King of Persia and Greece."

Al-Kāmilān says: "He was Sakandar ar-Rūmī, but was contemporary with Abraham, and not the Sakandar who lived about three hundred years before Christ, who was an infidel."

Muhammad, in his Qur'an, whilst professing to give an inspired account of Zūl-qarnain, supplies us with but a confused description, as follows:—
"They will ask thee of Zūl-qarnain. Say: I will recite to you an account of him. Verily We (God) established his power upon the earth, and We gave him a means to accomplish every end; so he followed his way, until when he reached the setting of the sun, he found it set in a mountain which he had not seen before by a people We (God) said, 'O Zūl-qarnain! whether thou chastise or whether thou treat them generously'—As for him who is impious, he said, 'we will chastise him; then shall he be taken back to his Lord, and He will chastise him with a grievous chastisement. But as to him who believeth, and doeth that which is right, he shall have a generous recompense, and We will lay on them our easy bequests. Then followed he a route, until when he reached the rising of the sun, he found it to rise on a people to whom We had given no shelter from it. Thus it was. And We had a full knowledge of the forces that were with him. Then followed he a route, until he came between the two mountains, beneath which he found a people who scarce understood a language. They said, 'O Zūl-qarnain! Verily Gog and Magog (i.e. the barbarous people of Eastern Asia) waste this land; shall we then pay thee tribute, so thou build a rampart between us and them?' He said, 'Better..."
than your tribute is the might wherewith my
Lord hath strengthened me; but help me stren-
uously, and I will set a barrier between you
and them. Bring me blocks of iron—until
when it filled the space between the moun-
tain sides; 'Blow!' said he, 'upon it—until
when he had set it on fire he said,' 'Bring
me molten brass that I may pour upon it.'
And Gog and Magog were not able to scale
it, neither were they able to dig through it.
'This,' said he, 'is a mercy from my Lord.'
(Qur'an, Surah xviii. 82-96.)

There are different opinions as to the rea-
son of the surname, "two-horned." Some
think it was given him because he was King
of the East and of the West, or because he had
made expeditions to both those extreme
parts of the earth; or else because he had
two horns on his diadem, or two curls of hair,
like horns, on his forehead. Perhaps there
is some allusion to the he-goat of Daniel, al-
though he is represented with but one horn.
(Dan. viii. 5.)

AZ-ZUMMAR (اذاذومار). "Troops,"
The title of the xxxixth Surah of the Qur'an,
in the 73rd verse of which the word occurs:
"But those who fear God shall be driven to
Paradise in troops."

ZUNNAR (ذونار). In Persia, the
belt worn by Christians and Jews. In India,
the Brahmanical thread. A term used amongst
the Shi'is for sincerity in the path of reli-
gion. (Karb'ih 'Istidah, in loco.)

ZU 'B-RAHIM (زعبرابيم). Lit. "Man
of the fish." A title given to the Prophet
Jonah, in Qur'an, Surah xxi. 87. [Jonah.]

ZURAH (مزراح). Lit. "That which
is very distant." A term used by al-Baisawi
the commentator for the Baitu 'l-Mamur, or
the model of the Ka'bah, which is said to be
in the fourth heaven, and is referred to in the
Qur'an, Surah lili. 4: "By the visited home
(i.e. Baitu 'l-Mamur)." (See al-Baisawi, in
loc.)

ZU 'B-RAHIM (زعبرابيم), pl. sawe
't-arbäm, or u'il 't-árham. Lit. "A possessor
of the womb." A uterine relation. The
plural form u'il 't-árham occurs twice in the
Qur'an.

Surah viii. 76: "And they who have be-
lieved and have since fled their country,
and fought at your side, these also are of you.
Those who are united by ties of blood (u'il 't-
árham), are the nearest of kin to each other
according to the Book of God. Verily God
knoweth all things."

Surah xxxiii. 6: "Nearer of kin to the
faithful is the Prophet, than they are to their
own selves. His wives are their mothers.
According to the Book of God, they who are
related by blood (u'il 't-árham) are nearer
the one to the other than other believers, and
than those who have fled their country for
the cause of God: but whatever kindness ye
show to your kindred, shall be noted down in
the Book."
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